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Every person who maliciously

cuts, defaces, breaks or injures

any book, map, chart, picture,

engraving, statue, coin, model,

apparatus, or other work of lit-

erature, art, mechanics or ob-

ject of curiosity, deposited in

any public library, gallery,

museum or collection is guilty

of a misdemeanor.

Penal Code of California

1915, Section 623

For Reference

Not to be taken from this room
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Here you arc looking chic

(and feeling svelte) in Geoffrey Beene's

gabardine cocoon.

This is probably the most dramatic shape of the

season. One clean sweep of light-weight, fine wool

that's daringly wide at the top (double-deep

dolman sleeves) and narrow at your knees

(please note the slick side slits). Designed

by Geoffrey Beene for Gallant.

Fawn or black for sizes 2 to 10,

350.00 in The Designers,

third floor of Fifth Avenue's only

department store, where you'll find everything

from delightful clothes to dhurrie rugs.

It's always a pleasure

Out of town, call Toll Free (800) 228-5444. In Nebraska (800) 642-8777. Diners Club, American Express® Visa and MasterCard are welcome at Altman's.
361 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10016, White Plains, Manhasset, NY, Short Hills, Ridgewood/Paramus, N.J., St. Davids, Willow Grove Park, Pa.
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For moonlit magic,

there's nothing quite

so beautiful as velvety

champagne flowers against

sheer azure blue silk. Here,

the opulent ease of our dolman

sleeved top shirred to the wrist,

over a long, diaphanous skirt.

The Salon, Third Floor,

Lord & Taylor, Fifth Avenue.

s

Opening soon, our beautiful new Lord & Taylor,

Fort Lauderdale in the Galleria— our fourth Florida store
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CELEBRATION OF FRENCH CREATIVITY AND STYLE

From today till November 6, Bloomingdale's will celebrate a

romance with France that began a century ago, with our

first trips to see and to buy. Today, the romance blooms into

a true love affair.

Far more than a display of merchandise, Fete de France

is a cultural festival on the grand scale, a feast for all the

senses, where you can see, hear, taste and feel the sophistication of Paris or the

charm of France of the past, present and future.

In all of the Bloomingdale's stores you will find priceless sculptures and

paintings from the museums of France... evocations of the

symbols of Paris — the famed Normandie, the Statue of

Liberty, The Eiffel Tower, films and videotapes of the legends

of Piaf, Chevalier and Bardot.

Artisans, craftspeople and the great chefs of France will

bring the taste and touch of French skill to life. France of the

future will be reflected in the technological displays of aerospace, flight, computer

and satellite expertise.

Streets of shops from Paris to Provence, model rooms by famous French

interior designers, the Artcurial gallery, a parfumerie, a French newsstand—

every aspect of France is recreated.

And fashion, the signature of France, as seen by the well

known and the new designers in shops and fash ion events-

will continue the traditions.

The richness of France's heritage, the dynamics of today,

the challenge ofthe future, here at Bloomingdale's Celebrate

with us this Fete de France.

We thank our colleagues for their special support: Ministry of Culture and Communication of France, Ministry of Exterior

Affairs and Tourism of France, Aerospatiale, Air France, The American Express® Card, L'Art de la Table, Compagnie

Generale Maritime, Credit Lyonnais, Federation Francaise de la Couture, French Government Tourism Office, Perrier, Regions

de Provence, Alpes, Cote d'Azur, Remy Martin, Saint Gobain - Des Jonquieres

SEPTEMBER 13 NOVEMBER

boomngdoes
PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALEX CHATELAIN
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Innocence

has its own

reward:

Issey Sport.

Issey Sport's new
concept in dressing

for fall is full of possi-

bilities. It's a collec-

tion of statement
shapes that succumb
to your innocent (and

not-so-innocent)

moods.
Here, the easy-to-

feel-pretty- in bibbed
cotton flannel dress

in beige or black con-

trasting plaids,

S-M, $315.

Call Macy's Buy
Appointment for

details: (212)

560-4181.

New York
Little Shops (D.135), Third Floor, Herald Square. Use your Macy's charge. Or, Macy's welcomes the American Express" Card.

VOGUE. Ociobf i



Adele Simpson . . .for

evenings at their most

sophisticated. Elegance

understated and unfor-

gettable in simple lines

and dramatic color. Navy

satin-back crepe. $325.

The 28 Shop®, State

Street, Water Tower Place,

Old Orchard and Oak-

brook in Chicago and

Mayfair in Milwaukee

'Mti^wfi
Use your Marshall Field. American Express Card Visa or Master Card Call our toll free numbers in Illinois 800 942-8881 (operator 301 Outside Illinois 800323-1717 < > 30)

VOGUE. October, 1983 7
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HINO tL MALEE
THE DESIGN Tl HAT BRINGS IN A FRESH

WIND FROM Tl ^ST. JAPANESE ARTISTRY IN

WAFTS Of .WOOL CREPE. THE SLIM SKIRT

AND KIM . SLEEVE TOP WITH A CHALLIS

SCAR' ^VERLY CENTER, SANTA MONICA,

DEL AM SHERMAN OAKS AND CENTURY CITY.

THE BROADWAY
IS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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Coast-to-Coast
Colors
Would you be interested

in a collection of vivid colors?

Intense, too? Possibly even urbane?

How would you feel about having lunch in N.YC,

and dinner in, say, Seattle?

About being kissed over North Dakota? Don't answer

until you've seen Ultima's Coast-to-Coast Colors.

Adventurous new colors to make fall fashions soar.

For your eyes, lips, cheeks, and nails.

Make your reservations now.

But only at your Ultima II counter.

ULTIMA II

©1983. Charl.jv, R>'vs<.n Kim Alexis' gown is by Siaml tnginals On her eyes Shim/Yiertinls in Night Jewels
- il- r-» j c i.i i ... e* i.i__ i .

'

On her lips Star Amethyst Lipstick with Diamond Sparkle I ip Sparkler as an • iverrjla/e

HerpenVne O.ira Hefplane Piper Aero lai II - al plani but it gets her I
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Discover Tiffany Silver

Tiffany's exclusive new designs in sterling silver.

A. Hinged cuff bracelet, $950. B. Open cuff bracelet, $600.

C. Open cuff bracelet, $850. Earrings with clip-backs:

D. Geometric, $140. E. Flame, $130. F. Sea burst, $150.

Tiffany& Co.
NEW YORK FIFTH AVE. & 57th ST. • ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • BEVERLY HILLS

KANSAS CITY, MO, OCTOBER 1983

To order please write, or call toll-free 800-526-0649 • In New Jersey, 800-452-9146

Add $4 for shipping plus any sales tax • American Express • Diners Club • MasterCard • Visa

12 M ,
. ,
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Jonothon hitchcock
for reuben thomos

^^^~

Announcing exciting new salons

at Mission Valley, San Diego,

and Canal Place, New Orleans

rHE PALM BEACHES BAL HARBOUR CORAL GABLES DADELAND HOLLYWOOD FT LAUDERDALE PLANTATION BOCA RATON POMPANO ST PETERSBURG TAMPA
CLEARWATER ORLANDO ALTAMONTE SPRINGS JACKSONVILLE ATLANTA GREENVILLE GREENSBORO CHARLOTTE RALEIGH KNOXVILL^ <}:'!CHATT\NOOGA
MASHVILLE MEMPHIS BIRMINGHAM MOBILE NEW ORLEANS HOUSTON AUSTIN NORTH PARK PRESTONWOOD FT WORTH SAN ANTONIO OKlMSOMA CITY TULSA

HHiHIiiii



REVLON SAYS THERE'S NOTHING BETTER THAN: \

LCOKIN'LIKE
The re vineyplummyberry shades guaranteed to enrich

your li: .andnails.cheeksandeyes. Even the names sound

like . million bucks: Plum Sable, Billionaire Blue,

.ion Dollar Wine, and lots more. Whoever said "You don't have

to be rich to look rich," really knew what she was talking about.

;IS0

%•

Lauren is wearing Berry Rich Lipstick, Million Dollar Winn
Blush-on, Goldleaf and Prosperous Plum Eyeshadow
The pussycat is wearing her own pure white Petjuan coat

© 1983 Revlon, Inc. Fur by Ben Kahn, Jewelry by Harry Winston, Inc
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Now Estee Lauder helps

skin care become skin repair

with her new
INl^nt Kepair Cellular Recovery Complex

Its exclusive complex of ingredients

is a beauty breakthrough

that cannot be duplicated,

that does what no other

treatment can do.

Night Repair is a biological breakthrough

that uses the night, the time your body is resti

to help speed up the natural repair of cells

that have been damaged during the day

by the ultraviolet light all around us

(which incidentaHy occurs all year long,

wi nter as wel I as summer)

.

Night Repair also greatly increases

the skin's ability to hold moisture.

Today Estee Lauder advances

skin care to Night Repair.

Use it tonight and

wake up to

better looking skin.

ESTEE LAUDER patent penrii lg
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RICHIS ATLANTA WEISS. BEACHWOOD OHIO SAKS JANDEL. CHEVY CHASE - NEIMAN MARCUS. DALLAS - HOUSTON - S. FRANCISCO - MARSHAL FIELD. CHICAGO
STANLEY KORSHAK CHICAGO ULTIMO. CHIC/ SO SAKOWITZ. HOUSTON TEXAS - CHARLES GALLAY. BEVERLY HILLS LA. GIORGIO. BEVERLY HILLS LA. - MAXFIELD,

LOS ANGELES THEODORE. BEVERLY HILLS I 24 COLLECTION, MIAMI - BARNEY'S. NY - flERGDORF GOODMAN. NY. - HIRSHLEIFER'S. NY. FOREST HILLS - JIMMY'S,

N Y BROOKLIN MARTHA. MY SAKS. N Y AMEN WARDY. NEW PORT BEACH • NAN DUSKIN, PHILADELPHIA - JULIUS CLOTHING. SACRAMENTO - L. ROGERS. SALEM
OREGON • FROST BROS. SAN ANTONIO I MAGNIN. SAN FRANCISCO • WILKES BASHFORD, SAN FRANCISCO - PINO'S. SEATTLE - FEMINA. SCOTTSDALE A2 - CLAIRE PEA-

RONE TROY MICHIGAN - HATTIE. BIRMINGHAM MICHIG.

GMNFBAN

FERRE
SHOW ROOM MILANO - VIA SAN DAMIANO, 2 - TEL. 02/702503 - TELEX 045 842162 TSACH

18 VOGUE. October, 1983



HOLT RENFREW
1300 SHERBROOKE STREET WEST - MONTREAL CANADA

CMNFEANC©

FERRE
SHOW ROOM MILANO - VIA SAN DAMIANO, 2 - TEL. 02/702503 - TELEX 045 842162 TSACH
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Imagine putting on your lipstick

in the morning

and having it stay on and on.

Now Estee Lauder brings you

RE-NUTRIV
All-Day Lipstick

Stay-on color. Stay-on shine. All yours now
in sixteen splendid Estee Lauder shades.

Some of the most beautiful women in the world

are already wearing it.

Here are just four from the collection:

All-Day Wine Punch, All-Day Ripe Raspberry

All-Day Red Pepper, All-Day Pink.

ESTEE LAUDER



"We expect beautifully

put-together suits

from David Hayes.

The surprise this

season is his silk

evening pajamas."

Couture Salon.

Notes from our fashion edit, Fall 1983.

jiiimjlm
Dallas Fort Worth Houston Atlanta Bal Harbour Fort Lauderdale Washington, DC White Plains, NY St. Louis Oakbrook. Ill Northbrook, ill Las Vegas San Diego Beverly Hills Newport Beach San Francisco

^^^^^_



Bill Blass perfume

is the cocktail party Blass

is the tennis Blass

is the dining out Blass

is the New Year's Eve Blass

is the night-we-called-it-a-day Blass

is the old-fashioned Blass

is the new-fashioned Blass

is that stunner of a fragrance for women
called Bill Blass.



your eyelids, even your lips

Its one rich color responds

differently to every skin,

so everybody who uses

it will radiate her own
special healthy glow.

Easy as pie to apply. Now in

liquid form, too.

The glow of the sun anyplace, anywhere, anytime.

But not from anybody Only from

Revlon

I Revlon, Inc Brill is wearing Charlie Perlume and fur by Baron & Hennessy
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Direct from Paris. The one and only Guy Laroche is exclusively at Guy Laroche boutiques.

New York: 36 East 57th. Atlanta, Bal Harbour, Boston, Dallas, Houston, Midland,

Maison Posh ll-Locust Valley, Watergate-Washington, DC, St. Thomas, Femina-Scottsdale.
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PROGPES PLUS
~ Anti-Rides

In the b'

posses

n challenge to wrinkles.

iat skin should be treated as a precious

, Lancome science of skincare has achieved in

proven capacity to diminish wrinkles by reducing

.eir length and depth, so you look younger.

£?,A barrier against collagen breakdown to deter the

formation of wrinkles.

• The acceleration of your skin's natural cell renewal

activities— bringing it to its best level of performance and
vitality.

• The reinforcement of the skin's own moisture-retention

capabilities to help prevent dehydrating signs of aging.

Progres Plus Creme Anti-Rides. Use it daily. Its promise

comes true.

LANCOME

PROGRES PLUS
Creme Anti-Rides

LANCOME
PARIS
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NEW YORK

French Formu

French Ey

a Riche Mascara. ^I&r
yes Prefer It. _^^^^

-'OREAI

One wonders why this

is the most preferred

mascara formula in France?

Its creamy velvety darkness

contrasts lash and eye
in so dramatic a way
that eyes become

unexpectedly brilliant.

French women are no fools.

l'OREAl:
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NEW YORK

Vagabond Fall

V

' <

A new way of looking.

A new way of feeling.

A new L'Oreal to warm the cockles of your heart.

Vagabond Mauve lips, nails.

Claret/Chicoree eyes.

L'OREAL
9



And so the Diors sailed

off into married life with

their faithful best man
aboard.

V^hristian JJior:

Activewear lor JVLen

and Women
Hosiery for Men.
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North Am', i ;ar, grey fox coat

with red iox sleeves
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Your Letters
Reality—accept it or improve it?

I would like to thank you for the article, "Ad-
just to Reality—Why Should You?" (July,

1983).

While in college I was prepared, by faculty

and administrators, to enter the "man's
world" of work and be able to adjust to it. It

was the hope of the college, however, that we
would see that the present conditions do not

have to continue. Only because of the women
who have come before us do we have the op-

portunity to change the reality of the work
force.

A man I dated in college remarked that he

would not want to be a woman today. He said

to succeed will be difficult enough, without

having to struggle against the fact that one is a

woman. To him, it was clear that women have

to struggle against their sex, that in a sense we
have to try to be men. He understood the prob-

lems that women face but was glad that he

didn't have to be one actually going through it.

He had a look of relief on his face. It was then I

realized how difficult change was going to be.

It is still a high priority that women enter

and adjust to the man's world of work, as it is

obvious that change in the work force is slow

(consider, for example, the 59 cent phenome-

non). It is my hope, however, that adjustment

can share its priority with the goal of creating

a different world, a new reality. I am glad that

Ms. Blakely also sees that this has become a

possibility. Karen Avagliano

Summit NJ
(Continued on page 136)

VOGUE, October, 1983
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i 'oterfordpours forth memories . It conjures up

^fantasies,evokes poetic imagery, provokes the crea-

tive spirit, celebrates life's mysteries* It is never too early nor

too (ate to assume the title: Waterford Collector. Some begin at

birth, others as nonagenarians. To the collector, a piece of

Waterford crystal is more than a drinking vessel, more than a vase,

a decanter, a lamp, a chandelier, more than afamily heirloom, more

than an objet dart) it is an incentive to lose weight, to winforgive-
ness, a way to attract a lover, to distract a patient, to symbolize

hope, to crystallize a dream, to bid adieu, to hail the seasons, to

raise spirits, to diminishmelancholy, to mark events, to start tradi-

tions, to end a day) it is a noble rite of passage. Born of the

—^———^"^— breath ofman, Waterford is life's child
Authentic Waterford is now sisned Free booklet. Waterford Crystal, 225 Fifth Avenue, NY10010.
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BALLIET'S -Oklahoma City • FROST BROS. -San Antonio • JOHN WANAMAKER- Philadelphia

JONNI L. WALKERS PANACHE -Atlanta • LORETTA BLUM -Dallas • MARY VS - Tyler, Texas

STANLEY KORSHAK -Chicago & Pittsburgh



emanuel ungaro parallele

EMANUEL UNGARO BOUTIQUES:

803 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK • Bal Harbour Shops, BAL HARBOUR

Rodeo Drive, BEVERLY HILLS •S.EA. Center, HOUSTON • Esplanade-Worth Avenue, PALM BEACH

Creeds, PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
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SAKS-JANDEL Chevy Chase • Washington, DC
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The pure wit and personality of Tibetan lamb

from the Saks-Jandel Design Collection
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SAKS-JANDEL Chevy Chase Washington, DC
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Trichologist

Philip Kingsley...

Creating Beautiful,

Healthy Hair at ^
Saks Fifth Avenue

iflCK*

NO*

NETWT*oi

Your hair. Thick and curly, or fragile and stick straight. .it is

one of your most important— and most visible— assets.

Did you know that almost everything you do affects your

hair? Diet Sunlight Climate. Tension. Age. Exercise.

Pregnancy. Combing. Water and the chemicals it contains.

And did you know that your hair most often has two

conditions; oily at its roots and drier at its ends? The

longer you grow your hair, the greater the physiological

and external traumas inflicted upon it When you consider

that many people have scalp conditions (oily to dry) that

are different from their hair, it is understandable that

no one product can meet both needs. It follows then,

that treating the hair only, or the scalp only,

will not achieve optimum results.

Enter Philip Kingsley, the world's leading

trichologist, with clinics in New York and
London. He has practiced the science of

diagnosing and treating the hair and scalp for

more than 25 years. His 70,000 clients have

included royalty, celebrities, and persons

from all walks of life, each looking to

improve the health of their hair.

Now, Philip Kingsley has brought his expertise to Saks Fifth

Avenue via his Inter-Effective Hair Care Regimen...a system

insuring that all conditions of hair and scalp are treated

specifically and cohesively. And best of all. ..it is a simple

system, based on the belief that everyone, whatever the

condition of his or her hair, requires a prescription for three

products— Daily Shampoo, Conditioner, and Scalp Treatment.

These are prescribed to meet each individuals' needs after a

careful analysis and case history has been taken. Then, if

needed, Intensive Treatment products, such as Intensive Scalp

Stimulant or Elasticizing Hair Conditioner, will be prescribed.

.ftilip
I

LOTION NO.2

8 FL. OZ.



Philip Kingsley has overlooked nothing in his

search for optimum hair and scalp health. He's

even designed his own combs, saw-cut, so no
seam is left to break or damage hair. All in all,

Philip Kingsley proves that beautiful, healthy

hair and scalp is a dream within your reach—
based on common sense. The collection, from

$10 to s25. A special introduction for you!

With the purchase of the basic regimen,

2 oz. Elasticizing Conditioner, is yours

as a bonus. Throughout October and

November, Philip Kingsley will

personally appear at Saks Fifth

Avenue stores from coast to

coast to analyze and prescribe

a specialized hair care

program for you.

Do plan on meeting him in these locations:

October 3... Boston

October 5.. .Ft. Lauderdale

October 6, 7...Bal Harbour

October 11, 12...Troy

October 13, 14...Chicago

October 15...Kansas City

October 18...Beachwood

October 19...Frontenac

October 20...Atlanta

October 21, 22... Dallas

October 25, 26...Beverly Hills

October 27... Woodland Hills

October 28, 29...San Francisco

November 1...Bala Cynwyd
November 2...Bergen

November 3, 4, 5...New York

R7 ;
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SUPPLEGEN

INSTANT ACI»
FIRMER

Introducing
Supplegen

INSTANT
ACTION
FIRMER

• *4 i *

f

f f
4

Instant Action Firmer by Germaine Monteil. Just one or two
drops smoothed around your eyes, your mouth, along your

forehead, and this extraordinary formula works to firm skin

noticeably, reduce and smooth the most severe as well

as fine dry lines. Your skin can look younger and more
supple within minutes of application.

instant Action Firmer contains an unprecedented
concentration of collagen plus collagen amino acids

which rapidly permeates surface skin, actually improving

the contours of each cell— to give skin a dramatically

smoother, less aged, rejuvenated appearance.

Instant Action Firmer works. In independent clinical

testing on women 35-to-69, 78% were judged to have

noticeable firming in one or more key facial areas* within

five minutes of application. What's more, for the majority

of women these outstanding results lasted 6-to-8 hours.

*Out of 50 women, 23 had positive results in the eye area,

14 in the cheek area, and 20 in the cheek/throat area.

•

Are you over 40? Would you like to be

the next Supplegen ad model?
The Supplegen Beauty Search is on... for a vital, attractive

woman over-40 to be our next Supplegen model. Come to

the Germaine Monteil counter for a gift sample of Supplegen
skincare and pick up an entry form with prize details.

VOGUE, October. 1983 59
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BLOOMINGDALE'S AND COINTREAU PRESENT A CELEBRATION OF FRENCH CREATIVITY

- -

GREAT TRADITIONS OF FRANCE: French Style-the Gallic flair for instant chic

and timeless elegance. France is a feast for the spirit and the senses/too.

•iVsmiltjica •{:]ir/tra IIH•!• Ifl.i fillM»\m»)[•Ml II !• [•[•[: W\\vM9Yi~~lmt&£m*&n2i4

table bouquet of Cointreau, the revered French liqueur perfected in Angers

more than a century ago..., Then, come indulge in the September u t or

total immersion of our Fete de France. Venez Vite... ^NliOr\rv^irv
Don't miss a minute. OKJDl If l

1



GREAT TRADITIONS OF FRANCE: French Quality-present and prized in a thoroughly modern
gown, tine crystal, a time-honored liqueur. When Sonia Rykiel turns her talents to evening
dressing, the results .are a delighttul blend of Gallic finesse and her own witty sense of drama.

Above: The classic purity of

French handblown, full-lead

crystal from our collection by
jfe Baccarat. Crystal Department.

On the fdcing page: Sonia's

seductive silk crepe dinner

dress, spiced- with insets of

lace. The Shop for Sonia Rykiel blaonningdale's
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PHOTOGRAPHED AT
THE CRILLON HOTEL, PARIS



GREAT TRADITIONS OF FRANCE: French Taste-fine-tuned by a culture long adept at refining life's

pleasures. Take Cointreau. When Europe first encountered the marvel of the orange, Edouard
Cointreau discovered a formula to achieve a sublime liqueur. Its exquisitely evocative,
delicately bittersweet flavor beguiles connoisseurs and novices alike. It's love at first taste.

Our full-lead French crystal stemwarejrbm ta>.Roqhere
makes a perfect accompaniment. Crystal Department. btomingdale's
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X^nCleef&Arpels
World-Famous Jewelers

New York 744 Fifth Avenue 10019 (212) 644-9500
Beverly Hills 300 North Rodeo Drive 90210 (213) 276-1161 Palm Beach 249 Worth Avenue 33480 (305)655-6767

Paris Monte Carlo Cannes Geneva Tokyo
Design^ We honor major credit cards.
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For very special nights.

The very speeial sweater.
French laee, outlined

with rhinestoncs,
dolman sleeve, merino wool.

« Now at Bloomingdalc's,

Marshall Field, I. Magnin
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men's and women's haberdashers
114 east oak street Chicago illinois
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BON JOUR PRODUCTS
ARE FEATURED AT:

Abraham & Straus.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Bamberger!,

Newark. N.J.

Bloomingdale's.

N.Y.C.N.Y

Boston Store.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Brandeis.

Omaha, Neb.

John A Brown.

Oklahoma City. Oklahoma

Burdine's,

Miami. Fla.

Carson Pirie Scott,

Chicago, III.

Chapman's,

Brookfield, Wis.

Cherry Webb & Touraine.

S. Attleboro. Mass.

Davison's,

Atlanta, GA.

Dayton's,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Diamond's.

Phoenix, Arizona

Famous Ban,

St. Louis, MO.
Filene's.

Boston. Mass.

Foxmoor-
All Stores

Gimbel's,

NYC, NX
Gimbel's,

Philadelphia, PA.

Godchaux's,

New Orleans, LA.

Goldsmith's.

Memphis, Tenn.

Gottschalk's,

Fresno, Cal.

Mess's,

Allentown, PA.

Higbee Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio

J L Hudson,

Detroit, Mich,

Hutiter's,

Baltimore, MD.
Jordan Marsh,

Miami, Fla.

Kaulmann's,

Pittsburgh, PA.

Liberty House-
Hawaii & California

Macy's Midwest
Macy's.

New York City, NY.
Macy's,

San Francisco, Cal.

Madigan's,

Chicago, III.

Marshall Field,

Chicago, III.

May Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio

May Co..

Los Angeles, Cal.

Nordstrom's,

Seattle. Wash.
Piiiti,

Birmingham. Ala.

Pomeroy's,

Levmown. PA.

Pomeroy's,

Harrisbury, PA.

Rich's.

Atlanta. GA.

Stern's.

Paramus, N.J.

Strawbridge & Clothier.

Philadelphia, PA.

Woodward & Lothrop,

Washington. DC

AND OTHER FINE

STORES NATIONWIDE

'•*•.•;

O R

BON JOUR INTERNATIONAL LTD

Showroom 27th Floor 1411 Broadway New York NY 100i£'{80^231 0304



"In a season of important

coats, we liked the luxury of

Pauline Trigere's nutria-lined,

fox-trimmed raincoat."

Couture Salon.

4
Notes from our fashion edit, Fall 1983.

Dallas Fort Worth Houston Bal Harbour Fort Lauderdale Atlanta Washington, D.C. White Plains, N.Y. Northbrook, III. Oakbrook, III. St. Louis Las Vegas

Beverly Hills Newport Beach San Diego San Francisco and, opening November 5, Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

72 VOGUE. October. 1983
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AZIZA DEMONSTRATES
EYECOLORS THAT PERFORM AND PERFORM

AND PERFORM.

Introducing All Day Performing

Eyecolors from Aziza.

An event. Because we're

convinced these shadows per-

form better than most of the

shadows out there.

The secret is our exclusive

creaseproof formula with

Silktex, which seals in the color

so it lasts all day, and makes it

feel extra-silky on your lids.

The colors are tremendous,

too. Don't expect the obvious.

You won't find a banal blue, a

tepid taupe, a tired anything.

Singles or duos, matte or

frost, they're all special. Very

rich. Highly current. Smash-
ing, any way you mix them.

Why not gather a few of

these eyecolors and see how
gorgeous they

look on, and

how gloriously

they will per-

form. All day.

Or all night.

If you're not

as impressed

with them as

we are, we'll

gladly refund your money.

Kindly enclose unused portion of All Day
Performing Eyecolor for refund. Write Aziza,

PO. Box1009W Jefferson City, Mo. 65102.

Soft flattering eye look

achieved with the Aziza

Cameo-Midnight Duo.

Glamorous new eye
design using Aziza

Bamboo-Spruce Duo and
wisteria Single.



Silver-Periwinkle, Amber-Burgundy,
Azure, from the new Aziza collection

of All Day Performing Eyecolors.

y
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Th£ Burberry Look

Photographed by Lord Lichfield at Shugborough, Staffordshire.

Classic Burberry trenchcoats with wool liners for men and women, complemented with accessories in the

internationally famous Burberry check. Available from leading shops and stores throughout the country. For list of stockists contact:

Burberrys International Limited, Suite 1714, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10104. Telephone: (212) 246 2570.

Burberrys
OF LONDON •/

Also available from Burberrys, 9 East 57th Street,New York, and from Burberrys in Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.

And at thefollowingfine stores: BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA: Carroll & Co. DALLAS, TEXAS: Harold's. DENVER,COLORADO: The Denver. FLORIDA-Jacobson's

HARTFORD.CONNECTICUT: The Staikpole, Moore, Tyron Co. HOUSTON,TEXAS: Leopold, Price & Rolle. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY: Rodes. MICHIGAN-Jacobson's

NEW YORK.NEW YORK: B Altman & Co., Macy's, Saks fifth Avenue. OHlOjacobson's OKLAHOMA CITY,OKLAHOMA: Orbach's. PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA: Home's.

CALIFORNIA: SOUTH COASTHLAZA. Nordstrom THE GAl.I.ERIA INGl.ESDAl.E. Nordstrom.

'Burberry 'and 'Burberrys 'and the device oj an Equestrian Knight in armour are the registered trade marks ofBurberrys Limited, London.

Every genuine Burberry garment coutains a label incorporating a registered trade mark ofBurberrys Limited.

<£>
,AK3
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CHAN
NEW FROM PARIS: DUAL SHADOWS.

EXPRESSIVE EYE COLORING IN SURPRISING COMBINATIONS.
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jllock's, Los Angeles

ump's, San Francisco

ytken's, Louisville

>on Godchaux Clothing Co.,

ew Orleans

>rdan Marsh, Boston

yton's, Minneapolis

srgdorf Goodman, New York City

alliet s, Oklahoma City

3ufmann's, Pittsburgh

bodward & Lothrup,

ashington, D.C.

icobson's, Michigan & Florida

arshall Field, Chicago,

alias & Houston.
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Who can
teach me

how to use eye makeup
so my plain eyes look bigger,

more expressive?"

"Can I

really learn

to contour

my face so I have

dramatic-looking

cheekbones?"

"How can
I make my
Square face

appear more
Loval?"

"My skin

looks so blotchy

but I hate a
made-up look.

How should I

use foundation

to make it look

smooth and natural?"

"How can I

shape my lips and
have a sexier mouth?"

You can be a Studio Owner. Write: Merle Norman (^osmetics. lnc..(QA034)9130 Bellanca Ave . I os Angeles. (A 90045
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Beautiful advice or a complete makeover,very personal and very free.
At participating Studios.

mERLE noRmm
The Place for the Custom Face

For the Merle Norman Studio nearest you call (800) 421-2010

In .California call (800) 262-1734. Studios also in Canada.



ADVERTISEMENT

Skin news: Going beyond repair
Y'Ol R SKIN'S WORST ENEMY:

i HE I.W [RONMENTS KILLING LIGHT

Walk out the door and zap! the ultraviolet

rays start to nibble away at the heart of your

skin cells Meanwhile, creeping birthdays

thin out your skin and slow down its natural

rate of renewal.

But now science has struck a major coun-

terblow against time and the environment.

Oriane, the French company long known for

innovations in skin treatment, has developed

EXTRAIT VITAL Dual Skin Repair Complex,

a multi-purpose lotion that uses new deep-

epidermal technology to help replace dam-

aged skin cells and rebuild the substructure

of your skin.

REPAIR ABOVE, REBUILD BELOW

The natural healthy state of skin is plump and

smooth. Starting in adolescence, your cells'

functions begin to slow down. They don't

take in and use oxygen as efficiently as they

did. They don't absorb nourishment at the

same rate or metabolize it as quickly After a

while, the skin tends to "cave \ri,' creating

fine lines and, ultimately, wrinkles.

Extrait Vital gives nature a healthy boost. It

revitalizes the cells so they function better

and reproduce faster, speeding fresh young
cells to the surface.

At the same time, Orlane's unique product

works below the surface, sending essential

nutrients and moisture down to the deepest

levels of the epidermis to help plump up the

skin. The goal: smoother, healthier-looking

skin. Since Extrait Vital is used both morning

and night, this intensive nourishment and
moistunzation go on around the clock.

SKIN BEFORE
TREATMENT

AFTER
TREATMENT

Damage above: Unre-
touched photograph of un-
treated skin (magnified 25
times) reveals deep crev-
ices and advanced fine

lines, which can lead to
wrinkles The overall tex-

ture is coarse and uneven.

Repair above: After 3
weeks of daily Extrait Vital

treatment, crevices and
fine lines have been mark-
edly reduced and plumped
out. creating a skin surface

structure that's smoother
and healthier-looking.

Damage below: Actual
profile tracing ofabove skin

surface Crevices in photo-

graph appear here as val-

leys between the peaks

Restructuring below: Af-

ter 3 weeks, revitalized by
Extrait Vital, skin is smooth-
er with a dramatic lessen-
ing of lines and crevices.

A HEALTHY-LOOKING NEW
STRUCTURE FOR YOUR SKIN SURFACE

Extrait Vital not only works to fill out the skin,

reduce fine lines and wrinkles. It helps revital-

ize and plump up the entire epidermal struc-

82

ture. And it helps avoid erratic exfoliation, the

flaking and roughness we shudder to see in

our make-up mirrors.

HEREDITY: A CHALLENGE
ORLANE ACCEPTS

Some of us, of course, have the cards

stacked against us, inheriting skin that ages

faster than seems fair. But Extrait Vital works

Extrait Vital, they allow the young woman in a
hurry to use this new product as her single,

all-purpose treatment. Its multi-purpose

functions are a boon, too, to the frequent

traveler who'd rather not haul along a dress-

ing tableful of jars every time she flies off to

Cincinnati or Paris.

For the woman with the time to do the

utmost for her skin, Extrait Vital becomes the

new essential first step under moisturizer or

MWeep-epidermal technology from France
helps restructure your skin

to a healthy-looking new fullness and firmness

to fight off the signs of aging. If heredity

wasn't kind to your skin, Extrait Vital will be.

HOW EXTRAIT VITAL FITS
INTO YOUR REGIMEN

Oriane has long been an advocate of com-
plete, intensive skin regimens. But in creat-

ing this product to help repair the damage
done by ultraviolet light and the environ-

ment, they have shown a keen awareness

of today's speeded-up life style. By building

nourishing and moisturizing properties into

night cream. It not only works to help the skin

repair itself. It helps create a healthy environ-

ment in which the skin can flourish and take

full advantage of other treatment products.

When you use Extrait Vital, you'll find it

floats easily onto and into the skin. Whether

you use it alone or as part of a regimen,

Extrait Vital doesn't replace anything you're

now using, because nothing quite like it has

existed before .

Extrait Vital is now available in the United

States. Seek out the Oriane counter in your

favorite store and ask to see it

This astonishing fluid

goes beyond repair.

Extrait Vital works hard to help repair skin

damaged by ultraviolet light and the environment. But
it goes much further. Helps speed fresh cells to the

surface. Adds deep nourishment and moisture. Helps

restructure the skin to a new fullness and smoothness.

Developed in the distinguished laboratories of Oriane.

EXTRAIT VITAL Dual Skin Repair Complex

O R LAN E Why do any less for your skin?
PARIS

VOGUE. October, 1983
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"Sable! Russian sable!

I mean Russian

Crown sable. My passion,

my weakness,

my one great desire.

Imagine my owning one.

Carol and Irwin Ware told me

the first Russian sable,

fashioned as a cape,

was worn by

King Richard III

of England in the

14th Century, and he

permitted all the nobles

to wear sable, too.

So here I am with

the most beautiful

one I've ever seen,

designed by

Yves Saint Laurent, and

Bob is going to buy

it for me. Now

111 have Bob and

my sable to love.

"

THE CAROL AND IRWIN • WARE FUR COLLECTION -AT

I, a 9 n i n
830 NORTH MICHIGAN A VENUE, CHICAGO** ALSO IN NORTHBROOK AND OAKBROOK

VOGUE, October. 1 983 83
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SEBASTIANARTISTIC CENTERS.

B

THE SALONS
THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

OK AND EXTRAORDINARY
This Fall, fashion breaks all the rules. Colours for clothes go on the face.

Smoke, grey, clay, rust and fig are big.

What you wear is ripped, torn, inside out. And upside down.
Don't tear your hair out. Come to an Artistic Center, get a couture cut and come out looking finished, top to toe.

The purpose of Sebastian Artistic Centers is to pull it all together for you.

Show you how to do-it-yourself. We'll cut you into a breakaway, liberated bob.

Stylesetting, smouldering and sexy locks that match those rule-breaking looks.

We can underscore your out with a sensational

Cellophanes colourshine. Show you how to use Wet, that sculpturing and blowdrying gelatine everyone's talking

about. (You'll wonder how you ever lived without it.)

We'll even teach you how and where to put on earth -for- faces and look great in it.

Take that hour you'd spend looking for some new rag and spend it making Fall look extraordinary with us.

A call to 800 424-7288 will get you the name and address of a Center nearby.

In California and Canada call collect 213 999-5112.

Sebastian Artistic Centers, Cellophanes and Wet are trademarks of Sebastian International, Inc. ® 1 983 Sebastian Intl., Inc.

84 VOGUE. Odober, 1983



Lambsuede Jumpsuits. Atlanta 266-2722; Chicago 280-9292; Houston 629-5880,961-5961; Las Vegas 731-0630; Los Angeles 652-3224;
New York 772-0707; San Francisco 441-3208, 391-6169; Fall/Winter Catalog: Send $2.00 to NBL, P.O. Box 99682, Dept 39 San Francisco, CA 94109

NORTH BEACH LEATHER
_^ 85



Bally

Bal Harbour, FL
Beverly Hills, CA
New York, NY
Troy, NY

Bonwit Teller
Bal Harbour, FL
Beverly Hills, CA
Chicago, IL

Manhasset, NY
New York, NY

.5

Palm Beach, CA
Palm Desert, CA
Philadelphia, PA

Brown's
Quebec, Canada

Bullocks Wilshire
Los Angeles, CA
La Jolla, CA

Capriccio
Scottsdale, AZ

Delman
at Bergdorf Goodman
New York, NY

at Charles Sumner
Boston, MA and
Chestnut Hill. MA
at Elizabeth Arden
Beverly Hills, CA

at Cidding Jenny
Cincinnati, OH
at Henry's
Wichita. KS

at Nan Duskin
Philadelphia, PA

Eric Shoes
New York, NY

Gus Mayer
New Orleans, LA

Holt Renfrew
Ontario, Canada

I. Magnin
Beverly Hills, CA
Chicago, IL

San Francisco, CA

I. Miller
New York. NY

Jildor
Cedarhurst, NY

Krischel's

New Orleans, LA

Marlowe Shoes
Fort Lee, NJ
New Rochelle, NY

Mlkel's
Stanford, CT

Nordstrom
Costa Mesa, CA

Sandllar
Southfield, Ml

at Claire Pearone
Troy, Ml

The Knit Wit
Philadelphia, PA

Zohar
Hewlett, NY

VOGUE. October. 1983
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Take this survey to find out if you're getting the nutrients you need

Do you skip meals?

yes no

Do you often feel fatigued?

yes no

Are you under stress?

yes no

Do you smoke, drink or

take "the pill"?

yes no

Do you often miss foods

from the recommended
daily food groups?

yes no
- 3 or more fresh fruits/

vegetables
- 2 or more milk products
- 4 or more whole grain

breads or cereals

Fact -

If you answered "yes" to any
of the above, you are probably

lacking nutrients vital to good
health. Even if you think you *

eat a balanced diet, stored

and processed foods may have
lost much of their nutrient value.

Solution -

Clientele Daily Nutrient

Supplements — the first

scientific way to promote
good health.

Great skin. And assist your

body's natural defenses

against the signs of aging.

Every day, Clientele Daily

Nutrients nourish your skin and
body with essential, yet often

missed, vitamins, minerals and
trace elements that can help

your skin become radiant. Your
hair lustrous. Your nails strong.

And because energy depends
on good nutrition, you'll also

enjoy a wonderful new feeling

of vitality and well-being.

It works
At Clientele, some of the

world's most highly

recognized experts research

today's new developments:

What vitamin dosages you

need. How much is too much.

Which forms are most quickly

absorbed. Which nutrients

should not be taken together.

And what new discoveries can

improve you and your family's

health, stamina and youthful

appearance.

No other nutritional system is

as advanced. No vitamin

program — especially a self-

designed one — is as effective.

No multi-vitamin — not one —
is as complete. And absolutely

no surface creme can reach

the skin's inner layers with

nutrients vital to its youthful

elasticity like Clientele

Nutrients can.

Simple to follow

5=9 AM
-

Two tablets after

breakfast. Two
tablets after

dinner.

That's all it

takes to provide

a perfect

balance of

nutrients.

» PM

With Clientele, you can be

assured you're taking the finest,

most effective Nutrient system

today. So be among the first

to achieve better health and
glorious skin. The sooner you

start Clientele, the sooner you'll

see and feel a difference.

No risk/ trial offer

Call now toll-free

1-800-327-4660 for a special

15 day trial size of Clientele

Nutrients. Yours for only $1 0.00,

plus $1.50 shipping. We're so

sure you'll be delighted with

Clientele Nutrients, we
unconditionally guarantee your

satisfaction or you may return

the empty bottles for a full refund.

i. m a g n i n
SAN FRANCISCO UNION SQUARE

For the store nearest you call 1 -800-327-4660. In Florida call (305) 891 -7402



?/HAT'S COMING

If satire is what closes o

night, politics is what generally neve

opens at all. Thus it comes as a welcome surprise to have
two highly entertaining films that deal, in worlds widely

separated by space and time, with the complex questions posed by revolu-

tion to its sympathizers, e.g. how far and with what terrible consequences
does the end justify the means?

Well, perhaps "highly entertaining" isn't the phrase that comes instant-

ly to mind with Danton, Andrzej Wajda's dry but eerily convincing dra-

matization of the last days of the French Revolution politician, but it can

certainly be applied to Under Fire, a rueful and romantic American film

that does for Nicaragua under Somoza what The Year ofLiving Danger-
ously did for Sukarno's Indonesia, and goes it one better. Though I have
my reservations about the ultimate conclusions of Under Fire and the way
that it reduces complex political issues to individual moral ones, it suc-

ceeds in playing a highly charged journalistic love affair against the chaot-

ic background of Third World revolution.

Nick Nolte, as Russell Price, a prize-winning photographer, gives his

best performance since Who'll Stop the Rain; Joanna Cassidy lights up the

screen with the most powerfully attractive woman professional role in

recent memory, and a slimmed-down and enigmatic Gene Hackman is

charming as Alex, a Time correspondent and the trio's "fifth wheel."
When we first meet them, they are finishing up assignments in Chad,

their lives about to take a sharp turn: Claire and Alex are ending a three-

year relationship, Alex to go to New York and become a news commenta-
tor, Claire and Russell to go to Nicaragua and begin the love affair that has
been gnawing at the borders of friendship for months.

Their need for each other and for a more profound engagement in the l

war they are covering evolves against the search for Rafael, a charismatic
revolutionary leader, during Somoza's crumbling regime. The portrait of
the boss Somoza, his U.S. props, and the poets and peasants who oppose
him is, in the hands of screenwriters Ronald Shelton and Clay Frohman
and director Roger Spottiswoode, predictably black and white, but with
colorful ironic shadings. The most eloquent is the pragmatic voice of Jean-
Louis Trintignant as the charmingly cynical Frenchman who plays both
sides against the middle in full view of everyone.

Nolte's conversion to the cause of the revolutionaries is more question-

Revolution as entertainment:

Wojciech Pszo
as Robes

when it involves perpetuating a

hoax thai is a complete and inexcusable violation

ofprofessional ethics. His willingness to do this is

apparently meant to vindicate Real Life and Com-
mitment as distinct from and superior to profes-

sional integrity. But this is a naive idea, wrapped
in the greater hubris to which the film itself falls

prey: the vision of the media as all-powerful and
the souls of its practitioners as foreground drama.

It is precisely Claire and Russell's simpleminded-

ness—refusing to accept the ambiguity of their

outsider status, aspiring toward guiltless moral

purity—that makes them such dangerously easy

dupes.

If the politics are sentimental, the romance
isn't. The best part of the movie is the wry, gallant,

very adult byplay among the three leads. I'm too

aware of the shortage of grown-up male/female

relationships in contemporary movies to think the

"boy-girl stuff' is some sort of Hollywood sell-

out. This is what movies, when they do it well, do
best.

Danton—a master tactician in the modern po-

litical mold, pragmatist, machine boss, boozer,

womanizer, social climber, and, as an orator, a

man who made consummate use of rhetoric but

was too little a fanatic to believe in it—remains

one of the most tantalizingly unknowable figures

in history. You must just choose a couple of facets

and run with them, which is what Wajda and

screenwriter Jean-Claude Carriere do in this trib-

ute to Danton as the generous populist counter-

part to Robespierre's scheming ideologue.

As played by a lustily attractive Gerard Depar-

dieu, Danton is a Lech Walesa-like figure (or is

Walesa a Danton-like man?), a man of action

grown weary of the struggle, a conciliator but

with irreproachable revolutionary credentials.

Polish actor Wojciech Pszoniak is wonderful as

Robespierre, pale and ill from repressed griev-

ances. What these were, (Continued on page 100)

the cause that seduces



1 1^82 Clinique Laboratories, Inc.

SupportYour Skin .

For awhile, skin supports itself.

Stays firm and smooth. But in

time, that support slackens.

Because the skin's machinery
slows down. Oil glands get lazy.

Less moisture is retained, so less

reaches outer layers. Then skin

looks dry. Develops fine lines.

Maintaining moisture in outer

layers of skin—where it counts,

where it shows—is the purpose of

Clinique's Sub-Skin Cream.

Sub-Skin Cream gets under dry

skin. Helps to raise its level of

moisture that cushions and smooths
the surface. Improves the look of

skin freshness, facial fitness.

Sub-Skin Cream is not for every

skin—only for those that need it.

To find out if it's right for you,

consult the Clinique Computer
wherever Clinique is sold.

Sub-Skin Cream helps support

needy skin. It's a good cause.

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested

100% Fragrance Free
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Introducing GREAT MEALS IN MINUTES. New from
TIME-LIFE BOOKS. Examine your introductory

volume Chicken & Gome Hen Menus FREE for 10 days.

GREAT MEALS IN MINUTES lets you prepare
wholesome, appetizing menus from scratch

in 60 minutes or less.

You're entitled to a good home-cooked meal after a

hard day's work without spending hours in the kitchen. So
we've created a cookbook series to help you put complete
menus on the table fast. We've organized GREAT
MEALS IN MINUTES to keep you organized and save

you time. In each easy-to-handle volume you'll find

menus built around main dishes like chicken, fish and
pasta. Everything from appetizer to dessert for each
menu, including beverage and serving suggestions,

appears on two facing pages. The grocery shopping list,

utensils and cooking equipment are printed on the same
two pages. You'll see at a glance which ingredients you
have and which you'll have to shop for.

If the order card has been taken, mail coupon to:

TIME-LIFE BOOKS. Time & Life Building.

541 North Fairbanks Court. Chicago, IL 606H

YES! I'd like to examine Chicken & Game Hen Menus
as mv introduction to GREAT MEALS IN MINUTES
Send it to me for 10 days' examination, along with
future volumes under the terms described in this ad.

Name (Please print)

~l

Address

City

All orders subject to approval.

State

or Province

Apt. No.

Zip

or Postal Code

4DAF00

Triple-tested recipes.

GREAT MEALS IN MINUTES recipes come
from some of America's most talented cooks—like Judith

Olney. Perla Meyers and Bert Greene. The clear, easy-to-

follow instructions have been triple-tested. At least once
by the cook who created them, and twice by others fol-

lowing the written recipes, to make sure you get results

you can serve proudly to your family and friends.

Examine FREE for 10 days.

Try Chicken & Game Hen Menus free for 10 full

days and enjoy 27 complete menus including a 60-minute

roast chicken... chicken teriyaki...orange-and-ginger-

marinated game hens. ..and more. If you decide to keep

it, pay just $9.95 ($11.95 in Canada), plus shipping and
handling. We'll then send you future volumes, one at a

time, approximately every other month. Each is $9.95

($11.95 in Canada) plus shipping and handling—and
comes on the same 10-day free-examination basis. There

is no minimum number of books to buy. You may cancel

any time by notifying us. If you decide not to keep

Chicken & Game Hen Menus, return it within 10 days

under no further obligation.

Future titles include Chinese Menus, Brunch
Menus, Pasta Menus, American Regional Menus, and

more. These are hardcover books, printed on durable

paper, beautifully illustrated with full-color photographs

of every menu. They'll be handsome additions to your

library of cookbooks.
GREAT MEALS IN MINUTES is the first cook-

book series ever planned to fit your busy

lifestyle. Send for Chicken & Game Hen
Menus today!

Detach the postage-free card to

order, or write to Time-Life Books, Time &
Life Building, 541 North Fairbanks Court.

Chicago, IL 60611.

New from

TIME
LIFE

\



Chicken Breasts and Artichokes ••« ith Fettuccine

Green Salad Vinaigt,

Walnut and Rum Cn



SI
(Continued) what made him turn on

his long-time ally, no one has ade-

quately explained; so Wajda's myth-
ic opposition of fire and ice is as

good as any.

Historians have also debated thej

positive and negative effects of Dan-I
ton's death on the course of the Re-

public. Wajda seems to subscribe to

Danton's own view of his pending

execution as cataclysmic, an inter-

'

pretation that is carried through in

the cadaverous glow of conspirato-

rial faces at night, and in the browns^

and reds of a color scheme that a

looks like caked blood.

—MOLLY HASKELL!

Directing is

a feminine job'

Ed Harris,

looking
decidedly
un-Glennish

"Powerhoir
Pamel
Reed

©CONCORD,
QUABTZ

Diane Kurys' movies are legacy,

homage, and reminiscence. She is a
diarist, a thirty-five-year-old

French writer/director whose un-

,\ derstated autobiographical films
" embrace the kind ofmoments many
of us have let slip away. In "Pepper-

mint Soda," childhood woe is

turned to wit; and in "Cocktail Mo-
lotov"fitsfrom the age of rage are

treated with compassion. Now, with

"Entre Nous, " Kurys completes her

trilogy, looking through her own childhood to her

mother'spast to explore the meaning ofbeing thirty.

In "Entre Nous," as in real life, Lena (Kurys'

mother played by Isabelle Huppert) and her best

friend, Madeleine (played by Miou-Miou), ache to

escape from their bourgeois married life. The two

women want to open a shop, drive cars, go to Paris.

Ultimately, they leave their husbands and live to-

gether. "Theirfriendship was something very strong

and good in their lives, although it broke something

too, " says Kurys. "Some people thought they were

lesbians. But they were women loving men.

"

Lena and her husband were Russian Jews who
met in a prison camp during World War II; she mar-
ried him in order to escape. "My parents used to tell

me stories about how they escaped from the Ger-

mans, " says Kurys. "As a child, I always saw them

as heroes. " In fact, there are no heroes here.

Kurys' mother was simply determined; and so is

Kurys. "It is not harder for me to find money or

direct a crew because I

am a woman, " says

Kurys. "Sometimes it's

easier. It is a question

of personality more
than are you a man or

a woman. Directing is

a very feminine job,

dependent on feelings.

When I'm writing I

can hear the music. I

know how I want it

played. And I do my
best to make sure it's

in tune." —D.B.C.

THE RIGHT STUFF
Here's a joke: The Right Stuff is a movie about

the difference between heroism and hype that

could possibly hype a man into the White
House—or laugh him out of the New Hamp-
shire primary. Of course, the film version of

Tom Wolfe's reverent/irreverent astronaut

epic may have little effect on John Glenn's

Presidential campaign. But the odds are, given

our impressionable electorate, that it will.

Hard-living Ed Harris, who swilled tequila

and spat venom Off-Broadway as the mean,

manic lover in Sam Shepard's Fool for Love,

plays the role of the notoriously square Glenn.

(The cast, an especially fresh and exciting one,

includes: Kathy Baker, Harris' equally sexy,

equally combative co-star in Fool for Love;

Pamela Reed, another Off-Broadway power-

house who co-starred in Melvin and Howard;

and Shepard himself.) Harris says the film's

Glenn is a fair Glenn, compassionate even: "In

the book he's painted out to be a little too

good—what's the word? 'Righteous.' But in

the movie you get to see why he does what he

does." And one of the things he does is orbit

the Earth; surely it can't hurt Glenn to have us

reminded that he wasn't always a Senator

from Ohio with a rep for dull speeches.

But even ignoring the politics, The Right .

Stuff is biting off a huge hunk of as yet undi-

gested history. Are we really ready for a peri-

od film about the "Space Age." Wasn't that

our Future?

With politicians and pundits—not to men-

tion critics—eager to praise or pounce, wish

this ambitious film a safe journey. —B.H.

"Combative"
Kathy Baker

////«,,.



Simplicity in ribbed 14 karat gold. Thin, quartz, hand-crafted in Switzerland.

For brochure send $1.50 to Concord, Dept. VO, 650 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 1001 9.

Also available in Canada.

(Q CONCORD,
QUARTZ



11 mg "tar," 8 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar!83.

Warning: The Surgeon Generai Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

M^/ifo
Rich enough to be called deluxe.

Regular and Menthol.



MOTHERWELL:A PASSION
FOR A LITERATE ART
obert Motherwell; Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo,

NY; October 2 through November 27. Modernism shows
two very different faces—that of the extremist on one
side and, on the other, the patient, sometimes inspired

mediator. Extremism gives us Futurist violence, Mini-

malist severity, and the typewritten pronouncements of

Conceptualism. Mediation is far richer. Its achievements in-

clude Manet's blend of traditional and the new, the "classi-

cism" of Balthus, and Robert Motherwell's contributions

to the New York School.

The Albright-Knox in Buffalo has assembled nearly

one hundred of Motherwell's paintings and collages in

an exhibition reaching from last season back to 1941, when New York
was crowded with Modernist exiles from the war in Europe—Mondrian,
Leger, Ernst. Motherwell's ease with the grand tradition of Western cul-

ture made him a natural mediator between these European visitors and
the painters who would go on to found the New York School—Jackson

Pollock, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman. By instinct a harmonizer, he

has the visual equivalent of perfect pitch. Among the earliest works in

the show are brilliant syntheses of Cubist structure, Surrealist allegory,

and what would come to be known as New York-style gesture.

As an editor, Motherwell has articulated the impulses of his own and
his fellow New Yorkers' Abstract Expressionism. And always he has

trained a European light on the possibilities of postwar American art.

Motherwell's Elegies to the Spanish Republic, a series of black-on-white

paintings begun in the early 1950s and still continuing, have the sweep
and scale of Newman's immense field paintings, yet their forms show a

draughtsmanly delicacy reminiscent of Matisse.

As the 1960s approached, bringing with them the deadpan of Pop Art
and the catatonic simplicities of the Minimalist sculptors, it seemed that

Motherwell's passion for a literate art, politically involved and histori-

cally aware, would go out of style. That is precisely what happened, and
yet Motherwell found an appropriate response. His Open series mini-

mizes the lush resourcefulness of his touch with results that are far from
Minimal. In each of the Open paintings, a subtly nuanced field of a single

color, often a sky blue or a warm ochre, spreads like light from frame to

frame. In the midst, Motherwell draws two or three lines in charcoal,

sparse reminders of perspective, of architecture, of civilization's at-

tempts to come to terms with the natural world. Even at his most re-

strained, Motherwell is a mediator—an extremist, perhaps—in his faith

that extremes can be overcome and unity encouraged to prevail.

—CARTER RATCLIFF

The Artist and the Quilt, McNay Art Museum;
San Antonio, TX; through October 23, then travels.

Women sewing quilts for cradles, sewing from scraps and shirt

collars for long nights
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without heat, is part of our
past. To celebrate 1975's
International Year
of the Woman,
artist Charlotte Robinson
organized
this collaboration

between needle and brush,

this marriage of home craft,

high art. Eighteen painters

and sculptors (among them
Alice Neel, Betty Parsons)
and twenty-four needle
artists have sewn
a salute to continuity.

Sculptor Lynda Benglis

mixed the chemical
sunset of her youth with

a sky full of kite fishes

to create a tapestry
you can "almost hear," says her quilter, Amy Chamberlin.
The show's signature quilt, shown above, tells the story:

hands working together toward timelessness. —D.B.C.

VOGUE. October, 1983

Motherwell's "Elegy to the Spanish Republic" XXXIV (1953-
54): the delicacy of Matisse, the sweep of Barnett Newman

,
ainsborough Drawings; National Gallery of

Art, Washington, DC; October 2 through De-

cember 4. In all of the eighteenth century, no

painter has a more characteristic touch than

Thomas Gainsborough. His brush slides

over the canvas but never hurries, leaving an

effect of airy luminosity. His greens are deep
but only rarely sullen; and the blue of his skies has a delica-

cy that links him to the rococo of his contemporaries. Gains-

borough is so much a painter we rarely think to remember
that he must have been a draughtsman too—sketches in

pencil and chalk precede those of the brush, and it is here

that one might expect to see his effortlessness plain.

Oil paint permits only the look, not the fact of spontaneity;

while drawing, no matter how finished, refuses to hide its

immediacy. Now The International Exhibitions Foundation

has put together a selection of Gainsborough's drawings.

This is an exquisite show. If he has been neglected since the

onset of Modernism, it is thanks to his exquisiteness.

This exhibition offers surprises, among them the strength

with which he endows his forms with volume. Gainsborough

is so much an artist of atmospheres and attitudes that the

eye isn't really prepared for the authority with which his blur-

ry chalk lines establish the animal bulk of the two sheep he

sketched in the late 1 750s. At one extreme, his images seem
almost to disappear into their own delicacy, an effect not en-

tirely due to the working of time on sketches intended to be

transitory. Yet even in these far reaches of his draughtsmanly

style, his "Study of a Child Asleep," (below) for instance-

form is clear and flesh looks alive, not ethereal.

These drawings make it evident that Gainsborough, for all

his familar refinement, is a sensual artist. The women in

these drawings are convincingly feminine and his wood-
lands are particular places, not merely exercises in the pic-

turesque. Perhaps we always knew this about him, but this

exhibit is to be appreciated for making it so clear. —C.S.

Mil

Gainsborough's "Study of a Child Asleep" (1780s)
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"The five words
I've been waiting

all my life to hear:
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it makes people talk...

it's got to be
a Maximilian.
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Obviously
a

Baume & Merder
When you, too, are ready for a

timepiece of indisputable elegance
your choice will be obvious.

Baume & Mercier.

The Biarritz Quartz— for men and
women— is the epitome of

Baume & Mercier's commitment to

excellence. Available in both
18K and 14K gold. For those with

discriminating taste.

For color brochures, please send $1.50 to
Baume Sf Mercier, Dept. V10,

555 Fifth Avenue, Mew York, MY 10017 or
9465 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90912
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"Ul 11/ Decades dangle on hangers at the back of closets or stagnate in

IL LUU IX attics, forgotten until time turns "that old thing" into an object of

:

desire. Now the 'fifties have come out of the closet. In Michael Laughlin's ironic and
comely new film, Strange Invaders, aliens from outer space take over a Midwestern .

town in the 1950s. They are wearing the same clothes when we meet them in the
1980s. Susanna Moore (her first novel was My Old Sweetheart) created the look of

the film; she found 'fifties faces and clothes, designed the sets. Below, heroine Nancy
Allen's apartment is appointed with a period lamp, vase, ashtray, and a cop who pays
house calls. Of another room, Moore said, "I wanted it to be like space. Nothing is

square. I wanted the tabletop to float like a sphere or planet." This same idea in-

spired furniture design in the 'fifties. It's like letting your eyes get used to the dark:
when you can see again, objects glow—the 'fifties are the halo of the 'eighties.—D.B.C.

With vengeance for all

Baume & Mercier
GENEVE

orgive and forget is one of the

most foolish cliches in any lan-

guage," declares Susan Jacoby in

the first paragraph of Wild Justice

(Harper & Row). She then collars

the murky subject of revenge and

drags it into the light. The result:

one of the most provocative, and

vital, books to appear this year.

On the one hand, the very word "revenge"

unsettles us. An act of vengeance is a disturber

of the peace—an impulse with the stench of

the cave still clinging to it. To acknowledge it

we have to own up to our own primitive furies

and passions, and the fragility of human order.

No wonder we avert our eyes. Jacoby tells

how, in 1972, the survivors of the Nazi death

camp at Maidanek came forward to testify

against Hermine Braunsteiner Ryan, who had

supervised the killing of their husbands, wives,

and parents. When asked "whether they were

'out for revenge,' all replied in controlled, dis-

passionate tones that they only wanted jus-

tice." To admit publicly a desire for

vengeance, even in these "worst case" circum-

stances, was unthinkable.

Privately, says Jacoby, it's been a different

story. Tracing the tangled concept of revenge

tlirough history, she reminds us that the Ju-

daeo-Chrhian god dispensed it according to

his mood; ti Grt eks hedged the question with

hereditary cu.-ses; and society has traditional-

106

ly made allowances for acts of sexual ven-

geance—especially toward unfaithful wives.

But our ambivalence has cost us, says Ja-

coby: we've driven underground our natural

need for some kind of just vengeance, we have

segregated it from our established system of

justice. The problem is especially critical in

our society now, she claims. Anguish over the

crime rate, and loss of faith in both a justice-

dispensing god and a just legal system have re-

sulted in what Jacoby describes as "revenge

gone wild": a society that applauds those who
"take the law into their own hands," that plays

out forbidden revenge fantasies in films such

as Death Wish, and whose support for capital

punishment—"vengeance taken to its extrem-

ity,"says Jacoby—is stronger than ever.

No advocate of vigilante justice or even of

capital punishment, Jacoby presents an elo-

quent and convincing case for "domesticat-

ing" revenge, utilizing it in a measured way

—

allowing it to take its legitimate place in our

justice system. The rage over the Hinckley

verdict, she claims, reveals our hunger for

some sort of individual accountability under

the law, unsullied by what she disdainfully

terms "psychiatric justice." Our system

should exist "not only to restrain retribution

but to mete it out" on behalf of the injured

party. In doing so, Jacoby persuasively ar-

gues, we may clear the way for justice in its

purest sense—maybe even forgiveness.—D.M.
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f
ashiell Hammett

lived sixty-seven years,

most of them drunk.

His contributions to

the detective story

were major—he is, in a sense, mys-

tery fiction's ( te—but it is

not his disti. iihin a minor

genre thai h is magnetized biogra-

phers in ! at least one filmmaker.

Inst he Hammett persona,

a peculiarly American one to

those who remain romantic about

the frontiersman. Not that Ham-

convictions. Too opaque for a bi-

ographer, he is meat for a novelist,

and in Diane Johnson he finally

got one. Her book is Dashiell

Hammett: A Life (Random
House).

"Finally" is not wholly accu-

rate. Miss Johnson had a prede-

cessor of sorts in Lillian Hellman,

who loved Hammett for thirty

years and memorialized him in An
Unfinished Woman and in her in-

troduction to The Big Knockover.

Hammett captured her imagina-

tion; together they captured the

imagination of that woman, and
she is legion, who wanted a Leon-

Hammett: the impenetrable man
mett was a Westerner—he was

born in Maryland of a family that

had been there since the early

eighteenth century and was nota-

ble only for always picking the

worst of whatever economic
choices came their way—but he

had something of the frontiers-

man's legendary cool. He was la-

conic, honest, and a dab hand with

rifles and traps. He divided wom-
en into Buffalo Gals and Sunday
School Teachers. From the one he

got clap: Hammett was an habitue

of whorehouses. From the other

he got children: Hammett married

the nurse he'd made pregnant, and

had two daughters by her. Tuber-

cular, he served in both World
Wars. Tired, he went to jail rather

than compromise his political

ard for her Virginia. After reading

Hellman on Hammett, she wanted
a Dash for her Lilly. Hellman, it

seems, is the only person who
knew him well. To write his biog-

raphy without her cooperation

would be commendable but fool-

ish. Fortunately, Johnson had it.

When Hellman met Hammett
in Los Angeles in 1930, she was at

the beginning of her career. He,

only thirty-six, was near the end of

his. His novels and stories had

been written in a rush—to lift

himself out of poverty and because

he had something to say. But mon-
ey dulled the spur and only God
knows what stoppered his mouth.
He had thirty-one years of life yet

to kill, and kill them he did.

He killed them with prostitutes,

ra

^

alcohol, and a silence that was al-

most catatonic. That was when
Hellman wasn't around. When
she was—and lucky for her that

talent and energy took her away as

often as they did—he was her edi-

tor and prop. "I haven't had a dry

shoulder since your career be-

gan," he said in one of his letters to

her. In another: "You're practi-

cally breaking my heart with your

letters about the play. I think

we're going to have to make a rule

that you're not to tackle any work
when I'm not around to spur, qui-

et, goad, pacify, and tease you. . .

."

Hammett wrote that in the

Aleutians during World War II.

There he was happy, perhaps be-

cause he was free both of options

and of having to make excuses to

himself for not writing. Those
years were probably the best he'd

known since the hungry days in

San Francisco when, an advertis-

ing copywriter and former Pinker-

ton man, he was writing the books

that made him famous.

He stayed famous, too. His

books were made into movies, his

politics put him in jail, his lover

made him a myth. He might have

been one anyway, even if he'd nev-

1 er left Baltimore or written a nov-

el. Richard Wilbur, the poet, said,

1 "Hellman wrote that as you came
toward Hammett to shake his

hand in the first meeting, you
wanted him to approve of you.

There are such people and Ham-
mett was one of them."

-That he was one of those people

is clear in Dashiell Hammett: A
Life. His wife (they were divorced,

but it was only a formality) was al-

ways respectful of him. She was
entitled to anger—while he was
burning dollar bills she was barely

scraping along—but never

showed it. So was Hellman, but

she did get angry. Hammett pun-

ished her for it though: after she

blew up because he'd pawed her

drunkenly, he never slept with her

again. At the time she was thirty-

five. They'd gone beyond sex; he

may always have been beyond it.

Despite the whoring, Hammett
was essentially virginal. He was
elusive, untouchable, unknow-
able. Only once in his emotional

life does he seem like other men.

He had a crush on the very young,

very pretty Patricia Neal.

The shade of Lillian Hellman
hovers about Diane Johnson's life

of Hammett; that is inevitable.

But Johnson has endowed A Life

with a good novelist's pacing and

perceptions, along with interviews

with Hammett's family, psychia-

trist, and friends. Too, she has

conveyed especially well the cli-

mate of the time that put Ham-
mett in jail. There is no darker era

in twentieth-century America
than the McCarthy years. To read

about them in A Life is to be shad-

owed again by those awful wings.

Hammett was their victim, just

as he was the victim of poverty,

disease, and—who knows?—may-

be a less than sterling gene pool.

Still, he had his successes, and

they must have meant something.

He had his victims too, and they

wouldn't have missed him for the

world. —MARY CANTWELL

T»TZ\r-t:1

Harriii.

Hellman ajJfciirWi
_ shoulder, she, the
keeper of his flame

]

HE SEEMED TO INVENT HIMSELF TOUGH
I AS SAM SPADE, SUAVE AS "THE THIN MAN."
1 LILLIAN HELLMAN, HIS LOVER, REINVENTED HIM
ROMANTIC IN HER MEMOIRS. NOW, NOVELIST

I

DIANE JOHNSON GIVES US THE REAL HAMMETT
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American Couples
riginally they planned to call

it The Management of
Conjugal and Quasi-

Conjugal Diads, but

presumably mindful

of the value of ap-

pearing on The To-

day Show, Pepper
Schwartz, Ph.D.,
and Philip Blum-
stein, Ph.D., wisely

changed the title of

their book to American
Couples: Money, Work,

Sex (William Morrow). The
publishers are flacking the book as "a monu-
mental work of social research . . . the most
complete and authoritative study of the lives

of American couples ever done," and promot-

ing the authors as the rightful successors to

Kinsey and Masters and Johnson.

For their research, Schwartz and Blum-
stein, University of Washington sociologists,

sent out over twelve thousand thirty-eight-

page questionnaires and conducted six hun-

dred in-person interviews. The result is

dauntingly bulky and replete with detail.

There are some obvious conclusions ("When
the nonsexual parts of couple's lives are going

badly, their sex life suffers") and some fasci-

nating insights ("Husbands with children are

more nonmonogamous than those without

children").

The authors decided not just to study the

married but to include those increasing num-
bers of couples in less traditional relationships.

So gay men, lesbians, and unmarried hetero-

sexuals who live together are given the same
attention as the conventionally linked.

The study's findings:

• Lesbians value romance and kissing, yet

they have the lowest sexual frequency rate,

making love less than half as often as cohabit-

ing heterosexual couples, yet

remaining more monoga-
mous than any others

studied.

• Gay men, many of

whom accept cruising

and casual sex on the

part of their partners,

seem to be less concerned

than other couples about
finding the "perfect" sexual mate. In-

stead they cherish the emotional aspects

of their long-term "open" marriage.

• Attractive women have more "cre-

ative" sex lives than their less attractive

sisters: they are more likely to be on

top during intercourse, to re-

ceive and perform oral sex,

and more readily arouse

the fantasies of their

male partners.

• Wives
with high in

comes worry
about initiating

sex because
they fear it

updating

may take power away from their husbands.
• Couples with one man and one woman

kiss less than couples with two women and
couples with two men kiss least of all.

• Intercourse is a more essential part of

lovemaking for heterosexual women than for

heterosexual men—women say they derive a

stronger sense of shared intimacy from it than

from any other sexual act. Men, however, take

equal pleasure from the whole menu of sexual

delicacies; for them, diversity is more impor-

tant to their ultimate satisfaction.

• Couples who attend church or synagogue

are no more monogamous than those couples

who do not.

• Married couples reported having sex <

more often than the researchers expected. Af-

'

ter ten years together, 63 percent still have sex
,

at least once a week.

Reading American Couples is rather like be-

:

ing given a detailed survey map of terrain

you've stumbled through in the dark a million

times. Most of it seems vaguely familiar but

there are sudden illuminations. The authors

provide a torrent of information, but they

can't seem to make up their minds whether to

give us an academic treatise or to go after

Shere Hite's mantle, to provide sexy revela-

tions and court the book sales that only an in-

terview on breakfast TV can bring.

One thing is clear: the authors are already in

training to become media celebrities. When >

asked to name one incontrovertible fact their
j

research had turned up, thirty-five-year-old

j

Dr. Schwartz replied: "If you want ajelation-

ship to last, get married." And
demonstrating she is one who
practices what she preaches, she

went out and did just that.

—ANTHEA
DISNEY/

•0\
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In 1946, when Cole

Porter's life was!

made into a movie
|

musical, Night and Day,
Warner Brothers chose the]

tall, dashing Cary Grant to
|

play the slight, sensitive Por-

ter. They knew that thej

physical resemblance was
unimportant; the two men]
had an infinitely more im-

portant link—their urbanity.

Now, two new books, The Complete Lyrics ofCole Porter (Knopf) and Richard Schickel's Cary
Grant: A Celebration (Little Brown), praise them and this special grace.

Urbanity has something to do with being at the top of the big-city heap, but it probably also has
something to do with not being born there. Just as Cary Grant grew up in genteel poverty, in his

signature role as the man-about-town hero of Holiday (1938), he played a boy from the sticks

who made it on the battleground of the old elite, Wall Street. Urbanity without grit—without a

sense of distance traveled—is mere suavity, and urbanity without wit isn't urbanity at all.

In his best roles, Cary Grant often suggested the power to keep himself profoundly amused,
almost as if there were some mechanism in him that allowed him to locate, and remain fond of,

the absurdity in everything. His sort of stable, exhilarating gaiety is contagious, and yet no Cary
Grant performance is ever really complete without its flash of melancholy. His gracious swag-
ger—his urbanity—is as much a matter of compassion, grief lived, as it is of playfulness.

A first-rate Porter song has the same good-sport brio and off-the-cuff chivalry as an adroit

Grant performance. Again, beneath the cosmopolitan surface there is that same sense of just-

folks origins, evidenced in the corny colloquialisms that crop up in Porter's most debonair lyrics,

just the way you can sometimes catch a trace of Cockney still clinging to Grant's speech.

But if Cary Grant symbolizes the urbane man of affairs—the executive who knows how to

unwind—Cole Porter represents the urbane man of leisure—the novelty-seeking partygoer. His

songs are knowing, tolerant, keen-eyed, observant. What stupefies now is how often he was able

to wring one stanza after another out of daft conceits grounded in raffine trifles

—

vide the forgot-

ten "A Lady Needs A Rest" (1941), in which he commented, with deadpan accuracy, on the

fatiguing hardships endured by Park Avenue housewives. What jolts in Cole Porter is the note of

despair and frustration—for him, urbanity is not a shield, but a creed of bravery.

Cary Grant and Cole Porter glisten in the pages of these books like the nocturnal skyline of the

city they epitomized. —ELLIOTT SIRKIN
MARK GESSON

WILLIAM TREVOR-AT LAST-ARRIVES
Since Yeats first beckoned "Come dance with me in Ireland," many Irish authors have repeated

the call. William Trevor is one, well-known in his own country for his majestic weave of storytelling

and political rhapsody. This month, Trevor's heady novel Fools ofFortune (Viking) and his omnibus
collection of short stories (Penguin) arrive on these shores for a good long read on an autumn night.

Fools of Fortune is a novel with a nineteenth-century gleam—the love story of Willie Quinton of

Kilneagh and his Dorset cousin, Marianne, whose lives were disrupted by the aggression between

England and Ireland. Each line of the text is underscored by the baritone of war. The din of despera-

tion and destruction has separated the

William Trevor voices of Willie and Marianne and qnly the

\ reader can hear both confessions.

With the intimacy of loneliness, Willie

painstakingly revives his past to speak to

the ghost-memory of Marianne. And Mari-

^>§^ anne does the same for Willie, whose child

/ she bears in secret. Characters and emo-
tions are re-created and then pulled elo-

' quently through the war to their demise.

Mother, priest, teacher all pass from

friendship to dust.

The stunning language of Trevor's folk-

tales draws you in. When you are re-

leased, you are touched and sober.

—

D
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TVTVT
Vietnam: the truth afthe end

ens of interviews

—

startling,

pitiable, chilling—were recent-

ly done with American and

Vietnamese, soldiers and
civilians for the thirteen-

hour public broadcasting

series called Vietnam: A
Television History, which

runs from October 4

through December 20.

Some are impossible to for-

et, and often the most re-

markable interviews are those

:h the Vietnamese who fought us;

their faces and their stories are the ones we do
not know. The use of archival film, some of it

rare, with television film from a much later pe-

riod, the contemporary interviews and old

ones, plus an excellent narration, gives power
and coherence to Vietnam, a co-production of

WGBH in Boston, Britain's Central Indepen-

WITH VIETNAM: A TELEVISION

HISTORY, THE MOST DEFINITIVE

AND MASSIVE DOCUMENTARY OF THE SEASON, PBS LOOKS

BACK IN ANGER—AND COMPASSION—AND TRIES TO UNDERSTAND

dent Television, and France's Antenne-2.

Perhaps no interview is as saddening as the

one with Archimedes L. Patti, an American
major who was heading an Office of Strategic

Services Mission during World War II when
he met, and liked, Ho Chi Minh. The Viet-

namese leader wanted to help the Allies expel

the Japanese who then occupied his country,

having taken the place of the French colonial-

ists. And Ho's forces, known as the Viet Minh,
ran an operation to rescue downed Allied fly-

ers in the jungles. After the war ended, Ho Chi
Minh declared the independence of the Demo-
cratic Republic of Vietnam; and, in the first

program of the series, "Roots of War," we
glimpse the massive crowd, perhaps 400,000,

that gathered in Hanoi to hear him.
It was to Major Patti that Ho had shown a

draft of his country's first Declaration of Inde-

pendence. Words and phrases had been bor-

rowed from our own Declaration of
Independence. "I couldn't believe my own
ears," says Mr. Patti. 'We had Ho Chi Minh
in our hands. He was not leaning towards the

Soviet Union ... we had the Viet Minh, we
had the Indo-Chinese question in our hands."

—<x\\\ elieving the Allied statements support-

m]| m8 tne r'g^ ts of oppressed peoples, Ho
^y/J) had earlier written to President Harry

K^-^Vvy,
S. Truman, then only four months in

fjjjj
office, but no reply came. For that mo-

—<yy" ment, the U.S. had the option of recog-

nizing, or assisting in some way, the

new Vietnamese regime in the north, prevent-

ing the French from again taking control, and
thus avoiding the hideous consequences that

followed. But no American President seemed
able to transcend the fixations of the Cold
War, seeing Ho only as China's puppet, when
this was hardly the case. The "loss" of China
to Mao, then the outbreak of the Korean War,

118

and the inability or unwillingness to under-

stand Vietnamese history and nationalism

robbed us of that moment to act, and to save

ourselves as well.

Our own fifteen years of war in Vietnam be-

gan, as the narrator of the series says, "with a

handful of advisers, then the Marines, and fi-

nally an army of half a million." And the real

aim of the series is to answer the question that

haunts us today. It is: why? And what then did

we really do there? The series almost succeeds.

Vietnam: A Television History begins, then,

as it must, with the early history of Vietnam,

the French reign and the astonishing harsh

ness it imposed. The first moving images of

the 1900s are seen—the French governor

general in glistening white, white gloves,

shoes, pith helmet, and uniform. Dis-

obedient Vietnamese, or resisters to

foreign rule, were killed in public executions.

Postcards were made with pictures of behead-

ed peasants "which French soldiers sent home
to sweethearts in Paris with kisses from Ha-
noi." In the north, factories were opened,

mines expanded. In the south, French busi-

nesses fattened on the rubber, rice, and tea

plantations they owned. By the 1930s, revolts

were flaring up.

Westerners tended to underestimate the

Vietnamese opposing them. Pham Van Dong,
who became the Prime Minister in the north,

recalls how at the Fontainebleau Conference

in 1946 he was told by a French official: "We
only need an ordinary police operation for

eight days to clean all of you out." Instead, the

French fought the Viet Minh for eight years.

There is haunting stuff in the second pro-

gram of the series, "The First Vietnam War"
(1946-1954), with veterans of the different ar-

mies telling us what was endured. A French-

man who was a paratrooper at Dienbienphu

—

considered the "untakable" land and air base

in the western mountains, 170 miles from Ha-
noi—describes how the corpses were used as

sandbags; and as the Viet Minh guns, and men,

came closer, those corpses seemed to shiver.

The Geneva Accords temporarily parti-

tioned Vietnam at the 17th Parallel until gen-

eral elections could be held in July of 1 956. But

they never were. And then another generation

of Americans decided to make Vietnam a shin-

ing showplace of democracy with an invincible

and heroic army. America had given France

billions of dollars to stop the communist-led

Viet Minh, but almost nothing seemed to have

been learned from the French defeat.

merica's Mandarin" (1954-1963), to be

aired October 11, is about our hand-

picked president for South Vietnam, a

devout Catholic, a patriot, a man who
had not collaborated with the

French. He was Ngo Dinh Diem,

and it was expected that he could

be a version of Ho Chi Minh, our

own Ho, the answer to it all. Nothing shows as

clearly in this program as the American genius

for misunderstanding the Vietnamese psyche.

Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson was sent to

Saigon to reassure the government that they

still had U.S. support and money. Behaving as

if he were running for office back home, the

Vice President is seen in a delirium of good-

will, bellowing, seizing hands, unaware that

the Vietnamese do not understand or admire

this kind of circus. "Tell 'em that, in the Battle

of Britain," he said, "when the clouds were

over the little island of England, Churchill

said: 'We'll fight in the alleys, in the streets,

uh. . .

' " But in a 1963 interview with CBS's
Walter Cronkite, President John F. Kennedy
says, cautiously, that in the long run the South

Vietnamese would have to win the war them-

selves.

The Diem regime cracked so deeply that

year when the Buddhists began protesting in

the cities—on a Saigon street a monk burned

himself to death as ihe(Continued on page 120)
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(continued) cameras recorded all of it—that

neither Diem, nor his powerful brother, Ngo
Dinh Nhu, could stay. The Americans did not

kill the brothers, they had it done. On tour in

the United States at the time, Madame Nhu,
the sister-in-law of Diem and the outspoken,

often outrageous, wife of Nhu, once more
spoke her mind on TV. We see her for the last

time in "America's Mandarin" and feel her

scorn. She said: "I tell you that if really, the

Ngo family has been treacherously killed ... it

will be only the beginning." And so it was.

he titles of the programs tell the

rest of it: "LBJ Goes to War
(1964-1965)," October 18; "America
Takes Charge (1965-1967)," October

25; "America's Enemy (1954-1967),"

November 1; "Tet 1968," November
8; "Vietnamizing the War
(1968-1973)," November 15; "Cam-

bodia and Laos," November 22; "Peace Is At
Hand," November 29; "Homefront USA,"
December 6; "The End of the Tunnel
(1974—75)," December 13. The final program,

"Legacies" on December 20, was not complet-

ed in time for preview.

The continuing succession of unstable, un-

cooperative, or ineffectual governments in

"IN APRIL 1968, PRESIDENT!

JOHNSON ANNOUNCED

HE WOULD NOT RUN AGAIN FOR

|REELECTION; BUT THE WAR WENT

ON AS IF IT OPERATED On|

A SECRET ENGINE OF ITS OWN.'

South Vietnam baffled or infuriated the Amer-
icans running the war. They did not seem to

comprehend that any government chosen, tu-

tored, and paid for by them was tainted in the

eyes of many Vietnamese, even the staunchly

anti-communist. We did not find our Ho.
Because the highest-ranking Vietnamese in

Hanoi were interviewed for this television his-

tory and presumably did not answer questions

disconcerting or unacceptable, it seems clear

the producers of Vietnam were trying to be

even-handed by letting some of the principal

players in our own country speak their minds
and not be held to account. So we have

glimpses and the comments ofsome of the men
whose judgments and calculations were so

wrong: Roger Hilsman, Walt Rostow,
McGeorge Bundy, Dean Rusk, William
Bundy, Henry Kissinger. No one apparently

asks them the real questions, they are not held

to account for their grievous errors. So the ver-

sions they choose to give of U.S. actions and
policies are painfully self-serving. (Attention

should be paid to other interviews with Viet-

namese and Americans who give far different

versions.) And the ghastly price, of course, for

these mistakes was paid by the sons of people

whose names are ordinary.

The series can also be criticized for not giv-

ing sufficient attention to the My Lai massa-

cre, first made known in 1969, a year after it

happened. The only mention of it is made in

reference to the photographs that appeared in

Life. I would have wished for more time devot-

ed to the air war in Indochina, and the effects

of the publication of the material in the Penta-

gon Papers. But there is so much to see, and to

learn in Vietnam: A Television History that

there is no choice but to forgive these flaws.

The lunacy ofwar, for example, has never been

so pointedly described as in an interview with

Clark Clifford. He describes the three days he

spent with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in the pro-

gram called "Tet, 1968" when he was Secre-

tary of Defense. Here is what Mr. Clifford says

of his immersion with the military master-

minds at a moment when a request for more
American troops, 206,000 of them, was in the

air: "How long would it take? They didn't

know. . . . Would 206,000 answer the de-

mand? They didn't know. Might there be more
[demands]? Yes, there might be more. So,

when it was all over, I said, what is the plan to

win the war in Vietnam? Well, the only plan is

that ultimately the attrition will wear down
the North Vietnamese and they will have had

enough. Is there any indication we've reached

that point? No, there isn't ..." So Mr. Clif-

ford turned against the war and, in the turn-

ing, took a stubborn, besieged President with

him: in April 1968, President Johnson an-

nounced he would not run for reelection; but

the war went on as if it operated on a secret

engine of its own.

t took the Vietnamese victors only fifty-

five days to reach Saigon, approaching

the city in six directions. On April 30,

1975, Saigon was theirs.

There are many voices in Vietnam that

should not be denied or ever dismissed by

any of us. We see our own troops wound-
ed and dying as French troops once did.

And there is no moment more terrible in Viet-

nam than the bit of film showing a network

correspondent trying to interview a Marine

during a pause in the fighting in Hue. Neither

man has the heart for a conventional chat

Both stand a good chance of getting killed

The soldier, filthy, spent, without the easy lan-

guage of normal people, tries to say what is in

his heart. "Everybody just wants to go home
and go to school," he says. And at that mo-

ment all one can hope is that, finally, he did

—GLORIA EMERSON

VOGUE. October. 1983
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Stainless steel and 18 Kt. gold. Versatile, thin, elegant. Water resistant. Extremely accurate, very Swiss.

Five year international warranty. Intelligently priced at $975 and $1200.
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the Metro-

Opera in

York City

seem a sig-

nt step in

career of

young
lger. But

hen the

debut is in

a major

role on

the opening night of the Met's

centenary season, as Jessye

Norman's was—Cassandra in

Berlioz's Les Troyens, on Sep-

tember 26—and when the

same singer then stays on to

Sizing up the voice of the sea-
son: Jessve Norman

take part in the company's
gala concerts on its actual hun-

dredth birthday, on October
22—concerts that will be tele-

cast live on PBS—then we re-

alize that we are in the

presence of a major artist.

Miss Norman already has a

major career on records, but

her translation of that success

onto the stage has been slower,

for one obvious reason. Miss

Norman is a truly gigantic

woman. Not fat, mind you.

She is huge: grand, towering,

massive, statuesque.

Her stage presence is pro-

foundly impressive, rather

r rft

_

Conquest
than awkward or clumsy. But

it is also bluntly unsuited to

the conventional dramatic ste-

reotypes of the modern-day so-

prano, since our time places a

great premium on dramatic

verisimilitude.

Of course, not just the svelte

succeed in opera; but Miss
Norman remains special. One
solution is to cast her in roles

in which immobility is accept-

able, like Cassandra, or hon-

ored by tradition, as in

Wagner. Yet another solution

is to devise new dramatic

modes that treat her awesome
impact as an advantage. Rob-

ert Wilson, the brilliant Amer-
ican maker of hypnotic

avant-garde theatrical specta-

cles, attempted that last year

in Paris with an evening-long

performance of Negro spiritu-

als in a theatrical setting. Un-
fortunately, it never made it to

America, but a two-disc Phil-

ips documentation of the mu-
sical side of the proceedings is

available. While a little self-

conscious-sounding in its ar-

rangements, it shows off Miss

Norman's opulent, enveloping

soprano to splendid advan-

tage. (If Mr. Wilson can find

the financing to make it hap-

pen, Miss Norman will also

participate in his epic Civil

Wars spectacle for the Los An-
geles Olympics next June.)

With all this success, how-
ever, there is also a danger.

Miss Norman's very grand-

ness seems to convince people

that she must have a grand,

Wagnerian-sized voice, too;

and that has not always proven

to be the case. Her top notes

can sound reticent and tense,

as ey did in a performance of

the s ac f of Tristan und
Isolde at Tanghwood in 1982,

leading to worries about the

long-range effect of such roles

on her voice, and even about

j ft

LINDA RONSTADT;
CUDDLING WITH

THE CLASSICS

4

her ability to sustain a part like

Isolde over an entire evening.

But a new recording of Die

Walkiire on Eurodisc shows

her to much better advantage

as Sieglinde. Miss Norman is

not just a visual presence and a

warm, rich, natural voice: she

shapes the German with idi-

omatic intelligence and

phrases like a dedicated, intu-

itive musician. This is an enor-

mous talent; one only hopes

the Met and the operatic world

in general, not to speak of Miss

Norman herself, know how to

make the most of it.

—DAVID SARGENT

For at least two years now,!
we have been hearing talk|

of a Linda Ronstadt "old-
ies" album. There was aj

session with a small combo,!
recorded with Jerry Wexler

j

as producer, that came,
seemingly, to nothing. But
now, finally, the Ronstadt
oldies album has appeared,
and it's well worth the wait.

I

Overseen by her longtime!
regular producer, Peterj
Asher, it has been en-
hanced with lush new or-

chestral arrangements by
Nelson Riddle, who was re-

sponsible for so many su-;

perb Frank Sinatra,
arrangements in that sing-

er's glory years.

Miss Ronstadt's record!
is called What's New (Asy-
lum). Included are ballads!

and nothing but, which will

please those who have al-

ways preferred her rock
and country anthems and
laments to her uptempo
material. The composers
are the classics of pre-rock
American pop—Irving Ber-
lin, George Gershwin, and
the like—and the delecta-

ble performances do those
giants justice. Miss Ron-
stadt has always boasted
what is just about the most
purely sumptuous voice in

contemporary popular mu-
sic. Here she brings her
lush tone, precise pitch
control, and intuitive gifts

of phrasing to bear on
songs that positively blos-

som under such treatment.
For Ronstadt fans, the al-

bum will be further proof
that she seems capable of

mastering nearly any idiom

to which she sets her mind.

But more basically, this

album helps bind up
wounds—the wounds being
the antagonisms that still

persist between partisans

of rock and defenders of

the song tradition that rock
seemingly supplanted. By
singing both well, Miss
Ronstadt shows American
popular music to be one on-

going tradition—some-
times urban, sometimes
rural, sometimes black and
sometimes white, but al-

ways singing of the country

that gave it birth. —D.S.

!

M M j
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THE LADIES'NAUTILUS
BYPATEKPHILIPPE.

There are those in the ancient and venerable world of

timekeeping who were concerned that the advent of the

mass-produced electronic quartz module would mark the

beginning of the end of the watchmaker's art as we know it.

Not so.

Even though Patek Philippe is, philosophically, a 19th cen-

tury watchmaker, we do accept the quartz module as a legiti-

mate and valuable 20th century addition to the watchmaker's

repertoire. But you may have noticed that we did not leap, pre-

cipitously, into the quartz watch, no matter what the demand
of fashion.

We wanted to ascertain for ourselves, and ultimately for

you, whether a quartz watch could be broughtup to the level of

the Patek Philippe mechanical »

watch.

That was our goal. Nothing

less would do.

So the merger began of our

mechanical and electronic ex

pertise. And the result is a new
achievement to add to the legend

of Patek Philippe.

The Patek Philippe quartz

watch is not all tiny, humming
electronic components. It has, in

fact, only one-third fewer me
chanical parts than our classic

mechanical watch. Our classic

wheels, bridges, mainplates, pin

ions and jewels work in partner

ship with this amazing inven
tion of our electronic society.

You may wonder where this historic watch company de
veloped its electronics expertise.

Patek Philippe is one of the oldest and most renowned
manufacturers of electronic masterclocks in the world. For

decades we have been, and will continue to be, the principal

timekeepers for world centers such as Vatican City and the

airports of Geneva and Zurich.

For nine years we researched and tested to perfect our
amalgam of the past and the future.

And now that we have perfected it, we find that each
quartz watch takes a full eight months to create-almost as

long as it takes to create one of our mechanical watches.

During that time, thousands of quartz chips are rejected

for each chip we accept. Furthermore, every mechanical and
electronic component is individually checked before assem-
bly. Then the entire movement is doubly checked.

We even insist that our watchmakers wear copper brace-

lets to ground them so that the static electricity in their bodies

will not affect the minute circuitry

Of course we make our own electronic components, un-
like manufacturers who buy them on the open market.

In addition, we use special alloys in the tiny electronic coil

to maintain esthetics, even in a part you would ordinarily not

see.

We even go so far as to gild the quartz chip, not just for

protection against corrosion, but for esthetics, again, in a part

you would ordinarily never see.

If you should ever have the

opportunity to view the interior

of a Patek Philippe quartz watch,

we think you will be impressed

by the logic of its handcrafted

beauty.

But what about the external

beauty of the Patek Philippe

quartz watch?

The case of the Ladies' Nau-
tilus, pictured nearby, is carved

from a solid block of gold. The
only access to the movement is

from the front.

The sapphire crystal is pres-

sure-held in place by the exact-

ness of the cut of the case, and
Zm "* nothing else.

When you wear the Ladies' Nautilus, you can be sure you
will not see less costly copies on every other wrist. The brace-

let, for example, cannot be duplicated at a lower cost.

One last thought: we set out to make as much difference

between a Patek Philippe quartz watch and other quartz

watches as there is between a Patek Philippe mechanical

watch and other mechanical watches.

And we believe we have succeeded.

The Patek Philippe pictured here is our Ladies' Nautilus.

For a new, comprehensive presentation of Patek Philippe

timepieces, please send $5-or for a brochure of current

styles write-to Patek Philippe, 10 Rockefeller Plaza,

Suite 629-VNew York, NY 10020.

IFYOUWISHTOKNOW
ITS FUTURE,

YOUHAVE ONLYTOLOOK
ATITS PAST.
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BEAUTY NOW

a newmood
Makeup coloring and
skin-care transitions

. . .plus real time-savers

COVER LOOK

rooke Shields, left and on our cover—actress, model, student,

and extraordinary beauty—photographed here by Denis Piel.

Makeup: a deliberate, dramatic change in balance with eyes

densely colored, lips just barely stained, all the more striking

against a paled skin. To play up this new sense of balance, eyes

are circled with liner for a rounded shape, lids shadowed with

deep mineral tones, cheeks are blushed—but barely. All,

from Estee Lauder's Color Graphics: Summer Smoke and

Pale Oak on eyes, Brickstone on lips, Candlelit Rose on

cheeks. Makeup, Linda Mason; hair, Garren of Garren, New
York. Fashion by Neil Leonard; earrings by Ugo Correani

for Chloe. Details, see next to last pages of this issue.

ideas culled for their

time-saving/space-
saving/top-
performing plusesTERRIFIC

. . . Dual-color compacts to conceal skin flaws : half neutralizing

color (e.g. , yellow for ruddiness) , half base color for blending ;

made by II Makiage , NYC ;Aida Grey inBeverly Hills, CA . . . Apencil-
thin lipstick acts as liner/lipcolor : Chanel Rouge Extreme Lip Rouge

... A one-step, in-salon liquid nail wrap: a strengthener that

dries nearly clear to double as base coat (at Nails by Josephine,

NYC) . To clean up nail polish from cuticles : Beliza* s touch-up stick

(their nail salon just opened in Bloomingdale' s, NYC) . . .Liquid
soap stored in a tossable case : Quid, in seven scents . . .A' 'heavy

duty' ' moisturizer that doesn't feel heavy, The Emergency Cream by

Discipline (great on airplanes !) . . . NYC s Christiana and Carmen

massage ' 'house calls ,
'

' especially the double— for husband, wife !

lips: palest
lip color
smudged with
a darker one
on lower lip's

center for
more fullness

Inundations do far more than

cover skin these days—they1'
I 6 also work to improve skin's

^m condition. Oil-controlling

JHL foundations give coverage with-

oat shine, often with a slight powder fin-

ish. For sheerness, use one application;

for more complete finish, apply once, let

dry, then apply a second time. Some of

the best: Maybelline Shine Free oil-con-

trol makeup with sunscreen; Corn Silk

Oil Absorbent Liquid Makeup for a natu-

ral matte finish, Halston's Perfect Blend

makeup—long lasting coverage for nor-

mal to oily skins . . . New gentle founda-

tions are geared for sensitive skins: both

Elizabeth Arden's Gentle makeup and

GermaineMonteiPs Super Sensitive Del-

icate Finish makeup are irritant-free.

132

sum* 3a££;i timMMMms
Now, a new breed ofmoisturizersperforms like no others seen to date,

improving skin 's condition by working beneath skin 's surface on

the dermal skin cells. And, some of the most effective are also

specially packaged for high performance: Both Charles of
a

the Ritz Intensive Treatment and La Prairie Cellular

Cycle Ampoules are formulas in two-vial ampoule sys-

tems. You become your own chemist when you screw

the two elements together (right) for a freshly

mixed single application that encourages re-

newal of damaged skin cells. Sothys of-

fers skin an "emergency" once-a-

month dosefrom precisely measured

ampoules in four formulations.

VOGUE, October 1983



Why don't you
wrap

yourself

in something

special?

The EMBA "RARE QUALITY" label is your assurance of pelts of perfect silkiness and
luster. With a purity and clarity of color unmatched throughout the world. For warmth
and luxury nothing compares with EMBA, the American Mink, originated and perfected

in the U.S.A. All eleven superb natural EMBA shades are ranch-raised, the color bred

into the pelts. Isn't it time you wrapped yourself in something special? Something
special awaits you in these eleven exceptional colors at only the finest furriers.

Apollo EMBA natural extra pale mink

Arcturus EMBA natural lavender beige mink

Autumn Haze EMBA natural brown mink

Azurene EMBA natural blue-grey

Cerulean EMBA natural blue mink

Jasmine EMBA white mink

Lunaraine EMBA natural dark brown mink

Lutetia EMBA natural gunmetal mink

Morning Light EMBA natural pale blue-beige mink

Rovalia EMBA natural pale rose mink

Tourmaline EMBA natural pale beige mink

EMBA. THE AMERICAN MINK
Emba Mink Breeders Association, 6214 Washington Avenue, Racine, Wl 53406, (414) 886-9800
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now open:

beverly center

los angeles, ca

Stamford, ct

short hills, nj

bloomfield hills, mi

west bloomfield, mi

dearborn, mi
rochester, mi
novi, mi
southfield, mi

ann arbor, mi

*tf&'
!"

1983 openings:

willow grove, Philadelphia^

woodfield, Chicago
west farms, hartford

HEIDI'S3

for further information call 1 (313) 353-3688
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AZIZA DEMONSTRATES
THE MASCARATHATWON'TCOME OFF

TILLYOUTAKEITOFE

TIPS

Aziza Mascara with

Sealer won't smudge, flake or

clump your lashes, or do any

of the things you complain

about with many mascaras.

The reason is, our Aziza

formula, a blend of luxurious

liquid color with a gentle but

effective sealer.

It means you can sweep
on Mascara with Sealer, blink

your eyes, bat your

lashes, walk in the

wind, wear it all day

and forget about it.

Yet when you want
your mascara off, it

comes off easily.

On top of all that

it makes your lashes

look so lush. And it's

hypoallergenicand

quick-drying, too.

It's no wonder

>\

Do top lashes first,

brushing down from
roots to tips.

Next brush upward
on underside of top
lashes. Use brush tip

for bottom lashes.

Take off your
mascara with Aziza

eye makeup removers.

there are so many
women who swear by

Aziza Mascara with Sealer.

Send for our free booklet "Aziza Demonstrates
All About Eyes. " Enclose 40c for postage and
handling. Write Aziza, RO. Box4010E, Jefferson

City, Missouri 65102.



„JR LETTERS
((. 'ontinuedfrom page 48)

Spirit moves her

Re: July. 1983 issue . . . "freer spirit, experi-

mental, breakaway" clothes are the poorest

use of fabric, talent, magazine spaee I've seen.

We have fought tooth and nail for equality

and reward based on our own merit only to be

shown tatters and poverty as fashion.

Certainly you jest! ....

D. Renee Wellman
Austin TX

Freedom in fashion

The letters to the editor in your July issue were

amazing. The writers carried on as though

they believe everything they read.

1 appreeiate the "fantasy fashion" aspect

you continue to present in Vogue. Not follow-

ing rigid policies of those who would dictate

fashion is in keeping with the "fashion free-

dom" and open-mindedness you represent and

profess. Thank you. Jennifer E. Hartnett

Seffner FL

Success assessed

I am writing to compliment Vogue, because I

think it is the superior fashion magazine in

America. The photography, art, and models

are stunning. Also, the letters demonstrate

women's feelings of success. I think this maga-

zine is successful not only because of the obvi-

ous talent it contains, but for its creativity.

Dana M. Bolettieri

Middle Island NY

Cycle style

Your suggested bicycling ensemble (Health-

Style, in the June issue) is fine, as far as it goes,

but omits one piece of equipment which
should be considered essential gear for the

well-dressed cyclist: a protective helmet.

Granted, cycling helmets are less than fash-

ionable millinery, but they are not entirely

without charm: the Bell Biker, in white Lexan
with sculpted air vents and red reflective

stripes, has a Star Wars futurism; the Pro-tec

is a nostalgic throwback to the football hel-

mets of the 'fifties; the Skid-Lid is for the

whimsical; and both the Bailen Bucket and the

MSR have a sleek, uncluttered look.

Some of your readers might prefer the an-

tique padded "leather hairnets" which some
professional cyclists still use, although these

offer very little protection. They look a lot like

the hat worn with the Montana trenchcoat

pictured on page 167 of the same issue.

Interestingly, all of the helmets I've men-
tioned cost less than any of the items in your

cycling outfit. They are also cheaper than

brain surgery. Remember, the beautiful-but-

brainless look went out years ago.

Noah Jacobs

San Francisco CA

A veteran responds

Michael Sorkin's thoughts on the Vietnam
Memorial as expressed in your May issue are

cogent and thought-provoking but miss the

mark, I believe, in some respects.

None of us who are Vietnam veterans could

or should presume to speak for all veterans

about any aspect of the war. The war was so

long and the conditions the combatants found

themselves in so diverse that one's perspective

about the war, and inevitably about the memo-
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rial, would necessarily vary with his or her ex-

perience "in country." Some men engaged in

virtually constant combat during their year

tour. Others had desk jobs in Saigon and ate

and lived better than they did at home. Those
of us who served very early in the conflict

missed the drug problem that became virulent

later on. We were also back home before the

anti-war movement took hold. I suspect that

my thoughts about the war, my participation

in it, and the memorial might well be different

had I the pent-up bitterness that many veter-

ans who served later in the war understand-

ably feel.

I agree with Sorkin that the memorial is

magnificent. I traveled from California to be in

Washington on the day of its dedication, won-
dering how I would react to this controversial

"wall." Those of us who marched in the pa-

rade stared at Maya Lin's work for three hours

waiting for the ceremonies to begin. We peered

at our own greying, increasingly middle-aged

reflections, superimposed on the names,
names, names and more names of our buddies

who had spilled their guts over a sixteen-year

period. Eventually the speeches were over, the

band was gone and we could approach the

wall. Many of us had the same unspoken need.

We had to run our hand over the names of

those whose memories had crept into our

thoughts ever since the day they had left us.

For me, Ms. Lin's work has helped me come to

grips, in a palpable way, with the welter of

emotions that have flowed through me for

eighteen years. She and those who conceived

and funded the memorial have given me and

millions of other Vietnam veterans a sort of

spiritual oasis where we can go to think, recall,

contemplate and even feel something that

symbolizes a very difficult time in our
lives. . . . William Stewart

Santa Barbara CA

Back to Bermuda . .

.

I want to thank you for the article "Revisiting

Bermuda: the pleasure keeps getting better" in

your May, 1983 issue. My husband and I visit-

ed Bermuda in June and I took the article with

me. It helped me find the stores and I even

located Dean's Bakery in Somerset. I celebrat-

ed my birthday in the tearoom in Triming-

ham's with coffee and pastry. The tearoom

was absolutely fantastic and I enjoyed the at-

mosphere there very much. I even stopped by

Smith's Department Store and bought a "Ber-

muda Bouquet" scarf. I would have missed

most of these places without the article and I

thank Despina Messinesi very much for such a

valuable travel guide. I have filed the article

with my other brochures and will use it again

when I visit Bermuda next summer.

Thank you again for such a helpful article.

Dorlo Gribbin

Ferrum VA

Batter blunder?

Upon Amy Gross's article in your magazine

[May, 1983], I bought Lee Bailey's book Coun-

try Weekends. But, after making his cobbler

batter, I wonder if the amount of flour (/a cup

+ 9 Tb. fat -I- 4 Tb. water) in the book is right.

... I find your cookbook recommendations

great. Liselotte Walker

Indianapolis IN

Editor's note: Ms. Walker is quite right; there

is a mistake in thefirst printing ofthe hook that

is corrected in the second printing. The recipe

calls for /'/, cups offlour.

VOGUt Oi
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.



BEAUTY

.Docs hnir age the way skin does? If so,

/what can. I do to keep mine looking

•"young'" and healthy?

A Hair does not "age" the way skin does.

"Studies have shown that the chemical

composition of hair is not a function of

age," said John Corbett, Ph.D., vice pres-

ident of technical development at Clairol.

"Once hair emerges from the scalp

—

whatever your age—it is already dead tis-

sue, though the follicle and the root are

still alive." The only difference time

makes is in hair's quantity—it may be-

come sparser—and in a tendency to be-

come grey and/or dull.

"Dulling of hair has to do both with

the scalp's sebaceous glands and with

chemical and mechanical aggravation,"

added Dr. Corbett. "Just as the activity

of sebaceous glands increases in adoles-

Hair "aging".,

hand care...

vitamins

for skin?...

cence, making hair shinier, so, after

menopause, the glands become less ac-

tive, resulting in a seeming dullness of

hair in older women."
As hair grows out—at the rate of one

half inch per month—it is "aging" in a

way, wearing down with combing, brush-

ing, washing, exposure to sun, wind, pol-

lution. "Cuticle cells, layered like

shingles on the outside of each strand,

break off with every brushing and wash-

ing; at the ends—the 'oldest' part of the

hair—there is no cuticle left and the cor-

tex starts to split."

Conditioning is important both to help

prevent the wear and tear of hair and to

give it a shinier, fuller appearance. Prod-

ucts that highlight as well as condition

also help lessen dullness.

One aid to help counteract the "aging"

effects on hair: Klorane, the French hair

cleansing/treatment system created from

botanicals, which enhances hair's tone by

highlighting and conditioning and is for-

mulated for all hair types and colors, is

now available in the U.S.
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Your glo.ving complexion

begins with a moisturizing makeup

effortlessly light and natural looking

under any light, day or night

Beautiful Dior.

My hands are so dry and red that they

'seem "older" than my face. How can I

protect them as I do my facial skin?

A The effects of dryness are seen more on
hands than on face because hands are

cleansed more frequently and because the

skin ofthe hands has few oil glands. "Dry
skin is evidence of skin's 'shock' at losing

water. Redness is caused by irritation,

and may accompany dryness when it re-

sults from a chemical assault from harsh

soap or heat," said Steven J. Kirchner,

Ph.D., skin-care researcher, beauty-care

division, Procter & Gamble (makers of

Wondra hand and body lotion). "Eut
skin redness is not something that lasts

forever. When hands heal, redness disap-

pears. Drying hands, often a problem as

we age, can improve simply from regular-

ly using hand lotion." Even a single ap-

plication of moisturizer makes a

difference immediately.

Hand cream—to be effective—should

be applied after each skin cleansing, par-

ticularly if you use a drying soap. If you
spend time outdoors, use a sunscreen or

hand lotion with a sun protection factor,

such as Chanel Protective Hand Cream,
which has a sunscreen (SPF 8) and a non-

chemical whitening agent to help elimi-

nate redness.

Can vitamin and mineral supplements

give me a clearer complexion and help

keep my skin from aging?

AGood skin is a reflection of good health, a

good diet and life style, say experts; and

taking vitamin/mineral pills should serve

only as a supplement, never as a substitute

for a balanced diet. It has not been prov-

en that taking large doses of multivita-

mins improves skin's appearance or

prevents its natural aging. In fact, in

some cases, vitamin/mineral excesses

can be as damaging as deficiencies.

It is known that extreme vitamin defi-

ciencies can be manifested in certain skin

diseases—e.g., deficiency of vitamin C in

capillary bleeding; vitamin A in skin dry-

ness and cracking; riboflavin in seborrhe-

ic dermatitis; B, 2 in pallor and anemia.

However, these conditions are rare; what

active women are most often lacking, say

experts, is calcium and sometimes zinc

and iron.

Doctors say that optimal benefits can

be derived from vitamin/mineral supple-

ments when they are used rationally,

when you are metabolically sound, when
your diet is healthful to start with. (More

on vitamins/diet, see page 563.)

With those guidelines in mind, if

you're looking for vitamin and mineral

supplements, you may want to consider

the new nutritional supplement program

that is part of Clientele's Skin Manage-

ment System. Formulated by a team of

dermatologists and nutritionists specifi-

cally for the needs of today's active wom-
an, it includes an additional reserve of

those nutrients shown to be deficient in

many healthy women and reflects the

same kind of scientific research that vali-

dates the Clientele skin-care program.

For information, call (800)327-4660. V
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'eux Follets
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When fashion dresses in a

stark, cold mood

(J

The face blooms

with shades of

flickering intensity,

wildly flamboyant

creating the mystery,

the look of

Feux Follets.
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Yet you don't need a doctor's

I
Cellular Replacement Cream

Remarkable advance in face treatment

technology: This night-strength cream is

so advanced it helps remove old dry skin

cells as emerging younger cells replace

them. Actually helps diminish the aging

look of drying skin while you sleep. With

nightly use, you'll wake up to smoother,

younger looking skin.

Clinical tests prove it: Overnight Success

begins to work overnight! And after three

nights use, 98% of women showed an

improvement in the condition of their skin.

Yet you don't need a doctor's prescription.

Now that's something to sleep on.

Syernight succe^
^UR REPLACEMENT C^M
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Wake up to younger looking skin. / ty^jy
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OON AND GNAC
From Italy 's master
storyteller: love &
defiance on a roof

BY ITA Ml « ALVI\0
The night lasted

twenty seconds,

then came twenty seconds of gnac. For

twenty seconds you could see the blue sky

streaked with black clouds, the gilded

sickle of the waxing moon, outlined by an

impalpable halo, and stars that, the more

you looked at them, the denser their poi-

gnant smallness became, to the sprinkle

of the Milky Way: all this seen in great

haste; every detail you dwelt on was

something of the

whole that you lost,

because the twenty

seconds quickly

ended and the

gnac took over.

The gnac was a

part of the neon

Sign SPAAK CO-

GNAC on the roof

opposite, which

shone for twenty

seconds then went

off for twenty, and

when it was lighted

you couldn't see

anything else. The
moon suddenly fad-

ed, the sky became

a flat, uniform

black, the stars lost

their radiance, and

the cats, male and

female, that for ten

seconds had been letting out howls of

love, moving languidly towards each oth-

er along the drainpipes and the roof-trees,

squatted on the tiles, their fur bristling in

the phosphorescent neon light.

Leaning out of the attic where they

lived, Marcovaldo's family was traversed

by conflicting trains of thought. It was

night, and Isolina, a big girl by now, felt

carried away by the moonlight; her heart

yearned, and even the faintest croaking of

a radio from the lower floors of the build-

ing came to her like the notes of a sere-

nade; there was the gnac, and that radio

seemed to take on a different rhythm, a

jazz beat, and Isolina thought of the

dance-hall full of blazing lights and her-

self, poor thing, up here all alone. Pietruc-
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cio and Michelino stared wide-eyed into

the night and let themselves be invaded

by a warm, soft fear of being surrounded

by forests full of brigands; then, gnac!,

and they sprang up with thumbs erect

and forefingers extended, one against the

other: "Hands up! I'm the Lone Ranger!"

Domitilla, their mother, every time the

light was turned off, thought: "Now the

children must be sent to bed; this air

could be bad for them; and Isolina

Michelino

shouldn't be looking out of the window at

this hour: it's not proper!" But then ev-

erything was again luminous, electric,

outside and inside, and Domitilla felt as if

she were paying a visit to the home of

someone important.

Fiordaligi, on the contrary, a melan-

choly youth, saw, every time the gnac
went off, the dimly lighted window of a

garret appear behind the curl of the G,

and beyond the pane the face of a moon-

colored girl, neon-colored, the color of

light in the night, a mouth still almost a

child's that, the moment he smiled at her,

parted imperceptibly and seemed almost

to open in a smile; then all of a sudden

from the darkness that implacable G of

gnac burst out again, and the face lost its

outline, was transformed into a weak,

pale shadow, and he could no longer tell if

the girlish mouth had responded to his

smile.

In the midst of this storm of passions,

Marcovaldo was trying to teach his chil-

dren the positions of the celestial bodies.

"That's the Great Bear: one, two,

three, four, and there, the tail. And that's

the Little Bear. And the Pole Star that

means North."

"What does that one over there

mean?"

"It means C. But that doesn't have

anything to do with the stars. It's the last

letter of the word "cognac." The stars

mark the four cardinal points: North,

South, East, West. The moon's hump is to

the west. Hump to the west, waxing
moon. Hump to the east, waning moon."

"Is cognac waning, Papa? The C's

hump is to the east!"

"Waxing and waning have nothing to

do with that: it's a sign the Spaak compa-

|
ny has put there."

LltllG "What company
put up the moon
then?"

"The moon wasn't

put up by a company.

It's a satellite, and it's

always there."

"If it's always

there, why does it

keep changing its

hump?"
"It's the quarters.

You only see a part of

it."

"You only see a

part ofcognac too."

"Because the roof

of the Pierbernardi

building is higher."

"Higher than the

moon?"

mnnn" And so, every time

IIIUUII the gnac came on,

Marcovaldo's stars became mixed up

with terrestrial commerce, and Isolina

transformed a sigh into a low humming of

a mambo, and the girl of the garret disap-

peared in that cold and dazzling arc, hid-

ing her response to the kiss that Fiordaligi

had finally summoned the courage to

blow her on his fingertips, and Filippetto

and Michelino, their fists to their faces,

played at strafing: Tat-tat-tat-tat . . .

against the glowing sign, which, after its

twenty seconds, went off.

"Tat-tat-tat . . . Did you see that,

Papa? I shot it (Continued on page 158)

Eicerpled Irom MARCOVAiDO. or the ieoiont '" 'ho city by Halo Colyrno I

fighi © 1963 by Giulio fmoodi ednore ipo I ig Englnh Ironilolion i opytighl <

© 1983 by Horcourl Brace Jovonovich. Irtc and Morlin Seder and W
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Chic jeans. They're proportioned

to fit from leg to waist and from hip

to hip.

So whether you're a sweet
petite, long and lean or somewhere
inbetween, you're sure to get a
perfectly fabulous fit.

What's more, Chic jeans come in

as many as 27 sizes! So you know
we've got you covered... beautifully.

Chic jeans. They're definitely a
cut above.

cMc
The world's best-fitting jeans.

1411 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018



MOON AND GNAC
(Continued from page 146)

out with just one burst." Filippctto said, but

already, outside the neon light, his warlike ma-

nia had vanished and his eyes were filling with

sleep.

"If you only had!" his father blurted. "If it

had only been blown to bits! I'd show you Leo

the lion, the Twins .
."

"Leo the lion!" Michelino was overcome

with enthusiasm "Wait!" He had an idea. He
took his slingshot, loaded it with gravel, of

which he always carried a reserve pocketful,

and fired a volley of pebbles, with all his

strength, at the GNAC.
They heard the shower fall, scattered, on the

tiles of the roof opposite, on the tin of the

drainpipes, the tinkle at the panes of a window
that had been struck, the gong of a pebble

plunging down on the metal shield of a street-

light, a voice from below: "It's raining stones!

Hey, you up there! Hoodlum." But at the very

moment of the shooting the neon sign had

turned off at the end of its twenty seconds.

And everyone in the attic room began count-

ing mentally: one two three, ten eleven, up to

twenty. They counted nineteen, held their

breath, they counted twenty, they counted

twenty-one twenty-two, for fear of having

counted too fast. But no, not at all: the GNAC
didn't come on again; it remained a black

curlicue, hard to decipher, twined around its

scaffolding like a vine around a pergola.

"Aaaah!" they all shouted and the hood of the

sky rose, infinitely starry, above them.

Marcovaldo, his hand frozen halfway to-

wards the slap he meant to give Michelino, felt

as if he had been flung into space. The dark-

ness that now reigned at roof-level made a

kind of obscure barrier that shut out the world
below, where yellow and green and red hiero-

glyphics continued to whirl, and the winking

eyes of traffic-lights, and the luminous naviga-

tion of empty trams, and the invisible cars that

cast in front of them the bright cone of their

headlights. From this world only a diffuse

phosphorescence rose up this high, vague as

smoke. And raising your eyes, no longer blind-

ed, you saw the perspective of space unfold,

the constellations expanded in depth, the fir-

mament turning in every direction, a sphere

that contains everything and is contained by
no boundary, and only a thinning of its weft,

like a breach, opened towards Venus, to make
it stand out alone over the frame of the earth,

with its steady slash of light exploded and con-

centrated at one point.

Suspended in this sky, the new moon—rather

than display the abstract appearance of a half-

moon—revealed its true nature as an opaque
sphere, its whole outline illuminated by the

oblique rays of a sun the earth had lost, though
it retained (as you can see only on certain ear-

ly-summer nights) its warm color. And Mar-
covaldo, looking at that narrow shore of moon
cut there between shadow and light, felt a nos-

talgia, as if yearning to arrive at a beach which
had stayed miraculously sunny in the night.

And so they remained at the window of the

garret, the children frightened by the measure-

less consequences of their aci, Isolina carried

away as if in ecstasy, Fiordaligi, who, alone

among all, discerned the dimly lighted garret

and finally the girl's lunar smile. Their Mam-
ma recovered herself: "Come on now, it's
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night. What are you doing a*t the window?
You'll catch something, in this moonlight!"

Michelino aimed his slingshot up high.

"Now I'll turn off the moon!" He was seized

and put to bed.

A nd so for the rest of that night and all

through the night following, the neon sign on

the other roof said only spaak CO, and from
Marcovaldo's garret you could see the firma-

ment. Fiordaligi and the lunar girl blew each

other kisses, and perhaps, speaking to each

other in sign language, they would manage to

make a date to meet.

But on the morning of the second day, on the

roof, in the scaffolding that supported the

neon sign, the tiny forms of two electricians in

overalls were visible, as they checked the tubes

and wires. With the air of old men who predict

changes in the weather, Marcovaldo stuck his

head out and said: "Tonight there'll be gnac
again."

Somebody knocked at the garret. They
opened the door. It was a gentleman wearing

eyeglasses. "I beg your pardon, could I take a

look at your window? Thanks." And he intro-

duced himself: "Godifredo, neon advertising

agent."

"We're ruined! They want us to pay the

damages!" Marcovaldo thought, and he was
already devouring his children with his eyes,

forgetting his astronomical transports. "Now
he'll look at the window and realize the stones

could have come only from here." He tried to

ward this off. "You know how it is, the kids

shoot at the sparrows. Pebbles. I don't know
how that Spaak sign went out. But I punished

them, all right. Oh yes indeed, I punished

them! And you can be sure it won't happen

again."

Signor Godifredo's face became alert. "Ac-
tually, I'm employed by 'Tomahawk Cognac,'

not by Spaak. I have come to examine the pos-

sibility of a sign on this roof. But do go on: I'm

interested in what you're saying."

And so it was that Marcovaldo, half an hour

later, concluded a deal with Tomahawk Co-

gnac, Spaak's chief rival. The children should

empty their slingshots at the GNAC every time

the sign was turned on again.

"That should be the straw that will break

the camel's back," Signor Godifredo said. He
was not mistaken: already on the verge of

bankruptcy because of its large advertising

outlay, Spaak and Co. took the constant dam-
aging of its most beautiful neon signs as a bad

omen. The sign that now sometimes said

cogac and sometimes conac or conc spread

among the firm's creditors the impression of

financial difficulties; at a certain point, the ad-

vertising agency refused to make further re-

pairs if arrears were not paid; the turned-off

sign increased the alarm among the creditors;

and Spaak went out of business.

In the sky of Marcovaldo the full moon shone,

round, in all its splendor.

It was in the last quarter when the electri-

cians came back to clamber over the roof op-

posite. And that night, in letters of fire, letters

twice as high and broad as before, they could

read tomahawk cognac, and there was no
longer moon or firmament or sky or night,

Only TOMAHAWK COGNAC, TOMAHAWK CO-

GNAC, TOM \HAWK COGNAC, which blinked

on and off every two seconds.

The worst hit was Fiordaligi; the garret of

the lunar girl had vanished behind an enor-

mous, impenetrable W V

PARIS
MADE IN FRAN^

SCOTTSDALE—ARIZONA
Hilton Village Shopping Center

(602) 998-3524
LOS ANGELES—CALIFORNIA
Beverly Center

(213)657-3657

PALM SPRINGS—CALIFORNIA
Bank of Palm Springs Center

(619)320-2265

SAN FRANCISCO—CALIFORNIA
Crocker Center

80 Post Street

(415)982-1250
DENVER—COLORADO
Cherry Creek Square

(303) 320-6295

STAMFORD—CONNECTICUT
Stamford Town Center

(203) 359-2629
WASHINGTON—DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Opening soon.

BOCA RATON—FLORIDA
Town Center

(305)395-0661

COCONUT GROVE—FLORIDA
Mayfair in the Grove
(305)446-5531

SARASOTA—FLORIDA
St. Armand's Circle

(813)388-4016

CHICAGO—ILLINOIS
Water Tower Place

(312)337-0178

NORTHBROOK—ILLINOIS
1 084 Northbrook Court

(312)272-3753

OAK BROOK—ILLINOIS

Oak Brook Shopping Center

(312)789-3230

BOSTON—MASSACHUSETTS
Opening soon.

TROY—MICHIGAN
Somerset Mall

(313)643-6036

MINNETONKA—MICHIGAN
Bonaventure Shopping Center

(612)544-6770

NEW YORK—NEW YORK
71 5 Madison Avenue

near 63rd Street

(212)751-7506

CLEVELAND—OHIO
Beachwood Place Mall

(216)464-8484

PITTSBURGH—PENNSYLVANIA
The Freight House Shops

(412)355-0864

HOUSTON—TEXAS
Galleria II

(713)840-7252

Rodier in Canada
VANCOUVER—BRITISH COLUMBIA
Robson Galleria

(604)681-1671

OTTAWA—ONTARIO
Rideau Centre

TORONTO—ONTARIO
1 1 Bloor Street West
(416)968-9284
Bayview Village Centre

(416)223-7600

MONTREAL—QUEBEC
Peel & Ste. Catherine Galeries DAnjou

(514)282-0363 (514)351-5621

Complexe Desjardins Carrefour Laval

(514)844-5010

QUEBEC CITY—QUEBEC
Place Quebec
(418)522-5869

EDMONTON-SASKATCHEWAN
West Edmonton Mall

(403)487-1212
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A legend in its own time: The Raymond Weil Collection.

Exceptional quartz precision and classically elegant styling place these

striking Swiss timepieces among the world's most prestigious possessions.

Water-resistant and deftly crafted in 18K gold electroplate, they'll

never need winding, and are accurate to within one minute per year.

These, with black dials. Water-resistant; one year warranty included.

Hers, *680. His, l700. In Fine Watch Collections.

M/tyenm
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TREATMENT

pHEUTONE
EYE

TREATMENT

illlCCtlVC fciVCCclTC. After years of extensive research,

The Erno Laszlo Institute has developed a total eyecare ritual designed to meet
the needs of specific skin types and dedicated to minimizing fine lines. For more information

call toll free. Continental United States: 800-223-1228. New York State: 800-522-5633.

The Erno Laszlo Institute

' The Erno laszlo Institute 1983.
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HAIR NOW

New styles, cuts,

evening looks

.

. . what's

happening in Europe now

efinitely the trend at the fall fashion

shows in Paris, Rome: toward a tighter,

smaller head, hair that's shorter, more

precise, always off the neck. At Ungaro,

stylist Sergio Valente pulled longer hair back

into a neat little knot, to show off the jewels, the multiples

of necklaces and chains every model wore.

The small hats that showed up at just about every show

for daytime meant that chin-length hair was tucked behind

one ear, smoothed back off the forehead. Even hair that had

some fullness had it only at one side, with the other side,

at times, tucked under a tiny hat—often one worn

at a rakishly precise angle. Longer, curlier hair was brushed

almost straight and flat against the head, left fuller, freer just

about the shoulders. (More European couture, pages 484-505.)

Hair thathas fullness to one side, right. The trick, the tool that's being used

by more stylists; here, Garren (of Garren, NY): conditioning gels that

"work" hair into shape. (For more on model Wanakee, turn to page 194.)

To watch for

^*%lf%m Alia MAC A point off difference in hair-•"'"' fwCFWr* color now: the trend toward
using darker—rattier than lighter—shades as ac-

cents, or taking your natural color one step deeper to

add new richness, depth, a look of thicker hair. Tones
of copper, mahogany, auburn are being placed in hair

to point up its natural wave—or, even, to give
straight hair the illusion of curve. Even blond hair is

taking deeper golden highlights, as in the look at left

by Bruno Demetrio of NYC's Le Salon, where the col-

or, like the cut, is slightly asymmetric, with more
highlights, more length, at one side ... A new way to

"preview" haircolor: with a comb-in formula that
lasts from days to weeks depending on how it's ap-
plied—Clairol's Jazzing (salons only). Using it: Allen
Edwards in California, a pioneer in the growing trend
to combining a fitness studio with a hair salon. .

On almost every Paris runway:

hair ornaments had "presence,"

size, and real nighttime allure
(Wo. toe ARTHUB ElGORT Fosh.on deM'Is. >os' poges Sleich DAVID CROIAND

166

in perms: a concentration of wave at the ends of hair, so that hair's "focus"—
like makeup's—is at eye level, "grow-out" is minimal . . . And, conditioners especially formulated to keep wave in

hair, help to maintain a perm longer, such as Sebastian's new Cellofix Texturizer, to be left in after shampooing.

very designer had an evening
' 'statement '

' this fall. One of the most

dazzling, seen on Paris runways at Chanel

,

Ungaro, YSL: boldly outsize hair accesso-

ries, especially stiff bows, anchored into

hair with combs, sparked with glitter or

feathers. Above, one example, from Saint

Laurent Rive Gauche.
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cHANGE THE WAV yoU SEE YOupSELF

Whatever you're doing to look your best, your Salon Professional can help you look even better.

From hair care to skin care, Professional Cosmetologists work their art like no one else can, because of a unique

combination of talent, education and experience. That's why Clairol salutes Salon Professionals

in the week dedicated to their craft. Week. .

)na ,

Cosmetology-^^ 2nd*.



COTY SAYS YES
COTY '24'

Luminescent Lipstick

Soft shimmery color that's so extraordinary

it'll party all night. Yet so creamy rich, it

glides on smooth —never drags. Stays put

because Coty's clever lip-lining formula

COT •

Moisturizes too. so lips feel outrageously

soft and sexy. Do it. Slip intoCoty '24'

Luminescent Lipstick at midnight and

dazzle 'til dawn!

coty

COTY. EXTRAORDINARYANSWERS
1982 Coty NY. Available in Canada Clothes by Tiero De Monzi Jewelry by David Webb
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Sometimes even the most familiar

surroundings can become a little

intimidating.

At times like that, how you feel about
yourself can make all the difference in

the world.

I \ \

A little unfair advantage.



ELIZABETH ARDEN INVENTS
SKIN CARE FORYOUR LIPS

UPFIX

ii

masiM

LIP-FIX SOLVES THREE MAJOR LIP PROBLEMS
BLEEDING DRY VERTICAL LINES DRY LIPS

bps are uruetouched

Visible Difference Lip-Fix Creme with Primilin II:

Controls lipstick bleeding.
• Smooths out vertical dryness lines.

* Conditions dry lips. UP"JP1^REME
VISIBLE DIFFERENCE

Scientific proof, in booklet form,

is available at the

rJi/abeth Arden counter.

tent Pei- 40rQEM
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DERMATOLOGIST, CLINICALLY, ALLERGY TESTED AND FRAGRANCE FREE
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L RICH LASH MASCARA.
FIRST WE MADE SURE IT WOULD

MAGNIFY INTENSIFY SEPARATE, ILLUMINATE,
THICKEN AND STAY PUT

THEN WE MADE ITALMAY SAFE.

And that means a lot to your eyes. Because when Almay makes a hypo-allergenic mascara,

that mascara has been rigorously tested by ophthalmologists, dermatologists and cosmetic

experts. It's safe for contact lens wearers because it's fiber-free. It's been screened for allergens and

:

irritants and has met the toughest standards for quality and safety. .

.

M%i
Almay's standards. A I \l\ j\\

Super Rich Lash Mascara by Almay. The most provocative / \L-I Y / \f
way for your eyes to play it safe.
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CELLOPHANES.
THE NEW TRANSPARENT HAIRCOLOUR

FROM SEBASTIAN.

Colourshme your hair at a Certified Cellophanes Salon nearest you, or call 800-424-7288. In California or Canada, call collect, 213-999-5112.

Cellophane-- is a registered trademark of Sebastian International. Inc ©1983 Sebastian International, Inc Image Maker, Gen Cusenzo
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To collect ... to display ... to enjoy

The Maiden of

The Perfect Blossom
BY TOKUTARO TAMAI

Individually crafted in fine porcelain ...

hand-painted . .

.

and attractively priced at $120.

Available by direct application only.

Please order by October 31, 1983.

MAIKO. It was an honored title for a

privileged few. For only if a young lady had

perfected the fine art of the social graces

would she be deserving of this special title.

She must first arrange flowers to perfection

. . . dance like a butterfly . . . learn the

musical melody of song . . . perform the

revered tea ceremony. And after she had

mastered these most essential arts, she

would then be considered a "Maiko."

Today, there is a master renowned for his

ability to capture and portray the elusive

beauty, grace and serenity of the traditional

Maiko. His name is Tokutaro Tamai and

he is recognized as one of Japan's greatest

portrait artists.

Now, this distinguished master has turned

his celebrated talents to the creation of his

very first works in porcelain. A collection of

beautiful Maiko sculptures that are sure to be
of special interest to collectors.

"The Maiden of the Perfect Blossom"

inaugurates the collection. Crafted in fine,

hand-painted porcelain, it is a truly

exceptional work of art. And it will be issued

at the modest price of $120—which is

payable in convenient monthly installments.

The sculpture that Mr. Tamai has

created portrays a young lady

performing the traditional art of

flower arranging—one of the

most important disciplines in the

training of a perfect Maiko. And so

graceful, so alive is this enchanting figure

that you need only look at her to appreciate

the beauty of this scene.

To ensure that every small detail of

Tokutaro 'Tamai's art is faithfully captured,

each sculpture will be individually crafted by

master porcelain artisans in Japan. Using

traditional methods and techniques, each

sculpture will be hand-cast . .

.

hand-assembled . . . and hand-painted

with uncompromising care.

The result is a remarkable example of

craftsmanship and artistry. A work of exotic

beauty and heirloom quality to be displayed

with pride . . . then later passed along to

future generations.

To acquire this new work of art by

Tokutaro Tamai, you need send no money
now. Simply mail the accompanying
application to Franklin Porcelain, Franklin

Center, PA 19091 by October 31, 1983.

ACTUAL SIZE 6" IN HEIGHT

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, PA 19091 7

Please accept my reservation for "The

Maiden of the Perfect Blossom" by To-

kutaro Tamai, to be handcrafted for

me in fine, hand-painted porcelain.

I need send no money now. I will be

billed in four equal monthly install-

ments of $30.* each, with the first pay-

ment due shortly before shipment.

"Plus my state sales tax.

Signature
ALL APPLICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

RESERVATION APPLICATION

Please mail by October 31, 1983.

Limit: One sculpture per person.

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss.
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Address-

City.

State. -Zip,

FRANKLIN PORCELAIN a franklin mint company



all me Madam . .

.

Mrs . . . or Miss

First-name dropping:

liberty, equality. .

.

?or effrontery)

BY MARY CANTWELL

Seventeen, perhaps because Booth Tarkington

wrote a book with that for its title, has always

struck me as an enchanting age. I like the idea

of seventeen, even though its reality may be

acne, awkwardness, and the last pats of puppy
fat. The minutiae of the year I was seventeen

are elusive now, but they must have been won-
derful, if only because I refuse to believe other-

wise. Seventeen . . . seventeen—the word has a

lovely slide to it.

Eighteen, however, is hard, abrupt; it lacks

resonance. But it has status. Eighteen is the

age at which one can legally order a drink in

many states and, more important, vote, al-

though the latter privilege does not appear to

be as highly valued as the first. Eighteen is also

the age at which, by my calendar anyway, one

attains the majesty of Miss. To be a Miss, or a

Mister, is to be an adult. (Becoming a Mrs. be-

fore one becomes a Miss signifies precocity,

not maturity.)

I looked forward to Miss, and for the few

years before I turned it in for Mrs., enjoyed

hearing it. In truth, I didn't really turn it in: I

was Miss C. at the office and Mrs. L. at home,
less because I wanted two surnames than be-

cause I delighted in two prefixes. But since

1973, or whatever year it was that prefixes and
surnames were declared elitest, I have seldom
heard either. Everyone—friends, strangers,

and telephone salespeople selling light bulbs

made by the handicapped—calls me Mary.
The clock is stopped: together with my fellow

Americans I have entered the country of per-

manent childhood.

Consider, for instance, the usual physician/

patient relationship. Most people call their

doctors by their titles. But people have titles

too—those prefixes that custom and courtesy

used to accord surnames, and for the doctor to

employ them would be to blur the useful dis-

tinction between parents and their charges. So
the patient, already disadvantaged by illness

or its prospect, is next unmanned, or unwom-
aned, by an uninvited reversion to the baby
name. "Breathe in, Roger. . . . Extend your
arm, Bill. . . . Let me look down your throat,

Jane": treatment is so much simpler when it's

children who are being ordered about.

Simpler, too, for a child to order an adult

about if everyone, whatever the age, is ad-

dressed the same way. Being introduced to

twelve-year-olds as "Mary" (this happens to

me often, and the go-betweens are always their

mothers) is a lot like being presented as a pos-

sible playmate. Certainly, I respond like one.

"Hi," I say, and hate myself. Germaine Greer,

however, has given me yet another reason to

admire her: she takes care that those who are

not yet her peers remember it. She insists, Da-
vid Plante reports in Difficult Women, that her
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graduate students call her Dr. Greer.
"They've got to fucking well bear in mind,"

she told Plante, "that, for the time being, I

know more than they do."

And all of us should bear this rule in mind:

on hearing one's first name employed by the

unentitled (the entitled being friends, relatives

and, if one is very young, one's elders), it is

wise to suspect sneakiness. There is always a

motive behind the bonhomie.
Why does the stranger ask whoever answers

the phone if he can speak to "Roger," "Bill" or

"Jane"? The answer's easy. Because familiar-

ity implies friendship, he's trying to con the

answerer into putting the call through. In this

case, though, all it implies is that the caller

wants something.

Mr takes guts

to say9

66It 9s Miss Jones
to you"

And if it is Roger, Bill, or Jane who answers

the phone? First, they wonder if they've met
the caller before, quickly assume they have,

and just as quickly kick themselves for having

bad memories. By the time they realize they're

talking to a stranger, it's too late to stand on

protocol. Who of us (except Germaine Greer)

has the guts to say "It's Miss Jones to you"?
Conversely, why does the person they've

called, the one from whom they want some-

thing, immediately call them Roger, Bill, or

Jane? That answer's easy too. They're being

converted into chums, and chums find it hard-

er to complain about wrong information, lost

reservations, and broken appointments than

do the chilly—those shrewd enough, or old-

fashioned enough, to conceal themselves be-

hind prefixes.

Granting a prefix to others, though, is some-

times construed as fear. Once, when someone
heard me calling an associate Mr.

("Mr." because he was my senior and because

we were only slightly acquainted), she asked if

I were afraid of him. I wasn't, but I might have

been if he'd pressured me into addressing him
more casually—a fine way, incidentally, to

keep the young and insecure off-balance.

There is a man, a somewhat captious captain

of industry, who insists that those he's inter-

viewing for a job call him Sam. They, who'd
prefer to have "Mister" acting as buffer be-

tween them and his obviously unpredictable

self, can barely hiss the S.

My grandmother would have been amazed
to hear a comparative stranger say "Call me
Sam." But then, she'd have been amazed if

anyone but her relatives, and friends acquired

in childhood called her Margaret. Friends she

had made as an adult were forever addressed

as they had first been introduced. That's why I

never knew the first name of a frequent visitor,

Mrs. Horton. I'd never heard it. Her other fre-

quent visitor, our next door neighbor, was
Miss Munro. And she, to them, was Mrs. Lon-
ergan. Listening to them talk was like having

an eagle's view of three ladies walking along

parallel, but hedged paths. It was a walk that

lasted all their lives, perhaps because of the

pattern provided by those hedges.

Patterns establish a mode, but so does their

seeming absence. An auto worker interviewed

on a news show recently was exultant not only

because she was, at last, employed, but be-

cause the Japanese who ran the factory had
erased the old patterns. "You can park wher-

ever you want," she said, "because none of the

spaces are reserved for executives, and we all

call each other by our first names." They are

also, she forgot to mention, dressed identical-

ly. Everyone in the plant wears the same cot-

ton jacket, buttoned to the throat, the better to

hide a blue collar from a white.

This, of course, is the working-stiff school of

personnel management, in which hierarchy is

obscured so as to foster homogeneity. Still, hi-

erarchy obtains. How useful is the privilege of

calling your employer Ed when Ed comes to

fire you—which he can do rather easily be-

cause the factory is non-union? And, yes, it is

wonderful that your '74 subcompact is cheek

by jowl (or maybe hood by wheel) with his '83

four-door. But how much more wonderful if

you too could aspire to the '83 four-door,

which you can't because your wages are below

the industry norm. No, egalitarianism is not at

work here; only pragmatism. But if the latter

serves to advance the illusion of the former?

Ah well, we live by dreams, as good a fodder as

any, some believe, and sporting a new name
besides: psychic reward.

In the world that I think genuinely egalitari-

an, however, all adults would resume their ti-

tles. Ms. not being in my lexicon, they are Mr.,

Mrs., and Miss (the order chosen, with its

pleasant progression from hard r to drawn-out

s, is for the ear's sake, nothing more). Each

title is a hedge, a leafy barrier penetrable only

by invitation. The hedge affords the walker a

little privacy, a little extra space in which to

conduct life's promenade. To be endowed with

psychic turf—never mind those dubious psy-

chic rewards—is akin to being handed the

glove.

Whoever calls an adult by her first name
without being asked to do so is doing more

than invading that turf. He, or she, is negating

it. The territory is as vanished as if it had never

been, and trying to recapture it by using the

aggressor's first name in return is futile. The
advantage is with whoever made the first

strike: he, after all, has set the terms. As to

how one should reverse them, I'm not sure,

and if I worked in that auto plant, I wouldn't

contemplate trying. When the odds are that

high in favor of informality, it's useless trying

to tip them. But in the course of the ordinary

phone call, the ordinary confrontation . . .

maybe one should do what I, at least, haven't

yet dared. In the age of deshabille, one might

risk being thought stuffy. Come to think of it, I

suspect I already have taken the risk. And, tru-

ly, it didn't hurt at all. V
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he real reasons you pay

so much for food

Ah, autumn and harvest time.

You know, waving fields of amber

and gold. Well, true enough in

years past, but this year things are

different. Thanks to a new govern-

ment farm program there is con-

siderably less to wave and harvest. This

program, called Payment In Kind (PIK), was

designed to reduce supplies of grain; accord-

ingly, one-third of the nation's farms planted

less grain; and now we are about to reap the

results in higher food prices.

Although curious, this is the intended con-

sequence of government policy. The express

goal of the federal farm program is to keep in-

come high for farmers, even at the expense of

consumers—the rest of us.

Consider the heart of the farm program

—

the price-support system. Here, the govern-

ment guarantees a certain price for farm out-

put. If the market price falls below the

so-called target price, the government will

simply buy the stuff at the target price. By re-

moving the risk of low prices, the government

actually encourages farmers to plant as much
as they can. And the result has been ever-bur-

geoning farm output that puts downward
pressure on prices and thus leads to ever-grow-

ing government purchases and ever-bulging

storage costs for government-owned food.

Now, the government does attempt to keep

BY SUSAN LEE
a lid on costs by mandating restrictions and
quotas on farmers who participate in aid pro-

grams, the government tries to reduce acreage

planted. This carrot-and-stick approach is

supposed to shrink supplies and increase mar-
ket prices, reducing the taxpayers' tab. How-
ever, this hasn't worked very well: the farm

program will cost taxpayers perhaps $22 bil-

lion this year.

So, back last winter, the Department of Ag-
riculture announced the following deal: If

grain farmers would let more of their land lie

fallow, the government would return to

them—free—those crops now held in govern-

ment storage. The appeal of the new PIK pro-

gram was its double-hit of reducing potential

government purchases and current storage

costs. This was, apparently, an irresistible deal

for farmers, too: acres and acres were taken

out of production. It will not be such an ap-

pealing deal for consumers of bread and corn-

flakes, who'll be faced with higher prices. Nor
will it hold much appeal for meat-eaters—cat-

tle will be eating higher priced corn which will

make beef, too, more expensive.

How—it might be reasonably asked at this

point—did the government get into this quag-

mire of supporting farmers at such great cost?

Well, the impetus was simple. From the be-

ginning of commercial agriculture, farmers

have been plagued with sudden, drastic price

Scandal Red

drops. Bad weather one year will reduce sup-

plies and bid prices up. Those high prices will

encourage farmers to cultivate in a big, big

way the following year. But if that year is

blessed with good weather, then—instead of

high prices and profits—bumper crops will de-

press prices and farm income.

And so, farmers have always complained
about unpredictable and exasperating changes
in prices; but it wasn't until the 1930s that the

government seriously tried heavy-duty reme-

dies. Enter, centerstage, the federal farm pro-

gram with a vast system of price supports to

keep farmers' incomes from dropping too low.

(When prices skyrocket, on the other hand,

farmers are free to rake the money in.)

Perhaps the best known—and worst offend-

er—of all the price-support programs is the

dairy subsidy. The current cost of the dairy

support program is about $3 billion on the

government budget. The costs are reckoned

twice: The average annual taxpayer subsidy

comes to about $10,000 per farmer; plus, stor-

age costs for unwanted excess have been run-

ning in the billions of dollars. And
consumers—from ice cream addicts to cheese

devotees—pay millions more in higher prices.

Consumers of dairy and grain products are

not the only victims of government-guaran-

teed higher prices. In other ways, under other

programs, buyers of sugar, celery, and oranges

pay more. So do lovers of peanut butter and
peaches; even eaters of more exotic fare like

papayas, filberts, almonds, and raisins suffer.

For their part, farmers argue that other na-

tions subsidize agriculture, too. They warn
that if farming in this country is left to face the

vagaries of the free market, the resulting price

disruptions would force many out of the farm-

ing business entirely. The United States, then,

might be increasingly less able to feed its own
citizens. Eventually, say these farmers, we
might become importers of foodstuffs and thus

at the mercy of foreign food cartels much the

way we were with the OPEC cartel.

True enough. At least, in part. Other na-

tions do subsidize farming: Japan, for exam-

ple, gives hefty direct government subsidies

and erects prohibitively high tariff barriers to

keep foreign food out and domestic prices

high. France does both of the above, and then

subsidizes foreign purchases of their food

products. It is also true that if American farm-

ers were freer to sell their products abroad

—

like beef to Japan and wine to France—the

need for subsidies would lessen.

But the rest of the argument doesn't exactly

follow. The United States is the world's pre-

mier food producer and exporter because of

excellent natural resources and high farm pro-

ductivity. Sure, it's possible that we might be

tortured by a South American cartel in ba-

nanas; but it's inconceivable that we could be

mugged by Canadian wheat growers. Any-

way, the fact that other governments under-

write farm income is just another way of

saying that consumers all over the world pay

higher prices to eat than they would if govern-

ments let farmers face a free market.

Net-net, as economists are fond of saying,

the impact of the American farm program de-

livers a double whammy to Americans. We
pay as taxpayers to subsidize farmers and then

pay again as consumers in the form of the

higher prices. As Jon Previant, a Minnesota

farmer who grows crops not heavily supported

by the government, dryly observes: "Every

time I eat a bowl of almond butter crunch ice

cream, I come face to face with a system that

makes me pay, really pay, for my pleasure." V
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Brief Encounters

A few words on the

pleasures of power. .

.

and the revenge

of Clare Booth Luce

rom "The Anatomy of Power," by John
Kenneth Galbraith (Houghton Mifflin)

In all societies, from the most primitive to the

ostensibly most civilized, the exercise ofpower
is profoundly enjoyed. Elaborate rituals of

obeisance—admiring multitudes, applauded
speeches, precedence at dinners and banquets,

a place in the motorcade, access to the corpo-

rate jet, the military salute—celebrate the pos-

session of power. These rituals are greatly

rewarding; so are the pleas and intercessions of

those who seek to influence others in the exer-

cise of power; and so, of course, are the acts of

exercise—the instructions to subordinates, the

military commands, the conveying of court

decisions, the statement at the end of the meet-

ing when the person in charge says, "Well, this

is what we'll do." A sense of self-actuated

worth derives from both the context and the

exercise of power. On no other aspect of hu-

man existence is vanity so much at risk; in Wil-

liam Hazlitt's words, "The love of power is the

love of ourselves." It follows that power is pur-

sued not only for the service it renders to per-

sonal interests, values, or social perceptions

but also for its own sake, for the emotional and

material rewards inherent in its possession and

exercise.

However, that power is thus wanted for its

own sake cannot, as a matter of basic decency,

be too flagrantly conceded. It is accepted that

an individual can seek power to impose his

moral values on others, or to further a vision of

social virtue, or to make money. And, as not-

ed, it is permissible to disguise one purpose

with another—self-enrichment can be hidden

behind great community service, sordid politi-

cal intent behind a passionate avowal of devo-

tion to the public good. But it is not

permissible to seek power merely for the very

great enjoyment that it accords.

From "Laura Z. A Life," by Laura Z. Hobson
(Arbor House)

It was something Clare [Booth Luce] said

when we were alone after dinner. I had gone to

her bathroom, and as she opened the door to it

for me, I took one look and blurted out, "Ye
gods," or possibly "Gee whiz."

It was twice the size of an ordinary bath-

room and the bathmat covering its large rec-

tangle of floor was not your ordinary bathmat

either. It was not of terry cloth or shag or car-

peting; it was white fur, white ermine, with the

little blackish brown paws attached at inter-

vals, in the way ermine was often done at the

time. But the bathmat was not the whole story.

The same white ermine with the dangling dark

paws had been made into a cover for the toilet

seat.

Clare laughed at my astonishment, delight-

ed at my disbelief.

"It used to be a coat," she said. "My moth-

er-in-law, Mrs. Brokaw, gave it to me and I

hated it. While I was married I had to wear it

and wear it, but I always knew that once I was

divorced, I'd find a perfect use for it." V
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To some people, the sculptress, liana Goor might

i
s
be considered outrageous. To those who know her

and her work, she is exactly the opposite.

She's a woman of the twenty-first century. A woman of

three continents. A woman whose normal day is 20 hours

of incredible movement and creation. Because liana rebels

against convention and the ordinary.

That is why, years ago, liana designed and sculpted her own
jewelry. She called it "Sculpture for the Body" She wore it,

and people wanted it... for their own bodies.

liana liked the idea. Having people wear her sculpture

made just as much sense as having people see her
>^ sculpture on exhibit. That's liana. And that's why we

can introduce you to her first collection, "Sculpture for

the Waist"

If you collect, and wear liana's works, be prepared to feel

a little more daring ... a little more outspoken . . . and even

a little bit...inrageous. I;

ILANAGOOR
SCULPTURE FOR THE BODY,

1983. ILANAGOOR. INC.

184

Exhibitions.- Ann Taylor, Bloomingdale's, Bullock's, Burdines.

Garfinkle's, I. Magnin, Macy's, Marshall Field's. Neiman Marcus,

Robinson's, Saks Fifth Avenue. Shillitos-Rikes. For the nearest

retailer, contact liana Goor, Inc., 366 5th Avenue, Suite III6,

NY, NY I000I • 212/563-5220
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For every Santa who'd like to avoid the holiday crowds and
confusion, help is here.

Introducing the 1983 Spiegel Christmas catalog. Hundreds
of pages of dazzling Christmas gifts. Fashion. Furnishings.

Jewelry. Games. And more. Much more.
Choose gifts from Lalique, Dunhill, Burberry, Lucien Piccard,

Pringle Cashmere, Adrienne Vittadini and Norma Kamali.

Order by mail or phone— toll-free, 24-hours a day. Plus every
gift you select is delivered by UPS with our 100% satisfaction

guarantee, and free UPS pick-up on returns.

The 1983 Spiegel Catalog. A Santa couldn't ask for a better

helper. Unless, of course, he requests a staff of tiny elves.

To order your Christmas catalog, just send $3 (applicable

to first purchase) to Spiegel, Dept. 113^ P.O. Box 6340,

Chicago, IL 60680. Or call Dept. 113 at 1 800 345-4500

and charge to your MSA, MasterCard or
A merican Express.
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IN HER OWN WORDS ..

.

"My grandmother said, 'All of the

arts are merely to remind us of the

values of life itself and of our rela-

tionship to each other'; utter inde-

pendence happens onstage, with

everyone working for the good of

the show. I think a country works
better the same way, when we all

work together." —Celeste Holm, ac-

tress, speaking at National Council of

Women meeting on voluntarism

"To be great in anything, you have
to really fall in love with your job and
dedicate yourself. ... In golf,

there's a constant challenge be-

tween yourself and the game. It's an
inner game, very much a mental
game, a game of self-control, hard

work, and—more importantly—pa-

tience."—Amy Alcott, professional golf-

er, the sixth woman to earn $1 million in

her sport

"Women need more science educa-
tion. I would like to see 51 percent of

the United States population being

as willing to tackle scientific, tech-

nological, and political issues as the

other 49 percent are. . . . My non-

professional goal is to make a big

contribution to turning around the
arms race."— Vera Kistiakowsky,

Ph.D., first woman tenured professor of
physics at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology andpresident ofthe Association for
Women in Science

Woman who trains women .

.

play way to Wall Street

...a child-care solution

By Lorraine Davis

A WOMAN "FULFILLED"
As a child, Jill Conway worried about whether interesting things would happen to her; that

worry "is really laid to rest" at Smith College, in Northampton, Massachusetts, where she

presides over a school that's responding agilely to social change.

The Smith answer to "structural unemployment" (jobs eliminated by technology) is to

provide, with the help of the Charles Stewart Mott foundation and the federal government, full

tuition and living expenses at the school for ten welfare recipients each year so these women
can qualify for jobs that will make them self-supporting.

Another Smith benefit for the atypical student: eight years ago, admissions were opened to

women over twenty-five; about one hundred seventy are in the twenty-five hundred student

body now, and the school has plans for two hundred. Some in their late twenties want training

to advance in jobs they love; some in their early thirties are heads of families, need education

in order to support them; and many over forty are women who while raising families short-

changed their own intellectual life. Smith helps these women with student loans from the

school's endowment: "we run a small bank."

The point of a Smith education: "A good computer scientist must be trained in liberal arts,

in control of the technology not just applying it."

President Conway "loved the discipline of history and couldn't not be a historian," and

she's writing a two-volume work on women in America; but this Australian woman (she came

to the U.S. from the vice presidency of the University of Toronto) also wants to "build a really

great garden, a beautiful and sustaining environment for my husband and me in our future."

PLAYING FOR PROFIT

To enlighten those of us who associate

"specialist" with the medical profession

instead of the stock market, a smart young
woman named Marcia J. Kramer (she

holds a Harvard Ph.D. in economics, is di-

rector of marketing research and planning

for the American Stock Exchange) came
up with a new board game—Stock Market

'Specialist—that turns two to four players

into market specialists vying with each

other to maintain an orderly market in their

assigned stocks and to make "money" for

themselves in the two-way auction.

You may need a couple of hours' study,

but playing this game is such good train-

ing in the techniques of stock trading that

I0CT0BER0NDECK

If you're a walker, the second annual "Walking for Women$hare" (raising money for programs

for women and girls), October 1 in NYC's Central Park; 12:00 noon at 72nd Street and Central Park

West. ... If you're a runner, October 10 means the Bonne Bell/Chevrolet 10K National Champi-

onship race in Boston, limited to eight thousand women (write Conventures, 45 Newbury St., Bos-

ton MA 02 1 16 or call 2 12/883-000 1) If you're a businesswoman, the New Haven Chamber
of Commerce again does a day-long seminar on October 18; "Women, Business, and the Future

IV" (inquiries: Dottie Murphy, 203/787-6735) If you're a wordsmith, October 12-16 brings

this year's Women in Communications National Professional Conference in Philadelphia and the

Vanguard Award (call Women in Communications 512/345-8922). ... If you're movie-minded,

women 's achievements in the 'eighties will be celebrated in a six-week film festival at the new
Catalyst Audiovisual Center (14 East 60th St. NYC 10022; 212/759-9700) beginning October

12. . . . If you need courage, the 1983 Roundtable Conference for Professional Women, October

21-23, at Chatham Bars Inn on Cape Cod centers on "The Courage To Be All That We Are"

(details: Elizabeth Dodson Gray, 617/235-5320; Roundtable Conferences, Four Linden Square,

WellesleyMA 02 18 1). . . . If you want to get away, a ten-day women-only trip to Italy leaves U. S.A.

October 21 (Cal-Farm Travel Service Inc., P.O. Box 5429, Berkeley CA 94705; 800/227-0464).
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at least one of the ten American Stock Ex-

change companies who co-sponsored the

game with the Exchange, Shearson/
American Express, is using Ms. Kramer's

brainchild to instruct new MBA recruits in

their employ.

"Specialist" is definitely for grown
women and men; but "I can't adequately

express," said Dr. Kramer, "the motherly

pride I felt when my eleven- and thirteen-

year-old daughters had learned how to

make the opening trade." Sounds like not

only fun but a good way to find out whether
you have a talent that someday could take

you to a Wall Street exchange floor as a

stock specialist yourself.

WHERE THE NANNIES GROW
After interviewing ui. skilled Chicago appli-

cants to care for her own child, Englishwoman
Beth Smith decided America needed more
trained professional nannies. A psychologist

who gives workshops for working mothers, she

found their greatest problem was guilt engen-

dered by lack of superior child care.

Last year, Beth Smith established her

school, Nanny Incorporated, to train students

in child psychology, child development, safe-

ty, health, CPR, nutrition, creative play, toilet

training—all about the pre-school to pre-teen

years. After four hundred hours of schooling,

nannies are graduated into a job market in

which eager mothers telephone for applicants

from their lying-in beds.

Info: (312) 443-0125, in Chicago; thirty-sev-

en other American cities are interested.
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Where science & beauty meet face I to face

Creme
Cellulaire

and Masque
Cellulaire con-

tain most of the
essential elements

needed for the growth
of life. Lyophilized chicken

embryos are added to most
sophisticated product formu-
laes to offer your skin a wealth
of active principals beneficial

to the healthy development
of skin cells. Use them com-
bined to help slow down the
pace of premature aging and
to discover the natural

beauty hidden in your
own skin.

Christine Valmy Business Opportunities (including mini and major franchise salons or skin care
schools, distributorships, product and equipment sales):

767 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10153; (212) 838-0775

Christine Valmy International Skin Care School 260 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001; (212) 581-1520

Christine Valmy Flagship Salon 767 Fifth Ave., (at 58th St.) New York, N.Y. 10153; (212) 752-0303

For other Christine Valmy locations, please check the Yellow Pages.
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Ronsard
K

"Mignonne,

allons voir si la rose

Pierre de Ronsard

X)

Named for France's "prince of poets,"

designed for tne woman of infinite

romance, each Ronsard bra is individually
'

jtulle

>Irect from France, Frincef.

jmderwire support in sizes B and C. . .wit

matching panties and garter belts in a

quartet of soft, subde shades.

Slip into a sonnet.

I. MAGN l i v

Farfurther information, please unite: RONSARD, t8j Madison Avenue, Nt
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Modeled by Borboro CM«i« Arb«s.

Jewelry by Hevfiu Winston.

Swept oway by the drama of natural Canadian lynx, we choose only Professionals turning o work of nature into o work of ort.

the brightest skins to match the spirit of the one they'll warm. Christie Brothers, 333 Seventh Rvenue, New York

Not completely wild. But just enough. 340 Omni International, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Classic Silk: It Works!
Presenting the shirt that works

overtime: our man-tailored classic in

pxireRadiiun Silk. It suits up and
sports down; it sets you smartly

apart with a fascinating shimmer.

For day or soiree, in eight perfectly

versatile shades: olive (OLV), taupe

(TPE), silver grey (SIG), dusty rose

)RO), dusty blue (DBL), wine(WNE),
white (WHT), or black (BLK). Our Classic

Silk is unavailable in any store— except our

own catalog showroom in Clifton, NJ—
and carries a full money-back

guarantee. Hand washable. Sizes

4-18. Style#117201. S25.

A ROYAL SILK
Clifton, NJ
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I'm a lady on the move with no time to

waste. So after I get my Sof n' Free™ curl. I use
the wry special Sof n ' Free curl support products
to keep my curls looking their best, every day.

Like RESPOND CURL ACTIVATOR
with "Squalene SB 10" and GEL ACTIVATOR
Or CURL MOISTURIZING SPRAY with Jojoba
Oil. All the support my natural -looking Sof n' Free
curls need, I can get every day.

So, the next time you visit your favorite

stylist, don't forget to purchase your very own
Sof .1' Free curl support products so you too can

be n< rurally Sof n ' Free

image

BEAUTY NOW

Elements of

attractiveness—
a black woman's

point of view

aa FROM THE PEOPLE
W9m IVHC KNOW YOUR HAIR AND CARE

[S Company

n illusion of perfection is part of a

model's job, and model Wanakee
(left and below, and up close on page

571) manages it beautifully. But
'perfection" comes only with ef-

fort and a few special techniques,

as Wanakee is the first to admit.

Here, a conversation that cov-

ers some of the territory. .

.

"Like those of many
black women, my lips are

somewhat discolored," she says. "Using a tinted gloss changes the shade but doesn't hide the

discoloration. So I always use opaque or matte lipstick—just like opaque hose, it covers com-
pletely. For shine, you can use a clear gloss over that.

"Also, I have a faint moustache. Many black women have this problem; and blonds do, too.

But, because our moustaches are dark, we have to get rid of that hair. And, makeup goes on more
smoothly, looks better. Some women have their upper-lip hair waxed, but I cream hair away with

a lotion depilatory about once every five days if I'm doing close-ups. If I'm doing full-length

fashion shootings for a week, I don't really worry about it.

"If you have other heavier than normal facial hair—like 'sideburns'—I'd

suggest bleaching it because that hair tends to make your face look dirty

when it's not. Tweezing is another option at the temple or widow's peak to

clean up growth at the hairline."

Now what about that body? "I walk a lot. I use a stationary bicycle and

weights. And I run up the stairs, too, go from one to twenty-one a couple of

times." You live on the twenty-first floor? "No, I live on the thirteenth, but I

just run the stairs. That's good exercise."

What are some of the "bad" things you do? "I've gotten into a habit: it

started when I would go to the airport, get bored, and buy a magazine and a

candy bar. Now every time I hit the airport, I think candy bar, automatically.

I go to the airport a lot, so now I'm trying to break the habit."

Do you have anything you'd like to tell a young black woman about her

looks? "Not to be afraid of change. You see yourself one way, and it's really-

kind of hard for outside people to tell you that this or that way is the best way
you could look. It's up to the individual to see how she really is, and not get in

a slot of you-like-how-you-look-and-that's-it.

"Try shorter nails or trim your hair—don't be afraid it's not going to grow

back. Look around you on the street, and you'll see that a woman who looks

very good to you is clean-cut, her clothes are put together. Look at her nails,

and chances are they won't be long with dark polish. Check out her hair. Is it

just simple and clean or is it complicated and old-fashioned? And really look

at yourself, and don't rely on somebody else to tell you how you look. Friends

will tell you you look fine, no matter how you look; they want to stay your

friends. Changes can be subtle. They don't have to be dramatic. Change your lipstick color. Or if

you always wear a button earring, try a hoop. Change always makes you feel better."

l*B£fc^lJlfe^
• "One of the biggest black hair myths is that

grey hair is fragile,
'

' says Olive Benson, Soft

Sheen s director of education.
'

' The truth is that

grey hair is often more resilient to change—to

color/perm—than is pigmented hair. What
leads to the myth of fragility is that at the same
time hair 1 rns grey, it also becomes a bit thin-

ner and Sf: rirser—so we think it is becoming
more fragile when in fact we may have slightly

fewer but stronger hairs. A perm can often

make grey hair look fuller, thicker, more alive
-

±±±
without the need for a color change.

"

• Most women don 7 know where their faces

begin and end when it comes to applying mois-

turizer: it goes from hairline to cleavage. . .

• We all know to use a body lotion while we 're

still slightly damp from the bath. Try this when
you want to refresh moisturizer at another time:

spritz a fine spray of water on arms and legs,

then apply moisturizer. Eases application for a

look of smoothness and shine.

—Contributed by AUDREY SMAL TZ

VOGUE October. 1983
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Wamk CarsBy Lillian Borgeson

The big car makes a comeback:

four reasons why you may want one

ight now the 1984 models are rolling

in to the new car showrooms, and

among them there is a sizable surprise.

Just when you thought that everyone would be

building, selling, and buying nothing but

small, fuel-efficient cars, the big car is making

something of a comeback.

Why' Because buyers want them. Last year,

when the price of gas took a temporary dip, car

manufacturers noted an instant rise in the de-

mand for bigger cars and made plans to satisfy

it. Ford and GM have boosted production of

their large models; and even Chrysler Cor-

poration, which has made a powerful commit-

ment to small, energy-efficient, front-wheel-

drive, four-cylinder cars, has now decided to

offer its big V-8 rear-wheel-drive New Yorker

Fifth Avenue model through 1985 instead of

dropping it forthwith. So for this year's shop-

pers the choice is still wide open: shall it be big

car or small car?

Over the last few years big cars have had a

very bad press . . . sometimes unfairly. Here,

to set the record straight, are the facts.

Safety. In this area, big cars have a big edge.

It's true that small cars are more maneuver-

able than big cars and, if you have quick reflex-

es and quick hands, their responsiveness can

help you to avoid accidents. But if avoidance

strategies fail and the accident happens,
there's no doubt that the big car will give you
better protection. The difference between
small-car and big-car safety in case of a colli-

sion can be minimized but not overcome. Sta-

tistics show that when you wear a safety belt in

a small car, you run about the same risk of in-

jury or death as the large car occupant who
doesn't wear a belt. But the belted big-car oc-

cupant has the best chance of walking away
from a collision, by far.

Road behavior. There are assets and liabilities

at both ends of the size spectrum. Typically,

Left to right: Classic Elegance. Underwire or soft cup. Deeper cup, excellent separation. IOO'tJ Dacron polyester.

Classic Beauty. Underwire Bra. Seamless molded cup. 100% Dacron polyester. Classic Style. Embroidered eyelet

on 100% woven cotton. The perfect combination of fashion, function. ..and frugality!

DISCOVER THE PERFECT COMBINATION OF FASHION AND FUNCTION:
THE CLASSIC LILY COLLECTION BY LILY OF FRANCE. UNTIL NOW YOU MAY HAVE
BELIEVED THAT IN ORDER TO GET THE SUPERB FIT, COMFORT AND SUPPORT
YOU NEED FROM A BRA YOU HAD TO SACRIFICE THE FASHION YOU WANTED.
AND, UNTIL NOW, YOU MAY HAVE BEEN RIGHT. 32-38 B,C,D, $10.00-$13.50.

CLASSIC LILY
by

LXRA
ULYCFFR^KE' recommend k t

A Gloria Falla design tor Lily of France 90 Park <\venue. New York, NY 10016
Uloolile,
cold waler

wash i

the small car is more fun to drive than the big

car, and more responsive. It steers quickly,

handles crisply, stops faster, is easier to park.

But the small car is more subject to wind
buffeting—the kind you feel in gusty weather
or when you pass or are passed by a big

truck—and you have to train yourself to keep

both hands firmly on the steering wheel, pref-

erably in the "nine o'clock" and "three
o'clock" positions. It's harder to see and be

seen, and color choice can be a significant safe-

ty factor: a bright red or yellow exterior makes
more sense than a dark color or some earthy,

blend-with-the-background tan or grey. Be-

cause the seat in a small car is usually lower,

you can't see as far ahead as you approach a

curve or the crest of a hill. You should make a

conscious effort to avoid riding in the rear-

view mirror "blind spot" of the cars ahead of

you, to drive toward the left side of the lane on
a two-lane highway so you're more visible to

oncoming traffic. In short, in a small car you
need to be more alert, more attentive.

Also, never forget that big cars tend to be

designed for big people. If, like many women,
you can't see out over the hood and reach all

the pedals without straining, the "easy-to-

drive" characteristics that are supposed to be

built into a big car won't be there for you.

Big/small economics. Time was when car size

and sticker price were glued together: when
one went up so did the other, but no more.

Though you won't find them in the lowest

JLii most cases

fuel efficiency

of large cars

has improved

price brackets, big cars aren't necessarily all-

out luxury cars; today they often cost much
less than small high-performance or high-

prestige makes.

As for operating economy, you'll certainly

come out ahead with a small car. But it's no

longer fair to assume that all big cars are

shameless gas guzzlers; in most cases, their

fuel efficiency has improved markedly. As an

example, the big Olds 98 V-8 has doubled its

mileage in the last few years: it got 1 1 miles per

gallon in 1975, is rated at 22 mpg for 1983.

Trade-in value. Probably you remember two

or three times in the 'seventies when any effort

to trade a big car in on a small car would get

you nothing but nickels, dimes, and nasty

smiles. Such times will no doubt come again

. . . especially in a week or a month that has

produced screaming headlines about some
new oil shortage or energy crisis. Clearly, cri-

sis time isn't trading time. But if you stay off

the lots during peak panic periods, you should

be able to get a reasonably good trade-in on a

big car because the dealers know somebody

will see it as an attractive used car. "The large

car is not going to die," says L.R. Windecker,

manager of research and analysis for Ford.

"The market will always be there."

That market may not be huge. Out of every

hundred buyers, perhaps only ten or fifteen

will insist on the safety, comfort, and conve-

nience of a big car. Maybe one of those buyers

will be you. V
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1984 Olds Cutlass Supreme,

Anotherbeautiful reason
why Cutlass is America's most

popular midsize.

GM

You can tell it's a Cutlass Supreme
the moment you see it. Those classic

lines have helped make Cutlass the

country's most popular mid-size over the

past nine years.

But styling is just the start. There's

the Supreme's outstanding resale

history. Its comfort. Its room.

Its fit and finish. Remarkable.
Luxury? Six passengers can ride in

opulence. Deep, full-foam seats with

elegant upholstery and fold-down
center armrest. Divided front seats with

individual controls are available.

Take a ride now. You'll get a special

feeling amid all this impressive luxury.
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There is a special feel

in an
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By Barbara Lang Stern

Words and actions that can help

others, make you feel better too

y very simple words and
ractions you can give com-
passionate support to people

you care about at times when they may need it

most. But in starting to speak or write to some-

one who is bereaved, you yourself may experi-

ence feelings of uncertainty and apprehension.

Why?
One reason may be that you're setting out to

do the impossible: to console someone who is

temporarily inconsolable, rather than to con-

dole, which means express sympathy or grieve

with one in affliction. "I suspect that too often,

people want to say too much," observed Avery

D. Weisman, M.D., professor of psychiatry at

Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts

General Hospital. "We're very word-con-
scious and apt to think we've got to say or

write something magical and pithy that will

have some sort of transcendent significance.

But, there's nothing you're going to say or

write that will inspire or comfort someone in

real grief. Certainly you're not going to ex-

plain death, or justify suffering or tragedy. I

think it's an insult to make philosophical com-
ments about 'we've all got to go on living,' or

worse, 'I know just how you feel.' I call that

negative support, because no one knows exact-

ly how anyone else feels."

But warnings and stories about the inept

comments well-meaning people have made

—

"You still have one parent," "You'll marry
again"—inhibit and make us all the more anx-

ious about saying the wrong thing.

In some ways, our distress is a peculiarly*

modern legacy. We aren't exposed to mourn-
ing and grief as we would have been a hundred
years ago, when infant mortality was high, and
influenza and pneumonia were the leading

causes of death among adults of all ages. Rob-
ert Fulton, Ph.D., a pioneer in the sociology of

death, and director of the Center for Death
Education and Research at the University of

Minnesota, points out that at the turn of the

century any child of eight probably had lived

through the death of at least one sibling or

close adult 'relative. Chances were the death

took place ^at home; the body was laid out at

home; and the casket rested at home. The fam-

ily received condolence calls and letters while

younger members observed and learned what
is expected and what happens when someone
dies. In short, ".

. . death was very much a part

of everyday life, a fact with which even the

youngest child was familiar and for which ev-

eryone had to be prepared," write Fulton,

Markusen, Owen, and Scheiber, editors of an
excellent collection of writings about Death
and Dying (Addison-Wesley).

Today we are in almost every way removed
from death. We segregate those most likely to

die before they actually do so, in hospitals,

nursing homes, retirement villages. We scatter

geographically, losing intimate connections
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and participating less frequently in funerals

and condolence visits. So when we are in-

volved, we must expect at least the anxiety

that's part of facing any important and diffi-

cult situation for which we're basically unpre-

pared. Why should we know what to say?

Furthermore, we may know little about the re-

ligious beliefs of the mourners. The ambigu-

ities of modern death tend to make all

comment hazardous: the bereaved may be ex-

periencing shock and acute grief; relief that

prolonged suffering is over; anger at having

had to nurse someone through a dreadful or-

deal; guilt over having these feelings of relief,

anger, or at not having been more available.

Besides ambiguities, we may have to deal

not only with the pain of witnessing the an-

guish of another but with the fear of confront-

ing, through another's loss, our own
vulnerability and mortality. Many of the un-

fortunate consolations offered in these circum-

stances reflect desperate attempts to comfort

oneself as well as another.

But what, then, are we to say? "I'm sorry"

seems inadequat . And it is inadequate as an

answer to death, but not as a response to some-
one who is grieving. "Simply to let someone
know you're sorry and you're thinking about

him or her is ample, especially when you
haven't been intimately involved," states Dr.

Weisman, whose latest book is Coping with

Cancer (McGraw-Hill). "It's important not to

say too much. If you're making a condolence

call to someone close, giving a hug may be bet-

ter than any words." Later, just listening is a

needed act of sharing with the bereaved.

In a letter of condolence, if you can share an

experience you had with the dead person, or

repeat a loving thing he or she said about the

survivor, such recollections and insights can

be of special value and indirect consolation.

"Each time you get a letter, you relive your

sadness, but that's good," said one mourner,

"because it helps you experience what has hap-

pened so you can go through it. Otherwise

your life is filled with booby traps."

Above all, it is vital to make some acknowl-

edgment of the death. People don't write or

visit because they don't know what to say, and
then they're embarrassed because they didn't

write or visit. But the words are less important

than the act of recognition. A room filled with

people after a death has occurred bears witne>

to the fact of a life having been lost. The num-
ber of letters—even simply, "Paul joins me in

sending our deepest sympathy"—can help

make the life seem significant. If you doubt

this, imagine no visitors, no letters. The value

lies in the fact of the testimony, more than in

the brilliance of the words; in the support and
caring offered by one's personal or written

presence. These condoling actions also reaf-

firm our own bonds to humanity; they

strengthen and enlarge each of us. V

AT LAST...

$29.95
Style #1010

Timeless European styling, 100% imported silk, sensational colors — clearly an irresistible

combination! Our accent is on quality workmanship and attention to detail. Satisfaction
guaranteed or prompt full refund. Sizes 6-16. Experience the affordable luxury available

only from BodySilk. Photos by Matthew Rolston

BODY/iLX
12021 Wilshire Blvd.
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VISA/MC Toll Free 24 Hr 1-800-227-3800, ext. 542
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Add $2.50 Shipping & Handling, and $1.00 each additional blouse.
Please allow 4-6 weeks delivery, o Send me your full color catalog. Enclose $2.00.
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Horoscope
By Maria Elise Crummere October

Your Libra profile: "Make love, not

war," preach live-wire Librans, ever

under the spell of Venus. Those born
under the sign of the scales promote
justice, amiability among friends,

family—often by sharing news, pro-

gressive ideas, amusing tales. The
"Libra look"—beckoning eyes and
graceful manner—reflects their gre-

garious and expressive instinct.

Libra September 23-october 23

These are pioneer days for lucky Libra as your socially attractive ruler, Venus, is in Aries, sign of
new beginnings. You set out on an expedition for new people, lands of opportunity—and soon
learn that your intuition is your best guide. If you don't play dictator and offend friends and
colleagues, you can make great progress in love and work, particularly the first three weeks. A
friend frees you from your stifling stubbornness on the 28th.

Scorpio
OCTOBER 24-NOVEMBER 22

Scorpions are go-getters when
it comes to professional and
romantic success—and with

your ruler, Mars the motivated, now in ingenious

Virgo, you've got the green light. So go for the

goal! There may be self-induced snags in your

success drive, especially if you try to force your

view on others. Still, October is not all sober: the

22nd finds you following a romantic whim that

may lead to a delightful discovery on the 26th.

Sagittarius
NOVEMBER 23-DECEMBER 21

Your jubilant ruler, Jupiter,

is home in your sign; and you
benefit from the pleasure of

its company: good fortune, abundance, extrav-

agance. It's a month-long Oktoberfest, still the

sage Sagittarian will exercise a little Apolloni-

an control when a business opportunity arises.

The last week, your ruler merges with Uranus,

planet of revelations: recognize a chance to ex-

pand professional spheres. The payoff: pros-

perity for the next two months.

Capricorn
DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19

llf '^L- There's getting ofwisdom for

career-careful Capricorn this

month as your ruler, Saturn,

is in the savant sign of Scorpio. Words to the

wise: insure your professional future now;
with Saturn's security and Jupiter's fortune

backing your business ventures, this should be

no problem at all. The 22nd to the 31st is the

prime period to iim for new prosperity; the

last three days may win it all for you.

Aquarius
JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18

This should be your month
of living dangerously—and

-^_l very, very well. Your bene-

factors: supportive Saturn and good fortune

Jupiter—both at your side. There's more: your

ruler, Uranus, is now in self-confident Sagit-

tarius. Prompted by these "high rollers,"

you'll gamble with both love and work; and
it'll pay off. But intuitive Aquarians will think

before placing bets between the 22nd and 3 1st.

Pisces
FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20

^^^ ^ ^ Ruled by the heart—a fool

] v for love—Pisces has been es-

l —J pecially susceptible since rul-

er Neptune has been passing through romantic

Sagittarius. But this sentimental journey is

about to end as you're entering cautious Capri-

corn and it's wise to get a grip on the reality of

your love situation; prime time for this is the

first week. The 12th through the 31st are

splendid for romance, with Mercury prompt-

ing promises, amorous admissions on the 26th.

a£
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Aries
MARCH 21-APRIL 19

Spurred by your free-wheel-

ing ruler, Mars, now in enter-

prising Virgo, you channel

your energy and business smarts toward a

community cause this month. You have two

key days to give that professional project an-

other shot: the 13th and 15th. There's personal

progress in the making this month as well: cir-

cle the 30th and 3 1st as days to win over some-

one special. (Continued on page 210)
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haircut, color, curl...

and treat yourself to a new makeup l<
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In 1907, Priscilla Vincent cleverly concealed 142

cigarettes among the cabbage roses decorating her hat.

Unfortunately for her, a sudden gust of wind proved

to be quite revealing.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
Regular: 9 mg "tar," 0.7 mg nicotine-Menthol: 8 mg "tar,"

0.6 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar'83.
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HOROSCOPE
(Continuedfrom page 206)

Taurus
APRIL 20-MAY 20

"Good old reliable Taurus,"

colleagues will say the first

—J week, as they seek out your
efficiency and enthusiasm to get a special pro-

ject off the ground. But don't commit yourself

until at least the 10th, remembering that those

under the sign of the bull should always survey

the ground before charging in. In the personal

ring, crucial clues are unearthed the 14th and
1 5th—leading to a delightful discovery.

Gemini
MAY 21-JUNE 21

October casts you as the

quick-change artist—your
best role. During the first

eight days, your versatile ruler, Mercury,
leaves systematic Virgo and you finally wrap
up an important assignment. Then, when Mer-
cury moves to social Libra the 9th, you have a

new project—pleasure. On the 24th you enter

a stimulating collaboration with former co-

workers, and on the 26th you speak out on a

subject dear to you and—bravo!—you win the

audience over.

Cancer
JUNE 22-JULY 22

October finds Cancer con-

templative—rethinking, re-

adjusting what you've

recently said or done. The results: great re-

wards in both professional and personal terms.

Those of the Crab find themselves face to face

with a new relationship the 9th. There's an

urge to declare personal independence from a

close one between the 2 1st and 26th: make cer-

tain your emotional fortress is strong enough

to withstand it.

Leo
JULY 23-AUGUST 22

October's chill may diminish

Leo's natural sunniness until

the 10th: even romantic alli-

ances seem, at best, cool. A brief period of ra-

diance from the 10th to the 13th, and then

after that, more conflict and you're back in the

emotional fog. Don't give in: use every bit of

leonine pride and power to protect your pro-

fessional life from this personal slowdown.

And forge on, there's clearing ahead—the

26th ushers in a peaceful, happy period.

Virgo
AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22

Virgo's critical genius is at

the core of a controversy on

the 6th, causing an impasse

you might not even be aware of. But once in-

quisitive ruler Mercury enters peacemaker Li-

bra, clear-headed choices can be made. Peace

reigns from the 1 1th, and personal and profes-

sional security are on the agenda. Say yes to an

alliance you can trust on the 26th.
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ilPPE LOOK
'1'FIIH'iClassic

unique. It's the Phillippe philosophy.

Minute attention to the finest details.

Softest leathers. Timeless craftsman-

ship. That's Phillippe.

CI3SSIC Style. It's a look. Its a feeling.

Its more of the Phillippe philosophy.

The classic image translated into fash-

ions that defy time. That's Phillippe.

Classic Function. Phillippe is quality

and style combined with functional

design. Pockets— lots. Compartments,
always. Phillippe mirrors in every
handbag. Handbags that work. That's

Phillippe.

V

phillippe

Available at fine department and specialty shop$.

H
Phillippe is a subsidiary of Alberto-Culver Co.
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Rediscovery ofapioneerAmerican
modernist: ArthurB. Carles

ediscovery of impor-

tant artists unrec-

ognized in their

time gives me a

sense of satisfac-

tion. Perhaps it is

because of my
conviction

that quality is intrinsic, not relative to a

context, and that it is innate in the work

of art rather than the result of any words

attached (or not attached) to the work at

any given moment. Words

fade with time if the work it-

self lacks staying power. This

should remind one that the

serious artist of today, who
may be forgotten in the con-

temporary context of artifi-

cial "hype," still has a chance

to be rediscovered tomor-

row. Unfortunately, that "to-

morrow" often, in the past,

was and may be once again a

time after the artist himself

or herself was no longer with

us to experience the triumph

of quality over fashion.

Such, in any event, is the

case of pioneer American
modernist Arthur B. Carles,

whose synthesis of Fauve
color and Cubist construc-

tion prefigured in many re-

spects the art of the New
York School. When Carles i

died in 1952, an impover-

ished, paralyzed, alcoholic

recluse, his works were
known only to a small circle

of emerging Abstract Ex-

pressionists like Lee
Krasner, Arshile Gorky, and

Willem de Kooning. The
paintings were known because Carles's

daughter, Mercedes Matter, was a stu-

dent of Hans Hofmann.

Carles's richly colored, vibrant nudes

and still lifes were known to Hofmann's
pupils, as well as to the group of Ameri-

can Cubists who showed together as the

American Abstract Artists; however,

when the group asked Carles to join them
in 1936 and thus have a larger showcase

for his art, typically, this loner refused.

He may have declined because his art was

more open, painterly, and closer to the
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style of expressionist "action painting"

that would soon evolve; but it is more
likely that the same maverick spirit that

kept Carles in his native city of Philadel-

phia, when he could easily have moved to

New York and attracted a wider public,

precluded his joining any of the avant-

garde groups trying to make a place for

modern art in America in the 'thirties.

Earlier, Carles had undertaken the

Herculean, if not impossible, task of

bringing modernism to conservative Phil-

adelphia. Born in 1882, he was of the gen-

eration of Matisse, Picasso, and

Duchamp, rather than that of the New
York School. His vigorous, painterly

style was more in tune with the future of

American art than with its past. Indeed,

one of the reasons Carles is a fascinating

figure is that he bridges the generation

gap between the Stieglitz circle of artists

who, like himself, exhibited at the Ar-

mory Show and/or at Stieglitz' gallery

291 and artists of his daughter's age, who
studied with Hofmann and founded the

American Abstract Artists and later the

Artists' Club. Like his contemporaries

Patrick Henry Bruce and Alfred Maurer,

Carles was immediately attracted to the

most advanced art of the School of Paris,

especially to the brilliant use of pure hue

advocated by Matisse. Maturing in the

same ambience as Bruce and Maurer, he

produced early works related to their

still-life paintings.

All three early American modernists,

whose works are so prized today, suffered

virtual oblivion while

they were alive: their trag-

ic lives reflect the price of

going against the grain.

The atmosphere in Amer-
ica between the two
World Wars was not con-

ducive to abstraction.

Bruce and Maurer, find-

ing no audience for their

art, both killed them-

selves. Carles took a more

circuitous but equally le-

thal route to self-destruc-

tion by drinking. He was

paralyzed for the last elev-

en years of his life (he died

in 1952) apparently as a

result of drinking contam-

inated alcohol during

Prohibition. His last pro-

phetic painting took him

five years—from 1936 to

1941—to finish. He was,

however, truly an artist

for whom the search, the

quest, and the process

were the essence of art.

"Blue Abstraction," oil on

canvas, 40%" x 33"; Phil-

adelphia Museum of Art

Carles's thoroughly unconventional at-

titudes resulted in an art that still looks

fresh and exciting at the current retro-

spective of his works at the Pennsylvania

Academy of the Fine Arts in Philadel-

phia. Carles's eccentricity was legendary.

His advice to a would-be painter: "Tell

him to play billiards. On that green sur-

face, he will find the equilibrium, symme-

try, triangulation, direction, motion, and

restraint of all art." These are qualities of

Carles's own spontaneous but structured

compositions.
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IN THE SEARCH
FOR MAGNIFICENT SKIN
TOO MANY WOMEN

BUY
TOO MANY PROMISES.



You
have been promised the more

time, the more effort, the more
products you use on your
skin-the better it will look. In

reality, you can achieve more
beautiful skin without using a

great many products or wasting a

great deal of time. The fact is,

from this moment on, beautiful

skin is simply a matter of discipline.

The Discipline program is based on a few simple

truths about skin care. It's a logical procedure that

starts by cleansing with The Only Soap-gentle and
mild-so every kind of skin gets really clean. What
follows depends on your kind of skin.

There are five simple disciplines for five dif-

ferent kinds of skin. Each contains a few, wholly-

new, state-of-the-art formulations that have been
designed to work specifically on your kind of skin.

FACT: On dry skin, extra eye creams and throat

creams are unnecessary. This Discipline silkens all

of your skin with essential emollients.

FACT: Extremely dry skin needs richer and more
emollient creams. This Discipline prevents skin

from looking or feeling dry by feeding it the richest

possible emollients in 3 extremely concentrated

products.

FACT: Normal skin needs to maintain its proper

balance. This Discipline uses lightweight

emollients (never too rich) and the correct Solution

(never too strong) to keep normal skin normal.

FACT: Combination skin needs to treat dry areas

and oil areas separately. This Discipline uses a

lightweight moisturizer on dry areas and a mild

Solution to control oils on the forehead, nose and

chin.

FACT: Oily skin doesn't need extra emollients

ever. Your skin has too much oil already. This Disci-

pline contains an Extra Strength Solution that con-

trols oils as it firms and tightens. An eye cream is

only used around the eyes where dryness-and
wrinkles-appear first.

Every Discipline includes an extraordinary

make-up base (containing a sensitive-free sun-

screen) formulated to continue the beneficial

effects of your program.

Each Discipline works synergistically. Cumula-
tively. Sequentially. And your Discipline is so sim-

ple it lakes only a few minutes of your time each

day-and rewards you with skin that is sleek.

Bright. Magnificent. Skin that's been disciplined.

There are no miracles. There is only Discipline.

THIS IS ALL YOU NEED FOR
DRY SKIN

discipline

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

discipline
JBoipline
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Our expert answers your

questions about collectibles

By Jeffrey Hogrefe

«r—

Q. Couldyou tell me ifmy
chairs are from the Bie-

dermeier period in Ger-

many? I believe they are

because they were brought

to this country by my Ger-

man forebears.

N.R.H., Cincinnati, OH
A. Stolid and homely

—

with great gemutlich pro-

vincial charm—the Bie-

dermeier style has suf-

fered a bad reputation,

taking its name, as it

does, from the fictional

character created in the

Biedermeier bounces back: mahogany fall-front

secretary, with lavish ormolu mountings

1850s to satirize stodgy

German middle-class

tastes; and until very re-

cently, the style was ridi-

culed by arbiters of good
taste as sort of German
grandmothers' parlor

furnishings. But now,
Biedermeier has gained

new prominence in decorating and collecting circles—perhaps because

there seems to be a return to dour middle-class values, or perhaps be-

cause the style—with light-colored native woods often with contrasting

dark-colored classical inlays—fits into today's small and often

rusticated interiors.

Indeed, Biedermeier is plainer and heavier than its counter-

parts, French Empire or English Regency, notes Peter Thorn-
ton, keeper of furniture and Woodwork at London's Victoria and'
Albert Museum. A further clue: a piece clearly traced to Germany^
or Central Europe from the 1820s to 1840s is likely Biedermeier.

Look for good examples of Biedermeier in New York City at Di-

dier Aaron on East 67th Street and in Greater London at Portmeirion
Antiques, specialists with a new shop in Barnes.

Q. Can you tell me the value of my tantalus, a sort of locked portable

liquor cabinet, that I inherited from my father. Vve been told it is rare

because it holds three rather than two bottles, but I am not really sure.

R.B., New York, NY
A. Named after Tantalus, the son of Zeus
who was doomed in the underworld to

stand in water that always receded

when he tried to drink, a tantalus is an

'Sixties classic: Arne Jacobsen's "egg" or "womb'
chair . . . sculptural—a curving fiberglass shell

openwork liquor cabinet, with bottles

for port, whisky, or brandy that was
securely locked against women, chil-

dren, and servants in Victorian England.

For years bachelor gear at Oxford and
Cambridge, the tantalus has recently enjoyed

widespread revival, though primarily restricted

to Britain.

Antiques dealer David Nickerson, of Mallett and Son
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in London, said that a tantalus holding more than two bottles (like

yours) is indeed rare, and possibly worth up to $1000. Those with fine

sterling-silver fittings are worth more than those with silver-plated fit-

tings; and those containing large pint-and-a-half or quart-size bottles are

also worth more money.
Tantaluses are featured nearly every week in the general works of art

sales at Christie's South Kensington sale room in London; and from time

to time at Stair's Incurable Collector on East 57th Street in NYC.

Q. / bought a "womb" chair in the early 1960s. I've always enjoyed it

because it's so comfortable; and now, much to my surprise, I understand
that these chairs are collectors items. True? A.B.S., Holland, MI

A. Cool, suave, and ultra-modern—a semicircular fiberglass shell, often

upholstered in bright orange and green fabric—the so-called "womb"
chair was designed in 1957 by Danish architect Arne Jacobsen. It quick-

ly became the quintessential 'sixties design—to furniture as the miniskirt

was to fashion. And yes, these chairs are now sought after by broad-

minded collectors of modern design classics.

Like the famous designs of other decades—the Barcelona chair in the

'thirties or the Alvar Aalto molded plywood chairs in the 'fifties—the

"womb" chair (which is correctly called the "egg" chair) has, until re-

cently, been overlooked by all but a few serious design students. But now
prices for the "womb" are climbing—up to $1000, although there is still

some uncertainty about the price ranges because the market is still new.

Look for the "womb" or "egg" chair in the small shops in NYC that

specialize in postwar furnishings, as well as the following museums: Mu-
see des Arts Decoratifs in Paris; The Victoria & Albert in London.

MORE TREASURES
In June, at London's Grosvenor House Antiques Fair, two dealers

were overheard at the end of the first day discussing their sales.

"Americans," one commented pithily. His colleague

nodded knowingly.

Now that the dollar buys more
than it has in the U.K. for years,

American antiques hunters can

be found all over Britain, bagging

everything from early photo-

graphs of the Norfolk lakes to

Wedgwood cachepots.

The "finds" are in the "middle

market," among Victorian objects

that the British generally take for

granted. A simple Wedgwood tu-

reen or a set of sterling-silver fish

knives will undoubtedly go for less in

Britain than in America—savings of

anywhere from $10 to $500, depend-

ing on what you buy, and where. An
early Saturday morning trip to the busy

Portobello Road antiques fair uncovered

a small Edwardian sterling-silver box for

£10 (about $16); and a 1930s Patek Phi-

lippe wristwatch for £75 ($120).

At the top of the market, however, where

competition from international buyers may be

keen, there are few—if any
—

"deals." At a Chris-

tie's sale of the contents of Godmersham Park in

June, two American bidders drove the price of a

pair of needlework cushions to £1 5,000 (about $24,000).

Photos, horn lop: CHRISTIE'S SOUTH KENSINGTON, SOTHIBY PARKE HERNfl Oil W'
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CA 90210

• Coctci Mesa. CA 92626

ig Cti

• Palo Alto. CA 94305
415 328-2138.

Mazza Gallene
• Washington, DC 20015
202 686-1343

Town Center
• Boca Raton. FL 33432

305 395-5220

Gallena
• Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33304

305 565-9933

Omni International

• Miami. FL 33132
305 374-2224

209 Worth Avenue
• Palm Beach. FL 33480

305 655-4449

Broward Mall

• Plantation. FL 33388
305 472-6611

Lenox Square
• Atlanta. GA 30326
404 262-1116

Water Tower Place
• Chicago. IL 60611
312 649-1110

Northbrook Court
i Northbrook. IL 60062
312 498-2333

Old Orchard Shop Ctr

• Skokie. IL 60077
312 679-0540

The Mall at Chestnut Hill

• Chestnut Hill. MA 02167
617 964-6455

Somerset Mall

• Troy. Ml 48084
313 643-7743

The Fashion Show
• Las Vegas. NV 89109
702 731-5001

Riverside Square
• Hackensack. NJ 07601
201 488-0020

The Mall at Short Hills

• Short Hills. NJ 07078
201 376-4990

765 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10021
212535-8601

Beachwood Place
• Cleveland. OH 44122
216 831-1091

The Court at King of Prussia
• King of Prussia. PA 19406
215 337-9076

The Gallena
• Houston, TX 77056
713961-5090

Hazelton Lanes
• Toronto, Canada M5R2E2
416 961-9421
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.Red/white/navy warmup 240.00. Tennis Lady s exclusive Fila warmups in red or navy 240.00. Shirt 59.00. T-neck 45.00.

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR
FREE CATALOGUE

~, CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800/527-7523

CALL COLLECT IN TEXAS
214 353-9631
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OUGH WOMEN
Beyond gun molls

andfemmes fatales—
there is a way

to find true grit

BY KAY LARSON

Four couples are at dinner. The conversation

turns to female bodybuilders, whose outra-

geous musculature fascinates every woman at

our table—we all confess a secret desire to be

so gleefully, gratifyingly musclebound. Half of

our men are happy to agree; the others appear

to think such a wish is the first step in a sex-

change operation. "Muscular women are gro-

tesque!" announces the louder of the

dissenters. I watch him, fascinated. What of

his wife, I wonder. What will she do now? Will

she laugh away her interest? Will she "forget"

she ever ventured such a wish? What happens

to a woman who wants to be tough, after the

man she lives with shrinks from her in horror?

Those of us emerging from the first hard

decades of the sexual revolution are increas-

ingly willing to see ourselves as strong—not

just physically strong, but emotionally fit and
mentally well muscled. These decisions are

easy to make in principle, but confusing in

practice: There are no prototypes to suggest

how to be feminine and tough all at once.

The closest to a prototype is really a post-

script: the sexy, crafty "tough cookie" who has

made such a sudden appearance in popular

culture, as a strange and unexpected public

consequence of our private resolutions. Her
arrival is, at best, a mixed blessing. The pretty

secretary in the Express Mail ads, who runs

the office but manages to keep her boss looking

good; the abhorrent heroine of the off-Broad-

way play Extremities, who eludes a rapist,

then ties up and torments her tormenter; the

thorny literary dowagers in the new book Dif-

ficult Women by David Plante (Atheneum).
And her image has edged into the movies: Su-

san Sarandon playing a lovely, ambitious
grafter in Atlantic City; Goldie Hawn out-

swearing Burt Reynolds in Best Friends; and
Dustin Hoffman in Tootsie, the toughest wom-
an in film and not a woman at all.

One's delight that women in popular culture

are finally standing up for themselves is tem-
pered by the discovery that nearly all of those

characters were written by men. Some men,
clearly, see both unexplored psychological ter-

rain and profitable new possibilities in the sex-

ual revolution. But where is a woman's voice?

What do women feel about this onslaught of

aggressive, abrasive heroines? I, for one, am
not sure I trust what I'm seeing. Any woman
who seriously confronts such abrasiveness

knows there are psychic realities that under-

mine its appeal. The tough cookie usually

crumbles fast. That pretty secretary does ev-

erything but sit on the boss's lap; she is the

irritating equivalent of the femme fatale who
slinks about in perfume ads purring, "If you
want romance to come on strong, you ve got to

come on soft." In other words, tough gal, re-

member your place. If you come on strong,

he'll come up soft.

Any woman who wants to think of herself as
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stroffg must first

make a realistic esti-

mate of the depth of

the wounds she will

inflict on herself in

order to avoid sever-

ing the fragile male
ego. How far is too

far? A male adver-

tising executive ex-

plained where he
draws the line.

Tough women
frighten him,, he
said. What is a

tough woman?
"Someone too aggressive or pushy, someone
who insists on getting her way." But strong

women are fine. "Strong women know how to

be feminine. They get their way without being

pushy."

This man's analysis is dumbfounding. To be

"strong," in his definition, is to stand up for

yourself without offending anybody—any
man. But if you strike fear into his heart,

you're "tough." To escape being called tough,

stand up for yourself but back down at the last

minute, when the issues turn crucial.

Women are often stunned to find them-

selves still fighting this battle. A friend of mine
described her dilemma. She had been seeing a

man who turned out to be terrified of her

shaky new strength. Now she was alone, and
wondering what she did wrong. "It's so hard,"

she said, "to build yourself up and tear your-

JL ruditionullu,

tough cookies66
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crumbled fust

self down at the same time."

But the experience had taught her some-

thing. She realized that the sexual power
struggle, for her, had reached a new level, at

which the terms were infinitely more intimate

and confusing and the psychic costs infinitely

more severe. She called it her "last frontier."

And like other women I know, she had begun

to find a solution to the thousand compro-
mises women are heir to. She had begun to see

that she had a right to be tough. Not just

strong, but strong on her terms alone—and if

that's somebody else's idea of tough, so be it.

She is cutting through that mummifying skein

of values that wrapped her up in strand after

strand of obligations to be sweet, gentle, femi-

nine, inoffensive. And ineffective. She wants

the same rights as men—to be tough when
necessary, and to feel whole afterwards.

How is she going about it? She has decided

to care less. About what? About everything

that doesn't really matter. One of the things

that mattered less and less was men's fear.

"Men are seeing their own panic and are con-

vinced it's our fault," she explained. And she

determined to stop taking their panic to heart.

To avoid men's panic, women cut themselves

to pieces, and the benefits weren't worth the

. Besides, evading men's fear is not equiv-

ale. ; gaining men's respect. And men's re-

spec sometimes seems a tricky thing to aim
for—a gift given in exchange for obedience.

The solution, she announced, is to be ruth-

less about the truth. If men have been seeing

their ov, panic and are convinced it's our

fault, then women have been seeing their own
subservience and have been blaming men. My
friend is finding herself increasingly indiffer-

ent to these games.

Her discovery, though provoked by men,
doesn't end with men. My friend had rediscov-

ered "character"—an antiquated word that

seems initially rather ill-suited to the scaly

creatures that inhabit the reptilian landscapes

of popular culture. Too many movie women
seem more inclined to shoot than think. And
"cool" types like Edie Sedgwick, Andy War-
hol's star, shoot up and kill themselves.
"Character" is a word that applies instead to

women who aren't just superficially tough.

The women whom one thinks of as having

character—Katharine Hepburn, Rebecca
West, George Sand, Lena Home—are not the

sort of fanged vipers that hang out under a

rock. To be truly tough is to find an emotional

place where you feel unshakable. Then, said

my friend, "a lot of things that used to be very

scary or threatening become like gnats."

"When I discovered myself caring less," she

added, "I also discovered tact, as in tactics. If

you know what you really do care about, it's

possible to be yourself, and to talk straight, but

in a language people can understand and ac-

cept. You can't do that, though, until you have

ferreted out your fears."

Few tough-as-nails heroines of popular cul-

ture are deep enough to know fear. Perhaps

that's why they are such attractive if ambigu-

ous fictions: ghosts who flaunt their lack of

feelings as though that were equivalent to mas-

tery of the self. Believing in these female mi-

rages can be counterproductive: If you feel

that fear is passe, your own fears seem monu-
mental, and the struggle to face them is

doomed from the start. The way to conquer

fear is not to suppress it but to resurrect it—to

dig down to it, and stare in its fleshless face.

Of the women on that list of pop-culture

"tough cookies," only three are real: the em-
battled heroines of Difficult Women, David

Plante's memoirs of his friendships with Sonia

Orwell, Jean Rhys, and Germaine Greer.

Plante, who can barely conceal the confusion

in his attraction to strong women, nevertheless

limns them carefully: George Orwell's widow
Sonia, who hoped to write but never had the

courage, and who died embittered and almost

choked with silence; Jean Rhys, whose self-

disgust is heroic only because it couldn't stop

the voice in her that wanted to be heard, want-

ed to be strong, wanted to be whole.

Greer, a generation younger, is the only one

of the three with a will that has not been sav-

aged by her feminine self. Her portrait is mem-
orable. Lusty and large-boned, complicated,

nurturing, smart, and passionate about the

plight of women all over the world, Greer is

the most genuinely tough woman heroine in

recent memory. Plante can't figure her out

—

she isn't sufficiently mutilated to allow him an

opening for empathy. He calls her a "castrat-

ing female," perhaps because she gives less of

herself for free. He spends nights at her house

but can't bring himself to approach her. His

confusion is touching, and a trifle funny.

Greer exploits it, by turning his own game
back on him: she thinks he's gay, and leaves

the door between their motel rooms ajar. He
stands in the door, overcome with panic. By

showing her desire, Greer has trapped Plante

into admitting his fear and disgust about wom-
en. As he squirms, we glimpse the sources and

depth of male rage. But Greer never apolo-

gizes. Why should she? She has her own rage,

after all. V
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Zyderm CollagenTreatments.
What theycan do.

Andwhat theycan't.
Over the years, your face

can't help but change.
You might notice a "smile

line" here. Or a "frown line"

there.

All these changes start

inside the skin, where creams
can't reach.

Zyderm CollagenTreatments
are a whole new way of smooth-
ing certain facial lines—from
within.

Your doctor simply injects tiny

amounts of Zyderm® Collagen
into the top layers of your skin.

To supplement your own
collagen.

The body's natural

building block.
Collagen is found through-

out the body It's a network of

interwoven threads that forms
a "framework" for tissue

growth.
In the skin, collagen provides

texture and suppleness. But
repeated facial expressions (like

smiling) and the aging process
can wear it down, causing
depressions in the skin. "Lines."

Until recently, this collagen
could not be replaced.

But medical research at

Stanford University has led to

the development of Zyderm
Collagen.

A new collagen almost
identical to your own.

Zyderm Collagen is a highly
purified animal collagen so

similar to your own, it is

"accepted" by the body.

A specially trained physician,

therefore, can use it to improve
certain expression lines.

The doctor simply injects a
tiny amount of Zyderm Collagen
into the skin's uppermost layers.

Providing, in essence, a "frame-
work" into which new cells

can grow
Because there's no surgery,

there's no recuperation period.

And because Zyderm
Collagen is a natural protein,

it becomes intricately involved

with surrounding tissues and
does not migrate to other parts

of the body.

Your skin looks and feels

normal.

It's only natural.

Collagen is nothing new to

medicine. Animal collagen has
been used in sutures for over a
hundred years.

Even so, Zyderm Collagen is

a major step forward. Simply
because now this natural
protein can be used to replace

lost tissue.

And like the tissue it replaces,

it doesn't last forever.

Over time, Zyderm Collagen
is broken down by the body, and
your improvement gradually
fades. However, you can main-
tain correction with visits to

your physician for simple
touch-ups, whenever you feel

they are necessary.

What Zyderm Collagen

can't do.

Zyderm Collagen cannot

stop the aging process.

But it can smooth certain

skin imperfections—not
necessarily to make you look

younger, but to look better.

Not every type of skin con-

tour problem can be helped by
Zyderm Collagen, though. And
not everyone is a good candi-

date for treatment.

Your doctor will discuss

with you your medical history,

the potential benefits of Zyderm
Collagen and possible treat-

ment reactions.

He or she will also give you
a skin test designed to screen
out people with a sensitivity to

the material.

How to find out more about
Zyderm CollagenTreatments.

Doctors have been treating

patients with Zyderm Collagen
since 1976.

If you're interested in treat-

ment, you should consult
with your specially trained
dermatologist, plastic surgeon
or head and neck specialist.

He or she can help you eval-

uate what Zyderm Collagen
can do for your skin.

And what it can't.

If you require the names
of physicians in your area, or

would like to know more about
the product (you can listen to

an information tape or talk to

a product specialist), call toll-

free 800-227-4004; in Hawaii
and Alaska, call 415-856-0200,

collect.

Collagen Corporation, 2500 Faber Place, Palo Alto, California 94303 •d 7/83
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7newWinterberryshades
with the color,the protection,
$he lookofa salon manicure

Dress your nails in luxury—
with rich berry colors that pamper your nails.

Each fashion shade contains a built-in base
and sealer that protect like a salon manicure

to help make nails stronger.

Remember, the stronger they get,

the longer they get.

A/taybelling
laniCure Nail Color
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temptations. Now, a world that spins ever faster bringing its star cities—New
York, London, Paris, Milan—closer and closer...connecting people, ideas...
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It's the center of

the world and, as
such, irresistible

...the greatest
concentration of

talent, ambition,
chutzpah, and
media devices...

the best of the
world is here,
vying for your at-

tention: choco-
lates and play-
boys, shoes and
art movements...
BY JOAN Mllll BUCK

^Kflk ew York is not America, nor

| ^B ^ is it just another town. It is the

j ^pf^^ I
World City which by its posi-

I ^K-^ ^on m ^me anc* space embod-

I ^B ' ies today. To live in New

j
^B York City is to be surrounded

JL> ^ by the finest Europe has to of-

fer in every field—architects, designers,

and artists just off the airplanes, choco-

lates, cheese, and bread, Twiggy, shoes,

conductors, and painters, sheets, clothes,

silver, the best of British theater, the good

new French movies, and art movements,

cute French kids making documentaries

and blue-blooded English ones killing

time, Italian ones looking for jobs, palsied

aristocrats in the process of transferring

their money to a safe place, Greeks look-

ing for plates to break, young entrepre-

neurs looking for places to make.

Everything, of course, is for sale. And,

as befits imports, expensive. One grows to

think nothing of spending three dollars

on a cappucino because it's a fine Mila-
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nese cappucino, nine dollars for a half-

pound of chocolates, and none of your

business how much for a new French

dress. Nor does it have anything to do

with the recovery: for the Europeans who
come here, the recovery and the strong

dollar are an annoying impediment to

their prevailing way with our money,

which in the time-honored tradition of

the expatriate they considered funny little

pieces of green paper. A good deal of the

apparent prosperity in New York City is

based—firmly rooted—in the prosperity

of its foreign residents.

They come here because it is the center

of the world, and as such appears irresist-

ible to the untrained eye.

The prevailing conceit—more tenuous

than a myth—is that in a city that has the

greatest concentration of talent, ambi-

tion, chutzpah, and media devices in the

world, one has only to arrive to be no-

ticed. The leading philosophical problem

for the upwardly mobile New Yorker is

expressed in the hit show My One and

Only, can one get one's face on the cover

of Time and also find true love? The fact

that this is a musical set in the 'twenties

does not make the problem any less perti-

nent. The answer in the show is no, and

love is better.

The answer in real life is found in the

striking recurrence of two phrases: the

first is "I have to keep my options open,"

and the second is "God, I'm so tired."

The first, unromantic as it is, still suggests

a little of the hungry optimistic spirit that

is kept alive by the permanent mirage of

opportunity. The second testifies to the

manifold frustrations of the flesh as it

tries to keep up with the ambitions of the

spirit.

(The presence on the streets of New
York of tramps, bag ladies, and crazy

people serves to remind New Yorkers

that if you can't decide what you'll settle

for, you may end up with nothing.)

This is the city of rapid combustion, in-

stantaneous consumption. Almost all of

those who live here have imported them-

selves, to consume and be consumed.

People who bring their goods here are as-

tonished at the excitement they seem to

cause, and the rapidity with which a film

or book or play is taken up and becomes

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
popular; and they are shattered when the

buzzing success moves on, like a swarm
of bees, to light on something new. The
rule here is that it's not the thing itself

that counts but its consumption, its mo-
ment of glory that is its annihilation. On
first nights at the theater, you run into all

the names; and thereafter, only into

coach parties from the suburbs: to New
Yorkers, it's the occasion, more than the

play, that's the thing.

In this Darwinian jungle of consump-

tion, you have more than just one chance.

All you have to do is come up with some-

thing new.

Everything comes here to be con-

sumed, starting with food which has be-

come the most ephemeral and gaudy

component of interior decoration. New
York dinners have an element of the reck-

less potlach about them now that every

arcane refinement of the European table

can be found here. The DDL Foodshow
on Columbus Avenue attracts as many
gawkers as the Japanese clothes across

the street at Charivari; dwarf artichokes

and torn black cotton both having the sta-

tus of novelties.

You can buy tarts bristling with kiwi,

pineapple, and fresh raspberries from

Sant' Ambroeus, the most elite of Mila-

nese tearooms, transported to Madison

Avenue with all its recipes intact. You
can eat a humble student starch and fat

dinner from Pasta & Cheese, or have your

pasta with the previously banned white

truffles at Elio's or Le Cirque—the latter

resembling, for its preponderance of mid-

dle-aged blond ladies and swarthy busi-

nessmen, Paris' Relais Plaza.

You can hang out at Mr. Chow's, go

dancing at Regine's, or lurk in the lobby

of the Parker Meridien (managed by Air

France), having come in by the entrance

that says 57eme rue. You can be third on

your block to have a Francesco Clemente

or a Sandro Chia painting, have a crush

on Riccardo Muti the Italian, Peter Mar-

tins the Dane, Baryshnikov the Russian,

all ofwhom have imported themselves for

your pleasure. As long as you carefully

avoid Sixth Avenue, the subway, Harlem,

and the outer boroughs, the New York

Post and all fast-food places (the elegant

thing is slow food ), you can feel yourself

possessed by internationalism, if not quite

the gift of ubiquity.

The most arduous time of the year is

right now: that period from September to

just before Christmas, when a play seems

to open every night, as does a film, as do

several art shows, as do new ballets and

operas shaken into new life. It is the sea-

son of superlatives, when the new prod-

ucts are declared masterpieces or bombs;

Eugene Mihaesco



and the difficult lesson is that no matter

how hard you try, you're going to miss

about half of what's going on.

Perpetual movement blurs the focus a

little, and shortens the attention span.

Plugged into New York, one gets giddy

on possibility. If so much is going on,

surely there's even more?

A man and a woman, crossing from op-

posite sides, embrace in the middle of the

street. They were perhaps once lovers, or

still are, or long-lost friends. The embrace

is strong and sincere, but when the lights

change, they both pursue their original

path, he east, she west ... no time, call

you, see you later ....

Living in the center of the world con-

fers a grave responsibility upon the inhab-

itants of New York. It is a duty to greet

every occurrence as something impor-

tant, seminal, central. This leads to two

distinct forms of conversation: flattery,

both of objects and people, "This is the

greatest, you're the greatest, this veal

chop is the greatest." Or confession.

Confession is somewhat more com-

fortable and has been made accept-

able by the long-standing popularity

of Freudian analysis. The confession-

al mode allows one to venture that

perhaps everything isn't the greatest.

It also opens a breach for many un-

necessary revelations as to the child-,

hood, toilet training, and sexual

fiascoes of the speaker. Because^^k
the naming of a problem is thought to

have a cleansing effect that will raise

the patient above his neurosis, the con-

fession of inadequacy is considered a

great compliment to the listener, the

equivalent of a bouquet of very large

flowers, or the gift Pierre gives Nata-

sha of his Masonic gloves.

Confession also forms the base of all

serious American drama: the moment
when Papa, or(Continuedonoage 238)
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DESTINATION: NEW YORK, NEW YORK
From the moment you see its magnetic skyline, you are drawn

into a world of perpetual amazement and discovery: the

people, the art, the food, the non-stop entertainment and,

above all, the attraction of universal shopping. As any New
Yorker will proudly tell you, "If you can't find it here, chances

are it doesn't exist."

ANDRE CARRANO SHOES. 677 Fifth Avenue

ANN TAYLOR, 3 Eas: 57th Street

B. ALTMAN & CO., 361 Fifth Avenue

BARNEYS, 106 Seventh Avenue

BLOOMINGOALE'S, 59th Street & Third Avenue

BONWIT TELLER, 4 East 57th Street

BOTTICELLI, 612 Fifth Avenue

BOTTICELLINO, Trump Tower

BROOKS BROTHERS, 346 Madison Avenue

BUCCELLATI, Trump Tower

BURBERRYS, 9 East 57th Street

CHARIVARI, 2307 Broadway

M CHARLES JOURDAN, Trump Tower

N CHURCH'S ENGLISH SHOES, 428 Madison Avenue

FERRAGAMO, 717 Fifth Avenue

FORTUNOFF, 681 Fifth Avenue

GALO SHOES, 692 Madison Avenue

GIMBELS, Broadway & 33rd Street

GUCCI, 685 Fifth Avenue

H. STERN, 645 Fifth Avenue

HARRY WINSTON PETIT SALON, Trump Tower

I. MILLER, 730 Fifth Avenue

O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W LAURA ASHLEY, 714 Madison Avenue

X
Y
Z
a

b

c

d

e

f

9
h

i

J

LLOYD & HAIG, Locations throughout Manhattan

LORD & TAYLOR, 424 Fifth Avenue

MACY'S. 151 West 34th Street

MARTHA SHOPS, Trump Tower

MAUD FRIZON, 49 East 57th Street

PAUL STUART, Madison Avenue & 45th Street

PIERRE BALMAIN, 795 Madison Avenue

ROSSETTI, 601 Madison Avenue

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, 611 Fifth Avenue

TANINO CRISCI, 703 Madison Avenue

TIFFANY & CO., 727 c
,fth Avenue

SAINT LAURENT RIVE GAUCHE, 855 Madison Avenue

YVES ST. TROPEZ BY REUVEN, 4 West 57th Street

I
TRUMP TOWER

725 Fifth Avenue: H,J,M,U,a
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The American Express' Card.

Don't leave home without it.
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TRUMP
TOWER
THE ULTIMATE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
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Donald J. Trump's Tower is all that he wanted it to be.

Standing sixty-eight stories high, demanding the uniaue
skills of five thousand workers and costing more than one
hundred and eighty-five million dollars to construct, Trump
Tower is a New York City wonder-building—the tallest and
most expensive reinforced concrete structure on earth.

Faced on twenty-eight sides with jet-bronze glass. Trump
Tower is Fifth Avenue's multi-faceted gem stone—

a

brilliant reflection of the height of high style, particularly

inherent in its magnificent residential section which was
ninety percent sold prior to its opening.

Designed by Der Scutt of Swanke, Hayden, Connell and
Partners for "the best, the wealthiest, the most important

people in the world," Trump Tower is a self-contained

tower of luxury you can live in, work in, dine in and shop in.

Clearly— if luxury were a place, Trump Tower would be it.

And its most visible symbols are some of the world's most

prestigious stores. From street level to terrace level five,

you will be awed and wooed by the fortune in fashion and
ambience that awaits you within the portals of Trump Tower.

Visualize the extravagant setting for such illustrious names
as Martha, Charles Jourdan, Harry Winston, Ludwig Beck

Asprey, Lina Lee, Loewe, Cartier, Andrea Carrano and fifty

others: a six-story atrium drenched with sunlight and
greenery. Imagine shopping to the sounds of a grand piano

and the rush of a cascading waterfall. Picture the rich, rich

look of marble, brass, bronze and glass everywhere you

turn. This is no ordinary shopping mall. This is THE ATRIUM at

Trump Tower. The ultimate shopping experience . .

.

Photograph of Donald Trump by Jill Kremenrz e W
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The arts are for kids, too But. unfortunately,

many schools don't have the resources to bring

the arts to their students But your business does
For information on how your business can help

open young minds, contact us You'll not only

bring the arts to kids, you'll be investing in

the future of America.

Write or call: Business Committee for the

Arts. Inc., Suite 2600. 1501 Broadway. New
York. New York 10036 or 212-921-0700

Support the arts

.forAmericas sake._

725 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.C. (TRUMP TOWER) (212) 308-6402
777 MADISON AVE., N.Y.C. (212) 628-9001 ^

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Continuedfrom page 233)

Mama, or Sis, or Joey, staggering toward

the front of the stage, runs a hand
through his/her hair, looks at the balcony

and says:

"I never won that game/married your

father/had that baby/brought the money
home."

This is the stuff of hits and best sellers.

One of the best examples of this institu-

tionalized catharsis was brilliantly punc-

tured by the playwright Julie Bovasso, in

a ten-minute play that was part of an en-

chanting benefit at Circle Repertory.

Man and woman are alone in her apart-

ment late at night. He feels he can talk to

her, and, head between his hands, lets

forth with a winding confession about his

life and all the people in it, a relentless list

of names who done him wrong joined by

analytical jargon full of penny insights.

The woman stares at the man in mount-

ing irritation, and finally barks: "Lester,

who are these people? Why are you pour-

ing out this shit?"

Because, in the shining center of the

world, whatever isn't shining has come to

stand for authenticity. Hence, I suspect,

the popularity of running at dawn and

dusk: not because it's good for you and

keeps pot bellies in check, but because it's

unattractive, and therefore real.

The feeling that one has in New York

of being, if not on show, then at least rep-

resentative of one's time, one's age, one's

country, one's sex, one's point of view is

just a step away from the feeling that

one's life is one's art. Since all the materi-

al aspirations could be rewarded here,

many take the higher view that their ar-

tistic ones should be rewarded as well.

One of the funniest and most trenchant

films of the fall is Tom Schiller's Nothing

Lasts Forever. In it, a young man returns

to New York to become an artiste, any

kind of artist. New York, due to conges-

tion, has been taken over by the Port Au-

thority. There's a line at the toll booth

that guards the entrance to the city.

"Why're ya here?" asks the female official

in the booth. "Business," say the busi-

nessmen, and she stamps their papers.

"I want to be an artist," says the young

man. "Oh no, not another one!" grumbles

the official, as she heaves herself out of

the booth. "Well, c'mon, show me your

portfolio." The young man does not have

one, and, having failed the Art Test ad-

ministered by the Port Authority, is put

to work for them, watching cars in the

Lincoln Tunnel.

Life in New York is almost as simple as

that, v
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bringsyou the best ofthe

wide,wide world offashion

to
rw\PRUMP TOWER

and as always

475 PARK AVENUE

New York • Palm Beach • Bal Harbour • Trump Tower



and this is what
the wide,wide world of fashion

s about

<£Maf§a

Bill Blass: To the world of fashion, Martha has

meant courage—her spirit, instincts, sound fashion

sense, have all been constantly an inspiration. She is

certainly responsible for many conspicuous firsts in

the world of fashion."

Galanos: "Martha Phillips stands out as a very spe-

cial light in the fashion scene. Her intuition, instinct

and taste have never failed her or us! Her ability to

evaluate and appraise is of the highest order. Her

fashion courage is well known. She is a spirit—true to

herself and to those she serves. Martha gives us the

light, the fuel designers need to excel and aspire. She
is there to give and to take—to praise and criticize.

Indeed, without people like Martha we cannot exist.

My admiration is ceaseless."

Pauline Trigere: "I bow to Martha who has dedi-

cated her entire life to fashion. She is the greatest

editor of fashion this side of the Atlantic and has the

rare combination of guts, knowledge and courage."

Geoffrey Beene: "I am constantly amazed at the

astute perception of Martha to grasp the taste level of

her customers and to present it to them so personally.

It is a unique relationship that places her in a fashion

niche all of her own."

Carolina Herrera: "To me, Martha's strikes the

perfect balance between American and European
couture. With the opening of her fourth boutique in

Trump Towers, Mrs. Martha Phillips stands as a lead-

ing authority in today's fashion world. The boutiques,

as wellas the woman behind them, are as impeccable

in taste as they are in the quality of selections".

Oscar de la Renta: "Martha's innate good taste

has made us terrific friends and excellent business

associates. There is no one quite like her in the fash-

ion world."

Andre Laug: "Martha belongs to the elite of retail

people and she is the strongest fashion personality in

that area. I have learned a lot by working with her and I

am proud of it."

Mary McFadden: "Martha, more than anyone else,

has continually looked for the most unique workman-
ship in fashion today. She has scoured the four cor-

ners of the earth to find it. She has given Palm Beach a

kaleidoscopic experience of world fashion that very

few people in New York and Paris are privileged to

see."

Mila Schon: "Martha Phillips plays a leading role in

the fashion world. She has experience, taste and
talent."

Stavropoulos: "Martha's dynamic impact on the

fashion world always creates news, and everybody

else follows her."

Valentino: "I consider Martha Phillips one of the

most important persons in the whole fashion world for

her keen courage and energy shown in bringing the

original styles of f.he Italian designers to the American

market."

Jerry Silverman: "In every generation, a vital fash-

ion authority stands out like a beacon light above and

beyond competitors. Martha's incredible taste, exper-

tise and courage make her the most impressive

retailer it is my privilege to know."

cTtfarTfe
New York • Palm Beach • Bal Harbour • Trump Tower
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Harry Winston Inc.
Rare jewels o$ the world
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TheLoeweTouc
Its looking with your fingertips as well as your eyes

LOEWE
Madrid 1846

Loewe is located in the Trump Tower, at the corner of Fifth Avenue and 56th Street.
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS

SHOPPING:
MAP OF THE
PLEASURES
East Side, West Side ... in-

ternational high style on

Madison ... a new world

to discover on Columbus

. . . Left Bank charm in

SoHo. . . Sunday brunch at

Macy's. . . Fifth Avenue

with a new high. . .and all

around the town, these

days the show never closes

j^^L Tew York City still serves up glitter,

^^^ glamour, razzle-dazzle in ways that

^B are wonderfully—and wholly—New
-L ^ York: the skyline seen at night from
Central Park, the Chrysler Building spire, Le
Cirque limos, Trump Tower. Shiny-new—and
still opening—Trump Tower is a dizzying city

atrium of pink marble and brass, water wall

and greenery, piano music and people, escala-

tors that rise to unseen wonders above, hun-

dreds of feet in the air. In developer Donald
Trump's vision of NYC, six open stories of

shops layered one upon another, there's al-

ways a shop around the corner from another

shop, up the escalator to still a different

shop: the most luxurious goods from Ita

ly butt up against those from England,

France, Spain, Belgium and, of

course, the best of the U.S.

Cartier, Buccellati, As-

prey, and Harry Winston
supply

jewels; Charles Jourdan and Loewe, leathers;

Pineider, precious papers. Should a woman re-

quire clothes, there's Laura Biagiotti, Califor-

nian Lina Lee, society-wise Martha—plus

next-door Bonwit Teller, opening onto all

Trump Tower levels. DDL dispenses easily-

eatables from a ground-floor cafe; Chocola-
terie Corne Toison d'Or, indescribable
calories. Outside, on Fifth Avenue, traffic tires

may screech and horns blare. Trump Tower
has a violinist.

Pausing at the corner of Fifth Avenue and
Fifty-seventh Street is a grave mistake; decid-

ing which direction to head can cause acute

indecision. Within a block: there's Henri Ben-
del, Bergdorf Goodman, Trump Tower and
Tiffany, Ann Taylor, Andre Oliver, Burberry,

a soon-to-open Hermes; to go further afield on
Fifth Avenue—south to the bookstores, to

Scribner's or Barnes & Noble, to Cartier, For-

tunoff, and Saks—is a good half-day invest-

ment. Saks' second-floor boutiques of the best

of American sportswear keep you moving in a

broad circle; South American women, in New
York for shopping, have been known to stack

shoe boxes before them here to unprecedented

heights.

On Fifty-Seventh Street, Bendel's—medi-

um-size, as New York store sizes go—is easily

manageable: you can sightsee among the chic,

happily lose yourself amid clothes from Jean

Muir, Sonia Rykiel, and Zandra Rhodes, find

almost any color stockings, sleek Kieselstein-

Cord belt, or E.A.T fashionable care-package

on Bendel's first-floor street of shops.

At The Plaza Hotel's Edwardian Room,
business breakfasts are currently the thing

—

but Plaza Palm Court drinks, on a shopping

day, much more desirable. From there, the

transition to the world of Bergdorf Goodman
is an easy thing: beau chateau to beau fashion.

This fall's big news at Bergdorf Goodman,
oddly enough, are some newly installed escala-

tor banks. That may sound a bit mundane for

this fashion store of exclusives, but it's making
a multitude of changes: new areas opened up, a

general spiffing up, a store plan turned

out—while making Bergdorfs

look even more, traditional-

ly, like Bergdorf s.

Now, a new
Prada boutique

has some of Mi-

lan's most beauti-

ful leathers—bags

and belts—for the

'(Continued on page 248)
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(New York Shopping continuedfrom page 246)

first time in New York City. In the new fourth floor lingerie shop, there

are crisp women's Turnbull & Asser cotton nightshirts and pj's, the
most delicate silks from Italy and England. Bergdorfs men's boutiques
are flexing their muscles in an expanded space.

The grand French and Italian fashion names have always been a
Bergdorfs forte—as much as great Americans such as Geoffrey Beene.
Now, Bergdorfs is stocking young American designers in depth: Mi-
chael Kors, Catherine Hipp, Steven Manniello, Stephen Sprouse.

Even New York institutions keep moving.

Vs
Andy, Warhol, observer of such things, put it: "Blooming-

dale's is the museum of the 'eighties." Bloomingdale's is also

provider of some of the best entertainment,

anywhere. Like a circus midway,
Bloomingdale's attractions pull you in:

young women spray you with

the latest Estee Lauder
scent as you
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switch escalators; there are bright lights, fashion-show video tapes go-

ing to lure you into Calvin Klein or Perry Ellis' boutique, a kaleido-

scope of sensations and smells.

Bloomingdale's—supremely New York—believes in doing things

on a big scale. There are five different restaurants on the store's ten

levels; five separate shopping services to take you in hand. Examples:

Beatrice Dale's shopping service is for taking care of, taking over,

house-and-decorating needs; "At His Service" is personalized shop-

ping help for men. Judy Kroll masterminds "At Your Service"; she

takes care of the big names, the most famous, the royalty in for a day.

"You name it," she says. "They come to me because they can be helped

in privacy. We never tell."

Somewhere around Sixtieth Street, as you head uptown, Madi-

son Avenue changes. Sunlight suddenly is no longer shunted

by tall buildings. Trees are taller, fuller, more visible. This is

shoppers' heaven . . . and retail real estate prices per square

foot come at celestial-size prices. Each week, seemingly each day, an-

other—an even newer-to-New York—emigre or import arrives, a shop

opens up. The newest: Missoni from Milan, Kenzo from Japan-via-

Paris, Sonia Rykiel, London's Margaret Howell and Joseph Tricot.

At Fifty-ninth Street, the shoe boutiques begin: you can find unusual

shoes, chic shoes, the new heavy lug-soled "industrial" boots at Vit-

torio Ricci. Nancy Reagan has custom-made shoes from Helene Ar-

pels; if you can afford them, you, too, can have "famous" feet. At

Santini e Dominici, there are bright-colored—trendy—flats from Ita-

ly; Paris's famous Walter Steiger shop—with a front that's sleek ma-

roon—has some of the most-fashionable shoes (some designed for Karl

Lagerfeld's Chloe collection) in the world.

Le Relais' sidewalk restaurant tables, in good weather, offer some of

the best of Madison Avenue chances for people-watching, though you

may be unable to get a table—outside or in, behind the stenciled glass

even if you ask nicely in French. Woods, an equally fashionable restau-

rant, is almost immediately next door.

You could easily shop Madison Avenue not by strict need but by

nationality: France is grandly represented by Saint Laurent's Rive

Gauche, Angelo Tarlazzi's knits and leathers, Ungaro's nearly weight-

less gabardines and bright silks. Givenchy, at Seventy-fifth Street, is a

fairly new Madison Avenue arrival: in this brightly lit boutique are

carefully edited clothing, accessories, some haute couture originals.

From Italy, Carimati can bejewel you in (Continued on page 259)
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SPOIL YOURSELF WITH SATIN.™ The epitome of the sensual pleasures that make living well

an artform. To be contemplated. Remembered. Looked forward to. Looked back on,

The endless joys of life, and all it offers. The way you dress. The art and artifacts you've

collected, the friends you surround yourself with. All of these, you'll cherish for#/er.

PORTRAITS BY HORST. His camera's eye has

captured the art of living well for over fifty years. btomingdefes
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EMEM8RANCES. That summer you spent at your grandmother's "cottage" in Bar Harbor.

The man you met at the summer regatta. Your world was his oyster. And his was yours.

It's been smooth sailing ever since. Dreams shared. Adventures embarked on, Nights f

filled with never-ending romance wherever you are, New York. On Safari. In Maine.

In everything you do together. Anywhere.
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One wonderful life. For all tim*
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• Judy Hornby's satin

brocade dress, s660.

Place Elegante.

• Our faux gem floral

collar, s220.
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R Y . THE ART OF LIVING WELL

f living well is timeless. It's an aura you evoke day and night. And it's

never a question of mere dollars and cents. You've seen it all. You've known it all.

You've lived it all. Style will always be in your picture because of all it evokes. Luxury to

the supreme. The very essence of the quality of life. Your life. All life. Your image fills

' le picture with endless glamour. . . i J I

st Class is the only way to go. blGDmingdole's
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• Our Private Label angora

sweater set. Crew neck,
s38. Cardigan, s44.

Sutton Sportswear.
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necklace, MO; and
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NJOYMENI A life that's totally fulfilling, totally enriching. For you. And all around you.

Spoil yourself with Satin™. You deserve this Satin moment. The smooth, silky taste of

Satin "lOO's with the luxurious Satin™ tip.
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(New York Shopping continuedfrom page 248)

fine style, Pratesi or Frette fulfill any fantasy

of the best-dressed bed. Matsuda—the first of

the Japanese "new school" to open a Madison
Avenue boutique—has men's/women's coats,

jackets, pants, shirts in greys, blacks, masses

of no-color. The Mediterranean Shop—

a

Madison Avenue tradition—crosses cultures

with Venetian handmade-paper covered
books, boxes, frames, sturdily painted porce-

lains from Italy or France. Sointu—immedi-

ately off Madison Avenue on Sixty-ninth

Street—has a somewhat different outlook on
the world. Here, sleek, clean modern design is

the thing: black Porsche pens, undulating

glass vases.

Dutch designer Ronaldus Shamask and his

partner Murray Moss show and sell Sha-

mask's spare architectural clothes—in an

equally minimal interior—above Matsuda, at

Seventieth Street; Koos Van den Akker—the

king of fabric-collage clothes, also Dutch

—

has long reigned near Sixty-seventh Street.

Jewel-size Manon supplies chocolates from
Belgium, for some of the richest gifts in the

world.

Where are the ail-Americans on Madison?
When Norma Kamali was looking for a new

space to move her West Fifty-sixth Street

OMO boutique, she decided Madison Avenue,

now, was not the place for her. Her reason:

"I'm not European."

But the Americans are there: at North
Beach Leather, in a goodly supply of upbeat or

classic "California"-style leathers, suedes and
chamois, jeans, jackets, shirts and bikinis

—

sexy, sensuous shapes for better-than-perfect

bodies. Tom Kron still hand-dips his fat straw-

berries in chocolate upstairs at 764 Madison
Avenue. (With a shortage of Madison Avenue
space, these days, shops are stacking; when
walking Madison, it's wise to look up.) Stone

Free Stewart Ross has very American-looking

corduroys, plaid flannels, and easy sweaters;

what could be more American than cowboy
boots and hats or tooled Western belts? Billy

Martin's Western Wear shop—at Sixty-ninth

Street—is as "cowboy" as anything comes.

Billy Martin, ail-American. Manager—three

times over—of the New York Yankees.

Tew Yorkers, it seems, can stand still:

L| if it's Sunday, just before noon, andl\
J

^B Macy's doors are about to open.

-L ^ Bloomingdale's now, too, has Sun-

day store hours; a serious shopper pretty much
need never see sunlight. Macy's is like a Cen-
tral Park Sunday—moved indoors: people out

and about, looking good.

You can wake up slowly with a burger and
Bloody Mary at P. J. Clarke's—the Third Av-
enue saloon outpost in Macy's Cellar—or, op-

timistically, try to beat the crowds to the main
gathering spots upstairs. TVs, stereos, videos,

electric typewriters all blare, with neighborly

goodwill, on the fifth floor; the new computer
shop is a clear hit, antiques—on nine—a civi-

lized other-century oasis. Macy's, proudly still

"the world's largest store," stocks all styles, all

styles of life.

Depending on your mood, that can mean a

gold Dunhill lighter or a still-warm David's

chocolate-chip cookie; imported Italian lin-

ens, a big Hunting World bag, or Les Must de

Cartier. Macy's boasts some of the roomiest

designer boutiques in New York: you can

whirl from Anne (Continued on page 262)
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612 FIFTH AVENUE

(212) 582-6313

OPENING SOON:
416 COLUMBUS AVENUE

LAURA ASHLEY

Fashions and Home Furnishings
NEW YORK, MACY'S HERALD SQUARE, MANHASSET, SAN FRANCISCO,

CENTURY CITY, BEVERLY HILLS, SOUTH COAST PLAZA, BULLOCKS-WESTWOOD,
WASHINGTON, CHICAGO, OAKBROOK, NORTHBROOK, PHILADELPHIA, ARDMORE,

BOSTON, CHESTNUT HILL, WESTPORT, STAMFORD, ATLANTA, RIVERSIDE SQUARE N.J.,

SHORT HILLS N.J., PRINCETON, BALTIMORE, FORT LAUDERDALE, DALLAS, HOUSTON,
BEACHWOOD, SEATTLE, ST. LOUIS, TROY, PITTSBURGH, PROVIDENCE.

For information or mail order call 1-800-367-2000. For 1983 Catalog Kit sent*

$4.00 to Laura Ashley, Dept. 277, Box 5308, Melville, NY. 1 1747,
wemux v-
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St into i

If you haven't seen

our multi-million dollar renovation,

you haven't seen the St* Moritz*

Guests of the St. Moritz have

always been taken with our

dedication to superior service and

elegant decor. And now they're also

taken to their rooms (rooms with

all new windows) by four new
super-speed elevators. Our multi-

million

dollar

renovation

carefully blends the traditions of a fine European

hotel with the pace of a modern day mecca.

You can linger over an aperitif in our recently

remodeled Cafe de la Paix or snack on old world

confections at world famous Rumpelmayer's.

There's our popular piano bar for late night

interludes. And sumptuous buffets catering to the

business

luncheon.

The rates

are surprisingly affordable for the

best of both worlds.

And it's no wonder. Who
oversees this hotel overlooking

Central Park?

Leona Helmsley, who else?

50 Central Park South, New York, NY 10019 212/755-5800
For reservations, call toll-free 800/221-4982

In New York, 212/888-1624. Telex: 640-543. Or call your travel agent.

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(New York Shopping continuedfrom page 259)

Klein to Calvin Klein, Perry Ellis to Gloria

Sachs.

The balcony surrounding the wide-aisled

ground floor has Laura Ashley and Metropoli-

tan Museum boutiques, the ground floor's pas-

sageway plenty of Norma Kamali. The cellar,

though, is clearly New Yorkers' favorite

Macy's place-to-be: a street of small shops cel-

ebrating food, cooking, consuming, living

—

well, well. If not for revenge, then for enter-

tainment's sake.

In The Cellar, bright banners herald "Cook-
ery," "Cutlery," "Table Top"—Cuisinarts,
copper pots and pans. At the South Flower
Market—a new and enormously clever super-

market setup for selling flowers, with larger

branches elsewhere in the city—freesia, lilies,

corn flowers, giant Gerber daisies are priced

by the stem for you to choose, mix, amass. In

The Marketplace, there's fresh pasta, a gleam-

ing case devoted strictly to caviar and smoked
salmon, Godiva ice cream, pyramids of fresh

fruits, pastries, and breads. Should that not

fully fill you, Macy's has its own meat market.

262

\^K J atch out New York, here

/^^/ comes the newest, most mod-
^B em women's store ever!" says

Barney's Gene Pressman,
promising no mean feat. The store isn't slated

to open until 1984, but this Barney's executive

VP clearly knows what's up: The Pressmans

have owned and operated Barney's since

Gene's grandfather—Barney himself

—

opened it in the 1920s.

Barney's women's branch when finished,

will stand next door to the main store, on
Seventh Avenue and Seventeenth Street in

Chelsea: an unquaint avenue cut by brick-

townhouse streets, in a burgeoning—con-

stantly refurbishing—New York neighbor-

hood. Barney's pulls New Yorkers from ev-

ery block to Chelsea: Barney's is the men's

store that offers up, with great style, clothes

of every shape, style, size, national origin, or

variety. A man can suit himself here in Gior-

gio Armani leather, the trendiest Japanese

cottons.

In Barney's, the atmosphere is young, ener-

getic; sales clerks and shoppers, universally

tan. Women shop with their men, pull clothes

for themselves directly from the men's racks

... or find the latest in women's clothes (two

floors full, until the new store opens) upstairs.

The women's boutiques surround a skylit

curved penthouse staircase, the clothes stand-

outs are from Italy, France, or Japan. After

exhaustive shopping, Barney's third-floor cafe

makes a good cappuccino stop: the scenery,

some of New York's best-looking men.

I^^L Tew Yorkers are xenophobic about

^^[ the good—best—only neighbor-

^H hoods to live in; but they shop any

JL ^ neighborhood, intrepidly. A Satur-

day at the midtown Citicorp Center is an out-

ing for an uptowner: in this great public space,

cafe tables are filled; there's inevitably a glee

club singing, a jazz quartet playing. Citicorp is

Conran's apartment-style living, endless eater-

ies, boutiques.

The "hottest" shopping neighborhood, of

the moment, is the Upper West Side: Streets

are filled at night with good-looking young

jNew Yorkers; many shops stay open late.

When Lincoln Center (Continued on page 266)
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"If he's giving out
pearls of wisdom,

ask for a

triple strand
."

Lauren Bacall
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ie opulence of pearls from the Source:
a magnificent necklace of three strands of cultured pearls. Dramatic 18 karat yellow gold

feline clasp displays diamonds totalling 8.20 carats. $20,000.

Fortunoff, the source
681 Fifth Ave. at 54th Street, New York City. (212) 758-6660.

Old Country Road, Westburv, L.I.: Paramus Park Mall, Paramus, N.J.:

West Belt Mall, Wayne, N.J. (Adjacent to Willowbrook Mall).
Out of New York State call toll free (800) 223-2326.

We honor the American Express Card.
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From A to C and all the notes in between,
Leona Helmsley sees that each piano in every breathtaking Triplex Suite

is right on key. Just as everything else is fine-tuned

in the hotel that bears her name. What better way to strike just the right chord
with her royal family. You. Her guests.

455 Madison Avenue (at 50th Street), New York, NY 10022.

212/888-7000
For reservations call: 800/221-4982 or in NY, 212/888-1624.

TELEX: 640-543. Or call your travel agent.
c
Ihep]eadingrHotels ofthefWorld®

The only hotel in New York to receive the <®> Five DiamondAward

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(New York Travel continuedfrom page 262)

empties out—post-opera, post-concert—the

crowds surge up Columbus Avenue.
The best sort of West Side afternoon starts

with lunch at Cafe des Artistes, amid Howard
Chandler Christy's 1917 murals of ethereal fe-

males. It ends, almost inevitably, at Columbus
Avenue and Eighty-first Street, at the DDL
Foodshow—Dino de Laurentiis' ode to eating

well. Here, brick arches open onto delicious

crannies, caviar comes in its own DDL padded
insulated bag, coffees are ground to order, the

cheese counter looks like something straight

out of Paris's Rue de Seine.

In between these two food experiences
comes the fashion: On Columbus Avenue,
there's plenty of it, with a novel twist.

Forza stocks the cute sort of sportswear

Italian girls take with them to Sardinia; De-
sign Observations, an amusing hodge-podge of

young styles—for men and women—from un-

known Japanese designers; Alice Under-
ground, vintage clothes, laces, antimacassars.

Vermont Classics is a nest of sobriety among
the eclectic offerings of Columbus Avenue: Li-

berty print lawn dresses, cable-knit sweaters.

Charivari 72 and Charivari Workshop are

the pillar boutiques of Columbus; both carry

the best—from Japanese designers—for wom-
en and men, adventurous Muglers, Montanas,

Italian fashion chosen with clear sense. At the

Charivari Workshop, Yohji Yamamoto's big

no-color shapes hang from pipes, miraculous

modern sculpture in a big open space.

On Saturday, New Yorkers descend on
SoHo (not much to locals' pleasure), hit the

420 Broadway galleries, Turpan Sanders for

high-tech, high-gloss housewares, Ad Hoc
Softwares (relative of uptown Ad Hoc House-

wares) for modern-patterned sheets. In SoHo,
Dianne B. has avant-garde separates from

names such as Issey Miyake, Dorothee Bis.

There's a clear air of St.-Germain des Pres

in SoHo these days. A shop called "If' has

some of the newest offbeat fashion coming out

of France: Robert Clergerie shoes, Comptoir

du Kit jewelry, Jean Paul Gaultier of every

sort. Charles Chevignon of Paris has big

bomber jackets, parachute nylon clothes,

men's or women's roughwear. It's another

outlet of Left Bank on SoHo's Spring Street.

Dean & Deluca supply the croissants. V
(Shopping details, page 2 74)

TRAVEL
NEW YORK:
WHAT'S NEW
IN TOWN
by despi \.i >ii;ssi >>:m

1^ ivers curl through most of the

_^ world's great cities: London has the

1^ Thames; Paris, the Seine; Washing-

^.ton DC, the Potomac. New York

City—always a place of big gestures—sur-

passes them all by having not one but two

great waterways—the Hudson and the East

River. As city (Continued on page 268)
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Acertain world walks in Rossetti.
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A certain world walks in
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treasures, they've often been ignored. Now,
they're New York's newest "discoveries."

Down by the riverside

In Lower Manhattan, where the island nar-

rows and the East River is a short walk from
the Hudson, a renaissance is underway . . .

with the opening of the first phase of the ex-

panded South Street Seaport. With skyscrap-

ers rising like protective walls around it, this

restored nineteenth-century harbor area of
shops, cafes, old sailing ships, and restaurants

pulls in Wall Streeters, tourists, New Yorkers
of all sorts to eat, shop, stroll and sightsee. In

the three-block complex, streets are paved
with Belgian stone blocks painstakingly laid

by hand: it's a new world of old curbstones,

old-fashioned shop signs and street lamps.

Shops have familiar names—Ann Taylor,

Paxton and Whitfield, Caswell-Massey. On
neighboring streets, rows of vacant red-brick

buildings with crusty black iron shutters will

soon be restored, too.

Up river, at Thirtieth Street, two barges

lashed to sturdy pilings house the sensational

new Water Club restaurant. From its vast win-

dow-walled dining room, there are shimmer-
ing East River views of boats and barges,

helicopters and high-rises. Specialties are sea-

food dishes. Best time to dine: after nine in the

evening—when people seem more relaxed.

Best place to be in fair weather: outside, on
The Water Club's romantic "deck."

Hotel happenings

Hotels in Manhattan have gone on a building

binge. One of the most exciting developments

is taking place at Fifth Avenue and Fifty-fifth

Street—where the new Nova-Park Gotham is

rising behind the landmark Beaux-Arts facade

of the old Gotham Hotel. Set to open next

year, the new Nova-Park Gotham has been de-

signed to take full advantage of its prime Fifth

Avenue view. A glassed-in cafe will be New
York's newest people-watching place; a sec-

ond-floor restaurant with recessed window
seats will also overlook Fifth Avenue.

On the Nova-Park Gotham's twenty-sec-

ond story, a restaurant is plotted out with

floor-to-ceiling windows; on its twenty-third

floor, a garden terrace. Something novel for

New York: a fitness center and swimming pool

will also occupy these same upper stories.

NYC's biggest hotel surprise, coming next

year: the city's own Plaza Athenee hotel! On a

quiet tree-lined block of East Sixty-fourth

Street, the former Alrae Hotel—gutted and

boarded up for the past two years—is, with lit-

tle fanfare, being turned into an American ver-

sion of one of Paris's most famous
luxury-hotel landmarks. NYC's Plaza Athe-

nee will have 158 "keys"—to double bed-

rooms, one-bedroom suites, full-sized

apartments with dining rooms. Guests who
have stayed at the Paris Plaza Athenee will

recognize some familiar faces: European staff

members are slated to come help keep the New
York premises Paris-perfect.

Another makeover surprise: the "new" Ho-

tel Westbury. At this small discreet hotel at

Sixty-ninth Street and Madison Avenue, guest

rooms have been totally redecorated in cheer-

ful colors, bathrooms gutted and done over in

travertine. The hotel's popular Polo restaurant

has also been gussied (Continued on page 271)
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INTRODUCING THE ONLY LOGICAL APPROACH
TO SKIN CARE.

RE ANYONE TOUCHE
ERMATOLOGIST SEES

If your beauty treatment doesn't include the care of a
dermatologist, you're not getting the full treatment.

Come to Irish McEvoy You'll experience a totally

unique skin care system.
First, your skin will be meticulously examined and

diagnosed by one of the most prominent dermatologists
in New York.

Then he and Trish will consult to determine your

personal skin care program.
Next, you'll relax in the quiet of a softly darkened

room, as you enjoy the luxury of an individualized facial.

And if any medical attention is required, you'll get that,1

Finally, you'll receive your own personal home care
regimen prescribed by the dermatologist.

Personalized beauty care combined with the best

medical care. What could be more logical?

TRISH MC EVOY- 800A FIFTH AVENUE • NY • (212) 758-7790
Photo by Guy Cearley Makeup oyTnsh McEvoy
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up, its cuisine newly nouvelle-ized by two for-

mer chefs from the famed three-star Moulin de

Mougins in the South of France.

Fifth Avenue's Pierre hotel also has a new
look—starting with the main lobby, now an

opulent enclave of mottled henna- and pink-

marble floors and columns, enormous red-

brown and apricot rugs from China.

Completely restored, the hotel's pretty Rotun-

da—a trompe l'oeil fantasy of lovers on balco-

nies under a summer blue sky—is, once again,

one of Manhattan's most romantic getaways

for afternoon tea or quiet cocktails. The
Pierre's rooms and suites have also been refur-

bished—not just with new coats of paint but

with new carpets, furniture, bathrooms.

On Central Park South, New York's Ritz-

Carlton, not quite a year in operation, has the

freshness of an English country house. Suites

and rooms cheer with long green views of Cen-

tral Park, deep chintz-covered sofas, spacious

desks, walls hung with handsomely framed

nineteenth-century prints.

Housekeeping is impeccable: each evening,

bathrooms are tidied, beds are turned down,
and following a European tradition, a linen

mat is placed next to the bed along with slip-

pers. Morning papers accompany breakfast

trays set with gold- and cobalt-blue-rimmed

Spode china.

The news at the Jockey Club—the Ritz-

Carlton's British-y restaurant—is that Daniel

Dunas, legendary chef of London's Con-
naught hotel for some eleven years, is now in

command. Among his menu innovations: Sole

Ritz-Carlton—poached sole on a bed of lob-

ster with a light Mornay sauce.

Meanwhile, the good life goes on at another

new NYC hotel—The Helmsley Palace on
Madison Avenue at Fiftieth Street. A remark-

able combination of nineteenth-century
charms and 1980s comforts, The Helmsley
Palace caters to its guests with twenty-four-

hour room service, totally sound-proofed
rooms and suites, white marble bathrooms,

electric blankets. Guest rooms are housed in a

tall modern tower. At the tower's base, The
Helmsley Palace's cluster of landmark nine-

teenth-century brownstone mansions provides

grand settings in public rooms. Breakfast, tea,

and cocktails are served in the Gold Room—

a

former music room with a balcony where mu-
sicians once played and still do. The Madison
Room, a drawing room with gilded Corinthian

columns and fine French furniture, is a bright

space for light lunches, drinks, after-theater

suppers. (Continued on page 273)

Hermes ribbon

and tricolor kelly bag.

Created in 1932, the Kelly Bag was originally a saddle bag. In 1935,
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Manet in Manhattan

In New York, this fall, the hottest ticket in

town is not for a Broadway hit but for the ma-

jor retrospective of the work of Edouard Ma-
net—at The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

through November 27. The rage of Paris last

spring/summer, the Manet show brings to

New York almost two hundred paintings,

prints, drawings, and watercolors by this

much-loved modern master.

And after Manet comes Saint Laurent!

Opening at The Metropolitan Museum of

Art's Costume Institute on December 14: Yves

Saint-Laurent: 25 Years ofDesign. Assembled

under the eagle eye of the Met's mistress of

costume—Diana Vreeland—this glamorous

look at YSL's career will show off 1 50 of his

couture and theatrical creations.

More coming attractions in NYC: Kandin-

sky: Russian and Bauhaus Years, 1915-1933

opens at The Solomon R. Guggenheim Muse-

um on December 9 . . . while, at the Whitney

Museum of American Art, two major De
Kooning exhibitions will run simultaneously:

The Drawings of Willem de Kooning, on view

December 7-February 19; Willem de Kooning

Retrospective Exhibition 1938-1983, Decem-
ber 15-February 26. Also at the Whitney,

through November 27: Morris Graves.

To catch at the charming small Pierpont

Morgan Library on Madison Avenue: Letters

from Children—forty letters written by fam-

ous folk at tender ages: Mozart at fourteen,

Elizabeth I at fifteen, Brahms at age nine;

through November 13.

And on the private-gallery circuit, Picasso's

late expressionist works star at the Grey Art

Gallery off Washington Square in Greenwich
Village through December 10 . . . and the first

major U.S. showing of five important new
German expressionists takes over the innova-

tive—highly fashionable—PS. 1 gallery in

Long Island City (Queens) to November 20.

The night brigade

No city in the world stays up as late, keeps

going as strong/as long as New York. Among
Manhattan's hottest new late-night spots:

L'Express—a noisy all-hours eatery on lower

Eighth Avenue; Paris Metro decor, bistro-ba-

sic food, marvelously mixed crowd . . . Cafe

Seiyoken—Franco/Japanese sushi parlor with

Afro-deco (zebra-striped chairs) interior; al-

ways busy, crowded ... Be Bop Cafe—

a

brand-new Village hangout with 1950s drive-

in-style burgers, shakes, fries; loud New
Wave-y music; lots of neon . . . Chiaki—the

music blares.'the tables are black Lucite, and
the drinks glow in the dark at this Punky Japa-

nese place at Third Avenue and Twenty-
eighth . . . Cafe Luxembourg—an Upper West
Side version of downtown TriBeCa's ultra-

chic Odeon cafe/restaurant . . . Roxy—

a

roller rink way-way-west on Eighteenth Street

that, on Friday nights, turns disco, mixes post-

Punkers from the Village, SoHo, and TriBeCa
with young black "rappers" from the South

Bronx and Harlem; things really start happen-

ing, here, around 2:00 a.m.

Broadway tables

For after the theater, these are the places—all

in the theater district—where "Broadway"
goes: Orso—a new Italian restaurant with

open kitchen, pizza (Continued on page 274)
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Put Our
List On
Your List

Our list can help you do the

other things you have on your

list. Such as fix the car . . . check

on social security . . . start the

diet. . .find out about the loan. .

.

Our list is the Consumer
Information Catalog. And it's

free. So are many of the more

than 200 government booklets

in the Catalog. Booklets on em-
ployment, health, safety, nutri-

tion, housing, government pro-

grams, and lots of ways you can

save money.

The Consumer Information

Center of the U.S. General Serv-

ices Administration publishes

the Catalog quarterly to bring

you the most up-to-date word.

So to shorten your list, send

for the free Consumer Informa-

tion Catalog. It's the thing to do.

Just send us a postcard or let-

ter with your name and address.

Write:

Consumer Information Center
Dept. PA

Pueblo, Colorado 81009

w9\ U.S. General Services Administration
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appetizers, and the most beautiful Italian ce-

ramic plates in town; the cast of Nine is often

here, chef is show-biz restaurant entrepreneur

Joe Allen's daughter . .

typal after-theater

haunt, immortalized
in Applause, is still go-

ing strong; Liz Tay-

lor's post-Private

Lives preference . . .

J.R.'s—Tommy
Tune, Twiggy are

among the many My
One and Only-ites

who frequent this un-

pretentious tin-ceil-

inged bistro . . . Dish

of Salt—a show place—three stories tall with

plants to match—of a Chinese restaurant . . .

Caramba—where "felines" from Cats are of-

ten spotted, late at night, sipping slushy Mar-
garitas and munching Mexican main dishes

. . . Carolina—high-tech style, down-home
cooking; Hal Prince, Candice Bergen, Meryl
Streep, Warren Beatty have all been . . . Don't
Tell Mama—here, after the shows, Broadway
chorus kids cluster around a piano bar, sing

them all, stay all night.

View from the top

For the most exciting people show in Manhat-
tan, one heads to a gathering place like Le
Cirque, The Four Seasons, La Grenouille, or
"21." For the best views of the city, one looks

for a tall building—or river bank. People for-

get how romantic New York can be—especial-

ly at night, when great bridges festooned in

lights, glorious bouquets of skyscrapers come
together in eye-dazzling combinations. For
the best-looking/most romantic nights, The

River Cafe, under the Brooklyn side of the

Brooklyn Bridge, provides the ultimate spec-

tacle of Manhattan's skyline. Other good van-

tage points for taking in the glittering NYC
night: Water's Edge—a new barge restaurant

in Long Island City (Queens) . . . Windows on
the World—the restaurant/bar complex on
the 107th floor of the World Trade Center . .

.

The Rainbow Room—Rockefeller Center's

Art Deco-decorated sixty-fifth-story dance-

and-dine spot . . . Top of the Tower—a cozy
bar with breezy terraces atop the Beekman
Tower hotel . . . and, back on the ground in

Central Park, Tavern on the Green. V

WHERE-TO-GO NEW YORK

Shops

AD HOC SOFTWARES, 410 West Broad-

way, 10013
ALICE UNDERGROUND, 380 Columbus

Avenue, 10023

HELENE ARPELS, 665 Madison Avenue,

10021

LAURA ASHLEY, 714 Madison Avenue,

10021

ASPREY, Trump Tower, 725 Fifth Avenue,

10022
DIANNE B., 426 West Broadway, 10013

BARNEY'S, 106 Seventh Avenue, 10011

HENRI BENDEL, 10 West 57th Street, 10019

BERGDORF GOODMAN, 754 Fifth Ave-

nue, 10019
BLOOMINGDALE'S, 7000 Third Avenue,

10022
BONWIT TELLER, Trump Tower, 725 Fifth

Avenue, 10022
BORIS-LEBEAU, 721 Madison Avenue. 10021

BOTTICELLI, 612 Fifth Avenue, 10022

BOTTICELLINO, Trump Tower, 725 Fifth

Avenue, 10022
BRUESTLE, Trump Tower, 725 Fifth Avenue,

10022

CARIMATI, 773 Madison Avenue, 10021

ANDREA CARRANO SHOES, Trump
Tower, 725 Madison Avenue, 10022

CHARIVARI WORKSHOP, 441 Columbus
Avenue, 10023

CITICORP, Lexington Avenue at 53rd Street,

10022
TANINO CRISCI, 703 Madison Avenue,

10021

DANA COTE d'AZUR, 746 Madison Ave-

nue, 10021

DESIGN OBSERVATIONS INC., 282 Co-

lumbus Avenue, 10023

FERRAGAMO, 717 Fifth Avenue, 10022

FILA, Trump Tower, 725 Fifth Avenue, 10022

FORTUNOFF, 681 Fifth Avenue, 10022

FORZA LTD., 269 Columbus Avenue, 10023

FRED JOAILLIER, 703 Fifth Avenue. 10022

GALO, 692 Madison Avenue, 10021

HERMES, 11 East 57th Street. 10022

CHARLES JOURDAN, Trump Tower. 725

Fifth Avenue, 10022

OMO NORMA KAMALI, 11 West 56th

Street, 10019

GEORGETTE KLINGER, 501 Madison Av-

enue, 10022

KRON CHOCOLATES, 764 Madison Ave-

nue, 10021

LINA LEE, Trump Tower, 725 Fifth Avenue,

10022
LOEWE, Trump Tower. 725 Fifth Avenue,

10022

MACY'S, Herald Square, 151 West 34th

Street. 10007
MANON LE CHOCOLATIER, 872 Madi-

son Avenue, 10021

(Continued on page 276)
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The strength of style — giddily inter-

national, aggressively local .. .from
royal flower shows to reckless theater

...from art-world high finance to

Princess Di idolatry. ••

eonardo's ideal city is

here, in Covent Garden.

The glass roof of the for-

mer vegetable market

dips and rises according

to common nineteenth-

century design, but the

newly created subterranean recesses re-

semble the sunken streets of the plaster

model in the Milan science museum. Bo-

tanical touches abound in the form of

pineapples on top of lanterns and beneath

lamps. There are, alas, candle shops and

shops full of printed cotton dresses but

also, thank God, tea rooms and coffee

houses. Facing the airy central green-

house is a strange little Egyptian temple,

in the Milanese-anarchic style, which
houses the faithful Clifton Nurseries.

Next to it, the side of a building is painted

with trompe l'oeil diversions: a floating

Magritte bowler-hatted man, things go-

ing on inside painted windows; one of

them, in homage to Le Sangd'un poete, is

a pool of water into which are disappear-

IIY JOAN JULIET BUCK

ing a pair of legs. Across the walk—no

cars here—is a large restaurant, where

unfortunately you cannot sit inside on a

Sunday afternoon unless you eat a full

meal. This is England, after all.

I sat with Allegra and Guy, two young

friends from Oxford, who were relieved

to be here after a few hours spent in Cam-
den Lock. Camden Lock is to the 'eighties

what the King's Road was to the 'sixties,

a place to parade aggressive style while

buying more bits and pieces to enhance

one's look.

What the English cannot say they will

express by their clothes; and in the En-

gland of Margaret Thatcher, it's no long-

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
er mere amateur punkery, it's full tribal

anguish, totemic overstatement. Some of

these kids look like extras from Star

Wars, with hair matted into five or six

thick white horns and features blotted out

by white makeup. Others attain a strange

dignity, like the young boy whose head is

shaven save for a Greek-helmet ridge of

white hair, tipped with blue, that stands

out a good eighteen inches from his head,

a home-grown war bonnet the very tips of

which move slightly with the breeze.

And it's not only the hair. On the same

youngster, a leather jacket so studded

with nailheads that it shimmers, with just

a space left in the back for the carefully

painted word: "Discharge." And below

that, a skirt of torn black rags, knotted

together, and below that fishnet stockings

that crumple just a little as they disappear

into thick boots that seem to have been

made of paper by inmates of an asylum

for the thumbless.

His friend—they tend to travel in pairs,

for to walk out alone dressed like this is to

invite, at the very least, self-conscious-

ness—has a slightly less vibratile hairdo,

this time red, and jeans instead of the

skirt, the jeans slashed horizontally all

the way down, and worn, for this is still a

decent country, over long Johns.

This pair stood with majestic calm,

surveying the loading of a tourist boat on

Regent's Canal and then turned to pursue

their ceremonial ambling. I was all for

following them, but Allegra and Guy
seemed glad that we lost them in the

crowd.

In New York, one forgets about the

strength of style. It becomes blurred with

talk of practicality, washability, status,

cost, real life. In America, one has the il-

-. »
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lusion of effectiveness, and any urge to so-

cial protest can be rapidly channelled into

a group, a committee, a caucus and re-

warded with an appearance on cable TV
and half a radio hour on WBAI. Esthetics

as protest are unknown to us: if the first

result looks any good at all it becomes

fashion, and if it's ugly it can always be

art. Either way, it's no sooner expressed

than marketed.

In England, there are no illusions of

this kind. Mrs. Thatcher acts upon the

psyche as queen nanny who knows what's

good for you even if it hurts. "Another

four years of Matron," wrote Julian

Barnes in The Observer after the election.

"The cold showers, the compulsory cod-

liver oil, fingernail inspection, and the

doling-out of those vicious little pills

which make you go when you don't want

to." The school analogy is heightened by

Mrs. Thatcher's calling the party moder-

ates "the wets," a school term for wimp.

The Totem kids never had a nanny or

went to boarding school, but the whole

country is her nursery now. That's why
the protest, glorious in its overstatement,

remains on the nursery level: Struwwel-

peter defying every law of hygiene and

gender with solemn precision.

"Diapers," says the card hanging next

to a rail full of floppy shorts spattered

with paint and cut, indeed, like diapers.

"Very Wow," says Allegra. The Wows,
she explains, all have quiffs. They're bet-

ter bred than the Totems and constitute

that stratum that can best be described as

all the girls looking like boys. (In the 'six-

ties, you'll recall, it was said that all the

boys looked like girls. Gender fugit.)

They do their best to look like figures in

Duggie Fields paintings and show a fond-

ness for lemon yellow, pink and black,

coffee bar symbols from the 'fifties, and

spiky shoes. The dominant mode of being

for the young of the upper classes is

"Sloane Ranger." Only here could a mag-

azine article originally published seven

years ago have become the bible for a gen-

eration. The Princess of Wales is the idol

of the Sloane Rangers; three versions of

Di waited on me at the General Trading

Company, the Sloane Ranger heaven of

china and glass.

Camden Lock has another meaning to

Londoners: it is the site of the post-mod-

ern temple that houses TV-AM. Both the

BBC and ITV began morning broadcasts

this year, the BBC pulling in 1.7 million

viewers, while TV-AM could not rouse

more than a few hundred thousand. Ex-

planations include the fact that most TV
sets are in the living room while breakfast

is taken in the kitchen; the low TV-AM
ratings are due to the commercial inter-

ruptions, which make people switch be-

fore the ratings can clock up fifteen

minutes. What's more, all remote-control

sets automatically switch on to BBC 1 . It

seems that once they've switched on, peo-

ple can't be bothered to change channels.

The enormous success of British films

and television productions (morning ef-

forts aside) has set many British film ex-

patriates to worrying whether they did

the right thing. The most successful of all

is David Puttman, who produced Chari-

ots of Fire and the joke about him goes:

"Is David Puttman in danger of becom-

ing Mrs. Thatcher's Leni Riefenstahl?"

As for the stage, the National Theatre is

delighting audiences with a superb pro-

duction of The Rivals, in which Mrs. Mal-

aprop, played by Geraldine McEwan, has

a new joke: "All men are Bavarians!"

—

picked up with diligence by every critic.

There's a recklessness about the London

stage that comes only with full control of

the craft. After the careful treading of

Broadway, it's a shock to see the Duke in

Musset's Lorenzaccio (National Theatre)

play two scenes in the nude. In Crystal

Clear, a desperate and affecting play

about blindness, the blind heroine un-

dresses the half-blind hero and feels him

all over, as the audience, suspended on an

intake ofbreath, watches her hands go for

his penis. "That'll do quite nicely, thank

you" says the heroine, the lights go out,

and the audience can relax.

I ask the minicab driver to take me to

the main part of Portobello Road; and,

being Indian, he delivers me to the vege-

table market at the bottom. Melina Mer-

couri, as Greek Minister of Culture, visits

the British Museum and lobbies to get the

Elgin frieze back on to the Parthenon.

The headlines are predictable: "Melina

weeps for her lost marbles," etc. No one is

trying to get back the Cubists from the

Tate, which has the best selection of Cub-

ist canvases ever assembled. The effect of

so much fragmentation and such deliber-

ately cerebral experiments is dizzying. As
a French acquaintance says on the way
out, "like too much caviar." At the Cam-
den Palace, dance place for Wows and

Totem children alike, I overhear two gay

boys talking: "Now that sex and drugs

are out, there's no reason to go to New
York anymore, is there?"

And indeed London seems giddily in-

ternational. At Christie's, a well-heeled

crowd gathers for "The Signature Collec-

tion": some seventy self-portraits by in-

ternational artists, done "in the medium
of makeup." The bidding on Hockney,

Peter Blake, Clemente, and Chia is rapid.

Young men are taking bids on the phone

from New York. Versace has sent his del-

egate for cultural affairs, Sergio Barone,

to bid on the Italians, but he gets only a

Cucchi. The room is silenced as a high bid

comes in from New York for a Jennifer

Bartlett. The David Salle goes to London,

New York wins the Schnable.

The evening continues at the Caprice, a

reincarnation of the spirit of the old Ca-

price, without the gut-red ruched satin

walls. Owned by Jeremy King and Chris

Corbin, it's the (Continued on page 281)
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DESTI NATION: LONDON
For some people, London is Parliament, palaces and polite

society. Others associate London with its poets, lush gardens
and fog. But there is a side of London that one tends to

overlook from a distance: London, treasure trove of

collectibles to be found in wonderful shopping areas like

Knightsbridge and the West End.

To help you experience all that British life has to offer— in the
stores listed on this page and in an exceptional array of hotels,

restaurants, pubs and theatres throughout London Town,
there is the American Express® Card. It's your key to the

niceties of this most historic and hospitable city.

HARRODS, 2 Brompton Road, SW1

SELFRIDGES, Oxford Street, W1

HARVEY NICHOLS, Knightsbridge, SW1

JAEGER, 204 Regent Street, W1

AUSTIN REED, 103 Regent Street, W1

SCOTCH HOUSE, 2 Brompton Road, SW1

LIBERTY, Regent Street, W1

DUNHILL, 30 Duke Street, St James s. SW1

i
AQUASCUTUM, 100 Regent Street, W1

j BURBERRY, 161 Lower Regent Street, W1

k GARRARD, 112 Regent Street, W1

L LILLYWHITES, Piccadilly Circus. W1

M FORTNUM & MASON, 181 Piccadilly, W1

n SIMPSONS, 203 Piccadilly, W1

o DIXONS, 88 Oxford Street, W1

p HABITAT, 156 Tottenham Court Road, W1

q DICKINS & JONES, 224 Regent Street, W1

r ARMY & NAVY, 105 Victoria Street. SW1

COUNTRY CASUALS, 146 Regent Street, W1

CECIL GEE, 39 Shaftesbury Avenue, W1

u DEBENHAMS, Oxford Street, W1

v LASKY's, 42 Tottenham Court Road, W1

w CELINE, 28 New Bond Street, W1

ROSSETTI, 177 New Bond Street, W1

H.N. PEAL, 37 Burlington Arcade, W1

BROWNS, 27 South Molton Street, W1

ASPREY, 165 New Bond Street, W1

SAINT LAURENT RIVE GAUCHE, 115 New Bond Street, W1

TURNBULL & ASSER, 71 Jermyn Street, SW1

FIOR, 22 New Bond Street, W1

LOEWE, 25a Old Bond Street, W1

REGINE, 43 New Bond Street, W1

FLORIS, 89 Jermyn Street, SW1

GUCCI, 27 Old Bond Street, W1

HERMES, 155 New Bond Street, W1

THE WHITE HOUSE, 51 New Bond Street, W1
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Continuedfrom page 279)

irresistible new hangout for actors, paint-

ers, directors. Everyone seems to know

each other. Tonight, Nigel Waymouth

sits at the table of Martin Summers,

whose wife Nona just bought his painting

at Christie's. John Hoyland and Howard

Hodgkin come in from a dinner at the

Royal Academy, Hodgkin wearing his

Commander of the British Empire cross

around his neck—decorations are worn

to the Royal Academy dinner—but a

young Guinness girl at the Summers' ta-

ble thinks he should have removed it be-

fore coming to Caprice. Peter Blake, who
looks as if he's wearing medals even when

he's not, is at another table. On the menu,

Buster Keaton balances on a crossbeam

of the Eiffel tower.

The next day is Royal Horticultural

Society day at the Chelsea Flower Show.

There's mud inside the tent, no mean feat

when it's dry outside, and an effusion of

flowers. Daffodils arranged in excited

starbursts, giant irises with names like

Prairie Sunset, African violets in varieties

named Silver Prince, Mystic Moment,

Pretty Boy, Edna Fischer, Fancy Pants,

and—a tiny flower—Pip Squeak. Giant

Delphiniums called Nimrod, Cassius, or

more prosaically, Blue Tit, take up the

back of the tent. Humongous begonias at-

tract a crowd, but no one so much as

glances at the orchids. Someone mistakes

a bank of Peristeria Elata for foxgloves.

The South Africa display features King

Protea affixed to the branches of trees

—

"very, very clever" concedes a lady in a

headscarf—and Arum lilies, which-

prompts another to say "It's the funeral

section." A selection of tulips prompts

one man to say "A tulip's just a tulip,

when you come right down to it."

Outside, we pass the headquarters of

the Greater London Council just across

the river. A banner put up by the coun-

cil's leader, Socialist Ken Livingstone,

announces the number of unemployed in

London in- April: 359, 945. "He's an ob-

noxious little weed," says the Englishman

at the wheel of the car.

Over at Martin and Nona Summers'

house, a collection of studios in Chelsea,

Martin Summers surveys his roof garden

with pride. It has just won first prize as

best garden in Chelsea, even though each

of the six hundred plants had to be car-

ried up a twisting iron staircase. Next

door, an evening class is beginning at

Nonas Dance Studio. Pretty, healthy

girls in Nona's own leotards begin the

California stretch. And a one two three

four! Home is everywhere. . . . v
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Sept 29th,London,England.

Spentmyentire firstdayin
HarveyNichols converting
travellers cheques into something
a little more seemly.

(PS. Please send more money)
Stash away that unflattering passport photograph in this handsome Trussardi handbag.
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Where do London's glitterati go when they're in

need of a special little something?

They make a dash for Harvey Nichols, of course.

Seven floors of absolute temptation that will havJ

you searching for excuses to dip deeply into your travej

allowance.
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You'll soon find yourself slipping effortlessly into

lir collections, from European, Japanese and American
signers. (For those who insist on something typically

English there's always tweed and cashmere.)

If you're thinking of the man you've left behind,

imagine instead how ravishing he'll look when you return

m



with a Cerruti suit from Menswear.
As for reminders of home, there's linen, carpets and

china or crystal in cur household department.

And naturally, to shrug off London's infamous

weather, you'll be in dire need of the ultimate in Parisial

chic, a dazzling fur from Revillon (ofNew York).
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Devastatingly designed coats and jackets in sel-

ected skins, found at Harvey Nichols and nowhere else

throughout the width and breadth of England.

Now, have you any idea how you're going

to get it all through Customs?
Harvey Nichols, Knightsbridge, London

.



WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS

SHOPPING:
MAP OF THE
PLEASURES
The luxury of service—the

most civilized purchase of

all... special-order shirts

and sweet fragrances...

tea in gilded halls. ..brows-

ing in Hatchards, book-

sellers to the Queen . . .

BY KATHLEEN MADDEN

Vh,
London. As an American—and

true student of English history—

I

come here to praise famous men:
William Shakespeare and Tom

Stoppard. Christopher Wren, Christopher
Robin, Wellington's bootmaker. The Bond
Street beaux, who clearly knew where to shop.

Those bastions of the British Empire, regal

Messrs. Fortnum and Mason.
For a few London days, Robert Adam and

Restoration comedy be damned: a noble pur-

suit is a striped shirt from Turnbull & Asser.

London, easily, gives back more than one's

money's worth in linen sheets, Ritz waiters,

and clotted cream. It is not the cradle of civili-

zation but of the civilized purchase.

And the most civilized purchase of all, you
soon find, is service.

London: Where else can you come in—red-

eyed and transatlantically lagging—at 7:30 on
a Sunday morning and find a hotel staff that's

not only awake but honestly glad to greet you?
In the few minutes it takes me to get from The
Dorchester's marble lobby to my chintz gar-

den upstairs, I acquire a parade of politely

helpful hands: reception man, porter with
bags, hall waiter bearing morning coffee. Bed
covers are turned down, discreetly waiting for

my collapse. Six pillows in crisp white-linen

cases are there to cushion the fall or keep me
chaste company.
Whoever said London is a man's town?
London is a man's town. But that makes up

the best of its history—and the best of its shop-
ping streets. In a grimy little shop on Charing
Cross Road, G. Smith and Sons have—still

—

fifty-five blends of snuff. On St. James's Street,

the firm of Berry Bros. & Rudd, wine mer-
chants, has stood for two hundred and fifty

years. The shop is wood-paneied, wonderfully
dusty; antique brown bottles are on display,

not the firm's own-brewed Cutty Sark.

St. James's is where men head to equally
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dusty John Lobb for handmade leather shoes,

boots, or the most famous soft velvet dance

slippers in the world. I like John Lobb best for

its museum atmosphere. Old shoes line glass

cases here; men work with wooden lasts at the

side of the shop.

Should a gentleman require shirts, socks,

braces, or other furnishings, he turns the cor-

ner to Jermyn Street, to Turnbull & Asser or

Hilditch & Key. Made-to-measure shirts are

the chief Jermyn Street objective. Hilditch &
Key will also cut men's shirting fabrics to

women's patterns that the shop has in stock.

These women's shirts are special order, not

fully made-to-measure, a nice distinction that

would not please Kate Millett.

For seven generations, Floris has wafted

sweet fragrances out into Jermyn Street; its

mahogany cases now also hold ivory and bad-

ger shaving brushes, tortoise combs, sponges,

lapis lazuli-handled safety razors—exquisite

indulgences for men and women. A good nose

knows Paxton & Whitfield, Jermyn St. cheese-

mongers for two hundred years. Paxton &
Whitfield stocks the ultimate in Cheshire,

Cheddar, or Stilton cheeses, York hams.

For further sustenance, one heads to the

Ritz for tea. The Ritz waiter taking my order is

as grand as his gilded halls.

In this part of London, one could shop sim-

ply by following the Queen: store upon store, it

seems, displays her coat-of-arms over its door-

way. It is the sign of a Royal Warrant—given

to a supplier of goods to Queen or Royal Fam-
ily. Hatchards is bookseller to the Queen, the

Duke of Edinburgh, The Queen Mother, and
the Prince of Wales: a grand slam, in Royal

Warrants. Should that not fully keep Hat-

chards in business, the shop stocks the best of

biographies, mysteries, art books, cook books,

travelogues. Hatchards brims with books and
looks properly Dickensian.

For more Piccadilly, one heads to Swaine
Adeney Brigg & Son for the most elegant of

English umbrellas: silk umbrellas, umbrellas

with rosewood or ash handles, walking sticks

with cleverly hidden flasks or Wilkinson
Sword blades inside to fight off modern-day
footpads. The original shop was established in

1750, today is whip and glove maker (there's a

leathery saddle-scent here) to the Queen, um-
brella maker to the Queen Mother. In Burling-

ton Arcade, cashmere's the draw: At N. Peal,

there are shawls,

cable knits, dress-

es, spare tops,

ribbed cashmere
socks in three

lengths; cashmere
knee socks cost

less than ten

pounds. James
Drew has, among
the striped wom-
en's shirts and silk

blouses, big

fringed cashmere
mufflers to cosset

your neck. * nen

asked how big the muffler is, the young wom-
an clerk answers "long" with great reluctance.

j B | rumpers—that most British of

H British barbers on Mayfair's Cur-

H zon Street—has, for generations,

JH_ tended to the hair of kings . . . and
they're clearly appalled when I inquire about

women's haircuts: one must have standards.

But how civilized this world would be if its

boundaries were simply Mayfair. One could

pop over to Savile Row for a man's made-to-

measure grey suit, to Regent Street's Hamley's
for Paddington Bear, to the sensibly shoed la-

dies at The White House for a child's delicate-

ly smocked dress. The glass, wood, and
polished brass door of Thomas Goode opens

by its own volition as one steps near. Behind
this brown marble-column faqade, there are

Herend mocha sets, the best of Spode, Water-

ford, and flower-painted Minton. Hobbs & Co.

has Lafite-Rothschild, fat raspberries, dark ol-

ives on hand, will fill a picnic hamper fit for

the most lordly tryst in Hyde Park.

Mayfair stocks a civilized life—not neces-

sarily a stuffy one. On South Molton Street's

short closed-to-traffic block, you can find

modern-art jewelry at the Electrum gallery,

easy knits to layer at Joseph, Katherine Ham-
nett's crinkled silks at the Chinese Laundry,

inventive sportswear at Kenzo Jungle Jap.

Kenzo, Chinese Laundry, and Joseph shops

on South Molton are all owned by Jcseph Et-

tedgui, a London, Paris, and now New York
very savvy retailer. Browns' shops on South

Molton connect, interweave, hold a wonder-

fully sophisticated mix of the world's most cre-

ative clothes names. Comme des Gargons sits

cheek-by-jowl in Browns with Norma Kamali,

Azzedine Alaia, Sonia Rykiel.

If South Molton has international style cho-

sen with an English eye, Bond Street is all-out

world fashion: YSL, Gucci, Maud Frizon, and

Chanel, Cartier, Ungaro, Louis Vuitton,

Chloe, and Ralph Lauren. Pure acquisitive-

ness gets tempered, here, by tradition and
taste. Smythson is stationer to the Queen, has

wonderful blue sheets of writing paper. Here
you can buy a leather polo book to note chuk-

kers played, a game book for pheasants
bagged, a cellar book to list bottles ofwine laid

down.
A New York hostess once sent her butler,

via the Concorde, to Charbonnel et Walker

—

for last-minute party chocolates. Charbonnel

et Walker, since Victorian days, has provided

chocolates for the fine and famous. With over

thirty chocolates to choose from, a list of per-

sonal preferences is often kept on file: Noel

Coward, for one, had his favorites.

John Asprey, (Continued on page 288)
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
{London Shopping continuedfrom page 286)

today, is the ninth generation Asprey at As-

prey's since 1781—and his store, alone, could

justify a visit to London. Asprey's has held a

Royal Warrant from every British monarch
since Queen Victoria "In a nutshell," says Mr.

Asprey, "it means we service t
1 Palace"

—

whether that entails mending the Duke of Ed-

inburgh's cufflinks or something more spec-

tacular than that. Asprey's is jeweler,

silversmith luggagemaker antiques dealer,

has everything from playing cards and bat-

tery-powered wooden pepper grinders to a life-

C250,000 silver tiger gilded in 18k gold

with amher eye- and a diamond snout.

Bond Street is m of London's most ex-

pensive real estate, yet master Asprey crafts-

men sull work, upstairs, on the premises. A
wonderful anachronism in a ready-made
world, Asprey today still has the skills to cre-

ate an enamel gold and diamond Faberge-style

egg, has its own company to bind one's just-

published first novel in leather, will make
small enamel party-gift boxes (or engraved sil-

ver flatware) with one's coat of arms.

(^ ovent Garden, a place somewhat clos-

er to earth, wears its new glad rags

—

Jits renovation—a bit self-consciously;

*Jk when planners decided on a studious-

ly evenhanded mix of shops within the redone

market building, Covent Garden was pretty

much doomed to studied middle-of-the-road-

ness. But there's life and lunch crowds in Co-
vent Garden, a juggler plying his trade outside

Inigo Jones' church at the end of the market-

place. The wine bar tables are filled, a shop

stocks newspapers from all over the world.

The Dolls House will make a child's-size du-

plicate of your country estate.

The best Covent Garden shopping, though,

exists beyond the domed building itself; Co-
vent Garden, the neighborhood, is the thing

. . . and, there, some of the most enchanting

things are at Penhaligon's. Penhaligon's is

filled with scents, soaps, silver-topped bottles,

has the ready charm of an

apothecary shop.

Any woman who requires

additional pampering could

head to The Sanctuary on
Floral Street: it gives a whole
new slant to the notion of

"health club." The Sanctu-

ary has a steamy swim-
ming pool, sauna, Jacuzzi,

tanning sun beds, beauty

treatments of all sorts; in

the pool room, you find

bridgeways, jungly
plants, fish pond, lan-

guid-looking women who seem to be
recovering from their last grand debauch.
They may be merely resting up from a class at

the Dance Centre next door—where you can
book aerobics, jazz, ballet.

NeaPs Yard Wholefood Warehouse has
grains and nuts to support the elegant body; at

Neal's Yard, a bakery sends out warm smells

of gingerbread. Nook-size shops opening off

this small courtyard sell, variously, dairy
products, "organic" fruits and veg^es.

The Tea House has the essential ingredients

for afternoon tea, loose herbal or fruit-flavored

teas to buy by the kilo and tote hon , 3 pre-

sents. A first-edition D.H. Lawrence from
nearby Bertram Rota, in truth, would be a bit
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sexier to receive. Marbled papers or calligra-

pher's pens from Falkiners Fine Papers are,

price-wise, somewhat easier-going.

When you're feeling a bit pushed (polite

British usage for "poor"), a detour to the Lon-

don Silver Vaults is a dangerous decision.

Housed deep in The City, these underground

vaults—crammed with Georgian silver, mod-
ern flatware, grand Victorian plate—are a sil-

ver-lover's dream-come-true. Buying silver

here is much like going into a bank safe and
walking out with someone else's goodies.

And proper attire is a car and driver.

ITlulham Road, Chelsea, by all appear-

J ances, is for settling down, setting up

1 household, doing one's duty to caste

and country. Good-looking persons,

here, walk in man-woman pairs, prams are

prominent on every street.

Fulham Road's Tatters is not, by any
means, a purveyor of rags. It's where Mummie
takes one to find an appropriate sort of dance

dress or high-collared wedding gown—some-

thing nice, dear: big moire evening skirts with

dust-ruffle flounces, blouses with sleeves as

large as all-outdoors, Queen Victoria-style taf-

feta gowns. Night Owls, next door, offers an
appropriate trousseau: The shop has Sami's

vaguely racy silk charmeuse teddies and tap

pants from the United States, the sort of pris-

tine white cotton-and-lace nightgowns that,

seemingly, have been lovingly stitched by nuns

but were ferreted from lingerie-makers in En-

gland, Belgium, and Germany.
For the fashion voyeur in us all, though, the

real show comes at the far end of King's Road:

depending on one's point of view, style here is

aggressive, inventive, or simply excreable.

The Liberated Lady's window shows off

such truly necessaries as fingerless lace gloves,

plastic totes, gold-mesh G-strings, a ridiculous

mishmash of things. The overall style, in all

deliberateness, is Early Tasteless. American
Classics, next door, has clearly used clothes:

Hawaiian-style shirts, a 'fifties greyed-lace deb
dress. Vivienne Westwood's World's End bou-
tique, though, is the grand adventure.

Westwood is the international queen of new
tatters; she shows her clothes in Paris now and
her London shops (Continued on page 290)

JAEGER IN LONDON
204/206 Regent Street, Wl.

Tel: (01) 734 8211

96/98 Brompton Road, S.W3

Tel: (01) 584 2814

Harrods Knightsbridge, S.W1.

Tel: (01) 730 1234

JAEGER IN NEW YORK
818 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY. 10021.

Tel: (212) 628 3350

I. Miller, 734 Fifth Avenue, -'

New York, NY. 10019.

Tel: (212) 245 0151

JAEGER IN PARIS

3/5 Rue du Faubourg

St. Honore, Paris 86.

Tel: (331) 265 2246

Forfurther information,

please contact:

Jaeger Sportswear Ltd,

818 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 10021.

Tel: (212) 794 0780

LONDON
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THE BRITISH
HAVE LANDED.

Very proper British

tailoring awaits in our

Hilditch & Key

Haberdashery. Dress

shirts in Bonwit Teller's

exclusive stripings as well

as handcrafted silk ties.

All quite handsome in

The Men's Shop

HiiBTeH i Key

BONWIT
TELLER

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(London Shopping continuedfrom page 288)

have become a point of pilgrimage. Compared
to her Nostalgia of Mud shop, World's End
has an almost-swishy decor. So what if the

hands on the storefront's giant clock run rap-

idly backward? That the shop's wood-plank
floor slants at something akin to a thirty-de-

gree angle is hardly a problem at all. The surly-

faced young man at the front desk is, by

appearances, mute; he lets me rifle through her

amusements at ease. There are dented helmet-

hats in neon colors. Rag sweaters come with

mashed tin buttons the size of tea cups. At
World's End, playing dress-up has very real

rewards. You may walk out as a hobo—but

one with a broad grin.

This is dear old London?
No—but Knightsbridge, a short walk away,

surely is: on Knightsbridge streets, young men
carry rolled umbrellas in the sunshine; women
wear Gucci shoes and Hermes scarves. The es-

tablishment heads to cookbook-writer Eliza-

beth David's shop for petits-fours cases, pie

collars, paper frills to clothe the naked lamb
chop. Curzon Lawrence Flowers has potted

roses, sweet peas, branches of stephanotis to

send to the best sort of dinner hostess; and,

behind its solid red-brick front, General Trad-

ing Co. brings back the fine trading days of a

sprawling Empire.

On Beauchamp Place (as any good London-
er knows, it's said "Beech'm"), Janet Reger
sells some of the city's best frou-frou—lace or

silk slips, French knickers, bras. Taylor &
Hadow, across the street, has the best-edited

collection of young British designer clothes:

names such as Sheridan Barnett, Jasper Con-

ran, Bruce Oldfield, Maxfield Parrish, Nigel

Harris, Wendy Dagworthy.
There's even more—honestly wearable

—

fashion at Harvey Nichols: The store stocks

good-looking clothes from British designers,

from the Continent, and New York. Sixty-per-

cent of Harvey Nichols' customers—career

women, corporate wives, diplomats—live

within a five-mile radius of the store, and to

keep them ever-interested, there's always

something new: whether that's a pastel-paint-

ed basket or a suit from Anne Klein.

At the hat bar (how very British!), young

women are trying on the wares—often to

much applause from male friends. The Trus-

sardi boutique has wonderful Italian leath-

ers—a tan ostrich duffel, black saddle bag.

There are spots for Charles Jourdan shoes, Re-

villion furs. One could furnish a house or a

wardrobe here. Harvey Nichols is a store with

a point of view: a world of comfortable shop-

ping, comfortably familiar names.

A wise woman would train ahead for Har-

rods: a day at this most massive of department

stores requires a stout heart, slow pulse, and

strong legs. But what a day it is! Harrods' mot-

to is "Everyone, everything, everywhere." It

delivers as promised.

Harrods began in 1849, fittingly enough, as

a grocery shop; and tea merchant founder

Henry Charles Harrod would look at his off-

spring, today, with great fondness. The news

at Harrods now is a complete renovation of its

famous tile-floored halls—only the second

such reworking since World War II. The halls

are expanding, spreading out to a second floor,

taking on a self- (Continued on page 292)
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THE INTER-CONTINENTALTOUCH.
YOU'LL FIND ITATTHE BEST PLACES

IN LONDON.

HOTEL INTER-CONTINENTAL LONDON
HYDE PARK CORNER

THE PORTMAN
INTER-CONTINENTAL

PORTMAN SQUARE

THE BRITANNIA
GROSVENOR SQUARE

THEMAY FAIR
BERKELEYSQU IRE

To meet the varied demands of travellers to London, we now offer a greater choice of hotels,

each with a personality of its own, but managed with the same ideals of comfort and service

which have made Inter-Continental Hotels the natural choice of demanding travellers throughout

the world -the Inter-Continental touch.

All the hotels have superb locations, too. So when you stay with us, you know you're at the

best place in town.

INTER? CONTINENTAL.HOTELS

INTER-CONTINENTAL • BRITANNIA • PORTMAN INTER-CONTINENTAL • MAY FAIR
HYDE PARK CORNER GROSVENOR SQUARE PORTMAN SQUARE BERKELEY SQ'JARf.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 800-327-0200 (TOLL FREE)
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(I ondon Shopping continued from page 2

service style where possible.

A new fresh pasta shop doles oul i

there's made-to-order pizza; 160 different

breads are piled in the bakery. A health juice

bar will squeeze your favorite frail contll

tion if it's not one of the fifty ; : pes at uiid.

Everything, every one: Yo i can wear home
Givenchy, Krizia, Dior, o. Sham - i the

International Room, i
1

.1 British names

such as Burberry, ' turn, Jaeger, or

Jean Muir. TheCa'; pso Room has hot-weath-

er clothes—sponsweai and bathing suits

—

year-round, whenever vou head to Antigua.

I il\ I injury and Oscar Wilde were among
Harrods tch ..lunt customers at the

turn of •: centu; • they came, undoubtedly,

to be waited on At Harrods, "service" means
piano tUl lending library, bureaus for

theater tic kets or Thomas Cooke travel, a resi-

dent golf pro. The book department mail-or-

ders anywhere; and, while its in-house funeral

parlor no longer exists, Harrods will still dis-

creetly handle those necessary final arrange-

ments. Harrods is a purveyor of daily life.

British department stores, somehow, all

oring back to me better days. Perhaps it's that

my grandmother spent her working life in a

department store; elevator rides and white

gloves were glad parts of my childhood. Tis-

sue-paper and dusty dry-goods smells were

magic. . . . The old smells are still there in

London. (Shopping details, page 295)

TRAVEL
LONDON:
WHAT'S NEW
IN TOWN
BY RICHARD AIXJBMAN

I
ondon, for Americans, is the easiest of

the world's great cities—because it is

J familiar. There's the luxury, in a for-

_^leign land, of being understood, under-
standing the language. Potent images
assimilated ;n the American consciousness
through many centuries are everyday sights.

Ultimately, there are no shocks in London . . .

only wonderful surprises. For Americans, it's

like coming home. But "coming home" to

something new.

The new late-night show

London news—still—comes from Covent
Garden. The area's renaissance began a few
years ago when the vast glass and cast-iron pa-
vilion of this former Victorian produce mar-
ket—centered in the Royal Opera House/
West End theater district—was restored and
turned into a bustling shopping/cafe spot.

Now, surrounding streets and alleyways have
sprung to life, too—with new pubs, wine bars,

restaurants. Welcome news for theatergoers:

most of the new places sta\ open late . . . solv-

ing the after-theatre food pr : m.
Good bets of the moment the Covent

Garden area, all taking order until at least

11:30 p.m.: Interlude de Tabailiau—a sleek
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place run by a former chef of London's well-

known French restaurant, LeGavroche . . . Le

Cafe des Amis du Vin—with light late-night

fare, superb wines . . . Bertorelli's—inexpen-

sive Italian food served in white rooms with

i posters on the wall . . . Poons—loud and

ly; Cantonese cuisine, high-tech decor . . .

Days of the Raj—a buzzing Bangladeshi

bistro . . . and The Savoy hotel—in the heart of

the West End—with a new prix-fixe theater

supper plan for its elegant Grill Room; starter

and main course come before the curtain, cof-

fee and pudding, after the show.

Hot tickets!

Best bets, now, in the West End: Tommy
Steele in Singin' in the Rain—a high-energy

re-creation of the 1952 MGM movie musical

. . . Tom Stoppard's The Real Thing—bound
for Broadway in 1984 . . . Cats—"now and for-

ever" musical . . . Noel Coward's Hay Fever—
revived this month with Penelope Keith.

Far from the theater-district hustle and bus-

tle, London's Royal Shakespeare Company is

now in its second season at the futuristic Bar-

bican Theatre in the soaring/sprawling new
Barbican housing/arts development that

edges the City. Among the RSC productions

in repertory at the Barbican now through De-
cember 10: a new production of Cyrano de
Bergerac starring Derek (/ Claudius) Jacobi

. . . The Tempest . . . Much Ado About Nothing

. . . Maydays—a new play by David Edgar,

who adapted Nicholas Nickleby for the RSC.
Across the Thames from downtown Lon-

don, the hottest ticket at the National Theatre

complex is for the National's lavish revival of

Sheridan's classic Restoration Comedy The
Rivals. Also at the National now, in repertory:

Kaufman and Hart's You Can V Take It With

You . . . and the world premier ofJean—a mu-
sical based on the life of American actress Jean

Seberg, with score by Marvin Hamlisch.

Note: It's now possible—and easy—to book
London theater tickets before ever leaving

home. The long-established British booking
firm Edwards & Edwards has a new New
York office, a toll-free line for charging tickets

to your American Express Card: (800) 223-

6108; in New York: (212) 944-0290.

New ways to stay

Remake of the year: 47 Park Street—a hand-

some Edwardian apartment building in posh
Mayfair that's just been transformed into a

luxurious executive hotel. A special Park
Street lure is the fact that it shares premises

with London's famed restaurant Le Gavroche.
While Londoners face weeks-long delays for

tables at Le Gavroche, guests at 47 Park Street

can call up room-service food from the three-

Michelin-starred establishment.

The St. James's Clut>—in a brick-paved cul-

de-sac off St. James's Street—caters to celebri-

ties and to business travelers who crave
privacy. The Club's sixteen studios, twenty-

eight suites are lavishly decorated in 1980s

fantasies of Art Deco. A very private restau-

rant is also part of the picture. Note: St.

James's Club is a club, has dues—but allows

first-time overseas visitors one stay before

membership's required.

Total privacy is also the appeal of 1 1 Cado-
gan Gardens, a cluster of four red-brick Vic-

torian townhouses in Chelsea—joined to form
.harming small hotei. Public rooms are fur-

nished with Oriental carpets, fine antiques,

paintings; guest rooms— like those in a

pi ivate country (Continued i > page 294)

"Taxi!"

The distinctive black shape waives all rules of traffic

and gravity just to be with you. "Austin Reed, if you
please

"

And threading nimbly past the carriages of lesser

mortals, you've quickly run the elegant curve of

Regent Street - and arrived outside London's
internationally known Austin Reed.

Austin Reed was started at the turn of the Century by
a keen young man with £1 ,000 of his father's money
in his pocket. A second shop was opened and then

another and then another, and in 1 926 the amazing
Regent Street store, more or less as we know it now,
opened for the first time It supplied members of the

Royal family, many of the aristocracy, and just about
everyone else of influence. More branches opened
and Austin Reed quality clothes became available

nationwide Another world war came, an entirely

new generation grew up and Austin Reed changed (if

you will excuse the pun) to suit.

There's the Cue Shop, for example, which has the

effect of making you discover you're a lot younger
than you thought you were. So you'll find the most
spiffing shirts, most tied-back of ties, trendiest

trousers, zootiest suits and nattiest knitwear.

But are the old values dead? Certainly not, a

cufflink's toss from Cue lies London's finest

collection of traditional shirts and sweaters and ties

and hosiery.

W hat's this, a whiff of fresh cut barley fields

under a streaming Autumn moon ? No, it's merely the

Country and Riding Shop on the 1 st Floor, bringing an

authentic shce of the Home Counties into the

cosmopolitan West End, as well as active sportswear

and casual clothes of every description

.

On the 2nd Floor must be the biggest and best

collection of mens suits, everything from featherlight

Summerweights to Chester Barrie hand mades -

probably the finest suits in the world. Don't miss the

Made-to-Measure Department - a haven of elegant

quiet where a best London suit can be fitted to the ins

and outs of the most sumptuous figure. It'll be made
of the finest cloth - and will fit the owner like a glove.

But let us hurry to Floor 3 Options, entirely for

women of today, a sophisticated, thoughtful

collection of contemporary clothes, not for young
girls, but not for elderly ladies either- there is nothing

quite like Options anywhere else in town. If you are

susceptible to our kind of mood we think you will

enjoy it.

That's upstairs, what about downstairs?

Just on from the suitcases and umbrellas, a little past

a splendid collection of shoes, you'll discover another

London landmark A genuine art deco barber's shop,

resplendent in its chrome fittings and mirrors,

elevating chairs of stupendous complexity and skilled

barbers of dazzling tonsonal art.

Even if your Barnet doesn't need a top and tail (local

slang, sorry), it's nevertheless worth a visit just to

marvel.

In fact the entire store is worth a visit, for exactly the

same reason.

Buckingham Palace, Tower Bridge, Piccadilly Circus.

Austin Reed
The very breath of London

o£0teaen/Srfaeel
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The unmistakeable look ofAustin Reed. Five floors of elegance
formen andwomen in one ofLondon's most celebrated stores.

REED



Cashmere

From our 1983 Fall Collection.

A double-weight pure cashmere cardigan.

Available in Black, White,

Violet, Rust, Tartan Green.
Sizes Small, Medium and Large.

Export Price $240
Credit Cards acceptable.

Dollar prices may fluctuate depending oh
the current rates ofexchange.

All orders subject to US Customs duty.

To order:

NPeal
Burlington Arcade
London Wl
England
Telenhonr • -JOI 0370

WORLDLY
TEMPTATIONS
(London Travel

continuedfrom page 292)

house—have their own bath-

rooms, garden views. For get-

ting around town in style, the

hotel has its own chauffeur and

Rolls-Royce.

While 11 Cadogan Gardens
celebrates London's Victorian

past, London's Hotel Inter-Con-

tinental on Hyde Park Corner

looks to the future. The Inter-

Continental recently entered the

twenty-first century with Brit-

ain's first "VideoConferencing"

facility. This satellite link-up

with the Inter-Continental in

New York enables execs in the

U.S. and England to meet face-

to-face ... via video. The hotel

has also conducted surveys of

the needs of women business

travelers, made hairdryer and
skirt-hanger additions to rooms,

retrained staff.

Museum musts

On London's lively museum
scene, a major coming attrac-

tion: the Tate Gallery's intense

look at twentieth-century Brit-

ish artist John Piper, November
30 through January 24. . . . To
see at the British Museum (be-

sides those Elgin Marbles): Ra-
phael drawings, October
13-January 15.

London's biggest museum
news: the recent opening of the

Henry Cole Wing at the Victoria

& Albert Museum. This seven-

story gallery complex showcases

the extensive holdings of the V &
A's Department of Prints,

Drawings, Photographs &
Paintings—includes a floor-full

of Constables.

Also new at the V & A: The
Boilerhouse Project—a dynamic
show-space dedicated to the art

of modern design—and a brand-

new Costume Court.

Note: For lunch before or after

a V & A visit: Brasserie St.

Quentin, on Brompton Road, is

flower-filled, very

pretty, very

French. Also

nearby:
The

Bombay Brasserie—a glamor-

ous new Indian restaurant.

More top tables

San Lorenzo—where fashion

folk and established Sloane
Rangers lunch Italian-style . . .

Cecconi's—popular pasta place

for decorators, publishing peo-

ple, photographers, models . . .

L'Escargot—attracts a similar

lunch-bunch, especially its

downstairs tables . . . The Dor-
chester hotel. The recently re-

done, Oriental-elegant Terrace

Room is a beautiful place to en-

joy top-chef Anton Mosimann's
market-fresh menus . . . The
Connaught. In this most British

of London hotels, the best of

British cuisine is served in the

tiny (eleven-table) Grill or the

grand oak-paneled Restaurant

. . . Ma Cuisine—the most diffi-

cult reservation in town . . . Lan-

gan's Brasserie—Michael
Caine/Peter Langan's ultra-

"in" spot . . . Caprice—the "new
Langan's," the most-visible

place to be in London now.

Great days away

The day trip everyone wants to

make from London now: Sutton

Place—the circa 1525 English

Renaissance mansion that was
the home of the late American
billionaire John Paul Getty, to-

tally restored and redecorated by

a new owner—and its work-of-

art gardens can be seen, by ap-

pointment. Write: The Booking

Secretary, Sutton Place Heritage

Trust, near Guildford, Surrey,

England GU4 7QV.

Another new day away: a fast

fling aboard the recently revived

Venice Simplon Orient-Express.

From late April through early

November, the restored car-

riages of the London/Folke-
stone section of this fabled train

are being used for excursions

into the British countryside.

Tours include travel, lunch, tra-

ditional English tea, guides.

Cost: $125-5165.

Note: For easy travels in and

outside of London, American

Express—with six London
locations—has a batch of

intriguing trips: from

three-hour city-sees to

full days in fabled

British places such

as Bath, Strat-

ford, Stone-

henge. Bon
voyage! V



WHERE TO
Shops

ASPREY, 165-169 New Bond
Street, Wl

BERRY BROS. & RUDD, 3 St.

James's Street, SW1
BROWNS, 23-27 South Molton

Street, Wl
CHARBONNEL et WALKER, /

Royal Arcade, 28 Old Bond
Street, Wl

CURZON LAWRENCE
FLOWERS, 20 Motcomb
Street, SW1

DANCE CENTRE, 11-14 Floral

Street, WC1
ELIZABETH DAVID, 46
Bourne Street, SW1

THE DOLLS HOUSE, TOYS
LTD., 29 The Market, Covent

Garden, WC2
JAMES DREW, 3 Burlington Ar-

cade, Wl
ELECTRUM, 21 South Molton

Street, Wl
FALKINERS FINE PAPERS,

117 Long Acre, WC2
FLORIS, 89 Jermyn Street, SW1
GENERAL TRADING CO.,

144 Shane Street, SW1
THOMAS GOODE, 19 South
Audley Street, Wl

HAMLEY'S, 188-196 Regent
Street, Wl

HARRODS, Knightsbridge, SW1
HATCHARDS, 178 Piccadilly,

Wl
HILDITCH & KEY, LTD., 37
Jermyn Street, SW1

HOBBS & CO., 29 South Audley
Street, Wl

JAEGER, 204-6 Regent Street,

Wl
JOSEPH, 16 South Molton Street,

Wl
LIBERATED LADY, 408 King's

Road, SW10
JOHN LOBB, 9 St. James's

Street, SW1
LONDON SILVER VAULTS,

Chancery House, 53-63 Chan-
cery Lane, WC2

NEAL'S YARD WHOLEFOOD
WAREHOUSE, 2 Neat's Yard,

Covent Garden, WC2
HARVEY NICHOLS, Knights-

bridge 109, SW1
NIGHT OWLS LTD., 78 Fulham

Road, SW3
PAXTON & WHITFIELD, 93

Jermyn Street, SW1
N. PEAL" 37 Burlington Arcade,

Wl
PENHALIGON'S, 41 Wellington

Street, WC2
AUSTIN REED LIMITED, 103

Regent Street, Wl
JANET REGER, 2 Beauchamp

Place, SW3
BERTRAM ROTA LTD., 30-31

Long Acre, WC2
SAINT LAURENT RIVE
GAUCHE, 113 New Bond
Street, Wl

THE SANCTUARY, 11-12 Flo-

ral Street, WC2
G. SMITH AND SONS, 74 Char-

ing Cross Road, WC2
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GO LONDON
FRANK SMYTHSON, 54 New
Bond Street, Wl

SWAINE ADENEY BRIGGS &
SONS, 185 Piccadilly, Wl

TATTERS, 74 Fulham Road,
SW3

TAYLOR & HADOW, 37 Beau-
champ Place, SW3

THE TEA HOUSE, 15a Neal
Street, WC2

TURNBULL & ASSER, 71-72

Jermyn Street, SW1
THE WHITE HOUSE, 51-52
New Bond Street, Wl

THE WORLD'S END, 430
King's Road, SW6

Hotels

THE BRITANNIA HOTEL,
Grosvenor Square, Wl; tel; 629-

9400
THE CONNAUGHT, 16 Carlos

Place, Wl; tel: 499-7070

THE DORCHESTER, Park
Lane, Wl; tel: 629-8888

ELEVEN CADOGAN GAR-
DENS, Shane Square, SW3;
tel: 730-3426

FORTY-SEVEN PARK
STREET, 47 Park Street, Wl;
tel: 491-7282

HOTEL INTER-CONTINEN-
TAL LONDON, One Hamil-
ton Place, Wl; tel: 409-3131

THE MAY FAIR HOTEL,
Berkeley St., WIA; tel: 629-7777

THE PORTMAN INTER-CON-
TINENTAL, 22 Portman
Square, Wl; tel: 486-5844

ST. JAMES'S CLUB, 7 Park
Place, SW1; tel: 629-7688

THE SAVOY, Strand, WC2; tel:

836-4343

Restaurants

BERTORELLI'S, 44-A Floral

Street* WC2; tel: 836-3969

THE BOMBAY BRASSERIE,
Courtfield Close, SW7; tel: 370-

4040
BRASSERIE ST. QUENTIN,
243 Brompton Road, SW3; tel:

589-8005

CAFE DES AMIS DU VIN, 11

Hanover Place, WC2; tel: 379-

3444
CAPRICE, Arlington SW1; tel:

629-2239

CECCONI'S, 5A Burlington Gar-

dens, Wl; tel: 434-1509

INTERLUDE DE TABAIL-
LAU, 7-8 Bow Street, WC2; tel:

379-6473

LANGAN'S BRASSERIE,
Stratton St., Wl; tel: 493-6437

LAST DAYS OF THE RAJ, 22
DruryLane, WC2; tel: 836-1628

LE GAVROCHE, 43 Upper
Brook Street, Wl; tel: 408-0881

L'ESCARGOT, 48 Greek Street,

Wl; tel: 437-2679

MA CUISINE, 113 Walton

Street, SW3; tel: 584-7585

POONS, 41 King Street, WC2; tel:

240-1743

SAN LORENZO, 22 Beauchamp
Place, SW3; tel: 584-1074

Cashmere

From our 1983 Fall Collection.

A cowl-necked sweater in

double-weight pure cashmere.
Available in Black, White,

Violet, Rust, Tartan Green.
Sizes Small, Medium and Large.

Export Price $180
Credit Cards acceptable.

Dollar prices may fluctuate depending on
the current rates ofexchange.

'

All orders subject to US Customs dun.

To order:

N Peal

Burlington Arcade
London Wl
England
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Bestofbothworlds.

The International Room at Harrods
presents just two distinctive items

from its world of leading fashion

collections, enhanced by the use of

pure wool.

Far Left: Suit of sophisticated elegance

by Gianfranco Ferre.

Left: Beautiful multi-coloured knitted

coat by Missoni.

When next you are in London be sure

to visit our International Room on the

First Floor to find what's best in

Harrods world of fashion.

Twi\ed$
Knightsbridge, London, England

Certilicalion Trade Mark

Pure wool



he news and the

luxe, economic
rigors and the
perfect extrava-
gances that awak-
en the Exquisite
Creature in Every-

woman...the
realms of the jivey

third-world French,

the great hotels. ..

the best of theater,

petits-fours, con-

versation...

BY .10 A > H I IIT BUCK

I

he sky in Paris is part of the ar-

chitecture, part of the city it-

self. Stirring cumuli and
rearing thunderheads roil and
arch above, symphonic and al-

lusive, while between build-

ings the color of weather, the

traffic storms at human life. The sky de-

mands attention, not clamoring for it in

tropic Technicolor, but drawing the eyes

up with infinite variations of grey. The
sunset through the roof of the Grand Pa-

lais is grey rose—a sight that has seduced

large numbers of innocents into deciding

to live in Paris. There's always a little

milk in the sky, milk and ink.

From London, it all looked a little for-

bidding. The conservative British papt

had made a meal of the Paris riots. These

were convenient to the British just before

their elections, as an example of the
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Saint-Germain'

dreadful results of socialism. And yet

phone calls to Paris friends elicited such

answers as, "What riots?" and "Don't be

silly."

The reality of life in Paris is that of

tight-lipped bureaucracy, shops closed by

government order at a certain hour,

stunned shock at the meaning of econom-

ic difficulty. The much-awaited Paris

World's Fair has just been cancelled for

both political and economic reasons. The
rigor of the new tax laws meant that the

most women could allow themselves in

terms of diverting fashion was a black T-

shirt layered over a white one, with some
silver metal earrings and miniskirts no

longer than the height of an obi. Then
Yannick Noah, a beautiful young man
with dreadlocks, won the French Open at

Roland-Garros Stadium, and I under-

stood that the only local joy to be had in

France would be through its new charac-

ter as a melting pot. Noah is the son of a

footballer from the Cameroons and a fe-

male French basketball champion. His

victory gives great pride to the other

Frenchmen from south of the Mediterra-

nean, the Algerians and Africans.

African and Algerian music is wildly

popular with the young, and instead of a

Black Power movement, there's a drive

towards a new jungle esthetic. Jean-Paul

Goude, the former Esquire art director

and creator of Grace Jones, has had such

a success with his remarkable book Jun-

gle Fever—a pictorial record of his obses-

sion with black women—that the

Minister of Women's Rights, Yvette

Roudy, denounced the book's cover as of-

fensive to women and racist as well. The

cover of a popular comic book cum maga-

zine, L'Echo Des Savanes (itself a title

that implies safari, jungle) features a

black body-building ballerina naked save

for a grass tutu and point shoes with pom-

pons. Another trendy magazine, Actuel,

cites the wisdom of an African tribal el-

der. The current thing is for the white

French to aspire to black pride. Without

pushing the point too far, remember that

Yves Saint Laurent, the first couturier to

take fashion from the street and impose

Eugene Mihaesco
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the caftan, was born in Algeria.

One can find the jivey new kind of

third-world French in the cacophonous

blue of shopping arcades, underground

parking lots, suburban bars. One can see,"

almost too easily, films from Egypt and

Iran and Algeria. A recent poll revealed

that 90 percent of the French do not be-

lieve in sin; one does not know whether to

take comfort from this information or opt

for flight.

Having fled, I returned to concentrate

only in luxury. Staying at the great hotels

of Paris such as the Ritz, the Plaza Ath-

enee, or the Crillon breeds a profound

narcissism. When everything around you

is perfect, you begin to think that you

share in that perfection. You feel like a

better person because your clothes are

clean and pressed at all times, you take

your bath in a marble room the size of a

New York apartment, with Bach relayed

on the stereb system (the Ritz), and you

can never forget to wash your hair be-

cause every day two more small bottles of

mild shampoo appear on your sink. The
beds (peach sheets, mohair blankets at

the Ritz) are an invitation to virginal se-

renity as well as to luxuriant coupling;

and, whichever you choose, the prettiness

and luxury around you confirms it as the

right thing. There are charming surprises

in these hotels. One February night,

opening a window in the Plaza Athenee,

it was the song of a nightingale and the

startling softness of the courtyard air. In

the Crillon, it's the papal lobby, as vast

and solemn as an embassy, where you can

drink as late as you want, surrounded by

marble the color of Rocky Road ice

cream. At the Ritz, it's the quality of the

service: you don't have to sign for room
service, they know who you are. If the

newsstand is closed, it can be opened for

you to browse. You can have hot choco-

late and petits-fours in your room at three

in the morning with three guests without

the waiter's assuming that you are having

an orgy. In the days of Cesar Ritz, the

staff were called Academicians. Still to-

day, they demonstrate that manners and

courtesy are delightful drugs that create a

mood of self-assurance and euphoria in

those who receive them.

Where one stays creates one's world.

The Plaza Athenee hotel is in couture

land, near Ungaro and Scherrer and

Dior. At the Relais Plaza, one eats unseri-

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS

ous little dishes that allow one to concen-

trate on gossip. At the Crillon, the world

is the Place de la Concorde (where in June

you could have watched nineteen hot-air

balloons taking off on a stormy Sunday),

and the American Embassy. At the Ritz,

you own the Place Vendome, which is as

good as Saint Mark's Square (earlier, hav-

ing been built in the time of Louis XIV,
whereas Saint Mark's was finished off by

Napoleon), and what it lacks in the way
of basilicas it also blissfully lacks in gawk-

ers. In the Place, one sees only the chauf-

feurs waiting for the charges, and the

clients of the few lanks and many jewel-

ers: a game preserve for elegant life.

Thus pampered, made conscious of

your own importance, you find yourself

beset by a growing appetite for more lux-

ury, more refinement ... a selective hun-

ger for the best. You care to dine only at

Taillevent, because it is the best food; Le
Grand Vefour, because its Empire pane's

under glass and its situation under the ar-

cades ofthe Palais Royal make it the pret-

tiest; or the restaurant of your hotel,

because you are on a ship of luxury and to

go ashore and mingle with the locals

would be a little(Continued on page 302)
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You go expecting the Eiffel Tower and romantic adventure,

and what you find is never disappointing. From the Louvre to

the Arc de Triomphe, along the Rue du Faubourg St. Honore

and the Champs Elysees — Paris is a city richly supplied with

pleasures to be seen, savored and, to the delight of every

shopper, possessed.

Carry the American Express® Card, and all the pleasures of

Paris are yours for the asking. At the stores listed on this page.

At a luxurious melange of hotels, restaurants, cafes and

cabarets citywide.

a LOUVRE DES ANTIQUAIRES, 2. place du Palais Royal. 75001

B SAINT LAURENT RIVE GAUCHE, 38, rue du Faubourg Saint Honore. 75008

c PER SPOOK, 18. avenue George V, 75008

o HEMISPHERES, 1 -3 ,
boulevard Emile Augier, 75016

e B0NP0INT, 65-67, rue de I'Universite, 75007

f MAUD FRIZ0N, 83, rue des Saints Peres, 75006

G SONIA RYKIEL, 70, rue du Faubourg Saint Honore, 75008

h CHARVET, 28, place Vendome. 75001

i KENZ0, 3, place des Victoires, 75001

j LEMAIRE, 59, avenue Victor Hugo, 7501

6

k LE0MARCIAN0, 19, rue Frangois ler. 75008

u CHANTAL THOMASS, 5, rue du Vieux-Coiombier 75006

m CELINE, 3. avenue Victor Hugo, 75016

n LAURENT MERCADAL, 3, place des Victoires, 75001

o REVILLON, 42, rue la Boetie, 75008

p SABBIA ROSA, 71-73, rue des Saints Peres, 75006

Q M0RABIT0, 1. place Vendome, 75001

R LOUIS VUITTON, 78 bis. avenue Marceau. 75008

s HERMES, 24, rue du Faubourg Saint Honore, 75008

t CARTIER, 7. place Vendome. 75001

u CHRISTIAN DIOR, 30, avenue Montaigne, 75008

v GIVENCHY, 3, avenue George V, 75008

w LANVIN, 22, rue du Faubourg Saint Honore, 75008

x PIERRE CARDIN, 29, rue du Faubourg Saint Honore, 75008

y GUY LAROCHE, 29, avenue Montaigne, 75008

z LANCEL, 8, place de I'Opera, 75009

a NINA RICCI, 39, avenue Montaigne, 75008

b SIGNES DE ROCHAS, 33, rue Francois ler, 75008

GALERIES LAFAYETTE, 40, boulevard Haussmann, 75009

COURREGES, 40, rue Frangois ler, 75008

PRINTEMPS, 64. boulevard Haussmann, 75009

JEAN-CHARLES BR0SSEAU, 2, rue du Bouloi, 75001

ENRICO C0VERI, place des Victoires (corner of rue d'Aboukir), 75002

h AUXTROIS QUARTIERS, 17, boulevard de la Madeleine, 75009

R0. ,ETTI, 54, rue du Faubourg Saint Honore, 75008

I
TANINO CRISCI, 40, rue Francois ler. 75008 The American Express* Card.

Don't leave home without jr.*
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Continuedfrom page 299)

too much like real life. For the exquisite

creature that you have become, real life is

unnecessary. The neon and jukebox point

of view no longer applies.

A dark green alligator belt beckons

from Hermes; your florist, in the words of

the cocotte, is now Cartier. The shopping

hemisphere of the brain is stimulated: the

exquisite creature needs to be exquisitely

clothed and scented. Guerlain is nearby,

bless it. Here you can be persuaded to try

their new "Jardins de Bagatelle" or sim-

ply stock up on "Apres L'Ondee"

—

which, as an exquisite creature, you al-

ways wear and use up in great quantities.

You go to Charvet because they made
George Sand's shirts, because Denis Col-

ban has a great deal to teach you about

the subtleties of pochoirs and shirting

stripes, because the ties are the ones that

Sebastian Flyte introduced Charles Ry-

der to in TV's Brideshead Revisited, the

first ofmany addictions. In their new pre-

mises near the Rue de la Paix, Charvet

mingles male and female dandyism on ev-

ery floor. Soft thick silk sweaters, cuff

links of knotted silk balls in every color,

robes of striped shirting all belong to a

world without Chinese laundries, where

your valet will look after the three impec-

cable tucks at each shoulder of your shirts

and make sure that only white is washed

with white.

And then there is the renewed allure of

Chanel, where Karl Lagerfeld now de-

signs the couture. The exquisite creature

should have at least one suit and one eve-

ning dress from Chanel, but the appren-

tice can inhale some joy from the

boutique, where the earrings, necklaces,

and pins will at- least be able to suggest the

style. Frances Stein, the American who
designs this collection, explains the har-

monic ratios of costume jewelry: Pearls

are strung in rows separated from each

other at the perfect distance to allow the

"Dimitri" to hang in splendor. The Dimi-

tri is the reproduction of Chanel's ruby

and emerald necklace from Grand Duke
Dimitri, an object of great beauty. Neck-

laces, says Ms. Stein, should be either

"high and priest-ish, just on the collar-

bone, or layered." Most of the stones are

red and green: paste looks richest, stron-

gest, when it's bright.

Having succumbed to male and female

frivolities, one proceeds to purify the spir-

it in the general direction of the Musee du

Louvre. First, an amble under the arches

of the Rue de Rivoli, where one can stop

in at Angelina for tea and cold chicken,

and then at Galignani to look at the latest

VOGUE. October. 1983



publications in French and English, and

leaf through the heavy art books that

come boxed in grey cardboard. There is

no end to the amount of stuff an exquisite

creature can require, and in Paris no end

to the amount of things that can be found

for exquisite needs. Cassegrain paper, for

instance. A determination to be exquisite

to the tips of my fingers impelled me to

order reams of flesh-smooth paper there.

With printing, of course. With cards, ob-

viously. And envelopes. As I sat in a but-

toned leather chair leafing through

typeface patterns, the assistant pulled out

a sheet with "Jane Stanton Hitchcock"

printed on it. A college friend from New
York. Dammit, someone's gotten to ex-

quisite before me!

There is exquisite entertainment, of

course. Rameau's Les Indes Galantes, di-

rected by the Italian Pier Luigi Pizzi with

his own designs for sets and costumes

that were the best of the eighteenth centu-

When everything

around you is per-

fect, you begin to

think you share in

that perfection

ry that Tirelli could offer. Exquisite plea-

sure, on the minor order of the petit-four,

to be found in certain turns of mind, such"

as when Bernard Pivot, moderator on the

bookish talk show Apostrophes, turns to

one of his guests, a heart surgeon, and in-

quires: "Has it ever happened that you

have used 'heart' as a metaphor in ordi-

nary conversation?" Exquisite company,

such as when Bettina Rheims, the pho-

tographer, takes me to lunch at her fa-

ther's apartment. Maurice Rheims was
the chief auctioneer in France, wrote the

book that brought Art Nouveau back and
a series of books on the love of objects.

He's now a member of the Academie
Franchise, the most exquisite institution

of all, whose forty elected members have

been amending the definitive dictionary

of the French language since the seven-

teenth century. The lunch is a superior

occasion: Maurice Rheims has fine paint-

ings (one would expect nothing else) and

strange objects—Viennese silver Turks,

the box that Balzac had made to house

the letters he received from Madame
Hanska. The other (Con tinued on page 305)
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Continuedfrom page 303)

guests are all men, two of them fellow ac-

ademicians—Jean d'Ormesson and Jean-

Jacques Gautier—and the third the

mysterious Louis Pauwels, who once

wrote about flying saucers and telephones

in the graves of Rosicrucians, and now
edits the right-wing Figaro magazine. Ac-

ademicians at lunch talk about the same

thing that all writers talk about, to wit,

other writers: not quite so exquisite, but

familiar and reassuring.

After lunch, the three Academicians

cross the river to join the Thursday ses-

sion on the dictionary. They are on the

letter H.

(One may not be able to reproduce the

paintings, the setting, the food, but the

chocolates with coffee are Fouquet, who
by a miracle of self-control do not yet

have a store in New York, and can be

found on the Rue Laffitte.)

Maurice Rheims takes me to the Manet

exhibition, which is drawing reverent

crowds. The earlier canvases are choco-

late, the later ones sapphire and gold. He
points out the relationships between Ma-
net and Goya, the canvases that are

nudges at Delacroix, homages to Rubens,

nods at Vermeer. For him, everything

connects: to the practiced eye, everything

must connect.

On the Left Bank is the Musee d'Orsay,

scheduled to open in 1987. Its collection

will connect the Louvre and Beaubourg

by honoring the period from 1848 to

1914, the romantics to the Fauves. Born

as a train station, it served as the set for

Orson Welles's version of Kafka's The*

Trial. The Milanese architect Gae Au-

lenti is in charge of redesigning it. The
vaulted ceiling is at present lined with

black plastic, the space beneath the old

tracks is being drained and waterproofed,

and right now it looks like a good set for

any Eastern European film one could

think of making.

On the Right Bank, in the Louvre's Pa-

vilion di Marsan, a museum of fashion is

being inserted into upper floors. This will

open in 1985. Here, the exquisite creature

will be able to compare herself with her

former incarnations. The Minister of Cul-

ture himself declared that fashion was

part of culture: thus the exquisite crea-

ture, bent on shopping, is not wasting her

time.

In Paris this year, one can be a con-

cerned student of socialism at work, or

the exquisite creature. This latter requires

not only cash, but maturity. One must

learn to take the smooth with the

rough. V
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8, place du I'aiais Royal

Paria-Tel: 297.27.<Hi

CELEBRATES THEIR
5TH ANNIVERSARY

l.v Louvre <lcs .Yntiqnaircs, located
in the hear! of Paris, rich in history,

close to (he Palais du Louvre
and (lie Centre Georges Pompidou,
is unique in France.
Created in 1978, it has rapidly
become the leading centre ofArt
and Antiques. 250 antique dealers
occupy three floors and offer art

enthusiasts an outstanding range
of furniture, objets d'art, jewelry
and silverware of all periods and
styles. Many of the dealers are
specialized, but every field of art is

represented.
l.e Louvre des Antiquaires is also a
new concept of selling antiques
which meets the current demands
of art enthusiasts. A unique group-
ing of services has been set up to
make each transaction as easy as
possible; including on-the-spot
processing ofcustoms formalities,
the snipping ofpurchases within
France and abroad, as well as a
Certificate of Authenticity
.guaranteed by an insurance
contract valid for 3 years which is

delivered upon request. Le Louvre
des Antiquaires also organizes
special exhibits throughout the
year.

Le Louvre des Antiquaires has
thus opened up the way to a new
form of professionalism in the
world of antiques as well as a
whole cultural trend which puts it

in a foremost position in the
international art market

.

For more information write to:

Press Office

"LE MMVRK DES AATIUrAIRES"

Open Tuesday through Sunday
11a.m. to 7p.m.
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SHOPPING:
MAP OF THE
PLEASURES
Extravagant gestures of

haute-couture jewels, tall

tulips, or perfume from

gilded Baccarat urns...

dining by Richelieu's pal-

ace. ..beribboned pack-

ages as works of art...

entire wardrobes ordered

from a YSL notebook

BY K A I II I Ft \ MADDEN

In
Paris, matters of detail, of presentation

are highly respected and perfected pur-

suits: for oneself, for food, a package rib-

bon. At Fouquet, the smallest package is

wrapped with proud care; the pleating of a

round tin's paper, an art. Fouquet is Paris's

grand confiseur. for some sixty years, Fouquet
has fed sweets and other confections to the

best of Parisians. In their shop off Avenue
Montaigne, handmade chocolate bars, choco-

late logs and squares compete for your con-

sumption with the best of jellies, candied

fruits, pale pebbled hard candies.

Avenue Montaigne quickly makes one be-

lieve in the gilded life. This is home of much of

the couture—of Dior, Emanuel Ungaro, Guy
Laroche, Hanae Mori. Gold and glass antique

Baccarat perfume urns dispense your chosen
scent from gold spigots at Parfums Caron; pale

face powders here^..— are the sorts to be ap-

plied only with

young girls, says my Caron
saleswoman, are choosing that

powder.

A vendeuse at Christian Dior

wears silk: a short dress in but-

ternut yellow, mustard, or jade

green. She plies you with the best

of Dior: everything from the es-

sential short flirty evening dress

to a man's herringbone socks to

the most perfect dress for the

most perfect bebe. Should the

child require a printed diaper

cover, Porthault has exactly

that: a print to match your Porthault bed lin-

ens, table linens, china, peignoir.

Avenue Montaigne is fashion: the fashion-

able Plaza-Athenee hotel with its rouge-red

awnings, Ungaro boutique—all brass and
gleaming glass. Valentino Piu stocks the fash-

ionable household. Turn left from your Plaza-

Athenee door and there's an appropriately

jewel-size Bulgari shop. Isabel Canovas has

silver-studded black jasper cuffs, broad hip-

cinching belts, a blue-glass interior as chic as

any in Paris. Les Signes de Rochas—nearby on
Rue Francois- 1"—has geometric earrings,

black ribbed-rubber luggage—the rubber

that's eminently fashionable now in Paris. The
Rochas subtle point: suitcase edges and interi-

ors are where black leather appears.

Detail.
At Cartier, on the Rue de la Paix,

Louis Cartier's own notebooks from
early in the century are lovingly pre-

served; when added to detailed sketches and

photographs of every Cartier piece ever made,

they form a precious archive for modern Car-

tier designers, for researchers. "They keep

Cartier in touch with its past," says Cartier

president, Alain Dominique Perrin. They are,

in fact, a history of modern jewelry.

In Paris, Les Must de Cartier—the "bou-

tique" watches, sunglasses, sleek lighters, and

leather accessories—are housed in one side of

13 rue de la Paix; they are also sold at over a

hundred shops across the world. The "impor-

tant" jewels—haute-couture-level jewels—are

sold only at Cartier. And "important" jewels,

often, are still why other nationals—the Ital-

ians, Americans, Germans—come to Cartier.

Most specifically, Cartier Paris.

And the jewels are there, spectacularly: the

Panthere lighter
—

"the most precious lighter

in the world," a paveed diamond, sapphire,

and platinum affair in a panther shape, the

panther with emerald eyes. The Mystere
clocks—where inner workings seemingly do
not exist. The new Santos watches—totally

covered in diamonds—that Cartier customers

had demanded.

Rue de la Paix, Place Vendome, Faubourg-

Saint-Honore: this is the most luxurious

shopping real estate in Paris. On
Faubourg-Saint-Honore
(Continued on m
page 309)
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THE INTER-CONTINENTAL
GOOD FOOD GUIDETO PARIS.

It's been said that great restaurants make great hotels. Certainly it is the policy of

Inter-Continenta Is to offer guests a cuisine and service to match any restaurant

in their city.

Take Paris: . eat Inter-Continental hotels in superb locations, with five top-

rated restaurants, each with its own individual style for you to choose from.

And nowforthe convenience of customers it is possible upon proof of residence

to charge meals in any of our Paris restaurants to your hotel bill.

Ju your hotel porter to make the reservation for you.

LE MEURICE

As befits one of the great

palace hotels of Paris, the

Meurice boasts a superb

restaurant stylishly decor-

ated in a romantic dark

green and offering the new
lighter style of cuisine.

Specialities include

Medaillonsde Lotte

Safranee aux N avets

(monkfish in saffron with a

puree of turnips), tiny veal

escalopes with morilles,

a delicious fresh wood
mushroom, and liver

cooked with pistachios

and sherry wine.The chefs
Palette de Mignons de
Boeuf aux Dix Couleurs is

typical of the great attention

paid to the presentation of

each dish and the salads

and vegetables have that

market-fresh feeling about
them. A popular French
starter is Chavignol Roti sur

Toast et Salade Croquante,
a goat cheese lightly toasted
and served with a crispy

frizzy salad. Or you can
choose Bouquet d'Ecrevisses

et Langoustines or Petales

de Saint-Jacques au Citron

Vert

An unusual detail: to cater

for the needs of sophisti-

cated modern travellers the

restaurant at the Meurice
offers the same superb
menu from lunchtime

through the afternoon until

dinner, last orders taken

at 22.30.

Rdtisserie

Rivoli

The Rdtisserie Rivoli is a

Normandy-style restaurant

specialising in charcoal grills

with a wide choice of other

specialities including light

modern dishes such as

Salade tiedede Saint

Jacques aux trois brunoises

(warm scallop salad with

celery, tomato and
avocados) and terrine de
homard au coulis de corail,

(terrine of lobster with coral

sauce).The restaurant is

situated on the Rue de Rivoli

with its own entrance and is

fully air-conditioned: in the

summer, it extends into the

inner courtyard of the Inter-

Continental Paris, where it is

known as theTerrasse

Fleurie. In winter however,

the Rotisserie Rivoli is

famous for its grills which
are prepared on a huge
farmhouse style cooking
range in the restaurant: ribs

of beef, rolled lamb, veal

steak with lemon, and fillet

of brill.The wine list is based
on one of the finest

examples of a wine cellar in

the world: endless panelled
corridors stocked with a

huge selection of fine wines
from Burgundy and
Bordeaux.The dessert
trolley atthe Rotisserie Rivoli

has two popular attractions:

Marquise au chocolatamer
sauce cafe vi .'late

mousse with c - sauce)
and feuilieteties aux

amande (warm almond
puff pastry).

Restaurant
Opera

Everyone loves the Cafe

de la Paix but did you know
that just round the corner

facing the Opera is a luxury

restaurant under the same
direction? It's run by Alan
Meyrueis and the chefwas
designated "meilleur

ouvrier de France" in 1979.

Four years later he hasn't

lost his touch: as a starter he
recommends Salade de
Lotte et Avocats au Poivron

Doux or a salad made from
fresh pasta and shellfish.

Fish dishes include Sole

Poelee Bucheronne and a

Panache de Poissons Grilles

sur Fondue de Tomates a

I'Estragon (grilled fish on a

base oftomatoes flavoured

with tarragon). As a main
course there is an impres-

sive Trois Mignons d'Opera
Sauce Velours or for enthu-

siasts veal kidneys Flambes
Cafe de la Paix, whose
influence can also be dis-

cerned amongst the great

range of sorbets and ice

creams.

The decor of the

Restaurant L'Opera, as befits

its name, is sumptuous and
traditional, with all the
mirrors, gilt and marble of a

bygone age.

IlE priixce
DEGfflJJES

Ifyou like eating in the

open air on a fine day, you
mustdiscoverthe restaurant

in the interior courtyard of

the Prince de Galles, one of

the finest examples of

thirties "art retro" decor-

ation in Paris.This private

courtyard is quite stunning

for lunch, with a mass of

pink and white flowers, and
there's clever low-key
lighting for dinner.

To match the spectacular

setting, the new chef has

introduced a light creative

menu that is an interesting

simplification of the great

French tradition. Like many
of the leading chefs of the

day, he's heavily into fish,

for instance Civet de
baudroie aux petites

nouilles and he also does a

lobster a I'americaine.You

could try a delicious snail

salad, a tongue salad or foie

gras au torchon raisins

a l'eau-de-vie.

Meat dishes include a

chopped beef fillet with

baies roses, little spicy but

not hot pink peppers.

Or there's breast of guinea

fowl with a coulis of sweet
peppers and a very interest-

ing fricasse of lamb steak

and sweetbreads.

The restaurant has a fine

wine list (including a

Chateau Loudenne '79, and
Chateau Giscours '78) with

a particular emphasis on
light summer wines to go
with lunch or dinner in the

courtyard: wines from
Alsace, a selection of

Beaujolais, which can be
drunk slightly chilled, four

roses and not one but four

still blanc de blancs from
Champagne country.

LE LOTTI
The Lotti is a small luxury

hotel near the Place

Vendome popular with

upscale writers and travel-

lers. Its Grill is decorated in

the masculine tradition, with

dark panelling and comfor
table banquettes.The rather

clubby British atmosphere
belies the classic cuisine:

traditional French cooking

with a truly extensive menu
There's snails from
Burgundy, foie gras from
Strasbourg, Beluga caviare

from the Caspian, Parma
Ham and pate de grives^ur

toast Main courses include

a fillet of sole with whisky

sauce, calfs liver with bacon
or raisins, sirloin steaks with

mattre d'hotel butter or

Bordelaise and lots of other

grills.The chef atthe Lotti

often has a light lamb curry

on the menu and there are

other daily specialities to

choose from: brochettes de
moules, pot-au-feu aux
fruits de mer, or filet de
barbue a I'oseille.There is

an excellent cheese board
or you can finish your meal
with another speciality:

crepes or a souffle

(chocolate or vanilla) for

two persons, or just an Irish

coffee.



WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Shopping continuedfrom page 306)

one can go from Chloe's best-in-fashion to

Hermes best-leather smells, give oneself

over—with total abandon—to Carita: in this

polished-white beauty world, two chausseurs

are employed strictly to fetch clients' needs in

coffee, Champagne, salads, or steak sand-

wiches. Women, once fed, can then spend the

day being pampered: with manicures, mas-

sage, haircuts—the works, the pleasures.

Presentation, in Paris, means wonders sim-

ply in the appearance of shops. Chanel's own
particular piece of the world—on the Rue
Cambon—is all lacquer black, glass vitrines,

quiet-voiced customers; Charvet—shirtmak-

ers to the world—is decorated by bolts of se-

ductive stripings, soft white lawn, the most
abundant and beautiful shirting fabrics any-

where. A butternut-colored canopy on the

Rue de la Paix reads "Poiray" in elegant blue

script: Inside, precious stones—emerald
beads, black pearls—are the basis of the most
modern ofjewels. New Poiray black-gold ear-

rings are each inset with a heart-shaped emer-

ald, hung with a~single pearl.

f M |he Madeleine—classically grand,

H somewhat grandiose, the great col-

H umned church of Paris that once

JH_ nearly was transformed into a

bank—is surrounded by some of Paris's most
elegant boutiques. Their theme, remarkable

food. Fauchon's gallery of shops caters, equal-

ly, to one's need for canard a Vorange or Taco
shells, terrine defoie gras or Kellogg's Crispi.

Boutiques of precious foodstuffs spread out,

from the Madeleine, to the Rue Vignon, to

Tanrade, maker of remarkable chocolates.

The sign in the window of La Maison du Miel,

on the same street, lists twenty-four different

kinds of French honey. You can find every

conceivable cheese at La Ferme Saint-Hubert,

walk away with a sandwich ofwarm brie. Pari-

sians line out the door for Le Fournil de

Pierre's breads.

Some one hundred thousand people

come, each day, to Galeries Laf-

ayette: they come for the fashion bou-

tiques, the perfumes and cosmetics

(over a million different items-worth), for the

sheer massiveness, abundance, French-style

dazzle.

Galeries Lafayette's two fashion floors have

been jazzed up, redecorated, newly redone.

Paved allies and marquee lights now guide

you from boutique to boutique, keep you from
being lost on the grand-size floors. Sportswear

and separates, advance fashion, and lejogging

are the first floor's lure. (We Americans might
call it "second.") The French names follow

fast one upon another, here: Kenzo, Mugler,

Azzedine Alai'a, Comme des Garcons, Dor-
othee Bis. One more floor up are the "clas-

sics": YSL, Dior, Tarlazzi, Rykiel. They're all

here—in one spot—and easily at hand. (An
American friend comes to Paris each year,

roams the Left Bank for shoes; for clothes, she

simply comes to Galeries Lafayette.)

The store, it seems, belongs to the Bloom-
ingdale's "school": Shopping today is grand

entertainment. This fall, for the fourth year,

there's a Festival de la Mode. Timed to open
immediately before October's Paris pret-d-por-

ter shows, the Festival sponsors its own fash-

ion shows, videos, designer-discussion events,

specially commissioned (Continued page 312)
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Courreges boutiques

PARIS

40 rue Frangois 1er

Tel 1 720 70 M+

1*6 rue du Fg Saint Honore
Tel 1 265 37 75

50 av Victor Hugo
Tel 1 501 70 18

49 rue de Pennes
Tel 1 548 08 71
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Couireges USA

ATLANTA lenox square
BAL HARBOUR bal harbour shops
BEVERLY HILLS rodeo drive
CHICAGO water tower place
HOUSTON saks center
LA JOLLA 1298 prospect street
LAS VEGAS the fashion show
QUEBEC westmount square
NASHVILLE Stanford square
NEW-YORK 57 th street
PALK3EACH worth avenue
PALM SPRINGS palm canyon drive south
SAINT-MARTIN genesis
SAINT-THOMAS palm passage
SAN FRANCISCO 155 maiden lane
SCOTTSDALE east camelback center
SOUTH COAST PLAZA costa mesa
ONTARIO hazel ton lane
WASHINGTON saks jandel

PARIS

40 rue Frangois 1er

Head office :

Tel (1) 720 70 44

Telex 660603
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CREATOR OF HATS,

FASHION ACCESSORIES,

THE FRAGRANCE "OMBRE ROSE"

AND

A NEW LINE OF COUTURE...

THE WORLD OF

JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU
2 RUEDUBOULOI 75001 PARIS TEL 236 86 72

—We welcome the American Express credit card-

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Shopping continuedfrom page 309)

fashion. This year's dates: October 7-19.

An interesting Galeries Lafayette adjunct,

these days, is the Boutique Lafayette: what's

interesting is that it's at 1 1 rue Scribe—in the

American Express office, Paris meeting-place,

it seems, of much of America. For requisite

take-homes, there are Dior and Lanvin scarves

and ties, bottles of YSL Opium Parfum, Mont
Blanc pens. After booking a day-tour to Mal-
maison, cashing traveler's checks, you've an
eminently easy way to solve presents-needs.

What I m.ss—American that I am—are the

American Express Travelers Cheque ma-
chines. Added travel insurance and baggage
insurance both have their appeals . . . but those
handy little machines have gotten me enough
cash at JFK for an after-flight taxi home, al-

lowed me enough travelers cheques to add Los
Angeles onto a Chicago trip. The machine net-

work, I find, exists solely in North America: it

comes to Europe within the next year. At 1

1

rue Scribe, cash advances on an American Ex-
press card are transacted by hand.

And still it seems, I may get through Paris.

I^k
ans inspires the extravagant

„^F gesture. Once, much as I

yearned for four dozen end-

lessly stemmed tulips—and
the marble pedestal to put them on

—

from Lachaume I admitted true indul-

gence when I saw it: I consoled myself
with five pairs of shoes from Rue du Four
shops instead. Shoes, unlike tulips, serve a
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clear and useful purpose in one's life.

And St.-Germain's Rue du Four has some
of the most irresistible—and generally inex-

pensive—shoes to be found anywhere.

The Rue du Four is a main shopping artery

of the Left Bank: one comes here for Reminis-

cence's chain bracelets, for La Bagagerie
working bags, for Andrea Pfister's nighttime

shoes—shoe jewels for a night of dancing. Rue
Bonaparte's Fabrice then provides the coral

drops for the ears. Tiny precious rings layer,

quite lovingly, on your fingers.

Left Bank life is easier-going, warmer, the

streets less austere than the Right Bank's.

Store faqades here are less coolly haughty than

across the river. A Sabbia Rosa clerk may fol-

low you and ostensibly straighten her wares

after each finger brush; but this small shop's

lacquered walls are rosy, the pink cushioned

couch cheering. And Sabbia Rosa has more
satin and lace lingerie of a selfishly pleasing

sort than you'll find almost anywhere.
Unless, perhaps, you go to Chantal Tho-

mass, on the Rue du Vieux Colombier: Here is

French lingerie with as much charm as it was
meant to have—pindotted black silk cami-
soles, teddies, saucy black net

bustiers for a flirt

... or a dance hall.

The coquette lives, thank God—and she

probably gets her antique nail buffer at Beaute

Divine. Under the ceiling fan, there are crystal

perfume bottles, ivory-backed brushes, items

to cover an Art Deco dressing table.

Fashion on the Left Bank comes with its

own—breezy—stamp: Bright Tarlazzi knits,

layerings from Joseph, Charles Chevignon
battered-leather jackets. In Sonia Rykiel's

boutique, all the good-looking young sales-

women are dressed, with ease, in Sonia's

striped knit tops and skirts. Claude Montana's

young (since February) Rue de Grenelle shop

is housed in an eighteenth-century corner

house. Its slick black, white, and bright-blue

interior reminds you of the best of fashion

show biz.

The most famous Left Bank fashion outpost

is on Place Saint-Sulpice: Saint Laurent's only

Rive Gauche boutique on the Rive Gauche.

Out-of-towners,
for the most
(Continued on
page 314)
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2, avenue Montaigne.

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Shopping continuedfrom page 312)

part, head to a "Rive Gauche" shop on the

Right Bank: on Avenue Victor Hugo, the Fau-
bourg St.-Honore, or Champs Elysees. Neigh-
borhood women—many of them also couture

customers—come to St.-Sulpice: for YSL tai-

loring, for dresses, accessories, and furs, for

their season's wardrobe. Even before a sea-

son's clothes arrive at St.-Sulpice, there's a

book of runway shots, sketches, and fabric

swatches. Savvy women come to Madame
Martineau, the store's directrice, immediately
after a season's show. They order ahead from
her YSL notebook.

Rue de Paradis,

by the sound of

it, should

promise wondrous things. A street of sturdy

china shops and wholesalers barely seems ade-

quate. And yet, should I ever need a hundred
place settings or so for my hotel particulier I'd

gladly come here: almost every shop on this

Tenth-Arrondissement street on the Right

Bank is a specialist in china, porcelain, crystal,

or brass. They're all here—Limoges, Christo-

fle, Bernardaud—the grandest French makers
of things for one's table. Baccarat's tall ceiling

is girded with steel beams but also lit by the

most opulent of chandeliers; table upon table

here is laden with crystal. One walks with held

breath ... or roams the glass-cased Baccarat

museum without care, ogling chosen glass-

ware patterns of, among others, Franco,
Queen Wilhelmina of The Netherlands, the

Imperial family of Japan.

To go from Baccarat to Beaubourg, from
Limoges to Les Halles, makes some geograph-
ic sense; but for one's senses in general, there's

too much shock. Les Halles streets are too

busy, shops generally too trendy after the

bastions of French tableware. But there's

vitality in the pleasant clamor, offbeat good
humor in Free Lance's shoes or in Scooter's

jewelry. Boutiques and kids here begin
trends. And Agnes B. has some of

the best—most accessi-

ble—sports-
wear in Paris.

The Place
des Victoires is

a better transi-

tion from tradi-

tion: a reassuring

Louis XIV statue

on horseback

makes the focal point of this lovely seven-

teenth-century round place. Louis piled up
victories against Spain and Holland, set the

place's name. The two shops called Victoire

pretty much set the store-style, now: innova-

tive fashion, but nothing outlandish. Victoire

has clothes from Montana, Tarlazzi, Jean-

Paul Gaultier; a black body-hugging
Azzedine Alai'a dress takes over a Victoire

windowfront.

On Place des Victoires, you can go

from Stephane Kelian's shoes to

Kenzo to Thierry Mugler with ease,

go just off the place to Tokio Kuma-
gaV. On the nearby Rue Etjenne-Marcel, Yohji

Yamamoto sits across the street from Comme
des Galons' starkly black-and-white Rei

Kawakubo-designed shop, forming a sort of

Right Bank Japan. Au Bain Marie, on Rue
Herold, mixes with great style new, old, and

retro pleasures, mostly tableware: cutwork or

appliqued linens, old caned hampers, silvery

cocktail shakers, plump pots de crimes.

In Paris, one's mind never strays very far

from the important things. In the French

scheme, that most often means eating. Of all

French occupations, eating may well be the

best. If not actually that, then outfitting the

experience—or talking it.

Given the choice, I prefer the real thing. In

this part of Paris, that's Le Grand Vefour.

Grand Vefour sits at the north end of the

Palais Royal's arcade: the palais built by Ri-

chelieu, a palais that, through the years, has

seen prostitutes, rabble-rousers, Colette—

a

generally up-and-down history. Vefour began

here as a cafe in 1760; (Continued on page 316)
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Shopping continuedfrom page 314)

its interior is one i>i the most beautiful in

world Grand VeTour has a Jean <

sketched menu cover, a small bi

over a banquette, that sa\s Victor Hu
He ate well—and richly. I hi

that Grand VeTour has not

wile tubby raspberries hen oup

tureen ofcrtmefratcht rom
low -cholesterol.

But among the eavy red

curtains are glorious brig] painted canvas

panels covered •• be fresh lettuces,

cabbages, and pep] • display

near the do- have the abundant beauty of a

Dutch Still-I p Outside in the arcade,

old mos S still proclaim long-gone

shopowner S names. Tradition lives quietly in

the Palais Royal.

I he shops that surround the Palais Royal

gardens slock music boxes, old stamps, an-

tique jewels, grandiose beribboned medals

and orders. Strong sunlight makes
Impressionist patterns on alle'e

trees. A yellow-haired toddler

digs in a Palais Royal sandpile.

i n£r 1 ^ere are> t0 Put '* D ' unt 'y'

sift
great diggings in antiques

W at Le Louvre des Anti-

JH. quaires on the Place du Pa-

lais Royal. And the setup itself is a

no\el notion: a modern gleaming city

gallery/shopping mall. In Paris. Where
the Grand Magasin de Louvre once stood.

And that mall stocking only the old, the

beautiful, the collectible.

head reels.

Ai Le Louvre des Antiquaire"s, soft classical

guiu. music replaces pop Muzak. Dark cool

I

'• 1 with small glass-fronted shops.

'.s—250 of them, on three floors—are

ted not to homey "collectibles" but to

:!\ desirables: fine French furniture,

leather-bound books; each floor alone can

happily fill half a day.

And that half-day should be punctuated, in

some part, by a stop at Angelina's, Paris's Rue
de Rivoli tearoom par-excellence. Beyond the

pastries—beyond the hot chocolate like melt-

ed mousse—the clientele is invariably

rich or rich-in-watching. Angelina's

tables are small, gilded and green mar-

ble set among muraled walls.

From Angelina's, it's a short walk

down the arcaded Rue de Rivoli to

the Place de la Concorde—never-

endingly grand,

where Paris

often, quite literally, comes together.

On the Place de la Concorde, all converge:

The Tuileries, the museums. The American
Embassy, the Hotel de Crillon. This square is

where the Revolution's guillotine once stood;

the Place de la Concorde for all its bloody his-

tory—and architectural grandiloquence

—

somehow is not inhuman.
Sunglassed and holstered bodyguards hover

between the U.S. Embassy and the Crillon,

waiting for their own particular statesman or

politician to appear. The Crillon doorman
deals with unsolvable parking problems.

The Crillon lobby is butterscotch-colored

jnarble; the sweet peas

in my room
'blush pink at

their frilled edge.

Sonia Rykiel has

GIVENCHY
BOUTIQUES

a Paris

3, Avenue George V, 75008 Paris-tel:723 81 36

du lundi au vendredi de 9 h a 18 h

8, Avenue George V, 75008 Paris - tel: 723 44 40
66, Avenue Victor Hugo, 75016 Paris -tel: 500 80 41

du lundi au sar. edi de 9 h 30 a 18 h 30
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Chloe

BOUTIQUES

rue de Gribeauval Paris 7

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Shopping continuedfrom page 316)

redecorated Crillon rooms with great charm
as befits this outpost of the eighteenth century:

pale carpeting, traditional furnishings, mold-
ing details on walls and balcony shutters in my
room are picked out in pale aqua paint. From
that balcony below me are the Tuileries, the

Embassy, the Eiffel Tower, Paris's grey roofs.

A granite gargoyle is my nearest neighbor.

(Shopping details, page 333) V

TRAVEL
PARIS:
WHAT'S NEW
IN TOWN
BY RICHARD AIXEMAN

17^ ach fall, it seems, Paris begins again,

J starts fresh, offers up the possibility

1 J
of glittering goings-on—or beautiful

_^ refuge. Paris, invariably, takes us in.

Witness, this season, Rudolf Nureyev.
Paris was Nureyev's first base, in 1961, after

jumping the Kirov; this fall, Paris welcomes
him fondly as the new director of the Paris Op-
era Ballet. With promises of new works, new
choreographers, and new life to the company,
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Nureyev begins the fall season choreograph-

ing/directing/starring in a new production of

Alexander Glazunov's Raymonda, on No-
vember 5 (performances are scheduled
through December 13). A Nureyev classic,

Don Quixote, opens November 17, continues

in repertory through January 14. Among the

surprises up his sleeve for 1984: a new Nure-
yev Swan Lake, Balanchine's Le Bourgeois

Gentilhomme brought to Paris, Roland Petit's

Le Fantome de L 'Opera.

Tip: For apres-ballet (or opera) dining,

Vaudeville— 1920s decor, marbled/mirrored

walls, lively terrace, seafood specialties—is

not far from the Paris Opera, takes orders until

12:30 a.m. Opera and ballet buffs also crowd
the "National Landmark" Cafe de la Paix

—

directly across from the Opera—both before

and after shows.

Grand hotels—even grander

Over the last few years, those lovely doyennes,

Paris' famed palace hotels, have been slowly,

quietly undergoing major face lifts. Now, with

most of the work finished, these gilded ladies

look lovelier than they have in years. Rooms
have been restored to former French gran-

deur, air-conditioned, modernized; restau-

rants have taken on brilliant young
j

chefs, innovative new menus; some ho-

tels have even added—or are adding

—

new health club/sauna/swimming pool

complexes as a nod, it seems, to today's

SST-paced world.

For the moment, the poshest pool in

town is on the Bristol's rooftop: This

n?utical-fantasy room (designed by
C. F. Pinnau. who decorated yachts

for both Onassis and Niarchos) has varnished

wood walls and floor, trompe Voeil murals of

sails and blue sky. An open-air sun deck looks

out on Paris's slate roofs.

Also new at the Bristol—where over $20

million has been spent on renovations in the

last three years: a whole new wing—La Resi-

dence—with thirty-six enormous rooms and

suites (some with terraces) . . . plus a sunny,

white-colonnaded Garden Restaurant with

light nouvelle-sty\e food, views of the changing

light on the hotel's green lawn. In cooler

weather, the oval-shaped "Le Bristol" room
takes over: the dining's among paneled walls,

tapestries, crystal chandeliers.

If you're looking for a pool: the Royal Mon-
ceau—far up the Champs-Elysees, between

the Arc de Triomphe and the Pare Monceau

—

has just installed Paris's newest hotel health

club, with swimming pool, as well as the city's

first grand-hotel squash court! More news at

the Royal Monceau: the popular (especially at

lunchtime) garden restaurant, now
encased in a beaut

bubble, will be open

year-round . . .

and, to open lat-

er this month, the



hotel's new Le Royal restaurant will be one of

the few places in Paris serving top-notch

Northern Italian cuisine.

Hotel dining does not mean "hotel food"

Most Americans consider hotel dining a last

resort; Parisians meet friends, flirt, drink, and

dine in hotel grills and gardens. Some of the

best food—in the most beautiful setting—can

be found, now, in Paris hotels . . . with, of

course, the impeccable service one finds only

in France.

The news at the Crillon is a newly award-

ed—much coveted—second Michelin star, for

the rarefied food served up in the eye-dazzling

Salon des Ambassadeurs overlooking the

Place de la Concorde. In warm-weather
months, the same Crillon cuisine is presented

in the hotel's newly restored courtyard restau-

rant: at night, a spotlit outdoor enclave of

manicured bushes, grey-and-white-striped

umbrellas, white tablecloths.

The Ritz's recently revamped Espadon
Grill, too, has pegged a second Michelin star;

and, as part of the hotel's grand renovations

(on the drawing board, a health club and

swimming pool), the tiny Ritz Hemingway
Bar is newly reopened. At the nearby Meurice
hotel, the Salon Pompadour—one of the city's

grandest mosaic-floored sitting rooms—is the

place to be in Paris at teatime.

More places to be

For the best people-watching now, head to one

of Paris's most popular places for lunch and/
or dinner: The Relais Plaza (especially at

lunch—or after the theater)—the luxe, trans-

atlantic-liner-like restaurant at the Plaza-

Athenee hotel . . . Chiberta—dazzling Deco
decor, wondrous work-of-art food, and one of

the hottest young chefs in the city: Jean-Mi-

chel Bedier . . . Jamin—where equally young,

equally talented Joel Robuchon creates cuisine

moderne—luscious, light—for some of Paris's

most demanding diners . . . Taillevent—one of

the top—and toughest (to book)—tables in

town . . . Isse—favorite sushi-stop of Kenzo,
Issey Miyake, et al. . . . Le Recamier—big

with the publishing people who lunch; sensa-

tional setting along a cobbled cul-de-sac with

no cars, gorgeous gardens . . . Le Moi—actual-

ly two Vietnamese places with the same own-
ers/same cuisine across the street from each

other in the chic Sixteenth Arrondissement . . .

Olympe—a "who's who in show biz" bistro

that serves ravishing ravioli.

AH Paris is a stage

It is, at least, from late September through
most of December, when the twelfth annual

Festival d'Automne—a melange of dance,

theater, and music events—takes over the

city with performances in museums, galler-

ies, neighborhood (Continued on page 326)

Hermes ribbon and "Carre".

Created in 1930 and now considered a classic, the famous silk-twill

Hermes scarf, "the Hermes carre", is continually being updated.

Twice a year, new themes enrich the collection. In all, more than

200 printed designs are applied to screens, each requiring 12 to 35 color

applications depending on the complexity of the shades. Created, printed,

fixed, washed and dried, each Hermes carre is, as a final touch, hand-

rolled. $100.

HERMES
PARIS

Hermes at Bergdorf Goodman in New York.

Soon to open at: 11 East 57th Street - New York 10022.

And also in: Chicago at Bonwit Teller - San Francisco at I. Magnin

Bal Harbour at Bonwit Teller

Beverly Hills. Rodeo Drive - Palm Beach- Worth Avenue.
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Louis Vuitton in the world

¥
For well over one hundred years,

the Louis Vuitton craftsmen have fashioned

trunks, suitcases and bags that bear the stamp
of durability, strength and refinement.

The Louis Vuitton concept of
luggage is unique. It has been
maintained since 1854.

\bu may find it in Paris

at the Louis Vuitton store:

78 bis, avenue Marceau
75008 Paris

LOUIS VUITTON
MALLETIER A PARIS

MAISON FONDEE EN 1854

In North America: Newark, Short Hills, Washington, Bal Harbour,

Palm Beach, Chicago, Dallas, Beverly Hills, San Francisco, Honolulu,
Palm Springs, Ontario, and in the major cities of" the world.
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Subject

Danielle, last seen in St. Moritz.
Caution: It could be her double again.
Man with her is Max, her bodyguard.

Comments

One of the few things known about her
is that she always wears Calandre.

Calandre, a fragrance for women, created in Paris

paco rabanne

Bloomingdale's

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Travel continuedfrom page 323)

theaters. Among this year's Festival eclectic

happenings: Zubin Mehta and the Paris Opera
Orchestra, Claudio Abbado and the London
Symphony Orchestra, No actors from Japan,

aborigine dancers from Australia, avant-garde

Americans Laurie Anderson, Lucinda Childs,

Robert Wilson, Richard Foreman. (For pro-

gram details, check the what's-going-on-in-

Paris guides—or call, in Paris, 296-1227.)

Get in line at the Grand Palais: this fall,

Paris is celebrating the five-hundredth birth-

day of Raphael, master of the Italian Renais-

sance. At the Grand Palais, from November
16-February 13: together-for-the-first-time

Raphael drawings and paintings, many newly

restored, from museums all over France. A
companion exhibit examines the effect of Ra-
phael on French painting from the sixteenth to

the twentieth centuries.

At the Louvre, the Raphael birthday party

continues with a show devoted to works by
Raphael's students and contemporaries. Also

at the Louvre: Murillo . . . and, back at the

Grand Palais, a glorious group of Turners.

New/old Paris

The ancient Marais neighborhood of Paris,

now in the process of being restored, offers a

whole new Right Bank section to explore.

Most romantic walks are in the Marais area

just across from the He St. -Louis's Pont-Louis-

Philippe (bridge). Here, satisfying cafe-sitting

and cafe food—omelets, steak-frites, sole

meuniere—can be found at Brasserie du Pont-

Louis-Philippe—either at white sidewalk ta-

bles under trees or inside the narrow mirrored

dining room. Across from the Brasserie, Chez
Julien is a corner bistro with two small rooms;

it was formerly a bakery. Steps away, up the

cobbled, pedestrians-only Rue des Barres, the

tiny tearoom L'Ebouillante serves sandwiches

and salads in the shadow of the church of St.-

Gervais. Au Quai des Ormes has one of Paris's

prettiest patios—overlooking the Seine and, at

night, the floodlit splendor of Notre Dame; the

restaurant specializes in fish. More romantic

dining? At L'Orangerie—on the He St.-Louis,

just across the Louis-Philippe bridge.

In search of the small hotel . .

.

On the He St.-Louis . . . two small-hotel finds:

The Hotel des Deux-Iles—with beamed
rooms, Portuguese-tiled bathrooms—and, a

326
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few doors away, Hotel de Lutece—with the

same owner, same charm as its sister.

Rooms—$40-$50 for a double—must be

booked well in advance, either by writing or

calling; a first-night's deposit is required to

hold a reservation.

On a quiet street off the Boulevard St.-Ger-

main in the Seventh Arrondissement, the re-

cently enlarged, exquisitely maintained Hotel

Saint-Simon has thirty-four rooms and suites.

About half of the rooms face gardens, four

have terraces; a bricked basement serves as

breakfast/sitting room. Rates range from $50

for a small double to about $75 for a suite.

Just-open art

The few-years-old Forum des Halles—that

modern glass-and-brass testament to under-

ground shopping in the old Les Halles sec-

tion—has received reviews ranging from
mixed to bad from Parisians. Worth seeing

here, however: Les Halles's just-open gallery,

the Pavilion des Arts—emphasizing art, archi-

tecture, and design. On view through Novem-
ber 6: illustrations and paintings by Gustave

Dore, whose nineteenth-century fame as a

popular illustrator obscured his work as a

painter. Later this year, drawings by avant-

garde American theater-man Robert Wilson

come to Pavilion des Arts.

At the nearby Pompidou Center of modern
art, works by American sculptor Richard Ser-

ra and French painter Francois Rouan will be

on show October 26-January 2 . . . and a ma-
jor architectural exhibition

—

Architecture et

Industrie—is set for October 27-January 22.

The Pompidou Center fagade looks like the ex-

posed guts of some strange electronic device;

more enchanting is another incredible sight:

the gigantic new fountain—a whimsical wa-
ter-world of bright-color creatures and objects

that spin, spurt, sputter, and spray—recently

installed by artists Niki de Saint-Phalle and
Jean Tinguely.

The streets between the Pompidou Center

and Forum des Halles—many of them recent-

ly made walking streets as part of a municipal

redevelopment program for the quarter—are

especially lively now . . . and offer a bit of

something for every

one—from sleazy sex

shops to chic clubs

and restaurants.

(Continued on

page 328)
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Portrait ofa woman wearing metal

Metal, which is an essence created in France,

is one hundred and twenty dollars an ounce

It is also, among other things, a bath gel, ^
a body milk, a soap, a dusting powder.

Q9 paco rabanne

Neiman-Marcus
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It starts when
you're a child .

.

... a respect for all things . .

anappu a'ationof our na r eritage

of wilderness and wildlife.

And those are lifetime giftsyou can

pass on to your children . . . traits that

make life a little richer. J^
We can help. We've developed a

special children's program to teach

them the facts about wildlife . . . and

its value to mankind.

For more information about the

National Wildlife Federation's Ranger

'

Rick Mature Clubs and magazine for

children, write the National Wildlife

Federation, Department 104, 1412
16th Street, NW, Washington,

DC 20036

I

BOUTIQUE SOPHIE CANOVAS
5, place Furstenberg Paris 6*

LINEN HOMEWEAR ACCESSORIES

Also at SAKS FIFTH AVENLE

•DECOYS-
CANVAS TOTE WITH LEATHER TRIM

1ATCHING SHAWL

New York. ly Hills, San Francisco
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Paris Travel continuedfrom page 327)

The quarter is not for the most glamorous
nights out; Les Halles is a spur-of-the-moment

destination, a place to walk, look at/become
part of the street scene.

Best hangouts, now, in and around Les

Halles: Brasserie LTnnocent—for drinks, see-

ing, being seen . . . Au Pere Tranquille—more
of the same . . . Joe Allen's—the best burgers

in town . . . Chez Benoit—Lyonnaise cuisine,

pleasant surroundings . . . Chez Pauline

—

classic French fare, old-time bistro setting . . .

Les Bouchons—Creole specialties, monstrous
desserts amidst flowers, palms, and marble.

Downstairs at Les Bouchons: jazz piano.

More jazz, nearby, at Cloitre des Lombards
. . . and, a bit further afield, at New Morning in

the Tenth Arrondissement.

Night sounds

The rage in Paris now: a new kind of music

—

part jazz, part rock, part reggae, part tribal,

always original—from Africa! Java and La
Chapelle des Lombards are the two best places

to plug into these African sounds. King Sunny
Ade and the African Beats is the Afro in-

group of the moment.
Disco is on the wane in Paris—although a

glamour-crowd still boogies at Privilege, Cas-

tel, and Apocalypse. Bains-Douches—the

Turkish bathhouse turned dance-palace a few

years back—has had its ups and downs. At the

moment, however, Bains-Douches is drawing

a young and trendy crowd with theme—Mo-
town, Rockabilly. New Wave—evenings.

Meanwhile, homesick Americans cluster at

Pacific Palisades late into the night; video peo-

ple hit L'Helium to eat, drink, look at/listen to

rock on TV monitors. And the beat goes on. V

WHERE-TO-GO PARIS

Shops

AGNES B., 3 rue du Jour, 75001

AMERICAN EXPRESS, 11 rue Scribe,

75009

BACCARAT, 30 bis rue de Paradis, 75010

LA BAGAGERIE, 41 rue du Four, 75006

AU BAIN MARIE, 20 rue Herold, 75001

BEAUTE DIVINE, 40 rue Saint-Sulpice,

75006

JEAN CHARLES BROSSEAU, 2 rue du
Bouloi, 75001

ISABEL CANOVAS, 16 avenue Montaigne,

75008

SOPHIE CANOVAS, 5 place Furstenberg,

75006

CARITA, 11 Faubourg-Saint-Honore, 75008

CARTIER, 13 rue de la Paix, 75002

CHANEL, 31 rue Cambon, 75001

CHARVET, 28 place Vendome, 75008

CHARLES CHEVIGNON, 18 rue du Four,

75006

CHLOE, 3 rue de Gribeauval, 75007

CHRISTOFLE, 12 rue Royale, 75008

COMME DES GARCONS, 42 rue Etienne-

Marcel, 75002

COURREGES, 40 rue Francois-1. 75008

ENRICO COVERI, / place des Victoires,

75002

CHRISTIAN DIOR, 30 avenue Montaigne,

75008

FABRICE, 26 rue Bonaparte, 75006

FAUCHON, 26 place de la Madeleine, 75008

(Continued on page 333)
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' TM C 1982-83 PF Cownniqur

lorane's treatise on
the virtues of botanicals.

Cleopatra annointed her dark hair with the oils of the

henna berry.

Walnut leaves from Persia were a precious luxury to

dark-haired women of ancient Rome.

In medieval times, women and children gathered the

blossoms of the camomile flower for their blonde and light

brown hair.

The study of botanicals is 5-°°° vears old. But older

still is the pleasure derived from them by women who

long ago discovered the secrets of these delicate mysteries of

the countryside.

So revered were their properties, that the purveyors of

botanicals became known in the Middle Ages as "wise women.

Even in the late 19th century, these women brought

their wares into the towns of Europe, so city women
could continue to profit from the virtues of botanicals they

could no longer gamer or garden themselves.

And so now, Klorane brings them to you.

Introducing KloraneShampoos and Conditioners.

The luxury haircare products of France.

Your hair is as individual as you are. And so you will find a special Klorane to help you achieve the beautiful hair

you were born to have. Camomile for blonde hair, to bring out the shine. Natural henna for chestnut hair, to bring out the

highlights. In more innocent times, beautifying your hair was a question of picking the right botanical. Today it's a ques-

tion of picking the right Klorane.

%

There is a Klorane for the nature of your hair. There are three specially formulated beauty treatment shampoos

for problem hair, and three beauty enhancement shampoos to bring out the natural highlights of your hair— each with its

own conditioner. Used over time, these shampoos and conditioners can actually help restore the natural beauty of your hair

The quality ingredients. Every Klorane product is made from the finest ingredients, individually cultivated at the

estate plantation of Laboratoires Klorane in the South of France.

The practical luxury. Because it requires 180 camomile flowers to produce a single bottle of Camomile Shampoo,

you'll find Klorane costs more than the ordinary. But such a luxurious way to pamper your hair is well worth the p
r

Because when you do something beautiful for yourself with Klorane, it shows.

Klorane: For the nature of your h
For information, details of our Trial Offer, or dealer nearest you, call toll-free 1-800-447-4700

ti£ri

-*v
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teis goes aroundtheworld.

J

PARIS
• Established in Paris since 18^6: Place de l'Opera

• New York - 690 Madison Ave at 62nd Street - (212) 753-6918
•Honolulu - Royal Hawaiian Center - Kalakaua Ave - (808) 922-1882

We Welcome the American Express Credit Card.



WORLDLY TEMPTATIONf
(Paris Travel continuedfrom page 328)

LA FERME SAINT-HUBERT, 21 rue Vi-

gnon, 75008

FOUQUET, 22 rue Francois-1; 75008

LE FOURNIL DE PIERRE, 21 rue Vignon,

75008

FRED, 6 rue Royale, 75008

FREE LANCE, 22 rue Monde'tour, 75001

MAUD FRIZON, 83 rue des Saints-Peres,

75006

GALERIES LAFAYETTE, 40 boulevard
Haussmann, 75009

GIVENCHY, 3 avenue George V, 75008

GUCCI^ 27 Faubourg-Saint-Honore, 75008

HERMES, 24 rue du Faubourg-Saint-Honore',

75008

JOSEPH, 68 rue Bonaparte, 75006

KENZO, 3 place des Victoires, 75001

TOKIO KUMAGAI, 52 rue Croix-des-Petits-

Champs, 75002

LANCEL, 8 place de I'Opera, 75009
GUY LAROCHE,/o«r boutiques in Paris

LE LOUVRE DES ANTIQUAIRES, 2 place

du Palais Royal, 75001

LA MAISON DU MIEL, 24 rue Vignon,

75009

CLAUDE MONTANA, 31 rue de Grenelle,

75006

THIERRY MUGLER, 10place des Victoires,

75002

PARFUMS CARON, 34 avenue Montaigne,

75008

ANDREA PFISTER, 56 rue du Four, 75006
POIRAY BOUTIQUE, 8 rue de la Paix,

75002

D. PORTHAULT, 18 avenue Montaigne,
75008

REMINISCENCE, 22 rue du Four, 75006
NINA RICCI, 39 avenue Montaigne, 75008
SONIA RYKIEL, three boutiques in Paris

SABBIA ROSA, 71-73 rue des Saints-Peres,

75006

SAINT LAURENT RIVE GAUCHE, four
boutiques in Paris

SCOOTER, 10 rue de Turbigo, 75001

SIGNES DE ROCHAS, 33 rue Francois-ler,

75008

PER SPOOK, 18 avenue George V, 75008 -

TANRADE, 18 rue Vignon, 75009
ANGELO TARLAZZI, Paris

CHANTAL THOMASS, 5 rue du Vieux Co-
lombier, 75006

UNGARO, 2 avenue Montaigne, 75008
VALENTINO PIU, 17 avenue Montaigne,

75008
VAN CLEEF& ARPELS, 22 place Vendome,

75001

VICTOIRE, 12 place des Victoires, 75002
LOUIS VUITTON, 78 bis avenue Marceau,

75008 -

Hotels

LE BRISTOL PARIS, 112 rue du Faubourg-
Saint-Honore, 75008; tel: 266-9145

HOTEL DE CRILLON, 10 place de la Con-
corde, 75008; tel: 296-1081

HOTEL DES DEUX-ILES, 59 rue Saint-

Louis-en-lTle, 75004; tel: 326-1335
HOTEL INTER-CONTINENTAL, 3 rue de

Castiglione, 75001; tel: 260-3780
HOTEL LOTTI, 7 rue de Castiglione, 75001;

tel: 260-3734

HOTEL DE LUTECE, 65 rue Saint-Louis-en-

I'lle, 75004; tel: 326-2352

HOTEL MEURICE, 228 rue de Rivoli, 75001;

tel: 260-3860

(Continued on page 334)
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Pavilion

Christofle
12, rue Royale - Paris 8e

24, rue de la Paix - Paris 2 e

93, rue de Seine - Paris 6e



WORLDLY TEMPTA1

(Parti Travel continuedfrom r

Hoi 1 I PRINCE DE
i. 75008, tel: 723-55] I

lion i km/. 15 place Vendom
930

HOI II SAINT-SIMON. 14 nu
man. 75007; tel: 548- 1566

ODEON-HOTEL, 3 ru de I'O '006;

tel: 325-9067
I'l A/A Allli \l E, 25 avenue Montaigne,

75008; tel:
'

ROYAL MONCEAU HOTEL. 35 avenue

Hoche, 75008, u I: 561-9800

Restauran ts

AN' >26 rue de Rivoli, 75001; tel:

"00

AU PERL TRANQUILLE, 16 rue Pierre-

75001; tel: 222-8812

AU QUAI DES ORMES, 72 quai de VHotel-

de-Ville, 75004; tel: 274-7222

BRASSERIE LTNNOCENT, 12-14 rue

Beyer. 75001; tel: 236-5531

CAFE DE LA PAIX, 5 place de VOpera,

75009; tel: 260-3350

CHEZ BENOlT, 20 rue Saint-Martin, 75004;

tel: 272-2576

CHEZ JULIEN, 1 rue du Pont-Louis-Phi-

lippe, 75004; tel: 278-3164

CHEZ PAULINE, 5 rue Villedo, 75001; tel:

296-2070

CHIBERTA, 3 rue Arsene-Houssaye, 75008;

tel: 563-7790

GRAND VEFOUR, 17 rue de Beaujolais,

75001; tel: 296-5627

ISSE. 56 rue Sainte-Anne, 75002; tel: 296-6776
JAMIN, 32 rue du Longchamp, 75016; tel:

727-1227

JOE ALLEN, 30 rue Pierre-Lescot, 75001; tel:

236-7013

LEBOUILLANTE, 6 rue des Barres, 75004;

tel: 278-4862

LE MOI, 7 and 14 rue Gustave-Courbet,
75016; tel: 704-9510

LE RECAMIER, 4 rue Recamier, 75007; tel:

548-8658

LES BOUCHONS, 19 rue des Holies, 75001;
tel: 233-2873

L'ORANGERIE, 28 rue Saint-Louis-en-llle,

75004; tel: 633-9398

OLYMPE, 8 rue Nicolas-Charlet, 75015; tel:

734-8608

TAILLEVENT, 15 rue Lamennais, 75008;
tel: 563-3994

VAUDEVILLE, 29 rue Vivienne, 75002; tel:

233-3931

After Dark

APOCALYPSE. 40 rue du Colisee, 75008; tel:

504-7878

BAINS-DOUCHES, 7 rue du Bourg-VAbbe,
75003; tel: 887-3440

CHEZ CASTEL, 15 rue Princesse, 75006; tel:

326-9022

CLOITRE DES LOMBARDS, 62 rue des
Lombards. 75001; tel: 233-5409

LE PRIVILEGE. 3 bis Cite Bergen, 75009:

tel: 523-4462

L'HELIUM, 3 rue des Haudriettes, 75*

272-8110

NEW MORNING, 7-9 rue des Petit?s-£.

ies, 75010; tel: 523-5141

PACIFIC PALISADES, 57 rue Qutncam-
poix, 75004; tel: 274-0117

334
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PARIS, 74 RUE DES SAINTS-PERES. 67 RUE DU FAUBOURG-SAINT-HONORE.
TERNYNCK, 10 AVENUE VICTOR-HUGO. VICTOIRE, PLACE DES VICTOIRES.

38 RUE FRANCOIS-I.

.
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The mystical city,

orderlyand strong,

home of genius
(Leonardo worked
here), Italian de-

sign.. .as well as
all-night televised

auctions... and a
Duomo that gives

off the benevo-
lence of eternity. • •

BY JOAN M I II i BUCKm

>

* I&39 ^Bj his is a discreet and mystical

ffigjj ^ city, intimate, orderly, and

i|JS I strong. All cities with trams

3H9 are like that—Vienna, San

gSp Francisco—places that have
9w| their private itineraries in-

JB BL- cised into their streets in sil-

ver rail. Trams are not for tourists, nor

for the rich: they're to take people to

work. One learns Milan best by tram,

gliding along at the pace of a waking
dream as the traffic divides to allow the

orange carnages through. There's some-
thing about rails in the middle of a street

that resembles divine right.

I am appalled to find Smurfs on the

children's notebooks in Milan, until

someone points out that Smurfs were
born Schtroumpfs in Belgium some twen-

ty-five years ago. I go to a dinner party

that Gianni Versace gives for Eugene Io-

nesco, and there is my favorite New York
cake, spiky with pineapples and kiwi

raspberries, straight fi fTice

of Sant Ambroeus. The
;

the Dioxin scandal—not Rita and

but the Seveso poison that left Italy in

ty-one barrels under mysterio rum-

stances and has just turned uf

Also in the papers, David Bowie

"Non Sono Gay." The kids are all

338

Topsider shoes. I grow fractious, wanting

some Italy in my Milan. Night falls, and I

turn on the lights in my hotel room.

Aaaah. Forty-watt bulbs. Italy at last.

Italy is the envy of France and England

because it has ninety-nine TV channels,

some of which go all night. Channel fifty-

one features auctions into the small

hours: the bids are accepted by phone as

"Isabella from Milan bids a hundred

thousand lire on the silver golf trophy."

Because it is television, one assumes the

stuff has to be garbage, until one notices a

Faberge egg looking very pink, some
Galle glass . . . TV with class. On another

channel, a cold newscaster huddles on the

slope of Mount Etna, waiting for the

Swedish engineer to blow up a channel to

divert the volcano's lava. Half of Milan is

staying up to watch this live geology

class, better than fireworks and twice as

useful. Nothing's going on, let's turn over

and bid on the Biedermeier instead.

The imagination and industry of the

Milanese is astounding. Franco Maria

Ricci, tireless publisher of black silk art

books with hand-glued plates, has

launched a magazine that, like his art

books, relies on the graphic power of the

color black. It's called FMR, his initials,

and, if said in French, "ephemere,"
ephemeral. He's found a brilliant way of

selling it: the ad goes "Books are reprint-

ed, magazines are not. Important ones are

kept and they grow in value year by

year." His clever salesmanship does not

cancel out his taste, which is rarefied, cu-

rious, and very Milanese: choosing the lit-

tle known, the erroneous, the odd, he fills

blication with seventeenth-century

wax tableaux of the plague by Zumbo, a

French pamphlet from 1827 proving that

on never existed, pages of photo-

the work of the sculptor Wildt.

the aristocratic section of

^e biggest and quietest

here's a bronze ear,

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
twice the size of a human head, set next to

a front door. A turn-of-the-century inter-

com by Wildt.

Years of Austrian domination have left

squat yellow buildings, bread crumbs on

the veal cutlets, and a liking for white

wine. There's a distinct secessionist fer-

vor to the way the Milanese approach ar-

chitecture and design. Volumes, textures,

and shapes are words for them, part of a

vocabulary they wield with ease. Ettore

Sottsass, one of the leading industrial de-

signers until he had an illumination and

started making irreverent, "revolution-

ary" furniture for Alchymia and now
Memphis, was born in Innsbruck. The at-

titude that sees the physical world as ma-

terial for expression is perhaps due to the

combination of Austria and Italy, but it

may have to do with Milan, which knows
how to be the home of genius.

The years 1982 and 1983 have been full

of celebrations of Leonardo Da Vinci's

arrival in Milan—first to introduce him-

self to Ludovico Sforza (II Moro), and

then to settle here, five hundred years

ago. In his own letter of introduction, he

explained he could design buildings,

bridges, machinery, and weapons. In

1489, Ludovico Sforza named him "ducal

engineer and painter," and Da Vinci

spent his time working out war machines,

studying the flight of birds, and designing

urban reconstruction projects. He left in

1499, and returned only briefly from 1506

to 1513 at which point he moved to

France, leaving "The Last Supper" on the

wall of the convent of Sant Maria Delle

Grazie, where it can still be seen.

Almost. Up close, "The Last Supper"

looks like unsalvageable chips of dan-

druff, clinging to the wall by some dispen-

sation of Providence. The apostles are

like figures in a dream: the more you fo-

cus, the less you see. One has to step back

on the scaffolding for the eye to adjust to

the image of cheap tumblers shimmering

with water, a tablecloth embroidered

with peasant blue Xs, half a lemon in a

dish. Only from the floor of the refectory

are the images of Jesus and the disciples

clear.

In the Museo della Scienza e della Tec-

nica there are modern executions of Leo-

nardo's designs—such out-of-time

devices as an "aerial screw," considered

the antecedent of the helicopter; flying

machines shaped like wings, a parachute

cut like a pyramid. A fine group of rock-

et-shaped missiles, identical to today's

bombs, exemplify Leonardo's study of

aerodynamics. Until him, all cannonballs

had been spherical. His plans for a new

city, never put into execution, include

colonnades and two levels of streets: "The

VOGUE. October. 1983



higher streets" he wrote, "are only for

gentlemen, while the lower ones are for

the carriages and for the use of the popu-

lace. The streets should be as wide as the

height of the houses, so as to guarantee

that inside will be air, light, and neat-

ness." More than a genius, he was also a

wise man: his design for a double hull is

either for a warship or for a submarine,

but he did not elaborate on it, because:

"due to the bad nature of men, they

would use the killers in the bottom of the

seas to break ships and drown them with

all the men inside."

A yellow sign outside on the street

nearby advertises a clairvoyant who
claims: "Unisce Amori Impossibile"

(unites impossible loves). Why not?

There's an even mixture of pragmatism

and blind faith in Milan. In the Pinaco-

teca Ambrosiana, a Bramantino virgin is

surrounded by saints, and at her feet are,

to the left, a foreshortened dead man and,

to the right, a giant and equally dead

toad. Conquered evil? Who knows?
Downstairs, there's a lock of Lucrezia

Borgia's hair in a glass reliquary frame.

In a deconsecrated church—scarred,

battered, and immensely elegant—there's

an exhibition of Lenci porcelain figures.

Lenci: those provocatively posed, vulgar

figurines of maidens with wind blowing

up their skirts, maidens having erotic

daydreams in easy chairs, maidens
dressed in the white shirts, black skirts

and berets of the Mussolini youth bri-

gades. The juxtaposition of the awful ob-

jects and the beautiful dilapidation

of the church makes the show pro-

vocative. In the temporary absence »

of genius, go for style.

The social Milanese are more in-

terested in the auction of objects

and furniture from Anna Maria

Bonomi Bolchini's house—twitter-

ing china birds, snuffboxes, Mah \ \t

Jongg counters, tiny pugs, boars, 1 '*.&*ijQ*
boxers, shepherdesses, wine coolers, > * ['|
scenic plates, temple dogs, and bis-t

cuit figurines. Everything but Lenci.

There's^ nothing tragic about the

sale, the good signora is merely clean

ing out her cupboards. Space is a prob- .,

lem in Milan: the Brera Museum is so

overcrowded that the director, Carlo

Bertelli, has had a storeroom set into

the main floor of his museum; part of

die overflow is visible, behind thick

glass walls, in its vertical chicken coops.

Every day, another painting is laid

against the back wall, as a sort of trailer.

Now that Italian fashion is irrefutably

based in Milan, the designers are begin-

ning to contribute to the cultural life of

the city. Gianni (Continued on page 341)

Eugene Mihaesco



The mystical city,

orderlyand strong,

home of genius
(Leonardo worked
here), Italian de-

sign. ..as well as
all-night televised

auctions ... and a
Duomo that gives

off the benevo-
lence of eternity. .

.

BY .IOW JULIET BUCKmW I I ^W n 's *s a discreet an<i mystical

§h& ^ city, intimate, orderly, and

frfife I strong. All cities with trams

jWgB are like that—Vienna, San

P&V Francisco—places that have

*?^»> their private itineraries in-

^H*'^L cised into their streets in sil-

ver rail. Trams are not for tourists, nor

for the rich: they're to take people to

work. One learns Milan best by tram,

gliding along at the pace of a waking
dream as the traffic divides to allow the

orange carriages through. There's some-
thing about rails in the middle of a street

that resembles divine right.

I am appalled to find Smurfs on the

children's notebooks in Milan, until

someone points out that Smurfs were
born Schtroumpfs in Belgium some twen-

ty-five years ago. I go to a dinner party

that Gianni Versace gives for Eugene Io-

nesco, and there is my favorite New York
cake, spiky with pineapples and kiwi and
raspberries, straight from the home office

of Sant Ambroeus. The papers are full of

the Dioxin scandal—not Rita and Ann
but the Seveso poison that left Italy in fcr-

ty-one barrels under mysterious eircum

stances and has just turned up in France.

Also in the papers, David Bowie ie lares

"Non Sono Gay." The kids are all wearing
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Topsider shoes. I grow fractious, wanting

some Italy in my Milan. Night falls, and I

turn on the lights in my hotel room.

Aaaah. Forty-watt bulbs. Italy at last.

Italy is the envy of France and England

because it has ninety-nine TV channels,

some of which go all night. Channel fifty-

one features auctions into the small

hours: the bids are accepted by phone as

"Isabella from Milan bids a hundred

thousand lire on the silver golf trophy."

Because it is television, one assumes the

stuff has to be garbage, until one notices a

Faberge egg looking very pink, some
Galle glass . . . TV with class. On another

channel, a cold newscaster huddles on the

slope of Mount Etna, waiting for the

Swedish engineer to blow up a channel to

divert the volcano's lava. Half of Milan is

staying up to watch this live geology

class, better than fireworks and twice as

useful. Nothing's going on, let's turn over

and bid on the Biedermeier instead.

The imagination and industry of the

Milanese is astounding. Franco Maria

Ricci, tireless publisher of black silk art

books with hand-glued plates, has

launched a magazine that, like his art

books, relies on the graphic power of the

color black. It's called FMR, his initials,

and, if said in French, "ephemere,"
ephemeral. He's found a brilliant way of

selling it: the ad goes "Books are reprint-

ed, magazines are not. Important ones are

kept and they grow in value year by

year." His clever salesmanship does not

cancel out his taste, which is rarefied, cu-

rious, and very Milanese: choosing the lit-

tle known, the erroneous, the odd, he fills

his publication with seventeenth-century

wax tableaux of the plague by Zumbo, a

French pamphlet from 1827 proving that

Napoleon never existed, pages of photo-

graphs of the work of the sculptor Wildt.

Wildt? In the aristocratic section of

!an where the biggest and quietest

its are, there's a bronze ear,

WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
twice the size of a human head, set next to

a front door. A turn-of-the-century inter-

com by Wildt.

Years of Austrian domination have left

squat yellow buildings, bread crumbs on

the veal cutlets, and a liking for white

wine. There's a distinct secessionist fer-

vor to the way the Milanese approach ar-

chitecture and design. Volumes, textures,

and shapes are words for them, part of a

vocabulary they wield with ease. Ettore

Sottsass, one of the leading industrial de-

signers until he had an illumination and

started making irreverent, "revolution-

ary" furniture for Alchymia and now
Memphis, was born in Innsbruck. The at-

titude that sees the physical world as ma-

terial for expression is perhaps due to the

combination of Austria and Italy, but it

may have to do with Milan, which knows
how to be the home of genius.

The years 1982 and 1983 have been full

of celebrations of Leonardo Da Vinci's

arrival in Milan—first to introduce him-

self to Ludovico Sforza (II Moro), and

then to settle here, five hundred years

ago. In his own letter of introduction, he

explained he could design buildings,

bridges, machinery, and weapons. In

1489, Ludovico Sforza named him "ducal

engineer and painter," and Da Vinci

spent his time working out war machines,

studying the flight of birds, and designing

urban reconstruction projects. He left in

1499, and returned only briefly from 1 506

to 1513 at which point he moved to

France, leaving "The Last Supper" on the

wall of the convent of Sant Maria Delle

Grazie, where it can still be seen.

Almost. Up close, "The Last Supper"

looks like unsalvageable chips of dan-

druff, clinging to the wall by some dispen-

sation of Providence. The apostles are

like figures in a dream: the more you fo-

cus, the less you see. One has to step back

on the scaffolding for the eye to adjust to

the image of cheap tumblers shimmering

with water, a tablecloth embroidered

with peasant blue Xs, half a lemon in a

dish. Only from the floor of the refectory

are the images of Jesus and the disciples

clear.

In the Museo della Scienza e della Tec-

nica there are modern executions of Leo-

nardo's designs—such out-of-time

devices as an "aerial screw," considered

the antecedent of the helicopter; flying

machines shaped like wings, a parachute

cut like a pyramid. A fine group of rock-

et-shaped missiles, identical to today's

bombs, exemplify Leonardo's study of

aerodynamics. Until him, all cannonballs

had been spherical. His plans for a new

city, never put into execution, include

colonnades and two levels of streets: "The
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higher streets" he wrote, "are only for

gentlemen, while the lower ones are for

the carriages and for the use of the popu-

lace. The streets should be as wide as the

height of the houses, so as to guarantee

that inside will be air, light, and neat-

ness." More than a genius, he was also a

wise man: his design for a double hull is

either for a warship or for a submarine,

but he did not elaborate on it, because:

"due to the bad nature of men, they

would use the killers in the bottom of the

seas to break ships and drown them with

all the men inside."

A yellow sign outside on the street

nearby advertises a clairvoyant who
claims: "Unisce Amori Impossibile"

(unites impossible loves). Why not?

There's an even mixture of pragmatism

and blind faith in Milan. In the Pinaco-

teca Ambrosiana, a Bramantino virgin is

surrounded by saints, and at her feet are,

to the left, a foreshortened dead man and,

to the right, a giant and equally dead

toad. Conquered evil? Who knows?
Downstairs, there's a lock of Lucrezia

Borgia's hair in a glass reliquary frame.

In a deconsecrated church—scarred,

battered, and immensely elegant—there's

an exhibition of Lenci porcelain figures.

Lenci: those provocatively posed, vulgar

figurines of maidens with wind blowing

up their skirts, maidens having erotic

daydreams in easy chairs, maidens

dressed in the white shirts, black skirts

and berets of the Mussolini youth bri-

gades. The juxtaposition of the awful ob-

jects and the beautiful dilapidation

of the church makes the show pro-

vocative. In the temporary absence »

of genius, go for style.

The social Milanese are more in-

terested in the auction of objects

and furniture from Anna Maria

Bonomi Bolchini's house—twitter-

ing china birds, snuffboxes, Mah i jf

Jongg counters, tiny pugs, boars

boxers, shepherdesses, wine coolers

scenic plates, temple dogs, and bis-i

cuit figurines. Everything but Lenci.

There's' nothing tragic about the —* .^"^n
sale, the good signora is merely cleanv53L
ing out her cupboards. Space is a prob-

lem in Milan: the Brera Museum is so

overcrowded that the director, Carlo

Bertelli, has had a storeroom set into

the main floor of his museum; part of

the overflow is visible, behind thick}

glass walls, in its vertical chicken coops.

Every day, another painting is laid

against the back wall, as a sort of trailer.

Now that Italian fashion is irrefutably

based in Milan, the designers are begin-

ning to contribute to the cultural life of

the city. Gianni (Continued on page 341)

Eugene Mihaesco



MILAN
Before it is anything else, Milan is a city of passions. The

opera. Art. Food. And, without question, fashion. What
pleases you most about shopping in Milan is a strong sense

that you will find something more wonderful around every

corner— particularly on the streets near the Piazza San Babila.

With the American Express 1 Card, you can pursue the

passions and endless shopping possibilities of Milan to their

utmost. In the stores listed on this page. In a wide-ranging

selection of Milanese hotels, theatres and restaurants.

PIAZZA 5 GiORNATE

a GIORGIO ARMANI, Via Sant' Andrea. 9

b ROBERTA Dl CAMERINO, Via Pietro Verri, 7

c PIERRE CARDIN, Via Montenapoleone. 10

D SAINT LAURENT RIVE GAUCHE, Via Pietro Verri, 8

E GUCCI, Via Montenapoleorie. 5

F MISSONI, Via Montenapoleone, 1

G GHERARDINI, Via della Spiga, 8

H KRIZIA, Via della Spiga. 23

1 TRUSSARDi, Via Sant' Andrea, 5

J GIANNI VERSACE, Via della Spiga, 20

K VALENTINO COUTURE, Via Santo Spirito, 3

Ang Via Montenapole

L NAZARENO GABRIELLI, Via Mc

Ang Via Gt

M GALTRUCCO, Piazza Duomo, 2

N SANTI BORSE, Metro San Babila

O BELTRAMI, Piazza San Babila. 4

p BRUNO MAGLI, Via San Paolo, 1

Ang Via Vittorio Emanuelle

Q ROSSETTI, Corso Matteotti, 9

R TANINO CRISCI, Via Montenapoleone, 3

s SALVATORE FERRAGAMO, Via Montenapoleone, 23

t CARRANO, Via Sant' Andrea, 21

LA RINASCENTE, Piazza Duomo

• COIN, Piazza 5 Giornate, 1

w MELEGARI E COSTA, Via Montenapoleone, 7 A/5

MILA SCHON, Via Montenapoleone, 2

v BUCCELLATI, Via Monteapoleone, 4

Z OMEGA, Piazza Duomo, 25

CARTIER, Via Montenapoleone, 16

CALDERONI, Via Montenapoleone, 8

VA ^NTINO PIU, Via Santo Spirito, 3

d NAJ OLEARI, Via Brera, 8

I T & J VESTOR. Via Manzoni, 38

g FIORUCCI, Gallena Passarella, 1

h GIANFRANCO FERRE, Via della Spiga, 32

i LAURA BIAGIOTTI, Via Borgospesso. 19

j GUIDO PASQUALI, Via Sanf Andrea, 1

The American Express* Card.

Don't leave home without it."



WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Continuedfrom page 339)

Versace has designed ballet costumes for

Bejart, the Missonis have made costumes

for Lucia di Lammermoor—notably

acres of knitted plaid for Pavarotti, Gior-

gio Armani gives a party to launch jour-

nalist Camilla Cederna's new book, and

Mariuccia Mandelli (Krizia) is active in

helping to found a museum of fashion.

Even things outside of fashion have enor-

mous style: the butler's jackets at Merca-

tore are irreproachably cut and come in

shades of emerald and peacock—wear-

able, of course, only in unbutlered houses,

and to be strictly avoided by guests in

first-class hotels.

The real attraction goes far beyond

fashion, style, or luxury. The Duomo, a

spiky pregnant dinosaur, is the key. Out-

side, eremite angels, apostles, and heroes,

marooned by the stonecutter's art on top

of stone lances, watch over the city. In-

The apostles in

"The Last Supper"
are like figures in

a dream: the
more you focus,

the lessyou see ...

side, a massive vault of gloom, enhanced

by the hundreds of small flames from vo-

tive candles in the individual chapete,

calls in the faithful and the faithless by its

very size. As if the height and width in-

side, the apparently limitless volume of

space between the chapels and beneath

the roof, were a small-scale demonstra-

tion of the benevolence of eternity.

The twentieth Eucharistic Council is

about to begin. An organ, played outside

the church, gives meaning to the move-

ment of the crowd. Nuns in black and

women In cheap suits, men in hats, grey

nuns all show their membership cards

and are led to their seats in the bleachers

that fill the square.

Sitting at the edge of the Galleria, I

watch the spectacle. Huddles of men in

brown suits, with hats pushed back over

their heads; children, more nuns. The

netting that keeps birds out of the Gal-

leria seems to close off the sky. But there,

in the middle, in the square, there is a

timeless concentration. "Let us pray,"

says the priest. And the mass goes from

early evening into night, v
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SHOPPING:
MAP OF THE
PLEASURES
The city of the irresistible

accessory, from the

splashiest jewels to ebony

combs. . .The most beau-

tiful linens and the best

dressed feet. ..Shopkeep-

ers talking art— and

family— on streets with

names like San Spirito...

BY KATHLEEN MADDEN

In
Milan, you notice first the colors: old

buildings are washed in beige, umber,

russet, or marigold yellow. House fronts

harmonize, darken in the shadows, inten-

sify in bright sun.

A rose-colored seventeenth-century palazzo

shares space with the sleekest sort of chrome-
and-glass boutique; a fruit stand's peaches are

piled up, on fir branches, like precious marzi-

pan. There's care in presentation here . . . but

nothing is precious in the extreme: whole fam-

ilies—noisy boys, babies in prams—clatter in

and out of the most elegant shops.

A Bond Street salesman may snub, a French
vendeuse sneer with the perfection of centu-

ries. A Milanese shopkeeper talks of art—and
tells you about his family. Milan may be, tradi-

tionally, Italy's seat of business, but it's also

the center of modern Italian style. Newspaper
stands and flower stalls get equal street space

here; Milan's values are clear on each corner.

Milan shopping is some of the world's best,

and it's easily walkable, starting—and pretty

much staying—in the area around Via Mon-
tenapoleone and its two parallel streets: Via
della Spiga and Via Bigli. Names of crossing

streets—Vias Borgospessa, San Spirito, Gesii

and Sant'Andrea—have a beautiful rhythm

—

as, too, does life in the streets themselves. Mi-
lan has its saints—and attractive pace.

One modern-age Milanese saint

—

Guise .pe Verdi—stayed at the Ho-
tel Gr. :d et de Milan; undoubtedly,
it was grand then. Today, the hotel's

salon has a certain palm-tree and silk-fringed-

! "npshade charm; my room has quite interest-

ing dust patterns on the ruby carpet.

342

The Grand, a Milanese has told me, rightly,

is an "amusing scene." There are Japanese

businessmen, Continental rock-star types,

lean models, a solid Sicilian-American mother
and daughter pair who are plotting the girl's

upcoming wedding. At breakfast, they ask: do
I know where to find a good lace bedspread? I

know the most beautiful linens in the world, at

Pratesi and Frette.

Milan, easily, can outfit anyone—or any

bridal bed.

IB
anners flying across Via Montena-

-^ poleone announce a new shop and,

much like the rumbling trolleys on
-^^the Via Manzoni, sturdily serve

their purpose. For more charm, one can go

shopping in the Brera, walk along Naviglio ca-

nals. But Via Montenapoleone is the Faubourg
St. Honore of Milan, the most fashionable re-

tailing address.

On Via Montenapoleone, one can find the

most glamorous nighttime dressing at Valen-

tino, get a perfection of tailoring at Mila

Schon, or go up the sleek black stairway at

Missoni for a look that's as easygoing as a big

knitted bathrobe coat, T-shirt, and skinny

pants. Tanino Crisci, Ferragamo, or Gucci

should shoe the best-dressed foot. Shoemak-
ing, in Milan, is not only a craft but an artful

enterprise. Gucci this past spring spread out to

shops on both sides of the Via Montenapo-

leone. The new shop houses Gucci's men's and

women's clothes in a world of beige marble.

Mario Buccellati has opulent silver and seri-

ous jewels; at David Colombo, there are eigh-

teenth-century jeweled or enameled snuff

boxes, jeweled hat pins, lorgnettes—the most

elegant baubles. David Colombo's father,

Enzo Colombo, first opened his Milan busi-

ness in 1929, a savvy man: as others sold jew-

els, he bought them.

Giovanni Lorenzi bought his Via Montena-

poleone shop almost fifty-five years ago, after

sharpening knives on a grinding wheel in Mi-

lan streets. Today, the firm of G. Lorenzi still

sharpens knives as a service; they also sell Ita-

ly's most elegant combs and cutlery.

And those combs! There are over two hun-

dred of them—combs in pale cow horn, buffa-

lo horn, ebony, tortoise, Brazilian rubber,

gold, or ivory. In the shop's wine-cellar-style

basement, you find hundreds of lighters, solid-

gold lighters, handmade ivory dessert forks.

At G. Lorenzi, nail scissors have the silver fili-

greed look of old jewels; tweezers (there are

thirty-five kinds) are an emotional decision.

On Via (Continued on page 344)
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WORLDLY TEMPT
(Milan Shopping continued •

Montenapoleone, Galtruca 's

;md subtly colored gi - /black lu

11 good looks, !'

products, moisturizers, crean sun

or ccllulito. Should you won
that, Cova can pl\ j ou with k I r<eir

pink-clothed t;thles are made \or a marvelous

flirt. II Salumaio—with its abundance of risot-

to, fresh pasta ind <re!la to take home

—

requires more commitment.
i in Milan, the stuff of daily

life fashion in restaurants, in the streets that

Surround utenapoleone, in shops. On
the ston d Via della Spiga, you find,

;er, Knzia, Gianni Versace,

Gianfranco Ferre. Pale beige walls make a

good background for Knzia leathers and jew-

>lor blazers; this season's "animal" on the

front of Krizia sweaters is a lady bear. Ver-

sace's minimalist, cinder-blocky boutique has

rows of imaginative clothes hung—like art

—

high toward the ceiling. Ferre's small shop

comes with russet leather fittings and wonder-

fully tailored chic: This season, cashmeres,

flannel trousers, slim black dresses for night.

Step within (seemingly) twenty feet of the

entranceway to Giorgio Armani's new bou-

tique on Via Sant'Andrea and the glass doors

whisk open—automatically, soundlessly, a bit

eerily. Armani designed this shop, as elegant

as shops come, in taupe, beige, and dulled

black; walls are backlit, like Japanese screens.

The splashiest jewels in Milan are at Via

Sant'Andrea's Romani Adami, some of the

splashiest crowd at St. Andrews restaurant.

::drea's Trussardi satchels,

nd bags come stamped

with a sleek greyhound; and a

china grey hound props open

the door of the Trussardi Jr.

shop. Milan, undeniably, is

the source of the irresistible ac-

cessory. In Fendi's windows are small

wooden evening

bags with silky black

tassel cords, bright

rubber-lined bags,

bags made of mus-
tard-colored elephant-

skin. Resist them, and
Fendi will still pull you

in with some of the

world's most inventive

furs. Around the corner,

on Via della Spiga is z

Fendi shop for sports-

wear.

^K^^k /hen the Communists are

^L /^^ / marching with red flags, some-

^B ^B what unconvincingly, on the

Corso Europa, Sant Ambroeus
fresh lemonade is a good release. The women
with Gucci shopping bags at the other outdoor

tables may be plotting revolution, but it's a fact

I somehow doubt. Inside Sant Ambroeus,
women do belly up to the stand-up bar: an ac-

ceptable Milanese tradition, I guess, if those

Campari-and-sodas are served in a pastry and
confectionary shop.

The real Corso Europa revolution, it seems,

has already taken place—at the Memphis
showroom. Memphis, founded by designer Et-

tore Sottsass in 1981, serves as a collective for

most bizarrely

imaginative of Mila-

nese furniture and
furnishings by a va-

riety of designers.

Here, an overstuffed chair with turquoise feet

is covered with a bilious print in pink, yellow,

and black; red fabric is thrown across the chair

seat. Pink-based Memphis lamps come with

black-and-white striped arms. Memphis
pieces of the moment, are, if anything, offbeat.

I
^he best buyable still lifes in Milan

are at Peck: Parmesan cheese in

chunks the size of cement blocks,

mozzarella islands in watery baths,

bowl upon bowl of mossy-green olives: all to

eat, admire, acquire. In a fish shop across the

street, there are pink shrimps, mauve octopi,

silvery sardines. Proscuitto and sausage fill the

pork shop next door—to a noncook, bewilder-

ingly. (Continued on page 346)
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Milan Shopping continuedfrom page 344)

The charm of the nearby Galleria Vittorio

Emanuele, though, is immediately under-

standable . . . and its location—smack be-

tween La Scala and the high-spired Duomo

—

must be one of the world's best. There are

notebooks covered in wonderful Florentine

papers at Maglia, the best in books at Rizzoli.

Everyone comes to the Galleria at some
time—often, to go to Prada. Makers of suit-

cases, bags, and belts—all the best Italian

leathers, Prada is a Milanese tradition. The
shop's vaulted-ceiling basement—with but-

tery-colored suitcases, matte-black luggage

—

is the chicest baggage room in Milan.

Late in the day, the sunlight on Via Bor-

gospesso is golden yellow; Milan, just before

closing time, is a good-natured city at its very

best. Most shops close at 7:Q0 p.m., as Mila-

nese hurry home; they've also shut, at midday,

for a two-hour lunch—a fine tradition work-

ing women would gladly get rid of.

On Via Borgospesso, Vetrerie di Empoli has

big ruby-rimmed vases, modern inexpensive

drinking glasses—table upon table of shim-

mering glassware. But more than glassware,

the setting stars. Vetrerie di Empoli is in a six-

teenth-century palazzo.

In Milan, old and new exist comfortably.

Vetrerie di Empoli's walls are frescoed. V
(Shopping details, page 354)

TRAVEL
MILAN:
WHAT'SNEW
IN TOWN
BY SUSANNA ZEVI VISCONTI

Milan is Italy now. Moving at a pres-

tissimo pace, Milan appears so to-

tally consumed by the business of

doing business that the city seems

to stop for no one. But beneath its frenetic fa-

cade, Milan has real rewards in store. This fall,

Milan offers up world premiers at La Scala,

great gallery goings-on, Sophia Loren's "con-

fiscated" paintings, one of the world's most

important exhibitions of modern design.

Nights at the opera

Temper tantrums, internal guerrilla warfare,

and minor revolutions permitting, La Scala

opens December 7 . . . with Placido Domingo
in Puccini's La Fanciulla del West. Through

May, new productions, world premiers, great

directors, grand voices spark the La Scala sea-

son: German composer Karlheinz Stockhau-

sen unveils his new Samstag aus Licht . . .

Leonard Bernstein's Trouble in Tahiti shares

the bill with first-time-in-Europe perfor-

mances of its sequel, A Quiet Place . . . Patrice

Chereau stages a new version of Mozart's Lu-

cio Silla. And for anyone in Milan before the

season, there's the series of top-name classical

concerts that takes over La Scala mid-Septem-

ber through late October. Among the names:

conductors Erich Leinsdorf, Carlo Maria Giu-

lini; cellist Lynn (Continued on page 350)
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TAKE
AN ALITALIA

TOUR
OF ITALY.

OR
TAKEYOUR
CHANCES.

Everyone in the tour business wants his clients to have the

best vacation possible.

But Alitalia has done more than anyone else to make sure

that's exactly what you get.

First, by giving you more tours to choose from. Ten times as

many as our major competitor. So you'll never find yourself in a

place you didn't really want to visit.

Our Intermezzo Italia Program offers a wide variety of

escorted and independent tours and short holiday plans all the

way through March 1984.

Next, we guarantee our land prices*

Finally, we guarantee our departures. Even if you're the only

one on the tour, you'll leave as scheduled.

In fact, about the only thing we haven't been able to do
anything about is the weather. But remember, they don't call it

Sunny Italy for nothing. "This guarantee does not cover taxes.
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Please send me your big brochure immediately while I go check
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City_ -State-

Alitalia Tour Department
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10103

JZip.

•Alitalia
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Milan Travel continuedfrom page 346)

Harrell; pianist Maurizio Pollini.

As for art . .

.

Milan's major art museum—the Pinacoteca di

Brera—is newly reorganized, redecorated
thanks to brilliant, witty director Carlo Ber-

telli. Show of the moment: the formidable So-

phia Loren collection of Francis Bacon
paintings—seized by the Italian Government
in its newsmaking tax suit against the movie-

star art collector. After each painting's title,

this menacing inscription: per confisca.

Also on view at the Brera, two "new" mas-
terpieces by Titian: a painting of San Gero-
lamo recently restored through the support of

Bottega Veneta—and a Titian portrait of a

young man in a velvet hat recently discovered

in the Brera's basement. Dated 1510, it is

thought to be the earliest Titian in existence.

Bravissimo in October: "ICSID Congress:

DESIGN 83," one of the most important offi-

cial get-togethers ofarchitects and designers in

the world. Some two thousand representatives

from sixty countries will attend, displaying

their best work. Among the exhibitions, two
"musts" at the Triennale palace: "Dal cuc-

chiaio alia citta" (From Spoon to City) will

feature one hundred designers showing two to-

tally different design projects: an individual

object (a spoon, bed, chair) . . . versus an entire

system (a city, train, airport). A companion
piece

—"Le case alia Triennale"—will focus

on houses by top architects.

Caffe society

Whatever one's doing in Milan, come teatime,

Marchesi is a necessary stop. All blue flowers,

boiserie, and stucco walls, this is one of the

city's oldest, loveliest tearooms. The barmen
are charming, the clientele chic, the sweets and

coffees the best.

More stop-in musts: Cova—catering to Mil-

anese Preppies, Italian Sloane Rangers, and
solid society types who chat, nibble truffle

sandwiches at tiny pink-clothed tables. The
same crowd also crams Milan's Sant Am-
broeus—softer and more elegant than its New
York city branch—with salmon-pink walls,

white lace, and a cozy cluster of tables outside,

surrounded by flowers and foliage.

For drinks-before/drinks-after dinner, two

places with style: Banco—with monumental
wood-and-brass bar, exquisite cocktails, and,

in the back, small tables filled with glamorous

gossipy groups. Caffe Milano—with an irre-

sistible romantic garden—is best late at night

when stars shine through the trees.

Dance, anyone?

The story goes ... if you really want to dance

in Milan, get on a plane and fly to Rome!
Nightlife, in Milan, has to do with teenagers,

fashion photographers, and foreign models

—

who still dance at Nepentha—or who, on some
Saturday nights, might marathon at La Nuova
Idea ... for laughs. Half of this huge schizo-

frenetic place pulls in well-lacquered locals

who dance, very slowly, with dolled-up gal-

pals; in another room, punk people and young

rockers squirm to blaring disco in almost total

darkness. A Felliniesque spectacle!

For the rest of Milan, after-dark means gos-

sip, flirting, talking politics at a private dinner

party (that will last, usually, until two in the

morning)—or at a good restaurant. Among
the latter: Gualtiero (Continued on page 354)
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tel says so much about you.

'oine for business, or make it your

ess to experience the best.

MlLANO

ia

HOTEL

Illustration from Cigahotels archives.

I
A

HOTEL
PRINCIPE & SAVOIA

MILAN

HOTELS
m

(Jasste traditions
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Modern efficiency



BRUNO MAGLI
Footwear, leather wear, accessories in leather

Corso Vitt. Emanuele angolo S. Paolo 1 - (02) 865695 - Via Manzoni 14 - (02) 781264
Via Orefici angolo Via Cantu 1 - (02) 8053719 - Milano - Italy
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WORLDLY TEMPTATIONS
(Milan Travel continuedfrom page 350)

i hcsi has the ultimate (and most expen-

) Nuova Cucina Italiana. El Toula offers

theatrical ambience, venerable Venetian cui-

sine. Savini is the grandest gathering place (es-

pecially for La Scala stars) in the Galleria. St.

Andrews—British decor, classy crowd—is the
"21" of Milan. Giannino is more casual—

a

large, lively, open-kitchened place. Paper

Moon is the pizzeria of the moment; Da Ro-
mani has perfect risotto.

Milan mainstays

Biggest surprise on the Piazza della Repub-
blica: the Hotel Palace—that Tifties-moderne

favorite of the famed and high-powered—is

going neoclassic. This retro/renovation ends

in November when all rooms will be done over

i pastels, refurbished with antiques,

^ilt-f'ramed mirrors, tapestries. Already
transformed: the hotel's Casanova
Grill.

Meanwhile, the Piazza della Re-

pubblica's Hotel Principe & Savoia

remains the realm of presidents and

princes—with champagne in every

chamber and the best bar in town.

The Principe's ultra-modern Annex is

now under separate management,
with a new name: Duca di Milano.

This very luxurious hotel caters to

business travelers, has fifty suites,

meeting rooms, a snack bar for work-

ing lunches.

The Hotel Diana Majestic lures designers,

artists, photographers, and the prettiest mod-
els on assignment in Milan. Recently repaint-

ed a fresh white and redecorated with original

Liberty antiques, this charmer has garden

rooms for those who like to wake up to the

songs of birds in the middle of the city.

Steps away from La Scala, Hotel Marino is a

favorite of maestros and musicians, dancers

and divas. The nineteenth-century lobby is

gloriously gilded. Artists and writers often

stay at the small Hotel Manzoni: very quiet

—

with crisp service, gentle prices.

And when Milanese husbands have major

domestic squabbles, they are said to hide their

broken hearts at the Locanda Solferino, a

peaceful little place with a handful of comfort-

ing rooms. The hotel's restaurant—all dark

woods, candlelight, tender service—is equally

comforting. V

WHERE-TO-GO MILAN

Shops

GIORGIO ARMANI, Via

San
t

'Andrea 9

LAURA BIAGIOTTI, Via

Borgospesso 19
MARIO BUCCELLATI,

Via Montenapoleone 4

DAVID COLOMBO," Via

Montenapoleone 12
TANINO CRISCI, Via

Montenapoleone 3
FENDI, Via Sant'Andrea 16
SALVATORE FERRA-
GAMO, Via Montenapo-
leone 23

GIANFRANCO FERRE,
Via della Spiga 32

FRETTE, Via Visconti di

Modrone 15

GALTRUCCO, Via Mon-
tenapoleone 27

GUCCI, Via Montenapo-
leone 5

KRIZIA BOUTIQUE, Via

della Spiga 23
G. LORENZI, Via Monten-

apoleone 9

BRUNO MAGLI, Via Vit-

torio Emanuele ang San
Paolo

MAGLIA, Galleria Vittorio

Emanuele 11-13

MELEGARI E COSTA, Via

Montenapoleone 7A/5
MEMPHIS SHOWROOM,

Corso Europa 2

BOUTIQUE MISSONI, Via

Montenapoleone 1

354

GUIDO PASQUALI, Via

Sant'Andrea 1

FRATELLI PRADA, Gal-

leria Vittorio Emanuele
PRATESI, Via Montenapo-

leone 21

PECK, Via Spadari 9

R1CETTE NATURALI
PERLIER, Via Montena-
poleone 19

SAINT LAURENT RIVE
GAUCHE, Via Pietro

Verri 8

IL SALUMAIO, Via Mon-
tenapoleone 12

MILA SCHON, Via Mon-
tenapoleone 2

TRUSSARDI, Via Sant'An-
drea 5

VALENTINO, Via Monten-
apoleone 20

GIANNI VERSACE, Via

della Spiga 20
T AND J VESTOR, Via
Manzoni 38

VETRERIE DI EMPOLI,
Via Borgospesso 5

Hotels

DUCA DI MILANO, Piaz-

za della Repubblica 13
HOTEL DIANA MAJES-

TIC, Viale Piave 42
HOTEL MANZONI Via

Santo Spirito 20
HOTEL MARINO A LA
SCALA, Via Scala 4

HOTEL PALACE; Piazza

della Repubblica 20
HOTEL PRINCIPE & SA-
VOIA, Piazza della Re-
pubblica 17

LOCANDA SOLFERINO,
Via Castelfidardo 2

Restaurants

BAGUTTA, Via Bagutta 14;

tel: 702-767

BANCO, Via Pontaccio 9;

tel: 805-3083

CAFFE MILANO, Via San
Ferno della Battaglie 1; tel:

669-300

COVA, Via Montenapoleone

8; tel: 700-578

DA ROMANI, Via Trebazio

3; tel: 340-738

EL TOULA, Piazza Paolo
Ferrar 6; tel: 870-302

GIANNINO, Via Amatore
Sciesa 8; tel: 545-2948

GUALTIERO MAR-
CHESI, Via Bonvesin de la

Riva 9; tel: 741-246

MARCHESI, Via Santa Ma-
ria alia Porta 13; tel: 876-

370
PAPER MOON, Via Ba-

gutta 1; tel: 792-297

SANT AMBROEUS, Corso

Matteotti 7; tel: 700-540

ST. ANDREWS, Via Sant'-

Andrea 23; tel: 793-132

SAVINI, Galleria Vittorio

Emanuele 11; tel: 805-
8343

MISSONI
IS AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE STORES

BOUTIQUE MISSONI
BALLIETT'S

BAMBERGER'S
BARNEY'S

BLOOMINGDALE'S

BONWIT TELLER INC.

BULLOCK'S

BURDINE'S

CAROL & MARY
COHOES SPECIALITY STORES
THE DAYTON'S CO.
DAVISON PAXON
DENVER DRY GOODS
FREDERICK & NELSON
FROST BROS.

FURCHGOTT'S OF FLORIDA

GARFINCKEL'S

HATTIE INC.

HIRSHLEIFER'S

HUTZLERS

JANE SIMON INC.

JORDAN MARSH CO.

KAUFMANN'S
I. MAGNIN & CO.

LAZARUS

LIBERTY HOUSE
L.S. AYRES & CO.
MACY'S

MARSHALL FIELD CO.
NEIMAN MARCUS

O'NEIL CO.
PANACHE
CLAIRE PEARONE
H. & S. POGUE CO.
RICH'S

RUTH SHAW
SAKOWITZ
SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

SAKS JANDEL INC.

CHARLES SUMMER
ULTIMO LTD.

JOHN WANAMAKER INC.

YONKERS

New York, NY
Oklahoma City, OK

Paramus, NJ

New York, NY
New York, NY

Boston, MA
Washington, DC

Dallas, TX

New York, NY
Beverly Hills, CA

Chicago, IL

Manhasset, NY
Los Angeles, CA

Beverly Center, CA
Century City, CA

Pasadena, CA
Westowood, CA

Miami, FL

Honolulu Haway
Cohoes, NY

Minneapolis, MN
Atlanta, GE
Denver, CO
Seattle, DC

S. Antonio, TX

Jacksonville, FL

Washington, DC
Detroit, Ml

Forest Hill, NY
Baltimore, MD
Birmingham, AL

Boston, MA
Miami, FL

Pittsburgh, PA

San Francisco, CA
Beverly Hills, CA

Chicago, IL

La Jolla, CA
Palm Spring, CA

Palo Alto, CA
Phoenix, AZ
Seattle, NY

Columbus, OH
Honolulu Haway
Indianapolis, IND

New York, NY
San Francisco, CA

Chicago, IL

Dallas, TX

Houston, TX

Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA

St.Louis, MO
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Bal Harbour, CA
San Francisco, CA

Akron, OH
Millbrun, NJ

Detroit, Ml

Cincinnati, OH
Atlanta, GA

Baltimore, MD
Houston, TX

New York, NY
Beverly Hills, CA

Chicago, IL

San Francisco, CA
Washington, DC

Boston, MA
Chicago, IL

Philadelphia, PA

Omaha, NE
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LARUEDEREVES
139 Spring Street

New York, NY 10012

(212) 226-6736

LILLIE RUBIN

22 West 57ttV-Street

New York, NY:it)Di9

356

For catalog, send $3.00 to:

Kalima Catalog

P.O. Box 1100

Radio City Station

New York, NY 10101

New store opening soon on Madison Avenue.
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Thomson"
TRADITION LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE

A fresh, active look to match your way of life. That's Thomson® Sportswear. Todays classics with an
eye for tomorrow. We have even/thing from dress down slacks to dress up suits. In a variety of natural

fabrics and warm fail colors. All beautifully tailored in the Thomson tradition. For the Thomson retailer

nearest you, call toll-free, 1-800-528-6050 extension 1886. In Arizona, call 1-800-352-0458 extension 1886.

Thomson®, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y 10104/1411 Broadway, New York, N.Y 10018.

Thomson Company, Division of Salant Corporation 4j}
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EAirduTemps
The Romantic Perfume
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Lai ique Crystal Flacon

NINA RICCI
Paris
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Update "Where ToBuy Guide"
A new 1983-84 edition ofthe "WHERE-TO-BUY" GUIDEto Italian shoes

(originallypublishedin Fall 1980) is now beingpreparedfor Fallpublication.
The complimentary consumerguide lists 2, 000 retailoutlets,

department stores, specialty stores,

andboutiques which carry Italian shoesformen andwomen,
including stores selling Italian-made children s shoes.

A size conversion chart andshoe care guide willalso be included.

%**
NAME

ADDRESS

For a free guide
to stores throughout

the United Stated

featuring Italian Shoes
please-complete and return

the atuched coupon to: CITY STATE/ZIP

Italian Shoe Center • 499 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

vnanf n,mh.i wm
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Florence, Palazzo Vecchio (13th- 16th Centuries).

While the Florentine Americo Vespucci was carrying out his

explorations which were to give his name to the "New World"... and
Michelangelo was finishing his "David" that, placed in guard before the

Palazzo Vecchio, was to become the symbol of the city...

Florence's plazas were stages unequalled anywhere in the world... a u

became spectacle... so much so that Agnolo Firenzuola, in his treat:

"The Beauty of Women", praised the "piccolo, snello... bianco corm
alabastro" foot (small, slim... white as alabaster)... in which

master shoemakers recognized as the best ally of the?'

exalting it with the new fashion of shoes

slim heels...

never
mfeden
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To Celebrate Our 10 Millionth Sale!

Quartz Watches
Only*2

With This Ad
This is NOT a misprint.

This special offer is being made to celebrate the 10 millionth

watch sale of the famous New Yorkjewelryfirm of Abernathy & Closther.

It is open to every person who mails this original printed ad to the

company address (below) before Midnight, December 25, 1983

To celebrate its 10

millionth watch sale,

the prestigious New
York jewelry firm of

Abernathy & Clos-

ther will distribute

one million famous
LCD Quartz Calen-

dar Watches for only $2 apiece to the Each watch carries a full money-
first one million people who mail this back guarantee and will be replaced
printed ad to the company address by the company, free of charge, if it

before Midnight, Dec. 25, 1983. ever fails to function.

NOTE: This original

printed ad must accom-
pany your request.
Copies or photostats are

not acceptable.

To obtain one at this

price, mail this ori-

ginal printed ad to

the company ad-

dress below no later

than Midnight,
Dec. 25, 1983.

These are the same famous LCD
Quartz Calendar Watches to be
demonstrated on national TV and
advertised in The New York Times
and other leading publications.

A true calendar watch, it displays the

hour, minute and second—as well as

the month and day—in full quartz
digital mode. Its built-in quartz com-
puter is so powerful it never needs
winding and is accurate to within
seconds per month.

These famous LCD Quartz Calen-
dar Watches will not be sold at this

price by the company in any store.

There is a limit of 2 watches per ad-

dress at this price, but requests which
are mailed early enough (before

December 17) are permitted to re-

quest up to 5 watches.

To obtain your watch, mail this ori-

ginal printed ad, together with your
name and address and $2 for each
watch. Add only $2 shipping and
handling no matter how many
watches you are requesting. Specify
Men's (Item #A22451) or Ladies'
(Item #A22452). Mail to: Abernathy
& Closther, $2 Watch Offer, Dept.
939-11, Box 1736, Hicksville, New
York 11802. (A22450)
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EXPANDYOUR /
CREATIVE HORIZONS. V

The new HOUSE &GARDEN
will open your mind to new
possibilities in design, decora-
tion, architecture and the arts.

Never before have so many
beautiful achievements been
united in one glorious maga-
zine! It's an artist's drive to

balance color and form. A col-

lector's passion for the rare and
wondrous. The lifestyle philos-

ophy of a leading tastemaker.

The new HOUSE &GARDEN
is truly a celebration of the
creative life. Don't wait to see

for yourself. Send for your
COMPLIMENTARY FIRST
ISSUE (worth $4)...without
obligation.

© The Conde Nast Publications Inc. 1983

Complimentary First Issue

Y -bjQ ! Send my complimentary first issue of the new HOUSE & GARDEN
and enter mv subscription. I understand that, with this special introductory offer,

I'll receive 1 1 more issues (for a total of 12) at the $24 introductory subscription

rate... a saving of 50% off the cover price of $48. If I'm not completely satisfied

with my complimentary issue, I will write "cancel" across the b'l and return it.

The complimentary issue is mine to keep.

HOUSE &GARDEN
NAME.

:-

ADDRESS-

CITY

APT.

.STATE. ZIP_

The magazine

ofcreative living.

SEND NO MONEY NOW! We will bill you later... after

you've had a chance to examine your first issue of the new
HOUSE & GARDEN
Your complimentary issue will be mailed within 8 weeks of receipt of

your order—watch for it!

HOUSE &GARDEN" 442H



You are invited to accept a complimentary

e< >py ( >f the new House & Garden.

©The »nde>
Na^

Publvcauons

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
CIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 365 BOULDER, COLORADO

POSTAGE WILL BE DAID BY ADDRESSEE

HOUSE &GARDEN
Box 5277

Boulder, Colorado 80321

So changed. ..so enriched... it could well

be called the beginning ofyour library

on how to live beautifully!

Doubled editorial content—now 100 pages in each issue.

The new House & Garden is your monthly grand I >ur i

reativity in ihe home. With an expanded editorial content of

100 passes, the new House & Garden will share the rare, the

wondrous, the exquisite and the undr :ame 1 >f

New in-depth monthly features.

In every issue, you'll rind rich photographs and provocative

writing in stimulating x>lumns like these:

Antiques, reviews currenl shows and exhibits, giving

you an expert analysis of periods and styles

Collecting focuses your attention on a variety of

whimsical, practical and sentimental items that are worth

collecting and lisplaving;

The Sounding Board . provides an outlet for noted auth-

>nties io voice their )pinions of developments in their fields.

And mam . manv more ! The new House & Garden is as

rich and diverse as 'he world we live in.

Contributions by people like Michael Graves,

Susan Sontag, Cher, Sir Terence Conran and
Francine du Plessix Gray,

With the aew House & Garden, vou'll meet the leaders

from -elebnues and royalty to artists and statesmen.

You'll vis 1 ' he homes >l die tastemakers, whose

individual and distinctive styles influence the entire

philosophy of design.

New heavier weight, more durable paper

and cover stock.

The new House & Garden is as elegant as the

material it covers. With editorial, illustrations and

photographv all printed on richlv

coated paper, gathered together in

a book-like binding, crowned with

a handsome cover.

Totally committed to decoration,

design, architecture and the arts.

Your complimentary copy of the

new House & Garden will open

the door to delightful discoveries

in lecoration, design, architecture

and the arts. You'll find the

unique The traditional. The
fantastic. And the sublime. The
>ptions arc unlimited'

A peak achievement in

House & Garden's 80-year history

>f '-eporting the quality of life.

House v Garden has broughl

vou nfluential trends in

decoration, lesign, gardens and

irehitecture for more than 80 years.

Now come join us aswe celebrate the

hi )' xeative living . with

the new House \- Garden Send fin

vow vmplimentary first issue today.

\

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED

IN THE
UNITED STATES

I



THE "ONE TOUCH" WAXER.
THEMOREYOU USE ITTHE LESSYOU NEED IT

Carefree weeks of the smoothest,

silkiest skin you've ever experienced, that's

what the "One Touch" Roll-on Waxer prom-

ises. It removes hair from beneath the sur-

face of the skin, taking from up to 6 weeks
longer than shaving to grow back . And it

delivers the quickest, most efficient and
professional results— in your home, at your

convenience, at

a very affordable

price.

Consider

these other ad-

vantages: After

"One Touch" wax-

ing, hair grows

back with a deli-

cate, fine point,

unlike the

blunted stubble

of shaving. The
scrapes and
cuts of a razor

are eliminated

as are skin irrita-

tions in the sen-

sitive bikini and
underarm areas.

And waxing
leaves skin

smooth and non-

flaky by remov-

ing sloughed off

skin cells... like a facial.

Here's how it works. Simply

roll the wax on in one quick

stroke, press on the

Wax Remover
Strip and
whisk hair

away.

Nothing's

faster and
easier.

To begin, plug in the thermostatically

controlled warmer to heat the wax right in

its roll-on applicator— in the privacy of

your bathroom or bedroom, to a tempera-
ture that can never, never burn your skin .

Messy pots, drips and spatulas have been
eliminated forever. Our wax rolls on evenly,

smoothly, and adheres better. Hair and wax
come off in one
clean, almost

"ouchless"

motion.

The unit

comes with

three roll-on ap-

plicators sized

for your face, bi-

kini area, body
and legs, with

enough wax to

last for many ap-

plications. Re-

fills are readily

available. And
our new extra-

large, nonporous
wax remover

strips are even included. Your hands stay

clean and wax-free. And waxing removes
some hairs permanently each time you wax ,

so the need to use the "One Touch" Waxer
lessens until you just may not need it

anymore.

To assure you of professional results

each time you wax, there is the "One Touch"

Roll-on Wax Finishing Kit. It contains a trio

of superb products to make all your waxing

experiences perfectly comfortable and
professional.

The unique "One Touch" Waxer and
Waxer Refills are available at fine cosmetic

departments worldwide, as are our Electrol-

ysis, Depilatories and Lighteners. For a

store in your area, call 1-800-631-0860. In

New Jersey, call 201-343-5100. If the "One
Touch" system is unavailable in your area,

you may order

direct.

ROLL-ON WAXER
FINISHING KIT

ONCTOUCH
HAIR REMOVAL SYSTEM

5«v <m* //a^>v
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ZOTOS
Available at fine salons.
P.O. Box 1005, Darien. CT 06820

New "try-on" cuts,

care, color. . . upkeep

when you travel

Making the decision to change the style ofyour
hair can be difficult. Deciding in which direction

to go can be even harder. One solution:

La Coupe's Antonio da Costa Rocha sketches "try on"
styles (one, above) before he puts scissors to your hair.

new take, above, on the blunt

above-shoulder cut, swept for-

ward toward the face, with an-

gled bangs, back, fullness on

top. The point of this cut: its

versatility and the way it offers

a woman a look that's

"groomed rather than styled,
"

says New York hairstylist Chris-

tiaan, who created the look.

LA. TREND—THE LATEST IN EASY-
CARE COLOR: HIGHLIGHTING
SHORT HAIR ONLY ON THE TIPS—
FOR A "HALO" EFFECT

<? ' 983 ZOTOS International. He Oarer CT 068SO

When you travel . . ,

Today, for business or pleasure, most
women travel. And while most of us

preferhaving our hair cut/coloredat
our regular salon, there are always
those unplanned-f or moments— in-
variably when we're away from home

—

when we look into the mirror and de-
cide we need a trim or a touchup. The
dilemma, of course, to find a reputa-
ble, trustworthy salon.
One idea is to p;o with a salon hooked

into Intercoif i are—a professional
organization of two thousand hair sa-
lons throughout the world. The Inter-

coiffure team focuses on networking
and getting the best cutters and col-

orists. One result : a group of salons
known as much for their trend-making
as for their service.
Fall trends include: a slightly

shorter cut (like the one in progress
left) —blunter in front, shorter in

back, with some bangs and always ease

and movement. Haircolor

;

Under the

direction of Leland Hirsch (Nubest &

Co. , Manhasset) , hair-enhancing co-

lorings that brighten, condition,
and are easy-care.

To find Intercoiffure anywhere in

the world: call John Jay's New Or-

leans salon (504/282-0715) . If you
happen to use an Intercoiffure salon

in the States (such as Don Shaw's in

Atlanta, Jerry Gordon's in Chicago ;

Rocco Altobelli's in St. Paul) and

you find yourself abroad and needing
color or cut, you're lucky: your In-

tercoiffure salon-away-f rom-home
will check your regular place to find

out your color formula or your pref-

erence for style or cut.

Top photo. ARTHUR EIGORT Sketch DAVID CROIAND



WAVES

Deborah Turbeville

ONLYAT THESE SALONS...

NUBEST & CO. SALON / Manhasset, New York YOSH FOR HAIR / San Francisco, N. California

J. GORDON DESIGNS / Chicago, Illinois GENE )UAREZ SALONS / Seattle, Washington

JOHN JAY SALONS / New Orleans, LA PIERRE and CARLO / Philadelphia, PA

UGO Dl ROMA / Miami, Florida L' IMAGE SALONS / Dallas, Texas

©1983 AHC
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BLUNT

MOST INTERCOIFFURE SALONS USE AND RECOMMEND THE QUALITY PRODUCTS OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS:
CLAIROL #/ Professional Haircolor I WELLA Quality Haircare Worldwide / CORIUM Professional Facial System & Skin Care Products

AVEDA Pure Natural Products I PAUL MITCHELL Natural Haircare System I FRAMESI Hair Pigment Art
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ONLYAT THESE SALONS.

(k
•;

ALABAMA
Hairdressers

Clenwood 1 205-335-3413

ARIZONA
Cutters Hair
Phoenix 1 602-263-1 } )rt

Mane Attraction Salon
Phoenix I 602-266-0065

CALIFORNIA
Andre's Hair Studios
Redondo Beach /213- 1 78-0368

Hubert Braun Hair Styling

Palo Alto 1 415-328-0756

Hubert Braun Hair Styling

San Francisco I 4 15421-1507
Khandjian Total Beauty
Encmo/ 211-781-3688

London-New York
San Anselmo I 4

1

5-456-90 16

Mr. Lee Hairstylist

San Francisco / 4 1 1-474-6002

lames Victor Hair Forum
Woodland Hills I 2 1 3-348-494 1

Yosh For Hair
San Francisco/ 415-989-7704

COLORADO
Hair Exchange
Englewood I 303-770-65 10

Interhair

Denver/ 303-777-3245

Scissors

Denver 1 303-399-2062

DELAWARE
Central Beauty Salon, Inc.

Wilmington I 302-655-1559

Michael Christopher Designs
Wilmington I 302-658-0862

Mr. Larry's Haircrimpers
Wilmington I 302-658-4400

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Charles Russell International
Washington I 202- 142-1942

FLORIDA
Fashion Focus
Sarasota/ 813-921-7485

loan Cabert Hair Design
North Palm Beach I 305-848-8444

Glamor Quorum
Winter Park I 305-644- 1500

The Great American Hair Experience
West Palm Beach I 305-684-6576

Ugo Di Roma
Miami I 305-854-6886/ 1 58-0044

Yellow Strawberry
Fort Lauderdale 1 305-463-4343

GEORGIA
I.Dudley Haircuts
Morrow/ 404-961-1412

Joseph 's Hair Salons
Atlanta/ 404-971-2471

Don Shaw's Hairdressers

Atlanta 1 404-393-8303

Superhair
Marietta/ 404-427-3761

Warren's
Atlanta/ 404-261-9636

ILLINOIS

jerry Adams Salon
Chicago/ 312-327-1130

I.Gordon Designs & Hair Parlour

Chicago/ 312-871-0770

Mario Tricoci Hair Co., Inc.

Schaumhurg I 312-884-7400

INDIANA
Rogers' Hair Design, Inc.

Evansville/ 812-423-5423

KENTUCKY
loseph's Hair Fashions, Inc.

Louisville/ $02-897-5369

Roy & Co.
Louisville/ 502-897 1527

LOUISIANA
lohn lay Salons, Inc.

iV™ Orleans / 504-282 7234-Salon
104-282-4907 Office

Kenneth's Coiffures

Metaine / S(W-HH-5556

Lockworks For Hair
Baton Rouge 1 504-927-3860

Navarro's Hair Studio

Lafayette I 609-823-4 I i I

MARYLAND
Carl Intercoiffure, Inc.

Baltimore/ 101-415-9400

L 'Official of the Hair, Inc.

Baltimore/ 101-484-1444

MASSACHUSETTS
Dellaria, Ltd.

Boston I 617-266-8255

Geneses
Chestnut Hills I 617-734-4050

Leonard and Company
Belmont 1 617-484-4777

Mr. Richards' of Wellesley

Wellesley/ 617-235-9710

Salon Capri
Hyde Park I 617-361-3830

Salon D'Estiste

Marblehead I 6 1 7-631-9893/0564

MICHIGAN
Coloseum 2000 Hair Care, Inc.

Crosse Point/ 313-881-7252

Douglas /.

Okemos 1 517-349-0430

Bart Edmond Salon
St. Clair Shores / 313-296-3660

Gerald's Franklin Salon
Franklin / 313-626-7171/7178

Nino of Somerset
Troy/ 313-643-8740

Panopoulos Salon East

Grand Rapids I 616-245-2287

MINNESOTA
Rocco Altobelli Hair Salon
St. Paul I 612-690-5491

Rita Ambourn Hair Designers
St Paul/ 61 2-698-5537

MISSOURI
Casual Coif, Ltd.

St. Louis/ 314-647-4100

Hair 2000
St. Louis/ 314-227-6060

Otto's Hair Fashions, Inc.

Kar%as City/ 816-363-3030

Tommie's
St. Louis/ 314-997-0780

NEBRASKA
Claude's
Omaha/ 402-392-0100

NEWIERSEY
Pierre de Beaumont
Haddonfield I 609-428-2326

NEW YORK
Balestri's Intercoiffure

Scarsdale/ 914-937-5333

lohn Dellaria

Manhattan 1 212-925-4461

La Bottege, Inc.

White Plains/ 914-948-7227

Nubest & Co. Salon
Manhasset I 516-627-9444

Papillon Designs
Huntington 1 516-549-8542/483-5418

Studio IAE Hair Design, Inc.

Mamaroneck I 9 14-698-3400

OHIO
Arnold & David's Hair Design
Woodmere Village I 216-464-4722

Kenneth's
Seat hwood I 216-83 1 -4898

Markfrank Salons
Beachwood I 216-464-6446

Michael's For Hair
Dayton/ 513-435-4701

Charles Penzone Hair Design
Columbus/ 61 4-488-5906

Phyllis at the Madison
Cincinnati/ 513-321-1300

Tanglewood Hairdressers, Inc.

Chagrin Falls I 216-543-9868

OKLAHOMA
Hillcrest Beauty Center
Tulsa/ 918-584 6828

Women & Mansfield
Norman/ 405 121-5477

PENNSYLVANIA
Angelitto's Beauty Center
Somerset / 8 14-44 5-70 19

Adolf Biecker at Nan Duskin
Philadelphia/ 215-561 1406

Pierre & Carlo, Inc.

Philadelphia/ 215-735-0164

Cheena's World
Pittsburgh/ 412-981-6130

Robert Glider For Hair
Havertown I 2

1

5-446-2929

lean-Madeline, Inc.

Philadelphia/ 2/5-7)5-0556

Burt Shepp & The Great Hair Co.
Hatboro/ 215-443-0400

Stephen's Hairgraphics
McMurray 1 41 2-833-3288

Styles by Sisco, Inc.

Monroeville 1 412-17 1-0210

VIP Salon
Huntingdon Valley I 215-947-5900

TENNESSEE
New Breed International

Memphis I 901-681-7 106/761-1870

TEXAS
Fascination, Inc.

Houston I 7/ 1-820-3847

L'lmage, Inc.

Dallas/ 214-522-6210

Mr. Tom's, Inc.

Lubbock 1 806-792-4363

Paul Neinast Inc.

Dallas/ 214-369-5350

Visible Changes, Inc.

Houston/ 713-957-2030

VERMONT
Vermont College of Cosmetology
Burlington 1 802-863-4666

David Whitman Hair Design, Inc.

Brattleboro 1 802-257-4349

VIRGINIA
Taylor Burgess Hairstyling Salons,

Norfolk 1 804-583-582

1

Carmine's Hair Trek
Virginia Beach I 804-499-122

1

WASHINGTON
Gene Juarez Hair Design
Seattle/ 206-622-1221

Yuki's Diffusions
Seattle/ 206-382-9166

WISCONSIN
Erik of Norway Beauty Salon
Milwaukee I 414-354-1000

CANADA
ONTARIO
Alberto Coiffures, Ltd.

Toronto/ 416-789-4323

Robin Barker Hair
Toronto/ 416-960-5545

Embassy-A Touch of Class

Sudbury/ 705-522-7191

Ezio's Ochille—A Beautiful

New Beginning
Windsor/ 519-256-9331

International Hairstylists

Toronto/ 416-921-41 11

Michael Kluthe Salon
Toronto/ 416-925-6106

New Image Salons, Ltd.

Willowdale 1 4 16-491-955 1

Vicki Hunge, Ltd. Haute Coiffure
Toronto/ 416-925-1161/449-8713

Swan Hairstyling Co., Inc.

Toronto/ 416-922-21 18

Mary Tripi & Co.
Toronto/ 416-487-8118

QUEBEC
Inter Beauty & Deauville
Montreal/ 514-715-4432

z
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Did she
a face

Or is she using
Formula 405?

No skin care product can

remove deep wrinkles, eliminate

skin sag, or make large pores

smaller. But a TRUE MOISTURIZER
will go a long way in making your

skin look so much younger.

Unlike the majority of

moisturizers, Formula 405 can do
this. This effect is produced by

Doak's exclusive and patented

moisturizing agent,

PREGNENOLONE SUCCINATE,
which is present in Formula 405.

PREGNENOLONE SUCCINATE
is capable of entering the outer

layers of the skin (stratum corneum),

retaining the moisture that comes
from within the body.

Fine lines, dry skin, and the

"older look" will be markedly
improved. You can see visible results

in 10 days or less.

Formula 405 was originally

prepared exclusively for use by
dermatologists' patients. Now it is

available to you. Serious Skin Care
from Doak Research. Recognized
Authority in Skin Treatment.

Formula 405™ Moisturizer
Recommended by dermatologists.
Not ours, yours.

At Leading Drug and Dept. S.ores.

For Further Information. Call

Toll-Free 1-800-645-3191.

In New York State Call 516-333-7222

Doak Pharmacal Co., Inc.,

700 Shames Drive, Westbury, NY 11590

NESS NOW

what's hot
I One-day spa breaks .

.

.

serious fitness testing. .

best new gear, plans

he real appeal of the new one-day spa "vacations": they lift your

spirits, your energy level, get your exercise program back on

track. For the woman who has no time—or inclination—for a

longer spa stay, a one-day "breather" can be a true fitness boost. And,

too, a full day of fitness and relaxation can be a rare—and sorely need-

ed—chance to catch some "private time," key to keeping energy and

enjoyment in your life.

Three spots that offer one-day stays: In Washington, DC, the Saga

Club (now at 2201 Wisconsin), where female execs work out with

director Lisa Dobloug, above . . . Out of NYC: Gurney's Inn,

Montauk, Long Island . . . and Toronto's Spa at the Elmwood.

fitness evaluations
A sign of the growing professionalism at more and more health clubs

and spas : the comprehensive fitness tests being offered, supervised

by pros with advanced degrees in exercise physiology (often ''on

loan' ' from a nearby university or medical center) . These evalua-

tions give you a detailed—and safe—picture of muscle/heart/lung

fitness , act as a supplement to , not a substitute for, medical stress

tests. One new NYC exercise center where

such tests are mandatory for all : Biofitness

Institute.

the great escape
One problem many couples today share: finding enough time to

spend alone together, doing things that both enjoy. For partners

who share an interest in fitness, one solution can be to get away
from it all, to a true super-spa, one that's also a resort, where you

can have a real vacation and each partake of as much—or as

little—activity as you please. And where you can catch up on

each other, give each other 's exercise and relaxation plans mutu-

al support. One of the best spots: La Costa in Carlsbad, Califor-

nia. A bonus: the re/axing beauty treatments can come home with

you, along with their expert fitness advice (write, La Costa Prod-

ucts, 2251 Las Palmas Dr., Carlsbad CA 92008).

FABRICS THATMOVE
The newest exercise
clothes exhibit space-age
design: The materials are
lighter, more stretchable
than ever before. There
are fewer seams to bind,
more cotton blended with
Lyca for comfort. One
line i clothes that even
supp ts your body as
you m great for a be-

ginning exerciser: the
new leotards, tights with
four-way stretch from
Isotoner . . . And, to help

keep fit through pregnan-
cy, tights with "expand-
able" stomach panels, by
MysteryWear for Jon
Devlin Dancercise stu-

dios (soon to open in Ja-

pan, too).

Learning new exercises from

a book can be difficult; it's

hard to hold one and move at

the same time. Easier to fol-

low: a chart, like the one be-

low, which features a

12-minute, total-body stretch-

ing/strengthening plan, em-

phasizing proper breathing as

you move ($5 from Psychoca-

listhenics, 1319 2nd Avenue,

Suite 480, NYC 10021).

PsychocafethantCB

li« *il * I HI
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NEW
SUPER MAXITHINS
givesyou what no supermaxi-pad can.

.w i C^H.-*-*-*— -^-^
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\

Greater comfort. More discreet.
SUPER maxithins are more comfortable than the
leading super maxi-pad because they're thinner.

Only SUPER MAXITHINS are folded and individually

wrapped. So they stay clean even in your purse.

Cut open a super maxi-pad
and all you'll find is bulk.

Cut open a SUPER maxithins and
you'll find this maxi-absorbent
center that locks in moisture
better than maxi-pad bulk.

Equal amounts of blue test
solution were poured on each
pad. The blotter test proves

the surface of SUPER
MAXITHINS was drier.

Leading
super maxi-pad.

Drier protection.
SUPER maxithins gives you drier protection because its

special maxi-absorbent center locks in moisture better.

NEW SUPER MAXITHINS fromTAMF
maxithins is a registered trademark of TAMPAX incorporated, Palmer, Mass. 01069 for its brand of ultra thin full size pads.
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Decision-making:

what really works

The harde c iOices

are betwc ead

and heart

IIY PATHIC i\
O'TOOMs

aking decisions, like making love

uce, is a subject that brings out

lionated expert in everybody. In busi-

100] holds to the informal princi-

ple known as KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid),

another lines up behind H. L. Mencken's idea

that for every problem there is a solution that

is simple, straightforward—and wrong. Some
call indecision the most mortal of sins, others

point out that matters left undecided often go

away Research suggests that those who ag-

gressively gather information make better de-

cisions than those who don't, but life suggests

that decisions often have to be made before all

the facts are in. (And the facts, even when they

make themselves known, have a habit of

changing.) The wonder in all of this is not that

people make so many bad decisions but that

they often manage to make good ones.

The common threads in this crazy quilt of

n't easy to find since most of the ex-

perts understandably—stress the differences

I hemselves and others; but the careful

ii tins intellectual bazaar eventually

see what good decisions are made of:

They're correctable, not perfect. "I used to

be paralyzed about making decisions," says a

woman banker, "because I thought that if they

d out badly I would have to live with

them forever. But it doesn't have to be that

Every so often, you adjust whatever

needs adjusting." There is great liberation in

dumping the notion that decisions are either

permanent successes or permanent failures.

Bad decisions can often be turned into good
ones, and good ones can be made better.

They make use ofboth intellect and emotion.

Despite admonitions to leave emotions out of

decision-making—especially decisions about

work and money—feelings usually do more to

enhance decisions than obstruct them. In a

world that reveres rational analysis and hard

data, irrational information—in the form of

gut feelings, instincts, hunches, opinions

—

needs cherishing if a decision is to be as good
as it can be. As Elizabeth Janeway noted in

Powers of the Weak (Knopf), "One really

needs the whole self, emotions and all . . . to

evaluate possible courses of action. Cognitive

analysis isn't enough. Invalidating emotional,

intuitive responses . . . narrows experience se-

verely."

They often redefine the problem to be solved.

Every schoolchild wrestles with the ethical

question of how to save six shipwrecked survi-

vors when the lifeboat will hold only five. Why
not insist on the legitimacy of going beyond
the problem as it is given? Couldn't all six lives

be saved if everyone took turns swimming?
The disagreement between those who advo-

2 ply cashmere jewel neck swe?>pr u.

and two rows of delicate poinU design

MADE IN USA

cate a nuclear freeze and those who don't is

essentially a disagreement over the definition

of the problem. One side says a nuclear war
cannot be won, the other says such a war need

not be lost. Until the two sides agree on the

problem, their decisions cannot guarantee the

safety of the passengers on Lifeboat Earth.

They avoid the extremes ofeither rushing to

closure or indecision. "Things come at me all

day long," says a businesswoman who believes

decisiveness is her most valuable asset. "I

make decisions on the spot and move on. If I

didn't, this place would grind to a halt." Her
employees tell a different story: She keeps

things moving all right, but acts with too little

information. Inordinate amounts of time are

spent corralling the wild horses she lets loose.

At the other pole is Deep Red Roses, a char-

acter in Carl Sandburg's Rootabaga Stories.

Packing for a trip, she had room in her suitcase

for either her clock or her looking glass. It

seemed more sensible to take the clock, but she

really wanted the mirror. So each morning she

went off with one and each night she came
back for the other. "Her head tells her one
thing, her heart tells her another," the narra-

tor explains. "Between the two she stays

home." In the end, ducking a decision is the

same as making one, but the results can never

be more than second-rate.

They embrace rather than reject information

that doesn V seem to fit and information from
unorthodox sources. A few months ago, when a

Connecticut bridge collapsed and killed three

people, state highway officials professed com-
plete surprise, but people who lived along the

river under the bridge had tried for months to

tell the officials about strange noises overhead.

Why did their warnings go unheeded? Because

these people weren't experts. The history ofdi-

sasters is replete with such tales.

At work, gathering the intelligence needed

for making good decisions is extraordinarily

difficult, especially for managers, because sub-

ordinates try so hard to please. When a subor-

dinate knows that a boss reacts badly to

negative news, the temptation is to downplay
or even withhold it. Awareness of this censor-

ship is not enough, say Morgan W McCall Jr.,

Robert E. Kaplan, and Michael L. Gerlach in

Caught in the Act: Decision Makers at Work
(Center for Creative Leadership). In their

view, bosses need to hear, accept, and even re-

ward the bearers of bad tidings.

They take courage. "One true sign of a lead-

er," says Camron Cooper, vice president and
treasurer of Atlantic Richfield Company, "is

the willingness to accept responsibility for

making the tough, awkward, or controversial

decision." After all the information is in and

all the recommendations have been made, she

adds, a decision-maker still has to be brave

enough to go against the grain. "It must be

done with the clear knowledge that the deci-

sion may be wrong, with attendant repercus-

sions. On the other hand, it may prove
brilliant, with attendant rewards. Welcoming
such risks is a key attribute of leadership."

"Every day we slaughter our finest im-

pulses," Henry Miller wrote. "That is why we
get a heartache when we read those lines writ-

ten by the hand of a master and recognize

them as our own, as the tender shoots which

we stifled because we lacked the faith to be-

lieve in our own powers. . .
." The hardest

choices are always between head and heart, be-

tween the quiet voice inside and the clamor

outside. The life lived without the courage foi

making these choices is bound to be safe and

filled with regret. V
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Experience the rebirth

of your skin.

Introducing Buf-PufGentle
DISCOVER youi >oking skin. You proba-

bly think you ki hing there is to know
about your : md how to care for it. But

you're r a revelation.

Even if you think of your skin as especially

delical ur very own face can surprise you

by looking cleaner, healthier—and best of all-

younger. When you cleanse it with our new
Buf-Puf Gentle facial sponge.

REVEAL the natural

beauty hiding beneath

your skin's surface. Your

skin is made up of many
layers. So that tired-

looking top layer you
see in the mirror is not

the whole story. Actu-

ally right underneath is

afresh, softer layer of

younger, newer skin. All

you have to do is clean

away that dull top layer

for your new, lovely

face to peek out.

All that is only the be-

ginning of what new
Buf-Puf Gentle does.

EXPERIENCE the wis-

dom of Buf-Puf Gentle. It took a Buf-Puf derma-
tologist to create our finely-textured, tear-

shaped facial sponge, Buf-Puf Gentle. When
he did, it revolutionized how good
your skin—even delicate skin—can
look. Why? The principle is simple.

Buf-Puf Gentle promotes the rebirth

of your skin.

You see, over time your skin gets

lazier and lazier. And it doesn't produce new
cells as fast or as frequently as it once did. But,

stimulation and light massage with Buf-Puf

Gentle can speed up your own natural renewal

process. Up to 30% faster. It's the help you
need to get your skin looking younger, fresher,

more radiant. Naturally.

IMPROVE the appearance of your skin with

Buf-Puf Gentle. After four days of use, your skin

can look healthier and
younger. Research

shows three out of four

women who tried it said

so. And that's true of

women with dry, more
mature skin, too.

CELEBRATE young-

er-looking skin with

Buf-Puf Gentle as part

of your daily skin care

regimen. Use this new
peach-toned Buf-Puf

Gentle with your regular

soap or cleanser, and to

say the least, you'll be

delighted with the

results. Its graceful, con-

toured shape deep
cleans away makeup and oil, even in hard-to-

get-at places around your nose and eyes.

Easily, safely. And you'll like the fact

^^ that new Buf-Puf Gentle is reusable.

£ Because once you see how young and

fresh your skin can look, you'll want to

use it every day.

BUFF UP YOUNGER-LOOKING SKIN.

^3 3MCo.
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When you're suddenly

rich . . . new su per-stocks

taking the risk that fits

By Lisa Gubernick

I WHAT RISKS CAN YOU TAKE?
No matter where you invest your money, you're

taking a risk. Even if your cash is safely tucked

away in a savings account, you risk—in this

case, losing buying power to inflation. How do

you decide what chances you can afford?

Answering this question provides the key to

your investment strategy. "First, evaluate how

much you earn, how much you need to meet

your living expenses, and how much you can

save," says Susan Bondy, author of How to

Make Money Using Other People's Money
(Bobbs-Merrill). "If you live on income from

your assets, you should consider only super-

safe investments, such as government or Tri-

ple-A rated bonds. If you can save $2000 a year

or more from a salary, however, you can take

that amount and aim for higher returns in riskier

investments, like shares in a high-growth mutu-

al fund. Then, even if you lose money, you can

replace it within a year's time."

Regardless of how much risk you can afford

financially, you must consider your tempera-

ment, too, when making investment decisions.

"Unless you're willing to review your portfolio

daily, avoid commodities and stock options,"

Bondy says. While other volatile investments,

such as stock in hot new high-tech companies,

also require regular monitoring, Bondy believes

that they can work for less vigilant investors— if

they take steps to protect their holdings. A
"Stop Loss" order, for instance, compels your

broker to sell if your stocks fall below a speci-

fied price—which limits the amount you can

lose. Bondy recommends placing "Stop Loss"

orders at 15 percent below the price of your-

stock whenever it rises. "That way," she says,

"your broker supplies your discipline for you."

A PENNY FOR YOUR STOCKS
"Penny" stocks are the slot machines
of the stock market—the ante is small,

so you don't risk losing much money;
and if you do pick a winner, the returns

can be enormous. For example: Had you
bought one hundred shares of a

little-known stock called MCI Corp. in

1974, it would have set you back all

of $88. Today, your shares would be worth
nearly $10,000. But for every,

pennies-to-profits story, there are a dozen
others in which shareholders are left

with stock certificates worth little more
than the paper they were printed on.

Can you pinpoint the MCI's of tomorrow?
Jerome Wenger, publisher of Penny Stock

News, says that the best strategy

for investing in penny stocks—whose
definition now includes anything selling

for $5 or less—is to follow the

same principle used for any other

investment: diversification. "Concentrate

on one industry and invest in

several companies," says Wenger.
"Telecommunications and medical

technology are two areas that show
good potential." Most stockbrokers sell

penny stocks, but few offer much
information on them, so investors rely on
independent newspapers and newsletters.

Wenger's is the oldest and the largest;

and during the first half

of this year, his Penny Stock Index

rose more than twice as much as

the Dow Jones Industrial Average did.

A word of warning: Despite

the outstanding performance many penny
stocks have turned in of late, they

are still highly speculative investments

and should comprise no more than

10 to 15 percent of your portfolio.

EQUITABLE distribution—are you getting your fair share?
Over the last fifteen years, divorce laws have been substantially revised in an effort

to give women their fair share of marital assets. But despite the progress that has
been made, many women still only get one-third or less of those assets. According to
Judith Avner, staff attorney with the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, even
that one-third is probably more than women received in the past, when most states
still used the common-law system for dividing assets. Under the common-law system,
a woman could only be sure to claim property that she could prove she owned—if the
house was solely in her husband's name, for example, she was often out of luck.

By now, most states have switched to equitable distribution: the judge decides who
gets what on the basis of the spouses' respective needs and contributions to the mar-
riage. And therein lies the rub. "Many judges give too much weight to economic con-
siderations, and few women earn as much as their husbands," says Avner. "Equitable
distribution is turning out to be neither equal nor fair."

What's the alternative? "A simple change in the equitable distribution law to in-

clude the phrase 'presumption of equal'—setting out a 50-50 starting point for split-

ting assets—will help to insure that women are treated justly," says Avner, adding
that there is now a strong effort to get that presumption written into the divorce law
in New York. In Wisconsin, one state where this presumption is in the law, women
generally get 50 percent of marital assets. "This change should establish once and
for all that a marriage is an equal partnership—and if it ends, assets should be divided
accordingly," says Avner. While women are likely to be dealt with fairly in the eight

"community property" states, it's highly doubtful, Avner believes, that other states
will change to that system. "It makes more sense—legally and politically—to work
with the laws we already have," she says. ("Money" continued on page 378)
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Rolex
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President

Diamond Pave $6450

The intelligent

way to

buy
your
next
fine

watch
...from Marcus & Company,

internationally renowned
specialists in time

ALL FAMOUS BRANDS,
ROLEX, PIAGET, PATEK-PHIL1PPE,
CARTIER, CORUM, CHOPARD, ETC.

NO SALES TAX TO OUT OF STATE BUYERS
2 YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
HIGHLY QUALIFIED STAFF OF EXPERTS

TRADE INS WELCOMED,
YOUR OLD WATCH OR JEWELRY

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY NATIONWIDE
ANTIQUE & CUSTOM TIMEPIECES

A SPECIALITY

WRITE OR PHONE FOR COMPLIMENTARY BROCHURE

MARCUS&GQ
9460 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

phone: (213) 271 6244
price subject to change

Jhe World's
Jfost Potent

Collagen
In Europe's most exclusive skin

clinics, lyophilized "live cell" collagen

facials are used in a revolutionary

anti- wrinkle, anti-aging treatment.

Now, you can experience the same
super-potent collagen ... the very same
treatment used on some of the most

famous faces in Europe . . . without

leaving your home! Box of 10 Collagen

Ampules, $29.00.

And try our Fresh-Cell Test Kit. 5

different lyophil zed extracts for specific

anti -aging needs: 1) Elastin2) Collagen

3) Placenta 4) Embryo 5) Trace

Minerals. The 5 Ampule Box, $15.00.

If unavailable at your health food st<

send check to: Reviva Labs, Dept. V.

.

705 Hopkins Rd., Haddonfield, NJ

0803 V
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GIVE fHi GIFT
THAT KEEPS rmTAKING IT OFF.

ORTREATYOURSELFTO IT!

&*)•

/v
Nickolaus, the people who've toned

and trimmed thousands oHitness-

nsctous New Yorkers at our Exercise

ters, now has an exercise club that

comes to you.

In tact, we call it The Exercise Club.

And it uses the same medically

endorsed program used at our Exercise

Centers.

It conies in a trim canvas clutch that

contains 3 cassette tapes and a fully

illustrated book which gives you new
insights into how your body works. And
describes precisely how to do each

movement. You'll learn what you should

and should not feel.

With these tapes, you'll never work
out alone. Or in the dark. Because

they provide the vocal guidance and

rhythm for each exercise.

Here's what you get: a 15-minute tape

you into shape. A 20-minute tape

that further strengthens. A 35-minute

tape that can keep you looking and

feeling terrific. Forever.

The Nickolaus Technique has been

endorsed by the New York Times and

Good Housekeeping.

To get all the benefits of The Exercise

Club, just do a simple reach. Reach for a

pen and send for it today.

To order: Send your name, address and

check or money order for $34.00 plus

$.95 postage and handling to:

Wckolausl ^^f^r^e
FVp/^/SpA Dept. D46,

^ 250 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10010

(NYC residents, add S% tax, NY State,

7%. Visa and MasterCard accepted.)

THE MOST POPULAR BEAUTY BOOK TODAY GUARANTEES
A YOUNGER LOOKING FACE IN ONLY A FEW WEEKS!!!!

NOW IN ITS
ITH

EDITION!

ENDORSED and RECOM
MENDED BY PROMINENT
PLASTIC SURGEONS.

Over 14,000 testimonials

such as . . . "Gne morning I

went through all of the ex-

ercises with you on TV while

my husband was watching.

He expressed great amaze-

ment when my jowls practi-

cally disappeared right before

his eyes".

FACE LIFTING BY EXERCISE

'

FOR WOMEN » MEN OVER TWENTY-ONE

As a product of 23 years of research and experience it contains THE ONLY
METHOD IN THE WORLD today that can lift a face naturally and take years off by

removing flabbiness, droopiness, lines ^nd furrows through natural muscle toning

with resistance exercises. All ages! Only seconds required for each exercise.

BOOK: $18.00 + $2.75 shipping and handling. California residents add sales tax.

^enfcM<^'N***f& PO. Box 39523 — Los Angeles, Calif. 90039

Name

Address

City

:o ase print*

.State -Zip

I have enclosed S for_ Books (Sorry no COD]

(Continued from page 377)

PROTECTING YOUR CREDIT CARDS
Each month, thousands of consumers join the

ranks of victims of credit-card theft. In re-

sponse to the card-theft epidemic, a new ser-

vice has sprung up—"credit card
insurance"—which costs as much as $50 per

year. Does this insurance protect you?

"Not really," says Maria Kaplan, spokes-

woman for Bankcard Holders of America, a

non-profit consumer education group. "What
the so-called insurance offers is access to a

toll-free number that speeds your notifying

companies of lost or stolen cards. You're still

liable for up to $50 per card until the company
is alerted to your loss. But most credit compa-
nies waive your liabilities unless there's bla-

tant abuse—such as a customer who con-

stantly loses her cards."

A $12 membership to Bankcard Holders

buys you the same telephone theft-reporting

service; plus, members are kept posted on
which banks charge the lowest fees and inter-

est for credit—fees can vary as much as 18

percent—and discounts on car rentals, travel,

and hotel accommodations. For information,

write Bankcard Holders, Suite 1022, 2025 I

Street NW, Washington DC 20006.

SUDDENLY—YOU'VE GOT $
Whether it's from an inheritance, a hefty year-

end bonus, or even winning the lottery—an un-

expected windfall holds the promise of turning

your dreams into reality. All too often, though,

windfalls are frittered away on unnecessary

purchases—we've all experienced the Disap-

pearing Tax Refund Syndrome. Bonnie Siverd,

author of "Count Your Change: A Woman's
Guide to Sudden Financial Change" (Arbor

House)—the clearest book on women's fi-

nances I've ever read—offers a method for

handling large amounts of cash, say, $25,000
to $50,000, that combines impulse spending

with discipline. Siverd suggests: "Ifyou feel the

urge, take 10 percent of your windfall and in-

dulge yourself—but no more.
"

Siverd recommends taking six months to a

year to decide how to invest the other 90 per-

cent of your new riches—placing the money in

a very accessible investment, like a money-
market fund, in the meantime. "Everyone from

your neighbor to your Uncle Harry will offer ad-

vice, "she says: but generally, it's best to seek

out a disinterested professional who charges a

fee—not commissions—to spend an afternoon

with you and plan your next move.

Siverd stresses finding long-term invest-

ments that meet your specific needs. "Women
tend to leave inheritances in the form in which

they come—either out of respect or inertia—
and that rarely makes sense, " she says. Ac-

cording to Siverd, a thirty-year-old single wom-
an making about $30,000 a year would
probably be best offspending most ofher wind-

fall on a down payment for her own home, be-

cause a house provides both profit potential

and tax advantages. If a woman of similar

means has children, there will be tuition bills to

consider; so an aggressive mutual fund may
suit her better. By contrast, a woman in her fif-

ties or sixties with a small income should proba-

bly look for extremely conservative investments

to produce money she will need to live on. "The

less money a woman has, the more carefully

she must weigh her choices, "says Siverd.
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Is your makeup
giving you adult acne?

FACT: Acne cosmetica is a leading

cause of post-adolescent acne
among women.
You may be suffering from adult acne

and not even realize it. Acne cosmetica,

or adult acne, is a major cause of facial

skin problems for women over 20 years

old. What is it exactly? Look in the mirror.

It's the little bumps you get under your

skin, especially on the chin or cheek. It's

those whiteheads and clogged pores that

you thought you were rid of. There are

many factors which can contribute to

adult acne, however dermatologists

widely agree that heavy oils, creams,

lotions and foundation makeup are the

most common factors.

FACT: Oil-based foundations can
contribute to adult acne.

Depending on your skin type and skin

©1983ALLERCREME

sensitivity the rich oils and emulsifiers

used in some liquid and cream founda-

tions can be too heavy for your skin. The
result is clogged pores, a result that

NormalPore Oil CloggedPore

doesn't happen overnight, but over a

period of time and application. This clog-

ging or comedogenic process causes the

bumps to form under your skin. Even

some water-based makeups contain oils

that can clog, or alcohol which may
burn, irritate or sting. So, how do you

know which makeup is best for your skin?

FACT: Matte Finish was specifically

formulated for dermatologists to be

non-irritating and non-comedogenic.
Allercreme Hypo-Allergenic Matte

Finish makeup was specifically formu-

lated for dermatologists so they could

recommend a makeup which provides

even coverage without causing irritation,

clogging or other skin sensitive reactions.

In fact, in the more than 35 years since

we began making Matte Finish makeup,

we have never received a major com-

plaint! That's because we take extra care

and time in its development. Before Matte

Finish ever touches your face, it must first

pass hundreds of hours and dozens of

tests in our laboratories to ensure its

quality.

FACT: Not all water-based

makeups are oil-free.

Matte Finish Otherwater-basedmakeup

Look at the blotter example above. Other

fragrance free or water-based makeups
may offeryou some of the hypo-allergenic,

non-irritating, non-comedogenic proper-

ties of Matte Finish, but ifyou read the

labels carefully, you'll see that many con-

tain rich oils or irritating alcohol. This oil

shows up on the blotter in only a few

minutes. Matte Finish water-based makeup
is oil and alcohol free, hypo-allergenic,

100% fragrance free, non-irritating, non-

sensitizing and non-comedogenic.

Look closely in your mirror. Ifyou think

your makeup is

giving you adult

acne, it's time

to try Aller-

creme Matte

Finish makeup.

Available in

nine fashion

shades.

Allercreme

has a full line of

hypo-allergenic

skin care prod-

ucts and cos-

metics. You may
want to consult

your dermatolo-

gist to deter-

mine which
Allercreme

products are

right for you.
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update
Music, mood, and exercise...

women's fitrr issues: cystic breasts,

mitral-valve prolapse

or most people, motivation is the biggest obsta-

cle to adopting a regular exercise program. Af-

ter all, who wants to spend her lunch hour

doing leg lifts and sit-ups? Add the element of a

favorite new song, though, and that boredom
magically disappears. In fact, research studies

"show that dance music acts as an energizer by rev-

Iving up a person's adrenaline and boosting both blood

|

pressure and blood sugar levels.

But while music may lure us to exercise, it can also

| work against us when we get carried away by the beat.

"Popular music can throw a novice off-track during a

I workout," says exercise expert Fran Lehen, author of

\How To Improve Your Posture (Cornerstone). Just as

people dance the night away and wake up with sprained

|ankles or lower back pain, beginner athletes may become
distracted by a tune and end up with similar injuries.

"Until a novice knows what I call 'the body grammar' of physical

fitness—i.e., the basics of how muscles behave—exercising to the

Rolling Stones, for example, may be more of a stumbling block than

an enhancement."

Before the aspiring athlete graduates to fast music, Lehen advises

thorough training in the basics of body awareness. Her "body
Igrammar" consists of understanding the function ofbody parts sep-

arately and in tandem, how one stretches loose and tense muscles.

During this introductory period, the beginner should follow a slow, sensible pace, stopping at the

first sign of pain. The goal should be control, not speed. "In a class with music blaring, you can
follow the instructor's lead physically; but actually you're imitating the posture without the

muscle control the instructor has. Remember, the instructor is a trained athlete," Lehen says. "A
lack of control in the classroom may result in an injury later if you may follow a movement you're

not ready for. Or you may do a movement improperly. As a result, you may be doing sit-ups in a

way that strengthens your stomach while straining your back."
Working closely with the instructor, quick learners can grasp the grammar of body awareness

in a matter of weeks. To maximize concentration, Lehen recommends a backdrop of classical

music, which offers a steady pace and a sense of relaxation without distracting you from your
activity. "Music in the classroom is helpful because it provides a buoyancy that eases the difficul-

ties of fitness training; but whatever the music, it should be unobtrusive—the attention should be
on the instructor who should be easily heard."

By focusing on what's going on inside her body, the beginner athlete gains control. Once she
reaches a level of proficiency, Lehen allows that she can exercise to the tunes of her choice. "I
judge progress by the beginner athlete's acknowledgement that she experiences a wider range of
movement and more s'.rength. At that point, I trust her to know what she's going for in the
workout and to resist the allure of a song."

Exercise and
mitral-valve
prolapse

A surprisingly large number of normal,

healthy women have a heart anomaly called

mitral-valve prolapse, or MVP. It means that

the valve separating the upper and lower

chambers on the left side of the heart is too

large to close tightly, which sometimes allows

blood to leak back into the upper chamber.

The condition is rarely serious, however, and
may go undetected for years with no ill ef-

fects. As many as 4 to 1 percent of the Amer-
ican population have MVP, which is believed

to be hereditary and seems more common
among women than men.

If you have MVP, you may be totally un-

aware of any difficulty whatever, or you may
find you get dizzy spells, pains in your chest,

or a feeling that your heart frequently beats

too fast or skips beats. Symptoms like these

warrant a visit to a doctor, who can usually

diagnose MVP by listening through a stetho-

scope for the floppy valve's characteristic

"click" sound or murmur. But most people

with MVP don't know they have it, according

to John D. Cantwell, M D., director of the Pre-

ventive Medicine Institute at Georgia Baptist

Medical Center in Atlanta, writing in The Phy-

sician and Sportsmedicine.

"I'm sure that thousands of people with

MVP are out exercising every day,'' Dr.

Cantwell says, "and in general that's a fine

thing," for when the condition is mild, and it

usually is, exercise improves the heart's over-

all efficiency and poses no threat.

But some individuals do have serious

heart-rhythm problems associated with MVP,
and must be cautious about exercise. Dr.

Cantwell points out, however, that these peo-

ple get obvious warning signals from their

bodies, unlike the majority of MVP cases who
never experience any unpleasant symptoms.

"MVP was overlooked until recently,"

notes Dr. Cantwell. "Even now it is easily

missed on routine examinations because the

doctor may not hear anything unusual unless

the patient is standing up or squatting—posi-

tions that change the volume of blood in the

heart." Sophisticated new techniques such

as echocardiography, which provides a pic-

ture of the working heart, make detection

more certain. (For more information on this

subject, see Health, page 393.)

.
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Wome*.
feel the most discomfort
cock says. Vigorous exerci&e hr

help to reduce the excess fluiu cj..

pressure. She suggests that cutting
consumption at this time of the montt

xercise and cystic breasts. The pain of
cystic breasts or premenstrual breast
soreness need not rule out exercise for
the millions of women affected by these
conditions. In fact, according to Chris-
tine E. Hay- .D-. associate pro-
fessor of .ry at The University of
Merfk - and Dentistry of New Jersey

v only safe but
•> s v i

dually

Hay-
may

ight

would taking one of the anti-prostaglandin medications pre-

scribed for menstrual cramps. Psychological factors may also

aggravate breast pain and exercise, with its known ability to

reduce stress, could be beneficial emotionally.

Women with cystic breasts may pursue almost any kind of

exercise, Dr. Haycock says, so long as they wear a supportive
bra to keep the breasts fixed firmly to the chest. She defines a
good sports bra as one made of non-stretch material, with a
wide band under the breasts; seams must not cross the nip-

ples, non-elastic straps should not slide off. She advises test-

ing a sports bra by jumping up and down in the fitting room.
Dr. Haycock adds personal experience to her professional

expertise. "I've had fibrocystic breast disease and three

breast biopsies myself," she says. "I have always been active.

I consider myself living proof that women like me suffer no ad-

verse effects from exercise."
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*l do some of my toughest twists and turns sound asleep."
CATHY RIGBY

Nighttime. Eight restless hours. "T^"^^
An unmistakable challenge for \/fJ]/ff
your feminine protection. But

through it all, you'll sleep secure, Super
with Stayfree" Super Maxi-Pads.

bo/t/ess

absorbency, for

overnight needs.

Super, with a

special 6-fold design that folds

material into three interlocking

layers for triple-layer protection.

Stayfree Super Maxi-Pads. More
of what you want, just when you
want it most. All night. Overnight.

Extra protection thatVI
super for overnight.



GREAT BEDROOMS
OF THE

WESTERNWORLD
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Nestled high above the heart of

Manhattan exists a quiet sanctuary.

There, among the many treasures

it holds in its possession, you'll find one that is truly

spectacular

Brilliantly conceived bed linens that,

at first glance, appear to be quilted. But blink twice
and all is revealed. They are a triumph in

trompe l'oeil, the art of illusion.

This marvelous pattern is

"La Plaisanterie." It's a grand scheme to fool the eye.
An ingenius design that adds a dimension of

fantasy, wit and whimsy.
Inspired bed linens in the great

Wamsutta tradition.

^amsuttd

).w.l.d< jV by David Webb'
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Xa PlaisaIltcric*^,, by Andree Putman exclusively for Wamsutta. Coordinating with Slate

from the Wamsutta Ultracolor"
1 palette. In Ultracale* a no-iron percale blend of

50% Celanese Fortrel# polyester and 50% combed cotton.
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TODAY'S WOMAN KNOWS EXACTLY V sTS AND WHAT SHE WANTS MORE AND MORE
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DRINK IT ITS AN ACCURATE REFLECTIONOHM DWfflfejDIVIDUAL TASTE
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Plastic surgery

update: ways

to keep the

look of youth

Latest operations,

news on timing

BY MELVA WEBER

I his year, the superspecialty of plastic

surgery has spirit-lifting, as well as face-lifting,

news: fresh options in first-step or partial sur-

gical procedures that, for some women, will

forestall the need for total face lifting; and, for

others, new thoughts about when to have that

first full face lift: having one of the newer ex-

tended face lifts as early as her thirties may
mean longer-lasting results, so a woman's need

for renewal operations will be postponed, and
fewer repeats may be necessary.

NEW SURGERY CHOICES
Taking pre-lift possibilities first, consider this:

Even in your twenties, sometimes in your thir-

ties, and more often in your forties, you may
develop the first, too-early signs of aging. At
the eyes, a hooded effect gains emphasis; be-

neath them, a slight but persistent puffiness.

Put a hand mirror flat on the table, look

down. You may see cheeks that sag somewhat,
responding too well to laws of gravity; the

clean chin-throat angle of youth softened, fad-

ing into a fuller, heavier curve; the lower third

of the face a bit broader, a trifle more square.

To the rescue, an array of surgical fixes for

specific problems. "We call them 'ancillary

procedures,' helper-operations that may be

done along with full face-lift surgery, but may
also be done independently, and may postpone

the need for the full face lift." So says Bernard
Kaye, M.D., of Jacksonville, Florida, clinical

professor of plastic surgery at the University of

Florida, past president of the American Soci-

ety for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery.

Eye lifts

The eyelid lift is one such procedure, done
when eyelid tissues weaken and allow fatty

flesh to bulge, creating puffiness above and
bags beneath the eyes. "This occurs with ag-

ing, of course," said Dr. Kaye, "but can occur
in very young people, even in teenagers who
have had repeated allergies that weaken tis-

sues." The surgeons' term for the operation:

blepharoplasty. Eyelid surgery removes excess

skin as well as the fat bulges and may be need-

ed when loose skinfolds actually curtain the

eyes and impair vision.

There's more. Muscles, as well as skin and
fat, can be manipulated to restore serene, ex-

pressive eyes. The orbicularis, a circular mus-
cle that goes around the eye, is responsible for

squinting (often a necessary action) and for the

eventual formation of laugh lines or crows'

feet, the lines that radiate from the outer cor-

ners of eyes toward the temples. Laugh lines

can be charming; but, too many and too deep,

they can add years to the effect of the face.

Said George J. Berakha, M.D., New York
City plastic surgeon: "For the woman who
wants smoothness in this facial area, the con-

ventional face lift or even the forehead lift

won't do it; but another technique can. It con-

sists of first lifting the skin at the temples, then

dividing the orbicularis muscle at the outer

edge of the eye socket, then sewing it down to

the deeper tissues around the eye. The muscle

is interrupted, so you don't squint so much
when you smile. The rest of the muscle goes

right on doing its work and being expressive."

What the eye lift can't help: the slightly

tired or cross expression caused by drooping

brows. "Some young people are greatly helped

by the forehead lift, or brow lift," said Dr.

Kaye. "One of my patients was only twenty-

two. She said that, in high school, other stu-

dents would tell her she looked tired when she

wasn't. She realized it was her eyebrows that

drooped."

Incision for the brow lift is made in the

scalp, well above the hairline where the fine-

line scar will be quite unseen. The forehead is

lifted and redraped; brows are placed in their

best position, along the top of the eye's bony
socket; horizontal lines across the forehead are

smoothed. In the process, said Dr. Kaye, the

surgeon can cut the muscles that cause frown-

ing, both the horizontal lines and the vertical

creases that loom between the brows, so you
can't squeeze your face into a fierce glower.

But, Dr. Kaye added, if you later on really per-

sist in scowling hard, you can retrain other

muscles to do the frowning.

Front face, a limited lift

It's not a "minilift." Plastic surgeons generally

do not like that term. For the woman who
doesn't yet need the full face lift, doesn't need

her neck done, but does need work on the skin

and cheek fat that's sliding down a bit, the so-

lution is the anterior face lift, restricted to the

front of the face. It can be just the thing for the

woman in her early thirties who wishes to look

in her twenties.

The actual "minilift"? "It was popular

about a decade ago," said Dr. Kaye. "The sur-

geon would take little pieces of skin tissue

from around the edges of the scalp, pull it up to

tighten it, and that was the extent of the face

lift; but it's quite a temporary thing."

Added Dr. Berakha: "It's not an operation I

have faith in. It's easy, and doesn't leave much
of a scar; but I don't think it particularly effec-

tive or lasting. My advice to most patients who
are interested in the minilift is, wait until you

can get a real face lift."

Nose lift

It may be almost impossible to see it oneself,

but the nose lengthens with time, tends to

gravitate downward at the tip. "Modifying the

tip of the nose, just by lifting it up a little, often

creates a dramatic, youthful difference," said

Dr. Berakha. "It's a simple operation, com-
pared to a face lift." Nose lift, Dr. Berakha em-
phasized, is not the same operation as the

rhinoplasty often done in young people to re-

contour the nose. "But very often, a slight

hump becomes more pronounced with aging."

Earbobbing
Earlobes steadily get larger and longer, be-

come a subtle and usually unrecognized mark
of aging. Said Dr. Berakha, "Reducing the

earlobes, a very minor surgical procedure that

takes about twenty minutes, can make a sur-

prising difference in one's appearance." With
a small curved incision under the lobe, so no
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scar shows, the surgeon makes the lobe small-

er. It's an option to be considered along with

other procedures. Remember, if you have

pierced ears, they'll need to be pierced again.

COLLAGEN INJECTION:
NEW AND EFFECTIVE LINE ERASER
Collagen, a fundamental building material of

the body, makes up a good deal of the skin and

other structures, gives shape to nose and ears,

has been termed the body's scaffolding materi-

al. Purified, surgical-quality collagen in fluid

form now is used increasingly by plastic sur-

geons to correct skin lines, grooves, and de-

pressions by fine-line needle injection. Said

San Francisco's Mark Gorney, M.D., presi-

dent of the American Society of Plastic and

Reconstructive Surgeons: "Collagen is basi-

cally a biological soft-tissue implant. Some im-

plant materials tend to be rejected by the body

as foreign substances; but body tissues can in-

vade, or grow into, this protein building

block."

Said Dr. Berakha: "I use a great deal more
collagen in my practice today. It's just dramat-

ic for correcting vertical grooves between the

eyebrows and for the nasolabial folds between

nose and mouth."
(Collagen by injection also is used to raise

depressed scars, as those from acne; but most
surgeons are finding it not so useful for the

puncture-shaped "ice pick" scars, where the

bottom of the pit adheres to tissues below the

skin layer. Badly pitted skin may be improved

by dermabrasion, said Dr. Berakha, and some-

times requires retreatment. Individual "ice

pick" scars may be cut out, adds Dr. Gorney,

though this leaves a fine-line scar.)

Collagen, in a mixture with a local anesthet-

ic, is put into the skin through a fine needle, so

there's minimal pain during injection. The flu-

id goes into the skin layer itself, not beneath it.

"Put in correctly," says Dr. Gorney, "the

chances for a worthwhile result are considera-

bly better. Put in too far, or subdermally, the

collagen can appear to build up the skin sur-

face nicely but would disappear very soon."

Among surgeons, there's still some contro-

versy about collagen. Those who use it are

highly enthusiastic; others reject it because the

results don't last. Said Dr. Gorney, who favors

collagen: "We feel it certainly has a place in

plastic-surgery practice, provided the patient

understands that a maintenance program is

necessary. In other words, you'll need a touch-

up at intervals."

Within the past few months, a second for-

mulation of injectible collagen has been re-

leased to plastic surgeons. Dr. Gorney, who
took part in clinical testing, reports that the

newer formulation appears to last longer in the

skin, requires less overcorrection to allow for

shrinkage.

Side effects or reactions to collagen injection

are possible, but have been extremely rare. By
the manufacturer's protocol, prospective pa-

tients are given skin tests with a tiny amount,
and must wait a month to see if any reac

develops. Persons with connective-tissu.

eases should not have collagen injections

Surgeons uniformly praise the United
manufacturers of the injectible collar

firm carefully monitors distribution of

terial, which is issued only to quali f

cians, who are requested to file info r
i on

ways they use the material and on at

patient follow-up.

Can collagen help clear up 01 rd iines

and wrinkles when it's applied t( kin as a

facial pack, lotion, or Continued . page 388)
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Myytiw-t

How does
European skin
stay this lovely?

Listen to Lorbena.

To care for your skin, you need the best.

Lorbena Regenoderm gives you the ultimate in natural scientific skin care. Concentrated wit

herbs, vitamins, enzymes and collagen, Lorbena nourishes and regenerates your skin cells.

The hypoallergenic and dermatologicalty tested

LcjDena program of skin care was developed by

a Dutch dermatologist and has been available

ohty in European beauty clinics.

This special offer introduces Lorbena to the

United States. A simple, six-step, six-week

rogram for $40 will lead to lovely skin. You'll get

orbena Liquid Cleanser, Skin Tbnic, Cream,

concentrated Fluid ampules, and Mask ampules.

.orbena, designed for all skin types,

guarantees you'll like the results—or your

K>ney back. What better way to start

the future?

"1 Thoroughly cleanse with
1 Regenoderm Cleanser.

A Apply Regenoderm Skin
T" Cream after each cleansing.

J Rinse with water.
C Apply Regenoderm FluidJ twice a week.

O Freshen with Regenoderm
.5 Skin Tonic.

L^ Apply Regenoderm Maskw once a week.

1

r To Order, call Toll Free: 800-345-8600, Extension 119.

In New York State, call collect: (212) 370-9688.

Or Mail Coupon To: Lorbena Regenoderm,
Box 1748, Sandusky OH 44870

Yes! Please send me the Lorbena
Regenoderm skin care renewal
program for only $40.00

Add $3.75 shipping charge.

NYand Ohio residents add Sales Tax.

Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount
ofS payable to: Lorbena Regenoderm

Visa L American Express

~l

I

State

.

_Zip_

Listen to Lorbena, in care renewal pr<
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bed by the skin surfac

CHEMICAL PEEL
AND DERMABRASION
For many women, a peai I wnplexion in

youth has its pi this skin can

develop many fine lines and threaten to turn to

leather. Eithei befon '.ace lift or done along

with the IV nig the rough outer

BUrfai by chemical peeling or by dermabra-

sion (surgical sandpapering) can achieve a

trail >er procedure should be

done only by a skilled, qualified expert.

ikies that run toward the lips, which

not only look unpleasant but cause blurred

edges on lipstick, are a special bane to older

women. Either technique for removing the top

layer and revealing the smoother skin beneath

can greatly improve the "prune lips" problem;

this is often combined with a full face lift.

Which technique to choose? Plastic sur-

geons often favor one procedure over another.

"My own strong preference," said Dr. Ber-

akha, "is to use chemical peel for problems re-

lated to aging [fine lines, wrinkling from sun

exposure] and to reserve dermabrasion for ir-

regularities and scarring such as the effects of

acne " Because the two processes are entirely

different in terms of what happens to the skin

as seen beneath a microscope, the surgeon may
choose to use different techniques for different

skin areas.

All in all, pre-face-lift procedures can be of

inestimable value to women not yet ready for

the Big Lift. When you feel you're looking old-

er but you don't know just why, your plastic

surgeon can help you single out the primary

problem. "Usually," said Dr. Berakha, "I ask

a woman to look in the mirror, hand her a

marker, and ask her to point out the things

that bother her most. I examine her to note the

areas showing the most signs of aging. Then
we kind of put our heads together and come up
with a plan, often different and often less than
what she first had in mind."

THE FULL FACE LIFT
In favor of having the Big Lift earlier, rather

than later, are these considerations: In general,

the younger the face at the first face lift, the

more successful the procedure—and subse-

quent procedures—will be. And first face lifts

done when one is in the forties have been found
lo last longer, compared with first face lifts

done in one's sixties. "The younger you are at

the initial one," said Dr. Kaye, "the better

they tend to hold." This lays to rest the con-
cern that face lifts might make the skin age
faster, forcing one to have repeat operations at

increasingly shorter intervals. That's not so,

say leaders in the field.

Maxi-SMAS: deepest lift of all

In classical face lifts, the skin of cheek, jawline,

and neck is surgically lifted, any sagging fat

deposits beneath are removed, and the mask of

skin is replaced and secured more tightly than
before. A more extended technique for face lift

is the SMAS-platysma operation.

John Q. Owslev Jr., M.D., clinica' p ofessor

of plastic surgery at University of California-

San Francisco Medical Ceni~r, explained the

anatomical principle involved. "This opera-

tion pays attention to all of the-facial layers,

iding the very important structures that

underlie the skin. These form a fibrous and

muscle layer attached to the skin that's unique

hi the body in the way it works. It consists of

the cheek fibrous layer we call the SMAS [for

superficial musculo-aponeurotic system] and

the platysma muscle, which wraps the front of

the throat and under-chin."

The SMAS and platysma form a gliding lay-

er, which gives mobility to the face. Attached

to the muscles of facial expression, this sheath-

like layer lies above the deep facial nerve and
beneath a richly supplied blood-vessel net-

work and outer skin layers. In the maxi-

SMAS, or SMAS-platysma face lift, the

surgeon detaches and lifts both layers as a sin-

gle thickness—not just the skin of the face, but

the muscles of the face as well. Beneath the

chin, the sharp angle with the throatline is re-

created. Along the jawline, sagging jowls are

erased. Sagging fat deposits are lifted as the

muscle and skin layer is redraped and fas-

tened. At incision edges, excess tissue is

trimmed and sutured where healed scar lines

will be virtually invisible.

Truly a key feature to the young-and-vital

look is the smooth, slender neck. Said Dr. Ber-

akha, "There are dramatic advances in sur-

gery of the neck area, with the platysma flap

and other techniques. A slight change in em-
phasis in my clinical approach is that I feel the

most important thing in giving a woman a

clean, youthful throatline is to get rid of the

fat. You must sculpt away fat from the jowls,

often the sides of the jawline, and along the

front of the neck. In some carefully selected

patients, I have found a new surgical tech-

nique, suction lipectomy, is very successful in

removing neck fat."

Suction lipectomy, a still somewhat contro-

versial method, involves using a vacuum de-

vice for extracting fat through a tube. It's

applied mainly for extraction of fatty lumps
and bumps on the body, carries risk of allow-

ing overlying skin to collapse loosely as the tis-

sues beneath are reduced. "But there's little

risk of leaving wrinkled skin on the neck," said

Dr. Berakha, "because in doing this as part of

the face lift, the surgeon is going to tighten that

skin. The suction technique, when it fits in

with the operation, is quicker, causes less

bleeding, and allows very nice sculpturing."

The nasolabial fold (the line from nostril to

mouth corner) tends to become a deep groove

as one ages because, beneath the skin and fat

layers, the SMAS ends at that line. During the

SMAS face-lift operation, the surgeon can lift

the skin over this fold area and reposition it

smoothly, moving it sideways, without need

for tight up-and-down pulling.

"We're getting much longer-lasting results

with the SMAS face lift," said Dr. Owsley.

"Follow-ups indicate that the operation is

good for seven to ten years. In addition, on a

second time around, an operation of lesser

magnitude may be all that's needed." The
SMAS-platysma lift can be combined with a

good many of the ancillary or side procedures

described earlier, including eye lift, brow lift,

upper-lip peel.

Periodic renewal

"If a woman begins >aving rejuvenating pro-

cedures in her thirties or forties," said Jack-

sonville's Dr. Kaye, "she ' stay ahead of the

aging process more effectiv ;lj than if she waits

until her sixties. For exam ->le, in identical

i ns, if one twin has periodic i enewals but her

twin doesn't, each wi\\(Continued on page 394)
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Health
Upbeat news for heart patients. . . red

flag for rural women . . . battery-powered

hazards. . . less exercise —better results?

By Melva Weber

MESSAGES FROM THE HEART
From the New York Heart Association—an update on a heart condition that is usually

benign, hits twice as many women as men, and may affect as much as 20 percent of

our population (one person in five).

The heart's mitral valve, through which blood passes from the left atrium's holding

chamber into the left pumping chamber, or ventricle, has flaps or "leaflets" to pre-

vent blood from surging backward when the ventricle begins to squeeze. These leaf-

lets may become enlarged or off balance and allow a bit of leakage. Attachment cords
at the valve cuff may tighten. A doctor listening with a stethoscope may hear a click

from the cords or a murmur or both and may describe this condition as "mitral-valve

prolapse," which sounds quite frightening but needn't be.

Some heart experts say this condition shouldn't be called a cardiac disease but a

normal variation that should be medically checked to rule out more serious problems.
The condition runs in families and often seems to skip a generation in males.

At least half of people with mitral-valve prolapse will have palpitations as a symp-
tom; and nearly a third will describe mild to disabling chest pain, a stabbing sensation

that comes and goes and isn't related to physical activity. Nitroglycerin won't relieve

this pain, but propranolol sometimes does. Many patients have minor symptoms of

shortness of breath, dizziness, and, often, anxiety symptoms that are helped when
the doctor reassures them that the condition isn't dangerous.
The most feared possibility, sudden death, is very rare. Patients who do have a

family history of sudden death, severe palpitations, and heart arrhythmias can be
protected by close medical supervision and antiarrhythmic drugs.

Mitral-prolapse patients are more vulnerable than others to bacterial endocarditis,

infection of the heart muscle covering. To prevent it they may be given antibiotics

before undergoing any kind of surgery or dental procedure.
In a very severe mitral-valve condition when rupture threatens—fewer than 5 per-

cent of cases—mitral-valve replacement surgery is a well-established procedure.

ANOTHER SHIELD WARNING
Warning to any woman still using the Dalkon

Shield Intrauterine Device (IUD) ... The U.S.

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has found

that risk of pelvic inflammatory disease is five

times greater in wearers of Dalkon Shield lUDs
than in women who wear other types of lUDs,

and eight times greater than in women using no-

contraceptives.

Back in the summer of 1974, the Dalkon

Shield IUD was withdrawn from the market be-

cause it was suspected of causing pregnancy
complications. Women already wearing the

WHEN OLDER MEANS HEARTIER

Good news for active older women: at Pennsyl-

vania State University, scientists studied effects

of moderate aerobic exercise on the body fat

and blood -cholesterol levels of older women,
calculated whether such activity might reduce

risks ofheart attack. Earlier studies in younger
women failed to show much effect on cholester-

ol levels with moderate exercise and indicated

that more strenuous activity would be needed.

But, in older women, aerobic exercise for fif-

ty minutes a day, four days a week gave reduc-

tions in both body fat and blood cholesterol in a

test group of'women aged thirty-five to sixty;

high-density cholesterol—the good kind—was

up, an effect believed to reduce risks of heart

disease. The light exercise program included

walking, jogging, aerobic water games, dance,

and field exercises. To lower cholesterol scores

for young women requires more strenuous

work; for older ones, it's a comparative breeze.
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shield were not urged to have it removed unless

symptoms or problems appeared; but, in 1980,

the manufacturer advised doctors to remove
the shields from women even without symp-

toms, because of increased risk of a yeast in-

fection of the genital tract. Still, it's likely that a

considerable number of women, having no

trouble with the shield, did not bother to have it

removed.

The CDC urges women still using Dalkon

Shields to have them removed, but is not rec-

ommending removal of other types of lUDs.

"BUTTONS"—NOT FOR BELLIES

Those miniature disk-shaped batter-

ies used in cameras, calculators,
hearing aids, watches, and other ap-

pliances may be a significant health

hazard—when they're swallowed. An

estimated 850 ''button batteries' 1

are ingested each year, mostly by

children under five years old.

The Journal of the American Medical

Association, in reports of two stud-

ies and an editorial statement, of-

fers physicians a new standard of

care for this special type of emer-

gency. Some button batteries may
lodge in the esophagus and should be

removed immediately by endoscope or

through use of a balloon catheter,

according to Barry H. Rumack, M.D.,

and Carol M. Rumack, M.D. , at the Uni-

versity of Colorado School of Medi-

cine, Denver. If the battery has
passed through the esophagus and the

stomach or beyond, and the patient
shows no symptoms, simple follow-up
with the physician is recommended,
possibly also with cathartics to

shorten the transit time of the but-
ton battery through the intestines.
Only in rare cases will surgery be re-

quired ; if a battery comes apart in

the intestine, it is more safely re-
moved through enemas or purges. When
a mercury-containing battery has
opened inside the body, physicians
test blood and urine to determine
whether chelation therapy is needed.
Doctors are requesting that warn-
ings be put on battery packages

.

BIRTH DEFECTS—BOTANICAL LINK?

A blue-flowered plant of the Western mountains, the "bush lupine," which belongs to the

botanic family that includes bluebonnet, state flower of Texas, is a likely culprit

in a birth-defect mystery. In California, a baby boy was born with severe bone deformities

(missing thumbs, partial absence of forearm bones), and goats and puppies born

on the same farm showed similar birth defects. According to Donald G. Crosby, Ph.D.,

of the University of California at Davis, environmental detective work revealed that both

the baby's mother and the family dog drank goat's milk during pregnancy, and that the goa's

had foraged on Lupinus latifolius plants, which contain the alkaloid substance anagyrinc

a recognized cause of "crooked calf disease" when cattle graze in lupine pastures.

While further research seeks fuller proof of the teratogenicity—or deforming capacif

of the alkaloid substances in lupines, Dr. Crosby urges women to avoid milk products

from foraging animals during the first three months of pregnancy. "We particularly

to reach women in rural areas, who are more likely to use milk from animals that for eely,"

said Dr. Crosby. Milk from commercial dairy animals is believed to be safe from cm nation.

Dr. Crosby and fellow researchers Wendell W. Kilgore, Ph.D., and Arthur L. Cr; Ph.D.,

continuing their pursuit of defect-causing plant species, report also that surgeon

Norman K. Poppen, M.D., has repaired the little boy so he will have use of his hands and arms.
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continue to age at her own rate, but ihc

twin will remain at an earh'ei

e than her untreated sister. A

newal lasts longer than the pre

intervals between operations can res-

nvd) longer."

\\ here to start

Out of the one million
,

> opera-

tions done in hospu . >ear, about four

hundred thousand are for purposes of im-

proved ap i The American Society of

Plasl istructive Surgeons, the pro-

n ofsome twenty-six hun-

p] -.tic surgeons, offers

ative materials on plastic surgery in

genera! and on specific operations, including

descriptions of the procedures and realistic ex-

pectations regarding results. The Society

maintains a Patient Referral Service to help in

choosing a qualified plastic surgeon. On re-

quest, they'll supply you with the names of

three active, board-certified plastic surgeons

in your local area.

When you meet with a plastic surgeon for

counseling, the Society suggests you ask the

surgeon these questions:

• How will this procedure help me?
• How is the operation performed? What
steps do you follow, what type of anesthesia

will be used, how long will the operation take?

• Will other medical professionals be involved

in the surgery?

• How long will it take me to recover? What
steps will be followed for proper healing?

What follow-up care is necessary?

• How long must I stay in the hospital? (Or, if

the surgeon operates from separate facilities,

are these accredited by the ASPRS?)
• All surgical procedures leave scars. Are
these noticeable?

• What could go wrong with the procedure?

Can it be corrected? What are the possible

complications?

• How will I look after operation and healing

are completed?
• How much will the surgery cost? (Including

physician's fees, consulting fee, costs for hos-

pital or other medical services.)

• Will medical insurance cover some or all of

the cost?

For more information you may want, write

American Society of Plastic and Reconstruc-
tive Surgeons, Suite 1900, 233 North Michi-
gan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60601 or call

312/856-1834.

What to expect in surgeon's fees

Plastic surgeons in New York and in West
Coast cities charge generally higher fees than

in other cities. Hospital and related charges

may be higher too. Here are fees for specific

surgical procedures, typical of ranges current

in a large metropolitan area. Your surgeon

may charge more or less. Remember these are

for surgeon's fees alone; hospital, operating

suite, anesthesia, and other costs must be add-

ed. Face lift, S3000-S5000; eve

S2000-S3000; chin implant, S1000-$2000:
forehead lift, S2000-S3000: tip of no.

S1500-S2500; area chemical pee

S500-S1000; full face chemical peel, I

SI 500-52500; collagen injections S2OO-S3O0 1.

per cubic centimeter (two to ten cubic centi-
|

meters may be required). V
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rNEW Hampshire Almy's, Sears PUERTO RICO Sears
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NEW jersey Abraham &. Straus,
B. Altman & Co., Bamberger's
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River], Bloomingdale's, M. Epstein,

Hahne's, Sears, Steinbach's, Stem's,
John Wanamaker

NEW MEXICO Broadway Southwest

NEW YORK Abraham & Straus,
Adam, Meldrum S. Anderson,
B. Altman &Co., Henri Bendel,
Bergdorf Goodman, Bloomingdale's,

Bresee's, Carl Co., Edward's,
Essex House Hotel, B. Forman,
Garber's, Howland's, Macy's, McCurdy's,
Neiman-Marcus. The Plaza Hotel, Sears,
Sibley's, John Wanamaker, Witherill's

north CAROLINA John Carroll,

Matthews-Belk, Miller S. Rhoads,
Sears

OHIO Gidding-Jenny, Gregg's,
Higbee's, Hudson's, Jacob-son's,
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OKLAHOMA John A. Brown, Sears
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Stone & Thomas
Wisconsin Bergner's, Boston

Store, Marc Plaza Hotel, Sears

CANADA The Bay (Alberta, British

Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland, Saskatchewan],
Bownng Bros., T. Eaton's

(New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec],
R.T. Holman, Holt Renfrew,
Charles Ogilvy's, Jas. A. Ogilvy's,

Rosberg, Sears (all provinces], Zeller's

MEXICO El Palacio de Hierro, Sears
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Health

Emotional rescue—women's work?...

good news on the brain . .

.

self and soul—escaping fear

By Carol Tavris

YOUR HEALTH: H OU REALLY WANT TO KNOW?
Should a docio.' ' his question has been a source of debate—with many

physicians s want tc know all the details of a procedure or an illness,

and mar 1

1

>:ople do want to know and are morally entitled to know.

Now at mm M. Miller. Ph.D., at Temple University, and a physician, Charles E.

Mai yivania, have joined forces to help settle the argument.

ound that some people cope with threatening information by
• prefer to find out everything about a situation they can. Miller and

personality difference might be a major factor in answering the question

iuch a doctor should tell a patient. They studied forty women about to undergo a worrying,

. ncomforidble gynecologicalprocedure (colposcopy, the use ofa microscope to check the

/ix and vagina for cancerous cells). They divided the women into information-seekers ("moni-

tors") and information-avoiders ("blunters"); then they gave half of the women in each group

voluminous preparatory information—precisely what the procedure would be like, exactly what the

doctor would be doing, how they would feel later—while the rest of the women got only minimal

information (what a colposcope does). The researchers took careful measures of the women's

emotional state, physiological arousal, and discomfort—before, during, and after the procedure.

Overall, the researchers found that too much detail is not a good thing: the patients who were

given a lot of information were, on the average, more tense, depressed, and uncomfortable before

the colposcopy. And although this tension had decreased by the exam 's end, the over-informed

patients' discomfort and depression remained elevated for several days after the colposcopy.

However, Millerand Mangan found that when they split the patients into "blunters" and "monitors"

the level of physiological arousal and psychological discomfort the women experienced was con-

sistent with their coping style: Blunters felt better to have little information and monitors felt better to

have lots of it

What a doctor "should" tell a patient, it seems, depends on a good fit between the amount of

information and the personality of the patient. Ifyour physician doesn't know what type of informa-

tion-seeker you are, make sure that you know yourself.

CULTIVATING THE BRAIN

Scientists have assumed that once
a brain cell dies, it is dead forever,

and no new cell will spring up
in its place. But some exciting new
research suggests that regrowth is possible.

Two anatomy professors at the University

of Rochester School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Carol Phelps, Ph.D.,

and John R. Sladek, Jr., Ph.D., created

surgical lesions in the brains of

three-, twenty-, and thirty-month-old rats

(the latter are, in rat terms, sixty

years old). Aging is often accompanied
by degeneration in the central nervous

system, including a loss of neurons,

of the synapses that link them, and of

the brain chemicals that transmit messages

from cell to cell. But to Phelps's and
Sladek's surprise, two weeks after surgery,

vigorous regrowth of some brain cells

was progressing—even through scar tissue,

and even in the oldest rats.

The next step is to try to isolate

the brain-cell growth factor, eventually

for human use. One day, brain-cell death

may not be permanent—as in pruning

a tree, fresh branches may return.

Direct Mail Club

GOLD CARD SERVICE
The Left Bank Fabric Co. is making available to you... the

finest fabrics in the world: French evening fabrics, English

woolens, Swiss cottons and Italian silk crepe de chines, the

same fabrics used by the Couture houses of Europe and 7th

Avenue. At least three times a year you will ^
receive up to 100 fabric swatches, fashion S

bulletins of current events in the^^ &
world of high fashion (and S bJ^

I unlimited personal swatch-^ ^^ t „*>$*

ig.) Your membership

1 fee is refundable

gf over one years'

purdiases. ^' ,

Barbara Diamond

SELF & SOUL IN A NUCLEAR AGE

Apart from their obvious differences in theory

and practice, religion and psychiatry share

common goals. To Jerome D. Frank, M.D.,

Ph.D., at Johns Hopkins University School of

Medicine, they both "ease humans over the

bumps in life's journey," help people order

their priorities and values, and emphasize the

power of love and redemption. Today, says

Dr. Frank, both institutions help people face

the fear of death—a fear greatly exacerbated,

consciously and unconsciously, by the threat

of nuclear holocaust.

Nuclear death adds new anxieties, says Dr.

Frank, because, unlike all other forms of

death, it will strike everyone, regardless of age.

It will destroy the continuity between genera-

tions. It will obliterate whole societies—thus

depriving people of the reassurance that al-

though they may die, their human world will

live on. Some Americans try to escape from

the resulting despair, he suggests, by exalting

the self: pursuing material goods, drugs, the

indulgences of the Me generation. Others seek

to surrender the self by blindly following the

charismatic leaders of cults that promise im-

mortality and transcendence.

At present, Dr. Frank argues, psychiatry

and religion are trying to help their flocks cope

with nuclear war's threat; but this, he says, is

not enough. Religion and psychiatry share a

belief in "the human family"—though one de-

fines that family as the children ofGod and the

other as members of the same species. What
both institutions should do, he says, is to act

on that belief instead of merely preaching it.

("Mind Health " continued on page 398)

VOGUE. October. 1983
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LEVTS'505'JEANS.

NO ORDINARY
FLIGHT OF FASHION.

Call them a fashion classic,

if you like.

Just simple, honest, 100%

cotton jeans that never wear out

their welcome.

Never? No, never.

Even that comfortable fit

grows friendlier with every

wearing.

Pre-shrunk, zipper fly, >

Levi's 505's. Timeless.

Dependable. Uncomplicated.

Sometimes, don't you wish

everything was a little more

like that?

Available in Petites, Juniors,

Misses &Women's Sizes.

Levis
WOMENSWEAR

QUAMgV NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.®



StillMe.

Mother-to-be
with the desires

of a woman.

The premier

maternity collection for

the woman of style.

MIND HEALTH

NATURAL
PURE AND GENTLE
No Synthetics, No Detergents

A

Pears Soap is made only with simple,

wholesome ingredients: glycerine,

cedar, rosemary, thyme, natural oils

and herbs. No strong perfumes, arti-

ficial coloring or harsh free alkali.

The result: the finest beauty bar in

the world. Gentle enough for the

most sensitive, dry or delicate

skin—even a baby's.

Made the traditional way for al

most 200 years. Each bar is ma
tured for 3 full months by a uni-

que aging process that makes
it extremely long-lasting
-without artificial hardeners
or fillers. Ir fact, ounce for

ounce, independent laboratory
}

s prove that it .

.

tears

LASTS 2M> TIMES LON
"THE OTHER" TRANSPARE

j~i j-\ *\J
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•

Regulai md Unscented Soap. Also Pears Foam Bath.
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SMILING

—

ALL IN A DAY'S WORK

Sociologist Arlie Hochschild, Ph.D., became

interested in the way people manage their

emotions when her parents joined the U.S.

Foreign Service. As a child, she began to

study "diplomatic smiles" and learned to in-

terpret their real meanings. Where, she won-

dered, did the person end and the act begin?

In The Managed Heart (U. of California

Press), Hochschild continues to investigate

what happens when smiles and good moods

are part of your job requirements.

"I came to appreciate how workers try to

preserve a sense of self," notes Hochschild,

"by circumventing the feeling rules of work,

how they limit their emotional offerings to

surface displays of the 'right' feeling but suf-

fer anyway from a sense of being 'false' or

mechanical." Flight attendants, for example,

are required to suppress their real feelings

—

anger at a passenger who spits at them, an-

noyance at a drunk who makes passes at

them, tiredness from having to serve a plane-

load of people and then find a deck of cards

for a bored salesman. Airlines promise that

attendants will be cheerful and unflaggingly

friendly—simple service is not enough. This

promise imposes a burden of "emotional la-

bor," Hochschild says, on top of physical and

mental labor. The flight attendants she inter-

viewed regarded their smiles as an extension

of their makeup—something on them but not

of them.

Hochschild estimates that about one-third

of all American workers and one-half of all

female workers have jobs that require "sub-

stantial demands for emotional labor"—the

secretary who makes the office cheerful, the

waitress who creates "an atmosphere of

pleasant dining," the hotel receptionist who

makes us feel welcome, the social worker

who must make the client feel cared for. This

emotional dimension of work is, says Hochs-

child, "seldom recognized, rarely honored,

and almost never taken into account by em-

ployers as a source of on-the-job stress."

That stress can take various forms—a sense

of alienation from one's authentic self and

emotions, mental fatigue, burn-out.

And yet "emotional labor" is important

work, for it smoothes social transactions,

maintains public civility (no one wants to

deal with a crabby bank clerk or surly wait-

ress, even if those people are "honestly" ex-

pressing their emotions!), and makes

business transactions easier. To the extent

that we all have jobs that require some han-

dling of other people's feelings, says Hochs-

child, "we are all partly flight attendants."

VOGUE, Oclober. 1983
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YOUR DIET

Movement makes the difference

Exerr out, is key to eating

for as to weight loss

BtV .9ia»lTH V STERX, SC.D.

I, lerican woman eats less

y, according to a U.S.

Depariment of Agriculture survey. Such a

rie intake means that some women
ma\ not be getting enough vitamins and min-

erals, especially vitamin B 6 , calcium, and iron.

More and more nutritionists are coming to the

conclusion that the solution to this problem is

not to take a lot of nutritional supplements but

to increase physical activity so one can eat

more food containing more nutrients. This

concept is supported by reports from two re-

cent international scientific meetings.

At the Western Hemisphere Nutrition Con-
gress held last August in Miami, Peter D.
Wood, Sc.D., Ph.D., professor of medicine

(research) and deputy director of Stanford

University's Heart Disease Prevention Pro-

grams, persuasively argued that, "The cure for

our nation's overweight problem is not to con-

vince people to eat less and less. An energetic

and nutritionally healthy population is not

consistent with nibbling a low-calorie diet for-

ever." Instead, Wood recommends that by

adding a "play" component to our daily lives,

we can actually eat more food, be leaner, and
feel more energetic. Simply stated, his sensible

formula for a healthy life style is to combine
daily "play" with a diet containing more fiber-

rich foods and less fat and sugar. The details

are spelled out in Wood's recently published

book The California Diet and Exercise Pro-

gram (Anderson World).

This advice will be echoed at an internation-

al meeting on obesity and behavior in Philadel-

phia this month. Experts have concluded: if

you are about to start a weight-reduction pro-

gram or if you are trying to maintain your pre-

sent weight, success or failure can depend on
whether or not you exercise.

Consider the evidence: Exercise helps the

dieter in several ways. First and most obvious,

you burn up about 165 calories by walking two
miles in an hour. Second, your level of physical

activity actually "regulates" how much of
your body weight is fat.

In one research study, three groups of diet-

ers were compared. The first group reduced
their food intake by five hundred calories dai-

ly; the second increased their physical activity

to "burn" five hundred calories daily; the third

reduced their daily caloric intake by 250 and
increased activity to "burn" 250 calories.

While weight loss was similar in all three test

groups, the group that only dieted lost lean or

muscle tissue as well as fat while the exercise

groups lost more fat. It appears that the mini-

mum amount of exercise needed to "trigger"

this beneficial effect of fat loss is thirty minutes
of brisk walking a day.

There is evidence that physical activity

stimulates metabolism for a number of hours
after the exercise is completed. Why is this im-

portant? The body's natural response to diet-

ing is a reduction in metabolism, so that when
you eat less food, your body in turn then burns

even fewer calories.

he "cure" for our nation's overweightT
problem is not to convincepeople
to eat less and less but to move more.

7feQjMUarfCtfM

n lightens excess hair on face and body
Jolen, Inc. 25 Walls Dr. Fairfield CT 06430 (203) 259 8779

A recent study at the University of Califor-

nia at Davis proved that exercise stimulates

the metabolism of dieters. Dieters who ate

only five hundred calories a day and did not

exercise burned up to 20 percent fewer calories

of their total calorie intake than before they

started the diet. Dieters who ate five hundred
calories a day and exercised vigorously for

twenty to thirty minutes daily did not show
this drop in metabolism and continued to burn

up more calories for at least twelve hours after

they stopped exercising. They also lost more
fat than the nonexercisers.

In addition to the physical benefits, exercise

gives psychological benefits, too. It makes you

feel good, helping to relieve mild depression

and anxiety.

Finally, most dieters ultimately fail because

they usually regain lost weight. Jim Gormally,

Ph.D., and David Rardin, in the Journal of
Counseling Psychology, reported that success-

ful weight maintainers were individuals who
incorporated physical activity into their daily

routine. For some maintainers, exercise be-

came a "positive addiction" inasmuch as they

did not feel good if they did not exercise. Suc-

cessful maintainers also continued to monitor

what they ate and were successful problem

solvers.

The overall message is that the best and easi-

est way to diet is to increase your level of exer-

cise at the same time that you decrease your

consumption of food. V

Editor's note: This is the first in a series of
short articles on nutrition contributed by Judith

S. Stern, Sc.D., professor of nutrition, and di-

rector of the Food Intake Laboratory at the

University of California at Davis.
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HOW TO HAVE
YOUTHFUL SKIN

Advice from CLARINS
on the effects of aging!

Over 30 years of practical skin care experience in

CLARINS Beauty Institutes in Europe have proven
you can have youthful skin if you confidently trust

CLARINS' advice to combat the effects of aging.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
Youthful skin renews itself rapidly and keeps its

radiance. The skin is smooth and firm. With age,
these properties are altered by the progressive slow
down of the skin's biological rhythm. The rate of cell

renewal declines and deterioration of the funda-
mental fibers occurs. Signs of dehydration become
visible as the skin's ability to retain its moisture con-
tent is weakened. Expression lines begin to appear
and the skin's freshness fades. Next, wrinkles and
signs of aging become noticeable.

WHAT YOU SHOULD AVOID
1) Exposure to the sun's rays without protection.

2) Subjecting your skin to extreme hot/cold tempera-
ture variations, 3] Excessive irregular rhythm of daily

activities and lack of sleep, 4) Crash diets and rapid
weight loss/gain, 5) Creams which ar£ too heavy
(which stifle the skin's breathing ability).

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO
When lines or wrinkles become visible or a good
night's sleep is no longer enough to guarantee a
radiant complexion, CLARINS recommends you
compensate for the skin's biological slow down
by pampering your skin with CLARINS revitalizing

Cell Extracts treatments. These beauty products
focus on stimulating the skin's metabolism and act
to speed up the natural rate of cell renewal. CLARINS
also recommends you rememberthe importance of

daily exercise and a balanced diet.

Visit the CLARINS Skin Care Specialist today for a
personal beauty consultation or write for our refer-

ence guide: CLARINS, V03E, 540 Madison Ave.,

New York, N.Y 10022.

CLARINS REVITALIZING BEAUTY TREATMENTS
CLARINS Cell Extract moisturizing treatments were developed and
perfected specifically to combat signs of aging. In the 1960's, CLARINS
pioneered the success of these revitalizing embryonic cell extracts in

skin care products. The combined action of cell and natural plant
extracts have been proven to help stimulate the rate of cell renewal
and promote a softer, smoother, more glowing complexion. The
result . . . skin is kept firmer, more supple and youthful looking.

Dermatologically tested to meet the highest standards of research
and development, CLARINS Cell Extract products provide serious

and effective nourishment to the skin—opposing the formation of

wrinkles and aging.

ACTIONS KEY INGREDIENTS

MOISTURIZING BASE
WITH CELL EXTRACTS

• Protective moisturizing

day cream provides the
ideal makeup base.

• Helps to stimulate cell

renewal and maintain the
skin's moisture balance.

• Light formulation softens

and smooths skin texture

while promoting skin's

breathing.

• Cell Extracts (helps to

accelerate cell renewal
and promotes skin's

breathing)

• Wheatgerm Oil, Avocado
Oil (nourishing)

• Cucumber. Beeswax
(moisturizing)

• Camomile (softening)

MOISTURIZING
NIGHT CREAM

WITH CELL EXTRACTS

• Nourishing treatment
helps to stimulate cell

renewal with rich formu-
lation of cell extracts.

• Helps to improve overall

appearance of skin

texture and clarity.

• Softens and smooths the
epidermis while protecting
the skin's moisture balance.

• Cell Extracts (helps to ac-
celerate cell renewal and
promotes skin's breathing)

• Hops Extracts (helps slow
down aging process)

• Hazelnut Oil. Avocado
Oil (nourishing)

• Beeswax, Vitamins A. B5
(moisturizing, protecting)

CELL EXTRACTS
BEAUTY TREATMENT

For intensive care to combat the effects of aging, CLARINS
recommends a program of Cell Extracts Beauty Treatment
ampoules. Skin must first be prep ired for this treatment by
two weeks use of Moisturizing Cell Extract creams.

• Intensive 32 day treat-

ment program helps
to improve skin texture

and appearance.

• Helps to retard the aging
process by stimulating
natural cell renewal.

• Cell Extracts (helps to

accelerate cell renewal
and promotes the skin's

breathing)

• Copra Oil (revitalizinc

moisturizing)

5983©CLARINS USA,

THE SPECIALIST IN SKIN BEAUTY C £.

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE
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eminism—a lost cause?

As a "SUppCM.

mi! causi :ars,"

economisl ialbraith

w.iv prised when

the ER
'

.ear, and

polin an predicting

ihe women's movement was

i. In an interview with author

Jane O'R ill d he hoped that women
wou I

demoralized by the defeat and

laps: in ty, because "in the absence of

nation and strength, progress will

Women seemed to make pro-

id gain concessions, he added, "only

. thej have presented a mood of menace.

The women's movement, in association with

male allies, must be strong enough so that it

can induce a certain measure of alarm."

The idea appealed to me immediately—

a

"mood of menace." Of course, I thought, what

could be more appropriate? I liked the sugges-

tion that a "mood"—something so natural

and available to women—could be used as a

political tool. I tried to imagine what form,

what shape, such a tactic might take. I waited

expectantly for the first signs.

The first signs, however, were less than

hopeful. The New York Times Magazine, after

a few interviews with a small sample of wom-
en, announced the arrival of "The Post-Femi-

nist Generation." The Times reported that

anger was out—especially the "bitter" and
"shrill" kind that was so popular in the 'seven-

BY MARY KAY BLAKELY

-and that resignation and cooperation

were back in. (A reporter for a trade magazine

looked for another job rather than report sexu-

al harrassment, even though she belonged to a

union that would have filed a grievance. "The
time is not right," she said. "I'm not going to

fight this thing.") There would be a passivity

among women in politics, it was supposed, be-

cause without the ERA, the movement had no
central issue to organize around. The theory

became so popular, feminist cartoonist Nicole

Hollander suggested an exercise for young
writers trying to get a start: "Can you use 'post

feminist' in a sentence?"

You can imagine my disappointment, pre-

pared for a "mood of menace" and receiving

the "post-feminist generation" instead. Yet

there were some elements of truth in the obser-

vation that both the anger and the issues had
undergone a shift in the last year. I was aware
of a change in myself, the very day I read about

the "post-feminist generation." There was a

time when news that the movement was
over—back in 1976, say, when Harper's Mag-
azine published the "Requiem for the Wom-
en's Movement"—caused my heart to pound
wildly, and I uttered shrill protests. But in

1982, I read the news in The New York Times
without so much as a palpitation. There was
disappointment, to be sure, but all I was regis-

tering emotionally was a detached sense of

deja vu. What was the cause of this shift? Was
it apathy or maturity? What was the meaning

of the quietude?

When I thought about it, I realized that I

haven't been truly hysterical and shrill for

some time. The last time I could remember
that heave of bitter passion was in 1977, dur-

ing a conversation with Boston writer Karen
Lindsay. I had just finished reading her re-

search on battered women, in which she dis-

cussed the startling information that one out

of five men believe battering a woman was an
acceptable response to frustration. But even

more depressing was the finding that with edu-

cation, and presumably enlightenment, the

percentage of willing batterers /^creased:

Among college educated men, one out offour
men accepted violence against women as nor-

mal in the range of human behavior.

I can still remember whole sections of our

conversation because something irreversible

was happening. I had believed that informa-

tion and reason would solve the conflict be-

tween men and women but learned that

education could actually be used against us.

That afternoon, I lost my innocence.

It was a wrenching, shocking experience. I

think that's why the 'seventies were so full of

the "bitterness" and "hysteria" the "post-fem-

inist generation" finds so repugnant. Feminist

speakers and researchers and writers kept un-

covering more facts, more crises, more bodies.

The absence of "bitter" anger in women is a

sad sign, in a way, because it suggests an ab-

sence of hopefulness. But who could sustain

the same fresh outrage and surprise for ten

years? Bitter anger, with the loss of innocence,

was bound to evolve into something else.

I had a glimpse, recently, of what the

"something else" might be; and, from my ob-

servation, the people who are pleased to be rid

of "hysterical" (Continued on page 404)
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Can your hairspray

pass this simple test?

Some hair sprays leave hair

stiff and sticky. But
Vidal Sassoon Protein Enriched

Hair Spray is so soft and natural,

you'll hardly know it's there.

Its exclusive conditioning formula

holds your style beautifully

hour after hour; even after combing.

And though it costs a little more,

it's worth it!

Available in regular and extra-holding formulas,

in aerosol or pump. And look for

Vidal Sassoon Professional Styling

Hairbrushes where you shop.

Because if you don't look good, we don't look good.
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(Continuedfrom page 402)

might be overcelebrating. I attended a meeting

of nine hundred Catholic nuns and their sup-

porters last May, after Pope John Paul II had
forcibly dismissed Sister Agnes Mary Man-
sour from the Sisters of Mercy. The Pope dis-

approved of Sister Mansour's position as

Michigan's Director of Social Services, be-

cause part of her job involved administering

the Medicaid payments for abortion. He made
his judgment and issued his order without

once asking Sister Mansour, or the Sisters of

Mercy, what they thought about the conflict of

morals, ignoring the ten years of "dialoguing"

and "processing" they had done on the issue of

abortion. When Sister Mansour refused to

comply with her "vow of obedience to the

Holy Father" and quit her job, she was forced

to sign dispensation papers and leave the Sis-

ters of Mercy after thirty years.

"I am no longer a nun," Sister Mansour had
said in a press conference afterward. "But in

my heart, I'm still a nun."

The Sisters of Mercy called for a "Silent

Prayer and Protest," where they objected to

"the arrogant use of power in a male-dominat-

ed church." How could they obey an "unin-

formed conscience," they asked indignantly.

But while the sisters were surely angry, there

wasn't one shrill or hysterical note that night.

The atmosphere was steady and determined.

During the questions with the audience af-

terwards, the sisters considered various ac-

tions to take. "Ten years ago, women were

burning their bras," one of the sisters said,

then paused a minute. "It may have been a

hasty decision," she quipped, then added with

perfect seriousness, "But I propose we burn

that document"—the one Sister Mansour was

forced to sign. The paper was irrelevant, she

implied, to the bonds that existed among
them. They could easily ignore the Pope's or-

der, she said; the vows of the heart are what

mattered. There was tremendous applause.

The anger among the sisters was the anger

of indignation—it sprang from the sisters'

sense of self-esteem. The Pope's judgment,

without dialogue, without due process, violat-

ed the sisters' knowledge of who they were,

and why they believed what they did. If I

hadn't read the detailed reports about the

movement's being over, I would have sworn

that I picked up a "mood of menace" in the air

that night. And rather than feeling exhausted

and devastated by their anger, the Sisters of

Mercy seemed to be energized by it. It didn't

propel them into the kind of protest we're ac-

customed to seeing—they didn't decide to

picket the Vatican or boycott Sunday mass. It

was a "Silent Prayer and Protest," where the

sisters elected to ignore the Pope. Nine hun-

dred nuns shed the yoke of blind obedience

that night, in a simple and quiet gesture.

Like women everywhere, the sisters didn't

have a single issue but a whole platform of

complaints with the men in power. It wasn't

like the old days, when one issue like the ERA
was available to symbolize a whole spectrum

of issues. But maybe the convenience of that

symbol had a buried disadvantage in the de-

bates over the ERA, a kind of shorthand lan-

guage about "rights" became common,
blurring the complexity and connection with

other issues.

That complexity was obvious in Houston in
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1977, when women from all over the country

came to the International Women's Year Con-
ference. There were twenty-some issues on the

national agenda, and the ERA was not even

the first. When the abortion and lesbian rights

were approved by the delegates, women from
conservative states argued that the ERA would
never be ratified if it were attached to those "al-

batross" issues. There was a passionate debate

about political expediency versus comprehen-
sive change. But the delegates decided they

didn't want history to record they favored only

partial freedom, so they adopted the whole

agenda. At the conclusion of that plenary ses-

sion, the women abandoned their parliamenta-

ry formality and streamed into the aisles,

linking arms and snake dancing through the

convention center. They were celebrating the

connections between separate campaigns.

Those were the days when women believed

their arguments and insights mattered, so

when they sent their report back to Congress,

with detailed outlines for programs and fund-

ing, they expected some action. When the

costs for the programs were estimated, one
Congressman chuckled good naturedly that

"the ladies in Houston" had nearly outspent

the Pentagon. And their agenda for the 'eight-

ies didn't include a single MX missile. The re-

port was read into the Congressional Record,

and hasn't been heard from since.

But, as analysts for the "post-feminist gen-

eration" point out, there is no symbolic issue

to snake dance around these days. Capitol Hill

is not being deluged with mail and lobbyists

and petitions for money. In fact, the equanim-
ity of the Reagan administration is interrupted

by only one disturbance from women, a myste-

rious and baffling phenomenon known as the

"gender gap." What appears to be happening
is that women voters, without so much as a by-

your-leave, are departing from the Grand Old
Party. It's not by much—a percentage point or

two between polls—but women are steadily

and solemnly abandoning the habit of voting

like their husbands and fathers. The reasons

are vague—the women polled make oblique

references to peace and social programs and
economics, but seem unwilling to be more spe-

cific. They seem to think everyone should'

know why they are leaving, as if the reasons are

buried in the Congressional Record some-
where. It's almost as if they aren't even in the

mood to talk about it anymore.
It's clear that a new stage has begun, and it's

a quiet one. But the meaning of the silence is

open to speculation, I think. When the same
cultural signs are viewed through two differ-

ent pairs of glasses, two different theories

emerge. If the Times is reading the signs accu-

rately, then politicians and corporations and
husbands can relax, because the "Post-Femi-
nist Generation" is upon us. It means that

women are resigned to the status quo, and will

be content to remain in their place.

But if, on the other hand, women are quietly

adopting the suggestion of John Kenneth Gal-
braith, then it means a "mood of menace" is

approaching. If that is true, then the "bitter"

anger of the 'seventies is evolving into an anger
of entitlement, of self-esteem. It means that

women have no intention of giving up, and no
intention of further arguments about equality.

It gives one a headache, these interminable pe-

titions to men for their comprehension and
empathy. So when popes and presidents and
husbands ask for obedience and votes and co-

operation these days, they should not be sur-

prised to learn that women are "not in the

mood." V

SOTONER
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the Omnivore
New Southern Italian food-

souffle-light lasagna, thin-crisp

pizza, lemony salads—where

to find it. . . salt, a minority

opinion.. . Larousse at the ranch:

America's cuisine observed

By Barbara Kafka

l ell, vacation is truly over.

September was not a dream. I'm back. This is

not to say that I don't love America and New
York, the two disparate countries of my alle-

giance. Great jealousy rose like green bile in

my soul after the report on the languors of Ven-

ice by a friend who asked my advice about

where to stay there before deciding to simmer
out the closing days of August in the perfect fan-

tasy land of the Cipriani.

I don't think of myself as a promiscuous
woman, but I have two loves in Venice. There

may be no hotel in the world as perfect as the

Gntti. Arriving in the hotel's immaculate white

launch at the blue and white poles moored in

the water . . . then to be led— if lucky and feeling

rich—to a corner suite overlooking the Canal

Grande and the commuters' gondola stop . .

.

there to laze on a balcony festooned with boat-

blue canvas cushions, is to be in heaven. Yet,

Shiitake mushrooms, shrimps,- scallops

when my friend asked me where to stay, I threw
my handkerchief to the Cipriani. On hot days, to

sit in privileged comfort around the hotel pool
and go lightly clad to a lunch of fabulous cold
Adriatic seafood is almost reason for the
choice. To be honest, though, I think it was the

launch ride to and from the Guidecca, that is-

land on which the Cipriani is located, and the

Grand Piazza, several times a day, that caught
me. To be between San Giorgio and the Piaz-

zetta. fixed, as if eternally, in the most beautiful

of elusive Canalettos—the memory of which

-«06

v m

fades like a dream when you're not looking

right at them—is reason beyond.

Oh, how she ate in Venice. Italian may be the

best food of sum-
mer. My jealousy

was only assuaged
by remembering
that new stores with

fine Italian imports,

a few recipes she

brought back like

burnt offerings, and
new restaurants will

permit me to incor-

porate these tastes

into my steam-heat-

ed New York life as

generations of voy-

agers and immi-

grants have before.

In recent years a

new group of Ital-

ians-in-America
have introduced us,

with their books
(Marcella Hazan
and Giuliano Bu-
gialli) and restaurants, to a more sophisticated

Italian cucina. Turning their backs on Southern

Italy, they have led us on forays into Northern

Italian food. Meanwhile, Italian pop food has
become more and more acculturated—an
American child confronted by pizza in Naples
will earnestly assure you it isn't pizza at all.

Some of the restaurants are appalling with

their cute pasta inventions never before seen

on land or sea. (One recent horror: rigatoni

sauced with rose petals and rose cream.) Many
of these restaurants look like variations on the

bar format of Prohibition days; beige and dark

green or brown seem to be the favorite color

'Black pasta": iinguine sauced in squid ink

schemes—learning the anglicized Harry's Bar

attitude with a vengeance.
The good new restaurants are spectacular.

My best such meal this year was one that a

friend took me to at Valentino's (3115 Pico Bou-
levard, Santa Monica, California; 213-829-
4313). Piero Selvaggio, his wife, and his chef

are making some of the best of the new Italian

food I have had in this country or in Italy. It is

inventive without being awkward, and it ad-

heres to the basic rules of Italian cooking.

The sauces are glorified pan sauces; they do
not rely on extra stocks or glazes. The seasona-
lity of foods and herbs is scrupulously respect-

ed. I asked these people to send us a group of

recipes for fall. First, however, I ruled out using

those great elements of Italian fall cooking

—

porcini (Boletus edulis), white truffles, and wild

game—because I thought they would be too

hard for most of us to find. If you are a mycolo-

gist, then substitute porcini for the shiitake. If

you have a friend who hunts, substitute ruffed

grouse for the squab. Recipes start on page
414.

This current trend in Italian food in America is

not the end of the line. What I see next is a return

to the Southern Italian food of yore but cooked
by talented chefs. Correctly, it will not be indis-

criminately Southern but specifically Amalfitana

and Caprese. Seafood and tiny fried fresh fish;

%l

A

Plump steamed mussels in orange juice, olive oil, basil dressing

a hint of hot pepper; the crispest of thin pizzas

with tomatoes, basil, and mozzarella di buffalo

but no tomato sauce; glorious, lemon-height-

ened vegetable salads made rich with heavy ol-

ive oil. Yes, we will eat lasagna again, Garfield;

but this time it will float, light as air. Egg noodles

will not be the only thing for a respectable eater.

There is no reason for Americans to give up

their favorite foods; but this time we will get

them right. There is, already, one such restau-

rant in New York City, Orso (at 322 West 46th

Street; 212/489-7212). They are going in the

right direction with Fried Mozzarella and Deep-

Fried Imported Fresh Anchovies. Let's hope

that soon everything on the menu
will be of that good quality and that

of the colorful Vietri plates and Gre-

co di Tufo wine.

• Some evil part of my soul was
pleased by this summer's news
from a medical convention in Atlan-

ta that there is a new disorder

abroad in the land brought on by

medical hysteria and a spate of re-

cent cook- (Continued onpage 4 14)
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DE WAR'S PROFILE:
MAKK STOKY
HOME: New York City.

AGE: 35

PROFESSION: Commercial film director,

Pfeifer-Story Productions.

HOBBIES: Writing the ultimate self-help

book for the non-gregarious, Hoiv to Spend
the Least Amount ofTime with People
You Don't Like.

LAST BOOK READ: Post Office,

Charles Bukowski.

LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT:
Directed Fur, a satirical short film,

for Saturday Night Live.

WHY I DO WHAT I DO: "After eight

years of taking orders in an advertising
agency, the time had come. The directee

would become the director. And I did."

PROFILE: Works well with people.

Would prefer not to. "Closet recluse."

HIS SCOTCH: Dewar's® "White . ^
Label."* "After a long casting /
session and too many stage
mothers, having a Dewar's
and soda is the only honor-
able thing to do."
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"THE 1983
HOLIDAY
JEWELRY

COLLECTION"
THF

SOURCE BOOK

BRILLIANT
GIFTS FROM
FORTUNOFE

jr 1983 Fortunoff Holiday Jew-
elry Collection is now ready. Shop
Fortunoff

7

s unique collection of

jewelry, silver, watches
7
clocks:

"Curling up with this good book can be very rewarding

a huge array of perfect gifts for the

upcoming holiday season.

Most important, now you can

enjoy incredible Fortunoff values by
2,oing straight to the Source, in the

comfort of your own home.
Simply post the attached cou-

pon. As a special offer being made
only to Vogue readers, you will re-

ceive the Fioliday Catalogue with

the compliments of Fortunoff.

You can also visit any Fortunoff

store for a free holiday catalogue. O r

call Fortunoff, toll free: 800-223-23

(out of state only) or 2 1 2-343-8787

and 516-294-3300.

Lauren B£

Please send my complimentary copy of the

Fortunoff Holiday Catalogue to:

Name (Ms/Mr/MrsL

Address

Mail to: Fortunoff
7
EO. Box 1550, W

New York 11590.

Fortunoff, the (rce
681 FIFTH AVE., NY., WESTBCIRY, LI.. PAI- "AYNE, N J.
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SLIP INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL . .

.

From France. .
. the sheer pleasure of Vertige. Pretty, provocative—

a bare essential in delicately embroidered tulle. Vertige is designed in

underwire and soft cup for beautiful fit, lasting comfort and support.
Irresistible in white, black, nude and champagne. . . with matching bikinis.

Just one from a collection of elegant underdressings by Chantelle.

For more information write Chantelle,

7105 S. W. 47th Street, Suite 406, Miami, FL 33155.

BULLOCKS WILSHIRE

(Continuedfrom page 406)

books: salt deprivation. As a person with low
blood pressure, I continue to sprinkle salt on
my food in restaurants that timidly offer only

bland seasoning, occasioning looks heretofore

elicited only by cigarette smoking and Attila

the Hun. My recipes continue to use salt since

1 contend that it is part of the normal human
diet. Obviously, ifyou have been told to reduce
salt intake because you have the disease of hy-

pertension, do so. The rest of us can continue

to lick our salt along with the deer.

• Coming out this month is the ultimate

proof—in case all the press attention hasn't

convinced you—that American cooking is

now to be taken seriously. It is The Dictionary

ofAmerican Food & Drink (Ticknor & Fields)

by John F. Mariani. This is serious stuff in-

deed; Larousse-time at the ranch. Much of the

material is fascinating, some of the anecdotes

amusing, and there are a few good recipes. I

hope this is the first of many editions so that

mistakes can be corrected and more and more
material added. I don't want to sound ungrate-

ful. I am pleased and grateful and think this

book should be on every serious foodnik's shelf

so that she can relish information such as "for-

bidden fruit. A logger's term for pork." Why
remains an interesting speculation.

Mr. Mariani's "A Bibliographic Guide" at

the end of the book is a wonderful way to keep

going on the search for America's food. Some
books such as James Beard's can be owned.
Those that cannot, can be found at many of the

great culinary collections open to the public.

Radcliffe College's Schlesinger Library, The
Library of Congress, The New York Public Li-

brary, the library of the New York Academy
of Medicine, the library at The Cornell School

of Hotel Administration, and the library that

will be formed at Santa Barbara by the Ameri-

can Institute ofFood and Wine. If your library

has microfilm and book exchange with the Li-

brary of Congress, you can consult these books

from your own library. This is the latest part of

the American food phenomenon: taking food

and its history and sociology seriously. Who
knows what the future will bring?

A very unusual and dramatically beautiful

dish is this pasta, the first recipe of the group,

given us by Valentino's in Santa Monica, Cali-

fornia. The pasta is made with a sauce using

the squid ink and intensified by the oil in

which the squid rings that top the dish are sau-

teed. Black and white is not just a chic fantasy;

it tastes extraordinary. Make sure when or-

dering the squid to tell the fish person that you

want small squid with their ink sacs intact.

BLACK PASTA
six to eight servings

3 pounds small whole squid

2 cups mild Soave wine

3 whole cloves garlic, peeled

1 teaspoon salt, or as needed

V% teaspoon finely ground black pepper

1 pound packaged linguine or spaghettini

3 tablespoons olive oil

Clean squid as follows: Hold head firmly.

Gently pull it away from body sac. Head and

viscera should be (Continued on page 416)
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removed in one pave I'

located about 1 inch

important to remo\

waj to do tins is with li]

Remove thin purple men I
ides

ofbody sacs. Gem!\
|

quill

from body ca 1 n one piece.

Rinse caviti( I
running

water, removing all sand and grit. Cut off ten-

tacles a al ing sure not to cut into

round I ed in front of eyes.

Cut oik th '. sacs crosswise into V2
-

inch 'in lining bodies and ten-

another use.

Place ink sacs and wine in blender. Blend 2

Let mixture stand 5 minutes then

rh rough very fine sieve.

Transfer mixture to small non-aluminum
saucepan. Add garlic, 1 teaspoon salt, and '/>

teaspoon pepper. Heat over medium heat to

boiling. Boil until very thick and reduced to

about 'A cup, about 15 minutes. Season with

salt and pepper if necessary.

While squid sauce is reducing, stir linguine

into a large pot of salted boiling water. Boil,

stirring frequently, till pasta is firm-tender,

about 12 minutes. Drain pasta in large colan-

der, shaking to remove water.

When pasta is almost cooked, heat olive oil

in large skillet over medium heat. Add sliced

squid. Saute till fully cooked and tender, about

3 minutes. Arrange pasta on a serving platter.

Spoon reduced squid sauce over pasta and gar-

nish with sauteed squid. Serve immediately.

VEAL CHOPS
IN SWEETBREAD SAUCE
(Costoletta di Vitello

in Salsa d'Animella)
six servings

1 lemon
3 bay leaves

2 pairs sweetbreads

3 tablespoons olive oil

6 loin veal chops (l'/2 inches thick, each)

All-purpose flour

3 whole shallots

4 tablespoons unsalted butter

'/) cup tawny port

2 cups dry white wine
6 fresh sage leaves

Heat large saucepan of water to boiling. Place

lemon in plastic bag and bruise with mallet or

saucepan. Place lemon and bay leaves in wa-
ter. Add sweetbreads and adjust heat to sim-

mering. Simmer 10 minutes. Remove
sweetbreads with slotted spoon and place in

bowl of ice water to cool. Crumble sweet-

breads into individual pieces, removing all

membranes as you work. Set sweetbreads
aside.

Heat oil in large skillet or sauteuse over me-
dium-high heat. Dredge veal chops in flour.

Shake off excess. Place veal and shallots in

saute pan, making sure there is room between
them. Cook, turning once, until veal is cooked
through but still pink in center, about 10 min-

utes. While veal is cooking, melt 1 tablespoon

butter in small skillet over medium heat. Add
sweetbreads and toss until uniformly grey,

about 2 minutes. Add port and heat to boiling.

Boil 1 minute; remove from heat.

Remove veal chops to baking sheet and
place in oven at lowest setting. Pour off oil

from pan. Add wine, remaining butter, and
sage leaves. Increase heat to high. Boil until

liquid is reduced to V* cup. Toss sweetbreads in

reduced sauce over low heat until heated

through. Remove and discard shallots.

To serve: Place one veal chop on each plate.

Garnish top of each with one sage leaf. Spoon
sweetbreads and sauce around chops, dividing

evenly.

ROAST VEAL IN A ROSY CREAM
AND TOMATO SAUCE

(Sella di Vitello in Salsa Rosa)
six servings

2V2
- to 3-pound loin of veal

3 tablespoons unsalted butter

3 tablespoons olive oil

2 ribs celery, trimmed, coarsely chopped
1 small carrot, peeled, coarsely chopped
1 small onion, peeled, coarsely chopped
2 cloves garlic, peeled

3 sprigs fresh thyme
2 sprigs fresh rosemary

Vi cup vodka
1 cup white wine

1 cup heavy cream
1 tablespoon tomato paste

Garnish: baby zucchini, radicchio

Have butcher bone and tie loin of veal and cut

bones into 4 pieces. Heat butter and oil in

heavy roasting pan over medium-low heat un-

til butter is sizzling. Place veal loin in pan.

Cook, turning as necessary, until all sides are

lightly browned, (Continued on page 418)
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Jungle chic. Stenciled tiger ponyskin

on top, and rich dark nappa leather

on the bottom, on a wonderful high heel.

The most beautiful

shoes, boots, and bags
in the world.

MAYFAIR IN THE GROVE—MIAMI
(305) 448-6740

THE GALLERIA—FORT LAUDERDALE
(305) 563-0996

For our color

%2
Margapna. 2396 E.

Fort Lauderdale, Fi
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(Continuedfrom page 416)

about 10 minutes. Add bones, celery, carrot,

onion, garlic, thyme, and rosemary. Cook,

stirring, 5 minutes. Pour in vodka. Increase

heat to high and boil until liquid is evaporated

and only fat remains, about 5 minutes.

Place roasting pan in preheated 450° oven

and cook until center of thickest part of veal

registers 145° on meat thermometer, about 12-

15 minutes. Remove veal and keep warm.

Place roasting pan over medium-high heat and

saute bones until brown, about 4 minutes. Add
wine, heavy cream, and tomato paste. Boil un-

til sauce is thickened and reduced to about 2

cups. Strain sauce into warm serving boat.

Slice veal '/
2 inch thick. Pour some sauce

onto center of platter. Arrange slices of veal

overlapping on top of sauce. Pour remaining

sauce around veal. Serve immediately, gar-

nished with sauteed baby zucchini and grilled

radicchio leaves.

MUSSELS IN BASIL

AND ORANGE SAUCE

(Cozze al Basilico in Salsa

d'Arancia)

six servings

2 large oranges

V2 cup basil leaves, chopped (about '/
4 cup)

V4 cup extra virgin olive oil

Salt

Pepper

36 large mussels

V, cup dry white wine

Garnish: basil leaves, 1 orange,

cut into thin slices, then into wedges

Squeeze 2 oranges; measure and reserve 2
/, cup

juice. Combine reserved orange juice, chopped
basil, salt, and pepper in bowl. Slowly drizzle

in olive oil, beating constantly. Refrigerate

sauce 4 hours to overnight. Remove from re-

frigerator 1 hour before using.

Scrub and debeard mussels. Place mussels

and wine in non-aluminum deep pot. Cover
and heat to boiling. Steam, stirring mussels

once or twice, just until they open, about 4

minutes. Remove mussels to bowl. Remove
top shells. Arrange 6 mussels per plate. Whisk
orange dressing thoroughly. Spoon generously

over mussels. Garnish plates with basil leaves

and orange pieces.

MUSHROOM CAPS

WITH SCALLOPS AND SHRIMP
six servings

2 tablespoons Balsamic vinegar

3 cloves garlic, crushed

1 sprig fresh rosemary

5 tablespoons virgin olive oil

Salt and pepper to taste

6 extra-large fresh mushrooms (or 18 small

size), either porcini or shiitake, cleaned,

stems removed (shiitake mushrooms may
be mail-ordered through Flying Foods
International, 43-43 9th Street, Long
Island City, NY)

2 tablespoons unsalted butter

2 shallot^ peeled and minced
18 fresh, i iium shrimp, preferably Florida

or S "bara (about 1 pound), or 36

til peeled and deveined

418

V, cup brandy

V2 pound bay scallops

2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley

2 tablespoons finely chopped fresh thyme
5 drops Worcestershire sauce

Basil leaves and lemon wedges, for garnish

Combine vinegar, garlic, and leaves from sprig

of rosemary in small bowl. Slowly whisk in ol-

ive oil. Beat until mixture thickens. Add salt

and pepper to taste. Toss mushroom caps in

mixture and marinate for about 20 minutes.

Melt butter in skillet. Over low heat, saute

shallots until wilted, about 2 minutes. Add
shrimp. Cook until they start to color, about 3

minutes. Remove shrimp and set aside.

Add brandy to skillet and increase heat to

medium-high. Boil to reduce the sauce, about

1 minute. Add scallops and cook an additional

1 to 2 minutes. Add parsley, thyme, and
Worcestershire sauce. Set scallops aside and
keep warm.
On a very hot preheated grill, cook mush-

room caps for 2 minutes on each side. Remove.
Place 1 extra-large mushroom cap or 3

small ones and 3 medium shrimp or 6 small

ones in center of each warmed plate and gar-

nish with 1 tablespoon bay scallops.

Decorate plates with basil leaves and
wedges of lemon.

SQUAB WITH GARLIC

IN "LITTLE SHIRTS"

(Piccione con Aglio in Camicia)
six servings

6 whole cleaned squab

(about 12 ounces each)

Salt

Freshly ground black pepper

8 tablespoons unsalted butter

2 pounds chicken backs and/or wings
3/4 cup brandy

2 cups mild Soave wine

18 whole unpeeled cloves garlic

Rinse body cavities of squab under cold run-

ning water. Blot dry with paper towel. Sprin-

kle cavities with salt and pepper. Tie squab

legs together with kitchen twine.

In roasting pan large enough to hold birds

without overlapping, melt butter over medium
heat. Place birds and chicken pieces in roast-

ing pan. Brown squab and chicken on all sides,

turning and changing position as necessary,

about 10 minutes.

Remove squab to platter. Pour fat off from

roasting pan. Pour brandy into pan. Boil over

medium heat until reduced to '/, cup. Add
white wine and garlic cloves to pan.

Return squab to pan; roast until meat ther-

mometer inserted into thickest part of thigh

registers 1 50°, about 20 minutes. Baste squab

every 5 minutes.

Remove squab to cutting board. Let rest 5

minutes before carving. Meanwhile, remove

chicken parts and strain cooking liquid into

small saucepan. Reserve garlic cloves. Heat

liquid to boiling over high heat. Boil until re-

duced to
J/4 cup. Sauce should be syrupy and

dark in color.

To serve: Cut squabs into 2 leg and 2 breast

pieces each. Pour sauce onto plate. Arrange

two legs over sauce on plate. Place 2 breast

pieces, slightly overlapping, over legs. Garnish

with 3 garlic cloves. Squab can be accompa-

nied by roasted new potatoes and sauteed

mushroom caps. V
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Ithas longbeen felt that Italians knowmore about fine quality
shoes than anybody else.

Theycertainly do.

Think about it for a moment.
What other country has produced

so many names that have set a standard

for craftsmanship and styling all over

the world?

Bruno Magli. Salvatore Ferragamo.

Gucci. Tanino Crisci. And the list goes

on and on.

Which is wh vou might find it

interesting that this year, with so many

impressive names to choose from,

women in Italy have adopted another

fine maker of women's shoes as their

very own.
j

Ironically, though, this fine maker

t froi. Italy. Nor are the styles those

you migh- expect Italian women to

prefer.

The company is Timberland?

And the shoes are classic American.

Everything from penny loafers to tassel

slip- ons to kilties.

lb see what Italian women will be

wearing this fall, you needn't look to

Italy, just to those fine stores you see

listed below.

Timberland^
The Timberland Company, RO Box }70, Newmarket. New Hirnpihln

Available at: Carson, Pirie, Chicago; John\Nanarc\aker,Philadelphia;Macy's,NewYork,San Francisco.
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Take a waMc on the wild side with

DIM. French pantyhose that take

great strides to give you that leggy

look; it's sheer from top to toes.

In an arresting array of kicky colors.

So step lively. In DIM all-sheer

pantyhose.

Pantyhose {

from France
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Role switching: old mill becomes a dream
house; attic, a living space; terrace, a

cozy room . . . plus the newest in home
designs from Ralph Lauren, from Alessi

By Barbara Plumb

UP N OUT
Combining outdoor airiness with coziness

of walls, architects Rodolfo Machado,
Jorge Silvetti created two rooftop terraces

for summer entertaining that moves
into fall. Trellis walls accoutered

with baseboards, moldings, chair rails offer

privacy for al fresco dining, sunbathing.

Over a mock fireplace hangs a round
1930s mirror. An open doorway leads

to the "living room" where potted bushes
add the formal style of a French garden.

DOWN-HOME STYLE™Z*j£«h$^
ings in a 1903 house was once used only by servants but is

now the family gathering place. Architect Rainer Krause
installed a low plastic-laminate-covered storage unit with

a built-in stove to separate food preparation from dining

area "without destroying the image of a large room." A
matching unit surrounds refrigerator (right), displays pots

by Timo Sarpaneva. Glass/brass hanging lamp
over the Biedermeier ashwood table (dating to

1825) was original to house as was the blue/

white tile. Thonet chairs, from 1879 to 1911;

coffee set is Art Deco Rosenthal.

i\/» V-* / A triumph in speed, design—and now, fuel conservation—the
1984 Corvette sports carby General Motors can accelerate from O to 60mph in
' ss than seven seconds, hit a top speed ofmore than 140 mph, andget sixteen
\pg city, twenty-eightmpg highway driving. Two on-board computers process

more than three hundred thousand instructions each second, alert driver to
rating status. Elegant fiberglass body seats two. $25,000.

SOMETIMES A SINGLE PIECE

OF FURNITURE ''MAKES '

' AN

INTERIOR . IN THIS ATTIC

BY ARCHITECT MAURIZIO

GUALA, A CHAISE BY ANTTI

NURMESNIEMI DRAMA Tl-

CALLY ECHOES THE LINES

OF THEROOM. STRIPED COT-

TON COVER BY VUOKKO

ZIPS ON; $488, AT SCAND-

INAVIAN DESIGN INC. NYC.

" IOIO AZZIWO. IAUBA SAWATI

"Field guides" for collectors of American antiques: a

series of eight lightweight paperbacks—each with

about 350 photos, and price guides, dates, makers,

places of origin, historical significance, and hints and

cautions for the buyer. Periods range from Early Colo-

nial to Modern and authors of these Collectors' Guides

(Knopf) are authorities in their fields. Titles: Chairs,

Tables, Sofas & Beds; Chests, Cupboards, Desks &
Other Pieces; Quilts, Coverlets, Rugs & Samplers;

Glass Tableware, Bowls & Vases; Folk Art; Glass 2;

Pottery & Porcelain; and Dolls; $13.95 each.

("Gazette" continued on page 425)

VOGUE. October 1933
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The silver cube. Our silversmiths' mark of excellence. Made in America.

Shown: Tennyson pattern in carefree stainless. Bonbon dish in silverplate. Complete selections at fine stores.

•Ada Ltd
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GAZETTE
Top fashion designer

turns to interiors. .

French discoveries

come to NYC store

»
?:§-
£!£-
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Live-in Ralph Lauren
Natural fibers, beautiful fabrics, fine detailing—these

hallmarks of Ralph Lauren 's clothes are just as appeal-

ing in his new collection of home furnishings, which in-

cludes almost every kind of design for the house except

furniture. The vast collection is divided into five style

groups: "Jamaica, " "New England, " "Thoroughbred,
"

"Log Cabin," and "Color." The irresistible "color"

group has soft 200-thread count/no-iron cotton bed lin-

ens in twenty-four subtle and unusual hues, a heavy terry

toweling in twenty-six, shower curtains in fifteen, and ta-

ble linens in nineteen. Other standouts: hand-loomed
-j|

wooland cotton rugs in Fair Isle patterns and colors rem- H
iniscent of Ralph's sweaters; Oxford-cloth pillowcases

with buttoned-down preppy look, and luxurious cable-

knit bed throws made of pure cashmere.

Top: Ralph Lauren's reindeer ski sweaters inspired wool Dhurri rug, $150. Left: Fair Isle design

from his ski sweater classic in hand-loomed cotton from India; 6' x 9', $700. Right: Sterling-silver

flatware with hardwood in cherry color, silver "raffia" wrap,- $400, five-piece place setting.

M'M-.WM\V.*M\Mfc* «V'>

v'aVv '

At Bloomingdale's:

France returns

VOGUE. October. 1983

Left- Charts on wine, cheese, spices, calories,- $8 each. Above, left: From "La Vie en Soleil, " in yellow,

white: lamp, $125; cup and saucer, $15; teapot, $40. Right; Art Deco coffee service of famed French .

liner "Normandie," reproduced by Christofle in silver plate, ebony,- $1750. Alt, Bloomingdale'

Buying at one of Bloomingdale's "foreign affairs"—annual celebrations with products from a sin sin-

try in every department of the store—can be more productive than shopping in the countries of di . The

design spoils turned up and developed by the store's astute buyers would be hard for a private r to

discover in years of travel. This season's "Fete de France" resulted from over two hundred trip Sioom-

ie's sleuths since planning began in July 1982. "Looking back on our own history," preside rvin S.

Traub said, "we began our 'country concept' promotion in 1961 with a dramatic French represe called

L Esprit de France.' It is time to come home to France." ("Gazette" continue ->jge 428)
BETH BAPTI5TE

425
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Dane*. There™ by Joe Famolare
jiiim-jlm

About 30.00 Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Bal Harbour Fort Lauderdale, Atlanta. St. Louis, District of Columbia. White Plains.
Las Vegas, Bever ly Hills. San Diero, San Francisco, North Brook and Oak Brook, II., and opening Nov. 5. Michigan Avenue.



Available at:

FASHION CENTER
Fairbanks, AK

BOUDOIR
Scottsdale, AZ

SECRETS
Fresno, CA

LINGERIE SHOPPE
Larkspur, CA

AINT MSBEHAVIN'
Mountain View, CA

JONATHAN
Redondo Beach, CA

SILKWORM
Riverside, CA

ARICIE

San Francisco, CA

POLLYANNA
Denver, CO

LYNNENS
Greenwich, CT

UNDERPINNINGS
Mystic, CT

INTIMATES
Clearwater, FL

MARRIOUCHE
Coconut Grove, FL

PAMPERED LADY
Miami, FL

LA LINGERIE
Palm Beach, FL

PRECIOUS THINGS IN LINGERIE
Atlanta, GA

STANLEY KORSHAK
Chicago, IL

SUSAN SHOVERS
Evansville, IN

HOPE CHEST
Boston, MA

DUSTY ROSE
Ft. Lee, NJ; New City, NY

LAVENDER LACE
Deal, NJ

LINGERIE FANTASTIQUE
Manhasset, NY

PERESS OF MADISON AVENUE
New York, NY

ROBERTA LINGERIE
New York, NY

ULTIMA LINGERIE
New York, NY

BALLIET'S*

Oklahoma City, OK

THE LINGERIE STORE
Goodlettsville & Nashville, TN

JAMES LINGERIE
Dallas, TX

EXCLUSIVELY YOURS
Houston, TX

ABIGAIL

San Antonio, TX

BELLA NOTTE
Seattle, WA

SUSAN BARRY
Seattle, WA

and other fine stores-

SELECT YOUR BRA AS YOU WOULD A PERFUME

As intimate as a perfume, discreet yet unmistakably present,

a Prima Boutique bra shapes you as you move in complete freedom.

The support is so subtle —in "sizes A, B and C — you barely know
it's there. And Prima Boutique is more . .

.

an array of styles in couture colors

with matching stockings by Gerbe, Paris.

Direct from France to you.

LISA NORMAN
of Santa Monica BOUTIQUE

A certain a? seduction



GAZETT
When shape dictates

design: Pier? Pinto

transforms mil! into

a peaceful

Left: In one living-room corner, spiraling staircase curves behind

white sculpture niche/bar that holds a black marble piece by

Carlo Sergio Signori—providing a dramatic focal point. Illumi-

nated in the stair niche, Neopolitan terra-cotta bust, 1890,

ri
fjj' nterior designs often work best when disciplined by the architecture or natu-

3S ral surroundings. In remodeling a crumbling, uninhabited mill, dating from
xp 1862, architect Piero Pinto focused his eye on the curved walls that gaveH character to the room. Piero's choice of furnishings and detailing—stair-

case, fireplace, sofas, tables, niche for sculpture—all undulate sensually as

\fik echoes of the rounded walls. Slate, the local stone, suggested the low-key
black-and-white color scheme. The owner, who leads a frenetic business life

as a public-relations consultant, wanted his house to be "an island of visual

peace"; and, when he entertains, the black-and-white color scheme provides
S the ideal backdrop for vividly dressed party goers. White walls maximize the
^L—J daylight from the living room's one window. The art and objects in each
room—mostly black, white, or terra-cotta and curved in shape—also follow the spirit

of the rooms, as do the black slate and white ceramic tile floors. ..muK..™.™

Below left: In dining r<
' '^ckintosh chairs at a round table

covered in Bali batik} ese tiles embellish

waiis. Right.- Living room. coi. 'empc ~,ese screen depicts

lake scene; plastic-covered hcssock serves as table.

IS AVAILABLE AT
THESE FINE STORES:

THE AVENUE
BAMBERGERS
BELK-RALE1GH

BERGNER-WEISE
BERGNER-WEISE

WM.H. BLOCK

THE BROADWAY
BUFFUMS
BULLOCKS
CWT SPECIALTY STORES
DAVISONS

DAYTONS
THE DENVER
DIAMONDS
DILLARDS

ELDER BEERMAN
ELDER BEERMAN
EMBRY'S
EMPORIUM CAPWEU
FLAH'S (A B. FORMAN CO.)

FOLEY'S

B.F0RMAN
FROST BROS.

FURCHGOTTS
GAYFERS

GODCHAUX
GOLDSMITHS
GOTTSCHALKS
GOUDCHAUX'S
HARRIS CO.

HARZFELDS

HESS'

HIGBEES

HUTZLERS

JACOBSONS
JENSS
JOSEPH'S

UBERTY HOUSE
UBERTY HOUSE
MclNERNY'S

MAASBROS.
MACY'S

MACY'S CA.

MACY'S MIDWEST
MADISON'S
MARSHALL FIELD

MILLERS OF CHARLEROI

NORDSTROMS
JAMES L.PAPP

PECK'S

POMEROY'S

PURSE STRINGS

READ'S

RHEINAUERS

SAK'S5TH AVE. (SHOE SALON)

SANGER-HARRIS

SHOES ETC.

SIBLEYS

STEKETEE'S

CHAS. A. STEVENS

STEWART'S
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER

STRIPLING ft COX

SUTTON ft UGHTNER
WEINSTOCKS
WOODWARD ft LOTHROP
ZCMI

OMAHA, NEB.

NEWARK, N.J.

RALEIGH. N.C.

ROCKFORD. IL

PEORIA, IL

INDIANAPOLIS, IN

LOS ANGELES, CA

LONG BEACH, CA

LOS ANGELES, CA

NEW ENGLAND
ATLANTA, GA
MINNEAPOLIS, MN
DENVER, CO

PHOENIX, AZ

ALL STORES

CINCINNATI. OH
DAYTON, OH
LEXINGTON, KY

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

SYRACUSE, NY

HOUSTON, TX

ROCHESTER, NY
SAN ANTONIO, TX

JACKSONVILLE, FL

CLEARWATER, FL

NEW ORLEANS, LA

MEMPHIS, TN

FRESNO, CA

BATON ROUGE, LA

SAN BERNARDINO, CA

KANSAS CITY MO
ALLENTOWN. PA

CLEVELAND, OH
BALTIMORE, MD
FLORIDA

BUFFALO, NY

CHICAGO, IL

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

HONOLULU, HA

HONOLULU, HA

JACKSONVILLE, FL

NEW YORK, NY

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

KANSAS CITY MO
COLUMBUS, OH
CHICAGO. IL

CHARLEROI, PA

ALL STORES

COLUMBIA, S.C.

CHARLESTON, W.VA.

ALL STORES
PITTSBURGH, PA

CONNECTICUT

FLORIOA

ALL STORES

DALLAS, TX

ATLANTA, GA

ALL STORES

GRAND RAPIDS, Ml

CHICAGO, IL

LOUISVILLE, KY
PHILADELPHIA, PA

FORT WORTH, TX

MARION, OH
SACRAMENTO, CA

WASHINGTON, DC.

SALT LAKE CITY UT



Presenting the Envelope Shoulder. Two roomy compartments nestled in luxurious Napa leatj

About $75. Clemente 330 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York
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Stainless steel and 18kt gold necklace

with greyhound's head clasp

An Italian design by Antonio Fallaci

COLLECTION,
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RUSSO LYNX™
Canadian Lynx and
Saga White Fox Coat

Right:

MFFII
Saga Mink, Fox
and Fitch Coat
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brochure
Auailat>le
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FROM HIS COLLECTION
TWO MILLION YEARS IN THE»pSJG
208 WEST 29 STREET, NEW YORM

FUR DESIGN CENTEM
TEL: (212) 244-7601 • TELEJMte862

431
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INDULGE IN THE BEST.

.

Direct from France, Lejaby brings

you two fetching wisps of lace with

flattering underwire support Mandarine

and Leila —available in an array of

delicious colors with bikinis to

match. Both look as luxurious as they

feel, in sizes B, C and D.

Forfurther information, please write:

Lejaby, 183 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016

PARIS

design, fit, comfort

NEIMAN-MARCUS
VOGUE. October. 1983 433
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People Trust Black Diamond

more than any other Mink.

Something to think about

when you are considering

the purchase of a Mink.

quality controlled

"not authentic without this label"

fletningtonfurs
FLEMINGTON. NEW JERSEY

One of the World s Largest Specialists in Fine Furs

434 VOGUE, October, 1983
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GAZETTE
i Accessories that

I
stand alone: three
generations of good
tableware design
from Italy's Alessi

LAISE ADZER

CENTURY CITY
century city shopping centre • 277 0785

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8583 melrose avenue • 655-9285

BEVERLY HILLS
332 north rodeo drive • 271-08!

For a store in your area, call (213) 274-5018

Condiment set of stainless steel, crystal. By

Ettore Sottsass, 1978. Included: oil, vinegar,

salt, pepper; $95. Turpan Sanders, NYC

*

Accessories for wine service, bar in stainless steel.

Designed by Ettore Sottsass, J 978; from $10 for

stirrer to $110 for wine cooler. Turpan Sanders

lessi, Italian manufacturer

of table and catering

wares, has picked up the

torch of sponsoring
good design so valiant-

ly carried by Olivetti in

the 1950s and
1960s. Carlo Alessi

(son of Giovanni,

founder of the

firm) designed a

tea and coffee

set called "The Bombe" that led the market from 1945 to

1973. Recently, his son, Alberto, has commissioned some of the world's best designers.

In the early 'seventies, Alessi commissioned Italian architect Ettore Sottsass to create

catering wares for restaurants, now

inless-steel kettle. Whistle harmo-

nizes in E and B. By Richard Sapper,-

Turpan Sanders, New York City

Coffee set by architect Richard Meier,- sterling-silver,

ivory handles; $25,000. Max Protetch Gallery, NYC
offered for home use; for 1984,

Richard Sapper designs a new col-

lection of pots and pans conceived

in conjunction with the great chefs

of Europe—Roger Verge, the Trois-

gros, Alain Chapel, and others.

Alessi "s newest division: "Offi-

cina Alessi, "handcrafted objects in

metals other than stainless steel. On
exhibit this month: silver tea and
coffee sets by eleven architects, in-

cluding four Americans—Michael

Graves, Richard Meier, Stanley Ti-

german, and Robert Venturi—at the

Max Protetch Gallery, NYC.

VOGUE. October, 1983
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1982 Hanets Hosier

Gentle
Sensuously smooth. Luxuriq
Undeniably silky Unmistakak
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\ ichelob*Light
A rich, smooth taste you can
compare to any beer you like.

|
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9S61 PROUD SPONSOR OF

THE 1984 OLYMPIC TEAM
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Autumn pleasures: leisurely

dinners, firelight, great red wines

—these amazing Bordeaux
By Martin Gersh

"tiring the past few years, it has been my privilege to enjoy and subsequently

assess on this page many of the finest Bordeaux red table wines from superior vintages of the

'70s—1970, 1971, 1975, and 1976—as well as individual fine examples from the decade's lesser

years—1972, 1973, 1974, and 1977. Temporarily setting aside the wines from 1978—by reputa-

tion one of the best vintages of all—until late next year in order to allow them some further bottle

aging, I come now to the excellent 1979s. Right at the outset, it gives me enormous pleasure to

report that a large majority of these red wines—sixteen out of the twenty-two reviewed—show

appreciably better structure and consequently a capacity to live gracefully for a longer period of

years than any Bordeaux that I have known since those of the great 1970 vintage.

A further really fascinating aspect of the 1979 Bordeaux, viewed overall, is that the best-made

examples among those selling for under $20 are competitive in every way with the most expen-

sive, including the eight First Growths—or, for that matter, with any California Cabernet Sau-

vignon of similar age, irrespective of price. At the same time, I have to admit that the startling

and singularly impressive quality of the wines costing between $30 and $60 must be faced as well.

Each one is a work of art in its own right. For that reason alone, I am fairly certain that any of

you who purchase some of the 1979s in that price category will feel handsomely rewarded, when
drinking them, for the considerable expense you are obliged to incur.

It was especially intriguing to discover that a small group of the 1979 red Bordeaux consisting

of Chateaux Gruaud-Larose, Haut-Brion, Lafite-Rothschild, L'Evangile, Pichon-Longueville-

Lalande, and Talbot have taken on a markedly California style—a kind of extra flowering in the

wine's fruit component that I have heretofore encountered in California Cabernet Sauvignons

alone, virtually never in French examples. The only previous time I have noticed any such

alteration in style among red Bordeaux was in the Lafite-Rothschild 1975, described here a year

ago as "brazenly fruity in the California manner ... a gorgeous wine." Do not suppose, however,

that this interesting element detracts from the complexity of the wines possessing it, or makes
their taste any less delightful! It merely alters their flavor and personality somewhat from the

norm I have come to expect as a result of drinking them over many years.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1979 Red Bordeaux

Chateau Ducru-Beaucaillou 1979 A Saint-Ju-

lien of handsome proportions and great class

—

piquant, exceptionally concentrated. Best
drinking: for the next 14- 16 years. Aeration:

6 1/4-6 1/2 hours. $16-$ 17. (Note: Always recork

wines after aeration and between all pourings

to prevent fading.)

Chateau Pichon-Longueville-Lalande 1979
Very attractive—this velvety-textured Pauillac

of moderate- body and pronounced fruit pres-

ence displays admirable balance. Best drink-

ing: for the next 7-8 years. Aeration: 2 1/2-23/4
hours. $14-$ 15.

Chateau Talbot 1979 Vast in scale, somber,

deep-toned—an impressive, deeply fruity wine,

possibly the single most complex of the half-

dozen vintages of this fine Saint-Julien that I

have known throughout the years. Best drink-

ing: for the next 7-8 years. Aeration: 2%-3
hours. $14-$ 15.

Domaine de Chevalier 1979 From Graves, this

is a patrician Cabernet of outstanding merit

—

dignified and serious in its manner, firmly knit,

with moderate size and middle-to-high tonality.

Best drinking: for the next 10- 12 years. Aera-

tion: 4-4 1/2 hours. $15-$ 16.

VOGUE, October. 1983

Chateau Leoville-Las-Cases 1979 Just about

as big as a Bordeaux can be—a superb Saint-

Julien, compact, provocative, with terrific fruit

concentration. Best drinking: for the next 12-14

years. Aeration: 5%-5 1/2 hours. $15-$ 16.

Chateau Gruaud-Larose 1979 An exceedingly

pretty Saint-Julien of high tonality and medium
body marked by smooth texture and beguiling

fruitiness. Best drinking: for the next 7-8 years.

Aeration: 23/4-3 hours. $14-$ 15.

Chateau La Tour-Haut-Brion 1979 Tremen-

dously animated—huge, deep, and abundantly

fruity. As always, this remarkable Graves is a

standout, even among the finest Bordeaux.

Best drinking: for the next 12-14 years. Aera-

tion: 5%-5 1/2 hours. $15-$ 16.

Chateau Leoville-Barton 1979 Quiet, beautiful-

ly constructed, interestingly tart—a distinguished

Saint-Julien displaying a touch of eccentricity in

its makeup. Best drinking: for the next 12-14

years. Aeration: 5-5 1/2 hours. $ 10-$ 1 1.

Chateau Lafite-Rothschild 1979 This silken

Pauillac of enduring fame is full-bodied and lus-

ciously fruity, with almondy nuances—spectac-

ular, exciting, very glamorous! Best drinking:

for the next 13-15 years. Aeration: 5 1/2-53/4
hours, $35-$38.

Chateau L'Evangile 1979 A very stylish Po-

merol of pleasant size and middle tonality that

exhibits a satisfying amalgamation of all its con-

stituents—plus a dib' xinating salty

sweet finish. Best drink*, 'he nex: 7-b

years. A. <!>on: ? 1/2-23/4 hours. $ '7-$ 18.

Chateau Mouton-Rothschild 1: 7 9 Notably

well-structun lerately large-i :<ed, re-

fined and charming, this celebrated I jc is

endowed with an up,: > illy long-lingenr, -ec-

ond taste—a bona fie . masterpiece. L s/

drinking: for the next 15-

1

7
years. Aeraho

7-7% hours. $33-$35.

Chateau Lafon-Rochet 1979 A pod, solid,

forthright Saint-Estephe of small-to moderate

size and agreeably understated fruitiness. Best

drinking: for the next 7-8 years Aeri ~>n:

23/4-3 hours. $12-$ 13.

Chateau Cheval Blanc 1979 Mysterious, sub.

redolent of purple plums, showing substantial

size—a poetically lovely Saint-Emilion of unsur-

passed stature. Best drinking: for the next 14- 16

years. Aeration: 6 1/2-63/4 hours. $40-$43.

Chateau Haut-Brion 1979 This excellent

Graves of high tonality and ample body is out-

spokenly fruity, featuring a sumptuous black-

berry-like flavor element. Best drinking: for the

next 7-8 years. Aeration: 23/4-3 hours,

$40-$43.

Chateau Trotanoy 1979 Burgundian in man-

ner, engagingly lively, revealing generous size

and opulent red raspberry fruitiness—a won-

derful Pomerol. Best drinking: for the next

13-15 years. Aeration: 6-6 1/4 hours. $28-$30.

Chateau La Mission-Haut-Brion 1979 Graced

by one of the most fabulous first tastes in the

entire realm of wine, this is a spacious, magnifi-

cent Graves of high tonality and pinpoint con-

centration. Best drinking: for the next 14-16

years. Aeration: 6 1/2-63/4 hours. $30-$33.

Chateau Petrus 1979 Extraordinarily youthful,

with a perceptibly tangy flavor and generous

body—an amazing, noble, astoundingly well-

made Pomerol. Best drinking: for the next
17-19 years. Aeration: 9-9 1/4 hours. $55-$60.

Chateau Margaux 1979 and Chateau Palmer
1979 Far along in this survey, my wife Gloria

and I thought it would be great fun to drink the

two most acclaimed wines from Margaux, Cha-

teaux Margaux and Palmer, together. This is

how it all went: Chateau Margaux 1979 was ex-

ceptionally ingratiating, high in tonality, with

moderate body, fine texture, and a nicely con-

centrated cherry-like taste constituent—an emi-

nently harmonious wine. Chateau Palmer 1979,

a perfect foil, was monumental and superbly

cohesive, possessing the most dense ripe plum

fruitiness imaginable—a sumptuous, definitive-

ly great Bordeaux! Best drinking (both wines):

13-15 years. Aeration (both wines): 5 1/2-6
hours. (Margaux) $5c -$55. (Palmer) $17-$ 19.

Chateau Montrose 1979 This Saint-Estephe

that I have adored in sixteen vintages stands

forth, year after year, as one of the more rea-

sonably priced Second Growths, and i

view is among the half-dozen best and l< . igest-

lived red Bordeaux—the others being Cha-

teaux Latour, Petrus, La Mission-H:> Brion,

Cheval Blanc, and Palmer. The 197 r .on is

no exception—titanic, spicy, with tr

concentrated fruitiness, it is a

presence. Best drinking: for th

years. Aeration: 7 1/4-73/4 hours

Chateau Ausone 1979 A mos Sairit-

Emilion of small body and h .
3Sts tonality,

with a subtle yet pervasive fn no )nent—in

my opinion, the single (Con on page 440)

439



Sir Thomas Lipton Presents:

Tba gifts that warm the heart.
.deal holiday and year round gift ideas for tea lovers and connois-

seurs Savor the gracious, warm custom of teatime with our Specialty

Teas and delightful accessories. Order these most popular items

f;om our catalog individually or as a Deluxe Set for someone
very speci<"'

1 EA-FOR-ME. When
it's tea for one, here's the

perfect server. This 10-oz.

porcelain cup in charming
morning glory pattern

comes with lid, saucer,

and infuser. Plus a 1.77-oz.

(22-cup) sampler of one

of our fine leaf teas with

our compliments. $15.00

TbEABAG
SAMPLER CHEST.

56 individual, foil-

wrapped Specialty tea

bags, in a handsome
wooden presentation

chest. Seven each of

eight teas, including:

Finest Ceylon, Yunnan,

Darjeeling, Golden
Assam, Nuwara Eliya,

Jasmine, Earl Grey, and

English Breakfast. $14.50

J-/EMON BIRD. Fresh

lemon juice is a quick

squeeze away. Serrated

edges hold the lemon wedge
in place. Juice pours through
the bill 4 1

/2" long. Imported
silver plate. $15.00

For fastest service call toll-free 1-800-526-0359, Extension 62
(In New Jersey, call 1-800-932-0878, ext. 62) 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Credit card orders only.

Please send me the following item(s) (specify
quantity): Pncesincludeshipping and handling.

Tea-For-Me Cup Set(s) at $15.00 each.
(7014S)

TeaBagSamplerChfM wt$14.50each.
(6N56B)

Lemon Bird(s) at $15.00 each.
(8006R)

DeluxeSet(s),oneofeachitem.at$39 00
(Save $5.50) (7016S)

Total order cost $

Name

Address

City

CheckD
enclosed

State

Amex

Zip

D Visa MC

Credit Card #

Sir Thomas I ipion's

Trading Compan
P.O. Box 215
105 Oak Street, Dept. P03H13
Nor-vood, NJ 07648

Exp. Date

Signatuic (required)

D Please ^end m* all 1983 The Sir Thomas
Lipton Catalog. Please allow 4-6 weeks for

delivery. Offer vaSiC only in U.S.A.

I AMAZING BORDEAUX
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most delicate and elegant wine in this entire col-

lection. Best drinking: for the next 14- 16 years.

Aeration: 6 1/4-63/4 hours. $50-$55.

Chateau Latour 1979 Olympian in all aspects,

deep, very gracious and benign, with perfect

balance and black currant fruitiness—a majes-

tic, wonderfully civilized Pauillac. Best drinking:

for the next 17-19 years. Aeration: 8-8 '/2

hours. $45-$48.

Postscript: 1971 Red Bordeaux

I thought you might find it entertaining and in-

structive, as I did, to see how five of the best red

Bordeaux from the very good 1971 vintage are

coming along! Notice that four of the same cha-

teaux are reviewed above, among the 1979s.

Chateau Mouton-Rothschild 1971 Tightly knit,

of imposing size and high tonality—quite sim-

ply, a great bottle now at the stage of its life

where it can fully display all those details and
complexities that make it a classic French Ca-

bernet Sauvignon. Best drinking: for the next

3-4 years. Aeration: 10-20 minutes. $70-$75.

Vieux Chateau Certan 1971 A delight from

start to finish, this Pomerol of moderate body is

an extraordinarily lovely wine featuring a vivid

fruit constituent that culminates in an enchant-

ing sweet finish. Best drinking: for the next 2-3

years. Aeration: 5-10 minutes. $30-$35.

Chateau Petrus 1971 Immense, mellow, deep
in tonality, and possessing the ultimate finesse

that any wine is capable of—a superlative Bor-

deaux at the very summit of its powers. Best

drinking: for the next 3-4 years. Aeration:

10-20 minutes. $ 1 15-$ 125.

Chateau Palmer 1971 Vital, graceful, well-inte-

grated and fairly large-bodied—a wine so rav-

ishing that it almost deprives one of words! Best

drinking: for the next 4-5 years. Aeration:

25-35 minutes. $45-$50.

Chateau Montrose 1971 As is invariably the

case with this Bordeaux in a superior vintage,

Chateau Montrose 1971 seems extremely re-

luctant to grow old. At the present moment in its

career, it is robust, of middle taste tonality and

important size—tremendous in all ways. Best

drinking: for the next 8-9 years. Aeration:

1
1/2-1 3/4 hours. $25-$30.

Endnote: In my wine descriptions, the term

"best drinking," followed by a time-span mea-

sured in years, represents the period during

which I am utterly confident that the wine in

question should not only build to its peak but

—

equally important

—

maintain itself there, and

provide, with the aid of judicious aeration, im-

mense satisfaction to all who drink it.

The aeration time given for each wine ap-

plies to now, October, 1983. With every pass-

ing year of its life, you may confidently

anticipate a decrease of thirty minutes to an

hour in the amount of aeration a wine requires.

Moreover, when periodically drinking these

splendid 1979 red Bordeaux in the years

ahead, you should be able to perceive, even

more clearly than I can now predict, just how
far your wine has traveled along the route of

its life cycle—and thus avoid the unhappy con-

sequences of holding it too long and, alas,

drinking it too late.
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Announcing
ten moreways

for our competition
to copy us.

Imitation may be the sin-

cerest form of flattery. But
when you invest in luggage,

you don't want imitation.

You want the real thing.

You want Hartmann.
Because Hartmann has

been a quality leader for

over a hundred years. And
we didn't get that way by

staying the same. The world

changes, and so do we
Except in quality.

This year is no

exception. We've im-

proved our casual

and carrv-on

2
Fast-Release Hook . The
hook is fastened to the

bag with a snap. So it's ready

for hanging in a snap.

Non-Scratch Hook. We
3 covered it with leather

and a protective cap. It won't

scratch doors, and won't

scratch you.

4 Longer Means Straighten
We've made our over-

night hangers two
inches longer,

luggage

10 ways. Most
of the changes

aren't easy to see. But when
you use a Hartmann, you'll

see why they're there. So will

our competition. And again,

they will try to copy us. But
they'll never capture the

quality that's the heart of a

Hartmann.

I
One Hand Handling. Go
from folded to unfolded

with one fumble-free snap.

The airlme passengers lined

up behind you will love it.

(our

jumbos already

were). Now suits and dresses

hang straighten The end of

the crumpled bottom?

5 The Open Door Zi pper.

Our main hanging com-
partment has always been
accessible. Now our new
zipper lets you open the door

so wide, it's like a closet.

You can even snap the door

out of the way.

Fast Pockets. Our new
6 fastener lets you bypass

the buckle and open the

outside compartments with a

quick snap. Yet you can still

use the strap and buckle to

adjust for fuller pockets.

Full-Access Pockets. Our
7 clever new zipper open-

ing lets pockets open so

wide you'll say ahhhh. You
can get even bigger items in.

And everything's faster and
easier.

Inside/Outside Pocket.

8 It starts out inside, but

you can snap it out. And
though some call it a shoe

pocket, it's waterproof. So
who's to know if you use it

for toiletries?

Solid Brass Rivets on
9 Handle and Strap. Most
of us tend to overpack.

Which overstresses handle

and shoulder strap fasteners.

So we put in solid brass riv-

ets that can handle more.

Seemed sensible.

1A The Carry-On
l\J Bureau . Nobody
wants to unpack and repack

more than he has to. And
with our improved carry-on,

you don't have to. Just take

your suit out of the center

compartment and the two
outer compartments can lie

flat like drawers. Now,
everything is so easy to get

to, why unpack?
Competitors will copy

some, possibly even all of

our improvements. But no

matter how many they copy,

it still won't be a Hartmann.

farfiflrWKHM
Dll Ftoflt TEFLON* Send for a list of your nearest ' ij"nann dealers. Dept.lOVIO

soil & stain repeller (£ 983 Ha'-tmann Luggage. Lebanon, Tennessee 37087

We don't cut corners.
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the pyramids express
Starting October 31, a fast new way to fly to Egypt—when TWA inaugurates the first

regularly scheduled nonstop flights in history between New York City and Cairo. The new

service will operate three times a week out of JFK Airport, use special long-long-range

Boeing 747SP jets. Good news, too-. TWA 's new low round-trip APEX fare of $749 permits

travelers to fly to Cairo, return home from Tel Aviv, and stop over in Athens, Rome, or Paris

. . . through April 14. For details, see travel agent or page 451. (Above: A view of aviation

history—a TWA Constellation, glamour plane of the late '40s, soaring over Egypt.)

A great ship changes

course... the Venice

cure". ..Southern comforts

By Richard Alleman

INSIGHTS!
Insight Guides—known for well-written,

lusciously photographed and illustrated

guidebooks to exotic Asian locales

—

are now focusing on the Western Hemisphere.

New volumes—Florida, Mexico, Jamaica

—

include excellent background articles

on history, culture, daily life.

To come in 1984: New England, The Rockies,

Northern California, Southern California,

Southwest, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,

French Antilles ; $14.95, at bookstores.

A perfect plot: two days in historic Charleston, South Carolina
(above left), staying at a charming nineteenth-century inn

—

coupled with two days of sun, sea, and sports at the luxurious

Kiawah Island resort [right). The new "Towne & Country Af-

fair" package from Kiawah Island sets up these idyllic four

days—and provides delicious extras such as wine, Cham-
pagne, cocktails, breakfasts, morning newspapers, bicycles,

sightseeing. The package is offered year-round. Prices: $230
per person, double occupancy, through November 15; $165,
November 16-February 29; $246, March 1-June 16. See trav-

el agent or page 451 for further details.

HOT TICKETS/HALF PRICE
In New York City, the new Music & Dance

ticket booth in Bryant Park behind the NY

Public Library at Fifth Avenue and 42nd

Street has same-day seats to some of

Manhattan's best opera, ballet, and con-

cert events—for half price! Lincoln Cen-

ter, Carnegie Hall, Radio City Music Hall,

Brooklyn Academy of Music are all at the

booth—open daily from 12:00 to 7:00 p.m.

VOGUE. October. 1983

THE ULTIMATE SPA This fall, one of Ven-
ice's poshest places—the ultra-private Hotel Cipriani, above—
becomes the splendid setting for a series of special health and
fitness programs. Under the direction of the renowned Shrub-
land Hall Clinic in England, three-, five-, and ten-day spa plans of

massage, hydrotherapy, yoga, diet, exercises, and beauty

ments will be offered from October 2 1 to November 30. Pri

from $434 for three days to $1250 for ten—include meais. See
travel agent or page 451 for additional information.

Flash! Next summer, the world's largest c .hip,

ffSfVg the glamorous S.S. Norway (left) exits th< s<>'5bfce-

..•*% an—where she's been cruising comfort y since
1980—to begin a series of brand-n e- and
two-week European cruises. Hit : fjord

country plus major Scandinav
\ new sailings are set for July 2

= ports, the
^tember 1.
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TheMiraUnder
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Mira Linder. creator of the Spa in the City

Enjoy a boost to
body and soul- in an
atmosphere of luxury,

privacy and serenity

Adramatic new concept in

total beauty for face and
body- a whole series of European
spa programs plus facial treatments,

cellulite control, firming and toning

therapy with seaweed or mud,
hydrotherapy, scotch hose, paraf-

fin treatments for hands and feet,

various types of massage, makeup,
as well as home care instruction-

all offered by dedicated European
experts at our Mira Linder Spa in

the City.

It's a start for those who have
never been away to a spa and a

continuation for those who have.
Check in for a few wonderful

hours, for the whole day, or come
back every week or month.

You'll love every moment.

_^
Gift Certificates for Mira Linder's

"Day at the Spa"™ "Day of Beauty"™
"Marvelous Morning" TM and other
beauty features make outstanding
Christmas, Mother's Day, anniversary
and birthday gifts.^

\S l—*^ SPA IN THE CITY

TOTAL BEAUTY FOR FACE AND BODY

29935 Northwestern Highway
Southfield, Michigan 48034 (3 PI 356-5810

108 Avenue Road
Toronto. Ontario M5R 2H3 (416) 961-6900

Inquire about Mira Li
r ler-licenses in selected areas

Provence: a garden of earthy

delights—in the South of France

Provencal pleasures: Cezanne-style

locales, grand cuisine, a potent past

BY BARBARA KAFKA

n the South of France, there

is the Riviera and there is

Provence. The first is a bril-

liant blue strip of self-indul-

gence, Ferraris, and grand
white hotels and villas that

stretches from Spain to Italy.

This is pleasure but lacks pas-

sion. For passion, one must

turn away from the

coast and head inward . . . toward the harsh

rocks, rich cuisine, and lusty history of Provence.

I have been to Provence many times . . . and
have my own little set routines there. If I were
sending you as a first-time traveler, I would
insist that you read M. F. K. Fisher's A Con-
siderable Town on Marseilles and her Map of
Another Town, centered on Aix-en-Provence. I

would hope you would have the patience for

Ford Maddox Ford's Provence. A little Mis-

tral and Mirabeau could not hurt. A few

Pound translations of Provengal poetry, Eliza-

beth David on Mediterranean food, and a

quick trip to a good museum to look at some
Cezanne landscapes and Van Gogh effusions

should complete the preparation. To carry

with you, buy the yellow Michelin maps that

cover the area, the green Michelin Provence,

the red Michelin France, Gault-Millau's The
Best ofFrance, and if you want information on
good family places and less expensive places to

stay, Hilary Rubinstein's Europe's Wonderful
Little Hotels and Inns.

Throughout Provence you will find two
s of food: -aditional Provencal and Clas-

sic, usually novvelle-ized these days. The tra-

ditional Prove ^ai food is heavy on olive oil,

444

garlic, and fish; bourride and bouillabaisse, the

two great fish stews of Provence, bring them
all together. Inland, the festive dish is the

grand ai'oli: a great steaming of foods—some-

times with sausage, cod, or chicken as well as

all the vegetables available—served with a gar-

lic and olive oil sauce, bound either with egg

yolks (like a mayonnaise) or with mashed po-

tatoes or softened bread. Tians of vegetables

and the constant aromas of herbs are also typi-

cal. (A nice side trip is to go to one of the towns

that become, a few times a year, herb markets.)

Provengal food is direct, earthy, and peasanty.

To best see Provence, you will need a car.

Pick it up in Marseilles where, if you have

some extra cash, the place to stay is Residences

le Petit Nice et Marina Maldorme. The choice

is not only for the sea and garden views, the

luxurious rooms, and the very good meals; it is

because, having studied our M. F. K. Fisher

well, we know that Marseilles is very noisy and

this hotel is air-conditioned as well as a little

way out of town, thus ensuring sleep.

You will either love Marseilles or hate it

—

which will determine how long you stay there.

It is a large town—the second largest in

France—raucous and rambunctious. There is

nothing odd in the fact that the "Marseil-

laise'"—the revolutionary song of France—is

named for it. In Marseilles, you can roam the

ports—or take the hour-and-a-half boat tour

out to and around the historic Chateau d'lf

prison. The views are marvelous. There are

also many good places to eat in Marseilles

—

traditional to nouvelle.

From Marseilles, drive north to Aix . . .

through the (Continued on page 446)
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Get more Mexican Riviera
or more Caribbean—without

spending more!
Whether you want to

explore the best of the

Mexican Riviera ... or

the heart of the

Caribbean . .

.

Cunard
Princess and

Cunard Countess

offer this year's best seven-

day itineraries and best values.

Cunard 's Mexican Riviera

—

see all off the best in a week!
"Acapulco Fiesta": From October through May, Cunard

Princess sails from Los Angeles or Acapulco every

Saturday, visiting the most exciting resort ports on the

Mexican Riviera. Cruise by Cabo San Lucas and

visit Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta, Manzanillg

(southbound) or Zihuatanejo/Ixtapa

(northbound), with an overnight in

Acapulco.

Cunard 's Caribbean—
discover a different island

almost every day!

Choose from two ways to see the whole

Caribbean in a week. Either "Caribbean

Capitals"—and South America: Sail the

CUNARD PRINCESS
Registered in the Bahamas

CUNARD COUNTESS
Registered in Great Britain

"new" Cunard Countess from San Juan to Caracas (La

Guaira), Grenada, Barbados, Martinique, St. Thomas. Or

the unique "7-Plus" Cruise: sail Cunard Countess from

Sari Juan to Tortola, St. Kitts, Nevis, Guadeloupe, St. Lucia,

St. Maarten, St. Thomas. Alternate Saturdays year-round.

Air/Sea packages, 2nd-week discounts,
Sail 'N Stay®combinations.

Money-saving air/sea packages are available through

your travel agent. Seven-day cruises begin at only $1,139,

roundtrip airfare included! Passengers who cruise for two

weeks see it all and save 50% on the second week! With

Cunard's Sail 'N Stay program, you can combine your

seven-day cruise with a stay at a top resort or hotel at

nominal cost.

Perfectly designed
for warm-weather cruising.

On board, you dine splendidly in a restaurant with

panoramic views. Enjoy spacious sightseeing

decks, an outdoor pool, paddle-tennis court and
an outdoor cafe. Take in the casino and disco,

dancing and nightclub revues, piano bar and sauna.

Don't miss out; book now. See
your travel agent or mail the coupon.

fRate is per person, double occupancy and depends
on gateway and date of departure. Itineraries subject

to change. Taxes not included.

CUNARD
RO. Box 999, Farmingdale, NY 11737.

Send me your color brochure, Cunard's Mexican Riviera.

(Q559)

Send me your color brochure, Cunard's Caribbean. (Q607A)

Name

Address

State Zip

My Travel Agent E26274

•^
,..„. minium' iiinnilil

^^f———~ "

#"'
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TakeACruise
InThePrivacyOf
¥)urOwnHonie

Ou rbrochure will takeyou onan exotic

voyage through your own imagination.

You can sample nine different cruise

vacation itineraries.And choose from more
ports,and more cruise lengths,than any
other Caribbean cruise line offers.

You'll also find everythingyou need
to plan a real cruise vacation.

Which is worth leavinghome for

32RoyalCaribbean
*Ships (fNorwegian Registry.

Nnme

Address

City State Zip

Foryourfree copy ofRoyal Caribbean's 1983 cruise vacation brochure, seeyour travel agent. Or
send this coupon to Royal Caribbean Cruise Line, PO. Box 012864, Miami, FL 33101.
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Thanks for books and
pencils andpav(r. thanks
for wood to build our homes and
firewood to keep us cozy in them,
thanksjor violins and cellos and
guitars, thanksforjumiture
and paints and paintbrushes,
thanksjor maple syrup and
sleds, thanks forpark benches
and gymnasium floors, thanks
forjruits andjams andjellies.
thanksjorshade for a Sunday
afternoon nap. and a
special thanks >r the
oxygen we breathe.

Trees give us a lot Don't take
themJorgrantea\Please be

carejul withjire in thejorest
A tree will thank you.

Only you
can prevent
forest fires.

IA Public Serv; Mag: The Advertising Council
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PROVENCE
(Continuedfrom page 444)

countryside of the great Cezanne landscapes.

Aix has nice places to spend the night, unless,

of course, you are here for the summer music
festival in which case you will need to reserve

your rooms many months ahead and locate

your own favorite cafe on the Cours Mirabeau.

If you are staying for any length of time, you
might want to reserve at the Mas d'Entre-

mont. A mas is an old Provengal-style farm-

house. This one sits in a garden and has a pool,

good old furniture, and a rather respectable

restaurant.

From here, you will head west into "my"
Provence—the rocky part with the remains of

the great Roman towns. What you must not

miss are Nimes, Aries, Les Baux, and Aigues-

Mortes. Being extravagant, I would suggest

doing the region from two hotel bases: L'Ous-

tau de Baumaniere in Les Baux and Les Rem-
parts in Aigues-Mortes.

In Aigues-Mortes, I feel the past as an ever-

present dream. The town rises out of flat salt

marshes ringed by thirteenth-century ram-

parts no longer needed to protect it from Sara-

cen marauders that once came from across a

now retreated sea. The great Crusades that

spawned the town are gone, too—leaving only

ramparts, a great tower, and a vague sweet

sadness. The hotel Les Remparts, named for

the town's ancient walls, is thick with historic

stone and softened by Provencal antiques and
extremely edible food.

Les Baux used to be a great town. From the

eleventh through the fourteenth centuries, its

Counts—sitting on their white rock promon-
tory and protected by high walls—ruled over

eighty towns and villages in Provence and
their influence spread as far as Avellino and

Sicily. They were great warriors. The line must
have died out just a little too late as the last

Count was known as the "Scourge of Pro-

vence." Louis XIII eventually destroyed the

walls and the castle and the influence of the

town. Today, walk through it with charming

memories of medieval power and the Courts of

Love. From Les Baux, you can see clear to the

sea as well to the weird white rocks—bauxite,

the source of aluminum—that look as if some
wild conceptual artist had installed them.

Provence contains many charming old mas
reconstructed into delicious country inns with

swimming pools. L' Oustau de Baumaniere is

the granddaddy and perhaps still the best of

these. Created by M. Thuilier, it is furnished

with impeccable antiques standing on cool

waxed cordovan-leather-tiled floors. A three-

star restaurant (that my friends tell me has lost

a little of its eclat since M. Thuilier's grandson

has taken over the fourneau) still has one of

the world's most charming outdoor settings.

Nfmes is the most complete of the remain-

ing Roman towns of Provence and it's worth a

brief stop to see its Roman buildings as well as

its splendid eighteenth-century gardens.

Aries, on the other hand, is worth a whole

day. It is totally charming and lively—with

two first-rate hotels: D'Arlatan (the fifteenth-

century residence of the Counts of Arlatan, re-

done with good eighteenth-century furniture)

and Hotel Jules Cesar (a seventeenth-century

convent with cloister and gardens).

If I were on a Christmas tour, I would

choose Aries for Christmas Eve mass—to see

the typical Provencal creche of eighteenth-

century figurines. Don't let the rumor that, to-
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day, all santons are mass-produced stop you

from buying these beautiful creche figures on

your roadside travels. My favorites are the

small terra-cotta statues that portray tradi-

tional peasant and urban figures of nineteenth-

century Provence who come to pay their

respects to the Infant. Years ago, I indulged

myself by buying a whole terra-cotta Proven-

cal village complete with a company of pe-

tanque players. Although it was a feat of

transportation, I have never regretted it.

Aries is also a good shopping town. Look
for work clothes, espadrilles, and olive-wood

objects. Olive trees were brought by the

Greeks and have supplied the oil that has been

the base of Provencal cooking ever since.

At Avignon, we leave Roman times for the

beginnings of the fourteenth century. Pope John

XXII followed his predecessor, Clement V,

to Provence; but John decided to do the thing

up brown and created in Avignon a papal pal-

ace and town. The town grew rapidly with the

addition of buildings for many religious or-

ders. By 1403, after a tangle of schismatic

popes and apocryphal ones such as Pope Joan,

the popes moved back to Rome. They left, in

their wake, an extraordinary town, beautiful

to see. The famous bridge, St.-Benezet, was the

last bridge across the Rhone on the route from

Paris; built in the twelfth century, it was
enough to make a town important in that time.

Avignon's most attractive hotel is The Eu-

rope, in a restored sixteenth-century building.

It is conveniently close to the Palace of the

Popes. Dine at Hiely-Lucullus and be sure to

drink a Rhone wine. This is one of those parts

of France where it is almost always safe to

drink the local wine. Just watch out for the

sweet whites like Beaumes-de-Venise. They
are gaining in popularity, but they will ruin a

meal if drunk as a normal white would be.

There is no end to the joys of wandering
Provence; but if I had just one more trip to

take there, I might be tempted to find one of

the boats that follow the Rhone from Lyons all

the way to Aigues-Mortes. That way, I could

see the strange red rocks of the region . . . dis-

embark for leisurely strolls of the great towns.

Or I might do something totally different,

go down into the Camargue—that strange

wild land formed by the Bouches-du-Rhone. I

would stay at Le Pont des Bannes and ride the

white horses of the Camargue and swim. I

might time my arrival for the great gypsy festi-

val in Stes.-Maries-de-la-Mer—held on the

24th and 25th of May. Gypsies from all over

the world attend. If desire were all, I would
come to Stes.-Maries-de-la-Mer the first Sun-

day in December to watch the saints carried to

the sea attended by gypsies, Camarguais cow-

boys on horseback, and Arlesians in costume.

Then I would make the rounds of the nearby

towns and get swept up in their pre-Christmas

celebrations? terminating in Aries to have a

fabulous Christmas feast of grand aioli and a

parade of traditional desserts. So many possi-

bilities ... in Provence. V

L'Esprit de Provence . . . Through November
6, the best of Provence can be found in the

U.S.—at Bloomingdale's in New York, Con-
necticut, Washington DC, Dallas. Saluting

Provence—as part of its "Fete de France"

—

Bloomingdale's stores are exhibiting Proven-

gal arts, crafts, culture—and offer, for sale this

month, Provengal floral-print fabrics, terra-

cotta figurines; luscious pates, jams, chevres,

chocolates. Bon voyage! (For more on Pro-

vence, turn to pages 542 through 549.)

8701 SOFT LAMB-SUEDE JACKET
Turn the most basic outfit into some-

thing sensational with this lamb

suede jacket. Stand-up collar, slot

pockets. Soft gathers at shoulder

seams, back yoke. Two-button

closing and silky lining. Suede to dry

clean. Taupe. Sizes: 4-20. $159.95

Shipping and handling:

$2.00 for first item,

$1 .50 for second item.

The Tog Shop, 760 Lester Square

Americus, Ga. 31710

Credit card holders call

912-924-9371

Send for 128 page FREE catalog.

THE TOG SHOP

The CAMP BEVERLY HILLS Fall &
Winter Collection is now available in

our all new full color catalog. Featur-
ing activewear, accessories and
functionally inspired sportswear, the
new catalog is full of sweats, ther-
mals and woven styles ideal for
layering to achieve maximum flexibil-

ity in your wardrobe. Items available
in lots of colors for both men and
women. Get creative with CAMP
BEVERLY HILLS.
Send $1.00 for full color catalog to:

Dept VO A3
9615 Brighton Way, Suite 210,

Beverly Hills, CA 90210
c 1983 Camp Beverly Hills, Inc.

time for you

Recharge your life

through exercise, healthful

eating, personalized beauty

and a fresh perspective on
all your options.

The only way to get away. .

.

THE PHOENIX

&mru

For Brochure:

111 North Post Oak Lane
Houston, Texas 77024
(713)680-1601

THE- PHOENIX -ST
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We've CutThe Cost

OfA BrazilianVacation

Dramatically
Now you can spend a week in Rio for as

little as $693-$929, including airfare and hotel

accommodation* So the cost of a vacation in Rio
is now a very good reason to go, and no longer a

reason not to.

The individuality and style of Brazil, its

language, culture and cuisine make it quite

unlike any other South American country.

And so do the 11,000 beautiful miles of beaches.

Looking across Rio
at Sugar Loaf.

Arerft¥>u Ready ForThe
V&brld Rmous Copacabana
And Ipanema Beaches?

These spectacular beaches are the spiritual

home of the people of Rio.

At dawn the runners begin to appear, to

exercise along the sand. Then comes the

sunbathing, and the swimming. The soccer.

i i • i ?
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And the volleyball games. The sellers of cold

drinks and ices. And everywhere the miniature

Brazilian bikinis.

Aren'tYoa ReadyForACity
That Gets HotterAt Night?

Anyone who has been to Rio and experi-

enced the people and the nightlife will tell you
it's true. If you have an icy reserve, prepare to

watch it melt.

Aren'tYm Ready For
Pan Am's Rio?

When you fly down to Brazil, Pan Am, the

BrazilianTourism Authority and your local Travel

Agent will make sure you know all there is to

know. So you'll be ready.

Yes, Fm Ready For Rio.
3 BRAZILIAN
I TOURISM AUTHORITY
J EMBRATUR

Please send me information about Pan Am's new low cost

vacations to Rio, and about Brazil.

Name

Address.

City

Brazilian Tourism Authority

60 East 42nd Street, Suite 1336
New York, NY 10165

.State. .Zip.

VOIOP

*A11 prices are per person based on double occupancy and in-

clude airfare from Miami. Varying effective dates and reservation,

length of stay and advance purchase requirements apply. De-
partures Mon.-Thurs. Prices subject to change without notice.

: .

"•V<., .
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TRAVEL

The Point: the wilderness

at its most luxurious

Deep in the Adirondacks

a very civilized retreat

BY ANDREA « HAJ8HKHS

n a land of towering conifers and ice-cold

glacial lakes, Vanderbilts, Morgans, and

Rockefellers once partied with an almost

proud disdain for the harshness of na-

ture around them. Arriving via private

railroad and stagecoach, they set up wil-

derness "camps" large enough for one

|
hundred and staffed by fifty or sixty ser-

.vants. In this sylvan setting, servants

inquired of guests whether they would like

squab or perhaps cold filet mignon packed in

their picnic baskets. Come evening, the band
played, the crystal tinkled, and ladies in flow-

ing gowns danced with their gentlemen be-

neath sloping hewn-log roofs.

Main lodge of "Camp Wonundra"—1930s Rockefeller outpost, now The Point

This was the Adirondacks during their hey-

day in the early twentieth century, an era be-

fore America's royalty discovered the

watering holes of Europe. To this sparsely

populated wilderness came such mainline

Philadelphia families as the Biddies, Wisters,

and Bodines, as well as New York financial

giants like Adolph Lewisohn and John Loeb.

Marjorie Merriweather Post, too, set up a thir-

ty-building outpost in the region and ordered

local workmen to upholster her private fleet of

mahogany runabouts in a soft "Post" blue.

Today, the old families are mostly gone. The
camps are closed. The Adirondacks are once

again a preserve of simple North Country

pleasures. Almost. On a promontory in the

middle of Upper Saranac Lake, a well-bred en-

trepreneur named Edward (Ted) G. L. Carter

is reviving the style and sensibilities of a by-

gone era. He is the proud owner of nine Paul

Bunyan-style buildings constructed in the ear-

ly 1930s for William Avery Rockefeller, a taci-

turn and reclusive nephew of John D.
Rockefeller, Sr. Carter, who had spent many
boyhood summers at his grandfather's camp
in the Adirondacks, returned for a visit in 1979

after years of working as an international fi-

nancier in Europe. Hearing that "Camp Won-
undra," the old Rockefeller property, was on
the market, he walked in, looked around, and

r\ •/•%

HOWTHE BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE STAY BEAUTIFUL

You're only as beautiful as you feel. And you'll

feel more beautiful than ever at the renowned Spa
at Palm-Aire.

With our Seven Day Spa Plan for both men and
women, you'll undergo a wonderful sense of renewal
-as you stretch and tone with individually-designed

jiercise and aerobic programs; soothing saunas and
swirling whirlpools; Loofa scrubs and exotic herbal

wraps. You'll come alive with each massage and
beauty facial; then dine on a delicious gourmet diet.

* And when you've completed your day's program,
there's racquetball, swimming, Nautilus, tennis and
'^mpionship golf* waiting for you.

| Feel as beautiful as you can . Make your reserva-

isf-for The Spa at Palm-Aire today.

Call your travel agent or call

800*327-4960 or write

\ at Palm-Aire, Dept. VM34,

*W

at PALM-AIRE

about ou'i-'/.n-M Coll {{nJ tennis Package Plans!

___



said: "I must have it."

Soon, after extensive modernizing and re-

decorating, Carter began inviting friends and
business associates for weekends. They sat la-

zily in front of the fire, or went cross-country

skiing on trails traversed mainly by deer and

snowshoe rabbits. One day a friend made an

intriguing suggestion to his host: "Why not

take in a few paying guests as they do in the

grand houses of Europe?" Carter liked the no-

tion of the "paying guest," or "P.G.," as the

custom is known abroad, where the gentry

sometimes find that this is the only way to pay

the taxes or repair the roof on the quaint but

crumbling family castle. To Carter, the idea

seemed not only profitable but entertaining.

One of the earliest P.G.'s at The Point was
Prince Egon von Fiirstenberg, a scion of Euro-

pean nobility and now a presence in the Man-
hattan fashion trade. "When I was a child in

Europe," recalls Von Fiirstenberg, "I remem-
ber my parents sending me to one of the Haps-

burg castles in Austria as a paying guest. The
Point was rather like that. Ted Carter knows
how to make you feel at home. He's a man of

the world, and his home is a very nice one."

For those who have not frequented Haps-

burg castles, vacationing at The Point requires

a spirit of adventure and a willingness to toss

out all preconceived notions about how to be-

have at a resort. Carter and his staff of ten do
carry luggage, serve fine gourmet meals, ar-

range recreational activities on request, turn

down beds, and leave dainty chocolate-cov-

ered mints on the pillows. They do not offer a

choice of menu at any meal except breakfast,

provide room service, or outfit the quarters

with televisions or telephones. Staying at The
Point is rather like attending a private house

party at a count's hideaway in the woods.

The host is duly selective. If callers seem
overly concerned about the set menu or lack of

room service, Carter may issue a telephone

warning: "Hey, you might hate it here." If

they carp about the prices (steep), he is not

above harrumphing: "In my family, it's not

considered polite to talk about money." In

rare instances, he has offered a guest a refund

and encouraged the person to leave. The most
celebrated case was a sixty-five-year-old blond

woman of supposed royal ancestry who ar-

rived in gold lame pants and demanded:
"Where is the disco? I left my three boyfriends

at home, and I am here to meet men!" Eventu-

ally, quarters more to her liking were found in

nearby Lake Placid.

Most guests, however, are hooked the mo-
ment they turn into The Point's private road,

which meanders beneath tall balsams and
hemlock trees. Arriving at the main lodge, a

gabled structure of cedar and pine with case-

ment windows imported from France, they

step into an octagonal anteroom. Eight stern-

faced reindeer stare at them from on high. The
two eighteenth-century French gargoyles

guarding the entrance to the thirty by fifty-

foot living room/dining room appear benign

enough. Inside this massive hall, the vaulted

ceiling seems to ascend forever. A fire crackles

at each end of the room. Huge grey sofas, cus-

tom-made, invite the guest to settle in. Black

lacquer coffee tables add a sophisticated

touch, and Adirondack "twig" chairs convey a

feeling of rusticity.

"Would you like a drink?" asks the host,

gesturing toward (Continued on page 454)

Copyright © 1983 by Andreo Chombers Iron. DREAM RESORTS 25 EXCLUSIVE

AND UNIQUE AMERICAN HOTELS, INNS. LODGES AND SPAS by Andrea Cham-

bers, lo be published by Clarkson N Potter in November

Colorful Fall

\kcation
Guide.

\burs Free!
Send for the 1983 edition of our full-color 30-page magazine,

because this year Kiawah offers more island than ever. Enjoy
twice the golf, twice the tennis and a superb new restaurant.

Then discover our 10 miles of beach, exciting Jeep Safaris,

fascinating shops and all the charm of nearby historic

Charleston, For reservations, call us, or your travel agent.

Name

Address-

City/ State/ Zip_

(^/^aA^i^t Dept. VMV06
P.O. Box 12910

Charleston, SC 29412

1-803-768-2121

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-845.2471.
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RAVEL guide
WHERE TO GO

1 149 D EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND: Tour

information on the United

Kingdom— including Edinburgh —
from British Airways

1 1 50 PROVENCE, FRANCE:
"Provence"— general information,

map, points of interest— from the

French Government Tourist Office

2185 PROVENCE, FRANCE: Complete
directory of accommodations, from

the Tourist Office

RESORTS/SPAS/HOTELS

2179 TROUTBECK: "Executive Retreat and

Country Inn" —Dutchess County, NY

2180 THE POINT: Saranac Lake, NY

2055 THE KERR HOUSE: Grand Rapids, OH
528 THE PHOENIX SPA: Houston, TX

2121 KIAWAH ISLAND: Charleston, SC

5000 D TOWNE& COUNTRY AFFAIR:

Kiawah Island and Charleston, SC
—vacation packages

2181 THESPAATPALM-AIRE:Pompano
Beach, FL

2108 BONAVENTURE INTER-

CONTINENTAL HOTEL & SPA:
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

553 MIRA UNDER SPA IN THE CITY:

Southfield, Ml; Ontario, Canada

2095 HOTEL CIPRIANI: Venice, Italy

984 D HOTEL ROYAL MONCEAU: Paris,

France

2182 INTER-CONTINENTAL HOTELS:
London, England; Paris, France

2183 CIGA HOTELS: Including Milan, Italy

2184 HELMSLEY HOTELS: Including

New York, NY

AIR TRAVEL PACKAGES/
RAIL TRAVEL

1 34 TWA: Nonstop flights from New York

to Cairo beginning October 31

135 PAN AM/BRAZILIAN TOURIST
OFFICE: New low cost vacations to

Rio, plus information about Brazil

Please check'the brochures you would like to receive and return this coupon to VOGUE, October

Coupon. Box 2766, Clinton, IA 52735, BEFORE FEBRUARY 1, 1984. Allow eight weeks for delivery.

Please enclose $1.00 to cover processing. No stamps will be accepted.

NAME.

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

.

ZIP

We're sorry, but VOGUE cannot answer any personal questions or requests.

069 ALITALIA: "Intermezzo Italia"

program — escorted and independent

tours of Italy

070 SWISSAIR: "The Alpine

Experience" — resorts, packages

071 BRITISH AIRWAYS: "The British

Country House"— Country House
Hotels, plus self-drive, chauffeur-

driven and escorted tours of Britain

072 KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES:
"Holland Heart of the Arts" —winter
weekend packages

073 IBERIA AIRLINES: Information on the

Paradores, a network of Inns in

Spain — plus tou's, packages

074 AIR INDIA: London pocket map and
guide — plus information on daily

flights to London

270 EURAILPASS: Unlimited First Class

train travel in Europe

CRUISES

5001 NORWEGIAN CARIBBEAN: 7 and
14-night cruises to Europe aboard :

S.S. Norway— scheduled for Sum'
and Fall, 1984

750 ROYAL CARIBBEAN: "1983 C.

Vacation Brochure"— Caribber
cruise itineraries

5002 CUNARD LINES: "Cunard's

Riviera" — 7-day itineraries

packages

5003 CUNARD LINES: "Cun?
Caribbean" — 7-day itin air/sea

packages



CATALOGS TJ.S.AT
^ur Shopping Guide forHome and Fashion

Here on this and the following pages are catalogs from the finest department stores, specialty shops and mail-order firms. Each one is packed
with fabulous ideas! So choose from thi spectacular variety of items—Order now from the coupon at the bottom of the page after next, and the

catalogs will be sent to you directly by the companies advertising them.

1. Prepare :or the holidays I. Magnin style.

Begin your subscription to Reflections'5-

with our gift-packed Christmas issue—an

extraordinary collection of personal lux-

uries for everyone on your list, from fabu-

lous designer fashion to gourmet indul-

gences. Then, through the year, 6 more
editions: 4 fashion, 2 seasonal sale. Experi-

ence a new standard in shopping at home.
One year $3.00 ($6.00 outside the con-

tiguous USA).

Crate&Barrei

7. The Crate & Barrel catalogues feature

contemporary European Gourmet Cook-
ware, glassware, dinnerware, textiles,

travel accessories, home and personal fur-

nishings—many exclusively designed for

us alone. People who share an apprecia-

tion for fine design will find this catalogue a

most enjoyable shopping experience. A
year of catalogues for $2.00.

•lit era

13. International Ma!p' a showcase
magazine/catalog featt ^fash-
ion designs available no.. = Men
and women of discrimination are display-
ing this book in their living rooms. Dis-
cover the wonderful collection of fine orig-
inal fashions, including the .orld's leading
designers, plus special gifts and accesso-
ries for both men and women. Refundable
with your first order, a year's subscription is

$2.00.

Abercrombie & Fitch

2. Abercrombie & Fitch. The Adventure

Goes On with a collection of A & F classics

including the Beefeater Steak Knives, Sa-

fari outfits, English picnic baskets, the Flat-

tie Shoe and world famous 60 second
razor. The catalog also features high

quality gifts and apparel items for the

active family—many with our very own
label. $2.00.

8. The Perfume Counter delivers fra-

grances right to your door! This exclusive

catalog features the usual and unusual in

internationally known fine fragrances, bath

products and toilet' ies for both men and

women. This comprehensive catalog is

crammed with fascinating information and

useful tips about fragrance. Open the

pages to the "Romance of Fragrance."

$2.50 refundable first order.

14. Fash'n Splash Holi-

day 1983. This 1983 full

color catalog has it all

. . . Whether you are

looking for shoes, lin-

gerie, sportswear,
dresses, exercisewear, or

you just want a sneak
preview of our latest

swimwear. And if you
have had trouble in the

past with a proper fit this

catalog is definitely your
answer because if you
are large or small you
can order our suits by
cup size, just to add a

little bonus we will re-

fund the $3.00 catalog

purchase v ith you first

order.

T

Black,5tam«Fpost
Fine Jewelers since 1810

3. The celebrated Black, Starr & Frost way
with diamonds, precious gems and eigh-

teen karat gold. One-of-a-kind designer

pieces for the serious collector, as well as

contemporary selections for every occa-

sion. Including choices from the world's

finest watch-makers. All captured for you
in forty full-color pages. $3.00.

JCPenney

9. Our Christmas Catalog, the place to

shop for those special people on your holi-

day gift list. Featuring our exclusive
malstdm hi ™ Fashions. Plus tantalizing

gift ideas, from elegant crystal to clocks

that chime. And, 1500 toys and games.

Only $2.00. And, you'll receive a $2.00

merchandise certificate redeemable on
any catalog order you place.

15. Beautiful Beginnings presents over 200

famous-name cosmetics—64 pages of the

finest, best-known beauty products—at

savings from 50% to 75%! Fragrances, cos-

metics, bath products, toiletries, and ac-

cessories at prices so remarkably low

—

beauty was never more easily within

reach! And 2 free gifts worth $25—yours

with every order. 3 issues. $1.00.

I out coupon on page after next.
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Here's our selection from some of America's most notable catalogs, bursting with bright, fresh ideas.

Choose from spectacular fashion and home collections—men's and women's fashions from designer

labels you trust, travel wardrobes, fashions for the smaller woman, accessories, contemporary

sportswear, beachwear, classic clothes, personal luxuries, precious jewelry, sensuous lingerie, toasty-

warm sheets, pillowcases and clothing, gourmet indulgences, cookware for serious cooks, home
furnishings, unusual Christmas finds, glassware, textiles, museum reproductions, products for business

executives, electronics, sporting equipment, toys, stationery, exotic periodicals, skin care, cosmetics,

perfumes . . . and much more!

tftymees

4.Sportpages, the action catalog for you
and your active lifestyle. Sportpages fea-

tures exciting fashions, accessories and
gifts, designer beachwear and warmups,
plus the newest decorating ideas for in-

doors and out! $2.00.

SMALL
SIZES
0-2-4-6

10. A complete collection of better quality

fashions, just for the petite and small-sized

woman, sizes to 6—5 '4" and under. Our
full-color catalog is filled with coordinates,

sportswear, suits, dresses, coats, lingerie

and shoes—all perfectly proportioned to fit

the smaller figure. Piaffe also has stores in

New York City, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington, D.C. Send for your catalog sub-

scription. $2.00.

-^

ftjS
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16. Cozy Secrets Come From Agatha's

Cozy Corner. Super fine 100% pure cotton

flannel sheets, puffy down comforters,

lush woolen blankets. All you need for

sweet dreams on long cold winter nights.

Send for your copy of the full-color catalog

from Agatha's Cozy Corner. Free.

iJtffciTflM
.^jm-

ELdni

5. Winterthur Museum and Gardens, the

premier collection of American antiques,

offers by mail a choice selection of high

quality Winterthur Reproductions and
gifts. The exciting variety includes elegant

and finely crafted porcelain, silver, brass,

jewelry, miniatures, folk art, and Christ-

mas presents. Special combination: Gift

Catalogue sent now, Garden Catalogue

sent next January. $1 .00.

Livia Sylva, President

11. Livia's Beauty By Mail. Let the best skin

in town "Bee" yours. Discover the Ruma-

nian secret of youth, once available to the

most privileged women in Europe; Livia's

Bee Pollen skin care regimen and exquisite

parfum collections. Catalog $2.00, ap-

plied toward your first order.

I ft

%f
17.Willian

Cooks. Dis

known for

Sonoma o

household

many mad(

log for Co
ideas and

pes. 1 year'

is-Sonoma—A d
cover what serious c

almost thirty years.

fers the finest kite

articles and special

2 exclusively for us.

oks abounds in pr;

s sprinkled with or

s subscription (6 issu

italog for

rooks have

Williams-

henwares,

ty foods

—

Our Cata-

ictical gift

ginal reci-

es), $1.00.

6. Authentic, classic and comfortable

travel and safari clothing for women and

men. Natural fabrics only. Safari dresses

and bags, multi-pocketed vests, unique

sweaters, bush and rain hats, khaki trou-

sers, skirts and shorts. Tailored and ver-

satile travel wardrobes for New York or

Nairobi, Carmel or Casablanca. Many are

rare genuine khakis from the days before

the sun set on the British Empire. Year's

subscription: $2.00.

12.Esprit's contemporary sportswear col-

lection is an energetic mix of workwear
and activewear with accessories to match.

All designed by Esprit's innovative team.

Full color ... 64 pages. $2.00.

Hello America!
FROM

BRITISH PUBLICATIONS INC.

18. The Best of Britain Xmas 1983-1984 via

its already famous superstars: The BriliO

Magazine-Of-The-Month Club, Briti^;

newspapers and periodicals, Harrc

Magazine, publications on the Royal F

ily, British books and colorful calf

All tasteful, thoughtful, original, lu

and very economical! Christmas
'

chure, $1.00.

Fill out coupon on following page.
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THE POINT

(Continued from page 451)

an antique wagon that serves

as a twenty-four-hour open

bar. "Some people are on the

wagon. Here, we are in the

wagon," he quips, eyeing his

\isiiors for their response.

All business once .i^ain. Car-

ter shows his guests to their

quarters and lets them know
that lunch will be about 1:30,

drinks in the waterside pub

about 7:30. and dinner when
it is ready. Carv w .11 gladly

explain, depending on the

season, that the lake is fine

for swimming and boating,

and that six hundred miles of

accessible trails are available

for cross-country skiing.

To the host's everlasting

amusement, most people do

none of this. They sit endless-

ly by the fire in the main

lodge, or read quietly in one

of the eight private rooms.

Come mealtime, the guests

sniff around the kitchen like

hungry Adirondack black bears. When dinner

is served, they all assemble at one big table.

The host, impeccably attired in coat and tie,

sets the unspoken dress code, and most guests

comply. Women tend to wear dresses, and

even gowns on nights such as New Year's Eve.

As the tapers burn down in Carter's Geor-

gian silver candlesticks, his dinner partners

address a three- or four-course feast that is me-
ticulously planned. Carter and his partner and
executive chef, Jim Myhre, operate on the

same entertainment principle used by a savvy

hostess giving a dinner party: "Will everybody

like it?" They do not serve liver, sweetbreads,

or anything gamier than duck. Mostly, they

stick to the basics—roasts, tournedos, sauteed

fish—beautifully sauced and served on eigh-

teenth-century Meissen china.

The atmosphere around the dinner table is

as unpredictable as a mountain wind. On a giv-

en evening, a Houston oilman, who drove to

The Point in his Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow,
finds himself next to a Philadelphia socialite.

A Nashville dermatologist turns inquiringly to

the New York law yer on his left. Soon they are

discussing who has the bigger be "Everyone

makes it quite clear at the beginning that they

are sophisticated and successful," remarks a

stockbroker's wife. "It's rather like dogs sniff-

ing each other. Then it's forgotten."

On good nights, the talk moves easily, as it

would at any self-respecting dinner party. Car-

ter is delighted when diners argue good natur-

edly about books or theater. "I love to have a

salon," he smiles. On bad nights, and they do
occur, guests can nod off, lulled by the endless

supply of wine. Or, they may carry on in ques-

tionable taste. One summer evening, a stag

party of lawyers who had come up to go horse-

back riding at a nearby stable actually threw

the tournedos around at dinner.

The host expects anything, from a touch of

Mme de StaeTs salon to the Mad Hatter's Tea
Party. He diplomatically steers the conversa-

tion away from trouble spots. He also, when
the mood hits him, plays raconteur. As a bon
vivant and world traveler who has supped with

the Duke and Duchess ofWindsor and attend-

ed Queen Elizabeth's garden parties, Carter

has endless stories to tell. He might also

choose to talk about his illustrious relatives,

like archaeologist Howard Carter, co-discov-

erer of King Tutankhamen's tomb in Egypt, or

William Bradford, five-time governor of

Plymouth colony. (Carter pays homage to

Bradford each Thanksgiving by inviting a few

Mohawks from a local tribe to share his tur-

key.) Or, Carter might mention financier Ber-

nie Cornfeld, for whom he worked selling

mutual funds before setting up his own ship-

ping business, the Carter Container Company.
Now that he has left the high-pressured

business world behind, Carter, better than
most, appreciates the serenity of his mountain
retrc t. There is a timeless quality to the gla-

cial lake and to the slender evergreens. Carter

purposefully does not keep newspapers at The
Poiii f "Once, I considered ironing five-year-

old copes of The New York Times and putting

them outside people's doors in the morning,"
he recalls. 'The news would have been more
or less the same. Nothing changes." V

Fill out the coupon below right

to order any catalogs

from this page and the two
preceding pages.

19. With its old-world charm and over two

hundred renowned retail names, Worth
Avenue is truly a shopper's paradise. Share

the shopping excitement of Worth Avenue

in our prestigious Worth Avenue Maga-
zine. Over seventy-five colorful pages of

interest to shoppers, including articles

about the beautiful people of this play-

ground for the wealthy. $4.00.

Introducing
a handsome new
management tool.

23.The Executive Gallery, from Executive

ScanCard Systems. Presents a complete

line of management productivity tools,

plus an exclusive collection of products for

business and professional people. Includes

the new SkyValet wardrobe-on-wheels,

the garment bag you don't have to carry.

Instead, you wheel it, right to your plane or

taxi. Free catalog.

27. Elegant Engraved Stationery. The

Downs Collection has 10 of Crane's fash-

ion papers in addition to 10 of the classics,

all engraved with our most successful die

styles. This expanded sampler has every-

thing you need for ordering your personal

letters or a very special gift. Satisfaction

assured. Send $5.00.

Fill out coupon on opposite page.
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20.GloriaVanderbilt fine jewelry is as ele-

gant as Gloria Vanderbilt herself. The
twenty-eight color pages of classically de-

signed fine jewelry is expertly crafted in

real, solid 14 karat gold. Many of the beau-

tiful designs are enhanced with genuine

precious and semi-precious stones, beads,

and sterling silver. Available at fine jewelry

and department stores. $2.00.

28. Victoria's Secret. A romantic catalogue

collection of affordable luxuries. Gowns,
kimonos, silk stockings, fashion panty-

hose, French bras and bikinis, camisoles,

tap pants, teddies, nightshirts . . . and

much, much more. Send for one year's

subscription. $3.00.

The Art Institute of Chicago

21 .Enjoy a unique shopping experience by

mail. Intriguing holiday gifts that reflect the

Art Institute's world-renowned collections.

Outstanding art publications, embossed sta-

tionery, Christmas cards, wall and engage-

ment calendars featuring the museum's
greatest Impressionist works, and reproduc-

tions of paintings, sculpture, and jewelry are

among the special gifts found in this 32 page

Fall catalogue. $1.00

^TaJloots

""Ultoe/T.

22Glassic Clothing Since 194 7. The Talbots

catalog offers a wide variety of the latest in

classic styles. The Talbots personal fashion

operators will help you select the clothing

and accessories that suit you best. All this,

plus The Talbots unconditional guarantee.

For an eight issue subscription to The Tal-

bots catalog send $2.00.

Mg
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24.The Catalog That Keeps You W
the Damart Thermolactyl catalog

from the people who invented th

ulous, featherweight underwear th

you warm all winter long. No mo
clothing that makes you perspire c

ute—wet and cold the next. Sen(

48 page full-color catalog of Dam
molactyl. Free.

arm! It's

. Direct

s mirac-

at keeps

re bulky*,

me min-

i for the

art Ther-

25.lt's the distinctive tall narrow catalog with

a collection of hundreds of items of special

interest. It's full of personal and business gifts

of good quality, intelligent gadgets, new
electronics. . . plus the practical, the trendy

and the latest in apparel for men and women
of joyful spirit. $2.00.

26. Share the happiness of the holiday sea-

son with those closest to you. The Eliz-

abeth K. Holiday catalog offers an imagina-

tive collection of fashions and gift ideas

representing the finest quality for the best

price. Series of issues, $1.00.

r
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CATALOGS U.S.A.
SM

Your Shopping Guide
Please check in the space to the left of each listing those catalogs which you wish to receive. Enclose a

check or money order for the total cost, including a $1.00 handling charge for your complete order.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Offer expires November 14, 1983.

Send to: CATALOGS U.S.A., P.O. Box 460, Stony Point, New York 10980

— 13. International Male ($2) — 21 Art Institute of Chicago ($1

)

14. Fash'n Splash ($3) 22. Talbots ($2)

15. Beautiful Beginnings ($1) —23. Exec. ScanCard (Free)

^16. Agatha's Cozy Corner (Free)

17. Williams-Sonoma ($1)

18. British Publications ($1)

19. Worth Avenue ($4)

20. Gloria Vanderbilt ($2)

Please remit total cost of catalogs ordered $.

1. I. Magnin($3)

2. Abercrombie ($2)

3. Black, Starr & Frost ($3)

4. Sportpages ($2)

5. Winterthur Museum ($1

)

_ 6. Banana Republic ($2)

7. Crate & Barrel ($2)

8. Perfume Counter ($2.50)

9. |.C Penney ($2)

10. Piaffe ($2)

11. LiviaSylva ($2)

12. Esprit ($2)

24. Damart Thermolactyl (Free)

25. Adam York ($2)

26. Elizabeth K ($1)

27. Downs Collection ($5)

28. Victoria's Secret ($3)

Add $1.00 charge for handling $ «-00

Total Enclosed $

Name

Address

City State

.

Zip

Continental U.S.A. only. Make check or money order payable to:

CATALOGS U.S.A. No cash or stamps accepted. V01083

ADVERTISERS: If you would like information on advertising in future Catalogs U.S.A. pages, contact S.I. Fishel, 635 Madison Ave., New York City, 10022 ".J 1800.



24 full color masterwork reproductions...

oversized and suitable for framing.

Worth at least $72! Now yours for only $7.95!

VOGUE
COVERS
19001970
Full-size (ll'V- :

!V)
full-color coile< tor's heme.

The greatest VOGUE covers

from 1900 to 1970. Vivid

twentieth century fashion

art— as fresh as the day it

appeared

24 individual reproductions

of museum-quality works
—at less than 30 cents each!

Each cover is printed on heavy, blank-back

coated stock, ready for display just as it is.

Or it can be matted and framed to highlight

any wall of your home. And priced at one-

tenth of what you d expect! Comparable
posters would cost you $72 or more.

A delight to art lovers and
decorators alike

Over the years, many of America's most
distinguished photographers and
illustrators have contributed to VOGUE.
You'll find work by Richard Avedon,

Irving Penn, Art Kane and I - cam-

era greats; as well as illustra

Erickson, Harriet Meserole, Edouardo
Benito. Even the subjects are memorable
personalities: Sophia Loren, Twiggy, Jane

Fonda. And to set it all in the proper

perspective, Grace Mirabella, Editor-in-

Chief of VOGUE, has written a bright

and timely introduction.

Even aside from this book's historical

and artistic interest, its 24 striking and

colorful covers are a godsend to the home
decorator. Each hung by itself—or better

456

yet, a grouping of more than one

—

provides a focus of color

and interest that can bring any decor to life.

Examine this delightful new book now
Send now—and enjoy this very special

enchantment in your own home for 10

days free. See what a variety of decorating

possibilities it offers you. And then— if

you can bear to part with it, simply return

it within 10 days for a full refund. $7.95

(plus $1.50 for postage and handling),

total $9.45.U.S. currency only.

Order today by sending your check

or money order to: CONDE NAST BOOKS,
P.O. Box 431,

Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

"off-season"

A lush green world of castles,

rainbows, and big talkers

BY LINDA OLLE

or three weeks of the year,

no city on earth is livelier

than Edinburgh. During
its International Festival

of Music, Drama, and
Art—the last two weeks

in August and the first

week in September—Edin-

burgh seems a place where no

one works, where everyone is

either sitting in a theater or

sleeping off an all-night party. But, like a staid

accountant who once a year takes a walk on

the wild side (but returns home at bedtime,

dons monogrammed pyjamas, and carefully

wipes off the lipstick before lying down), Edin-

burgh recovers very quickly from the frenzy of

the Festival. In fact, Edinburgh's off-season

could be considered one of the longest of any

city in the world: only three weeks of the year

is Edinburgh truly alive—and for the rest of

the time, it is lusciously "off-offseason."

Edinburgh has the look of a classic British

film. A storybook castle—where, in fact, Mary
Queen of Scots once lived—rises from the cen-

ter of the city on its own hill, surrounded by a

park that is green all year. Beside it is a clutch

of tall, ancient, spiny buildings. Drop a veil of

rain over this romantic setting (for you will

have some during your off-season visit).

The sun breaks out abruptly, urgently, and

clouds race overhead as ifcranked on a contin-
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uous reel. Cobblestones shine after a rain, and
the black slate roofs all over the city sparkle.

Rainbows are frequent. Under the glow of

street lamps on long winter nights, downtown
Edinburgh is magic: The steeple of St. Giles

looms on the skyline—its shape that of a big

crown. Another fantasy silhouette is created

by a "Parthenon" on Calton Hill.

North of here, the city is geometrically or-

dered; the streets are elegantly bent around
gardens in the shapes of circles, crescents, and
squares. A tribute to its inspired design, this

half of the city, created in the late eighteenth

century, is still referred to as the New Town.
People here live in rooms two stories high

with plasterwork wedding-cake icing on the

ceilings, heavy double doors, giant fireplaces.

Inhabitants exhibit a refreshing indifference to

their surroundings: eggshell blue is the proper

color for a room designed by Robert Adam,
but the resident of Edinburgh will mock pro-

priety with a coat of apple green or salmon
pink. (The English, by and large, are more
conventional than the Scots.)

Edinburgh society is a bit like New York
City's—enlightened and passionate in its en-

thusiasms to a degree that strikes others as im-

moderate. Conversational skills get a good
workout here. Topics change like a pebble

skipping water—best to keep the pebble
aflight, as it will sink on the sensitive subjects

of weather 'and England. Apart from these,

no subject is too outrageous or too mundane.
Many of Edinburgh's famous sons and

daughters have been great talkers. Eighteenth-

century Scottish philosopher David Hume
contributed to the art of conversation (and,

subsequently, psychology) by stating that we
perceive not objects but ideas. Famous nine-

teenth-century Edinburgh wit Sydney Smith
included among his Rules of Life: "Make no
secret of low Spirits to your friends, but talk of

them freely—they are always worse for digni-

fied concealment"—an idea that certainly af-

fected the course of conversations for later

generations. And this is the city Muriel Spark

chose for her sublimely outspoken character

Miss Jean Brodie.

A restaurant in (Continued on page 460)
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Secret A R M T H
The others are all bundled up and still shivering. They look at you

and notice a mysterious difference. Somehow you are warmer. More

self-confident. More stylish. More free.

Your secret? Thermolactyl underclothing by Damart. Warmer

than wool, lighter than cotton, it retains your body's natural warmth

while letting your skin b-r-e-a-t-h-e. You love the way it feels indoors

as well as outdoors.

Choose from sleek slips, cozy camisoles, body-hugging long

johns, and even thermal lingerie. Your choice of size and color.

No one will suspect the secret of your warmth.

Mail the coupon for our colorful free catalog But only reveal

the secret to your friends.

STSfamart
Mail to: DAMART, Dept. 32159
1811 Woodbury Avenue, Portsmouth, NH 03805

FREE CATALOG Yes -rush your catalog of secret, form-fitting

Damart Thermolactyl underclothing. I understand I am not obligated

to purchase anything.

Name.

- Good Housekeeping'. Address
-i W0WSIS .<?

'f
'*'«'0««IHIN0«

^
City_ .State,

(please print!

Inc.
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Europe at Home
See page 451 to order brochures.

"BRITAIN'S GREATEST
CONTRIBUTION TO THE
ART OF LIVING" . . .THE
COUNTRY HOUSE

.iir\N;i\N

Ihr ttnlah
Cdantri Jlnu«

«H

Year> of research and
development have gone into

this programme of ii-lf-dnve,

chauffeur-driven and
escorted tours . ii Britain.

Country Houses. Stately

homes. Cr.stles. And that

;iely British institution,

Country House Hotels. All

have been chosen with great

care and precision to offer a

comprehensive range of

balanced itineraries throughout England and Scotland.

Why only visit these beautiful houses by day, when
you can stay in them by night!

And BRITISH AIRWAYS will fly you to London
non-stop from more U.S. cities than any other airline.

Once you fly on our airline, you'll find that no one else

will do. It's no wonder that British Airways fly more
people to more countries than anyone else. That's why
we're called the World's Favourite Airline.

For more information on The British Country House contact

your travel agent or call

Miss Windsor at Abercrombie &. Kent
at 800-323-3602.

British
airways

The World's Favourite Airline
M

SPAIN'S
CASTLE
HOTELS—
THE PARADORES

Imagine dining in a vaulted dining room
decorated with medieval tapestries and
sleeping in a royal bedchamber. Iberia

wants to introduce you to the Paradores, a

network of beautiful Inns all located in

scenic Spain. Many were fairytale castles,

convents or monasteries. Yet all have the

comforts of today. Iberia Airlines offers a

number of tour packages which include self-

drive, chauffeur-driven or motorcoach

escorted tours, from 7 to 1 5 nights. Iberia

Airlines, one of Europe's largest carriers,

provides daily non-stop jumbo jet service

from New York and wide-body non-stop

service from Miami, Boston and Chicago.

Contact your travel agent or see page 451 to order

brochures. Call Iberia toll free at 1-800-331-1750. Ask for

Operator 935 (24 hours daily). Or write: Iberia Airlines Of

Spain—Dept. 200, P.O. Box 497,

Fresh Meadows, New York 1 1 365

INTCmNAJIQNAi A/*L1N£S OF SPAIN

There's no experience
like The Alpine
Experience.

Swissair +
The Alpine Experience.
Qm and two w»»fc
ho vocottons in

Swrtwiond, Aiwtria fono Franca. i ** Bt
1983.34 t4- -***

^&£.

j^ijiiJUli i'iMIUi

Switzerland, Austria and France, all

of the top resorts—Davos, Gstaad,
Zermatt, Innsbruck,
Kitzbuhel, Chamonix, Val
d'lsere. . . a choice of
accommodations (one-week
land packages start as low as
$148.00), and the added
advantage of flying Swissair, the
favorite airline of international

travelers. That's why there's no
experience like The Alpine
Experience. To get a copy of
The Alpine Experience write

Swissair, Box 845,
New York, N.Y. 10101
or see page 451.

Swissair

Eurailpass lets you
see Europe from a

of view.

This year, spend your European
vacation in comfort and e lost get a
Eurailpass, and see how n

Europe can look with unlimited
Class train travel, starting as low as $260.

For more information, write:

Eurailpass, Box Q,
Staten Island, N.Y. 10305.

EURAILPASS

AIR INDIA FLIES YOU
TO LONDON...
HOSPITABLY!

For more than a thousand years, London has

been at the center of things. It is that

immediate sense of history that attracts

and envelops visitors to London each and

every year. But it is the enormous variety

of British delights—theatres, museums,
galleries, sports, restaurants, pubs and
shops—that leave even the most energetic

traveler with little to be desired.

Air India takes you to London the way you
want to be taken . . . hospitably. So let

Air India put London in your travel path.

Because on Air India, you fly in style and
are treated as a valued passenger wherever

you go.

For complimentary London pocket map and guide,

please write Air India. 400 Park Avenue.
Now York. NY 10022

For reservations and information on daily

departures to London, please call Air India

—

toll-free 1-300-223-7778. In New York: (212) 751-6200

ULMAIUft.

ffiMMr

Brighten a winter

weekend with a

HOLLAND HEART OF
THE ARTS package.

The country of

tulips and
windmills is also a

country of

unsurpassed

cultural activity.

See the Dutch
masters in

Holland's

museums. Hear
the

Concertgebouw
Orchestra. See

the Dutch
National Ballet.

Experience it all in a long weekend for

under $200, including hotel for four nights,

continental breakfasts, transfers,

sightseeing, tickets and more. Price per

person, double occupancy, plus KLM's
special low airfares.

Write KLM for free brochure with details on
HOLLAND HEART OF THE ARTS
packages: KLM Royal Dutch Airlines,

P.O. Box 2968, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787.

The Reliable Airline.KLM
Royal Dutch Alrlln.a
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"Bonaventure is truly the ultimate spa." Linda
If you believe that health, fitness and beauty are one and the same, j—^ /^v TV T A \ T\
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experience Bonaventure: world class spa, 2 championship golf f)( )| \ /\\/ I* \ I

courses, 23 tennis courts, riding, swimming, racquetball, jogging, *—^V^l li VV 1
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EDINBURGH
(Continuedfrom page 457)
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Elegant bend of Edinburgh street

Edinburgh is therefore a deli-

cious place to eavesdrop.
However, the Oyster Bar at

the Cafe Royal, tucked away
on West Register Street, also

provides one of Britain's most
opulent dining experiences.

If, when you look up at the

magnificent ceiling and the

cathedral windows, you have
a sense of deja vu, it is because

this was the setting for the res-

taurant scene in Chariots of\
Fire. The huge barren pub at-

tached has a different person-

ality—columns with pine-

apple capitals line the bar in

the center of the room—and it

is frequented by a congenial

mix of Edinburgh intelligen-

tsia and local characters.

In Edinburgh, a type of cui-

sine has been perfected over

the years since its introduction in the 'sixties—vegetable, cheese,

whole-grain, and fruit dishes; and the leading exponent is Henderson's,

at 94 Hanover Street. The decor has suffered a reverse evolution from
white austerity to neo-hippie, but the food is superb, especially the

Scottish oatcakes and scones baked in Henderson's own ovens. The
Wine Bar, next door, is a place to see fashionable people in shabby-

elegant surroundings.

High Street
—"The Royal Mile"—is anchored, visually, by two cas-

tles: Edinburgh Castle—chiefly a military museum . . . and the Palace

of Holyroodhouse—open to the public, except when certain members
of the Royal Family turn up and check in (usually late May or June).

The Queen's palace windows view an extinct volcano that resembles a

library lion. Roving sheep keep its grass closely clipped.

The Royal Mile also has a silver and glass museum, a literary muse-
um, a wax museum, and a toy museum where dolls inhabit the top

floors (their proper place in the toy hierarchy). "Barbie" resides here

among her ancestors. And resting in the graveyard of nearby Canon-
gate Kirk lies the recipient of a famous Scottish love poem: Robert

Burns's "Clarinda."

The oldest Vermeer in existence is on view at Edinburgh's National

Gallery of Scotland—as well as one of the best-loved portraits in Eu-

rope: "The Reverend Robert Walker" (on ice skates), by Sir Henry
Raeburn. Britain's outstanding women artists—including Prunella

Clough, Elizabeth Blackadder, Bridget Riley, Barbara Hepworth—are

well represented at the Scottish Gallery of Modern Art, a former

Laird's mansion in what is now the Royal Botanic Garden.

Activity on the campus of Edinburgh University duplicates Brides-

head Revisited—in an updated version. Here, philosophy professors

teach their students how to recognize judgment and yet remain non-

judgmental, thus throwing off the spell cast eons ago by dread moral

reformer John Knox. Nearby, James Thin bookstore has Penguin pa-

perbacks and beautifully bound blank notebooks with marbled edges.

Many desirable British products (Marks & Spencer crewneck sweat-

ers and cotton underclothes, Laura Ashley frocks, and Liberty fabrics)

can be purchased in Edinburgh—but perhaps the most interesting

place to shop is St. Stephens Street. Ruffled Georgian and Edwardian

nightgowns are available at second-hand clothes shops here; and, at the

shop called Number 2, run by vivacious Judy Alexander, you will find,

among her millions of nouvelle Fair Isle sweaters, the perfect gifts for

about a dozen people you know.
Glasgow, to the south, provides a contrast to Edinburgh and makes

a good day trip. For all its smoke and bustle, Glasgow has the best

examples of the Art Nouveau architecture and interiors of Charles

Rennie Mackintosh. A room from his Ingram Street Tearoom is dis-

played at the Kelvingrove Museum (also worth a visit for its Rem-
brandt self-portrait). The most inspired Mackintosh is the Glasgow

School of Art on Renfrew Street—with watercolors by Margaret Mac-

donald, Mackintosh's wife. Another Glasgow sight: Pollock House, a

great house with gardens near the edge of the city. Notice the Glasgow

accent, which compares with the Edinburgh one like AM to FM radio.

When you return to Edinburgh, the ideal place to unwind is the

pretty ladies' sauna at the Meadowbank Sports Centre. V
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a little thunder from a rose.
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VOGUES
Whafs news: easy pieces,

all-American resort. ..LA.

style, Broadway style. .

.

couture top sellers f
VIVE LACHEMISE

CLEAR COUTURE SIGNAL:

IN A STRONG YEAR FOR DRESSES,

THE DRESS TO WATCH IS THE CHEMISE

ig news at the couture:
the number of dresses.
In Paris , they came out

again and again— on

their own, under jack-
ets, coats, furs, for

every hour, every degree
of fall/winter dressing.

The show-stealer on most runways and

—

given the couture's ripple effect on
fashion—the key shape to watch was the

chemise.

From designer to designer, there were
infinite variations. The common denomi-
nator : a line that started with more of a

shoulder, narrowed from there, stopped
short above the knee . The look, unencum-
bered and very attractive. When this
dress shape had its birth— at Balen-
ciaga in 1957— it generated a whole new
approach to modern dressing. Some che-

mise dresses, in nighttime fabrics, are

now an expected phenomenon at the cou-

ture ; what made them different this year

"THE CHEMISE IS A DRESS THAT'S A SOLUTION— IT ANSWERS A

VARIETY OF NEEDS"—Helene de Ludinghausen, sales directrice, YSL

were the strong looks for day-

time. Saint Laurent sent out a

spare jersey chemise early on,

kept jerseys and chemises coming.

From there, came variations: At

YSL, other houses, ruffled hems,

bubble bottoms, draped backs.

J> What's selling at the couture? The jersey

dresses, at Saint Laurent, at Scherrer. In

the first week after couture showings, wom-
en were reportedly buying coats—at Chanel,
Dior—that came as a part of total coat dress-

ing. Top-selling nighttime dresses—at YSL,
Dior—also had jackets.

Who's doing the buying? About three thousand
women worldwide. Their average age is about
forty and it's getting younger, with clients at

some houses between twenty-eight and thirty.

Front rows at many of this season's shows
were filled by young Americans. According to

the Chambre Syndicate de la Couture Pari-

sienne, '82 sales were up 40 percent over '81.

("View" continued on page 464)
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ELEGANCE A WOMAN
CAN USE EVERY DAY.

CROSS
SINCE 1846

Give the beautiful gift of new
Cross for Women in 1 0K gold filled. With
pen purse and lifetir s mechanical guara
Suggested prices $24 each: $48 the set.

The leading lady ofcostume design is making

news: with "La Cage" and withJane Fonda

very week, like a solicitous

mother hen, Theoni Aldredge makes the

rounds: from A Chorus Line, round over to 42nd
Street, to Dreamgirls, most recently to the

splendid spectacle of La Cage aux Folles ("It's

a love story, not a drag show," she says firmly

of her newest Broadway baby). Because once
the sketches are accepted, the costumes sewn,

once the actors are fitted and the curtain goes
up—her job goes on. "There's an ongoing in-

volvement," Theoni Aldredge explained. "Peo-

ple are replaced and designs have to be made
to different bodies."

And, of course, the clothes have to hold up

—

through continuous rehearsals, nightly perfor-

mances. That's one difference between design-

ing for theater and for films (she did Network
and The Great Gatsby). "Doing a film, the

clothes have to last maybe a day— if that."

Other on-stage challenges: dressing men
as women in La Cage, near right. "Put a pair

of hose on a man and you see what's miss-

ing: that curve of the upper thigh." Her solu-

tion to that—and other—differences:

judicious, undetectable padding, bras that

"shrink" male waists by contrast, tailcoats

and full skirts hiding back views.

Because she's been most comfortable

designing "for a specific character, a spe-

cific body," despite temptations, Aldredge
has steered clear of designing for the gener-

al public— until now. Collaborating with

Jane Fonda, she's turning her knowledge of

dancers' bodies to a just-out line of classic

workout-wear, far right: tights, leotards,

robes, legwarmers, sweatsuits—and hop-

ing for another long run.

Trend to
Artful Changes
watch: fashion as art, or vice versa. Specifical-

ly, what people are calling "painterly fash-

ion"—everything from belts, tunics, skirts and
shawls to shoes and portfolios, all splashed with

sophisticated daubings of paint. Who's doing it:

in NYC, among others, artist/designer Doug-
las Ferguson—who turns his avant-garde brush
to furniture—chairs, pianos!—as well as to

fashion. In Paris, you'll find painted portfolios

in the Rochas boutique; painted Tokio Kuma-
gai' shoes; Philippe de Henning's painted leath-

er shorts, skirts, big tops. An outgrowth of

street art and graffiti, these painted pieces with

their loose, light brushstrokes, applied, seem-

ingly, with abandon, seem to be touching a fash-

ion chord. And when they're worn one piece at

a time and in cleaned-up shapes, they look mod-
ern, artful, not "arty."

Kamall's new OMO: The trek isn't for how Norma Kamali's old West 56th Street

shop to her new one—right across the street, housed in a hundred-year-old building that's been
gutted, totally rebuilt. The look? Kamali asked her architect/designer, Peter Michael Marino, lor

"Stonehenge—but somewhat slicker. " The new boutique-cum-fashion laboratory, conceived as a
backdrop for her clothes, has surfaces in textured concrete, a front area fashion "gallery.

"

"i think retailing and clothing presentation are up for some serious changes, " Kamali has said;

she 's deeply interested in store videos "to make it easier for the customer to see what something is

^ing to look like on, without bothering to change. " She's working—quietly—with a computer
for some new-store innovations. ("View" continued on page 466)
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Practice reallydoes make perfect.

Without doubt, Chris

Evert-Lloyd is one of the

all-time great women
tennis players.

Three Wimbledon,
six U.S. and five French

championships, as well

as the Australian Open
and five Italian titles, are

evidence of Chris's un-

matched will to win.

She has always played

with metronomic preci-

sion. She drives the ball

hard and deep with a

consistency and accu-

racy that bear testament

to years of practice. An
increasing willingness to

come to the net and volley with the same
ruthless efficiency has raised her game
to near perfection.

Chris Evert-Lloyd is a very strong

competitor indeed. Those who know
how tough the game can be have learned

to appreciate her for it.

"For the first few years, I think the

crowds were just wait-

ing to see the Ice Queen
melt," she says. "And, of

course, eventually I lost

some matches ... but

when they saw I could

take it . . . that I was hu-

man . . . then they liked

me for it. Now crowds

are usually on my side

...and that's nice!"

To Chris Evert-

Lloyd, stamina and style

count. In her game. In

the watch she wears. A
Rolex Lady-Datejust.

"It's a strong watch,"

she says. "It's always

surprising to me how
tough it really is.

"Still, I know Rolex has been making
watches for a very long time, and 'prac-

tice makes perfect' is something I've

always agreed with."

Chris Evert-Lloyd and her Rolex

Lady-Datejust. Both made
perfect by practice.

f
ROLEX

TheRolexLady-Datejust Chronometer. Available in 18kt.gold, with matching bracelet.

Writeforbrochure. Rolex Watch, U.S.A., Inc., Dept. 419, RolexBuilding, 665 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y 10022
World headquarters in Geneva. Otheroffices in Canada and majorcountriesaround the world.
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' 'Today, you can't wait for a store to discover you, '
'

says designer Ron Leal. ' 'You have to reach directly to

the people and find your own clientele. ' * He's voicing a

sentiment shared more and more by a good many American de-

signers. Leal' s modus operandi includes sending a ' 'spe-

cial' ' customer sketches of personalized designs to shop

from if he's not represented by a store in her area, stag-

ing 'round-the-country fashion/beauty clinics too. One

this month takes place in Dallas.

The idea of closer designer/customer interaction takes

its cue , in some part , from the French couture , where cli-

ents, quite rightly, have come to expect a good measure of
attention. Interpreted American-style, in the past,
that's mostly meant designer appearances at stores and
charity events. Now, there are some differences. Zoran
recently initiated a ' 'day' ' out at his Washington, DC,

boutique. There, customers—Nancy Dickerson, Muska
Brzezinski , Helga Orfila among them—met with Zoran for
fashion talk, haircuts by top stylist Christiaan ; Zoran
is doing a second one this month. Bill Blass even main-
tains a bond overseas : he ' s sent video tapes to a Europe-
based customer to shop from.

Fast-paced dressing...with adaptability

Mary Lazar dashes from East Coast to

West Coast in nonstop living/working

style; her fast-paced dressing style goes

from office to glittering dinners, anywhere

n a world of ringing telephones,

transatlantic deals talked and
made, Dodgers games, dinners,

planes, Mary Lazar is a tall, dark-

eyed center of calm in a public

maelstrom. She inspires a belief

that out of chaos anyone can
somehow create cool order, a

strong—and private—identity.

Mary Lazar (nee Van Nuys

—

"a real Midwesterner," she says)

is the wife of twenty-one years of

America's most-known literary

agent, Irving "Swifty" Lazar. She

also—not inconsequentially

—

heads her own film production

company, Juno Productions.

Mary Lazar's "year-round" style (clockwise from far

left): In daytime St. Laurent jacket, pants; office pants-

and-top; Kamali "sweats"—for a ball game with

"Swifty. "At night, her basics: short dresses. Bottom,

far left: Mary in a favorite YSL "restaurant" dress with

Wolfgang Puck, chef/owner of L.A. 's Spago

Mary Lazar's days are divided be-

tween East Coast, West Coast,

New York and L.A., with a good
dose of travel beyond and be-

tween. Evenings, invariably, mean
restaurants, entertaining—highly

visible, often business, occasions.

In New York, for four or five

months a year, Mary Lazar works

from the Lazars' pied-a-terre

apartment. For working days in

California, Mary heads to her own
office in Los Angeles.

Mary Lazar's style, as needs be,

has become an adaptable—care-

fully edited—one; her best clothes

choices, she says, are "cross-sea-

sonal": "year-round silk dresses

that work both in L.A. and New
York"; for travel—anywhere—

a

long red-slicker raincoat, black

leather pants and boots. When
traveling, clothes go into a suit-

case on small hangers, still cov-

PAMEIA BABKENTIN

ered with dry-cleaner's plastic

bags. Large printed Saint Laurent

scarves—she collects them—go
in, too: to work as wrap dresses in

hot weather or as lightweight cov-

ers in air-conditioned restaurants.

For long weekend script-reading

stints in the sun, she knots those

scarves into good looking over-bi-

kini sarongs or halters.

Mary Lazar, in California,

spends days at her office, changes,

heads to a screening, a dinner, a

baseball game (it's the leisure-time

activity her husband attacks vora-

ciously—he must see them all).

New York means "more formal"

meetings with high-geared Man-
hattan publishers, black-tie af-

fairs. "In California, clothes are so

much more casual," she says,

"you really don't have to 'dress.'

In New York, though, I dress

much more in the evenings."

Since time is of the essence,

Mary minimizes shopping and
accessorizing

—
"I don't spend

time wandering through stores

anymore; I've become very orga-

nized as to what I need, know in-

stinctively what I like—and where
to find it" (though like most wom-
en, she longs for a personal shop-

per). Something that she

immediately likes—such as a

small unstructured knit hat—she

buys in multiples, in a variety of

colors. And she heads to the de-

signers who, by experience, have

what she needs: to Oscar de la

Renta for his "wearable and ro-

mantic clothes," to Blass, Ungaro,

and Saint Laurent, to Anne Klein

for "good at the office" clothes; to

Perry Ellis, Kamali.

Her style? "Eclectic," she says,

with thought. "In the 'seventies, I

was more conservative, a con-

formist. In the 'eighties, I'm be-

coming more adventuresome."
("'View'"' continued on page 470)
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m always satisfied with the best"
Oscar Wilde
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Uniquely . . . GemLok®. The classics of tomorrow

Petochi^Gorevic
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ROSS-SIMONS
JEWELERS
PRESENTS
48 PAGES OF
TEMPTATIONS
LIKE THESE IN

OUR NEW
CHRISTMAS
CATALOG.

To Order Jewelry, Call Toll-Free

800-556-7376, Or Send $1 For

Your New Christmas Catalog.

Precious Bee Pins in 14kt gold, encrusted with

gems and/or diamonds:

A. Sapphires and diamonds. $198.00

B. Rubies and diamonds. $198.00

C. Emeralds and diamonds. $215.00

D. The all-diamond bee pin. $275.00

E. Bejeweled Butterfly Pendant/Brooch glitters

with 1.30cts of emeralds, rubies and sapphires

lit by .84ct of diamonds in 14kt gold. $1895.00

F. Stunning Onyx and Mobe Pearl Earrings

with clip/post backs. $265.00

0. Classic Onyx Earrings rimmed in 14kt gold.

For pierced ears. $49.95

H. Elegant Onyx Ring with diamond insert.

14kt gold. $285.00

J. 30" Beads of Onyx with 8mm cultured

pearls, glints of 14kt gold. $165.00

K. 30" Lapis necklace of 6mm beads, cultured

pearls and 14kt gold balls. $188.00

L. Lapis Ring brilliant with 3 diamonds.

14kt gold. $325.00

M. Bright Lapis Earrings in a bold setting of

14kt gold. Clip/post. $225.00

Elegant Necklaces of Rice-Shaped Freshwater

Pearls with 14kt gold balls: N. 16". $65.95

P. 18". $74.95 Q. 24". $99.95 R. 30". $124.95

S. Matching 7" Bracelet. $29.95

T. Delicate Hoop Earrings of Freshwater Pearls

and 14Rt gold balls. $58.95

Shrimp Rings in 14kt gold:

U. Our best-selling Shrimp Ring. $69.95

V. Medium Weight Shrimp Ring. $99.95

W. Importantly Sized Shrimp Ring. $169.95

X. Shrimp Ring dazzled with 3 diamonds. $ 1 19.95

Y. Cabochon-Set 14kt Gold Earrings with fine

ruby, emerald and sapphire. Clip/post. $585.00

Add 1% of total for shipping and handling.

$3.50 minimum.

All our selling prices are at least 20% to 40% below fair

retail prices. We guarantee your satisfaction. Call Toil-

Free 800-556-7376 for information or to place your order.

M fc. m ft .<

n.-s.

v.
w.

We make the price as special as the gift

RD«-5IMOK$
Call Toll -Free 800-

'

136 Route 5, Dept. V10, w
VISA • MasterCard • Ai
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THE S
TREATI
YOUCAN

BENEFIT FROM
10TIMESADAY.

10 WAYS.
l.The Evian Mineral Water Spray

helps restore the natural balance

of water the skin loses constantly.

2. Its fine mist tones skin without

alcohol or harsh tonics. 3. Evian

sets make-up and "brings up"

colors throughout the day. 4. It

removes all traces of cream, soap

and harsh tap water after cleans-

ing. 5. After sports, it restores

water lost by the skin and removes

drying, salty perspiration. 6. Dur-

ing and after sun bathing, keeps

skin soft and moist. 7. Gives your

skin a revitalizing moisture boost

without removing make-up. 8. It

soothes skin irritated by shaving,

waxing or peeling facial masques.

9. Replaces moisture lost in air-

planes, dry climates or by central

heating. 10. Evian enhances any

beauty regime you now use.

M LH (>.-***V '

For special purse size tia\eller of E\ian send S2.00
(checker money order only) to: Evian. P.O. Box
4712V, Blair. NE 68009 C 1983 Evian S. A. France.
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Japanese fashion may be in the spotlight,

but something new, a bevy
of "African" designs—lush prints,

tie-dye patterns, and wood-bead trim

—

are garnering their own share of fame.
The two, right, are from YSL's
resort collection, but "African" prints

are also at London's trendiest boutiques:
Demob is packed with tribal cottons;

and the look is a frequent sight

on Paris streets. With several major
fabric houses filling U.S. orders
for tribal patterns of various sorts, this

could be a signal of a new feeling for color,

bold pattern, a tip-off of what's ahead.

NEWEST EYE-OPENERS—sunglasses, it seems, in a distinctly "resort" frame of

mind. The newest sunglasses coming are flippant, funny, in unabashedly neon-bright

colors: nearlyfluorescent yellows and pinks, hot stoplight reds. . . . And, spotted in and

around NYC—often on fashion people—the unexpected revival of chain-held specs.

Looped with tortoiseshell links or plain chains, they're a look that's anything but dis-

creet: sported with tongue-in-cheek humor, they take on a playful kind of charm.

ail that glitters
WALK INTO WENDY GELL'S STUDIO,

AND YOU STEP INTO A JEWEL BOX—
OF KALEIDOSCOPE COLORS, OF
CHERUBS AND CAVIAR BEADS...

One Wendy Gell bracelet may contain: six gold

leopards reclining in a glass forest of shiny

[green leaves, hundreds of black caviar beads,

luminous white hearts, pink "moon" rocks:

Wendy Gell is not a minimalist. Wonderful,

whimsical excess—crafted by hand into giant one-of-a-kind cuffs, collars, and earrings—is what

she creates. In a year of glitter-and-shine faux-jewels, her pieces have become collectors'

items—some at collectors ' prices: ' 'glass "on a

high level, her "stones" handblown or antique.

It wasn 't always this way. In the past, Wendy

Gell wrote "sweet rock" songs (for five years)

for Columbia Records, sold her own barrettes

at Fiorucci in New York; now, her fantasy-jew-

els have shown up on runway models, for the

past two seasons, at Oscar de la Renta 's col-

lections; clients range from a Spanish duchess

to a rock group. Jo get out-of-the-ordinary

;, Wendy airmails sketches to a family in

Italy who handblow glass stones to her speci-

fications: "Colors should vibrate!"

("View" continued on page 475)
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Regular and Menthol
Kings and 100s.
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Kings: 12 nig "tar!' 1.0 mg nicotine— lOfl's : 14 nig "tarl

1.1 mg nicotine av per cigarette, by FTC method.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Philip Morris Inc 1983
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£s to more gin taste.
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Here's to tastier gin and tonics. With Gilbey's.

After all, why mix a gin drink if you can't taste the gin?

Gildfey's. Superb gin taste that's worth a toast.



What's news, what's coming: A first look at American resort

collections. Paler colors, easygoing pants, pyjama pieces—indica-

tions ofan attractive turn to dressing that's softer, prettier

Zoran 's statement:

short top, softer pants

ore—and more—attention

is being paid to resort col-

lections—by designers,

by customers and .^
press. These are

the collections

where many
companies do

their most successful

warm-weather busi-

ness—stronger than with

summer lines; thanks, in

large part, to the financial

clout and year-round
warm-weather needs of

k women in the Sun
Belt, some American
designers sell almost as

much for this "mi-

b nor" fashion sea-

son, now, as

V they do for fall.

Increasingly,
"resort" gives key

dications, some-
mes actual state-

ments, of summer
clothes ahead . . .

and if the mes- ^
sage, this year, ^
can be summed up ^

in one word, it's "pretty." One of the

first signals is softer, paler colorings.

Black and white—and the classic resort

navy—are still

very much in

evidence; the

real newsmakers, though, are colors so

soft they resemble Necco wafers, in ev-

erything from linens at Calvin Klein to

leathers at Norma Kamali. They may ap-

pear on thetr own, or, to give black an edge,

>^in an unexpected—-and refreshing—mix of a

y pastel with black.

Another reflection of the mood in the air is a

general breeziness

in design, seen in

the number of

short, loose tops

coming up; pleat-

ed "swing backs"

at Perry Ellis,

waist-skimmers at

Zoran, and flared

midriff-barers at

Anne Klein; and
in a wider sleeve,

long or short:

loose raglan-

DAVIO CROIAND

Walking shorts, a short top:

two key points at Perry Ellis

\

Beautiful body-wrapping

Norma Kamali 's new

jersey swimsuit

sleeved jackets at Anne Klein and Marca-
siano, and a practically unlimited use of short

sleeves: on linen camp shirts at Ralph Lauren
and pastel linen T-shirts at Calvin Klein,

on Norma Kamali's fleecy coatdresses

or chemises at Geoffrey Beene.

Another indication of this new prettiness

is an ease and length in skirts—now slightly

flared or gathered and ending just a few

inches above the ankle. A very clear change is

also taking place in the shape of pants, with a

shift from the crisp lines of classic pleated

trousers to something wider, looser: "sailor"

pants at Kasper, walking shorts—for beach

and city—at Ralph Lauren. Pants as softly

shaped as pyjama bottoms are setting up a

strong comeback of pyjama dressing. This

time, with a cleaner influence: with menswear
"chalk stripes" on crepe de Chine at Ralph

Lauren and with a play of wide and narrow

stripes at Adele Simpson. Stripes run rampant

throughout the collections—on a short little

jacket at Gloria Sachs, on cropped silk pants

at Perry Ellis: they are the pattern of

the season.

Prettiness even extends to the back-

\ bone of resort—swim-
suits; and often those

suits are

coming~with orna-

mentation that unex-

pectedly suggests

eveningwear: fluid jersey^

draping at Norma Kamali,

"gold" mesh and colored

stone bedazzlement at Anne
Cole, and darkened animal
prints creeping in here and
there . . .

Two surprisingly body-
conscious—and attractive

—

effects are a move towards

wrapping, seen in a sarong-

of-a-skirt at Zoran, "Bali-

nese" skirts at Giorgio
Sant'Angelo, sa-

rongs in spades at

Bill Blass and An-
dre van Pier, and a

two-piece wrap dress at Os-

car de la Renta; and in the

prevalence of "cutouts":

Geoffrey Beene covers his

with translucent fabric that

creates a sense of

mystery, allur-

ingly, very prettily

. . . .("View" continued on

page 480)

The cut-out chemise, with

charm from Geoffrey Beene

LARGEST STOCK IN USA

Lowest Prices, USA

CHINESE SILKS
China Silks, 8mm, 30/40 colors • 36"

Crepe de Chines, 25/30 colors - 45"

Jacquard Palace Silks, 15/20 colors • 45"

Shantung Silks, 10 colors • 54"

Raw Silk Noils, 20 colors - 36"

Silk Prints, Crepe de Chine, 80 colors •
45"

Charmeuse w/Crepe Back, 15/20 colors 45"

Silk Organza, 15 colors • 42"

Heavy Boucles suit weights, 15 colors • 48"

Satin Striped Crepe de Chines, 20 colors - 45"

Jacquard Crepe de Chines, 20/25 colors - 36"

Spun Silk Taffetas, 15/20 colors • 36"

Silk Tapestry Brocades, 25/30 colors • 28"

Close Out Specials 60/80 items

Miscellaneous Silk Samples • 60 items

NATURALS
Silk "Linens", Silk-Cotton Corduroy and

15 different Chinese Suit Wt Silks

For Batik or Painting - 23 different natural

and white silks

THAI
Dress Weight Silks, 30 colors - 40"

INDIAN
Raw Silk Naturals/Bleached, 8 colors - 48"

ITALIAN
Silk Dupionni, suit wts, 10 colors - 40"

BATIKS, COTTON
Malaysian and Javanese, 20 patterns due Oct.

FREE SILK SCARF WITH
ABOVE COMPLETE SAMPLE SET - $18

Refundable if returned within 30 days

MANY OTHER ITEMS
THAI SILKS, 252 (VV) STATE ST.

LOS ALTOS, CAL 94022
Brochures 35<t — Ph (415) 948-8611

Phone Orders — Visitors Welcome
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GOLDIN • FELDMAN
INTERNATIONAL

345 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK NY 10001

(212) 594-4415
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Springtime

Promenade

The premiere issue in a Lenox

tribute to American fashion—created

under the guidance of our

country's leading costume experts.

Individually crafted of fine

hand-painted porcelain. Available

only by advance reservation.

It is the spring of 1845 and a lady of fashion is

taking a stroll through the park. As she walks,

the elegant layers of silk taffeta rustle with

every step. Her "melting candle" sleeves, lace

collar, kid gloves and eyelet parasol identify

her as a lady of impeccable style.

"Springtime Promenade" is the first issue

in the American Fashion Figurine Collection

by Lenox, created under the guidance of

distinguished fashion authorities—Vera

Maxwell, renowned fashion designer; Carrie

Robbins, award-winning Broadway costume

designer; Robert Riley, Fashion Institute of

Technology and Matthew Kiernan, Costume

Society of America. This lovely figurine is

historically accurate down to the finest detail.

A handcrafted work of art.

Conceived and designed by the artists of

Lenox and created exclusively under their

direction by master craftsmen in Japan, each

figurine is individually crafted of the finest

bisque porcelain—capturing extraordinary

detail from the rosettes on the bonnet to

the lace on the sleeves, collar and parasol.

Skilled artisans paint each piece by hand,

creating a delicately colored work of art of

incomparable beauty. And, each figurine is

embellished on its base in pure 24 karatgold

with the title and the world-famous Lenox

trademark... the symbol of unsurpassed

quality and craftsmanship. Of course, your

satisfaction is completelyguaranteed.

Available Only Direct from Lenox

"Springtime Promenade" is available only by

reservation direct from Lenox and will not be

sold through dealers or galleries. The original

issue price is $95, payable in monthly install-

ments of $19 with nofinance charge. Each

figurine is accompanied by a Certificate of

Authenticity and literature on the history

of American fashion.

Since each figurine is individually hand-

crafted, please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Reservations are accepted in sequence and

should be postmarked by November 30, 1983.

To order, mail the reservation application

or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-228-5000.

Shown
smaller than

actual height of8'k"

eLenox Collections, Inc. 1983

r RESERVATION APPLICATION

Please enter my reservation for "Springtime Promenade," the first issue in The American Fashion
Figurine Collection by Lenox, I need send no money now and prefer to pay as follows:

"I

DIRECT. I will be billed for a deposit of $19*,

plus $2.25 shipping and handling, in advance of

shipment. After shipment, I will be billed for

the balance in 4 equal monthly installments of

$19* each
D BY CREDIT CARD. Please bill the following credit

card account the full amount of $95*, plus $2.25
shipping and handling, after my figurine has been
shipped to me.

MasterCard VISA American Express

*Plus New Jersey sales tax if applicable.

Name.
(please print)

Address-

City .State Zip_

Account No._ .Expires-

Signature.

I

All orders are subject to acceptance

2-012-01

Please mail before November 30, 1983.

Mail to:

LENOX
COLLECTIONS
1 Prince Street, CN 01338

Trenton, New Jersey 08638-0338
j



Designer news...

the best of men's...

enchanting bits, evening

bags likejewels . . . newest

classics: new sandals

PE( )l LI IN FASHION ARE TALKING ABOUT WHAT'S COMING...

hat's coming? Mail-

lot dressing, it

seems: What's new

—

and attractive—is that

it's gone a long way be-

yond traditional swim-

suit cover-ups or leotard

layerings. American de-

signers, in resort collections, are showing

highly polished looks that evolve from no

more than an easy skirt or wide-legged pants

over a maillot base: a soft ankle-length skirt

over a halter-top playsuit in black wool jersey

at Calvin Klein; at Norma Kamali, big jersey

sarongs to tie over a bathing suit with the

softly draped top of an evening dress. Ralph

Lauren works a neat navy swimsuit like a

tank top with white linen pyjama pants; Gior-

gio Sant'Angelo—an expert at such things

—

puts a black chiffon sarong over a bodysuit of

black chiffon and Lycra.

Do women like the maillot approach? Glo-

ria Sachs's maillot dressing was so success-

ful last year, she's now making a series of

sweater-knit maillots to swim in, to put un-

der crepe de Chine skirts or pyjama pants.

What's new? Some of the most enchanting bits

of "fashion" to be found, these days, are some
new evening bags: tiny, jewel-like, made with a

style that's deliciously feminine. Judith Leiber

covers jewelry-size flat boxes with neat Deco
patterns of jet and rhinestone beads, sprinkles

rhinestones over the smallest shoulderbag like

paveed diamonds; Gail Marcus lines tiny

black velvet drawstring sacks with bright sat-

in. There are pouchy evening bags, now, in

modern-looking mesh, tiny black faille hatbox

shapes—from Vittorio Ricci—sparkling with

rhinestones: each as much a "jewel" itself as a

remarkable nighttime cuff-bracelet or neck-

lace. . . . Queen Victoria may have tucked her

handkerchief into a small mesh bag for eve-

nings out but she'd hardly recognize what's

happened to mesh, today. Bits of fine metal

mesh are being worked as modern drop ear-

rings this fall ... or being cut in long inch-wide

strips—to loop at your neck as the slinkiest

lariat necklace. Whiting and Davis, an estab-

lished mesh firm, is putting new matte finishes

on mesh, patterning mesh, shaping it into sleek

bags. Some of the best metal-mesh: a very mod-
ern muffler silk-screened with tiger stripes.

"I wanted to do something different," says Barry Kieselstein-Cord. What's "different" is a new

group—a dozen styles or so—of men's belts, just out this fall: "classic oriented," in traditional

harness leathers, all with Kieselstein-Cord's silver bucklings and sculptural sense. Men have long

bought his essentially genderless belts
—

"I'd never have expected to see the duck or heart buck-

le on a man," said Barry Kieselstein-Cord, "but I have." Now, it seems, what's fair is fair: The new

"men's" belts have already been picked up on by women. . . . Norma Kamali's exercising . . . and

the unsurprising—quite terrific—result is a brand-new (in stores this month) line of Norma Kamali

bodywear in inventive shapes: sleek unitards, leotards cut with cap sleeves, leotards styled off-

the-shoulder—some in big black-and-white checks. Newest-looking are Kamali's roomy leotards

in light cotton knits: to blouse at the waist, cinch with a broad stretchy belt The big news at

Zoran? A pair of pull-on pants—in, believe it or not, for the first time ever from Zoran, something

other than a solid-color fabric. But don't expect a wild Zoran print: the pants are black with narrow

charcoal stripes . . . and that's a true minimalist's pattern.

In Pahs, last summer, girls bought men 's boxer shorts In neat stripes or garish plaids,

wore them outon the street as baggy shorts for hot weather. Nextsummer, they'llproba-
bly just go to Calvin Klein. His new underwear line for women runs the whole gamut of

men 's underwear shapes: deep-seated boxer shorts in crisp cotton, cotton-knit bikinis,

"jockey"-style briefs, crew- or V-neck T-shirts, undershirts. The appeal? Twenty-four

underwear colors for starters: everything from apricot to hottest pink to sweatshirt grey.

Knit shapes are streamlined, modern. And male observers are already talking fondly of

the good old days when women wore French lace. . .

.

"From designers, polished looks from no more

than an easy skirt or pants over a maillot'

For Geoffrey Beene fans, good news: Starting

this spring, there's a new collection, "Geoffrey
Beene Part Two"—new Geoffrey Beene-de-

signed dresses, at considerably less than cou-

ture-level prices, for day and evening. . . .

Halston began his career making hats; now
Paris's Jean-Charles Brosseau is on a some-
what similar path. This maker of whimsical

hats—long a favorite with the French fashion

press—is now bringing the U.S. a new collec-

tion of knits. The pieces—of "boiled" wools,

480

in subtle colorings—are made to layer: cozy

sweaters, skirts, knit tops, coatings. . . . Over-
heard at Ungaro in New York: "I'm going to

have challis slips made so I can wear these

silks all year"

—

a bit of logic from a Northern-

er. .. . Even be ter logic? Says Giorgio
Sant'Angelo, explaining why he invariably de-

signs clothes not on a mannequin but on a liv-

ing body: "I'm interested in things that adapt

to shape. And a woman is much more truthful

than a wooden model."

Something' s up with sandals :

With longer, fuller skirts

in resort collections—often, too,

with broad-legged pants or

shorts—designers are showing new

—good-looking—flat-flat

sandals, some decidedly sturdy

looks. Some of the best?

At Calvin Klein, in basket weaves

or with rugged strappings

.

The season's ' 'classic' ' comes

in saddle-brown leather crossed by

black. . . . And in a terrific

year for gloves—when the most

imaginative gloves may be

in something as glamorous as

lame leather or snakeskin

—

now there ' s even a ' 'video game '

'

glove. (

' 'Glove' ' in the singular

—you buy j ust one , and it ' s

a bit odd-looking.) Californian

Nancy Heck has cropped some

glove fingers (formobility) , padded

palm, thumb, and third finger.

That ' s where video-game mavens

get blisters. —KATHLEEN MADDEN
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SPOILYOURSELF
WITH satin:

Go ahead.

\bu deserve this Satin moment.
So enjoy the smooth, silky

taste of new Satin

with the luxurious Satin tip.

Satin tip

100's
© Lcillara

10 mg. "tar", 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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The V.O. taste. So unexpectedly

smooth. So surprisingly light. Mixed or

straight, you'll taste the difference.

Of course, whenever you drink know
when to say no. But when you do say yes, make

it Seagram's V.O.

It's everything you never expected.
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m the ordinary. Discover the drink that stands apart.



VOGUE'S POINT OF VIEW/OCTOBER 1983

THE KEY HANGES TO WATCH
WHAT COMES FIRST.

WHAT REALLY COUNTS

IN FASHIONAND BEAUTY..

This issue is about unexpected
changes . . . about differences in

attitude, in mood that create a new
climate in fashion and beauty. The
first difference—the most funda-

mental—a change in thinking; a

change reflected in a new set of

priorities. Today, we're all aware
enough, sophisticated enough to

realize that the things that are im-

portant are the things that really

work. It isn't only a question of

what looks good, what's attrac-

tive; more and more it's a question

of what's good for us, what keeps

us fit, active, energetic; what satis-

fies different kinds of needs.

The words that count today in a

beauty sense have changed. At-

tractiveness, strength, vitality,

confidence: new terms in a new
beauty vocabulary, along with a

new emphasis on living up to your
potential, on doing more—doing

the most—for yourself. The rea-

son is simple: the more we learn,

the clearer it becomes that your
looks and your health are in your
own hands. Something else we've

learned: that it's never too late to

start—you can make real differ-

ences at any age.

Age, in fact, is becoming less and
less a factor in any number of
things, fashion among them. If

"looking" and "acting a certain

age" are no longer meaningful
concepts—as the evidence later in

this issue suggests—then the idea

of "dressing a certain age" is no
longer meaningful. The fashion in

this issue, in any issue is not
geared to a particular-age audi-

ence. The clothes shown are for

women of all* ages who are inter-

ested in looking good and who
have maintained the kind of

healthy, in-shape body that allows

for that possibility, that allows for

the widest range of fashion choice.

And in choosing fashion today,

nothing has to be excluded solely

on the basis of age—that fact

alone is one of the biggest changes

in modern dressing.

In a fashion sense, October al-

ways presents an interesting mo-
ment of change. A moment when
you start to see things a little dif-

ferently, when certain fashion

themes start to evolve in other di-

rections. An evolution that was
unmistakable in the couture col-

lections—collections that fill in

the last pieces of the fall/winter

fashion picture.

This year, the strongest couture

message was in a different ap-

proach to fashion—much gentler,

much more feminine. There was a

movement away from the strictly

menswear world of dressing with

all that implies to something much
more romantic, something much
softer—a softness in tailoring, in

coloring, and in fabric.

The other unmistakable differ-

ence in the couture—the strength,

the charm of a new chemise. No
question, it's the dress, the shape

to watch. A dress that's narrow,

but softer; gently skimming the

body, touching on the hip. A dress

that exists for day, late day, and
evening in a variety of fabrics (jer-

sey being the standout). And a

dress that becomes—in a season of

coats and coat-dressing—the per-

fect under-coat "answer."

Also striking at the couture, the

evolution of the season's best eve-

ning themes. The idea of narrow-

ness at night—narrowness in a

short dress (and there were short

dresses with all the presence, all

the glory you could want) or in

something longer—is a constant.

. . .The whole idea of a beautiful

jeweled top—sweater-easy, but

beaded, sequined, all-out daz-
zling—is taken to a new level of

ornamentation, a new level of lux-

ury. Equally provocative, the shift

in bareness at night—the low-cut,

softly-draped chemise . . . the slit

of bareness on a narrow tunic or

on a narrow skirt . . . sleeveless-

ness . . . straplessness—some part

of the body is always revealed.

Look for lace at night—the most
romantic expression of this new
gentle attitude. Lace in perfectly

beguiling dresses—mostly black,

often re-embroidered, or jeweled,

often combined with velvet or

with a stroke of bright color to

heighten the effect. Dresses that

take seductiveness that much fur-

ther.

As the season goes on, the con-

tinuing predominance of black

and darker colors . . . and the con-

tinuing appearance of bright color

in a key "accessory" role, color

that comes into play in many
ways. Color in a belt—the newest,

in muted, subtle shades of carne-

lian to oxblood . . . color in an un-

expected bright print muffler or

graphic patterned stockings

. . .color in jewelry from chunky
bright-color faceted stones on
black to the rich lacquer shades of

a bold sculptured cuff worn one at

a time. Color in "real" clothes—

a

brilliant fuchsia cardigan or knit-

ted jacket in red to complement
black, navy, dark grey. And at the

couture, color with an even great-

er impact when it highlighted the

new shape of a coat or jacket

—

with a different kind of bigness

—

designed, controlled, not merely
oversized.

There are new shapes—a new
softness—to skirts and pants. The
beginnings of which went
throughout the couture, with
more to come in the resort collec-

tions. Skirts that are gentler, lon-

ger; skirts that hold and slide off

the hip, softening near the hem.
And in the world of pants dress-

ing, an evolution of the perfectly

tailored trousers to pants that are

softer, fuller on top, tapering at

the ankle. For warm-weather
dressing ahead, look for an even

softer version—with fullness all

the way.

In fur this fall there's a definite

voluptuous quality—symbolized

over the last few months by the

bigger, more dramatic scale of fur

coats. This month, you'll see it in a

series of bigger, longhair foxes,

luxurious by nature. At the cou-

ture, a sense of luxury in fur all the

way ... in beautiful, big, rounded
furs, always over something nar-

row—usually a sweater and nar-

row skirt, or a sweater and pants.

In fact, one of the most memora-
ble looks in Paris was that of a big

rounded mink coat over a black

ribbed turtleneck, black trousers

. . . with masses of spectacular

jewelry.

What's memorable, what's ex-

citing in fashion at any time—ex-

actly those unexpected, provoca-

tive elements that add a twist, a

certain charm. Elements of de-

light often based on subtle differ-

ences in color, in shape. Small

changes with far-reaching effects.

Today, change is not something to

be war, of; rather, it is something

to be welcomed. In fashion, there

is a range of choices that allows us

to make—and enjoy—only those

changes that we want. It is no lon-

ger a matter of everything's chang-

ing, all at once. And where fitness,

health, and beauty are concerned,

we have the kind of sophistication

and knowledge that allows us to

make meaningful changes; indeed,

we have the ability to make
changes that allow us to not only

live longer but to live better to feel

better—at any age And you'll

find everything you need to do just

that later in this issue. . .
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It was a couture season that generated high

excitement, a high level of interest. Beyond the

luxury—which was never more apparent, nev-

er more truly luxurious—beyond the spectacu-

lar effects that you expect at the couture,

there were real fashion changes. Changes to

keep your eye on—things that happen in the

couture have a rippling effect; they signal dif-

ferences-to-come in fashion. The points to

watch now: the dress—especially the chemise,

especially in jersey . . . the new shape, the new

bigness of coats and jackets—designed, con-

trolled, not merely oversized . . . narrowness

achieved in a variety of ways—all of them,

softer, fluid . . . color—real color—used for

definite impact. In the end, what was most per-

vasive: the romantic feeling everywhere

—

laces and velvets, tulle and taffeta, a treasure

of sequins and jewels. At its most glorious

—

our starting point—at Saint Laurent.

For the shape, the color, the all-out charm, left:

Yves Saint Laurent's new dress-and-jacket at

night: a big red satin "smock" jacket with a

dropped shoulder, rounded sleeves, all lined in

black satin. Over the narrowest sleeveless

black wool jersey dress held by a brilliant violet

silk-satin cummerbund. Jacket, Taroni fabric;

dress, Racine. . . In a season of romance, the

most romantic "gestures" at Saint Laurent,

right—-his satin rose on a jeweled black veil,

long jewel earrings—a hint of the provocative

delights in Paris. . . . Beauty Note : Provoca-

tive, romantic color from Yves Saint Laurent

Beaute—sapphire and emerald eye-shadow

(#41); a brilliant fuchsia mouth (# 19). Hair all

these pages, Garren of Garren, New York.

^
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AT THE COUTURE

IN FASHION
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r SAINT LAURENT: NEW

DEFINITIONS OF SHAPE -IN A JACKET, IN A DRESS

(A DRESS THE WHOLE WORLD WANTS!)

The strong new design—new

shape—of a suit, left—his square-

shouldered jacket in an irresistible

shocking-pink wool—almost top-

coat weight—narrowing to the

hip, and belted; with black buttons,

a straight black wool skirt. A per-

fect reflection of the very

"dressed," very sophisticated ap-

proach to day that went through-

out the couture. . . . The best

example of the best new dress in

Paris, right: the wool jersey che-

mise at Saint Laurent. Here, in

navy, buttoned on one shoulder,

yoked, center-seamed. A dress

that's soft, but narrow—it hits the

body in a gentle way ... it makes

the idea of a dress extremely ap-

pealing. Makeup, these pages,

Tyen. Accessories, last pages.

Penn
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ROM SAINT LAURENT , DIFFERENCES IN

SHAPE. A NEW SCALE TO COAT

DRESSING. AND, FOR EVENING, THE NARROWNESS,

THE ROMANCE OF A NEW SHORT DRESS...

At Saint Laurent, it wasn't only

the fact of coat dressing—
something repeated again and

again. It was the new propor-

tion, the new "bigness" of

coats

—

tailored, controlled.

Left, his golden-brown wool

coat with bigger, shaped

shoulders; full, full sleeves

banded at the cuff. And under-

neath, one of his star wool jer-

sey chemises (fabric, Racine).

Coat fabric, Agnona. . . . One

of the biggest "little" evening

dres«'es in Paris, right: Saint

Laurent's short, bare-top

black silk velvet with a

bright-pink silk taffeta

''overdress''—
wrapped tightly on

the body, held to one side

with an enormous bow (Leon-

ard velvet; Perceval taffeta).

And with it, equally romantic

accessories—you saw some of

them close-up on the opening

Paris pages. Here, a look at his

ravishing evening gloves. Ac-

cessories, see last pages.
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HERE WAS NO DENYING

THE IMPORTANCE OF DRESSES,

DAY AND EVENING. AT NIGHT,

AT SAINT LAURENT IN THE MOST

LUXURIOUS FABRICS, THE MOST

BODY-CONSCIOUS SHAPES...

The incredible narrowness, the so-

phisticated bareness, left, of Saint

Laurent's long, bias-cut black vel-

vet evening dress that fits very

small over the hip. With a bow at

the neck and a larger bow under-

scoring the bare back— it's body

consciousness raised to a new lev-

el! Hurel silk velvet. . . . The che-

mise at night, right, in black

velvet—a narrow, body-skimming

dress with a soft, scooped-out

neckline in back banded in satin,

full sleeves banded in satin— it's

perfect, simple, and—no ques-

tion—the shape to watch. Moreau

silk velvet. Accessories, last pages.
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T UNGARO . APREVAILINC

GENTLENESS, A SENSE OF WRAPPING,

AN EXTRAORDINARY SENSE OF COLOR...

ALL REALIZED IN A SERIES OF PROVOCATIVE

NEW SHAPES

•
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glorious color!—and a won-

erful new look to a coat, left:

manuel Ungaro's rounded,

/4-length, cocoon-shape

oat in raspberry-red mohair,

utlined in black, with large

otched lapels, a curved hem,

ngle-button closing. Under-

eath, one of his always-re-

larkable blouses—pearl-grey

Ik crepe satin gently wrapped

D one side, and'a short, nar-

dw black leather skirt. Coat,

Jandini fabric; blouse, Bes-

on. ... In a beguiling jewel-

olor short dress, right,

ariations on key Ungaro

lemes—his bias-cut red silk

jcquard, softly tPed at the

eck, draped to one side,

/rapped over the hip, and held

y a jeweled clip. And it slides

nder another rounded coat

—

lis time, in black mohair,

'ress, Gandini fabric; coat,

Aoreau. Details, last pages.
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T UNGARO .

W EXPRESSIONS OF GENTLENESS IN

A NEW SOFT TAILORING, A NEW

SOFTNESS TO PANTS DRESSING.

MORE THAN A DIFFERENT LOOK,

IT'S A DIFFERENT ATTITUDE

Everything is softer, gentler: the

new short jacket at Ungaro, left, in

purple-blue wool with black edg-

ing, black velvet lapels. Another of

his bias-cut, side-wrapped

blouses—in a shadow-dotted silk

jacquard—held by a jeweled clip.

And the softness of his new-shape

pants—pleated in front, full all

around from the hip to the knee,

tapering to the ankle— in charcoal

wool striped on the diagonal. Fab-

rics, Gandini. . . . The softest

—

most luxurious—pants suit any-

where, right: his beautiful black

cashmere jacket with wide shoul-

ders, tucked sleeves, and soft,

charming,' deeply cut lapels in

black and white taffeta stripes. Un-

derneath, a sheer-and-striped

black jacquard silk chiffon blouse

with lace collar, satin bow . . . and

his new full-cut pants in black silk

marocain crepe. Jacket and blouse

fabric, Gandini; Abraham taffeta;

pants fabric, Dormeuil. Accesso-

ries, see next to last pages.
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HE ROMANTIC EVENINGS

OF UNGARO- BLACK. LACY

NARROW. THE WORD

THAT COMES TO MIND-TOETlC

A romantic vision, left: Ungaro's

strapless black dress in floral-pat-

terned, re-embroidered guipure

lace—very, very narrow, with a

scalloped neckline, and long, shim-

mery, finely-pleated train ... a

dress that perfectly captures the

new mood of Paris evenings. Gui-

pure lace, Forster Willy. . . . The

most beautiful short dress at Un-

garo, right—lace, velvet, jewels,

and narrowness all the way! Real-

ly, two dresses—one, sheer black

silk chiffon lace with long sleeves

and an "overdress" of black silk

velvet, wrapped at the hip, held by

"diamonds"—talk about roman-

tic! Lace, Schlaepfer; velvet, Beaux

Valette. Accessories, last pages.
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VERYWHERE,

SEQUINS, BEADING, TOTALLY

UNIQUE ORNAMENTATION.

AT GIVENCHY LEFT,

AND AT VALENTINO , RIGHT,

IN ALL-OUT EVENING DRESSES

At Givenchy, the evening effects

kept building—sequins, beading,

glitter, fur. Left, his evening dress

of many splendid effects—narrow

black silk organza striped in black

sequins, shimmered with rhine-

stone raindrops, and a surprise

of white mink "cap sleeves"

—

a knockout! Sequins and em-

broidery by Hurel; Lesage organ-

za. .. . Extraordinary jewels—the

sequined evening dresses of Va-

lentino—narrow, dazzling, pure

liquid shimmer. Right, a glorious,

star-spangled example: his long

black sequined dress, patterned

across the top in silver-sequin and

beaded stars, with black and silver

bugle-bead fringe—truly one-of-a-

kind. Sequins and embroidery by

Clerici Tessuto. Accessories, see

next to last pages this issue.

Penn
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T CHANEL KARL LAGERFELD'S

WONDERFULLY ROMANTIC GESTURES..

A NEW LEVEL OF OPULENCE AT NIGHT

The ultimate Chanel dinner suit—

a

way of looking that Lagerfeld

"elaborated on" throughout the

collection ... all the way to the re-

markable example you see, left: a

strapless black panne velvet dress

embroidered in gold braid. And

the matching jacket—with gold

braid, an extravagance of jeweled

embroidery. Moreau fabric. . . .

: Breathtaking!—in a season of jew-

i els, of ornamentation, this stands

: out as a collector's item, right: La-

|

gerfeld's embroidered and se-

: quined white jacket, re-embroi-

; dered in gold sequins and beads

(the design from an eighteenth-

century snuffbox). Over an ankle-

length skirt of silk satin. Buco

satin. Accessories, last pages.



VALENTINO- ALL-OUT DAZZLING...

SEQUINS "DESIGNED" WITH A NEW

AUTHORITY...A STUNNING NEW IMPACT!

The effect is nothing less than

spectacular, right: Valentino's

slinky, skinny red sequined floor-

length dress . . . sequins that are

lighter, liquidy, totally different.

And to heighten the effect—on the

squared shoulders—roses of

black, red, and white bugle beads,

with silver and black bugle-bead

fringe. . . .And a short dress in se-

quins, far right, with all the pres-

ence, all the "glory" of something

longer—in two pieces from Valen-

tino: a long, narrow pullover held

by a rhinestone-edged belt and a

pleated sequin skirt. Both dresses,

sequins and embroidery by Taroni.

Accessories, see last pages.
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HE SPLENDOR AT NIGHT CONTINUES...

AND THE ALLURE OF A "JEWELED" TOP...

AT ANDRE LAUG , LEFT AND AT DIOR
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A rainbow of sequins, left, from

Andre Laug—waves of beautiful

color on a narrow, hip-length pull-

over, with a black pleated skirt . . .

and, a boa of black tulle with gold-

leaf and black feathers. Tunic, of

sequined silk by Schlaepfer. Skirt,

Taroni silk satin. . . . The jeweled

jacket at Christian Dior, right—
Marc Bohan's extravagant patch-

work of bugle beads and stones in

gold, silver, and black on silk, over

black crepe pants. Jacket fabric,

Lesage,- pants, Taroni silk. . . .

Beauty Note: Makeup with a jew-

el-like gleam. Shades from Chris-

tian Dior's Blue/Violets palette for

eyes; Antioch Brown on the lips

shined with Fabuleux gloss. Make-

up, all couture pages, Tyen. Ac-

cessories, see next to last pages.
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Luckily, the choice, the

number of "look-turners"

is super this year. The
best, on these ten pages.

Starting, opposite, with

two wonderful bracelets

that symbolize the sea-

son's news—strong

shapes, larger scale, and
black or deep, rich color.

The red bracelet, of Lucite,

with Art Deco planes and
pave rhinestones. About
$190. The black bracelet,

of acrylic, with a strong

sculptured look. About
$190. Both by Pellini Bi-

joux. Each with enough
presence to be the only

jewelry you wear. Both

bracelets at Bergdorf

Goodman; Claire Pear-

one; Jere Scott at Stanley

Korshak, Chicago. Red
only at Wilkes Bashford,

San Francisco. . . . Beau-
ty Note: More of the sea-

son's focus on strong

color—vivid eye
makeup, often asym-
metric; balanced by

k pale cheeks, a pale

^k mouth. The Elizabeth

^k Arden colors, op-

^ posite: Alluring

^T Eyes shadow on

^rthe left eye, Seduc-
^ five Eyes on the right;

Mauve Gloss on the

mouth. Hair, Louis

Alonzo for Pipino-Buc-

cheri Salon; makeup, Al-

berto Fava. . . . And, in a
knockout fuchsia, this

page, the fastest-moving,

raciest top—a big, V-
necked lambswool cardi-

gan sweater. From Anne
Klein II. /About $90.

Bloomingdale's; L. L.

Berger, Buffalo NY;
Claire Pearone; Bal-

liet's; Sakowitz; Bull-

ock's. Hair, Garren
of Garren NY;
makeup, Alberto
Fava. Forrest

Meyers Furni-

ture: Furniture

of the Twenti-

eth Century.

Details,
see last

pages.
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One of the most unusual

scarves of this—any sea-

son, this page, by Stephen

Sprouse (remember the

Suddenly...everything changes
name!)—a graffiti design in

cobalt and black silk/wool

jersey that reverses to

black. Another instant de-

light, a rakish little news-

boy's cap in bright purple.

Scarf, about $325. Bergdorf

Goodman; Hattie; Pompian,

Chicago; Lou Lattimore,

Dallas. To order at Tootsies,

Houston; Amen Wardy,
Newport Beach CA. Hair,

Louis Alonzo for Pipino-

Buccheri Salon; makeup, Al-

berto Fava. . . . And, also,

by Stephen Sprouse, oppo-

site, a big, square-cut,

strong-shouldered coat, in a

versatile to-the-knee

length ... in neon-bright or-

ange-red wool. To toss over

a chemise dress, pants,

anything. About $1720.

Bergdorf Goodman; Hattie;

Pompian, Chicago; Lou Lat-

timore, Dallas. To order at

Tootsies, Houston;

Amen Wardy, New-
port Beach CA.

Hair, Garren
of Garren New

York; makeup, Alberto

Fava. . . . Beauty Note: Go
for jewel-bright colors. Left,

Ralph Lauren's Azure and
Teal eyeshadows—swept
up and over the brow. De-

tails, next to last pages.
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Symbol of the season's

accessory news—pieces

that make a bold, strong

statement in a very at-

tractive way—the choker,

this page—chunky, facet-

ed citrines, in a simple

sterling-silver setting.

About $3000. By M&J Sa-

vitt. Bloomingdale's Cul-

de-Sac; Terry at Jimmy's,

Brooklyn NY; Diane
Glynn, Elkins Park PA;
M&J Savitt at Stanley
Korshak, Chicago; I. Mag-
nin; to order at Montal-

do's Precious Jewels,

Denver CO. Hair, Louis

Alonzo for Pipino-Buc-

cheri Salon; makeup, Al-

berto Fava. . . . Out of the

perfect Chanel tradition,

opposite, far left, the

most engaging little

sweater-jacket. In red

cashmere, trimmed in

black, cropped above the

waist. About $310. Bloom-

ingdale's; Saks-Jandel;

Jacobson's; Neiman-Mar-
cus, Houston; Bullocks

Wilshire, Los Angeles; I.

Magnin. Hair, Thorn Priano

for Garren, N.Y.; makeup,
Linda Cantello. . . . Anoth-
er exceptional little jack-

et, opposite, near left,

from Mario Valentino

—

collarless, with a V-
neck—in black suede with

black shearling inside.

Over slim black suede
pants, the snappiest din-

ner suit. Jacket, about
$960. Pants, about $500.

Bergdorf Goodman; Suzy,

Great Neck NY; Added
Touch, Pittsburgh PA; The
Twenty-Four Collection,

Miami; Ultimo, Chicago;

Capriccio, Scottsdale AZ.
Details, more stores, see

last pages. Hair, Louis

Alonzo for Pipino-Buc-

cheri Salon; makeup, Al-

berto Fava. . . . Beauty
Note: More UN-classic eye

Suddenly...everything changes
makeup, this page: Cha-
nel's "Neon" shadow
brushed through the
brows. The lip: Golden
Currant, Creme Concealer.

King
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It's the right time—for a showstopper
watch. This page, Piaget's 18-k white

gold watch, plated in black chrome,

set with stripes of pave diamonds.
Here on a "driver's" glove in chrome

yellow. Watch, about $25,000. Van
Cleef & Arpels. Hair, Thorn Priano for

Garren, N.Y.; makeup, Linda Can-
tello. . . Count on Norma Kamali for

something unexpected, offbeat. Op-
posite far left, the kind of oversized

check you expect to see in cotton or

wool, transposed to the thinnest taffe-

ta, in a long, boxy jacket (about $96),

a shirt (about $64), skinny pleated

pants (about $62). Mid-Oct. at Lord &
Taylor;Hudson's; Marshall Field's;

Sakowitz; Nordstrom, Seattle; Liberty

House, San Francisco and Honolulu. Hair, Garren of

Garren, N.Y.; makeup, Alberto Fava. ... In the

same "con brio" spirit, opposite, near left, Krizia's

long smoking jacket, of silvery "chain mail" with

black velvet lapels. Here, over slim velvet pants.

Jacket, about $1800. Pants, about $530. Bergdorjf

Goodman; Krizia Boutique, Palm Beach; Stanley

Korshak, Chicago; Krizia Boutique at Lorettq Bfiinv

Dallas. Hair, Thorn Priano for Garren, N;Y.';
:

rriqlcfi^

up, Linda Cantello. . . . Beauty Note: More $&&$$
asymmetric eyeshadow news. The cajij&^$fhrjs~'

page, Maybelline— Emerald on one ey^ :jflfnt|que

Gold on the other. Details, more stores^iwist pages.

King
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The kind of sweater dressing you reach for again and again, oppositepage: Luciano Soprani's terrific black angora sweater that
wraps like a jacket, and charcoal-grey wool flannel pants. And, one of this season's special effects, one that you'll see through-
out these pages—fabulous belts with low-key colorings—like this one in carnelian . . . Sweater, about $670; pants, about $300.
Rita Jamie, NYC; Jimmy's, Brooklyn NY; The Twenty-Four Collection, Miami; Linda Dresner, Troy Ml; Stanley Korshak, Chica-
go; Poupee, Palo Alto, CA. . . . One of the looks we liked most, a look as "dressed" as a one-piece dress or suit, above: Chanel's
soft, very narrow, black cashmere skirt, black cashmere V-neck pullover that comes just to the hip—and a white silk blouse with
flat collar, French cuffs. Skirt, about $430; pullover, about $190; blouse, about $380. Bergdorf Goodman; Saks-Jandel; Jacob-
son's; Neiman-Marcus; I. Magnin. Beauty Note: The richest brick-tone lips for fall: Flame Glow's Earth Warmed Peach lipstick.

These six pages: hair, Louis Alonzo for Pipino-Buccheri Salon; makeup, Linda Mason. Details, last pages.
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THE LOW-KEYADVANTAGE
Two wonderful blouses, two indispensable elements of this "low-key" kind of dressing . . . One of the most subtle ways to work in
color—the palest, palest mauve—with black, opposite page, in Fernando Sanchez's moire button-front, long-sleeve blouse—it's
great for evening, but a knockout with pants or a suit for day. Blouse, about $215. Bergdorf Goodman; Nan Duskin; The Twenty*;
Four Collection, Miami; Marie Leavell, Dallas; Eleanor Keeshan, Los Angeles A perfect white linen blouse—but what sets this
apart, makes all the difference—the newness of the shape: square shoulders, carefully notched collar, a controlled fullness—from

- f yA'»-i.ii>^-:iiiii >#•:! t-l'M - 1 [ I 1 1 1 i 1 1
1 -^

i
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Macy's, San Francisco. Beauty Note: For fall's new "finished look": Corn Silk Oil Absorbent pressed powder. Details, fast pages.

Arthur Elgort
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THE LOW-KEYADVANTAGE
A new way to look at the sweater "set," opposite page, in Zoran's long ribbed cotton cardigan and skimpy sleeveless cotton
turtleneck to wear with a new kind of "basic black skirt"—a very prophetic narrow shape that you step into and tie like a sarong at

the waist. It's of black velours. Cardigan, about $165; turtleneck, about $125; skirt, about $55. Saks Fifth Avenue; Filene'S,

Chestnut Hill MA; Zoran, Washington DC; Linda Dresner, Troy Ml; Jackson Graves, Minneapolis MN; I. Magnin. .
.'. Another

prophetic look, the kind of sweater-and-skirt dressing for night that's "in the air" this season, above: Calvin Klein's beautiful black

cashmere, long-sleeved, scoop-neck sweater with rhinestones and a black silk taffeta full skirt. Sweater, about $290; skirt, about
$450. Altman's; Montaldo's; Frost Bros.; The Denver, Denver CO; I. Magnin; Frederick & Nelson. Details, more stores; last pages.
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IN A STRONG SEA-

SON OF FURS: SOME

OF THE STRONG-

EST ALL. FOX.

WHAT HITS /OU

FIRST: THE WON-

DERFUL BIGNESS

OF LONG HAIR. A

LONG LENGTH. AND

OFA DEFINITE. AND

DEFINITELY OVER-

<;
i

~> f n

THE FOX

SELF. NOW WITh

,R RESTING NEW

:OLORINGS AND

MARKINGS. INCOR-

PORATED AS PART

TOT A

M P A C T

IGHTENING T

EXCITEMEN"

LWAYS PLUSh

ALLURING. COZY;

>YS CAPABL

OF GOING EVERY-

WHERE. OF GC'NG

OVER ANYTHING.

A masterful—knock-

out—example of the

intricate interplay of

color, pattern, and

voluminous shape,

this page: Oscar de

la Renta's sweeping

coat of variously pat-

terned fox—the

white worked to

highlight the mark-

ings, delineate the

shape. For Wagner
Fur. About $12,500.

The Revillon Bou-

tique at Saks Fifth

Avenue, NYC;
Godchaux's, New
Orleans; N.H.

Rosenthal Furs, Chi-

cago; Alaskan Fur

Company, Kansas
City MO; John Free-

man, Tyler TX; Bull-

ock's. . . . Opposite

page: More of the

added dash—and

added magnitude

—

of fox that's been
knowingly
"worked"—a jacket

of natural red fox

dyed in a tiger pat-

tern, held at the waist

with a drawstring

—

innovative, and very

sauvage. By The Re-

villon Collection.

About $10,200. To

order at The Revillon

Boutique at Saks
Fifth Avenue. Zoran

cowl-neck sweater.

These eight pages:

Hair, Ludovic for

Dessanges; make-
up, Francois Nars.

Details, last pages.

'
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Loose, luscious,

long-haired: fox at its

best; and now, even

better, thanks to

more sophisticated

handling, handling

that can be as sub-

tle—as effective—as

the outstanding

depth of natural col-

oring, this page, in a

midnight silver fox

coat, worked with an

intensity of darkness

at the shoulder that

gently lightens all the

way to the ankles. By

Andre and Lisa Bi-

sang for The Tepper

Collection, about

$17,500. To order at

Bloomingdale's;
N.H. Rosenthal Furs,

g. q

ngth

'coja: jge,

fox,

the two

colors combintng to

create a warm "de-

sert" glow From the

Evans Collection.

About $9500. Jor-

dan Marsh. Boston;

Rosendorf/Evans,

Washington DC;

Shillitos Rikes, Cin-

cinnati OH; Robin-

son's. California:

Macy's, San Fran-

cisco. Fashion de-

tails, last pages.

fJSfm

-t^ty.
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Fox at its fullest, turn

est in the biggest

and most dashing

shapes— the power

behind Geoffrey

Beene's enveloping

crystal dyed silver

blue fox coat, this

page, that extends to

the ankles from dol-

man sleeves. For

HBA Furs About

$13,000. Saks-Jan-

del. Roberts-Neus-

tadter Furs. Boston,

Robert Mann Furs.

Southfield Mi. I

Magnin. San Fran-

cisco; Holt Renfrew

of Canada And

from \

rent, opposit^^^
a winner—-a pe'rfec

square co'Harless

cardigan that's 'one

straightdc^p of natu-

ral cross fox What

gets you: the sheer

magnitude! For Alix-

andfe. Approximate-

ly $14,000. Bergdorf

Goodman; Nan Dus-

kin; Saks-Jandel; I.

Magnin, Chicago; I.

Magnin, San Fran-

cisco; Suzette Inter-

national, Santa Fe

NM. Norma Kamali

skirt. Details, see

next to last pages.

526 Hans Feurer
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The impact— of a

bigger shape, of

striking markings

and colors—contin-

ues, with Claude

Montana's one-of-a-

kind cocoon of a

coat, opposite page,

in a beautifully

marked natural

cross fox, mixed with

black leather at the

collar and cuffs: a

very gutsy, unex-

pected combination.

About $25,000. For

Bergdorf Goodman
.... And, this page:

the epitome of vol-

ume, of dash

—

Christie Brother's

square-shouldered

sweep of a natural

silver fox greatcoat.

About $13,500.

Christie Brothers, At-

lanta; Godchaux's,

New Orleans; Swan-

sons on the Plaza;

Neusteters, Denver.

North Beach Leather

jeans. OMO Norma
Kamali shirt. Belt,

Barry Kieselstein-

Cord. Details, see

next to last pages.

Hans Feurer
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Philip Roth,

Claire Bloom-

at their New
England farm

house, the

novelist and

the actress

trade secrets

>f the

agination..

s about

•laying a

oth heroine,

e about

le art 01

making thing^

)"—and .

" new novel I

the following

pages...



It is a soft, breezy day in northwestern

Connecticut. There is an old farmhouse,

fronted by a sea of tall grass; beyond that,

deep woods. Philip Roth walks quietly in

his meadow . . .

Philip Roth? In his meadow? The writ-

er who gave us Portnoy and Zuckerman,

those anguished urbanites—Roth, the kid

from Newark, strolling now alongside

stone fences, his sneakers wet with dew?

Roth, whom critics insist on confounding

with his characters—narcissistic men
with embarrassing "complaints"—this

same Philip Roth, it turns out, has been

living a pastoral idyll for eleven years.

True, he spends some time in London;

but this eighteenth-century dairy farm is

home. While Nathan Zuckerman was

bruising his soul in Chicago (in The Anat-

omy Lesson, the final volume in Roth's

just-completed trilogy), Roth was curling

up before the fireplace in his grey shin-

gled house. "In the winter," he says fond-

ly, "the smoke curling from the chimney

looks like a child drew it."

A simple life, but not a solitary one.

Roth lives here with British actress Claire

rously exotic here: the way she is

dressed—in a flowing cotton skirt striped

with burgundy, blue, and black; and her

jewelry—amber beads from Marrakesh

(a gift from Philip), silver bracelets and

rings. She is always quietly moving and

twisting her hands in her lap as she

speaks. Her legs are perfectly still.

She is one of those women who can im-

perceptibly enter or leave a room: part

discipline, part grace. She is never obvi-

ous. When she brings the coffee and tea,

you never hear the cups clink, and you

can't remember how she got past you and

sat down.

Philip Roth, on the other hand, is rath-

er sudden—he can move fast. No hurry;

he just seems to like getting from one

point to another, like any good adminis-

trator. He shows the house, pointing out

this added-on window, that original roof;

that cartoon on the wall of his study (he

also writes in a log cabin on the grounds),

a friend's drawing of a writer knifing a ro-

tund and prostrate critic; the custom-

made writing board that the author uses

on plane trips. Not pointed out (no need):

suggesting some bird of prey, an eagle. He
is probably amused by his looks.

The television version of The Ghost

Writer is Roth's first attempt at translat-

ing his fiction into film. He wrote the

script. He also suggested Claire Bloom
for the role of Hope. Beyond that, Roth

says, he had little influence. "Once the

writing was finished, I was sent off to pas-

ture. People were very courteous to me. I

was treated like a nice old gent. 'Put Mr.

Roth into a taxicab. Be sure he doesn't

fall.' " Expendable—and that was, per-

haps, a new experience for Philip Roth.

"The point about being a novelist is

that you're absolutely in charge. You're

the director, and you're the casting direc-

tor, and you're the cast. I think I prefer

that."

The Ghost Writer, the first novel in

Roth's trilogy, is the story of Nathan

Zuckerman, a rising young writer who
has come on a sort of pilgrimage to the

isolated rural home of E.I. Lonoff, an ag-

ing literary giant who has removed him-

self from his admiring public in order to

write. As Zuckerman learns, Lonoffs no-

Bloom, a friend for many years—another

worldly, displaced spirit, although, un-

like Roth's, her fame has never verged on

infamy. If anything, she has had to battle

the world's vision of her as "the English

rose"—a dark, delicate beauty who
seemed born to play Ophelia, or Juliet,

but has bared her thorns in roles ranging

from Blanche DuBois, in A Streetcar

Named Desire, to Lady Marchmain in

Brideshead Revisited. In January, Bloom
appears as a New England woman mar-

ried to a famous and temperamental au-

thor in a BBC/PBS co-production of

Roth's novel The Ghost Writer—a role

she felt supremely competent to play.

"I was so rich, you know. I knew so

much. ... It was, in a way, our house

—

not our happiness, but our quiet life, re-

created out there in Vermont. Very
strange. But I'd lived it. I knew what to

do in the kitchen, and I knew the attitude

of a writer when he doesn't want to be

disturbed by the telephone. . . . And then,

I'd had the advantage of talking to Philip

about it
"

Claire Bloom is sitting on the long

wicker sofa in a room of the house that

was converted from a woodshed and is

now a sort of sunporch. She looks deco-

the poster of Kafka; the photos of

Claire—as the Queen in Richard II, and

with Chaplin; the large picture of Tol-

stoy; the alphabetized books; the paper-

-back edition of Portnoy et Son Complexe.

Roth seems to take pleasure in his

house and grounds, which he describes as

"manageable." He is not playing the gen-

tleman farmer: no puttering in the gar-

den, no tilling of the soil. He is here to

write. When Philip and Claire sit outside,

in a screen-enclosed dome, it is not to

commune with nature—or with each oth-

er. They both bring books and, explains

Roth, "I say ssh a lot."

Right now, he is making his way past

the yellow daisies, past the chorus of

crickets in the meadow, toward the old

house. He is laying some ground rules for

the interview—everything's under con-

trol. He is also making jokes, for his own
amusement: he is a man who likes to

laugh. You would also guess that he likes

to brood. He especially enjoys punting

questions (Interviewer: "How did you

and Claire meet?" Roth: "At the senior

prom. Claire was there with another guy,

but I had the car.") He has an uncom-
monly distinctive profile—you would
know him immediately in silhouette

—

ble vocation is a torture to his wife, Hope,

a white-haired Boston aristocrat, and an

inspiration to one Amy Bellette, an en-

chanting girl-woman who helps Lonoff

organize his work with a passion that dis-

tresses Hope still more. But who is Amy,
where is she from? She has an accent

("from the country of Fetching," as Lon-

off cavalierly remarks). For Nathan, she

becomes a fantasy: She is Anne Frank,

miraculously alive and in her late twen-

ties, hiding herself from the world in or-

der to keep her legend intact.

When this scenario evolved in Philip

Roth's brain, it made one kind of sense.

Onstage—that was another matter. Roth:

"When you write a book, no matter how
much you 'see' it, you don't see it—the

force of actuality is not present." For ex-

ample, the character of Hope—she

turned out to be rather stronger in person

than she did on the page. Stronger than

Roth knew.

"When Philip wrote about her," says

Bloom, "one saw her as a rather passive,

beaten-down woman, interesting because

of her relationship to her husband. I

didn't realize that she was interesting in

herself. But when you, as an actress, start

to bring her to (Continued on page 603)
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The writer Nathan Zuckerman comes down with a mysteriousphysical

affliction—pure pain, beginning in his neck and shoulders, invading

his torso, and takingpossession ofhis life. Zuckerman, whose work was

his life, is unable to write. To add to his suffering, he 's going bald. In this

sectionfrom Philip Roth 'sforthcoming novel, "The Anatomy Lesson
"

(Farrar, Straus & Giroux), Zuckerman has become a customer at

Anton 's, a hair clinic at the old Commodore Hotel in New York City.

He is assigned for treatments to the Polish refugee, Jaga. It is 1973.

I^

Jaga, during his opening hour at Anton's Trichological Clin-

ic, had looked to him first, in white bandanna and long white

smock, like a novitiate in a nursing order; then she spoke, and
the Slavic accent—along with the clinician's get-up and the

dutiful weary professionalism with which she worked her fin-

gers across his scalp—reminded him of the women physicians

in Cancer Ward, another of the works from which he'd taken

stern instruction during his week in traction. His was the last

appointment of the day, and after his second session, as he was
leaving the Commodore and heading home, he caught sight of

her ahead of him out on Vanderbilt Avenue. She was in a

weatherworn black felt coat whose red embroidered hem was
coming loose at the back. The shoddy look of a coat once

stylish somewhere else subverted somewhat that aura of de-

tached superiority that she affected alone in a cubicle with a

balding man. The hurried agitated gait made her look like

someone on the run. Maybe she was: running from more of

the questions he'd begun to ask during the pleasant fingertip

massage. She was small and fragile, with a complexion the

color of skim milk and a tiny, pointed, bony, tired face, a face

532

a little ratlike until, at the end of the session, she undid the

bandanna and disclosed the corn-silk sheen of her ash-blond

hair, and with it a delicacy otherwise obscured in that mask so

tiny and taut with strain. The undecipherable violet eyes were

suddenly startling. Still, he made no effort on the street to

catch up. He couldn't run because of the pain, and when he

remembered the heavy sarcasm with which she'd spit on his

few amiable questions, he decided against calling her name.

"Helping people," she'd replied, when he asked how she got

into trichology. "I love helping anyone with a problem." Why
had she emigrated to America? "I dreamed all my life of

America." What did she make of it here? "Everybody so nice.

Everybody wishing you to have a good day. We do not have

such nice people in Warsaw."

The next week, to his invitation for a drink, she said yes

—

curtly, as though she'd said no. She was in a hurry, could stay

for no more than a quick glass of wine. In the booth at the bar

she drank three quick glasses, and then explained her Ameri-

can sojourn without his having even inquired. "I was bored in

Warsaw, I had ennui. I wanted a change." The next week she

again said yes as though it were no, and this time she had five

glasses of wine. "Hard to believe you left simply because you

were bored." "Don't be banal," she told him. "I don't want

your sympathy. The client needs sympathy, not the techni-

cian with her full head of hair." The following week she came

to his apartment, and through the prism glasses he watched as

by herself she finished off the bottle he'd given her to open.

Because of the pain he could no longer uncork a wine bottle.

He was sipping vodka through a bent glass straw.

"Why do you lie on the floor?" she asked.

"Too tedious to go into."

"Were you in an accident?"

"Not that I remember. Were you, Jaga?"

"You must live more through people," she told him.

"How do you know how I should live?!'

Drunkenly she tried to pursue her theme. "You must learn

to live through other people." Because of the wine and be-

cause of her accent, two-thirds of what she was saying was

incomprehensible to him.

At the door he helped her into the coat. She had stitched up

the hem since he'd first spotted her hurrying along Vanderbilt

Avenue, but what the coat needed was a new lining. Jaga

seemed herself to have no lining at all. She looked like some-

thing that had been peeled of its rind, exposing a wan semi-

transparent whiteness that wasn't even an inner membrane

but the bare, pallid pulp of her being. He thought that if he

touched her the sensation would make her scream.

"There's something corrupt about both of us," she said.

"What are you talking about?"

"Monomaniacs like you and me. I must never come here

again."

Soon she was stopping by every evening on her way home.

She began wearing eye shadow and to smell of a peppery per-

fume, and the face tightened up like a little rat's only when he

persisted in asking the stupidest of his questions. She arrived

in a new silk blouse the same pale violet as her eyes; though

the topmost button was left carelessly undone, she made no

Copyright © 1983 by Philip Roth



move toward the playmat. She stretched instead across the

sofa, snuggled cozily there under the afghan and poured out

glass after glass of red wine—and then ran off to the Bronx.

She climbed the library ladder in her stocking feet and

browsed through the shelves. She asked from the topmost

rung if she could borrow a book, and then forgot to take it

home. Each day another nineteenth-century American classic

was added to the stack left behind on his desk. Half contemp-

tuously, satirizing herself, him, his library, his ladder, derid-

ing seemingly every human dream and aspiration, she labeled

where she piled the books "My spot."

"Why not take them with you?" Zuckerman asked.

"No, no, not with great novels. I am too old for this form of

seduction. Why do you allow me to come here anyway, to the

sacred sanctuary of art? I am not an 'interesting character.'
"

"What did you do in Warsaw?"

"I did in Warsaw the same as I do here."

"Jaga, why not give me a break? Why not a straight answer

to one lousy question?"

"Please, if you are looking for somebody interesting to

write about, invite from the clinic one of Anton's other girls.

They are younger and prettier and sillier, they will be flattered

that you ask lousy question. They have more adventures to

tell than I do. You can get into their pants and they can get

into your books. But if you are looking at me for sex, I am not

interested, I hate lust. It's a nuisance. I don't like the smells, I

don't like the sounds. Once, twice with somebody is fine

—

beyond that, it's a partnership in dirt."

"Are you married?"

"I am married. I have a daughter of thirteen. She lives with

her grandmother in Warsaw. Now do you know everything

about me?"

"What does your husband do?"

"What does he 'do'? He is not a graphomaniac like you.

Why does an intelligent man ask stupid questions about what

people 'do'? Because you are an American or because you are

this graphomaniac? If you are writing a book and you want

me to help you with my answers, I cannot. I am too dull. I am
just Jaga with her upskis and downskis. And if you are trying

to write a book by the answers that you get, then you are too

dull."

"I ask you questions to pass the time. Is that sufficiently

cynical to suit you?"

"I don't know about politics, I am not interested in politics,

I don't want to answer questions about Poland. I don't care

about Poland. To hell with all those things. I came here to get

away from all that and I will appreciate it if you will leave me
be about things that are the past."

On a windy November evening, with rain and hail blowing

up against the windows, and the temperature down below

freezing, Zuckerman offered Jaga ten dollars for a cab. She

threw the money at him and left. Minutes later she was back,

the black felt coat already sopping wet. "When do you want to

see me again?"

"Up to you. Whenever you're feeling resentful enough."

As though to bite, she lunged for his lips. The next after-

noon she said, "The first time I kissed anyone in two years."

"What about your husband?"

"We don't even do that anymore."

The man with whom she'd defected wasn't her husband.

This was revealed to him the first time Jaga undid the remain-

ing buttons of the new silk blouse and knelt beside him on the

playmat.

"Why did you defect with him?"

"You see, I should not have told you even that much. I say

'defect' and you are excited. An interesting character. You are

more excited by the word 'defect' than you are by my body.

My body is too skinny." She removed her blouse and bra and

threw them onto the desk, by the pile of unborrowed books.

"My breasts are not the right size for an American man. I

know that. They are not the right American shape. You did

not know that I would look this old."

"On the contrary, it's a child's body."

"Yes, a child. She suffered from the Communists, poor

child—I'll put her in a book. Why must you be so banal?"

"Why must you be so difficult?"

"It's you who are difficult. Why don't you just let me come
here and drink your wine and pretend with borrowing books

and kiss you, if I feel like it. Any man with half of a heart

would do this. At moments you should be forgetting about

writing books all the time. Here"—and after undoing her

skirt and raising her slip, she turned around on her knees and

leaned her weight forward onto the palms of her hands.

"Here, you can see my ass. Men like that. You can do it to me
from behind. The first time and you can do anything you want

to me, anything at all that pleases you, except to ask me more

ofyour questions.
"

"Why do you hate it so much here?"

"Because I am left out here! Stupid man, of course I hate it

here! I live with a man who is left out. What can he do here?

It's all right that I work in a hair clinic. But not for a man. He
would take a job like that and he would crumble up in a year.

But I begged him to run away with me, to save me from that

madness, and so I cannot ask him to start to sweep floors in

New York City."

"What did he work at before coming here?"

"You would misunderstand if I told you. You would think

it was 'interesting.'
"

"Maybe I misunderstand less than you think."

"He saved me from the people who were poisoning my life.

Now I must save him from exile. He saved me from my hus-

band. He saved me from my lover. He saved me from the

people destroying everything I love. Here I am his eyes, his

voice, his source of survival. If I left, it would kill him. It isn't

a matter of being loved, it's a matter of loving somebody

—

whether you can believe that or not."

"Nobody asked you to leave him."

Jaga uncorked a second bottle ofwine and, seated naked on

the floor beside him, quickly drank half of it down. "But I

want to," she said.

"Who is he?"

"A boy. A boy who did not use his head. That is what my
lover asked him in Warsaw. He saw us in a cafe and he came
up to him and he was furious. 'Who are you?' he shouted at

the boy."

"What did the boy answer?"

"He answered, 'None of your business.' To you that does

not sound so heroic. But it is, when one man is half the age of

the other."

"He ran away with you to be a hero, and you ran away with

him to run away."

"And now you think you under- (Continued on page 597)
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Gary Cooper

William Holden

-

> do I love thee? Let mej

vays. I love thee for;

peluian) »uth; thy snarl-

ing lips thy coolly indifferent;

eyes; thy smooth, peach-fuzz;

ppling biceps; thy
i

thy thighs, trim and!

lie from working out; thy:

;ow boyish hips; thy stum-i

g speech; thy wiggle of a
j

'^.alk. . . . Elizabeth Barrett

Browning might not have ex-

pressed it that way, but then:

she didn't have such paragons

;

of male pulchritude as Rich-

ard Gere, Christopher Reeve,

Matt Dillon, and Mel Gibson,

i such insinuatingly sexy

studs as Michael Pare, John

Travolta, and Sly Stallone pa-

rading their bodies beautiful

across the screen.

Now gorgeous men are not

exactly a novelty in movies.

Think back on Barrymore and

alentino, Errol Flynn and

obert Taylor, Tyrone Power

and Gary Cooper, all men
hose dazzling profiles and

elicacy of feature entitled

hem to object status as love

idols. But they didn't seem

aware of the havoc they creat-

ed, or what the mirror on the

wall plainly told them. They

continued to play out their

roles as pursuers of women,
however much we—and

they—might know, in our se-

cret hearts, that they were the

pursued. The attraction until

recently, was cerebral and ro-

mantic. We yearned for them

from the neck up, so to

speak—at least officially. And
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{poke of our crushes, when we
poke of them at all, in subli-

nated and passionately ethe-

Sreal terms like "Divine" and

| "Dreamboat."

Now the attraction is out-

and-out physical. In American

Gigolo, in which he plays a

tor hire and thus the ulti-

late male narcissist, Richard

ere is the most delectable ob-

jet d'art in an apartment
^stocked with exquisite acces-

sories of the trade. As he

reaches out for a tie, his hand
through a closet full of

pean silk imports, the

a takes a pleasure no less

and materialistic

—

s body. In Breathless

have a clause in his

act requiring so many
of chest exposure per

re?) his Hawaiian-print

seem always to be burst

t the buttons, signaling

(th the promise of brawn be-

lt h. and the rounded tum-

/ of the junk-food addict as

tits the new slob chic

While they don't have
Geres insolence, Eric Roberts

and Matt Dillon have a simi-

larly brooding and even more
feminine beauty. Each is part-

with women who are

'pretty" than they are:

s with Sissy Spacek in

'dy Man, Dillon with the

Meg Tilly in Tex. In

, they are, in effect,

rsued, the love objects,

t he camera treats them ac-

>rd ingly No less tenderly ca-

is the beefcake body of

Stallone in the Rocky
the gracefully lithe

vplta in Saturday
id Staying Alive.

adorable Tom
in his parents'

Risky Business, does a

romping rock-'n-roller imper-
sonation wearing only his

(Continued on page 595)

Alms,

ilone

Sean^f Mickey Rourke^

This isn't Hollywood's first fling with the
gorgeous young man; once patrician of

profile, nimble of mind and wit, he is now
a bad-boy prole pinup who sneers and
preens, the object of our affection—and
worse. The question is: what's in it for us?

Mel



Two by Snowdon,

from Sittings:19794983

his book ofportraits

published this month

Thejockey togs can 't quite disguise thefact that it 's

the Prince of Wales who lurks within. He's poised,

yet uncomfortable, his face caught between royal

deadpan and something more amused. A self-con-

scious laugh? Or has his unclejust gotten offa good
one? Well never know. Future kings don't tell.

Snowdon 's Thatcher: Here's theface that launched
a hundred ships, staring down the camera as if it

were an Argentine junta. Her lips betray a woman
offlesh and blood, but the image isfar more royal

than parliamentary; Elizabeth /should have gazed
so confidently.
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By Miles Chapman

It
looks comfortable

enough, the chair on the

front of Snowdon's new
book. Solid, polished, tra-

ditional, it is the chair in the

photographer's London stu-

dio, the chair many of the illus-

trious "sitters" in Sittings:

1979-1983 (Harper & Row)
actually "sat" on. But it also

brings to mind another, less

comfortable piece of furniture.

Stare hard enough into their

eyes and some of Snowdon's

subjects seem to be aware of it.

He certainly is. He uncovers

the thought in his revealing in-

troduction: "Being photo-

graphed is a bit like being in

the electric chair. . .
."

This may come as some-

thing of a shock, especially to

those who sit on it.

These portraits, mostly

commissioned by British

Vogue and the London Sunday

Times, are of actors, sports-

men, artists, politicians, the

occasional royal
—

"people,"

he told me, "who have been in

the news." Some are so much
so that one name suffices: Oliv-

ier, Nureyev, Thatcher, Diana.

They, of all people, should be

used to, less discomfited by,

being photographed. Particu-

larly in the comforting knowl-

edge that this photographer

has himself "been in the news."

Snowdon's studio is tiny, de-

liberately unimpressive, unin-

timidating. And he doesn't go

in for fancy lighting. He
achieves that level, unsmiling

gaze with daylight. Everything

is stripped, laid bare, "within

the emptiness, the terror, of a

plain background." As he

works, there is no encouraging

chatter, no distracting disco

music. Instead, there are dis-

concerting nervous pauses,

longueurs of "agonizing slow-

ness and silence" until the sit-

ter's public mask melts or

cracks. "Often the only way

that one can break through

someone's prepared face is to

make them slightly uncom-

fortable, physically or mental-

ly." So the pictures may have

the formal simplicity of the

emperor's face on a Roman
coin, but Snowdon interposes

his ground-glass lens between

the sitter's eyes and our eyes,

refracting something unex-

pected, something human in

the clear light of day. V

Miles Chapman is Executive

Editor of England's "latter.
"
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BY STANLEY CROUCH

Jazz is the most vital and significant mu-

sic being made in the United States. In

more ways than one, jazz projects the

earthiness, the majesty, and the optimism

of the American spirit as no other art

quite does—expresses a world of experi-

ence that stretches from the alley to the

penthouse, from the room full of rough-

necks to the gala thick with royalty.

Jazz's _ roots are African, Latin,

and European, but its

melodies, rhythms, har-

monies, and moods
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Left: Jazz trombonist

Craig Harris, of the adven-

turous David Murray Octet.

Right: Jazz for the eye . . .

an improvisation using pa-

per, scissors, paint, from
Henri Matisse's book

"Jazz. " first published in

1947. now in a gorgeous

new edition, almostfacsimi-

le size (George Braziller)

Sylvia Plachy

are ail-American. I say all-American be-

cause great-jazz and musicians have come
from the South, the Southwest, and Mid-

west, the East and West coasts, giving the

music the many tints and accents of this

country's people.

Much of this music's excitement comes
from the fact that it is often improvised,

that the performer must make something

happen at the moment you are listening;

and, as one musician pointed out, there is

little as thrilling as hearing a group of sen-

sitive musicians create immaculate art in

the whirlpool of the moment.

But exaltation is what jazz is mostly

about—it is good-time music and an art

"in the service of happiness," as Louis

Armstrong said. Melancholy lyrics and

melodies are almost always counterpoint-

ed by dancing, tail-twitching rhythms,

forming a double consciousness that well

reflects the sweet and sour soul of our

century.

Unlike rock, jazz is not a music of trivi-

al rebellion and unearned cynicism but

one of victory and celebration. Its great

composers have been men like Duke
Ellington and Thelonious Monk, its

great improvisors players Armstrong and

Sonny Rollins. Though it has long main-

tained its quality, jazz rises and falls in

popularity like all arts—more because of

trends than anything else.

What now amounts to a golden age has

come with the waning of a ten-year trend

called "jazz-rock," where musicians like

Miles Davis imitated the music and the

dress of rock and roll performers. In the

process, rock musicians and fans began to

condescend to jazz artists in the way teen-

agers do to those adults who fear missing

the fashion boat and ape their clothes,

slang, and arrogantly uniformed opin-

ions. But many of the (Continued)

Stanley Crouch, one-time jazz drummer,
writes on jazz, books, and theaterfor "The

Village Voice. "He is currently working on

"Bird, The Life of Charlie Parker.
"
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players who had cashed in on jazz-rock

have now come back into the fold, the

popularity of period musicals has rekin-

dled interest in real songs as opposed to

electric ditties; and jazzmen, long sym-

bols of glamour, have ceased coming on

bandstands looking as though they are re-

hearsing in somebody's basement. There

is a great deal of club work in New York

especially, domestic and international

jazz festivals, and the fine work of small

recording companies that parallel "little"

literary magazines.

It is not that jazz is about to storm the

barricades of enormous popularity, but

that there is again an audience for the

high, romantic, jaunty, and visceral spirit

that is the character of the music. It is an

art being served well by the young and the

old, making for a sweep of revelations

that extends from a classical master to the

surging curiosity of a prodigy.

THE SINGERS
Jazz singing is rooted in the blues, where

women first made erotic declarations that

ushered in a new level ofsophistication in

popular singing. From that source have

come singers who can improvise improve-

ments on popular songs and insert levels of

experience and expectation that make lis-

tening to a jazz vocalist so fascinating.

Sarah Vaughan's command of an instru-

ment that has conquered time in a way no

opera singer's has is one of the true mir-

acles of the age. Her range crosses regis-

ters that seem impossible—baritone to

soprano—and the triumphant assertion

of selfhood, from the giddy to the sensu-

ous to the stately, explodes into a univer-

sality of such overwhelming gifts that the

highly respected Gunther Schuller of the

Berkshire Music Center calls her "the

greatest singer ofour time." Whether per-

forming with her own trio or interpreting

Gershwin with an orchestra under the ba-

ton of Michael Tilson Thomas, Sarah

Vaughan uses a breadth of expression

equal to her peerless virtuosity.

Ella Fitzgerald has been a professional

singer for almost fifty years and her artis-

tic teeth were cut in the band battles of

Harlem's legendary Savoy Ballroom. She

easefully maintains her position as "the

first lady of swing" with a beat and a way
of phrasing that immediately create an at-

mosphere of artful exuberance, while her

poetic emotion imbues ballads with an

unforced tenderness and her blues rendi-

tions bubble with a soaring jauntiness. As
Ella Htzgerald Sings, Count Basie Plays

(Pablo) proves, she can still provide that

unique mix of naive sorrow and seasoned

celebration. (Continued on page 600)
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've been attached, for close to

ten years, to a three-record set

called Escalator over the Hill,

by composer-arranger-pianist

Carla Bley. It's a meaty, jazzy,

opera-like thing with only the

vaguest story. At first listen,

Bley's chord progressions and

the bigness of her arrange-

ments put me in mind of the

late Charles Mingus.

Mingus was a big sexy bear

of a man. Ten years ago, I attributed the

robustness of his music to what I then

called "maleness." When I first played

Escalator, I leafed through its accompa-

nying booklet seeking a picture of Bley to

find out what kind of bear/woman wrote

it. And there she was—a cute ingenue

with the sassy look of a Swarthmore soph

summering in Florence. Her music re-

minded me of Mingus?

Don't blame me. Jazz has been credit-

ed with breaking down barriers. It's been

called free form, liberated, and the music

of sex. So, how come the gender roles of

its players have been set like cement until

now? The boys got to play horns and

drums and shake the leader's stick; the

girls got to sing and some (Mary Lou Wil-

liams, for example) got to play the piano.

A woman who wanted to play a horn had

to start her own group or join a gimmicky

all-girl band where a string of pearls was

as essential as the right note. Think Mari-

lyn Monroe in Some Like It Hot.

No one can dispute the hard work and

musicianship of the great so-called

"thrushes." It's not as though they just

opened their mouths and a song fell out,

although Betty Carter has worked her en-

tire adult life to make us think so. But

there's the impression that women got to

sing because the guys couldn't duplicate

the sexual innuendo of the female voice.

And women pianists were okay because

they sat down.

As elsewhere in society, those old lim-

its no longer apply. Women who lead and

play standing up are making major moves
on the bandstand. That's where the Carla

Bley lesson comes in: the gender of the

player really doesn't matter to the music.

You can't say anything collectively about

women players; in fact, women jazz play-

ers vary as much as their male counter-

parts. It would be fatuous and probably

Kate Nolan, a great fan of women's jazz,

writesfrom Chicago about music and sev-

eral other subjects.

sexist to go looking for that female touch

that has been missing until now. Women
instrumentalists only wish that some of

|

the older male musicians would listen to

them with their eyes closed.

The music is heaving with female mus-

cle these days. Here are a few women with

great chops. And we're not talking "pret-

ty good ... for girls" either.

Carla Bley—Since Escalator, she's be-

come famous as a composer and as a

character. Her live sets are rare but won-
j

derful. Her style of conducting is right
|

out of a Looney Toon. Her latest album,

Social Studies (ECM) features the "Reac-

tionary Tango"—written at the time of

the Reagan election.

Toshiko Akiyoshi—Like Bley, she's

highly acclaimed as a composer and ar-

ranger. She and her husband, Lew Ta-

backin, lead the best touring big band in

the business. Seven albums are out; the

first was Insights (RCA AFL), the latest,

Finesse (Concord).

Vi Reed—A terrific tenor sax player in

the mold of Charlie Parker, one of her

contemporaries. She tours as a headliner.

Look for her on Lady Soul (Atco).

Joanne Brackeen—Composer-pianist

leads her own groups, playing her own
compositions. Her album: Ancient Dynas-

ty (Columbia).

Melba Liston—One of the few women to

get on the bandstand in the 'forties and

'fifties with Dizzy Gillespie and Gerald

Wilson, this trombonist came out of re-

tirement to start her own band in 1980.

Hear her on Bebop Revisited, Vol. I (Xan-

adu).

Ann Patterson and Maiden Voyage—
Patterson is a reed player who started her

jumping West Coast all-female band to

create jobs for women. They were a big

hit last year at the Playboy Jazz festival

but haven't yet recorded their music.

Emily Remler—A guitarist whose only

peers are the most revered male players

such as Kenny Burrell and Charlie Byrd.

Album: Take Two (Concord).

Janice Robinson—A trombonist who has

played with the best big band in the coun-

try and also headlines her own groups.

Hear her with the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis
|

Orchestra on The Suite For Pops (Hori-

zon).

And to close, here's some news for any-

one who wants to hear the hottest new vo-

calist in jazz: it's a boy. Check out Bobby

McFerrin and you won't worry about the
|

future of jazz singing.
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Three collaborators: pho; imontage by Robert Rauschenberg

Everybody—who is anybody in art, dance, music, fashion—is getting into the act. The "collaboration,"

a great collage of sound, motion, spectacle attracting the most adventurous major artists, is being
celebrated now through December at the Brooklyn Academy of Music's Next Wave Festival. In these
all-star events, the dance does and doesn't move to the music; costume doesn't have to reveal any
character but its own. "This is what I'm doing," declares one collaborator to the others. "And you?"
Robert Rauschenberg, veteran of mixed-media events, designed visuals and costumes for Set and

f^i a m nf%f*% JlTlf^AI Reset- His photomontage (above, constructed for Vogue) is part sketches of the

wJLaLa/AD^JKr% I mill set and part 'ma8es °f himself, his collaborators: Post-Modernist choreographer
Trisha Brown and composer, performing artist, violinist Laurie Anderson. Say*

Brown, "What we three can count on is that the othertwo will be independent and successfully ^rever-
ent." Also in the series: composer Philip Glass's opera The Photographer.

.

. .Minimalist choreogra-
pher Lucinda Childs's Available Light, with set by architect Frank Gehry, costumes by fashion

designer Shamask. . . .And Hemispheres, an exploration of the brain's left and right sides, as wel
of the fusion of East and West: with Molissa Fenley's athletic ballet-cum-Balinese dance: IWs vol*

nous designs of Rei Kawakubo of Comme des Garcons, wrapping dancers who wsov«» through Keo>
Expressionist Francesco Clemente's idea of a set—while Anthony Davis' jazzy music alays on,—J.C.
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Provence—that sun-ravish

gion of Southern France
fields of poppies, hillsides of laven-

der and rosemary beguile with
sense-reeling fragrances . . . The
"most magical of all provinces,"

sighs Waverley Root in his classic,

The Food of France, swooning
over "the luminosity of its colors"

and the noble deference of its

houses to the land: "They have be-

come part of the landscape, baked
into it by the synthesizing heat of
the Provencal sun."

To visit Provence is to dream of .

somehow staying on. Ari'Amerj-
can designer, Dick-Dumas/^sited
some years ago and rearranged his

s

life so that he nqw spends a

jenth-century mas (Pro-
vencal for rarmhouse) in a sflhj

village in haute Provence
Walking down the hd\,- -dusty
^d that winds along the ancient

crumbling wall, one mi'gtfl never
guess what refreshment lies be-
hind the heavy wooden door. set

into its handsome stone frarn£_
right. Open, this is the doorway to?
Provence at its most intensely
beautiful; beyond the pebbled
courtyard and the mas lie plains of
scarlet poppies stretching for
miles to the smoky blue Luberon
mountains, left. (Continued)





In Provence . .

.

the ancient and the exotic,

the brutal and the sleek

When Dumas found this mas, it had been owned for generations by

the same peasant family, and before that was a parcel of the farm

belonging to the town's ancient monastery. Dumas retained the rug-

ged integrity of the house—its heavy wood and plaster beams, crude

stone walls—and played rough against smooth with his choice of

gleaming white tile floors. He washed the whole house with unifying

cool whiteness, then warmed it with deep earth and coral tones.

As his private symbol for the house (Dumas is fascinated with

symbols as design), he took the triangular niches along one wall of

the courtyard, where the monks kept their beehives. In abstract,

these niches appear on the quilted cotton coverings that Dumas de-

signed for the large sofas in the living room, left, and as a kind of

pediment in the library, above. This room, now a hive of books, was

the only one inhabited by the farm's family; the living room was

where the animals were housed, and is justly dominated now by a

sweet-eyed bull atop a carved wooden chair (nineteenth-century

Scottish) and a fiercely grimacing Chinese Fo dog. Scenting the air

with the fragrance of Provence: potpourri made by Dumas from lav-

ender, orange, and lemon zests, geranium petals. (Continued)

David Massey
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In Provence . .

.
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In this soft-aired climate, a white

graveled courtyard, above, be-

comes living room and dining

room, open to the sky—a navy-

blue pool at one end (not shown)

and, at the other, a series of sum-

mer sitting rooms shielded from

the dazzling brightness by cur-

tains. The plantings here—all the

dusky, muted, silvery greens that

charm the eye in Provence.

Left: A collection of nineteenth-

century brass-framed mirrors,

from French cafes and restau-

rants, burnishes the bathroom's

immaculate whiteness. The splen-

did island of a tub is wrapped in

stone from the quarry near the

neighboring town of Gordes.

Opposite page: In the bedroom,

Dumas jests with a pair of Louis

Quinze fauteuils—covering them

in a bold, primitive batik from Af-

rica's Gold Coast—and stretches

rough stripes on the great grand-

father of modern reclining

chairs, a Louis Seize fauteuil del

malades ("sick peoples' chair").

David M.i'
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sun, garlic, charming rogues,

dne turned into geography
—the soul and spirit

of Provence captured
by novelist Anthony Burgess

"O for a beaker full of the warm South,"

yearned John Keats. He got that beaker,

whose name was death, in Rome in 1821.

But while he was merely listening to the

nightingale in a Hampstead garden, it

was a vaguer location he had in mind. He
longed for "dance and Provengal song,

and sunburnt mirth." He never went to

Provence and, like most people, was
probably unsure where exactly it was, but

his yearning was typical of hordes of

Northerners freezing in a wet summer.
Provence, all sun, garlic, charming
rogues, and hotblooded girls, is wine
turned into geography. It's a place in the

mind, like the Middle Ages. What is the

reality?

The reality on the map of France looks

a bit like a sitting duck that has had its

head blown off. The tail is on the Italian

border and the neck is stuffed, appropri-

ately, with the town of Orange. The
duck's breast is stroked by the river

Rhone and the webbed feet are hidden in

the Mediterranean. Hidden in the back-

feathers is the northernmost town of Bar-

celonette (so named on the insistence of

its inhabitants, who originated in the big

Barcelona). Provence contains— for tiie

sake of administrative ease—the whole of

the Cote d'Azur, but it is not just a matter

of administration. The province—which

love to-and from-,
the Romans called Provincia Romana—is

defined by its language.

If you read Dante's Purgatorio, you

will get a sudden shock when the poet Ar-

naud Daniel shoves sounds like the cries

of a wounded bird into the steady flow of

the Florentine Italian. "Ara vos prec, " he

calls, "nel temps di mi dolor. , .

" (I beg

you, in the time of my grief. . . .) This is

the great language known as Provengal.

Note, it is not a mere dialect. It is neither

French nor Spanish nor Italian. It con-

tains its own dialects—including Nigois

and the tongue of the principality of Mo-
naco, where I am at this moment writing.

You can push the continuum of the lan-

guage as far west as Catalonia (the people

of Barcelona do not speak Spanish) and as

far east as Genoa, where they do not

speak Italian.

There used to be three varieties of the

big European language which subsisted

after the fall of the Roman Empire, the

language that originated from Latin.

These three were differentiated by the

word they used for "yes." Oui in the

north, si in Italy and Spain, but in Pro-

vence the word was oc. Hence, comes the

term langue d'oc or Occitanian. You
don't hear oc much nowadays, but you

<„an still find Occitanian poetry that

thrusts like a fist between French and

Italian. Provengal was the tongue of the

troubadours. It was a very great language

with a very great literature. It is strug-

gling, after centuries ofdomination by the

langue d'oui that they speak up in Paris,

back into the light. But who cares about

Occitanian when there is Dallas to

watch?

Provence, even today, is best consid-

ered a territory both culturally and tem-

peramentally very different from Paris. It

is in France, true, but it seems to be a

rather unwilling colony of it. Marseilles is

the second city of France and a great cap-

ital in its own right, as ancient as the

Phoenicians, and it insists on naming the

French national anthem. Toulon is a vast,

proud port. Nice is a cosmopolitan town

of pleasure crammed with crime and

roguery. There are Aix-en-Provence and

Aries. There is Avignon, once a papal

seat and the center of Western Christian-

ity. What is called the spirit of Provence is

enshrined in certain works of art or sub-

art contrived for the benefit of Paris

—

Marius, Fanny, Bizet's music to L'Arle-

sienne, some of the works of Darius Mil-

haud, Daudet's Lettres de Mon Moulin,

film characterizations by Raimu and Fer-

nandel. But the real spirit goes deeper

than pastiche and kitsch. It is a very an-

cient spirit.



Provence feels Roman. In places it

looks Roman even though it is modern.

Following the Provengal coastline in a

train from the Gare de Lyon, the very

configuration of the flat blocks and villas,

interspersed with palm, oleander, and fig

tree, seems to go back to the time of the

imperial settlement. The colors are white

and the white reflects strong sunlight.

There are bullfights that owe more to the

old cult of Mithras—brought in from

Persia and beloved of Roman legion-

naires—than to the Hemingwayesque
corrida. The bull is not slain. Young men
dressed in white—the razeteurs and the

cocardiers—merely have to show skill in

not being slain themselves. The only kill-

ing ever performed in a public entertain-

ment is purely emblematic. At carnival

time, the Caramantran—a big manne-
quin of straw that is dragged through the

streets—is judged, condemned, finally

burnt at the stake. This may be akin to the

northern rite of killing the god of winter,

but Provence has no strong sense of win-

try oppression. There is an echo of the

Roman Saturnalia in this sacrifice.

The Romans celebrated the Calendes

at the beginning of the month, and the

term Calendo survives in Provence for the

Christmas ceremonies, which seem more
pagan than Christian. The Cacho fio

mixes up Roman libations to the gods

with the celebration of the Mass. The san-

tons are intended to be Christian saints,

but they are really the Lares and Penates

who protected Roman households. Men
of Marseilles are traditionally christened

Marius, a fine old Roman name.

The Greeks were in Provence six hun-

dred years before Christ, and they survive

chiefly in Provencal music. The tambou-

rin, a deep drum made of walnut and kid-

skin, goes back to that ancient settlement,

as does the galoubet—a flute of boxwood.

Traditionally, both instruments are

played by the same man, and their

sound—heard on both secular and sacred

occasions—is the true sound of Provence.

The guitar is there too, accompanying

those Provengal songs known as can-

taires. I heard one once in which the sing-

er implored a lady to let him put his little

saint in her chapel. There is the final fu-

sion of the act of faith and the act of plea-

sure, hard to separate in Provence.

Let us come now to food. Eat in Pro-

vence and you will know you are not in

Paris. This is not butter territory; things

are cooked in olive oil. You eat your fish

soup—which in Marseilles is exalted to

the bouillabaisse—with rouille, whose
main ingredients are olive oil and garlic.

The great fish here is the rascasse or scor-

pion of the sea, without which (

becoming rare) no bouillabaisse

tionally possible. The red mullet _
get, superb here, is called sea woodcock.

Dry though Provence is, scoured by sun

and the fierce mistral, there are innumer-

able clear streams which yield splendid

crayfish. The sheep of Sisteron and Sa-

vournon, the hares and wild boar of the

hinterland provide fine roasts and civets.

The Haut-Var has truffled pates. Aibli,

however, is the true speciality of the re-

gion—a cream made of garlic, egg yolks,

and olive oil that typically is mixed with

pounded boiled cod (which sounds better

when called morue bouillie).

Olive oil, garlic, and the herbs of the

Provengal hills—these characterize the

cuisine. Thyme, rosemary, sage, fennel,

laurel, basil, savory are not merely sea-

sonings but magical essences, means of

communicating with the earth. Each herb

has its special use: sage makes pork more

digestible; thyme clears the toxins from

roast wild boar. Garlic is thought of as a

sweet herb, not as an acetylene blast. The

herb and vegetable world is most typical-

ly celebrated in the great soupe au pis-

tou—compounded of beans, carrots,

zucchini, tomatoes, leeks, and a little ver-

micelli. That sounds bland enough, but

the incomparable Provengal flavor

springs from the compound—sage, basil,

garlic—you pound in a mortar. And, of

course, you do not forget the olive oil.

Wine? The beaker full of the warm
South is not, alas, all it is cracked up to be.

The wines of the C6tes-du-Rhone—the

papal wines—will do well enough, but I

am not too happy with the Cotes-de-Pro-

vence commercial wines that you will be

offered all along the Mediterranean coast.

You need, these days, to avoid the com-

mercial products, with their damnable

chemical doctorings and excess of tannin.

You need to cultivate somebody who cul-

tivates a private vineyard. I am lucky. I

get admirable Provengal wine free by the

case from a wealthy baron who asks in

exchange no more than an occasional

handwritten message for his labels. But

your stomach may be less delicate than

mine (meaning that you may have abused

it less). No wine is bad. Wine in Provence

is potable history, legend, and myth. And
so far as France is concerned, this is

where wine began. It flowed from our

mother Greece along the Rhone into the

Saone, the Rhine, the fields of Cham-
pagne.

Love to Provence? Certainly. You will

be robbed, seduced, but finally enchant-

ed. Love from Provence? Provence loves

only itself. Here is pure Southern narcis-

sism. But there is a lot to love. V
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;e-what it

means now
BY EDITH LOEW MYERS

In her novel The Bleeding Mean (Bal lan-

tine), Marilyn French describes the hero-

ine, Dolores (a college professor, feisty,

live-minded, mother of two, survivor of

one disastrous marriage and several

bruising love affairs, tallish. a trifle too

thin, with grey-shot hair worn loose, lines

in her face, no makeup, and a high capaci-

ty for moral outrage), as "a woman of for-

ty-five who looked her age hut didn't look

middle-aged."' Interesting ...

Had her life been less stormy—or had

she used makcupor had plastic surgery or

dyed her hair or had it cut short in some
soft, upturning way—would Dolores

have looked younger than her age?

Should we assume that a forty-five-year-

oid woman of easier temperament and

gentler experience will look forty Or

possibly only thirty-seven? Even less?

Does anyone actually know what these

numbers look like today?

It's flattering, ofcourse, to chop off five

years from one's age and get away with it,

or to say you are this age and be told you

don't look a day over that age. But we

rather expect that the reality of women in

our time—a thirty-two-year-old shooting

off into space, an eighty-four-year-old

producing (Continued on page 560)
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ing so much
"younger" these

it may be

time for a new
definition — re-

vised and ad-

justed to our

current state of

fitness and

f you're only as

old as you feel,

maybe yOU're (Continued from page 559)

akn nnlw ^ nlH
™™mental sculptures, grand-

er lou Ui My ao \j\kj mothers (or women old enough

aS VOU lOOk But t0 be grandmothers )
running

J '

colleges, corporations, govern-

SinCe We're a I
ments, marathons—tends to

•

.

.. make mere numbers an increas-

teeling and lOOK- ingly inadequate, if not decep-

tive, guide to any age.

Apropos of this, a physician

we know was discussing with

the prospective surgeon the

QayS, it may De risks involved in performing a

fairly extensive operation on his

patient. "Tell me about her,"

said the surgeon. "She's seven-

ty-four," said her physician.

Vised and ad- "Don't give me numbers," said

the surgeon, "tell me what the

woman is like: Is she a young

seventy-four or an old seventy-

four?"

In other words (if we may
presume to read the surgeon's

health Of jUSt mind), are we talking about an

ii i
• old woman, or is this a person of

Wnat eaCn age IS zest and spirit, no more an old

Ql innnQpH tn fppl woman at seventy-four than the
bUppUbtJU LU ICC!

fictionai Dolores was middle-

and look like... a&ed at forty-five? Are we » in

fact, talking about what has be-

come almost a commonplace today: the woman who is

young at any age—young in head, young in attitude, fit and

resilient? She may or may not look younger than her chro-

nological age, but if we think she does it's likely to be be-

cause that age no longer looks the way we remember it from

old movies or magazines or our family album.

The pride of a local health club, for instance, is a woman
of sixty-eight who has been coming to the club since it

opened ten years ago. Three times a week she does the ma-
chines; every evening (she works days), she does forty-five

minutes of calisthenics, followed by forty-five minutes of

yoga and ten laps in the pool. Her body is not the body of the

thirty-year-old at the next locker—but neither is it the body
of the fifty-year-old who hasn't flexed a muscle since she cut

her last gym class in high school. She is slim and neat. Her
step is light and bouncy, her eyes sparkle, her skin is fresh.

She looks terrific. Whether she looks younger than sixty-

eight is another question ... to which the answer may be (as

it was for Gloria Steinem at forty): this is what sixty-eight

looks like, now.

Certainly she looks young, in the same way that a fifty-

four-year-old woman we know who recently took up roller-

skating looks young, and another who got her pilot's license

at sixty-two, and still another who started ballet lessons last

year at forty-eight and is now at the intermediate level. All

these women project an attitude that we associate with

youthfulness: optimism, enthusi *m, and the nerve to try

something new and challenging.

Lines are the last thing we notic i such women's faces

but, sunscreens and collagen injections notwithstanding,

some are bound to be there, since there is no known way to

560

react to joy or pain or pressure or pleasure or a funny story

without using one's facial muscles—except, perhaps, as we
once heard a doctor advise women from thirty-five on: to

forestall wrinkles, "reduce repeated facial expressions."

Frankly, we think that's a terrible idea. The most attrac-

tive face we know is a face with what Henry James called a

point to it—full of life and feeling and intelligence. We've all

seen the opposite (though less often than we used to, it seems

to us)—grown women with faces as banal and empty of ex-

perience as a doll's, as if real life were too challenging to risk.

In a sense it is. It's also exhilarating, exciting, and deeply

satisfying. And only in cloistered orders is there any way to

avoid any of it. On the other hand, there is evidence lately

that not all of life's trials

are as harmful as we
may have thought. A
new study conducted at

the Minneapolis Veter-

ans Administration

Medical Center, for ex-

ample, suggests that in

some people certain

forms of stress—partic-

ularly those relating to

fear and anger—may, by

increasing the body's

output of a natural opi-

ate called beta-endor-

phins, stimulate anti-

tumor lymphocyte cells

that in turn help to acti-

vate the immune system

and thereby may aid the

body in fighting cancer.

The truth of the mat-

ter is that if we are going

to live any length of time

at all—and statistics tell

us that we will probably

live a great deal longer

than any previous gener-

ation of women—it's

best to face the fact that

life is never likely to be

(and perhaps shouldn't

be), in the phrase of the

day, "no problem." In-

evitably, there are going

to be situations that will

demand of you at eighty

no less energy and stam-

ina than they did at

twenty. Be smart about

yourself. ... As Adolph

Zukor, Paramount Pic-

tures head, is supposed

to have said in his hun-

dredth year, not entirely

in jest, "If I had known I

was going to live this

long, I'd have taken bet-

ter care of myself."

IN HER PRIME:

MURIEL GARDINER
People who tie themselves up in

knots wondering how modern
women can have it all will mar-

vel at Muriel Gardiner, an
eighty-one-year-old psychoan-

alyst quietly living the life of an

activist in Pennington, New Jer-

sey. In her recently published

book Code Name "Mary"
(Yale), she reveals, with star-

tling cool, how she spent her

early thirties: raising a child

alone, earning a medical degree,

and smuggling dissidents out of

Nazi-occupied Vienna—the

only American woman in the

pre-World War II Austrian Re-

sistance.

If her story—crossing borders

with false passports, risking Ge-
stapo spot checks—sounds like

familiar fiction, it's because
Muriel Gardiner is most proba-

bly the model for Julia, Lillian

Hellman's brave, unwavering
golden girl in Pentimento

(played in the movie Julia by

Vanessa Redgrave). Their simi-

larities, at the very least, are

striking: both came from

wealthy families, attended Ox-
ford, went to medical school in

Vienna, and gave away most of

their money and possessions.

Mainly, both were strong, clear-

headed fighters, armed with

ceaseless energy, vibrant spirit,

and an instinctive impulse to

rescue the endangered.

"I was scared to death a few

times," Gardiner admits, "but it

was something I had to do." To-

day, active on nuclear and envi-

ronmental issues, Gardiner

attends psychoanalytic confer-

ences, travels, swims daily. As
the world tumbles seemingly out

of control, she remains bracing

proof that the individual still

makes an impact.
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on the changes

you make—from diet

todrugstosnappin;

on your seat belt

BY SHARI MILLER
Science has proven it: you are in large

add—or subtract—years. Starting the
right behavior early on is the best idea;
but our bodies have an almost endless
capacity for self-repair, and changinq
habits at any age can make for real
rewards, for visible improvements in

health and energy, and can give you a
lonqer lease on a better life.

The facts: a woman's average life

expectancy has now reached 77.6
years—almost a full eight years longer
than a man's. What we also have going
for us: longer vitality, hii

bodies better equipped to resist chronic
stress. These natural advantages, how-
ever, do not change the facts: that major
life decisions are really up to you. You
choose what to eat and
to drink, how much to
move—how, in essence,
to take care of yourself.
By educating yourself

for survival—learning
how your body works

—

you can make decisions
that will keep it working
better and longer. Some of the
you've heard before, but all of it is the
reality: there's no "magic"; you are it.

Taking responsibility will help you to
achieve and maintain a truly healthy
"balance," and to enjoy all the differ-
ent—and best!—times ofyour life

Our bodies are constructed to last more than a lifetime—and

some scientists are predicting that, if we take care of ourselves,

we may someday expect to live to one and one-half times today's

average life span and to die, not from disease, but from simple old

age. And it appears the durable, wearable human body, with its -

high-quality cells, tissues, and organs, is built to stay the course.

YOUR HEART! A tough, fistlike organ that will

;beat more than three billion times in an ordinary lifetime, a

"healthy heart probably could go on for millions more, spared

from circulatory diseases or lethal accident. And the heart news
is good: heart-disease deaths have dropped by 20 percent in the

past decade.

Like other body tissues, the heart changes—but very gradual-

ly—as life goes on. There is gradual loss of muscle fibers, gradual

gain of fat and protein granules stepping in to replace muscle

tissues. But advancing age does not diminish your cardiac fitness,

recent studies show; not if you stay active and well. In vigorous

exercise, younger people respond by increasing their heart rates.

In older hearts, beats per minute do not increase as much, but the

amount of blood pumped at each heartbeat is greater.

Atherosclerosis: build-up of fatty plaques inside blood ves-

sels—a consequence of aging? No; on the contrary, it's a disease

to be prevented and, ifneed be, treated by drugs or surgery. Good
diet, exercise, checkups are well rewarded.

Blood pressure: gradual, moderate rising with age is usual in

our country—but not an inevitable physical fact. In other cul-

tures, blood pressures don't rise with age, may even decline. For

such people, risk of heart attack plummets.

YUUH L-U l\l \DO '. With reasonable care and freedom

from disease, your lungs should last all your days without failing

you. Their three hundred million air sacs of gossamer membrane
>ne cell thick are a generous measure. You could get adequate

)xygen on a fraction of their incredible surface area, the extent of

floor twenty-seven by thirty feet.

A gradual loss of vital capacity—the amount of air you can

jxpel after filling lungs to the maximum—has been related to

iging. But caused by aging? We don't know. Many age-associat-

;d factors reflect only what happens to most people, not what

inevitably must happen. Lung problems with age are a cumula-

tive matter: pollution, infection, smoking (see page 565).

3ESTIVE SYSTEM: The per-

irmam c t di/1 ive organs tends to change very little as years

by, 1 1 ni n< I cted or misused. Nutrients continue to be ab-

sorbed iii in I fell in the elderly as in younger people. The
1 nil h sccrel m of hydrochloric acid and some other en-

, in. s in ,i\ di - m| se slightly. With advancing age, fat absorption

hi, h< i' tin il [possible reason why people in their mid-eight-

\A/OPKINtv DA PTQ I ies and nineties are
••^l*"^"^1" r#nl\l«J I thin. Another possi-

bility: being thin ini-

tially may be one

ticket to reaching

ninety.

Digestive problems

1
1 .! with At no fault of aging: constipation, from inade-

'•.,1k , .1 hi r in the diet; indigestion owing to bad teeth,

l< m i! m » !<l t; stomach distress and poor nutritional condi-

< h id I ng habits and the habitual use of laxatives, of]

md o\ her digestive aids. (Continued on page 598)



r"A I ! "While some fat is crucial to life, if a woman eats more

than two to four ounces of red meat three or four times a week, or

has fried foods more than three times during that period, she's

eating too much saturated fat for her health," said George L.

Blackburn, M.D., Ph.D., associate professor of surgery, Har-

vard Medical School and director, Nutrition Support Service,

New England Deaconess Hospital.

Substituting margarine for butter, using less salad dressing (if

there's any left in the bowl when you've finished the salad, that's

too much, said Dr. Blackburn), and always broiling, never frying

food can cut out more fat than you'd think, and are simple health

switches that can help you extend your life.

"One of the biggest sources of saturated fat in our diets is in

the 'hidden' food group of sauces and gravies," said Dr. Black-

burn. "If you're eating these at more than three meals during the

week, you're overdoing it."

Can too little fat be dangerous? Yes, if you're on a strict Zen

macrobiotic diet, for example. "As it is, most of us underestimate

the fat—and its extra calories—that we currently have in our

diet, and could easily reduce it," Dr. Blackburn noted.

t}U \Jr\H ! "The typical American woman eats 100 grams

of sugar daily, an amount that should be cut by at least one-

third," said Dr. Blackburn.

The more sugar we eat, the more dental caries we're likely to

have, and the less likely we are to keep our teeth—and the integ-

rity of the bones of the jaw—intact.

Sugar also seems to stimulate our bodies to "lay down" fat,

increasing the "aging" of our muscles, including the heart. A diet

high in sugar is directly associated with adult-onset diabetes, a

disease that impairs the body's ability to repair itself as we age.

"How much sugar a woman eats is also important as an indica-

tor of what she is not eating. A high-sugar diet tends to be low in

the 'good' complex carbohydrates and, as a result, unhealthfully

low in fiber," said Dr. Blackburn.

"Also, sugary foods cause the body to retain water, a particu-

lar problem for women during their menstrual cycles. Limiting

your intake of sweets can greatly increase your comfort."

uALI . The major concern over too inuch salt in the diet is

its link to high blood pressure—a condition much more common
in men than in women. Still, salt does play a part in uncomfort-

able water retention and poses more of a risk to women with a

family history of hypertension, or those who are overweight or

have passed menopause, when the protective effects of estrogen

against heart disease have ended.

The major sources of salt in our diets: processed foods, more
|

and more of which now list salt content on their labels. Low-salt

versions of many prepared foods are now on store shelves, mak-
ing it easier to cut back on salt without sacrificing convenience.

Eating a balanced diet, scientists are learning, could prevent

more than half of the diseases in this country. The right diet

could lengthen our lives, keep us slim and strong longer, help

maintain our resistance to heart, kidney, colon diseases, and to

cancer.

What is this "magic" anti-aging, anti-cancer formula? "For

women, two importantfactors are keepingyour diet low in fat and

high in calcium. The most healthy diet also seems to mean eating

a good deal less than most women eat now. In laboratory studies,

animals who were underfed by as much as one-third lived longer

than those who ate as much as they chose. It is likely that some

caloric restriction also benefits human health," said Dr. Rivlin.

A diet low in fat has been shown to decrease risk of cancer

(especially of breast and colon) as well as heart disease. Eating

low-fat protein sources (fish, poultry, beans) makes it easier to

keep weight down, another factor that may help you to live lon-

ger (although new studies suggest that slight weight gain with age

may lower a woman's risk of osteoporosis and be better for her

general health). Eating less fat means that the balance of your

diet should shift to include more complex carbohydrates, more

cereals, bread, pasta, and more fiber—to stave off constipation.

"Upping American women's calcium intake substantially may
be one of our biggest health concerns," said Dr. Rivlin. Why?
Osteoporosis—the thinning ofbones that makes post-menopaus-

al women so vulnerable to hip, knee, and leg fractures—could be

prevented in many cases if women increased calcium intake and

daily exercise early in life (before age thirty-five). Best calcium

sources are milk products—a problem for older women who de-

velop adult-onset lactose intolerance (milk allergy). For these,

calcium supplementation, up to 1 to 2 grams daily, may be the

answer.

Eating for your age means being aware of the special diet de-

mands that pregnancy, nursing, and taking the Pill can make.

Effects ofexercise on diet are mainly beneficial, in that we use the

calories we consume more efficiently when we are in shape. Exer-

cise does not necessarily increase our need for protein, contrary

to popular belief. What it may increase: our bodies' needs for B 2

(riboflavin), although this is now controversial, as research has

shown that riboflavin deficiency inhibits the growth of certain

cancers—and that increasing riboflavin in the diet in deficient

animals increased the numbers of spontaneous tumors of the

breast. What this means in practical terms: that moderation may
turn out to be best

After age thirty-fiv
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DIET PLUSES

Over-the-counter medications, particularly antacids, are some-

times also high in salt, so check labels.

VITAMIN "OVERKILL": "In healthy people in the

United States today, we are seeing more health problems from

vitamin oversupplementation than from vitamin deficiencies. Vi-

tamins, taken in large quantities, act as drugs, and can be as

dangerous as taking too much of any (Continued on page 598)

said Estelle Ramey, N p . Ph.D., proKsor of physiology and

biophysics, Georgetow I Uni versit } Sc nl of Medicine.
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MOVEMENT: Staying active is

not only a way to stay young, it helps to

maintain a woman's physical and mental

well-being and to strengthen her heart,

lungs, muscles, and bones. Exercise can

also act as a natural "de-stresser," help-

ing a woman to cope with the many de-

mands of modern life.

What's more, scientists are learning

that women may "need" exercise more

than men do, as osteoporosis is mainly a

woman's problem, and may largely be

prevented with regular exercise and calci-

um intake (see "Diet Pluses"). "Physical

activity can also help a woman to keep

her weight down and avoid obesity-asso-

ciated conditions like heart disease," said

NYU's geriatric specialist Michael

Freedman, M.D.

Exercise can also keep your body look-

ing younger longer. "A woman who
moves easily, who has a firm, erect body

looks young at any age. And the good

posture essential to exercise carries over

to a woman's daily movements, helping

her to stand, sit, and walk in a younger

way. Also, physical fitness helps to main-

tain mental alertness," said fitness expert

Marjorie Craig of the Elizabeth Arden sa-

lons, who works with women of all ages in

her exercise classes.

Many women also find that setting

goals and challenging their bodies makes

them feel that there is "a lot of life ahead

of them," said Lydia Bach of the Lotte

Berk Method. "Pride in your body instills

pride in yourself. And being physically fit

at forty or fifty can make a woman feel

younger than when she was twenty."

Just how much exercise does a woman
need? "Most experts now realize that to-

tal fitness involves flexibility, muscle
strength, and aerobic, or cardiovascular,

health. Each week should include work in

each of these areas; and if possible, a

woman should work with a qualified in-

structor to develop a program that is

right for her," said Kenneth Cooper,

M.D., founder of The Aerobics Center,

Dallas.

Past thirty-five, it seems, our bodies ac-

tually get more benefits from the same
amount of exercise, so maintaining your

fitness can improve your health as you
age. Of course, past sixty-five, you may
need to shift from strenuous aerobic ac-

tivity to more stretching and flexibility

work, although some women can contin-

ue the same workouts seemingly forever.

"The key at any age is to keep moving,

and to do exercise that leaves you feeling

better than when you began, more vital,

and that makes you want to come back

for more," said Marjorie Craig. "A wom-
an should develop a love of movement, of
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fitness, at a young age. That way, she'll

never be willing to stop being in shape.
"

(More on exercise andfitness levels, pages

552-557)

CONTROL! A sense of being at the

helm, of having power over the course of

your life, is proving to be essential to

women's survival—and to their enjoy-

ment of their new longevity.

"For more and more women, reaching

their forties is a time for a whole new be-

ginning, in forging both personal and ca-

reer goals. There is more flexibility today

than ever before. A woman can have chil-

dren in her thirties, go to college at fifty,

start a new career in her sixties. Even if a

woman today doesn't choose to compete

in a so-called man's world, the knowledge

that she can, and that other women are

being successful at it, gives her a real

sense of confidence. This sense of control,

science is proving, is the real elixir of

life," said Georgetown University physi-

ologist Dr. Ramey, who points to studies

of women in nursing homes that showed

that women who were able to determine

their own schedules, their own meal times

and daily activities, had a lower death

rate as a group than those women whose

days were planned for them.

Many women today perceive of getting

older as a chance to do more, not less. "At

the age of sixty-one, I'm taking on more

projects, am willing to risk more than I

ever was even twenty years ago. I feel that

I'm embarking on the most exciting stage

of my life; I have a new confidence that

comes from truly knowing myself, know-

ing my good points and my bad. I have

also gained an awareness that aging is a

myth, and one I don't want to participate

in," said Deborah Szekely, founder of

The Golden Door and Rancho La Puerto

spas.

Another benefit women are reaping

from staying active: a new interaction be-

tween different generations of women.
The forty-five-year-old woman who is be-

ginning law school has a new opportunity

to interact with women who are half her

age. "By the time you

says Dr. Ramey, "you|HEALTH POSITIVES
realize that there are

experiences and in-

sights that you would
like to share. The new
mobility of women makes it possible for

much more of this valuable sharing to go

on." (For more on aging and attitude, see

page 559)

be that they are better at maintaining life-

long friendships, both within and outside

of marriage. Men, on the other hand,

seem to rely primarily on their wives as

their only close friends, with the result

that, if they are widowed, men are left

more truly alone. In laboratory studies,

sociability was proven to be one of the

factors that could help to extend an ani-

mal's life by threefold. So women, by

maintaining friendships, may literally ex-

tend their lives," said Dr. Freedman.

"When a woman is young, it is easy to

be independent," said Lydia Bach. "But

once you reach your forties, having the

right man behind you, encouraging your

successes and your confidence, makes all

the difference in the world."

Maintaining a satisfactory sex life

means different things to different wom-
en—but it is clear that the sense of touch,

of being touched, is vital. Some studies

show that many women lose interest in

sex after sixty; others, that a woman's

sexual capacity peaks in the thirties and

continues long afterwards.

"Sexuality continues throughout life,

but goes through changes. At every age,

human beings need physical closeness,

touching and stroking, intimacy. The
need for affection is a particularly human
need—and one that is essential for physi-

cal and mental health," said Dr. Freed-

man. "More important than any

particular interest in or frequency of sex-

ual relations is that a woman continue to

enjoy some form of intimacy throughout

her life, whether with a friend or lover.

The sharing is what keeps us alive."

SELF-HEALTH: "Perhaps the

most important step that a woman can

take to safeguard her health is to develop

her physician. Today,

il i hall Hll cancers, the major
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ALCOHOL; Research that points

to benefits—decreased risk of heart dis-

ease, even longer life spans—from moder-

ate amounts of alcohol (about two

one-ounce drinks daily) is causing a great

deal of controversy now. Even experts

who accept these findings stress that they

are not a reason for a woman who does

not drink to start. The reason: alcohol is a

drug, perhaps the most dangerous addic-

tive drug—and one that as many as two

and one-quarter million American wom-
en. Drimarilv well educated and wealthy.

currently abuse.

Also of real concern, the dangers of the

alcohol/pregnancy mix: "While no dan-

ger has been proven from one drink a day,

heavy drinking can cause severe psycho-

logical and neurological damage to a de-

veloping child," said Henry L. Rosett,

M.D., director of the Fetal Alcohol Edu-

cation Program, Boston University

School of Medicine.

The most conservative advice: stop

drinking as soon as you think you are

pregnant, but even stopping or cutting

down on alcohol consumption as late as

mid-pregnancy, greatly increases your

chances of having a healthy child.

As many as half of all automobile acci-

dents are alcohol-related; don't drink

—

even lightly— if you'll be driving. Be
aware, too, that even light drinking can

be dangerous, even fatal, when combined

with prescription or over-the-counter

medications. And that "resistance" to al-

cohol, as to any drug, lessens as you age.

The "benefit" most women seek from

alcohol is the feeling of calm, of happi-

ness, that can follow a drink. The catch:

within hours after drinking, your feelings

drop, causing depression, anxiety, ner-

vousness. A better way to unwind: with

exercise, yoga, reading a good book, even

going to the movies. They're not as 'in-

stant,' but they'll help you live longer

than will drinking.

SMOKING". The fourteen million

American women who have given up

HEALTH NEGATIVES

smoking—and the forty-six million

who've never smoked—have made a real

difference in their health. Nonsmokers
are twice as likely to live beyond age six-

ty-five as are smokers, and they have a

fraction of the risk of developing lung

cancer—which is about to surpass breast

cancer as the number-one cause of death

among American women, and the most

preventable one.

Also apparent: "That smoking directly

contributes to heart disease, and poses a

serious risk for women on the Pill, who
increase their risk of stroke some twenty

fold by smoking a pack of cigarettes a

day," said William G. Cahan, M.D., tho-

racic surgeon, The Memorial Sloan-Ket-

tering Cancer Center, NYC.
A recent study at Emory University

adds cervical cancer to the list of smok-

ing-related diseases, indicating that wom-
en who have smoked for twelve years

increase their risk almost thirteen-fold.

Studies also show that the more than

twenty-four million American women
who smoke spend 17 percent more days

ill in bed than do their sixty million non-

smoking counterparts. Switching to low-

nicotine brands, it seems, isn't any better,

as smokers "compensate" by smoking

more, inhaling more deeply.

Pregnant smokers increase their risk of

miscarriage and stillbirth by up to 70 per-

cent, depending on how much they

smoke, and their babies are more likely to

die within the first weeks of life. Frighten-

ing news: "Smoking may cause genetic

damage that increases the incidence of

hyperactivity and abnormal brain func-

tion among offspring of both female and

possibly even male smokers," said Law-

rence Longo, M.D., director, division of

perinatal biology, Loma Linda Universi-

ty School of Medicine.

Good news: Quitting smoking has real

payoffs. Almost as soon as you stop

smoking, your heart and lungs begin to

regenerate—and within ten to fifteen

years, it's almost as if you'd never

smoked. Stopping before the fourth

month of pregnancy returns your chances

of normal delivery to that of a nonsmok-

er, and may also allow smoking-induced

neurological and behavioral changes

within the fetus to correct themselves.

While quitting isn't easy—and nico-

tine-withdrawal symptoms can include

mood swings and
sleep disturbances

—

one fear that many
women have is un-

founded: that, once

you stop smoking,

you'll substitute food

for cigarettes and gain

weight. In one study, one-third of the

women who stopped smoking did gain

some weight within the first year, but

one-third maintained the same weight

and another third actually lost weight af-

ter they quit smoking. The "secret" of the

women whose weight didn't increase:

their new interest in, and ability to, exer-

cise regularly. Giving up smoking, for

them, was a double health booster.

DRUGS! Women today are more
likely than ever before to have problems

with drugs. In studies of federally and

state-funded drug-treatment programs

during 1981, women made up more than

half of the patients being treated for tran-

quilizer abuse, almost one-quarter of

those seeking help for marijuana and co-

caine dependencies, and over one-quarter

of the patients addicted to heroin.

"Any drug has a benefit/risk ratio—

and the dangers of drug abuse include

death. For a pregnant woman to take any

drug that is not absolutely essential to her

health is downright foolish," said Herbert

Kleber, M.D., professor of psychiatry,

Yale University School of Medicine and

director of the Substance Abuse Unit at

the Connecticut Mental Health Center in

New Haven.

"What we are seeing today is more and

more upper-middle-class, well-educated,

successful women who are turning to

drugs to help them cope with increased

pressures within their lives. Fortunately,

it also seems that women are becoming

more willing to seek professional help for

their problems."

• Prescription drugs can become a problem

when a woman finds so much pleasure in a

drug's effects that she doesn't want to give

it up, which is often the case with tranquil-

izers like Valium and Librium.

"Scientists have learned that Valium ac-

tually builds up in the body even when tak-

en for as short a period of time as a week.

Stopping the drug suddenly can then cause

anxiety, irritability, and sleep distur-

bances, often the very symptoms that the

drug is first prescribed to combat," says

Dr. Kleber. "For this reason, doctors are

now trying to gradually withdraw the use

of such drugs rather than cut them out

suddenly."

Tranquilizers have long been known to

interact dangerously with alcohol, and

new studies indicate that birth-control

pills may make tranquilizers stay in the

body longer, thus increasing the with-

drawal symptoms.

Stimulants or amphetamines are no lon-

ger prescribed for any but the shortest

term weight-reduction programs because

of their serious side effects, which became

evident in the 1970s. As their prescription

has lessened, so has their abuse.

• "Recreational" drugs are "truly a danger

because women do not acknowledge the

harm that they can cause," says Dr
Kleber. "Cocaine can cause psychoses,

paranoia, damage (Continued on page 599)
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beauty report 1983
When do we
start to age?

I
Recent re-

search
shows our

skin actu-

ally starts to age just after adolescence.

But there's a question of greater impor-

tance to many: when aging starts to show,

what, if anything, can be done about it?

During the last few years, the cosmetics

industry has been mobilizing its consider-

able forces to find better solutions to the

problems connected with aging skin.

Recently, at the first skin-care forum

ever conducted by Chesebrough-Pond's,

makers of Vaseline products, Barbara A.

Gilchrest, M.D., the highly respected as-

sociate professor of dermatology at Tufts

University School of Medicine, ex-

plained, "Today's heightened interest in

aging is due in part to the fact that we as a

country are older. By the year 2030, it is

predicted, 20 percent of the population,

one in five, will be sixty-five or older.

Robert Butler, the first director of the

National Institute of Aging, has called it

'the greying of America.'"

For an industry that for decades

•climbed to giddy heights with beauty

products predicated on the needs and

whims of a young—under twenty-five

years old—audience, these sobering facts

are already having a major impact at the

nation's beauty counters, where skin care

is unequivocably the name of the game.

More important for everyone of every

age: this voracious demand for better and

more efficacious skin care has led to an

unprecedented number of large grants

from leading cosmetics companies—Es-

tee Lauder, L'Oreal, Revlon, and Avon
among them—to universities eager and

willing to undertake research programs

in basic biochemistry, in particular that

of aging skin.

"There are many aspects of aging that

are not initially skin-related yet have an

impact on how you appear and so how
you feel about yourself," says Alayne Za-

tulove, vice president/scientific director

of products for Estee Lauder. "Changes

in your body's circulation ultimately alter

your skin; but with this knowledge, you

can be prepared to take steps with cos-

metic treatment (Continued on page 568)

Alluring to men of any age: the

appeal of a beautiful woman...

On these eight pages: a look "through the ages" at the highly vari-

ous and often ambiguous nature ofrelationships. Here: a decidedly

provocative relationship—between wearing black and exposing
bare skin; between wearing black and the makeup that comple-
ments itfor evening: a new approach that centers on a light-handed
application that provides a very finished look.

Anotherfocal point: a deeply colored mouth—an agelessly pro-

vocative symbol—that this fall balances a softer makeup for eyes.

The makeup here, all from Christian Dior's Feux Follets collec-

tion: Mandragore lips and a blending ofsoft Bronze Pompeii and
Brun Eleccra shadows on the eyelids, with the slightest shimmer of
goldfrom the Gold Fusion four-color eyeshadow palette.

When it comes to hair: it's as finis ed as the makeup. The cast:

Mike Maurillo; Andie MacDowell. Blat k suedejacket by Mario Va-

lentino. Earrings, Wendy Gell Jewelry. These eight pages: Hair cut

and styled by John Sahag; makeup, Alberto Fava; manicures, Elisa-

beth Drabinski ofChristiana and Carmen, NYC. Details, last pages.
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ANY-AGE BEAUTY AND HEALTH

i Continuedfrom page 566) and with exercise. Some evi-

dence suggests that increasing the supply of oxygen, for

example, may be a key factor in younger-looking skin;

and that means doing more exercise to increase body heat

and blood flow to the skin's surface. Exercise may affect

skin in many ways, for the increased oxygenation it pro-

duces probably speeds up internal 'cleansing,' clearing

away cellular debris faster." (Skin studies currently being

carried out in Russia by Moscow's Institute of Beauty

indicate athletes in vigorous training appear to have "bet-

ter"—stronger—collagen, responsible for skin firmness,

than non-athletes.)

s Robert Buxbaum, M.D., wrote in

an article in a recent Harvard Med-

ical School Health Letter ".
. .inac-

tivity can produce many of the

changes that we identify as 'aging.'

Some decline in our functions with

age is probably inevitable, but inac-

tivity makes matters worse. No
matter what your level of fitness,

you can improve it at any age with

regular participation in exer-

cise. . . . Exercised muscles become more efficient in us-

ing oxygen from the blood and thus they can do more

work without putting as great a demand on the heart. . . .

It has been well known that the pull of a muscle on young

bone stimulates it to acquire calcium—the mineral that

gives it strength. For example, bones in the playing arm

of a tennis player may have much more calcium than

those of the other arm."

In the opinion of Lindsay Owen-Jones, president of

Cosmair, the U.S. licensee for Lancome and L'Oreal, it is

the new-found ability to measure with absolute accuracy

(and then compute the findings) the various effects of ele-

ments/biochemicals/physical tests on the skin that has

brought about such enormous progress even in recent

months as opposed to years. "There's a huge difference

between thinking you've achieved something and being

able to prove it with irrefutable data," he said. "Metrolo-

gy—the science of measurement—is the one area where I

feel we've progressed the most because today we can easi-

ly measure skin elasticity, firmness, sebum secretion,

moisture content—facts of (Continued on page 572)

A beautiful woman's power: the

ability to provoke a man or two...

The power ofmakeup: the ability to enhance any woman 's natural

beauty—increasingly, what we demand ofmakeup in lieu of con-
cealment. You see it in action here, on model Rosemary
McGrotha—engaged with the Stoltz twins—again, the stronger

mouth, subtler eyes, and just enough blusher to define the cheek-

bones without adding the distraction of "more" color. Winewood
mouth, eyes rimmed with Navy Trim eyeliner and deepened at the

outer corners with Blueprint Blue shadow, Candlelit Rose blush-

er—allfrom Este'e Lauder's Color Graphics collection.

With a look this polished: polished hair—straight, sleek, and
blunt, with the interest—the charm—ofupswept bangs. More pow-
er: black for night—OMO Sorma KamalVs enticing lace dres%.

Earrings, Pauletta Brooks. Bracelets, wrist to cuff. Sherry Mills at

Janet Norem. Joel Powell Designs. Details, stores, see last pages.
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lifferent age, different
rcumstances...

it the appeal remains constant: the ap-

woman in black, ofmakeup that's

ive but delivers a decidedly visible

hair that's sleek and clean-lined, with

it of whimsy in thefront: it's an attractive-

ness that can make a man fall to his knees!
You see it, opposite page, on Isabella Rossel-

lini—a darkened mouth, the eyelid gently

shadowed with color that extends over the eye- f

brow to the hairline—a continuation of a -

striking newplacement ofcolor. On the na(,

a difference to watchfor—a color that's in
\

same family as the lipstick, but ofa slig

softer tone. Lancome's Mocha Rouge mc
Silversmoke Fawn/Taupe Vert/Plum
eyes. Cooled Lilac Nails.

In thefamily here: Isabella 's husband Jon

'

Wiedemann and about-to-be-born daughter
Eletra Ingrid. The black velvet caftan with se-

quined cardigan and scarfby Zoran.
The relationship in question, this page, be-

tween Rob Russell and Wanakee . . . with

more of the seductive spirit of black worn
against bare skin, and of a more brilliant

touch ofmakeup at night—the time to exer-

cise the option ofshimmer: strong eye colors

that "pale in comparison " to an intense red on
the mouth. Revlon's Billionaire Blue shadow
highlighted with Superfrost Pink, Wine Dy-
nasty lipstick. The black evening gown that

plunges to the waist in front—a knockout by
Calvin Klein. Earrings, both pages, Wendy
Gell Jewelry. Details, stores, last pages.
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(Continuedfrom page 568) every kind, fed into compu-

ters.then tell us objectively exactly what is happening. It

means the cosmetics industry now has the means to iden-

tify and to measure the most finite aspects of aging and

can make valid comparisons between untreated and

treated skin.

"Since we have begun to know what the problems are,

we have begun the long haul to try to find solutions, anti-

dotes. For example, skin thickness is now measured with

echo waves, which work the way a sonar on a ship works,

giving depth perception . . . and from studies measuring

typical epidermis thickness we know that skin can start

aging at puberty."

Mr. Owen-Jones continued, "Of course, the end result

of today's highly sophisticated measuring 'equipment' is

obviously better products, which come to the consumer

with totally tried and tested track records."

n example is Lancome's Progres

Plus, which has been proved—and

demonstrated again and again with

the most modern technology—to

reduce the length and depth of

wrinkles. A. John Penicnak,

Ph.D., senior vice president of cor-

porate science at Cosmair, ex-

plained, "Over a ten-week period

of product use, we used two meth-

ods to test the skin of one hun-

dred women at different intervals. Exact replicas of facial

impressions were made with special rubberized poly-

mers, then measured with a stylus attached to an inte-

grating calculator to record all changes. They were then

checked again with 'image analysis,' a 'shadow' method

of measurement first used by NASA to determine the

best landing sites for lunar spaceships! The most reassur-

ing part of the tests came about when what we knew to be

true in technical terms was corroborated by the partici-

pants, who could see results for themselves."

Mr. Owen-Jones went on, "At this point, I feel it's im-

portant to stress that although we have a product clini-

cally proven to reduce the length and depth of wrinkles,

we still don't know what a wrinkle really is or what

causes it. Histopathology reveals no difference between

the cells in a 'wrinkle' and the cells on the smooth areas of

the skin. In other words, we have to acknowledge that, in

addressing the problems (Continued on page 604)
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At any age, in any relationship: a

need for reflection...

. . . On the power, the excitement ofa woman's beauty: unquestion-

able in black that reveals an expanse of bareness, with makeup so

light-handed it demands—and highlights—well-cared-for skin.

Here, on Suzy Amis, makeup from Yves Saint Laurent Beaute:

mouth darkened with a rich strawberry lipstick (#40); the eyes

shadowed with Powder Duo #45, rose and chestnut lifted with

intriguing bronze color derivedfrom eyeshadow # 12 extending up
over the eyebrow.

With this much skin revealed, there's need for an even tone,

achieved by extendingfoundation, diluted with water on a sponge,

over shoulders, arms, across cleavage, so no demarcation lines exist.

The tightly fitted—tantalizing—black velvet bustier by Giorgio

Sant'Angelo for Marjer. Earrings. Wendy Gell Jewelry. Reflect-

ing on the situation: J. Frederick Smith. Details, last pages.
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The earth-toned makeup, left—
a combination of colors that are

softer, more sensual, contrasted

with the new look of a matte,

pale face, all from Merle Norman.

On the eyes, Florentine Rust

and Wall Street Greige shadows,

Black Olive eye-liner.

Cheeks brushed in Elegant Sepia,

lips lined in Bronze, colored

in Rich Chestnut. Hair,

these ten pages, Christophe Carita.

Fashion details, last pages.
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When you're dealing with attraetive all-

weather clothes, there's no setting more '

appropriate than the rainy season in

Venice. That's the time—and the place

—

lor the "intrigue" worked out on the fol-

lowing pages, all photographed by

Deborah Turbeville. Here, amid scenes^'

mystery—with a constant undercurrent of

something about to happen—the range

of casual looks stands out: from the most

sophisticated evolution ofwarm-up shapes

to new versions of layering, even the occa-

sional hit of bright color—all with a new

sense of size, of scale, all enhanced by the

aura of Venice—all looks that hold their

own. no matter what!

.dressing,weather or not



Iii Venice. at a certain uujeof

ir. ;i certain time of day, an

indescribable experience.

The city, sliced by canals,

peppered with islands, illu-

minated by a special quality-

ol light, reflected on rippling

water, stone facades... All

in all, the perfect escape, the

calm alter Lhe summer
crowds, summer rush— sail-

ing along the broad ribbon of

thctirand Canal

The fashion: Zoran's

approach to all-weather

dressing: I he look

of his wonderful,

enveloping "poncho"

in black cire

(about $800)- roomy,

ample through the

shoulders, and with

narrowness underneath -

the luxury of his black

cashmeres: a hooded

black pullover (about

SWXJ), narrow black

pants (about S4(X))

Harney's; lilene's,

Chestnut Hill; Zoran,

Washington D.C.;

Linda Dresner, Troy MI;

Ultimo, Chicago;

I. Magnin. Makeup,

these Venice pages, lye.

Details, last pages.

•v>
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The fashion: More
from Zoran—more of

the kind of look he's

known for—simple,

minimal . . . Here, his

soft black, white, and grey

layerings, the most

sophisticated version

of warm-up dressing.

A hip-length white

velours sweatshirt

(about $40),

and narrow grey velours

skinny pants (about

$70), topped with

a shorter, ribbed,

HJKW^I'SKlHUraifMlII LtliH

(about $400). Bergdorf

Goodman; Filene's,

Chestnut Hill MA; Zoran,

Washington DC; Linda

^-esner, Troy MI; Ultimo,

igo; I. Magnin.

Man's coat. Cerruti.

Details, last pages.

'i ah Turbeville

m

\

i As i tIMHnillJM

alone (almost), amid a cityscape that invites lingering. . .a city that

generates unexpected attractions . .

.

^
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The allure of Venice-

impossible mazes ofunlit

alleys and sunlit palaces

. . .The allure of an after-

noon walk, savoring the

mysteries of the city. A
'chance' meeting ..

.

disturbing memories...

sudden recollections. .

.

The fashion: with

a charm all its own

—

and again, an appealing

bigness of scale.

1 'Din Norma Kamali,

her bright,

taxi-cab yellow slicker

with a black/white

flannel check lining

($156)—an OMO-emblem
T-shirt ($30),

matching flannel check

"trumpet" skirt ($64).

Hlootningdalc's; Maas
Brothers, Florida;

( iidding-Jenny; ( iintfl^H

Detroit Ml; Sato&|f"
"

Nordstrom,

Southern C
Man's blael

suit, Agm
Details, s

!-



And in the end. secrets re;

dilemma: to stav. inVei a-eatheror not. to leave it all behind

rhc fashion more of the irnfjfect

of bright color real color

id a real Ralph I auren

"success." below: the big shape

of his slickcry red poncho, hooded;

snapped, about SI 70. Here,

over black stretch ski pants—

an idea that's part of a whole new look

in casual dressing anil a big

black Shaker woqlkniynillovcr

sweater Pauls, aboul M 7 S; sweater,

about SI I*. Lord & Taylor;

Polo/ Ralph Lauren, Dallas.

Polo/Ralph Lauren. Houston. . .

BeHuty Note: More of the effect

of fall's new matte makeup—subtle,

••muddied" colors. ris>hi. from Christian

Dior: eyes brushed in Dior's

Red/Gold Scarabee eyeshadows, lined

all around in Deep Brown liner.

The lip color: Mandragore on upper

lip. Fabuleux on lower. Makeup here

and on all ten pages of this

portfolio, designed by 1 yen.

fashion details, see last pages.

•-.
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C^ FASHION IN THIS ISSUE

What works and what doesn't: when you want to give a lift to dark

fall colors or have pleasure with brights ... if you're warming up

with layers or paring down under a big coat

hat works?
In a season

when blacks,

greys, and
darkened colors

are so pervasive,

a frequent result

is the desire to re-

lieve those tones by

adding color. One
obvious way to do that is with brights. Anoth-

er way to brighten black—equally effective

but more low-key—is with shades bordering

on neutrals, colors less bright than deep and

more subtle. In putting together some of the

pages of this issue, we found that often colors

borrowed from semiprecious stones gave us

that effect: jade and malachite greens, carne-

lian red, cinnabar, the brown-gold of a topaz.

Again and again, the addition of that element

of strong, classic color—in the deep, rich tone

of a heavy, sculpted cuff or, as here (below,

left) in the red-brown shade of a leather belt

with a gunmetal buckle (not gold or silver)

—

had a noticeable effect: brightening the dark-

ness for us in a very attractive way.

Stephen Sprouse's neon-bright orange polo

coat and fluorescent

graffiti scarf, below,

takes an opposite col-

or tack: color that

goes all the way. To
make the point, we
took the color-play to

extremes—put bright

against bright, just for

the picture-taking. In

real life, with any col-

or this sharp, you'd

probably separate the

elements—wear just the

coat, just the scarf. . . .

How to play this kind of

color down? We found

that anything really

bright usually works
best anchored with

black, another dark sol-

id color, or with some-

thing very classic—
dark skirt, dark pumps,

584

dark matching stockings.

Here, a black tank dress,

dark leather boots provide

solid grounding.

The trick to getting more
from a look based on lay-

ered warm-ups? Often, the

key is narrowness. And
when the layers themselves

are thin, maintaining a

sense of the body, you

can get both warmth-

namentation. As for stockings, if the pants,

stop at the ankle (as the ones from Krizia do,

center below), most women will find that

stockings that are dark or opaque, or in a very

small pattern in a tone that matches the pants

look best: they keep the eye moving in an un-

broken line. Stockings with a distracting pat-

tern or in a con-

trasting color would I

stop the eye abruptly]

at the ankle.

What looks best un-

1

der the big, long-

haired furs so much in

'

evidence this season?

•and a degree of

polish—with-

out adding tre-

mendous bulk.

Look at the

photo, above—
Zoran's sophis-

ticated black,

grey, and white

layerings. It's

the kind of

dressing that's

clearly a step beyond simple sweatshirting. Ev-

erything about it is close to the body—narrow-

ness in the long pullover hugged close to the

hip, narrowness in pants that are almost as

lean as tights, even in small socks that pull up
over the pants. The luxury of the fabrics also

counts: A jogger in cashmere, in fine wool, in

velours, becomes more sophisticated, more
polished, has the ability to go more places.

Zoran's version, for example, could easily

take a different shoe—a high-heeled pump or a

small, dressy boot—instead of the flat sneaker

shown. That one change shifts the mood
quickly to another level of dressing.

Bringing proper pants—not warm-ups—up
to the dressiest evenings, depends to a large

extent not only on the jacket or top you wear
them but also on the shoe. Working with

a variety of narrowed evening pants this

month—in black velvet, in satin—no matter

how casual the shape on top, a very dressed

shoe defined the look. What worked for us

most often was any kind of high-heeled shoe

—

satin pumps in black, in red, or, shoes with or-

In photographing a

group of them for this

issue (all foxes), we
found that what
worked best was in-

variably narrow and
often black (above left

and right): a soft black

cashmere sweater, a black skirt that falls nar-

rowly despite its length, skinny black leather

jeans. The general rule: under a big fur, keep

everything else as lean as a whistle. And any-

thing that's black or dark always looks leaner

and longer. Another point: Realize that often

the natural markings of a fur constitute pat-

terns in themselves. Bringing in any other pat-

tern, then, could be confusing. The best bet: to

keep everything underneath in solid tones

—

blacks, greys, any of the natural colors of the

fur, or in a small menswear pattern. Whites

—

in a white muffler, a shirt—would also lighten

up the look, but you probably wouldn't want

to do much with any real color. With so much
going on in terms of the fur itself—size, scale,

pattern, and texture—adding an unrelated col-

or could become one thing too many. V
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For the delicious hours between dessert and dawn,

Liqueuh
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The lastremaining
argument for fiatpads

has justbeen
shot full of holes.

Introducing

Funnel-Dot Protection
COVER

276 tiny dots tell you our New
Freedom® Thin maxi pads are

not just another thin. They're
a whole new kind of protection.

We call it Funnel-Dot.

Protection never felt drier!

The Funnel-Dot Cover actually

funnels moisture away from

B^THIN

you, down into the pad.

The Inner Core absorbs and
distributes fluid evenly the

entire length of the pad. Helps

prevent leakage, side staining.

Funnel-Dot Protection means
you never felt drier—even with a

regular maxi.

(

IntroducingNew FreedorrfThin maxi pads.

Protection never felt drier.

1



"Health" vs. "chronological" age . . . good/bad relation-

ships with food . . . daydreams: a mind break . . . reduc-

ing stress, upping energy . . . tension: is it contagious?

ou can t remove

all riskfrom life; but you

can take steps to modify

health habits (e.g., eat

less fat; exercise regularly)

and minimize hazards

(wear seat belts!).

Taking responsibilityfor

your physical condition is

a decision not only to improve

health and well-being but

to better the quality ofyour life as

well. This quiz helps to determine

your "health age" as opposed

to your chronological age. If the

test indicates your body is

going "downhill"faster than need

be, it could motivate you

to make life-style changes now . . .

YOUR PERSONAL HEALTH INVENTORY
irections: If you are uncertain, leave an-

swer blank. Place scores (in parenthe-
ses) on lines provided in plus (+) or minus
(—) columns. Total columns and subtract

lower number from higher number to find

the total (+ or —). To obtain your score, fol-

low the instructions for calculating your
"health age" at the end of the quiz.

LIFE STYLE INVENTORY
Disposition. Exceptionally good natured . „_
(
— 3); average (0); extremely tense, ner-

vous most of the time (+6)
'

Exercise. Physically active employment
or sedentary job with well-planned exer-

cise program (-12); sedentary with mod-
erate regular exercise (0); sedentary
work, no exercise program (+12).

casional (0); moderate, regularly smoking ^
20 cigarettes, 5 cigars or 5 pipefuls

(+12); heavy, smoking 40 or more ciga-

rettes daily (+24); marijuana, frequent

(+ 24)

Alcohol habits. None or seldom (
— 6);

moderate, less than 2 beers or 8 ounces

of wine or 2 ounces whisky or hard liquor

daily ( + 6); heavy, more than above

(+ 24)

Eating habits. Drink skim or low fat milk

only (
— 3); eat much bulky food (

— 3);

heavy meat eater (three times a day)

(+ 6); over 2 pats butter daily (+ 6); over 4

cups coffee/tea/cola daily (+ 6); usually

add salt at table (+ 6)..

Home environment. Unusually pleasant,

better-than-average family life (
— 6); aver-

age (0); unusual tension, family strife com-
mon ( + 9).

Job satisfaction. Above average (
— 3);

average (0); discontented ( + 6).

Exposure to air pollution. Substantial

( + 9).

Smoking habits. Nonsmoker (-6); oc-

Auto driving. Regularly less than 20,000
miles annually, always use seat belt (

— 3);

regularly less than 20,000, belt not always

worn (0); more than 20,000 (+12).

Drug habits. Use of street drugs (+36).

PHYSICAL INVENTORY
Weight. "Ideal" weight at age 20:

pounds. If current weight is more
than 20 pounds over that, score ( + 6) for

each 20 pounds. If same as age 20, or a

gain of less than 10 pounds (
— 3).

Blood pressure. Under 40 years, if

above 130/180 (+12); over 40 years, if

above 140/90 (+12)
Cholesterol. Under 40 years, if above

220 ( + 6); over 40 years, if above 250

(+6)
Heart murmur. Not an "innocent" type

(+ 24); with history of rheumatic fever

(+ 48).

Pneumonia. If bacterial pneumonia more
than 3 times ( + 6)

Asthma. ( + 6)

Rectal polyps. ( + 6).

Diabetes. Adult onset type (+18).
Depressions. Severe, frequent (+ 12).

Regular* medical checkup. Complete

(-12); partial (-6). _.

Regular dental checkup. Twice yearly

(-3)
* Regular refers to well people who have

thorough medical exams at the following

frequencies, according to age: 60 and up,

every year; 50-60, every 2 years; 40-50,

every 3 years; 30-40, every 5 years; 25-

30, as required for jobs, military, etc.

FAMILY AND SOCIAL INVENTORY
Father. If alive and over 68 years, for

each 5 years above 68 (
— 3); if alive and

under 68 or dead after age 68 (0); if dead
of medical causes (not accident) before

68 ( + 3).

Mother. If alive and over 73 years, for

each 5 years above 73 (
— 3); if alive under

68 or dead after age 68 (0); if dead of

medical causes (not accident) before 73

(+ 3)

Marital status. If married (0); unmarried

and over 40 (+ 6).

Home. Large city (+ 6); suburb (0); farm

or small town (—3)

FOR WOMEN ONLY
Family history of breast cancer. In

mother or sister (+ 6).

Examines breasts monthly. (
— 6).

Yearly breast examination by physi-

cian (
— 6).

Pap smear yearly (
— 6).

YOUR SCORE
Chart total (+ or -)

(1) Divide chart total by 12 and enter with

+ or

(2) Enter your current age.

Your medical age (Add or subtract figure

1 to or from figure 2).

Based on adoptoiion by the Health Educotion Center Blue Cross and Blue

Shield of Greoter New York, from How To Be Your Own Do <

timesjby Keith W Sehnert, M.D., with Howord Eisenberg G'ossei & Dun-

lop Copyright © 1975. 1981 by Keith W Sehnert M.D and Howard
Eisenberg. Reprinted by permission of Grosser & Duniop .i member of the

Putnam Publishing Group. PhotO: MICHEL COMTE. Hoif. Howord Fuglfc.,

mokeup. Paul Gobel.
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At any given time,

half of all Ameri-
cans are on a diet
. . . watching what they eat . . . or

s\\ itching back and forth between

dieting and overeating.

This preoccupation produces dis-

tinctly unhealthy eating habits

and, in extreme cases, dangerous

disorders such as self-imposed

starvation (anorexia nervosa) or

binge/purge syndrome (bulimia).

"One of the first signs of trou-

ble is an overconcern with body
size or shape," says W. Stewart

Agras, M.D., professor of psychi-

atry, director of the Eating Disor-

ders Clinic* Stanford University

Medical Center. "This results in

two types of behavior: an overin-

dulgence in exercise; and exclud-

ing from the diet certain food

groups perceived as fattening.

"The victim forms food restric-

tions which, like the exercise, get

more stringent," explains Dr.
Agras. "What often happens is

that when she breaks one of the

rules, she says to hell with it and
starts to binge." If it goes on for

several years, such destructive be-

havior can be extremely difficult

to treat; but if caught in the first

few months, it can be quickly re-

versed. Early clues include:

• Major weight changes. The
woman who loses twenty to twen-
ty-five pounds in a few weeks is

drastically restricting her diet.

• Frequent weightfluctuations.

Repeatedly gaining and losing

five to ten pounds is a sign of seri-

ous binge/purge behavior.

• Preoccupation with food.
"Many of our patients tell us they

are seldom not thinking of food,"

says Dr. Agras. "They often de-

velop a real fear of food—particu-

larly the avoided foods."

Dr. Agras also cautions against

adhering to any fad diet that fo-

cuses on just one food group, such
as fruits. "These regimens often

begin dietary restrictions that lead

to the temptation to eat, binge

—

the whole destructive cycle."

For help, write: National Ano-
rexic Aid Society, Box 29461, Co-
lumbus OH 43229; National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa
and Associated Disorders, Box
271, Highland Park IL 60035.

588
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STRESS RELEASERS

It's easy to include in your environ-

ment elements other than pets that

can be as relaxing, says Aaron H.
Katcher, M.D., the University of

Pennsylvania psychiatrist who re-

ported the health benefits to be de-

rived from pets. Gazing intently at

anything that is visually interesting

but completely nonthreatening
tends to lower blood pressure and
heart rate, Dr. Katcher adds. "We
set up an environment where people

could look at something that was
constant, yet always changing—in

this case, a tank of tropical fish. We
measured large reductions in blood

pressure and heart rate in people

with normal pressure and in those

with hypertension." Certain nonliv-

Communicating with a pet is

a well-known stress reducer,

but there are alternatives . .

.

ing phenomena can have a similar

effect: "Surf, a fire burning in the

fireplace, a mobile, patterns of light

and shade coming through a plant or

tree have the same effect of attract-

ing the eye, of always moving but

never really changing, and of having

no real content for the mind to pro-

cess." If moving things are imprac-

tical, furnishing home and office

with objects that are visually com-
plex can help. Even plants, with

their intricate shapes, attract the

eye and slow down the mental mer-

ry-go-round. "Piles of papers on the

desk," cautions Dr. Katcher, "are

not things the eye can rest on with-

out stimulating very unfortunate

trains of thought." During leisure

moments, strolling in a park is an

obvious stress reducer. People-

watching—as long as you are not

actively involved—is a pleasurable

way to unwind. Notes Dr. Katcher,

"Tuning in to the pleasant aspects

of one's environment is really a

form of meditation."

"Our eyes are vital sports equipment, "says optometrist Donald Teig, O.D., of Bausch & Lomb's

Council on Sports Vision. To help eye-hand coordination: Practice your technique—a golf or

tennis stroke—for ten minutes a day in a dark room illuminated only by a pulsating strobe light.

"The concentration needed will "carry over* to your activity. " While other eye-care professionals

note that there is no proof that such exercises work—and that, in any case, you should not look

directly into the light—many professional athletes swear by similar exercise routines.

VOGUE. October, 1983

"Stop daydreaming," we've

all been told, "it's a waste of

time!" But is it? "It would be
abnormal and unhealthy not to daydream, " says Eric

Klinger, Ph.D., a psychology professor at the University

of Minnesota who has studied daydreams extensively.

He estimates that the average person spends 30 to 40
percent of all waking time daydreaming, meaning spon-

taneous, undirected thought. Not only are daydreams
useful tools for solving problems and rehearsing skills,

they also may help the brain relax.

"Autobiographical accounts of people who experi-

enced creative insights show that often those insights

occurred during a daydreaming moment, " Dr. Klinger

says. "This suggests that daydreams are particularly

fertile grounds for creative solutions to problems.
"

Studies suggest that daydream-like imagery can
strengthen both social and physical skills, making peo-
ple less shy, for example, or improving athletic ability.

Daydreaming also may be the brain 's way of taking a

break: people are more relaxed—with slower heart

rates, more alpha brain waves—during periods of men-
tal imagery than during more direct mental activity.

One pitfall of daydreaming is focusing on catas-

trophes that can strengthen fears. "Instead of day-

dreaming repeatedly about flying and crashing, and
reinforcingyour fear, one possible solution is to con-

struct a daydream in which you are served Cham-
pagne and the plane arrives early.

"

Is it dangerous to daydream a lot? Not unless you
do it while driving in heavy traffic. "It's a myth that if

you daydream too much, you will lose contact with

reality, " Dr. Klinger maintains. "There's no evidence to

support any kind of causal relationship. Many people

daydream a great deal and manage to function well.

"



ow, through an exclusive skin care discovery, Tone's

unique cocoa butter and glycerine formula is super enriched.
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Help our colleges
cope with inflation.

The money you give
maydecide whether
I\n to be or not to be.

—William Shakespeare
Poet. Actor. Playwright

Inflation is hurting colleges all

over America.

So please give generously. By
helping to save my work from

neglect you may prevent the great-

est Shakespearean tragedy of all.

Help! Give to the college
ofyour choice.

ENERGY MOTIVATION
sk the experts "why exercise?" and they'll answer:

for improved cardiovascular/muscular strength and
flexibility. Ask a woman who exercises, and she'll an-

swer: for energy! Renewed energy—not slender

thighs or a flat stomach—is the most immediate result

of an hour playing tennis, jogging, working out—any
vigorous exercise. It's what keeps us coming back
for more, even on the "draggiest" days. And it

shows: in brighter eyes and skin, a body that's awake
and prepared to meet challenges.

Maternity
Business Suits
& Dresses

Classic business clothing for a professional

image throughout pregnancy. Over 70
selections, superior values. 30 page catalog

(sizes 4-14) and 40 swatches for S3,

refundable with order. Tel. 215-625-9259.

P.O. Box 40121, Dept. V16. Phila. PA 19106.

m
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FIRE WISE A few simple steps can increase your chances of es-

caping from a fire. Smoke detectors, required by law
in some states, work two ways. One, the ionization smoke detector, has caused some
concern because it employs a weak level of radiation, but government tests have
found that holding the detector near you for eight hours a day for one year would give
you less radiation than would a round-trip airline flight across the U.S. . . . Precaution
for people who travel often: a portable smoke detector/alarm clock, SleepSafe by
Stilwell Developments, Inc., Klamath Falls, Oregon. . . . Because forewarned is fore-

armed: Dennis Smith's Fire Safety Book (Bantam). This NYC fireman recommends
mapping several escape routes because even adults are much less likely to panic
or be confused when a fire occurs if they have rehearsed an escape plan.

It's moving less, not eating more, that keeps

overweight teenagers heavier than "ideal

weight" peers, according to recent studies. . .

590

trimmingfat *SI
ries and cholesterol Trom your diet. These tips,

from the American Meat Institute. . .

| Less butter, oil: on bread, substitute soft-

ened or whipped butter—spreads thinner—for

regular stick butter; use jelly on toast instead

of butter; experiment by doubling amount of

fruit and reducing shortening when baking.

| In salad dressing, replace half the oil with

tomato juice; use more herb vinegar or lemon

juice, less oil.

| Less cream: thicken "creamy" soups with

pureed vegetables, buttermilk, yogurt, dry-

skim or evaporated milk.

| Lean meat: choose lean meat grades instead

of prime cuts. Look for new low-fat, reduced-

salt ham, salami, bologna, and frankfurters.
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The 8 Steps
Of The
Corium

Professional

Facial

A. Steps 1, 2, and 3 include

a personal skin analysis;

a thorough cleansing
through exfoliation; and
deep pore vacuuming.

6. Steps 4 and 5 include skin

toning and a muscle firm-

ing massage to stimulate

blood circulation, increas-

ing the supply of oxygen
and nutrients to the cells.

C. Step 6 is a special mask to

cool and soothe the skin. It

also tightens pores.

D. In step 7 the skin is now
properly prepared to ac-

cept the full benefits of

moisturization. A special

formulation replenishes

moisture, seals it in, and
protects skin from environ-

mental pollutants, includ-

ing the sun. Step 8 is a

prescribed regimen on how
to keep your skin in its best

condition between facial

treatments.

The Next Time You Come Into

One Of Our Beauty Salons . .

.

You can have visibly

fresher-looking skin and a
younger-looking face ... in just 20 minutes

With The New Corium Facial Given By Trained Cosmetologists For About $15

The fastest way to get noticeably younger, healthier looking

skin is the new Corium Professional Facial System. You can
actuaNy see and feel the difference after just 20 minutes. And
that's. all it takes. You'll see cleaner, smoother looking skin

immediately . . . skin with fewer visible lines . . . skin that really

looks younger.

The Corium 8-step facial treatment uses patented equipment
with special formulas to care for your skin in a way not possible

with products you would use at home. The facials are given by
Corium trained cosmetologists who are specifically licensed to

care for your skin.

They will analyze your skin before giving you a personalized

facial treatment . . . personalized to your particular skin type

and skin needs. They'll advise you on how to care for your skin

after your facial treatment so you can have that fresher, younger
look even longer.

The next time you call your favorite beauty salon, make an

appointment for the 20 minute Corium Tridermal Facial Treat-

ment.

In only 20 minutes, at a cost of about $15, you'll see a fresher,

younger looking you.

Corium'"... at most intercoiffure salons
And Other Fine Beauty Salons Everywhere.

IBIOIRMAl FACIAL TREATMENT

For The Salon Nearest You Featuring The Corium System, Call Toll-Free 800-243-5243
In Connecticut, Call Collect 1-853-6200
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Enjoy the reeling. .

.

the energy, and the look of a freshly recharged

lifestyle, with your comprehensive, computer
assisted PERSONAL HEALTH PROFILE. It's based

on your answers to our Lifestyle Questionnaire,

so it's filled with specific recommendations for

you, and only you. Our illustrated review of

creative fitness gear and action-plans completes

your introduction to:

The
Good Health Project

Send $3 for your complete Profile to:

The Good Health Project, 2437 N. Goyette
Dept. V83, Tucson, AZ 85712

^err^ouse
A luxurious Private

Health Retreat

Grand Rapids, Ohio
Only 6-8 Guests

per week

"I'm younger now than I have

been in years . . . my friends are

amazed at the transformation in me. I

look and feel relaxed, yet energized. My
skin glows. I've lost pounds and gained

muscletone. Aches and self-doubts are

gone and I feel beautiful from the inside

out. Thanks to five wonderful days

at the Kerr House, I feel fantastic!"

K. Peterson, Glen Ridge, NJ

FIGURING...
To simplify the effort of losing weight,
balancing diet: a computer with a con-
science and a new breed of supermarket.
The Compucal, above, records the
weight, calorie, protein, carbohydrate,
fat, cholesterol, and sodium contents of

more than six hundred foods and keeps a
"food diary" for up to nine people at the
touch of a button ... A market that
stocks only low-calorie and good-health
(no junk) foods plus a computer diet anal-

ysis and a weight-control program? Not
too good to be true, all available at the
new Carnation Health & Nutrition Cen-
ters, now in California, elsewhere soon.

Some foods are more nutrient-dense, cal-

orie-lean, and filling than others. If a food

is all three, it's a "Super Food" according

to Mary Ann Crenshaw in The Super
Foods Diet (MacMillan). A recipe for a su-

per-food lunch, below:

Oriental Chicken Salad

(four servings)

4 chicken breasts (halves of two entire

breasts)

1 can (13% oz) chicken broth

1 bunch scallions, thinly sliced

1 tablespoon soy sauce

1 tablespoon sesame or olive oil

1 teaspoon white-wine vinegar

1 clove minced garlic

Ground pepper to taste

Remove fat, place chicken in saucepan

with broth. Simmer 20 minutes or until

tender. Remove cooked chicken from

broth and cool. Cut into slivers, place in

bowl with scallions. Combine soy sauce,

oil, vinegar, garlic, and pepper. Toss with

chicken. Serve cold on watercress.

Reprmled with permission of MrjcMillon Company from The Super foods Diet by

Mory Ann Oenshow Copyright © 1983 by MAC Productions Ltd

eturning to society with the scars of illness or injury can be nearly as

traumatic as the cause itself. To help a woman to cope with the baldness

from chemotherapy: a scarf-like hat designed to wrap around the head secure-

ly, comfortably, and attractively. For more information, send a stamped self-

addressed envelope to Marebar, Inc., Box 547, Marlton, New Jersey 08053.

(Part of the cost of the hat is contributed to cancer and cystic fibrosis research.)

Eating more fiber? Remem
ber to up water intake, too

".-^ ~

u&
LAURIE HOSTETLER Director

17605 Beaver Street, Dept. V10,

Grand Rapids, OH 43522
"

(419)832-1733

Write or call for information.

GIFT CER TIFICA TES A VAILABLE
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Is it conta-TENSION:
gious? "Yes," says Sandra Samaniego, Ph.D.,

clinical psychologist, Lenox Hill Hospital,

NYC. "People under stress unconsciously cre-

ate a tense environment, which causes a chain

reaction in others." And since each person has

a different response style, the reaction may be

as subtle as a change in tone or as blatant as a

recurring headache.

To keep tension at bay, check for warning
signs—a certain electricity in the air inevitably

accompanies a stress-sufferer. Body language

also provides clues. Once you recognize warn-

ing signs, learn how to control and defuse ten-

sion, especially at home. Turn on your

emotional "radar" as soon as you walk
through the door. If tension registers, confront

it. Ask your housemate if something is wrong.

Talk out the tension. If the other person isn't

ready to open up, make yourself available but

keep your distance. It's important that you

leave the room. Concentrate on your own pro-

jects to raise resistance. Or exercise—any

physical activity defuses tension.

Dr. Samaniego emphasizes that after a cer-

tain point only a professional counselor can

defuse the effects of tension. "Without outside

help, tension may catch up with you. Trying to

help an uncooperative person can backfire into

a tense situation, despite the best intentions."



WhydoesAssistant Buyer Leeann Cafaro

find Lightdays PantiLiners

the more comfortableway to stay fresh?

"I run around all day long. With
Lightdays, I feel that I can go during
the whole day and feel fresh. I've

tried other brands, but Lightdays

liners are really more comfortable be-

cause of their shape. They're con-

toured on either side, so they really fit.

I would recommend them to any-
one who wants that comfortable,
after-shower feeling. Lightdays help

me feel that way all day."

More and more busywomen like Leeann
Cafaro are turning to Kotex® Lightdays

PantiLiners. Because Lightdays are not only

soft and thin, they're the only panty liner

with a contoured shape, designed tor a

woman's comfort.

The Comfort-DcsignTantiLiner.

Lightdays liners are designed like no other panty liner.

The unique hourglass shape curves where you curve

for a better fit. And three adhesive strips hold

Lightdays liners firmly in place. A special design that

makes Lightdays the comfortable way to feel just-

showered fresh. Anytime.

When to use them: Lightdays are the per-

fect protection for the light flow days at the

end of your period, or just before.

x
© Kimberly-Clark Corp. 1983

itiLiners

Forlhecomfdrt of just-showers

freshness, anytime.
sd
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Forthe time of
the month when
you need more.
It is got more.

More than
Extra Strength Tylenol.

More than Anacin 3.

Maximum Cramp Relief Formula

Pamprin contains a special

ingredient to relieve cramps,

something Extra Strength Tylenol,

and Anacin 3 don't have.

It also contains the maximum
amount of aspirin-free pain reliever

to take care of those lower back

pains, leg aches and headaches

that come with your monthly cycle.

So for the time of the month
when you need more than just

Extra Strength Tylenol or Anacin 3,

get more. Get Maximum Cramp
Relief Formula Pamprin. It's got more.

Bifocal contact

lenses: update
I've never worn glasses but now find I m
having trouble reading. Are contact lenses

an option instead of reading glasses?

"Yes. With a precise fit, contact lenses can be a

desirable alternative to reading or bifocal eye-

glasses," says Spencer E. Sherman, M.D., at-

tending eye surgeon at Lenox Hill Hospital in

New York City and author with Nancy P.

Bruning of A Consumer's Guide to Contact

Lenses (The Dial Press).

One option is a hard bifocal lens that holds

two prescriptions, the top half corrects dis-

tance vision, the bottom, near, so when the

wearer looks straight ahead, she sees for dis-

tance; when she looks down, for reading. To
reduce the jolt of this vision shift, another type

of hard lens, the multifocal or variable-fccus

lens, has progressively increasing corrective

powers for seeing clearly at varying distances.

"The success rate of both these lenses is

low," says Dr. Sherman. "Because all hard bi-

focal contacts must be stabilized with a small

weight to keep them from drifting over the

cornea, they're even less comfortable than reg-

ular hard contact lenses."

The newer soft bifocal contact lens, divided

into concentric circles, corrects near vision on

the outer rim of the lens and distance on the

center circle, and does not need to be weighted

or stabilized, increasing its already greater

comfort. "The problem with soft bifocal con-

tact lenses is that they're available in few

strengths," says Dr. Sherman. "And, they're

difficult to fit: the lens must be centered precise-

ly on the eye for adequate vision correction.

"Many patients have tremendous success

with a fitting technique called monovision,"

says Dr. Sherman. "One eye is corrected with

a lens for near vision; the other with a lens for

distance. After a short adjustment period, the

eyes and the brain manage to make sense out

of what seems to be visual schizophrenia

While depth perception is adequate with these

lenses, I advise patients to wear two lenses for

distance correction when driving or playing

sports. The monovision technique can he used

with hard, soft, gas-permeable, or extended-

wear lenses." V
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MEN ON SCREEN

(Continuedfrom page 535)

jockey shorts, we see a body you wouldn't

mind cuddling up with.

All this comes as something of a shock. Un-

til very recently, only women got this kind of

ogling-and-appraising treatment; it was their

lot to be posed and dressed (or undressed) and

merchandised for the male voyeur. If men got

the pin-up treatment, they were suspect; they

were automatically classified as homosexual

bait. The assumption was that men, heterosex-

ual and homosexual, were interested in sex,

women in romance.

Actors who first made their mark as pretty

boys or gorgeous hunks—William Holden and

Sterling Hayden, for example—were eager to

get out of the stud category and into some-

thing more respectable. In the 'fifties, the cul-

tural stays were loosening and movies were

becoming more sexually explicit, but still the

"stud" roles—Holden in Picnic, Paul New-
man in Sweet Bird of Youth—were projections

of homosexual fantasies. Real men weren't

beautiful; and if they were, they pretended not

to be, sporting five-o'clock shadows or beards,

or playing scruffy "man's man" roles (New-
man in The Hustler, et al.). Even for a woman,
the sex-idol label was a handicap, but for a

man it could be fatal.

No longer. On television and in movies,

PC&A (Pecs, Crotch, and Ass) have replaced

Tits and Ass. In a collective spasm of male

narcissism, men preen like peacocks and swag-

ger like prizefighters. Stars work harder in

gyms than they do on movie sets, cultivating

each muscle like so many Arnold Schwarzen-

eggers. Far from shunning the sex symbol as

demeaning, men enjoy it, as Travolta testified

to a New York Times interviewer. "I like sex,"

he admitted, "and I feel sexual, so if that's

coming across, then I don't want to deny peo-

ple's perception. I think it's a compliment if

people see me that way, and I don't find it lim-

iting. It makes more things possible."

Women seem to agree, as they patronize

male-stripper joints and describe their lust for

Richard Gere, Christopher Reeve, or Matt
Dillon in terms that would make a sailor

blush. >

Is this hankering for hunks for real or pure

bravado? And is it progress or retrogression?

A little of both, in answer to both questions, I

think. There's a delicious and immensely satis-

fying joke, and an unexpected source of sister-

ly camaraderie, to be found in turning the

tables, in subjecting men to the sort of graphic

scrutiny to .which they've been subjecting us

all these years. It's our collective revenge fan-

tasy on all the construction workers who've in-

vaded our privacy with catcalls, and an ironic

appropriation of the crude yardstick by which
men judge women. If a woman can be dis-

missed as a "dog" or apotheosized as a "dish"

on the basis of a few biological characteristics

over which she has no control, well—so goes

the unspoken.message—so can you guys.

Yeats said it for all men to all women when
he wrote, in the poem "For Ann Gregory,"
"That only God, my dear,/Could love you for

yourself alone/And not your yellow hair."

Women have, in effect, served notice to

men. We used to love you for yourselves alone,

but now it's yellow-hair time. Look to your
wrinkles, your middle-aged spread, your bald

spots, your puffy hung-over eyes. A little anxi-
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ety about the ravages of time, please.

Hasn't Mark Hamill "lost it," as they say

about ingenues who've become "women of a

certain age"? Isn't Tom Selleck a little long in

tooth and, well, paunchy (in the tummy and

tail) to go prancing around in shorts and

sneakers? Will the Travolta of Staying Alive

survive the womanless autoeroticism of the

most narcissistic performance in movie his-

tory? As for our sexy comic-book supermen in

their race against time: Christopher Reeve's

mask-like foundation is getting thicker by the

roman numeral, and Roger Moore is definitely

ripe for a desk job in British intelligence.

So how does it feel, fellas, to be graded on a

one-to-ten basis? For us, the sexual bravado

has a liberating effect, like the exhilaration we
felt when, back in the 'sixties, we began using

four-letter words with some abandon. Talking

like "broads" makes us feel unladylike and in

control. Beneath the irony, the reversal of

roles reflects a situation in which women are

genuinely less dependent and, at least theoreti-

cally, in more of a position to appraise and ini-

tiate. We're no longer exclusively devoted to

the project of finding a husband, the romantic

Mr. Right who will complete—and support

—

us. Perhaps as a consequence there are very

few Mr. Rights. As our identities have expand-

ed, the "Male" has lost some of his luster. We
have more irons in the fire, more needs and

appetites, and, no longer monolithically mar-

riage-minded, we can indulge in the luxury of

irresponsible fantasies, fly-by-night dreams of

one-night stands with men we might not even

want to be seen with on a city street.

Hence, the sudden popularity of semi-de-

monic lower-class figures, the greaser and the

hardcore punk. Ethnic anti-heroes have been a

hot item in recent years, but Vincent Spano in

Baby It's You, Mickey Rourke in Diner and
Rumble Fish, Sean Penn in Bad Boys, and Mi-

chael Pare as the doomed rock-and-roll star of

Eddie and the Cruisers go beyond the arty

alienation of the Pacino/De Niro/Hoffman
generation into the demimonde of delinquen-

cy. They strut their stuff in a hot-rod heaven of

leather and sweat and hair oil.

This nonetheless glamorized character (the

real-life greaser would be drinking beer,

watching baseball on television, or drag racing

with the guys, and would be far too repressed

to explore the kinkier avenues of sexuality) ex-

ercises a lure at once romantic and, within lim-

its, threatening.

In Baby It's You, the coupling of the prin-

cess and the punk expresses a nostalgia for the

egalitarian paradise of high school, before

class and sex had carved us into hierarchical,

unequal groups. But Spano's prince of sleaze

exudes an air of the forbidden, an invitation to

us "nice girls" to go home again and rebel.

This was the guy from the wrong side of the

tracks, the one we snubbed but were secretly

attracted to. He was violent but—we now real-

ize—vulnerable, his violence a defense against

feelings of class inferiority and resentment. He
wanted but couldn't have us; and we now, out

of guilt and curiosity, give in.

Also, the punk lover with his sadistic air of

indifference dishes out the sort of punishment
some part of us may feel we need or deserve.

Like those dreams of falling from perilous

heights, which Freud explained as an uncon-

scious act of compensation for our climbing

too far too fast, our surrender to the slap in the

face delivered by the punk-lover may be our

way of equalizing our status, taking ourselves

back a few steps and down a few pegs. The
punks don't give a (Continued on page 596)
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Colors: Navy. Burgundy

Green. Tan. Slate Blue.

Corduroy
Shirtdress

$33.00

A good-looking,

W practical dress for

fall. Soft, narrow wale

corduroy of 81%
cotton/19% poly-

ester. Round collar,

full 10-button plack-

et front and long

sleeves with button

cuffs. Single breast

pocket. Adjustable

belt with contrasting

stripe. Machine
Wash and Dry.

Sizes: 6 to 18.

Please Ship Postage Paid 100% Guarantee

4632W Corduroy Shirtdress @ $33.00
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SEND FREE CATALOG

Checked Enclosed
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Card No.

Exp. Date.
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Address
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MasterCard®
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OF CHINESE SILKS"
Mail Order Specials
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Silk Chiffon 42/44"w $7.95 yd.
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U.S. $1 .00 Deposit for each Sample

OVERSTOCK SALE
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Pure Linen 33/36"w $8.95 yd.
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Visitors Welcome
Oriental Silk Co., 8377 Beverly Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90048
(213)651-2323
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FACE MACHINE

6

& PLAIN WATER."

"No creams. No moisturizers.

No facials. No gimmicks.

Using the incredible Face

Machine just 4 minutes a day
keeps my skin clean, clear

and vibrant. Even helps make
my wrinkles disappear. Every-

body remarks about my
special facial glow."

REVOLUTIONARY
FACE MACHINE
CAN BE USED
ANYWHERE.

PULSATING
WATER-ACTION
THOROUGHLY

CLEANSES PORES.

The Face Machine. 8 years in

the making. Awarded both

domestic and international patents. Completely

portable, battery operated. Ordinary tap water

is all you need. Tested at a major New York City

beauty salon. The women
who participated were so

satisfied, they actually
refused to return the Face
Machine at the end of the

test.

Now available by mail.

Satisfaction absolutely
guaranteed or your money
back.* Try it without risk.

f~FACE MACHINE
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f--- for our accomplishments and—by the

same token—aren't intimidated by them. In

their arms we are merely, and only, women,
our careerist anxieties and ambivalences for-

gotten.

Similarly, the stupid, the moronic, the

young, and the dumb get us temporarily off

the hook in our quandary as Women torn be-

tween Home and Career, Love and Work.
Men our own age or professional level feel

threatened by us, whereas the subarticulate

male is too remote to compete. Mel Gibson as

Piper Laurie's retarded lover Tim is all the

more valuable for his inexperience. The dumb
or childlike lover is, for the career woman, the

male equivalent of the tired businessman's

Tootsie—a charming companion who won't

prove too challenging or mentally stimulating.

And we don't have to practice the charade of

pretending to be less than we are.

In the curious way that such fantasies have

of dovetailing with a new reality, there seems
to be solid social grounding for these new sex-

ual patterns, namely the rise in the number of

successful women and the (corresponding)

shortage of men of equal status. The taste for

truck drivers and sweet teens, little brothers,

and even the sexually indifferent is a way of

adjusting to a diminished supply of men and to

a new order in which many women will be, in

one way or another, superior to their mates.

Embracing the "worthless" love is also a re-

action against the canons of good taste and
marital ideals set by our mothers. Their gener-

ation's lily-white fantasies centered on such

models of Continental sophistication as

Charles Boyer, or such beacons of Anglo re-

finement as Herbert Marshall (and were they

so wrong?). These men were essentially incor-

poreal, offering wit, refinement, a spiritual af-

finity with women, and an unspoken promise

not to take advantage. They were the antithes-

sis of the all-American male ideal, the non-

chivalrous "man's man" like Cagney and
Bogart who would whistle at you or sock you

in the face with a grapefruit as soon as look at

you.

As a daughter of the not-so-distant Old

South, I still identify with Scarlett's preference

for the man who thinks all women are god-

desses to the one who thinks (and treats them
as if) they're all whores. So far was Margaret

Mitchell herself from succumbing to the car-

nal implications of her own creation that she

envisioned not Clark Gable but Basil Rath-

bone—that utterly elegant and cerebral vil-

lain—in the role of Rhett Butler.

Now, it's as if the Clark Gable/Rhett Butler

side of us had taken over. We want to be

stepped on, sneered at, shown our place. We
want to talk about our libidos "up front," ac-

knowledge in our stars the sexual element that

was always there, but under wraps. When a

normally buttoned-up star revealed a spot of
flesh, as Humphrey Bogart did while taking a

shower in Invisible Stripes, the scene was a

knockout, not just because Bogart's physique

was unexpectedly marvelous, but largely also

because he himself seemed unaware of it.

In the final analysis, male narcissism is a

turn-off; and the current vogue for beautiful

men may be short-lived, as the actors with tal-

ent and personality survive and the "pretty

faces" fall by the wayside. Sean Penn's ugly-

duckling face is a relief after the too perfect

and pliant features of Matt Dillon. And least

we think a new set of locker-room standards is

prevailing in the way women view men, con-

sider this: Richard Gere may have been a turn-

on in American Gigolo, but it was in the

infinitely more romantic, and successful, An
Officer and a Gentleman, in which the Army
wipes that punk smile off his face and he is

made a Man of by the love of a good woman,
that Gere had women in rapturous tears.

Tom Selleck's popularity—if I, as a long-

time addict may be permitted to speak—has

nothing to do with his hairy chest or his way
with a Ferrari. It's his sense of humor, that

self-mocking irony and playful directness with

women—whom the man seems actually to like

as well as lust after. Cary Grant's appeal lay

not in his coal-black hair and athlete's body
(though that didn't hurt), but in his infectious

sense of the ridiculous. Wouldn't that man

—

we said to ourselves—be great to go through

life collapsing in giggles with.

Not that I'm averse to bodies—though I still

say the sexiest ones are those that are doing

something besides serving as objects of con-

templation; and the most appealing "hunks"
are the ones who can talk like the Simon broth-

ers on TV's Simon & Simon.

As oglers and appraisers, we women have a

long way to go before we catch up with men,

having traditionally looked for something be-

yond and beneath the flesh. If we trash men
now, it's largely as a joke, and a salutary rever-

sal; and there are signs that it may be produc-

ing the desired effect. In The Man with Two
Brains, Steve Martin falls out of love with his

wife, a perfect "10" and a murderous bitch,

and falls in love with a pickled (female) brain

whose feelings harmonize with his own.

Like the female "10," the crudest male pin-

ups have been concocted and imposed on us by

men, according to their idea of what makes

men attractive. I'm not against women's hav-

ing their pin-ups, too; on the contrary. Having

looked for the whole man all these years, we
have a more subtle appreciation of the way
personality and sexuality intersect. For heav-

en's sake, let's hear it for women's fantasies.

We may upgrade the level of discourse—and

desire—all the way around! V

Photo credits: Cooper, Holden, Howard,

Newman by Culver Pictures; Dillon by Annie

Leibovitz; Gere by Herb Ritz; Gibson by Rico

Puhlman; Penn, Rourke by Mary Ellen Mark

THE SORROWS OF JAGA

(Continuedfrom page 533)

stand why I love my spot on your desk. Now
you think you understand why I get myself

drunk on your expensive claret. 'She is plot-

ting to trade him for me.' Only that is not so.

Even with my emigre vulnerability, I will not

fall in love with you."

"Good."
"I will let you do anything you want to me,

but I will not fall in love."

"Fine."

"Only good, only fine? No, in my case it is

excellent. Because I am the best woman in the

world for falling in love with the wrong man. I

have the record in the Communist countries.

Either they are married, or they are murder-

ers, or they are like you, men finished with
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love. Gentle, sympathetic, kind with money
and wine, but interested in you mainly as a

subject. Warm ice. I know writers."

"I won't ask how. But go on."

"I know writers. Beautiful feelings. They
sweep you away with their beautiful feelings.

But the feelings disappear quickly once you

are no longer posing for them. Once they've

got you figured out and written down, you go.

All they give is their attention."

"You could do worse."

"Oh yes, all that attention. It's lovely for the

model while it lasts."

"What were you in Poland?"

"I told you. Champion woman to fall in love

with the wrong man." And again she offered

to assume any posture for penetration that

would please and excite him. "Come however

you like and don't wait for me. That is better

for a writer than more questions."

And what is better for you? It was difficult

to do her the kindness of not asking. Jaga was
right about writers—all along, Zuckerman
had been thinking that if only she told him
enough, he might find in what she said some-

thing to start him writing. She insulted him,

she berated him, when it was time to go home
she sometimes grew so angry that she had all

she could do not to reach out and strike him.

She wanted to collapse and be rescued, and she

wanted to be heroic and prevail, and she

seemed to hate him most for reminding her,

merely by taking it all in, that she could man-
age neither. A writer on the wane, Zuckerman
did his best to remain unfazed. Mustn't con-

fuse pleasure with work. He was there to lis-

ten. Listening was the only treatment he could

give. They come, he thought, and tell me
things, and I listen, and occasionally I say,

"Maybe I understand more than you think,"

but there's no treatment I can offer to cure the

woes of all the outpatients crossing my path,

bent beneath their burdens and their separate

griefs. Monstrous that all the world's suffering

is good to me inasmuch as it's grist to my
mill—that all I can do, when confronted with

anyone's story, is to wish to turn it into materi-

al, but if that's the way one is possessed, that is

the way one is possessed. There's a demonic
side to this business that the Nobel Prize com-
mittee doesn't talk much about. It would be
nice, particularly in the presence of the needy,

to have pure disinterested motives like every-

body else, but, alas, that isn't the job. The only

patient the writer is treating with his writing is

himself.

After she'd gone, and after Gloria had
stopped by with his dinner, and some hours
before he resumed composing into his tape re-

corder another rejoinder to Appel, he told

himself, "Start tonight. Get on with it to-

night," and began by transcribing every word
he could still remember of the protracted ti-

rade delivered that afternoon by Jaga while he
lay beneath her on the playmat. Her pelvis

rose and fell like something ticking, an instru-

ment as automatic as a metronome. Light, reg-

ular, tireless thrusts, thrusting distinct as a

pulsebeat, thrusting excruciatingly minute,

and all the while she spoke without stopping,

spoke like she fticked, steady voluptuous cold-

ness, as though he was a man and this was an
act that she didn't yet entirely despise. He felt

like a convict digging a tunnel with a spoon.

"I hate America," she told him. "I hate

New York. I hate the Bronx. I hate Bruckner
Boulevard. In a village in Poland there are at

least two Renaissance buildings. Here it is just

ugly houses, one after another, and Americans
asking you their direct questions. You cannot
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have a spiritual conversation with anyone.

You cannot be poor here and I hate it." Tick

tock. Tick tock. Tick tock. "You think I'm

morbid and psychopathic. Crazy Jaga. You
think I should be like an American girl—typi-

cal American: energetic, positive, talented.

Like all these intelligent American girls with

their thinking, 'I can be an actress, I can be a

poet, I can be a good teacher. I'm positive, I'm

growing—I hadn't been growing when I was
growing, but now I'm growing.' You think I

should be one of those good good boring

American girls with their naivete that good-

ness does it, that energy does it, that talent

does it. 'How can a man like Nathan Zucker-

man fall in love with me for two weeks, and
then abandon me? I am so good and energetic

and positive and talented and growing—how
can that be?' But I am not so naive, so don't

worry. I have some darkness to go back on.

Whatever darkness was behind them, it was
explained to them by the psychiatrist. And
now for them it's all recovery. Make my life

meaningful. Growth. They buy this. Some of

them, the smart ones, they sell it. 'The rela-

tionship I had, I learned something from it.

It's good for my growth.' If they have a dark-

ness, it's a nice darkness. When you sleep with

them, they smile. They make it wonderful."

Tick tock. "They make it beautiful." Tick

I'm going to do something about it. I didn't

leave Poland to come to America to be raped

by a Pole.' And he said, 'Well, you could have

slept with hundreds of men—nobody's going

to believe you.' And I didn't even mean to go

to the police. He was right—they wouldn 't be-

lieve me. I just wanted to tell him that he had

done something dreadful. He was white, he

had a Polish name, he was good-looking,

young—why? Why a man feels like raping a

drunken woman? What kind of pleasure can

that be? He drives me to the station, asking me
if I'm okay, if I can make the train. Even walks

me down to the platform and buys me a to-

ken." "Very generous." "And he never called

you?" "No." "I'm sorry I gave him your num-
ber, Nathan." "It hardly matters." "That rape

itself—it didn't mean anything. I went home
and washed myself. And there waiting for me
is a postcard. From my lover in Warsaw. And
that's when I began to cry. That had meaning.

Me, a postcard! Finally he writes me—and it's

a postcard! I had a vision, after his postcard, of

my parents' house before the war—a vision of

all that went. Your country is ethically maybe
a better country than Poland, but even we,

even we—you want to come now?" "Even we
what?" "Even we deserved a little better than

that. I never had a normal life almost from
right after I was born. I'm not a very normal

M. he next week she again said yes

as though it were no9 and this

time she had five glasses of wine

tock. "They make it warm and tender." Tick

tock. "They make it loving. But I do not have

this good American optimism. I cannot stand

to lose people. I cannot stand it. And I am not

smiling. And I am not growing. I am disap-

pearing!" Tick tock. Tick tock. "Did I tell you,

Nathan, that I was raped? When I left here

that day in the rain?" "No, you didn't tell me
• that." "I was walking to the subway in that

rain. I was drunk. And I thought I couldn't

make it—I was too drunk to walk. And I

waved for a taxi, to take me to the station. And
this limousine stopped. I don't remember very

much. It was the limousine driver. He had a

Polish name, too—that's what I remember. I

think I had a blackout when I was in the lim-

ousine. I don't even know whether I did some-

thing provocative. He drove me and drove me
and drove me. I thought I was going to the

subway, and then he stopped and he said that I

owed him twenty dollars. And I didn't have

twenty dollars. And I said, 'Well, I can only

write you a check.' And he said, 'How can I

know the check is good?' And I said, 'You can

call my husband.' That is the last thing I want-

ed to do, but I was so drunk, and so I didn't

know what I was doing. And I gave him your
number." "Where were you at this point?"

"Somewhere. I think on the West Side. So he

said, 'Okay, let's call your husband on the tele-

phone. Here's a restaurant and we can go in-

side and we can call.' And I went inside and it

wasn't a restaurant—it was some stairway.

And there he pushed me down and raped me.

And after that he drove me to the station."

"And was it horrible or was it nothing?" "Ah,
you want 'material.' It was nothing. I was too

drunk to feel anything. He was afraid after I

would call the police. Because I told him that I

would. I told him, 'You have raped me and

person. I once had a little child to tell me that I

smell good and that my meatballs are the best

in the world. That's gone too. Now I don't

even have half-home. Now what I have is no-

home. All I'm saying is, after you get tired of

fucking me, I'll understand—but, please," she

said, just as his body, playing yet another trick,

erupted without so much as a warning,
"please, don't just drop me as a friend."

Despite what he'd had to drink with Jaga

and to smoke with Gloria, he got himself up-

right in his chair and with his notebook open
on the lapboard and the collar fixed around his

neck, he tried to invent what he still didn't

know. He thought of his little exile next to

hers. Hers next to Dr. Kotler's. Exile like

theirs is an illness, too; either it goes away in

two or three years or it's chronic and you've

got it for good. He tried to imagine a Poland, a
past, a daughter, a lover, a postcard, as though
his own cure would follow if only he began
anew as a writer of stories wholly unlike his

own. The Sorrows ofJaga. But he couldn't get

anywhere. Though people are weeping in ev-

ery corner of the earth from torture and ruin

and cruelty and loss, that didn't mean that he
could make their stories his, no matter how
passionate and powerful they seemed beside

his trivialities. One can be overcome by a story

the way a reader is, but a reader isn't a writer.

Desperation doesn't help either: it takes longer

than one night to make a story, even when it's

written in a sitting. Besides, if Zuckerman
wrote about what he didn't know, who then

would write about what he did know?
Only what did he know? The story he could

dominate and to which his feelings had been

enslaved had ended. Her stories weren't his

stories and his stories were no longer his sto-

ries either. V
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DIET MINUSES

uedfrom page 563)

drug," said Michael L. Freedman, M.D., pro-

fessor of medicine and director, division of ge-

riatrics, New York University School of

Medicine/Bellevue Hospital. And women are

big vitamm-takers in this country.

What of claims that vitamin A can prevent

cancer, that E can extend our lives, C prevent

colds and flu? "Studies to date have shown
that risk of getting certain cancers, particular-

ly lung cancer in heavy smokers, may be re-

duced with a diet high in vitamin A and/or

beta-carotene, which is converted by the body

into vitamin A and is present in vegetables like

carrots and cabbage. But we do not know what

the exact preventive levels are," said Richard

Rivlin, M.D., professor of medicine, The New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center/The
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.

"With respect to vitamin E, it does not ap-

pear to extend the lifespan. Taking too much
of any of the fat-soluble vitamins

—

A,D,E,K—results in their storage in the body
and possible toxicity. Eating high levels of veg-

etables containing beta-carotene may turn your

skin a yellowish color, a benign condition.

"Vitamin C has been a disappointment in

treatment of the common cold, although there

are ongoing studies examining its possible ef-

fects early in the cancer process. Excessively

high doses of metals like iron and selenium

have been shown to pose dangers."

Studies indicate that women who are on a

weight-loss diet are more likely to take vita-

mins than are women who are not trying to

lose weight. And some nutrition experts do ad-

vocate that women who are eating 1000 calo-

ries or so a day take a multivitamin with iron

daily to insure that they get all the nutrients

they need. Calcium supplementation is also

being urged for many women.
Many women say that they take vitamins

for "energy" or "pep." There is absolutely no
evidence that vitamins can act as a stimulant,

and overdoses of vitamins may actually cause

health problems that rob the body of strength

rather than increase it.

Do we need more vitamins as we age? Stud-

ies show that we may need less food as we get

older, owing to our slower body metabolism;

so, excepting calcium, a woman may need few-

er vitamins and minerals as she ages, not more,

despite the fact that the elderly are among the

highest vitamin users and sometimes try to

substitute vitamins for food.

CAFFEINE
High caffeine intake has been shown to cause

sudden drops in blood sugar levels, heart pal-

pitations, and, in pregnant women, caffeine

has been shown to retard fetal growth. Women
with cystic breast disease—benign but some-
times painful lumps within the breast tissue

—

often find that cutting back on caffeine elimi-

nates the problem, which is most common in

women with high-fat diets who are over-

weight.

How much caffeine is too much? "The an-

swer is a very individual one," said Dr. Black-

burn. "But during pregnancy, a woman may
want to eliminate caffeine-containing foods

and beverages from her diet, at least for the

first three months when the fetus is most sus-

ceptible to chemicals."

Caffeine is a stimulant, and stimulants can

be addictive, so you may notice a real change
in your general energy level if you suddenly

cut back from six cups of coffee daily to none.

Gradually cutting back, though, seems easy

for most women's bodies to adjust to.

Should you avoid caffeine? The dangers are

still a matter of debate, but for a woman who
can easily go without two cups of coffee in the

morning and who can go for a brisk walk in-

stead, the payoff is probably increased energy

and health. V

WORKING PARTS

(Continuedfrom page 562)

YOUR EYES AND EARS
Around the fortieth birthday, newspapers and
telephone directories suddenly seem difficult

to read. Bending close doesn't help; backing

away does. Presbyopia, or stiffening of the

crystalline lens of the eye, cause of loss of close

focus, actually has been going on since age ten;

glasses and contact lenses "cure" the problem.

Other age-related eye problems: cataract

and glaucoma, both highly treatable with high

success rates. Cataract, clouded lenses in the

eye, is treated surgically by extraction of the

cloudy tissue. Implanted lenses, now in use by
hundreds of thousands, restore full vision.

Glaucoma, increased pressure inside the

eyeball, doesn't hurt but can lead to blindness

if undetected and untreated. Essential

throughout mature life: annual tonometry, a

painless test done by eye specialists.

For purposes of everyday living, hearing

changes little with age; but high-frequency

tones are less perceptible for most people after

age fifty, and few can hear high frequencies

past age sixty-five. Care of ears may be in-

creasingly important. Exposure to prolonged

or excessive sound (amplified rock music, oc-

cupational noise) can threaten hearing. Tinni-

tus—buzzing, crackling, ringing in ears—can

be aggravated by smoking, too much aspirin,

other factors.

YOUR MUSCLES
Our voluntary muscles lose in size and

strength—not necessarily at parallel rates—as

we grow older, but it's disuse rather than aging

that is to blame for much of the loss. (See

Movement, page 564.)

YOUR BONES
The thinning and wasting of bone substance

—

osteoporosis—is a distinct threat with age,

particularly to women, more particularly to

slender women, most of all to slim women who
smoke. But osteoporosis is not natural in ag-

ing, nor unavoidable. Deprivation of estrogen,

as occurs after menopause, is thought a trig-

gering event, causing calcium metabolism to

falter. Inadequate dietary calcium is another

suspected factor, along with possible shortage

of vitamins D and K. So is too little exercise.

(See Diet Pluses and Movement, pp. 563, 564.)

—MELVA WEBER

ARE YOU FIT?

(Continuedfrom page 557)

SCORING Flexibility: above 20, good; 11-

20, fair; 0-10, poor. Strength: above 20, good;
11-20, fair; 0-10, poor.

• If you score high in strength and flexibility:

Give equal attention to all body parts. Start

with 3-pound strap-on weights; do 30 reps; in-

crease to 5-pound weights.

• A low strength score/high flexibility score

means you should concentrate less on stretch-

ing, more on strengthening. People commonly
do exercises they are best at; for most women
that means concentrating on stretch rather

than strength. The flexibility test illustrates

norms for each muscle group; going beyond
these ranges is not necessary and without suffi-

cient strength could result in injury. Ability to

stretch in one area doesn't guarantee flexibility

in another. A high strength score/low flexibil-

ity score means the reverse. If you score low in

flexibility: the test is also a basic stretch pro-

gram; repeat each test passively and gently for

60 seconds.
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• To improve strength and muscle tone: Do
double sets in low-scoring areas with 1- or 2-

pound weights until you have raised the

strength level of your weaker muscles. A basic

set is 30 reps; double that for areas of deficien-

cy. For example: If inner thighs test flexible

but not strong, use lighter weights and do 60

repetitions. If inner thighs, on the other hand,

test both flexible and strong, they're "balanced

muscles"; begin with 3-pound weights, 30

reps. Work up to 5-pound weights.

• If inner thighs have a lower strength score

than outer thighs, work inner thighs twice as

hard doing 60 reps with 1- or 2-pound weights.

Once you've achieved strength in your inner

thighs (retest yourself after 4 weeks, when im-

provements begin to show), then you can go

back to equal repetitions, equal weight with

the outer thigh.

• If you find you have strong abdominals,

weak arms, devote time to raising the strength

level of the latter.

• If you have strong arms/weak legs, empha-
size the leg-muscle exercises in this program.

• A low strength/flexibility score means to

proceed with extreme caution; you're at risk of

injury. After checking with your doctor, do
strength exercise program without weights;

start with 10 reps and work up; concentrate on

gently doing flexibility exercises.

• Notes: The strength program on page 554

also stretches opposing muscle groups. Con-

centrate on contracting only the muscles that

are lifting the weight, and remember to release

and relax the opposite muscle group that isn't

working. For example, if you're exercising the

inner thigh, relax the outer thigh.

Even those with low-back problems, after

checking with an M.D., may be able to execute

exercises on their backs //abdominal muscles

are strong enough to keep back flat on floor,

the non-working leg is bent, and a slow, con-

stant rhythm is established.

• Remember: If you want to do all your exer-

cise on the same day, do cardiovascular exer-

cise (10 to 15 minutes on a stationary bike or

jogging) first to warm up the body; strength

work next, stretching last. The strength pro-

gram should be done 3 times a week (as should

your cardiovascular workout) and takes 10-20

minutes. If you do the flexibility program, one

minute for each exercise, you'll have finished

in ten! V
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HEALTH/POSITIVES

(Continuedfrom page 564)

physicians and internists throughout that

state. A checklist of family history, daily hab-

its, health attitudes, and medical exams, the

test determines how a woman's "health age"

compares with her actual chronological age.

Ronald G. Blankenbaker, M.D., Indiana State

Commissioner of Health, noted that "doctors

use the test to show a woman how, by simply

changing one habit—say exercising three

times a week instead of one, or stopping smok-

ing—she can drastically lower her 'health age.'

Also, repeating the test on an annual basis is a

simple way to keep tabs on your health

throughout your life." (A similar test that you

can take at home, page 587.)

Here, the habits and medical checkups that

women should pay particular attention to . .

.

HEALTH HABITS
• Relax "While it's impossible for most of us

to avoid stressful situations totally, evidence is

mounting that learning to 'de-stress' yourself

not only improves your quality of life but also

lessens your risk of heart attack or violent

death. Many scientists also feel that negative

stress, maintained for a long period of time,

may make our bodies more vulnerable to can-

cer and other life-threatening diseases," said

Dr. Blankenbaker. What many women find to

be the best de-stresser: exercise. "Talking

yourself out of anger when it arises and prac-

ticing gentle stretching exercises at night be-

fore you go to sleep can also help."

• Seat belts As many as 60 percent of fatal

automobile deaths could be avoided if we all

used seat belts whenever we are in a car, re-

ported a 1980 study by the National Highway
and Traffic Safety Administration. While
women are slightly more likely than men to

use seat belts, only 15 percent do so regularly.

• Sleep "Studies have shown that women and
men who get an average ofseven to eight hours

of sleep a night seem to live longer than do
those who get six hours or less or nine hours or

more," says Richard M. Coleman, Ph.D., clin-

ical faculty, Stanford University School of

Medicine Sleep Disorders Center.

"The best way to insure getting a restful

night's sleep seems to be by getting into a regu-

lar sleep schedule, going to bed and waking up
at about the same time each day. While we
don't need less sleep as we age, older people do
seem to have, more disturbed sleep at night and
to compensate with midday naps. This is fine,

as long as you try to schedule your naps at reg-

ular hours as you do your sleep."

While many women who take up exercise

feel that they are sleeping better, there is no

scientific proof that this is so. What has been

shown, though, is that you shouldn't do vigor-

ous aerobic exercise near bedtime, as it makes

it harder to fall asleep. Gentle relaxation exer-

cises, though, can help to encourage sleep.

MEDICAL EXAMS
• Checkups While the need for annual physi-

cal exams for healthy adults has been ques-

tioned by some doctors, others feel that the

contact—and discussion—with a physician on

an annual basis can help to reinforce good
health habits, a worthwhile investment for all

of us. In their twenties and thirties, many
women rely on their gynecologists as their pri-

mary physicians; if you do, tell your gynecolo-

gist so that he or she is certain to do regular

diagnostic tests that would otherwise be done

by an internist or family physician.

"Tell your doctor of any small changes in

the way you feel," advised Dr. Blankenbaker.

"What may seem like trivial changes could be

early warning signs of disease."

• Breast self-exams Every woman should do

these monthly starting in her twenties. Report

any changes in the contour of your breast tis-

sue to your physician immediately. If you have

an extensive family history of breast cancer,

many physicians feel that you should have one

of the new low-radiation mammograms every

one to two years starting early in adulthood.

And the American Cancer Society now rec-

ommends that every woman over age forty

have a mammogram every one to two years,

annually after age fifty.

• Pap smears "If you have a history of three

negative tests in a row, a test every two to three

years may be sufficient, but that does not mean
that you shouldn't see your doctor annually

for a pelvic exam," said Dr. Freedman. Wom-
en who are very sexually active may want to

have more frequent Pap smears, in any case.

• Blood cholesterol Have yours checked at

least once before menopause, then on a regular

schedule established by your physician.

• Influenza vaccine More and more physi-

cians recommend these for patients over sixty.

• Read labels Always read and follow in-

structions on patient inserts included with pre-

scription or over-the-counter drugs, and check

with your pharmacist or doctor before buying

any over-the-counter medications if you are

currently taking any prescription medications.

Studies reveal that few of us take our medica-

tions correctly, so ask your doctor about any-

thing you are unsure about before you leave

his or her office. V

HEA^NEGATIVES
(Continuedfrom page 565)

to the cardiovascular system and to the intran-

asal passageway. It is not uncommon for her-

oin use to end in death. Even marijuana,

thought of often as a harmless substance, can

cause respiratory disease, damage to the neu-

roendocrine, reproductive, and nervous sys-

tems when used heavily over a period of time."

• Over-the-counter (otc) medications are of-

ten considered harmless because they are

available without prescription. But even such
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"routine" drugs as aspirin and antihistamines

can be dangerous when mixed with other pre-

scription drugs or taken by a woman with an

undiagnosed illness. Mixing otc drugs and al-

cohol can be fatal.

"A woman should consult with her phar-

macist as to what other drugs she is taking and

what her general health is before buying any

OTC drug," said NYU geriatric specialist Dr.

Freedman. "And a pregnant woman should

always consult with her obstetrician as well.

Reactions to OTC medications, as to other

drugs, become concentrated with age. No one
over sixty-five or seventy should take any
drugs without a doctor's okay." V
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JAZZ

(Continuedfrom page 540)

Betty Carter is perhaps the most creative

improvisor of the great jazz singers and has

developed an exciting bandstand style in

which she conducts her trio with gestures,

stretches, and turns of her body that give phys-

ical form to the singing. It is as though the mu-
sic were literally moving and dancing in front

of you. Long a favorite of musicians but rela-

tively unknown to large audiences, over the

last six or seven years Carter has captured a

big followkg both nationally and internation-

ally. Her decidedly creative approach to her

material leads to new arrangements she writes

herself and to the search for songs that are

both challenging and new or relatively un-

known. Her self-produced The Audience with

Betty Carter (Bet-Car Records) is an awe-in-

spiring recital of sustained invention, drive,

and variety.

There is a spare beauty to the singing of

Abbey Lincoln that is wonderfully compli-

mented by her physical radiance. Lincoln uses

a small range but fills every note with such
worlds of complex adult emotion the music is

magnified right before you. When very happy,

she moves in time to her singing with a home-
made twisting dance that is joyously erotic but

never vulgar. People in Me (Inner City) and
Cedar Walton's The Maeslro (Muse), where
she is a featured guest, offer fine examples of

her deeply emotional skills.

THE SAXOPHONE
Sidney Bechet, Coleman Hawkins, Lester

Young, and Charlie Parker made the saxo-
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phone essential to the jazz orchestra and the

small group. Its translucent and percussive

range is so great it can sound like a person alter-

nately whispering or singing, talking or laugh-

ing, cajoling or serenading. It can make all the

stops from the loftiest melodic dream to the

most sensuous love call.

At seventy-six, Benny Carter looks twenty

years younger, and his alto saxophone style is

as pure and rare as fresh city air; he has

stripped down his approach to improvisation

so that his lines now take on the crystalline

insights of a grand master. Long a bandleader

and a composer, he has written for everything

from the small jazz band to the movie and tele-

vision score.

Dexter Gordon lived in Europe for many
years and his return to America in the middle
'seventies signaled the upsurge of interest in

jazz. He has been rightfully celebrated as the

first tenor saxophonist to develop a style com-
patible with the mid-'forties innovations of

alto saxophonist Charlie Parker. Though

ler (Sackville) is a wonderful introduction to

McShann's art.

Tommy Flanagan has been held in awe for

at least twenty-five years by his peers. Flana-

gan possesses a touch that gives the instrument

almost vocal powers, and has the melodic

imagination to match it. With the ease of a sto-

ryteller who has invented tales for many more
than a thousand and one nights, Flanagan
bends and turns tunes until his improvisations

elevate them to stations of elegance. When his

head dips to the right and his shoulder rises,

Flanagan has caught his groove and the piano

begins to trot and strut its lyrical messages in

phrases that rise and fall like the feet of a mag-
nificent dancer. Hear The Tokyo Recital (Pab-

lo) and Super Session (Inner City).

Randy Weston has been traveling to Africa

for nearly twenty years and combining what
he learns there with the jazz background he

absorbed in Brooklyn. Weston is a few inches

short of seven feet and makes all pianos seem
small. His sound is enormous, and the

midxaNation is what jazz is mostly

about • • • it is good-time music

sometimes inconsistent, Gordon's brusque
songfulness and humor are mightily uplifting

when he's in command.
Sonny Rollins js the preeminent living saxo-

phonist, and he asserts his gifts in public per-

formances that include his strolling the stage

and punctuating his phrases with his body.

Though he frequently uses inferior accompa-
nists, the inspired Sonny Rollins transcends

his surroundings through the grandeur of his

imagination and the peerless technique that

liberates it. "Silver City" from Don 7 Stop the

Carnival (Milestone) is a far better indication

of his massive improvising powers than most
of his recordings over the last ten years.

Out in Chicago, the tenor saxophonist

Von Freeman works one night a week at El

Matador. He can be shockingly original and

has long been a legend for his ability to assault,

dismember, and transform songs with the free-

dom of a seasoned sculptor whose quick twists

stun the young who seek the new.

George Coleman is a harmonic maze-maker
from Memphis, Tennessee, who has worked
with many of the best bandleaders in modern
jazz and has become one of the standard bear-

ers of contemporary virtuosity. Coleman
works hard, piling idea after idea upon the

chords of a song until it nearly bursts, pursu-

ing his variations with the stubbornness that

often makes for volatile evenings.

THE PIANO PLAYERS
An orchestra unto itself, the jazz piano carries

melody, voices, chords, andfunctions as a drum
with notes. It can dip a tune deep into the indigo

of the blues, paint feathery pictures, and fire

melodic variations.

Jay McShann led the big band in which
Charlie Parker played for dances from one end

of America to the other, learning the craft that

would soon be extended until it upset the jazz

world. McShann is a bluesman, a piano player

whose rocking beat, down-home harmonies

and rhythms, satire and passion put every lis-

tener in touch with the panorama of dancing

affirmation that gives despair heated eviction

notices, bar by bar. His A Tribute to Fats Wal-

rhythms he plays reject all separations from
the drums. When listening to Weston, one gets

a tour of a universe in which bongos, congas,

and all manner of percussion have taken on

melodic and harmonic identities. He creates a

mood rich with mystery and stately dignity,

but a mood never too aloof to rumble forth an

embracing joy. On Rhythms and Sounds
(Cora), he presents a breadth of styles as pene-

trating as they are pulsive.

Saxophonist John Coltrane's quartet ex-

panded the language ofjazz in the middle 'six-

ties and one of the central reasons was the

piano work of McCoy Tyner. Tyner created a

style close to that of Coltrane's and one that

became a seminal influence on contemporary

players. His interests in African, Middle East-

ern, and Asian music led to an approach that is

both exuberant and reverent. The power of his

attack and the force of his ideas give his work a

percussive texture that is thick with invention.

Passion Dance (Milestone) is an appropriate ti-

tle for one of his best offerings.

There is a body of techniques that give jazz

piano its special quality; Jimmy Rowles knows

just how to put them together for his own iden-

tity. Rowles appears introspective as he leans

toward the keyboard, looking for the black

and white combinations that can remake the

songs so easefully they sound as if that is the

way their composers would have written them

had they either the time or the talent. His vari-

ations are sometimes sardonic, sometimes lilt-

ing; always singing, and rarely less then very

soulful. Jimmy Rowles Plays Ellington and
Strayhorn (Columbia) is as much a tribute to

his own uniqueness as it is to the great writers.

THE TRUMPET
Since Louis Armstrong—the New Orleans ge-

nius who conquered first his hometown, then

the world—the trumpet has become an instru-

ment ofgreater importance than it ever enjoyed

prior to this century. With his horn, Armstrong

could scoop mudfrom the gutter and transform

it into a clarion note accurate enough to strike

the emotional pinpoint ofthefurthest star. Now
the trumpet can softly sing or boldly proclaim

mmmamm



the tears and the triumphs ofhuman life in all

its smut and splendor.

At seventy-eight, Doc Cheatham is a phe-

nomenon. His duet recording with pianist

Sammy Price, Black Beauty (Sackville),

proves that he is one of the most eloquent and

persistently inventive trumpeters. Still straight

as a board, full of wit and vinegar, and capable

of filling a room with the size of his sound,

Cheatham works every Sunday afternoon at

Manhattan's Sweet Basil. There he sings out

his melodic ideas with a richly expressive tone

and an emotional scope—from plaintive to

raucous—that is as much celebration of matu-

rity as it is of mastery.

Dizzy Gillespie is one of the great innova-

tors in jazz history. With Charlie Parker, The-

lonious Monk, and Kenny Clarke, he pioneer-

ed the revolutionary style of the mid-'forties

known as "bebop." It brought another degree

of virtuosity and added more harmonic colors

to the music's palette. Gillespie was also a

champion of the combining ofjazz with Latin

rhythms, bringing together elements that

seeped into everything from television scores

to the riffs and vamps of James Brown. At six-

ty-six, Gillespie still delivers one of the most

cunning styles in music.

Freddie Hubbard became his own man in

the 1960s and added another pool of golden

tone to the trumpet. He has performed in one

capacity or another with most of the great jazz

musicians but was caught for a few years in the

slough of jazz-rock. Lately, however, Hub-
bard has been working with his own bands and

in all-star combinations where he not only has

come to eerily resemble Armstrong, but also

extends his work into the bravura declama-

tions of one of the most original contemporary

styles.

Olu Dara is often associated with the jazz

vanguard, but he can synthesize the old and
the new into a style that pushes the trumpet

across a wide range of music. He is in demand
and can often be heard working with young
bandleaders or leading his own group, the

Okra Orchestra, where he sings blues with hu-

mor and authority, moves from tragedy to

booting exaltation with a shift of the trumpet^

valves, and mixes a music of his own design. It

includes ethnic and dance rhythms, from the

bush to the fatback blues shuffle.

THE DRUMS
The drums have colored every significant turn

ofstyle injazz history, from the solemn patterns

of New Orleans funerals to small groups and
big bands elevated by the crackle, the thump,

and the sizzling ring of the snare and bass

drums, to the tom-toms and the cymbals, A
blue-ribbon drummer can swing the band, the

room, and play solos as well-crafted, as subtle,

and as breath-taking as those of any other in-

strumentalist.

Max Roach is perhaps the greatest drum-
mer of the last four decades. Since he helped

change jazz with Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie

Parker, Roach hasn't looked back; he has con-

tinued to search for substance, variety, and ad-

venture. He performs with his own quartet, in

duet with avant-gardists like Cecil Taylor and
Archie Shepp, leads a percussion ensemble
called M'Boom, commissions works for his

quartet and strings, sometimes uses choirs,

and plays the most artful of drum solos. If the

term "genius" is overused, it becomes an accu-

rate adjective when applied to Max Roach.
Art Blakey has led a group called the Jazz

Messengers for almost thirty years and it has

become a boiling (Continued on page 602)
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finishing school for the young players Blakey

always finds, grooms, and presents as fresh

shock troops who boggle the complacent.

When Blakey sits behind his drums, surround-

ed with the bristling work of his new discover-

ies, listening to the old master put those young
men through their paces is one of the purest

jazz joys.

Philly Joe Jones first became celebrated

when he nearly swung the Miles Davis Quintet

off the bandstand in the middle 'fifties. Jones

now leads Dameronia, a nine-piece group giv-

en over to the extraordinary writing of Tadd
Dameron. Dameronia sets standards and
teaches lessons to younger musicians at the

same time that the ensemble plays to turn-

away crowds.

Elvin Jones revolutionized the drums with-

in the innovative middle-'sixties quartet of

saxophonist John Coltrane. He gave a more
complicated beat to the rhythm and piled pat-

tern on top of pattern until the beat became a

veritable jungle of tension and release. His

heavy stroke and the flow of his rhythm spark

any ensemble he works with, from the Elvin

Jones quartet through the all-star combina-

tions he pummels until he provokes the joyous

drive of swing that brings any house down.
Panama Francis is a veteran of the Lucky

Millinder big band and fought many a battle of

music at the Savoy Ballroom. Francis has

made every kind of recording imaginable but

has been at the helm of a regrouping of the

Savoy Sultans for the last few years. The Sul-
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tans were the Savoy's house and band, and
Francis has recaptured the fire and romance of

the 1940s, not the sentimental loss of place

that begets nostalgia. When his band is aflame,

the impact is one of timeless pleasure.

THE GROUPS
The smalljazz band has always been the labo-

ratoryfor new styles and the purest example of
the improvising musician creating within the

ensemble. The best small bands always get the

effects ofa much larger unit by using every in-

strument so that it supports, underlines, in-

spires, and counterpoints. The inventive

utilization ofthe instruments is, however, more
often spontaneous than preconceived, but al-

ways sounds as though it had all been rehearsed

down to the smallest tinkle ofa cymbal.

One of the most important recent events in

American music has been the reforming of

The Modern Jazz Quartet. It had broken up a

few years ago after a long association that re-

sulted in work that was always sublime, taste-

ful, disciplined, empathetic, and hot with the

lilt of its special swing. The arsenal of ideas

and the inventive use of the group's sound by

musical director and pianist John Lewis, the

stinging fluency of vibist Milt Jackson, the

drive of bassist Percy Heath, and the exquisite

drumming of Connie Kay make for small en-

semble jazz that is orchestral in dimension.

The Nat Adderley Quintet personifies the

forceful surge of straight-ahead jazz that de-

fined that great bands of the 'fifties and the

'sixties. Cornetist Adderley worked for many
years with his late brother, Cannonball, who
was one of the music's finest alto saxophonists.

Now he works next to Philadelphia's Sonny

Fortune, a fire-breathing alto player who
melts each tune into his own image, building

his improvisations, as does Adderley, on the

shoulders of one of the strongest rhythm sec-

tions in the business—pianist Larry Willis,

bassist Walter Booker, and drummer Jimmy
Cobb.

The George Adams-Don Pullen Quartet

rolls across all categories of style, from gut-

bucket blues to vanguard dissonance that nev-

er descends into meaningless noisemaking. It

is an extremely compelling band that greatly

benefits from the orchestral drumming of

Dannie Richmond. Adams has formed a tenor

saxophone style ofenormous scope and Pullen

has worked out the most effective and startling

piano approach of the last decade. His "Tra-

cey's Blues" on the solo album Healing Force

(Black Saint) is one of the best examples of

combining tradition with vanguard harmonies

while enriching the power of both elements.

Sphere plays a repertoire dominated by the

compositions of the late Thelonious Monk,
whose death in 1982 was one of the most

mourned passings, since he was not only an

innovative pianist but the finest jazz writer

since Duke Ellington. Both tenor saxophonist

Charlie Rouse and drummer Ben Riley

worked with Monk; and pianist Kenny Barron

and bassist Buster Williams are, like their co-

members, skilled instrumentalists and inspired

improvisors. It is in keeping with the maturity

of jazz that a band of excellent musicians

would come together for the veneration of a

great body of music like Monk's.

The idea of a jazz band made up of only four

saxophone players might sound contrived, but

the World Saxophone Quartet has been con-

verting listeners since it formed in 1976. The
members—Hamiet Bluiett, Julius Hemphill,

Oliver Lake, and David Murray— usually

wear tuxedos and begin performing rhythmic
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chants offstage before strutting out in step

with their music. They have figured out cun-

ning ways to give saxophones the roles of pi-

ano, bass, and drums in order to swing!

Because each of the members is a writer, the

music is quite varied and has an affecting qual-

ity all its own. Revue (Black Saint) is one of the

high water marks of new jazz.

FACES OF THE FUTURE
No art can avoid extinction if it fails to inspire

the commitment of those young and imagina-

tive enough to reinvent what gives the idiom its

grandeur. A few years ago, many thought jazz

was on its death bed, that there weren't the

troops to carry the campaign into the future.

They were wrong.

Wynton Marsalis is the enfant terrible of

jazz. At twenty-two, he is as at home meeting

the demands of superior jazzmen as he is per-

forming European trumpet concerti. He was

discovered by Art Blakey and has since left the

drummer to lead his own band and appear as

guest soloist with veterans like Sonny Rollins

or Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, and Tony
Williams—the engine that pushed the last

great Miles Davis band in the middle 'sixties.

A natty dresser and an emergent matinee idol,

Marsalis sees his job as one of synthesizing the

innovations of the last twenty years, and his

Think of One (Columbia) shows he is off to a

strong start.

Both the writing and the playing of tenor

saxophonist David Murray prove that van-

guard jazz need be neither dull nor preten-

tious. Murray's score calls upon gospel, the

blues, the jazz ballad, and Latin rhythms. His

sound is huge and maintains the emotional

scope of the masters while pushing a contem-

porary sensibility of alternately subtle and hot

dissonance into performances that raise the

roof. His Home (Black Saint) offers some of

the freshest contemporary writing and playing

around today.

Few flutists have been important to jazz and

most have doubled on saxophones, but flutist

James Newton has made the decision to play

the flute only and has developed its potential

into substantially new areas. Newton is as ex-

traordinary a writer as he is a player and the

body of his work contains a songful variety of

expression compatible with his love for Duke
Ellington. James Newton (Gramavision) is his

best recording to date, illustrating as it

does what seems a nearly limitless musical per-

sonality.

The Henry Threadgill Septet is captained

by a man whose decision to rethink the entire

tradition in his own terms is paying off. From
work as stark as field hollers to intricately or-

ganized flag-wavers, this band moves across a

wide territory and hits the audience in the

soul, heart, and head with an authority so pure

one almost forgets that the band is supposed to

be, in some way, avant garde. Though not as

stimulating as the live performances, Just the

Facts and Pass the Bucket (About Time) gives

an impression that will create more than pass-

ing interest.

The most imposing master of the alto saxo-

phone to arrive since the middle 'sixties is

Arthur Blythe. For sound, execution, swing,

and emotional depth, Blythe is the alto's man
ofthe hour. He is a musician so full of curiosity

that he will experiment with colors that lead

him to surround his saxophone with cello, gui-

tar, tuba, and drums! As his Illusions (Colum-
bia) shows, Blythe has the skill to make
powerful music in whatever context he
chooses. V
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life, she's not at all passive. Things happen in

your acting, you don't plan it."

Did Bloom bring a lot of herself to the role

of Hope?
"I don't know how you play anything that

you don't bring a lot of yourself into, frankly. I

know there are supposed to be great character

actors who play roles totally away from their

personalities—and in that case, I'm not one.

That's all. When I read a script, my immediate
reaction is yes or no—but immediate. And
nearly always right. Not that I haven't made
mistakes, obviously. But the first feeling is that

something connects with what I've experi-

enced, or mjght have experienced, or could ex-

perience. Hope is quite a familiar face.

"She is a very interesting woman, indepen-

dent and strong. Independent in a dependent
environment, really."

And Roth (dare we ask the question of any
novelist?) does he bring much of himself to the

characters he creates?

Well, yes—and no.

"The difference between a writer and some-
one who doesn't write is that the writer has

something beyond self, which is imagination. I

find that when certain people read books of

mine, they say, 'Well, did that happen to you?'

And I say, 'No.' Then they'll say, 'Well, we
don't believe you,' and I'll say to them, 'Don't

you see that what separates me from you is I

can make things up? That's how I earn my liv-

ing.' Tolstoy said you can see a street fight and
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write War and Peace—you know, you don't

have to see a great battle to understand what
combat is. You need something, some juice to

get you going. If you had only the self, you

wouldn't be a writer, you'd be something else.

But you have this other thing that, for lack of a

better word, is called imagination.

"Let's take the case of Lonoff, who is fifty-

seven years old. I'm not fifty-seven years old

now, and I was even younger when I wrote this

book, but I certainly can project myself into

that situation, and that's an act of imagination.

I don't have to have lived it. If I had to live

everything I wrote about, I'd be stuck."

Not to mention, exhausted. . .

.

Roth: "Well, you do what your tempera-

ment requires. Hemingway had to go to Africa

and shoot lions; and Chekhov didn't go any-

where, really, except finally to that prison

camp in Siberia, and he never wrote fiction

about it. When he finally did go off in search of

experience, as it were, he couldn't make fiction

out of it. He could make fiction only out of

what flowed through his own life. What you're

doing in those little rooms where you sit by

yourself as a writer is not reconstructing your

life—you're taking those germs and letting

them sprout, aren't you?"

Bloom agrees—that is what she was saying.

"I mean," she laughs, "what I tried to say, but

not as well."

She goes on: "I suppose, in a way, an actor is

more caged than a writer because as an actor

you're limited by your body . . . but, even so,

what dictates the range of your work is what
you are capable of imagining yourself doing.

You don't have to murder a Duncan to play

Lady Macbeth. But you do have to think that
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you are capable of doing such a thing."

Can Philip Roth see himself as an actor?

"Not since I was in school. I just wanted to

stand on the stage. In the light. No, no, I

couldn't begin to do it. I remember picking

Claire up at night after she'd been in a play in

London. She'd be dressing, and I'd walk out

onstage and stand there, just—terrified." (To

Claire): "Do you ever feel that way?"
Bloom: "God, yes."

Roth: "I'd stand there on the stage and
think, how does she dare do this? No one was
there, and my heart was pounding."

About two years ago, Roth adapted a trans-

lation of Chekhov for a television production

of The Cherry Orchard in which Bloom ap-

peared. That was when he first had occasion to

watch actors at work, in rehearsal, making the

most awful mistake and correcting them

—

much the way writers did, in fact.

"The experience of writing is mostly saying,

'This is wrong. This word is wrong, this sen-

tence is wrong, this page is wrong.' Actors

have to do all that in front of people, be wrong
all the time—that's mostly in rehearsal. ..."

(Bloom, quietly): "Not only in rehearsal."

Roth: "Well, but in rehearsal you get the

first draft. That's where it's really happening.

"I think being a director is like being a writ-

er. I do it quietly to my page, to myself. You
keep saying, 'This isn't right, no, no, no, no,

the other way. You talk to yourself, I think,

the way a good director probably talks to ac-

tors. And that is sometimes very sweetly and

gently, and sometimes saying, 'Look, take a

walk, this stinks.'
"

In her autobiography Limelight and After,

Claire Bloom talks (Continued on page 604)
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about actors' failings—how they signal that

they are in trouble with a role: "It's a profes-

sional affliction that almost no one escapes . . .

I have a little gesture that's an obvious sign of

tension—the arm is straight down and I raise

my wrist so my hand is parallel to the

ground. . . . It's like something you might do

out of nervousness at a cocktail party. You put

on some kind of face or voice, some act that . . .

you hope will get you by until you can get the

hell out of there and on to something else."

Where did she get the nerve to expose a se-

i Like that?

"Ah, well, I thought I'd give a lot of people

an ax to hit me over the head with. ... I found

that a very difficult part of the book to write,

because I knew I would be giving things away.

I tried to be specific about how one acts. And
it's a very mysterious and peculiar process al-

together; but it's interesting to try to pin it

down."
An urge to pin down the mystery is appar-

ently what enables Claire Bloom to speak

frankly about her abilities and limitations

—

the difficulty she had in being both a good
mother and a good actress; the reasons for her

failure to become a grand-scale Hollywood
star ("In films, I fear I was a lady, and that is

just fatal to anybody"). She is a woman who
appears to have sacrificed certain illusions for

the sake of emotional clarity.

The frustrations of being an actress:

"I have to rely on other people, on things

and ideas that are not mine. And it's too late

now, that's what I chose to do, and that's the

world that I live in. I hesitate to say it, but I

think my world is much more difficult than

any other. It's chancy; and for the kind of per-

son I am, that's not a particularly good way to

live. I'm someone who likes to be in control,

but I can't."

For Roth, of course, it is otherwise: "I don't

need anyone else. That's probably why I chose

to do what I do. And she needs a whole

world."

But he is also—surprisingly—philosophical

about an artist's limitations:

"As you go on in a career in the arts, what
do you learn? You learn what you can't do.

And that's exactly what happens over ten,

twenty, thirty years. You know what you can't

do. Others may accept it as your style or your

trademark, your appeal. It may be the very

thing that's most appealing, which is what oth-

ers may call your 'vision.' You yourself may
feel it as your limitation, your boundary."

In a sense, much of Roth's fiction is about

the artist and his limitations. Lonoff is a case

in point—his great limitation being that he is

so thoroughly an artist. And then there is Na-
than Zuckerman who, in the course of three

novels, discovers what he is not.

"I wanted to take this writer through three

stages of his career, the beginning, the mid-

dle—and the middle. And so the first book is

about the enthusiasm, and the conflict, and the

obsession. Then the next book [Zuckerman
Unbound] is about his strange success. The
last book is about Zuckerman's exhaustion in

his forties, his exhaustion and his growing dis-

taste for his own vocation—if not hatred of

it—and his attempt to leave it.

"In The Anatomy Lesson, there are other

consequences which appear to be physical

—

the ruin of his body, the toll that's been taken

by his career. He decides to leave Manhattan
and his life there, and become a doctor.

There's nothing more different from being a

writer than being a doctor. People actually

need doctors—they don't need writers. But
there's more to it than that. Zuckerman winds
up in the hospital as a patient rather than as a

doctor. In short, for him, there's no way out."

There is a scene in The Ghost Writer in

which Hope, frustrated by Lonoffs relentless

nobility, his faithful marriage to his profes-

sion, screams at him, "I cannot take any more
moral fiber in the face of life's disappoint-

ments."

That sounds like a line either Philip Roth or

Claire Bloom might have said.

Roth laughs. "I don't know what it means. I

go completely blank when I hear it." (To

Bloom): "Do you know?"
"I think it means she's had it up to here."

"She's talking about Lonoff," explains

Roth, "Not giving in to his yearning for Amy,
and not giving in to the monotony and bore-

dom. . .
."

".
. . and being," continues Bloom, "such

an endlessly honorable man. Whereupon,
Hope says, 'I'll go to Boston, I'll go to the end
of the world. I'll go anywhere. Just let me out

of this.'"
" 'Let me out of the prison of your decen-

cy'
"—Roth is getting into the spirit now.

"But it's complicated because the prison of his

decency may well keep her together. Who
knows? Lonoff is, as Claire says, a bottomless-

ly honorable man who has this fiendish dignity

that she feels as a prison. ... I did write it. I

didn't say it."

Bloom laughs now. "And I said it. I didn't

write it." V
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involved with aging skin, we are moving one
very slow step at a time . . . but there are signs

we are getting there. For instance, we used the

advantages of an already known benefit, the

ability to accelerate skin-cell turnover rate in

studies carried out on microcirculation; and,

on the basis of our findings we have just intro-

duced in Europe, Forte Vital, which augments
and helps the 'transport' of nutrients from the

dermis to the epidermis. This is a 'first' which
we hope will come here in '84."

In 1979, L'Oreal gave several million dol-

lars to CIRD, an independent advanced skin-

research center in the South of France, to fund
general research into the phenomenon of ag-

ing. Mr. Owen-Jones explained, "Ultimately,

this could benefit the whole industry because
we don't have any exclusive right to the infor-

mation from CIRD as it is not product-orient-

ed but concerns basic skin physiology."

To alleviate the visible signs of aging, Rev-
Ion's contribution has always been broad in

scope. It began in the 'fifties with the first use

of non-hormonal steroids in the legendary

moisturizer Eterna '27', still a favorite product

despite its having a heavier texture than most
skin-care products have today. As Earle W.
Brauer, M.D., Revlon vice president for medi-

cal affairs, explained, "The formula cannot be

changed without having to go through the

FDA approval processes again, which can

take up to five years. Since its introduction,

however, there have been many innovative de-
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velopments from Revlon—one of the most
outstanding was the use of high-quality solu-

ble collagen in a series of skin improvers from

CHR Moisture Concentrate to the more re-

cent European Collagen Complex."
Next on Revlon's agenda—Stress Recov-

ery, to be introduced at the end of this year,

described by Dr. Brauer as "an amazing ami-

no acid-collagen complex known as Eterna-

gen, a fast regenerator of skin cells."

Securities analysts, who constantly monitor

industry performances, see a trend in the way
women are now responding to specialized,

one-of-a-kind products like Stress Recovery

—

single items, as they are known in the cosmet-

ics industry. As one of the leading Wall Street

"sleuths," Jack L. Salzman of Smith Barney,

Harris Upham & Co. Inc. put it, "Very few

women today are loyal to a line, a regimen un-

der one label, but there are significant signs

that they might be loyal to an item . .
." Espe-

cially "landmark items" like Estee Lauder's

Night Repair Cellular Recovery Complex,
"where the emphasis is on reestablishing what
is normal in healthy young skin," as Alayne
Zatulove described it.

There has always been a strong scientific ap-

proach to skin care at Estee Lauder, where
many products are acknowledged "land-

marks" in the development of skin treatment

in a general sense. Before it introduced "re-

pair" into common cosmetic parlance, this

company was the first to bring the thought

—

and the word—"control" into skin care, intro-

ducing, in 1981, Age-Controlling Creme.
"We are just at the beginning of a 'topically

applied' age where the skin is used as a conduit

for medical care," said Alayne Zatulove.
"There are already topical applications to alle-

viate minor problems like sea sickness and ma-
jor problems like those connected to heart

disease. The skin has become a major treat-

ment site . . . but the medical or pharmaceuti-

cal industry is continuing to search for new
carrying agents to master the task fully."

She continued, "The knowledge gleaned in

these studies helps us to find a more modern
approach to moisturization, for example, with

penetrating humectants that have the ability

to draw moisture from within the skin to hold

it where it's nteded at skin's surface."

A frequently ignored agent, she pointed out,

is the package insert. "People should get into

the habit of reading it," she urged. "It usually

has important technical information that

should be read to ensure optimum product

performance, saving mistakes and money. For

example, a label or insert can teach you that

sunscreen works much more efficiently when
applied long before you go into the sun—be-

cause then it is chemically adsorbed by the

skin."

Another example of a single "item" expect-

ed to gain rapid consumer loyalty is Extrait

Vital, Dual Skin-Repair Complex from the

prestigious skincare house of Orlane. De-

scribed by a company spokesman as "the sin-

gle most important product introduction for

the company in both 1983 and 1984," Extrait

Vital continues the tradition begun by Or-

lane's Paris-based research team in the 'fifties,

when Orlane's B-21 Treatment line made skin

care history. Today's breakthrough means this

one product repairs both above and below

skin's surface, accelerating healthy new cell

proliferation, hydrating and improving the

skin's use of oxygen to bring a new quality to

skin texture and appearance.

VOGUE, October, 1983



"It's certainly an exciting time to be in this

industry," said Elizabeth Arden's research sci-

entist Neil Delapp, Ph.D., who in 1975 left his

post-doctoral work at the Department of Der-

matology at Stanford University School of

Medicine to start the first biochemistry pro-

gram for Arden. Last year, Elizabeth Arden

felt it was appropriate to hold their first profes-

sional symposium on dermal aging, inviting

the country's leading skin scientists and doc-

tors to discuss the latest research.

John A. Cella, Ph.D., vice president in

charge of research and development at Eliza-

beth Arden, summed up the symposium at the

time with, "Many of our speakers describe the

aging of the dermis as a depressing laundry list

of ugliness. . .but however dreary all the

changes seem, the burgeoning body of knowl-

edge on the biochemical processes injects a

note of optimism."

Today, Dr. Cella believes his optimism is

even more well founded. "The three most dele-

terious things as far as the visible signs ofaging

are concerned are overexposure to the sun, the

'wrong' parents (poor genes), and the inexora-

ble genetic process of aging. The first two fac-

tors are related. Your natural heritage dictates

how your skin reacts to the sun, and I believe

everyone knows sun exposure is cumulative

and influences the aging process.

"It's simply explained—if you put a flash-

light under your wrist, the light shines

through—so obviously visible light rays pene-

trate right through the skin. Shorter wave
lengths of light get absorbed into the dermis

and epidermis and are responsible for most of

sun's undesirable effects—burning, skin can-

cer, and probably accelerated aging. Today,

there are many products that can screen or

block out these damaging rays, so that aspect

of aging is totally preventable."

Research going on now at the National Can-
cer Institute concerns studying those factors

that may predispose people to the develop-

ment of skin cancer owing to sun exposure.

Said Dr. Cella, "This will lead to a better un-

derstanding of how much sun protection each

of us needs, based on exact genetic readings. It

could bring about a totally different definition

to the description 'sensitive skin.'

"At the moment, the only known benefit of

the sun for human beings is in vitamin D me-
tabolism, but we get enough D from our food.

On the other hand, it's known that keeping hu-

man beings in darkness for any length of time

has dire psychological effects. We feel now
there is not enough known about the sun's in-

fluence to block all of it for everybody."

On one thing the industry is unanimously
agreed—that one of the biggest steps in fight-

ing visible signs of age was the breakthrough in

skin-cell regeneration—accelerating skin-cell

turnover. "When Elizabeth Arden developed

Millenium to speed up cell turnover rate, there

was a tendency to ask 'What's the benefit?'

"

said Dr. Cella. "One answer we could give

with absolute certainty was that a faster turn-

over of cells makes the skin a better barrier

—

and, after all, that's the main function of the

skin; to keep the environment out and body
fluids in. I like to use the analogy that when
you look in a mirror what looks back at you is

your epidermis, something only about ten to

twenty microns thick, which is very, very thin.

If a wall is old, damaged, it's likely you'd put a

nice fresh covering on it. The epidermis is your
personal covering that might help to cover up
some underlying flaws in the lower layer of the

skin and improve appearance, as a good wall-

paper can cover up a faulty wall."
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Under the direction of Jack Mausner,
Ph.D., vice president of research and develop-

ment, Chanel skin care has long been focused

on deeper needs of the skin, apart from the ba-

sic requirements of cleansing and moisturiza-

tion. Cell regeneration—to produce necessary

fresh cells; cell elimination—shedding off the

top layer to allow the new cells to move up
from below; skin respiration (oxygen ex-

change)—essential for skin's integrity and col-

or: all these functions have now been
addressed with Chanel's F.R.E. (Facteur Re-

spiratoire Equilibre), a biological complex of

proteins, lipids, glycogen, and carbohydrates.

The most modern kind of exfoliator—Skin Re-

newal Extract—was also designed to slough

without scraping and to give a more even look

to the skin.

The last objective in Chanel's initial skin-

caring onslaught is protection—thoroughly

taken care of last year with the introduction of

Total Protection, a line of products that ad-

dresses Dr. Gilchrest's often repeated warn-

ing: sun damage occurs every time you go into

the sun. "It begins in childhood, which is when
sun protection should begin. Most of the sun

damage happens in short exposures, not in

long sunbathing bouts."

All this illustrates the growing belief that

the fine line between dermatological and regu-

lar skin-care products is getting thinner. As
the beauty industry's Product Marketing/Cos-

metic & Fragrance Retailing pointed out re-

cently, "With each introduction of a treatment

product that claims to improve the condition

of the skin, the distinction between the two
categories blurs further, so much so that many
professionals from both sides of the fence no

longer see any difference."

It's true the cosmetics industry has never

been richer in scientific talent, with those who
have spent their professional lives studying

skin—biochemists, physicists, post-doctorate

dermatologists. Charles of the Ritz, a firm that

can call on the vast armory of knowledge and

talent owned by its parent Squibb Corpora-

tion, also employed outside dermatologists to

help create its Prescribed Skincare System of

fragrance-free products.

When Avon recently announced a grant of

$450,000 to the School of Medicine at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania Hospital to study the

aging of normal skin, James J. Leyden, M.D.,

professor of dermatology at the University,

commented, "This generous grant allows us to

explore the biochemical changes that occur

with aging or with exposure to ultraviolet rays.

For the past twenty-five years, Penn's derma-

tology department has focused on the prob-

lems of skin's aging process. It has the only

clinic for the diagnosis and treatment of the

special problems of aging skin. . .
." Obvious-

ly, Avon's new Momentum Cell Energizing

Formula is the forerunner of many serious

skin carers, a new direction for the world's

largest seller of beauty products.

Because fighting the visible effects of age

concerns everyone everywhere, it has become
a worldwide occupation with information in-

creasingly shared on all levels. Shiseido recent-

ly announced the introduction of Facial

Concentrates, describing them as "highly effi-

cacious anti-aging products that boost cellular

activity, prevent build-up of wastes, and in-

crease cell's moisturizing capabilities." One of

the main ingredients is hyaluronic acid, found
in the skin to bind collagen together.

France has always been known for its com-
prehensive, specialized skin treatments. A
magnificent new (Continued on page 606)

Order Your

FREE Sample Slice Now
Discover Original DeLuxe. "that famous
Corsicana. Texas Fruit Cake" . . . ordered by

mail around the world since 1896 (shipped to

194 countries last year alone). Crammed with

luscious fruits and rich native pecans, hand-

decorated, then custom-baked for your holi-

days and shipped direct from our kitchens.

Never sold in stores. Guaranteed best you've

ever bought, baked or eaten, or money back.

Send for FREE SAMPLE SLICE or order

now. Postpaid, shipped in familiar DeLuxe
cake tin. 2 lb.. $9.35; 3 lb., $13.45: 5 lb..

$21.95.
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manufacturers. Train at home at your
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windows, television set decoration, and media con-
sultant for magazines and television.

Fashion Coordinator. Fashion promotions, pub-
licity, special events, fashion shows or the bridal
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• SEND FOR FREE FACTS... No cost,

no obligation, no salesman will call.
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research center has been built for Christian

Dior Cosmetics in Saint Jean de Braye outside

Paris, where the Dior research team developed

for the first time a solubilization process to in-

corporate elastin (another protein found in the

skin) into the Resultante skin-care products.

The Moisturizing Day Cream, just introduced

here, contains, in common with Resultante

Wrinkle and Throat Creams, a filter against

dangerous UVA and UVB rays.

The Supplegen Skincare System from Ger-

maine Monteil—based on 100 percent stabi-

lized soluable collagen—was a collaborative

effort on the part of Monteil's researchers in

Europe and in the U.S. Two results: One, the

new Instant Action Firmer said to show skin-

improving results in minutes. The other,

"Firming Action" products said to achieve

special firming.

In common with many research and devel-

opment leaders, Dr. Cella of Elizabeth Arden
believes the scientific approach is the only ap-

proach to perfecting and maintaining skin's

optimum performance. "As far as dermal re-

search is concerned, we are only at the fact-

gathering stage. We don't even have a hypothe-
sis yet, and remember the dermis makes up 95
percent of skin's weight. Skin's top layer—the

epidermis—is a mere 5 percent and in a per-

petual process of change; when you affect that

change, you see immediate results.

"The dermal layer is completely different,

made up mostly of a fibrous protein, collagen,

not cells. Ten years ago, when we looked at the

dermis, we thought it was something we were
not going to be able to change very easily by
simply treating the skin. Now there are clear

examples suggesting that we can make some
changes in the dermis, not yet from the cos-

metic area but from the medical field. Now

you can show, in fact, that some things can

alter the wound-healing process, and that in-

volves both the dermal and epidermal func-

tions. A promising find is one of the analogues

of a simple amino acid called proline, found in

collagen. Introduce that into a cell and it gets

confused. The cell doesn't make its collagen

right, slowing down its manufacture. This

could eventually help keloid sufferers. Then
there's the use of ascorbic acid, vitamin C,

which stimulates collagen production in labo-

ratory observations.

"Slowing down, speeding up, vitamin ef-

fects, hormonal effects, biochemical effects—

a

wide field of activity is going on," continued

Dr. Cella. "We work with plastic surgeons and

other doctors in our endeavors, and now are

looking at information that suggests you can

modify the dermis and the potential to do it

topically—i.e., cosmetically—is there. In five,

ten years, who knows where we'll be as far as

aging skin is concerned? The important thing

is we're on the right track." V

FASHION INFORMATION

Page 134: Earrings, $100. Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC.
Scarf, $210. Bergdorf Goodman; Regine, Los Ange-
les. 166: Earrings and cuff, see information page 510,

model on left. 484: Accessories, Yves Saint Laurent.

485: Earrings, Yves Saint Laurent. 486: Accessories,

Yves Saint Laurent. 487: Accessories, Yves Saint Lau-

rent. 488: Accessories, Yves Saint Laurent. 489: Ac-

cessories, Yves Saint Laurent. 490: Earrings, ring and
bracelet, Yves Saint Laurent. Shoes, Charles Jourdan.

491: Earrings, Yves Saint Laurent. 492: Accessories,

Emanuel Ungaro. Hat, Jean Barthet for Ungaro. 493:
Accessories, Emanuel Ungaro. 494: Accessories,
Emanuel Ungaro. Ungaro Shoes for Schwartz & Ben-
jamin. 495: Accessories, Emanuel Ungaro. 496: Ac-
cessories, Emanuel Ungaro. Shoes, Maud Frizon.

497: Accessories, Emanuel Ungaro. 498: Accesso-
ries, Givenchy. 499: Earrings, Valentino. 500: Acces-
sories, Chanel couture. 501: Accessories, Chanel
couture. 502: Earrings, Valentino. 503: Earrings, Va-
lentino. 504: Accessories, Helietta Caracciola. 505:
Accessories, Christian Dior. 506: Sweater, Valentino

Boutique, distributed by Cidat, U.S.A. $3,510. Saks
Fifth Avenue, NYC, Dept. 531. Earrings, Jerry Kott. Ul-

timo, Chicago. 507: Lambswool tank top, $46. Cotton
pants, $36. Turnout at Bloomingdale's, Dept. 267; L.L.

Berger, Buffalo NY; Claire Pearone; Balliet's;

Sakowitz, Dept 7 1 , Bullock's, Dept. 335; Lazarus, Co-
lumbus OH; MM Cohn, Little Rock AR; Woolf Brothers,

Kansas City MO. Rings, Barry Kieselstein-Cord. Henri

Bendel. Shoes, Walter Steiger, Madison Avenue,
NYC. 508: Calvin Klein lambswool/angora sweater
$140. Altman's, Dept. 147; Kaufmann's, Dept. 857;
Saks-Jandel; Marshall Field's, Dept. 175; Sakowitz,
Dept. 71; I. Magnin, Dept. 201. Hat, David, Henri Ben-
del; Ultimo, Chicago; Lou Lattimore, Dallas. Belt, Tack
I by Barry Kieselstein-Cord. Henri Bendel. 509: Ste-

phen Sprouse silk/wool scarf also at stores listed on
page 509. Norma Kamali for Stetson Hats. Saks Fifth

Avenue; Harzfelds; Macy's, San Francisco. Gloves
La Bagagerie. 510: Chanel cardigan. Bloomingdale's
Dept. 353; Jacobson's, Dept. 60; Neiman-Marcus
Dept. 91; Bullocks Wilshire, Dept. 356; I. Magnin
Dept. 31. Also at Rich's, Dept 330; Sara Fredericks
Palm Beach FL. Chanel black cashmere sweater
$260. See stores for cardigan. Shoes, Pancaldi. I

Miller, NYC; Golfer's Green-Gazebo, Elkins Park and
Narbath PA; Dolly Duz, Boca Raton and South Miami
FL. Mario Valentino also at Lou Lattimore, Dallas; Ca-
priccio, La Jolla CA. Panty stockings, Legs Fever.

Shoes, Joan & David Couture. 511: Necklace also at

Diane Glynn, Philadelphia PA. Fiorucci acrylic sweat-
er, $55. Fiorucci, NYC. 512: Left: Acetate jacket, shirt

and pants. Lord & Taylor, Dept. 91; Hudson's, Dent

353; Marshall Field's, Dept 814; Sakowitz, Dept 7<

Nordstrom; Liberty House, Dept. 398; Turnout also at

Swansons on the Plaza; Bullocks, Dept. 380. Earrings,

Terrafirma. Bracelet, Daphne Bergdorf Goodman;
Nordstrom, Southern California. Shoes, Chloe. Ele-

ganza, Millburn NJ. Right: Polyester jacket. Acetate/
Rayon pants. Earrings, Sherry Mills. Henri Bendel.

Gloves, Sachiko for LaCrasia. Saks Fifth Avenue.
Bracelets, Mary Anne Sgroi. Both models, panty
stockings, Geoffrey Beene for Bonnie Doon. Shoes,
Chloe. Eleganza, Millburn NJ. 513: Gloves, La Baga-
gerie, NYC. 514: Outfit also at Marie Leavell, Dallas.

Bracelet, Sachiko Uozumi at Artwear, NYC. Earrings,

Marieluisa Stern for Stigi. Henri Bendel; Rue de
Reves, Dallas; Nordstrom. Hanes Hosiery. Shoes, Vit-

torio Ricci. I. Miller, NYC; Fancy, Pittsburgh PA; Ka-
ren's Shoes, Winter Park FL. 515: Necklace also at

Sakowitz. Raincoat, Yohji Yamamoto. Tank top, Anne
Kiein II. Gloves, Sachiko for LaCrasia. Charivari, NYC;
Lou Lattimore, Dallas; Nan Duskin. Earrings, Kirsten

Hawthorne. Gindi, NYC; Handmoor, Chicago; Ap-
plause, Boulder CO. 516: Belt, Ruza. Henri Bendel;

Lemon & Lime, Old Greenwich CT; Parisian, Birming-

ham AL. 517: Outfit at Jacobson's, Dept. 60; Neiman-
Marcus, Dept. 94; I. Magnin, Dept. 31. Belt and
bracelet, Chanel. Bracelet at Amen Wardy, Newport
Beach, CA; to order at Bergdorf Goodman. Panty

stockings, Gerbe. 518: Fernando Sanchez cotton/ac-

etate blouse. Earrings, Robert Lee Morris at Artwear,

NYC. Bracelets, wrist to cuff: Isaac Manevitz for Ben-

Amun; Pellini Bijoux. Belt, Randi Zinz and Ginger

Propper for Two Blondes. Macy's; Marshall Field's.

519: Perry Ellis wool skirt. Outfit at Bloomingdale's,

Dept. 317; Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 36; Bullock's, Dept.

333; Macy's, San Francisco, Dept. 165. Earrings,

Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun. Henri Bendel. Brace-

lets, Pellini Bijoux. Belt, Calvin Klein. 520: Cotton/ny-

lon skirt. Outfit at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 45;

Filene's, Dept. 351; I. Magnin, Dept. 211. Also at Holt

Renfrew of Canada. Dept. 09. Earrings, Robert Lee
Morris at Artwear, NYC. Bracelet, Isaac Manevitz for

Ben-Amun. Bergdorf Goodman. 521: Outfit at Alt-

man's, Dept. 147; Montaldo's, Dept. 90; Frost Bros.,

Dept. 550; I. Magnin, Dept. 201; Frederick & Nelson,

Dept. 378. Also at Ruth Kishline's Country Clothes, Ev-

ansville IN; Barbara/Jean, Little Rock AR; The Ave-

nue, Omaha NE. Earrings, Kenneth Jay Lane. 522:

Fingerless gloves, Boinot. Leopard print gloves, Jean-

Charles Brosseau for Commodore. 525: Earrings,

Robert Lee Morris at Artwear, NYC. Gloves, Sachiko

for LaCrasia. Bloomingdale's. Belt, Pellini Bijoux. To

order at Bergdorf Goodman. 526: Hat, Jay Lord Hat-

ters. Bergdorf Goodman. 527: Cotton/acrylic skirt.

$82. Bloomingdale's, Dept. 295; Neiman-Marcus; Di-

amonds, Tucson AZ. Earrings, Pauletta Brooks. Henri

Bendel. Bracelet, ME. Stewart. Gloves and belt, Jean-

Paul Gaultier. 528: Hat, Maggie Vail. Henri Bendel.

529: Silk taffeta shirt, $250. To order at OMO Norma
Kamali, NYC. Michael Hoban for North Beach Leather

pants, $220. North Beach Leather, NYC, Atlanta, Chi-

cago, Houston, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, San Francis-

co Sunglasses, Ninth Avenue Sweatshop, NYC. Belt,

at Henri Bendel; Ultimo, Chicago; Maxfield Bleu, Los

Angeles; Wilkes Bashford, San Francisco. Bracelet,

Patrick Retif for Jean-Paul Gaultier. Gloves, Prada.

Bergdorf Goodman. 550: Hat at Macy's, Herald

Square; Rich's; Stix, Baer & Fuller. St. Louis MO; Ulti-

mo, Chicago; Robinson's, California. Brooch at

Artwear, NYC. 552: Left to right: Azzedine AlaTa.

Suede top, $530. Suede skirt, $1135. Barney's, Dept.

76; Sakowitz; Charles Gallay, Beverly Hills; Bullock's

Dept. 335; I. Magnin, Dept. 267. Shoes, Walter Steiger

Madison Avenue, NYC and Brighton Way, Beverly

Hills. Thierry Mugler wool knit suit. Rose Lash/Corrine

Travis, NYC; Ultimo, Chicago; Una Lee, Beverly Hills

Giorgio Sant' Angelo wool jersey dress. $510. Saks
Fifth Avenue, Dept. 45; Frost Bros., Dept. 520; I. Mag-
nin, Dept. 36. Hair by Valentin; makeup, Bobby Butz.

553: Left: Shoes, Walter Steiger Madison Avenue,
NYC and Brighton Way, Beverly Hills. Far right: Shoes,

Maud Frizon, NYC and Bal Harbour. Hair, Valentin;

makeup, Bobby Butz. 554-555: Cotton/lycra white le-

otard, $18. Capezio Ballet Makers. Available at all Ca-

pezio retailers nationwide. Grey leotard, Stevi Brooks
Bodywear. Strap-on weights, Ad Hoc Softwear, NYC.
Hair, Toshi Ogata for Gerard Bollei at the Galleria,

NYC; makeup, Tomoko 556-557: Cotton/lycra leo-

tard, $28. Park Lane Hosiery (57th Street), NYC; The
Avant Garde Leotard, Coral Gables FL; Jenny Fergu-

son, Dallas; No Sweat Bodywear, Santa Monica CA.
(White tube top not part of leotard.) Hair, Toshi Ogata
for Gerard Bollei at the Galleria, NYC; makeup, To-

moko. 558: Polyurethane maillot, OMO Norma Kamali,

$65. OMO Norma Kamali, NYC. Earrings, Isaac Mane-
vitz for Ben-Amun 567: Jacket, see stores, page 510.

Earrings at Bloomingdale's Cul-de-Sac; Ultimo, Chi-

cago; I. Magnin. Bracelet, Pellini Bijoux. Bergdorf

Goodman. 568-569: Dress $850. OMO Norma Ka-

mali, NYC. Earrings at Henri Bendel; The Knit Wit, Phil-

adelphia; DeZanella, Detroit. Bracelets wrist to cuff:

Arrow bracelets at Macy's; My Sister's Circus, Chica-

go. Black metal bracelets at Bergdorf Goodman; Bull-

ocks Wilshire, Joseph Magnin. Men's clothes from

David's Outfitters, NYC. 570: Silk velvet dress. Saks
Fifth Avenue, NYC, Dept. 45; Filene's, Chestnut Hill,

Dept. 351; Zoran, Washington DC; Linda Dresner,

Troy Ml; Jackson Graves, Minneapolis, Dept. 185;

Holt Renfrew of Canada, Dept. 04. Earrings at Bloom-
ingdale's Cul-de-Sac; Sandra Graham, Grosse lie Ml;

I. Magnin. 571: Earrings at Victoria Falls, NYC; Divino,

Boston; Pomegranate, La Jolla CA. Man's tuxedo,

Paul Stuart, NYC. 572-573: Earrings at Victoria Falls,

NYC, Camille, Coconut Grove FL; Ultimo, Chicago.

Man's tuxedo, David's Outfitters, NYC. 574-575: Left:

Claude Montana jacket Earrings by Faith. Gindi, NYC;
Nonpareil, Chicago. Right: Jacket by Browns Pans.

Scarf, Hermes. 576: Nylon coat with acrylic pile lining.

Barney's, Dept. 77; I. Magnin, Dept. 211. Turnout also

at Holt Renfrew of Canada. Gloves, Levabre Cadet.

Man's suit, Arthur & Fox Paris. Shirt, Charvet. Scarf,

Hermes. Sneakers, Pony. 578-579: Cotton/nylon
sweatshirt and pants. I. Magnin, Dept. 211. Earrings,

Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun. Soho Zoo, NYC.
Sneakers, Seven Star Man's coat, Cerruti 1881. Bar-

ney's. 580: Rubberized cotton jacket Cotton shirt,

skirt and turban. Turban, $30. See stores, page 580.

Bloomingdale's, Dept 295; Sakowitz, Dept. 76; Nord-
strom, Dept. 34. Shoes, Julianelli for Andrew Geller

Man's suit, Agnes B , NYC. Man's shoes, Pony 582:

Ralph Lauren rubber poncho and stretch cloth pants

Outfit at Lord & Taylor, Dept. 163. Gloves, Isabel Can-
ovas. Man's clothes: Blouson, Charles Chevignon.
Pants, Lanvin. Sneakers, Pony. 583: Turban, Norma
Kamali for Stetson Hats Bloomingdale's.

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE
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Bill Blass perfume

is the cocktail party Blass

is the tennis Blass

is the dining out Blass

is the New Years Eve Blass

is the night-we-called-it-a-day Blass

is the old-fashioned Blass

is the new-fashioned Blass

is that stunner of a fragrance for women
called Bill Blass.

A^J"

Perfume, cologne, spray cologne
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CORUM
An Investment in Time

The $2*A American gold piece on an uniquely-designed 18K bracelet. Electronic quartz. Water-resistant. Ultra-petite.

Crafted completely by-hana in Switzerland. For brochure send $1.50 to Corum, Dept. VO, 650 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.



Out of town, callToll Free (800) 228-5444. In Nebraska (800) 642-8777. Diner: :iub, American Express® Visa and MasterCard are welcome at Altman's.

361 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10016, White Plains, Manhasset, NY, Short Hills, Ridgewood/Paramus, N.J., St. Davids, Willow Grove Park, Pa.
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Halston

silk cniiion

s parkles

like

cnampagne

Effervescing with

iridescent sequins

and lustrous faux pearls

hand embroidered on

champagne silk chiffon—
our Halston dinner suit

lights up the night from

new long, slouchy cardigan

to camisole and shimmery skirt

The Salon, Third Floor,

Lord & Taylor, Fifth Avenue.
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ALPH LAUREN FURS
PRESENTING HIS NEW COLLECTION FOR F A L L' 8 3

A new season, a new world of Ralph Lauren Furs. Join us for our

preview showing of his new collection, designed with all the

American spirit you expect to find in all things Ralph Lauren does.

• Featured here, his double-breasted sheared beaver blazer coat.

Available in navy and, by special order, in grey, brown, camel or red.

9500.00. The collection on 3, New York and White Plains.

Furs labeled to show country of origin.

THE FUR SALON
blGominodole's

VOGUE. November, 1983



™MAIN FLOOR

The ultimate

accessories are

yours to explore on
our elegant new
Main Floor, where
we've collected a

unique array of

designs created

only for Macy's
(and you).

Here, Ann Peerce

steals the excite-

ment of fire and ice

for you with rhine-

stones set in black.

Just one of Peerce

and Rein's exclu-

sive creations for

Macy's. The neck-

lace, $300. The ear-

rings, $40.

Call Macy's Buy
Appointment for

details.

212-560-4181.

New York
VOGUE. November, 1983



Natural Silver Blue Fox

Coat, from Finland. Time-

less elegance begins this

fall with a full-length

natural silver blue fox

coat. Cross-cut styling

with
| tuxedo front and

deep, plush cuffs. Yoke

back with dimensional

shoulders. Designed by

Giancarlo Ripa for Goldin

Feldman, exclusively for

Field's. Fur Salon, Sixth

Floor, State Street and

Water Tower "Place.

'Mtidwim)
Use your Marshall Field. American Express Card. Visa or Master Card Call our toll tree numbers: in Illinois 800/942-8881 (operator 30) Outside Illinois 8001323-1717 {operator 30)

VOGUE, November, 1983 7
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ANNE KLEIN
LINEN. CROPPED TOP, CALYPSO
i CUT AS FLUID AS A LAZY WAVE

A TROPIC BEACH. JUST ADD YOUR
STEAMIEST JEWELRY, AND A FLASH OF
SLEEK NEW TAN. BY DONNA KARAN AND
LOUIS DELL'OLIO FOR ANNE KLEIN. AT THE
BROADWAY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, IN

BEVERLY CENTER, SANTA MONICA, DEL
AMO, CENTURY CITY, SHERMAN OAKS.

.,

THE BROADWAY
IS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

VOGUE. November 1983
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REVOLUTION

A REVOLUTION IN FEEL

Natural control without the hard

sticky feel of lotions or hairspray.

A REVOLUTION IN FORM
The age of foam—fresh light foam-
commences, the era of sticky lotions

and gummy gels ends.

A REVOLUTION FOR ALL STYLES
Brilliant shine and lasting control

to keep your style—whatever your style-

in perfect shape like never before.

STYLING MOUSSE

LOR£ALf INTERNATIONAL

AVAILABLE ONLY AT GLEMBY AND OTHER FINE SALONS.
"-r***, ."*** 9 i -. »'
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BEAUTY BEGINS

COSMAIR. INC., 1983
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Promise Her Orchids

Angela Cwnmings' new orchid designs in matte-finished

eighteen karat gold with polished highlights. Necklace, $12,000.

Bracelet, $6,800. Brooch, $995. Only at Tiffany's.

TIFFANY &C0.
NEW YORK FIFTH AVE. & 57th ST • ATLANTA • BEVERLY HILLS • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUSTON • KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO • Design ©T & Co.
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Announcing;

LR salon atf$
Paim Deseft.'- '

E PALM BEACHES BAL HARBOUR CORAL GABLES DADELAND HOLLYWOOD FT. LAUDERDALE PLANTATION BOCA RATON POMPANO ST. PETERSBURG' TAMPA ORLAIv
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of the sun to your face, your cheeks,

your eyelids, even your lips.

Its one rich color responds

differently to every skin,

so everybody who uses

it will radiate her own
special healthy glow

Easy as pie to apply Now in

liquid form, too.

The glow of the sun anyplace, anywhere, anytime.

But not from anybody Only from

Revlon

1983 Revlon, Inc Bnti
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kappi
The night Kappi:today's after dark

look calls for black or white matte
crepe softened by tucking and
faggoting and sashed with a pink

satin cummerbund. Sizes 4 to 14,

about $200. Kappi, a division of Nat
Kaplan, Inc., 498 Seventh Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10018.
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Your Letters
The other side of success

Other than the question, "Is it still a man's
world?" the feature article that questioned

twenty-one women about their energy, their

chosen fields, and their tips for fashion (Au-
gust, 1983) could have easily been written

about, for, and by men.
Men at the top have had one giant advan-

tage over women while climbing up their ca-

reer ladders—a wife. Wives are very handy to

have around to handle night feedings of in-

fants, laundry, dish-washing, house-cleaning,

etc Getting married for a man can be an asset

to his career, but a woman has to be either

lucky enough to find a man liberated enough

to truly split chores down the middle 50/50 as

well as a man who will accept the conflicts that

a two-career family has or fight over the kitch-

en chores every night.

I'd love to see a sequel to your "Life at the

Top" article that asked "women's questions"

such as: How do you handle career conflicts

with your mate? Who cooks? Who does the

dishes? Who cares for your children, especial-

ly if they're sick and need attention at 2:00

a.m.? How do you handle the laundry? Who
writes out the Christmas cards? etc.

If all twenty-one of your chosen women an-

swered that all chores were either split or done

by hired help, or that household chores were of

no concern to them, perhaps all your other

readers who are barely living while holding

down eight-hour dead-end jobs and putting in

another six hours each day running a house-

hold without any help (Continued on page 59)

VOGUE. November. 1983



OONEIDA
The silver cube. Our silversmiths' mark of excellence. Made in America.
A toast to your good taste. Oneida's Vermeer pattern in stainless. Complete selections available at fine stores.

© 198.1 Oneida. Lid
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Discover Estee Lauder's

Polished Performance

Liquid Makeup:
perhaps the most on-target makeup for our time.

It's as simple as this :

When you smooth Polished Performance on,

you get superb coverage without a heavy makeup look.

It is so ingeniously subtle, yet it protects

and perfects with incredible skill.

How does it do it ?

The patented moisturizing complex helps,

so do the sun-screen agents and a special ingredient to increase

oxygen uptake, a process essential to healthy-looking skin.

Try it and see. Nothing could be more now

L

ESTEE LAUDER



n theMuseum o
there is one

wristwatch design in their

oermanent collectio

ie new, mm electronic quartz movemen
Or 14K gold. Hand-crafted i For men or women.

Itwas selected because
it represents an

achievement in 20th century

m
Functionality lastefulness

MOVADO
The MuseumM/atch.

For more information write to Movado, Dept. VO, 650 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

Beverly Hills/Miami
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Discover the next generation in skincare.

Estee Lauder brings you

Age-Controlling Creme
It actually encourages all skins

to do what young skin does on its own.

Young skin holds moisture. Young skin is resilient. Young skin

renews itself quickly. Young skin looks fresh, feels firm. And while

only nature has control over aging, Age-Controlling Creme helps

control the signs of aging: dryness and the resulting fine lines and

wrinkles. Age-Controlling Creme encourages all skins to do what

young skin does on its own . . . look smooth, soft and radiant.

It actually encourages faster cell renewal .

A part of the aging process is a slowing down of cell renewal.

Age-Controlling Creme contains the maximum effective level of

Sodium RNA, an active ingredient that helps speed up the skin's

natural cell renewal process to a rate that existed when your skin

was younger.

It works to supplement the skin's existing protein supply.

Protein is essential for the skin's elasticity and natural moisture

retention. Age-Controlling Creme contains a patented natural

protein complex. It interacts with your skin's own natural protein

to help assure good tone and resistance to dryness as well as

helping to provide built-in resistance to environmental pollution

and to ultraviolet rays which cause protein deterioration.

It even feels wonderful on .

You would expect its intensely concentrated formula of skin

supporting ingredients to feel creamy and rich and it does. The

surprise is how easily it "slips" on and into the skin.

u

gEE LAUDER ^
%-ControllingCren^

4
oc

© ESTEE LAUDER
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Now, at this moment in your life when you yearn for a perfect treasure.. .now, look to

Revillon. Furs of unsurpassed opulence. Designs of singular elegance.

Together, style that is the very essence of quality, of beauty, of excellence!

Experience the splendour of Revillon...now that your spirit

demands it. Shown: the extraordinary natural rust fox jacket dyed
to a riveting black tiger-stripe. In the Revillon Fur

Salon, exclusively at Saks Fifth Avenue.

Wi^mue
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PROGRES PLUS
Creme Anti-Rides
A proven challenge to wrinkles.

In the belief that skin should be treated as a precious
possession, Lancome science of skincare has achieved in

Progres Plus a cream of impressive characteristics:

• The proven capacity to diminish wrinkles by reducing
their length and depth, so you look younger.

• A barrier against collagen breakdown to deter the
formation of wrinkles.

• The acceleration of your skin's natural cell renewal
activities— bringing it to its best level of performance and
vitality.

• The reinforcement of the skin's own moisture-retention
capabilities to help prevent dehydrating signs of aging.

Progres Plus Creme Anti-Rides. Use it daily. Its promise
comes true.

I I.>s**SrV,ft»

- - '
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LANCOME

PROGRES PLUS
Creme-Anti-Rides

LANCOME
PARIS
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-Louis Viitton. 1 he art ot travel.
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The Louis \liitton stores in the U S.A New York, 5"th Street and at Mao s Herald Square • Short Hills, N
I

•

Washington. D.C., Connecticut Avenue • Palm Beach, Worth Avenue • Bal Harbour shops Dallas Galleria • Chicago, watet Tbwei I

Beverly Hills, Rodeo Collection • Palm Springs* San Fra o, Sutter Street and at I Magnin Union Square* Honolulu. Ala Moana I



K Some travellers have talent. They
.look upon travel as an art.

These true connoisseurs require the best

instruments, and it is for them that the Louis

Vuitton craftsmen manufacture luggage.

For well over one hundred years, they

have fashioned trunks, suitcases and bags that

In Paris and the major

bear the Louis Vuitton stamp of durability,

strength and refinement. They scrupulously

choose materials that meet the most exacting

standards. They also perpetuate the tradition

of custom-made luggage.

The Louis Vuitton concept of luggage is

unique. It has been maintained since 1854.

cities of the world.

LOUIS VUITTON
MALIETIER A PARIS

MAISON FONDEE EN 1854



All you need is

one beautiful drop

to know whyEstee Lauder

was keeping

Private Collection Perfume
for herself.

ESTEE LAUDER
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Peaches and cream: new winter pastels by Alfred Sung.

Graceful, classic designs that look sensational day or night.

Peach pin stripe/print blouse in silk crepe de Chine, 4-14;

146.00. Matching skirt, 4-14; 148.00. In Collectors.

WASHINGTON OREGON CALIFORNIA UTAH ALASKA

VOGUE. November. 1983
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Believe inmagic.

Magie noire
PARFUMS
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Fidji: le parfum
des paradis retrouves.
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PARFUMS
GUY LARCCHE

PARIS

Fidji de Guy Laroche.
De la Haute Couture a la Haute Parfumerie
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\an Cleef & Arpels.
World-Famous Jewelers

New York 744 Fifth Avenue 10019 (212)644-9500
Beverly Hills 300 North Rodeo Drive 90210 (213) 276-1161 Palm Beach 249 Worth Avenue 33480 (305) 655-6767

Paris Monte Carlo Cannes Geneva Tokyo
Designs© We honor major credit cards.
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SAKSTANDEL
FURS FOR THE '80's...

They're strong impact-makers. .

.

with an intensity of deep, rich color

that captures the eye.

Here, a bordeaux sheared beaver

by Yves Saint Laurent

from the Saks Jandel Fur Collection.

FOURRURES

SAKS JANDEL Chevy Chase -Was on, DC



The fisher coat. . . understated in design,

absolutely luxurious in its magnitude.

Andan extravagance of lynx

to wrap in, to be warm in,

from the Saks Jandel Design Collection.

' /:i<^TS? ~<?»^RB,

SAKS JANDEL Chevy Chase Washington, DC
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Now, even nails thatwork hard

and play hard can grow
to beautiful New Lengths!"

1

I <)83 Del Laboratories, Inc



If you've got short nails, now you can help them grow

long. If you've got long nails, now you can help them

grow even longer. Because now, Sally Hansen has

created
'New Lengths'.

Inside this special liquid nail wrap kit is a

breakthrough two-step system to help protect and

strengthen nails with a unique liquid fiber wrap

formula. It has been the secret of professional

manicurists for years. Just brush on the protective fibers

horizontally and vertically. Then, brush on the

smoothing coat to seal the fibers and leave a lustrous

satin finish.

Sally Hansen is so sure your nails will grow to

beautiful New Lengths , we've even given you a money-

back guarantee.*

NewLengths"
. Makers of Hard-As-Nails®

•After one month if nails aren't visibly longer, return unused portion and we'll refund purchase price.
Sally Hansen, P.O. Box 162, Farmingdale, New York 11735.

wnseh

NEW LENGTHS
LIQUID NAIL

FIBER-WRAP KIT
Ihe'no paper system that brushes on

to support & protect your r*atfs

So they "on g/ow to new iengths 1

fl&RA.HRM"

SAtIN SMOOTH J



HOWA
TRADITION

BEGINS.

Ralph Lauren introduces his first collection of furnishings

for the home and a new tradition begins.

As with everything he has done in the past, this collection

of home furnishings is an expression of enduring quality and
superb taste.

Created with an appreciation for materials that are at once

both honest and elegant, these collections offer an attention

to detail that is found in his clothing, but rarely found in

furnishings for the home.

There are four distinct collections. Each has been inspired

by the richness and diversity of our American heritage—by our

rustic, pioneer roots, by the classic charm of our colonial past

and by the eloquent influences of Europe.

All offer timeless pieces you will want to live with and
cherish forever.

The Ralph%Lauren Home Collection
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Log Cabin

Log Cabin is an expression of our

longing for simple, earthy, natural things.

Strong and rugged in character,

this collection is inspired bv

the great spirit of our American heritage.

S
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New England
ious interpretation

of an rican tradition crafted with

y, clarity, simplicity.





Bed Linens

BtDDiNG Accessories

Wallpaper

Bath Accessories

Towels

Floor Coverings

Decorative Fabrics

dinnerware

Glassware

Flatware

Giftware

Table Linens

The Ralph% Lauren Home Collection

L. S. AVRES
INDIANAPOLIS

FREDERICK &N1 1 St >N

SEATTLE
MACY'S
NEW YORK

J
IV. ROBINSON
LOS ANGELES

BAMBERGER'S
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MACY'S
SAN FRANCISCO

THE POLO/RALPH LAURF.N SHOP
DENVER
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I MAGNIN
SAN FRANCISCO
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YOUR LETTERS

(Continuedfrom page 16)

would catch on that what they're doing is self-

destructive.

Maybe it's not in vogue to talk about dirty

laundry; but if the women at the top aren't do-

ing it, why not let the peons below in on it?

Even Betty Friedan admitted that equal pay

was not the answer to all women's prayers.

Successful women have an obligation to tell

the truth, and nothing but the whole truth if

they're going to tell the story about their trips

up the ladder. Sharon Poidomani
Forest Hills NY

"Earthly" delights

How do you write a love letter to a magazine?

Perhaps like this—should they send me to

my maker—what's this, He looks suspiciously

like Monet—and we sit in a lovely garden and
He says "well, my darling daughter, tell me of

earth and the things that made the greatest im-

pressions on your mind," I reply without hesi-

tation, "the movies, chocolate candy, French
restaurants, books, The Art Institute, Michi-

gan Ave., Chicago, Marshall Field's, music

and Vogue Magazine. Over the years at one
time or another, I had to give up many things

now and then, but these I always came back to

as soon as possible. For friendship, for fun, for

information and enlightenment, comradeship,

companionship and yes, love."

He smiles and straightens His tie. When
He's not looking like Monet, my creator often

looks like Cary Grant (that's heaven for you).

"Ah, yes," he says, "Vogue Magazine. They
do some splendid things there. . .

."

Andrea Piekarczejk

Schererville IN

A plea for cancer research

This letter is in reference to the article on
breast cancer which appeared in the August
1983 issue of Vogue. It is tragic that in the

United States, a country rich in money and
rich in research institutes full of bright, active

scientists and physicians, women's main*
choices of treatment for breast cancer involve

the extent of surgery to be performed.

Development of non-surgical treatment,
and the eventual prevention of cancer, will not

be possible until we can answer one basic ques-

tion: what causes cancer cells to keep dividing

and growing, leading to a tumor mass, while

normal cells around the tumor remain in a
resting, non-dividing condition? Yes, scien-

tists are working hard on this problem. How-
ever, perhaps women are not aware that as

scientists we must spend a major part of our
time writing lengthy applications to the gov-

ernment for money to continue research for

three to five years at a time. The amount of

money that the government spends on basic

medical research is negligible when compared
with the cost of even one nuclear missile. We
can find better ways of treating and preventing
cancer if we are allowed to spend our time
more productively, in the laboratory.

Scientists Should not constantly have to jus-

tify doing basic research; of the hundreds or
thousands of dollars that most Vogue readers

probably pay per person in taxes every year,

the government spends less than $10 per year
per person on cancer research. Basic medical
research is, by definition, a learning process,

and scientists in non-profit research institutes

do not have money to use to further the cam-

VOGUE. November. 1983

paigns of Representatives and Senators who
might have an understanding of the long-term

commitment necessary to perform good re-

search. Therefore, the only way that basic

medical research will get the attention it de-

serves in Congress is for all of us, who will be

affected by cancer directly or indirectly, col-

lectively to put our foot down and insist that

our health is a priority, by writing to our repre-

sentatives and talking to them at every oppor-

tunity, making them face voters who are

asking "How are you using my tax dollars to

bring us closer to understanding and eventual-

ly curing and preventing cancer?"

Jane E.R. Potter, Ph.D.
The Jackson Laboratory

Bar Harbor ME
What's cookin'

For years I have been following Vogue's excel-

lent NYC restaurant reviews in "What's
News/People Are Talking About."
What a disappointment not to find this fea-

ture carried in the August issue. What hap-

pened? I trust your magazine is not dropping

one of your best and most useful features!

R. Cryer

Greenwich CT
Editor's note: No, we're not.' The Omni-
vore—a monthlyfood column by Barbara Kaf-
ka—will include restaurant news, reviews.

Going by the book
Regarding your August issue, "Gee Whiz! the

eternal appeal of Oz"; Ms. Medwick needs an-

other trip down the Yellow Brick Road. Dor-
othy's feet were ensconced in The Ruby
Slippers (not silver) after her house dropped
on the Wicked Witch of the East. Perhaps Ms.
Medwick needs some of the Scarecrow's
straw. . . . Waiting for the tornado.

Judith L. Rowcliffe

San Francisco CA
Author's reply: Happily, I've made one
more trip to Oz than has Ms. Rowcliffe. Al-

though Dorothy did indeed wear ruby slippers

in Hollywood (in the 1939 MGM movie "The
Wizard of Oz"), in humbler book-bound Oz,

she wore silver shoes, according to L. Frank
Baum 's original text. As to Ms. Rowcliffe 's sec-

ondpoint—we couldprobably all use a bit more
straw, nowadays.

Wrong foot forward?

I feel compelled to call your attention to what
seems to be an inconsistency of attitude in

your recent features. Side by side in your mag-
azine have been features of health and fitness

and fashion spreads of wobbly stiletto-heeled

shoes. Are we to follow the role models you
present us by working to achieve strength, en-

durance, and equality with men only to retreat

to our old vulnerability by hobbling ourselves

with such impractical footwear?

Personally, I won't wear any shoes in which
I cannot run or fight. I would appreciate see-

ing shoe offerings which are more sensible.

Thank you. Margaret Manzi
Poughkeepsie NY

Move for Mackinac?
Although I enjoyed your article in the August
issue on Mackinac Island, you need to get out

your atlas and correct your "facts and figures"

(page 251). Mackinac Island is located in the

Straits of Mackinac where Lake Huron meets
Lake Michigan, not Lake Superior. . . .

Lynn M. Hoopingarner
Brooklyn NY

Editor's note: Andrea Chambers, in her ar-

ticle on Mackinac, located the island correctly;

somehow it strayed in our travel-details box.



SEQUINS O F EVENTS
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All that glitters for the holidays in a continuous series of

evening engagements with star-spangled results, from

Michael Kors.

Collection — Filiene's in the Mall a* Chestnut Hill.

60 VOGUE. November, 1983
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SELDOM IS IT

SO OBVIOUS
WHYONE PRODUCT
IS SO MUCH BETTER
FORYOUR SKIN

THAN THE OTHERS.

NEUTROCENA

1983 Neutfogeno Corp.



SKIN-CARING I

QUITE POSSIBLY THE PUREST CLEAREST MILDEST MOST
If you knew what we know,

what dermatologists know,
and what beauty experts know,
you would probably never wash
your face with anything but

Neutrogt'Tid.

Unlike soaps that leave a filmy

residue that can clog your pores,

irritate your skin, interfere with

your makeup...

Unlike cleansing creams and
lotions that make your face feel as

if something's been left on your

skin...

Unlike all of them, Neutrogena
is naturally pure and clear. It is the

only cleansing bar of its kind. It

liquifies instantly and washes off

thoroughly. It gives you cleaner

skin for clearer, healthier-looking,

more beautiful skin.

i

£i 1 983 Neulrogeno Corp



RECOMMENDED CLEANSING BAR IN THE WORLD.
Neutrogena contains nothing

that can harm your skin. Only
ingredients to help your skin.

There are no detergents. No dyes.

No hardening agents. No abra-

sives. No harsh acids or free

alkalis. It's hypo-allergenic and

clinically tested, so even sensitive

skin can feel safe with Neutrogena.

Your skin is left clean and cared

for. Not stripped and feeling dry
and tight, not robbed of needed
moisture and oils.

If you care, really care about

your skin—how it looks, how it

feels—this is the one cleansing bar

that makes sense to use.

Neutrogena. The difference is

clear, your skin is clear.

NEUTROGENA
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SKIN-SMOOTHING
WALK OUT OF THE SHOWER WITH UP TO 28% SMOOTHER SKIN.

Smoother skin all over your

body isn't a claim, not a hope, but a

Neutrogena® fact.

Tests have proven that women
with normal skin actually had 12-28% smoother

skin after using Neutrogena Rainbath®

Shower and Bath Gel.

Rainbath is truly a product with a pur-

pose, hard to compare to all of the frilly bath

and shower indulgences sold today.

Rainbath functions. Performs. If you have

dry or rough skin, you can expect smoother,

softer skin every time you use it.

Rainbath also does two functions at once.

When used in a shower or bath, Rainbath not

only brings your skin to a much higher

degree of smoothness, softness, silkiness, but
cleans your skin with the famed Neutrogena
effectiveness and mildness.

Unlike soaps you may have used,

Rainbath isn't drying or skinstripping, leaving

virtually no filmy, soapy residue to clog your
pores or cause skin irritation.

Neutrogena Rainbath. It's not a bath or

shower luxury. It's a skin necessity, if

smoother, cleaner, more beautiful skin is what
you want to see and feel.

And who doesn't.

NEUTROGENA

;:

-
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Neutrogena

rainbatl
shower
and

bath gel

© 1983 Neulrogeno Corp
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SKIN-SAVING
A HAND CREAM FORWHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

Slashing cold winds. Icy, batter-

ing waters. Temperatures that defy

the bottom limits of the thermome-
ter. These are the elements that

have caused Arctic fishermen to

endure the pain and unsightliness

of severely dry, chapped, rough,

red hands.

And these are the exact prob-

lems that Neutrogena® Norwegian
Formula Hand Cream was originally

invented to solve for them.

It's the very reason why we
are so confident that this unique,

proven hand cream can help you
where all others may have failed.

Clinically tested and recommended
by dermatologists, it is the serious

hand cream for serious problem
hands. (Note: It is also for women
who are simply serious about want-

ing soft, beautiful hands).

In fact, it's so concentrated just

a small amount produces dramatic

results. It actually helps promote
healing. So you can have hands
that are beautiful to see, beautifully

soft to touch.

For when all else fails,

Neutrogena Norwegian Formula
Hand Cream won't fail you.

NEUTROGENA

1983 Neutrogena Corp



Turn a few heads.
Some enchanted evening you will experience for yourself why stylish women wear

Whiting and Davis fashion separates. A fantasy of precious metal,

these sensuous tops gather and fall where they may. Luxuriously. In all the right places.

Leaving just enough to the imagination. And not a bit more.

Designs by Anthony Ferrara.

10 West 33rd Street, New York City

At Saks Fifth Avenue
VOGUE, November 1983



GR05MENQR
CANADA

International Fall/Winter 1983 Fur Collection

presented in New York exclusively by

?FQR
GflbbERffl
432 Central Avenue, Cedarhurst, NY 11516

(516)569-2232

In Canada at

EATON'S
Toronto • Winnipeg • Edmonton

Calgary • Vancouver
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Canada Majestic pearl and white mink chasuble



ExcK.

432i venue, Cedarhurst, Ny 1151€

(516)569-2232
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KRRRKUL USSR
V/O So|uzpushnino

Natural sur Russian Bukhara

broadtail coat with sable collar

and cuffs

In Canada ai

EATON'S



The Architects of Time

ii

Stainless steel and 18 Kt. gold. Versatile, thin, elegant. Extremely accurate, very Swiss.
Five year international warranty. Intelligently priced at $825 and $1075.

^ycfuisUe(^/un^tjUfce^^/eu^/ry

New York. 695 Fifth Avenue ot 54th Street (212) 751-4664
We welcome all major credit cards



WHAT'S COMING

B
The cries of protest

have become mutters of

rationalization as the

'sixties generation, now in their

mid-thirties, accommodate
themselves to the "real world":

acquiring property, getting

divorced, practicing law (corporate, not store-

front), acting (TV, not Shakespeare), making
it or not making it, looking back with nostalgia

at their earlier, purer selves and wondering
what happened . . . and, of course, making
films about same.

Among the recent spate of films by and
about this most acutely self-conscious genera-

tion, the clear winner is Lawrence Kasdan's
The Big Chill, a wickedly funny yet compas-
sionate comedy about the director's peers.

Kasdan, who wrote Raiders of the Lost Ark
and directed the witty, neo-noir Body Heat,
has certainly "made it"; and The Big Chill,

which he co-wrote with Barbara Benedek, is a

sort of "gone-Hollywood" version of The Re-

turn of the Seeaucus Seven. The former Uni-
versity of Michigan housemates who assemble
to mourn the passing of their buddy Alex were
probably never the hair-shirt radicals that

John Sayles's aging hippies surely were. It

would be hard to imagine the group's host, the

dashing Dixiecrat played by Kevin Kline, ever

sitting-in at a lunch counter; or the rueful law-

yer played by Mary Kay Place getting busted;

or the People Magazine reporter (Jeff Gold-
blum, marvelous) writing political graffiti; or

the TV star played (brilliantly) by Tom Ber-

enger confronting a cop for anything more
than a speeding ticket. One suspects that for

this group, with the possible exception of the

1
fffiii ft %

suicidal Alex, social disenchantment was sim-

ply another extracurricular activity.

What isn't hard to imagine is that this ex-

traordinary circle, which also includes Glenn
Close as Kline's doctor wife, William Hurt as

a maimed Vietnam vet, and Jobeth Williams

as the plaintive housewife who was once every-

body's sweetheart, were once intimates, shar-

ing hopes and jokes, drinking and eating

habits, and disagreements in a way that makes
their coming together after so many years of

estrangement all the more uncomfortable.

In the course of a highly charged weekend,

they reach out and recoil almost simultaneous-

ly, picking up lost threads, seeking reassur-

ance, trying, with varying degrees of success,

to change direction. The mood of irony is sus-

tained by a rock/Motown score that keeps our

heads tuned into the frequency of the 'sixties.

Ultimately The Big Chill is not so much
about lost ideals as about lost time: the run-

ning out of options, most dramatically empha-
sized in Mary Kay Place's funny-sad last gasp

pitch for motherhood. Nothing reminds us of

the progressive narrowing of our own lives so

much as running into those with whom we
once shared the sense of infinite possibilities

—

which may be why people avoid reunions. Yet

within this bleakest of epiphanies, Kasdan
mounts a touching, ironic, even exuberant tes-

tament to the revivifying power of friendship.

With the formalized grace of a square
dance, people pair off, then return to the cen-

ter for the communal ritual of drinking and
drug-taking. Recriminations rise to the sur-

face, yet sometimes the guarded looks and
conversational lulls say even more, and it is no
accident that they end up confessing more eas-

ily to a video camera than to each other.

The performances are so strong and so or-

ganically intertwined that the characters

emerge as equals, subordinating their egos to

the group rhythms. Ifanyone stands outside, it

is Alex's weirdo girl friend (Meg Tilly), and

Alex's ghost, mocking the merrier moments
with unanswerable questions.

Two other laments for the loss of youthful

idealism, Purple Haze and Windy City (the lat-

ter due the first of the year), also share maud-
lin buddy plots in which heroes mourn the

death of a best friend. There (or almost) the

similarity ends: Purple Haze, an independent

film made by David Burton Morris and writ-

ten by Victoria Wozniak, is a sensitive, finely

tuned drama about the alienation of a 'sixties

hippy undergraduate from his Midwestern
family, treating the two sides with more bal-

ance than would have been possible then.

Peter Nelson is wistfully handsome as the

flower-child hero, but the real revelation is

Chuck McQuary as a rediscovered high-

school pal, an ex-fatty turned speed addict.

The gallant quirky McQuary brings a lump to

our throats from the very first and never lets

loose of our emotions for the rest of the film.

Windy City drags the prepossessing actor

John Shea through a howlingly silly story of a

writer manque and his Sunday-football cro-

nies, all suffering from premature midlife cri-

sis and the (also premature) dying of their

friend (Josh Mostel). About this tearfully pro-

tracted demise, the less said the better. We
know that men are making up for years of

John Wayne stoicism, but this is ridiculous!

Given the heavy emotional investment in

the bonding theme, the female "love interest"

takes an inevitable back seat. Newcomer Kate
Capshaw, with her halo of curly blond hair, is

a knockout; but whether she has personality or

talent, only future films will tell us.

—MOLLY HASKELL

| L^J checking in on a lost generation

Who can you trust

over thirty?

The Big ChilPs
cast of friends,

quasi-lovers,

and strays who
stayed:

ntrow, from left) Kline,

oldblum, Williams;

{back row) Close,
Berenger, Place
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ARRIVE
AT THE TOP

When you, too, are ready for a

timepiece of indisputable elegance
your choice will be obvious.

Baume & Mercier.

Summit™- integrated case and
bracelet combines brushed stainless

steel inlaid with 18K gold bands.
The theme is echoed in the matching

dials. Quartz accuracy in an ultra-

thin, water-resistant case. For men
and women of obvious distinction.

For color brochures, please send $1.50 to
Baume & Mercier, Dept. V5.

555 Fifth Avenue, Mew York, NY 10017 or
9465 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212

&
Baume & Mercier

GENEVE
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ACTING ON THE EDGE..
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work. To keep his concentration dunn
the eleven months it took to shoot the film

he insisted on isolating himself while awa'

from the set—enraging his unusually pa

ternal director. "Fassbinder developed

certain jealousy," the interpreter relatesj

"because he could not control Lamprecht
He was not one of Fassbinder's group. H
was neither homosexual nor in any wa
disturbed. [Here, Lamprecht taps a finge

on his temple.] After the film was shot, h
told Fassbinder that he would not like

see him again for the following tw

years."

Sukowa had an easier time of it (andl

went on to play the title role of FassJ

binder's Lola). In Alexanderplatz, she is

Mieze, the ingenue with whom Franz falls

in love during the final third of the film. The
camera distorts her pretty face, twisting

her nose and lips. Her hair bobbed, her

*i
Barbara Sukowa

KJB

They make an improbable pair,

Gunter Lamprecht and Barbara

Sukowa, the stars of Rainer Wer-

ner Fassbinder's improbably
massive masterpiece Berlin

Alexanderplatz. Set in pre-Nazi Berlin, this fif-

teen-hour film was originally made for German
television in 1980 and is now being shown in

movie theaters, in installments, here. It's cumu-
lative effect is unique and wrenching, far from

the grabby spectacle of an American mini-se-

ries. Stanley Kauffmann, writing in The New Re-

public, put it best: "Fassbinder committed an

act of mind-opening aesthetic imperialism,

claiming the same time-territory for a film that

we would give [a] novel."

Here Lamprecht and Sukowa are sitting

around a breakfast table in a New York hotel.

Lamprecht is a sturdy chain-smoking fellow

with a large, encompassing face that could be-

long to either a pug or a wise man. Sukowa is a
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Gunter Lar

STARS FROM RAINER WERNER FASSBINDER'S IMPROBABLY

MASSIVE MASTERPIECE BERLIN ALEXANDERPLATZ
delicate un-Germanic beauty with a worldly

Champagne laugh. They're fun. "Every morn-
ing, at 7:30, Gunter is here—coming to break-

fast—after going to bed whenever," she says,

lazily buttering an English muffin as the hour
nears eleven. Lamprecht admits, through an in-

terpreter, that he is "not one to miss anything."

As Franz Biberkopf, a man in control of nei-

ther his world nor himself, Lamprecht, with his

battered (and battering) body, becomes the

film's central in !age. His eyes are thickly lidded.

His lower lip jut: forth in rage or confusion. He
bites his womer

i n smothenngly hulks over

them as he make- iove. (He put on fifty pounds
for the role.) When he's happy, his heavy face

lifts into a wide, tragic, sucker's grin.

Lamprecht calls Alexanderplatz his life's

body shapelessly clothed, she's a scrap heap

of sexualities. "It was a very fashionable time

for boyish girls, or childlike women," says

Sukowa. "And I like that sliding border between

man and woman and child. I got a good feeling

for that during the film."

Neither Sukowa nor Lamprecht has seen the

entire Berlin Alexanderplatz. Sukowa was out

of the country shooting another film when it was

first shown on German TV, and has seen only

portions since. Lamprecht has refused to see

the complete film, saying he needs to "win a

certain margin" before he can go back to it. But

he did sit in on a New York screening. "I was in

the Kino, in the cinema," he says haltingly in

English. "With the peoples, the audience. .
.

.

Big success. I'm happy." —BRUCE HANDY
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SeeThe Light
It's something to be aware of:

Your skirt's appearance depends

on how it reacts to light.

Moist skin reflects light, so it

appears to have more vitality.

But when it comes to skin that's

dry, light gets no response.

There's no reflection. No glow.

Just a drab, dull look.

To brighten up the surface of

dry, dull skin, Clinique has now
developed Extra-Help Makeup.

Extra-Help Makeup is rich in

benefits. Gives a livelier, fresher

look. A light-catching finish that

lasts all day. Feels weightless on.

Comes in eight ideal shades.

For some skins, it's an awakening.

To see if it works for your skin,

consult the Clinique Computer at

any Clinique counter. Try out

a little, while you're there.

Extra-Help Makeup shows skin

in a better light. You'll see.
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100% Fragrance Free
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MAIDENFORM DELECTABLES.
THAT WINNING STYLE IN SLEEK SATIN.

When you want a super-smooth look, you want Delectables.® Seamless bras in silky tricot

with scalloped lace and a touch of shirring. Underwire (shown), softcup, demi-bra or

light fiberfill. Bras from $9. Matching bikini $6.50. In colors to cheer about!

Whatever you look for. you find in Maidenform .®

The Maidenform Woman.
You never kribw where shell turn up.

Prices are suggested retail Prices higher in Canada. All Antron" III nylon. Exclusive of decoration. Anronm DuPont registered trademark.

Photograph: Mike Reinhardt Fur: The Tepper Collection. Jewelry: Esther Callaht. Shoes: Vittorio Ricu.
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Hockney Paints the Stage; Walker Art Center,

Minneapolis, MN; November 20 through Janu-

ary 22. One often hears that this is an age of

specialization, yet David Hockney has made himself one of our best-

known artists by shifting restlessly from medium to medium. Two de-

cades ago, he made his mark as the brightest of Britain's bright young

hopefuls, an irreproachably serious painter in the modernist tradition.

Then he began to show his travel sketches, colored pencil portraits of

places and people dashed off in a quickly elegant and—above all—ac-

cessible manner. By then, Hockney had nominated himself a leading

spokesman for the idea that art should make immediate sense to anyone

who takes the trouble to look at it. Modernist obscurity was out, tradi-

tional virtues were in. Hockney took this position more than a decade

before the current, phenomenally popular revival of figurative painting.

Next, Hockney revealed himself as a photographer, exhibiting often

brilliant Polaroid prints of his travels
—

"holiday snaps," as he calls

them. In the last few seasons, these photos have blossomed into compos-

ite images of ever-increasing complexity, some of them requiring dozens

of Polaroid prints. And all during this period, Hockney has worked as a

set designer, a facet of his career celebrated in this exhibition.

A painter addresses the members of his audience one by one. The set

designer works very differently—drama is spectacle, and the spectacular

must be shared in public. Successful sets and costumes reinforce the play-

goer's desire to be part of a crowd. This is where Hockney's command of

modernism's supposedly obscure and elitist tradition is at its surest.

The show is filled with stylish remembrances of Matisse and the

Fauves—sinuous, simplified outline and flurries of hot color. For Dia-

ghilev's Parade, Hockney presents his version of Picassoid Harlequins

and Pierrots. Though the Halloweenish "Two Bats in the Garden"
(right) owe something to the funny papers, they also recall the lighter

moments of German Expressionism. Working for the theater, Hock-
ney treats modernism's heritage of difficult imagery as so much raw
material to be transformed into highly polished crowd pleasers.

Artists' sketches for the stage are often as dull as an architect's blue-

Drawing on the Fauves and the funny papers—David Hockney's
set designs. Above: "Two Bats in the Garden," 1980

prints. Hockney's count as works of art in their own right, thanks, it £

would seem, to yet another of his accomplishments—his skill as a book
|

illustrator. Hockney approaches plays and operas, books and poems, o

as if they were personal—and very private—favorites. The images in f

this exhibition could, in fact, be seen solely as page-sized illuminations I

of printed texts. That they work so brilliantly at the scale of the stage is

a sign of Hockney's unique ability to reconcile the public and the pri-

vate impulses in the art of our century. —CARTER RATCLIFF
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Art ofAztec Mexico-. Treasures of Tenochtit/an; National Gallery of Art, Wash-

ington, DC; through January 8. The art of North and South America's great

Indian cultures often seems to drift free of history, as distant in time as its

images are elusive in meaning. Thus it comes as a shock to realize that the development

of Aztec art intersected abruptly with a major episode in the history of the West—the

Spanish conquest of Mexico. Early in the fourteenth century, the Aztecs settled the site of

present-day Mexico City. In 1 52 1 , the conquistadores arrived, triumphed, and brought to

an end an astonishingly rich artistic tradition.

Many sculptures and carvings were destroyed, many were shipped to Spain. Over the centu-

ries, the art of the Aztecs found its way into museums and private collections all over the world.

Now the National Gallery has assembled the most extensive exhibition of Aztec artifacts ever to be

seen in the United States. The most familiar images from Tenochtitlan, the Aztecs' capital city, are low-

relief stone carvings—stylized feathered figures in symmetrical poses, intricate geometrical hieroglyphics, ab-

stract evocations of the broad leaves and lush blossoms of central Mexico. These are the forms that come
to mind at the mention of Aztec culture—the best-known but not the most powerful.

The finest works in the show are fully volumetric treatments of animal and human form. These sculp-

§tures—some modeled in clay, others made of stone—are as stylized in their way as the low-relief carv-

§ ings. A coiled rattlesnake, with its angular turtle-like head, is an essay in arcing line and curving plane. An

air of intellectual precision about the piece reminds one that the Aztec calendar shows a mastery of

advanced mathematical calculation. Yet this rattlesnake has a convincingly organic presence, it is

undeniably alive, alert, there, as is the figure labeled "Seated Canine," a doggish creature that rai

head in a remarkably distinctive gesture.

The greatest surprise offered by this exhibition is its emotional range—from the tension, the

violence of the coiled rattlesnake to the plaintiveness of the sitting dog. In between corner

human, half-avian image of a man in a bird mask. His face is calm, almost friendly, yet he looks out

from the open beak of a voracious predator—and thus he serves as an effective emblem cf a culture

as approachable as it is enigmatic . —C.R.Not for the birds: "Eagle Warrior," detail

PfOyecto Templo Mayor, Mexico, D F

77
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Prelude
The beginning of

perfect harmony.
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1 Eiko Ishioka's bewitching eye
Eiko Ishioka is a Japanese art director who can bewitch in any medium: television, posters, book
jackets, stage design. Her work reminds me of the color red; it is strong with mystery and sharp

with nuance, the way a red can be bold but secretly shy.

Throughout her career, Eiko has collaborated with other celebrated Japanese artists, from
fashion designer Issey Miyake to film director Akira Kurosawa. Always terrifically sought after,

Eiko once received a call from Faye Dunaway: "I've heard a lot about you and I'm interested in

working with you. Could we get together?" One result was a TV commercial for Parco, a Japa-

nese conglomerate, in which Faye Dunaway seduces and eats a hard-boiled egg. "We shot it

without rehearsals because I wanted to have Faye Dunaway playing Faye Dunaway. Ten takes

and ten eggs later we had what I was looking for."

As with so much of Eiko's work, the image speaks for itself. In Eiko by Eiko (Callaway Edi-

tions)—a luxury of two thousand illustrations (one shown above) and fifteen tributes—she

speaks about her work and gives those memorable pictures a magnificent immortality. —D.B.C.
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A new parrum exclusively

ATNEIMAN-MARCUS

LOVE VICTORIAN-STYLE
"The literary couple," Elizabeth Hardwick wrote, "is a peculiar English

domestic manufacture, useful no doubt in a country with difficult winters.

Before the bright fire at tea-time, we can see these high-strung men and

women clinging together, their inky fingers touching." This description, of

novelist George Eliot (left) and literary journalist George Henry Lewes,

though they never married, is not far from our idealized notion of marriage

today: two independent minds side-by-side, sheltered in a nest built on

mutual respect and inspiration. In Parallel Lives (Knopf), eminent literary

critic Phyllis Rose analyzes five Victorian relationships—giving an illumi-

nating peek at social and literary life in England over a hundred years ago.

To wealthy, good-looking Jane Welsh, schoolmaster Thomas Carlyle

was the one man who loved her for her brains. Yet after the wedding he

took to his work, leaving her to fend off pesky neighborhood roosters and

pour tea. John Ruskin, spoiled boy-genius, married Effie Gray for her vi-

vacity and beauty, only to find on their wedding night that he was repulsed

by her body. Charles Dickens married Catherine Hogarth and began writ-

ing novels of domestic bliss. As she grew fat and lazy, his plots became
grimmer; in a Victorian "mid-life crisis," he left her. John Stuart Mill, bach-

elor, found intellectual, emotional, and surprisingly chaste happiness with

the married Harriet Taylor (dubbed "Platonica" by Carlyle).

Whether damaged by Victorian strictures or fighting to be free of them,

the Carlyles, Ruskins, and Dickenses encounter pitfalls that exist today

—

and support Rose's theory that legal marriage "still displaces too many
other possibilities in our culture." Rose's portrait of our still most sacred

s

institution is entertaining, thought-provoking, and strangely premonitory:-'

"Perhaps someday," she concludes, "our descendents, looking back at],

us from a marriage-less, anarchic . . . future, will find our attempts to paral-T

lei lives deliciously quaint." —J.McC.

VOGUE. November, 1983
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Forget about "promising"
young writers for the moment:
Salman Rushdie, the India-

born, London-bred novelist

whose first book, Midnight 's-

Children, was published to wild

acclaim two years ago, fulfilled his promise be-

fore we ever knew he had any. His new novel,

Shame (Knopf), reveals the writer in sure con-

trol of his extravagant, mischievous, graceful,

polemical imagination. Shame is the work of a

man who is properly (for one who straddles

two cultures) a political realist, one who
knows that fantasy can be disguised rage. His
new book is proof, if we needed more, that the

style of magical realism perfected by Gabriel

Garcia Marquez in One Hundred Years ofSol-
itude has a vital present as well as a past.

Shame is fiction as archaeology, as prophe-

cy, as fairy tale. It is an expedition into no-time

(our time), no-place (our place), as familiar

and deceptive a landscape as Alice's under-
ground. "My story," explains Rushdie's lo-

quacious but invisible narrator, "my fictional

country exist, like myself, at a slight angle to

reality. I have found this off-centering to be

necessary . .
." The narrator-timekeeper com-

plains that the story keeps getting away from
him ("How time flies!") as he leads us through
the not-so-fictional maze of his invention.

Where are we? In Pakistan? England? Mecca?
Bethlehem? It doesn't matter, they are all out-

posts of sharam, the country of shame.
"Once upon a time"—watch out, Rushdie

s would caution us, fairy tales are dangerous

—

i there was a girl-beast who harbored her fam-

(r\

ily's shame, until it broke out to destroy

them. . . . Once there was an upside-down man
who saw hell where heaven should have been;

he was a shameless man. Sharam, shame—the

word is untranslatable, especially to those of

us "living in the aftermath of the death of God
and of tragedy"; but it has to do with honor

and with pride. "Between shame and shame-

lessness lies the axis upon which we turn; me-
teorological conditions at both these poles are

of the most extreme, ferocious type. Shame-
lessness, shame: the roots of violence."

The girl-beast's name was-is-will-be Sufiya

Zinobia Hyder, known in her peculiar married

life as Mrs. Shakil (the Shakil-Hyder transfor-

nDiicuninc mation is hideous to be-
RUSHDIE S hold) Her husband,

NEW NOVEL tne u P side-down man
cursed with a vision of

SHAME tne end of the world

and the knowledge of

REVEALS his own peripheral na-

ture, is the absurdly—AGAIN— named Omar Khay-

tuf wDiTrP yam Shakil, a man
I nt wki i tif magicany born t0 three

IN SURE mothers who snip the

threads of his fate. (His

CONTROL fate is, of course,

sharam.) There is Raza
OF HIS Hyder, Sufiya's father,

EXTRAVAGANT "° ld RaZOf GutS '"
EA I BMVMUHN I , wj1Q cr|es toQ easjly for

MISCHIEVOUS, shame; and his

GRACEFUL,

POLEMICAL

IMAGINATION"

poor wife, Bil-

quis, whose
own father

was destroyed

in a fire-wind

that blew off

her eyebrows
forever and left her wandering naked
in the mythical city of her aspirations,

"a woman who was unclothed by
change, but who wrapped herself in

certainties." There is the debauched,
reformed Iskander Harappa, "Al Is-

kander the Great," and his wife Rani
who, with the ruthless patience of a

Penelope, weaves eighteen miracu-
lous shawls depicting her husband's

sin, her shame. . .

.

A world of crimes and contradic-

tions, monsters and sleeping beauties,

Machiavellis and angels—and whenever it re-

minds us of the world we know, the narrator

assures us that

I am only telling a sort of modern fairy tale, so

that's all right; nobody need get upset .... No
drastic action need be taken, either.

What a relief;

Like Marquez, like Kundera, Rushdie
counts on fantasy to get him out of a fix. One
minute he seems to be making accusations

—

his wartorn "Peccavistan" (that is, I-have-

sinned land) is never far from Pakistan; but

who would think to arrest an author, ban a« SR\ fn\K

book in which the only frontal assaults are

made by the miraculous against the mundane?
The ethereal vending machine:

Imagine shame as a liquid, let's say a sweet fizzy

tooth-rotting drink, stored in a vending ma-

chine. Push the right button and a cup plops

down under a pissing stream of the fluid. How
to push the button? Nothing to it. Tell a lie,

sleep with a white boy, get born the wrong sex.

Out flows the bubbling emotion and you drink

your fill . . . but how many human beings refuse

to follow these simple instructions! Shameful

things are done: lies, loose living, disrespect for

one's elders, failure to love one's national flag

. . . and they are done shamelessly. Then what

happens to all that unfelt shame? What of the

unquaffed cups of pop? ... I submit, it is si-

phoned off by the misfortunate few, janitors of

the unseen, their souls the buckets into which

squeegees drip what-was-spilled . .

.

And there you have it—martyrdom, some-

thing East and West can share. Yeats's strange

beast, slouching towards Bethlehem, comes
face to unmuzzled face with poor Sufiya Zino-

bia, traveling on all fours toward her destiny

and the world's. And we readers? Rushdie

twirls us three times and leaves us giddy with

revelation at the precipice where reality drops

away. With a civilized bow, he steps backward
and disappears into the mind of Raza, Rani,

Bilquis, the three fairy-tale mothers, Iskander

the demon lover . . .What a way to go!

—CATHLEEN
MEDWICK

Mary Robison's short

stories are short, subtle,

and substantial; and
"An Amateur's Guide to

the Night, " her new col-

lection of thirteen sto-

ries, demonstrates this

tight control over her
work. Robison 's charac-

ters are charged by con-

fusion—not the over-

whelming kind but the

kind that you feel before

your eyes become ad-

justed to the dark.

Bluey and Greer are brother-and-sister

twins, who misconstrue their attraction to one
another as a fantasy; a thirty-five-year-old

Mom and Lindy, her teen-aged daughter, pre-

tend to be sisters and go on double dates; Ed
andAngela 's daughter comes out otherroom
only for chocolate mousse and her analyst—?

these are people accustomed to living in lh€

dark. There would be almost no hope her.

relief, if it weren 't for the terrific force of,

son 's prose. Her ironic sense of detail I

from every sentence. Her voice is stroni

the pieces, yet she herself is silent, lea\

string of odd and interesting character

hind.—D. B.C.
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care.
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Fonction 24

Beneficial to all skin types,

it works by day to provide
surface smoothing, protec-

tion, moisture and a 100%
vegetable oil that acts as a
sunscreen. Plus, it helps
makeup last longer than
you'd dare expect.

At night, this light and lux-

urious cream works deep
within skin to combat dry-

ness, premature aging and
less-than-intriguing little

lines. Brings extra bloom
and vitality to even dry and
delicate complexions.

Fonction 24 — skincare ex-

pertise that works for you
24 hours a day.

Stendhal
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Superior skincare
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NEI MAN-MARCUS

Amos Oz is best known in Amer-
ica as one of Israel's foremost

novelists and writers of short sto-

ries—dramas of tangled motives,

savage acts, languid withdrawals
into madness. His latest book, In the Land of
Israel (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich), is not fic-

tion but a series of interviews that unveils a

country as conflicted as the characters Oz cre-

ates. He has traveled throughout Israel and
the West Bank asking every kind of person:

"What will become of us? What can be done?"

The answers he receives are passionate, ur-

gent—sometimes militant. Perhaps it's his pa-

tience, perhaps his fame as a leader of Israel's

peace movement, but somehow Oz draws the

dreams and fears out of everyone he meets.

Oz himself is a very special type of Israeli:

he lives on a kibbutz. The kibbutzim—com-

munal farms—are perhaps the last stronghold

of the Utopian socialism that inspired Israel's

founders. Oz has a touching sympathy for

dreamers, and he aches over Israel's loss of in-

nocence. Oz's country is taut, anguished, with

tensions coming from within as well as from
without. Jews and Arabs have distrusted each

other for decades; now there is distrust, even

hatred, among the Jews themselves—between

the Ashkenazim (Europeans) and the Sephar-

dim (mostly, in Israel, from North Africa), be-

tween the orthodox and the secular.

Oz longs for peace to come to Israel but of-

fers no clear route to its attainment. Yet a

country can't live in struggle forever. An Arab
from the West Bank, who implores Oz to

"write from your heart," makes a parable:

"The situation between the Jews and the Ar-

abs here [is] like two people sitting on a roof

stuck tight together. Either they'll fall from

the roof together, or they'll be careful."

—MARION ASNES
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Photos and myths appear to have

very little In common, but they both

can give us haunting images of re-

mote places. Rainer Fabian and
Hans-Christian Adam's The Mas-

ters of Early Travel Photography (Vendome) is

a splendid book which takes us to the ends of
1 he earth as seen through the lenses of primitive

neras and the eyes of their often eccentric

owners. Since film was slow, images had to be
composed carefully so that they attain a time-

less, almost surrealistic quality. Such is the Jap-

anese "Human Pyramid," anonymous c. 1890,
(right): an incredible composition of utterly still

robats with interwoven limbs, wearing only

^loths but holding out large fans as the last

touc . in imDrobability. Elsewhere, a Turkish lo-

comotive apparently dropped from the sky onto

the edge of an embankment and watched by a

seated man wearing a fez and a frock coat,

looks just like a Magntte; while the three robed
figures crouching (Continued on page 90)
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(Continued) motionless in front of an Egyptian

pyramid define a space not unlike Tanguy's. As
if that were not enough, the book unfolds image

after image of an irrevocably buried world: Indi-

an princes bejeweled from top to bottom stare

at us, exotic and remote; a half-naked tribes-

man holding an opium pipe leans against a life-

size stone camel on the road outside Bejing;

newly freed Brazilian slaves sit, majestic and

melancholy, before the camera; and all enrich

our knowledge of mankind.

With Diane Wolkstein and Samuel Noah Kra-

mer's profusely illustrated Inanna, Queen of

Heaven and Earth (Harper & Row), we go back

to the beginnings of myth. Although the songs

and stories of the Near Eastern goddess Inanna

are now almost four thousand years old, they

answer to that most modern of preoccupations,

the nature of woman. Ruler, wife, lover, re-

deemer, Inanna encompasses all the aspects

of the Great Goddess while remaining firmly

connected to the fertile earth. In triumph and hu-

Terry Jones, in person, is neither

silly, lewd, nor inclined to trans-

vestism. As he is one-sixth of En-

gland's Monty Python (in the

group's latest film, The Meaning
of Life, he plays the notorious Mr. Creosote

who eats until he literally, and revoltingly,

pops), you might expect, at

the least, some tongue-
waving. Instead he's shy

—

presumably for the very

reason that everyone he
meets expects him to be

such a rollicking buffoon.

He's a very literate man

—

in fact, a scholar.

His first real book, aside

from Python spin-offs, was
Chaucer's Knight (Louisi-

ana State), a work that

"lifts the lid a bit on the ac-

ademic Chaucer." Accord-
ing to Jones's research, the

exemplary (and dull)

Knight of The Canterbury

Tales is actually a four-

teenth-century soldier of fortune with satiric

point. "What I resnnt," he says with stock-

inged feet propped up on a coffee table, "is the

way academia is taking Chaucer out of his

context—apart, of course, from the bits where
he's talking about farts and things. You have

miliation, in ecstasy and anguish, we follow her

through heaven, earth, and the Underground.

She lives, she dies, she is reborn. She protects

the city and the crop, argues with the God of

Heaven. Powerful, powerless, lusty, and moth-

erly, she is life itself, a force whom all wor-

shipped. Gods, by their very nature, must be
larger than man, but Inanna goes them all one
better: more than just a heroic figure, she is the

feminine unconscious incarnate.

Rescued from the oblivion of cuneiform tab-

lets by Kramer, the myth has been brought

back to vibrant life in Wolkstein's precise yet lyr-

ical rendition. Inanna is that rare treat, a text to

be added to the small but crucial shelf of indis-

pensable books. —OLIVIER BERNIER

to know what these references would
have meant to the people of the day.

Chaucer was really a very funny bloke."

Jones's newest book, The Saga of
Erik the Viking (Schocken), should go

down a lot more easily with the English

departments. Here, Jones has created a

scabrous mob of snatch-trolls, sea drag-

ons, and spell-hounds. Erik was written for

Jones's six-year-old son, Bill, while an earlier,

more lighthearted children's book, Fairy Tales

(also Schocken), was written for his daughter

Sally. "Terribly sexist," he admits, "but the

children said what they wanted." —B.H.

IN SEARCH OF OUR MOTHERS' GARDENS (Har-

court Brace Jovanovich), a collection of what author

Alice Walker calls "womanist prose, "breathes with

history. Her experiences as a Southern black woman
in the 'fifties and 'sixties are recorded with earnest-

ness and urgency. Walker ("The Color Purple") has

written less self-conscious pieces on spiritualist Re-

becca Jackson, writer Zora Hurston. —D.B.C.

LIBBY HOLMAN was a Broadway blues singer (white,

Jewish). Her husband, Smith Reynolds (Southern WASP,
tobacco heir) was shot through the head after a wild party

in 1932. Suicide? "A murder seems to have been commit-

ted. But it certainly made a lot of people rich," is how
Hamilton Darby Perry sums up his loose, innuendo-filled

case against Libby Holman (Little, Brown). "Homicide"
still gets the pages turned. —ALLENE TALMEY
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CAPTURING HEARTS AND HORMONES

They didn't come from out of no-

where to top the charts. They
came from Puerto Rico. And girls

in the Hispanic communities of

New York, Los Angeles, and Mi-

ami have been going into sudden puppy-love

convulsions and mobbing hotels with a regular-

ity and abandon unheard of since the Beatles

last set out on tour. The object of all this ardor is

a quintet of boys, ranging in age from thirteen to

fifteen, known as Menudo (roughly translated

as "little ones," "small change," or "tripe

stew").

In Latin America (where "Menudo is as well

known as Simon Bolivar, the George Washing-

ton of that region," according to Pocket Books'

Menudo!), they've been around since 1977; but

only in the last year has the group begun to set

the junior high schools of North America astir.

It's called Menuditis. "It's the Menudo fever

—

Menudomania in English," says Brunilda Tor-

res, proprietor of New York City's Menuditis

store, which is entirely and very successfully

devoted to gear emblazoned with the grinning,

baby-fatted faces of Menudo.
The music, to this critic's ears, is nothing spe-

cial: some watered-down salsa, some pure

castrati pop. But, gelding aside, Menudo has

discovered a new secret of perpetual pube-

sence: as soon as any of the boys

reaches the danger age of sixteen

or so, then, simply, he's out. Mi-

guel, "the thoughtful one," left the

group earlier this year; and Ricky,

"the comedian," is due to get the '

boot in January. Yet this alarming

loss of loved ones doesn't seem to

bother the fans: there's always a new
Menudo to die for—a triumph of

planned obsolesence.

So far, in America, the group has not

made much of an impression beyond the >

Latino and Chicano communities; but, last Au-

gust, Norman Lear's Embassy
Communications signed a deal for

English-language films and televi-

sion with the "super cinco." Lear got interested

when he found himself sharing the same hotel

with Menudo and was unable to enter the lobby

for all the sobbing kids.

The "industry" has been pretty brutal for the

child stars of the past. But, according to the

custodians of the Menudo image, the five are

perfect specimens of the wholesome, "un-

touched-by-stardom" kid who has cropped up
regularly in press releases since Judy Garland

and Mickey Rooney supposedly frolicked

about the Andy Hardy sets. Barbara Brogliatti, a

The Super Cinco: Miguel (a Menudo no more—too old),

senior V.P at Embassy, tells of the requisite

Menudo pool party where "of course they had a

water fight, and then ran around the pool with

their mothers yelling at them to slow down."
Adds an earnest Miguel speaking of The Rolling

Stones in Menudo!: "We like their music, but

not their form of living. We prefer a cleaner life."

One hopes. There's always the Menudian
Sword of Damocles to keep them in line. "They

know their stardom is limited," says Brogliatti.

"If they screw up, they're out. They know there

are nine guys out there waiting." —B.H.

really sounds like

Mstislav Rostropovich is prob-

ably, by consensus, the world's

greatest cellist. Why, then, one

might wonder, did he gear

down his cello career and, like

all manner of virtuosos great and not so great,

take up the baton? Especially when one hears

tales out of Washington, where he currently

leads the National Symphony—a nice touch,

at this time, that a political refugee from the

Soviet Union should conduct our self-pro-

claimed "national" orchestra—that Rostro-
povich has his technical and interpretive

limitations as a conductor. He doesn't have a

very wide repertory, we hear. He isn't solidly

versed in the Germanic classics that make up
the core of our programs. He isn't very aware

of, or even committed to, vast areas of contem-

porary music.

All that may be true, or at least have been

true, but it doesn't explain why Rostropovich

became a conductor, or why he's so wonderful

in one area of the repertory. No doubt, he

turned to the podium in part because the cello

repertory began to seem limited to a man of his

wide-ranging imagination. But the main rea-

son was that he felt he had a mission, which
was to bring great Russian music to the West.

That he has done, on records and in the Na-
tional Symphony's gala

events. Whatever Rostro-

povich's all-purpose

strengths and weaknesses

as a conductor may be, in

Russian music he is su-

preme, a musician who
can speak through an or-

chestra in the most idi-

omatically convincing
and personally riveting of

tones.

The most recent re-

corded documentation of

this affinity is his account

of Shostakovich's Fifth

Symphony with the National Symphony on

Deutsche Grammophon. This is not a great

orchestra, compared with others that have re-

corded this score. Rostropovich does not whip

up the frenzied excitement of some other con-

ductors, either; and his recording does not at-

tain the heights of hi-fi opulence.

But Rostropovich knew Shostakovich,

deeply and intimately. He breathes the Rus-

sian folkloristic strains that animated Shosta-

kovich, as well. Rostropovich's interpretation

bends and curves with a sinuous passion that

more rigid, metronomic readings, bound by

the score alone, miss completely. Shostako-

vich is known for his motoric repetitions. They
remain in Rostropovich's vision of the man
but softened and, somehow, humanized.

What Rostropovich accomplishes for Sho-

stakovich, so does he for Prokofiev and
Tchaikovsky and Mussorgsky and Rimsky-

Korsakov and all manner of lesser Russians.

One only wishes he had more access to an op-

eratic institution, although he has done con-

cert operas (e.g., Tchaikovsky's Iolanthe with

the conductor's wife, Galina Vishnevskaya, in

the title part), and some of those have been re-

corded. But Rostropovich is busy enough as it

is; and, for all his supposed limitations on a

week-in, week-out basis in Washington, his

mission to revitalize Russian music for West-

ern ears seems to be in the process of trium-
\

phant realization. —DAVID SARGENT I
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Acustom blended cologne created by
Estee Lauder for the most important man in her life.

Exclusively forAramis.
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We call it thinking

about the unthink-

able or the fate of

the earth or the Big

N. It means the

end of the world,
destroyed by nuclear ex-

plosion; and it has

pricked our imaginations with its gigan-

tic, sickening thrill ever since Hiroshima.

The image of rubbish and tumbleweeds

blowing down a bare ruined Australian

street in the 1959 movie On the Beach still

lingers. The more recent Nuclear War: A
Guide to Armageddon—the BBC's con-

vincing demonstration of the devastation

that would follow a bomb dropped on

London—still curdles with its coolly nar-

rated, nastily simulated catalogue of pri-

mary, secondary, and tertiary blast

effects. We are too comfortable with film

clips of mushroom clouds and "duck and

cover" exercises for Cold War grade

schoolers, with the Postal Service's post-

nuke plans for mail delivery (to whom,
pray?). But seriously now: how do you
really bring the possibility of global de-

struction into the living room? And can

you really turn nukemania into not-for-

liberals-only entertaining (yes!) TV that

does justice to the bomb's enormity—and
doesn't bomb with viewers?

On the theory that nothing could be

less threatening than life in Kansas,
USA—even life blown to bits—ABC of-

fers The Day After, a What If drama air-

ing this month. The dead-end answer (no

surprise) is that there is no recovery from

such an If. The things that should keep

you from fleeing the tube in despair are:

(A) we get to see how nice, ordinary, de-

cent people would behave before, during,

and after Armageddon in Kansas; (B) the

show is directed by Nicholas Meyer, au-

thor of The Seven Per Cent Solution,

whose directorial inventiveness enlivened

Time After Time and Star Trek: The

Main Street USA in ABC's The Day After

Wrath of Khan;

and (C) it stars

Jason Robards,

who is the sort of

compassionate,

worldly-wise
man you'd want

around when the

world ends with

a bang.

Robards, no lover of TV, took on the

role of surgeon Russell Oakes because, as

he told director Meyer, "it's better than

signing petitions." If life is bleak in simu-

lated detonated Kansas, Robards is

equally bleak about the real chances of

avoiding nuclear catastrophe. "We're in-

exorably going in that direction," he says.

"So I have to look at the better things . .

.

my children . . . with nuclear destruction

IV IV
there'll be no history left. None."
Meyer experienced his own symptoms

of nuclear sickness unto death during

production. "In the research phase, I

found myself coming home with flu; what
I was learning was making me sick. And
later, during the actual shooting—which
was uplifting and strangely fun—the cast

would talk of having nuclear nightmares.

Nukemares, we called them. I think the

uplift was a psychological thing: we
learned that a nuclear war wouldn't nec-

essarily happen just because we were
making this thing."

Meyer doesn't think the show will

change anybody's thinking. "Our real

problem is a deeply troubling paradox:

The very people who ought to be con-

fronting nuclear destruction are so ap-

palled that they can't even look at it. So
bombs are given the attributes of God.
This is a cautionary tale. A preview of

coming detractions."

Others in the cast are John Cullum, Jo-

beth Williams, and Steve Guttenberg.

The teleplay is by Edward Hume, who
spent half a year holed up in research

with people who should know, including

MIT physicist and nuclear expert Dr.

Kosta Tsipis and a former missile silo

commander. The Day After may not

change your politics, but it should change

the way you watch the evening news.

—LISA SCHWARZBAUM

1 1 ftftjofthe rural villes

Just about the time actress Tess
Harper decided it was okay to be

from rural America ("I wasn't going

to, you know, lose the accent"), rural

America "arrived" on our stages, on
screen. To be "regional" was to be "in." Beth

Henley and Marsha Norman each won Pulitzers

for their poignant plays about small-town

Southern families; playwright Sam Shepard ob-

sessed over the new West; and Robert Duvall

won film-goers as a hard-drinking ex-Country

and Western singer in Tender Mercies. His

leading lady: Tess Harper—plucked from re-

gional theater in Dallas to play his placid, stand-

by-your-man wife, Rosalee.

Since then, the Arkansas-born actress with

see-through blue eyes, who used to work in a

bank by day, do theater "for free" by night, has

just completed three major films including a

role in the upcoming Silkwood and two TV spe-

cials, one of them Chiefs, the CBS miniseries

premiering this month. In if, Harper portrays

Carrie Lee, the dauntless wife-then-widow of a

police chief (Wayne Rogers) who's tracking the

mass-murderer of young blond boys in a Klan-

infested town. Also in Chiefs: Charlton Heston,

Brad Davis, Billy Dee Williams.

Tess Harper's off-the-set timing is perfect,

too: staying close to home for so long
—

"safe"

from L.A. and New York—has helped in role-

preparing and fostered a kind of provincial

pluck, a keen, dry wit. She says of her father,

who owns a hardware store, "He's a lot like Ro-

salee in Tender Mercies. Never says anything.

Of course, he has terrible ulcers. . .

.

"Rosalee also reminds me of every woman I

grew up with, tied to the land—and to a lot of

laundry." She laughs, "Of course, it's chic to be

Texan now. It's like being Australian." —J.C.

Texas'
Tess Harper,
from Tender
Mercies
to CBS's
Chiefs:

"I wasn't
going to,

you know,
lose the
accent"
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After a day in the office

my face looks tired.

I want to look fresh

for the evening ahead.

\y eyes ]

look pale

and washed out.

I want to look

exciting and romantic.

AAy nose

is too wide
at the bottom. Help!

Can you show me
what to do so my

lips don't look so thin?

How can I soften the

line of my pointy chin?

You can be a Studio Owner. Write: Merle Norman Cosmetics. Inc.d'SO M). 9130 Bellanca Ave.. Los Angeles. CA 90045
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Beautiful advice or a complete makeover,very personal and very free.

meRie noRmfln
"""'m

The Place for the Custom Face
hoi the Merle Norman Studio nearest you call (800) 421-2010

In ( alir'ornia call l800) 262-1734. Studios also in Canada.
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LILLET, S'lL VOUS PLAIT.

Chicago's be Perroquet. Tucked away downtown in Art Deco splendor. Sought

out for its meticulous Nouvelle Cuisine and. of course. Lillet.. .the elegant

aperitif. A theatrical setting for Jonathan Hitchcock's rich red wool crepe suiting

for Reuben Thomas. With trompe I'oeil lapel of stones and bugle beads. 645.00

BONWI
FR



LILLET, S'lL VOUS PLAIT.

California lush life at Jimmy's. Where floods of flowers, light and air create a

Beverly Hills ambience as sublime as the cuisine. Your audience notices the

sophistication of your aperitif, Lillet. And your A'r ra silk-scarfed sequin jacket, a

mass of brilliant chevrons, 2900.00 Over a white silk crepe halter dress, 800.00

BONWI
R



LILLET, S'lL VOUS PLAIT.
I

Very French, very intimate is New York's Le Perigord. A menu to be

treasured. An aperitif to be savored: Lillet. And reflected in luxurious crystal:

your Casadei silk chiffon dress in black emblazoned with multi-bronze

beading, 350.00 The night belongs to you. And to your fabulous reflection.

BONW!



LILLET, S'lL VOUS PLAIT.

A visit to Boca Raton's La Vieille Maison-an experience in celestial dining.

Set in a mansion, its luxury is the perfect surround for Lillet, the haute cuisine

aperitif. An extra flourish: you. In Cattiva's royal blue silk charmeuse studded

with rhinestones, designed by Gale Warren. 200.00 Destined to be remembered.

BONWI
R



LILLET, S'lL VOUS PLAIT.

i\

* -

All the makings of history in Boston. An evening at Maison Robert, inspired

transformation of great old City Hall into restaurant francais. A toast (to past and

present) with Lillet, magically memorable aperitif. And you in Morton Myles's

draped and bugle-beaded, crepe-backed polyester satin, a misty mauve, 470.00
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Discover it and find a daydream ofyour own.

Daydreams Perfume and Cologne



EAUTY NOW

delights...

The attention- getters:

in makeup, fragrance.

.

.

new skin revivers

Research shows that how a woman' s skin

looks at forty depends on habits

begun in her teens. Giving young women

top-notch advice : Erno Laszlo ' s new

Skin Benefits program—with a scaled-down

product line/price for under-twenty-one

skin . . . ' 'Nourishment* * for all skin

types: Corium's salon facial, with

in-depth skin analysis/at-home advice.

Special Effects
AT NIGHT, TO "CATCH" CANDLELIGHT, ACCENT THE

CURVE OF YOUR EYES, RRUSH SHIMMERING SILVER/

METALLIC BLUE SHADOW AT OUTER CORNERS OF EYES,

UP INTO BROWUNE ... FOR LIP DEFINITION: LINE THE

BOW OF UPPER LIP EDGE WITH LIGHT BEIGE LIPLINER

OR WHITE COVER STICK [LIKE AZIZA'S] BEFORE APPLY-

ING LIP COLOR—a tip adapted from photographer/makeup

artist "Michael Maron's Instant Makeover Magic" (Rawson)

-

wrm

As the holiday crush begins,

keeping your energy, your looks going strong

can be a real problem. What many women rely

on for extra "support" at this time of year: pro-

fessional beauty treatments that can give skin

and hair a boost, help get you through the

rounds of parties, shopping, personal and pro-

rooke Shields, above and on our cover, model and Princeton Univer-\

sity undergraduate with an unmistakable attractiveness all her own-

photographed here by Avedon. Her makeup: eyes/lips strongly in\

focus, cheeks barely colored—the effect, a soft meld of yellowed

browns. The makings of a look like this—from Christian Dior.- Brun

Electro eyeshadow. Pollen blush, Karkade lipstick gleamed with gold-

en Fabuleux lip gloss. And, to "finish" the mood: Dioressence Esprit

de Parfum—livelier than perfume, "richer" than eau de toilette. Hair, Suga of Suga

Salon, NYC; makeup, Lydia Snyder. Fiorucci sweater; Stephen Sprouse coat. James

McCullough earrings, about $24. Details, stores, last pages.

with the confidencefessional appointments

that you look your best.

One group of salons long known for their

focus on the relaxation, the "refueling" that's

"an important part of salon visits, yet also

geared to getting busy women in and out on
time: Elizabeth Arden Red Door salons,

where you can have your makeup done by a

pro, receive an individualized lesson in an

hour; come in for a facial plus manicure and
pedicure at 9:00 AM and be out by 11:30. A
nice touch: their gift certificates, usable at any

of the twelve salons across the country, includ-

ing the newest in Dallas. (For a salon directo-

ry, write Elizabeth Arden, Dept. V-l 1, 55 East

Fifty-second Street, NYC 10022.)

Newest makeup "balance": bolder, deeper eye and

lip shades, paler, always-matte foundation

FRAGRANCE NOW

/

NIGHT AND DAY, NEW IDEAS ADD TO THE

ON-GOING ALLURE OF FRAGRANCE . . .

Whether for yourself or for giving to a special

person, there are more fragrances to choose

from than ever before, many in "limited edi-

tion" versions available only for the holidays.

Here, some of the best . . .

• A fragrance objet for collectors: Niki de
Saint Phalle's serpent-wrapped 14K gold-

brushed porcelain egg (left), filled with glisten-

ing perfumed powder to brush on shoulders,

arms, legs.

BAKDOIPH GRAFF

• For evening, look for new deeper, richer,

longer-lasting versions of many well-known
fragrances. One such: Cachet Noir, in a sleek

midnight-blue purse flask of cologne concen-

trate.

• For the first time in the United States: a

French fragrance inspired by the rare Indian

flower that gives it its name—Keora, Jean

Couturier's floral/Oriental blend.

• Perennial favorites: herb and flower envi-

ronmental scents, like those from Crabtree &
Evelyn. Newest: their encapsulated fragrance

drawer liner papers.

1G7



PERRY ELLIS
Natural Winter White Mink

\

AMEN WARDY
Newport Beach, California

GODCHAUX'S
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

CARL W.HERRMANN
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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at it takes.

Share the spirit

the refreshment.
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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New,
from the man behind the consistently number-one fra-

grance in America, Oscar de la Renta: his new Ruffles, com-

plex, tantalizing, distinguished by a first-ever blending of two

top notes—fruity citrus and spicy floral. The secret behind

both of de la Renta's memorable scents, from the man who

helped him to develop them, Parfums Stern's Milton Stern: a

uniqueness that stems from a total concept, rather than from

market research. Ruffles started with an antique perfume bot-

tle, spotted by Stern in Paris' Marche aux Puces, that cap-

tured what de la Renta sees as the feeling of loving and

sharing very much in the air right now and inspired the creation of the fragrance that

captures that mood—a fragrance so appealing it might well become the next "classic".

More news—delights!—from designers
From Laura Biagiotti: her namesake scent, a

mesmerizing blend of Italian jasmine, Indian

tuberose, Bulgarian rose, white orchids, Ana-
tolian honeysuckle, and lily of the valley from
the South of France—all, white flowers, what
Biagiotti adores and always has around her

home. The bottle, too, bears the designer's

very personal stamp: "It's the same shape as

the tower of my castle," the fifteenth-century

Castello Simone outside Rome, Biagiotti's re-

markable home/office, recently restored to its

former medieval splendor.

wmm$mmm
The double delight of fragrance and
efficacy, available in new Malt-
plexx, a gel that controls hair,
builds body without adding residue

,

contains malt to make hair shine

—

and is lightly scented with Aramis
. . . Accessory for men on the move,

a new small sleek navy flask of Oscar
de la Renta's Pour Lui eau de toi-
lette to slip into agymbag, anatta-
che case, and go ! ... More
appeal— in a scent and in the good

looks of the packaging that all work

together to create the much sought-
after mood: the no-nonsense, sub-

stantial flask that houses
masculine Stetson fragrance . . .

And, new from Victor of Milano , Lim-

ited—the importers from Italy of

Acqua di Selva, a men's favorite in

the U.S. since 1958—brisk new Wall

Street, packaged in ''gold''-
trimmed terra cotta—and promising
the sweet smell of success !

wo in one: an irresistible idea when it comes to women's fragrance, too . .

.

The latest: real treatment incorporating scent. Romantic White Shoulders'
first departure from perfume—an ultra-rich, all-over Body Lotion. The first

item in an upcoming line of White Shoulder skin treatments from Evyan, it's

to smooth on the body after bathing to seal in moisture and deliciously scent the skin
at the same time ... A complete "skin-fitness" program, Tatiana Actives from Diane
Von Furstenberg: everything an on-the-go woman needs—from Tatiana-scented
Body Scrub to Body Splash, and including an effective anti-perspirant . . . Designed
to make packing a cinch: the Tea Rose Overnighter—travel-sized travel essentials
tucked in a neat travel bag—from The Perfumer's Workshop Ltd.
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Did she have
a face lift?

Or is she using
Formula 405?

No skin care product can

remove deep wrinkles, eliminate

skin sag, or make large pores

smaller. But a TRUE MOISTURIZER
will go a long way in making your

skin look so much younger.

Unlike the majority of

moisturizers, Formula 405 can do
this. This effect is produced by

Doak's exclusive and patented

moisturizing agent,

PREGNENOLONE SUCCINATE,
which is present in Formula 405.

PREGNENOLONE SUCCINATE
is capable of entering the outer

layers of the skin (stratum corneum),

retaining the moisture that comes
from within the body.

Fine lines, dry skin, and the

"older look" will be markedly
improved. You can see visible results

in 10 days or less.

Formula 405 was originally

prepared exclusively for use by
dermatologists' patients. Now it is

available to you. Serious Skin Care
from Doak Research. Recognized
Authority in Skin Treatment.

Formula 405™ Moisturizer
Recommended by dermatologists.
Not ours, yours.

At Leading Drug and Dept. Stores.

For Further Information, Call

Toil-Free 1-800-645-3191.

In New York State Call 516-333-7222

Doak Pharmacal Co., Inc.,

700 Shames Drive, Westbury, NY i i -.'JO



Find out what's in store

foryouwhenyou shopwith
theAmerican Express Card-

Don't leave home
without it.



These fine stores have some-
thing special in store for you.

Ann Taylor
Throughout the U.S.

Bally of Switzerland
Throughout the U.S.

Barneys
New York

Bijan

Beverly Hills and New York

Bonwit Teller

New York and other major U.S. cities

Carson Pirie, Scott & Co.
Throughout Illinois

Elizabeth Arden/The Salon
Major U.S. cities

Emporium-Capwell
Northern California

Goldwaters
Phoenix area, Tucson, Las Vegas
and Albuquerque

Jaeger Sportswear
Throughout the U.S.

Lord & Taylor
New York and other major U.S. cities

Louis
Boston area

Maas Brothers
Florida

Macy's
New York, California and the Midwest

The Bon
Washington and Oregon

The Broadway
Southern California

Tourneau
New York

Weinstock's
Northern California, Utah and Reno,
Nevada

Woodward & Lothrop
Washington, D.C.

Yves St Laurent/Rive Gauche
New York, Scottsdale and San Francisco



Even though you're a realist, you still believe in dreams
that come true and happy endings.

Sofar you've never been disappointed.

Live your life in

The satin-trimmed robe of
Splendalour" Dacron® polyesterfleece, about $r>o.

Kauser-Roth Intimate Apparel Co.. Inc.

(ytv Fifth Avenue, Neu > York. NY10O19
Also ai >ailable in Canada.
® A registered trademark ojDu Pont.
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RAYMOND WEIL
GENEVE

There's never been a better time

The AMADEUS Collection

Unique hand-sculpted elegance,

when you want to create a special sensation.

Classic white dial with Arabic numerals. Slim and
ultra-flexible. Scratchproof sapphire crystal.

Water Resistant.

The Collection: His: $795. Hers: $785.

MAYORS
Fine Jewelers. Established 1910.

Miami/N. Miami Beach/Coral Gables/Hialeah/Hollywood/Plantation/Ft. Lauderdale/Pompano/Boca Raton /Orlando.
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Adrienne Vittadini..and the beautiful handknit sweater. It's what you've come
to know her by and love her for. And now for Cruise '83, Adrienne Vittadini

continues the tradition she helped create. Cool pastel colors like cactus green,

blue grey, peachy-pink— rectangular blocks of them— overlaid into

an intarsia design. This is her new signature sweater for Fall...cropped

short to hit just where the waist begins. For sizes S,M,L; *130.

In the Adrienne Vittadini Boutique.
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Introducing

Cachet Noir

K

When its basic black, it's Cachet Noir.
A rich, sophisticated new fragrance from the creators of Cachet.



The elegance ofa black tuxedo. . . distinctively Gucci

TO

GUCCI
New York • Beverly Hills • Palm Beach • Bal Harbour • Chicago • Rome • Florence • Milan • London • Paris • Hong Kong
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"
Icameherewithmybooks,clothes,

and theIndian rugs Icollect—I never want tobe
tied down with too many

possessions again.

What I want is a place where a 10-year-

old boy can eat an ice cream cone without

my getting uppity about his making a mess

on the sofa." _AU MacGraw

Architectural Digest is not just about architec-

ture. Nor is it a digest. It has become what The
Wall Street Journal called "the pre-eminent

publication in the world of interior design."

As an interior design magazine, it is

especially gratifying to us to be able to reveal

the unique, and very private, ambiance of a

home belonging to someone like Ali MacGraw.

Or Julia Child—who told us she was thrilled

with "the splendid feature about our Cambridge
home. We are absolutely delighted to have the

copy, whichwe shall treasure the rest ofour lives
.

"

Or Diana Vreeland, who found our coverage

of her home "too delightful for words ..." She
wrote, "How beautiful the whole magazine is."

Our high standards have won us the respect

of the top interior designers and their clients. So
we are invited—and sometimes, frankly,

begged—to include some 700 interiors a year.

From those we choose only la creme de la

creme—one out of ten.

In addition, we seek out the private homes of

such celebrities as Fred Astaire, Truman Capote,

Mary Tyler Moore, Givenchy. And evoke with
color camera and pen the grandeur of such
historic houses as Sir Winston Churchill's

Chartwell and North Carolina's Biltmore House.

If you love beautiful homes—and would love

to look behind the closed doors of delightful
"

country estates, penthouse apartments,
Mediterranean villas, imposing old

townhouses, film stars' mansions, French
provincial castles—isn't it about time you, too,

discovered Architectural Digest?

To make the discovery easy, we invite you to

mail the postpaid card, for a complimentary copy
(retail value, $4.50). No obligation to continue as a

subscriber (see terms on the card) unless you are

delighted and feel that you want to.

Send fora
complimentary
copy.

n

1 1983 Knapp Communications Corporation
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ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
P.O. Box 2418, Boulder, Colorado 80322

Please send me a complimentary copy of Architectural Digest (retail value, $4.50)
and enter my special introductory subscription. You may bill me $19.95 for 8

issues. Thats seven issues plus my complimentary issue. I save 45% off the
newsstand price. If I am not delighted with my complimentary copy, I may
simply write "cancel" on the bill and return it to you without paying or owing
anything. In any case, the complimentary copy is mine to keep. I understand
that it will be mailed within 6-8 weeks. New subscribers only, please.

D Bill me

Name.

Payment enclosed
(mail in envelope)

(Please print)

Address

.

City-

State . Zip.

Offer valid in U.S.A. onlv. 62703
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ennesee Williams' women

and all their sad young men

His heroines are operatic,

inept, outrageously consistent

—what are we to make of them?

BY ELIZABETH HABBWICK

I have read over Tennessee Williams'

plays since his recent death. And there it

is, his life's work in the theater, on the

page, bound in books. This reading is not

an unattended act for those of us who
were in New York in the 1940s and '50s.

When we read, we bring with us a glossa-

ry of faces, bodies, and voices. On the

pages of The Glass Menagerie, there is the

glowing, round-

faced Laurette Tay-

lor, looking up at

the "little silver

slipper of a moon,"

and in her inept,

gallant maneuver-

ings advising the

unbelieving to

"Possess your soul

in patience." It is

her will to repeat it

all forever—the

suitors, the jon-

quils, the cakewalk

at Sunset Hill. Ev-

erything was, or

perhaps there was
never anything at

all, but she will hold

firm amidst the not-

Williams' legendary
ladies—and actresses:
top, Geraldine Page's
fading movie goddess
Alexandra del Lago

with young hunk/lover
Paul Newman of

"Sweet Bird of Youth";
Barbara Bel Geddes,
center, cynic/mimic
Maggie the Cat of

"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof/'
with impotent husband

Ben Gazzara;
right: Jessica Tandy

(center) as fatally

romantic Blanche of

"Streetcar," flanked by
sister Kim Hunter
and brother-in-law

Marlon Brando

124

to-be-denied disappearances—disappear-

ing youth, disappearing husband, "a

telephone man who fell in love with long-

distance." Her name is Amanda—or is it

Laurette Taylor?

And A Streetcar Named Desire. The
mind cannot erase from the page the mag-

ical instrument, you might call it, or the

astonishing "prop" of the performance of

Marlon Brando. There, on the opening

night, it seemed to me that we saw the

creation of a new and completely Ameri-

can form of classical acting, profoundly

accomplished, charismatic, rhythmical, a

high and, above all, a "national" art,

ours, and in every way able to stand with

the great tradition of English stagecraft.

It is true that Williams excelled in the

creation of female roles. His women are

brilliantly exploitable on the stage. They

are theatrical "vehicles." When they are

scrutinized as "characters," they still re-

main theatrical. You might say that they

are, as ideas of female possibility, not quite

real. In the same sense, we speak of living

persons—those we know well—as "not

quite real" and the phrase appears to have

meaning as a descriptive approximation.

It does not necessarily have to do with

mystery or secrets, but rather to do with

the organization of certain human types

that are more bewilderingly predictable,

more repetitive than the spontaneous

shiftings by which ordinary people meet

new conditions of life. Most of Williams'

remarkable women have an outrageous

consistency. The curtain line will not, as

in so many realistic plays, find them al-

tered by the revelations they have been

exposed to in the plot. They will not be

improved or neatened or receive flashes

of sudden, useful intuition.

The aging actress in Sweet Bird of

Youth says it truly in her last line: "Come
on, Chance, we're going to change trains

at this station ... So, come on, we've got

to go on. . . Chance, please. ..." Laura

in The Glass Menagerie—Laura, limping

and limpid, with (Continued on page 126)
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WILLIAMS' WOMEN
(Continuedfrom page 124)

her themes of "blue roses" and little glass ani-

mals, will have for her exit a line that means

there is to be nothing new ahead. "Blow out

your candles, Laura . . . and so goodbye."

Blanche DuBois, holding the arm of the doc-

tor who is taking her to what was then known
as "the asylum" says: "Whoever you are—

I

have always depended upon the kindness of

strangers." So there they are at the end, intact,

illusions or patterns inviolable.

The intense and vulnerable "femininity" of

the characters is ordained by the strength of

the patterns—often, the endurance of the pat-

tern of folly, of dreaming, of futile memory. It

must be said that this is the source, in Wil-

liams' creative manner, of an invariable

charm, a charm naturally rooted in pathos.

The rigid consistency of the women is ex-

pressed in patterns of recurrent images and of

these Williams is a master. He has perfect con-

trol of the pauses, the repetitions, the sudden

alleys of memory, the exaggerations, usually

harmless, and sometimes impeding the sense

of reality in the men. Tom, in The Glass Me-
nagerie, knows that he works in the warehouse

and knows what it means for his life. It is not

quite certain that his mother, Amanda, has al-

lowed this knowledge to enter her conception

of her son.

Tennessee Williams' plays are tropical and his

heroines are tropical. They are diffused and
confused by sunlight, lassitude, memory, alco-

hol, sunglasses—the next chance and the lost

chance. It is not merely the landscape of New
Orleans, the Gulf, hotels with the name of

Costa Verde, Flamingo, and Royal Palms. The
spirit of the women comes out of a swampy,
heat-laden air and out of the street life that

drifts through the open windows as offstage

music. The classes tumble about together and

the speech is a mixture of beguiling, half-liter-

ate colloquialism, little bits of remembered po-

etic effects, and their own, natural, lyrical

loquacity. They live among flies and mosqui-

toes, flashes of lightning, parrots, madonnas,

Maggie in this play is the most brilliant col-

oratura in the operatic Delta, the most fluent

and imaginative colloquialist in Williams'

work. She is an extraordinary mimic; and, for

that, one needs a sort of observation and cyni-

cism quite apart from the dreaming locutions

of the other female characters.

Big Daddy is dying and the appalling family

is gathered together to manipulate the fruits of

the toil of this outsized dragon who is as vio-

lent and expressive in language as Maggie her-

self. The brother of Maggie's drunken,

m. he heroines are diffused

and confused by sunlight^ lassitude,

memory, alcohot9 sunglasses

groups of pain-ridden Sicilians, and plantation

houses in the Delta sweltering with family

quarrels.

I notice that the plays retain the feeling and
the actuality of the great Depression of the

1930s and early '40s. There is no money:
Blanche DuBois hasn't a dollar in her purse;

Maggie in Cat on a Hot Tin Roofwas as "poor

as Job's turkey." Tom works in a warehouse;

Stanley Kowalski goes about selling spare

parts and fixing cars; the young man in Sweet

Bird of Youth worked in a bar before becoming
a gigolo.

The exception is the setting of Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof. However, it is interesting that Big

Daddy is not plantation-bred nor has his mon-
ey come down to him from one of the "old

Delta families." He got it by working like a

beast in the fields.

%
authorofThurston Houseand Crossings

©
Her Fifteenth consecutive bestseller

Over 40,000,000 copies ofher novels inprint

A Literary GuildDual Main Selection

Delacorte Press
DELL PUBLISHING CO., INC.
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tormented husband has five children and a

sixth on the way. These children are the object

of her famous "no-neck monsters" aria.

"Their fat little heads are set on their fat little

bodies without a bit of connection ... I don't

know where their voice boxes are located since

they don't have necks . . . They've brought the

whole bunch down here like animals to display

at a country fair . . . hustlin' down here ev'ry

whipstitch with their whole screamin'
tribe. ..." Her tirades about her husband's

drinking, her life, the family are of a rude,

acute, devastating accuracy and inspired em-
bellishment.

A Streetcar Named Desire—Blanche and
Stella, sisters, bred on the vanished plantation

called Belle Reve. In the end, the word "plan-

tation" with its enveloping resonance is in fact

only a farm suitable for the growing of tropical

or semitropical crops such as cotton, tobacco,

or cocoa. These acres come in all sizes and

conditions of productivity and the word does

not mean much beyond the possession of acres

that may, or may not, be rich with agricultural

possibility.

Still, a plantation is a sort of definition and

Blanche and Stella are the contradictions a

definition may produce. Blanche DuBois, an

astonishingly enduring curiosity, representing

by her very name immediate images. Frailty,

female failure, female vanity, and inclination

to nostalgia, cologne, long soaks in the bath-

tub, coquetry, and hatred of the glare of day-

light. Blanche has known every degradation,

but there is not one she cannot revise into ro-

mance, beauty, and hope. Belle Reve, lost, is

her homeland; and thus feckless, innocent, ar-

rayed in old finery, she has reached out too far

and must be "taken away." In a sense, she, and

not the crippled, unassuming Laura, is the true

daughter of the volubly optimistic Amanda.
Stella, her sister, is the least "theatrical" of

Williams' portraits of women and thus she is

not the precise center of attention in the play,

although her presence is always interesting.

She is a pre-liberation young wife and not es-

pecially "Southern." Her marriage to Stanley

Kowalski represents one of those genuine

unions based on physical love, endurance, and

forgiveness—the kind we saw on every street

in our youth.

She needs forgiveness as a quality and there

is much to forgive, no doubt more for the con-

temporary audience than might have been felt

three decades or so before. Stanley, her hus-

band, and his friends are working class, recog-

nizable in all their behavior. They work, play

poker, go bowling, make love and babies, get

drunk, throw things, (Continued on page 130)
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I WILLIAMS' WOMEN

Pure luxury. A sensuous, comfortable robe of finest 2-ply cashmere.
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MADE IN USA

(Continuedfrom page 126)

hit their wives. They live among neighbors
who go on in the same manner. "Love bat-

tles"—with the women running away for an
hour and returning.

Stanley's bravura machismo certainly gives

pause. He is cruel. He rapes Blanche as a les-

son in "reality" for her since he has, like a de-

tective, run down her lies—lies that in fact are

better thought of as fantasy and decoration.

As for Blanche, Stanley will make sure that

she will get hers. He will not stand by to be
called ape-like, an animal. "Thousands and
thousands of years have passed him right by,

and there he is—Stanley Kowalski—survivor

of the Stone Age." Blanche, of course, is

speaking.

Stanley and Stella, husband and wife, are

true figures of the American landscape and of
American history. Their misalliance—if that

is what the marriage of a plantation girl and a

son of Polish immigrants might have been con-

sidered at the time—represents the move-
ments of the old, dying agricultural world.

Theirs is not a static landscape and not nostal-

gic. Instead, it is unpredictable, as the life of

the child they will produce in the play is un-

predictable. Stanley will go on working, rais-

ing children, playing poker, getting drunk,

violating and treasuring his home and his wife.

He will weep with grief and throw dishes in a

rage and talk about the Napoleonic Code. The
Code will not give him any profit from Belle

Reve because it has all been wasted or lost in

the evolution of things. It is not imaginable

that he and Stella will stay just where they are

and Stanley is shown as what we call "mo-
bile," that is, restless and ambitious. Stella

says about him that he's the only one of his

crowd "likely to get anywhere." Blanche ob-

serves, "I'm sorry, but I haven't noticed the

stamp of genius even on Stanley's forehead."

Here, it seems to me, the movement of Ameri-
can society, the release from, or loss of, the ru-

ral world plays itself out.

Without Stanley, Blanche DuBois could not

have gripped our imagination in so firm a way.

He, rather than Stella, is the recognition of

Belle Reve as only an artifact, something on
the shelf of memory.

Blanche and Stella, Amanda and Laura,

Maggie the Cat, Miss Alexandra del Lago, for-

merly of Hollywood, Serafina delle Rose, for-

merly of Sicily—women, all women, indeed.

But what are we to make of them? With the

exception of Stella, they are not creations of

realistic observation. And even such observa-

tion, under the demands of the dramatic
imagination, would inevitably have to be a bit

beyond ordinary specifications to enlighten

the stage. These are women of the theater and

perhaps could not sustain the documentation

of fiction. I believe they have entered the

American imagination in a special way be-

cause they can speak, rattle on, as the phrase

goes. They are creations of effective language,

a gift not always to be found in our dramatic

tradition which relies so strongly on stage ef-

fects and heavy plotting.

By imaginative language, Tennessee Wil-

liams' female characters have with some sly-

ness managed to root themselves ineradicably

in the soil of American culture. They are in-

deed often lilies of the field, but nature did not

intend that the carrot and potato should stand

alone. V
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Price Going Up. But you can still

acquire Family Library books

bound in real leather and fabric for just $19.50
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enjoyable books ever written,

selected by a distinguished board

of advisers.

In elegant, enduring bindings of
fine leather and fabric, the leather

accented in 22kt gold.

' With exciting illustrations in

every volume.

For only $19.50 per volume. But
you must act promptly to receive

these quarter-leather volumes at

this low price. Within a short

time, this price must be increased

because of a persistent rise in the

costs of paper, printing and binding.
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POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

THE FRANKLIN LIBRARY
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19063
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To enrich your life and grace your home . .

.

a luxurious private library at an affordable price.

"Books are the treasured wealth of the

world," wrote Thoreau
—

"the fit inher-

itance of generations." For great books

have the power to enrich the mind and

spirit. To expand our horizons. To make
our lives more interesting. To make
us more interesting.

Now, The Franklin Library brings

you the fifty greatest, most enjoyable,

most readable, most memorable clas-

sics of world literature in an edition of

great and enduring beauty ... at an af-

fordable price.

These are the universal classics— the

very core of the cultural heritage of all

mankind— specially printed and bound

to enhance the joy of reading, and to

grace the finest home.

Bound in leather and fine fabrics

The traditional English Quarter Leather

binding of every volume in this edition

will be a handsomely coordinated com-
bination of genuine leather and fine fab-

ric. The rich leather of the spines will be

"hubbed" with raised ridges, and im-

pressed with 22kt gold, in the tradition

of finely bound books of old. The fabric

will be embellished with original de-

signs. And each volume will be enriched

by elegant endleaves . . . exciting illus-

trations . . . and fine bookpapers.

The first volume you will receive will

be Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte,

the passionate love story of Cathy and
Heathcliff— two of literature's most fa-

mous characters.

And each month thereafter, you will

receive one additional book in The Fam-
ily Library, its pages filled with the

world's greatest reading.

As you open each volume and turn

its pages, you will discover new de-

lights. The decorative endpapers and
bound-in ribbon page marker, tastefully

color-coordinated to the book's covers.

The page edges, gilded with a special

tarnish-free finish, adding protection as

well as beauty to each volume in the

collection. And the bookpaper itself,

which is specially milled to last for

many generations.

Price Going Up—act now to obtain

the low $19.50 price

These Family Library volumes are be-

ing offered at just $19.50 each but for

only a short time longer. The price must
be raised substantially later in 1983 due

to rising costs in publishing and print-

ing. But by taking advantage of this op-

portunity, you can still subscribe at the

present low price ofjust $19.50 per vol-

ume. You also may cancel your sub-

scription at any time, or return any
book within 30 days.

To subscribe, mail the application be-

low to The Franklin Library, Franklin

Center, PA 19091, by December 31st.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The Family Library of The World's Great Books

The Franklin Library

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to The Family
Library ofThe World's Great Books, consist-

ing of 50 volumes bound in genuine leather

combined with fine fabrics. The books will be
sent to me at the rate of one each month, and
the issue price of $19.50* per book will be
guaranteed to me for the entire library. How-
ever, I have the right to cancel my subscrip-

tion at any time on 30 days' written notice, or

return any book within 30 days.

I need send no payment now. I will be billed

for each volume, individually, in advance of

shipment.

'Plus my slate sales lax

and $2.50 per book for shipping and handling,

subject only to postage increases.

Please mail by December 31, 1983.

Signature __
ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

Mr.
Mrs.

Miss.
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLT

Address

City_

c_.

1

iff.

III
\

——"^ft*

1

S

ISAAC ASIMOV
Noted

scientist,

professor, critic

and writer

OR BRUNO
BETTELHEIM
Distinguished

psychologist and

author, perhaps

best known (or his

work with children

RALPH ELLISON
Professor and

author of the

award winning

novel

Invisible Man

THE BOARD OF ADVISERS

Hi PAULINE
FREDERICK
Noted correspondent,

author and news
analyst

HELEN HAYES
One of America's

greatest dramatic

actresses, winner

of two Academy

Awards

JEAN KERR
Widely popular

writer of

perceotive and

humorous plays

and books

State, Zip.
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Plus $7.95 per watch Shipping and Handling charge and applicable sales tax.

Indicate desired means of payment:

American Express MasterCard Visa Check or Money Order

Account Number I I I I I I
I 1 I I I I I I I I I

Expiration Date

Name

Address

City

Signature

State Zip

Mail To: American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. P.O. Box 421, New York, NY 10274
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A
Docs a moisturizer become ineffective if

used on skin over a long period of time?

Does oily skin ever need moisturizing?

"Skin doesn't become accustomed to one

particular moisturizer; but, because skin

is a constantly changing organ, its needs

may change," said Mitchell Wortzman,
Ph.D., director, pharmaceutical sciences

at Neutrogena.

One factor in skin's need for moisture

is the change of season. "A low-humidity

environment—wintertime or air-condi-

tioning, for example—dries the skin. Un-
der that condition, you would probably

need a heavier moisturizer as well as, in

winter, a humidifier to increase moisture

in your environment."

Physical condition can affect both de-

livery of sebum to skin and skin's ability

to metabolize and retain moisture. "Most
well-balanced diets don't affect skin, but

BEAUTY

Moisturizing vs. skin's

needs... lip-wrinkling

solutions... haircolor

and pregnancy...

an imbalanced diet—particularly one
that is deficient in fats and carbohydrates

and lacking in water—may dry it out,"

said Dr. Wortzman. "Stress and tension

also take their toll on skin—in extreme

cases, stress can bring on rashes, eczema,

or psoriasis."

Added Dr. Wortzman, "Oily skin of-

ten needs some moisturizing because

most women have oily skin only on cer-

tain areas such as forehead, nose, chin; so

dry areas—cheeks, around eyes—still

benefit from a light moisturizer. Also,

oily-skin types who use astringent often

temporarily overdry their skin; for them
a moisturizer eases that tight feeling."

The trick for women with oily skin is

using a non-occlusive, non-greasy mois-

turizer, such as Neutrogena Moisture,

years in the making by this firm, known
for its pure soaps. According to Neutro-

gena research, two-thirds of all sun expo-

sure is minimal but cumulative, so a

moderate sun protection factor, SPF 5,

was added to protect against all non-

acute exposure.

Ckristian Dior
M A O U I l L A G E
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I'm starting to see a few fine lines above

Inn upper lip. What are m\ options to re-

duce them?

A There are several treatments for wrin-

kling above the lip. One is to use moistur-

izers, such as Elizabeth Arden's Lip-Fix,

that can soften the area, "plump up" fine

lines, and help to prevent lipstick from
bleeding. Lining the lips with a slightly

hard pencil or brush can also help to

"hold" lipstick in place.

A more permanent solution for deeper

lines, suggested by plastic surgeons, is

collagen-injection therapy. This treat-

ment fills out the lines and can last up to

twenty-four months; after that, touch-

ups are necessary. This method, howev-
er, is not advisable for everyone or for

more generalized wrinkling. Check the

pros/cons with your doctor.

In the case of more widespread and
deeper wrinkling above the lips, two oth-

er options are dermabrasion and chemi-

cal peeling. On the properly selected

patient, either can be done very success-

fully by a dermatologist or plastic sur-

geon. The effects of both treatments,

which involve removing the outer layers

of skin, can last for years. Some doctors

feel that dermabrasion is preferable for

skin that has not been sun damaged;
chemical peeling is more suited to sun-

damaged skin. In both cases, there is a

crusting and peeling of skin, followed by

smoothing and pinkness—as skin regen-

erates—which may last from weeks to

months. During this time, the skin must

be protected from sun exposure to avoid

permanent pigment change. You should

discuss these various options and the pros

and cons of each with your doctor before

deciding on the one best for you.

I'm pregnant, and I'm worried that anj

I haircolor I use may be absorbed through

m\ scalp and transmitted to the fetus.

Should I stop coloring rm hair until after

the babv comes?

A "Although there is no statistical evidence

regarding the ingredients in haircolors

and their potential effect on a fetus, it is

advisable to avoid haircoloring during

pregnancy," said Yvonne S. Thornton,

M.D., assistant professor, obstetrics and

gynecology, The New York Hospital-

Cornell Medical Center, and director of

clinical services, the New York Lying-in

Hospital. "There is little cause-and-effect

evidence when it comes to pregnancy,

and it is impossible clinically to isolate

factors and determine their risk; so it is

important to approach all situations that

are elective and of questionable safety

with caution.

"Hair dyes are absorbed by the scalp,

and hair-dye chemicals transmitted

through the bloodstream to the fetus may
be teratogenic—causing congenital mal-

formations or abnormalities of the fetus,"

added Dr. Thornton.

John Corbett, Ph.D., vice president of

technical development at Clairol, also

suggests that though no risk has been sci-

entifically demonstrated from using hair-

color during pregnancy, if a woman is

concerned she should check specific

products with her doctor. V
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(er-resistant to 99feet. Hers: rounder, smaller, but equal in beauty, stamina, quartz accuracy. And dynamic spirit.

Hand-crafted in Switzerland.

For brochure send $1.50 to Piaget,

Dept. VO, 650 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10019.



Show her she's the reason
it's, never been lonely at the top.
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A carat or more—one in a million,

Evervr diamond is rare.

Rut of all diamonds found, a solitaire of

a carat or more is only one in a million.

And, like love, becomes more precious

with time.

A miracle among miracles.

Born from the earth. Reborn on a woman.
The extraordinary diamond

of a carat or more.
Show the world you couldn't have made

it without her.

A diamond is forever. De Beers



A carat or

more has a

certain ring

to it.
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Albarre
Ladue, Missouri

Bondrcaiix
New Orleans, Louisiana

Tivol
Kansas City, Missouri

c 1983 Terrell & Company

Horoscope
By Maria Crummere November

Your Scorpio profile: "Make it be" is the

motto of active and ambitious Scorpions

("Let it be" is for passive people). What
really pleases them: problems to solve,

mountains to climb, prizes to win; it's all

part of the road to success. Still, the Scor-

pion's inner life is a sentimental jour-

ney—they are ever in pursuit of justice,

and unyielding in their loyalty both to

loved ones and to world causes.
GUY BIllOUT

ScOrpiO OCTOBER 24-NOVEMBER 22

In the fast lane of professional life, this month, Scorpio's got the right of way. Take advantage of

it: push through a favorite project, draw up a new contract—the 3rd presents an ideal opportuni-

ty. Only two "do-nots" in November: no major purchases on the 13th or 14th. Keep your whim-
sical spirit in check until the 30th, and a pleasant reward awaits you.

o
K-

m
Sagittarius
NOVEMBER 23-DECEMBER 21

Your game plan this month:
advance! You'll have all the

assistance you need from
lucky Jupiter, your ruler, who's especially en-

couraging after the 9th. From the 14th, the

workplace is astir with your ideas, your ener-

gy; and after the 18th, social life lights up

—

thanks to one Very Important Person. There's

more: the full moon on the 20th signals new
Jiope for projects you'd almost given up on.

Capricorn
DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19

i\*%r Wh y settle? This month,
**' ——

' fame and fortune are in your

stars: your ruler, Saturn, is in

ambitious Scorpio, which puts you in close

contact with good-luck Jupiter and fame-forg-

er Uranus. Go for both. In fact, this period

—

the 18th through the 25th particularly—is

prime time to ask for a raise. Only self-doubt

cculd cloud this brilliant season. Keep a go-

for-it attitude and 1984's sure to be a winner.

Aquarius
JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18

The right stuff, the right peo-

ple—surround yourself with— both this month, to move up
in both professional and romantic spheres. Ex-

cellent backing: your ruler, Uranus, planet of

breakthroughs, is in high-aspiring Sagittarius.

Get in on a professional gathering the 6th and
a social event on the 17th. That day and the

19th are good for contacts by phone. Give
your all to a project on the 25th, then settle

back, enjoy the stunning results.

Pisces
FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20

j^t'O. . November introduces you

—

I
^ and everyone else—to the

I J "New You." Neptune, your

ruler, has moved from impulsive Sagittarius

into conservative Capricorn—which is exactly

the change you need right now. During this

turbulent period, the sign of the Fish is best

advised to keep cool—without letting things

drift—in matters of both love and work. Your
very visionary ruler allows you a glimpse of

good times ahead—keep your eyes open!

Aries
MARCH 21-APRIL 19

November appeals to your

pilgrim spirit—as you dis-

cover new people, places, op-

portunities. On the 4th, a certain someone
appears who could enhance your life: try to

make this chance encounter last a while! The
full moon on the 19th brings about a change of

heart that may lead to a new working or living

environment. Adventurous Aries can cele-

brate: many ideals are becoming real.

Taurus
APRIL 20-MAY 20

Though headstrong Taurus

feels a bit penned in the first

week—romantic ruler Venus

is in logical Virgo—the new discipline brings

rewards. For instance: a big disillusionment on

the 7th should end a fruitless routine as well as

prompt you to draw up a more effective design

for living. On the 17th and 18th—bravo—one

of your special projects is highly acclaimed.

(Continued on page 142)
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WHAT
machine

pedals apples into

tasty applesauce?

Name

Address

City

State

Zip-

Offer void to persons under 21 years of age.
Offer good in U.S.A. only, except where prohibit
ed. licensed or taxed Please mail as soon as
possible and no later than December 31, 1983.
Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. One order
per envelope. Offer good while supply lasts

Please note: We want to make sure you're
completely satisfied with your order — and
that you get it on time. But sometimes things
go wrong. If they do. be sure to let us know.
Write: Virginia Slims Book of Days. 120 Park
Avenue. New York. New York 10017. V

Vbu'vecome
a long way, baby.
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HOW
,

did the Society Lady s

ringlets get

severely flattened?

WHO
skipped rope 372 times

without once

missing a beat?

WHEN
is your next

appointment with the

hairdresser?
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AH this and more in the

1984Virginia Slims

Bookof Days-
The 1984 Book ofDays is a unique engagement calendar with page

after page of amusing anecdotes, outrageous quotes, astounding

facts and entertaining photos. This years book also features news

clippings from a famous 1907 Webbsville mystery. The mystery

unfolds month by month; so you can discover clues, study facts,

» and solve the case while you keep track ofall your important dates,

engagements and things to do. Only $1.00 plus two end labels from
any pack or box of Virginia Slims.

© Philip Morris Inc. 1983

Regular: 9 mg "tar," 0.7 mg nicotine-Menthol: 8 mg "tar,"

0.6 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar.'83.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.



Jhrhaps the most aptly named
men'sfragrance in the world.
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HOROSCOPE
(Continuedfrom page 139)

W Gemini
MAY21-JUNE 21

7/

^^^S^ i

November runs hot and cold
j0r I for Gemini—you'll need ev-

J ery ounce of your natural

versatility in order to adapt. Until the 13th,

Mercury, your ruler, is in relentless Scorpio

and you're pressed into a time-consuming
task, which you view as time-wasting. But take

heart—your creative talents earn an invitation

into a prestigious professional circle. On the

25th, a private get-together: someone you've

always cared for "rediscovers" you.

Cancer
JUNE 22-JULY 22

The first twelve days find you
doing what you do so well:

tending to a romantic rela-

tionship, and this one yields sweet rewards.

You're one-on-one again on the 14th, this time

in a creative professional project. The full

moon on the 20th draws you out, expands
your interests to several spheres at once. Since

all's quiet on the home front, why not go for all

you can? Your efforts will be well rewarded.

<&
<"3

Leo
£^ "3 ^ JULY 23-AUGUST 22

Your willful ruler, the Sun,

meets its match in Scorpio,

ruled by the ultra-competi-

tive Mars. You're burdened with a slew of re-

sponsibilities that only you can fulfill. But,

"No pain, no gain," as you know; and the

fruits of your labor will be rich and sweet in-

deed. In fact, you find tasks between the 15th

and 30th to be surprisingly pleasant. More joy

on the 19th with the return of a dear friend.

Virgo
AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22

With motivator Mars in your

sign all month, your profes-

-J sional persona gets an excel-

lent workout; until the 17th, nothing frivolous

should—or could—distract you. You'll mas-

ter your myriad projects if you set priorities

immediately and decide simply to toss what

you can't handle. Play it cool and you will

prosper—most noticeably, the period of the

12th through the 14th. Boom time again on

the 18th and 19th, this time with invaluable

help from new partners.

Libra
SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 23

With your extravagant ruler,

Venus, in critical Virgo the

first eight days, Librans face

a week of discontent. So go easy, be moder-

ate—and patient; harmony ensues after the

9th. Words to the wise Libran: establish a bal-

ance between the creative and the practical in

your work life. Your talents are in fine shape

—

but are they operating at full potential? No-

vember is the time to seek permanence of posi-

tion and security at all costs.

VOGUE. November. 1983



MIKIMOTO
FIFTH AVENUE

The Originator of Cultured Pearls. Since 1893.

NEW YORK: FIFTH AVENUE AT 49TH STREET (21 2) 586-71 53 • LOS ANGELES: INTERNATIONAL JEWELRY CENTER (213) 625-1 067

TOKYO: (03] 535-461 1 • ZURICH • FRANKFURT • LONDON • HONG KONG
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When I see red,

it had better be rubies."
Lauren Bacall

I

A perfect complement: the rich beauty of rubies, enhanced by the brilliance of diamonds. 18 karat
gold bangle features a row of deep red rubi bordered by sparkling diamonds. $2,900. Matching ring, $750.

Co-ordinating earrings, $1,350 Also available with sapphires at the same prices.)

Fortune!!, the source
681 Fifth Ave. at 54th Street, New York City. (212) 343-8787.

Old Country Road, Westbury, L.I.J l'aramus Park Mall, Paramus, N.J.;
West Belt Mall, Wavne, N.J. (Adjacent to Willowbrook Mall).

Out ofNew York State call toll free (800) 223-2326.
We honor the American Express Card.

\ _i
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INTRODUCING NOUVEAU MAQUILLAGE.

IRREVERENT NEW LIP AND NAIL COLOURS FROM PARIS.
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!nvestments-1984's best.,

grants-for women only. .

.

clothes-tax deductible?

By Lisa Gubernick

BELL'S BIG BREAKUP—WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU

If you're one of AT&T's mors than three million stockholders, you're about to take

part in the biggest corporate divestiture in American history. Come January 1984,
AT&T will become eight companies: seven regional phone corporations plus a stream-

lined AT&T proper. What does this mean to shareholders? William IMcKeever, an
AT&T analyst at Dean Witter Reynolds, anticipates that the price for AT&T stock will

rise between now and Divestiture Day, and recommends that investors hold onto

their shares, if they do, early next year they can acquire one share in each of the

seven new regional companies for each ten shares they owned in the "old" AT&T.
Investors with less than ten shares will receive cash instead.

Several brokerage houses have put together mutual funds that will hold and admin-
ister all the new telephone-company shares—called "Humpty Dumpty funds" be-

cause they put all Ma Bell's pieces back together again. Merrill Lynch, Dean Witter
Reynolds, Shearson/American Express, and Prudential-Bache Securities estab-

lished a fund together, the Equity Income Fund; E. F. Hutton has gone off on its own
and started the Telephone Trust First Tax-Free Exchange Series. Both funds will

hold shares in all the telephone companies and issue consolidated quarterly dividend

checks; for each of your shares in the original AT&T, you receive one unit in a fund. To
buy into either fund costs 1.5 percent of the value of your shares, plus eight cents a
year per unit: for one hundred shares, that adds up to about $98.
Over the long term, however, the Hutton fund becomes less expensive than the

Equity fund: If you reinvest your dividends, the Hutton fund charges no commission.
The Equity Income fund, on the other hand, charges 1.5 percent commission for rein-

vesting dividends, and that commission will rise to 2.9 percent on January 1, 1984.
What happens if you want to convert your fund units back to shares in the individual

telephone companies? The Equity Fund gives you a six-month grace period before
charging for your change of heart, while Hutton allows investors up to five years to

break up Humpty Dumpty for free.

THE BEST INVESTMENTS THIS YEAR—AND NEXT

In a year when the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-

age regularly hit record highs, there can be little

doubt that the stock market was the place for

investors to be in '83—but what about 1984?
Will the stock market continue to climb, or is it

time to look elsewhere for high returns? Each
year, Salomon Brothers, a prestigious Wall

Street brokerage house, charts the financial fu-

ture in its annual report on the performance of

fourteen investment categories including pre-

cious metals, stamps, coins, Old Master paint-

ings, Chinese ceramics, stocks, and bonds.
This year's survey, which encompassed

June '82 to June '83, revealed that the much-
heralded revival of the stock market pushed
stocks' value up about 51 percent. This is the

first time, says Robert Salomon, research direc-

tor at Salomon Brothers, that stocks have pro-

vided a real (inflation-adjusted) return since the

survey was begun in 1977. Bonds rose as well,

up just shy of 40 percent. With the exception of

gold and silver, tangible assets (which include

collectibles and commodities like soybeans,

gold, and silver) barely broke even. Chinese

ceramics, Old Master paintings, and diamonds
all failed to keep up with a 3.9 percent climb in

the Consumer Price Index, the most common
yardstick for inflation. Silver and gold were up
last year, but Salomon thinks that their rise will

not continue.

"The key factor is inflation," says Salomon.

"Tangible assets will only go up if inflation goes
up. Keeping in mind that the outlook for inflation

for the next twelve months is fairly subdued, we
think that stocks and bonds are likely to be
much more profitable."

^r\^\r\r^^^Ar^r^rWV^r\rW^A<W^rWWr\rVVW^r\r^A

BUSINESS SAVVY—NEW HELP BY HOTLINE

Last year the number ofself-employed women soared to 2.3 million, up 35 percentfrom five years

ago. In order to help them succeed, the American Woman 's Economic Development Corp., a non-
profit organization whosepurpose is to promote women 's businesses, launched thefirst hotlinefor
women business owners.

One ofA WED 'sforty counselors—experts in every area ofbusiness—is at thephonesfrom 10:00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M., Eastern Standard Time, ready to answer such questions as how much collateral

you needfor a loan, or how to incorporate.

There's a $5 charge and a ten-minute time limit for hotline calls, but ifyour question is too

complex to be answered in thai short time, AWED offers more detailed, personalized advice via its

counselingprograms. Counselors will advie you on topics rangingfrom estimatingyour overhead
to setting up a marketing strategy. Entrep. meurs send in a history of their venture before the

consultation, so AWED's experts will be wet versed in the company's individual needs. Sixty- to

ninety-minute telephone sessions cost $25; in i •; ° greater \ew York area, sessions can be conducted
in person. For more information on all A WEi \ ervices, call the hotline at 1-800-222-A WED; in

Sew York State, call 1-800-442-A WED. ("Money" continued on page 157)
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AfOBICA
Simulated Pearls and Jewelry

Also available at:

L.S. Ayres

Bullock's—North

Burdine's

Cain Sloan

Carson Pirie Scott

Donaldson's

Filene's

Foley's

Fortunoff

Frost Bros.

Garfinckle's

Godchaux's

Goudchaux

Higbee's

Jacobson's

Jordan Marsh— Florida

Jordan Marsh—New England

Joske's— Dallas

Joske's—Houston

Joske's—San Antonio

Lazarus

Lord & Taylor

Maas Bros.

Macy's—San Francisco

I. Magnin

Marshall Field's

May D&F
Nan Duskin

Neiman Marcus

J.W. Robinson's

Sanger Harris

Sakowitz

Shillito's

Snyden's

Stern's

Weinstock's

Not ail styles illustrated are available

from stock in every store listed, but

may be special ordered.

AJORICA
Simulated Pearls and Jewelry

Majorica Jewelry, Ltd.

366 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001

(800) 223-7560,

in New York call (212) 695-1756

INSIST On the authentic

Major-i-ca label.

BEWARE Of inferior imitation

from the island of MAJORCA.
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366 Fifth Avenue hew York, N.Y. 10001

(800) 223-7560

In Mew York call (2 1 2) 695- 1 756

INSIST On the authentic

AJOB-I-CA lab -

BEWARE Of inferior imitation fro

the island of MAJORC
The finest simulations of ha'turre.
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MONEY
(Continuedfrom page 154)

GENEROSITY: WOMAN-TO-WOMAN

Feminist philanthropies have come of age.

Over the last decade, dozens of foundations

across the country have been established by

women to focus on women's concerns, and

their success is nothing short of remarkable.

Overall, contributions have just about dou-

bled to $36 million in the last two years, an

increase that Joanne Hayes, executive direc-

tor of Women and Foundations/Corporate

Philanthropy, attributes to the maturation of

the women's movement. "That put the pres-

sure on other large foundations and corpora-

tions for contributions," she says. "Moreover,

45 percent of the managers who distribute

money to support these smaller efforts are

now women."
Many of these new foundations are active

primarily in community-based social services,

such as aiding displaced homemakers, while

others fund new businesses and arts-related

projects. The Astraea Foundation, named for

the Greek goddess of justice, has provided

funds to start up the first Third World's wom-
en's publishing collective. Last year the Won-
der Woman Foundation, founded by Warner
Communications, gave out eighteen $7500

awards to women over forty—recipients in-

cluded Rosetta Reitz, who's studying female

jazz musicians, and Ada Deer, the Menominee
Indian chief who persuaded Congress to let the

Wisconsin tribe govern themselves for the

first time since 1954.

Hayes thinks that the future for these un-

abashedly feminist foundations is bright.

"They're never going to be among the big-

gest—but that's to our advantage. Their size

makes them flexible. The importance of femi-

nist philanthropies is as trailblazers—other,

larger organizations will follow the way." And
others have. Last year the Ford Foundation

allotted 10 percent of its $120 million budget

for grants to women's projects.

DRESS FOR THE IRS?

If you had to buy a new wardrobe for

your new job, could you deduct it from
your taxes as a work-related expense ?

What about a formal gown for the cor-

porate Christmas party— is it de-
ductible if you never wear it

anywhere else? Unfortunately, the
Internal Revenue Service's response
to these questions is negative.
'•The key question is, 'Can it be

worn as streetwear?' *
' says Larry

Batdorf , a spokesman for the IRS.
While uniforms—be they maids' out-
fits or M.D.s' lab coats—have long
been tax-deductible, anything that
isn't strictly institutional is not.

The IRS does make an exception for
one piece of corporate attire : virtu-
ally all briefcases are considered
work-related expenses. If you're in

the 40 percent tax bracket, that can
turn out to be quite a deal—bringing
the after-tax cost of a $400 portfo-
lio to under $250.
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SLIP INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL. .

.

From France. . . the sheer delight of Fete. Sophisticated, seductive—
all-out feminine in luxurious Calais lace. Fete shapes you beautifully

with lasting comfort and support. Available in white, black, and nude.

Just one from a collection of elegant underdressings by Chantelle.

For more information write Chantelle,

7105 S. W. 47th Street, Suite 406, Miami, FL 33155.

FROST BROS.
15"
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linchillo, here in great form,

tip length, staccato ond current.

Pared-doJfc as sleek and sophisticated as
ifneed to be. Sporty, if you dare.

Professionals turning o work of nature

into a work of art.

Christie Brothers, 333 Seventh Avenue, New York

340 Omni international, Atlanta, Georgia.

Modeled by Barbara Christie flrbes.

Jewelry bv Harry Winston
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CHRYSLER CREATES LASER XE. The sports ccj

We built Laser XE
competition Garr

Mustang GT. Toy

t

Laser does ti

turbo, pe^fc

package

Laser doe-sit

and quick-ratio power steering. In the

slalom Laser finishes No T -even ahead

of the legendary Porsche 944.

hrt ! 'J=l=i^)

wged shocks*

ant-wheel drive,

erision system

.

Z28 is a powerhouse-but LaserXE is the

sophisticated new wave. Its multi-point

injection system "spritzes" fuel in at

four points. Its water-cooled bearing

)m reduces a critical turbo temperature by

500°F. its turbo engine

boosts h.p. 45% and

moves Laser like light.

With 5-speed your
Laser outperforms Trans Am in braking.

'^B*^>

Laser is faster than Camaro Z28 from 0-50 mph.

time to SO mph is 5.8

seconds. Z28, Trans Am,

Toyota Supra and RX-7 are

inyour remote-controlled

'side-view mirrors.

ji::3

We think total performance calls for p

formance braking. So we gave Laser ,:

semi-metallic brake pads, power brak

all around and optional wide 15" all

wheels with Goodyear Eagl^

GT radial tires. Result.

Laser stops ^^
quicker than jr
Z28, Trans

Am,

.

i E

1MBiM^q

.•



hat had to outperform the competition

:ang GT, Supra, RX-7. Even Porsche
1 p can't beat our world class braking.

a car that thinks with you. Laser

I's 2 1 feature electronic monitor is like

Lir sixth sense of the road. It even talks

jur language. And Laser XE's navigator

fnputes ) 1 things you need to know
Jiile its color graphic displays help

i a calculating driver. But per-

irning better isn't your only pleasure.

Laser XE's AVI/FM stereo remem-
bers what you like to

.
hear and plays it

through six

s. premium
n. speakers

o X

you^c^h choose And its self-diagnostic

system is the nearest thing to an on-

board mechanic;

:

It cushions you with pronounced pad-

ding and holds you in position on turns

with lateral "wings." You pump up
pneumatic cushions for thigh and lum-

bar support, and you can order a six-way

power seat. And it's only fitting that

you can choose world-class Mark Gross

leather for your seats and cockpit

Chrysler believes a performer has to be

more than a winner It has to be a survi-

vor We build for that. And back your

engine and power train with a 5 year/

50,000 mile Protection Plan, with outer-

body rust-through protection for the

same period** What competitor gives

you that? None. See dealer for p
details. Buckle up for safety. {

Chryslri

Laser A product of The New Chrysler Technology

'b^vs. *;r,v s^Kr c h' < rrti'w.'itrxuruwervjs 1983
'T«xJeis lav xt eauipfjed *m* optto^M handling vj-4X"ivon Turtxi

oaouqe And !^ Road wheels ores "
* S yf^rs or SC 000 ™ies whit never

tomes 'irsi limited warranty Deducu&le reautrrd £*< ludes leases HJv
fcPAest -ri[xj forcomparn ' Vcuai mileage ma> ,.iry depending on

speed tn| lengtf h : a/eathe' Hwy mileage less

CHRYSLER
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IN THE SEARCH
FOR MAGNIFICENT SKIN
TOO MANY WOMEN

BUY
TOO MANY PROMISES.



You have been promised the more
time, the more effort, the moi
products you use on your
skin-the better it will look. In

reality, you can achieve more
beautiful skin without using a

great many products or wasting a

great deal of time. The fact is,

from this moment on, beautiful

skin is simply a matter of discipline.

The Discipline program is based on a few simple
truths about skin care. It's a logical procedure that

starts by cleansing with The Only Soap-gentle and
mild-so every kind of skin gets really clean. What
follows depends on your kind of skin.

There are five simple disciplines for five dif-

ferent kinds of skin. Each contains a few, wholly-

new, state-of-the-art formulations that have been
designed to work specifically on your kind of skin.

FACT: On dry skin, extra eye creams and throat

creams are unnecessary. This Discipline silkens all

of your skin with essential emollients.

FACT: Extremely dry skin needs richer and more
emollient creams. This Discipline prevents skin

from looking or feeling dry by feeding it the richest

possible emollients in 3 extremely concentrated

products.

FACT: Normal skin needs to maintain its proper

balance. This Discipline uses lightweight
emollients (never too rich) and the correct Solution

(never too strong) to keep normal skin normal.

FACT: Combination skin needs to treat dry areas

and oil areas separately. This Discipline uses a

lightweight moisturizer on dry areas and a mild

Solution to control oils on the forehead, nose and

chin.

FACT: Oily skin doesn't need extra emollients

ever. Your skin has too much oil already. This Disci-

pline contains an Extra Strength Solution that con-

trols oils as it firms and tightens. An eye cream is

only used around the eyes w*here dryness-and
wrinkles-appear first.

Every Discipline includes an extraordinary

make-up base (containing a sensitive-free sun-

screen) formulated to continue the beneficial

effects of your program.

Each Discipline works synergistically. Cumula-
tively. Sequentially. And your Discipline is so sim-

ple it takes only a few minutes of your time each

day-and rewards you with skin that is sleek.

Bright. Magnificent. Skin that's been disciplined.

There are no miracles. There is only Discipline.

THIS IS ALLYOU NEED FOB
DRY SKIN

Hi^pinlinpU13LjI|JI1I iO

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

THIS IS ALLYOU NEED FOR
EXTREMELY DRY SKIN

discipline

discipline

thfionkjsuap

discipfeie

morning DOW

1

discipline

ex«f»ng cream



Your Well-Being
By Barbara Lang Stem

n a world where nobody's perfect:

a balanced route to fulfillment

ii the i- ic hand we're al-

ways being told, 'Don't

be a perfectionist, it's

neurotic"; on the other

hand, many of the most

successful and creative

people around seem to be perfectionists. "Cre-

ating quality is self-nourishing," wrote Barba-

ra W. Tuchman. How can you draw the line

between positive and negative perfectionism?

"It's a personal judgment and question of

balance," says Mildred Newman, psycholo-

gist, psychoanalyst and coauthor with her hus-

band, Bernard Berkowitz, Ph.D., of How To

Be Your Own Best Friend (Ballantine).

"There's an enormous joy focusing on some-

thing as deeply as you can. If you try a little

harder or reach a little further than you imag-

ined you could, there's a wonderful sense of

accomplishment. Or if you go a step beyond
and change the nature of the whole thing,

that's what creativity is all about; and it's

thrilling.

"People who sit back and don V try often are

too anxious about revealing their innermost

wants. They're protecting the little person in

them who once was afraid to want; the little

girl, for instance, who didn't dare admit that

she wanted to be her mother. Very often peo-

ple don't feel good about themselves because

they are not doing the best they can at what-

ever's occupying them at a given time."

While almost anyone will admit that perfec-

tion can't actually be attained, in the process of

striving for it, in the learning and doing, peo-

ple find tremendous rewards—which aren't

fully understood. They may have something to

do with the brain's chemistry: intensity and
productivity may release endorphin-like sub-

stances that give pleasure. And a success after

especially great effort and uncertainty is apt to

bring a smile of pure joy and surprise: "I did

it!" The experience is transcendent.

It's also fleeting and sometimes bought at

too great a cost to the perfectionist or to those

around her. Mildred Newman says, "At the

(e
Train to

Be a model.
(or...just look like one)

Send for our new 32-page book
which may start you on your way.

Since 1939, The Barbizon School at

Fifth Avenue in N.Y.C. has trained

thousands of girls either for model-
ing careers ... or, to develop the
"look;

1

poise, and confidence that

could make the difference in what-
ever you do in life. Now there are
franchised Barbizon Schools in

more than 80 cities. Find out about
a career in modeling. Send coupon
today for your book, or

CALL (212) 371-4300
Classes for men, too!

a

THE BARBIZON SCHOOL, Dept V
3 E. 54th Street (at Fifth Ave ). NYC 10022

name_

age _ _phone (_ -)-

area code

address

city

state. zip

same time you're putting in all this energy and
effort, you have to be figuring out whether

you're getting back enough in return." To a

perfectionist, human relationships may come
second; then those trying to share the perfec-

tionist's life must decide: is my return from
this relationship worthwhile?

There are distinctions between destructive

perfectionism and what therapists call "the

healthy pursuit of excellence." "The key usu-

ally isn't what you do but how you interpret

it," says David D. Burns, M.D., clinical assis-

tant professor of psychiatry at the University

of Pennsylvania Medical School and author of

Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy (Mor-
row/Signet); his definitions of healthy "per-

fectionism" are in the box below.

Modifying unhealthy perfectionism means
changing life-long attitudes. Perfectionists of-

ten had highly critical parents who may have

doled out love and approval in exchange for

excellence. The children thus tended to grow
up intensely self-critical and believing love

must be won and insured by doing things per-

fectly. Satisfaction is wiped out by a tiny flaw.

In order to avoid imperfection, such a per-

fectionist might relentlessly drive and criticize

herself and others. Or she might withdraw,

procrastinate, fail to start or finish projects in

tacit recognition that she can't be judged (by

inner or outer critics) on something that's in-

complete. The room is half-decorated. The ad-

dress book whose entries must be in the right

ink, correct order, bulges with slips of paper.

At the core of the problem is the unhealthy

identification of accomplishments with self-

worth. This can lead successful perfectionists

to "get off' on the idea of perfection and feel

they're better than anybody else.

"When you succeed, if you're saying, 'Gee, I

did this really well, this is a strength I have, it

was a wonderful experience and I'm thrilled

with the result,' that's great," said Dr. Burns.

"But if you're saying, 'Well, I did it, I'm okay

after all, in fact I'm pretty terrific and on the

way up now, and soon I'll be on top and every-

one will admire me,' you're probably setting

yourself up for disillusionment. Eventually

you'll have some negative experiences and

your self-esteem may plummet because of the

illogical way you over-generalized the impor-

tance of your success.

"When you make mistakes or fall short of

personal goals, you have to fight the tendency

to feel like less of a person. You have to say,

'It's natural for me to feel terribly disappoint-

ed in the experience, but it's not necessary for

me to feel disappointed in who I am. I'm essen-

tially the same person I was before I had this

failure; and I'll be essentially the same person

after I have a success. My worthwhileness as a

human being doesn't have to be tied into my
achievements or how productive I am." V

THE HEALTHY
PURSUIT OF
EXCELLENCE

Your goals are flexible, realistic; every-

thing need not be perfect. • You take gen-

uine pleasure in your activities and are

motivated by positive emotions; but you

see growth even when the result is nega-

tive. • You can risk failure because wor-

thiness isn't equated with success.
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Maybelline announces

EXPERT ^H
EYES

First all-in-one liner pencil.

Mi

Smooth-on-easy color
in high-fashion shades.

Built-in sharpener
for a perfect point.

y**|i :,,,::::,:>:

Built-in soft blender tip

to shape the line.

cxrcrvr
MaytoeRine --——

Sleek, refillable case.

Guaranteed to make you an expert.

Maybelline
9

. ocllmeCo.



CELLOPHANES.
THE NEW TRANSPARENT HAIRCOLOUR

FROM SEBASTIAN.

Colourshine your hair at a Certified Cellophanes Salon nearest you, or call 800-424-7288. In California or Canada, call collect, 213-999-5112.

Cellophanes is a registered trader, iark of Sebastian International, Inc ©1983 Sebastian International, Inc Image Maker, Gen Cusenza
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Kinetic Art in Fur by:

YAACOV AGAM I

Natural Ranch & White Mink

Here is your

opportunity

to own and wear

a signed original

AGAM

The Israeli Artist

commissioned

DAVID LEINOFF
The Original Fur Designer

to interpret his

Kinetic Art in the

finest mink.

The result is

a combination of

movement and form

exemplifying the

crafts of furrier

and artist.

IN THE FUR DESIGN CENTER
208 West 29th Street-New York, New York 10001 »(21 ?

VOGUE, November, 1983
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Between
Us

Power of a woman's

beliefs... funds by mail

...your true role?

By Lorraine Davis

IN HER OWN WORD?
"To be happy and successful a

woman must have peace of mind,

which comes from doing her best,

and self-confidence, which comes
naturally from doing a good job. To
keep balance in my life, I meditate a

lot; and I jog. It's important to relax;

even a machine needs a rest."

—

Lavinia L. Y. Wu, metals specialist, Rich-

ardson Greenshields Securities, NYC

"I think there is an enormous value

in getting the best possible educa-

tion, one that really trains you to

think critically, to write with clarity,

and to understand numbers. I also

gained a great deal from studying

history, philosophy, economics."

—

Sandra W. Meyer, president. Communi-
cations Division, American Express Co.

"Because so few women are trial

lawyers, male opponents may con-

centrate on how their treatment of

the woman will be perceived by the

jury instead of on the case. That can
be an advantage for the woman."

—

Patricia C Bobb, partner, Bobb, Kane,

Obbish, and Propes, Chicago; adjunctpro-

fessor in trial advocacy, Northwestern

University Law School

"As stock specialists, women are no
longer relegated to 'female' indus-

tries; and you, yourself determine
your rate of progress. You are com-
peting not with men in your firm but
with specialists in other firms. But
the first step is to develop an intima-

cy with the computer."—Maryann N.

Keller, automobile-industry analyst; prin-

cipal in money management firm Vilas-

Fischer Associates Ltd., NYC

NOT JUST A TIME-SAVER
We are bombarded now with advice on how to

stuff our new still-expanding roles into the

old-fashioned twenty-four-hour day; most of

the "experts" deal with the problem with over-

simplified lists or complicated charts. If you

had time for the method, you wouldn't need its

help. In her book Womanhours (St. Martin's),

Gretchen Hirsch gets right at the knot of the

problem when she insists that real time control

starts with a statement of mission:

"To help my clients untangle their societal-

ly induced role confusion, I ask them to toss

out all of their previously held assumptions

about what women should do, and to write a

simple statement defining their own idea of the

essence of their role. There are two criteria for

this statement. It must be positive and it must
contain no tasks—no carpools, no envelope

stuffing, no hospital visits, no 'things to do to-

day' at all In my own case, I had to rede-

fine 'good wife.' I had to dispense with the list

of jobs and get down to the real nature of the

role. After numerous revisions, my statement

read: 'A good wife is a woman who promotes
relationship-building with her husband.'
You'll notice it says nothing about cooking,

cleaning, or laundry. It is an unadorned state-

ment of what I believe 'wifehood' is. Be-

cause every woman is unique, every
declaration will be unique as well."

What an excellent method for finding what
really takes precedence in your life!

WOMEN FOR MORALITY
"Machismo is the cultural and psychological underpinning of the nuclear arms race," said

Margaret Brenman-Gibson, Ph.D., clinical professor of psychology in the department of psy-

chiatry. Harvard Medical School and an investigator of creative thought processes. A woman
of deep anti-nuclear convictions, she put herself physically on the line in a NYC door-blocking

action organized by the Religious Inter-Faith Task Force at the manufacturer of many compo-

nents for nuclear missiles, the Sperry Rand Corporation. Arrested at the demonstration, Dr.

Brenman-Gibson made legal history in her trial before the Honorable Jay Cotler, sitting as

Acting Criminal Judge in New York State Supreme Court:

When her attorney was delayed by a subway accident, Dr. Brenman-Gibson presented her

own defense: she requested dismissal of the charges on the grounds of the "lesser evil": "I

believe that what we did here we did in the interests of society and of morality and that it was

in the interest of preventing a greater evil, that is. a nuclear disaster " The judge granted

her request, saying: ".
. . your cause is to be applauded . . . and on the ground of morality, I

hereby dismiss the charges."

The happy defendant has quoted Albert Einstein, in his famous comment on unlocking the

secrets of the atom: "Everything is now changed, except the way we think," and if this were

not soon altered, "We will continue to drift toward unparalleled catastrophe We shall

require a substantially new manner of thinking if mankind is to survive."

Now, Margaret Brenman-Gibson, wife of playwright William Gibson and mother of two

grown sons, is joining forces with the next generation in her battle for a "new manner of

thinking" by pairing with Ariela Gross. At seventeen Ariela was chosen as a Presidential

Scholar but threatened with loss of the honor when she announced her plan to hand a pro

nuclear-freeze letter to Ronald Reagan. Finally allowed to meet with the President, the stu-

dent found he spoke, expected her to listen; but Brenman-Gibson and Gross will keep talking.

At election time, other politicians may be smart enough to hear what women are saying.

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM . . .

The Dedicators . . . Friendship Fund, Inc . . . Women's Seamen's Friends Society of

Connecticut . . . Society of Italian Historical Studies . . . American Accordion Musico-
logical Society . . . just a few of the money granters cited in the monthly For Us Women
Newsletter by Shakurra Amatulla, a multitalented mother of four who also works full-

time, counsels individuals, and sings, dances, acts comic roles in her one-woman show,
"New Beginnings." Her newsletter samples grants available each month, lists purpose,
eligibility, range, procedure, and deadline for each. Specials: how to choose the right

grant, advice on proposals, news of organizations that might help—such as Grantman-
ship Center ( 1 03 1 S . Grand Avenue, Los Angeles CA 900 1 5; 2 1 3/749-472

1 ) . Newslet-
ter ($15 per year): P.O. Box 33147, Farragut Station, Washington DC 20033.

168

CONFERENCE CALL-OUTS
The National Woman's Party, conven-

ing in Washington DC , November 18-20

,

will discuss The Equal Rights Amend-

ment and women* s relationships to the

media and the military. . . . Women

in fashion and beauty businesses do

workshops at fourth national confer-

ence by American Woman's Economic
Development Corporation in NYC, No-

vember 19. In NYS, call (800) 442-

AWED; elsewhere, (800) 222-AWED.

VOGUE. November. 1*83
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Talking

about...

Our expert answers your

questions about collectibles

By Jeffrey Hogrefe

Q. Ipaid $2000for this late-nineteenth-century

reclining sofa. It's American, and it's in good

condition. Did Ipay too much? Or was it a bar-

gain? —R.L., Providence, Rhode Island

A. Reclining sofas—also known as recamiers,

after Madame Recamier, the French grande

dame and mistress of Chateaubriand who was

depicted reclining on hers in an 1800 portrait

by David—are

exotic neo-clas-

sical furnish-

ings, a nine-

teenth-cen-

tury adapta-

tion of the

classical Gre-
cian sofa,

which brings

to mind swoon-
ing and fainting.

And to those in-

tent on serious re-

clining, they may
be worth a lot; in

fact, depending on
their condition, up
to $20,000, accord-

ing to dealers and
collectors.

Early American
examples are the

most costly, primari-

ly because they are

rare. Late-nine-

teenth-century
examples—like

yours—usually

Ancient survivor: translucent yellow and blue
glass jug, Roman, dates from fourth century

1 sell for $2000
m to $3000 in re-

-J? tail shops if in

P"*' good condition;

those in poor condition

bring usually less than
$800.

And with the renewed interest in neo-classi-

cal furnishings from all periods, notes Chris-

tie's American furniture expert Dean Failey,

yours may eventually soar in value and seem
like a bargain indeed.

Q. How can I tell if the Viennese archi-

tect Josef Hoffmann designed my
chairs? I've been told he did, but

there are no marks or stamps to

prove it. —L.K., New York City

A. Spare, modern, elegant,

and polished—furniture de-

signed by Josef Hoffmann (the

leader of the modern movement

dealers and collectors specializ-

ing in his work. And with good
reason: Hoffmann's designs

bridge the gap between fussy

French Art Nouveau and severe German Bau-

haus designs, combining graceful bentwood
forms with playful geometric devices.

The problem (and the challenge) is: Hoff-

mann rarely signed his originals; and to com-
plicate matters, many reproductions were
turned out by Austrian manufacturers. The
originals have lighter proportions and a deeper

patina; reproductions are clunkier and duller.

Look for Hoffmann originals at these NYC
shops: Modernism (984 Madison); Galerie

Metropol (927 Madison); Alan Moss Studios

(20 East 17 Street).

Q. / would like to collect ancient glass. I've

been told it 's undervalued, and I've always been

fascinated by it; but I don V know how to begin.

I am afraid that I might buy a fake.—P.R.,

Philadelphia, PA
A. When compared with many other areas of

the market for art, antiquities—housewares

and art objects from the ancient civilizations in

the Mediterranean and Middle East—are un-

dervalued because many, like you, are afraid

to venture into this field.

And ancient glass—deli-

cate, fragile, small enough
to fit into the palm of a

hand, with a unique iridescence acquired from
being buried for thousands of years—is partic-

ularly undervalued, dealers and collectors re-

port. Unlike a bust or frieze panel, which were

often made with greater care, as works of art,

solely to be admired, ancient glass was origi-

nally everyday ware, made to store perfume,

oil, water and other liquids.

Although the market for antiquities has

been growing rapidly, prices are still low.

An outstanding Ro
man glass ves

$5000, points out Torkom Demirjian, presi-

dent ofAriadne Galleries, Inc., New York spe-

cialists in antiquities, and this sum has lured

several major collectors into the field, he adds.

Demirjian and other dealers and collectors

recommend that beginners acquaint them-

selves with museum collections, ofwhich there

are several outstanding—notably, the Corning

Museum of Glass in Corning, New York; the

Toledo Museum of Art in Toledo, Ohio; the

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York
City; the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

To safeguard against fakes, patronize only

dealers who offer unconditional guarantees.

What will we be collecting tomorrow?
The answer to this question can be found in

part at "Design Since 1945," a handsome and

ambitious exhibition now through January 8

at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

From an early plastic radio to the Sony

Walkman, from the Braun electric mixer to

the Cuisinart, from the Olivetti portable type-

writer to the I.B.M. electric Selectric typewrit-

er—the exhibition presents some 450 domestic

articles—furniture, appliances, rugs, table-

ware—arranged chronologically from the Sec-

ond World War to the present by design

advocate George Nelson.

Some of these post-war classics—the early

molded plywood chair by Charles Eames, for

instance—already have become collectors'

items. But most have not, yet. Before you rush

out to finance your retirement with the pro-

ceeds from the sale of your vintage Cuisin-

art—wait. According to Sotheby's in NYC,
Cuisinarts are not auctioned there—this^

season.
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So rare.
Black Willow, the world's costliest dark ranch mink,

is coveted not only for its exceptional high quality,

but for its extreme scarcity

This year, in fact, there's enough to produce

only 48 glorious Black Willow coats.

Unfortunately, this will produce

only 48 gloriously happy owners.

If you hurry, you can be one of the rare few.

Black Willow
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Ifonly you could Hi}

whole life in Meroi



—

Beautiful merino wool,

dolman sleeved sweater
with just enough lurcx

for subtle glitter,

in choice of brilliant blue
or ehinese red,

combined with black.

Now at Bloomingdale's,

Marshall Field, I. Magnin



The Omega Manhattan
A timepiece for the cosmopolitan—the Omega Manhattan.

A Swiss quartz chronometer designed in your choice of 18K gold,

14K gold and stainless, or stainless steel. Water-resistant.

Tiffany& Co.
NEW YORK FIFTH AVE. & 57th ST. • ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUSTON SAN FRANCISCO • BEVERLY HILLS

Nationwide toll-free, 800-526-0649 • New Jersey toll-free, 800-452-9146
Add any sales tax • American Express • Diners Club • MasterCard • Visa
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GREAT EEDFOQMS
OF THE

WESTERNWORLD
Nestled high above the heart of

Manhattan exists a quiet sanctuary.

There, among the many treasures

it holds in its possession, you'll find one that is truly

spectacular

Brilliantly conceived bed linens that,

at first glance, appear to be quilted. But blink twice

and all is revealed. They are a triumph in

trompe Poeil, the art of illusion.

This marvelous pattern is

"La Plaisanterie." It's a grand scheme to fool the eye.

An ingenious design that adds a dimension of

fantasy, wit and whimsy.
Inspired bed linens in the great

Wamsutta tradition.

^

7

Wamsutta

Jeweled case by David Webb C 198.3 Wamsutta Home Products



"La Plaisanterie"™ byAndree Putman exclusively for Wamsutta. Coordinating with Slate

from the Wamsutta Ultracolor™ palette. In Ultracale • a no-iron percale blend of

50% Celanese Fortrel® polyester and 50% combed cotton.

f-orheJ" is a trademark of f-iber Indusrnes Inc a substdory ol Cetanes© Corporation CGLJl



A DIVISION OF THE CONDOR GROUP
AVAILABLE AT FINE DEPARTMENT STORES NATIONWIDE

OR WRITE: THE CONDOR GROUP
400 W. 30TH STREET, LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
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Rarely available anywhere in the world . .

.

Beautiful miniatures of traditional jade glass

sculptured by hand in China

THE GUARDIANS OF THE MING DYNASTY

Available only as

a complete collection . . . and only

from Franklin Heirloom Glass

Please order by November 30, 1 983."

In all of China today, there are only a few
master craftsmen still capable of sculp-

ting molten jade glass by hand much as
their ancestors did before them. Now,
through an exclusive arrangement by
Franklin Heirloom Glass, you can own
an extraordinary collection of jade glass

miniatures in this ancient tradition.

They are The Guardians of the Spirit

Road. Tiny replicas of the huge stone

sculptures— realistic animals and myth-
ological creatures— that have stood
guard for four long centuries along the

sacred way that leads to the tombs of the

mighty Ming Dynasty emperors.

The collection includes two different

sculptures of each of the six guardian
animals— one standing, the other sitting

—just as they appear on the Spirit Road.
(At midnight, according to legend, those

that have been standing watch all day
change places with their counterparts

who have been resting.)

Here are the dog-like lions with their

tightly-curled manes . . . the mythologi-

cal hsieh-chai with cloven hooves. The
realistic camels . . . patient elephants . .

.

stocky Chinese horses. And the fantastic

Ch'i-lin with its pointed head.

Each is a superb example of intri-

cately detailed miniaturization— and a

unique work of art as well. Yet despite

being crafted entirely by hand, the price

for each miniature is just $22.50.

Recalling the opulence and mystery of

the fabled Chinese dynasties, these ex-

traordinary miniatures will add the en-

chantment of an ancient culture to any
room of your home. And to display the

collection to stunning advantage, a

black Oriental wall rack will be provided

without additional charge.

There is a limit of one collection to a

subscriber, but it is not necessary to

send any payment now. Your sculptures

will be sent to you at the rate of one a

month, and you will be billed for each

one before it is sent to you.

Because of the time involved in cre-

ating each miniature by hand, please

order by November 30, 1983.

The wall rack to display the collection will be provided
at no additional charge.

FRANKLIN HEIRLOOM GLASS
VOGUE, November. 1983

A FRANKLIN MINT COMPANY

ORDER FORM
© 1983 FHG

THE GUARDIANS
OF THE MING DYNASTY

Please mail by November 30, 1983.

Limit: One collection to a subscriber.

Franklin Heirloom Glass

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The Guard-
ians of the Ming Dynasty, twelve jade glass

miniatures to be ha d-sculptured in China.

I need send no payment now. My miniatures

will be sent to me at the rate of one a month. I

will be billed just $22.50* for each one before

it is sent to me. The display rack will be pro-

vided at no additional charge.
'Plus my state sales tax

and $1. for shipping and handling.

Signature

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss_

ALL APPLICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Address,

City_

State, Zip_
;2ij
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PASSION FOR POLITICS
Kathryn Whitmire, mayor

ofHouston, proves that

an honesU independent woman
can win the game ofpower
a«Y DAVID BERG

Kathryn J.

Whitmire, mayor of the nation's

fourth larjiest city, is a political

killer. She was elected Houston
city controller in 1977, when she

was just thirty-one, in a town
where no woman had been elected

to any office before. Just four

years later, she ran for mayor and
flattened the incumbent, Jim
McConn, and thirteen other oppo-

nents in one of the toughest races

in the city's history.

She under-
stands at her

core the essence

of power—that it

belongs to those

who exercise it.

She runs the city

with an urgency

reflected in her

voice, which is

taut and reedy.

Her speech is di-

rect, clipped, au-

thoritative. An
entrance by
Kathy Whitmire
usually intrigues

but rarely elec-

trifies a crowd;
what is most at-

tractive about
her is her power.

She always gives

the impression
that she is in

charge.

The first given of American
politics is that it's done with mir-
rors: politics as perception, not as

reality. The second is politics as

property, stacks of chips in front

of the respective players, to be
dealt and delivered at the proper
time. Whitmire defies these axi-

oms as much as a politician can
and still remain effective. In a city

where every mayor but one for the

last twenty years has been the sub-

ject of a serious grand-jury investi-

gation, she is perceived as

unassailably honest; the percep-

tion is correct. Horse-trading of-

fends her, and she rarely makes
deals; her independence has cost

her important allies.

Because she was elected mayor
of a city whose politics had been
completely dominated by males,

Whitmire's election surprised the

184

nation. But those of us who ob-

served her during the 'seventies,

hacking her way through the jun-

gle of city politics, sensed that

something startling was going to

happen. The outcome of the '81

election was vivid evidence that no
one should underestimate her po-

litical savvy and signaled the

emerging power of bloc voting by
women.
Whitmire drew at least four

thousand volunteers into the cam-

her lifelong interest in local issues.

She married Jim Whitmire in

1966; together they became em-
broiled in local issues from regula-

tion of utility rates to the awarding
of cable-television franchises.

Then in 1976, at age thirty-one,

Jim died from the complications

of juvenile diabetes.

It was Jim who had persuaded

Kathy to attend the National
Women's Political Caucus, held in

Houston in 1973; she says now

vious point, but one that had never

been made before. She also made
Houston's failure to have elected a

woman to any office by that late

date the city's shame. The only
other accountant in the race rode
her issue into the run-off, where
she trounced him. Then—as in the

mayoral contest—the winning dif-

ference in the race was her corps
of dedicated female volunteers.

Now she presses her agenda on
a city at the nadir of its economic
history. For the first time, Hous-
ton has been hit hard by a reces-

sion: There is record
unemployment, a failure to attract

new industry, and a disturbing

number of businesses that are
leaving. The main reason that

Houston is less attractive to busi-

ness is the unnecessary difficulty

of daily life. In a spacious Western
city, the freeways look like To-
kyo's.

Now Whitmire is running for

reelection and frequently reminds
voters that she has already accom-
plished a great deal of what she set

out to do. But, as with most elect-

ed officials, it has taken Kathy al-

most her entire first term to take

control of the bureaucracy she

heads.

She has tried to impose business

principles on city practices. It is a

tough fit. For instance, Houston's

biggest problem right now is

transportation. The Metropolitan

Transit Authority, in place before

Whitmire became mayor, has not

earned public trust. As a result,

the recent bond issue to fund the

first phase of a new mass transit

system was overwhelmingly re-

jected. Whitmire is left to struggle

with an outdated bus system that

Mayor Whitmire

says heading the

country's fourth

paign, almost all of them women
and young girls—workers who,
ironically, turned the two-to-one

margin by which she was outspent

in the race into her margin of vic-

tory. When her opponent, Sheriff

Jack Heard, evaded her challenge

to debate, she ran full-page ads
saying, "Sheriff Heard, come out

and fight like a man." Few politi-

cal messages were ever so clear: if

Kathy Whitmire could win in

Houston, Texas—where a woman
was supposed to be only clever

enough to disguise her intelli-

gence—then women could win
anywhere.

Yet she says, "I prefer not to be
called a feminist." In fact, Kathy
grew up believing she would mar-
ry someone who would run for

public office, never considering a

political career for herself despite

largest city

is the biggest job she wants.

But a nation in need of effective

leaders may lift her beyond city limits

that the WPC inspired her to be-

come active in the women's move-
ment and ultimately to run for

public office. A year after her hus-

band's death, she ran for city con-

troller.

That race demonstrated her ge-

nius for creating issues. She has a

way of giving issues enormous ap-

peal, by phrasing them so voters

know and appreciate what she

means. For instance, during the

campaign she asserted that Hous-
ton's chief financial officer should

be an accountant—perhaps an ob-

has now been refurbished. Service

is improving. In general, Houston
is slowly becoming a better place

to live.

Whitmire's deeply held belief in

equal treatment for women and
minorities has transformed the

city's politics. She named a black

man as chief of police within

months of assuming office, saying

only that Lee Brown, the former

head of Atlanta's police and fire

departments, was the best appli-

cant for the job. In point of fact,

Houston'sfContinued on page 188)
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(Continuedfrom page 184)

police department is known nationwide for its

sometimes brutal treatment of minorities;

Brown's selection was no idle act of political

imagery. Polls taken in late summer place his

approval rating at 52 percent, only a few

points behind the mayor's, and allegations of

police brutality have dropped dramatically.

The "non-feminist" has increased the num-
ber of women department heads and appoint-

ed them to boards on which they had never

been given a chance to serve, such as the pow-
erful City Planning Commission. She does not

deny charges that she has appointed more
women than men to important positions; she

merely underscores the talent of the women
she has brought to City Hall. "Besides," she

adds, "men got all the good jobs before. Wom-
en are just beginning to catch up."

She had sought and gained the endorsement
of the Gay Political Caucus early in her cam-
paign. At that time, the GPC was not recog-

nized as a desirable ally; in a city as arrogantly

masculine as Houston, their backing was con-

sidered explosive. But Kathy Whitmire had
heard first-hand accounts of police violence

against gays—including the killing of a man
she had met. The gay community has utilized

her support to gain credibility in the politics of

this town; no one can be elected to city office

anymore without seeking their endorsement.

The days of gay-baiting are gone.

The new pressure groups of gays, women,
and blacks have the power now to reelect

Whitmire as often as they like—so long as they

turn out to vote in large numbers. Demo-
graphics have shifted drastically here over the

last decade, with power steadily trailing away
from the male Anglo community. In 1981,

Whitmire was appealing to white males as well

as these special voting blocs because of her de-

sire to run the city like a business; but she can-

not expect to do that well again.

White men have become Whitmire's biggest

political problem; polls indicate her only sig-

nificant job-disapproval rating is among them.

It is a problem I understand as a defense law-

yer; I never put them on juries if I can avoid it,

for that matter. Their defection was predict-

able. A handful of establishment figures, espe-

cially one particularly powerful contractor

who "pours half the concrete in Texas," ex-

pected to continue their control over City Hall

business after supporting her in the runoff for

mayor. What they did not understand was that

to work for Kathy Whitmire's election is an

exercise in altruism that is rewarded, if at all,

only in heaven. It is this group of disappointed

former supporters who have produced a well-

financed opponent in this year's election.

This summer's hurricane, Alicia, has also

hurt Whitmire. For the first few days after the

storm hit, much of the cleanup went awry,

which has cost her significant support. As a

result, the outcome of this election season is up

in the air. Kathy Whitmire will probably head

the city a while longer; but even if she were to

be upset on November eighth, she has man-
aged to nudge Houston into becoming a more
cosmopolitan city, shedding its good ole boy

image, if not its good ole boys.

As a reformed political addict who had

thought himself cured after working for Jim-

my Carter for six months, I was surprised to
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find myself working closely with Kathy Whit-

mire during the closing stages oflier '81 may-

oral race. I discovered that she had Carter's

quality of quickly absorbing facts, especially

numbers, but there was more. Unlike Carter,

she had a goal beyond just winning: she really

wanted to run the city.

Political writers invariably observe the iso-

lation forced upon those in public life; for

Mayor Whitmire the description seems partic-

ularly poignant. In a crowd, she is not of the

crowd; at home, she is most often alone. There

is what is referred to as a "romantic interest"

in her life; but she has no time to cultivate the

kind of close relationship she would like. And
although when she was elected she said that

she wanted to balance her public and private

lives, that is one promise she was not able to

keep until the summer of this year, when she

bought a beach house and a used blue Porsche.

Every so often now she drives away, down the

freeway to Galveston, for a few hours of ano-

nymity and peace by the shore.

There, with her dress-for-success suit and
bow tie (which bore the voters anyway) ex-

changed for blue jeans, the mayor appears

younger, more attractive. It is precisely this

Kathy Whitmire the public ought to see but

probably never will; her fear ofbeing caught in

a candid moment makes her a difficult subject

Mil Houston—
a spacious

Western city—

the freeways

took tike Tokyo *s

for a reporter or photographer, an elusive fig-

ure for the public at large.

It is her close guard over her privacy that

causes Mayor Whitmire the most trouble with

the local press, especially when she's conduct-

ing public business. Her interviews for key per-

sonnel are so jealously protected that no one in

Houston would verify the story of police chief

Lee Brown's appointment until she an-
nounced it publicly.

The predictable result of her distance has

been a season of criticism from the media. But
she is a consummate politician whose public

formality is only a hair's breadth away from a

private mischievousness. Recently, the Mayor
appeared as a guest disc jockey on a rock and
roll show. She laughs as she remembers how
much she enjoyed the hour playing host. Her
unexpected foray into show business disarmed
both the preSs and the public.

After Kathy won her mayoral race, the na-

tional press attention was intense; an ambi-
tious advisor offered to draft a memorandum
outlining a broader political career. Her re-

sponse was an unexpectedly snappish, "Don't
you understand this is all I want?" That may
be true; but in a body politic honeycombed
with incompetence, her administrative talents,

forceful personality, and campaign skills con-

spire to catapult her into national leadership in

the coming years. In a nation that needs effec-

tive leaders, the choice about Mayor Whit-
mire's future may no longer be her own. V

David Berg is a lawyer in Houston, Texas.
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For the first time, fine

dress leather is combined

with the one size Isotoner

glove. It shapes itself to yi

v A hand as if made for you

Sk Aw alone. Elegant, but
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\r One size that's right fqp| jr. An exquisite gift.
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Art deco softened for today: geometries

turned into a sinuous (and sensational)

diamond necklace. The pendant, three

"floating" solitaires. The eighteen karat gold

chain," hand-set with 1,019 faceted dia-

monds in an exhilarating series of pave and

channel-set rows. Bracelet and earrings to

match, of course.
Black Sto< Frost

Fine Jewelers since 1810

u

WASHINGTON, D.C PALM BEACH BOCA 'A'l ON BROWARD FT. LAUDERDALE DALLAS HOUSTON SHORT HILLS
STAMFORD ' LF. DEARBORN LAS VEGAS SAN DIEGO

For our 1983/84 Catalogue, send $3.00 to: BL t 320 King Street, Alexandria, VA 22314. For toll-free phone orders, call 800-368-3613.
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GIVE WITH A SENSE OF STYLE.

Nothing else feels like real gold.
m>o

Lavish him with the luxury of 18K gold, on the cuff

or off. . . bold, braided and faceted designs by Henry

Dunay. Then, wrap his ivrist in a richly-crafted,

UKgold ARX Watch by Daniel Mink'

NEIMAN-MARCUS
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REMY MARTIN J V.S.O.P. COGNAC. SINCE 1724.
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LIVE WITH A SENSE OF PLEASURE.

The attraction is real . . .18K gold assets from
Henry Dunay—to accent fingers, dress cuffs.

And from Daniel Mink—the perfect gold watch

to highlight the "times" of your life.

NEIMAN-MARCUS
0

Nothing else feels like real gold v/

^



AROUSE YOUR SENSE OF REMY.

CELEBRATE THE FEELING

WITH KARAT GOLD.

Call them irresistible. . .call them 18Kgold

classics—earrings, necklace and cufflinks—
from Henry Dunay. And the gift for all

time—the 18K gold ARX Watch by

Daniel'Mink.

V

.o

Nothing else feels like real gold
$&o

NEIMAN-MARCUS
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Garolini*' shoes available at fine stores everywhere.



"Nobody is born successful,
One becomes successful'.'

Dr. Aldo Gucci e*

ito

Gucci
pour homme cologne

GUCCI

Pour homme
cologne



JUVENIA
ovements In Time
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Distinctive Swiss styling in 18kt. gold.

Internationally guaranteed in 60 countries.
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LFELDMAR
IWatch and Clock Center
'OFFICIAL JUVENIA WATCH CENTER
9000 West Pico Boulevard • Los Angeles 900 J

5

(213) 272-1196

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF STOPWATCHES,
CHRONOGRAPHS, FINE WATCHES AND CLOCKS
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The car: The 1984 Continental Mark VII, Bill Blass Designer Series. The clothes: Spectacular in its sin

Asymmetrically designed gown in white rayon crepe with bugle bead straps, 295.00 You'll find Bil

Collections III in our Pasadena, Sherman Oaks and Palm Desert Stores. Found in Fashion Gallery, 336

The place to be: Bill Blass salutes Bullock's newest store. Palm Desert, CA opens November





f
The car: The 1984 Continental Mark VII, Bill Blass Designer Series. The clothes: Oh, the shade of difference white makes.

Bill Blass Collections III. Left: luxuriously fluid matte jersey, masterfully draped in white. 385.00 Right: A beautifully

simple, adorned shape in white rayon crepe. The tiered top is attached to bugle bead straps. 315.00 Available

in Pasadena, Sherman Oaks and Palm Desert. Fashion Gallery, 336 The place to be: Bullock's Palm Desert.



The car: The 1984 Continental Mark VII, Bill Blass Designer Series. The clothes: The pared-down palette by Blassport.

Black, oatmeal and white creating fashion's newest primary colors. Left: Tri-tone linen blazer in sizes 4 to 12, 302.00

Oval neck, sleeveless shell sweater in white. Cotton in sizes S,M,L, 76.00 Straight black linen skirt. Sizes 4 to 12, 100.00

Right: Roomy and rounded shirtdress. Tri-tone in linen in sizes 4 to 12, 242.00 Fashion Gallery, 338

The place to be: Bullock's Palm Desert November 3, 1983. We're waiting to welcome you. Come and help us celebrate.
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Save 35$ on any Quencher
Moisturizing Lipcare Lipstick,

Glosstick, Nail Glaze or

Exelle"Lipstick.

Now being sensuous has
never been so sensible.

WjtfJiPJi

ve35* on Quencher Lipstick,

Glosstick, Nail Glaze or Exelle."

RChatterr jpon
7* fo- id the

. have CO'

her application « FRAUD
enf purchase

resented m .pons mav

coupon good only h

ipon void where presfc

or brokers not retail <

;and. For redemption of er.

Chattem, Inc. P.O. Box R7083 El f*a

79975 GOOD ONLY ON QUENCH*
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURC

iysz/h COUPON EXPIRF

STORE COUPON

SHAPE-UP NOW

Lsuccess!
How four busy

women keep moving

xercise is simply movement

—

any movement that keeps you
fit. The time to exercise doesn't

have to be structured and dis-

tinct from the rest of your life.

In fact, busy women often

make fitness part of their day
by calling it something else.

"Much as I'd like to, I never get to a health

club," says Brenda Lee Landry, a securities

analyst and vice president at Morgan Stanley,

New York City. "But I recently took a stress

test, and even my doctor couldn't believe how
well I did. I think it's from constantly being on

the run." Brenda's "exercise": she walks home
from work, carries her luggage around air-

ports, and races around her Manhattan apart-

ment and Southampton home. "I danced as a

child, and I turn everything I do into exer-

cise," she says. "I actually do plies while put-

ting on makeup." She saves sports for

weekends and thinks of them as relaxation

—

"that's the time to be with my husband."

Weekends for Martha Stewart mean long,

vigorous bike rides with her husband. She

owns and runs a catering business and store in

Westport, Connecticut, and is the author of

Entertaining (Clarkson N. Potter, Inc.). "I

need very little sleep," she says, "and my day is

filled with activity." The Stewarts' property

—

four sumptuous acres in Connecticut—in-

cludes a swimming pool ("extra long for doing

laps") and gardens where Martha raises many
of the herbs and vegetables she uses in her ca-

tering. "I love turning garden cleanup into an

aerobic exercise," she says. "Even raking can

be a fitness activity. I do it fast and vigorously;

it's good for the upper body."

Martha tries to get to her exercise club regu-

larly, but knows that if she misses, she will be

walking her dog three times a day and doing

her routine of sit-ups, stretching, and leg lifts

before bed. "The more exercise I do, the more

invigorated and relaxed I feel afterward."

Tina Santi-Flaherty, corporate vice presi-

dent of Colgate-Palmolive, seems to relax

standing up. "I never take an escalator if I can

take stairs, and I try to think of ways of walk-

ing during the day," she says. She works out

three times a week at the Sports Training Insti-

tute in New York—having dismissed several

other health clubs as "powder puff." "Some-
times I'd do anything not to have to exercise,"

she says, "so I think of Sports Training as just

another meeting I have to go to during the day.

That way I don't have an excuse not to go."

On weekends, Tina jogs or bicycles—and
does the same when she's traveling. "I usually

find someone in the city who will lend me a

bike," she says.

Sometimes you appreciate the value of ac-

tivity more when you can't do it. Shelley

Pfeifer, vice president and fashion director of

Echo Scarves, had two back operations a year

ago. "Coming back is a slow, discouraging

process," she says. But she works out for close

to two hours, several times a week. When she

is off on buying trips, she will always work out

in her hotel room, or find out what facilities

are available nearby. She is reluctant to call

her office life sedentary. "Sometime, I'll have

to count how many miles I log running around

the office. "When you have a demanding life,

taking care of yourself is important."

One thing active women invariably find:

The more active you are, the more active you

can be. "People always ask me how I keep go-

ing," says Brenda Lee Landry. "Once you're

moving quickly, how can you ever stop?" V
Top photo: ARTHUR ELGORT Horr. Stephone (.empire for John Sohog.- .Tiokeup. George Newell Povlovo's Poinle sweater ond unilord Rings. Polomo Picosso lor Tillany Small

photo ANDREA BLANCH. Hoif. Kerry Worn; mokeup. Ar.ello Shift, Shangrioi'd by Bowman Trading. Derails, lost pages
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BLOOMINGDALES AND UNITED AIRLINES PRESENT

HAWAII
THE BIG ISLAND

nd the youngest. To some 'the orchid isle." To others "the volcano island.

A land permeated with subtle contrasts and natural wonders. Black sand
beaches. Mauna Kea and Magna Loa volcanos. Both standing with their

heads in the clouds and their feet awash with sunny beaches. Our stop-

over spot, the magnificent Meuna Kea Beach Hotel overlooking the

ocean. A breathtaking island of majestic charm and virgin splendor.

btomingdale's

^ R I.

This page, the sailor jacket

in white Viscose/linen.

178.00. Matching classic

pants, 78.00.

Opposite page, the marina

jacket in slate-tan stripe

linen, 230.00. The wrap

waist shorts in linen/cotton.

Slate, 1 lO.OO. The pleat T.

Slate/tan silk stripes, 1 1 8.00.
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ly to "our little corner of the world"... the Islands of Hawaii. Way out in the
Pacific, yet just a friendly sky away. Only United brings you ROYAL HAWAIIAN
SERVICE. (Even King Kgmehameha would be impressed with the exotic in-

flight beverages, ^ageing menus, diverting entertainment.) Only United

whisks you non-stopWJHawdiidn paradises from so many mainland cities.

United's Spirit of Aloha turns your dreams into unforgettable memories.

blGDminadal

uniTED airLines

TAHARI'S Viscose/linen

blazer. Black/white pin-

stripes, 176.00. The basic

Tahari pants in narrow

stripes, 84.00.

Both, 4 to 14.
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obviously

Baume&Mercier.

^
Baume & Mercier

GENEVE

The Baume & Mercier

Town Quartz Collection

offers distinctive selections

in 14K Gold, including

styles with diamonds and

other precious gems.

It's decidedly for the woman
who demands the "right"

time. And appreciates the per-

fect symmetry between its

exquisitely fashioned case

and delicate strand bracelet.

Quite obviously, this kind of

exacting quality can only be

achieved as a result of

meticulous, hand-craftsman-

ship. For the wonan who
values the "right" time. .

.

THE HENRY BIRKS & SONS COMPANY OF FINE JEWELERS.
FOR GENERATIONS, A FAMILY TRADITION OF QUALITY AND SERVICE.

J.E. CALDWELL CO. • J.B. HUDSON • CD. PEACOCK • SHREVE & CO.
Since 1839

Philadelphia/Washington D.C.
Since 1885

Minneapolis/St. Paul
Since 1837
Chicago

Since 1852
San Francisco
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lorane's treatise on
the virtues of botanicals.

Qeopatra annointed her dark hair with the oils of the

henna berry.

Walnut leaves from Persia were a precious luxury to

dark-haired women of ancient Rome.

In medieval times, women and children gathered the

blossoms of the camomile flower for their blonde and light

brown hair.

The study of botanicals is 5,000 years old. But older

still is the pleasure derived from them by women who

long ago discovered the secrets of these delicate mysteries of

the countryside.

So revered were their properties, that the purveyors of

botanicals became known in the Middle Ages as "wise women.

Even in the late 19th century, these women brought

their wares into the towns of Europe, so city women
could continue to profit from the virtues of botanicals they

could no longer gamer or garden themselves.

And so now Klorane brings them to you.

Introducing KloraneShampoos and Conditioners.

The luxury haircare products of France.

Your hair is as individual as you are. And so you will find a special Klorane to help you achieve the beautiful hair

you were born to have. Camomile for blonde hair, to bnng out the shine. Natural henna for chestnut hair, to bring out the

highlights. In more innocent times, beautifying your hair was a question of picking the nght botanical. Today, it's a ques-

tion of picking the right Klorane.

There is a Klorane for the nature of your hair. There are three specially formulated beauty treatment shampoos

for problem hair, and three beauty enhancement shampoos to bnng out the natural highlights of your hair— each with its

own conditioner. Used over time, these shampoos and conditioners can actually help restore the natural beauty of your hair.

The quality ingredients. Every Klorane product is made from the finest ingredients, individually cultivated at the

estate plantation of Laboratoires Klorane in the South of France.

The practical luxury. Because it requires 180 camomile flowers to produce a single bottle of Camomile Shampoo,

you'll find Klorane costs more than the ordinary. But such a luxunous way to pamper your hair is well worth the price.

Because when you do something beautiful for yourself with Klorane, it shows.

Klorane: For the nature of your hair.
For information, details of our Trial Offer, or dealer nearest you, call toll-free 1-800-447-4700.



HAIR NOW

a shift

Now, "longer" short

hair, new color .

.

an actress with style

or actress Ann Archer,

I right (who's co-starring

in Robert Kaufman's new

comedy film. The Check Is

in the Mail), one of her

biggest "work strains" is

overmanipulation of her

I

hair from frequent

washing and coloring

—

she recently went from

a redhead for one film, to being

blond for another, then back

to her own dark-brown shade,

which she likes best . .

.

With each transition, she says,

deep conditioning is a must.

Since Ann's thick-but-fine hair

usually has to be roller set,

Christiaan cut it bluntly

and more precisely (small photo,

top) for more support, minimum

upkeep, and the ease of just

brushing (small photo, bottom)

and blow drying her hair into shape

(the final effect, big photo).

Thirty-six years old and with a real

sense of herself—Ann dresses in

a casual, sporty style—she says,

"as the years go by, I look better

and better with less makeup, just

a good haircut and a little lipstick.

More than that on me looks phony."

The ultimate bob;
the beaded and se-
quined wig worn by
Iman (left) at Bob
Mackie's fall
show. Worn with
his waist-plung-
ing all-beaded
dress, oversized
drop earrings,
and dramatic
makeup, it made a

definite evening
"statement"—one
that, admitted-
ly, is not for
every woman . . .

218

haircolor
now is being used to ' 'silhouette

'

' a cut, to emphasize hair s line, shape.

Newest: strategically placed highlights—on just one layer or section of

hair—that look different as the light changes, as your hair moves. At

NYC's Raymond & Nasser salon, color director Roger Scalzo graduates intensity and depth of color from

paler, more scattered at the crown to deeper at the nape, using what he calls ' 'bordering
'

' tones that are less

than a shade apart. It's a technique that works especially well with the new cuts that are cropped shorter,

closer to the head in back—and one that requires touch-ups as infrequently as every few months. One exam-

ple of the new haircolor technology that makes color so easy to wear today: non-damaging formulas like

Sebastian Cellophanes, now in palest Vanilla blond.

MANY OF THE BEST-LOOKING HAIR-

CUTS NOW HAVE THICK, FULL BANGS,

PARTED SLIGHTLY OFF-CENTER r>z-*±

Benefit off technology that's making computers^
smaller: hair "tools" are shrinking, too. There are fold-

up curling irons as small as a pencil, blowdryers the size
of an index card. One such, that packs 1200 watts of power
Gillette's new Mini-Max dryer, sketched right. Also mak-^
ing electronics news: Clairol's Deluxe Custom Care- .A
Setter—soft electric rollers for curl plus control. ^

o* \
vN.

SHOHslR and spikier on top, at the crown—that's what gives a blunt cut more dimen-

sion, more versatility now, says super-stylist Suga. "Hair that's all one length goes flat; cut-

ting shorter, tapered layers in front gives hair a narrow but definite shape." The most

workable length -r most women, says Suga, is just brushing the shoulders on the sides, an-

gled up in back. A : ght, he likes "hair that's not too neat, that has some airiness, volume. And
huge black-satin b m s used as hair ornaments, with hair brushed smooth at the sides and back,

pushed up away from the head in front." To comb through wet hair before blow-drying: Free-

man Cosmetics' Sea Kelp styling mist—lighter than a gel, more comb-able than a spray.

ABTHU8 EIG08T, ho.r by O'H'Oon Sketch by MElANIf CASKS

VOGUE. November. 1983
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BLUNT

Photo: Deborah Turbeville jewelry: Sointu

ONLYAT
NUBEST & CO. SALON / Manhasset, New York

212-767-8775

). GORDON DESIGNS/Chicago, Illinois

312-871-0770

JOHN JAY SALONS /New Orleans, LA
504-282-7234

UGO Dl ROMA / Miami, Florida

305-358-0044

SALONS...

YOSH FOR HAIR /San Francisco, N. California

415-989-7704

GENE JUAREZ SALONS / Seattle, Washington
206-628-0011

PIERRE and CARLO / Philadelphia, PA
215-735-0164

L'IMAGE SALONS / Dallas, Texas

214-522-6230

V

©1983 AHC
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ONLYAT THESE SALONS.
ALABAMA
Hairdressers
Clenwood/ 205-335-3413

ARIZONA
Cutters Hair
Phoenix/ 602-263-1138

Mane Attraction Salon
Phoenix I 602-266-0065

CALIFORNIA
Andre's Hair Studios
San Pedro/ 213-547-1 168

Antonio Benvenuto
San Anselmo 1 4 15-454-1347

Hubert Braun Hair Styling

Palo Alto/ 415-328-0756

Hubert Braun Hair Styling

San Francisco/ 415-421-1507

Khandjian Total Beauty
Encino/ 213-783-3688

Mr. Lee Hairstylist

San Francisco/ 415-474-6002

lames Victor Hair Forum
Woodland Hills 1 213-348-494

1

Yosh For Hair

San Francisco 1 4 15-989-7704

COLORADO
Hair Exchange
Englewood 1 303-770-65 10

Interhair

Denver 1 303-777-3245

Scissors

Denver 1 303-399-2062

DELAWARE
Central Beauty Salon, Inc.

Wilmington / 302-655- 1559

Michael Christopher Designs
Wilmington I 302-658-0862

Mr. Larry's Haircrimpers
Wilmington 1 302-658-4400

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Charles Russell International

Washington I 202-342- 1 942

FLORIDA
Fashion Focus
Sarasota/ 813-921-7485

loan Gabert Hair Design
North Palm Beach 1 305-848-8444

Clamor Quorum
Winter Park I 305-644-1500

The Great American Hair Experience
West Palm Beach I 305-684-6576

Ugo Di Roma
Miami I 305-854-6886/358-0044

Yellow Strawberry
Fort Lauderdale I 305-463-4343

GEORGIA
I.Dudley Haircuts
Morrow/ 404-961-1412

loseph's Hair Salons

Atlanta/ 404-973-2471

Don Shaw's Hairdressers

Atlanta 1 404-393-8303

Superhair
Marietta*/ 404-427-3761

Warren's
Atlanta/ 404-261-9636

ILLINOIS

ferry Adams Salon
Chicago/ 312-327-1130

I.Gordon Designs & Hair Parlour

Chicago/ 312-871-0770

Mario Tricoci Hair Co., Inc.

Schaumburg I 3 12-884-7400

INDIANA
Rogers' Hair Design, Inc.

Evansville/ 812-423-5423

KENTUCKY
loseph's Hair Fashions, Inc.

Louisville 1 502-897-5369

Roy & Co.
Louisville IZ02-897-1 527

LOUISIANA
Sam Brocato Lockworks
Baton Rouge I 504-927-3860

lohn lay Salons, Inc.

New Orleans 1 504-282-7234-Salon
I 504-282-4907-Office

Kenneth's Coiffures
Metairie 1 504-833-5556

Navarro's Hair Performers
Lafayette/ 318-981-7935

MARYLAND
Carl Intercoiffure, Inc.

Baltimore/ 301-435-9400

L'Official of the Hair, Inc.

Baltimore/ 301-484-1444

MASSACHUSETTS
lohn Dellaria Salons I Dellaria Ltd.

Boston/ 617-266-8255

lohn Fagone Hair Salon
Marblehead I 6 1 7-631-056419893

Geneses
Chestnut Hills 1 617-734-4050

Leon and Company
Belmont/ 617-484-4777

Mr. Richards' of Wellesley
Wellesley/ 617-235-9710

Salon Capri
Hyde Park/ 617-361-3830

MICHIGAN
Coloseum 2000 Hair Care, Inc.

Crosse Point / 313-881-7252

Douglas I.

Okemos/ 517-349-0430

Bart Edmond Salon
St. Clair Shores I 3 13-296-3660

Gerald's, Inc.

Franklin/ 313-626-7176

Nino of Somerset
Troy/ 31 3-643-8740

Panopoulos Salon East

Grand Rapids 1 6 16-245-2287

MINNESOTA
Rocco Altobelli Hair Salon
St. Paul/ 612-690-5491

Rita Ambourn Hair Designers
St. Paul/ 612-698-5537

MISSOURI
Casual Coif, Ltd.

St. Louis/ 314-647-4100

Hair 2000
St. Louis/ 314-227-6060

Otto's Hair Fashions, Inc.

Kansas City 1 816-363-3030

Tommie's
St. Louis/ 314-997-0780

NEBRASKA
Claude's
Omaha/ 402-392-0100

NEWIERSEY
Pierre de Beaumont
Haddonfield I 609-428-2326

NEW YORK
Victor Balestri's Intercoiffure

Ryebrook/ 914-937-5333
Scarsdale/ 914-725-5333

lohn Dellaria

Manhattan/ 212-925-4461

La Bottega
White Plains I 914-948-7227

Nubest & Co. Salon
Manhasset 1 516-627-9444

Papillon Designs
Huntington 1 5 1 6-549-8542/483-5418

Studio IAE Hair Design, Inc.

Mamaroneck I 9 14-698-3400

OHIO
Arnold & David's Hair Design
Woodmere Village I 216-464-4722

Kenneth's
Beachwood I 216-831-4898

Markfrank Salons

Beachwood I 216-464-6446

Michael's For Hair
Dayton/ 513-435-4701

Charles Penzone Hair Design
Columbus 1 6 14-488-5906

Phyllis at the Madison
Cincinnati/ 513-321-1300

Tanglewood Hairdressers, Inc.

Chagrin Falls/ 216-543-9868

OKLAHOMA
Hillcrest Beauty Center
Tulsa/ 918-584-6828

Women & Mansfield
Norman/ 405-121-5477

PENNSYLVANIA
Angelitto's Beauty Center
Somerset/ 814-445-7019

Adolf Biecker at Nan Duskin
Philadelphia 1 2 15-563- 1406

Pierre & Carlo, Inc.

Philadelphia 1 215-735-0164

Cheena's World
Hermitage/ 412-981-6130

Robert Glider For Hair
Havertown 1 215-446-2929

lean-Madeline, Inc.

Philadelphia 1 215-735-0556

Burt Shepp & The Great Hair Co.
Hatboro/ 215-443-0400

Stephen's Hairgrtphics
McMurray / 4 1 2-833-3288

Styles by Sisco, Inc.

Monroeville 1 4 1 2-373-0250

VIP Salon
Huntingdon Valley I 215-947-5900

TENNESSEE
New Breed International

Memphis I 901-683-7306/761-1870

TEXAS
Fascination, Inc.

Houston/ 713-820-3847

L'lmage, Inc.

Dallas/ 214-522-6230

Mr. Tom's, Inc.

Lubbock 1 806-792-4363

Paul Neinast Inc.

Dallas/ 214-369-5350

Visible Changes, Inc.

Houston/ 713-957-2030

VERMONT
Vermont College of Cosmetology
Burlington 1 802-863-4666

Whitman & Whitman Hair Design, Inc.

Brattleboro / 802-257-4349

VIRGINIA
Taylor Burgess Hairstyling Salons, Inc.

Norfolk 1 804-583-582

1

Carmine's Hair Trek
Virginia Beach 1 804-425-1221

WASHINGTON
Gene Juarez Hair Design
Seattle I 206-628-001 1/1405

Yuki's Diffusions
Seattle/ 206-382-9166

WISCONSIN
Erik of Norway Beauty Salon

Milwaukee 1 414-354- 1000

CANADA
ONTARIO
Ezio Achille—A Beautiful

New Beginning
Windsor/ 519-256-9331

Alberto Coiffures, Ltd.

Toronto/ 416-789-4323

Robin Barker Hair
Toronto/ 416-960-5545

De Berardinis

Willowdale / 4 16-979-9292

Embassy-A Touch of Class

Sudbury/ 705-522-7191

Robert Francois, Swan Hairstyling

Toronto/ 416-922-21 18

Michael Kluthe Salon
Toronto/ 416-925-6306

Vicki Runge, Ltd. Haute Coiffure
Toronto 1 416-925-1 161/449-8713

William Saab International Hairstylists

Toronto '416-921-4111

Mary Tripi & Co.
Toronto/ 416-487-81 18

QUEBEC
Inter Beauty & Deauville
Montreal 1 514-735-4432

USA/CANADA
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MOST INTERCOIFFURE SALONS USE AND RECOMMEND THE QUALITY PRODUCTS OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS:

CLAIROL # J Professional Haircolor I WELLA Quality Haircare Worldwide I CORIUM Professional Facial System & Skin Care Products I

AVEDA Pure Natural Products I PAUL MITCHELL Natural Haircare System I FRAMESI Hair Pigment Art
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Once a day...
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twice a month.
Even if you use a shampoo and conditioner every day, treat your

hair to condition* Beauty Pack twice a month.

Clairols condition* Beauty Pack is a rich 20 -minute treatment to be
used in addition to your regular hair care products.

Its super- concentrated, collagen -enriched formula penetrates deep into the hair shaft,

and helps restore your hair's natural beauty. Leaving you with hair that is

extraordinarily soft, shiny, manageable.
Clairols condition* Beauty Pack. It's like a twice-a- month visit to a salon.

Original Revitalizing and Extra Body formulas available in |ars, tubes and trial -size packettes.



The Supreme Experience.
q$9S^;

It's new. Unexpected. More Ecstasy Romances—the #1 bestselling

than you ever imagined any series at America's largest bookstore

romance novel could be. chains. Now you'll also find Ecstasy

The Supreme Experience. Supremes—longer, richer novels, with
You moved beyond romance passionate men and women facing the

with Ecstasy. And thousands of you beauty and power of unforgettable

said: "I love your books, but I wish romance. Each Ecstasy Supreme novel

they were longer." ' makes you part of a new world of

This month your wishes come intense desire and fulfillment,

true. Wherever you buy paperbacks, The Supreme Experience,

you'll still find the latest Candlelight Nothing you've ever read comes close.
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THE LASZLO DIFFERENCE.

UlliqUe Preparations. The Emo Laszlo preparations

look different and feel different. Working together, they create a look

that's unmistakably Laszlo. . . and uncommonly beautiful. For more informatio

call toll free. Continental United States: 800-223-1228. New York State: 800-522-

The Emo Laszlo Institute

1
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Diehard Warren
the other man in your life=25

Designed by Constance Saunders for Richard Warren Inc.

Seasonless two-piece dressing in sizes 4-14 at 8250.



SHAMASK

RUTH MEYERS
Oklahoma City, OK

PERKINS SHEARER
Denver, CO

subSmBe

' iv"* 3L'* * * !

MOSS
New York

CACHE
Chicago

ELEGANZA
Milburn, NJ

BUTCH BLUM
Seattle, WA



Houbigant. Perfumers since 177!



.u FRAMES BY TURA:

iIdok like a million
$m Y) T JJdCl We've now faceted the

/1\ I jTiiJiJ. frames to give you the same,

puleht look as faceted lenses but at a much lower

price. You'll be something to see! The Faceted Frame

by Tura. Wherever fine evewear is available.
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INCOMPARABLE STYLE

OF GIVENCHY
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Givenchy Sport

Givenchy Parfums
Givenchy Eyewear
Givenchy Scarves
Givenchy Umbrellas
Givenchy Jewelry Available at Bergdorf Goodm<
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;Givenchy Nouvelle Boutique Available at Givenchy Boutique, New York



THE
INCOMPARABLE STYLE

OF GIVENCHY
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1984 Continental Givenchy Designer Series
Givenchy Furs

Givenchy Chemisiers
Givenchy Belts

Givenchy Handbags n vailable at Givenchy Bouti<



An emerald like this doesn't happen every day.

It is the most remarkable emerald green, with a radiance that makes it appear lit from within.

The size is an impressive sixteen and a half carats.

And the setting— 18 kt gold with almost nine carats of matched diamonds—is worthy of it.

We are proud to offer this once-in-a-lifetime necklace at $77,000.

SPECIALIZING IN THE WORLD'S FINEST PRECIOUS GEMS
The Olympic Tower, 645 Fifth Ave. (51st St.) New York, NY 10022 (212) 688-0300

WE HONOR AMERICAN EXPRESS AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • NEW FULL COLOR CATALOG, $3 BY MAIL

NEW YORK, ATLANTIC CITY, BAL HARBOUR, CHICAGO, MIAMI BEACH, RIO DE JANEIRO, SAO PAULO, ST. THOMAS V.I., PARIS, FRANKFURT & 21 OTHER CITIES WORLD-WIDE

-«--«
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LEFT: Bfackglama Ranch Mink (origin U.S.A.) RIGHT: Arctic Glo Mink (origin U.S.A.)

?aeoraid
FUR FASHIONS, INC.

Designed by

pierre bal main
333 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK, NY 10001 • TELEPHONE: (212) 736-5784 / 563-2250
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There are times when even the wisest

decision may not be the most popular.

At times like that, how you feel about

yourselfcan make all the difference in

the world.

m wr
A little unfair advantage.



A work of art. .

.

within a

work of art

Molinard de Molinard
The fragrance, a classic. . .an elegant masterpiece

of hand-picked flowers, delicate fruit notes, exotic oils.

And in all the world, the one fragrance contained within

a flacon designed by Rene Lalique, Paris 1929.

An exquisite addition to your collection, at

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

VOGUE. November, 1983

Depute Collection, P.O. Box 66548, Los Angeles, CA 90066
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THE MALI

W(ia!-,Ke«*

on the best man's
first night out, the

Diors discovered there

was something missing

in their marriage.

v^hristian JJlor: ±un
345 Seventh Avenue, New York

Natural Russian Sable Sections P-

Natural Female Canadian Fisher C
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Can you read

between the lines?

The fine lines of silk and

cotton. Think ofthe

unparalleled wardrobe
options! Sportswear, dinner

wear, every wear— yes! our Silk

Shadou'Stripe is that versatile.

Blended of 55'/ silk and 45'/ cotton,

with flap pockets and French cuffs that

reflect its classic lineage. In khaki (K.HK),

black (BLK), or red (RED); completely

lined with cotton voile. Unavailable in any

store— except our own catalog

showroom in Clifton, NJ— and

fulh money-back guaranteed.

Hand or machine
washable. Sizes 4-18.

Style #123201. S30.

ROYAL SILK
Clifton, NJ

Style #123201



Health
Diet tips for runners. . .snuffing out

the smoking habit... vitamin C for

would-be fathers?. . .flu-vaccine guide

By Melva Weber

WINTER BRACERS: FLU VACCINES

Colder weather is on the way and with it comes

the threat of virus infections in lungs and

breathing passages—especially in the very

young and the old and frail.

Infhien/.a viruses come in A and B forms,

and a third major viral illness is respiratory

syncytial virus, or "RSV." (Syncytial refers

to a glob of cell nucleus material without cell

walls or partitions.) RSV is the most common
serious lower-lung disease in babies and young

children, and is increasingly recognized as a

major viral enemy of the elderly.

Flu vaccines, when they're compounded for

specific strains of viruses, can prevent A and B
influenza infections; but, so far, there's no

vaccine that works against RSV. An impor-

tant limitation of flu vaccination, comments
David S. Fedson, M.D., of the University of

Virginia School of Medicine in Charlottes-

ville, is that it's grossly underused. To guard

against an outbreak, people at high risk of in-

fluenza, including those with chronic illness,

most of the elderly, and those holding essential

jobs—such as police, firemen, and hospital

and health workers—should have annual flu

shots; but many of them don't. Amantadine, an

antiviral drug that can both prevent and treat

flu, works only against the influenza A virus-

es; but another antiviral agent, ribavirin, is

highly promising for its effects against a whole

range of viruses, including influenza A and B

LESS LEAD, BETTER HEALTH?

Good news on the frontier
of environmental health : the average
amount of toxic lead contaminating
our bloodstreams dropped by more
than one-third during the four years
preceding early 1980. The National
Center for Health Statistics,
which conducted the extensive survey,

attributes the lower lead levels
to three possible factors : People
are more aware of lead sources
and of lead toxicity ; there is less
lead contamination in the food
supply ; and, probably most important

,

there has been a reduction in the
use of leaded gasoline. In a study
by the Environmental Protection
Agency, a 41 percent drop in airborne
lead concentrations was accompanied
by a 40 percent drop in the amount
of lead consumed in gasoline.
And while in strictly scientific
terms, this doesn't prove
that less lead in gasoline equals
less lead in air equals less lead
in our veins , it amounts
to cheeringcircumstantial evidence.
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and respiratory syncytial virus.

In a study just reported in The Jourrial of
the American Medical Association, ribavirin

aerosol spray was effective for treating influ-

enza B in a group of college students. Fevers

went down earlier and the period of viral shed-

ding—the infectious stage—was shortened in

patients who were given ribavirin. In another

study, volunteers inoculated with RSV viruses

were then either observed without treatment

or given ribavirin. In this group, too, systemic

symptoms of aches and pains, coughing and fe-

ver were relieved by ribavirin, though the drug

had no effect on minor symptoms of the upper-

respiratory tract.

In addition, the Xew England Journal of
Medicine reports, ribavirin aerosol was given

to babies hospitalized for RSV infection, and
compared with other infants in the same hos-

pital who also had RSV but were receiving

regular treatment for the illness. The riba-

virin-treated babies fared significantly better,

notably in the lower-respiratory tract. There

were no side effects or signs of toxicity with

ribavirin.

Ribavirin therapy is another step toward

cutting the toll of the severe viral infections,

notes Dr. Fedson. Other possibilities include

adding interferon to drug treatment, more re-

search into amantadine, closer surveillance of

virus infections in community outbreaks.

DANGERS OF RUNNING ON EMPTY

If you 're a serious woman runner—so serious

that your menstrual periods have stopped—
there are several ways you can act to protect

your reproductive health. At Emory University in

Atlanta, Edwin Dale, M.D., and Patricia Gray,

M.D., studied a group of seventy women run-

ners who ran at least forty miles each week.

Sixteen women whose periods had stopped
were faster runners, weighed about eleven

pounds less, and ate about four hundred calo-

ries less each day than their colleagues who
still had menstrual periods. Their blood and
body fat levels were significantly lower, indicat-

ing they had fallen below the levels needed to

produce estrogen and maintain reproductive

functions such as menstruation.

Standard doctor's advice to such women is

to slow down and run less; but running enthusi-

asts generally resist such advice. In fact, the

women in the Emory study kept running long

and fast even when they wanted to get preg-

nant, or when they realized that long absence of

menstruation could reduce their chances for

pregnancy in the future.

Doctors Dale and Gray have an alternative

approach. Some highly nutritious, cholesterol-

bearing food, such as an egg or four ounces of

red meat, eaten every other day, can be
enough to restore missing menstrual periods in

avid runners, they say. For those who can't

slow down it's a bit of health insurance.

VITAMIN KEY TO FERTILITY PROBLEM?

For some couples struggling to have a baby, the answer to their troubles may be as

simple as a couple of vitamin C tablets a day for the husband.
At the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston, Earl B. Dawson, Ph.D.,

and his colleagues studied men whose fertility problem was a tendency for sperm to

clump together, preventing the motility required for impregnation. In tests, these

men had lower than normal levels of ascorbic acid—vitamin C—in blood and semen.
But, after taking 500 mg. capsules of vitamin C , twice each day, some subjects, ex-

amined at the end of the first week, showed a six-fold rise in blood levels of the vita-

min, and threefold rise in semen ascorbic acid. What's more, the clumping tendency
had dropped to a degree well within the range permitting fertility.

Clumping, or agglutination of sperm in the semen, is only one cause of infertility.

But if it's the one, vitamin C supplementation may be a key to wished-for parenthood.

SMOKING INS AND OUTS

Latest alert for smokers—a clinical test developed by British scientists produced evidence that the

delicate lung lining where air passes through into the bloodstream is four times as permeable—in

other words, leakier—in smokers as in nonsmokers. The test serves as further proof that smok-

ing—which has long been associated with lung disease—does cause an unnatural and potentially

unhealthy change in lung tissue.

Barbara Minty, M.I. Biol.', Harrow, England, reported to the American Lung Association that the

test used a fine mist containing a low dose of a radioactive tracer, which is breathed in by the

subject. The rate of disappearance of the tracer substance measures the permeability of lung

tissue. When a smoker stops smoking for only one day, the lung leakiness diminishes considera-

bly; a result, says Ms. Minty, that should encourage smokers to sustain the effort to quit. She adds

that smoking "low tar" cigarettes doesn't reduce lung leakiness at all; experiments with nicotine

chewing gum have shown that something in smoke, but not nicotine, causes the leaky lungs.

Further encouragement to "break the habit"—November 1 7 is the American Cancer Society's

annual "Great American Smokeout," a day on which all smokers nationwide pledge to abstain

from smoking for twenty-four hours, which, in some cases, is a kickoff to permanent abstention.
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Introducing
safetyinnumbers

Introducing

Funnel-Dot Protection
COVER

276 tiny dots tell you our New
Freedom® Thin maxi pads are

not just another thin. They're

a whole new kind of protection.

We call it Funnel-Dot.

Protection never felt drier!

The Funnel-Dot Cover actually

funnels moisture away from

you, down into the pad.

The Inner Core absorbs and
distributes fluid evenly the

entire length of the pad. Helps
prevent leakage, side staining.

Funnel-Dot Protection means
you never felt drier—even with a

regular maxi.

IntroducingNew FreedorrfThin maxi pads.
Protection never felt drier.
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Discover the colors

hidden in your hair
Your hair is a tapestry of

colors. Not one, but many
shades, tones, hues —

a

spectrum of wonderful
nuances at once just waiting

for your discovery.

How can you bring out
these colors in a most
glorious, vibrant way?

Discover Leslie Blanchard.
To Leslie Blanchard, clean

hair is colorful hair. And col-

orfully clean hair is beautiful

hair.

Thus, a collection of

shampoos and conditioners

that lets you bring out colors

you may never have known
you had.

Experience his shampoos,
in normal formula or delicate

formula for color-treated

hair. Notice how they foam,
not lather like harsh sham-
poos. Their texture clean,

velvety, silky.

So whether your hair is

natural or color-treated,

it becomes big, bouncy,

bulky—wonderfully

colorfully clean hair.

Experience his condition-

ers with Reflectones™ and
experience how exciting

your hair's colors can be

—

shimmering, shining with

a soft play of light.

Discover the brilliance of

colorfully clean hair.

Discover the brilliance of

Leslie Blanchard.

SHAMPOO
K» NORMAL HAIR

8FLOZ

CONDITIONER
WITH

REFLECTONES*
COOL FORMULA

5 0Z.NETWT.

Leslie Blanchard
AN EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION OF SHAMPOO!
AND CONDITIONERS.

Bloomingdale's
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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You found itJrue.
Exceptional taste in an ultra low tar.

Why keep pedalling around?

Enjoy the taste of True.
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The bestthings in life arefur.

Getallwrappedup in life'sfinestpleasures.

See thefabulous Evans Collection.

Now in the country's most notable stores.

THE EVANS
COLLECTION

.

i
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EVANS, 333 Seventh Avenue, New York WOOL (212)947-3001



Olds FirenzaGT.

The sporty feelof
anOldsmobile.

What makes the new Olds Firenza

GT a whole lot of fun to drive?

Well, for starters, there's front-wheel

drive, an available 5-speed and over-

head cam electronic fuel-injected

engine, and handling as sporty as its

name.
Plus, special sport graphics, black

matte accents, styled wheels and sports

GM
wiKaixua

I

steering wheel with perforated

leather grips. Plus one thing more.
Firenza GT isn't just any sporty car.

It's a sporty Oldsmobile. And that's

something special.

Some Oldsmobiles are equipped with

engines produced by other GM divisions,

subsidiaries or affiliated companies world-

wide. See your dealer for details.

There is a special feel

in an
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Getting going: steps you can

take when your car won't start

ou get in your car, turn the key

. . and nothing happens. The car
r
won't start. Before you head for the

^telephone to summon a tow truck or

'mechanic, there are some things you
r
can try on your own. First, pull out the

owner's manual (which should be kept in

the glove compartment) to refresh your mem-
ory on the correct starting procedures when
the engine is cold, warm, or hot. If you're al-

ready doing everything right and the car still

won't start, look for clues—sounds, sights,

smells, or behavior patterns—that may tell

why. Here are some common no-start situa-

tions and how to handle them by yourself.

• You put the key in the ignition slot, but it

won't turn. The problem: the anti-theft device

built into the ignition is stuck at "lock." The
solution in most cars: turn the steering wheel

as hard as possible in the direction the wheels

are turned. At the same time, use as much
hand pressure as you can muster to turn the

ignition-lock knob (which should be so la-

beled) in a clockwise direction. If that doesn't

work, check the owner's manual for ways to

unlock the ignition.

• The key turns but there's no action. In a car

with automatic transmission, one likely reason

is that the shift knob isn't in one of its "start"

positions—Park (P) or, in most cars, Neutral

(N). "You'd be surprised at the number of cars

that get towed in here because they're in one of

the driving gears," said mechanic Mike Bruni,

"where for safety reasons they're not supposed

to start."

In a car with manual transmission, a com-
parable safety switch keeps the starter from
working unless your foot has the clutch pedal

all the way down to the floor throughout the

starting procedure.

• The key turns on, there's a quick baritone

growl, and that's it. The engine won't turn

over and nothing is happening—signs of a

dead or dying battery. To check the diagnosis,

tap the horn to see if it sounds different ... or

sounds at all. Turn the headlight switch on;

then get out to see if the lights are on at normal
brightness.

Anything less than normal horn/light be-

havior with the engine off suggests a dead bat-

tery, or one that's under the weather because

of loose or corroded connections, a shortage of

water, or some Other problem. Consult your

owner's manual, to see whether your car can

be safely "jump started"—that is, by using

battery energy from another car, so you can

drive to a garage. If so, maybe a neighbor can

help. If not, you'll have to call a roadside help

or towing service.
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• When you turn the key, the engine turns

over (the battery is doing its job) but then stops

again—which suggests it is not getting fuel.

Could you be out of gas? Even if you filled the

tank recently, the fuel could have been si-

phoned off by a petty thief.

If there's plenty of gas in your tank, the

problem could lie in the fuel pump, which
pumps the gas to the engine, or the carburetor,

which mixes the gas with air in the right pro-

portions. To eliminate one of the possibilities,

try again to start the car. If there's a strong

smell of gasoline, you know the fuel pump is

okay and getting the gas to the carburetor. If

you don't smell gas, your car may need a new
fuel pump.

If the fuel pump isn't the problem, you'll

have to suspect trouble in the carburetor. Or
that fuel is getting through the carburetor and
to the engine, but the spark plugs aren't firing.

F,ire common
problems you
can handle
by yourself

Or maybe there's trouble in the timing or in

fhe distributor, which directs electrical cur-

rent to the spark plugs in an orderly sequence.

You will need a mechanic to pinpoint the

diagnosis and cure any of these problems.

# Just as a car won't start when the parts that

need fuel aren't getting any, it also won't start

when the carburetor is getting too much gas

—

that is, when it's "flooded." This can happen
in cold weather, if you keep cranking the start-

er and stepping on the gas again and again. It

can also happen in warm weather in heavy

stop-and-go traffic or when you stop for a time

with the engine idling.

Hot or cold, when you over-feed and flood

the carburetor, you'll smell gasoline. To cor-

rect the situation, push the gas pedal all the

way down and hold it to the floor while start-

ing. This will clear out the excess fuel and ev-

erything should run smoothly again. Never try

to cure flooding by pumping the gas pedal up
and down; you'll just make the situation

worse.

And when your car won't start, whatever

the cause, don't grind the starter until it

screams or whines. Instead, turn the starter on
briefly a few times, then turn the ignition off

and let everything rest a moment before you
try again. V

THE NEW 1984
JAPAN COLLECTION

Roni n Gallery* presents a unique 24 page
color catalog of authentic 18th thru 20th C.

Japanese woodblock prints, crafts, netsuke,

jewelry, posters, carets, books and other
unusual gift and decorating ideas.

Prices from less than $10 to more than $500.
Send $2 for this color catalog.

*largest collection ofJapanese prints in the U.S.

RONIN GALLERY
605 Madison Ave., NYC 10022 • (212) 688-0188

"The Japan Collection" color catalog $2.

"Woman Combing Her Hair", 17" x 21" color

posteKs) @$18 each, ppd. N. Y.S. add tax.

Name.

Address.

City .State. .Zip.
V 11/8?

Maternity
Business Suits
& Dresses

Classic business suits and dresses, con-
servatively styled for a professional image
throughout pregnancy. Over 100 selections

of superior quality and value. Catalog for

S 1 , for 40 fabric swatches add S 2, both
refundable with order. (Sizes 4-14) Tel.

215-625-0151. P.O. Box 40 121, Dept. VI 7.

Phila. PA 19106. Visit us in Philadelphia c
Houston, or inquire about opening a store in

your area.

n
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HealthBy Carol Tavris

The truth about child abuse...why meditation

really works. . . how power changes women

SEXUAL ABUSE AND SECRET DESIRES—DID FREUD LIE?

When Sigmund Freud listened to patient after

patient telling him that she had been sexually

molested as a child—usually by a father, un-

cle, or parental friend—he had a choice. He
could believe the women, which would impli-

cate his male friends who had sent him their

wives and daughters for treatment. Or, he

could decide that the women were confusing

fantasy with reality, because they "really"

wanted the incestuous affairs.

At first Freud believed the testimony of his

patients, and posed what he called the "seduc-

tion theory": that emotional disturbance in

adults stems from actual childhood trauma

(often, in the case of women, sexual trauma).

Then Freud changed his mind, and decided

that women were only imagining that they had

been raped or seduced. This decision has dras-

tically affected the study of child abuse and its

treatment throughout this century; psycho-

therapists and social workers have assumed
that the victim's sense of shame and guilt

stemmed from a belief that she had uncon-

sciously enticed her molester.

In recent years, evidence has steadily accu-

mulated to support the validity of what
Freud's patients told him. The latest evidence

comes from psychoanalyst Jeffrey Moussaieff
Masson, Ph.D., who has written The Assault

on Truth: Freud's Suppression ofthe Seduction

Theory (to be published next year by Farrar,

Straus & Giroux). As Projects Director of the

Sigmund Freud Archives, Masson discovered

previously unpublished letters between Freud
and his close friend Wilhelm Fliess. These let-

ters revealed that Freud was fully aware of the

studies documenting the high incidence of sex-

ual abuse of children—he had even observed

autopsies of children who had been raped and

murdered. Freud, however, wished to absolve

his patients' parents of blame for their chil-

dren's neuroses, Masson says. Also, his seduc-

tion theory was disparaged by other leading

psychologists of his day, including Richard

von Krafft-Ebing.

Masson, who was subsequently fired from
his position, does not waffle in his conclusion:

Freud's failure to stay with his original seduc-

tion theory was a lapse of courage, not of

"clinical insight." This tragic coverup of the

truth, Masson says, "has poisoned the entire

profession" of psychoanalysis.

In modern America, as in Victorian Vienna,

the sexual molestation of children is far more
widespread than previously assumed. David
Finkelhor, Ph.D., of the Family Violence Re-

search Program at the University of New
Hampshire, has been collecting data from his

own research and others'. Between 15 and 34

percent of all girls, and between 3 and 9 per-

cent of all boys, are victims of sexual abuse.

Virtually all of the adults who abuse children

of either sex, Finkelhor finds, are male (94 to

97 percent). Finkelhor thinks that the total

number of victimized children may be double

the number reported, because so many do not

tell their parents or anyone else about it.

It is time, clearly, for victims and therapists

alike to stop blaming the children for the be-

havior of adults. But Freud's revisionism has a

long reach. Just last year, a Wisconsin judge

acquitted a man accused of raping a five-year-

old. The girl, said the judge, was "unusually

promiscuous."

WOMEN IN POLITICS—DIFFERENT FROM MEN?
Are women politicians different from male politicians?Are theygoing to transform public

office, or play the same old games ? At last there are enough women in politics to begin

to answer these questions. Althea Smith, Ph.D., of Boston University, analyzed 326 men
and 170 women holding public offices across the nation. Some of her findings:

• The longer a woman is in office, the more feminist her orientation becomes.
• For women, feminism is independent of liberalism or conservatism. For every Marga-
ret Thatcher who does nothing for women 's rights or women 's issues, there is a conser-

vative who works for women 's rights; sex-role traditionalists are to be found equally

among liberals and conservatives. Among men in public office, though, conservatives

are more traditional about women 's roles and liberals are more feminist.

Years ago, anthropologist Lionel Tiger, Ph.D., argued that the traditional, conserva-
tive attitudes found among the few women in high political office was the result of male
domination of politics. "Women are not changed by, nor do they change, the political

structure because they are selected by men to maintain the status quo, " is how Smith

describes this argument. But her work shows Tiger's thesis to have been applicable

only to a particular time in women 's history—a time of tokenism. Now female politicians

are a vocal minority. The next test will come when they make up half of all politicians . . .

and five members of the Supreme Court. ("Mind Health " continued on page 254)
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ALABAMA
Birmingham—Bromberg & Co.
Montgomery—Klein & Son
ARIZONA
Phoenix/Scottsdale

—

J. Duffey. The Fine Jewelers

ARKANSAS
Little Rock—Loeb Fine Jewelers

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles—Nordstrom's—All Stores

Palo Alto—Gkim, The Jeweler

San Diego—George Carter Jessop
COLORADO
Aspen—H. W. R. Jewelry
Denver— Cherry Creek Jewelers,

Hess Jewelers,

Kortz Jewelry, P. J. Montaldo,
Williams Jewelers

CONNECTICUT
Gilford/Hamden/New Haven

—

Harstans Jewelry

Stamford—Walker & Hall
West Hartford—Beckers Fine Jewelry
FLORIDA
Clearwater—Harold M. Freeman
Coral Gables—Snows
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Eugene—Carl Greve Jeweler
PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh—Hardy & Hayes
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston—Croghans Jewel Box
TENNESSEE
Memphis—Dreifus Jewelers

TEXAS
Austin—Charles Leutwyler Jeweler

Dallas—Ben Morris Jewelry Co.

Fort Worth—Haltom's Jewelers, Inc.

UTAH
Ogden—John's Jewelry
Salt Lake City—Neisen R. Bank Jeweler, Inc.,

Dick Bennion Jewelers, Inc.,

Tanner Jewelry
WASHINGTON
Seattle—Nordstrom's—All Stores
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Mix business with pleasure. Mastoloni Cultured Pearls.

A\ ailable at

blGDmingdole's
and at tine stores listed in the column on the left.

You'll take daily delight in

this cultured pearl jewelry.

And it works in those 'o\ er-

tirhe' hours, too, with the

same effortless, elegant

ease. 14K gold settings

and diamond accents in

the collection.

Mastoloni Cultupfta P^arts
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Portrait ofa woman wearing metal

Metal, which is an essence created in France,

is one hundred and twenty dollars an ounce.

It is also, among other things, a bath gel, ^
a body milk, a soap, a dusting powder.

Q paco rabanne

Neiman-Marcus
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TIME OUT FOR TM
Meditation works. It lowers blood
pressure, slows breathing, and
soothes the soul . Now researchers are
finding that it is the twenty minutes
of deep relaxation that matter, not

the method you use to achieve it

.

David S. Holmes, Ph.D. , and his col-
leagues at the University of Kansas
compared ten highly trained medita-
tors (who had been practicing Tran-
scendental Meditation for four to ten
years) with ten adults who had had no

such experience. On four separate
days, the first group meditated for

twenty minutes, while the nonmedita-
tors sat quietly. Before, during, and

after this period, the researchers
measured everyone ' s heart rate , res-

piration rate, blood pressure, and

skin resistance ( a measure of phys-
iological excitement). Before and
after the session, the participants
themselves recorded whether they
felt agitated, restless, pressured,
frustrated, or calm and collected.

The researchers found no differ-
ences between meditators and resters

on any of the five physiological mea-

sures of relaxation or on any of the

subjective reports of mood. If any-

thing, the TMers had somewhat higher

heart rates and diastolic blood pres-

sures than the nonmeditators at the

start of each session—perhaps high-

strung people find TM particularly

useful as a calming method.

These findings are important in two

ways : they show that TM does work for

its proponents and that those who are

uninterested in TM can get the same

benefits from setting aside twenty

uninterrupted minutes every day—to

do nothing but sit quietly.

EYEWITNESSES—ON TRIAL

"But I saw it with my own eyes\" says A. "Then

you're as blind as a bat," says B. The number

of marital disputes that end up this way must

be in the megamillions, because most of us in-

sist that what we see is what we know—and

that we are accurate about what we see.

Psychologist Elizabeth F. Loftus, Ph.D., has

been studying eyewitness testimony for many
years now, and has found that eyewitnesses

are frequently mistaken about the identity of

criminals, the color of traffic lights, even the se-

quence of events during a crime. People aren't

good earwitnesses, either, misrecollecting

overheard conversations. And when people

are given new information about an event after

it happened, their "memories" change.

Loftus' work has important implications for

the value of eyewitness testimony in court-

room trials, but it also is important for our ev-

eryday lives. For starters, we can all ease up

on the insistence that seeing is believing.

VOGUE, November. IV83
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By Barbara Rose

Painting

in the south

Regionalism being
the center off current
attention—much as it

was in the 'thirties

—

the current exhibition

at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts,

Painting in the South: 1564-1980, is an
apposite survey of works by artists, in-

eluding some Yankees and Europeans, of

their experience of the Southland. Rang-
ing from Colonial portraits to George
Catlin's nineteenth-century landscapes
to abstractions Arshile Gorky painted
while living on a farm in Virginia in the
'forties, the show includes works by Ed-
ward Hopper and Jasper Johns.

Regionalism has usually been
associated with the Midwest and
the West, but this exhibit goes a
long way in filling in the picture of

the important contribution of the
South to American art.
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Emaki, or scroll paintings, illus-

trating literary or religious texts

are one of the unique forms de-

veloped by Japanese art. Cur-

rently, the Asia Society in NYC
has assembled the first major

U.S. exhibition of these Japa-

nese national treasures (until

November 6). The scrolls them-

selves, especially popular in

the twelfth to the fourteenth

centuries, are about as different

from contemporary American
art. often aimed at a mass pub-
lic, as one could imagine.

These scrolls were commis-
sioned by aristocrats for their

personal collections; the emaki
were often painted by scholar

monks. Meant to be exper-

ienced by only one person at a

time, they were designed to be
unrolled slowly so that the prog-

ress of the narrative, which was illustrated

in a series of scenes, could be followed.

Among the treasures are two scenes
from a twelfth-century scroll illustrating a
masterpiece of Japanese romantic fic-

tion, The Tale of Genji, and a scene from
the eighth-century Sutra of Cause and
Effect, the earliest emaki known. Aristo-

cratic art, narrative scrolls were exqui-

sitely refined in craft and execution,

products of a feudal society contempo-
rary with the medieval culture that pro-

duced illuminated manuscripts in the'

West, before printing democratized both
art and literature.

n a season of group shows
introducing new talents,

the current New Perspec-

tives in American Art show
at The Solomon R. Gug-
genheim Museum in New
York City is a good sam-

pling of the diversity of

styles of our "pluralistic"

period. The exhibition

was organized by Diane
Waldman, deputy direc-

tor of the Guggenheim; and, the fifth in a se-

ries of shows of emerging young artists

sponsored by Exxon, it features the work of

eleven artists in a variety of media.

All areas of the country are represented; this

approach is typical of the current emphasis

placed on regional art, an approach that may
be traced to policies formulated by the Nation-

al Endowment for the Arts: In fact, if one
wishes to assess the major contribution of the

NEA to the history of American art, it would
be the encouragement of regionalism and plu-

ralism at the expense of the mainstream mod-
ernist tradition imported from the School of

Paris by the New York School.

The mainstream modernist tradition

stressed continuity rather than rupture, uni-

versality as opposed to personal iconography,

and internationalism rather than provincial-
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ism. By supporting regionalism and eclecti-

cism, ethnic, local, and highly subjective

personal art, the NEA began the trend toward

anti-New York School art typical of what is

being done today in America. It remains for

history to judge whether this has been in the

best interest of the quality of our art.

It must be said that Mrs. Waldman's selec-

tion is indeed representative of the variety of

styles now being practiced. All of it is compe-
tent, professional; and all of it is derivative of

one or another well-known American artist,

from Pegan Brooke's mix of O'Keeffe and

Dove to Tom Lieber's union of Susan Rothen-

berg and Jonathan Borofsky. Not a risk is tak-

en; not a new thought introduced. None of the

Untitled painting by Bruce Cohen, 1982;
oil on canvas, 66" x 40". Collection of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Nachshin, Los Angeles

work is bad, nor is any of it in any way memo-
rable. Aaron Karp's pastels have a certain

amount of physical vigor. Otherwise, the com-
mon denominator is a strange stasis, an inert

quality that one might characterize as the es-

thetic equivalent of stagnation.

One of the virtues of Mrs. Waldman's show
is that she is not trying to sell anything but

rather to report on what is happening. What
she has uncovered is well crafted, intelligent,

tasteful, honest work, which is certainly better

than the trivial, cheap, tricked-out novelty

items that usually find their way into group

shows. But there is something depressing

about the stance of playing it safe that seems

characteristic of all the artists concerned.

One remembers with nostalgia the series of

"Americans" exhibitions Dorothy Miller or-

ganized for NYC's Museum of Modern Art

in the 'fifties and 'sixties, where one might dis-

cover a Clyfford Still or an Ad Reinhardt or a

Jasper Johns. The question is whether original

talents of that magnitude exist any longer in

our fragmented, unfocused culture. If so, they

are invisible in the present museum scene.

Above left: "Back to Back," by Tom
Lieber, 1983; acrylic on canvas, 96" x
72". From John Berggruen Gallery, San
Francisco. Below: "Looking for Wholes
#6," by Aaron Karp, 1983; pastel, 30" x
22". The Solomon R. Guggenheim Muse-
um, New York City.
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This Crickete.

Regimental Blazer offine, im-

ported 100% wool worsted will

ing people to attenti/m.

Worn with our linen blend

\irt and cotton camp shirt
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MAXITHINS

givesyouwhat no supermaxi-pad can.

SUP

Greater comfort. More discreet.
super maxithins are more comfortable than the
leading super maxi-pad because they're thinner.

Only SUPER maxithins are folded and individually

wrapped. So they stay clean even in your purse.

Cut open a super maxi-pad
and all you'll find is bulk.

cut open a super maxithins and
you'll find this maxi-absorbent
center that locks in moisture
better than maxi-pad bulk.

Equal amounts of blue test
solution were poured on each
pad. The blotter test proves

the surface of super
maxithins was drier.

Leading
super maxi-pad.

New
SUPER MAXITHINS.

Drier protection.
SUPER maxithins gives you drier protection because its

special maxi-absorbent center locks in moisture better.

NEW SUPER MAXITHINS fromTAMPAX.
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FITNESS NOW

variety

Classes for

busy women...

moves that

firm up thighs

Secret of Christie Brinkley's trim body, above: exercise. She

tracks it in her illustrated exercise diary (example, arm ton-

er, below). More in "Christie Brinkley's Outdoor Beauty

ss Book" (Simon & Schuster).

Q
BRCKhJWD
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POtON
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ARM PROPftifRS
3 $Ud\- lulttn-uf eau\cisi

Muscle quivers A MUSCLE'S SHAK-

ING AND TREMBLING DURING EXERCISE
ARE SIGNS OF ITS WEAKNESS. TO PRE-

VENT INJURY, REST FOR A FEW MINUTES
AFTER EXPERIENCING THESE MUSCLE
SHAKES, THEN TRY THE MOVES AGAIN.

xercise

studios are

I springing up

tin business

centers, offering classes

during hours that slide

into a working woman's

active schedule

(best: early morning,

lunch time, late evening).

Two new studios: The

11th Commandment, Inc.,

in Chicago's business

district, runs classes

for improved muscle tone,

cardiovascular fitness,

coordination (316

North Michigan Ave.) . .

.

Body Design by Gilda

—

the popular, grueling

exercise class based

in Beverly Hills

—

is now also in NYC's

garment district

(1407 Broadway),

shaping up clients

from the fashion world.

GOOD MOVESo»7;
taking fitness more seriously—including exer-

cise instructors. One example: Mary Anne
Benton, above, whose Body Class operates out

of the Sports Training and Rehabilitative

Therapy Clinic in Santa Cruz, CA, is—with

the help of doctors—organizing a training

program for aerobics exercise teachers.

Benton's good advice on thigh firmers: leg

lifts work best—quickest!—when alignment is

correct. Her thigh exercise, above, starts with

this alignment: With top hip directly over bot-

tom hip, contract abdominals; tighten thighs,

buttocks to prevent hip movement during lifts.

In position shown above left, with top leg

turned out so that front of thigh faces ceiling,

flex foot and lift leg. Rotate leg so inner thigh

faces floor and, with flexed foot, lift leg. Do
this for about two minutes. Repeat, other leg.

Top photo and illustration from Christie Brinkley's Outdoor Beauty and fitness Book by Christie Brinltley.

Copyright © 1983 by Christie Brinltley, Inc. Reprinted by permission of Simon & Schuster, Inc.
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CHINESE SILKS
China Silks, 8mm, 30/40 colors - 36"

Crepe de Chines, 25/30 colors • 45"

Jacquard Palace Silks, 15/20 colors 45"

Shantung Silks, 10 colors • 54"

Raw Silk Noils, 20 colors • 36"

Silk Prints, Crepe de Chine, 80 colors - 45"

Charmeuse w/Crepe Back, 15/20 colors • 45"

Silk Organza, 15 colors - 42"

Heavy Boucles suit weights, 15 colors - 48"

Satin Striped Crepe de Chines, 20 colors • 45"

Jacquard Crepe de Chines, 20/25 colors - 36"

Spun Silk Taffetas, 15/20 colors - 36"

Silk Tapestry Brocades, 25/30 colors • 28"

Close Out Specials 60/80 items

Miscellaneous Silk Samples - 60 items

NATURALS
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15 different Chinese Suit Wt Silks

For Batik or Painting - 23 different natural

and white silks

THAI
Dress Weight Silks, 30 colors - 40"

INDIAN
Raw Silk Naturals/Bleached, 8 colors • 48"

ITALIAN
Silk Dupionni, suit wts, 10 colors - 40"

BATIKS, COTTON
Malaysian and Javanese, 20 patterns due Oct.

FREE SILK SCARF WITH
ABOVE COMPLETE SAMPLE SET - $18

Refundable if returned within 30 days

MANY OTHER ITEMS
THAI SILKS, 252 (VV) STATE ST.

LOS ALTOS, CAL 94022
Brochures 35« — Ph (415) 948-8611

Phone Orders — Visitors Welcome

ART
POSTERS
56 Page Color Catalog

@ OVER 450
FINE ART
POSTERS
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To receive this most unique
and comprehensive catalog,

send $2 today!

LINDA HAYMAN'S
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COMPANY

22255 Greenfield, Suite 142 VG 1 1-83

Southfield, Michigan 48075
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1,2, 3, Hut... Hike...

Plie . . . Arabesque. . . ?

The esthetics of

football—really?

BY ROY BLOUNT, JR.

In a book once I quoted a woman named Opal Lister as having

written me, "If you're looking for ideas, here is one about football

which I wrote down in a notebook I keep: 'Broken-field running is as

fine, rich, and witty an enactment of the solving of a maze as is found in

our culture."' I reveal here now that I made up Opal Lister, and her

quote. I was giving myself an excuse to write some fancy things about
football. For instance:

"Football is like sculpture. Whatyou can get out ofwatching a Franco
Harris run surely resembles whatyou can get out oflooking at a Brancu-
si bird: the tensions and the flow, the lines. . .

.

"Football is like poetry. Ordinary speech, said Robert Frost, is 'only

lovely when thrown and drawn and displayed, ' like the steps ofa running

back, 'across spaces of the footed line.
'

T

<T>\ ^ r?
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MERIE NACHT

"See the ball carrierfinding point after point in space and time where

he will not be converged upon. Watch him turn the corner. Who cannot

profitfrom a kinesthetic illustration ofthe concept 'turning the corner'?

The great thing about turning a corner infootball, as in life, is that ifyou

don 't hurry, or ifyou hurry too much, there won 'tbea corner.
"

And now, a second excuse. Vogue has asked me to write about the

esthetic of football.

Well. There are people who read Vogue. And there are people who
watch football. It may be that there are people who do both—who leaf

through news of the fur collections while watching bears and lions rip

each other to shreds.

I mean the Chicago Bears and the Detroit Lions, and "rip each other

to shreds" is just a kind of expression sportswriters use. That football,

however, is in many ways a brutish pursuit, few even of its enthusiasts

would deny. It places a great premium on foot-pound-snarls of splenet-

ic energy. Two people who weigh well over two hundred pounds

apiece, who can run forty yards in under five seconds, who are wearing

hard plastic hats with bars across the face, and who wish each other

real physical ill, often meet head-on at full tilt.

Players' knees and noses may have little or no cartilage left. The
backs of their hands may be deeply rutted and cratered. (You might

expect a football player to have a crushing handshake; in fact he is

likely to wince when his hand is gripped socially.) All season they use

ice, tape, and anti-inflammatory drugs to keep their swellings down.

Many a football moment evokes panicky adolescents with braces

locked, or sides of beef falling over. "Sometimes I feel like I could kill a

man out there," said the Pittsburgh Steelers' statesmanlike Mean Joe

Greene. "And that's not a good feeling."

And yet, I submit, football does have an (Continued on page 265)

VOGUE, November, 1983
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FOOTBALL
(Continuedfrom page 262)

esthetic appeal. That may be hard to believe,

given the stereotype of the person to whom foot-

ball appeals. He sits on a Barcalounger in front

of his TV set, makes rude sounds and waxes fat.

And yet I—who am sensitive enough to have

been asked to write about an esthetic for

Vogue—enjoy watching football. Not obses-

sively. I don't even watch enough of it to keep

up professionally. As an intermittent sports-

writer, I am often introduced to huge men
named Johnson or something-like-Grompka to

whom I heartily say "Oh yes!" because I assume

I ought to know who they are.

But when I see a fish-shaped ball soar forty

yards through the air and lodge with a delicate

ffsnk sound in the outstretched fingers of a

person who, while running at desperate speed,

has leapt thirty inches clear of the ground and
twisted his body in such a way as to evade two
other persons who are against him whole-

heartedly and with him neck and neck and
neck, I am impressed. Moved.
The ball itself is a fine leather object. A little

like a shaving kit, a little like an artillery shell.

It feels good in the hand. But because of the

taut plumpness of its middle and the slope of

its ends, it is not readily grasped. It is designed

to bounce randomly and to spiral away. A
well-punted football spins off the instep,

climbs like a salmon up a waterfall, then seems

to shift gears in mid-air before it noses over at

its apogee and descends like a Coppertoned
diver: the most complex and interesting ball-

flight in sports.

Football is a game of angles and fault lines.

Hitting an opponent correctly is like tapping a

block of stone so that the right chunk falls

away and an intended form emerges. At the

line of scrimmage (a venerable English word
originally meaning "skirmish"), opposing
squads confront each other in parallel ranks;

but usually the ball is advanced obliquely, by
means of criss-crosses, zigzags, cutbacks, but-

tonhooks, sweeps. A ballcarrier may seem to

be plunging masochistically into heaps of

flesh, but he is trying to pick his azimuth and
switch his hips so that tacklers hit him glanc-

ingly. A tangle of football bodies may seem
off-puttingly dense; but so does a paragraph of

Henry James if you don't take time to appreci-

ate all the spins, slopes, and inflections within.

Lynn Swann, a great wide receiver for the

Pittsburgh Steelers, said when he retired from
football after last season that he should proba-

bly have been a ballet dancer instead. This was
no idle reflection, because Swann studied bal-

let throughout his childhood and kept his toes

in it during his" football career: a few years ago
he danced in a Twyla Tharp TV special. Per-

sonally, I am glad he played football. He leapt

more amazingly than any other player has. He
leapt for balls, to be sure, rather than beauty.

But the ball made him stretch in ways no cho-

reography would. It required of him thrilling

improvisatory extensions. I have seen Nureyev
leap, and I have seen Swann. I'll take Swann.

So, I believe, will Opal Lister, who writes,

"Tell me this: Could Nureyev have done all

those things he did with eleven people trying

to stop him?" V

Roy Blount, Jr., is a self-described "distin-

guished person. " His most recent book is the

very distinguished "One Fell Soup.
"
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Now there's a handbag that

will live long enough to merit its classic

design. Made by the same people

who invented the world famous

Levi's® blue jeans.

Like all our products, Levi's

handbags are crafted to our tradition

ally high standards. Inside and out.

LEATHER THAT'S TANNED
LIKE A BASEBALL GLOVE.

Don't laugh. The most exciting

new leather being used in handbags

today is the same leather found in

baseball gloves. Gloves which can

cost well over a hundred dollars each.

The leather makes them worth

it. Soft and supple, yet strong enough

to endure season after season of

professional

play-

process by which this is achieved is

called "chrome tanning." Full-grain

hides are tumble dyed until they are

velvety soft and the color has

permeated far below the surface of

the leather. So the color cannot

scratch, chip, or scrape off.

EACH HANDBAG IS

FULLY LINED.

Leaving a handbag unlined is a

great way to cut costs. It's also a great

way to cover the contents of your

bag with those nasty Higgles that rub

off the backside of the leather.

That's why Levi's handbags

are completely fabric lined (and in-

clude zippered pockets). This lining

is extremely strong and should easily

last the life of the bag . . .which is

very long indeed.

OUR CONTROVERSIAL
FREE BELT

The

controver-

sy arises

in offering

a beautiful,

matching

leather belt free inside a <<£&

Levi's handbag.

Some might believe this a proper

inducement to try a new product.

Others might rightfully think that no

inducement is necessary—the handbag

alone being reward enough.

So a compromise was reached.

The belt will be offered, but only

during the initial months of the hand-

bag's introduction. That's about a $ 10

gift with purchase. Ifyou purchase soon.

A FINAL WORD
ABOUT STYLE.

A Levi's handbag is refresh-

ingly free of the insignias and tricky

hardwa re that limit a bag's

versatility for both dress and

casual wear. It can be

carried anywhere, at any time.

To own one, call Toll Free for the

store nearest you. 1-800-543-2600.

In Ohio, 1-800-582-0287.

Levi
ACCESSORIES)

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE"



LAISE ADZER

CENTURY CITY
century city shopping centre • 277-0785

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8583 melrose avenue • 655-9285

BEVERLY HILLS
332 north rodeo drive • 271-0803

For a store in your area, call (213) 274-5018
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Brief Encounters

A few words' worth

from some significant

books of the month

hame by Salman Rushdie (Knopf), a

review of the novel appears on page 83

Rani Humayun, eyes downcast, watches in a

mirror-ring her bridegroom approaching her;

borne shoulder-high by a turbaned retinue of

friends, he sits on a golden plate. Later, after

she had fainted under the weight of her jewel-

lery; been revived by the pregnant Bilquis who
then passed out herself; had money thrown in

her lap by every member of her family in turn;

watched through her veil as her ancient lecher-

ous great-uncle pinched the bottoms of her

new husband's female relations, knowing that

his grey hairs would prevent them from com-
plaining; and finally lifted the veil beside her

while a hand raised her own, and looked long

and hard into the face of Iskander Harappa,

whose overpowering sexual appeal owed
much to the unlined softness of his twenty-

five-year-old cheeks—around which curled

long hair that was already, and freakishly, the

colour of pure silver, and thinning on top to

reveal the golden dome of his skull—and be-

tween which, also curled, she discovered lips

whose patrician cruelty was alleviated by their

sensual thickness, the lips, she thought, of a

black hubshee, an idea which gave her a pecu-

liarly sinful frisson of delight . . . later, after

she had ridden with him to a bedchamber opu-

lent with ancient swords and imported French

tapestries and Russian novels, after she had
descended full of terror from a white stallion

whose sex was quite patently standing to atten-

tion, after she had heard the doors of her mar-

riage closing behind her in this other home
whose grandeur made Bariamma's place look

like a village hovel—then, oiled and naked on

a bed before which the man who had just

turned her into a grown woman stood staring

indolently down upon her beauty, she, Rani

Harappa, made her first genuinely wifely re-

mark.

"Who was that fellow," she asked, "the fat

one, whose horse sat down under him when
your procession arrived? I think it must be

that bad chap, that doctor or something, that

everybody in town is calling such a bad influ-

ence on you."

Iskander Harappa turned his back on her

and lit a cigar. "Get one thing clear," she

heard him say, "you don't pick and choose my
friends."

But Rani, seized by helpless laughter under

the influence of the remembered image of the

proud horse that gave up and subsided, legs

splayed to the four points of the compass, un-

der the colossal weight of Omar Khayyam
Shakil—and also basking in the soft heat of

their recent lovemaking—made mollifying

sounds: "I only meant, Isky, what a shameless

type he must be, to carry all that tummy about

and all."

The Collected Stories of Colette (Farrar,

Straus & Giroux). Edited and with an intro-

duction by Robert Phelps

She poured herself a second cup of tea and lit

another cigarette. Madame Ruby, sitting very

upright, went on embroidering with agile fin-

gers. For the first time, I noticed that, away
from their usual occupations, the two friends

did not seem happy or even peaceful. Without
going back on the instant liking I had felt for

the American, I was beginning to think that

Madame Suzanne was the more interesting

and more worth studying of the two. I was
struck, not only by her fierce, indiscreet jeal-

ousy which flared up on the least provocation,

but by a kind of protective vigilance, by the

way she made herself a buffer between Ruby
and all risks, between Ruby and all worries.

She gave her all the easy jobs which a subordi-

nate could have done, sending her to the sta-

tion or to the shops. With perfect physical

dignity, Madame Ruby drove the car, unload-

ed the hampers of eggs and vegetables, cut the

roses, cleaned out the parakeets' cage, and of-

fered her lighter to the guests. Then she would
cross her sinewy legs in their thick woolen
stockings and bury herself in an English or

American magazine. Madame Suzanne did

not read. Occasionally she would pick up a lo-

cal paper from a table, saying: "Let's have a

look at the Messenger, "and, five minutes later,

drop it again. I was beginning to appreciate

her modes of relaxing, so typical ofan illiterate

woman. She had such an active, intelligent

way of doing nothing, of looking about her, of

letting her cigarette go out. A really idle per-

son never lets a cigarette go out.

Russia: Broken Idols, Solemn Dreams by

David K. Shipler (Times Books)

When I asked Sergei Polikanov what privi-

leges he got from being a party member, he

couldn't think of any. In fact, his privileges

—

his pleasant, spacious apartment in the lovely

Volga River town; his large automobile; his

monthly stipend above his generous salary

from the academy; his tickets to the Bolshoi;

his freedom to mix with Western scientists

who came regularly to his institute; his access

to Western scientific publications and to so-

phisticated equipment for his research; his oc-

casional working trips to Western Europe—all

were results of his job, his position, and his sci-

entific skill, not of his party membership.

However, without the party card he could

probably not have risen to such a job. Being in

the party said to his superiors, "I'm safe,

you're safe, don't worry about me."
When he gave up this coveted position in an

elite by becoming an open dissident, he baffled

many Russian friends. One thing the citizens

of the classless society understand is class.

The Queen: The Life of Elizabeth II by

Elizabeth Longford (Knopf)

The Queen had been "very natural," reported

the dressmakers at work on Princess Anne's

trousseau. "Don't mind me," she said as she

visited the fitting-room one day. Then, exam-

ining a piece of material, she asked her daugh-

ter, "Will it wash?" Another case of

unplanned "Don't mind me" is recorded by

Anne Morrow. The head stable girl at Wind-

sor had "briskly ordered an idler in the yard to

fetch a bucket of water when she looked round

she was horrified to see the Queen obediently

trotting towards her with a brimming pail."

Parts of a World: Wallace Stevens Remem-
bered by Peter Brazeau (Random House).

Here, Richard Wilbur reminisces about hisfel-

low poet

As for when I first met him, that would have

been at the Poetry Society of America [Janu-

ary 24, 1951]. He was (Continued on page 270)
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BRIEF ENCOUNTERS

ntinucdfrom page 268)

getting a gold medal; I was getting some kind

of pn/e. ... As I recall, he was sitting next to a

pleasingly plump, middle-aged woman who
was from Montana, and he kept joshing her

about what he called "Moii-TAHN-a." In

other words, he was in a good humor and was

behaving like the noblest sort of traveling

salesman.

And then, in the midst of all this gaiety, he

leaned forward toward me, and he said with

absolute .ciiousness. indeed something ap-

proaching grin-mess—the look of an abbot

• novice
—"Now, Wilbur, you're

good, but you must stop publishing in The

Yorker" Well, I was very flustered—and

happy to have him use the word "good" to me.

1 confusedly defended myself. I said that I

didn't have any money, and that they paid the

best of all the magazines. Also that to be pub-

lished in The New Yorker meant that you got a

pretty good wide readership, and apparently

reached even Wallace Stevens. He said, "That

doesn't matter. Money doesn't matter. If

you're a poet, you must be prepared to be poor,

if that's necessary. You must be like a monk.

You must sacrifice yourself to your work."

Now of course I'm not able to repeat what he

said in his words, but he did say he felt it would

be impossible for me to write over a period of

years for a chic magazine that carried adver-

tisements for Black Starr and Frost Gorham
without adapting myself to their expectations.

I remember countering by saying that as far as

I could see, I had never adapted myself to any

imagined audience. But I was more impressed

with what he said than with what I said.

Late Night Thoughts on Listening to Mahler's

Ninth Symphony by Lewis Thomas (Viking

Press). From "On Smell"
I should think we might fairly gauge the future

of biological science, centuries ahead, by esti-

mating the time it will take to reach a com-
plete, comprehensive understanding of odor.

It may not seem a profound enough problem
to dominate all the life sciences, but it con-

tains, piece by piece, all the mysteries. Smoke:
tobacco burning, coal smoke, wood-fire
smoke, leaf smoke. Most of all, leaf smoke.
This is the only odor I can will back to con-

sciousness just by thinking about it. I can sit in

a chair, thinking, and call up clearly to mind
the smell of burning autumn leaves, coded and
stored away somewhere in a temporal lobe, fir-

ing off explosive signals into every part of my
right hemisphere. But nothing else: if I try to

recall the thick smell of Edinburgh in winter,

or the accidental burning of a plastic comb, or

a rose, or a glass of wine, I cannot do this. . . .

The act of smelling something, anything, is

remarkably like the act of thinking itself. Im-
mediately, at the very moment of perception,

you can feel the mind going to work, sending

the odor around from place to place, setting off

complex repertoires throughout the brain.

If you are looking about for things to even

out the disparity between the brains of ordi-

nary animals and the great minds of ourselves,

the superprimate humans, this apparatus is a

good one to reflect on in humility. Compared
to the common dog, or any rodent in the field,

we are primitive, insensitive creatures, biologi-

cal failures. Heaven knows how much of the

world we are missing. V
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Lajolla, Lajolla Village Square
Los Angeles, Century City Mall

Palo Alto, Stanford Shopping Center
San Francisco, Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, Galleria at Crocker

Center
San Mateo, Hillsdale Shopping Center
Santa Barbara, 1213 State Street

Sherman Oaks, Sherman Oaks Galleria

Westwood, 1

1

10 '/2 Gayley Ave.

COLORADO:
Denver, Tamarac Square

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:
Washington, D.C., Georgetown Park

Washington, D.C., 1101 Connecticut
Ave . N.\x:

FLORIDA:
Bal Harbour, Bal Harbour Shops
Winter Park, 352 Park Ave. South

GEORGIA:
Atlanta, Lenox Square Shopping

Center

ILLINOIS:
Chicago, Watertower Place

Oakbrook, Oakbrook Center
Orland Park, Orland Square Center

MARYLAND:
Baltimore, Harborplace
Baltimore, White Marsh Mall

Columbia, The Mall in Columbia

MASSACHUSETTS:
Amherst, 7 1 N. Pleasant Street

Boston, Faneuil Hall Marketplace
Burlington, Burlington Mall

Hyannis, Cape Cod Mall

Nantucket, 1 4 Centre Street

Salem, Pickering Wharf
Sturbridge, Rte. 20 at Sturbridge Village

MISSOURI:
Kansas City, The Country Club Plaza

NEBRASKA:
Omaha, Westroads Shopping Center

NEVADA:
Las Vegas, Fashion Show Mall

NEWJERSEY:
Atlantic City, One Atlantic Ocean
Haddonfield, 45 Kings Highway East

Moorestown, 33 E. Main St.

Paramus, Paramus Park Mall

Princeton, 53 Palmer Square West
Spring Lake, 1214 Third Avenue
Woodbridge, Woodbridge Shopping

Center

NEW YORK:
Albany, Robinson Square

Binghamton, 8 Hawley Street

Buffalo, 36 1 Delaware Ave.
Ithaca, 1 34 The Commons
New York, 30 East 67th Street

New York, 198 Columbus Ave.

New York, 1310 Madison Ave.

New York, 153 E. 53rd. St.

Rochester, 215 Park Ave.

OHIO:
Akron, Quaker Square
Beachwood, Beachwood Place

Toledo, Franklin Park Mall

OKLAHOMA:
Tulsa, Woodland Hills Mall

PENNSYLVANIA:
Ardmore, Suburban Square
Philadelphia, 1701 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, New Market
2nd & Lombard

Springfield, Springfield Park Mall

WiUowgrove, Willow Park Mall

RHODE ISLAND:
Newport, #2 Bowen's Wharf
Providence, #9 The Arcade

SOUTH CAROLINA:
Hilton Head, Shelter Cove Harbor Plaza

TENNESSEE:
NashviUe, The Mall at Green Hills

TEXAS:
Austin, Highland Mall

Dallas, Prestonwood Town Center
Dallas, The Quadrangle Shopping Center
Galveston, 231 1 Strand

Houston, Galleria II

Piano, Collin Creek Mall

San Antonio, North Star Mall

Tyler, 4300 Richmond Rd.

UTAH:
Salt Lake City, Crossroads Plaza

VERMONT:
Winooski, Champlain Mill

VIRGINIA:
Arlington, Crystal Underground
McLean, Tysons Corner
NorfoUt, #240 The Waterside

WASHINGTON:
BeUevue, 1 36 Bellevue Square

WISCONSIN:
Madison, 3 19 State Street

CANADA:
Mississauga, Shcrway Gardens
Ottawa, Bayshore Shopping Centre

Ottawa, Rideau Centre
Toronto, Hazelton Lanes

55 Avenue Road
Toronto, 207 Queen's Quay West
Victoria, 644 Fort Street

BERMUDA:
Hamilton, Trimingham Brothers.

VIRGIN ISLANDS:
Charlotte Amali, AH. Riise Gift Shops

Crabtrce 6 Evelyn
LONDON
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ThenarRound.
Blackcurrant, Lemon, Ljaie, Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry

Alpine Flowers, Money, Roseayater, Lily of the NikLLEY.
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FOR A NEW
GENERATION

The most excitement

since haircolor first stepped on stage.

Color vibrant as trumpets;

shining like a night full of stars.

Color with no peroxide or ammonia.

Color you can play hot or subtle.

Color you can have forjust a night or two.

Or have it linger on and on.

That's Jazzing.

Ask for it. And become

an overnight sensation.

A T SALONS ONLY



HAIR NOW

trends
News from

Europe and
New York...

the return

of the blond

TRUTH

verywhere, on the runways in Europe and New York—and on
the pages you 'II see later in this issue—the best, most modern-
looking hair is cut short, edging the chin, parted slightly off-cen-

ter. It's a cut with some fullness, some "weight" at the ends, a

cut that seems to be blunt but is subtly layered underneath. An-

other surprise: how versatile such short hair can be. It can be brushed forward or, even

newer, tucked behind the ear on one side, brushed into a deep wave on the other. It's

also a look that ' 'works
'

' when leftsomewhat unruly, with

spiky, slightly wavy bangs, or, as it often was in Eu-

rope, with a lock of hair falling over one eye.

At the Paris and New York collections—and in

the look above by Garren—stylists gave longer

hair a similar look by brushing it straight back
across the ears, leaving short, thick bangs—
often parted at the side—in front.

New hair interest: the back of the

head, where stylists are close-crop-

ping a "shingle" oflayers. It's a tech-

nique that gives new "shape" to a

chin-length bob, makesfor a wonder-

ful line ifyou 're wearing a muffler or

funnel-neck sweater. Right, Atlanta

stylist Rita Claiborne's version.

Paris observation: everywhere

well-cut and cared-for hair

PARIS REPORT B1
f
hair

;
olor

interest now:

blonds , from pale wheat to almost-brown.

Blond highlights have a new shimmer,

a gleam that catches light as hair moves

.

Cuts are definitely shorter,

with real line , like the look at left

,

from Paris stylist Carita: shorter
in back than in front , with the new
asymmetric waviness over one eye.

Top photo: PENN Eomngs. Volenl.no. Skelch by JANE KIEINMAN
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van
PHOTOGRAPHS
OFAN AGE

John Barrymore Katharine Hepburn

A breathtaking collection of 215 photographic portraits of great artists, public

figures, and personalities from the vintage years of Vanity Fair magazine

From the introduction by John Russell:

"Privacy, discretion, unstressed commitment—these were some of the things that made

this [period] the heyday of portrait photography. Even those readers for whom one photograph

was much like another must have been impressed subliminally by the fact that again and again

and again what faced them on the page was a definitive likeness, a likeness never to be

bettered, a work of art in its own right. Rodin, the man-mountain; Picabia, the practiced

rascal; Matisse, the obsessed workman; Nijinsky, the nonpareil of the dance—all were caught

once and for all in Vanity Fair.

"It is time that these portraits were set free to live a life of their own. They belong to the

history of photography, and to the history of humankind."

215 photographs reproduced in duotone. 9" x 11 Vz". 224 pages.

Here is a book to own, to give, to treasure. Order your copy today!

To order your copy(ies) of VANITY FAIR: Photographs of an Age,

send your check or money order (U.S. currency only) for $35.00

(plus $2.00 for postage and handling), total $37.00 to:

C0NDENAST BOOKS
P.O. Box 431

Bloomfield, NJ 07003

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. If you are not completely

satisfied, you may return the book(s) within 10 days for a refund.
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Here are just afew of
the memorable photographs

in this book:

John D. Rockefeller by Arnold Genthe

Francis Picabia I Alfred Stieglitz

Cole Porter I Horst

Geraldine Farrar I Baron de Meyer

Maurice Prendergast I Gertrude Kasebier

Fiorello LaGuardia I Lusha Nelson

Otto Spengler I James Abbe

Agnes de Mille I Nickolas Muray
James Joyce I Berenice Abbott

Paul Robeson I Edward Steichen

Constantin Brancusi I Pierre Matisse

Clare Boothe Luce I Cecil Beaton

Jose Clemente Orozco I Edward Weston

Will Rogers I Edward Steichen

Kurt Weill I George Hoyningen-Huene

Gertrude Stein I Man Ray

James Cagney I Imogen Cunningham

The Sitwells I Cecil Beaton

J . Pierpont Morgan I Edward Steichen

Bette Davis I Maurice Goldberg

Clarence Darrow I Nickolas Muray
Louis Armstrong I Anton Bruehl

William Butler Yeats I Arnold Genihc

Jean Harlow I George Hurrcll
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"ONE TOUCH"
INSTEAD OF REMOVING HAIR ONCEA MONTH,

DO ITONCEAND FOR ALL

"One Touch" Home Electrolysis eas-

ily, comfortably and permanently removes

unwanted hair from eyebrows, face, bikini

line, thighs, anywhere on your body. And all

in the privacy

and comfort of

your own home.
This affordable

beauty break-

through was
born with the ad-

vent of micro-

computer
circuitry.

The cord -

less electric

"One Touch"

works on the

same principle

as professional

electrolysis, and
is much less

costly. Here's

how it works. An
extremely fine

stylet tip merely

slips into a pore,

your body's natu-

ral opening.

When this stylet contacts the hair root,

a slight current isolates the root from its

nourishment and thus destroys it. Forever.

It's foolproof because the built-

in micro-computer tells you that the

stylet has reached the right spot by

sounding an audible tone, a gentle

hum, which continues for two
seconds, until the treatment is

complete. And it's absolutely

safe because the stylet can-

not puncture the skin.

"One Touch" also features

a comfort control dial

that permits you to ad
just the current so

you only feel a mild tingling sensation even
on sensitive areas.

Very simply, that's all there is to it.

Success is guaranteed. And because "One
Touch" Electroly-

sis removes hair

permanently,

someday you

just won't need
it anymore. Avail-

able in two ver-

sions. Instant 2-

second model,

and 20-second
model.

And to

help make your

treatment an
even more effec-

tive, gentle and
professional

beauty care pro-

cedure, there is

the
"
One Touch

"

Electrolysis Fin -

shing Kit that

contains "One Touch" Neutralizing

Cleanser, to clear the way for a perfect treat-

ment, "One Touch" Moisturizer Plus, to con-

dition skin after treatment, and "One Touch"

Concealing Base, to make any temporary

trace of your treatment invisible.

The "One Touch" Electrolysis,

Waxer, Depilatories and Lighteners are avail-

able at fine cosmetic departments world-

wide. For a store in your area, please call

1-800-631-0860. In New Jersey, call

201-343- 5100. If the "One Touch" System
is not yet available in your area you may
order direct.

R REMOVAL SYSTEM
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What's a little

breakdown

between friends

How to help

in a crisis—and

stay sane yourself

BY CAROL TAVRIS

hen my friends Jan and Mark
(pseudonyms, to protect them and me) were

going through a torturous divorce, I feared for

the sanity of all three of us. Their divorce pro-

ceedings lasted more than two years, with acri-

mony and fury both causing the delay and

resulting from it. Jan would call friends at all

hours of the day and night, threatening to kill

herself or Mark, sobbing with grief or shriek-

ing in rage. When Mark talked to friends, he

was ice and steel. Jan became a selfish shrew;

Mark became a nasty misogynist, unable to

think about women in any but the most stereo-

typed, bigoted way. After months of listening,

which I then called "trying to help," I found I

utterly disliked them both. I was bored by their

histrionics, occasionally frightened by their

fierceness, and angry at being manipulated.

My friendships with both Jan and Mark

—

and even an odd but friendly truce between the

two exes—have resumed after this interrup-

tion of madness. But I think about this experi-

ence frequently, now that periods of
"craziness" are increasingly common in mod-
ern life. Women who are raped, men and wom-
en who are fired, husbands and wives who
divorce, victims of crime and obscene injus-

tices: the wild emotion that often erupts under
such stress is itself stressful to the sufferer and
her friends. In extreme cases, our casual use of

the word "crazy" becomes all too accurate,

and a friend has a psychotic episode—halluci-

nating, feeling paranoid, threatening or trying

to commit murder or suicide.

If you were a member of the Gururumba
tribe, having a particularly crazy and stressful

time, your family and friends would diagnose

you as having been "bitten by a wild pig."

They would let your madness run its course

for a few days, like the flu, and then gently

reintegrate you into the group (having adjust-

ed the difficulties causing your breakdown). If

this didn't work, they might treat you as if you
were a wild pig: they would "capture" you,

hold you over a smoking fire, and rub you all

over with pig fat. That usually works.

But in American life, it often falls to friends

to play the part of family, clan, and tribe; and
friends often don't know what to do. Should
they give psychological advice, trying to dis-

sect motives and emotions, or moral advice,

appraising the situation from the standpoint of

quality of character? In deciding what the

friend "should" do, many people obscure
those two modes ofjudgment: they may think

she should ventilate her rage and hatred, for

her psychological health, even as they also feel

she should calm down, for the sake of her spiri-

tual health, dignity, and pride.

Leonore Tiefer, Ph.D., a New York thera-
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pist and researcher, observes that most people

do two things to help their friends through

"normal" craziness: they indulge and they dis-

tract. Indulging means listening to the friend

air her grievances and interpretations, rail and

fume at fate, men, that SOB—whomever. Dis-

tracting means you stop listening, take the

friend by her arm, and march her off to the

movies, museum, a pedicure, or a baseball

game. "People in crisis aren't very good at dis-

tracting themselves," says Dr. Tiefer. "They
tend to rehearse their grievances all the time."

Dr. Tiefer notes that many people have an

indulge-o/--distract philosophy and aren't very

flexible about doing both. "Some people keep

telling their unhappy friends, 'Don't talk

about it, don't think about it,' " she says. "I've

seen this often with rape victims, who do want
to talk about it. Other people let the friend talk

and talk, compulsively and endlessly. Neither

extreme is useful, I think. A person should

start by expressing herself, but only up to a

point. The point arrives when she starts be-

coming repetitive, obsessing about the same
events, and when the talk is directed not to-

ward informing you of what's on her mind,

much less toward solving the problem, but

simply toward pure emoting. At that point, a

friend can say: 'Look, I've listened to you, I

care, I will listen to you again later, but right

now you need to take the first of the twelve

tennis lessons I just signed you up for.'
"

In this culture, we have forgotten what the

Gururumba know: that too much indulgence

hurts both the individual sufferer and her so-

cial community. When a friend thinks to her-

self: "I don't like Millie for using her kids to

get back at Mike" but lets her get away with

rationalizations, she is collaborating with Mil-

lie, not helping her reach for a standard of be-

havior they would both admire. Nor is she

helping Millie's dignity, her children, or her

anger at Mike.

Sometimes, however, a person under stress

really does "go crazy," far beyond the ability

of friends to help. A common symptom is

paranoia: the sufferer confides that the FBI or

CIA is bugging his shoes, briefcase, and tele-

phone, and that everyone is spying on him. Or
the sufferer has hallucinations, acts in bizarre

ways, threatens suicide. "You don't have to be

a psychiatrist to diagnose most crazy people,"

says psychiatrist Arthur Zitrin, M.D., "just as

you don't have to be a physician to recognize

most sick people."

When a friend becomes mentally ill and a

physical danger to herself or others, psychiat-

ric treatment and possibly hospitalization are

called for. And if you can't persuade the friend

to seek treatment? Although the laws regard-

ing standards for involuntary hospitalization

vary from state to state, all states have provi-

sion for the emergency observation and treat-

ment of the mentally ill—and the testimony of

friends, not only family members, can be

enough. (You can learn what the laws are in

your state by phoning the Mental Health In-

formation Service, a psychiatric hospital, or

your local police department.)

Ultimately, though, it seems to me that the

role of friend under trying circumstances is to

be a friend—not a therapist, physician, moth-

er, martyr, guardian, or guru. If friends tend to

react in an evaluative mood as well as a sympa-

thetic one, well, that's part of their responsibil-

ity—to the sufferer, to themselves, to the tribe.

Friends lend their physical presence, their ac-

tive effort to find solutions, their moral sup-

port: things the sufferer will remember long

after the crisis is past. As will you. V
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Cricket by the Creek Athens, AL

'

Fleur-de-Lis Scottsdale, AZ

Gottschalk's Fresno, CA

Heavenly Boutique . . long Beach, CA

Ferguson's Los Angeles, CA

Miles 'N Miles Sacramento, CA

Addie Raymond San Jose, CA

Shoppe Lou-Nel San Pedro, CA

Toby's House of Fashion

Vacaville, CA

Vogue Jacksonville, FL

For Him For Her N. Miami, FL

Sherman's Sarasota, FL

Hattie Fredrick Winter Park, FL

Carol & Mary Honolulu, HI

De Jong's Evansville, IN

Mercantile Stores . . . .Kansas City, KS

Snooty Corner Fashion House

Owensboro, KY

Fashion by Cid Ltd Potomac, MD

Mary Mahoney's Portsmouth, NH

Abby's Armoire E. Rockaway, NY

Off Broadway New York, NY

Le Flair Dublin, OH

Ramsgate Dublin, OH

Frontier Dress Shop Del Rio, TX
'

Gayles Houston, TX

Kaleidoscope McAllen, TX

Benson's Fashion Apparel

Seattle, WA

The Image Spokane, WA

Hoddads S. Charleston, WV

Frances Henaghan

1318 South Olive Street

Los Angeles, CA 90015

(213) 747-0474

Frances Henaghan

498 Seventh Avenue

New York, NY 10018

(212) 730-0218
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Sparkle power. Pour it on with a luxuriously hand-beaded silk jacket. $280. Cowl t-shirt of silk charmeuse. $80.

C A I/O EICTU AVFMI IF
S ' lk charmeuse Pants $9° Add sparks with a hand beaded belt. $52.

(Not shown silk charmeuse slim skirt.) All in sizes 4-16.
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ho's afraid of getting rich?

Why so many successful women

shrink from the financial big-time

BY PAULA HEIL

fhen you handle money, other

Fpeople's money, you learn the

most intimate things about other people—and

about yourself. The first thing you learn is that

almost no one handles money rationally.

As a stockbroker, investment consultant,

private investor, and a woman, I have also

learned that the majority ofwomen—especial-

ly "rich" women—are afraid of money.

Women are working harder than ever now,

and aiming higher than ever, yet the dollar re-

wards of their successes are often a source of

intense discomfort. Experience tells me that

the reason is not as simple as "fear of success."

Rather, confusion about what a lot of money
means to them and to those around them is

what makes women so uncomfortable.

What happens to women when they've

started to earn more money than ever before?

First, there is the stunned realization: "I

—

me— I am actually making money, excess

cash!" Second, there's a rush of responses: ex-

hilaration, feelings ofpower, splurging/hoard-

ing binges—and panic over all the new choices

in her life. Third, the responsibility looms to

manage her money "correctly." She now real-

izes that there are two awesome jobs to be

done: not only does she have to make the mon-
ey, but she also has to handle it.

What is "rich" in dollars? One woman
might feel rich making $30,000 a year. Anoth-
er might need a couple of million. I can't pre-

dict when fear of riches will set in. Behavior is

the best clue: When competent, self-assured

women act as if they're endangered by the re-

sponsibilities their money entails, I am almost

certain that they've arrived.

One of my first clients was a recently di-

vorced woman who was beginning a career as

an interior designer. She started investing with

$4000. Her first words were, "When I have

$50,000 clear in the bank, I'll be satisfied that I

won't have to worry where my next meal is

coming from. I'm prepared to work the rest of

my life—I want to—but I need $50,000 to real-

ly feel secure." Six years later, she was earning

almost $50,000 a year from her design busi-

ness. Her investment portfolio was worth in

the neighborhood of $100,000

—

after we had
tucked away $50,000. Did she feel secure? In

her words, "I love my work, my earnings are

freedom, but I've become paranoid. I can't

deal with the idea of losing my investments. I

can't sleep half the time."

Women brought up to be dependent on a

man for financial support may cling to their

money the same way they once clung to a man.
They become dependent on money as protec-

tor—so every decision to do something with

their money is seen as potentially disastrous.

I have come to believe that a woman's first

step toward a healthy relationship with her

money is to understand that making money is,

still, a man's game. Man invented the language

of money—a "game" language—and the rules

for its use. The first unspoken rule of the game
is: Money is to be talked about as if it were a

game, but it's really a very serious business.

The second paradoxical rule of the money
game is: It's good and acceptable to strive for
money through hard work, but it's ignoble to

admit you want a lot of it. Having money (like

not having money) can produce paralyzing

guilt. It can incur the deep admiration of

friends, lovers, husbands, families; yet, at the

same time, it can incur hatred. The more mon-
ey a woman makes, the more intensely she will

find herself being judged by the people around
her. Society criticizes a woman who is out to

make money by labeling her unfeminine, mon-
ey-hungry, even a greedy bitch. For a woman
with strong nurturing values (caring, giving,

sharing), those tough-lady labels cut deeply.

To take the sting out of such labels, a wom-
an must resolve money's paradoxes for herself.

She may take the money game seriously, but

that doesn't mean she's amoral.

The third unspoken rule of the money game
is built on the "law of the prudent man"—

a

phrase that has become a Wall Street cliche.

This law says that (a) the maintenance ofmon-
ey is a holy project; and (b) the handler ofmon-
ey must conduct herself as a prudent man
would. It is amazing how many women inter-

The arts are for kids,

too. But, unfortunately,

many schools don't have

the resources to bring the

arts to their students. But

your business does.

For information on how
your business can help

open young minds, con-

tact us. You'll not only bring

the arts to kids, you'll be

investing in the future of

America.

Write or call: Business

Committee for the Arts, Inc.,

Suite 2600, 1501 Broadway,

New York, New York 10036

or 212-921-0700.

Support the arts

forAmericas sate.
j
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pret being "prudent" as doing nothing, or as

finding a prudent man to take charge of her

money before she does something risky.

Prudence actually means using sound judg-

ment based on an assessment of current condi-

tions. One day, a prudent person might take an

aggressive, seemingly risky approach to han-

dling money. The next day, the most precau-

tionary, conservative approach is needed. This

fluid definition of prudence happens to be one

of the only rules of the money game that not

only makes complete sense but is a foundation

for handling money well and without fear.

The most potentially frightening of money's

properties is its ability to endow power. Mon-
ey serves as one of the most vivid expressions

of dominance and subservience in our society.

It confers instant authority; a person with

money is considered by society to be smarter,

savvier, more worldly. A newly rich woman
may find herself to be the dominant figure in

many close relationships—with friends, rela-

tives, business partners, in her marriage—for

the first time. Her capability to live without a

man's financial support—to be able to leave a

relationship, if she chooses, without fear of be-

coming destitute—is a sign of her power. A
woman who is unprepared for this power shift

may be upset not only by the reactions of those

around her but especially by her own shock

and rage when she discovers that she may have

spent years feeling helpless unnecessarily.

Contrary to popular belief, assurance with

money is not founded on mathematical wiz-

ardry—or on gender. People who have re-

solved their feelings about money have
integrated them with their other values. They
recognize that "making it" is truly making an

"it"—that money is a thing, a commodity.

They think about what their money can and

cannot do to solve problems in their lives.

People who are comfortable with their mon-
ey have learned to separate the act of making
money from their sense of self-worth. A deci-

sion that turns out to be wrong does not carry

with it a loss of self-esteem. Ironically, once

women understand this separation process,

they handle losses much better than most men
because their egos seem less involved.

They know that when it comes to money,

ignorance is not bliss. Ignorance creates anxi-

ety—the natural enemy of making and using

money in a sane way. No one person can ex-

pect to be on top of every detail of her life at all

times, but those who handle money best are

constantly scrutinizing their financial setup

with an eye to what's happening in the world

around them. People who are confident about

their money collect fine crews of advisors, but

remain at the helm themselves. They know
that even with the best guidance, they will not

always make the right decisions—no one
does—and knowing that relieves some emo-
tional pressure. But they do shoulder the ulti-

mate responsibility: the emotional and dollar

price of dodging personal responsibility is al-

ways too high.

The words of a wise Wall Streeter spell out

the bottom line: "The end object of investing

money is serenity." Women need to see that

the career skills they've used to make money in

the first place—namely making decisions, ana-

lyzing problems, judging a career move by

weighing its benefits and drawbacks—are the

very skills they can use to understand money
and manage it with confidence. Once a woman
realizes that the skills she needs are already in

her repertoire, her irrational fears and panic

dissolve and she is free to act, using her money
as a tool to help build her future. V
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The pure allure of "Gigi. " Flirty, feminine—combining luxurious Calais

lace and tulle with provocative French styling. Designed in both underwire

and soft cup, "Gigi" is the most intimate accessory to own. In royal blue,

champagne, black and white . . . with the sparest bikinis to match.

Another elegant understatement from the Bolero Collection.

For more information write Bolero,
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THE UNFALTERING WISDOM
OF BUYING THE FINEST
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I '.if . tu>i an "expense
."

i Tngg'age that will last

nqst fanatical devotion to quality

irisibuf. I- irsT-grade belting leathers are

used exclusively. Unlike most luggage, linings are

stitched— not glued. Seams are double, even triple

stitched. And layered handles, entirely handmade,
support more weight than you want to carry.

This tenacious attention to detail is evident

throughout the Impressions collection. Carry-on
|

and hang-up bags are soft, lightweight, and for the \ /FN 1 lip A
perennial over-packer, ingeniously designed to V J — I N v^l\/v
expand. Larger, Wheeled Suitcases COme with a VfenturaTravelware.Inc.. Long Island City. N.Y 11101

unique added feature: a "take-along" bag inside.

And every Impressions is covered with our
exclusive TarpC lot h." TarpC loth will ensure your
luggage won't stain, soil, wrinkle or track. And in a

revolutionary process, color is permanently built

into the fiber, so luggage looks crisp and beautiful

even after vacations.

Ventura luggage is made in the U.S.A. and is

protected by a two-year warranty. However,
considering our 92 years of luggage experience,
we're certain you'll be enjoying Ventura luggage for

many years more.

Shown: Ihe/ipaway Larry-on and the Deluxe Hang-up
Mag in Gunsihoke Gray. Also in Gentry Green. Marine Blue
Winter Wine, Briarwood Brown. These and other pieces
in the Impressions Collection priced from $75 In $-lf>(). Ai

better stores everywhere.
Send for our free "How to Pack" booklet.

THE LAST STRONGHOLD OF LUGGAGE QUALITY
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PURE WOOL. PURE PENDLETON.*

PURE VIRGIN WOOL

TOWN&
COUNTRY CLOTHES

Head-turning elegance: from a collec

exclusive coordinates in the incomp;

pure virgin wools of Pendleton. Approxk
prices: tunic, $72.00; skirt, $6

At fine stores. Pendleton Woolen £

Portland, OR 97207. Welcome to ourH



Memory sharpening

Some forgetfulness

is perfectly natural,

but improving your

memory is possible

BY N .VTAI,EK
BKRKOWITZ

lan> influence your ability

to remember, not the least is the sheer volume

of information you must process in this com-

plex society But what bothers most of us is not

what we remember but what we forget.

Fortunately, the brain has a natural facility

for deciding what is worth remembering and

what you can forget. Herbert Spiegel, M.D.,

former clinical professor of psychiatry and

now a lecturer on the staff of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia Univer-

sity Medical School, points out that "if we had

to remember every single detail of a single day,

we'd go stark raving mad. In order to focus

our memory, we must, at the same time, for-

get." Our lack of retentiveness is a universal

and natural phenomenon that plays a vital

functional role in allowing us to sort out the

important from the unimportant, and unfet-

ters the mind from extraneous details.

Remembering vs. forgetting

Memory is a catch-all word that stands for all

the things we have learned as well as for all

remembrances of past experience. Short-term

memory, data briefly noted as you stare out a

vindow, for example, is lost almost imme-
diately after it's perceived. A long-term mem-
ory is one that gets more attention, about

which we have more at stake, or which pro-

vokes a more emotional response. Attention is

one of the most important components of

memory, and anything that diminishes your

attention detracts from the "encoding" pro-

cess that fixes a memory. Outside interference,

noise, anxiety, stress, alcohol, drugs, hor-

mones, and aging strongly influence our abili-

ty to integrate information.

Jan Rabinowitz, Ph.D., assistant professor

of psychology at Barnard College, talks about

mental energy, the brain's counterpart of the

body's physical energy. "How well we perform

a task depends on how much mental energy we
devote to it. When we try to do many tasks at

once, each task gets less mental energy devot-

ed to it. How well information gets encoded
often depends on the amount of energy devot-

ed to that information and, of course, you
can't retrieve information from memory if it

hasn't gotten in in the first place."

Sometimes the mind seems to work with a

will of its own. We've all had the experience of

forgetting the name of someone we know very

well. These little lapses are disconcerting and
embarrassing. Slips of the tongue and other

small memory mistakes of everyday life Freud
called paramnesia, attributing it to uncon-

scious repression; but newer theories explain it

in other ways. It may be that you have not used

the piece of information in a long time, or that

you are preoccupied. At first, you recall some
of the letters or sounds in the word temporar-

ily lost to you. Getting it almost right is the

©I9830rlane

This astonishing fluid

goes beyond repair.

Extrait Vital works hard to help repair skin

damaged by ultraviolet light and the environment. But
it goes much further. Helps speed fresh cells to the

surface. Adds deep nourishment and moisture. Helps
restructure the skin to a new fullness and smoothness.
Developed in the distinguished laboratories of Orlane.

EXTRAIT VITAL Dual Skin Repair Complex

ORLANE
PARIS

Why do any less for your skin?

intermediate stage to getting it finally right.

Drawing a blank or losing track of where
you are in mid-sentence or mid-stream or for-

getting to pull the plug out of the coffee pot

may be caused by preoccupation or distrac-

tion. This often occurs when you are doing
something that comes very automatically.

The intensity of a particular experience may
be a key factor as to why we remember one
event rather than another. Stress can cause

memory paralysis or operate to heighten our
powers of memory, depending on the circum-

stance. Gordon H. Bower, Ph.D., professor of

psychology and former chairman of the de-

partment of psychology at Stanford Universi-

ty, has done monumental work correlating

mood and memory. If you are anxious about

your job, he says, the anxiety spills over into

other things, and keeps gnawing away at your
mind.

Memory and age

Childhood memories are for the most part lost

to us. Between the ages of two and four, chil-

dren have good memories, but by the age of

five or six, they develop a large period ofamne-
sia concerning the earlier events of their lives.

Notes Edward D. Joseph, M.D., president-

elect of the American Psychoanalytic Associa-

tion, "Lots of memories are swept under the

carpet that may have to do with vivid, violent,

and tempestuous feelings of children; and
what are left are little islands of 'screen' or pic-

torial memories, more like dreams and partial

reality. Children see very clearly and remem-
ber very well; but, as they get older, the preju-

dices of society tend to influence their

perception and memory."
The stereotype of the forgetful older person-

ality is probably true, says Dr. Bower. There

are problems of physiological changes, but

many older people maintain good memories
by being more active, participating in intellec-

tual activities, and keeping up an active social

life. Whether these activities promote an ac-

tive mental life or whether a more alert person

is able to pursue more activities, is hard to de-

termine; but this "loop of reciprocal events"

helps to maintain memory skills.

Dr. Bower asserts that older people often

get caught up in role playing and "buy into"

the cultural stereotype of the elderly. The con-

stant repetition of "I must be getting old"

causes depression, which gets in the way of

concentrating on the task at hand. A hearing

loss may cause what appears to be a loss of

memory; if an older person is not obtaining in-

formation correctly, he is not encoding it accu-

rately and therefore can't retrieve it well. Dr.

Rabinowitz adds that memory can be consid-

ered a skill and, like any skill not practiced,

may deteriorate.

Older people can often recall events that

took place many years ago with great clarity

but may respond with some difficulty to ques-

tions about what they had for breakfast. How-
ever, an event from the past, such as a

daughter's wedding, was distinctive and sur-

rounded with a great deal ofemotional impact;

it's also been talked about over the years.

Mundane matters like breakfast lack the char-

acteristics to make them memorable.

Improving memory
The relationship between drugs, chemicals,

and diseases that impede memory function is

the subject of study by Kenneth L. Davis,

M.D., chief of psychiatry services at The Vet-

erans Administration Medical Center, Bronx,

New York and (Continued on page 286)
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THIS CHRISTMAS,
EXERCISE YOUR

GOOD JUDGEMENT.

MEMORY

A

Nou warm up or shape up
with The Exercise Bag from Nickolaus.

i delightful and simple way to get

acquainted with the Nickolaus

Technique, a program that's lifted the

spirits and bodies of thousands of

fitness-conscious New Yorkers at

Nickolaus Exercise Centers.

The Exercise Bag consists of five

different cassettes designed to shape up
specific parts of your body you may
consider less than perfect. You may
order any or all of them. And if you're

sportsminded and like jogging, tennis or

racquetball. The Exercise Bag gives you
perfect warm-ups. Plus they are a fine

introduction to exercise all by
themselves. Here's what they do:

#1 —Emphasis on the abdomen, neck

and upper back.

#2— Emphasis on the thighs,

hamstrings, abdomen.

#3 — Emphasis on the legs.

#4— Emphasis on the upper body.

#5 — Emphasis on stretch and flexibility.

Each 15-minute tape includes its own
detailed, illustrated booklet which shows
exactly how to do each exercise.

The Nickolaus Technique is endorsed
by the New York Times and Good
Housekeeping as well as medical

experts. So exercise your good
judgement. Send for

the Exercise Bag today.

Prices for tapes are:

Any 1- $12.00.

Any 2-523.00.
Any 3 -$33.00.
Any 4 -$42. 00,

or get all 5 for just $50.00.

To order: Send your name and address

and check or money order plus $.95

postage and handling, indicate number
of cassettes you want and their code
number to: ^\fcfaakus ExetCise

"WckolausX Dept . D47,
Exeitise\ 250 Third AvenueS^ New York, NY 10010

(NYC residents, add 8% tax, NY State,

7%. Visa and MasterCard accepted on
orders over $15.00.)

It starts when
you're a child . .

.

... a respect for all living things . .

.

an appreciation of our natural heritage

of wilderness and wildlife.

And those are lifetime gifts you can

pass on to your children . . . traits that

make life a little richer.

We can help. We've developed a

special children's program to teach

them the facts about wildlife . . . and
its value to mankind.

For more information about the
f

National Wildlife Federation's Ranger-*,

Rick Mature Clubs and magazine for

children, write the National Wildlife

Federation, Department 104, 1412
16th Street, NW, Washington,
DC 20036.

\
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professor of psychiatry and pharmacology at

Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, New York City.

He points out that it is known that when the

brain cells that manufacture the chemical ace-

tylcholine die, either owing to aging effects or

disease such as Altzheimer's, there is severe

memory loss. A drug called physostigmine in-

jected intravenously or given orally has benefi-

cial short-term effects on chronically
memory-impaired patients, but it does not

work on all patients. Hypnosis can be used as a

tool to recover blocked or repressed memories,
suggests Dr. Spiegel. Quiet concentration and
meditation also help.

Concentration is the first step in memory
improvement. It also helps to know what's

coming, and to be prepared in advance. Repe-
tition, too, is a great help, a fact long exploited

by advertising agencies, so there is some claim

to be made for overlearning material that you
want to retain for a longer period of time, and
some experts actually recommend making up
your own rhyming jingles as a memory aid.

The brain needs cues to trigger connections,

make associations, and act as reminders. A
good source of tricks that help a better memo-
ry is The Memory Book (Ballantine) by Harry
Lorayne and Jerry Lucas. All memory aids

function to focus attention on a task, concept,

or activity. Mnemonic devices—which, like

any skill, take practice—create colorful visual

images that stick in your mind. It's helpful to

use a system; an exaggerated, action-packed

picture is easier to remember than an abstract

concept. An acronym of first letters of a list of

the things you want to remember is another

device. Or imagine another word that covers

some of the elements of a name in a pictorial

fashion. (To remember that your friend Marge
lives in Minneapolis, for instance, think of

Minnie Mouse handing Marge an apple.) Peo-

ple can remind themselves to do a set of tasks

by littering their usual route with memory jog-

gers—a slipper left upside down by the bed

could remind you to take out the garbage.

If you have difficulty in remembering
names, try repeating the new name out loud,

by saying, "Hello, Anne, it's nice to meet you."

Pick out a distinctive feature of Anne's face

and form an imaginative, even outrageous as-

sociation between face and name. These asso-

ciations make the name more meaningful, and

that means better encoding.

Dr. Bower and his colleague Jerome Yesa-

vage, M.D., have been working with older peo-

ple with failing memories by getting them to

remember their intentions. To get back on the

track of thought after you've been distracted,

he recommends taking three seconds to visual-

ize yourself doing the original task before you

broke off to take care of the new thought or

action that has made its demands on you.

"Don't rush off too quickly to take care of the

new thing," he advises, "but before you start

working on the interrupting task, picture

yourself returning to the first task at the end of

the interrupting task." The older we get, the

more likely we are to need these crutches.

Recognizing that we have difficulty in keep-

ing our attention focused and knowing in ad-

vance that attention is fragile, we can train

ourselves to use whatever tricks our imagina-

tion can devise to aid our memories. One of the

best is still pencil and paper. V
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It's part of a lot of interesting lives.
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re you PoMo, or Merely Modern?

Quiz: Are Pop-Tarts Po-Mo.?

Is Streisand Late-Mo? And what

then about Pierre Trudeau. . . ?

BY MICHAEL SOKKI.V

The wife ami n nly just stirring when our

friend Armand, the Compleat Post-Modern-

ist, arrived to offer us some instruction in his

chosen sensibility i lc apologized profusely as

trudel. Breakfast is such a

late-modernist meal, I don't ordinarily do it."

.-." the wife yawned hopefully,

"we like to begin the day with lunch."

"Modernism's most orthodox repast," Ar-

mand rejoined. "Deal-making at the Four Sea-

sons and cloyingly upscale food. We PoMo's
really effloresce at tea." I poured coffee all

around. Mine was black, the wife took Sweet

V Low, Armand cream and sugar.

"The reason I'm in the neighborhood so ear-

ly," he offered, "is to see my shrink. Psycho-

analysis as you know, is rooted in modernism

can't be too soon."

Our regular assignment is to analyze vari-

ous phenomona that are important in every-

day life in order to understand—and
eventually strike—the Post-Modern attitude

toward them. We'd been at it for several

weeks, and already it seemed almost unimag-

inable that my wife and I had once habitually

preferred, respectively, Kirs and dry Martinis

at aperitif time, when now we were inconsol-

able without a Negroni. We told Armand of

our gratitude. Stroking the Breuer chair in

which he sat, he cautioned us not to jump the

gun.

"The first subject area for today is entertain-

ment. Please give me the name of a modern
female entertainer."

and, unfortunately, one is forced to accept the

consequences. I can put up with the chrome
and leather furniture, but the turtlenecks and
medallions are really a little too much."
"Why not find a more Post-Modern ana-

lyst?" I suggested.

"If only there were more of them. Just the

sight of a man in a decently cut suit and a gar-

net silk tie would be therapeutic, I'm sure."

I noticed that Armand was only toying with

his strudel. He noticed my glance. "When I do
eat breakfast," he explained, "I most often eat

toast with cinnamon and sugar. It has a won-
derful allusive quality, recalling childhood,

and the preparation embodies a strong ele-

ment of craft; the hand of the maker is visible."

We had no bread so I offered a Pop-Tart.

Armand turned irascible. "Late modernism
incarnate. PoMo's bottom line is to eschew
anything astronauts might take with them.

That includes Tang and that Walkman I see

over there. Let us begin," he began. "It clearly

290

"Streisand," I chimed.

"Borderline," he dismissed me.

"What about Mary Martin?" ventured the

wife.

"Excellent. Now a late modern." I was

ready with Laurie Anderson. Armand called

for the PoMo. There was a pause.

"Frances Farmer," said the wife.

"A brilliant choice. Can you explain it?"

"I think the central fact is that she has no
independent existence, that she is known pure-

ly through interpretation. We perceive her

only through the instrumentality of Susan Bla-

kely or Jessica Lange."

"Now give me comics." I was ready with all

three.

"Jack Benny is the classic modernist and

George Burns seems very late modern. For the

PoMo, I'm going to go with Gracie Allen for

sort of the same reason the wife went with

Frances Farmer. Here, though, the medium of

(Continued on page 292)
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POST-MODERNISM
m page ~^0)

ideal recall is mainly reruns
"

Armand seemed satisfied with this explana-

tion and suggested that we move on to female

impersonators. "Careful! This is a trick) one,"

he warned.
"

1 he obvious modernist is Milton Berle," I

ventured immediately.

"Exactly the trap I expected fall

into," said A malyze with

greater care iu'd '
I Berle oper-

ates, for thi i isl rt, outside tins style sys-

tem, although h ses it One might call

him t best, a man who broke

new ground but finally failed to arrive."

performance in Outra-

geous! strikes me as quite quintessential^

modern," the wife volunteejed to general

agreement.

I had grown somewhat perplexed by now.

"How about Dustin Hoffman?" I queried.

"Late Mo?"
"Dustin Hoffman," snarled Armand with

loathing, "is merely a modern throwback, de-

spite the hype. Modernism is written indelibly

over him, in his thoroughness, his reliance on

technology, his awful lack of humor. Tim Cur-

ry would perhaps be more to the point."

"Then who's a PoMo?" I wailed.

"Have you seen The Year ofLiving Danger-

ously? Linda Hunt's orientation is very close to

our own. Very close."

We decided to leave show-biz and limber up
on a quick miscellany. "Who'll take Florida

vacations?" quizzed Armand. I leapt in.

"The modernist vacation is Miami, the late-

modernist vacation is Orlando, and the Post-

Millions ofwomen think
MaryKaywrote thebookon looking

beautiful.And they're right.

The Mary Kay philosophy is simple,

but surprisingly unique: every woman is an
individual with a special beauty, and special

beauty needs, all her own. Now the experts

at Mary Kay have written an illustrated

step-by-step beauty guide that, combined
with the expertise of your Mary Kay Beauty

For information on Mary Kay: call 800/527-6270.

Consultant, can help maximize everything

that is loveliest about you - and you alone.

TheMaty Kay Guide to Beauty. Pick up a copy

today at your favorite bookstore.

A Book-of-the-Month Club Alternate Selection.

MaryKay Cosmetics
(Texas) 800/442-5473 (Canada) 800/268-0413.

Modernist vacation is Miami."
"All correct. Can you give me perfumes?"

he addressed the wife.

"Certainly. The modernist scent would be
Chanel Number Five, the late modern is Opi-
um, of course, and the Post-Modern is Chanel
Number Five again, because of the glitzy ads."

"How about world leaders? I want explana-

tions for this one." As it turned out, this was a

subject to which I'd given some thought and I

was off in a flash.

" The classic modernist leader is Nehru. The
jacket is the giveaway. For a late-modernist

you can't do better than Pierre Trudeau. Here,

the wife is the giveaway. And the all-time

PoMo has got to be the Pope. The man is just

too good to be believed. For starters he's Pol-

ish. He travels. He issues edicts and encycli-

cals. He knows a dozen languages. He sings.

It's incredible."

Armand nodded, but cautioned, "Your
choices are correct, but bear in mind that the

qualities that distinguish Post-Modernism in a

Pope may not be valid elsewhere. Singing

would do nothing for you."

The wife suggested that we move on to

something more generic, like behavior. "To
me, the most modern disorder is overweight.

The late-modernist syndrome, anorexia,

emerges dialectically from it. The Post-Mod-
ernist disorder, bulimia, is likewise a develop-

ment of its predecessor but adds a crucial

ornamentalist component, which we see

throughout PoMo."
"It's interesting that you've brought up dis-

orders," said Armand, "as lately I've been try-

ing to get a handle on phobias, which you'll

have to admit are central to any serious sensi-

bility. My first thought was of claustrophobia

but I quickly realized that it was, in effect, the

Milton Berle of fears, that all that anxiety over

the population crisis was just prologue to the

true modernist phobia, agoraphobia; that the

modernist condition was a fear of going out.

Late modernism reverses this with its onco-

phobia, the cancer fixation that has brought

horrors like the discovery of the 'environ-

ment.' What's important is that oncophobia

takes us back to the idea of an enemy within,

which PoMo reverses again with its exaltation

of xenophobia. The enemy is put back on the

outside and clearly identified. Look at Reagan.

Look at the Nigerians and the Ghanaians."

Armand was growing restive, glancing at

his Rolex. Catching our gaze at his glance, he

related, "I admit it's an anachronism, but it's

something I wear to keep me honest. Also, on

time. For next week I'd like you to concentrate

on household items, an area in which I observe

you are somewhat deficient."

"Household items?" I inquired.

"That's right. Try to begin with general cat-

egories, such as 'vessel.' I'm looking for an an-

swer like, 'basin, flask, ewer.' You haven't a

ewer, have you?"

We were forced to admit we did not. As he

prepared to go, Armand asked, as he always

does, if we'd come up with anything else.

"Johnsons," I ventured, to a look of sim-

mering reproach.

"Proceed."

"Philip's the modernist, Lyndon's the late

modernist, and Howard's the PoMo."
"Wrong on virtually all counts, though it's

true Lyndon is the late." He turned to my wife.

"I haven't got the other categories, but I do

think that I've discovered the PoMo petty

crime!" she waxed.

"Sucking tokens out of subway turnstiles."

And with that he bid us farewell. V
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unique. It's the Phillippe philosophy.

Minute attention to the finest details.

Softest leathers. Timeless craftsman-

ship. That's Phillippe.

Classic Style. It's a look. Its a feeling.

It's more of the Phillippe philosophy.

The classic image translated into fash-

ions that defy time. That's Phillippe.

Classic Function. Phillippe is quality

and style combined with functional

design. Pockets— lots. Compartments,
always. Phillippe mirrors in every
handbag. Handbags that work. That's

Phillippe.
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Timeless Elegance...$100 to $125
Designed to be treasured forever in ultra-

thin, water-resistant, 23 karat gold
electroplated case of stainless steel or

black anodized stainless steel. The Swiss
Quartz movement assures accuracy to

within one minute per year. Full 1-year

warranty with permanent registration.

All styles are available in men's and ladies'.

ASTRIX

NASTRIX "A precious gift that time recalls" SakS Fifth Avenue
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small price to pay. ^AR
You haven't been visiting us as often as we'd like.

CouldIt be our reputation that's keeping you away?
True, Mark Cross is known for superb workmanship

and ejegant styling. But a formidable reputation

doesn't necessarily mean formidable prices.

Consider this selection of small leather goods.

From $>27 to S230, they're a small price to pay

for the quality that is Mark Cross.

Here today, „

here tomorrow.

New York 645 Fifth Avenue Aflanra Dal Harbour Boston Chicago Colorado Springs Cosra Mesa Dallas

Derroir Housron Palm Beach Pebble Beach San Francisco St Louis Troy Michigan Washington DC



One of thefew things known about her is that she always wears Calandre.

paco rabanne/paris

Saks Fifth Avenue
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he "strong dollar"—

what it's worth to you

The new muscle in your wallet

means more buying power—

all around the world

BY SUSAN LEE

I Ik phrase "strong dollar" has a reassuring

miy. doesn't it? Surely, having a strong dollar

is bettei than having a weak dollar, isn't it?

Well, it all depends. It depends on whether

you're a businessperson who exports her goods

or one who imports her goods. It depends on

whether you're a worker whose job prospects

are tied to an industry whammied by foreign

competition, or one whose job is immune from

foreign pressures. It depends on whether
you're a lender, or a borrower. Indeed, there is

no one simple answer on the merits of a strong

dollar.

Questions of merit aside, however, there is

one thing which is clear and simple: the dollar

is strong because everybody wants it, Ameri-
cans and foreigners alike. Investors want
bonds denominated in dollars because "real"

interest rates (what's left of your interest after

inflation is subtracted out) are high; or they

want stock in American companies because

the economy looks hot. The U.S. government

wants dollars to finance its big budget deficits.

And, finally, rich people around the world

want dollars because it's a safe currency: when
political or economic troubles flare up on vari-

ous parts of the globe, wealth seeks refuge in

the dollar.

While there is no debate on why the dollar is

strong, there is disagreement on whether the

dollar is too strong. "Strong" is just another

word for expensive; that is, it takes more
francs, marks, pounds, or yen to buy a dollar

now than it did when the dollar was weak or

cheap. But words like "cheap" or "expensive"

assume that there is a perfect relationship be-

tween the dollar and other currencies—perfect

in the sense that the exchange rate among cur-

rencies is judged "fair." Yet, what is called fair

by one side of the exchange-rate relationship

can be seen as utterly unfair by the other.

Take the Japanese yen. Americans wishing

to buy Toyotas find that the yen is cheap: it

takes fewer dollars to buy more yen. But when

American car companies complain that yen

—

and so, Toyotas—are too cheap, the Japanese

counter that for them, at least, the exchange

rate seems fair indeed. Adjectives, then, can

depend on what pleases any particular buyer

or seller.

Nonetheless, the consensus among most of

the world and many Americans is that the dol-

lar is strong relative to other currencies.

Again, however, this consensus breaks down
when it comes to selecting an adjective to char-

acterize the impact a strong dollar has on the

domestic economy. Indeed, much of the cur-

rent debate over whether we should have free-

trade or protectionist policies revolves around

the question of adjectives: is a strong dollar

good or bad for the economy?

The chief argument against the strong dol-

lar—and a powerful one—is that it prices

American goods out of the world market.

Quite simply, an expensive dollar can make
our goods too expensive to compete with

cheaper foreign goods here and abroad. The
damage is figured three ways. First, when we
sell less abroad, we run up a large trade deficit;

this year, the shortfall is estimated at $60 bil-

lion. Second, we lose jobs in industries depen-

dent on the export sector; perhaps as many as

1.5 million have already disappeared. And
third, we lose jobs in industries suffering from

cheaper foreign competition.

The troubles in some industries, like auto-

mobiles and steel, are well-known and perhaps

even well-deserved; but increasingly trouble is

spreading to companies that have been strong,

efficiently managed, and reasonably competi-

tive. Industries now being hit hard by lower-

priced foreign competition include heavy

...

THE SALONS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE]
This Fall, fashion breaks all the rules. Colours for clothes go on the face. Smoke, grey clay, rust and fig are 1
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it all together for you. Show you how to do-it-yourself. We'll cut you into a breakaway liberated bob. Stylesettn

smouldering and sexy locks that match those rule-breaking looks. We can underscore your cut with a sensati.



machinery, chemicals, agriculture, and even

fashionable high-tech stuff like computers.

This erosion in America's share of world
trade has raised worries for the longer term,

too. Companies are concerned lest the current

loss of market carries over into the future.

Once the relationships between U.S. suppliers

and foreign buyers are broken and new links to

foreign suppliers are formed, it might be im-

possible to reforge those relationships—even

after a readjustment in exchange rates more
favorable to American exports.

And, of course, this domestic devastation is,

it-cording to a Commerce Department study,
it would also wipe out twenty-four thousand
jobs for those who earn their money by im-
porting foreign cars.

Moreover, these kinds of solutions, while
dubious in the short term, can swamp pros-
pects for healthy economic growth in the long
term. Most simply, such protective policies

might touch off a trade war that would create
far graver problems for our economy. In short,
it would be making a bad situation worse to

ameliorate some present miseries with solu-

tions bound to cause future miseries. That

imslt any American who vacationed
in France last summer how it felt

topossess dollars. The answer—
always—it was dynamite

in turn, causing political anxieties. Indeed,

Congress seems to be moving closer and closer

to protectionist trade policies in their various

forms—prohibitive tariffs, quotas, and local-

contents bills. And while the short-term result

might be some jobs saved—and some politi-

cians re-elected—the costs would be enor-

mous.

Consider what would happen if, for in-

stance, the automobile industry succeeds in

getting a "local contents" bill passed. This law

would require foreign companies to produce

the cars they sell here using 10 percent Ameri-
can parts and labor. While such a law might
save thirty thousand jobs in the auto industry,

alone should temper dissatisfaction with the

dollar's strength; but the strong dollar can be
defended on more positive grounds, where the

arguments are several.

A strong dollar keeps prices down. Cheaper
imported goods mean that consumers not only

pay less for those goods but less for domesti-

cally produced goods that must, perforce, be

priced competitively. (In the auto example
cited above, the Department of Commerce es-

timates that a local-contents law would mean
consumers might end up paying $4.8 billion a

year more in higher car prices.) Moreover, this

kind of competitive price pressure helps to

weed out inefficient companies along with re-

warding and strengthening the more produc-

tive enterprises

A strong dollar attracts foreign money.
Currently, an influx of foreign investment is

helping the U.S. government to finance its

budget deficit. So, too, foreign demand for

U.S. investment lifts prices for U.S. stocks and
bonds, thus making domestic investors richer.

It also enlarges the available capital pool, mak-
ing it easier for American companies to raise

money.
Then there is the intangible impact of a

strong dollar. Simply put, it creates a feeling of

national pride. Just think back on the dollar of

the 1970s. Its weakness made it a sort of joke

currency—funny-money that nobody wished

to hold and everybody tried to dump. That fi-

nancial weakness was viewed, too, as a politi-

cal weakness: symbolic of the end of the

United States as the world's premier power.

But, since the 1980s, as the dollar firmed and
strengthened, our prestige in the world has

seemed to firm and strengthen as well. If that

sounds too metaphysical or grandiose, then

ask somebody who vacationed in France last

summer how it felt to possess dollars. It was
dynamite.

On balance, then, the strong dollar is not an

unalloyed blessing. As Business Week econo-

mist William Franklin observed: "It's very

nice if you're going to Spain for your vacation,

but not so nice if you return home to find your

job threatened by imports." Sure, an expensive

currency can cost the economy in the form of

trade gaps and lost jobs. Yet, in these times of

big budget deficits, fears over a renewal of in-

flation, and hopes for a sustained recovery, a

strong dollar can repay the economy hand-

somely. And that—particularly over the long

haul—is not small change. V
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testing means
that they're

"kinder" to your

skin than ever

bonus of the real scientific ad-

vances in cosmetics formula-

Ition made within the last

decade: women today are less

| likely than ever to have ad-

I verse reactions to all types of

[beauty products. In fact,

manufacturers receive less

than one consumer com-

I

plaint per every one hundred

thousand of all hair, skin,

and makeup products sold—and every cosmet-

ic made by a major company undergoes rigor-

ous testing before reaching the marketplace.

Evidence of the growing attention to cos-

metic safety and skin sensitivity: the increas-

ing numbers of products labeled

"hypoallergenic," "non-comedogenic," "der-

matologist-" or "clinically tested." While the

FDA does not regulate such labeling, most
companies maintain in-house research and de-

velopment staffs that work with independent

scientists to document such claims.

Just what do these cosmetic buzzwords
mean? "Most companies use hypoallergenic to

mean less likely to cause an allergic reaction.

It does not mean that there may not be a small

number of women who will not be able to wear
such products without a reaction. Non-come-
dogenic cosmetics are those that a company
feels have been shown not to encourage black-

heads, or comedones, while dermatologist- and
clinically tested products are those tested un-

der close scientific supervision, which really

describes just about every cosmetic made by a

major manufacturer today," said Monroe
Lanzet, senior vice president, research and de-

velopment, Max Factor.

What makes a woman vulnerable to a cos-

metic-triggered irritation or allergy? "While
the vast majority of products will not irritate

normal, healthy skin, a woman whose skin al-

ready has a tendency to be very dry may find

an astringent or toner, for example, leaves her
skin feeling very tight and looking red and
flaky," according to Ronald E. Sherman,
M.D., senior clinical instructor of dermatolo-

gy, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, NYC.
"Irritation can also be caused by the way in

which you use a product, such as rubbing very
hard at the skin to blend makeup together.

"Allergy, on the other hand, is an immuno
logic reaction, one that, unlike irritation,

doesn't occur the first time you

are exposed to an ingredient or a

product, but builds up within the

body with repeated usage. There

is usually some swelling involved,

B either in hives or a bumpy rash."

What to do if your skin suddenly reacts: If

you think you know what cosmetic product is

causing the problem, stop using it. If the irrita-

tion does not disappear within twenty-four

hours, consult a dermatologist. You can try to

identify the "culprit" by eliminating all cos-

metics for a while, then reintroducing the

products one by one each day and waiting to

see when the reaction occurs again. The "new"
product you used is then probably at fault.

What if you have recurrent allergy-like

swelling and don't know what is causing your

problem? "Bring all the cosmetics you use, in-

cluding the applicators, to a dermatologist.

Most physicians who regularly treat skin

problems now have kits in their offices con-

taining the most common cosmetic ingredients

and can patch test you for those present in

your products. A patch test will involve apply-

ing all the cosmetics and suspicious ingredi-

ents to different spots on your back and
covering them with watertight patches, then

waiting to see which areas become red and

itchy overnight. A woman who is aware of the

specific ingredients that she is allergic to can

then usually find cosmetics that do not contain

them," said Robert Auerbach, M.D., clinical

associate professor of dermatology, New York
University School of Medicine.

Fragrances and preservatives have been im-

proved so that today they are no more com-
monly sensitizing than any other group of

ingredients, noted Lanzet, who added that

even if a company uses these ingredients in fif-

ty different cosmetics, they are put through

the same degree of safety testing each time.

Hair dyes and depilatories are more common-
ly allergy-inducers; do a patch test, as in-

structed on the label, before every use.

Any products used around the eyes undergo
ophthalmologist-supervised evaluations and
are formulated with colors and additives espe-

cially approved by the FDA for use in this

area. "The majority of eye irritations are

caused not by eye makeup, but by bacterial

contaminants," said Dr. Sherman. His advice:

Never borrow or share eye makeup. Replace
mascara every three months, all other eye
makeup every six months. And never lick an
eye pencil to help smudge the color; your
mouth carries problem-causing bacteria.

(More on allergies, see page 356) \—SHARI MILLER

Jumpsuit ol durable raw silk, hand-woven in India, S185

Also available in leather
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CRUSH-PROOF BOX

Also available in 120 s.

120 s: 14 mg. "tar," 1.1 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette,

FTC Report (Dec. '81). 100's: 13 mg. "tar," 1.1 mg.
'

nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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V LIGHTS
THE FIRST THING

YOU NOTICE IS TASTE.

Backstage,

Paris/Milan:

spring-summer '84

in the making

The moment: just

before ready-to-wear

collections.

The mood: easygoing

BY MARY RUSSELLP
I erhaps it was the deep, dense, end-of-the-

• 1 summer heat that filled Paris and Milan
workrooms this year . . . but just before the

October opening of spring/summer collec-

tions, designers in their ateliers were talking

—

in concert—about a loosening-up of clothes:

shapes away from the body and loosely fitted,

clothes for next season with more and mere
ease. On their boards: sketches of wide kimono
sleeves—not sleeves that narrow at the wrist.

Shoulder designs are wide and rounded, jack-

ets are roomier and boxy. Pants come styled

loose through the hips and tapered to the ankle
or just-above ankle. Another key pants' shape
is wide-legged and falls straight.

Though the Europeans may be the last to

admit it, there are signs of an indirect filtering

down of "new" Japanese design influences.

Even Kenzo—from Japan but for so long con-

sidered a Paris designer that one's surprised

when a darkly colored Oriental-inspired shape

appears in one of his bright lighthearted col-

lections—admits that "the new Japanese fash-

ion explosion has shaken up the pretension

and complacency of many European tal-

ents"—most of whom, though, still consider

the Japanese a flash in the pan. . . .

Everywhere, there are dresses: loose, often

wrapped at the hips, in lightest fabrics—slub

silks, linens, batiste. Yves Saint Laurent's che-

mise dresses—standouts in his winter cou-

ture—continue for spring and summer in

jersey or cotton. He likes them short—at the

knee, longer at night. ... In Milan, Gian-
franco Ferre has reduced his simple shapes to

three essentials: the dress, jacket, and skirt. He
ties everything up with a four-inch-wide sash

that is part of the garment or a separate belt, to

wrap—multiple times—for narrowness at the

hip. Ferre's belts are stitched and lined in

leather for obi-like stiffness.

The fashion passwords—translated from
Italian or French—are "pared-down" and
"simpler." Even Claude Montana says, "No
more gimmicks or tricks" and talks about pris-

tine white, linens. His wide-shouldered shapes
are being stripped, for next summer, of flaps,

buttons, snaps, epaulets.

Designers agree: what sells, most easily, are
skirt lengths that fall somewhere at the knee.

What's newest, in Paris and Milan, are skirts

that stop a bit above-ankle. The sorts of de-
signers who set trends—Lagerfeld, Armani to

name two—are working with balancing big

tops with long skirts . and there seems to be

a feeling in the air for longer skirts for day,

though most admit for more fashion-forward

women. Whether a skirt is narrow and stops

above-knee—or comes much, much longer,

the skirt generally has softness: draping ef-

fects, sarong skirts, skirts that wrap. Karl La-

gerfeld, for Chloe, likes a wide-at-the-top,

long-long line emphasized at the hips by a dou-

ble skirt that wraps—the top "apron" layer at

mid-thigh. He also favors short boxy tops with

skirts that flare slightly at the hem. That hem
rests nearly at the ankle. . . .

A jacket, it seems, could well be the "finish-

ing" piece for spring/summer: it's where Eu-

ropeans' perfection of tailoring is unleashed,

and there's talk of new shorter jackets. To put

with his thinnest silk-draped skirts, Ungaro
has worked soft tailored jackets in a mixture of

lightweight wool and silk. Giorgio Armani,
now installed in a new Via Borgonuovo palaz-

zo in Milan, says, "I feel I have been on a long

voyage and am back home, doing what I do
best: perfectly cut jackets, skirts, pants, and
blouses, nothing trendy or fashion-y."

Armani's spring-summer men's collec-

tion—always a good tip-off—attests to that

fact: updated versions of his famous uncon-

structed jackets, wide in the shoulders, wide-

lapeled, buttoned low and narrow at the hips

The American Gigolo Armani-designed sarto-

rial perfection of Richard Gere has been re-

placed by a more laid-back style. To watch:

trousers are loose and straight, carefully "mis

matched" to jacket and shirt patterns. Al'tei B

season with a strong menswear influence in

fashion, women have learned to keep an Intel

ested eye on key mensweai shifts.

On streets in Milan, young people wear
brightly colored jeans with different color COt

ton-knit polo shirts (Continued on pagt 304)
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allons voir si la rose. . .
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Pierre de Ronsard

Named for FranceV "prince of poets,"

designed for the woman of infinite

romance, each Ronsard bra is individually

ippliqued in gleaming satin on sheer tulle.

ircct from France, Princesse refines the art of

underwire support in sizes B and C. . .with

matching panties and garter belts in a

quartet of soft, subtle shades.

Slip into a sonnet.
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BACKSTAGE. PARIS/MILAN

from page 302)

From Ralph I auren, whose horse and rider

have replaced the I.aeoste alligator as a status

symbol here. Color is everywhere—including

the drawing boards of Italian designers. While

Gianfranco Ferre, unsurprisingly, talks of

black, white, and navy, also passing in and out

of his office are samples of hot pink and orange

leathers, calf as featherweight as summer silk.

Color, in Milan/Paris, seems to work out ei-

ther in a subtle u ne-on-tone way (it's not un-

common to see four or more shades of white,

grey, or blue together in one ensemble) or is

being used in a manner that's quite deliberate-

l\ "off": graffiti acid colors contrasting with

black i>r another bright color; tones from

Black Africa—muddy browns and greens in

batik or cotton madras—heightened with

shots of yellow or cerulean blue.

Even when the blacks and whites of the past

few seasons show up in clothes, they tend to

come in combinations of texture and pattern

seemingly created by a computer gone berserk:

squiggly "chewed up" forms mismatched in

varying weights of silk, cotton, or linen. . . .

When Gianni Versace mixes color and fab-

ric, nothing is sacred: soft white calfskin is

stitched together with white sheeting to make
the ultimate sweatshirt; simple poplin is cut

into uneven lengths and studded with Plexi-

glas and rhinestones; even the quirkiest combi-

nations—striped knit sleeves put on a big

floral-print silk shirt with an asymmetric
hem—somehow work. And Versace's big

boxy rumpled madras jackets—his men's-col-

lection jackets—are some ofthe most desirable

summer pieces, for women, in Milan. . . .

Offbeat combinations, contrasts of textures

and patterns show up in a variety of ways: At

Kenzo, batiks and madras come with dotted

or floral-patterned separates mixed in a "flea

market" manner . . . Ungaro is doing a "gyp-

sy" group)—long skirts and boleros in his mul-

ticolored fabrics—inspired by his youth in

Aix-en-Provence. Claude Montana—updat-

ing fall's popular knits—is experimenting with

new knitting machinery that creates interest-

ing lightweight knit patternings and textures.

Fashion thoughts, these days, bounce back

and forth from men's and women's collec-

tions. Plays of color and fabric—real sur-

prises—are there not only for women now but

also for men. Even when Nino Cerruti, master

of conservative men's dressing in Paris, shows

his new men's summer classics to a street-

bleacher crowd, brightly colored jogging suit

tops and bottoms look as though someone

reached into a dark locker and piled every-

thing on regardless of color, shape, or texture:

all of this, of course, carefully planned. Cerruti

suits and dinner jackets, too, come irreverently

put together: ties knotted casually on open-

necked shirts, dress shirts left hanging.

Fun—an element often sorely missed these

days in fashion—comes when Jean-Paul Gaul-

tier, favorite of France's New-Wave genera-

tion, shows his men's clothes to a packed

house in Paris' Salle Wagram, a kitsch ball-

room where Last Tango in Paris was filmed.

Within the often hilarious show-business pre-

sentation are well-made men's pieces; the

show is an ode to the Third World: everything

from Sinbad the Sailor to Casablanca to King
Farouk. Fez-hatted models present some of

Paris' most originally combined clothing.

Among the offerings: an everything-but-the-

kitchen-sink combination of plaid bandleader

jackets worn with wide suspender-held trou-

sers, Peter Lorre white linen suits with palm-

tree printed T-shirts, beige gabardine

neo-safari suits, some skin-tight overalls sure

to be a hit with the weight-lifting crowd. . . .

Gaultier's menswear point is well taken.

Saint Laurent uses the word "Sauvage" to de-

scribe his favorite part of his spring/summer

women's collection. His newest fabrics are Af-

rican-inspired: bou-bou batiks in hot pinks

and greens with chocolate browns and mix-

tures of the colors of the desert. Kenzo—for

both men and women's dressing—has new
takes on safari dressing, a "Colonial" look in

white cotton and linen jackets with double-

buttoned neo-Nehru shapes, softly tailored sa-

rong dresses, loose-legged desert pants.

Where does "body-dressing" come in? Karl

Lagerfeld, back from a vacation in Monte Car-

lo, may lament, "There are no more 'big' par-

ties in France; it is sad when a French woman
cannot dress to be seductive"; but, in Paris,

Thierry Mugler and Azzedine Alai'a continue

to create their narrow, highly body-conscious

clothes. In Milan, Krizia's Mariuccia Man-
delli talks excitedly about a new group of

"vamp" evening clothes—evening dresses,

close to the body, in lightweight silk. Of his

collection, Emanuel Ungaro says, "There is

nothing more beautiful than draping silk on a

woman's body." Ungaro works directly on his

models with piles of patterned silks around
him, while classical music plays in his studio

on Avenue Montaigne. Ungaro calls himself a

"sensualist" and, this season, is absorbed in re-

fining weights of fabrics so they drape even

closer to the body. His collection, Ungaro
says, is "dedicated to women." A good sign. V

Ino longerworry aboutstaining.
Thanks toPlaytexTampons.

Leaving a movie, getting up after a long meeting—times like that I used
to really worry. Then I switched to Playtex® Tampons. They have a
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and sexy

could hold you

and mold you

and shape you

nd make you

more beautiful

than any bra

you've ever worn.
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I Jrm J hat makes a party glorious?

M/ I J Some of this country's most cel-

W Mrebrated hostesses and hosts say

¥ W start with the ideal mix of guests,

then create afabulous setting, a mood. Here, in

their own words, top party-givers'personal tips

on seating guests, prettiest table settings, trend

to fewer courses, favorite florists and caterers,

magnificent desserts, and after-dinner enter-

tainment; their most successful parties.

PAT BUCKLEY
(Mrs. William Buckley gives some of this coun-

try's most glamorous dinner parties.)

How do you plan your menus?

I keep menu books, records ofwhat I've served

people over many years. When I start to plan a

party, I search these books for ideas, and so as

not to duplicate other meals. I often decide on

a dessert first and then balance out the rest of

the meal depending on whether the dessert is

heavy or light.

Here are two dinners that I had recently:

Menu one: to start, tiny deep-fried crab cro-

quettes with fresh parsley and homemade tar-

tare sauce; boned baby lamb in egg and lemon
sauce, with puree of peas and carrots, and po-

tato balls with rosemary. Then a salad course

of hothouse lettuce served with grilled bleu de
Bresse cheese. (You put the cheese on just the

crusts of French bread and slide them under
the broiler briefly.) Dessert was lemon sorbet

with eau-de-vie de poire, and chocolate-dipped

strawberries.

For the next dinner, I omitted the cheese

and salad course (I love that course myself, but
people are eating less these days). We started

with my special shrimp and scallop soup (you
put the shellfish in at the last moment, just be-

fore serving the soup), garnished with julienne

of carrots and zucchini. Then, thinly sliced

breast of duck in a light orange sauce, with
bird's nest potatoes and puree of green beans
with slivered almonds. For dessert, my favor-

ite: carmelized floating island, made with
crime anglaise.

Do you ever serve informal food, like a pot au
feu, to create a casual atmosphere?

No, even at an informal party, the food can be
formal. In the country, things are more casual.

One of my favorite country lunches is & paella
that I serve buffet style (my paellas weigh
twenty pounds and have to be served buffet)
with gazpacho first, then home-baked bread,
cheeses, fresh fruit, and lemon or lime ice.

What was the best party that you ever had?

The one we had last summer for our wedding
anniversary. It was a beautiful night, with the
moon twinkling on the water, and we had an
orchestra outdoors, The Night Hawks, thir-

teen young men in black tie playing music
from the 'thirties, 'forties, and 'fifties. We
danced until four in the morning. Dinner was
homemade pate, fillet of sole with Mornay
<-auce. cheese and fruit, a great mound of
homemade ice creams in different flavors, and
a huge :hocolate cake with chocolate syrup!

SLIM KEITH
(Lady Keith is a well-known party giver, both in

New York City and London.)

How do you plan your menus?

I'm a great believer in giving guests the food

that you like the best, not the food that you
think it's "proper" to give them. My dinners

used to be more elaborate; now I feel the sim-

pler the better, but always best of its kind.

I start to plan a dinner by deciding on the

main course: with meat, I'll start with fish

—

cold smoked salmon with hot creamed spin-

ach, or smoked salmon with hot boiled pota-

toes and marinated onions—or some kind of

pasta, if the meat is right. If it's chicken, I'll

have a soup—but not too much. People don't

want to eat too much, and if you give them an

extra course they'll eat it but wish that they

didn't have to.

I love good, simple main courses like chick-

en fricasee, corned beef and cabbage, a good
navarin of lamb, a beef ragout or stew. I'm es-

pecially fond of a good old English dish,

"bangers and mash." In New York, I use veal

sausages from Schaller & Weber, on East

Eighty-sixth Street, because they're as close to

the English sausages as you can get. I mound
them in the center of a large platter with fried

onions on top, and a circle of mashed potatoes

around them. When I was living in England, I

once served bangers and mash to Princess Al-

exandra, when she came to lunch. My cook

said, "The princess won't like that, it's such

ordinary food," but she loved it.

For dessert: usually something made with

apples, which I love: apple crumble, apple pie,

apple brown Betty. I'm also partial to pecan

pie and to an awfully good orange cake that's

made with ground almonds instead of flour.

But with bangers and mash, a real nursery

dish, we always have a real nursery dessert:

rice or bread pudding.

Do you ever serve dessert and coffee in anoth-

er room?

No, if conversation is good (and it will be if I

have cast the party well enough) I keep people

at the table a rather long time—for after-din-

ner coffee and more wine or Champagne. I try

to invite bright and interesting people so there

will be a good exchange of ideas; that's what
entertaining is about—lively exchange.

CHARLOTTE MAILLIARD
(As well as being one of San Francisco 's best

known hostesses, she is deputy chiefofprotocol

for the city.)

You're known for giving parties with themes.

Why is that?

Themes make party giving very easy. Parties

are celebrations of people, so you start with the

people, and the themes grow from there.

When Heather and Dick Marcus came to

town from Texas, I gave a chili party for them
and for Phil and Elaine Miller. I sent out invi-

tations in chili bottles, used my deck and my
neighbor's deck, put a Western band outside.

told people to come in Western dress and gave

cowboy hats as favors. (Continued on page 308)
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Sometimes I base a party around a build-

ing—a famous landmark in the city. People

tend to forget that there are wonderful build-

ings that can be used as settings for parties.

When some friends were visiting me from

Mexico, my first thought was to bring out the

margaritas and mariachi bands. But then I

thought no, they have that every day. So I de-

cided to use the California Palace of the Le-

gion of Honor, part of The Fine Arts

Museums of San Francisco, a beautiful land-

mark building here. It has a big open rotunda

that we used for cocktails, then we boated peo-

ple across from the building to a grassy lawn

where we had a lawn party and lunch, with

violins playing and the women guests in lawn

drosses and big hats.

The other thing I like to do, when possible,

is to use other people's houses for parties—ei-

ther for them, or for other friends. When Jac-

queline de Ribes was here to launch her new
designs, I borrowed a house called "Le Petit

Trianon," that belongs to a friend of mine. It

turned out that it was a lot like Jacqueline's

own house, and we served French onion soup,

crepes, had violins playing and a singer who
sounded like Piaf.

You really love to give parties, don't you?

Yes. My motto is that it's better to have a party

than not to have it. Say you've just realized

that it's someone's anniversary or birthday.

It's not too late to celebrate; you can invite

people to a party at a restaurant that evening.

Most people love last-minute invitations.

GEORGE AND JENIFER
HARVEY LANG
(George Lang heads the food and beverage in-

dustry's most distinguished international con-

sulting firm. Jenifer Lang is a food writer, a
graduate of the Culinary Institute ofAmerica,

and is working on a bookfor Crown Publishers

on the best foods you can find in your pantry.)

What has changed in the past five years in the

way you entertain?

G.L.: I think of entertaining today as a decre-

scendo, a diminishing chord. Our parties now
are smaller than the ones I gave five years ago.

Instead of clearing out all of the furniture and
having a seated dinner for one hundred, Jen-

ifer and I have dinner for fourteen, maximum.
And there's also a difference in the style of

the food we serve. Now we celebrate the natu-

ral. Recently we served an eighteen-pound
king salmon, plainly poached. Four or five

years ago, we would have taken this defense-

less fish and stuffed it with mousse, then

wrapped it in pastry, and it would have ended
up a tour deforce of garnishing and stuffing. I

like to call our new approach to cooking
"cuisine legere."

How do you seat people at the table?

J.L.: Neither of us wants to do it, but because
George does beautiful calligraphy he usually

ends up writing the place cards and arranging

the seating.

G.L.: I do the seating and Jenifer re-does it.

J.L.: We have a special gilt-embossed leat'ier

board on the wall, with slots for holding dupl -

cate place cards guests can refer to when they

arrive. That saves (Continued on page 310)
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Ask for these carefully selected preparations from
Rene Gulnot's extensive range of products at
these professional establishments.

IL

ALABAMA
Mobile
TREI JOUE INSTITUT |205| 473-4000

ALASKA
Anchorage
KAREN MILLAGE LA MAISON DE BEAUTE
|907| 561-4070

ARIZONA
Tucson
GADABOUT EAST |602| 8850000
TOTAL WOMAN. LTD. |602) 327-4947

CALIFORNIA
Agoura
LIZ HANDEL $ CONTINENTAL SKIN CARE
(213) 889-1976
Beverly Hills

AIDA THIBIANT SKIN I BODY CARE CENTER
|2l3|278-7565

ERIC LINTERMAN'S|2I3| 2787103
HEIDI BEVEBLY CENTER
ISABELLE'S SKIN CARE |2U| 859 2684
SALON GOROG 121 3| 859 8269
Bonrta

ENJOU |6 1 9| 267-1540

Brentwood
ELIZABETH SKIN CARE FACIAL CLINIC
|2I3| 471-1636

SCARSDALE SALON |2I3| 820-4643
Carlsbad
THE SALON [619) 434-1014
Corona Del Mar
KLARA KORVIN S EUROSOFT SKIN CARE
|714]675 1803
Downey
DEJAVU|2I3| 977-8314

REFLECTION |2I 3| 861-334

1

Encinrtas

SHEAR PERFECTION |6I9| 436-4S00
Glendale
SKIN CARE CLINIC BY SYLVIA |2I3| 241-8556
Hayward
ELAINE 14151886-3455
Irvine

SAKS OF IRVINE |7I4| 559-6353
Kentfleid

TRANCE SKIN CARE SALON |4I5| 457-7676
Lacuna Beach
ANNELISE SKIN CARE [, 14974443
THE FACIAL INSTITUTE 1 4 i'

La Jolia

CELLULITE SLIMMING CENTER *
PROFESSIONAL SKIN CARE |7I4| 457-2003
Long Beach
GEORGE OLIVERI SALON |2I3| 421-4/44

MINA 12131434-7506

Los Angeles
ORO COSMETICS 121 31 622 7190

Los Altos

NELY COSMETICS STUDIO (4I5| 9415200
Newhall
HAIRLOOM |805| 255-1776

San Clemente
RAFAEL S SALON |7I4| 4984892
San Diego
FACES FANTASTIC (6I9| 291 5600
GERMAINE EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
(619) 224-8264

LE VISAGE |6I9| 487 2324
San Francisco
MARY OEI S ABOUTFACE SKIN CARE SALON
(415) 775-6347

ROY OLIVER |4I5I 563 2044
San Jose
WOMAN S PLACE |408| 446 1070
San Marino
EDRIS-SKIN CARE CENTER (21 3| 287 2585
San Mateo
ATHINA MANIS |4I5| 347 8989
AVIVAI4I5I 574 4433
Santa Ana
SARA S BEAUTY SALON |7I4| 542-2872
Santa Barbara
BOOYFIRM |805| 966-3314

South Lake Tahoe
SKIN « HAIR THERESE THOENI |9I6| 544 8545
Torrance
BEAU MONDE SALON [2I3J 373-8539
Justin

LA GRECA COIFFURES AND FEMININE
ATTIRE |7I4| 544-7171

Upland
BOTH OF YOU |7I4| 981 8873
THE FACE PLACE |7I4| 9813855
Ventura
C EST NOUS HAIR DESIGNERS

1 8051 6470893
Walnut Creek
OARLENE HOWARD S FACES OF BEAUTY
|4I5|932-34S6

Westlake
ENIKO GRIEGER S EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
|213|889-4247

Wrvtlake Village
COLLETTE S COSMETICS |805| 496-5585
West Los Angeles
ELIZABETH RODIER |7I !| 4/3 1513

Westminster
SARA S BEAUTY SALON |/I4| 891 2100
Westwood
EUROPEAN FACIALS BY OARLENE
|2I 3| 470-4031

Woodland Hills

LA CHAMAOE 171 3| 346-8100

COLORADO
Aspen
MASERATI 1 303| 92S 4557

Denver
LILITH AT FIGARO S |303| 691-91 10

Lakewood
STYLE DIRECTORS 1 3031 233-07 16

CONNECTICUT
Danen
A HEAD OF TIME SALON |703| 655-4638

Greenwich
VIS A VIS |203| 6614960
Stamford
HEIDI S SALON |203| 323 3999

Wesl Hanford
BERTUGUA |203| 236-1633

New Haven
FANTASY SALON|203| 777 5509
Weslport
AUSTIN ROLFE |203| 226-7441

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
BERNARD LE PRINCE 17071 72 3 4940

CORNROWSA CO. 12021 723 1827

HARLOW HAIR SKIN CENTER |707| 966 7780
THIRTY ONE U FOR HAIR |202| 96S 6555

TRESSES BY TRIS |202| 6383855
WATERGATE SALON 17021 333 3488

FLORIDA
RENE GUINOT DE BEAUTt 1 305| 6670393
Fort laudrrcj.de

ARLETTE S INSTITUT DE BEAUTE |305| 771 979

Fort Myeis
THE PHOENIX |8I 3| 939 1 161

HHRE1
RENOT SKIN CARE CENTER |305| 8844104
Induls'ntK
HOUSE OF FRAGRANCE

I

ll'.| /2S 4261
i Vio

EUROPEAN CONCEPT |305| 231 0412

vine

BREWER SKIN CARE |904| 7 1 1 4462
Lakeland
TILLEY S SALON |HI j| 644 6/08
lake u
INSTITUT PARISIENNE I

105) 4 1 1 0404

CHATEAU LE FEMMB 1 105| 854 8966
NORMA PENABAO SALON

I
<05| 266 469

1

RBNt GUINOT DE BE AUTt |
105) 181 8180

SKIN S BEAUTY CONCEPT 1 105| 755 6510

;*k-j

CIO*

Cj.r-0

rrnp

•uu

Oft

«I»T

mr

Mm Hr..

VALENTI S HAIR DESIGN
I
I05| 868 I MO

Miami Beat h
LES FEMMES |

I0',| -I IS 28*0
Orlando
ILIA MATOS SALON
Palm pi
WALTERS INTERNATIONAL COIFFURII
I W5|659 60/4
Penvarola
MARK LEES SKIN CARE |904| 4/6 1509

FACES. INC. 1 105| III:

FINISHING TOUCHK

Ml
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FOR YOUR EYES
...Rene Guinot Laboratories propose a new regimen specifically

conceived to enrich, revitalize and protect the fragile area around the eyes.

VIALS A nourishing collagen and elastin enriched concentrate to maintain
the necessary moisture balance.

MASQUE DOUX A soothing blend of essential oils to enhance suppleness.
Applied twice weekly, it helps to reduce undereye shadows and small
lines and wrinkles.

GEL CREME Defends against various atmospheric aggressions. An ultra moisture
retaining complex enriched with mucopolysaccharides, collagen and elastin.

LOTION BLEUE A toning lotion with azulene to soothe, relax and relieve

congestion of the eyelids.

DEMAQUILLANT CILS A creamy emulsion prepared with vegetal oils

to remove the most tenacious makeup products.
*fone C7uinot~* f PARIS

Sunrise

ARLENE 5CHUMAN AT JEMINI FOR HAIR
1305) 748-5660

Tampa
DANISE $ HOUSE OF BEAUTY |8I3| 8764810

GEORGIA
Atlanta

CURTIS OF PHIPPS SALON |404] 237 4688
OE LUCIA |404| 233-1388

LEIBEN, INC. |404| 875-1111

MARIE THE [404| 763-3451

Forrest Park
CLAYTON PLAZA |404| 366-9052
Jonesboro
STONEY S ARTISTIC CENTER (404) 471 3533
Smyrna
CLAIBORNE'S (404) 436-8300

ILLINOIS
Chicago
BRADY C EST BON/LUIS JOSE COSMETICS
|3I2|664-472S

JULIE S ESTHETIC SKIN CARE * BODY
CENTER |3I2| 266-1999

ODOM SCOSMETIQUE|3l2| 752-3600

INDIANA
Fort Wayne
SKIN CARE CLINIC |2I9| 4g5-91 10

Indianapolis

SCANDALS |3!7| 849-8499.

KENTUCKY
Ashland
BETTY MC GINNIS SKIN CARE |606| 329 8627
Henderson
TREETOP BEAUTY CENTER |502| 827 5557
Louisville

EXPRESSIONS |502| 426-2213

IMAGES HAIR DESIGNS |502| 583-7041

LOUISIANA
Monroe
ANNI LEILA S. INC. 13181 323-1327

MARYLAND
Baltimore
C LANOCA (3011 377-0133

LA PARFUMERIC |30tJ 435-8866
RICHARD BANKERD DESIGNS |30I| 426-5572
Luthervitle ,

LA CLINIOUE SKIN CARE [301| 828-7464
Pasadena
ABOUT FACES (301) 76I-0S6S
Pikesville

CHEZ JOOI [301) 484-3585
RocKviilr

THE FACE PLACE |30l| 881-2540
Towson
ABOUT FACES SALON (301) 828-6666
Towson
CHEZ JOOI (301) 821-6445

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
IMAGE HAIR * SKIN CENTER |6I7| 536-1605

Hyannis
AESTHETICA, INC. |6I7| 771 7833

Newtonville
J. ILES HAIR * SKIN SALON |6I7| 5278969
Shrewsberry
THE FACE MAKERS |617| 791-2682 «
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
TIMS PLACE (3I3| 663-9S77

Southlield

MIRA LINDER (313) 356-5810

MISSOURI
Kirksville

THE HAIR CLINIC II |8I6| 665 -6210

Saint Louis

FRIENDS FOR YOUR HAIR |314| 567-7007

NEVADA
Reno
ERIKA BAHR SKIN CARE |702| 82SOI4I

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
NOT SO PLAIN JANE'S 1603) 622-5971

NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill

MICHELE. MICHELE TOTAL FACE t BODY
CARE |609| 424-0121

Clifton

MAISON D ELEGANCE |20l| 7721618

Collingswood
COMB S SCISSORS |609| 858-8956

Little Silver

FACE PLACE (201) 747-5444

Livingston

MIRA OF ISRAEL (NEW FACES| (201) 994 4774

Short Hills

HEIDI S SALON (201
j 467-55S1

Union City

ETC. ..UNISEX SALON |20l| 8672710

NEW YORK
Bronx
CARESSE COSMETICS. INC. (212) 597-7078

Buffalo

FOR WOMEN ONLY |7I6| 883-1027

Corona
VIRGINIA BEAUTY SALON (212) 6721382

Locust Valley

LBOE. INC. ISI6) 676-8310

Merrick

MAXIMUS SALON (516) 623-4180

New York
AINSLEY SKIN CARE, INC. (212) 369-3300

BIEN FAIT |2I2| 686-8770

BONSIGNOR S (212) 267-1 108

CLYDE'S CHEMIST'S (212) 288-6966

DIMENSIONS IN SKIN CARE (2121 758051

1

ELIZABETH UNGAR SKIN CARE |2I2| 988-7280

LEONARD S OF LONDON |2I2| 755 1193

MALVINA SKIN CARE |212| 695-2027

ROSSI SALON |2I2| SSI 4550

VIRGINIA OHAIRE AT NAILS BY LEE
|2I2| 752-0496

Schenectady
GOODING SKIN SYSTEMS. INC. ISIS) 374-0736

Smithlown
ATELIER HAIR DESIGN |S16! 265-2026

Walton
ELIZABETH SKIN CARE |607| 865-5727

OHIO
Cincinnati

FOURTH STREET SALON (513| 721-7333

TECHNIQUES. INC. |5I3| 761-5454

Cleveland
LA VIOLETTE SKIN CARE. INC. (216) 566-8333

Columbus
HAIR DESIGNERS (614) 889-1995

JOHN OF HOLLAND ||6I4) 457-4664

Maple Heights
TOTAL ECLIPSE 1216) 662-7371

OKLAHOMA
Ardmore
MIRNA S SKIN CARE CLINIOUE |405| 226 -1 709

Oklahoma City

CREME DE LA CREME (405) 840-4419

Tulsa
ADRIAAN. INC. |9I8| 743-2509

OREGON
Portland
FACES UNLIMITED IS03I 2224685

PENNSYLVANIA
B'yn Mawr
SALON 600(2151 527 3600
Holland
COUPLES SALON |2I5| 357-4247

Jenkintown
E. F. CUT'N S CO. (215) 576-8088

Kenneit Square
LONGWOOD BEAUTY SALON (215) 4444272
Langhorne
SENSATIONAL YOU (215) 860-1600

Media
SKIN DEEP BEAUTY CLINIC (21 5) 565-0886

Paoli

POUR L'IMAGE (2)5) 647-6618

Philadelphia
ESTETICA (2IS) 569-9618

CLOISONNE. INC. (21 5) 735-5165

MAKE-UP. LTD. (215)5681110

PIERRE t. CARLO SALON (21 5J 735-0164

PILEGGI ON THE SQUARE (21 S) 627-0565

Pittsburgh

FACES EUROPEAN SKIN CARE |4I2| 621 5992

INTRIGUES SALON S COSMETIOUE
1412)921-2277

Rosemont
POUR L'IMAGE |2I5| 527-8469

Springfield

PARK PLAZA HAIR * SKIN STUDIO
1215)5434247
Wilkes-Barre
RON S HAIR « SKIN CARE STUDIO
(7I7|8230I29

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
METZ « KERCHNER HOUSE OF
INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY. INC. (615) 584-91 17

TEXAS
Austin
WESTLAKE IMAGE |5I2| 327-5016

Corpus Christi

THE CROWNING TOUCH (512) 241 7481

Dallas

CORRELATIONS. INC. (214) 357-7551

GILDED LILY (214) 458-0707

THE HAIR REVUE [214] 522-6481

INTERNATIONAL HAIR STUDIO (214) 2330242
LEONARD INTERNATIONAL |2 14) 4581404
L'IMAGE (214) 526-6410

L IMAGE ON THE PARKWAY (2I4| 934-8080
LINDA BELL'S ESTHETIKEE (2141) 351-5133

PERRY HENDERSON S AT LORETTA BLUMS
(214) 522-2870

REBECCA'S (214) 369-3418

Fort Worth
EUROPEAN SKIN CARE INSTITUTE
(817) 731-3511

VANN MARTIN'S (817) 923-821

1

Galveston
LULU S HAIR COMPANY |409| 744-5323
Gatesville

SHEAR DELIGHT (SI 7| 865-21 16

Grand Prairie

THE GREENHOUSE (817) 640-4000
Hereford
THE FACE PLACE (806) 364-7676

Houston
ABOUT FACE SALON (713) 440-7788
BEAUTIQUE. INC. (713) 526-1 126

COMMAND PERFORMANCE (713) 497-2021

COSMO CLINIC (713) 932-7077

KAREN BENBOW. INC. (713) 961-5747
LINDA DOODEHEEFVER (7)3) 784-8727

KATHRVN TEWICH (713) 444-0879
Midland
BACKSTAGE (915) 683-2752

New Braunfels
SALON DE COIFFEUR GASTON |512| 625-8080
San Antonio
HAIR DIMENSIONS |5I2| 349 8041
Texas City

NEW TECHNIOUE|7l3| 945 9996
Victoria

FABIENNE'S (512) 573-5066

Wichita Falls

MARTHA CRAWFORD (81 7) 723-5000

VERMONT
Montpelier
JAN'S BEAUTY BAR |802) 229-0366

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
EUROPEAN FACIAL CENTER (703| 549 1990

Arlington
BEAUTY ENCOUNTERS (703) 521-3900

HAIRLOOM SALON |703| 5210323
Fairfax

TOTAL CONCEPT (703) 273-7012

Falls Church
RAHELE'S BEAU MONDE (7031 241-7499

Lynchburg
GREAT MANES. INC. |804| 384-5411

McLean
GANELLE SALON 1 703) 893-5000

Norfolk
NILES SALON |804| 622-9056
Springfield

STACY'S (703) 451-131

1

Williamsburg
CHRISTINE ROCHE |804| 2294403

WASHINGTON
Bellevue

GENE JUAREZ (206) 455-5511

GARY BOCZ |206| 453-9134

Seattle

GARY BOCZ 1 206) 624-9134

GENE JUAREZ OF FOUR SEASONS
(206)6280011
GENE JUAREZ OF NORDSTROM (206) 628-1405

GENE JUAREZ OF 6TH AVENUE |206| 622-661

1

ROBERT LEONARD LTD. (206) 623 9666

WISCON IN
Milwaukee
EDEL'S FACES. INC. (414) 272-0092

Also available on board:

QUEEN ELIZABETH II

ISLAND PRINCESS
PACIFIC PRINCESS
ROYAL VIKING SEA
ROYAL VIKING SKY
ROYAL VIKING STAR
NORDIC PRINCE
SCANDINAVIA
SEA PRINCESS
SONG OF AMERICA
SUN VIKING
SAGAFJORD
VISTAFJORD

Also available at other fine skin care Salons;
for further information contact:
Francoametics International Inc. 8601 Wilshire Blvd . Suite 602. Beverly Hills,

California 9021 1 |2I3| 659-1970 • Sole Eastern US Agent: Lachman Imp
733-35 Lewis Tower Building, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102 |/> , 46-9448.
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them walking around the tabic later looking

!>u their names

Do you ever give buffets?

I 1 No, because George doesn't like them.

He Feels that people don't know how to ar-

range their plates when they serve themselves

and the food ends up looking unappetizing,

(ill swore I'd never make people stand in

line for food the way 1 had to in Europe during

the War. I think of standing in line at a buffet,

plate in hand sort of as "brother, can you

spare a truffle?"

Do you mind an extra man or woman at table?

I I Nut at all. but some of our European
guesis won't sit down at the table if there are

thirteen places.

Do you have flowers on the table?

J.L: Rarely. Sometimes George will arrange a

variety of flower petals in geometrical patterns

around candelabra or compotiers on the table.

G.L.: I also cut vegetables into flower shapes

and semi-abstract shapes. We have a favorite

set of white and gold Sevres figurines that we
place on a mirrored platter in the center of the

table, when we don't want to use anything else.

Do you have any kind of music or entertain-

ment at your parties?

G.L: Yes, always. I don't believe you can ex-

pect guests to be charming and scintillating ev-

ery moment and carry the whole evening by

themselves. We have a wonderful grapholo-

gist, one who tells people the most amazing
things; or a musician, like the Hungarian gyp-
sy cimbalom player we like very much—or

sometimes one of the guests and I play sonatas

together. This happened when Placido Do-
mingo came here. Another time, Larry Adler
played for us.

ANNETTE REED
(Mrs. Samuel P. Reed is a New Yorker who en-

tertains beautifully, though under duress.)

How often do you entertain?

Never—unless I'm forced to. Our life is really

private because of the children and all. And
coming from a large family myself, there's so

much of cur life that is devoted to family.

I have so many friends who entertain so

beautifully, so I defer all entertaining tips to

them. I love them dearly. And I'm thrilled to

go to their houses. But for me, it's my sisters,

my mother, my dogs, and my children. Big-

time entertaining doesn't come into my life so

much. And I only do it under duress, and a lot

of whining goes on and a lot of moaning.
But when the worst happens to me and my

arm is twisted, I give dinners for the organiza-

tions I'm involved with: The New York Public

Library, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, or

American Heritage. I would rather send peo-

ple presents, go to restaurants, do anything,

rather than face having the front door open.

Do you ever enjoy your own parties when y< u

do throw them?

No! Unless it is my mother and my sisters, and
then it is on my bed. It's cozy and we all watch
TV with the dogs. If I entertain, I wa *o go
well, and to have things go well it's s ;ch i
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k that it exhausts me before i can begin.

VV hat do you do for the dinners yon arc forced

to give?

I borrow everything from my mother. I bor-

row my mother's help, I borrow my mother's

silver. Everything.

Do you use a caterer?

Yes. Glorious Food does it all. And then ev-

eryone tells me how disgusting it is to have a

caterer.

Do you have a florist you like?

Mario. I couldn't walk across the street with-

out Mario. [Mario Flowers, 421 East 73rd

Street in New York City.] We fight night and

day, but Mario does beautiful flowers. And
then I bring in plants and stuff from the coun-

try. I like natural-looking things.

GERALDINE STUTZ
(Ms. Stutz is the president ofHenri Bendel, in

New York City.)

How often do you entertain?

Once every couple of weeks. I find that so

many friends come and go through New
York—this has become the place where people

from all over the world gather—that I'm al-

ways getting chums together. I have anywhere

from twelve to fourteen, seated at two round

tables. People are asked for 8:15 and we sit

down to dinner at 9:15.

How do you seat people?

As best I can! I never use place cards. I make
two circular plans ahead of time for each table,

and hide them behind the potted palm to refer

to if I forget. But I feel free to change the ar-

rangements if I get fresh inspiration during the

cocktail hour. I always try to seat each person

between someone they know and someone
they don't know. That way they can feel at

ease with an old chum, and make a new friend.

Has the kind of food you serve changed over

the past five years?

For the past ten years Glorious Food has done
all my parties, and they still do. They know my
house and what's in it. Although nouvelle cui-

sine has come and gone, it's left an influence. It

stirred the imagination as well as the cooking
pot. We're more imaginative about food now,
but without being eccentric. One thing has not

changed: I never serve food with drinks.

What kinds of flowers do you use?

In summer, I haul in loads of flowers from my
garden in the country—peonies, zinnias, lilies,

tulips. I always use one kind of flower through-

out the party rooms—the dining and drawing
rooms; I find it less jarring than a mix.

Do you have music or entertainment?

My guests find the sound of their own voices

the best music.

How do you feel about having an extra man or

woman at the table?

Gender doesn't have anything to do with
guesting. Nobody cares about that kind of

re.

DEEDA Til \IR
(Mrs. Blair is distingu shed Washington DC
hostess.)

What is your favorite number at dinner?

: u sixteen, (Continued on page 313)

Take the

Real Gold Plunge

You're the golden girl in this I4K

goldjewelry! Rings, pendants,

pins and earrings, newly shaped

for a different angle on fashion.

Dive in!

Available at:

Saks Fifth Avenue— All Stores

CALIFORNIA
Beverly Hills—Raymond & Co.

San Mateo— Steiner's Jewelry
CONNECTICUT
New London

—

Mallove's

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Bensons Jewelry Co.

The Jewel Boutique
Lynn Jewelers

FLORIDA
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Atlanta— Knox Jewelers
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ILLINOIS
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LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge— Lee Michael's Fine Jewelry
New Orleans— Bourdreaux Jewelers
MARYLAND
Baltimore—Dahne & Weinstein

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston— Shreve, Crump & Low, Inc.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Grossman's Country Club Plaza

NEW JERSEY
Westtield— Michael Kohn, Inc.

NEW MEXICO
Las Cruces— Glenn Cutter Jewelers
NEW YORK
Glen Cove— London Jewelers

Greenvale— Wheatley Plaza— London Jewelers

Mt Kisco— Phillippus II & Co.

Ossming— Phillippus & Co., Inc.

NORTH CAROLINA
High Point—The Golden Butterfly Inc.

OKLAHOMA
Muskogee— Carl's Jewelry

TEXAS
Austin— Joe Koen & Son
Houston— Quenton Elliot Co.
Kerrville— Brehmer's Jewelers
San Antonio— Gildemeister's

Morettis Fine Jewelry
WASHINGTON
Renton— Porcello Jewelers

Lazarus Jewelers
36 West 47th Street

New York, NY. 10036
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Redken.

beautiful hairdown to a science.

Beautiful, isn't it! Hair

that catches your eye

has a vibrant shine,

looks healthy and

touchable.

If your hair doesn't

look this good, there's

probably a specific

reason why. After

24 years studying hair

High magnification shows
how hair treated with
Redken scientific hair care

respondsfrom the insideout.

can be. Everyday, pre-

dictably.

And we don't think

you should have to

guess which shampoo
goes with which con-

ditioner. That's why
Redken is used and

sold in salons, where a

hair stylist can analyze

Beauty through Science

we know how to make sham your hair and recommend
poos and conditioners to solve what will work best for you.
any number ofproblems.Every
product we make is scientifi-

cally formulated to correct a

condition that robs hair of its

natural beauty.

We think you deserve hair

care that works for you. So
your hair looks as beautiful as

You'll see how well Redken*

\ nets work before you take

tru home. Your stylist will

dem rnstrarehow much to use-

and how often-expert advice

you won I ^nd anywhere else.

For the names of salons near

you, call 800-423 ^369 toll free.



HOSTESS SECRETS
(Continuedfrom page 310)

though we can go up to sixty in the big room
downstairs. I prefer smaller parties, where I

can take a lot of extra care with the food.

Do you ever use caterers?

No, we do all our own food at home. I have an
inspired, sensitive cook who does a dish per-

fectly after we go through it together the first

time. Our specialty is desserts, which I adore.

We make all sorts of sherbets with our ice-

cream maker—strawberry, peach, lichee,

mango, and a banana sherbet that is flavored

with orange and lemon juice. There's a divine

pear ice cream we make from a recipe in The
Christian Dior Cookbook, the most extrava-

gant cookbook in the world. I serve these ices

and ice creams in very pretty eighteenth-cen-

tury pots de crime. We also make a heavenly

raspberry souffle, a very chocolately chocolate

roll, and a marvelous pecan meringue torte.

We also fill meringue bases with ice cream or

lemon mousse.

What kinds of flowers do you use?

I like using herbs with flowers—combining

roses with parsley, or putting pots of growing

herbs around a tall vase of flowering branches.

I also like combining fruits and flowers. In the

spring, I bring in miniature lilacs in their pots.

How do you feel about music or some kind of

entertainment?

We don't have music; but quite often, as many
of our dinners are given in connection with the

medical boards i to, one of the guests
will give a short talk at the end of dinner about
the work he or she is doing, or the research
going on in that particular field of medicine.

LITA VIETOR
(Mrs. Vietor entertains with great style in San
Francisco.)

Do you enjoy throwing parties?

Yes, I enjoy it very much because I love peo-
ple. But as the years have gone by I really en-

joy the smaller dinners much more than the
larger parties. If you have a party for six or
eight you can really get into some kind of sub-
ject in depth.

Has your style of entertaining changed in the

past five years?

Oh, yes. It is much less formal. I enjoy serving

the first course as a buffet because it sets an
informal tone for the dinner right away. Cock-
tails used to be an hour. Now, I think half an
hour is plenty. Even the table looks less for-

mal. I think the centerpieces are more casual.

Vegetables are used to give a nice country feel

to the table, replacing the crystal and sterling

silver. Votive candles are used instead of can-

delabra. Instead of using tablecloths, I like to

use pretty placemats: I have some mirrored

ones that I like. I also like the wood on the

table shewing.

And then I think people aren't dressing as

much for dinner It's nice not to have black tie.

As a hostess, I would wear a kimono with

pants, something kind of homey looking.

Do you ever change the locale of where you
entertain?

Yes. During the winter I sometimes bring Lu-

cite tables into the living room and my guests

and I eat in front of a roaring fire. Sometimes
it's fun not to move into the dining room

What kind of food do you like to serve?

I'm Italian, so I love to serve one kind of pasta

dish to start with—a spinach gnocchi or spa-

ghetti. Then an entree and dessert 1 don't like

having the fourth course. I find that makes
dinner too long. You're really captured be-

tween those people your hostess has put you
next to; sometimes it's really singing for your
supper.

How do you feel about entertainment after

dinner?

I love the idea, especially for a large dinner.

I've had a few actors from the San Francisco

Repertory Company come in to put on a few

short excerpts from what they're working on.

I've also had the Whiffenpoofs come.

HARLEY BALDWIN
(Mr. Baldwin is the developer ofBridgemarket.

the world's largestfood market, to open in New
York City in the fall of 1984.)

What makes a party a success?

Any number of things. For example, if the sun

is going down on top of Smuggler Mountain in

Aspen as we're roasting a whole lamb, it's just

hard not to get excited about life, and the food

and the people that you're with. In New York,

my kitchen is a room about twenty by twenty-

five feet—and there's a large working space in

the middle where people can either participate

in the cooking, or smell and see what's going

on while they have a drink. Even ifwe sit down
for dinner, we usually have the first course in

the kitchen. That (Continued on page 314)
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Lore Caulfield searches out the finest silk fabrics, designs French
Alengon laces with hearts, roses, butterflies, and selects

each of the tiny details that distinguish her creations.
Turn any Lore' design inside out and see superb workmanship,

fine hand finishing, each piece a collector's item.
Connoisseurs call it the Premier Lingerie Collection in the world.

Lore"s silk charmeuse Teddy, the sexiest anywhere, with zippered back.
In Sapphire, Red or Black, with Black lace. Ivory with Ivory lace.

Price, about $130.00

Available at

Bergdorf Goodman, Nordstrom ,

T
. Magnin, Enchante-Chicago

Saks Fifth Avenue & other fine stores.

For more information call 1-800-227-3800 Ext. 544

©1983 Lorer Lingerie, 2229 Corner Ave., LA., CA 900f
|

I HOSTESS SECRETS

(Continuedfrom page 313)

partly solves the problem of late guests and

how do you entertain the ones who are there

early and hungry: people come in and I put

them to work.

Do you mind having extra women or men?

No. I think what people are particularly inter-

ested in is sitting next to someone interesting.

Do you ever entertain out?

Yes. Not usually for more than four people,

although I love to put ten people in a car and
go up to Sylvia's in Harlem for ribs. Or if I'm

in L.A., I'll entertain at Spago. Or in Paris, at

Le Bernardin. But generally, I like to entertain

at home; it's the best food.

LIZ FONDARAS
(Mrs. Anastassio Fondaras gives beautiful par-

ties in New York City, Long Island, and Paris.)

What makes a party a success?

I think there's a kind of magic about a success-

ful party and it has to do with the atmosphere
that's created by the host and hostess. Natu-

rally it has to do with the cast of characters

and the setting, and it's important that it's a

good dinner; but, there is this magical ingredi-

ent that's hard to describe which, I think, is set

in the first few moments of the party. The
number of people and the size of the room and
how people are welcomed into a house—

I

think those things all have to do with it. You
know, if you have a few people in a great room,
somehow, it never seems to get off the ground;

people like to be closer together. One of the

ingredients of a successful party is the hos-

tess's enjoying it; the guests feel welcome.

How does your entertaining style differ from
place to place?

I guess the place I entertain the most is in East

Hampton because it's a bigger house and sum-
mer entertaining is what I do there. The house

really lends itself to informal entertaining, and
I love to give lunches down there because it's

awfully beautiful; I like to have the view of the

flowers and the sea and the dunes. Of course,

in New York City, I do slightly more formal

entertaining, and there I give more dinners. In

Paris it's a much smaller apartment, and I take

that opportunity to invite my friends and I do
quite a lot of entertaining in a short period of

time. But it's rather informal in Paris, strange-

ly enough, just because the apartment is a pied-

a-terre.

How do you handle flowers?

That's another reason why I enjoy entertain-

ing in the country. I have a lovely cutting gar-

den there and lots of flowers. In New York
City, you do the best you can. Flowers are get-

ting prettier in New York flower shops; some-
how there's more variety than there used to be

and less emphasis on durability, more on beau

ty. I've been going to Rhinelander. [Rhmo-
lander Florist, Inc., 867 Madison Ave, NYC]

JOANNE STERN
(Mrs. Alfred Stern is president of the Interna-

tional Council of The Museum ofModern Art.

in New York City, and often entertains for
charitable causes.) (Continued on page 324)
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The one fragrance that will make you forget all others.
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Activewear that's casual, comfortable and attractive. $4 to $43. With soft and sensitive Pastel Sweaters. Naturals inl
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Queen Rnne's lace
available at:

SnKS FIFTH RVCNUC
Neai York. Dollos

Beverly Hills. Palm Beoch

MRCVS CnilFORNin
Son Francisco. Stanford

Monterey, 8ird Cage
Reno. Fresno

BLOOM1NGDRLCS
New York, Washington. D C

Philadelphia. Dallas

J.UU. ROBINSON
Los Angeles

FIL6NCS
Boston. Chestnut Hill

South Shore, Burlington

BONLUIT TCLLCR
Neuj York, Chicago

Beverly Hills

BULLOCKS UUILSHIR6
Los Angeles

6. RLTMRN
New York Si Branches

NORDSTROM
Costa Mesa

MRCVS NOU VORK

GRTTLCS
Vero Beach. Naples

Fort Lauderdole. Boco Raton

Cincinnati. Indianapolis

NRN DUSKIN
Philadelphia

GIBBS LOUIS INC.
Orlondo

MRRSHRLL FICLDS
Chicogo
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Chcmoor. Lexington

THC HIGBCC CO.
Cleveland
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Columbus
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Cincinnati
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Birmingham
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Oklahoma City
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Dallas
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Little Rock
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Kansas City

100% silk charmeuse,

Tucked gown approximately 250.00.

Bedjacket approximately 115.00.

Gown with diagonal flounce,

approximately 135.00.

San Francisco Mercantile

Company, Inc.

1019 Market St.

San Francisco, CR 94103
415-861-6700
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\ Holiday Gift Guide

5A Holiday Gift Guide

VJfREY FLANNEL COLOGNE FOR MEN
BY GEOFFREY BEENE. Polished. Poised. Impeccable.

An uncommon blend of woods, mosses, amber,
lime and musk topped with herbs.

Grey Flannel. Classically elegant, thoroughly masculine.

<ED, BY COUNTESS MARA.®This unique,

limited edition of superb cravats by Countess Mara is

designed for the "one man in a million."®Made from satin

silk twill, in stripes and subdued patterns, each
distinctive necktie bears the exclusive Countess Mara
coronet trademark. Available wherever fine neckwear

is sold. Prices range from $21.50 to $5,000.

'WE YARDLEY OF LONDON®TO THE

REALLY IMPORTANT MEN IN YOUR LIFE.

Choose from three exciting fragrances: Musk
Spice or Leather in holiday-wrapped

gift Trios containing aftershave lotion,

stick deodorant and soap.

Each Trio only $7.50.

YcOU'RE GONNA GET IT WITH THE
KODAK DISC CAMERA. Know what's tops on c

Christmas list? It's the KODAK Disc Camera. It adva
automatically, and it's got a built-in flash th

exactly when to flash. So whether you want a >.

coming down the chimney or the elves wi i

presents, you're gonna get it with the KODAK .

J Eastman Kodak Company, 1983.

Tie. a.
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T«. HE MADISON SHIRT BY ROYAL SILK. Give him the

royal treatment. The Madison Shirt is pure luxury, in 100%
Shantung silk -handsomely accented with pleated flap

pockets. In light blue', ivory or black, for collar sizes 14 V2"

to 17". Style #114401. Hand wash or dry clean. Send $35

plus $1 . 75 per item for postage and handling to

Royal Silk, Royal Plaza, 45 East Madison Avenue,
Clifton, NJ 07011. Add $1.00 for catalogue.

. HATHANDSOME FLASK BELONGS TO STETSON,
the new classic cologne for men. On the trail or in the

boardroom, it fits. Thoroughly masculine,
comfortable, easy to wear, long-lasting.

Stetson fits the man of today!

"^1

Infer a world of

uncompromising elegance and style with

the SIGNATUREFRAGRANCES of OLEG CASSIN1.
His is dangerously masculine. Hers is delicately floral.

Available in fine stores. Everywhere.

m

IVE DEMI-TASSE the CoffeenCream Liqueur this Christmas, and'
you will be giving the perfect Christmas gift.
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UVE HIM THE BARON BY EVYAN. Created to

complement and harmonize with White Shoulders. Clear,

crisp and totally masculine. Never overpowering. It's

a long-lasting fragrance women love and men admire

for its reflection of good taste. The Baron- Tor the

gentleman in every man." The Baron Collection

Gift Set - Cologne and After Shave - $16.00.

Holiday Gift Guide
.A Holiday Gift Guide*

TOR ADDITIOWI, INIOHM VI ION AllOl I...

DEMI-TASSE COFFEE CREAM LIQUEUR
For free Demi-Tasse Recipe Brochure, write to: Demi-Tasse
Recipe Brochure Offer, P.O. Box 1047, Maple Plain. MN 55393.

GEOFFREY BEENE FRAGRANCES
630 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10111.

THE SIGNATURE FRAGRANCES OF OLEG CASSINI
Jovan Inc. , 875 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

60611. Attention: Consumer Affairs. Or call 1 (312) 951-7000.

THE BARON BY EVYAN
Available at fine department and specialty stores. Or call

toll-free 1 (800) 221-1594 for the names of stores in your area.

In New York, 1 (212) 532-3800.

THE MADISON SHIRT BY ROYAL SILK
Style #114401. Send $35 plus $1.75 per item for postage and
handling to Royal Silk, Royal Plaza, 45 East Madison
Avenue, Clifton, N] 07011. Add $1.00 for catalogue. Checks,

money orders and major credit cards accepted, or order

toll-free 1 (800) 621-8272.

vivrrAR
Send for a free brochure to: The Vivitar Corporation

,

Customer Relations, Box 2100, Santa Monica, CA 90406.

YARDLEY OF LONDON
Call toll-free 1 (800) 621-6493.

T,_HE VIVITAR®INSTANT SLIDE PRlNTER
m lets you

make professional-quality, color or black and white prints

from your favorite slides in just 60 seconds.

The exposure is fully automatic, so all you do is push one

button for beautiful prints. Designed for use

with Polaroid®professional film.

FOOD

VOGUE
BY

MAXIME
DE LA FALAISE

is a delectable book
for all lovers of palate

pleasing cuisine,

featuring sensational

dishes and menu-
planning ideas from

such notables as

Geoffrey Beene,

Jacqueline Onassis,

Happy Rockefeller,

Francesco Scavullo

and many more.

Send your check or money order

(U.S. currency only) for $15.95 (plus

$1.50 for postage and handling),

total: $1 7.45 per copy to:

Conde Nast Books.

P.O. Box 431

Bloomfield, NJ



HOSTESS SECRETS
from page 314)

What makes a party a success?

The people and the atmosphere. I think good

food is important because you like to feel that

someone has taken the trouble ... but really it

is the people and a warm and friendly feeling.

And I'm absolutely devoted to the idea of in-

troducing people to each other at cocktail par-

ties. In England, it is assumed that everyone

knows everyone, but I think that's awful.

How has the entertaining that you do now
changed from, say, five years ago?

As I get older, I'm less worried as a hostess so

things are simpler.

How have the foods and drinks that you serve

changed?

I've been influenced by a caterer called Glori-

ous Food in New York City, whom I met
through Lily Auchincloss. Though most ofmy
parties are not catered, they have had a tre-

mendous influence in terms of having lighter

food and on the presentation of it.

How long do you hold dinner for late guests?

I think you just can't—it's not fair to the late-

comers or to the other guests. I think you

should go ahead and have dinner at the sched-

uled time. It's kinder.

What time do you usually eat dinner?

Eight-thirty. My husband just thinks anything

else is barbaric. Certainly New York City is a

later town than Washington, but still people

don't want to stay up too late.

How far in advance do you usually send out

invitations?

If you are putting together a party where you
really care about the people coming, it has to

be a minimum of three weeks in New York
City because people are so busy.

What do you think is a good-size dinner party?

I think twelve is a wonderful size. My husband
thinks eight. I like buffets for twenty-four be-

cause there can be an interesting mix. His fa-

vorite is eight at the table, so we're always

having a slight disagreement.

Was there any party that you threw that you
felt was especially successful?

The best party we ever gave was at the New
York Botanic Garden. It was a joint party for

my husband's mother and it couldn't have
been possible without the help of Beth Straus

who's one of the most accomplished hostesses

I know. It was for my mother-in-law's eighti-

eth birthday. The combination of the setting

and the fact that she had all her grandchildren

and great-grandchildren there was the best

part. It was in the beginning of April and the

flowers were just ravishing.

HILLIE MAHONEY
(Mrs. David Mahoney is known for her high-

powered entertaining in New York City.)

How do you think your style of entertaining

has changed over the past five years?

I think things are less formal now. Less is

more: beauty but not formality. In clothes, i

try to be casual but dressy: a dressy pyjama or

a short cocktail dress. There is also a differ-
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encc in the kind of food served. Today, it is

much lower in fat, higher in nutrition. The

vegetables are undercooked. And the desserts

aren't all rich and gooey; they're light and

fresh and appetizing. You get up from the ta-

ble feeling energized. You don't feel tired.

How do you do the seating for the tables?

For very large parties—say 250 people—

I

start doing the seating a week ahead. I like to

seat my friends with someone they already

know on one side, someone new on the other.

Do you ever throw parties with a theme?

Yes, I like a theme around which to celebrate

in the true sense of the word. Usually on Labor

Day weekend in the country we give a Septem-

berfest patterned after the Oktoberfest in Mu-
nich with knockwurst and sauerkraut and

wine and beer; we have a St. Patrick's Day par-

ty, and of course there are birthday and anni-

versary parties, or in honor of a visitor.

Do you ever entertain out?

Sometimes for the larger parties. We had my
husband's birthday party on the St. Regis roof

this year, for example. Even when the parties

are at hotels, I plan every last detail. I like to

bring my own tablecloths.

SANDRA PAYSON
(Miss Payson entertains extensively on Long Is-

land and in Saratoga Springs, New York.)

What makes a party a success?

Good food is terribly important. And not just

good but interesting food. People today are so

much more involved with food than they used

to be. They want to try it all.

When I was living in London, Prime Minis-

ter Wilson and his wife came to dinner and my
cook made chocolate brownies for dessert.

The next day I got a call from Mrs. Wilson

asking for the recipe; her husband had enjoyed

them so much. I also think people are taking

more interest in wines now. I often serve Aus-

tralian and Spanish wines—they're very good.

On the other hand, you can't always get

people to change their ways and accept new
ideas. When I was living in Houston, I came
back from a trip to Europe impressed by the

short cocktail period that preceded most din-

ner parties. I tried to get my friends in Hous-
ton to just have a glass of sherry and go right in

to dinner, but they weren't having any of that!

Of course, the mix of people at a party is

very important, too. I've lived in so many dif-

ferent places that I always have a very mixed
group at dinner. People enjoy that, though
quite a few might not know one another.

How do you seat people?

I keep the seating plan in my head. I prefer it

so that I can make last-minute changes if I

need to. If someone has been talking with one
person during cocktails, I make certain that

they aren't next to each other at dinner.

How do you invite people?

By telephone. I think this is a major change
from the way we used to do things. People now
travel so much and lead such busy lives that

the only way to make sure you've reached
them is to phone them.

Do you like to have music at your parties?

Yes. T often have a guitarist in after dinner, or
a group ofyoung musicians from The Juilliard

School. Or one of the guests might offer in ad-
vance to perform for us after dinner. V
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vour
knitwear
MATCH
VOUR
MAKE-UP?
Now With Aris Cosmetic Color
Knitwear, You Can Be Sure It Will.

Your hat will look great with your eyes.

Your scarf will blend with your cheeks...and your
gloves will compliment your lips.

The colors that surround your face are as important as

those on your face. And now Aris has twenty-four luscious knit-

wear colors that enhance your makeup for a total beauty look.

But color is not the only reason why Aris Knitwear

is so special. The Aris DreamPuff™ line is Thermal Puffed™ to

keep you comfortable with insulating warmth. And Aris

Angora is the ultimate statement in knitwear fashion

with its warm, soft natural fibers.

We have arranged our knitwear color chart at the left to

coordinate with this season's popular makeup groups. Simply

match the makeup and knitwear colors to achieve your

most successful beauty look. And to get you started on looking

your best, see our limited time special cosmetic

"gift with purchase" offer below.

At Aris, we make fashion and beauty go together.

«ARIS»

I

FREE GIFT WITH ARIS PURCHASE
When you buy any 2 pieces of Aris Dream Puff or

Aris Angora send two Aris hang tags plus your
department store or specialty store purchase
receipt and this coupon to Aris Knitwear Cos-

metic Offer, P.O. Box 3340, Syosset, NY. 11775.

Offer expiresJanuary 31, 1984. Allow 4 to 6 weeks
for delivery.

Color group desired:

Natural Midtones Brights Darks

Name.
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Luxuries to eat, drink, dream about-

from fresh foie gras to French

country wines to the year's best

cookbook-precious stuff

for delighting friends, yourself

By Barbara Kafka

ne of my holiday pleasures is be-

ing in the right profession at the

right time. My hoardings of in-

formation come into their own:

now is the perfect moment to sug-

gest a gift of a splendid olive oil,

the well-chosen bottle, the freshest

foie gras, a superb cookbook.

Edible Luxuries One of the best gifts I ever re-

ceived was an obscenely expensive large glass

jar gleaming from within with large black truf-

fles. The pleasure was prolonged for months as

I decided and redecided how to cook them and
with whom to share them. The giver, of course,

also had some small benefit from the feast.

Gifts in this category—and ones that we hesi-

tate to give to ourselves—are fresh white truf-

fles wrapped in a perfumed robe of Arborio rice

and enough good caviar. William Poll (1051

Lexington Ave., New York NY 10021; 212/
228-0501) will send fresh truffles in Italian rice;

black truffles run from about $25 to $40 each
and the white from $35 to $75 each.

There is a way of giving or buying ca viar that

if not cheap is at least a bargain. Caspian Impe-
rial Caviar Co., 12 East 79th St., NYC 10129,
will send, postage and firm chilling included,

seven ounces (half a caviar pound) of the very

best Russian or Iranian Beluga Malossol (large

grade) caviar for $ 1 1 1 or about half the price at

any other retail source with good quality we
know of. They have all the other sizes and
weights as well. If you call them (212/289-
1636) or write, you will make someone very

happy.

Slightly less lavish but equaliy loving are

lashings of good Italian, French, or California

olive oil. A mix of two California olive oils, one
from mission olives and one from manzanilla ol-

ives; a bottle each of California vinegars, one
white and one red; and California Wild rice can
be ordered from the Oakville Grocery ( 1 555 Pa-
cific Ave., San Francisco CA 94109, 415/885-
4411) for $65 plus shipping. Incidentally they

also have a fabulous assortment of California

nuts: 1 pound pistachios, 1/2 pound black wal-

nuts, 1 pound Napa walnuts, 1/2 pound Napa
Valley almonds, plus 1 pound dried apricots,

for $55 plus. These would certainly ease h >li-

day entertaining.

The ever-intelligent Giorgio DeLuca of Dean
& DeLuca (121 Prince St.,

V
'VC 10012; 212/

254-7774) has put together an a nos! endless
array of enticements for Christmas giving. I

think my favorite would come in two parts: first a
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1/2 liter of Antinori Extra Virgin Olive Oil packed

with 1/2 liter of Sanchez Romate Sherry Vinegar

for $16.50; second, a twenty-herb assortment

packed with a garlic braid for $75 and good
cooking all year long.

A new star on the luxury scene and one to be

given only to friends you know will appreciate it,

and also may have a clue as to its use, is fresh

foie gras hitherto unavailable—unless smug-
gled into this country—owing to U.S. rules and

regulations. Now we have two sources for do-

mestic foie gras. Fresh Mullard Duck foie gras

can be obtained from California Sunshine Fine

Foods Inc. at $65 to $75 a pound (144 King

Street, San Francisco CA 94107; 415/543-

3007). They will ship in insulated styrofoam

containers, and overnight deliveries are avail-

able. In the East, Amazon De Choix, 58-25

52nd Ave., Woodside, NY 11377 (212/507-

8080) can be used as a source.

Incidentally, cooking foie gras is one of the

best uses for that somewhat overpopularized

ingredient, raspberry vinegar. The foie gras

Harvest Riesling. Think of this before turkey.

You may be your only friend good enough for

foie gras, wine, raspberry vinegar, and Fram-

boise; but, ifyou are generous enough to share,

a shrine should be erected in your honor.

Luxuries To Drink Only a devoted member of

A.A. or a devout Mormon could be offended by

a case of Roederer Cristal. Unfortunately, the

price does not make this the solution to all gifts

and, for those who find diamonds impersonal,

Champagne may also seem not to reflect per-

sonalization. Don't let that stop you in my case.

I'm not bored by classics and will gladly accept

an alternative case of Chandon.

See page 328 for a few selections for more
modest assorted cases that certainly are hand-

picked. Each indicates knowledge on the part

of both giver and receiver. If you choose the Ital-

ian wines—very up-to-the-minute to take Italian

food and drink seriously, as I pointed out last

month—tuck in a copy of Victor Hazan's truly

brilliant Italian Wine, from Knopf. If you are stay-

ing resolutely patriotic, a breast-pocket copy of

The Connoisseur s Handbook of California

Wines, by Charles Olken, Earl Singer, and Nor-

man Roby, also from Knopf, could hardly be
amiss. With any case of wine, Barbara Ensrud's

excellent The Pocket Guide to Wine (Perigee).

Luxuries by the Book Probably the "in" food

book of the year is Paula Wolfert's The Cooking
of South-West France, from The Dial Press/

Doubleday & Company. It goes way beyond be-

ing a regional cookbook representing the in-

creasingly popular food of its area. It is the

summary of what Paula Wolfert, a truly extraor-

dinary food mind, has learned about how food

is prepared and why it works. In addition, food

made from her recipes is sensational. This is

my number-one choice. The food is so good, I

am attaching one of my favorite recipes (on

page 332) to tempt you onwards.

For outdoor friends and cookbook readers,

The L.L. Bean Game and Fish Cookbook, by
Angus Cameron and Judith Jones, from Ran-

dom House, is a must. (Continued on page 328)

inch thick; the vinegar

alone or reinforced by
some Framboise (see

Luxuries To Drink, com-
ing next) should be re-

duced to a syrupy glaze;

a heavy saute pan should

be lightly coated with but-

ter and the liver slices

likewise dusted lightly

with fresh ground black

pepper. When the pan is

fairly hot, put in the slices

in a single layer. When
lightly browned, turn

over. When lightly

browned again, pour
over them the raspberry-

rich reduction.

Remove each slice to a

plate barely covered with

tender leaves. Scrape
the pan juice equally over
each portion: heaven. In-

cidentally, sweet wine is

the traditional choice for

foie gras and this merits

the best: a Chateau d'Y-

auem, a Trockenbeeren-

auslese of spectacular
provenance, or Joseph

ips's Selected Late

SUSAN WOOD

Colorful and fragrant
Fish Soup Basquaise,
from a sensational
recipe in

Paula Wolfert's
The Cooking
of South-
West
France

m \
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DEWAR'S PROFILE:
MAKK STOllY
HOME: New York City.

AGE: 35

PROFESSION: Commercial film director,

Pfeifer-Story Productions.

HOBBIES: Writing the ultimate self-help

book for the non-gregarious, Hotv to Spend
the Least Amount ofTime with People
You Don't Like

.

LAST BOOK READ: Post Office,

Charles Bukowski.

LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT:
Directed Fur, a satirical short film,

for Saturday Night Live.

WHY I DO WHAT I DO: "After eight

years of taking orders in an advertising

agency, the time had come. The directee

would become the director. And I did."

PROFILE: Works well with people.

Would prefer not to. "Closet recluse."

HIS SCOTCH: Dewar's® "White .__-*
Label."® "After a long casting

session and too many stage
mothers, having a Dewar's
and soda is the only honor-
able thing to do."
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NATURAL
PURE AND GENTLE
No Svntherics, No Detergents

I PRECIOUS STUFF

Pears Soap is made only with simple,

wholesome ingredients: glycerine,

cedar, rosemary, thyme, natural oils

and herbs. No strong perfumes, arti-

ficial coloring or harsh free alkali.

The result: the finest beauty bar in

the world. Gentle enough for the

most sensitive, dry or delicate

skin—even a baby's.

ifcsfc"

Made the traditional way for al-

most 200 years. Each bar is ma-
tured for 3 full months by a uni-

que aging process that makes
it extremely long-lasting
—without artificial hardeners

or fillers. In fact, ounce for

ounce, independent laboratory

tests prove that it . .

.

tears

PEARS LASTS 2Vi TIMES LONGER
THAN NEUTROGENA®* SOAP

'Reg. Trademark of Neutrogena Corp. Regular and Unscented Soap. Also Pears Foam Bath.

Brittany Collection in Supple Cowhide. Shown in Ma< ->sh, also in Bordeaux and Black
At fine stores. Handcrafted in USA., St. Thomas Inc.. G.oversville N Y 12078
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(Continuedfrom page 326)

Who can resist reading how to cook a bear or

stock a camp kitchen. Of course, if you or

someone you know actually needs to do these

things, the book is essential. The book is

charmingly and, as far as I can tell, accurately

written.

In September, I suggested A la Russe by

Darra Goldstein (Random). If you got it, you

now realize that this delightful and authoritative

cookbook would make an ideal present. An in-

teresting but not quite as good companion
piece might be Nela (la veuve Arturino) Rubin-

stein's Nela's Cookbook, from Alfred A. Knopf.

The Polish cooking is more than slightly related

and interesting to compare. Beware the too

sweet kissel. If you find, as I do, that memoirs
are an irresistible kind of gossip, then the book
is doubly seasoned—clearly the choice for a pi-

ano-playing cook.

If anybody hasn't gotten Beard on Pasta

(Knopf); the honorable James's international,

readable, and easy-to-follow opus, now is the

time to give it.

It is a delight to welcome my good friend

Dominique Nahmias to America if only by way
of a book. She is a small, pert, dark-haired

Frenchwoman who, cooking while wearing

high heels and a lace blouse, runs an esteemed
restaurant in Paris where she has developed a

cuisine that is very much her own. Her book The

Cuisine of Olympe (she looks so much like the

Manet subject that she's been given that nick-

name) has just been translated and published

here by New Century. Perhaps because she

started as a good home cook, deeply influ-

enced by her grandmother, rather than as a

trained chef, Dominique chooses recipes that

seem much more applicable to home entertain-

ing than those in most of the books that have

recently come to us from France. The methods
are fairly simple. This, plus her charm, no doubt

accounts for her success on French television.

Beware, however, this is a thoroughly French

book with no concessions to the American style

of provisioning or living. Pork blood, fresh foie

gras, and truffles are called for abundantly. Re-

member, hers is a luxury restaurant. The trans-

lator has done Mme. Nahmias no service by

recommending that bloc foie gras can be sub-

stituted for fresh, since the simple sauteeing

given the liver in the recipe would destroy bloc

foie gras.

Nevertheless, the book is well worth giving

and getting, since there are a myriad of do-able

recipes that are modest in price and especially

inventive. For instance: "Lamb and Eggplant

Charlotte," and "Iced Fruit with Wine Glaze."

Watch out in many of the recipes for creme
fraiche, easily makeable a la Julia Child, but it

must be done in advance. (Her recipes begin

on page 332.)

Incidentally, if you are going to lavish some-
one with the fresh foie gras mentioned else-

where in this column, this book would tell how
to use it.

Handpicked Cases of Assorted Wine An ex-

pensive American selection, approximately

$400 for a case, would be a 1980 Grgich Hills

Napa Chardonnay; a 1981 Crema Vinera Char-

donnay; a 1981 Chalone Chardonnay; and a

1981 Quail Ridge Chardonnay for dry whites.

For sweet whites, a half-bottle of Joseph Phelps

Selected Late (Continued on page 330)
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Printemps
Hutschenreuther Fleuron-Printemps. A breath of spring in tender

celadon green. Delicate tendrils outlined in gold, enhance the

graceful calla-lily relief. A creation from Chloc — Paris by the

noted designer Karl Lagerfeld. Exceptional translucence, a quality

characteristic of our wafer-thin porcelain. Beautiful and elegant,

another masterful edition from Hutschenreuther.

Write for our newest color brochure
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Ricci for breakfast.
Ricci anytime. The elegance of Ricci silverplate enhances

any setting. A lunch with friends.
A family gathering. A snack. A grand supper.

And you wouldn't dream of putting anything this

beautiful in the dishwasher. But you can.

A thick layer of pure silver makes Ricci unalterable
and practical for everyday use.

And we support this with a 50-year warranty*
Ricci silverplate flatware. Something your euests will

notice, admire and appreciate. Anytime. Ana every time.

Wimm
Italian Silversmiths

European tradition since 1840.

BLOOMiNGDALE'S
For free%rochure of the Ricci collection

please write to: Ricci, De^»,5700 W Pico Blyd., Lo^Heles, CA 90019.
I 'Blades not covered

PRECIOUS STUFF

(Continuedfrom page 328)
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Harvest Johannisberg Riesling; and a half-bot-

tle of Chateau St. Jean, Individual Dry Bunch

Selected Late Harvest 1979, from the Robert

Young Vineyard. Also, a sparkling bottle of

Schramsberg 1977 Reserve. For reds, a 1979

Duckhorn Merlot; a 1980 Acacia Pinot Noir St.

Clair; a 1 974 Beaulieu Vineyards; a Georges de

Latour Private Reserve Cabernet; a 1969 Rob-

ert Mondavi Reserve Cabernet; a 1974 Heitz

Martha's Vineyard Cabernet, and a 1980 Cha-

teau Montelena Napa Zinfandel.

Even half of these wines would make a sump-

tuous selection but, if you want to send a full

case, for about $125 you could send a 1980

Simi Mendocino Chardonnay; a 1981 Edna Val-

ley Chardonnay; a 1982 Frog's Leap Sauvig-

non Blanc; a 1982 Preston "Cuvee de Fume"
Sonoma Sauvignon Blanc; a 1982 Trefethen

Napa White Riesling; and a 1981 Chappellet

Napa Chenin Blanc for white wines. You would

then sepd a 1979 Almaden High Botrytis; a Pai-

cines Vineyard Riesling, for a sweet wine; and a

Geyser Peak Brut for a bubbly. The reds would

be a 1979 Zaca Mesa Santa Ynez American

Estate Cabernet; a 1 978 Freemark Abbey Napa
Cabernet; a 1980 Gundlach-Bundschu Merlot;

and a 1980 Ridge Paso Robles Zinfandel.

By sticking to country wines you could give

an impressive case of French wines for only

about $1 10. St. Veran Prosper Maufoux 1982;

Muscadet de Sevres et Maine; Chateau de I'Oi-

seliniere 1982; Gewurztraminer Cuvee des Sei-

gneurs de Ribaupierre from Trimbach 1979;

and Chablis "Les Forets," Dauvissat 1982
would be the dry whites. An unusual sweet

white would be Muscat de Beaumes de Venise,

Jaboulet Aine 1982; and Sparkling would be

Boyer Brut Blanc de Blanc. Add to this one

rose—Chateau d'Aqueria Tavel 1982—and
several reds: Moulin-a-Vent, Georges Duboeuf

1982; Chateauneuf-du-Pape Domaine de
Beaucastel 1979; Chateau Talbot 1980; Cha-

teau du Tertre 1979; and ChSteau I'Angelus

1978. This is inexpensive splendor although

your lucky beneficiaries should wait to drink

most of the reds.

A trendy Italian case with some wines des-

tined to become favorites can be amassed for

about $175. Greco di Tufo, Mastroberardino,

1982; Gavi, La Scolca, 1981; Pinot Bianco, Alto

Adige/Sudtiroler Weissburgunder, Hofstatter,

1982; Chardonnay, Bollini, 1982; and Pinot Gri-

gio, Torrecella, 1982, are the whites, with a sur-

prisingly good Valdo Prosecco, 1980, for the

bubbly. Spanna del Piedmonte, Vallana, 1974;

Chianti Classico, Riserva Ducale, Ruffino,

1978; Barolo Riserva, Prunotto, 1974; Amar-
one Classico, Tommasi, 1969; Tignanello, An-

tinori; Brunello di Montalcino, Fattoria dei Barbi,

1 97 1 are the really excellent and ready-to-drink

reds.

One last case. It is comprised of brandies and
liqueurs—those valuable bottles of booze that

are seldom the principal ingredient but are the

essential "go with" that we too often tend to be
out of. Incidentally, if you are giving that case of

Champagne, these beauties often show off best

when diluted and fizzed in that lovely liquid. A
roughly $200 selection would be Kahlua, Triple

Sec, Cognac (do you remember French Seven-

ty-fives?), Creme de Menthe (preferably white),

Creme de Cassis, Framboise, Poire, Arma-
gnac, Calvados, Pernod, Sambucca, and Ama-
retto di Saronno. (See recipes on page 332) V
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Thunderbird.
Theway itlooks-

improves theway it drives.
Thunderbirds design

has much to do with the

way it holds the road.

Thunderbirds fluid lines

were tested over 500 hours

in a wind tunnel to make
the shape of the car con-

tribute to cornering and
handling stability.

The design of
the front.

Underneath the inte-

grated front bumper is an

air dam. It works with the

wind to keep the weight

of the car pressing down

on the front tires. And
the more a tire presses to

the road, the better it holds

the road.

The design of
the doors.

Thunderbirds doors

curve into the roof. This

smooths and quiets the

airflow, improving aero-

dynamic efficiency.

The design of

the rear.

The trunk lid incorpo-

rates another aerodynamic

shape called a spoiler

which further reduces "lift"

and aerodynamic drag. (RS.

Underneath this lid, you'll

find a trunk larger than

you'd ever think possible in

a car this smooth.)

Best-built

American cars.

When we say "Quality

is Job 1," we are talking

about more than a com-
mitment. We are talking

about results. An indepen-

dent survey proves Ford

makes the best-built

American cars. The survey

measured < )\\ ner-repc >rted

problems during the first

three months of ownership

of 1983 cars designed and
built in the U.S.

Pure Thunderbird.

Thunderbird. See how it

moves. Consider the shape.

It is all one. And it is

uniquely Thunderbird.

Have you driven a Ford

.

lately?
<M/Pct

;

Get it together— Buckle up.

VOGUE. November, 1983
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(Continuedfrom page 330)

From Paula Wolfert's 77ie Cooking of South-

West France:

FiSH SOUP BASQUAISE
four servings

Vt cup olive oil

l/2 cup finely diced onions

'/
2 cup finely chopped celery

1 large clove garlic, finely sliced

V, teaspoon red pepper flakes, or '/
e teaspoon

cayenne pepper (or more to taste)

Pinch paprika
'/

2 cup diced red bell peppers

Vi cup diced green bell peppers

V,-l pound mixed boneless fish fillets, cubed:

red snapper, halibut, monkfish, hake,

and/or cod

2/2 tablespoons chopped fresh herbs:

parsley, basil, chervil, a few leaves of

rosemary and/or sage

!/2 cup peeled, cubed, and seeded red-ripe

tomatoes

1 dozen large mussels, steamed with V2 cup
dry white wine, or substitute 12 small

little-neck clams, shelled, with liquor

reserved

3 cups fish stock or water, heated

!/2 cup cooked crabmeat (optional)

Fresh lemon juice

Salt and freshly ground pepper to taste

Ten minutes before serving, in a large skillet,

heat olive oil; add onions, celery, garlic, pep-

per, paprika, red and green peppers. Cook
over medium heat 2 minutes, swirling to

blend.

Add fish, herbs, tomatoes, and mussel or

clam liquor. Bring pan juices to a boil. Add hot

stock or water, and simmer 5 to 7 minutes,

swirling pan often. Skim off foam that rises to

surface. Add mussels or clams, crab meat (if

using), a dash of lemon juice, and salt and pep-

per to taste. Cook 2 minutes over low heat.

Lift out fish and mollusks, place in individ-

ual soup bowls. Pour liquid over, serve.

Variation: To make the soup more substan-

tial, garnish with garlic croutons: brown slices

of French bread in hot olive oil; drain on paper

towels. While still hot, rub each slice with a cut

piece of garlic and sprinkle with salt.

From the lorlhcoming book THE COOKING OF 50UTH-WEST
FRANCE, by Paula Wolfert Copyright © 1983 by Poulo Wollerl to be

published by The Dial Press/Doubledoy & Company, Inc.

From Dominique "Olympe" Nahmias' The
Cuisine ofOlympe: Great French Cooking Eas-

ily Prepared:

LAMB AND EGGPLANT
CHARLOTTE
(Charlotte d'Agneau aux

Aubergines)
four to six servings

This delicious Lamb Charlotte, served with

fresh Tomato Sauce, looks as good as it tastes

Practical way to utilize leftover cooked lamb.

2 small eggplants (about 2 pounds)
Olive oil

Salt to taste

1 onion finely chopped (Continued on page I
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THIS IS THE
EUROPEAN COMFORT
SCANDIA DOWN
BROUGHT HOME

I OMNIVORE RECIPES

Your passport to European comfort
awaits inside every Scandia Down Shop.

Distinctive old world craftsmanship in traditional European
down comforters is Scandia Down's hallmark. Their exclusive linen

ensembles translate this centuries old sleep style into beautiful

bedroom fashion. Scandia Down's custom design service will

interpret your decorating dreams with detailed quality that only

specialists can provide.

Come to a Scandia Down
Shop and Discover the European

Comfort You Bring Home.

urop, ?n Comfort You Bring Home
Scandia Down Corp., a franchised <n •»ion . C. <•() For our catakw
send $3 to: 1040 Industry Drive, Depl V ' iH.'i, St, V\ , >

©1983 Scandia Down Corp.

*
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(Continuedfrom page 332)

'/, pound mushrooms, chopped

3 cups diced leftover cooked lamb

2 cloves garlic, peeled and chopped

2 cups fresh Tomato Sauce (see note below)

1 cup fresh bread crumbs
1 egg, beaten

1 tablespoon chopped parsley

1 teaspoon chopped mint leaves

Salt and freshly ground pepper to taste

Rinse eggplant under cold running water and
pat dry. Trim ends and cut lengthwise into '/

4
-

inch thick slices. Heat oil in large skillet and
brown eggplant slices on both sides. Drain

slices on paper towels and season with salt.

Add a little more oil to skillet and saute on-

ion and mushrooms until most of moisture has

evaporated. Add lamb and garlic and cook 1

minute, stirring. Add 1 cup Tomato Sauce (see

end note) and cook 30 seconds. Remove from
heat, add bread crumbs, egg, parsley, mint,

salt, and pepper. Mix well.

Line bottom and sides of standard charlotte

mold with eggplant slices, tapping lightly in

place. (Reserve enough slices to cover filling.)

Spoon filling into mold, a little at a time, press-

ing it against eggplant slices to keep them in

place. Cover filling with reserved eggplant

slices. Tap mold on hard surface and cover

with aluminum foil.

Set mold in large pan and pour hot water

halfway up sides of mold. Bake in preheated
375° oven for 45 minutes. Remove from water

and let stand 5-6 minutes before unmolding.

Serve with more Tomato Sauce.

Note: To make uncooked Tomato Sauce, se-

lect 5-6 large, firm, ripe tomatoes. Peel, seed,

and lightly crush. Place tomato pulp and salt

in colander and drain 30 minutes. Place pulp

in container of blender or food processor and
puree. Season with salt, pepper, and a little ol-

ive oil. Refrigerate until needed.

ICED FRUIT IN WINE GLAZE
Fruits au Vin Glacd
four servings

6 cups dry red wine

Vi cup Port wine

Vi cup super-fine sugar

Vi stick cinnamon
3 whole cloves

Grated rind of 2 oranges

6 peppercorns

6 coriander seeds crushed
2 nectarines, 2 peaches

4 apricots

2 red plums or 2 slices melon
'/> pint fresh raspberries

Few mint leaves for garnish

Place first 8 ingredients in medium-si/c sauce-

pan. Bring to boil and cook over high heat un-

til reduced by half. Set aside and let cool

Rinse, dry, and cut fruit (except raspberries)

in half. Peel peaches il" skins are very thick.

Place in freezer-proof serving bowl, refrigerate

When syrup is completely cool, pour over

fruit and stir gently to coat. Freeze 1 hour.

Decorate with mini leaves before serving. V

Reprinted Irom THE CUISINE OF OlYMPE: GREAT FREN
ING EASItY PREPARED by Dominque "Olympe" Nohmaj Engllll

guage edition copyright © 1983 by New Century Publisher

Piscotoway. New Jersey,
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You find Bill Tice in the Sleepwear Department at Saks Fifth Avenue; I. Magnin; Lord & Taylor; Neiman-Ms

Bonwit Teller; Bullocks Wilshire, Southern California.

The gown is about $50.00* and is made ofANTTOTQ] Ny'on. Coordinating robe available.

Bill Tice is a division of SWIRL®.
*
Prices ™y be s"^">' h&
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Window that mimics its view. .

.

more color in furniture. . . wood's

secret design . . . illusions in bed

By Barbara Plumb o ver several years, master printer Donn
Steward gave his colleague Janet Rut-

ten berg pieces of drawn work (fabric

threads are pulled out to create a design).

The gifts inspired Janet to commission

window shades by Donn (above) for her

NYC apartment, of natural linen with a

skyline pattern mimicking real skyscrap-

ers seen silhouetted through the shades.

Alligator-skin seat covers on the cane-

back chairs echo the pattern ofsquares in

the shades; and "Park Avenue, " a thirty-

foot etching by Janet, "catches the spirit of
the bands of cars" seen through the win-

dow. On large table: Biedermeier vase,

string sculptures by Sue Fuller; on small

table, eighteenth-centuryfaience cabbage.

LORD OF THE "RINGS"
Plywood, often considered a poor cousin in the

wood family, now has been made into treasures by

Finnish designer Risto Saarinen. Risto invented a

special wood-turning machine on which he cut into

birch plywood. As he incised through the layers, he

revealed rings of differing wood hues, producing the

natural, elegant pattern on the platter, above. Made
in Finland, each platter is unique. Twelve-inch diam-

eter, $28; sixteen-inch, $52; eighteen-inch, $80.

Wolfman-Gold & Good, New York City.

Tube on this brass

wall sconce blocks

glare while bouncing

light off an etched

glass lens. By architect

Alan Buchsbaum,

lighting designer

Jerry Kugler,

sconce comes in seven

or ten-inch diameters

($390, $490).

Minimum order: six; Alan

Buchsbaum, NYC.

COLOR-FULL
Recently, ten designers and

architects explored the
possibilities of a new material

—

called Colorcore—made by Formica
Corporation. The color of this

surfacing material is homogeneous,
so that cut edges are not black

(as they are on other plastic

surfacing), increasing its

usefulness. Above: Ward Bennett's
"Cart-Mobile" utilizes a rainbow
of Colorcore's pastels on interior

and exterior edges; right,

"Mirror in the Greek Revival Manner,"
by Venturi, Rauch, and Scott Brown,

has classic details carved into

multilayered Colorcore for its frame.

SUBTLE "I DON'T LIKE STRONG

COLORS FOR BED LINENS." SAYS FRENCH DESIGN-

ER ANDREE PUTMAN. "THE BODY AT NIGHT

DOESN'T NEED THAT AGGRESSION." HER DESI6N

CALLED "LA PLAISANTERIE" (THE JOKE) FOR

WAMSUTTA GIVES A TROMPE L'OEIL ILLUSION OF

DIAMOND-PATTERN QUILTING CHARCOAL PRINT

ON A SLATE-GREY BACKGROUND; $14 FOR A TWIN

SHEET. BLOOMINGDALE'S.

JADE Al8f(T HfDUCH MESSING KAIANT ASSOCIATES INC IAN STAIUI
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Philip Morris Inc 1983

Meet ;|

Flayers100s.
Regular and Menthol

r /rv'-<

s ,v / <v

PLAYERS
r LAYERS

_
,

s
< '<

' / Blend

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.



Often a Woman is Judged by Her Possessions.

There is a certain kind ofwoman who is born with an innate sense of style. She brings

flair and originality to everything she does. For her Whiting and Davis designs marvelous

handbags and accessories. Beautifully worked in extravagant mesh fabrics.

Carry a Whiting and Davis. Few possessions speak so well of you.

10 West 33rd Street, New York City

At Mac }

s New York.

338 VOGUE, Nov»mb»r. 1983



PARIS

design, fit, comfort

INDULGE IN THE BEST...

Direct from France. Lejaby brings you the

seamless comfort and support of Azalee in soft,

plunge and underwire styles. Three flattering,

floral bras designed to shape every woman . .

.

every day. Choose from white, ivory, black and

nude with bikinis to match.

For further information, please write:

Lejaby. 183 Madison Avenue

New York. NY 10016

HENRI BENDEL-New York, NY « PERESS OF MADISON AVENUE-New York, NY • ROBERTA-New York,

NY • BQUDOIR-Scottsdale, AZ • ARICIE-San Francisco, CA • FROU FROU-Larkspur, CA • LISA NORMAN-
Santa Monica, CA » JAMES LINGERIE & LINENS-Dallas, TX • PAMPERED LADY-Miami, FL • SIROTEX

CORSET CORNER-Coral Gables, ~FL • LINGERIE STUDIO-Atlanta, GA » ENCHANTE-Chicago, IT.

LINGERIQUE-Troy MI » SUSAN BARRY-Seattle, WA • HOPE CHEST-Boston and Wellesley

VOGUE, November. 1983 339



JGENIC® SKlN
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m FACIAL TREATMENTS TO BEAUTIFY ALL TYPES OF SKIN

CHRISTINE VALMY SALONS
BEVERLY HILLS • BOSTON • DALLAS • HOUSTON • LAS VEGAS
PITTSBURGH • SAN FRANCISCO • WASHINGTON, DC. • TOKYO

CHRISTLNE VALMY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AT. . NEW YORK. N.Y. 0001; (212) 581-1520

VALMY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
' ITORSHIPS; PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT
. *"ORK. M2| 8:i8-()775

MIAMI
TOROr
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® DIM-ROSY U.S.A., 911 Hope Street, Stamford.
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You & Lou

Seems like everywhere you turn,

there's Lou. The great American
designer and his exciting new line of

handbags. Jacquard with leather trim.

"Snowing up for sporty afternoons. Or
sophisticated evenings. Every
Lou Taylor original carries Lou's

unmistakable signature—double
stitching, smooth rounded edges,

meticulous finishing-- outside and in.

And polished off with 24 karat

goldplate. Now that's a collection

worth celebrating.

Cheers! Here's looking at Lou.

J

.

LOU TAYLOR h
Made in U.S.-

At fine stores eve-

Inc." 330 Fifth Avenue, Dept. •. '01 Tel. (212) 868-7767 Or call toll free 1-800-225-2005.
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BEATON'S, INC.

Phoenix, Scottsdale, Tucson, AZ
(602) 274-1032

JOHNSTON'S OF FLORIDA
Naples, FL

(813)262-6637

BLOOMINGDALE'S
Place Elegante

(212)705-3139

TAT SAUNDERS, INC.

Boston, MA
(617) 266-8253

NEUSTETER'S
Denver, CO

(303) 534-3311

JOHN BALDWIN
Florida and Myrtle Beach,

(813) 821-8211
SC

L KLEINFF:
New Yor!

(212) 833 (100

VOGUE. November. 1983 343



For Walter Katten Accessories Inc.

10 East 33rd Street

New York, New York 10016

l

Made in Italy

By Stefano Serapian

Available at

Madison Avenue



What Costs
Millionand
Who's Coming

lor Christmas ?

^

The answer can be found only in the TOVA WINTER '83 WISH BOOK
The ultimate Christmas Catalog, A wish book of world wonders, your personal supersonic

transport, one of a kind objets d'art, an elegant skin care collection created from the secrets of

Aztecs to the legendary waters of Scandinavia, and a most important announcement
in men's skin care. Exclusively from the TOVA WINTER '83 WISH BOOK.

For your copy of the TOVA Winter '83 V send $3. to TOVA 9 CORPORATION, 8920 Wilshire Bo

The Penthouse, Beverly Hill • 90211, or for immediate delivery call toll free (800) 453 1211
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Small delights that

welcome guests. . Julia Child's

a 11-American dinners. .

.

weiLUiiie guests. . .juua o/ /

a 11-American dinners. .

.

party power, Whitney style

By Sandi Britton

I
•

Surprise twists: hold

a country fair in the city

JULIA CHILD

TALKS
TURKEY
...AND GRITS
Julia Child, the French Chef herself,

talking about grits? What further

proof do we need that American food

is a cuisine in its own right? "Ameri-

can food is a kind of buzzword now,"

Child explains. "What we're really

talking about is good contemporary

food, made from the freshest ingre-

dients. We're taking foods from ev-

erywhere, and doing them in our

own way."

The result: exactly the kind of

imaginative dishes that Child serves

up on Dinner at Julia's, her latest

TV series, thirteen half-hour epi-

sodes, each culminating in a differ-

ent dinner party. There's Pork

Wellington—("the pastry casing

keeps the boned loin of pork moist

. . . this is as elegant as Beef Wel-

lington but much more economical,"

Child says) . . . "Winged Victory"

chicken—a half chicken breast with

the wing standing at attention, the

a flower fete indoors

FIDWERAMA
Some of the most successful par-

ties are those taken out of their

usual settings and held in surpris-

ingly different ones. A marvelous

example: the supper dance that

Sonny and Marylou Whitney

gave in Saratoga Springs, NY, in

the old Canfield Casino, on the

eve of the running of the Whitney

Stakes. The party was a sophisti-

cated version of a country fair—

a

flower fete held indoors.

During cocktails, the guests

strolled from booth to booth hav-

ing their fortunes told by a crystal-

ball gazer or palm, sand, and

water readers, in the gambling

room where at one time Diamond Jim Brady was a high roller.

Then it was on to dinner in the huge Gay 'Nineties ballroom, and
more booths, each offering a different course: shrimp, omelets,

hamburgers, salads, ice cream. People sat where they wanted
to, at candle-lit tables whose centerpieces, right, were miniature

replicas of hot-air balloons, their baskets filled with flowers. Eliza

Doolittle look-aiikes, hired for the evening, gave colorful bou-

quets of silk flowers (from baskets replenished in t

1-

and flower-embellished gazebo, left) to all the women gue

346

breast stuffed with herbs, baked in

white-wine sauce . . . gratinee of

grits served with roast leg of lamb.

Great dishes for anyone's dinner

parties. And at Julia's, California

house, the finest California wines.

Child still finds French food de-

lightful, but provincial. "The French

feel that if they didn't invent a dish it

doesn't exist," she

says. "The one legacy

that we have from

nouvelle cuisine is a

special style of pre-

sentation, but this too

can be overdone. I

don't like food that

looks fingered."

She has nothing

but praise, however,

for French cooking

technique. "Nothing

beats good solid

French training and

the strong back-

ground that it gives

any cook. Hut this

doesn't mean that the

food has to turn out

French. With the

proper techniques un-

der your belt, you can

turn out any number

of great contempo-

niry dishes.
'*
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It'sMoveyou.

i

16 mg. "tar", 1.3 mg. nicoime av. per cigarette by FTC method.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Dei

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Yo



Anuncommonamount of
intelligence, displayed invery

Hegal fashion.
The Buick Regal isn't just good looking, it

also contains a lot of good thinking.

Besides being stylishly designed, the Regal

is also intelligendy engineered.

Those elegant lines, for example, not only

enhance RegaTs appearance, but its aero-

dynamics as well.

Under its gleaming hood, the Regal sports a

smoom-running and very capable V-6 engine.

(There's a new, turbocharged V-6 available

on the T-type, which is even more capable.)

Official Car of the XXtlfrd Olympiad
Los Angeles 1984

Inside, the Regal shows its true sophistica-

tion, with comfortable seats and tastefully

designed instruments.

Visit your Buick dealer

and buckle yourself into

the very regal Regal.

These days, intel-

ligence is very stylish

indeed. ^ vy Tin^v'V

Wouldn'tyou really rather have a^Buick?

JB.

GM I Some Blacks are equipped with engines produced fay

™ e your Buick dealer for details.

\MnB&~~
"•** aji

subsidiaries or affilia'



Why the Lands' Endposition in
women's wearhangs by a thread*

(Actually5 ofthem)

T he challenge to

Lands' End in

women s wear was
how to provide our customer

an exceptional value over

and above that value she

enjoys in the garments

themselves.

She looks to us for fine

classic clothing. Cotton tur-

tlenecks, Shetland sweaters,

quality corduroy pants, and a

wide selection of Oxford
cloth shirts. Possibly a classic

blazer, now and then.

How could we tie this

assortment of garments

together? Provide her classic

wardrobe a common
"thread" as it were?

A trip to

the yarn store.

Our chief buyer had an idea

that took him to a needle-

point store. There he

selected five basic wool yarn

colors— colors that could

interweave themselves

through an entire wardrobe.

The colors were (and still are)

mauve, grey, sage, hazel,

and slate blue. The result:

Lands End Country Clothes.

These are clothes a woman
can feel smart and comfort-

able in, whether at home,

out for luncheon, or even at

work in her office. They are

beautifully coordinated,

attractively priced, and now
appearing in all their classic

glory in our catalog.

One thing more.

Not only do we cut through

the red tape involved in cre-

ating a line of clothes, we
offer them to you directly

with no midstream markups

or markdowns of any kind.

And under the worlds

shortest unconditional guar-

antee. Here it is:

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.

Fill in the coupon below and
well send you a free catalog.

Better still, call our toll-free

number right now: 800-356-

4444. A friendly voice will

answer 24 hours a day.

Lands' End, Direct Mer-

chants. The exciting new
way to shop in today's con-

fused marketplace.

«**;**•£&*&•-
#

^

I I Please send free catalog.

Lands' End Dept.Z-3

Dodgeville, WI 53595

Address-

-ity-

State Zip

Or call Toll-free:

800-356-4444
(Except Alaska and Hawaii call 608-^

VOGUE. November. 1983
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A loafof bread, a bottle

ofBarolo-nine delectable hours

at a family winery

By Martin Gersh(Nm. •$ Vna recent visit to Italy's Piedmont region, I was afforded a unique

^^^tec^^^i W opportunity by Pio Boffa and his family, owners of the internationally

^^ ^r respected Pio Cesare winery, to drink and evaluate a substantial number

y^^^ of their finest Barbarescos and Barolos, two of the world's premier red

tabk- wines. Afti-r driving me to the eighteenth-century family headquarters in the town of Alba

at nine o'clock one morning, twenty-eight-year-old Pio Boffa generously permitted me to direct,

entirely as I saw fit, a wine experience that lasted for the next nine hours.

Armed with two delicious foods—a crusty, rough-textured bread and a small and succulent

local salami—I started as soon as Paolo Fenocchio, the Pio Cesare winemaker, had rapidly

assembled eleven Barolos and Barbarescos on the table of the spacious, brick-vaulted tasting

room. During the following three hours, I aerated all of the wines, sampling each one periodically

until I was completely satisfied that it could be consumed with the utmost pleasure. Further-

more, I requested Boffa and Fenocchio to taste along with me, so that they could observe for

themselves the gradual emergence in each wine of those characteristics that I always look for

when performing this most agreeable labor. From time to time, both

gentlemen left me in order to attend to other matters relating to the

winery, and by twelve-thirty I had tried enough of three Pio Cesare
Barolos—the 1977, 1976, and 1964—to write their descriptions.

The remaining eight bottles, by then recorked, were carried upstairs

to the family dining room where Pio and I were joined for lunch by two
charming women—his mother, Rosy Pio Boffa, and his wife, Luciana
Trova Boffa. The meal prepared by his mother was harmonious with

the distinguished wines that accompanied it. A first course of thinly

sliced prosciutto and pancetta was succeeded by the most flavorsome

roast veal that I have ever known—complemented by a delicate sauce,

a simple concentrate of the meat's own juices. Later on, dessert con-

sisted of Signora Boffa's extraordinary preserved peaches whose rare

intensity of flavor was such that I longed to transfer them miraculous-

ly into the hands of Maurice Bonte in New York, in order to unite them
with one of his equally magical pastries!

As we lunched, I wrote my basic assessment of each wine, at the

same time thoroughly enjoying the company of the three Boffa family

members present. Pio, animated and quick-witted, speaks excellent

English and acted as general translator. His mother, clearly in com-
mand of domestic operations, possesses that type of outgoing but seri-

ous personality that made it absolutely necessary for me to hug her
every so often. Young Luciana Boffa is lovely, with sparkling eyes

—

her elegantly chiseled features resembling -^e depicted in the panel
paintings of the fifteenth-century

*

. io Crivelli. Afterward, I had a comprehensive
discussion with Pio concerning the vindication of ! s wines. Interestingly, though they are rarely
so labeled, all the Pio Cesare Barbarescos an; olos fully meet the Italian government's
stringent DOCG (Denominazione di Origine Coat; ita e Garantita) standards for Riservas.

It was now nearly five o'clock, and Giuseppe Bol : >'s seventy-two-year-old father, arrived
on the scene. A compact, dynamic man of enormous e

. , he has been the motivating force at
the Pio Cesare winery for most of the past fifty years. I iater sat nearby while he worked on some
of the firm's books. I cannot resist observing that there are certain older people so self-pos-
sessed—and therefore able to concentrate their mental faculties on any task at a given moment,
irrespective of all surrounding distractions—that they are higbly entertaining to watch in action,
and Giuseppe Boffa is one of them. However, befor . to his accounts, he induced
me—with very little resistance on my part—to aeraif Cesare wine. He, Pio, and
I drank a white Cortese di Gavi 1982, thus round)

r

xn the group consumed on
that amazing day—wines whose silken texture .iplary structure united
them stylistically, despite the many years separati?;, he oldest.

version of this Ban /as asked to evaluate a

sampie : >m ; r-e first cask that was bot-

tled but never pleased for sale. Though pun-

gentiy ampie-bodied, and quite

RECOMMENDATIONS

Italy

Cortese di Gavi 1982 (Pio Cesare) An impres-

sive and most engaging white table wine—flow-

ery, large-scaled, with finely balanced
components and an admirably long-enduring

350
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aeratio ,een a

fading.)

Barolo 19 78, First Be
Barolo i978 (Pio Ct

Excellent. Best
' eration: Re-

1 0-15 min-

nes after

>
revent

sare; aad

fascinating—especially during the early stages

of its aeration—the sample bottle was eventual-

ly surpassed by the "regular" Barolo—an ex-

cellent, expansive, and very gracious red wine

of middle-to-deep tonality, fine body, and rich

fruitiness. Vintage rating: Very Great. Best

drinking: for the next 9-11 years. Aeration: 2-

2 1
/, hours. S18-S19.

Barbaresco 1978 (Pio Cesare) Burgundian in

manner, huge, middle-toned, very well-inte-

grated in all its constituents—a marvelous Bar-

baresco that displays an alluring sweet finish.

Vintage rating: Very Great. Best drinking: for

the next 9-11 years. Aeration: 2-2 1

/2 hours.

$18-$19.

Barolo 1977 (Pio Cesare) A fine Barolo emerg-

ing from a shaky vintage year—cohesive, per-

fectly balanced, marked by good size. Vintage

rating: Fair—at best. Best drinking: for the next

4-6 years. Aeration: 20-30 minutes. $14-$15.

Barolo 1976 (Pio Cesare) This is a nice soft-

spoken Barolo of high taste tonality and small-

to-moderate body—really charming! Vintage

rating: Fair—at best. Best drinking: for the next

3-4 years. Aeration: 15-20 minutes. $14-$15.

Barolo 1974 (Pio Cesare)

Intensely fruity, concen-

trated, moderate-to-large-

bodied—a grand, tra-

ditional Barolo. Vintage

rating: Excellent. Best

drinking: for the next 6-8

years. Aeration: 40-60
minutes. $17-$18.

Barbaresco 1974 (Pio Ce-

sare) A superb red wine

—

big, somber, deep-toned,

dense with fruit. Vintage

rating: Excellent. Best

drinking: for the next 6-8

years. Aeration: 40-60

minutes. $17-$ 18.

Barolo 1971 (Pio Cesare)

Revealing exceptional

thrust and a truly satisfy-

ing synthesis of all its taste

elements, this is a com-
plex, monumental, highly

superior red table wine. Vintage rating: Very

Great. Best drinking: for the next 6-8 years. Aer-

ation: 40-60 minutes. $35-$40.

Barbaresco 1971 (Pio Cesare) Wonderfully ge-

nial—a tightly knit Barbaresco of fairly large

body and middle-to-deep tonality, again featur-

ing an enchanting sweet finish. Vintage rating:

Very Great. Best drinking: for the next 6-8

years. Aeration: 40-60 minutes. $35-$40.

Barbaresco 1967 (Pio Cesare) Vibrant, pol-

ished, neatly structured—a terrific red wine of

pleasant size whose many beauties are fully de-

veloped at the present time. Vintage rating:

Very Good. Best drinking: for the next 2 years.

Aeration: 1-2 minutes—at most! $45-$50.

Barolo 1964 (Pio Cesare) Exhibiting notable

fruit presence, generous body, and high taste

tonality, this is an outstanding Barolo now at the

pinnacle of its powers. Vintage rating: Excel-

lent. Best drinking: for the next 1-2 years. Aera-

tion: 1-2 minutes. $50-$55.

(Continued on page 354)
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The taste the world's been looking up to since 1757

CINZANO GROUP Imported by Julius Wile Sons SC Co., lno?/t



J HIGHLIGHTS
OLGA

TM

L®of Lycra stretch glamoured with glimmer.

K

*

behind every ^Uuo/K
there really Is an Olga

Shown # 336. From the complete Bodysilk

Highlights Collection. For fashion folder of

selected Olga favorites, write to Olga. Dept. 10,

P.O. Box 7757, Van Nuys. CA 91403

V
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NOGUERON

NOGUERON AMERICA LTD. Available at fine stores in the United States and Canada
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GENU,
BLACK ONYX

xn'ifluous knotted
30" $43.93

[tabic

x wit* 14k posts f15.9.5
x with 14k posts $19.95
visions • surre 501-7

. 24" onyx beads .

. 6 mm earrings .

. 30" onyx beads

. 8 mm earrings

Add $2 00 for shipping fir handling

Mev residents add 5VI sales tax. Outside US add $2.00

G Check or money order enclosed

M( G Visa ' Exp._
flame

Address .

City State . Zip.

Telephone I.

Train for a -

CAREER in the

FASHION INDUSTRY!
No previous experience needed!

, Learn at home in spare time! Even
beginners learn fast...everything

you need to know for an entry-

level job that can start you on the

road to a fabulous career as a

fashion buyer, designer, media
consultant, or other exciting fashion

job in promotion, publicity, tele-

vision, publishing, bridal consult-

ing. ..or even your own business

when you have the experience.

Experts show you what to do, how to do it!

Everything explained in easy-to-

follow lessons with plenty of pictures,

diagrams and drawings that even a be-

ginner can follow... how to design
fashionable clothes, how to develop
fashion campaigns and promotions,

how to merchandise for department
stores and manufacturers. No need to

quit your job or change your daily rou-

tine. Learn at your own pace with no
time wasted going to class. Here are

just a few subjects covered in your
course: Principles of Design, Color,

Retail Selling, Display, Advertising,

Fashion Buying, Fashion Coordina-
tion, and much much more...

• SEND FOR FREE FACTS!

No Cost • No Obligation

• No salesman will call!

School of Fashion Merchandising
since i89i) Dept.WD0B3,Scranton,PA 18515
Rush me free information and color brochure telling

how I can train for a career in the fashion industry at

home in my spare time.

You must be 17 years or older to enroll.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

_Age.

Tano."fou know there's a difference*

The grand-scale hobo by Tano.
Of sumptuously soft French leather,

sectioned into five roomy stow-it-all interior and exterior com irrnents. Black, taupe, grey,
navy, burgundy. About $95 at the finest stores. For your st< . write Tano, Inc.,
America's Fashion Handbag Leader, 21 East 33rd Street, New rk, N.Y. 10016.

BEST OF WINES

(Continuedfrom page 350)

Portugal: Special Effects

As you drink any of these comforting Ports be-

fore or after dinner, the pleasure factor is apt to

be so great that unless you sip the wine rather

slowly, the effects of its 20 percent alcohol con-

tent may take you unawares!

Cockburn's No. 25 Fine Ruby Porto Most

commendable—a youthful and quite sweet Port

of moderate body containing a pervasive cher-

ry-like flavor aspect. Very classy, and so inex-

pensive. $6-$7.

Niepoort Senior Fine Tawny Porto Its texture

so transparent as to convey no sense of pon-

derousness whatsoever, this is a smooth and

agreeably sweet amber-hued Port of high tonal-

ity blended from wines whose average age is

twelve years. $9.50-$ 10.50.

Noval Old Coronation Porto Concentrated,

large-scaled and energetic, with a slight tart-

ness that counterbalances its moderate sweet-

ness—a provocative and fascinating ruby Port.

$8-$9.

Taylor Fladgate Late Bottled Vintage Reserve

Porto 1976 This is a fine and serious wine

—

intense, small-sized, bottled in 1981 after five

years of wood aging. $9-$ 10.

Pocas Junior Late Bottled Vintage Porto
1976 Distinctly stylish, animated and fruity—an

excellent Port of modest size bottled in 1981.

$14-$15.

Noval Late Bottled Vintage Porto 1975 Dy-

namic, pungently sweet—a Port of middle to-

nality and moderate body bottled in 1980, five

years after the vintage. $9-$ 10.

Warre's Late Bottled Vintage Porto 1974 A
powerhouse Port bottled in 1978—luscious,

fairly sweet, absolutely irresistible! $1 1-$12.

Royal Oporto Wine Co. Tawny Porto 1973 A
truly seductive wine exuding abundant
charm—very sweet, of medium size, bottled in

1981.$8-$9.

Sandeman Partners' Finest Port An admirably

classic and restrained Port of impressive merit,

blended from at least twenty-five component
wines. $8-$9.

Cockburn's Cadima Choice Tawny Porto Most
ingratiating—subtle, small-scaled, moderately

sweet. $8-$9.

Niepoort Porto 1970 Aged for ten years in

wood, this is a dignified, small-bodied Port ex-

hibiting impeccable manners and perfect dis-

cretion. $13-$ 14.

Graham's Emperor Porto The Ports compris-

ing this blend have matured for a period of more
than twenty years. Elegant, silken-textured, and
exceedingly delicate—an exquisite nectar.

$23-$24.

Dow's Vintage Porto 1963 Sheer velvet! Now
at that glorious stage where all of its compo-
nents have merged into a fully satisfying entity,

this extraordinarily complex and overwhelming
Vintage Port of substantial size from an excel-

lent year should provide beautiful drinking

throughout the next decade—and probably far

longer. $30-$35.
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Allergies:

why we react

the way we do

New light on

causes, treatments

IIY KI.LK .> SWITZFIl

twenty -eight-year-old copywriter
developed excruciating headaches within a

week of starting a job at a new agency. Her
physician could find no physical cause for her

problems, and suggested that it might be stress

related. Were there, perhaps, conflicts in her

personal life, since she was now making more
money than her husband? When the answer
turned out to be an emphatic "no," the physi-

cian suggested a psychiatric consultation.

A five-year-old boy seemed to acquire one
cold after another almost as soon as he started

kindergarten. When he started wheezing in his

sleep, and developed a croup-like cough, one
grandmother hinted that he might just be too

young for school. The other advised large

doses of vitamin C.

A twenty-one-year-old woman developed a

severe rash all over her body very soon after

her marriage. Neither her internist nor the

dermatologist she consulted could find a cause
for her condition. Friends suggested that the

problem might be psychosomatic, and sug-

gested a visit to a marriage counselor.

A nineteen-year-old college student had
been spending winter vacations in the Virgin

Islands. She had always been careful about ex-

cessive exposure to sun; but this year with just

a little sun she suddenly broke out in severe

hives, and her face, hands, and feet became
swollen and red. She felt so miserable that she
decided to go home immediately. As soon as

she left the island, her symptoms disappeared.
All four of these people discovered that they

were suffering from an allergy—a condition
that afflicts about thirty-five million Ameri-
cans in a variety of ways, and from almost in-

numerable causes. Allergies can be
exceedingly puzzling because the symptoms
may be misdiagnosed as anything from an
emotional upset to a severe infection.

For instance, the woman with the headache
turned out to be completely unaffected by any-
thing in her new office; she was sensitive to a
food additive used in a restaurant where she
now regularly ate lunch. The kindergartner
was allergic to chalk dust; his mother had not
realized that such a substance could cause
"hay fever." The young newlywed had had a
copper IUD inserted just before her marriage.
She turned out to be allergic to the metal (a

fairly common allergy), and her symptoms
disappeared as soon as the birth-control device
was removed. The college student had been
taking a new medication a week or so before
her vacation. The delayed reaction to the m d-

ication, combined with even cautious exposure
to sunlight, triggered her allergy.

Allergies have been confusing patients and
physicians for generations. What we eat may
not cause a digestive upset; instead, it can
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cause a rash or an asthmatic* attack What we
breathe in, on the other hand, can cause head-

aches or intestinal problems. Hives and rashes

can be caused by almost anything that gets

into our bodies through our noses, or mouths,

or our skin. Reactions may be delayed, some-

times by a week or more. Substances that by

themselves don't bother us may cause severe

symptoms when combined with other sub-

stances. Something that seemed quite harm-

less last year may cause a problem this month.

On the other hand, something that made us

miserable last year may be quite innocuous to-

day. Allergies can range in their effect from

mild discomfort to death. Last year several

thousand people died from the most serious

kind of allergic reaction, anaphylactic shock.

Scientists, within the last few years, have

pinpointed what happens in the body when it

comes in contact with an allergen and have

mapped out how the body reacts, why it reacts

that way; and, as a result, they have found

ways to diagnose allergies more accurately and

to treat them much more effectively. As a mat-

ter of fact, in 1982 the Nobel Prize for Medi-
cine was won by Swedish chemists Sune
Bergstrdm and Bengt Samuelsson and British

pharmacologist John Vane who discovered ex-

actly what happens in the system to trigger

asthmatic attacks. Within the forseeable fu-

ture, said Michael Kaliner, M.D., director of

the Allergic Disease Section of the National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,

National Institutes of Health, allergic reac-

tions may become "a preventable disease."

WHAT CAUSES
ALLERGIC REACTIONS?
Scientists now know that, basically, allergy is

natural immunity gone wrong. Something
seemingly harmless (not a germ or a virus)

Improved tests,

sharper diagnoses

can, in some people, cause the immune system
to overreact, to create a flood of antibodies

when none are needed, and this reaction will

result in a variety of symptoms.
According to Dr. Kaliner, we now know

with a fair amount of accuracy what happens
when the body comes in contact with a partic-

ular allergen to which it is sensitive. When the
allergen enters the system, by whatever route,

white blood cells mass-produce an immuno-
globulin called IgE. Hundreds of thousands of
these IgE cells gather on individual mast cells,

which are also a part of our body's immune
system, lying on or near the surfaces of the
body where foreign particles can enter: the
skin, the mucuous lining of the nose and
mouth, and the intestinal tract, for instance.
Mast cells have an important job to do when
an infectious agent enters the body: they re-

lease histamine and other natural substances
to make it possible for disease-fighting anti-

bodies to leave the bloodstream and move to
the endangered tissues. Allergens don't repre-
sent this kind of danger; still, the IgE cells

make the mast cells go amok, releasing chemi-
cals including, scientists have recently discov-
ered, prostaglandins and leukotrienes,
swelling, and generally causing havoc.

Until recently, scientists thought that hista-

mines were .he principal culprits in all aller-

gies, and most medications meant to combat

allergic reactions, antihistamines were the

principal, if not the only, ingredient. Now we
know that, particularly in asthma, the leuko-

trienes represent the real danger, since they ac-

count for the constriction of air passages and

impair the passage of oxygen into the blood.

The prostaglandins may account for the fact

that some allergies cause acute intestinal dis-

tress and severe headaches, since these chemi-

cals dilate the blood vessels and, therefore, can

cause pain from swelling tissues.

Why do some people react to foreign sub-

stances with a variety of symptoms, while oth-

ers do not? More and more scientists have

come to the conclusion that the answer proba-

bly lies in genetics. We may not inherit specific

allergies from our parents, but some of us do
seem to acquire from them a tendency to make
those extra IgE antibodies. So the child of the

parent who suffers with hay fever, triggered by
ragweed, may get asthma or eczema triggered

by animal hair. The patient who suffers severe

gastric distress from eating wheat may have

parents who broke out in a rash when they

slept covered by a down comforter.

At any rate, one theory that allergic reac-

tion, particularly asthma in children, was
caused by emotional trauma has probably

been laid to rest; asthma symptoms may be ag-

gravated by emotional stress, but a child does

not become asthmatic because mom uncon-

sciously rejects him.

WHAT'S NEW IN ALLERGY TESTS
For run-of-the-mill allergies, the first, and
usually the best test is still a complete and
thorough medical history. A good allergist

works like a medical detective to discover

when and where attacks occur, and what may
have changed in the patient's life and habits. If

the history does not give the necessary clues,

skin tests are still the best and most accurate

method to pinpoint the exact nature of the al-

lergen or allergens, according to Murray
Dworetzky, M.D., clinical professor of medi-
cine and physician in charge of the Allergy

Clinic at The New York Hospital-Cornell

Medical Center. "Often the cause for the aller-

gy is quite obvious," he said, "but sometimes
we have to spend a good deal of time talking to

the patient, asking questions, and pointing out

that substances which he or she might never

even have considered to be allergenic."

When skin tests prove necessary, tiny

amounts of suspected allergens are injected,

usually into the patient's arm. If a "wheal," a

whitish lump with a reddish circle appears, the

chances are that something to which this par-

ticular individual is allergic has been discov-

ered. Some allergic people are sensitive to any
number of different allergens, and the size of
the wheal can then be used to reveal what is

bothering the patient's system the most.

In recent years, physicians have discovered

that skin tests may not be too reliable in identi-

fying food allergies, particularly those that

cause intestinal upsets; however, a new test

method has been developed. Patients are given

capsules containing a small amount of the sus-

pected allergen. Often there is a reaction in the

mouth or a mild digestive upset, so the patient

will then know what to avoid.

The newest of all tests is the so-called RAST
(radioallergosorbent test). A sample of the pa-

tient's blood is taken and a mixture containing
the blood serum and the allergens to be tested

are put into a gamma counter, a machine that

uses radioactive material to doted and mea-
sure the presence of IgE antibodies. Those
who advocate and (Continued on page 360)
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ALLERGIES

(Continuedfrom page 356)

promote the RAST say that it has some advan-

tages over skin tests: for instance, between
twenty and thirty substances can be tested at

once. They add that for severely allergic peo-

ple, who may react violently to even a ti y

amount of an allergen, the RAST is safer than

a skin test

But the vast majority of experts, including

Dr. Kaliner and Dr. Dworetzky, fee! that the

RAST has been vastly oversold "It's much
more expensive and complicate I I lian the skin

tests, and it is not as sensitiv iccurate," Dr.

Dworetzky said. Michael i
, M.D., pro-

fessor of clinical medicine at the Columbia

University College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, also feels thai flic RAST is not as yet

standardized sufficiently to give totally reli-

able results. "Different labs use different test

techniques," he said. "There is no uniform

standard for test performance or interpreta-

tion."

All physicians interviewed saw the RAST as

truly useful in only two specific instances: a

patient with a severe dermatological problem

all over the body, or one so sensitive to aller-

gens that skin tests might cause allergic shock

(a very rare situation).

However, better blood tests may already be

in the scientific pipeline. Recently, Majid Ali,

M.D., associate professor of pathology at the

Columbia University College of Physicians

and Surgeons, who has already done extensive

research with the RAST, received FDA ap-

proval for an even newer version of the method
called IP-assay that is now available and is

over 95 percent accurate.

PREVENTION
The best treatment for all allergies is still to

avoid the allergen. Here are some simple pre-

cautions:

• Infants of allergic parents should probably

be breast-fed if at all possible. Cow's milk is an

exceedingly allergenic substance, and even

some of the non-milk formulas may produce
allergic reactions. Mother's milk almost never

does. New foods should be introduced into the

infant's diet as late as possible and gradually.

• An air conditioner with filters to help con-

trol pollen, spores, dust, and other airborne al-

lergens is helpful.

• Furnace filters should be changed often.

• In a damp climate, a dehumidifier can cut

down on spore counts.

• Synthetic fabrics are less apt to cause aller-

gies than wool. Feathers are especially aller-

genic. Avoid down pillows, comforters, or

coats. Horsehair is also allergenic. Use a mat-
tress that does not contain this substance.

• Keep the house free from dust catchers,

such as curtains, thick rugs, etc. To keep sur-

faces clean, use a damp cloth. The average

dust cloth just spreads the offending sub-

stances around.

• With an allergic person in the house, hairy

pets are probably not a good idea. Cats partic-

ularly can cause allergic reactions; however, it

is often impossible to keep a dog or cat lover

away from animals. In such a case, keep ihe

animal out of the bedroom.
• Don't smoke.

• It's probably impossible to avoid ragweed
and other pollen entirely, but if you are sens -

tive to them, stay in early in the morning.
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• Most allergists believe that some foods are

more allergenic than others: eggs, shellfish, to-

matoes, and chocolate among them. If you

know you or your children are allergic to any

foods, you might try to avoid those as well.

TREATMENTS
When prevention fails, medication is in order.

Antihistamine is still the most frequently pre-

scribed medicine for hay fever, but, according

to Dr. Dworetzky, there are newer drugs, usu-

ally dispensed as nasal sprays, that work even

better: topical steroids with the generic name
of beclomethasone. Unlike cortisone and simi-

lar medications, these drugs seem to have few

side effects, and are safe even for children.

The substance is also available in cream

form, called betamethasone, and has been

found useful for allergic skin problems.

Other drugs, which basically act as calcium

blockers, may even prevent hay-fever attacks.

"If an allergic person knows he or she will in-

evitably come into contact with a substance

that usually cause symptoms, taking such a

medication an hour or so before exposure may
be a wise move," Dr. Dworetzky said.

Since medications have improved so much,
fewer experts are advising injection therapy,

which was so popular only a few years ago.

Patients received shots of minute quantities of

the allergen over a period of months, some-
times for as long as a year. "This is a sizable

investment in both time and money," accord-

ing to Dr. Dwortezky, who now advises it

mainly when, for some reason, medication
does not make the patient comfortable.

ASTHMA
Since scientists have discovered that excess

histamines are not the cause of most asthmatic

attacks, antihistamines are no longer pre-

scribed for asthmatic patients who don't also

have hay fever. There are, however, new and
better medications available. Some are given in

pill form, and others in inhalers available by
prescription only. Several types of inhalers

now being sold as over-the-counter drugs con-

tain antihistamines and decongestants, which
are probably harmless but not very effective

for the true asthmatic. Anyone with this prob-

lem should consult a physician. The most ef-

fective medicines are powerful, so patients

should be monitored to make sure that there

are no undesirable side effects.

For many asthmatic patients, aspirin and
over-the-counter medications containing aspi-

rin make the condition worse. No asthmatic
patient should take such a drug without con-
sulting a physician, according to Dr. Dwor-
etzky.

ASTHMA AND EXERCISE
Asthmatics were formerly advised to live a

very restricted life. We now know that drastic

precautions are not only unnecessary but can
be acutely harmful. Asthmatics are usually

able to lead almost normal lives, and, accord-
ing to recent scientific findings, those lives

should include exercise.

The best exercise is swimming. As a matter

of fact, five goid medal winners in the 1972

Olympics were asthmatics. But calisthenics,

particularly exercises that develop the dia-

phragm and chest muscles, are also beneficial;

and softball, archery, bowling, and skating are

usually well tolerated. Football, running, ten-

nis, and basketball are usually discouraged. Of
course, any exertion that brings on an attack

should be stopped immediately.

HIVES AND RASHES
If a skin reaction occurs on a specific spot on

the body, generally the irritant is local, and

can be easily detected and eliminated. (For in-

stance, watch bands may produce a rash.) Al-

lergens that cause a more general reaction may
be kept away from the skin by putting up a

barrier: i.e., wearing rubber gloves while work-

ing with cleansers and other chemicals.

Allergic reactions to cosmetics are rare, but

can happen suddenly even if one has used a

particular brand of the cosmetic for years

without ill effect. This may occur either be-

cause one has slowly developed a sensitivity to

an ingredient in that particular brand, or be-

cause the manufacturer has changed the com-
position of the substance slightly. (This allergy

is discussed on page 300.)

For those who are severely affected by air

pollutants, industrial fumes, or other sub-

stances that are difficult to avoid, good medi-

cations, either taken by mouth or used on the

skin, are now available. Betamethasone
creams tend to be helpful in many cases. In

others, short-term use of cortisone creams
may be useful. Long-term use of the most com-
mon steroid preparation is to be avoided
whenever possible, though.

ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK
This is a sudden severe allergic reaction,

which, unless treated with extreme prompt-
ness, can kill. Bee and other stings may be the

cause, so can some medications, especially

penicillin. Usually the first exposure to the

substance causes a relatively mild reaction;

later exposures can throw the patient into

shock. (Someone who has this type of extreme
allergic episode should wear a medical ID tag.)

When shock occurs, an immediate trip to the

hospital emergency room is indicated.

For those who are apt to go into shock from
insect bites, special kits containing injectible

medications are now on the market, sold by
physicians' prescription. Someone in the fam-
ily of a potential shock victim should learn

cardiopulmonary resuscitation techniques.

Since usually a patient goes into shock from
only one, or at most two, substances, this is

one situation where injection therapy may not

only be advisable, it may be lifesaving.

Enough scientific progress has been made to

allow almost all allergic people to lead almost
completely normal lives, and new research is

getting us closer to solving the ultimate bio-

chemical puzzle of who is allergic to what,
why, and how to treat them, possibly with a

universal vaccine. "Then," said Dr. Kaliner,

"allergies could go the way of smallpox." V

New hope in sight for sleepy allergy-sufferers
A class ofnon-sedative antihistamines may soon be on the market in the United States. One such
drug, terfenadine, is already widely used in Great Britain; a similar drug, mequitazine, was intro-
duced in France last February. Terfenadine under consideration by the FDA for distribution here
and may be approved by 1984. The non-sedative antihistamines attach themselves to histamine
receptors in mucous membranes and smooth muscles, blocking histamines released by other
cells from attaching themselves to those locations and causing allergic symptoms. Unlike other
antihistamines, they do not affect receptors in the brain cells, and thus cannot cause drowsiness.
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WithTampax Protection...

OUT OF SIGHT MEANS OUT OF MIND!
When you switch from pads to Tampax® tampons,

you may well wonder why you ever wore a pad.

Because the way Tampax protects, there's nothing

to see and nothing to feel. Except fresh and protected.

No pad bulk. No pad wetness. No distraction . . . from

whatever you might be thinking or doing.

Tampax's design is truly unique among tampons. It

gives you a kind of comfort when you wear it and

when you withdraw it that's unmatched by any other

tampon. That may be because Tampax made tampons

first and still knows them best.

More women useTampax
than any other tampon or pad.

TAMPAX is the registered trademark of TAMPAX Incorporated, Palmer, Mass. 01069

Small wonder that more women choose Tampax
than anything else, tampon or pad. They like feeling

clean, fresh and protected.

And love not having to think about it. With Tam-
pax protection, out of sight means out of mind.

25 c SAVE25 C 25 c

Good on any absorbancy of Tampax® tampons 40's

TAMPAX

TO RETAILER: This coupon will be
redeemed at full value plus 7c handling il

used in accordance with the offer stated

hereon Coupon void if taxed, prohibited

or restricted by law. Cash value of 1 / 20
of a cent. Valid only in the U.S.A. This

coupon not assignable or transferable

Mail coupon to TAMPAX Incorporated,

P.O. Box 1766, Clinton. Iowa 52734.

Offer limited to one coupon per purchase

STORE COUPON OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30,1984.

TAMPAX is the registered trademark of TAMPAX Incorporated. Palmer Mass
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"Royal" Portugal...

Arabian adventures. .

.

latest Caribbean news

By Richard Alleman

Ck
amel races, above, are among the many extraordinary attractions of

\ Lindblad Travel's new "Arabian Adventure" trips to the United Arab

Emirates. Formerly known as the Trucial States, this group of seven

desert sheikhdoms is now booming with petro-wealth. Lindblad's

eighteen-day treks to their seldom-traveled part of the world also of-

M fer starry nights in desert camps, two three-day stays at the posh Mar-

^ bella Club Sharjah, dhow cruises, biblical villages, oasis interludes,

archaeological sites, four-wheel-drive excursions, shopping for rugs,

jewelry, gold in ancient and modern souks. Price—based on double occupancy—is

$3,995 and includes hotels, sight-seeing, guides, tips, service charges, most meals,

round-trip air transportation between Frankfurt, Germany, and Sharjah. Air fare between

the United States and Germany is additional. Departures are set for twice a month, begin-

ning January 14, 1984. For further information, see your travel agent or turn to page 369.

Gull A,r

L/\Or1! Off Antigua, super-secluded

"Long Island" will open as the Caribbean's

newest private-island resort next month. Ac-

commodating just twenty-four guests, Long Is-

land is steered by David and Michelle Brewer,

formerly ofTryall Golfand Beach Club in Ja-

maica. Rates: $350 per day/per couple—in-

clude meals as well as "elevenses'''' and
traditional British tea. See page 369for details.

EXPOSITION

DU VOYAGE

Just open in Paris :

an enchanting little

exhibit housed within
the venerable Louis

Vuitton luggage shop

at 78 bis ave. Marceau.

On view : a fabulous
collection of rare

luggage and travel

gear of the last
two centuries.
Among the show' s

many treasures : two
trunks , shown left

:

a luxurious Vuitton
number created for

a sultan in 1886 . . .

and conductor
Leopold Stokowski's
1936 traveling desk.

Vuitton is open
Monday-Friday from
9:30a.m. to 6:30p.m.

EASY TARGETS: THIS WINTER, THE CARIBBEAN ISLANDS OF ST.

KITTS AND GUADELOUPE BECOME MORE ACCESSIBLE—WITH THREE
BRAND-NEW NONSTOP FLIGHTS EVERY WEEK OUT OF NEW YORK
CITY'S JFK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. THE CARRIER: PAN AM.

Escape from Manhattan Just two hours north of New York City, Troutbeck is a handsome

Tudor mansion in Amenia, New York, set on 422 acres of lawns, gardens, brooks, and

woods that recall the British countryside. An executive conference center during the week,

Troutbeck—with thirty guest rooms, solar-heated pool, two tennis courts, excellent cui-

sine—turns romantic country inn on weekends. Weekend rates—from $425 to $680 per

couple, depending on room—include two nights' accommodation, all meals from Friday

night dinner through Sunday brunch; taxes, service charges are additional. See page 369.

njl I A f*r Ui%D Travelers not only take in glorious castles and pal-

iMLMUl HUl aces on Portugal's seven-night "Royal Road" ad
venture, they stay in them as well. Witness, right, the extravagant Palace
Hotel do Bussaco—one of many royal residences turned hotels that star

the itinerary off this self-drive tour off northern Portugal. Besides su-

perlative scenery and sensational stay-places, an additional lure <

the "Royal Road" is its price: $199 per person, sharing a double
room—including all breakfasts, two dinners, and a rental car with
unlimited mileage. (Round-trip U.S.-Portugal air fares are
as low as $499 midweek.) For details on this and on oth-

er Portugal tours, see travel agent or page 369.

For a Mediterranean interlude,FABULOUS FORTNIGHT
consider this land-and-sea extravaganza concocted by Adventures Unlimited of New York
and San Francisco. Begin with three nights at a grand hotel in either Monte Carlo, Athens,

Rome, or Malaga; then take off for a week 's sail aboard the newly launched ' 'Sea Goddess
I"—3 glamorous vessel with sixty luxurious suites, a come-anytime/sit-anywhere dining

room, a James Bond-like water-sports platform that lowers right down to the sea. Besides
well-known Mediterranean stops, the yacht-sized ' 'Sea Goddess I

'

' will also slip in and out of

offbeat ports and secret coves. After the cruise, four more days on land round out the adven-
ture. Cost—for hotels, cruise, chauffeur-driven car for two days: ahout$4800; departures are

set from April through September. See page 369 for additional details.
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he tiny private island of

Mustique is a haven for

beach-casual living with style.

This remote and hard-to-reach

island with only one hotel—the

Cotton House—is an enclave of

ravishing gingerbread houses
owned or rented by celebrities

and titled persons from around
the world. Although not even

shown on most maps, this small

Grenadine island and its star

cast of holiday visitors are often

news-makers.

Mustique's insouciant style

was apparent the moment my
little charter plane touched
down on the runway. Tall flag-

poles dwarfed the pristine bam-
boo terminal. Flags snapped briskly as they do
in front of the United Nations complex in New
York City. Upon landing, I was met by a Cot-

ton House porter and Jeep—and in three min-

utes flat, I was in a lovely balconied room.

The late Oliver Messel, a remarkable archi-

tect/decorator of houses and of stage settings,

is responsible for the ravishing fantasy quality

of Mustique. Driving along the waterfront, I

was enchanted by two miniature houses that

turned out to be Messel-designed public lava-

tories.

Cotton House, a restored eighteenth-centu-

ry warehouse, is pure Messel. A broad double

staircase opens onto a charming, un-hotel-

looking lounge. Among the whimsical decora-

tive pieces are mirrors in silver frames, a

pedestal holding a huge pink scalloped shell

that was once a baptismal font, a tall shell side-

board. At the far end of the lounge opposite

the bar, a very long sofa and cozy chairs are

still covered with Messel-designed lime/beige

cotton fabrics.

The nineteen Cotton House guest rooms are

in two handsome Georgian houses and in

three cottages. All the rooms have the coziness

of guest roorns arranged by a caring hostess. In

my cottage room, an extra blanket was at the

foot of the bed covered with an old-fashioned

white cotton spread. On a round skirted table,

a bamboo tray with glasses had a Thermos

filled with spa water bottled especially for Cot-

ton House on St. Vincent island. Overlooking

bougainvillaea, palms, and a flowering hibis-

cus, a porch with black wicker furniture cush-

ioned in white made an enchanting breakfast/

sitting room.

For dinner, guests ate by candlelight on the

broad verandah of the main house. On a small

rise, Messel built a sensational pool around the

ruins of a plantation great house. His hot-

weather design sensibly included a covered

colonnade for poolside buffet lunching.

At four-thirty, a tea (Continued on page 366)
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At Cotton House, Mustique's only hotel, Oliver Messel-designed pool

Mustique—the discreet charms

of the Caribbean's star hideaway

On a tiny private island, a stage-set

enclave of casual living, great style

BY DESPINA MESSINESI

offers nothing.
'<^' That'swhy people keepcoming backftTertairtly you can sail,

scuba through shipwrecks, ride, fish, and play tennis. But you can

Peter Island is remote, beautiful, expensive, and exclusive.

Very good travel agents know about it.

Peter Island (1
Hotel and Yacht Harbour, British Virgin Islands i|||

For reservations call your travel agent or Resorts Management Inc. <2 1 2) 696-4566 coi
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Vacation at The Mist, Your
European-style Spa in the Niagara
Falls Hilton, where the latest in

fitness and beauty routines come
together in the moisturizing climate

of America's awe-inspiring
natural wonder.

With jogging trails that weave past
cascading waterfalls, slimming
gourmet cuisine and pampering
European beauty treatments.

Weekend and week-long packages
available. For more information

contact Susan Berry-Agar, Spa Director,

(716) 285-3361 Ext. 162.

X Niagara Hilton

Third and Mall

Niagara Falls,New York, USA 14303

Only 6-8 Guests

per week

^Kerr^ome
A luxurious Private

Health Retreat

Grand Rapids, Ohio

"I'm younger now than I have

been in years . . . my friends are

amazed at the transformation in me. I

look and feel relaxed, yet energized. My
skin glows. I've lost pounds and gained

muscletone. Aches and self-doubts are

gone and I feel beautiful from the inside

out. Thanks to five wonderful days

at the Kerr House, I feel fantastic!"

K. Peterson, Glen Ridge, NJ

m r

LAURIE HOSTETLER, Director

17605 Beaver Street. Depl. V-ll-3,

Grand Rapids, OH 43522
(t 19) 832-1733

Write or call for information.

GIFT CER TIFICA TES A VAILABLE
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MUSTIQUE
(Continued from page 365)

tray was laid out under the spreading branches

of a huge almond tree, a favorite sitting-out

spot. In front of the main house, the meadow
frequently became a cricket field for the is-

landers in late afternoon.

On Mustique, an island of fabulous beaches,

the Cotton House property—straddling the

neck of a peninsula—has two: one on the At-

lantic with exciting big waves, one on the Ca-

ribbean with calm waters. The hotel provides

minibus service to the island's other beaches,

also packs box lunches. Macaroni Beach, a

long, broad, and glorious sandy stretch, has a

pavilion with picnic tables and benches.

The best way to explore the varied beauty of

Mustique, its hills and valleys, is on horseback.

Cotton House makes the arrangements. The
next best—which I thoroughly enjoyed—was
riding in a Jeep, passing by dense coconut

groves, forests of cedar and gum trees, stretch-

es of wild cacti . . . then heading seaward and

suddenly breathing the brisk Atlantic air.

Along the way, I stopped to look at some of

the rentable villas that happened to be unoccu-

pied. On the whole island, there are forty-sev-

en villas. Whether built on high ridges above

the beach or on hilly slopes, all are brilliant

with color, green with plants. Besides having a

pool, terrace, and gazebo, each comes staffed

with maids, cook, gardener, as well as a Jeep.

The makings of a luxurious holiday.

On Britannia Bay, which I call the "town,"

the man behind practically everything I saw
was tall, strong Basil. His remarkable general

store stocks both necessities and luxuries:

from brooms and Ajax to Irish butter, Nestle

chocolate, French cheeses and wine, mystery

books, excellent American beef, plus, plus.

Next door, the bakery with its tantalizing

smells is also owned by Basil—as is the small

thatched-roof batik shop. Basil even runs the

water-sports center for sailing, wind surfing,

and water skiing—but Cotton House owns the

island's two tennis courts, hidden away in a

coconut grove.

Basil's most famous operation—and the

place where everybody on Mustique meets and

where people sailing the Grenadines stop—is

Basil's charming Bar and Raft Restaurant. It

actually is a wooden raft, bleached silver-grey

by the sun and sea, jutting over Britannia Bay.

A bamboo ceiling hung with seashell chande-

liers shelters bright-blue banquettes and ging-

ham-covered tables.

At lunchtime, people pop in for a Planter's

Punch, a beer, or a quick snack. At night, the

candlelit dinners are memorable: lobsters,

kingfish, live music which late-late turns dis-

co. Basil's is a Mustique institution. Mottoes

on the walls somehow fit the easygoing island

scene: live for today . . . dream of tomor-
row . . LEARN FROM YESTERDAY

Mustique is a one-of-a-kind island: one ho-

tel, one doctor, one bar, one restaurant, one
general store, one stable, and one airline. Leav-

ing Mustique, I flew Mustique Airways to St.

Vincent island—an eighteen-mile distance

—

in eight minutes.

From St. Vincent, I flew to Barbados on
Liat (a commercial airline whose initials in the

Caribbean are sometimes jokingly said to

stand for "Luggage In Another Terminal").

From Barbados, it was an easy four-hour

flight to New York—the happy ending to my
private-island adventure. V
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Lead them through a museum without walls.

The weather tells you you're in the tropics.

But the art, the history, the stones, make it

unlike any Caribbean you've ever imagined.

Welcome to Puerto Rico, U.S.A., where the sun is

just one reason to hurry back. To see the forts,

the folklore, the rainforest. Or perhaps solve

the riddle of the great stone markers near Utuado

and Ponce.So why settle for just a tan?

PUERTO RICO
Only Puerto Rico has sights thatwarmyou like the sun.
Puerto Rico Tourism Company Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Dallas, Orlando, Toronto, Caracas, Mexico City, London, Frankfurt, Rome, Madrid.
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"Bonaventure is truly the ultimate spa." Linda Evans
If you believe that health, fitness and btauty are one and the same, 1 ^ / \\ t \\ fl "'iv yiM Tl 11
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RAVEL guide
WHERE TO GO

1 1 51 SPAIN: General information from the
Spanish Tourist Board

1 144 INDIA: General orientation from the

Government of India Tourist Office

1127 BAHAMAS: "Your Bahamas" -
information on Nassau/Paradise
Island, Freeport/Grand Bahama, the

Abacos, Andros, Bimini, Eleuthera

and the Exumas— from the Bahamas
Ministry of Tourism

1129 U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS: "1983-84

winter brochure and rates" —from the

U.S. Virgin Islands Division of

Tourism

1 1 26 JAMAICA: "Make It Jamaica
Again" —from the Jamaica Tourist

Board

1 1 53 KUWAIT: General information from
the Kuwait Embassy

RESORTS/HOTELS/SPAS

2186 G MUSTIQUE ISLAND VILLAS:
Mustique, West Indies

985 D THE COTTON HOUSE: Mustique,
West Indies

2102 D HALF MOON BAY HOTEL: Antigua,
West Indies

2188 LONG ISLAND RESORT: Off Antigua,

West Indies

808 PETIT ST. VINCENT RESORT: The
Grenadines, St. Vincent, West Indies

2187 JAMAICA VILLAS: "Villas &
Apartments Abroad" —Jamaica plus

other locations

2106 D SANDALS RESORT BEACH CLUB:
Montego Bay, Jamaica

21 1 6 PETER ISLAND HOTEL & YACHT
HARBOUR: British Virgin Islands

2179 TROUTBECK: Amenia, NY

533 MIRALINDERSPAINTHECITY:
Southfield, Ml; Toronto, Canada

Please check the brochures you would like to receive and return this coupon to VOGUE, November
Coupon. Box 2766, Clinton, IA 52735, BEFORE MARCH 1 . 1984. Allow eight weeks for delivery.

Please enclose $1.00 to cover processing. No stamps will be accepted.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

We're sorry, but VOGUE cannot answer any personal questions or requests.

2 1 89 ( J THE MIST, NIAGARA HILTON
HOTEL: Niagara Falls. NY

2055 LI THE KERR HOUSE: Grand Rap.ds, OH
2190 [J BAVARIAN HEALTH RESORT:

Escondido, CA

2191 LI THE CLOISTER: Sea Island, GA
2108 BONAVENTURE

INTER-CONTINENTAL HOTEL & SPA:
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

CRUISES

776 NORWEGIAN CARIBBEAN LINES:

1 984 itineraries, rates

5007 i I SEA GODDESS CRUISES LIMITED:

Sails aboard the newly-launched

Sea Goddess I

AIR TRAVEL/TOURS

5004 LINDBLAD TRAVEL: "Adventure in

the United Arab Emirates" — 1 8-day

tours

5005 D ADVENTURES UNLIMITED: "Fabulous

Fortnight" — Mediterranean

land-and-sea tour

5006 TAP AIR PORTUGAL: "Girassol

Holidays" — including the "Royal

Road" adventure

1 36 PAN AM: "Pan Am Holiday Hot

Spots" —including information on

new non-stop flights to the Caribbean

135 PAN AM/BRAZILIAN TOURIST
OFFICE: New low-cost vacations to

Rio, plus information about Brazil

TRAVEL

Villa freedom—

the good life

at its best

Renting your own resort

in Jamaica—the easy way

BY JENNIFER QUALE

Near Port Antonio, "Sea Star"—one of Jamaica's many villas for rent

f "living well is the best revenge,"

there's no better way to get back

at the pressures of the late twenti-

eth century than by renting a villa

in Jamaica. Villa life is different

from staying at a hotel. Upon ar-

rival, there's no checking in. Just

ring the bell and a waiting maid

greets you, shows you the way to

virtually your own private re-

E sort—where you can give

yourself up to the lavish comforts of a pam-

pered existence and yet maintain complete
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control over your new environment.

Yours may be a villa with a past, with a sur-

prise at every turn. The excitement of discov-

ery propels you to assume the role of a

character in some dusty thriller, fathoming the

detailed setting of the estate. Often the furnish-

ings seem borrowed from a museum, the ter-

races and gardens landscaped for royalty, the

libraries reflecting an escapist mood of literary

giants. You might even find—as we once did,

on a bedside table of a Jamaican villa we had

rented—a tattered volume inscribed "To Car-

men with Sex—Ian, 1955": a first edition of

Live and Let Die, the James Bond novel writ-

ten and set in Jamaica.

When it comes to the pleasures of villa life,

serendipity plays a starring role. You always

get more than you expect. Villa representa-

tives provide pictures, brochures, and infor-

mation—but nothing quite prepares you for

the intangible delights of total self-indulgence.

Especially on Jamaica—an island of fascinat-

ing customs, enchanting landscapes, and

—

thanks to over three centuries of British rule

—

superb service.

Consider a typical (Continued on page 370)
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Mahatma Gandhi loved

India. Its majestic mountains,

its unspoiled beaches, its

history and serenity. Now
you too can discover why he
loved it so. On our new tours

to unbelievable India you'll

visit temples and mosques.
Stay in luxurious air condi-

tioned hotels. Shop in colorful

bazaars. Taste many incred-

ible cuisines. Meet hospitable

people. English is widely

spoken here. For tour brochures
see your travel agent or mail

the coupon.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIATOURIST OFFICE
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK N Y. 10112 1212) 586 4901
3550 WILSHIRE BLVD LOS ANGELES CA 90010(213)380-8855

230 N MICHIGAN AVE CHICAGO IL 60601 (312) 236-6899.
POST BOX 342 TD CENTRE. TORONTO CANADA |416| 362 3188

MIAMI FLA (3051944-7039 DALLAS. TEXAS |214| 458-2444
SAN FRANCISCO CA 14151 386 8284. WASHINGTON DC 1202) 758-8770

Please send me information on the new
tours to India.

Name

Address

City. State. Zip

My Travel Agent is:

UNBELIEVABLE

INDIA
370

JAMAICA

e in the sun: deserted Jamaican beach

(Continued from page 369) day at Sea Star, a

Moorish-styled villa a few miles east of Port

Antonio, the lushest locale on Jamaica's

North Coast. We awaken to a mighty sun

creeping over the edge of Dragon Bay, its light

filtering across the bedroom balcony. From
the garden patio below comes the scrape of the

houseboy's rake sweeping up fallen blossoms

of bougainvillaea. Soon, the smell of the cook's

breakfast and Blue Mountain coffee wafts up-

stairs.

The glistening sea invites us for a dip. Glad-

stone, or "Bunny," as the houseboy prefers,

calls from the dock to say breakfast is ready.

We sarong ourselves in towels and sit at a ter-

race table meticulously set with silver, crystal,

and just-picked flowers. Bunny rolls out the

tea trolley, serving first grapefruit halves, the

rims of the rind artfully scalloped. A small

pyramid of hot johnnycakes (lightly fried bis-

cuits), butter, and guava jelly follow along

with thick hunks of smoky bacon.

A doctor bird, shy at first, hovers nearby,

then gingerly lands on the table. The twin

scythes of his tail fluttering in the breeze tell

the origin of the national bird's name: the Ja-

maicans say the tail resembles a doctor's

stethoscope A species of hummingbird, he's

unique to this island and long entwined in the

local lore. He flies off to the sea grape tree in

the courtyard as a couple of fishermen pull up
to the service dock in their long-tailed canoe.

niments. Perhaps some breadfruit; Jamaicans

have been roasting the starchy stuff since Cap-

tain Bligh dropped off a starter crop back in

1793. A request for coconut pie sends Bunny
off to the courtyard and up the palm tree.

Daphne will spend the rest of the morning cre-

ating her coconut dream to the beat of soft reg-

gae—interspersed with BBC World Service

news—from the kitchen radio.

For us, the biggest decision is whether to go

into town or to loll on a deserted beach, to dive

for conchs off the villa dock or to snorkel

along the coral reef with Bunny as our guide,

to hire a boat at Blue Lagoon or to ride a raft

down the Rio Grande. To go into town re-

quires an excuse, since The Daily Gleaner, the

island's eloquent newspaper, has already been

delivered. No need for supplies: there's suffi-

cient food and rum for the next few days, sun-

tan lotion already provided in the medicine

cabinet, books and board games in the living

room should it rain.

Still, a trip to Port Antonio is always an ad-

venture as well as a lesson in the courteous

ways ofJamaicans. If you park near the peach-

colored Victorian courthouse, your car's sure

to have been washed upon your return. If your

eye catches a passerby's, he will wish you good
day. If you go to Sang Hing grocery, Mr. Rop-
er, the proprietor, will proffer a cold drink

while you shop. His rival at Cheapside grocery

will gladly cash your personal check. And at

im request for coconutpie
sends the houseboy off to the

courtyurd und up the paint tree

They call to Daphne, Sea Star's cook and
housekeeper since 1962, who comes out of the

kitchen to haggle over the price of seafood.

From the bottom of the canoe they produce an
ancient scale, weigh two lobsters and a crab,

collect a piddling sum, and paddle off to the

neighboring villa.

Daphne begins planning the day's feast,

consulting with us first. Would we like lobster

salad for luncheon, with ackee to begin?
(Ackee is the national food, a tree fruit that

—

when sauteed with codfish or peppers, seal-

lions, and tomatoes—resembles scrambled
eggs i taste and texture. Like many island

specialties, ackee is rarely featured on hotel

menus because of the lengthy preparation time
involved ) For dinner, Daphne suggests pump-
kin s( up, dev ed crab, and suitable accompa-

Musgrave Market, the town's social and geo-

graphic heart, Miss Martha will urge you to

try—on the house—some exotic fruit.

Villa people have been stopping at Miss

Martha's stall as long as anyone can remem-
ber. She gathers from farmers and from her

own backyard every fruit, herb, and vegetable

known to the island: perfect pineapples, man-
goes that forever spoil you, pawpaw (papayas)

that prevent you from ever buying one state-

side again. Herbs and spices to take home
come in little plastic bags—fresh sprigs of

thyme and rosemary, allspice, ginger, curry,

nutmeg, cinnamon sticks.

If you follow your nose down the mam
street from the market, you'll find a tiny kiosk

selling hot "patties"—spicy meat turnover!

Towash them down: (Continued on page 374)
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FIRST MINUTE

With AT&T, you can dial a
1-minute minimum call to the

United Kingdom or Ireland for just
$1.25. Additional minutes, only 76<f;
each. So even a nice long visit is

a bargain. Dial the call yourself
any night from 6pm to 7am.

No International Dialing in your
area? You get the same low rate as

long as special operator
assistance is not required.

Region /Dialable Countries Rate Levels First minute Additional minute Hours

UNITED KINGDOM/IRELAND Standard

Discount

Economy

$2.08

1.56

1.25

$1.26

.95

.76

7am-1pm
1 pm-6pm
6pm-7am AT&T

Add 3% federal excise tax. Want to know more? Call our International Information Service, toll free: 1 800874 -4000





St.Croix
St.John
St.Thomas
The
American
paradise.

Swim. Sail. Fish. Dive. Golf. Tennis. Sightsee.

Nightlife. Plus twice the duty-free shopping quota
of any Caribbean island. No passports. No visas.

The language, English. The currency, the U.S. dollar.

The place, the beautiful United States Virgin Islands.

See your travel agent. And see all three.

United States\irgin Islands
1984 United States Virgin Islands Division ofTourism, 1270 Ave. of the Americas, NY, NY 10020.



YOU WON'T NEED
ANYTHING MORE
THAN EACH OTHER.

JAMAICA

You won't even need to carry money
because all your meals, accommoda-
tions, cocktails, wine, and virtually

every outdoor activity under the sun -

tips included - are part of your all-

inclusive getaway vacation for two.

Slip into Sandals, with the most mag-
nificent private beach in all of Jamaica.
But remember -you can't come here
alone. You have to bring someone
you love.

Montego Bay, Jamaica

THE PERFECT WAY TO
HIDE AWAY IN JAMAICA.

For more information, contact your Travel

Agent or call toll-free 1-800-327-1991.

In Florida 305-271-0045.

A private island
for private people*

An enchanting and very spe-
cial island awaits you. Swim,
snorkel, sail in the crystal
Grenadine waters or wander
on endless white beaches.
Paradise exists at PSV known
the world over by discriminat-

ing clients and travel agents.

Petit St.Vincent Resort
The Grenadines. St. Vincent, West Indies

P.O. Box 12506,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
Phone 513-242-1333

Representatives:
HRI or Robert Reid

(Continuedfrom page 370)

either a Red Stripe, the fine local beer, or a

smooth fruit punch consisting of pawpaw, ba-

nana, nutmeg, and cream, that's made to order

at Horatio's two-table cafe across the street.

After a spell in town, the peace and privacy

of the villa beckon. There, you might dawdle

over a late lunch in the shaded courtyard, nap

at whim. Then it's off to Boston Bay, a splen-

did cove with a powdered-sugar-soft beach.

Along the way, "jerk" stands flank the road,

their marinated chicken and pork sizzling over

fired strips of allspice wood. Driving further

east, we come upon "Comfort Castle," Errol

Flynn's cattle ranch and coconut plantation.

ww e feel smug:
we're living here—
notjust staying

Flynn's passion for Jamaica kept him coming

back to the island for some twenty years; now
his widow, Patrice Wymore, carries on in style

with her boutique/art gallery at Trident Villas

and Hotel.

A magnanimous mistress, Jamaica has se-

duced many illustrious writers: Noel Coward
built two homes here, Ian Fleming conceived

James Bond at his villa "Goldeneye," Robin

Private pleasure-space: Sea Star's patio

Moore wrote The French Connection under a

mango tree beside his villa Moon San. They all

shared an affection for, if not an addiction to,

the island's beauty, the constancy of its nature.

Indeed, Fleming once wrote of his beloved

Goldeneye that after a stay he could never say

goodbye without a lump in his throat.

At twilight we sit on the terrace that juts

over the sea, enjoying Bunny's rum punches

and Daphne's codfish fritters. The water laps

the rocks beneath, the fading sun catches in its

glow Princess Island just beyond the coral

reef. On impulse we hop in the boat with a

pitcher of punches and ride out to the island

Next time you see a tree,
say thanks.

Thanksfor books and
pencils and paper, thanks
for wood to build our homes and
firewood to keep us cozy in them,
thanksJor violins and cellos and
guitars, thanksjorjumiture
and paints and paintbrushes,
thanksJor maple syrup and
sleds, thanksJorpark benches
and gymnasium floors, thanks
Jorjruits andjams andjellies,
thanksJorshadeJor a Sunday
qfte noon nap, and a
special thanksjorthe
oxyg, 'n we breathe.

lYeesgive us a lot Don't lake
then i forgran ted.Please be

carejul with fire in thejorest
A tree will thank you.

Only you
can prevent

/ forest fires.
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for a last glimpse of the sun. A jungle-covered

cone once inhabited by monkeys, the island

was a wedding gift from the Aga Khan to his

Princess Nina: something to call her own amid
the panorama visible from their turreted villa

on the hill above Sea Star.

Once night falls, there's little to do but re-

tire to the upper terrace, perhaps to sip Tia

Maria, with the only sounds a hidden tree

frog and the distant surf splashing over the

reef. We lose count of the shooting stars, soon

slip into a turned-down bed; and we feel a cer-

tain smugness that we're living here, not just

staying. V

ne VILLA 300D LIFE:

GOING FOR IT!

Jamaica boasts the largest colony of rentable
villas ofany island in the Caribbean. With over
a thousand selections (most are scattered in or
near the tourist areas on the island's North
Coast), choosisig a Jamaican villa is a matter of
deciding where you wish to luxuriate.

Villas are priced according to siix, location,

and amenities as well as season; prices range
from $600 per week for a deluxe one-bedroom
villa on the beach to $5500 for a seven-bed-
room Great House and private island. The
costs of food and gratuities are extra.

Villas come fully staffed—meaning cook,

maid/laundress, and houseboy. Nanny service

can easily be arranged—and villa renters can
usually use the sports facilities of a nearby ho-
tel for a small fee.

Although some of Jamaica's superior villas

are rented directly by their owners, many are

represented in the U.S. by firms such as Villas

and Apartments Abroad, Ltd., 19 East 49
Street, New York NY 10017; (212) 759-1025.

In addition, villa/airfare packages are avail-

able through travel agents.

To reach Jamaica from the U.S., Air Jamai-
ca has daily nonstop service to Montego Bay
out of New York and Miami—and flies non-

stop from Baltimore six days a week. In addi-

tion, American Airlines and Pan Am have
daily nonstops from New York; Eastern has

daily nonstops from Miami, weekend non-

stops from Atlanta; and Air Florida flies to Ja-

maica out ofNew York via Miami. For more
on Jamaica, see page 369.

1 you don't have o
friend with an estate
in the Caribbeai

you do now.

HALF MOON BAY HOTEL
ANTIGUA, WEST INDIES

98 spacious ocean front deluxe rooms, each
with private patio or balcony. Cooled by

trade winds to 75°-85° year 'round. Sports: 5

championship plexipave tennis courts, with

resident pro. Scenic 9 hole golf course.

Sunfish sailboats, snorkeling, fresh water
pool. Nightly entertainment. Casino nearby.

A beautiful, small world created tor you.

See your travel agent, or contact:

Robert Reid Associates, Representatives

845 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020

Tel: (212) 832-2277. Toll Free 800-223-6510.

All Dressed Up
And Some Place to Go.

South Coast Plaza.

i. A ida (m- t8k&& Biddle 4. Bally of Switzerland 5. Laura Ashley

3AST PLAZA
:

10 .nil y i> in , Suiiifav i

SaLs FifthW May Company



Choosing between the two most famous
beaches in the world might seem like a dilemma.
But actually it's not, because either way you can't

lose. They're both
spectacular, as

you'll realize the

moment you step

on the sand.

Look around you
at the sea. And
the people. Both
beautiful, and
unmistakably Brazilian. You know you're somewhere
special.

And in fact you'll be able to enjoy both the

Ipanema and Copacabana beaches, because the/ re

less than five minutes apart.

Varig Brazilian Airlines

HasCutTheCostOfA
Brazilian Vacation Dramatically.

Now a week in Rio can cost you as little as

$693-$929, including airfare and hotel accommo-
dation. So the cost of a vacation in Rio is now a

very good reason to go, and no longer a reason not t<

The individuality of-Bfazil, its culture, cuisine

and language make it quite unlike any other South
American country. And so do its fabulous beaches.

Particularly Salvador and Recife in the northeast,

Rio, and Guaruja in the south. Just part of the 6,000

beautiful miles of Brazilian coastline.

All prices are per person based on double occupancy and include airfare from Miami. Varying effective dates and reservation, lens'



There's one thing
>ut the Cariocas, the

>ple of Rio, and the

zilians as a whole
t you'll soon learn,

ey like you to enjoy
irself. And to feel

They also love good
d. Brazilian and
^national. Churrasco
1 lobster. Both of
ich are easy to find and amazing
Rio is a very rewarding city.

pensive.

i mal

When you fly down to Brazil, Vang, the

Brazilian Tourism Authority and your local Travel
Agent will make sure you know all there is to know.
So you'll be ready.

tav and advance purchase requirements appiv^Dcp Mon.

Yes, Fm Ready For Rio.
BRAZIL!/

N

TOURISM AUTHORITY
EMBRATUR

Please send me information about Varies new low cost vacations

to Rio, and other destinations in Brazil.

Name

Address

City .State. .Zip_

Brazilian Tourism Authority, 60 East 42nd Street,

Suite 1336, New York, NY 10165 VOllV

8u9$
subject to change without notice.

I



We sing, paint, play, sculpt,

cheer, strum,weave,laugh

In Spain.

-
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for their own vacations.
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Not in the least an over- single country embraces art life and treasures in all

statement for the country And just what is it that some of the craggiest moun- Europe— its attractions be-

with Europe's oldest con- draws the knowledgeable tain reaches, the most come clear.

tinually inhabited city— Parisian, Londoner, Roman golden-beach coasts, the Take with us (below) a

Cadiz, est. 1300 B.C. and American to this an- most challenging ski slopes, trip through an "appetizer

Nor for the country that cient, active land? the richest wine regions, the calendar" of these next four

today's Europeans choose Once you realize that this most exalted and lively of months and you'll begin to

October through January of Spain -this charming northwest November Onward. Ski Season noon in the mild temperatures of

Events Calendar. fishing village during its most suc- commences all over Spain. the blue Mediterranean.

culent of annual festivals

.

Choosefrom the major popular November. Golf. With tem-

Oct. 1. Madrid Fall Season October and November. Interna- resorts in the Pyrenees mountains. peratures in the low 70' s, golf on
begins. Now is the time when this tional Music Festival and Opera the Sierra Nevadas or within an the II major courses along the

great world city's dozens of major Season of Barcelona. A variety hour's ride of Madrid itself. Mote: Costa del Sol is definitely in full

art galleries reopen their doors with of world-renowned performers— Some stay open through laic April. swing- and with fewer golfers to

new exhibitions. including such great Spanish artists November Beach Life. Just a contend with than in summer.

Oct. 9. El Grove Shellfish-Eating as Teresa Berganza, Montserrat 2-hour drive south of Skiing! Ski December. Christmas in Spain.

Celebration in Galicia. A perfect Caballe and Placido Domingo

-

the dramatic slopes of Granada in The entire month is given over it >

spot to try your first delicious taste appear in cosmopolitan Barcelona. the morning<; then spend yimr afler- the colorful celebrations and

Spain. It's all Europe in a single country.



feast, dance,weep,
and create forallthe world.

nderstand the many flavors

f Spain.

Of course, not until

ou've unpacked your bag
>r your stay in a castle that

asts you as little as $62 a
ay for two in high season,

eparations for the year's most

iportant holiday. From the special

amis that sell Christmas deco-

Uions in almost every city and
llage to the magnificent music in

e cathedrals.

wimming in the Canaries. Only

hours flightfrom Madrid, the

tide" in Christmastide takes on
nother jolly meaning with a splash

these famed subtropical islands.

including three marvelous

meals, will the full glory—
and unmatchable economy—
of Spain become apparent.

To take advantage of the

more than 200 different tours

that are available right now,

New Year's Eve. All Madrid gathers

at the Puerto del Sol with little bags of

grapes. At the stroke ofmidnight

everyonepops one-grape-per-chime

in the mouth.

Ifyou manage the whole mouthful,

what a year aheadforyou. (Ifnot,

proceed with caution!)

Jan. 6. Feast of the Epiphany. In

parades all over Spain, the "Three

Wise Men' ' distribute candy to

speak to your Travel Agent.

And for our very complete

new "Six Months' Calendar

for Spain," just contact the

National Tourist Office of

Spain nearest you (see

addresses below).

throngs of children from their gaily

festoonedfloats. And, for the

adults, stores begin remarkable

post-Christmas sales.

January Blooms. Almond
Blossom Season on Majorca. On
this enchanting island where Chopin

and Georges Sand romanced,

January explodes with these tiny

white and pink-hued blossoms that

are the first harbingers of Spring.

Above pictures. I. to r.

1. A "Tuna" (student minstrel

group) from Madrid University.

2. Detail of Velazquez 17th century

portrait. Las Meninas . Prado

Museum, Madrid.

3. Picasso's 20th century rendition

of the Velazquez. Picasso Museum,
Barcelona.

4. ' 'Carnival of Cadiz ' -one of

many festivals that take place in

February all over Spain.

5. Flamenco-one of the best-

known examples of Spain's folklore.

6. "Giants & Blockheads" parade

in Madrid's Plaza Mayor.

7. Jerez is notedfor both its sherry

and this incredible method of
pouring it.

ational Tourist Office of Spain

ew York: 665 Fifth Ave., New York. NY 10022, Tel: (212) 759-8822 • Houston: 4800 The Galleria, 5085 Westheimer, Houston, TX 77056, Tel: (713) 840-7411

hicago: 845 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago. IL 6061!, Tel: (312) 944-0215 • San Francisco. ! Hallidie Plaza, San Francisco, CA 94102, Tel: (415) 346-8100

.



For a truly sublime experience,

thread your way through the cays of

The Exumas. The sailing conditions

have no equal. And the terrestrial plea-

sures include unspoiled beaches, a

shell collector's bonanza, a renowned
wildlife sanctuary, picturesque

villages and friendly people. Visit

The Exumas. They're easily reached

from Nassau on Bahamasair. state/zip qiiex

The Exumas. Some ofthe islands that make It Better In The Bahamas.

See your travel agent for reservations. Or call

toll free 800-327-0787. In Dade County,
433-3821. For sports information, call

800-32-SPORT
For a free brochure on The Exumas and
other Family Islands, write to Bahamas,
PO. Box 523850, Miami, FL 33152.

Name

Address

City

The Classic

Caribbean Vacation.
There has never been a golf and tennis

resort in the entire Caribbean to equal the

unabashed luxury and sophisticated

service of Mahogany Run, in St. Thomas,
Virgin Islands.

There are luxury guest accommodations
including one and two bedroom condo-

minium residences with the most beautiful

vistas in the islands. The storied Fazio

golf course. Tennis in your own Garden of

Eden. Sensuous wining and dining. Fabu-

lous Magen's Bay Beach, only five minutes

away. And some of the best diving, sailing

and fishing in the Caribbean all around you.

For reservations and information see

your travel agent or phone (800) 524-2129.

Telex: 3470128. Or write: Mahogany Run,

P.O. Box 7517, St. Thomas,

U.S. Virgin Islands

00801.
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The Museum Store
37 Wfest 53 Street, N.Y.C. 11:00-5:45 daily

QUARTZ WRISTWATCH
Designed exclusively for the Museum.

Indy's, 1" d./ Man's, VU" d. $140 ea.

By mail: MoMA/V/Mail Order

1 1 West 53 Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

Add $2.50 shipping for each.

N.Y. State residents add sales tax.

By phone: (212) 956-7262

Christmas Catalog Availaole, SI. 00

The Museum of Modern Art

Inside Kuwait:

glamorous times

in the desert

A museum opening unveils

a secret Arabian world

BY JEFFREY IHM.RKKK

rom the balcony of my ho-

tel room, the place looks

like Southern California.

The air feels warm and dry,

even in February, with a pun-

gent sulfuric odor, presumably

from the nearby oil refineries.

Under a deep-blue sky, a stubby

date palm and an empty swimming pool add to

the California look of things—as do rows of

shiny new Toyotas, Buicks, Mercedeses lined

up in a parking lot. I think of David Hockney's
drawings of Egyptian pyramids and Beverly

Hills swimming pools. He also saw a connec-

tion between the Middle East and L.A.

I am in modern-day Kuwait. Superficially

American, glossed over with British manners
and customs, Kuwait is, at its heart, a rich and
rigid Muslim nation, proud, xenophobic, a

tiny sliver of land (smaller than Switzerland)

stretching along the Persian Gulf, wedged vul-

nerably between Iraq and Saudi Arabia.

To keep the West at arm's length, tourist

visas arc rarely issued to Americans by the

VOGUE. Nov«mb»r. 1983



Kuwaiti government. I—along with other

journalists and Islamic art experts—have been

allowed into the country for the opening of the

Kuwait National Museum. Our host and host-

ess are Sheikh Nasser Sabah al-Ahmad al-Sa-

bah and his wife, Sheikha Hussa Sabah
al-Salem al-Sabah, both in their thirties, young
and vibrant monarchs. For three days and
three nights, the traditional period of hospital-

ity on an Arabian desert oasis, we shall be

treated royally.

It is my first morning here. I phone for room
service—and minutes later (service is always

quick) an obsequious waiter arrives with break-

fast. ("Yes, sir. Thank you very much, sir.

You're welcome very much, sir.") Breakfast is

scrambled eggs, sausage, toast, coffee—but not

the usual corporate hotel fare. The eggs are deli-

cately flavored with coriander; the sausage

links, spicy beef (no pork here); and circling the

plate are juicy vine-ripe tomatoes, bright-green

mint leaves, tart orange slices—which I later

learn are flown in daily from China.

After breakfast, a caravan of Mitsubishi

mini-buses and late-model Buicks (cars with

drivers are standard) takes us across broad

palm-edged streets to the museum. (Thirty

years ago, most of the streets were unpaved

dirt paths; the buildings, low adobe structures,

as in the American Southwest. Flushed with

new oil money, the Kuwaitis have razed the

old and put up a new city.)

The museum, four brutal concrete struc-

tures with pink trim, honors its locale with a

few Islamic architectural flourishes: an ara-

besque ... an arch ... a prayer niche (where

prayers are said five times a day) at the end of

one corridor.

Sheikh Nasser, and Sheikha Hussa greet us

in front of the museum. They are justifiably

proud of their cultural achievement here in the

desert. The Sheikh and Sheikha—they are

both members of the ruling al-Sabah family,

first cousins, in fact—have accumulated one of

the finest collections of Islamic art in the

world. Ranging from seventh-century Umay-
yad Syrian ceramics (Continued on page 383)
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Driving Your Shoe Crazy.
Ever notice how abrasive car floor mats wear
down the back of your shoe until it's beyond
repair?

We've got the product for you! The Auto Scuff

Stopper is made of a specifically designed ma-
terial that protects the heel and sides of your

shoe from scuffing and scratching while driv-

ing. It comes in black, brown, navy, blue and
red. It is easy to install, clean and care for.

TO ORDER your Scuff Stopper

fill out the information below.

Do it NOW! For the life of

your shoe depends on it!

&10.00 + $2.50 for

postage and handling for

each Auto Scuff Stopper.

YES. I would like to stop driving my shoe

crazy. Enclosed is my check or money order

for $ for (number) Auto Scuff

Stopper in (color) and/or ,

Model A

Model B

Model A Model B with adjust-

ment for the attached excelorator peddle.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP_

If you are not completely satisfied, return with-

in 10 days for a full refund. Send to: Auto Scuff

Stopper, P.O. Box 11038 Lincolnia Station,

Alexandria, Va. 22312.

VERY CLOISTER®

Build a treasury of pleasant

moments during your Cloister

experience. In deepening family

relationships. In sports and lazing

along the beach and dressing for

dinner. Savoring a genteel life amid
excellence and caring. Join our

ladies' tennis rallies Jan. 15-18

or 22-25. Per person per night

double $97 and up, plus $50
entry, including room, all meals,

service, gift. The Cloister.

Sea Island. GA 31561. 800-841-

3223. Georgia (p fl /) ,

800-342-6874. ^Q^/mncC
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KUWAIT
(Continuedfrom page 381)

to eighteenth-century Mughal Indian jewels,

the al-Sabah collection—curated and installed

by Dr. Marilyn Jenkins of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in New York City—forms the

backbone of the Kuwait National Museum's
collection.

"I feel like the mother of the bride on the

wedding day," observes Sheikha Hussa that

night at the official opening. She is dressed in a

Valentino dress; the Mughal rubies of her

necklace are the size of Ping-Pong balls.

Sheikh Nasser wears a black robe with gold

cord; a white linen cloth frames his musta-

chioed face. Among their guests: Princess Wij-

dan Ali, the cousin of Jordan's King Hussein;

from India, His Highness, Jodhpur, with his

uncle, His Highness, Jaipur, in turbans and
decorations.

The opening celebration is festive, even
without the liquor that usually enlivens simi-

lar affairs in the West. The food is glorious

—

fresh prawns the size of fists, grilled and served

with drawn butter; lamb kebab, lobster tails,

humus, tabuli, rich honey-sweetened des-

serts—flaky pastries, like baklava. All are

washed down with sweet nectars and salty yo-

ghurt drinks.

The next day, we explore the city. We ask a

hotel guide (one ofmany sitting around in grey

robes, heads wrapped in voluminous red-

checked cotton) to take us to the nearby souk.

After wending around ambitious-looking con-

struction sites, we wind up at a gigantic en-

closed shopping center that could be in Middle

America. Rather than the spices, fresh vegeta-

bles, or live goats we hope to see, we find a
wide array ofjewelry and the latest in Europe-
an fashions—Giorgio Armani, Valentino,
Yves Saint Laurent.

We peek inside Yves Saint Laurent. There,
an old woman, in a veil that hides her body and
face, is ducking into one of the fitting rooms.
Emerging a few minutes later in a beige wool
suit, she stares incredulously at her Western
reflection in the mirror.

Later in the day, Skeikh Nasser takes us in

his Rolls to his "camp"—a group of Bedouin
tents in the desert outside Kuwait City. He
comes here as we might go to the seashore or
mountains to escape the city. Inside the tents

are palatial interiors decorated with Persian

rugs and pillows, brass coffee pots and cups,

Mughal jewel-encrusted daggers. We sit on
pillows in the half-darkness. The Skeikh asks if

we'd like to be entertained. Anticipating veiled

dancing girls, we wait while he walks to anoth-
er corner of the tent. Then, he flicks on a
switch and a giant video screen flashes the

opening credits of the movie Star Wars!
Later in the day, the Racing Club—very

British and civilized. We sit on bleachers lined

with Persian rugs and watch the children of

the Royal Family, on the backs ofArab steeds,

clear six-foot jumps. Giant silver trophies in

the shape of minarets are handed out to the

winners as polite applause drifts across the

ring. Tea is served—in gold-rimmed cups

—

promptly at four by Indian servants.

The following—and last—day ofmy visit to

Kuwait, I call on Dame Violet Dickson. A
British subject, Dame Dickson is a nonagenar-

ian who has lived in Kuwait since the 'twenties

and has written two books on the country. She

has also been awarded the highest honor a Ku-

Sheikh Nasser, Sheikha Hussa—with daughter

waiti woman can receive—that of "honorable

man." She tells me that she could never go
back to England. Sitting in her home—one of

the few extant Colonial structures, a Victorian

house with carved lattice work and thick white

walls—I can see why. "I have fresh truffles

with my eggs every morning," she tells me.

"Trrrruffles," she rolls the "r" off her tongue,

savoring the sound of the word. The nectar,

which her man has served to me, is sweet and
cool. I can almost hear camel bells in the dis-

tance. V
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VOGUES
What's new: skirts to watch,

shopping chic, bedroom

style. . . fashion answers:

knits. . . designer savvy

When Sonia Rykiel, the Missonis, and London'sJoseph

Ettedgui, ace fashion entrepreneur, all invest in their

first freestanding U.S. boutiques—all opening, this

fall, within two blocks of each other on New York City's Madison Avenue—the message's

clear: American women are buying knits. Why? Says Rykiel, left: "I have the impression that

women are like me. They work, they have children, they have men, they travel. They have to

organize their lives." That does not imply stamped-out-style dressing: Rykiel strongly be-

lieves in movable pieces
—

"I prefer women who build their own answers for themselves."

This season, many of those answers are black-on-black. Of American women, she says: "Real

women are real women all over the world." They're "women who think."

issoni, Joseph,

Sonia Rykiel

—

Europe's hottest

names in knit

open their first

U.S. shops, eye

/<?<^

American women
With his eleven
Joseph, Joseph
Tricot, Kenzo,
and Chinese
Laundry clothes
boutiques spread
out among
London, Paris, and
now New York City,

Joseph Ettedgui
knows what women are buying. What
he's brought first to the U.S. is

Joseph Tricot: a collection of knits
to layer in seemingly innumerable ways
—skirts, pants, dresses, cardigans
and pullovers, plus scarves and gloves.
Joseph's belief: "Women with
imagination like to do things with
clothes rather than being told." His
essentially non-color pieces—steely
grey, black, nutmeg, ecru—come in

clean shapes: from very basic to
something more adventurous in cut
(or texture). Excitement, often, comes
from accessories (he has shoes, bags,
and belts specially designed).
Joseph tries new items on sales staff.

Result: "Good basics, with a little wit."

MAJ,' RUSSEU. >'. i-PIERRE MASClf T. PIE RRE SHERMAN SEPP HORVAT

Rosita Missoni—she and her husband
Tai are the knitting masters creating,

each season, the distinctive look of Mis-

soni—believes that within each total

turnout sent down a runway, each piece

should be a special "item" in itself—one
able to stand on its own in a design

sense, to be worn another way at anoth-

er time. "I think that's one of the reasons

for our success," Rosita Missoni says.

"Clothes were right. Then to that we add-

ed color and texture."

Inventive color/texture plays in knits

are key—this season, as every season;

this fall, Missoni colors are stronger rath-

er than pale: Knitted coats reversing to

corduroy, longer skirts (skirts geared to

movement), cardigans, bulky knits over

sweaters and skirts or trousers. "It re-

mains a collection of separates."

The appeal of knits? She believes:

They're simple to travel with and—inter-

estingly—to keep looking feminine. For

spring, changes are "in the same spirit.

It's a question of a style of life."

("View" continued on page 386)
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** Discover Seagram's V.O.

Unexpectedly smooth. Surprisingly light.

Mixed or straight, you'll taste
"*

the difference.

Of course whenever you drink,

you should know when to stop. But

you should also know where to start.

That's V.O. The one you'll stay with.
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Breakaway from the ordinary. Discover the drink with a differ?



NOTHING
DEFINES A WOMAN
LIKE ELEGANCE.

CROSS'
SINCE 1B46

And what better definition for elegance than Cross
for Women. Now in satin black with convenient
pen purse. Lifetime mechanical guarantee.

Suggested prices from $1 6.50 to $75.

386

LONG ON SKIRTS \ /
One of the most interesting developments to

track in resort collections? Designers experi-

menting with a new length: a longer—really

longer—one that hits just above the ankle . . .

creating skirts and soft dresses with much the

same ease (and actual length) as the season's

new looser "pyjama" pants. New skirt-length

thinking is showing up in lightest-weight fab-

rics for hot-weather resort wear, in nonseason-

al gabardines and knits for at-home or city

streetwear by women with an adventurous

fashion sense. Many of the skirts will also be

sold like pants—as an individual "item" . . .

and those skirts, evidently, are something
women all over lately have been asking for.

The new long shape? Not just one—but a

diversity of sKin snapes—full, fluid, or body-

hugging. Above, some best examples: far left, a

step-in tube skirt in grey wool knit by Vivienne

Westwood for World's End. It takes the shape

of the body, has the advantage of adjusting to

any length, can be rolled up or down at the

waist, be belted low like sweatpants. From
Katharine Hamnett (left center) the opposite

end of the long-skirt scale: a blue heavy-cotton

fullest skirt with an unfinished edge .... From
Calvin Klein (right center) a long slender

skirt, stopping three inches above the ankle; in

wool gabardine, with a low waist, it's narrow
at the hips, a bit wider at the hem . . . .Also

gabardine, far right, from Blassport: a skirt

with added swing, it just hugs the hips.

With longer skirts (or

ankle-cropped wide-

leg pants), to "balance" the bulk of fabric: a new look in san-

dals—heavier, sturdier. From New York collections: Left, Anne
Klein's black and white snakeskin sandal with a thick sole,

much like a Japanese clog. Right, Manolo Blahnik 's pale beige

leather woven sandal—almost like a man 's. With that longer

skirt, it was one of many heavy-sandal looks in Calvin Klein's

resort collection. ("View" continued on page 388)
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LEVTS'505JEANS.

NO ORDINARY
FLIGHTOF FASHION.

Call them a fashion classic,

if you like.

Just simple, honest, 100%

cotton jeans that never wear out

their welcome.

Never? No, never.

Even that comfortable fit

grows friendlier with every

wearing.

Pre-shrunk, zipper fly,

Levi's 505's. Timeless.

Dependable. Uncomplicated.

Sometimes, don't you wish

everything was a little more

like that?

Available in Petites, Juniors,

Misses-&Women's Sizes.

Levis
WOMENSWEAR

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

L



Fashion pleasures

Underwear looks,

—new directions—from surprising sources:

bedroom dressing . . . much of it, a man's!

bTITUDE. NEW CALVIN

KLEIN T'S, TANKS, BRIEFS, BOX-

ER SHORTS—ALL FOR WOM-
EN—HITTING STORES THIS

MONTH HAVE, DELIBERATELY,

THE LOOK OF THINGS SWIPED

FROM A MAN'S BUREAU DRAW-

ER. WHY? AFTER THE PHENOME-

NAL SUCCESS OF CALVIN'S

MEN'S UNDERWEAR, STORES
ASKED HIM FOR A WOMEN'S
LINE. BUT WHY A MAN'S STYLE?

SAYS CALVIN: "I'M NOT SOME-

ONE TO DO RUFFLES AND LACE:

IT HAD TO RELATE TO WHAT I

THINK IS MODERN, YOUNG, AND
SEXY. I WANTED IT TO BE VERY

SEXY." PREVIEWERS, EVIDENT-

LY, AGREE: SPECIALTY STORES,

AT FIRST SIGHT, ORDERED $%
MILLION OR MORE OF THE UN-

DERWEAR.

tern: Calvin Klein,

with prescience, un-

veils a new under-

wear collection for

women with a look

that's closer to

men's locker room
than boudoir. Wom-
en talk, immediate-

ly, not just about
what they can put

the pieces under

—

but where they can

wear them out.

Item: Donald
Sutherland tries

on a genderless Matsuda black silk

"bathrobe"—a calf-length "bath-

robe"—and sees it, just as Mat-
suda intended, as a new "jacket"

for black-tie.

Item: Comme des Garcons
shows a new Robe de Chambre
collection—easy bathrobes in sat-

in, sweatshirting, and grey flannel;

baggy boxer shorts, pyjama tops

and bottoms, long knitted under-

wear—to layer and combine. In

the Robe de Chambre catalogue,

the pieces all are carefully present-

ed on women wearing white
sneakers: women who are in the

street, happily outdoors.

Clearly, something's up . . . and
the defining lines of some tradi-

tional fashion classifications (and
taboos) are blurring in the process:

Increasingly, underwear is at-

home wear, at-home wear is

meant to be taken out. That much
of this is men's-derived dressing

almost seems tangential to the
fashion thought.

Some thoughts, quite literally,

have filtered up from the streets:

In Paris, last summer when it was
hottest, young girls took on the
biggest men's boxer-style under-
shorts—in tartan plaids—as off-

beat street shorts with T-shirts,

wore terry robes as summer
"coats," adopted nightshirts and
pyjama tops as a favorite street

style. On beaches, women have

sported men's boxers with tank

tops—or men's undershirts with

bikini bottoms. Next summer,
those great bodies can easily shine

in Calvin Kleins.

The versatility of loungewear

pieces is hardly new to savvy
women. They've gone to Fernan-

do Sanchez—and his moire pyja-

mas, charmeuse robes—for

evening separates, knowing that

certain at-home pieces—separat-

ed out, worked in other man-
ners—have roominess, ease, often

a better than ready-to-wear price.

So what's new? Sleep-style in

abundance this season, "sleep"

seemingly as a fashion statement:

An Apostrophe collection in Par-

is—an evening collection—con-

sisting solely of sleep-derived
pieces: bathrobes, oversized pyja-

mas in silk crepe de Chine or chif-

fon. Ralph Lauren and Norma
Kamali, in new resort collections,

both have terry "coatings," terry-

cloth taken beyond bed-and-
beach. Men's-style pyjama-shape
pants—wide-legged, uncreased,
stopping above-ankle—are, in col-

lections, a prevalent warm-weath-
er choice.

To watch: Those pyjama shapes
as signposts of a coming ease in

clothes shapes. Of the men's-style

underwear appeal, says Calvin
Klein, "It's almost like a woman's
wearing her husband's-
boyfriend's-lover's underwear.
There's something very seductive

about that."

With $18-20 million in business

projected for the first year, clearly,

something's right.

New women, old lace
B.V.D. -style Cahins are making news, but
Bonni Keller, for one, is banking on a concur-
rent boom in the most luxurious silk-and-lace:
with La Lingerie boutiques in Palm Beach and,
just-opened, on New York s Madison Avenut ,

fashion-retail pro (she's opened Courreges t/.o.

boutiques, launched and overseen Ungaro's),
she became convinced "no one was considering
this part ofa woman 's life on the same level a:
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ready-to-wear"; for her shops, she now scours
E\ r>e for precious lingerie: while batiste
gown pplique'd with old lace, silk stockings
from France, nightdresses with the broad satin
shoulder n'bbons—and yards of taffeta—of
ballgowns. For the most part, lingerie finds do
not come /mm the US.: "Look at a small em-
broiderca ver: that's a labor of love. Our
country s npuler age.

"

iew" ontinued on page 390)
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ot-weather pleasures,

a menswear twist: Above

below, Calvin Klein's

tanks, string bikini,

boxer shorts—on the beach, as womei

are apt to wear them. . . . Top left,

pieces to wear at night, at home: pyja\

dressing from Comme des Garqons
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Mra Lmder. creator of the Spa in the City

Enjoy a boost to
body and soul- in an
atmosphere of luxury,

privacy and serenity

A dramatic new concept in

total beauty for face and
body- a whole series of European
spa programs plus facial treatments,

cellulite control, firming and toning

therapy with seaweed or mud,
hydrotherapy, scotch hose, paraf-

fin treatments for hands and feet,

various types of massage, makeup,
as well as home care instruction-

all offered by dedicated European
experts at ourMira Linder Spa in

the City.

It's a start for those who have
never been away to a spa and a

continuation for those who have.

Check in for a few wonderful
hours, for the whole day, or come
back every week or month.

You'll love every moment.

=^
Gift Certificates for Mira Linder's

"Day at the Spa"™ "Day of Beauty"™
"Marvelous Morning"™ and other

beauty features make outstanding
Christmas, Mother's Day, anniversary

and birthday gifts.^
\^ L—*•" SPA IN THE CITY

TOTAL BEAUTY FOR FACE AND BODY

29935 Northwestern Highway
Southfield. Michigan 48034 (313) 356-5810

108 Avenue Road
Toronto. Ontario M5R 2H3 |416) 96I-690C

inquire about Mira Linder licenses in selected areas
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BALLET CHIC
On stage: top name designers as

costumers . . . the best news since

Chanel dressed the Ballets Russes

m yl&rewew reason to "bravo" at the ballet? After seasons of mostly minimalist

dance costuming—flesh-colored leotards, practice-clothes looks—there's a dressed-up phase

again in dance . . . and ballet companies are turning to the talents of some very modern clothes

makers. This fall, alone, Rei Kawakubo of Comme des Gargons dresses Molissa Fenley (above

right), Ronaldus Shamask designs for Post-Modernist Lucinda Childs, both at the Brooklyn Acade-

my of Music; Zandra Rhodes arrays Dorothy Hamill for "Romeo and Juliet" (above left), a ballet-

on-ice (and CBS-TV special). Well-dressed dancers, recently, have included Natalia Makarova in

"Notre Dame" (above center) outfitted, recognizably, by Yves Saint Laurent, Laura Dean Dancers

wearing Michaele Vollbracht, Milan 's La Scala Ballet in costumes from Versace, and, for the ninth

year, Martha Graham dancers turned out by Halston. Call it a continuing tradition (Chanel cos-

tumed Diaghilev 's Ballets Russes in the 1920 's) or simply being stagestruck: today 's designers are

entering the current collaborative spirit ofperforming arts, working with dancers, painters, compos-
ers. Says Shamask: "What is most important is to maintain awareness of the dancer's body. Danc-

ers are beautifully cond'tioned movement machines. Hiding that would defeat the whole purpose.

Of working with choreographer Childs: "I have a great affinity for Lucinda—her formality, structure.

In fact, I wanted her to choreograph a fashion show for me. But the opposite happened.

"

0L YMPIC FEVER Des'8ners everywhere, from Israel to France to the U.S.A.,
ua. f mi iu f f. wuil

gre takjng the patr jotjc p|„nge f relating designs for any-
and everything—tank suits or towels, swimcaps (Speedo) or sunglasses (Vuarnet),

jogging shorts or jeans—to the upcoming 1984 L.A. Summer Olympics. Though the

"official" Olympic swimsuit has a burst of "stars in motion" across it (Arena), this

spring offers any number of creative red-white-and-blue alternatives: solid suit with
sleek diagonal stripes or "Miss America" sashes (Speedo), maillots with graphics as
big and bold as Old Glory's (Leonard), pop-art designs with bright blue stripes and
giant stars (Gottex). tanks with "Swim Team" stencils (La Blanca). And Olympic
odes don't stop there: In spring collections, Galanos pinned a rhinestone "U.S.A.,"
on his hats, ? *lph L&'jren brought on a tank suit with neat "U.S.A." logo. Valentino—
who's designed the official Italian-team uniform—even opened his winter couture col-

("View" continued on />.;.v,'<' W2)
|

lection in Rome with a sprinting torch bearer.

RAF/NNEfcp Ml .AM JACK MITCHEll
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GOLD'S
FINEST HOURS

THE BENVENUTO CELLINI COLLECTION BY ROLEX
Nobility of design merits a noble metal. Gold.

The choice of Renaissance master Benvenuto Cellini for

his most accomplished art.

Our choice for a collection of timepieces sculpted to

the exacting standards of the genius they honor.

Cellini, by Rolex. in i& kt white

or yellow gold. as befits
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FALL AND WINTER CATALOG
Featuring activewear, accessories
and functionally inspired sportswear,
the new catalog is full of rs, sweats,
thermals and woven styles in lots of
colors for both men ana women. Get
creative with C.B.H. Send $1.00 for
full color catalog to:

CAMP BEVERLY HILLS
Dept VO B3

9615 Brighton Way, Suite 210,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
c 1983 Camp Beverly Hills. Inc
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right is an understatement. These are all-out neons—sharp, bitter,

glow-in-the-dark colors: acid yellow, fluorescent fuchsia, high-voltage

neon' ' giving new punch to even the most classic

accessories: Examples, above, Tryons/Peter Bradley's boater with char-

treuse ribbon; LaCrasia's gloves slashed with electric fuchsia; Susanne

Moss's totebag for POC, Serengeti Eyewear's aviator glasses, and Ruza's
men's-style belt—all in blinding orange. The fashion notion? In small

doses , for warm weather, ' 'neon' ' used to light up black, for fun.

WHAT'S UP. LONDON/PARIS: PEOPLE. SIGHTS, SIGNS
What's up in London? Two new collections of

clothes (in stores for spring) from David and
Elizabeth Emanuel, the Emanuels of taffeta,

gold lace, and jeweled dresses, of "Pre-Rapha-

elite" couture, of The Royal Wedding Dress

fame. From their gilt-chaired Mayfair salon, the

Emanuels have been outfitting Ascot-goers and
the likes of Alana Stewart in made-to-order

("We do everything," says Elizabeth Eman-
uel—bathing suits to ballgowns), row there are

ready-to-wear dresses, suits, skirts—two entire

lines. Clearly, fans are out there: The Emanuels'
book

—

Style for All Seasons (Pavilion Books
Limited)—has reached the U.S.

Princess Di may not be the most photo-

graphed wearer of London hatmaker Stephen
Jones's fantasies: For Thierry Mugler and Jean-
Paul Gaultier's spring collections, Stephen's
done model's hats, his first field trip into French
fashion. Coming up, from Stephen Jones: exot-

ic swimcaps. . . .

Katharine Hamnett—the hot British designer
who seemingly outfitted half of last summer's

iinia and St.-Tropez women in crinkled

silk—often talks more about her social con-
cerns than fashion influences. Now she's put

both interests to work as one with a line of over-

sized T-shirts and ta
r k tops, ai "messaged"

(one reads "SAVE THl WORLD j. Profits—as
explained by T-shirt tags printed in many Ian

guages- -go to children's charity. . . .

In Paris, talk is still about the Japanese—for

RANDOLPH G*AFF Details, see lost pagss

making some of the best-looking boutiques,

anywhere. Yohji Yamamoto's new Rue
Etienne-Marcel shop—after something of a

false start, now "officially" opened across from

Comme des Gargons, shows off Yohji's wom-
en's clothes, like marvelous minimalist pieces,

from hangers of black cord or high-tech shelv-

ing. The shop's look—all cream, black, and

pale blue—is a direct reflection of Yohji's fall/

winter clothes colorings. The question is: if Yoh-

ji's fashion palette changes, do shop walls?

Perhaps it's the season in Paris for black,

grey, and blue: They're the colors, too, of

Claude Montana's new Rue de Grenelle bou-

tiques. The newest is Montana's menswear.

News in Paris: Peggy Roche—former fashion

editor, just starting, this year, with clothes col-

lections. In September, Peggy Roche opened
her first Saint-Germain shop—stocking her

Chanel-like jerseys, knit dresses, cardigans,

hats, scarves, and contemporary jewelry. . .

.

Her neighbor—also brand-new, on the Rue
du Pre-aux-Clercs—is Irie: marble dressing

room, clothes displays, and big slab desk

—

enough stonework, here, to please the Flint-

stones. Irie's clothes? Knits—in various animal

prints: leopard, tiger, cow (Irie is a former

Kenzo assistant and has a clear design fond-

ness for "animals"). Should customers miss

.ishion message: As they walk in, a lifesize

jer greets them.

("View" continued on page 394)
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What women want: fall's

best sellers. . . celebrity

fashion, work-dressing

myths... designer

finds: the best ofbasics

PEC )PLE IN FASHION ARE TALKING ABOUT WHAT'S COMING...

eople are talk-

ing about . . . dress-

es: Quite simply, they're

proving out to be the success

stories of fall. Almost across

the board, American design-

ers—even traditionally

sportswear-oriented design-

ers (Anne Klein, Ralph Lauren, Basco,

Gloria Sachs)—are reporting dresses as

top sellers. What women want, evidently,

are simple T-shirt shapes, flat-knit che-

mises, wool-jersey dresses—uncluttered

styles but ones with some clear element of

design: broad shoulders with a tapering

line to the hem, raglan sleeves, an inter-

esting detailing such as reverse seaming.

Knits are fall's runaway best sellers (and

that holds true, too, for knitted tops and

glittering sweaters for evening). Owing to

the dress success, more are promised than

ever before in spring designer collections.

Another positive point: With more
sportswear talents looking dressward,

more ease—and streamlined sense—is

coming to dresses.

Recurring themes: Once, "safari" meant khaki bush-jacket sorts of clothes; more and more,

you'll find, safari-style is the impetus for some highly polished dressing. Today, "safari" may be

worked in a new proportion—a short, sexy Thierry Mugler dress—or, from Saint Laurent, master

each season of safari thoughts, as a bush jacket in printed chiffon, with a black and khaki poplin

skirt, a bustier top—suit dressing. For resort, Anne Klein II softens their poplin jacket with a short

sarong skirt; Calvin Klein puts a safari-shape jacket over a striped crepe de Chine slip dress or a

long, long jersey tank for evenings. The thinking, in each case: safari, now, is a long way from

"rugged." . . . French men and women, for some reason, have always been enamored with Mick-

ey Mouse, but the amour may have gone to an extreme. On Saint-Tropez beaches, this summer,

the favorite new bathing suit was a black maillot. Printed on the front: "Mickey," giant-size If

you think of jewelry as something to add on in passing, think again: jewelry designer Ivy Ross is

presenting earrings, a necklace, bracelets, pins with their accompanying clothes. The notion: one

designed for the other, for a stronger total statement, sold as a single package.

What's coming? A new season of "celebrity"

fashion: new clothes labels with some highly

recognizable names not normally associated

with fashion. Soon, you'll find John Travolta or

Jane Fonda bodywear to exercise in, Christie

Brinkley sportswear (with bathing suits to

beach in), Diana Ross stockings—should, it

seems, you want the look of some of show-

business' most attractive legs. . . .The other

side of the celebrity coin? Witness designer Liz

Claiborne: one morning this fall after shining on
a "Good Morning America" show, she re-

ceived a telegram from Woody Allen, asking

her to be in his next movie. She assumed the

offer was a joke. It wasn't. . .

.

What's new: Classifications

from Calvin Klein—a new, huge

collection of Calvin ' 'classics'

'

in stores by next month.

What you'll find, integrated with

Calvin Klein' s regular collection

in store boutiques, are new

sportswear pieces : sweaters,

T-shirt tops and dresses,

camp shirts, shorts and easy

skirts in crisp cotton-shirting

fabrics. The best of the basics.

"Sportswear talents are looking at dresses

now: dresses with more ease, more style"

'

Today, how do you describe a woman 's dressing needs? Designer Sonia Rykiel,

with some evident self-humor, likes to explain it as "femmefatale and

femme banale. " What she means, very simply: We all, at different moments, dress

for quite different realities ofour lives. . . . Cliches of dress-for-success,

offormula dressingfor working women, it seems, don't go away:

they're an international phenomenon. At a recent Tokyo department store

"recruitfashion " clinic, this fall, job-hunting dressing suggestions

for women came with a somewhatfamiliar ring: Wear a dark blue or grey suit,

a frilly white blouse, plain dark leather shoes, a neat leather

handbag (but not one that's a "designer" brand). Along with interview

practice, makeup instruction (keep it subdued), even underwear

advice came the Japanese working-woman's rules: No jewelry.

No nail polish. Look happy. Look interviewer in the eye. B <w deeply. . .

.
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Designer names, seemingly, have a non-end-

ing appeal; visible logos may be a somewhat

different matter. An interesting fact: Izod,

now, is producing an increasing number of

items sans the most recognizable symbol of

all—the Izod Lacoste alligator. . . .Coming

up: more snakeskin—big scaly pythons

—

and reptiles covering bags, belts, big bracelet

cuffs, in even eyeglass frames often in shad-

ings—mixtures—of black and white. As a

way of adding surface interest, added tex-

ture, snakeskin is a continuing (and ever-

growing) favorite for shoes—for spring, in

greys and taupe-y neutrals. Another reason

for reptile's popularity: it takes color well,

dyes to terrific bright blues, reds, yellows.

—KATHLEEN MADDEN

VOGUE. Nov»mbor. 1983
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The world's best-fitting jean

1411 Broadway. Ne.vYork, N.Y

Chic jeans. They're proportioned to fit

from leg to waist and from hip to hip.

So whether you're a sweet petite,

long and lean or somewhere inbetween,
you're sure to get a perfectly fabulous fit,

What's more, Chic jeans come in as
many as 27 sizes! So you know we've
got you covered... beautifully.

Chic jeans. They're definitely a
cut above.
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UDDENLX

»/\/ IS CHANGING

'EMBER...
ANO WHEREVER YOU ARE,
YOU'RE GOING TO FIND
SOMETHING YOU WANT

It's part of what keeps fashion in-

teresting: the fact that new ele-

ments are constantly being added
to the "mix" at any given moment.
November, for example, has tradi-

tionally been a month when the

first warm-weather clothes ap-

peared; a month when interest in

evening dressing reached a peak.

What sets this November apart: in

addition to all of the above, there

is—at last—an attractive, new
seasonless dressing that takes its

place alongside the rest. And that

. means that wherever you live,

wherever you're going, there are

new fashion possibilities—and
this is an issue that explores those

possibilities at their best.

Starting first with the new season-

less dressing—the kinds of clothes

most of us are always looking for

because they answer needs. These
are clothes that go anywhere, any
time of year—barring real ex-

tremes of temperature—and often

can move from day to evening

with ease. The key: the fabrics

—

lightweight, adaptable—thin, thin

jerseys, weightless gabardines,

silks. Another key—the colorings,

which are, for the most part,

black, navy, beige. And, finally,

the clean, almost-minimalist
shapes—never anything gim-
micky or contrived—these are

clothes you relate to instantly.

The other thing that strikes you
most about fashion this month: the

elongation of line—sometimes in

an actual longer-length skirt or

dress, sometimes just the effect of

length in a straight-falling dress or

a spare tank top that adds line to

softer pants. Narrowness prevails,

but there is a softening—clothes

fit differently, fhere's a definite

change in the way everything

touches and skims the body. It's

an important difference because it

changes the way clothesfeel And,
while you'll see a number of

lengths—that's a given in fashion

today—you will be most aware of

the new longer lengths. For warm-

weather dressing especially, there

are new longer-length skirts—nar-

row, softer at the hem, with line

that "holds" on the hip. And there

are longer dresses
—

"long, cool

drinks of water"—that work easi-

ly in a resort, at home> in the coun-

try, or move to a more "dressed"

situation when the fabric changes

to something like thin wool jersey.

Whether you're talking about
warm-weather or about seasonless

dressing, the chemise—as a shape,

as an influence—still stands out.

By definition, it's a shape that falls

from the shoulder, that's straight-

lined, unbelted. It's a shape that

came on strong this fall in jerseys

. . . and brought with it, a new
thinking on dresses—not only for

day, as the short evening chemise

became one of the season's stars.

It's a shape that's evolved, and it

now appears in a new range of fab-

rics—day and night—from the

lightweight seasonless jerseys and

silks to warm-weather linens to

sheer, golden, cobwebby evening

fabrics. You'll see, from time to

time, less "strict" interpretations

of a chemise; but the line—that of

a straight-falling, body-skimming

dress—still describes some of the

best looks around.

One of the biggest changes for

warm-weather—in pants dress-

ing—pants that are softer, slightly

wider, but the fullness is always

controlled, never exaggerated.

The feeling (again what's interest-

ing about fashion this season is

just how different a lot of things

feel) is that of being in a pyjama

—

a feeling heightened by the thinner

fabrics, the charming colors, the

slightly oversized tops that often

go with drawstring-waist soft

pants . . . When you do see a trou-

ser—you'll see it in a paler color or

white; and here, too, there's more

softness at the waist, often gath-

ered and held by a soft belt.

The top to put your money an

—

the top of the season—a variation

on the T-shape: looser, squarer,

with shorter, wider sleeves, a clean

neckline. It's a top you can wear
tucked in or belted, a top that

slides rather than clings (you're

looking for one of the crisp-but-

soft warm-weather fabrics, some-
thing that holds its shape). There
are other tops around—not as piv-

otal but charming in the right set-

ting. The tank top, for instance

—

spare, small, sometimes an actual

body suit, and a good contrast

with softer pants.

If you're interested in jackets no
matter what the season, then the

shape to watch for warm weather

is a variation on the safari. Now,
it's a jacket that's softer, shirtier,

gently oversized, far from man-
tailored. And a khaki safari jacket

is not only a warm-weather ele-

ment but works as a seasonless

piece over black and navy.

An undeniable attraction—every

year—in this first surge of warm-
weather dressing: bathing suits—
and this year is no exception. The
news: more of a range—in mail-

lots from sophisticated black and

white suits that echo the shape

and the mood of the most glamor-

ous evening clothes to the purity

of the most classic tank suits.

You're also aware for the first

time in a long time of enchanting

little bikinis—often strapless, and

in unexpected prints—animal pat-

terns, geometries. Equally out-

standing: the accompanying
cover-ups. The biggest news:

things that wrap . . . skirts that

wrap over a maillot for an in-

stant—casual—look . . . and a

whole new category of robes and

other tops-that-wrap in provoca-

tive colors and textures.

The colorings you go for in warm
weather—wonderful, pale, tint-of-

color shadings. And in the new ac-

cessories, what attracts you the

most are the same pale, icy colors

worked in new textures: paler,

frosted textures in semiprecious

stones often mixed with silver and

Lucite. What you want those tex-

tures for: cuffs and earrings, both

worked on a slightly smaller scale

... In shoes, pale, neutral, skin-

color leathers are the most appeal-

ing. The shape that's most
appealing: a new, stronger, gutsier

sandal—in a paler color, the effect

is that of being barefoot!

There's no denying that evening

dressing is on many minds in No-
vember. This year, there are no
radical departures; instead, there

has been an evolution of the best

fall shapes. The difference: things

have become a little bit shorter, a

little bit barer—the cut-out back

or a bare shoulder on a chemise

—

along with a move to lighter,

sheerer fabrics. And where it's

cool, there's the continuing evolu-

tion of sweater dressing at night.

At any time of year, there are cer-

tain unique elements that give you

not only a sense of the season but a

sense of change—a change in the

way you approach clothes (both

the things that are new and the

clothes you already own), and a

change in the way you feel. Ele-

ments to focus on close up . . . ele-

ments as disparate as a new
skirt—one that's longer, that sits

on the hip, buttons down the side;

a skirt that feels very different

from something pleated or dirndly

... or a pair of zebra-patterned

stockings tr it change not only the

look of legs but the look, the mood
of the clothes they set off . . . a soft

leather belt that sits on the hip and

curves and holds the body, that

gives line to a straight-falling dress

. . . the total cleanliness of a neck-

line—which tells you not only

about the "simple" shape of a top.

but about the look of hair that's

shorter—well above the shoul-

der—and the contained look of ai 1

earring that sits right on the e

a 7/8, slightly oversized rah

in black silk that goes even

with everything . . . anJ te

lot about a new versan.

ease in fashion—it's ti

starts on the foliowin]
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Snyder. Details.

see last pages

ow there exist,

moreandmore,
clothes that

simplify your

fashion life, and do it in the most
attractive way possible. On
these twelve pages—some ofthe

best: clothes formerly labeled

r seasonless"—a term now ex-

panded to describe the clothes

that work not only any

time of year, but any

time of day, anywhere,

with a change of acces-

sories . . .it's that simple

ake it easier



&

The essence of simplification

in fashion: a dress, always and
undeniably the fastest way to

pull together a look...Right

now, with a chemise, one
of the most prevalent, most
attractive looks around...
400
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f che-

do more,

ng. Right,

a black

dress, cut his

ier length—

a

t enables an easier.

. evening—

a

h the addition of

jeweled belt

alternaMretb a ;

jnder his terrific

;ine safari |ack-

et, cut wider, softer Dress,

jacket, about

60. December at Saks Fifth

Avenue; Filene's, Chestnut.

Hill MA; Burdines, Dadeland

FL; Monlaldo's; Jacobson's;

Magnm. . . . Fragrance

Note: An easy—irresistible—

;ent to wear: delicately floral

Calvin Klein Fragra

Above lefi: Geoffrey Beene's

chemise—the design of

which he's the absolute mas-

ter—to slip on for any eve-

ning, any place; black wool

jersey tapering slightly down

the body, cut out at the

sleeves and the back, and

veiled with organdy—an allur-

ing new motif. About $650.

(Wool jersey, Jasco Fabrics.)

Mid-November at Bergdorf

Goodman; Balliet's; Col-

berts; Amanllo TX; Carrick's.

Denver; I Magnin; Frederick

& Nelson. Details, more

stores, see last pages.

Eric Boman

'-'



r

key element in this

kind of " seasonless" flexibility: the

fabric— silks
,
gabardines, jerseys

—all thin, lightweight, and han-

dled with a precision of line. .

.
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ton knit into a nighttime

knockout— her pad-

ded-shouldered, tight-

torso dress that flares

out to just above the

ankles. About $106.
Mid-November at Bon-

wit Teller; Hudson's;

Marshall Fields. De-

tails, more stores, see

last pages this issue.

404

Another element in the new
'

' seasonless' ' dressing : the

color—or lack of it— black,

beige, navy, all able to deliv-

er unlimited wearability,

unlimited impact. .

.
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•ss that does
'eft: Jacque-

! de Ribes's

o voc a t i v e

ck lace on "

that extei

) a flaring,

-length "s
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The demand for simplification,

for "seasonless" dressing ex-

tends to even

the bigge I

gala nights



re of what

this category

of dressing is

all about: tak-

ing familiar

shapes and
giving them a

little some-
thing extra:

differences
that range
from a shift

in length... to

a slight bit of

a 55

repositions

a chemise, or

a top and trou-

sers, into
out eve-

BUTTERICK 6245

Eric Boman



VOGUE PATTERNS

VOGUE 8800

To'sev. 6V ?r.inQ !c-C -

wear and wear, wher
er, wherever, you want

to dazzle—subtly, it

coufd be a little black silk

crepe de Chine che-

mise, this page, with a

diagonal slice of se-

quins. Vogue Pattern

#8800. Silk from Super

Textile; sequins from

Sequins Internation-

al.. . . Or black extra-

fine merino wool flannel

pants, opposite, and a

wool doubleknit jersey

tunic with solid sequin

sleeves. Pants, Very

Easy Vogue #8086;
merino wool flannel, by

Anglo Fabrics. Top, But-

terick #6245; jersey by

Jasco Fabrics; sequins

by Sequins Internation-

al. Patek Phillippe watch

available through Tiffa-

ny. These two pages
photographed in the

Whitney Museum of

American Art at Phillip

Morr, i, NYC. Sewing in-

formation, stores, see

next to ..last- pages.
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demand for

more ease, less

complication—

now met in makeup with

a "less is more" approach:

little, or the effect

of little, makeup. . . save

for a strong mouth or

a strong eye: all you need

to carry you through

any day or night. .

.

:easier too!
The same simplification that works m fashion, works in make-

up; and just as pne perfectly designed, perfectly simple-black

chemise or havy coatdress stands on its own day in and day

out an emphatic mouttfor eye can stand Writs own with rela-

tively little makeup—litffeeffort^ejsewttere: The ne^mjnimal

concept at work, here, centers on the eye a mix otgfflfc, pur-

ple, and blue from;Max F
;
aG^Vs. ""Starlight^^^B^' Col-

orfast eyeshadow coilectior; j^^H^ simple

nates additional lime ™e neckline:

cure'. AlfCfMa'hyel for N Retails, last pages .

411
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More minimalist makeup,
keeping the rainbow of col-

ors available right now—es-

pecially at holiday time. . .
I

and shimmer—in the eve-

ning—to a minimum; creat-

ing the impact of a strong

mouth or eyes and making

life a little simpler. Left: A
'

striking makeup for day or

night—strong on color but

only on the mouth: a jolt of

Yves Saint Laurent's #12
lipstick. Hair, Shunji of Suga

- Salon, NYC. Makeup, Rex.

Earrings, Victor Carranza.

• Rabbit and fox hat and

scarf, Yves Saint Laurent

for Alixandre. . . . Right:

Shimmer under control,

contained on the eyes

—

Lancome's Crushed Pearl

La Craiette on inner eyelids

and golden D'Or blushing

powder swept on the outer

eyelids. In hair, the look is

similarly under control, the

upkeep minimal: just a good

cut that clears the shoul-

ders Hair, Ezel. Earrings,

Tess Sholom for Tess De-

signs. The broadtail and fox

coat, by Galanos Furs. Dfe-'

tails, see last pages.

ifJ

W%

ong eyes/softm
Jim\arnale *
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t Galanos,

a truly memorable

collection—a collection

that had onlookers

nearly breathless

with its all-out luxury,

its sophistication

. . . and the most

body -conscious shapes,

the incredible narrowness

everywhere!



Pivotal throughout, t

news of gala evening

dressing based on

knitting—from Ga-

lanos, for the first time

ever. In a strong year

for sweaters, these

knits come across as

the ultimate in luxuri-

ous sweater dressing.

Opposite, one of the

"star" attractions

—

one of the narrow-

est!—his lean ankle-

length dress, all in

black wool/silk, sprin-

kled with stars. Dress,

about $1590. Neiman-

Marcus; I. Magnin. To

order at Bergdorf

Goodman; Nan Dus-

kin; Saks-Jandel. . . .

Right, more sweater

dressing at its most

provocative, and the

season's new key

shape—rounded at

the shoulder, nar-

rowed below: Ga-

lanos' soft grey

angora pullover, with a

floral silk jacquard

print evening skirt, re-

leased at the hem in a

fan of tiny pleating.

(Fabric, Abraham)

About $3790. Neiman-

Marcus. To order at

Bergdorf Goodman;

Nan Duskin; Saks-

Jandel; I. Magnin.

These four pages,

hair, Garren of Garren

NY; makeup, Lydia

Snyder. Details, -see

last pages this issue
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More evening dress-

ing from Galanos—

more of the luxury of

fabric, more of the ele-

gant, body-conscious

shapes. ... . Opposite,

a violet silk jacquard

evening blouse, wide-

shouldered, draped,

h over an ultra-narrow,

riblack silk crepe maro-

I
cain skirt. Sophisticat-

ed, luxurious, without

being overdone. (Skirt

fabric, Abraham;

blouse fabric, Gan-

*iini.) About $3990.

Martha; Amen Wardy,

Newport Beach CA To

order at Saks-Jandel;

I.Magnin. . . .And, this

page, the allure of an

extraordinary, white

silk cr&pe evening

jacket, shimmered

with jet, crystal jewels,

and baroque pearls

—

the effect, dazzling!

The skirt—very nar-

row, very close to the

body, in a black shad-

ow stripe. (Fabric

by Abraham.) About

$10,990. Martha, Palm

Beach and Bal Har-

bour; Neiman-Marcus;

Suite 101, Beverly

Hills. To order at Saks

Fifth Avenue; Nan

Duskin; Saks-Jandel.

Details, last pages.
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Beauty Note: A charming

difference in makeup

—

pale, soft color everywhere.

Above, from Merle Norman,

Moist Lip Color in Pink;

eyes shaded with Florentine

Plum, lined with Plum Trimline

eye pencil. These fourteen pages:

Hair, Louis Alonzo for Pipino-

Buccheri; makeup, Richard

Adams for Beauty Bookings.

X

RENATE VACKOVA—
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resses that are nothing

ess than irresistible:

the coloring, the

body-skimming line,

the bareness . . .

The sophisticated

sundress, opposite, from

Calvin Klein—lilac-blue

linen, with a bare

cross-strap back, buttons

down one side. About $190.

Jan. at Lord & Taylor;

Rich's; Gidding-Jenny;

Ruth Kishline's Country

Clothes, Evansville IN;

Sanger-Harris, Dallas TX;

Amen Wardy,

Newport Beach CA. . . .

And Kasper's bare,

body-touching chemise,

above, in palest green

linen with side buttons

all the way— revealing

or not, depending.

For J.L Sport. About $150.

Bloomingdale's; La Vogue,

Richmond VA; Rich's;

Parisian, Birmingham AL;

Lillie Rubin-South & West;

The Carriage Shop,

Dallas. Both pages

photographed at the

home of Jane Nathanson,

Beverly Hills realtor.

Details, more stores,

see last pages.
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new—softer

—

narrowness. . .in a new

skirt dressing.

It starts, left, with

Zoran's cropped,

deep-sleeved hooded

sweatshirt in cotton

velours (about $90).

And his unique

wrap skirt—tubular,

all-of-a-piece,

to hitch where you

want— here, a "towel"

sarong ( about $112).

Dec, Bergdorf Goodman;

Zoran, Washington, DC;

Linda Dresner;

Jackson Graves,

Minneapolis MN;
I. Magnin; Holt Renfrew

of Canada. Photographed

in Beverly Hills at

the house of

Jane Nathanson. . . .

A new elongated line,

a new longer skirt,

right, holding

on the hip, softer at

the hem, in ivory

linen (about $250).

And a cropped

short, short-sleeved

shirt-jacket

(about $150).

Donna Karan and

Louis Dell'Olio for

Anne Klein & Co.

Late Nov. at

Bloomingdale's;

Filene's, Chestnut

Hill, MA; Marshall Field's;

Balliet's; The

Broadway, Los

Angeles; I. Magnin.

Photographed at the

Malibu house of

Ron Goldman.

Accessories, more

stores, last pages.

Brigitte Lacombe

casual pleasures
423
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Brigitte Lacombe

oil the differences

now, nothing is more

appealing than the

new softness in pants

dressing. At

Ralph Lauren, opposite,

in new-shape white

linen trousers

—

much softer and fuller

through the leg,

but controlled enough

through the hip

to have real line

(about $248). Worn

here by Renate with

his small, spare

monogrammed navy

cotton/Lycra

body suit—the perfect

contrast (about $68).

Mid-November at

Barney's; Polo/Ralph

Lauren, Tampa FL;

She at La Place,

Beachwood OH; Dayton's,-

Polo/Ralph Lauren,

Denver; Polo/Ralph

Lauren, Honolulu. . . .

More of the

softness in pants,

near left—a new pyjama

dressing from

Perry Ellis: soft

cropped pants in blue

and white menswear-

striped silk, held by

a drawstring at the

wuist, and the breeziest

oversized shirt.

Shirt, about $250.

Pants, about $170.

Bloomingale's; Hattie,

Palm Beach FL and

Scottsdale, AZ; Hudson's;

Harzfelds; Balliet's,-

Neiman-Marcus.

Details, more stores

last pages. This

page, photogr::

the Malibu ho

of Ron Gold '

425
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casual pleasures

nmistakenly relaxed

—

the easy, pyjama-like

feeling of a jumpsuit.

Left, Ralph Lauren's

cool, crisp cropped

jumpsuit in navy linen

—cut with a slightly

wider sleeve,

slightly easier shorts.

About $258. Mid-November

at Lord & Taylor;

Brittons, Columbia SC;

The Ralph Lauren Shop,

Oklahoma City. . . .

Something charming

happens to classic

shapes when a little

"twist" is added

—

Ralph Lauren's classic

tank suit, right, now
in a wonderful

shade of white

(of Lycra, about $36).

And his man-tailored

white cotton

terry robe

—

generously scaled,

luxurious, piped in

navy grosgrain (about

$350). Mid-November

at Henri Bended-

Haberdashery, Mammoth
Lakes CA; Polo/Ralph

Lauren, Palo Alto CA;

Polo/Ralph Lauren,

Honolulu. Both pages,

photographed

at the Beverly

Hills house of

Jane Nathanson.

Details, last pages.

"

Mi Brtgltti Lacombe
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casual pleasure!

new breed, left,

* of terrific beach—and

beyond—covers: Saint

Laurent's dark-color

cotton knit leopard

print V-neck pullover.

Here, over a matching

nylon/Lycra

leopard bikini. Both,

•Yves Saint Laurent

Beachwear. Top, about

$75; bikini, about $40.

Macy's, Herald Square;

Woodward & Lothrop;

Gidding-Jenny;

Robinson's, Southern

California; Macy's,

San Francisco;

Eaton's, Canada. . . .

Fragrance Note -. A good

after-sun idea

—

combining fragrance

with moisturizer.

A racy way: Saint

Laurent's Rive Gauche

Perfumed Body Creme. . . .

What makes this

casual dressing so

appealing, above, beyoid

the easy new shapes:

the sophisticated

approach to color/

texture. Calvin Klein's

key warm-weather top

—

squared, loose,

deep-sleeved—in grey

marquisette linen

(about $110). With his

walking shorts

in beige handkerchief

linen (about $130).

December at

Bloomingdale's;

Kaufmann's; Saks-Jandel;

Marshall Field's;

Neiman-Marcus;
1 Magnin. Photographed

at the home of

Jane Nathanson.

Details, more

stores, last pages.
429





bvious

warm-weather

pleasures, left:

the wonderful

sun-shading straw hat;

the sheer makeup

in soft, sun-lit colors.

Beauty Note:

The makeup here from

Prescriptives: a base

of Moisture Protective

Makeup 2 in Golden

Sand; Jonquil

cheek color; eyes

"smudged" with

Graphite shadow, lined

in Ebony,Chrome

Yellow highlights;

and Morning Light Sport

Lipstick. Hat, David. . . .

A beguiling look, right,

when you want to be

a little more "dressed":

Zandra Rhodes's

sheer confection

of hand-printed silk

chiffon in delicate colors

ornamented with beads

and shimmery touches

of bronze leather

—

the waist wrap,

straps, neck band.

About $2995. Martha;

Neiman-Marcus;

Sakowitz; Wilkes

Bashford, San

Francisco. To order

at Hattie, Birmingham

Ml and Scottsdale

AZ; Linda Dresner.

Photographed at

the home of Jane

Nathanson. Details,

more stores,

next to last pages.

Brigitte Lacombe
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Sleek, flamboyant, satin-haired
David Bowie is one of the few rock
stars who've made the electrifying

transition to the screen and, in the
process, coolly jumbled all our safe

ideas about gender. One moment
he is delicate, vulnerable. ..the
next, harsh, powerful. Always,
Bowie is a startling performer-
he's giving androgyny a good name

BY ANNE RICE

Whirling on the very edge of the culture, the great rock singers

of our time personify our laments, our fears, and our dreams.

They are the fantasy figures of the romantic artistic vision, set

free to evolve on record and in live performance exactly as they

please.

In a technological society obsessed with the redefinition of

masculine/feminine, they shatter conventional notions of sexu-

al charisma—male singers plastered with lipstick and rouge as

they gyrate like bellydancers, female singers packed into metal

and leather armor as they abandon the natural soprano for the

guttural chest voice.

Looking at this stunning confluence of creativity and power,

one can't help but wonder why so few of these rock stars have

made electrifying transitions to the screen. Experts tell us that

record audiences and movie audiences are almost exactly the

same: young people to whom change isn't so much frightening

as essential, the most willingly experimental class of consumers

who transmit the major changes in costume, style, and ideas.

One senses a loss of energy somewhere, a connection misunder-

stood.

One magnificent exception, however, is Glitter Rock star

David Bowie, who rose to fame in the 'seventies with his flam-

boyant concert performances and freakish theatrical perso-

nae—Ziggy Stardust, the Thin White Duke.

Bowie, who has always promised the end of gender in his

elegant and feline guises, not only is fascinating as an actor but

amplifies in his films the lithe androgynous beauty underlying

his ever powerful rock-singer appeal.

As the sublimely gentle extra-terrestrial in Nicolas Roeg's

The Man Who Fell to Earth (1976), Bowie gave fragility and

passivity a new integrity. And as the decaying vampire, John

Blaycock, in Tony Scott's The Hunger, he gave the picture

—

almost entirely through the exquisitely modulated delivery of

his lines—its only real hint of tragic depth. These films, coming
seven years apart, are amazingly similar in the way they use

Bowie's aura of vulnerability: he is a wounded and doomed
monster in both.

And now, in his latest picture, Nagisa Oshima's Merry
Christmas, Mr. Lawrence, Bov/ie plays Major Staffer Jack Cel-

liers, a British prisoner in a Japanese war camp, the victim of

overwhelming forces once again. But in this picture he is also

the hero, with an irrepressible vigor alien to the unearthly

stranger and the languishing vampire he played before.

Something new is happening with Bowie, and it bears exami-

nation.

Each of these three films was made by a differeu ive

team—writer, director, producer. Yet ii is impossible not ic

Anne Rice'sfirst book was "Interview with the Vampire. "She is

now working on a sequel that is scheduledfor next year.

434 M m

playin
Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence as deliberately playing with

the sexual ambiguity that surrounds Bowie in his earlier roles.

How can one escape noticing, for example, that in both The

Man Who Fell to Earth and The Hunger, Bowie is so physically

weak at one point that he has to be carried by the female lead.

(Candy Clark, his marvelously mundane girl friend, carries

him down a hotel hallway in the former film, and Catherine

Deneuve, his seemingly immortal vampire lover, lugs Bowie all

the way to the attic of her Manhattan townhouse in the latter.)

Yet in Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence, it is Bowie who does

the carrying—of the badly beaten British officer (played by

Tom Conti) in the very same manner that Bowie himself was

carried.

And how can we not observe that in The Man Who Fell to

Earth, Bowie, the impotent alien, fails to bring water back to his

dying planet. But in Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence, he is the

one who brings nourishment to the hungry English prisoners to

whom the Japanese have denied food.

In The Man Who Fell to Earth, Bowie horrifies Candy Clark

when he reveals his reptilian appearance to her. She climbs out

of the bed and runs. And in The Hunger, when the immortal

Catherine Deneuve kisses the decrepit and decaying Bowie who
has aged three hundred years in one day, it is a moment of true

horror because we know the revulsion she feels. But in Merry

Christmas, Mr. Lawrence, Bowie never ceases to be, even in

martyrdom, the unquestioned object of the Japanese camp

commander's fascination and desire.

The most amazing thing about his new film is that through

all these inversions and reversals, Bowie as the courageous Brit-

ish soldier never loses his androgynous allure. Even battered

and soiled, he is a golden blaze of lissome gesture, seraphic fa-

cial expression, satin hair. No matter what the action demands

of him, there is an entrancing rhythm to his movements. And in

bringing food to the starved British prisoners, he also gathers

basketfuls of red flowers, which he defiantly munches on before

the Japanese guards. In the film's vivid flashbacks, he is inti-

mately connected to his younger brother, seen twice in a garden

of breathtaking beauty, who sings in an almost magical male

soprano, the true pre-gender voice.

And finally it is through the sexually charged gesture of kiss-

ing the Japanese captain (Ryuichi Sakamoto) before the whole

camp that Bowie manages to draw the man's anger away from

the British commander who is about to be killed.

In sum, Bowie, in this film, is the savior and the hero he

wasn't in the others, but it's a hero of his own unique design. He
redefines his androgyny rather than renouncing it for the sim-

pler, more brittle masculinity a less confident actor might have

brought to the role. Or maybe Bowie is simply expanding on

what he has been doing with androgyny all along.

We never doubt the goodness of Newton, the alien, in The

Man Who Fell to Earth, or that he possesses his own brand ol

enormous strength. His fragility and generosity of spirit have

nothing to do with the sophisticated renunciation of gender

that we may associate with some rock singers or with the reek-

less, sneering (and extremely talented) he/she star of the recent

film Liquid Sky, who, at one point in the film, looks right at the

camera and tells us she is as androgynous as David Howie.

Newton's helplessness isn't the impotence of the transvestiteor

transsexual whose defiance of gender may be liis or her only

creative act. Rather it is a harkening back to the pre-adolescent

androgyny we have all known, a w ise (Continued on page 4W J
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BY QUENTIN BELL

sensible person would claim to offer, but
there is no doubt that Ms. Glendinning
goes quite a long way in that direction.

She must have had an extremely diffi-

cult task. There is too much evidence; it

must have been very hard to condense, to

shape, to make into a coherent although
still perplexing whole. Vita belonged to

and was passionately attached to an an-
cient house. Knole, the building itself

which John Evelyn described in 1673 as

"a greate old-fashion'd house" had al-

ready been in the hands of the Sackvilles,

when Evelyn saw it, for a very long time.

Vita's ancestors had played a notable part

of the making of English polity and En-
glish literature and, although her father

was a rather dull and slightly disreputable

old gentleman, she herself was deeply ro-

mantic about her ancestry—all the more
so in that it had been enlivened by an in-

flux of wild and scandalous Spanish-gyp-

sy blood in the nineteenth century.

All this has been described by able

Vita Sackville-West—an exotic, aristocratic
wild woman. ..she created prosaic books,
poetic gardens, and unabashedly loved
women—one of whom, Virginia Woolf, immor-
talized her in Orlando , a witty, fantastical tale
of sex shifts. Here, critic Quentin Bell,
Woolf s nephew, on the Vita he once knew—and
on the one revealed in Victoria Glendinning's
just-published biography, Vita (Knopf)
But it's not my Vita, not Vita as I knew
her.

An absurd criticism coming from one

who knew her so little, but perhaps worth

noting in that it tells us something about

her. Victoria Sackville-West was one of

those people who can create so strong an

impression on even the most distant be-

holders that they are left with and contin-

ue to believe in a persona which casually,

absentmindedly has been offered them.

But of course the real Vita eludes us all.

The reader of Victoria Glendinning's ad-

mirably written biography will know far

more about Vita now that she is dead

than I ever could while she was alive; the

"ultimate reality" is something that no

In addition to his works on Virginia Woolf
and Bloomsbury, Quentin Bell has writ-

ten a great deal on Victorian painting, and
is a practicing potter and sculptor. His

most recent book, on the Pre-Raphaelites,

is titled "A New and Noble School.
"

hands, Vita's amongst them; so too her

spoilt luxurious childhood and her

strange but supremely fortunate marriage

to Harold Nicolson (another aristocrat),

which marriage was curiously symmetri-

cal in that both husband and wife had dis-

covered before marriage that their most

intense feelings were based upon passions

for members of their own sex. This sym-

metry did not prevent some shattering

and highly dramatic tangles and angular-

ities, most of which have been very fully

described.

Having faced these almost too abun-

dantly documented episodes, the biogra-

pher comes to that period in the 'twenties

when Vita had established herself as a

popular novelist and a poet. Here the

wealth of evidence becomes almost intol-

erable, for it was at this time that Vita en-

countered Virginia Woolf and fell in love

with her. Towering above all the numer-

ous accounts of that adventure we have

Orlando, a />." vhich Virj

started almost as a joke but '.vhtch

oped into a no\el or, perhaps,
i

tasy. The chief l : , .. ier, Orland
young nobleman born in the middle of th

sixteenth century who, about a hum;
years later, becomes a woman, marfflS

early in the nineteenth century, and is still

a very youthful middle-aged woman
when the book ends in the year 1928. This

anarchic plot does not prevent the book
from being a very close portrait of Vita

and of Knole. Vita was always grateful

for being thus united and identified with

her family home and for being thus pre-

served in the pages of what she felt to be a

masterpiece.

Having seen her enshrined in so ba-

roque a literary edifice, it might seem that

there was nothing more to say about Vita.

But of course there was. She lived on and
she lived adventurously, she made of Sis-

singhurst Castle a kind of successor to

Knole, she became famous as a broad-

caster, as an authority on gardening and
on less innocent occupations, and still the

literary evidence of these later years is

prodigious. But I feel that during those

years, which one may perhaps call the

years of Orlando, when she still had so

much beauty, had been crowned by the

affection of a fellow writer and was pro-

ducing her own most applauded works,

Vita reached a time of apotheosis. It was

also a time when I saw a little of her.

Nowadays, when I speak of her beauty,

I find that eyebrows are raised and doubts

expressed by my juniors. They have only

pictures and photographs to guide them.

I wonder whether somewhere there are

not a few yards of film which would help

them to understand my youthful admira-

tion, for it was when she moved that oth-

ers also were moved. Her husband, when
he was en poste in Teheran and Vita was

with him (which was not as often as he

could have wished), wrote to my father

describing Vita's beauty and found that

he could not do better than quote the

words of Virgil: Vera incessu patuit dea—
which, I take it, means more or less

"when she walks one sees in her a true

goddess." This was certainly my impres-

sion. And though there was a certain

clumsiness about her, it seemed in some

miraculous way to be a graceful clumsi-

ness; a poet might have said that she

sembled some stony Venus of antics

brought wonderfully to life but still with a

trace of the marble in her incomparable

limbs. I do not (Continued on page 502)
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Sure, Doonesbury's intelli-

gent satire won it a Pulit-

zer. But the reason people
read the strip every day was
that they actually liked

(like friends) the news-
print-and-ink characters
who surfaced between the
Nixon, Carter, and Reagan
jokes. (And Ford jokes,
natch*.) Last January, it

looked as if cartoonist
Garry Trudeau's pens had
run dry, but this month on
Broadway he resuscitates
his creations, giving them
flesh, voice, and song in

Doonesbur y, a New Musi-
cal . Trudeau wrote the
book and lyrics (picking up
with Mike, Zonker, Joanie,
Duke et al., where last he
left them), Elizabeth Swa-
dos composed the tunes,
and direction is by Jacques
Levy. While the creative
troika was reluctant to

reveal plot details, we
learned two things: Joanie
has a (gasp!) b—f , and the
cast of perpetual students,

enrolled since 1970, finally

(good Lord!)gr-d— s.

If
any music has been overexposed,

any opera saddled with cliched pro-

ductions, it's Carmen. All that

Spanish bombast, those tunes as fa-

miliar as advertising jingles, those volatile

characters—it's hard to imagine this gyp-

sy hussy, as customarily played by some
lumbering middle-aged mezzo with a rose

between her teeth, ever moving an audi-

mous energy as he discusses the logic be-

hind his Carmen, which opens in New
York this month. "What we wanted was

to do an opera that makes sense. Marius

Constant, the conductor, wanted the

singers to act well, and I wanted them to

sing well. We had to ask ourselves wheth-

er or not the conditions that normally ap-

ply in opera make what we wanted to do

ence to tears, much less Don Jos«

to murder. But never mind. For

years, audiences have put up with in-

credibility on stage for the sake of Bizet's!

glorious score.

By making the music and the drama in-

divisible, Peter Brook, in his production

of Carmen, calls opera as we have knownj
it into question. His Carmen is in a cate-J

gory all its own; one might label it Real

Opera or simply Good Opera. It is some(
thing that, until Brook brought it intc

being, existed only in theory—a play in[

which the actors are compelled by the]

force of their emotions to sing their lines.

On a Monday afternoon in mid-win-l

ter, in the practically unfurnished apart-

ment where he lives just off the Place de la

Bastille in Paris, Brook answers the door
in his stocking feet. He is short, slightly

rotund, with whit? hair, startlingly blue

eyes, and a reserve- that seems not so

mu. h English as cautious. Though he sits

very still, he gives the impression of enor-

the vamp revamped
possible, and the answer was no."

In the late 'forties and 'fifties,

Brook directed several produc-

tions at London's Covent Garden

and the Metropolitan

Opera in New
York City, then

apparently de-

spai red
(Continued

on page

498)

Peter Brook
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Twenty years after J.F.K.,
an ambitious new miniseries
stirs passionate memories,
raises unsettling questions

BY GLORIA EMERSON

Even in Europe five years after the assassination,

when the name Dallas meant only his murder and

nothing else, people seemed hungry for the ghostli-

est reminder of him. So the sight of the older sister

of John F. Kennedy, Eunice, married to the U.S.

Ambassador to France, Sargent Shriver, had a

startling effect, making even the French behave in

a peculiar way. Once when the Ambassador and

Mrs. Shriver were traveling in the provinces, they

attended a recital in an old theater and she was the

reason so many people came. For a little while that

night an American woman in a black velvet dress

was everything; the bones in her thin, sharp face

and that immense smile became in the soft light of

the theater his face and his smile. No one looked as

much like him then as she did. When the curtain

rose, and the performance started, the dark

brought no relief, and could not distract us.

My own small, private, memories of John F.

Kennedy are rubbed smooth and polished now,

like very old stones wedged into the thickest zone

of the heart. He was a young Congressman from

Massachusetts when I, the girl of a Harvard friend,

met him. Once, in the Kennedy house in Palm

Beach, when he was sitting by the pool, a thin and

perfect man who took little notice of his own splen-

dor, we spoke of the French fighting in Vietnam.

They were not going to win, he said, no one could

save them. Then a leap to a question for me: "Don't

you think Jackie looks French?" he asked. But I

had not been to France, or anywhere else, and said

no. It made him frown. He liked answers, argu-

ments, analysis, jokes, operatic rebuttals, deadpan

wit but not a "no."

The factjs that he thought his wife, with her

haunting, exciting face, to be beautiful although he

was not about to say it in those words, and was

proud of the Bouviers' French blood. Years later,

in 1961, when anti-Americanism in France was

profound, President and Mrs. Kennedy came to

Paris. I, too, waited in the streets to see them pass,

the crowd around me shouting her name: Jah-qui,

Jah-qui. That day there was elation moving the air;

we lurched with joy. I was still living in Paris when

he was murdered in Dallas, the twenty-second of

November, 1963, working late in an office when a

man rushed up, thinking it his duty to tell an

American what had happened. He spoke with such

agitation, his face so deranged, it took some time to

make out what he (Continued on page 499)

1

•nnedy:

i optimistic era

youth, vigor.

ffljffi' vision illuminated

fhe Oval Office.
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In the middle of the unspeakable cruelty

that is revolution in Central America,
women from the U.S. are risking their

lives to bring the truth back home. They
have the courage to be our witnesses,
and the heroism to persevere in a place

where terror is a staple of everyday life

Opposite page, top: Corpsesfound in dow?<

San Salvador; the coffee can held com
for families of the dead. Bottom: Bu
gers being searched at army checkpr

Funeral procession in El Triunfc



BY LESLIE BENNETTS

War zones are where journal-

ists make their reputations.

In Central America, the top news-

finders are women who dodge death

squads and flying shrapnel, steel

themselves to uncover the facts

in an agonizing climate of violence

Susan Meiselas, a photographer who has

earned widespread acclaim for her work

in Central America, was driving down a

road in El Salvador with two colleagues

when their car hit a land mine. The driver

was killed; Meiselas, who was sitting next

to him in the passenger seat, received

shrapnel in the head but survived.

Anne Nelson, a journalist who has

spent much of the last three years in Cen-

tral America, was so busy working during

her first trip to El Salvador that she didn't

have time to brood about the dead bodies

sprawled in the streets of the capital every

morning or the door-to-door machine-

gun fire that kept her awake at night won-

dering if she would be the next to be

executed. But after she came back to the

States, she said, "I felt desperate and

shaken. I couldn't sleep. I kept flashing

on all the bodies I had seen."

However, instead of going off some-

where peaceful for a long vacation, her re-

sponse—like that of Meiselas, who
plunged back into her work as soon as she

was physically able—was to return to

Central America.

When most people think about war
correspondents, they picture a hard-

boiled guy in a beat-up trenchcoat who
smokes too many unfiltered cigarettes,

drinks too much whiskey, and is too busy

dodging bullets to worry about the wife

he left behind. The life of the foreign cor-

respondent in a Third World war zone is

often one of great risk, few amenities, and
constant deadline pressures exacerbated

by the endless logistical problems of

working in a country where even getting a

Leslie Bennetts is a reporter on the staffof
The New York Times.
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telephone dial tone may take half an

hour. And although covering a war is tra-

ditionally the way ambitious young jour-

nalists have made their reputations, it is a

difficult assignment that holds little ap-

peal for many men. Until recently, it was

not even a possibility for most women.

But as the political and military situation

in Central America has heated up, more

and more women have been making their

way to El Salvador, Nicaragua, and sur-

rounding countries to cover the kinds of

stories that used to be considered a male

preserve. They include reporters, photog-

raphers, television and radio correspon-

dents and producers, and their numbers

are growing.

The few women who managed to make
names for themselves in earlier wars mar-

vel at the generation of intrepid women
who have succeeded them. "When I went

to Vietnam, there was just a handful of

women, and hardly even that," said

Frances FitzGerald, who won a Pulitzer

Prize for her book on Vietnam, Fire in the

Lake. "There got to be more women as

time went on; but, even at the end, there

were nowhere near the number, propor-

tionally, that there are in Central Ameri-

ca. In Vietnam, if you were a woman, the

Army assumed you were part of a rock

band or that you were just there for thrills

and men. They simply didn't respect

you."

In Central America, however, female

correspondents are earning the highest

accolades from their colleagues for their

professionalism and the quality of their

work. "When you think about the out-

standing reporters who have been down
there, the women are the ones who come
to mind," said Raymond Bonner, who

M^

The shocking, alarmingly close-up views of
El Salvador here and on the previous two

pages are by Susan Meiselas, who's been

photographing there since 1979. Several of
the images are in "El Salvador: Work of
Thirty Photographers" (Writers and
Readers), which Meiselas co-edited.

Above: the "Mano Blanco" (white

hand)—signature ofthe death squads—on

the door ofa murdered Salvadoran, 1979.

covered Central America for The New
York Times and is now writing a book on

El Salvador.

The opportunities have opened up dra-

matically over a short span of time.

"When I first went to Nicaragua in 1977,

I was the only stafffemale from any of the

networks," said Ellen McKeefe, who was

then a field producer for NBC-TV and is

now the foreign producer for the weekend

nightly news. "It was men all the way

around. But the attitude about sending

women down there has changed drasti-

cally since then. We've got women all

over the place. They've realized we can be

in there with the best of them."

Women cite a variety of reasons why
more of them are being sent to cover

wars, revolutions, and coups in areas that

used to be thought no place for a lady.

Many major media establishments have

had to contend with sex-discrimination

suits, and pressures to hire and promote

women have prompted some executives

to make personnel moves they would not

have considered a decade ago. "I think

the main reason The Washington Post

wanted to send me was that they were un-

der a sex-discrimination complaint filed

with the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission," said Joanne Omang, the

paper's correspondent in South America

in 1975. "They were looking to send I

woman, and they chose me."

Many women also note that the region

was generally considered a low-priority

post until the Reagan administration de-

clared Central America an important test

of U.S. policy. "One of the reasons for the

prevalence of women in Central and

South America was that nobody cared

about it," commented < frnang, who is lor

Susan Meiselas/MAGNUM

BSl



ty. "Nobody wanted to go there, so you
might as well send women. So when the

area got to be important, the people who
knew the most about it were women.
They had become the experts."

Personal ambitions can be a powerful

motivation to accept such an assignment

despite its drawbacks. "Everyone down
here is very competitive and very ambi-

tious," reported Lydia Chavez, who cov-

ers El Salvador for The New York Times.

"I think most of the men and women are

here because it's a very good story and it's

going to be good for their careers."

Several women have already been cata-

pulted into more important jobs by their

performance in the region. At thirty-four,

Karen De Young, who, like Omang, has

also covered Central and South America
for The Washington Post, is now foreign

editor of the paper.

"If you get a good war to cover, it gets

you on the front page and you get a lot of

attention," she said. "There's no question

it advanced my career." One woman,
Shirley Christian of The Miami Herald,

has already won a Pulitzer Prize for her

dispatches from Central America.

Although some correspondents headed

for Central America because their editors

asked them to go, others—including sev-

eral of the most respected—went of their

own accord, unsupported by the power or

prestige of any major media organization.

An overriding reason was the siren call

familiar to any journalist. "I went to Cen-

tral America because it was the biggest

story in the hemisphere," said Julia Pres-

ton, a thirty-two-year-old free-lancer

who is regarded by her peers as one of the

hardest-working and most competent re-

porters in the region. "It was a very com-

pelling situation in an area I knew and

where I could claim to have some exper-

tise. It was a way for me to meet some of

my own goals. I "want to learn to be as

good a journalist as I can be, but I don't

think of myself as an exceptionally brave

or courageous person at all."

Some women correspondents believed

they had a contribution to make. "Once I

went to Central America, I just dropped

everything else," said Anne Nelson, a

twenty-eight-year-old writer and photog-

rapher who free-lances for various news-

papers and magazines and is currently

working as an associate television pro-

ducer for the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. "It was such an enormous
story, and it was being so much neglected

in the United States at that point. There
were weeks and weeks when I was the

only reporter from the United States in El

Salvador for more than a couple days at a

time. I had a sense of responsibility."

Once into the story, some have a diffi-

cult time disentangling themselves. "I've

tried to spend periods away, but it's really

hard for me not to be there," said Meise-

las, who is thirty-five. "I hate reading

about it from a distance. If you really pay

attention to what's going on, you need to

be there all the time. Lots of people pass

through and move on, but there's also a

reason to stay and have a sense of the con-

tinuity. It's a question of responsibility to

history and to the people making history.

If in any way my work clarifies that or

communicates something very basic

about the people making change happen,

that's what it seems to me to be about."

"I decided to go for the sake of adven-

ture," said Omang. "Before I went, I

talked to people about what the life would

be like. They told me it would be very dif-

ficult, that there would be lots of hassle,

that it would be lonely, and that it would

be extremely hard work, roughly twenty-

four hours a day, seven days a week—all

"of which was true. But they also said the

adventure would be terrific. There are

moments of sheer misery and moments of

sheer joy and exhilaration. You learn so

much. It's a very full existence."

Running roadblocks and hiking dozens

of hot, arduous miles through the bush

with guerrilla troops isn't everyone's idea

of fun; and almost all Central American

correspondents have found that danger

can explode around them as suddenly as a

tropical storm. Caution and experience

can offer some protection, but pure luck

also plays a part. "Rightly or wrongly,

you feel as if you have this mantle of secu-

rity—as an American, as a reporter, as a

woman—that the people around you

don't have," said Laurie Becklund, who

has covered El Salvador for the Los Ange-

les Times. "It's obvious that the people in

the most danger are the .uvadorans. You

feel as though you - special, but there

comes a watershed when you realize

where that evaporates."

For her, the illusion of security evapo-

rated the day she and another journalist

went to cover a huge demonstration.

They were following the march when the

other reporter suggested they make a de-

tour rather than continue with the

marchers through a passage where the

buildings squeezed close together.

Just as they went around to another

corner, a truckful of police careened into

the crowd and opened fire with machine

guns.

Most of the women correspondents

have been caught in mortar or machine-

gun fire and have grieved over the deaths

of friends. They speak of learning which

risks to take and which to avoid. There is

a tacit understanding that you don't ven-

ture out into the countryside alone; even

among arch competitors, the buddy sys-

tem prevails and journalists travel in

teams. "There's a security about being

with others when you're passing through

a no-man's land," said Meiselas. "I would

never drive around the country alone in

El Salvador. Whether it's the army or the

right-wing death squads, if they feel like

eliminating someone, they just do."

Many war correspondents speak of liv-

ing on an intense adrenaline high, and

surviving an attack can heighten that feel-

ing. "Churchill said that there's nothing

so exhilarating as being shot at without

result, and there's something to that,"

Omang remarked.

But as they cultivate their tolerance for

unspeakable events in order to continue

to function, some women worry about the

long-term effect of such experiences.

"When you see a lot of people die and

look at a lot of bodies, the variety of feel-

ings and emotions you have is virtually

beyond words," explained Omang. "It

creates a camarader e among those who
watch that is probably not healthy. Your

life becomes a series of gory scenes; to

maintain your sanity, you tend to treat

this behavior as normal. That in turn can

lead to behavior that is pretty sick. We
used to sit around over dinner and argue

about how old the bodies we had seen that

day in a particular dump were, judging by

their condition of decay."

Those who have themselves sui

injury sometimes learn that the em.

damage lasts longer than wour

flesh. When she met up witl iaiid

mine, Meiselas (Continued (• e 502)
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Portrait of defiance:

Lee Krasncr faced

major obstacles in

her career- she was

dismissed by her Ah
struct Expressionist

peers as a woman
artist, limited from

her work by the com-

plications of hand

linti Jackson Pol-

lock '

s estate Her

luges are psychic

battlefields, thrust

i n i; the flattened

planes oj cubism

against the sweeping

curves and staccuto

splotches o\ . \bsiruct

I xpressiomsm. as m
'

( ri sis Moment
.'

IWO licit, courtesy

Robert Miller (ial

lery,
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I ma/in

trawling exhibition oj

liei work opens this

month in Houston.

BY AMEI WALLACH

Tough,obstinate,
and independent,

tee Krasner still fights to
keep her artistic identity
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Lee Krasner at home in August 1956, only weeks after Pollock's death

It
wasn't too many years ago that Lee

Krasner hunched in a crimson velvet

chair in her Manhattan apartment

and railed:

"Do you realize that to date no god-

damned museum in New York City,

where I have been born and bred and am
part of the history—where I fought the

battle—no museum has given me a retro-

spective. When I think of it, I go into a

rage!"

On October 27, the day of her seventy-

fifth birthday, the Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston, opened Lee Krasner: A Retro-

spective. The exhibition of more than one

hundred and fifty paintings, drawings,

collages, and mosaics, which was orga-
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nized by Barbara Rose, then travels to the

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,

the Museum of Modern Art in New York

City, and the Pompidou Art Centre in

Paris. "All I can say," says Krasner, "is

hallelujah!"

Most of the other artists of her stature

and her generation—the generation that

fought the battle to transform painting

into the direct dialogue between artist

and canvas known as Abstract Expres-

sionism—had their first retrospective

shows some quarter century ago. By then,

the movemen; they spawned had trans-

formed New York City from a backwater

of modernism into its capital. But in a

generation that mythologized its men as

swashbuckling heroes of the unconscious,

Lee Krasner was a woman. In a world so

Byzantine that Nelson Rockefeller was

once moved to say, "I learned about poli-

tics at the Museum of Modern Art," Lee

Krasner made enemies in high places. She

is tough, tactless, obstinate, and indepen-

dent, and most of all she is Jackson Pol-

lock's widow. And that, as she is fond of

saying, "is a mouthful."

As Jackson Pollock's wife, Lee

Krasner sublimated her own burgeoning

career, showing her painting only sporad-

ically and then to lackadaisical response.

As his widow, she told people exactly

what she thought and released his pic-

tures so sluggishly that the critic Harold

Hans Namuth
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A probing paw andfeline curves enliven "Cat Image, "1957.

Rosenberg, among others, credited her

"with having almost single-handedly

forced up prices for contemporary Amer-
ican abstract art." There were, Krasner is

certain, "a lot of vendettas against Mrs.

Pollock, the widow, that had to be paid

back to Lee Krasner, the artist."

But what Lee Krasner, the artist, never

did was stop painting. This exhibition

promises not only to put her in context

with her contemporaries—and Lee

Krasner can more than hold her own

—

but it should decisively demonstrate her

standing as an unorthodox colorist and

an intelligent and discerning painter of

extraordinary range and forcefulness. If

Pollock is the lyric poet of the uncon-

Courlesy Robert Miller Gallery, New York City

scious, Krasner is Wagnerian in her

Sturm und Drang. The Houston show is

bound to have the cumulative effect of an

act of nature.

Lee Krasner herself tends to be rather

larger than life. There is, for instance, the

way she looks—nose, mouth, and chin all

exaggerated. This aggregate of features

made for a certain dramatic allure when

as a young woman she painted the defiant

face that confronted her in a mirror. Now
the face goes with her carrying voice, and

the aggrievedness that she thrives upon.

("I can't give it up," she says with as

much humor as self-knowledge. "I enjoy

it too much.You have to get a little kick

out of something.")

She makes not the least attempt to

camouflage either her pain or her blem-

ishes; she has the rare gift of being person-

al. Krasner is who she is, nakedly; take it

or leave it. She was that way as a Jewish

child growing up in Brooklyn, when at

the Christmas carol-sing she "refused to

say, 'Jesus Christ is my Lord,' because Je-

sus Christ is not my Lord." She was that

way in the years when, in the face of Pol-

lock's ability to paint freely and from

himself, she had to struggle ferociously

against her own discipline and training to

paint anything acceptable at all. In the

middle of that difficult time, she once per-

mitted Pollock's mentor, Thomas II

Benton, to see (Continued on page 501)
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dinnei party has ever had vou in a tizzy,

organization that goes into giving a

parties and all on one night. This is the terri-

.; thai The Friends ofThe New York Public Library

. i themselves for December 6. What is more, with a

little help from their friends, notably advisors Craig Clai-

ne o( The Sew York Times, Sean Driscoll of Glorious

Food (a glorious New York City caterer), and Raymond

Sokolov, author, editor, and gastronome extraordinaire, and

the cochairmen, Mrs. Lawrence A. Fleischman and Mrs.

Howard Sloan, they are going to pull it off.

An unprecedented combination of distinguished New
Yorkers and food professionals are opening their homes,

clubs, and places of business for groups ranging from seven

at "In Celebration of Colette—A Dinner for Sybarites," in

the charming apartment of Gael Greene, food editor and

writer at New York, to one hundred at "A Christmas Dinner

Dance at the Knickerbocker Club," given by Mr. and Mrs.

Ahmet Ertegun, Mr. and Mrs. William Rayner, and Mr.

and Mrs. Samuel R Reed, all too well known as decorators,

social figures, and international hostesses to need titles.

All the parties are formal, most black tie but some white

tie (appropriately: "Dinner with Edward VII" given by Mr.

and Mrs. Daniel Rose, notable collectors and sponsors of

culture). Some call for "Victorian Attire" ("A Winter Gar-

den Party—Cocktails at the Victorian Conservatory" given

by Mr. and Mrs. Richardson Scurry, Jr.); and one, "Hom-
age a Rousseau," given by Mr. and Mrs. Michael Batter-

berry and Mr. and Mrs. Peter Meltzer—formerly, they all

worked together to create Wine & Food—asks guests to don

"Bohemian Black Tie" for a re-creation of Picasso's Mont-

martre Banquet Rousseau of 1908. A 1906 Chateau Mar-

gaux wine will be served.

Although so many people are involved in giving the par-

ties that there is some question (Continued on page 448)
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BY BARBARA KAFKA

THE

ON ONE GLORIOUS EVENING NEXT MONTH. ONE HUNDRED
DISTINGUISHED NEW YORKERS ARE HOSTING THE SEASON'S

MOST GLAMOROUS EVENT ONE HUNDRED SPLENDIDLY

INDIVIDUAL PARTIES-FROM AN INTIMATE DINNER
FOR SYBARITES TO AN ELABORATE WINTER GARDEN
COCKTAIL PARTY -IN THE GREAT AMERICAN TRADITION
OF ENTERTAINING LAVISHLY. GENEROUSLY WITH \\ 1

1

AND CHARM. FOR A GREAT CAUSE. I



Parties—what makes them

great...the food, the flowers,

the talk...top hosts and

hostesses serve up their secrets

f JV

•:»*
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Hannah Pakula, left, piroshki in

hand, before the Russian country

dinner she and her husband,

film director Alan Pakula, are

giving in their New York apart-

ment for the Library benefit.

What makes a good party?

What really matters is getting

the best mix of people—people

who enjoy being together. You

can have the most superb food

and wine, the most beautiful

flowers and, if the mix ofpeople

isn 7 right, still have the flattest

evening. Sometimes the most

slapdash evenings, put together

at the last moment with good

friends, are the most fun.

Do you enjoy your own parties?

I wouldn 't entertain as often as I

do if I didn't. (The worst thing

for guests is a nervous hostess.) I

even love all the preparations for

a party: deciding on the menu,

fixing the flowers, cooking.

Of course, while Vm working

on the book [a biography of

Queen Marie ofRumania, "The

Last Romantic, " to be published

by Simon and Schuster next

spring], the elements of enter-

taining have to be scheduled in

between bouts at the typewriter. I

enjoy combining the description

ofa ball at the Winter Palace in

1910 with chopping the beets and

cabbage for a Russian peasant

borscht in 1983.

So you never use caterers?

Not yet, but Ipromised Alan Vd
start one of these days. Some-

times I do Chinese take-out: put

a lot of different dishes on the

dining table in the center of the

room and make it a buffet.

What kind ofthings do you cook?

Foods that can be made two or

three days before the party and

that just improve with time. My
favorite menu is Russian: I make

my borscht (from "The New
York Times Cookbook") sc

days ahead, and we have

Russian shawl, The Design I

FIT., red table cloths, B

Persian shawl, Cherche; I

scarves, Paprikas V

scarves, Pierre Deux

mgarian
Persian
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ftjfci. 77re/i maybe veal

ki <> r a simple boiled beef

tht borscht is so filling,

" dessert, a great apple or

plum tart that a Russian friend

in California taught me.

If it 's just a small group for

dinner, 1 might serve a pot aufeu
and dish it out myself

What kind of flower arrange-

ments do you do?

I buy my flowers at the South-

flower Market, where they letyou

pick out singleflowers. I use lots

of little glass vials as holders and

Jill them with flowers singly or in

twos and threes, f cut the stems

at different heights to create dif-

ferent levels, and I move the

vases around until Iget the shape

in the arrangement that I want.

Where you don't put the flow-

ers is as important to the compo-

sition as where you do put them;

it's like painting with flowers.

And on round tables, you have to

think about what each guest sees

from where they sit. Then I put

some tall tapers in with the flow-

ers. I learned how to do flowers

from my mother. She's marvel-

ous, but her arrangements are a

lot more formal than mine.

Does your husband help with

parties?

He chooses the lighting (he has a

director's eye), and he does the

fine tuning for the seating ar-

rangements after I rough out the

initial plan. When we entertain

in the country, he washes the

dishes with me at two or three in

the morning.

Has your entertaining changed
at all over the years?

It's getting more and more infor-

mal. Instead ofseating people at

one long dinner table, I now di-

vide them up in smallergroups at

round tables—they're best for
dinner conversation.

Do you mind if there's an extra

man or woman at the table?

No. I'm not pairing them up for
life, I'm just giving them dinner.

What time do you invite people

for and how long is your cocktail

hour?

I tell people that dinner is at

nine, and cocktails start at eight.

That way, those who want a lon-

ger cocktail hour can come earli-

er, those who don't can come
closer to dinner.

(More interviews, see page 306.)
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Wlrs. Andrew Heiskell's

New York dining room,

left, has a classic, for-

mal look: English silver

candelabrum, nine-

teenth-century scrolled

crystal decanters, with

heavy brass stoppers.

Tiffany wine goblets on

a sumptuous lace cloth.

Lighter food...

more flowers...

less time for

cocktails...more

informality

(Continued) where the guests will come from, the variety of

parties being given is truly staggering. Some hosts, like Mr.

and Mrs. George Lang—he, a famous restaurant consul-

tant, and she, a food writer—have been inspired by the liter-

ary associations a library normally brings to mind. They are

giving a Dickensian gala with an American twist, as if Dick-

ens had not had the worst possible American meal when he

came to this country but instead had been fed foods from

period cookbooks like those in the Langs' collections.

Some, like Geraldine Stutz, head of Henri Bendel, are giv-

ing parties that reflect their working lives. Hers will be at the

store, and the food will be prepared by Eli Zabar's E.A.T.

which also has a shop at the store. Instead of being decked

with the Langs' collection of Victoriana or with the Heis-

kell's classic collection of nineteenth-century crystal decant-

ers, eighteenth-century English china, Ms. Stutz's party will

have the contemporary clarity of the designs of Lee Bailey

that are such a hallmark of the store.

The range of entertainments is prodigious not only in size,

formality, and period; it also ranges

widely in culinary style from the

Heiskells' Swedish dinner aided by

caterer Charlotte Bonnier to Arthur

Gold and Robert Fizdale's Moroc-

can dinner, to the Fondaras' "Haute

Cuisine Frangaise on Fifth Avenue."

There seems to be no period or style

in which Americans today do not

seem at home. America because of its

energy and power has had to become
a world citizen, and its inhabitants'

tastes have (Continued on page 503)

For the dinner dance co-

hosted by Henri Bendel

president Geraldine

Stutz and Eli and Abbie

Zabar of specialty food

boutique EAT., a blend

of the sleekly modern

—

Champagne flutes, right

and below, from Ben-

del's Lee Bailey, Inc.

—

and the sentimental

glass plates etched with

flowers that belonged to

Ms. Stutz's grandmoth-

er. Desserts: raspber-

ries wallowing in creme

fraiche, and a sublime

chocolate truffle log.
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n New York, 1983, the hostess is still

king. For some, of course, the idea

that an "ess" could possibly do

anything worthy these days is heresy.

But in this town, where there is still the

black sapphire lustre of chill opening nights,

hostess means what it

always has: that in-

trepid feminine per-

sonage (part goddess,

part den mother),

who does not pro-

nounce "gala" as if it

were a wind attached

to an afterthought,

who organizes din-

ner for anywhere
from fourteen to

one hundred forty

people (or more, if her best friend from

San Francisco is paying for it), who ar-

ranges the seating—making sure the

placement at table can sustain two and

one-half hours of conversation with the

same dinner partner, and who, if she is

playing her cards correctly and without

noticeable effort, is the eye of the noctur-

nal hurricane known as the dinner party

during which she must, jnd will, quietly,

cooly, and with the barely perceptible

rustle of taffeta, keep spirits buoyant all

night. An unflagging source of bonhomie,

What really

goes on

at New \brk's

big-time dinner

parties

THE lOO
glamour, etiquette, and tact. A miracle.

In New York, there are at least a dozen

such miracles, a dozen hostesses who

wield influence, who can command the

appearance of Walter Cronkite or enter-

tain the Queen of Thailand or Prince Sa-

druddin Aga Khan or Tom Watson, the

fabled head of IBM, and whose fortunes

do not fluctuate radically from year to

year. They are: Brooke Astor, Alice Ma-

son, Susan Gutfreund, Marylou Whitney,

Mica Ertegun, Pat Buckley, Mercedes

Kellogg, Arianna Stassinopoulos, Lee

Copley Thaw, Chessy Rayner, Gloria

Vanderbilt. All right, then, almost

twelve.

Occasionally, a new hostess will sur-

face, like an alien queen bee in an un-

friendly hive, and then sink, to be found

months later at the wrong (able at the

right dinner party, at the right table at the

wrong one, or, as often happens, at a desk

holding down a public relations job.

But does the miracle have a purpose?

Why does one give a dinner party in the

first place? I once asked that question of

Mercedes Kellogg. She is married to

Francis Kellogg, a former U.S. Ambassa-

dor. She is Persian, or Farsi, as she likes

to say. She is thirty-eight, thin in the way

that a Siamese cat is thin, always wears

her hair in a French twist when entertain-

ing, and has the best, and boniest, shoul-

ders in town. She also speaks four

languages. Her cook, Pauline, who pre-

pares all of her dinners, speaks seven. On
the night I asked Mercedes that question,

she had just returned from a dinner at Lee

Thaw's for Prince Michael of Greece in

celebration of his novel, called Sultana.

She wore a purple gazar gown, sat

straight up in a club chair, and looked

ready for the next photograph to be tak-

en. The smoke from her cigarette curled

around her like a stole.

"Why does one give a dinner? What do

you mean, why?" she asked. "Do you

think a dinner is part of a computer print-

out, that it's all (Continued on page 500)

Jenifer and George Lang, left,

toast each other with Black Vel-

vets (Champagne and Guinness

Stout) in living room/library be-

fore their Dickensian dinner for
The New York Public Library.

Right: From first course, scallops

in truffle and lobster sauce, to

last, oeufs a la neige trellised in

spun sugar—all prepared by
Glorious Food—dinner at Mrs.

Anastassio Fondaras" New York

apartment ispresented on her ex-

traordinary and vast collection of
precious sprigged Minion china.

Susan Wood
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in jewelry
now.

Suddenly, there's a whole new way to think about jewelry . . . it has a different image, a diff<

style—a more easygoing, free-spirited attitude—one that allows for a more sportive look and feel-

ing ... a more casual approach—even to diamonds which you now find linked on knotted silk A
striking difference in combinations of chains and translucent, semiprecious stones on thin gold

strings. But the biggest difference—and you see it on these six pages— in the way to wear every-

thing—in quantity, in multiples—chain on chain on chain—over black, over the simplest, n

casual, turtleneck sweater—for a terrific new effect. . . The starting point here, a differen

watches—wonderful large-scale evening watches paved with diamonds. The perfect watch,

the perfect evening accessory, above left, top—Harry Winston's bold man's quartz watch with i

rectangular face of pave diamonds, 1 8k-gold case, black alligator strap . . . Another watch, but with

a daring modern mix, above left, bottom—Hublot's round-face quartz watch surrounded with

monds—on a black rubber strap! ... At Carimati, NYC. . . . A wonderful wi nn- bold

enough—scaled big enough—to wear alone, opposite page—Paloma Picasso's flexible, large

rope-hke, 18K gold necklace for Tiffany. Beauty Note: This season, there's

color—but with a certain sheerness to it—as in Germame Monteil's Acti-Vita ' oppei Pi nny I

hair, Ray Allington; makeup, Linda Cantello. Detail' next, to last pa

P\
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Gone: the "for-

special-use-only"

approach to fur.

The delight and lux-

ury are still there.

But there's a new
real-life attitude

factored into fur

design now—casu-

al, un-serious, ori-

ented to every-day,

every-hour use . .

.

The difference is un-

mistakable. You see it

in the roomier, racier

shapes; the shorter

lengths,- the deep, rich

natural color. You see

it in the prevalence of

gutsier, more casual

furs. And ... in the

natural, ungimmicky

way every fur is han-

dled. . . One of the

season's clearest mes-

sages—the coat that

works for a big-agen-

da day and a big eve-

ning with equal

aplomb is . . . shorter!

Strongest of the new

shorter lengths: the

7/8 coat. The one,

this page, from the Re-

villon Collection— in

the season's amply

sized, big-shouldered

shape—of Canadian

marmot. About

$9950. Revillon Bou-

tique at Saks Fifth Ave-

nue. Another

standout example, op-

posite, in gutsy natural

wolverine—collarless,

uncluttered, capable

of sliding over any-

thing in your ward-

robe. Jerry Sorbora

Furs. About $6000.

Neiman-MariTos

Fragrance Note A

Moral scent that works

anytime

—

Arpege by

lanvin. Hair, Thorn

Priano for Gorren

NY; makeup Levenfe

for Garre" NY De

tails, see last pogos
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cardigan coat,

page, of Finnish rac-

coon dyed black. By

Bill Blass for Mohi

Furs. About $5500.

ReviUon Boutique at

Saks Fifth Avenue;

York Furrier of Elm-

hurst IL; Colbert's.

TX; Design-

Lincoln

iciest jocket, of

-t*e f<M

atd's spots

extravagant

fringed; the bottom

^ of brown leather. By

Yves Saint Laurent

for Alixandre. About

$1375. Saint Laurent

Rive Gauche Be.

tique Femme, NYC;

Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche Boutiques,

Washington DC; Bal

Harbour; San Fran-

cisco. Hair, Suga of

Suga Salon, NYC;

makeup, Lydia Sny-

der. Fashion details,

see next to last

pages this issue.
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s key coat,

one that came

Out in every fur, the

one that delivers

more is

—

shorter.

On this page, it's in

natural Canadian

fisher and the sea-

son's key bigger,

squarer shape. From

the Saks-Jandel De-

sign Collection.

About $22,500.

Saks-Jandel, Chevy

Chose, Washington

DC. . . . And speak-

ing of shorter—the

shortest! Opposite:

Perry Ellis does his

attractive signature

flyaway "coatlet" in

natural Russian sa-

ble. Coatlet, Perry

Ellis for Alixandre,

u

m ~

^

«

*>bout $.18,500. I.

^Magnin, Chicago;

Suzette Internation-

al, Santa Fe NM. To

order at Bergdorf

Goodman. Beauty/

Fragrance Note.-

One of the season's

prettiest lip colors,

opposite, Maybel-

line's Windsor Rose.

One of the prettiest

scents, Prelude by

Balenciaga. Hair,

Thorn Priano for

Garren, NY, Suga of

Suga Salon, NYC;

makeup, Linda Ma-

son. Lydia Snyder.

Details, last pages. Jim V.i
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More about this

season's focus on

versatility— fur in

reversible coats.

This page: A classic

"trench" of English

wool army cloth has

a collar and to-the-

waist lining of softest

sheared beaver. Re-

versed— it's a coat

with a fur top. By An-

dre and Lisa Bisang

for The Tepper Col-

lection. About

$3500. Blooming-

dale's; Robert Mann

furs, Southfield Ml;

N.H. Rosenthal Furs,

Chicago; I. Magnin,

San Francisco. .

The new, slightly ir-

reverent approach

to fur applies in ev-

ery price range. One

of the n,. I'nova-

'ive, versatile de-

signs, opposite, c

long sleeveless tunic

in noro^ Cnnodian

fisher from



i

nor Canada. The

sides are slit all the

way with small tabs

for closing. You

wear it over a woo

tweed shirt and

pants, as it is here.

Over a dress. Over a

coat. Under a coat.

No limit to the ways

it works. About

$15,000. Fur Gal-

leria, Cedarhurst

NY; Furs by Garten-

haus, Chevy Chase

MD; Furs by Robert,

-Troy Ml; I. Magnin,

-Chicago; Szor-

Diener Furs, Dallas;

Edwards-Lowell,

leverly Hills. . . .

fragrance Note: A

jnsuous, sophisti-

lated, and very

Fersatile scent

—

ladame de Carven.

lair, Anthony De

Aay; makeup, Wes-

sy Dunn for Garren

JY. Details, see

lext to last pages.
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' satil

. if lur coat

—

—a coat

thinnest, water-

I coated cot-

ton—to wear over the

lur. Over anything.

This page, the "shell,"

Vogue Pattern

#8439, cotton poly-

urethane fabric by

Elbe Products, is over

a natural Canadian

fisher coat with a

notched collar and

dolman sleeves by

Viola Sylbert for

Michael Forrest,

$45,000. Carl W.

Herrmann Furs, Pitts-

burgh PA. To order at

Macy's, Herald

Square. Belt, Tack I by

Barry Kieselstein-

Cord. . . . Another

wardrobe-extender to

sew, opposite: a clas-

sic shirt, Very Easy

Vogue Pattern

#1081 in crisp, shiny,

sheds-water polyes-

ter/nylon/cotton by

Sea-Tex. It works over

a sweater and pants,

under a fur vest, a

tweed jacket. It

works. . . . Another

terrific way with fur

reason—in acces-

sories such as Adri-

snne Landau Designs'

>ag of stenciled Span-

ish rabbit. Fragrance

Note: Another acces-

sory: Joy by Jean Pa-

j^ou, a scent combining

jasmine and rose.

Hair, Thorn Priano for

Garren, NY and Suga

of Suga Salon, NY;

makeup, Levente, and

Lydia Snyder. Details,

stores, sewing tips,

next to last pagesj

VOGUE PATTERN #8439

A

466i
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VERY EASY VOGUE PATTERN #1081
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Furs: The Casual factor
Jim Varriale



Biggest drama on
the medical scene:

scientists' explora-

tion of what really

happens inside your
head to produce
your thoughts and
emotions

BY ELLEN SWITZER

468

"It has been said tnat tne Sreat horizons of the last part of this

century aad in the first part of the twenty-first century are going to

be outer space, the universe, and inner space, the brain," said Fred

Plum, M.D., professor of neurology and neurologist-in-chief at The

New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center. "We are really at the

edge of answering the mysterious and elusive Aristotelian question:

'How do I know I am I? What is the basis of self awareness?' That's

the enchanting thing about being present in the middle of a biologi-

cal revolution. The pervasive intellectual concern of Western his-

tory has been to know how man works, and the nature of that

question is really how the brain works. . . because how the brain

works is how man works. When I talk about 'inner space,' I mean
that, for the first time in history, we stand on the edge of under-

standing what our brain really does.
"

"The most fascinating problem facing biology, perhaps its ulti-

mate challenge, concerns the neurobiology of thought processes,"

said Eric R. Kandel, M.D., a neurobiologist who heads the Center

for Neurobiology and Behavior at Columbia University's College of

Physicians and Surgeons. "The recent increase in the technical and

conceptual strength of both psychology and biology allows us to

confront one of the last frontiers of science: the boundary between

mental processes and neurobiology. Questions posed by both fields

are beginning to converge."

"I think I would still pick neurology as the most fascinating of all

fields in medicine," writes Lewis Thomas, M.D.,

chancellor of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Center, NYC, in his recent book, The Youngest Sci-

ence: Notes ofa Medicine Watcher (Viking).

A third-year medical student at the Yale Univer-

sity School of Medicine put these complex ideas in

terms that applied directly to his own future: "Brain

science is where it's all at," he said. "That may not

sound elegant, but it's accurate. In the next ten

years, brain science is where the research money will

be going, where the academic honors will be going.

It's Nobel Prize territory."

The progress made in the study of the human
brain during the past five years is truly astounding.

We have developed technologies that can discover

not only what the inside ofour brain looks like but what it does when
we feel pleasure, or anxiety, or depression, or elation. The bound-

aries that divide what we think and what we feel are breaking down.
The time may actually come when those old antagonists, psycholo-

gy and psychoanalytical psychiatry on one hand and neurology and
endocrinology on the other, may actually meet and together may
lead us into some kind of definite knowledge of what Dr. Plum calls

"our inner space."

What has happened in the last few years to open up this vista?

"Measuring devices have been invented and are being used to study

not only the smallest alterations in brain structure but also the pres-

ence of and changes in brain chemistry. With some scanners we can

find the tiniest tumors previously hidden deep inside brain tissue, or

spot changes that may lead to such devastating events as major
strokes (and thus, often, prevent them through new techniques in

neurosurgery). Other scanners show us how our feelings affect brain

chemistry. They also show, in graphic, vivid color, what medicines,

foods, and other substances do to alter the chemistry of the sub-

stances manufactured by our brains. Scientists have found that hor-

mones excreted in glands situated in other parts of our bodies are

also secreted in the brain, and that these brain hormones may have
very specific functions, different from their counterparts in the sex

glands, or in the gastrointestinal tract, for instance.

We are beginning to understand what brain chemicals do to neu-

rotransmitters to facilitate or to hinder learning and communica-
tion. Since the changes that occur in the aging brain can now be
tracked, some may be altered and, perhaps, eventually may be modi-
fied. More clues to the origins of such diverse tragic mental diseases

as schizophrenia, clinical depression, manic states, and Alzheimer's
disease are found with every passing month. We are discovering

more about addiction to drugs, alcohol, and foods, about learning

disabilities, about epilepsy, about migraine headaches. Where is all

that progress coming from? Here are some of the areas.



WATCHING THE BRAIN WORK:
CAT, PETT, AND NMR SCANS
The CAT scanners (computerized axial tomography) have been
with us for some time but have become much more accurate and
fine-tuned. The CAT scan transmits a narrow X-ray picture from
around the circumference of the head that can be analyzed instantly

by a computer and assembled into a picture of a slice right through
the brain. CAT scanners can find tiny abnormalities hidden deeply
in the folds and ridges of brain tissue. They can spot plaque on the
arteries of the brain that may break loose and cause strokes or other
disasters. They help the neurosurgeons to find what is causing sei-

zures or unremitting headaches or coma without using the painful,

invasive, and frequently dangerous techniques that were formerly
the only way of finding such trouble spots.

An even newer form of scanner, the NMR (nuclear magnetic res-

onance), shows even greater promise of accuracy and fine detail in

the future, without the use of any radiation. "The NMR works on
the principle that inside every nucleus are a number of spinning

atoms, each of which has a slightly different magnetic field," said

Dr. Plum. "If one puts a strong magnetic field across a plane, those
atoms tilt ever so slightly, and the well-educated physicist, with the

aid ofa computer, can tell by the degree of tilt what particular atoms
represent what particular change." Dr. Plum added that, although
still in the research stage, NMR technology is advancing at a rapid

rate. "The next big hurdle is to develop large enough magnets with
cooling systems that can take pictures of the tilt," he said. "When
we have accomplished that, we should be in a position to do actual

biochemical studies of the working of the brain. Then we should be
able to watch the brain think or make decisions or, as it moves its

parts, determine the metabolic pathways that go into those func-

tions. We may be able to study closely a child's learning processes,

for instance, or find out whether there are qualitative differences in

brain function. We may find what causes, and how to deal with,

learning disabilities like dyslexia."

A completely different scanning device, the PETT (positron

emission transaxial tomograph), already can show the mind in oper-

ation through analyzing changes in brain chemistry and recording

them on a screen in bright colored patterns that look like abstract

paintings. As Monte S. Buchsbaum, M.D., professor of psychiatry

at the California College of Medicine, University of California at

Irvine, puts it: "CAT and NMR produce road maps without traf-

fic." PETT can add the traffic in color-coded pictures by showing

the location of molecules, labeled with radioactive isotopes, within

the brain, through the use of a radiation sensitive detector placed on
the head.

The brain's fuel, like that of the muscles, is«sugar. PETT can trace

how and when brain cells take up sugar from the blood. Changes in

this process can tell the researcher what is happening to feelings and

thought processes. For instance, the color scheme and pattern

changes when the brain receives a pain stimulus. There apparently

are in some patients with illnesses like schizophrenia or clinical de-

pression different patterns from the ones shown in normal subjects.

To date, the PETT is still a research tool. The process is expensive

(operating costs run from $3000 per session and up) and takes a long

time. And results, although fascinating, may not yet be clinically

applicable.

OUR BRAINS AND OUR FEELINGS
Over the centuries, philosophers, poets, and, more recently, analyti-

cal psychiatrists have told us that thoughts and feelings were essen-

tially two entirely different processes. Artists and writers told us

that thought was cold and in the head; feelings were hot and in the

heart. Psychiatrists told us that ideas originated in the conscious

and that emotions frequently originated in the sub, or unconscious.

Today the brain scientists are telling us that thought and feelings are

coming together and that they may all be originating in the same

place and through similar mechanisms: the chemistry and structure

of our brains.

Dorothy T Krieger, M.D., professor of medicine at the Mount

Sinai Medical Center in New York City and director of its division

of endocrinology, tells about brain peptides, some of which seem to

be identical in molecular structure to (Continued on page 504)

Ti LATEST NEWS ABOUT:
ANOREXIA Almost all researchers have believed that the

cause of anorexia, the relentless pursuit of thinness that

may end in death from starvation, is psychological. But phy-

sicians at the National Institute of Mental Health reported

in the New England Journal ofMedicine that many anorex-

ics secrete abnormal levels of the brain hormone vasopres-

sin, which helps to regulate the body's fluid balance.

Although researchers are not sure whether this unusual

hormonal balance is a cause or a symptom of the disorder,

some speculate that it might be a rare but critical biological

response to a certain amount of weight loss. Altered levels of

vasopressin can affect learning in laboratory animals, and

the NIMH team thinks that the hormonal change may also

influence an individual's perception of hunger.

DEPRESSION Researchers at Rockefeller University in

New York City have been able to turn on and turn off symp-

toms of severe depression in rats by injecting, deep into their

brains, substances that inhibited or enhanced the production

of the brain hormone norepinephrine, providing strong sup-

port for the theory that certain types of depression are

caused by the depletion of this hormone. This finding may
lead to more satisfactory antidepressant medications.

DYSLEXIA Often individuals who are normally intelli-

gent, or even brilliant, find such basic skills as reading and

writing impossible to learn because of dyslexia, a brain dis-

order that makes them perceive data in an abnormal fashion.

Recently, scientists have found that some forms of dyslexia

seem to be genetic, and are passed along in families.

Scientists at Harvard University School of Medicine are

explaining this phenomenon in terms of hormonal influ-

ences on early brain development in the womb. Among the

hormones involved seem to be Beta-2 microglobulin and tes-

tosterone. Testosterone is the male sex hormone, and a defi-

cit in this substance in the uterus may slow the growth of the

brain's left hemisphere, while at the same time suppressing

the thymus gland. The involvement of testosterone may ex-

plain why many more males than females are dyslexic.

EPILEPSY W. Allen Hauser, M.D., a neurologist at New
York's Columbia University, in research study sponsored

by the National Institutes of Health, found that only one out

of every three people who experience a single epileptic sei-

zure is likely to have another. Because the risk of seizure

recurrence was previously thought to be much higher, many
people labeled "epileptics" have been hindered from under-

taking some kinds of work, driving, or obtaining health or

life insurance. Dr. Hauser reported that the risk of recur-

rent seizures was greatest during the first year; those free of

seizures for three years were un'ikely to have more.

MIGRAINE Some patients who have migraine headaches

that are severe and frequent enough to interfere with their

daily activities are now being treated with propranolol, a

beta adrenergic receptor blocking agent, which has been

used in the treatment of angina and cardiovascular disease.

Increasingly, physicians have been using biofeedback

techniques with patients suffering from migraines and other

severe periodic headaches. Now studies on the biochemistry

of relaxation, done by researchers at the Texas Institute of

Mental Sciences in Houston, seem to indicate that induced

relaxation produces lower levels of various brain chemir

in the blood. Since it has been found that psycholc

stressors can precipitate attacks of migraine and tha?

of some of these hormones rise during stress, resec

are concluding that the relation between tens'
- pwIa mi-

graine might be owing to higher levels of neurotr^vsmitting

substances and the enzymes that metabolize them, v
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To make fragrance a "total ex-

perience" -- that's the endeavor

behind today's nonstop, ongoing

"splashdance" of creativity, un-

derscoring the great influence of

your sense of smell by appealing to

all five senses , , . by Shirley Lord

Today, fragrance can be visible (in vapor form) . . . tangible

(in a myriad of tactile lotions and potions), "noisy" (as in fra-

grance "waterfalls" for the home), even "tasty" ... a hidden

asset of the new Missoni Uomo for men, revealed by designer/

creators Tai and Rosita Missoni

"multifaceted to bring another di-

mension, another 'sense,' other than

the one being directly stimulated, into

play . . . achieved with a subtly structured combination of

essences and peppery spices. . ."In other words, you can—if

you like—"taste" it as you smell it! n Setting out to capture all the

senses, is it far-fetched, off-the-wall nonsense, then, to say fra-

grance has finally become the "total experience?" "Not at all," says

Henry Walter, Jr. , the man considered the doyen ofperfumers and Chairman of

NEWS:/ LORIENTAL FRAGRANCES ARE BACK AND
/ BETTER THAN EVER INA STRONG NEW WA VE
/OF EXOTIC TOP NOTES MERGED WITH SMOOTH,

_j RICH FLORALS. THE FIRST "FLORIENTAL"
WAS YOUTH-DEWBY ESTEE LAUDER, MORE SUCCESSFUL

NOW THAN EVER. . .NEW ONES INCLUDE OSCAR DE
LA RENTA'S SECOND FRAGRANCE INTRODUCTION,

RUFFLES (HIS FIRST, BEARING ONLY HIS NAME, IS THE
NATION'S BESTSELLER IN DEPARTMENT STORES)...

SOPHIA BY COTY. . . NOCTURNES DE CARON. .

.

VANDERBILTBY GLORIA VANDERBILT...
AND DAYDREAMS.

International Flavors and Fragrances (IFF), nln

recent speech to the American Society of Per-

mers, Mr. Walter pointed out that "because of

o many 'me too' fragrances based on the erro-

eous theory that people have an identical sense

of smell and taste, new ideas are a vital necessity

P
if the industry is to continue to thrive. " To accelerate new thinking, brainstorming sessions

at fragrance houses today—and in particular at IFF—are far removed from the traditional

approaches to new perfume development. oAt IFF, marketing and scientific executives are

now urged to travel . . .to study art. . . to listen to music . . ."even to anthems like (Continued)

Avedon



he Marseillaise to start

•oout the smell of freedom
u

f; . i Uid to listen to children. "Kids have

a
1 a natural ability to cut through layers of

(0

^ sophisficafion," says Mr. Walter, "and

(fl
get down to basics. " o It was to con

centrate on "getting down to ba

sics" that he recently instructed his creative

team to study "Use Your Hands," a Singapore

TV commercial aimed at encouraging

young men not to be ashamed of work-

ing with their hands. Somewhere, Mr

Walter felt, was a subliminal mes

sage that could help "crack the

fragrance code"

to get the majority of young men,

as opposed to the present small

NEWS: HE FAST GATHERINC MOMENTUM
OF ALL-OUT, FRANKLY ROMANTIC.
SENSUOUS FRAGRANCES, EPITOMIZED

BY THREE OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST
CLASSICS, ALL FRENCH AND ALL CREATED

BY THE FIRST BIG PERSONALITY
NAMES IN FRAGRANCE: THE SOFT POWDERY
CHARM OF JE REVIENS BY WORTH (1932), THE
MYSTERIOUS, ALLURING SHALIMAR BY JEAN PAUL
GUERLAIN (1921), AND THE INCOMPARABLE CHANEL

NO. 5 BY MADEMOISELLE CHANEL (1921).

minority, "not to be ashamed" to wear fragrance to work

on a daily basis, oRecent developments support Mr. Wal-

ter's often repeated belief that because modern research

indicates fragrance can and does alter moods, its classic

"sexual alluring role" is at last being extended to include less

ephemeral, more positive benefits. "More and more women

wearmen 's fragrances to work today because they are general-

ly lighter and don't suggest a 'romantic connotation,' " he ex-

plains. "Recent medical studies suggest that fragrance, music,

and other things of beauty—can help one relax and build confi-

dence, both excellent reasons, women know, for wearing lighter,

uncommitted scents, f believe this will lead to a greater effort on the

part of the fragrance manufacturers '

;ce more 'ragrances

made specifically lor daytime use. at hen at work. : Continued) ^SZ^ZZ^
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Makeup momentum:
from the Nouveau Maquillage

collection by Chanel

Amber/Bronze on eyes, Cherry
Powder Blush on cheeks,

Nouveau Pink on lips. Scarf,

Geoffrey Beene for Jewel Case;

Avedon
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eventually will i

• as they choose fashioi

I.S. , and there is evidence m

,jose fragrance in terms of day and

id fragrances are currently on sale in

.ieon the way. Chanel was one of the

first to recognize the need

Ricci's Fleur de Fle\

iCristalle, their first "non-perfume." Nina

lane and Ralph Lauren's "light"—Tuxedo

Delicate Cologne- .
earlier this year, came Esprit de Parfum from

Christian Dior Pe: . ' new concept, almost double the concentration ofeau

de toilette, yet not quite ihe full strength ofperfume. The Albert Nipon "Soft Perfume"

introduced by the successful fashion house of the same name, is also "different,"

explained by Pearl Nipon as being for "those moments ofyour life when perfume is

too intrusive, yet eau de toilette doesn't convey enough of a message of fra-

grance." The Nipons devised a neat way to introduce their first fragrance . . .

today, the two hundred thousand Nipon garments on sale at any given time

across the country all carry a Nipon "Soft Perfume" hang tag. oHeat and air

pressure help volatize the fragrance emitted from the new aroma disc, so you

can literally see fragrance in the form of vapor. Played on what

looks like a cassette deck, the Acti-Scent Unit, created by Environmental

Fragrance Technology (EFT) a subsidiary of Charles of the Ritz, plays

any one of forty aroma discs, suffusing even a large room with the

scent of your choice (Mountain Top, Strawberry Fields . . . even

Baby Powder are some of the labels). The disc also replaces

completely any previous smell in the room, and can dupli-

cate any fragrance without distortion, n Giorgio

Sant'Angelo introduces his first fragrance especially

for the disc and has designed special aroma-disc

players: one in the shape of a bird releases

Giorgio's fragrance through its

beak! o What sound did for silent movies . .

what color did for black and white what

NEWS: RAGRANCE GATHERING NATURE'S
FORCES TOGETHER. . . WITH NEW INTENSITY,

LIKE CHAMPAGNE BY GERMAINE MONTEIL

(FLOWERS; FRUITS, WOODS); OMBRE ROSE BY
JEAN CHARLES BROSSEAU (FLOWERS, FRUITS,
WOODS); K DE KRIZIA (FRUITS AND FLOWERS);

CIAO BY HOUBIGANT PARIS (FLORALS,
WOODS, AND MOSSES); CALANDRE BY PACO
RABANNE (FLOWERS, "EARTHY' ELEMENTS); AND
IVOIRE DE BALMAIN (SPICES, FLORALS, WOODS,
ANIMAL AND AMBER NOTES);.

.

stereo did for records . . . aroma disc, say the pu will j|

do for home fragrance . . . home entertainment, n
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jetous Plum and
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Invariably, the resort season

highlights temptingly provoca-

tive swimwear, and this season

is no exception. What looks

newest are those suits that not

only are body revealing but

have a level of sophistication.

Suits that echo, in ornamenta-

tion and design, the look of

glamorous evening wear. On

these eight pages, a look at

those suits, combined, appro-

priately, with a special fitness

section on exercise and stretch-

ing. . . . Starting, left, with the

longest stretch—in a bathing

suit that's as beautifully cut as

an evening dress: Gottex's

sleek, shimmering maillot, in

black, sliced with white.

Antron/Lycra, about

$66. At Saks

Fifth Ave-

^^ nue,

NYC;

Cameo
Stores, Phila-

delphia; Marshall

Field's; Neiman-Mar-

cus, Bal Harbour, Beverly

Hills; The Broadway, Los An-

geles; Liberty House, Honolu-

lu. Hair, these six pages, Louis

Alonzo for Pipino-Buccheri;

makeup, Linda Mason. De-

tails, more stores, last pages.

Horsl
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THE STRETCH PRINCIPLE BYJACKH.WILMORE.PD.D.

Flexibility may be the least

understood and the most con-

troversial fitness compo-

nent. Here, from an expert, the

pros and cons ofstretching . .

.

plus a basic stretch program

that will work for a lifetime.

With an increased emphasis

on fitness, new "systems" of

exercise are frequently devised,

each with advocates extolling

their unique "total-fitness"

benefits. In the '60s and '70s,

most people believed jogging

was the new "total" exercise;

but it didn't take long for run-

ners to discover their flexibili-

ty was actually decreasing,

along with upper-body size

and strength! Likewise, pro-

grams that emphasize only

stretching fall far short of

meeting an individual's fitness

needs. Stretching does not im-

prove strength, muscular or

cardiorespiratory endurance.

In fact, no one exercise—or ex-

ercise program—is effective in

developing all of these areas.

Aerobic activities such as

walking, jogging, running,

swimming, cycling, and aero-

bic dance develop cardiorespi-

ratory endurance. Strength

training and certain calisthen-

ic exercises develop strength

and muscular endurance.

Stretching develops flexibility.

A well-rounded, complete fit-

ness program must concen-

trate on a variety of activities

to meet the body's total needs.

Why stretch? A stretch is de-

signed to increase muscle sup-

pleness and flexibility. With

aging, inactivity, or even with

certain types of exercise such

as running, joints become stiff

and inflexible, the result of the

muscles, tendons, and connec-

tive tissue shortening around a

joint. Other factors such as

bone, skin, excessive amounts

of muscle or body fat can alsi.

limit flexibility; (Continued)

Jack H. Wilmore, Ph.D., isprofes-

sor ofphysical education and sur-

gery; and director. Exercise and
Sport Sciences Laboratory at the

University ofArizona.

Stretch basics Stretch from 5 to 20 minutes

two or three times a week, depending on your

needs. The numbers of repetitions listed for

each exercise represent those for beginning/

intermediate/advanced

fitness levels. Remem- ^
ber to start slowly, pro-

gress at a comfortable

rate; always consult your doctor first. 1 . Head

and shoulder curl Lie on back with legs ex-

~~tended, hands behind head.

Slowly curl forward to a 45° po-

sition; hold 5 seconds; uncurl.

Do 4/6/8 times. 2. Head rota-

tion Stand as shown, feet shoul-

der-width apart, turn face over

right shoulder. Slowly rotate

head to left, in a half circle; re-

verse. Do 5 times. 3. Trunk rota-

tion Stand as shown. Rotate

trunk to the right, then to the left.

Do 5/ 1 0/ 1 5 times. 4. Chest and

shoulder stretch Stand as

shown. Pull elbows back as far

as possible; hold several sec-

onds; return to

start. Do 5/10/15

times. 5. Bar hang

(optional) Grab

bar with hands fac-

ing forward. Hang

60 seconds. Do once. 6. Hip ro-

tation Stand as shown. Bending

at waist, rotate trunk to the right,

front, left; return. Do 5/10/15

times. 7. Back hyperextension

Lie on stomach, legs extended,

hands behind head. With a part-

ner holding legs, slowly raise

trunk as far as you can; hold 3-5 seconds. Do
2/4/6 times. 8. Backward single-leg raise Lie

as shown. With a partner holding hips/lower

back in place, lift right

leg as high as possible;

keep stomach and hips

ssed flat to floor;

3-5 seconds; re-

a (Continued)+^j*
r

is

a

T̂
H he differ-

^H ence

^H obvious,

^^ right:

perfect example of

the look—the move-

ment— ofa body in

superb shape. . . .

And, the difference

in a bathing suit this

season—an unex-

pected touch. Here,

from Yves Saint

Laurent Beach-

wear, the bugle-

beaded "buckle" on

a deep-plunging

white maillot. In

A n tron /Lycra,

about $75. Bloom-

ingdale 's; Ba lliet\
Neiman- Marcus;

The Broadway, Los

Angeles; I. Magnin;

Eaton 's, Canada.

Details, additional

stores, last pages.

Horst
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1 a fun their influence

>le and not subject to

with traditional exer-

programs designed to in-

crease flexibility.

Antagonistic muscles

—

those muscles whose actions

are in direct opposition to

main muscle groups—also

limit flexibility. Example:

When bending the arm at the

elbow joint, the flexor muscles

(biceps) are responsible for

Hexing the arm. If the antago-

nistic muscles, the extensors

(triceps), are not fully relaxed,

it is difficult to achieve full

flexion.

How do stretching exercises

improve flexibility? From our

understanding of what limits

flexibility, stretching exercises

seem to lengthen muscles, con-

nective tissue, and tendons . . .

to stretch tight ligaments . .

.

and to assist in the relaxation

of antagonistic muscles.

There are two basic stretch

techniques: fast, "ballistic"

stretching and slow, "static"

stretching. Ballistic movement
is made in a rapid, bobbing

fashion. Static stretching re-

fers to holding a stationary po-

sition for a period of time, then

gradually increasing the force

applied to increase the stretch.

Research has shown both
methods to be equally effective

in increasing joint flexibility;

however, there are advantages

to static stretching that make
it the recommended tech-

nique.

Ballistic stretching sets up a

stretch reflex that actually op-

poses the desired movement.
Static stretching helps to relax

the muscle or muscle groups

being stretched. Ballistic

stretching may produce sore-

ness, while static stretching is

typically used to prevent or re-

duce soreness. Finally, with

uncontrolled ballistic stretch-

ing, there is the possibility of

exceeding the safe limits of

joint movement, thereby in-

creasing your susceptibility to

injury.

Stretching exercises have

been demonstrated to improve

flexibility within a relatively

short period of time. Within

the (Continued on page 496)
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(Continued) opposite leg. Do 2/4/6

times. 9. Single knee to ches t Lie on

back with legs straight. Bring left knee

to chest; pull knee as far toward chest

as possible. Hold

5 seconds; repeat

with opposite leg.

Do 3/6/9 times.

10. Forward pray-

ing Crouch on

hands and knees, with hands slightly

apart and knees directly under hips.

Keeping hands and knees in position,

lower buttocks until they touch heels.

Extend arms forward, lower chest to

floor, as shown. Hold 5 seconds. Re-

peat 3/6/9 times. 1 1 . Sit and reach Sit

as shown. Grasp behind knees; slowly

pull trunk toward knees. Hold 5 sec-

onds. Repeat 4/6/8 times. 12. Lower

leg and heel stretch

Stand approximately 3

feet from wall. Keeping

feet flat on floor, extend

arms forward; touch

wall, slowly allow body to

lean forward. Hold 5 sec-

onds. Repeat 4/6/8
times. 13. Double knee

to chest Lie on back with

arms at sides, legs extended. Keep

arms and upper back pressed firmly

against floor and bring both knees to-

ward head. Hold 5 seconds, relax

(you don't need to return completely to

starting position). Repeat 3/6/9 times.

14. Bent-knee sit-up Lie on back with

knees bent to a 90° angle, hands
clasped behind head. Curl up to full

sitting position, touch-

ing one knee with op-

posite elbow; reverse.

Repeat 5/20/30 or

more times. 15. Groin

stretcher Sitting as

shown, gently push
down on both knees

simultaneously. Hold
?

'

r etch position for

5 r^conds. Repeat
4/6 .

'JL
14

&
John Pirman

T̂H o show

off aH w e I

^^ toned
body: a bathing suit

with a strong sense of
|

design, a perfect cut.

The one, right, with

all the slink and

slither of a body-

shaped black eve-

ning dress, the

surprise of a mesh

cowl. From Anne

Cole Collection, in

nylon/Lycra, about

$82. Saks Fifth Ave-

nue, NYC; Marshall

Field's; Robinson's,

Southern Califor-

nia; I. Magnin;

Nordstrom; Liberty

House, Honolulu.

Details, last pages.

Horst
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ore glam-

our— more

shape—from
OMO Norma

Kamali. . . . Opposite, Kama-

li's shimmering, black maillot,

with a long wrapping sash—a

sleek, small body shape en-

hanced by shine. In Antron/

Lycra, about $95. Saks Fifth

Avenue, NYC and Beverly

Hills; Cache, Miami; Marshall

Field's; The Broadway, Los
«^J

Angeles; I. Magnin; Liberty

House, Honolulu. . . . This

page: also in jersey, a suit that's

shirred all over, for the most

curves, the sexiest silhouette. In

polyester, about $75. Bloom-

ingdale's; Jordan Marsh, Bos-

ton; Burdines; Marshall

Field's; Neiman-Marcus;

Nordstrom. Hair, Louis Alonzo

for Pipino-Buccheri; makeu

Fran Coopsr. Details, r

stores, see next to last

8



ON FASHION IN THIS ISSUE

What works and what doesn't: if you opt for one ot the new longer

skirts ... or new full pants ... if it's a terrific all-purpose coat ... if

'you want a very personal jewelry look—with impact

a

ow do you
choose a lon-

ger skirt length

when designers

show everything

from midcalf to

just above the an-

kle? It helps to

start from the

premise that what
the designer is sug-

gesting is the con-

cept of a longer

skirt—not one arbi-

trary length.

It's been a long time since any-

body questioned two facts. First:

In a single season, all lengths co-

exist. Proof: the above-the-knee

"t dresses you
1 see in this is-

' sue, especial-

ly for eve-

j
ning. Second:

J
A choice of

ll e n g t h is

jjcompletely
individual,
and should
be made only

by the wom-
an. However,
there are
rule-of-
thumb guide-

lines for
dealing with

longer lengths.

Most important: How
you feel when you see your-
self—standing, and sit-

ting—in a three-way
full-length mirror. Keep in

mind when you're trying

something on that al-

though some designers
grade lengths—longer for

bigger sizes, shorter for

smaller sizes—most de-

signers gear clothes to fit

the 5 5" woman.
Another importan. jon-

sideration: A choice of
length depends on where you are, and what
you're doing. For example, you wouldn't have

484

JHK to think twice about wear-

tk yi\ ing the Anne Klein to-the-

i^ 4% ankle, ivory linen skirt

i.^^n^X tfar tefi' top) at a resort or

^m^%k for dinner at home; but

these longer lengths can

work for other times, oth-

^^ er places. For one thing,

the whole attitude
changes as soon as the col-

or and fabric change. The
Calvin Klein two-piece

dress (left, bottom photo)

is about the same length as

the Anne Klein, but—in

black wool jersey—it can

have a day/night orienta-

tion, work in a city setting.

What all these longer

>
,_ ^ggp lengths require: a careful

working out of what goes

on legs and feet. They need balance, ground-

ing. Light, strappy sandals don't have enough
"weight." If you're going for a sandal, make it

heavier, gutsier, like the one shown with Cal-

vin Klein's cotton gabardine safari jacket and
wool jersey tank dress (near left). An attrac-

tive alternative: dark-color, high-heeled
pumps. Either way, your best bet for a taller

line is a leg toned to the skirt and shoe.

Another accessory we found very important

in photographing these longer clothes: a belt.

A belt can add a note of color, texture, pattern.

And, it can shorten length slightly.

One new design that all the editors talked

about this

month: full-

er, easier
pants. "Full-

er" now is

light years

from an exaggerated Zouave. Now, "fuller"

pants means a controlled, well-cut look like

the white linen Ralph Lauren pants (left) with

a Fred Astaire nonchalance and swagger. To
be wary of: the fullness should be only at the

front. The back should be flat and the hips nar-

row, flaring gently at the bottom. Best tops

with these pants: clean, sharp, pared-down,

like Ralph's blue bodysuit here; or one of the

new maillots in this i

issue; or a close-fit-
]

ting, waist-length

!

jacket.

If you're looking

,

for an all-purpose

coat, the points to

check: proportion

and color. The Bil

Blass Finnish rac-

coon dyed black,

and the Stephen
Sprouse black silk

coat (left) are good
examples of one
of the most wear-

able proportions
around: 7/8 long;

amply shaped, with

big shoulders and deep armholes. They'd wor
over anything except a bouffant skirt. As for

color: Fuchsia or bright red can look sensa-

tional, but black or deep color is easier to deal

with on a daily basis. So is a simple, ungim-

micky design.

A striking way to wear jewelry—and create

a personal look—go for the multiple chains-

jewels-pearls look Chanel started in the '20s.

The big difference now—the approach is casu-

al, freewheeling. Today, the mix includes jew-

els on ribbons or silk cords; a large variety of

metals. For maximum effect: use lengths from

choker to below-the-waist (above). Another
difference: now you use these jewelry "col-

lages" on low-key, casual clothes. Newcsi,

least predictable way: on a simple black

sweater and pants. Caveats: These multiple

chains should be the one focal point; the

only other jewelry to consider, a small ear-

ring. And, avoid prints— these chains cre-

ate strong patterns ofthcn own. What gives

the look an even more this-minutc feeling: a

short, off-the-shouldcrs haircut. Nothing

punk or way-out, but a haircut (hat's sun

pie, uncomplicated, modern—which is

really the name of the game

VOGUE. Nov»mbei. I98J
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Food: can it reduce stress?. . . building the heart muscle

. . . naps: energy sapping or zapping? . . . can an allergy

make you fat? . . . fishing for health . . . phone power . . .

THE BEST WEI6H7-L0SS PLANS now are geared to active wom-

en who "tally up" exercise in much the same way they

onc<- counted calories. The reason: regular exercise not

only helps burn offexcessfat but makes it easier to keep it

off. Two such plans: "The California Diet and Exercise

Program" by Peter Wood, D.Sc, Ph.D. (Anderson World)

\of Stanford University's Heart Disease Prevention Pro-

_JH5

American women are more concerned with

becoming moderate drinkers than
they are about stopping smoking
or improving their exercise and eating habits

according to a recent Gallup poll.

Moderate is the elusive word—what is it?

According to Allan Luks of the
National Council on Alcoholism and author

I of Will America Sober Up? (Beacon Press),
"moderate drinking" differs

from person to person. "While the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
defines moderate drinking as not more

I than two glasses of beer, wine, or liquor

la day, that figure can be different for

leach woman," said Luks. "Generally,
alcohol builds up quicker in a smaller,
lighter person, although alcohol's effects
vary with a person's emotional makeup
and with the specific drinking setting."
ILuks's guidelines: Think about alcohol as
a complement to meals and socializing;
drink only at these times. Sip
drinks, concentrating on taste. Learn how
alcohol affects behavior and health.
Just as healthful eating doesn't rule out

I the occasional chocolate bar,
healthful drinking doesn't have to mean
abstinence. It does mean drinking
responsibly, intelligently, and sparingly.

crowds "Beow to survive the holiday shoppi

prepared!" says Sandra Samaniego, Ph.D., clinical

psychologist, Lenox Hill Hospital, NYC. "People

need enough personal space to feel secure and

safe. When there are too many people in a tight

space, they get angry, frightened, and become up-

set with each other,- it's normal." Dr. Samaniego

stresses that the Pest way ?o deal will a crowd

-by shopping ear'y,- but, for Those of us who must s at

highly congested times, she offers tnese tips:

Go with a list of exactly what you want— the siz-;, colors, and alterna-

tives if stores ore out of what you want—just as you would with a grocery

list, so you won 't become frustrated by having to choose wider pressure.

is to avoid it-

gram, which combines exercisingforfun with easy-to-live-

with healthful eating; and "Diet Simply . . . With Soup" by

Gail Becker, R.D. (Pocket Books)—a five-small-meals-a-

dayplan based on studies showing that starting a meal with

soup helpsyou eat less, stretch out a meal longer; it includes

simple exercise options and an energy-expenditure chart

\that "balances'" caloric intake with exercise output.

mm

\

/ i

Won't shop on an empty stomach, try not to drink a lot of liquids, and\

\know where the bathrooms are—so you won't be in additional discom-

fort. Carry as little as possible, and shop in spurts if you can, to minimize\

your packages, length of stress period. Wear comfortable clothing and

shoes. And finally, since nothing is more anger-provoking than being

pickpocketed, keep your money and charge cards in a safe place "usual-

ly on the front of your body in a money belt, front pocket—somewhere

where you can see it at all times, " says Dr. Samaniego.

How much braving of crowds can one person stand? "People have

different fuse levels, " says Dr. Samaniego. "But even under the best cir-

cumstances, the experence is stressful. When you're finished, go home,

ive some herbal tea or do whatever relaxes you; congratulate yourself

aving survived, and tell yourself you will never do it this way again.
"HI
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Kfl style
TECHNIQUES TO HEL EVEN ON THE HOT LINE

! Ik- telephone can becom :e of stress and a threat to your mental

health, when you .n'.age in making or receiving business

calls lb • h this 1

1

energy drainer, NYC image consultant

Doe I ang offers the following suggestions:

• Identify yourself immediately.

• ( i. i to I 'k- poinl last and don't allow yourself to be sidetracked. "The

opening two or three sentences are critical," says Lang. "Hesitating or

providing length) backgiound information can lose the listener's atten-

tion " Best wa) to stay focused: rehearse your call before dialing and

kee| M"K . of key ideas in front of you during the conversation.

• If you lie interrupted, speak up. Say cordially, but firmly, "Before we
get into that, I would like to finish what I was saying. .

." Or, "Can you

hold that thought for a moment while I make this point. .
.?" Notes

I ang. "To maintain an authoritative tone, assert yourself in a confident,

non-threatening way, rather than expressing overt annoyance."

• When calling to complain about a service, never be apologetic. In-

stead, ask for the other person's cooperation in solving the problem.

"Assume their good will," says Lang. "State the reasons for your dissat-

isfaction in a firm, non-belligerent way."

• Avoid using an upward inflection or allowing your voice to fade out at

the end of a statement.

• To assess how you are coming across, make a tape recording of your

voice during several phone conversations. If you tend to sound mono-
tone, practice saying "yes," then "no," in different ways, using the full

vocal scale and alternately expressing feelings as pleasure, annoyance,

determination. A recording can also alert you to unconscious projection

of angry, resentful, or fearful tones during conversations—a clue as to

why you may not be achieving desired results.

• "Pinpoint trouble spots, such as difficulty in starting or directing the

conversation, or knowing when to say goodbye," says Lang. "And al-

ways work on condensing your message, so you can deliver it faster and
more succinctly every time."

PHONE EFFICIENCY IDEA:

RATHER THAN ANSWERING
AND/OR RETURNING PHONE
MESSAGES AS THEY COME
IN—AND INTERRUPTING YOUR
CONCENTRATION OR CREAT-

ING MORE STRESS—SET ASIDE
A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME
DURING THE DAY (4:00 P.M. IS

GOOD) AND GET CALLS OVER
WITH ALL AT ONCE.
488

FOR SOME, NAPS ARE ENERGIZING;

FOR OTHERS THEY'RE ENERVATING. HERE'S WHY...

he prospect ofa short nap during

a hectic, nonstop day promises an
automatic recharge. But when
some of us indulge our desire to

sleep, we may be in for a rude

awakening: Rather than bright-

eyed, a napper may wake up

gr°ggy and grumpy. Since re-

search has shown that naps can
improve mood andperformance, what accounts

for this adverse response?

"How you sleep at night determines whether
daytime napping will be restorative or not,

"

says Arthur J. Spielman, Ph.D., co-director,

Sleep- Wake Disorder Center, Monte•fore Med-
ical Center, NYC. "Although most of us could
improve our daytime alertness by getting a little

more sleep at night, those with insomnia may
have a bad reaction to a daytime nap. " The rea-

son: a nap interferes with an already erratic

sleep pattern. Dr. Spielman urges that rather
than stealing their rest during the day, insom-
niacs should concentrate their efforts on their

ability to fall asleep at bedtime. As a replace-

mentfor lost sleep, a long nap may be counter-
productive because during a replacement-sleep
nap, the sleeper reaches a deeper stage ofslum-
ber. As a result, it is harder to awaken fully at
short notice, which accounts for that draggy,
tired feeling later.

The nap that delivers the promise ofrenewal
is of the nonreplacement-sleep type. High-
powered people like William F. Buckley, Jr.,

editor of "The National Review, " are known to
rely on this "timeout" technique for refueling.
In "Overdrive" (Doubleday), Mr. Buckley
writes, he was trained to doze offfor ten min-

Man,.,,.; | r Btr. An-

utes at a time during his U.S. Army days, when
staying alive meant staying alert. These days he

likes to schedule a catnap at his desk after

lunch.

Donald Douglas, M.D., Lenox Hill Hospital,

NYC, designer of Sleep-line (a telephone hot-

line for problem sleepers), upholds the benefits

of this time-out technique. "For people who
work a long day—even without the addition of
pressure—closing the eyes for ten minutes can

have long-lasting benefits.

"

In fact, a study of eighteen-year-olds who
napped on a regular basis found that longer

naps were not^ better: A half-hour nap has the

same restorative power as a two-hour nap, rais-

ing mood and reflexes to the same level. You

can easily train yourself to wake up within ten

minutes— it's the same mechanism that gets

you up in the morning before the alarm goes off.

Adds Dr. Spielman, "The nonreplacement-

sleep nap is not connected to a needfor sleep hut

to other needs of a more psychological nature.

This type of nap may provide a means for cop-

ing with tension, pressure, or responsibility. As
these aspects are dispersed, the napper may
wake up feeling relaxed and alert.

"

The best way to take advantage of the ener-

gizing powers ofa nap is to follow the example

of the Latin siesta. According to Dr. Spielman,

"Studies reveal that body rhythms drop to a low

at about 2:00 P.M. As a result, we can fall asleep

more quickly. Furthermore, a postprandial nap

may be beneficial because eating induces

drowsiness. This explains why corporations try

to schedule high-level conferences for later in

the afternoon, after the cycle picks up
"

—Mil HI I II \R\OI
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Why does Realtor Bea Montague
find Lightdays PantiLiners

the more comfortableway to stay fresh?

"Real estate is a 24-hour lifestyle. I

deal with as many clients at a cock-

tail party or a dinner as I do during
office hours. Lightdays help me take
that early-morning-shower freshness

through the whole day, no matter
how late it goes. Their shape is con-

toured so they're very comfortable.

I've tried other panty liners that

weren't contoured, and I always
knew I was wearing one. Lightdays

liners help me feel dry, fresh, and
comfortable. It's a good feeling that

makes you more confident in your-

self and, when you're talking to a

client, that comes across."

The Comfort-DesigriPantiLiner.

Lightdays are designed like no other panty liner. The
unique hourglass shape curves where you curve. So

they fit better. They're also the thinnest, with three

adhesive strips to hold them firmly in place. A special

design that makes Lightdays liners the comfortable
way to feel just-showered fresh, anytime.

When to use them: Lirhtdays are not only

perfect extra protectionduring your period,

but are ideal for occasional spotting

throughout the month.

Ughtday Lightdays

© Kimberly-Clark Corp. 1983

Kotex" Lightdays PantiLir ,

For the comfort ofjust-slv cred

freshness, anytim



ADVERTISEMENT

"OSMETIC

(S*\ SURGERY
T (

A 64 page illustrated book describing:

• FACE LIFT SURGERY
• EYELID SURGERY
• NASAL SURGERY
• COLLAGEN TREATMENTS
• BREAST SURGERY
«BODY CONTOUR SURGERY

FTTk 'SUCTION METHOD FOR
FAT REMOVAL

Over lOOO certified plastic surgeons

use this very same book as part of

their consultation

Now you may obtain a copy directly

from the publisher before seeing a

surgeon.

The author is a plastic surgeon

certified by the American Board of

Plastic Surgery with over 25 years of

experience. This book provides fac-

tual information in easily under-

standable language

For Your Copy Send $7.95 to:

Plastic Surgery Publications

416 Bellevue Avenue
Trenton. NJ 08618
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MIND STRESS Rumors from holistic

healers notwithstand-

ing, the medical community insists there is no

foundation to claims that specific foods can

trigger, or alleviate, psychological stress. "If

you are feeling anxious, searching your menu
for culprit foods will not lead to tension reduc-

tion," says Harvey L. Katzeff, M.D., assistant

professor of medicine, The New York Hospi-

tal-Cornell Medical Center. "But, foods that

are easily tolerated by one person may cause a

severe reaction in another," says Dr. Katzeff.

Reason: each of us has unique food histories

and nutritional requirements.

The only scientifically proven food/stress

connection involves caffeine, which "mimics

the effects of the body's own adrenaline, caus-

ing increased heart rate and anxiety reaction in

susceptible individuals," says Dr. Katzeff.

Surprisingly, switching to "decaffeinated"

coffee may not eliminate the jitters; just a few

cups contain "considerable" caffeine—more
than enough to cause a stress reaction.

Although no specific foods, other than

those containing caffeine, are proven stress-in-

ducers, your overall diet does play an impor-

tant role in preventing energy highs and lows

and helping to keep you on an even keel. "Fol-

low a prudent diet, high in complex carbohy-
drates, low in saturated fat, and moderate in

protein; and eat three meals a day to keep the

body's metabolism operating at peak level,"

advises Dr. Katzeff. You can avoid the 4:00

p.m. slump by eating the right breakfast: high-

fiber breakfast cereals, such as oatmeal or mil-

let, that replenish the body's glycogen stores.

Bacon and eggs? "Not a good energy source,"

says Dr. Katzeff. "Too high in fat and too easi-

ly stored as extra pounds."
While experts agree that carbohydrates are

the best body fuel, "which carbohydrate" re-

mains hotly debated. Dr. Katzeff, while not an
advocate of junk food, contends that unless

you are at risk for diabetes, it doesn't really

matter. "There is no evidence that pastry is

more stressful and therefore less desirable than
fruit," he maintains. (But calorie-counters
know one difference . . . )

More food for thought:

• Do not go on a reducing diet while under
stress. You can seriously deplete nutritional

reserves.

• During a stressful work week, it's easy to

"forget" to eat, which can lead to starving all

day and gorging at night. To function at your
best, remind yourself to eat during the day for

renewed energy.

style

• If you're a morning person and a tight dead-

line or shift in schedule has you working

nights, you can avoid tension by maintaining

regular eating habits if the switch is only for a

week or two. During a longer stint as a night

owl, you'll work better if you change eating

patterns to suit your new routine: breakfast in

the evening, lunch at night, and dinner in the

early morning.

BODY STRESS Does the food we eat

have an impact on our

body's response to physiological stress? Abso-

lutely, says David Mark, Ph.D., nutritional

biochemist at The New York Hospital-Cornell

Medical Center. His research indicates that

everything from a cold to sports injury to sur-

gery can send nutritional requirements soar-

ing. "The body's need for proteins, B vitamins,

and calories can skyrocket for as much as a

week to ten days after a physiologically stress-

ful event," says Dr. Mark. "During recupera-

tion, one gram of protein per kilogram (2.2

pounds) of body weight is desirable, and in

cases of severe burns or bruising, as many as

4000 calories daily may be needed to provide

energy and effect repair of damaged tissue."

Nor is physiological stress only the result of

accident or disease; poor eating habits also put

us at risk: eating the same foods every day, less

than 1000 calories daily, or a high-fat/high-

sugar diet can result in nutritional deficiencies

that may precipitate illness.

Do nutritional supplements help? Yes and

no, says Dr. Mark:
Vitamin A: Deficiency can reduce resis-

tance to disease, but a well-balanced diet pro-

vides all you need. Excess vitamin A is stored

in the liver, never reaching injured body tissue.

Supplements are unnecessary and potentially

toxic, when daily intake exceeds 50,000 mg.

B vitamins: These vitamins are associated

with protein utilization and are amply sup-

plied in protein-rich food.

Vitamin C: Although the body contains a

sixty-to-ninety day supply, adequate daily in-

take is important, especially during recupera-

tion. Supplements of up to 250 mg. can be

beneficial.

Vitamin E: Hypothetical benefits of vitamin

E supplementation have no scientific basis.

Protein supplements: Also unnecessary;

most of us consume far above the amount
needed for healing in our daily diet.

"The danger in supplementation of individ-

ual nutrients is that it does not provide suffi-

cient calories to restore health after injury or

illness and often leads to a false sense of securi-

ty," Dr. Mark cautions.

Should we feed a cold and starve a fever?

"No proven health benefits accrue from
changing eating patterns during a cold," he

says. "Although overeating during a fever is

not recommended, weight loss resulting from

a fever episode should not be used as a step-

ping stone to a reducing diet. To ensure recov-

ery, food intake should be increased, not

limited, for at least a week after a fever sub-

sides." —MARILYNN LARKIN
VOGue. Nov»mb»r. 1983
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>UGAR FREE SPRITE.
Great Lymon taste.

Still caffeine-free.
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t 1963. The Coco-Colo C

SAVE 25*
ON SPRITE

@AND SUGAR FREE SPRITE?
GREAT LYMON TASTE. STILL CAFFEINE-FREE.

Good on one 6, 8 or 12-pock of bottles or cons, or one 2-liter bottle
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER REQUIRED PURCHASE. EXPIRES DECEMBER 31.1964.

TO THE DEALER: For each coupon you accept as our authorized agent, we will pay you
the face value ol this coupon plus 7* handling allowance, provided you and your cus-

tomer have complied with the terms of this offer. Any other application cons'itutes fraud

Invoices showing your purchase of sufficient stock to cover all coupons must be shown
upon request Void if prohibited, taxed or restricted Customer must pay any required

bottle deposit and sales tax Cash val je 1 '2C of 1 cent. This coupon may be redeemed
by mailing to- The Coca-Cold Company, P.O. Box 1504, Clinton, IA 52734

MTDDD 107^27

"Sprite" is o registered trademark o'



Shewas a
perfectly groomed
woman
right down to he

moustache.
Apparently she never heard about

Surgi-Cream, the gentle way to remove

unsightly facial hair fast. Hospitals and

salons have been using it for over

25 years.

Just ask for Surgi-Cream at better

salons or drug counters. If unavailable,

send $4.00 to Dept. V, Gambine

Products Inc., 60 E. 42nd Street, New
York, NY 10165.

surGi-cream
( )pen the pages to —

Romance of Fragrance

Open th<- pages of our exclusive fragrance

1983-84 catalog featuring the usual and
the unusual in internationally known
fine fragrances for men and women.

Turn the pages of your catalog — you will

find if crammed with fascinating inform-

ation and useful tips about fragrance.

The most comprehensive fragrance catalog!

Send S3.00 today (refundable first order) to

THE PERFUME COUNTER
28 Fountain Square Plaza

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
513-651-4022 or 579-1115

VMW&

Since 1971

Fragrances delivered right to your door!
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s you jog or swim, ride a bicycle or

pump iron, you can see the benefits

of regular exercise in the firming

of the muscles in your arms and

legs and in the gratifying way

j
m fiyour abdomen flattens out, but

^^1 exercise may also affect the un-

seen muscle of the heart wall, leading

some fitness buffs to wonder whether a

firmer, larger heart is a better, healthier

heart.

According to Lenore R. Zohman,
M.D., director of the Exercise Lab and

Cardiac Rehabilitation Program at Mon-
tefiore Medical Center in New York
City, the enlargement of the heart that

comes with significant amounts of strenu-

ous exercise over a period of months is

considered a good thing. It usually means

that the heart increases in strength. The

well-exercised heart pumps more blood

with each beat, Dr. Zohman says, allow-

ing the body to do more work with "an

"WE ARE NOT LOOKING AT

BIRTHDAYS, BUT AT THE CA-

PACITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL

REGARDLESS OF AGE," RE-

PORTED WILLIAM E. THORN-

TON, M.D.—AT FIFTY-FOUR,

THE OLDEST ASTRONAUT—
WHO STUDIED BODY

CHANGES IN SPACE DURING

THE LAST SPACE MISSION.

economy of heartbeats and blood pres-

sure."

The dynamic aerobic exercises—walk-

ing, biking, swimming, cycling and run-

ning—are of greatest benefit to the heart,

adds Larry Gibbons, M.D., medical di-

rector of The Cooper Clinic at The Aero-

bics Center in Dallas. These activities

increase the heart's efficiency without

changing its size much at all. But Dr.

Gibbons notes that long-distance runners

and athletes who train intensively may
also experience an enlargement in the

volume of the heart chamber. As far as

anyone knows, there is no danger associ-

ated with this enlargement in volume.

Actual thickening of the muscle of the

heart wall is uncommon, Dr. Gibbons

says, although it sometimes results from

static exercise such as weight-lifting with

extremely heavy weights over long peri-

ods of time: "It is less clear that this

thickening is entirely benign."

Heart, brain, muscles, bones—all revealed,

explained in three-dimensional movable dia-

grams (above) in Jonathan Miller's extraor-.

dinary book The Human Body (Viking).

avoiding nitrites,::;;:
cancer-causing potential of nitrite preservatives used in processed and cured meats is mount-

ing; yet a recent National Academy of Sciences panel report indicated that even totally elimi-

nating cured meats from the American diet might not greatly decrease the national intake of

nitrites, as they are used in a wide variety of processed foods and in fact may be formed by our

own salivary and intestinal bacteria independently of our diets.

"The propensity of nitrites to form cancer-causing nitrosamines within the body seems to

be greats, enhanced by stress," said George L. Blackburn, M.D., Ph.D., associate professor of

surgery, He vard Medical School and director. Nutrition Support Service, New England Dea-

coness Hospital. "So a woman with a so-called Type A, high-stress, highly goal-oriented

personality she probably be more zealous in avoiding processed meats. The physical stress

of having a cold or an injury also increases nitrite's harmful potential."

Research indicates that foods rich in vitamins C and E may actually inhibit the conversion of

nitrites to cancer-causing nitrosamines within the body. Right now, experts advise maintain-

ing variety in your diet and eating as many fresh foods as possible to minimize cancer risks.

••IDOIP' VOGUf. November. 1983



"A new soap
Vd like better than

myfavorite

f| facial bar?

INCREDIBLE!"
A unique new cleansing bar

called SOAPURE]"challenged
the leadingpremiumfacial
soaps. And the results were

truly incredible

In a nationwide survey, we asked

loyal users of America's favorite

premium facial soaps to try a remark-

able new cleansing bar: SOAPURE.

What happened? An astonishing

2 out of 3 said they'd actually give up
their favorite soap and switch to

new SOAPURE. Women like you, with

skin like yours, said SOAPURE left

their skin with a softer, smoother,

silkier feeling.

The majority of women who pre-

ferred SOAPURE over their regular

brands cited 5 important reasons:

Leaves face softer, smoother 81 %
Moisturizes better

Conditions skin

Is milder, gentler

Lathers better

76%
77%
71%
75%

Chances are, you, too, will like

SOAPURE better than your regular

soap. Try new SOAPURE-lightly

scented or unscented-and see.

Thee
smoother, silkier skin ca

be met. NewSOAPURE:

SOAF
from the maker

lightly scented

NET

SOAPURF
from the makers of pHJS0D r

unscented gentle cleansir a

NET WT 3.3
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Food-allergy/

weight-gain

connection?..,

treating

bruises..

.

fish facts

I've heard a lot about food allergies lately

and think I may have one. I cannot seem to

control my cravings for sugary foods.
Could I be allergic to sugar, and is that

what's keeping me from losing weight?

"Food allergies are more talked about than

they are common," says Murray Dworetzky,
M.D., clinical professor of medicine and direc-

tor of the allergy clinic at The New York Hos-
pital-Cornell Medical Center. Current books

and "experts" claim that a woman can become
allergically addicted to a certain food and her

cravings and overeating are seen as evidence of

this allergic addiction.

"No scientific studies prove the hypothesis

that obesity has any connection to allergy,"

says Dr. Dworetzky. "Someone who is allergic

to a food will know it, as allergic reactions in-

clude hives, swelling, asthma, and rashes, not

weight gain. Fatness is caused by eating too

much and not exercising enough; reversing the

Famous smiles depend on theWater Pil< Appliance.

WTELEDYNE WATER PIK
Yxili re )ct it
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ratio is the only way to lose weight." (More

about allergies on page 356).

How long should a bruise take to heal':

"Two to three weeks is average for a simple

bruise resulting from pressure to the skin,"

says Rodney S.W. Basler, M.D., consultant in

dermatology to the University of Nebraska
and president of the American Dermatologic

Health Association. "But for a severe bruise

that accompanies a sprain or trauma such as

an auto accident, six to eight weeks is not un-

usual. Healing time is very individual and
rarely a cause for concern—bruises fade by
themselves as the blood from broken blood

vessels is reabsorbed.

"You can greatly speed healing by applying

ice to the injured area. For the first three

hours, apply ice packs for twenty minutes on,

ten minutes off; continue intermittently for

twenty-four hours. This slows blood flow al-

lowing the broken vessel to close with a mini-

mum ofblood seepage into surrounding tissue.

For the next seven to ten days, apply heat to

increase blood flow and aid reabsorption of

blood cells in the tissue."

If you bruise easily, don't worry. This is

common in fair skin, which tends to be thin-

ner. Also, the older you are the more easily

you bruise because skin and underlying blood

vessels become more fragile. Medications such

as blood thinners and high doses of aspirin can

increase the incidence of bruising. Only in very

rare instances is bruising a sign of a blood dis-

order or leukemia.

I enjoy eating fish because it's low in calo-

ries and fat. Am I right in thinking that all

fish are equal in calories, nutrients?

"All fish is an excellent source of protein with

little fat and few calories," says Reva T Fran-

kle, Ed.D., director of nutrition at Weight
Watchers International. "Fish is high in poly-

unsaturated fats, which have been linked with

lowered serum cholesterol levels, high in lin-

oleic acid—an essential nutrient—and, in

cases where the bones are consumed with the

fish (sardines, for example), a significant

source of calcium."

By most standards, fish is low in calories but

species do vary. Salmon is one of the most fatty

fish (about 6.9 percent), sole one of the least,

with about .9 percent fat. The caloric range is

about 143 calories for three and one-half

ounces of sockeye salmon to 78 calories for the

same amount of sole. The same amount of

tuna fish, a common dieter's choice, is about

1 30 calories for water-packed.

Despite this range of fat and calories, fish is

still a calorie/nutrient bargain when com-
pared to red meat: a steak has about 39 percent

fat and 350 calories per three and one-half

ounces. And, according to Dr. Frankle, "diet-

ers on the Weight Watchers program seem to

be more successful with their weight-loss ef-

forts when they choose more servings of fish

per week than other protein sources." V
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Experience the rebirth

of your skin.

Introducing Buf-PufGentle
DISCOVER younger-looking skin. You proba-

bly think you know everything there is to know
about your face, and how to care for it. But

you're in for a revelation.

Even if you think of your skin as especially

delicate, your very own face can surprise you
by looking cleaner, healthier—and best of all-

younger. When you cleanse it with our new
Buf-Puf Gentle facial sponge.

REVEAL the natural

beauty hiding beneath

your skin's surface. Your

skin is made up of many
layers. So that tired-

looking top layer you
see in the mirror is not

the whole story. Actu-

ally, right underneath is

a fresh, softer layer of

younger, newer skin. All

you have to do is clean

away that dull top layer

for your new, lovely

face to peek out.

All that is only the be-

ginning of what new
Buf-Puf Gentle does.

EXPERIENCE the wis-

dom of Buf-Puf Gentle. It took a Buf-Puf derma

tologist to create our finely-textured, tear-

shaped facial sponge, Buf-Puf Gentle. When
he did, it revolutionized how good

your skin—even delicate skin—can

look. Why? The principle is simple.

Buf-Puf Gentle promotes the rebirth

of your skin.

You see, over time your skin gets

lazier and lazier. And it doesn't produce new
cells as fast or as frequently as it once did. But,

stimulation and light massage with Buf-Puf

Gentle can speed up your own natural renewal

process. Up to 30% faster. It's the help you

need to get your skin looking younger, fresher,

more radiant. Naturally.

IMPROVE the appearance of your skin with

Buf-Puf Gentle. After four days of use, your skin

can look healthier and

younger. Research

shows three out of four

women who tried it said

so. And that's true of

women with dry, more
mature skin, too.

CELEBRATE young-

er-looking skin with

Buf-Puf Gentle as part

of your daily skin care

regimen. Use this new
peach-toned Buf-Puf

Gentle with your regular

soap or cleanser, and to

say the least, you'll be

delighted with the

results. Its graceful, con-

toured shape deep

cleans away makeup and oil, even in hard-to-

get-at places around your nose and eyes.

Easily, safely. And you'll like the fact

that new Buf-Puf Gentle is reusable.

Because once you see how young and

fresh your skin can look, you'll want to

use it every day.

BUFF UP YOUNGER-LOOKING SKIN.
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Actual Size

Adorn your fine

clothing with buttons
that match their quality.

All buttons are made with good
quality stones and 1 4K gold.
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agate with ruby center $19.50, 3 for

50.70, Coral $9, 3 for 23.40, Malachite

with gold center $11.25, 3 for 29.25,

Lapis $5.25, 3 for 13.65. Add $2 for

postage and handling. In Tucson add 7%
sales tax. Send check or money order to

Classic Lines, P.O. Box 30038 Tucson,

AZ 85751-0038. Free catalogue on

request.
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your
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watch
...from Marcus & Company,
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specialists in time
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you've always wanted at

Low, Direct-to-You Prices!
SAVE UP TO 50%— Baubles, Inc. sells direct,

eliminating middleman profit!

Diamonds are set in 14K yellow gold mounting
and your jewelry is presented in a satin gift box.
Prices include insured delivery via registered mail.

You have this GUARANTEE! You must be com-
pletely satisfied, or return your purchase within 15
days for a full refund.

Own the fine diamond jewelry you've always
wanted... at direct-to-you prices with savings up to

50%! Call or write today for Christmas delivery.
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DIAMOND
PENDANT
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Mounted in a 4-prong
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THE STRETCH PRINCIPLE

(Continuedfrom page 480)

first week, you will sense a substantial increase

in your range of movement for each stretched

joint. Nearly maximum improvement will be

noticed within a month or two, although addi-

tional stretching will continue to add gradual

increases to your range of movement. While
the results of these stretching exercises will re-

main for weeks, gains eventually will be lost if

stretch exercises are not continued at least two
or three times per week.

"Maintenance of good joint mobility re-

lieves the aches and pains that grow more
common with increasing age," says Herbert

A. deVries, Ph.D., research associate and pro-

fessor of biomedical sciences at the University

of Southern California. Stretching is also of

considerable value if you have low-back pain

because it keeps posture muscles flexible and
strong. A study of patients with chronic back

complaints found nearly 80 percent exhibited

muscle weakness and/or poor flexibility.

Stretching is also of considerable impor-

tance for those who have certain other medical

problems and is critical for both heart-attack

patients and heart patients who have under-

gone coronary-artery bypass surgery.

Several research studies have demonstrated

that those with poor flexibility, limited range

of motion in one or more joints, or with tight

muscles are more prone to injury. Injuries as-

sociated with poor flexibility are muscle
strains, pulls, or tears. Improving your flexi-

bility greatly reduces the number and severity

of muscle injuries.

It is possible, however, to overstretch a mus-
cle. Physicians and athletic trainers are con-

cerned about what they refer to as joint

laxity—an unstable joint that has become
overstretched and susceptible to injuries, most
commonly dislocation and ligament tears.

While joint laxity can result from being too

flexible, there are other causes, such as previ-

ous injury and congenital abnormalities. Irre-

spective of the cause, it is important to see a

doctor to identify unstable joints and to initi-

ate corrective therapy. (Stretching exercises

are usually not appropriate when there is any

joint instability.)

Stretching can also have other undesirable

side effects and may actually lead to pain and
injury. While yoga is excellent for developing

flexibility, for example, there are certain pos-

tures, such as the Plough, that stress the body.

This is also true of certain stretching postures

used in the training of dancers and other ath-

letes. It is important to consult an expert be-

fore beginning any stretching program.

When to stretch. Stretching can be per-

formed separately, or it can be included as part

of a workout session. It is generally recom-

mended that every exercise session start with a

warm-up period (of 10 to 30 minutes) that in-

cludes both stretches and activities which pre-

pare the cardiorespiratory and muscle systems

for aerobic and/or calisthenic exercise.

Stretching exercises are used in the cool-

down period, immediately following the aero-

bic or strength-training period, to bring the

body gradually back to a resting state and to

reduce the potential for muscle soreness.

Stretching done during a regular workout ses-

sion will be adequate for most individuals; for

those who have special flexibility needs, addi-

tional time dedicated specifically to stretching

is necessary. V
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The 8 Steps
Of The
Corium

Professional

Facial

A. Steps 1, 2, and 3 include
a personal skin analysis;

a. thorough cleansing
through exfoliation; and
deep pore vacuuming.

B. Steps 4 and 5 include skin

toning and a muscle firm-

ing massage to stimulate

blood circulation, increas-

ing the supply of oxygen
and nutrients to the cells.

C. Step 6 is a special mask to

cool and soothe the skin. It

also tightens pores.

D. In step 7 the skin is now
properly prepared to ac-

cept the full benefits of

moisturization. A special

formulation replenishes
moisture, seals it in, and
protects skin from environ-

mental pollutants, includ-

ing the sun. Step 8 is a
prescribed regimen on how
to keep your skin in its best
condition between facial

treatments.

The Next Time You Come Into

One Of Our Beauty Salons . .

.

You can have visibly

fresher-looking skin and a
younger-looking face ... in just 20 minutes

With The New Corium Facial Given By Trained Cosmetologists For About $15

The fastest way to get noticeably younger, healthier looking

skin is the new Corium Professional Facial System. You can
actually see and feel the difference after just 20 minutes. And
that's alUt takes. You'll see cleaner, smoother looking skin

immediately . . . skin with fewer visible lines . . . skin that really

looks younger.

The Corium 8-step facial treatment uses patented equipment

with special formulas to care for your skin in a way not possible

with products you would use at home. The facials are given by

Corium trained cosmetologists who are specifically licensed to

care for your skin.

They will analyze your skin before giving you a personalized

facial treatment . . . personalized to your particular skin type

and skin needs. They'll advise you on how to care for your skin

after your facial treatment so you can have that fresher, younger
look even longer.

The next time you call your favorite beauty salon, make an
appointment for the 20 minute Corium Tridermal Facial Treat-

ment.

In only 20 minutes, at a cost of about $15, you'll see a fresher,

younger looking you.

Corium"... at most intercoiffure salons
And Other Fine Beauty Salons Everywhere.

TBIDEBMAL FACIAL TREATMENT

For The Salon Nearest You Featuring The Corium System, Call Toll-Free 800-243-5243
In Connecticut, Call Collect 1-853-6200
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: 4RMEN"
(Continuedfrom page 436)

of ever making opera interesting as theater on

i major opera house's terms. He turned else-

m lure, to theater and films. In 1967, he flew A
Midsummer Night's Dream from a trapeze;

more recently, he has staged Antony and Cleo-

patra and The Cherry Orchard in versions that

made modern audiences remark on how time-

ly Shakespeare and Chekhov could be. Most of

his work today is with his own small company
of actors, based in Paris; but for Carmen he

needed singers—musically capable, experi-

enced, above all open-minded.

The search was long, and so was the re-

hearsal period—a luxury unheard of at grand

opera houses today. As for the MGM scale

most directors seem to think Carmen de-

mands, Brook has telescoped the original:

along with Constant and Jean-Claude Car-

riere, a writer, he has edited Bizet's two-and-

one-half-hour-long opera to eighty minutes,

and reduced the cast to six. There is no chorus,

only Carmen and the handful of people whose
destinies are caught up with hers. Who but

Brook would have thought to zoom in on the

character at the center of the story and stage

the entire opera in close-up?

When it opened two years ago in Paris, La
Tragedie de Carmen (as Brook titled his ver-

sion) played at a small operetta house called

Bouffes du Nord, near the Gare du Nord. Its

paint peeling, its plaster decayed, with holes in

the walls, the theater looked as if its demoli-

tion were already underway. Bouffes du Nord,

as it turns out, is to monumental opera houses

what Brook's Carmen is to monumental op-

era—smaller, stripped down, with its soul laid

bare. The house is so small, the action was so

near that when kindling fires meant to signify

the gypsies' camp in the mountains were lit on-

stage, the audience all the way at the back
could smell the wood smoke.

"Everything that we've done in Carmen is

to try to make what goes on as natural as possi-

ble, because I think that an audience is more
satisfied with and believes more easily in some-
thing that is natural than in something that is

blatantly unnatural. One of the biggest obsta-

cles in the operatic form itself is this unnatural

separation of the singer from the audience by
an orchestra that's placed in a ditch in be-

tween." For Carmen, the orchestra—only fif-

teen piecss—was situated in the wings; so was
the conductor.

"The idea that singers can't sing without
watching the conductor is a myth, and what it

really comes down to is that singers don't

know their music. Of course, if you try to build

DAVID BOWIE

(Continuedfrom page 434)

innocence that embraces the power of both
sexes and uses it effortlessly before adult gen-

der distinctions clamp down.
If we can see Bowie's three film roles as cre-

ating a real film personality—like the person-

ality of a Bogart or a Fonda

—

Bon-

us in Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence tha

early androgynous wisdom is a greater reser-

voir of energy than we believe, and that

ure ofimmense magnetism and courage can b

created without surrendering it, one equaling
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an opera on inadequate rehearsals, then there

has to be somebody to cue the performance."

Another myth disproved: "One of our basic

exercises was to take every conceivable physi-

cal position while singing—for instance, sing-

ing one note, jumping up, falling, rolling on

the ground, and still sustaining the note. We
found there was not a position that made good

singing impossible. These singers were all very

excited in their work because they found con-

stantly that they could do things they had al-

ways been told they couldn't do."

In Carmen, Brook has systematically ques-

tioned every convention, from the moment the

audience enters the theater until the actors

take their bows, and discarded a lot of empty

habits. Listening for the overture, a roistering

Spanish fanfare, we are caught off guard and

plunged immediately into the opening scene

by a single line played on a solo cello. "I think

an overture works in the same way as long

credit titles on movies," Brook explains. "One
wants to get straight into the story. In doing

this very concentrated version, we felt that the

overture had a tremendous value in another

place"—that is, embedded in the opera, three-

quarters of the way through, as Carmen's new
lover, Escamillo, prepares in his dressing room
for the afternoon's bullfight. The crowd, al-

ready assembled, awaits his entrance into the

ring. Here, the overture becomes an orchestral

interlude, fraught with tension, and a reprise

instead of a preview of two important themes:

"The Toreador Song" that is Escamillo's mot-

to and the so-called Fate motif that announced

the death Carmen saw in the cards converge,

and we have in the music a premonition even

more specific than Carmen's: Escamillo is the

one who is going to die.

Abridging the original the way Brook has

meant eliminating some music and most of the

dialogue. Two of the six characters in this Car-

men only speak, never sing. Brook likens them
to Shakespeare's characters who speak in

prose rather than verse. Zuniga, the bureau-

cratic captain who strips Don Jose of his rank,

is a brittle man, incapable of musical thought.

When he comes in on the end of the fight be-

tween Carmen and Micaela, Don Jose's loyal

sweetheart from home, he sees Micaela's fore-

head slashed and bleeding. His staccato de-

mand—"Qu'est-ce qui se passe?"—is the first

spoken line we hear, and it cuts like Carmen's
knife.

In this account of Carmen's tragedy, as in

the Merimee novel on which the opera was
originally based, Escamillo dies in the bullring

(in the original opera, he survives, a hero).

Carmen, knowing that Don Jose must kill her,

follows him into the hills. Side by side, they

kneel and, as the musical phrase that intro-

duces the "Habanera" throbs like the opera's

heartbeat, Carmen smooths the dirt in front of

her
—

"C'est ici"—and crosses herself. Don
Jose takes out a dagger and stabs her in the

back. The music continues, long past the place

where the singer should come in. But of course

the singer never does, and finally the music

dies.

"Carmen is a gypsy," Brook says. "Without

this, you wouldn't have a story. Within that

gypsy world, there is a Carmen who insists on

the absolute freedom to do exactly what she

wants; but at the same time she knows that

somewhere, somehow, she can't get away with

it because she isn't free of her own emotions.

She realizes that, in the end, in being true to

herself, she can't help destroying herself. So, in

this sense, she has a tragic view of existence, a

view that is fed by a general tide of tragedy

running through the whole gypsy tradition."

Why does this exotic story, as Brook has

staged it, hit home? Brook directs opera the

way Horowitz plays the piano—with the abili-

ty to convince us that if his interpretation isn't

exactly what the author had in mind, well then

it should have been.

"One of the reasons we picked Carmen to

work on is that Bizet's great strength was in

writing this exquisitely true, human music.

This is not some sort of flashy super-operetta.

The moment the pure Bizet line is revealed,

you see that it is extraordinarily true. As you
do with all music that is true, you just hear the

human material.

"Even if the scenery is ridiculous, the pro-

duction static, good operas always come
through in a very crude, comic-strip way be-

cause there are those bold archetypes," Brook
says. "So an archetype, apart from music, is

already something that fills a big theater. But

that isn't enough—that's just taking the form

and accepting it at the lowest level because

there's no reason why those archetypes

shouldn't be much more fully and richly and

deeply realized, exactly as in a play of Shake-

speare.

"In opera, the vast world settles for some-

thing shockingly inferior to the latent possibil-

ities in the form and in the audience. Most
productions insult their audiences and brain-

wash them into thinking that that's how opera

always has to be. The interesting thing with

my Carmen has been the number of people

who look at it and suddenly realize that this is

what they had wanted from opera all along,

but in a way they'd given up."

What made Brook persist? What Bizet has

over Shakespeare is, of course, music; and that

alone, Brook thinks, is reason enough to both-

er with opera. "Because music doesn't speak of

ideas. We live so much in the midst of theories,

arguments, discussions, and analysis that any-

thing that bypasses that stream of verbiage

—

that comes to us directly—we receive with

joy." —HOLLY BRUBACH

the Fondas and the Bogarts of the past.

The end of gender isn't the abolition of the

masculine/feminine. Rather it is the abolition

ofthe gender tyranny that would divide us into

armed camps. And this film, more completely
than The Man Who Fell to Earth, tells us that

ifwe can preserve that earlier complexity, that

mingling of masculine and feminine we hear so
exquisitely in the boy soprano, we can have the
endless possibility of it all.

In sum, Bowie has expanded his range while
sacrificing nothing of his old charm. The eyes

cobalt, one grey), the flawless skin, the
ost preternatural shimmer continue to dis-

-nm.

Who Fell to Earth was not

followed by a string of Bowie films is a mys-
tery. But this is a new decade, and it is obvious

that the star once totally associated with the

sexual and psychedelic obsessions of the 'sev-

enties is as vital as ever as he pursues his

unique vision in the world of Mel Gibson,

Richard Gere, and other rough-edged screen

heroes whose allure is rooted in the past. Sim-

ple virility may never become outdated any-

more than robust wines or log fires. But in a

time when both men and women are becoming

more and more androgynous to meet the de-

mands of love, career, and family, it is Bowie

through the alchemy of his subtle strength and

yielding beauty who emerges as the new and

thoroughly contemporary star. V
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KENNEDYS
(Continuedfrom page 437)

wanted me to know. President Kennedy had
been in office two years, ten months, and two
days.

It is twenty years now, each anniversary of
the death of J.F.K. less brutal because so many
of the young know so little about him. There
have been five presidents since, and the coun-
try is such a wearier, different, place. Last
April in New York, in the vast studios facing

Pier 63, I watched the filming of scenes from
the NBC television miniseries Kennedy, to be
aired this month for seven hours. There was no
stranger place to be. Some of us, watching a

scene between the actors Martin Sheen and
John Shea, playing President Kennedy and
Robert Kennedy, tried to see their faces; but
the electricians, the sound men, the crews, the

assistant directors, the dressers, and the make-
up women with their sponges, brushes, and tis-

sues, blocked our view. Remembering the real

men, not wanting to be taken in by them, not

believing we could be, the older journalists be-

gan to hear the voices of two men long dead,

again, and again, as Mr. Sheen and Mr. Shea
repeated the scene.

At the beginning of making Kennedy, direc-

tor James Goddard sometimes surprised the

cast by his own insights on J.F.K. "Remem-
ber, the actors didn't know how loved he was
in Europe," he said. Written and researched

by the English dramatist and historian Reg
Gadney, Kennedy covers the presidential

years from the night before J.F.K. 's election

in November, 1960, to the afternoon of the as-

sassination, "an event which writes itself."

The first dramatization for television of the

Kennedy administration, it was produced
by England's Central Independent Tele-

vision in association with Alan Landsburg
Productions.

"There are seven integral hours that work as

seven one-hour plays," said Mr. Gadney. "The
Kennedy bibliography is vast, very helpful and
often, in amazing ways, very inaccurate. What
I hoped to show was the way in which a family

was capable of influencing the style and sub-

stance of political life in a manner in which no
other family in the world did and in a way I

wouldn't have thought possible."

Not just a sentimental tribute, Kennedy
opens and ends with the assassination and
death, but the bulk of it covers the rocky ter-

rain of those years: the clandestine intelligence

operation to land an invading force in Castro's

Cuba now known as the Bay of Pigs, an im-

mense failure,-*the civil-rights movement in the

South and the brutalities used against blacks

and the Freedom Riders; Dr. Martin Luther

King and his heroic, dangerous struggle; the

Cuban missile crisis which brought the U.S.

and the Soviet Union close to nuclear war; J.

Edgar Hoover's sinister campaigns to destroy

Dr. King and to bully J.F.K.; the President's

confrontation with big business when he de-

nounced the increase in prices sought by U.S.

Steel and, of course, Vietnam.

The cast, which includes Blair Brown as

Jacqueline Kennedy, E.G. Marshall as Joe

Kennedy, and Geraldine Fitzgerald as Rose

Kennedy, is uncommon. They read. They
were reading in New York, reading in Rich-

mond, Virginia, where I watched later scenes,

and they will probably still be reading when
Kennedy airs. All those with major roles, and
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even actors with lesser ones, studied the
important books on President Kennedy,
the memoirs, William Manchester's great
tapestry, The Death of a President, and
looked at photographs and film. It is Martin
Sheen, of course, who must work the miracle
in Kennedy.

"Look, there's no comparison between us.

For one thing I'm five foot eight and a half,

John Kennedy was six one," said Mr. Sheen.
"I didn't think it was possible to play John
Kennedy, I still don't, no one can play John
Kennedy, but I always knew that somebody
would. My wife Janet said, 'Look, someone is

going to do it and there is no one who will

bring more to it than you, you have a responsi-
bility to play it, you should play it.' The only
thing I can do in this role is to try to grab the
spirit. John Shea and I discussed this the in-

stant we met. I was terribly intimidated as was
he—we both loved these men so much, what
they stood for, what they did.

"What I've really discovered is a confirma-
tion of what I've always felt about Kennedy all

along. He was a hero. He took the responsibil-

ity on himself, totally and completely, to forge

ahead with programs that people were only
dreaming about. I think he really understood
what Shaw was saying in his phrase 'Some
men see things as they are and ask why, and I

1^1 o one canplay
John Kennedy

dream things that never were and say why
not?' " Sheen went on, talking with vigor and
intelligence: J.FK.'s Test Ban Treaty with the

Soviet Union forbidding all nuclear tests in the

atmosphere, outer space, and underwater; his

civil-rights legislation; the President's distrust

of the CIA after the Bay of Pigs; and his head-

on fight with U.S. Steel. Mr. Sheen sees the

late President as a man of exceptional courage

and compassion.
* On the White House set, President Kenne-
dy, the Attorney-General, Mrs. Kennedy with

Caroline, and others are watching a television

set showing the take-off ofFreedom 7, the cap-

sule of Commander Shephard. It is Blair

Brown as Jacqueline Kennedy who bears such

a startling resemblance to the woman she

plays. Casting was done by the director and

the producer.

"Most important is the shape of their heads

and then comes the mouth. You cannot re-

model the mouth," said Mr. Goddard. "But

the last thing I want is mimicry." The cast un-

derstands. As John Shea says, they are not im-

personating the Kennedys, they are not

imitating them. Shea wears a wig for his role as

Bobby Kennedy, somehow manages to make
his face look beakier, his body lighter, when
acting.

The assassination scene in Kennedy will

show the Texas Book Depository where Lee

Harvey Oswald stood and aimed at the Presi-

dential car. None of this footage was shot in

Dallas but in Richmond, Virginia. Everyone

dreaded it. The director recalled how the

crews "were very dour, they hated doing it."

To prepare for the scene, the cast and crew

studied films of the actual assassination, in-

cluding the famous Abraham Zapruder foot-

age of the motorcade. The actors needed to see

the film, hating it, so they could be familiar

with the exact movements of the President and
his wife in their last minutes together.

"Everyone on the crew was quite de\
ed," said Blair Brown. Four identical pink
suits, out of specially woven material, were
made for her for that scene and the actress

questioned whether quite so much blood
should be put on her. She was sure not and
then went back to Death ofa President and re-

alized that Mrs. Kennedy's stockings, suit,

gloves were soaked.

"And when we finished, one of the techni-

cians came up and said 'When you see what
happened to Mrs. Kennedy you forgive her
anything.' All the bad press, all the flack, all

the criticism she got for marrying Onassis. It

was hard enough just as actors to hold on to

your emotions, but think of the way she con-

ducted herself and organized things and
looked out for other people. And afterwards

she didn't run away and live in Paris, she

stayed."

Back at work in front of the cameras, Miss
Brown and Mr. Sheen became, once again,

Mrs. Kennedy and the President, now having
lunch in their White House dining room.
J.F.K. asks, "If we could back off French
things a bit more—why does everything have
to be French?" She is unruffled, her own hu-
mor as glancing as his. "Would you like some
Irish wine?" she asks. "I could get you a Naval
chef if you like and print the menus in Espe-
ranto." These were the small, tender scenes to

act, showing a mischievous First Lady who
was feeling more confident than when she first

came to the White House. But the actress

wanted it to be over.

"I said to Martin the other day, 'I'll be glad

when this is done because I don't want to look

at more pictures of how happy they were,'
"

said Miss Brown. "They just got closer."

Kennedy ends by giving us her face as Jac-

queline Kennedy stands in Trauma Room # 1

in Parkland Memorial Hospital with the Presi-

dent lying on a hospital cart ringed by doctors.

Kennedy may not do justice to Jacqueline

Onassis through no fault of those who made it.

The seven hours are too little to allow a huge
audience to see how she endured the first for-

mal tributes to her husband, in Washington,
DC, then the state funeral and the last motor-
cade. Kennedy cannot, of course, show her in

those dreadful weeks after the murder, when
at the age of thirty-four, a widow for only a

week, she wrote a letter to Nikita Khruschev
thanking him for sending a Russian represen-

tative to the funeral and reminding him ofhow
much her husband wanted peace.

In the week after the President's death, Wil-

liam Manchester, doing a survey of New En-
gland college students, found that "attention

to Mrs. Kennedy's acJons and deportment
bordered on the obsessive." A minimum of 95

percent of the adult population was watching

television or listening to radio accounts.

Once, more than fifteen years after that No-
vember, we had lunch together in New York at

the Plaza. She sat with her back to the room.
People on either side of our table tried to hear

what she was saying but there was nothing

special about the conversation. Afterwards, I

walked with her for a few blocks on Fifth Ave-

nue, hating it, because people slowed down as

they saw her, or stopped dead in their tracks.

She went inside a building, and It. d to

cross the street. But a young coup1< aO had
been following us came closer, the nan tim-

idly asking: "Was that her?" Y :s, that was
Mrs. Kennedy I said, forgettir she had an-

other name, and perhaps, not e ven caring. V
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GREAT DINNERS

(Continuedfrom page 450)

programmed? You don't calculate and think

ibout it and manipulate it. Why, darling, it's

the American way of life. It just happens, of

course."

Well, it does and it doesn't. And mostly, it

doesn't.

In Mercedes' case, however, I believe that

she really believes that. At any given dinner

party or any given fall night, no one laughs as

well, or as long, or has as good a time as Mer-

cedes. She is famous for it. Her own dinners,

never larger than thirty-six, are given at her

Park Avenue apartment and she does not

stand on protocol.

"Unless, of course," she added, "it's a din-

ner for the Queen of Thailand. For that one, I

just couldn't throw it all together. It had to be

the proper mix of people from political worlds,

finance, like that. But when I'm just giving a

party to give it, it doesn't matter where my
guests come from, so long as they have the

same basic psychological makeup."
But for many hostesses, none of whom will

admit it, the giving of a dinner party has as

much to do with power (social or otherwise),

sex (which is to say, a gathering of people can

always precipitate the happy accident of ro-

mance), or a sheer love of celebrity. A com-
plete infatuation with star power.

I will never, for example, forget the first din-

ner party of any consequence that I attended,

the first time I saw that miracle in action. To
begin with, I wore the wrong thing. I came
straight from the office, my grey suit a sym-
phony of sedentary creases, my tie askew, my
handkerchief long having sunk exhausted into

its breast pocket. The guest of honor was
Arianna Stassinopoulos, the author of the re-

cent Maria Callas biography (its film rights

were sold even before the book was published).

She walked in looking, I was pleased to note,

like a young woman who had spent four years

at Cambridge, that is to say, part femme fatale,

part bookworm. Nobody cared.

She swept in with such carriage, such assur-

ance, such a resemblance to Callas, and, of

course, with the kind of success under her

cummerbund that could more easily be sa-

vored by those waiting for her than by anyone
else in the city: Franco Rossellini, who knew
Callas, kp.ew the real story, and hated Franco
Zeffirelli (this will mean something to those

who say they also know the real story); Diana
Vreeland, the fashion doyenne who, well into

her eighties, can drink a tumbler of vodka
without blinking and who made the famous
comment that Callas was as common as, what
was it, a mud pack? A Countess Pecci-Blunt,

which to me sounded so curious. A blunt

peach, I thought. Reinaldo and Carolina Her-
rera, who then wore a gold braid. Jerry Zipkin,

a watch on one wrist, a bracelet in the shape of
a curved ten-penny nail on the other.

And there were others I can't remember.
And of course, our hostess, the Countess Cre-
spi, formerly Consuelo O'Connor of Sixty-

eighth Street, whose accent can be traced

directly to the school where she learned to talk

that way. Or maybe to Oipri. It doesn't

ter. It's a great accent, with no R's in it. the

way Zsa Zsa Gabor would talk if she were au-
ditioning for the part of Juliet's nurse. And
Consuelo's husband, the Count. Rudi, wide-

eyed and clever. All of the women wearing re-
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markab!<: jewels, all of the men in their best

Politburo suits.

After drinks in the sitting area, surrounded

by walls covered with opulently red shirred

fabric, there was dinner, at two tables not far

away. If there was a window, I do not remem-

ber it. At table, there were place cards, each

inscribed with our names, and there was talk.

That was most important. Nothing topped the

story Reinaldo Herrera told about the time

someone tried to poison someone else on Aris-

totle Onassis' yacht and everyone got sick ex-

cept, suspiciously, one person.

The point of his story and its innuendo was

lost on no one but Arianna and myself. It was

then I realized that although she seemed older

than I, she was, in fact, one year younger than

I, which meant she was barely thirty. Her age,

indeed, has not stopped her. It has, in fact,

provided her with an indefatigable wellspring

of energy for her new role as New York host-

ess, which she shortly became after that din-

ner. Her most notable feat? Her dinner for

Governor Jerry Brown of California.

That was the dinner that, more than any

other, sealed Arianna's reputation as a hostess

of great power. The guest list was staggering:

Brown, Cronkite, Dan Rather, Mort Zucker-

man, Van and Kathleen Sauter, Bill Paley,

John Kluge and Marvin Josephson.

At the end of dinner (catered, as are most
dinners given by New York's miracles), before

dessert, and in her best toasting form, she cere-

moniously wished Governor Brown good luck

on his journey into his life and out of her own
and unceremoniously did not allow any rebut-

tal toast from him. That really was something.

Wl art femme fatale9

part bookworm ...

When the guests had left, Arianna, in pleated

harem pants, sank into the cushions of her

sofa, crossed her legs under her, held her face

in exquisite profile against the lampshade,
and, with the ruins of hors d'oeuvres all

around her, pronounced herself happy.
But that night, at the Crespis, was my first

lesson. I learned many things. That, in New
York, no matter what anyone says, it is per-

missible to smoke between every course. That
it is perfectly acceptable for women to apply
lipstick between the second course and salad,

the first course and second, or at any time that

they feel their color is sagging. And that one
should never talk sincerely about what one sin-

cerely feels about his life. That is common. It is

preferable to talk about sincere things insin-

cerely because that is entertaining. And it is

best to tell fabulous stories because that is an
art and therefore, the most sincere thing of all.

Or, failing the art of storytelling, one should
at least be able to play gin the way they do at

the Regency Club, with a cool ferocity and
with the total absorption of stimulating con-
versation. We played after my first dinner; and
I, thinking gin was more like Go Fish than
anything else, was of no use to my partners and
no match for Zipkin or Count C. I was embar-
rassed. My scalp got very hot. No one noticed,

"-st night, though small in scale and of
ii "f dinner party known in town as

chummy red me for a night at Alice Ma-
son's. Alice is one of the major hostesses in

town. She is also one of the most successful
ied- H gents ir, rown. She sells such

things as six-room apartments at the Pierre

Hotel for three million dollars. She was Jimmy
Carter's best fund-raiser. And she lives in an

unimposing apartment in which she has the

courage to stage her dinners, as a rule, one

Tuesday of every month.

There are always six tables of eight, two of

six. The most honored guests sit with Alice in

the living room. Others sit in the adjoining li-

brary, which was a dining room. The rest, usu-

ally friends, sit in the den, which was a library,

a small room with simple curtains, not draper-

ies, which unsuccessfully keep out the winter

wind, especially over the air conditioner. That
was an eye-opener, and I realized that it really

did take courage for Alice to do it.

Alice gives her dinners simply because she

enjoys them. She plans them two months in

advance. She spends a week on the seating and
changes the arrangement at least two or three

times before settling on the "proper mix." To
everyone's mutual amazement (usually fol-

lowed by delight), leading politicians and art-

ists often pass each other the salt. "I would
rather give one than go to one any time, be-

cause I know what it will be like. My dinners

are not for business. Of course, many of my
guests have been clients; but we have become
friends, and I invite my friends."

The guest list of her friends, with slight vari-

ations, usually includes everyone anyone has

read about or seen on television. Norman
Mailer, Alexander Haig, Barbara Walters,

Henry Anatole Grunwald, the editor-in-chief

of Time, who, at one dinner, said he had actu-

ally answered his telephone himself and sur-

prised the caller and what did we think of that;

Mike Wallace, Steve Ross, the head of Warner
Communications; Alan Greenspan, Benjamin
Civiletti, the Attorney General under Jimmy
Carter; Carl Bernstein; Nan Kempner; Joanne
Cummings; Jimmy Galanos; Mort Zucker-

man, who owns half of the real estate some-
where in this country, and Clovis Maksoud,
the head of the Arab League.

Unlike many hostesses, Alice likes to invite

guests who are not psychologically homoge-
nous. At her dinner for the Carters, for exam-
ple, nothing was less homogenous than a brief

conversational encounter between Rosalynn

Carter and Susan Gutfreund. Mrs. Gutfreund
wore a dress with one sleeve and had just re-

turned from a two-week trip to South America
where she had unaccountably picked up a vi-

rus which, she assured Mrs. Carter, was no
longer contagious. Before she could finish,

Mrs. Carter stepped backwards one pace, si-

dled two steps to her left and ran into Arianna
who asked if perhaps she happened to know
this lovely man to her right?

"What did I say?" asked Mrs. Gutfreund.

"What did I say?"

But of all of Alice's dinners, including one
for Haig, shortly after he left office and where
his wife chain-smoked throughout, the one
that made the deepest impression, was one of

her famous Christmas celebrations Her
daughter Dominique greeted everyone as it

she were truly glad to see them in the little red

vestibule. The dessert was red. Alice wore a

dress beaded from neck to toe in the whitest

silver beads. As if that were not enough, she

wore a diamond necklace.

After dinner, there were wrapped blue bOJI

es from Tiffany, each containing matchbookl
Those matches seemed so strange at first. And
so disappointing. But they turned oul tO be

useful. I have not had to buy matches in three

years. Now every time I light the itove to boil

an egg, I think of Alice. V
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her work. "I must have been an awful bitch,"

she remembers now with obvious delight. By
showing him the grey slabs that were all she

seemed to be able to paint for three years in the

'40s, "I was saying, 'I paint. I paint every day.

This is what's happening to me.' I faced the

issue very aggressively. I was having a rough
time, and I didn't care who knew it."

And she is that way today, as she churns
each slight—new or remembered—through
her anger machine. Even today, there are mu-
seums and collectors who try to flatter or ma-
nipulate Lee Krasner, the artist, because they

want something from Mrs. Jackson Pollock,

the widow. And she herself is often confusing

on the subject. She will erupt in fury at anyone
who dares to confuse Krasner with Mrs. Pol-

lock. But the doormen in the Manhattan
building where she lives look blank when visi-

tors ask for Lee Krasner. "Oh, Mrs. Pollock,"

they say in relief when the more familiar name
is mentioned.

For someone as honest as Krasner, it's a

rather odd quirk of character that until the

Whitney Museum of American Art exhibition

of her large paintings in 1973, she kept her age

a secret—perhaps because she was four years

older than Pollock. In some ways, she had an

old-fashioned concept of what it meant to be a

woman, but not in all. The art schools she

went to in the beginning tended to be women's
schools, so she assumed being a woman could

be synonymous with being an artist, and the

avant-garde world she encountered afterwards

encouraged her in the belief—at first. And
then the Surrealists came to New York City

from Nazi Europe.

"They treated their women like French poo-

dles," said Krasner. "And it sort of rubbed off

on the Abstract Expressionists. The excep-

tions were Bradley Walker Tomlin, Franz
Kline, and Jackson Pollock. That might be the

end of my listing. The other big boys just

didn't treat me at all. I wasn't there for them as

an artist."

The part of being a woman Lee Krasner

liked was the daily domestic part of being a

wife. "I wanted that role," she said. "I

couldn't suddenly not be a woman, not be in

love." Being in love with Pollock meant nur-

turing a man with whom life was "a perpetual

state of crisis from day one." By the time they

met, he knew himself to be an alcoholic and
was trying desperately to do something about

it. His brother Sanford lived with him and

took care of hrm until Krasner took over.

In return, Pollock encouraged Krasner as

much as she did him, shared household re-

sponsibilities, and supported her so she could

paint—it was his paintings that were selling in

those days, not hers. Her growth in the years

during their marriage took place in private,

with very few witnesses except Pollock. His

own audience, increasingly, was all of art-con-

scious America and then the world.

"It's very possible I was appeased by the

idea that he was getting all the attention,"

Krasner has decided since then. "That was

enough. Then when he died came the realiza-

tion I had to do it myself, deal with myself."

Her paintings are the eloquent evidence of

how remarkably she did just that.

For some time now, Barbara Rose has been

attempting to define just what effect their
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unique coupling had on the art of Krasner and
Pollock. In her exhibition, Krasner/Pollock: A
Working Relationship, jointly organized in

1981 by Guild Hall Museum of East Hampton
and New York University's Grey Art Gallery,
Rose explored the mutual advantages of their

fertile cross-pollination. Krasner, the more ad-
amant and sophisticated of the two when they
met in 1942, and the more widely exhibited,

gave Pollock the benefit of her worldliness, her
thorough grounding in European Modernism,
and a taste for her heroes, Mondrian and Ma-
tisse. He offered her the example of his tumul-
tuous breakthrough into a kind of painting
that was as direct as drawing, that altered the
notion of pictorial space, and that made primal
impulse and the act of creation its essential

subject matter.

For Krasner, the relationship was both nur-
turing and devastating. Her encounter with
Pollock's work shocked and challenged her as

it did so many other painters for whom Pol-

lock, in Willem de Kooning's words, "broke
the ice." But the other painters didn't have to

live with those paintings, as she did, grappling

daily with their implications for her own work.
They didn't have to lavish love and energy on
the care and protection of the fragile giant who
painted them. Most of Krasner's best paint-

ings were missing from the Krasner/Pollock
show—and will be the revelation of the Hous-
ton exhibition—for the reason that her rau-

cous flowering came only after Pollock's

death.

At 10:15 on the night of August 11, 1956,

Jackson Pollock's green convertible skidded

into a tree in the Springs section of East

Hampton, NY, and turned over, killing him
and one of his two passengers. The full power
and versatility of Krasner's repertoire has

emerged in the twenty-seven years since then.

During the first eighteen months after Pol-

lock died, Krasner painted seventeen large

canvases, some of such dazzling color and vo-

luptuous fecundity that Bryan Robertson, in

the catalogue for the 1965 Krasner retrospec-

tive he organized at the Whitechapel Gallery

in London, called them "a stunning reaffirma-

tion of life." She remembers that, at the very

"moment when she was most potently aware of

her grief, she was painting butterflies and

bugs, and nature's renewal in a rhapsody of

pure greens and velvety reds called "Listen."

Soon, however, guilt elbowed aside

Krasner's attempts to come to terms with her

loss. She had gone to Europe on the eve of the

accident because Pollock was drinking again;

he had a fatal attraction for the Cedar bar and

his role of two-fisted drinking, big-time artist.

She was at a moment of struggle in her paint-

ing. The marriage was in crisis. She "wanted a

vacation, a break. I wanted to be by myself." It

took years of analysis before she could accept

her non-responsibility for Pollock's accident:

"It would have happened if I'd been here or in

Timbuktu. I'm not God."

In the meantime, the paintings became her

psychic battleground. By 1960, the generous,

swooping lines and aerated colors of the "Lis-

ten" period had become tight, feathery

strokes, thick globs of impasto, and a palette

limited to off-white and burnt umber. She

wasn't sleeping well and was working at night

under artificial light. Sticking to her limited

palette, she overpainted and overpainted. Her

staccato splotches, slashes, and scratched-out

paint seem to be in constant danger of getting

sucked into the deep space of the void, which

can be glimpsed intermittently. Usually

Krasner's space, like Pollock's, was situated

firmly on the surface of the canvas; but in these

cataclysmic paintings, she experimented with

an infinite receding space that Pollock, too,

had investigated in paintings like "The Deep,"
shortly before his death.

By 1962, Krasner's fury was spent. Color
began to reemerge in her paintings—although
never again with the vulgar abandon of the late

'50s—along with the generative, as opposed to

destructive, side of nature. Emerging, too, was
Krasner's steely will. In 1963, she fell and
broke her right arm, her painting arm. She
simply went on painting with her left hand,

squeezing globs of white and saturated crim-

son and green directly from tube to canvas in

the dappled all-over patterns of the 1963 "Au-
gust Petals." For nearly a decade, collage has

been her form of preference, particularly col-

lage that cannibalizes her own past work. Old
charcoals sheared into slivers and glued onto
the canvas take their place in the revisionist

geometry of paintings like the 1976 "Past Con-
ditional." Old lithographs cut into hard-edged
curves and vectors become part of such speedy
space-age paintings as the 1981 "Twelve Hour
Crossing, March 21."

This summer, Krasner hung two old paint-

ings that never seemed to jell on the white

walls of the East Hampton farmhouse she

once shared with Pollock. Rheumatoid arthri-

tis in the ankles makes it impossible for her to

stand for any length of time this year; but she

can, as she puts it, "poke at" painting and col-

lage onto it until she is able to please herself,

always her severest critic. Her way of working
has always been to treat past, present, and fu-

ture as a continuum, to continuously "reen-

ter" an unsatisfactory painting—no matter

how old—until it is finished. "My painting is

biographical," she has said, "if anyone can

take the trouble to read it."

There are, for instance, her compellingly

odd colors: a particularly harsh orange, a Vic-

torian maroon, fluorescent pinks, the gold of

motel carpeting, greens from acid to Sherwood
forest. Some of those colors—particularly the

orange and the alizarin crimson—as well as

Krasner's calligraphic line and hieroglyphic

images come from the prayer books and
manuscripts she studied at Hebrew school in

the East New York section of Brooklyn, where
Lenore Krassner (she dropped the second V
in adulthood) grew up. At home, they spoke

Hebrew, Yiddish, and the Russian of her par-

ent's homeland.

At thirteen, Lenore had to choose a voca-

tion in order to be placed in a suitable high

school, and she declared she wanted to be an

artist. She didn't even know what an artist

was. By the time she met Pollock in 1942,

Krasner had completed her training in aca-

demic art at Cooper Uk on and the National

Academy of Design, she had worked as an art-

ist for the Works Progress Administration's

Federal Art Project, had exulted in her discov-

ery of the French modernists at the then-new

Museum of Modern Art, and had exhibited

with the Artists Union and American Ab-
stract Artists. She was an habitue of the avant-

garde world of New York City intellectuals;

and, most significantly, she had studied the

ramifications of Cubism, the color theories of

Matisse, and the geometry of Mondrian at the

Greenwich Village school Hans Hofrnann
opened after he fled Hitler's Europe (Later,

Mondrian would flee, too, and Kra' , who
shared his passion for boogie-woo- , had the

satisfaction of hearing him prai* ihe "inner

rhythm" in her work.)

Krasner climbed (Continue J. on page 502)
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the five flights of stairs and knocked on Pol-

lock's studio door one January day in 1942 be-

cause she was curious. The artist and critic-

John Graham had invited her to show in his

exhibition, French and American Painters, at

the McMillen Gallery. She was familiar with

all the French masters and all the Americans

except this man Pollock. "My God, there it

is," she remembers thinking at first sight of his

work "It had an energy and living force that

made me take notice."

Krasner at that moment was striving in her

own work to break out of the Cubist grid. She

recognized immediately that Pollock was do-

ing so with paintings that permitted him the

freedom of drawing. She was still relying on an

object outside herself to paint—a still life, a

model. Pollock was finding a way to work, in

his words, "from the inside out, like nature."

Krasner got the message immediately; it

took her years to transform her own work. For
three years, once she had moved into Pollock's

Ninth Street studio, she struggled. She was
painting and overpainting until everything

was reduced to what she has labeled "grey

slabs," while Pollock's work was growing in

confidence and power and his reputation

along with it. He was showing at Peggy Gug-

genheim's gallery, Art of This Century, and,

in Barbara Rose's words, becoming one of

the "most talked about artists in America."

But Guggenheim's insistence that the so-

cially uncomfortable Pollock attend her par-

ties was not helping his persistent problem

with alcoholism; and at Krasner's urging, they

bought an old farmhouse in the Springs sec-

tion of East Hampton, married, and moved to

Long Island in 1945. While Pollock was ex-

ploding into his classic "drip" paintings there,

Krasner was making tightly controlled, thick-

ly painted "Little Images," which were point-

ing to the solution of rhythm and color that

would finally so brilliantly work for her.

Krasner had had a disastrous exhibition of

her paintings at the Betty Parsons Gallery in

1951; and she was making drawings, trying to

work her way into the next regenerative cycle.

As she finished each drawing, she would tack

it to the bedroom wall; and when she was

through, she hated it all. Systematically, she

tore each drawing in half, slammed the door,

and didn't return to the room for three days.

When she did come back, the possibilities of

pasting those drawn fragments to canvas im-

mediately occurred to her. By 1955, in works

like "Shooting Gold," the collage elements

were black paper and burlap that ordered the

painting in imperative verticals. There was a

new bravura authority in Krasner's work, and
Pollock was delighted. "Lee is doing some of

her best painting—it has a freshness and big-

ness that she didn't give before," he wrote

their friend, the painter Alfonso Ossorio.

Would Krasner have made the leap from

those dramatic collages to the freedom and
mastery of her mature style if Pollock hadn't

died? Barbara Rose suggests that, while he

lived, while he teetered dangerously close to

the edge of control in his own paintings,

Krasner could not afford to take her own feet

off the ground, even had she been psychologi-

cally prepared to do so. "Krasner was only

able to give up control or, to put it more blunt-

ly, to be pushed to lose control, by a real-life

accident that shattered her life and left her

with nothing but her art to live for," says Rose.

Krasner herself has said that, while Hof-

mann gave her enthusiasm, "Pollock gave me
the confidence to accept my own experience."

Just before she left for Europe before the ac-

cident in 1956, Krasner completed a painting

in which her thrusting verticals contained a

monstrous figure with a clawed foot and dis-

tended body parts that dominated the picture

and threatened to burst from it. In the upper
right-hand corner was an eye, scratched out of

the black paint. "It scared me," she recalls. "I

dragged Pollock into the studio, and asked,

'Isn't it too much?' He said, 'Don't worry,

keep painting, but take the eye out.'"

The eye was still there when she returned

from Pollock's funeral. She left it in and began
another painting. V

VITA SACKVILLE-WEST

(Continuedfrom page 435)

often write like this and I will now stop it; but I

had somehow to suggest the impressions of a

callow youth struck all of a heap.

I first saw her at Charleston, our Sussex

home. I do not remember much of the visit

save for my own private emotions. I saw her

again, and it was a more interesting encounter,

when a party travelled by night from London
to Yorkshire in order to see a solar eclipse. It

was then that I saw Vita in Virginia's company
and was considerably struck by her modesty.
At that time Vita was, in public estimation, a

much larger literary figure than her friend.

Vita knew better, and in her attitude to Virgin-

ia there was not only affection but a slight sug-

gestion of deference which was very becoming.

It showed a loveable humility of character and
also a rare discernment; it is not easy to know
better than the critics when the critics are be-

ing kind.

Thereafter I always saw her, as far as I can
remember, in Virginia's company and hence, I

suppose, on her "best behaviour." Although
Vita was an entirely amiable person and al-

though she had a native and most sympathetic

modesty, she was also a person who could and
did face the world majestically; she was one of

those fortunate beings who can move grandly

and with perfect assurance through life. That
was "my Vita," and those who read this fasci-

nating volume will realize that "my Vita" was
only a fraction of the whole Vita; there was a

Vita who made the most fearful muddle of her

life, a changeable, willful, perverse, and deeply

worried Vita. Also a scandalous Vita who had
inherited something from that Sackville ances-

tor who, according to Pepys, "ran up and
down all night almost naked in the streets."

She was a female Don Juan with an enormous
record of homosexual indiscretions and of im-

possible entanglements, for she was much bet-

ter at picking up her lovers than at setting

them down again. A time was to come when
Virginia would feel that Vita had a deplorable

weakness for rather second-rate characters,

and the reader of this biography may be tempt-

ed to agree with her. That very kind and good
man her husband would also have agreed, I

think. He was patient and tolerant; she could

be selfish and inconsiderate. But his benevo-

lence was rewarded. To be sure, she was far

less perfect than "my Vita," but in spite of ev-

erything, and in a very real sense, she was his

Vita. V

NERVE UNDER FIRE

(Continuedfrom page 441)

reported, "Physically, I was very lucky. Psy-
chologically, I was seriously injured."

Meiselas, who has a reputation for fearless-

ness and calm under fire, inspires awe and re-

spect in her colleagues. After she recuperated,

she admitted, "I didn't want to go down dirt

roads for a while. But especially for a photog-
rapher, it's all about going down dirt roads.

That's a metaphor—turning corners, not
knowing where you're going, being open to re-

ality revealing itself rather than having pre-

conceived views. If you don't feel you can do
that, it affects your work."
And for these women, work is paramo

"When you're a correspondent, you 're \

ing all the time," said Omang. "You d

have a persona! life. You have a job."

One reason is the unrelenting pace and ur-

gency of the stoi \ "I've had three days off in
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the last eighteen months," said Preston, a

stringer for The Boston Globe. "There's news
every day in El Salvador, and it's more agoniz-
ing to try to sit home and pretend it's not hap-
pening than to go out and cover it."

Gender itself can have an impact on one's

ability to cover the story, particularly in an
area where Latin machismo dictates much of
male behavior. Most women correspondents
say that can work both ways. "There are a lot

of obvious advantages and very obvious disad-

vantages," said Anne Nelson. "People are not
as threatened by you; they are quicker to trust

you, whether they are the families of victims or
high-ranking officers. They also tend not to

take you as seriously. They may give you more
of a runaround than they would a man, and
there's always the possibility of sexual harass-
ment. But it balances out."

Most of the women who have spent long pe-
riods of time in Central America are single,

there are some prominent exceptions.
' ydia Chavez was offered an assign-

dor by her editors at The New
i go even though her

husband would be staying in New York. "I

wanted to do it badly, and he understood," she

explained. "This is the best story, and not all

the good sense I have in the world could keep

me from doing it."

She and her husband have been able to see

each other about once every three months, but

their reunions are hardly Champagne and
roses. On his last visit to El Salvador, a two-

day trip, Chavez's husband accompanied her

to the morgue on a story. The next day, sin-

learned that a friend and source had probably

been killed, and her husband had to wait while

Chavez raced around trying to find out what

had happened.

So far, she has reservations but no regrets

"I'm glad I did it and I want to finish it, but it's

difficult," admitted Chavez, who is thirty-tw

"If I do a good job here, I'll get a good follow-

up assignment. Mut I can't |ust say, I want lo

go to the Middle East.' I have to consider what
my husband wants to do, and that's a problem.
The men down here who are married seem to

have more latitude A lot of wives still follow

their husbands around. Being Separated like
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this is very hard on a marriage, and if you're a

woman there's not the same understanding as

if you're a man and your wife is at home. My
husband's friends think he's nuts to let his wife

be out in El Salvador; even if she doesn't get

killed, she certainly isn't home at night."

Some women find that the lure of the job
wanes after a few years; constant stress and
danger can lead to a particularly acute form of

job burnout. Along with almost all the other

network personnel then stationed in Nicara-

gua, Ellen McKeefe was evacuated in 1979 af-

ter Bill Stuart, an ABC-TV correspondent,

was murdered by National Guardsmen. Be-

fore she left, McKeefe—who had gone out for

a drink with Stuart only the night before

—

took his body to the morgue. As she was es-

corting her dead colleague into the building,

the back of his skull—which had been shot at

close range, execution style—fell off.

McKeefe has since returned to Central
America for brief assignments. "I was curious

to go back, and the adrenaline was flowing

again, but in my heart of hearts I knew I didn't

want to do it full-time," said McKeefe, who is

now thirty-eight. "I don't know whether that's

a function of age or of what happened, but the

whole time I was there I found myself think-

ing, 'Hey, it's somebody else's turn—what the

hell am I doing here?'
"

Others find they have become hooked.
"This becomes a way of life, for better or for

worse," said Anne Nelson. "As a reporter, you
are there as history is being made, in a unique
position to understand how it is happening.

That becomes incredibly addictive."

Some even accord the experience the high-

est praise one can bestow upon any job. Asked
what she would like to be doing in five years,

Julia Preston didn't even hesitate. "I'd like to

be doing what I'm doing now," she said. V

THE ONE HUNDRED
(Continuedfrom page 448)

moved along with the country. We are great

cooks in our own style and in the many other

styles that we have made our own.
One can hardly point to the home of Mr.

and Mrs. Andrew Heiskell—he, the quintes-

sential chairman, is chairman of the Library's

board and was the past chairman of Time,
Inc.; she is of the family of The New York

Times—as the manifestation of a trend. Its ob-

jects are too perfect, too rare and chosen with a

too perfect and classic taste. Yet their taste, in

its traditionalism, does represent a trend. If

they could achieve it, this is the vision of to-

day's brides who are rushing back to the for-

mal bridal registry lists and choosing patterns

of flatware, china, and crystal that were aban-

doned only a short while ago by the children of

the 'sixties and 'seventies. One does wonder
where they are going to put all the stuff they

are so busy amassing in today's homes without

dining rooms and sideboards.

Whatever other trends these numerous and

various parties represent, they do embody two

overwhelmingly attractive American traits,

the friendly willingness to entertain—even

strangers—in one's own home and the desire

to do charitable good deeds, even at the cost of

much personal labor. I have come to realize

that people give the same balls and dinners in

Europe; but, without puritan morals, they see

no need to justify them by doing good for any-

body. I think I prefer our way. V
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JUST ABOUT EVERYONE who tours Jack

Daniel's Distillery wants their photo snapped

with Mr. Jack.

And our guides are pleased to make these

photos. You see, we're proud of Mr. Jack and

his whiskey and the medals he won. And
prouder still to maintain a tradition 115 years

old. That's why we hope

you'll pay us a visit some-

time soon. We'd be

flattered to show you

around the distillery. And
equally pleased to snap

your picture with the

man who started it all.

CHARCOAL
MELLOWED

6
DROP

BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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BRAIN WORK
(Continuedfrom page 469)

hoi mones that were formerly thought to origi-

nate m other parts of the body and to get into

the brain only through the bloodstream. Now
it seems as if some of these hormones are also

brain chemicals; but, when they originate in

brain tissue, they fulfill entirely different func-

tions from those they accomplish when they

come from other parts of the body. Pituitary

hormones originating in brain tissues have

been found that may, by themselves or by in-

teracting with other brain substances, affect

pain perception, addictive states, and may pre-

sent a clue to psychiatric disorders. "For in-

siance," she said, "administration of the

hormone ACTH (which is made in the brain)

and its analogs directly into the brain of rats

affects a variety of behaviors, such as active

and passive avoidance behavior, memory, and

sexual response." There is evidence that other

brain hormones regulate feeding patterns and

may present a clue to both why some persons

chronically overeat and why others become
anorectic.

Among recent discoveries is the evidence of

structural cellular differences in male and fe-

male brains (believed to be secondary to differ-

ent fetal hormonal exposure in the two sexes).

Much of this research is controversial. It has

been interpreted by a few as just one more
"anatomy is destiny" declaration. But scien-

tists like Dr. Krieger point out that indications

that brain organization may be somewhat dif-

ferent in males and females, probably from
conception on, do not imply any value judg-

ment. "We are not saying that such differences

make one sex smarter, or better, or more stable

than the other . . .just slightly different," said

a woman who has become one of the most
original and highly regarded researchers in a

field formerly almost totally dominated by
men: neuroendocrinology.

Other scientists are beginning to understand
the chemistry of such strong emotions as anxi-

ety and depression. At the National Institute

of Mental Health in Bethesda, Maryland, Ste-

ven M. Paul, M.D., is working with chemicals

that in seconds can produce severe anxiety

when given to monkeys. Researchers are dis-

covering the binding sites in the brain, called

receptors, on which chemicals act to induce in-

tense fear or severely anxious responses. We
have long had drugs that inhibit anxiety (Vali-

um is the most frequently prescribed), but we
have not really known how anxiety affected

the brain in the first place. Now researchers at

NIMH are able to manipulate brain chemicals
in animals to produce a temporary true mental
illness. If we can produce the symptoms of

mental illness by manipulation of brain chemi-
cals in animals, down the road may well be the

cure, or even the prevention, of certain types of

emotional and mental illnesses in people.

OUR BRAINS AND OUR BEHAVIOR
Eric R. Kandel, M.D., is a psychiatrist, and
also a neurobiologist. Like other neurobiolo-

gists, he believes that all human beha^ ior. re-

gardless of its cause, originates in tne

interaction of various brai.i cells.

"All of our thoughts and our actions re

from our brains' behaving in very spa
ways," he said. On the other hand, of course,

the brain itself is susceptible to environmental ,

influences. So it is perfectly conceivable, al- I
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though documentation may still be lacking,

that certain inadequate relationships in life

could lead to alterations in brain function

which express themselves in neurotic or psy-

chotic illness."

Like other neurobiologists, he believes that

most forms of mental illness, including schizo-

phrenia, severe depression, and manic-depres-

sive psychosis, are forms of brain illness and

that these major psychoses are probably ge-

netically determined to an important degree.

Today, Dr. Kandel's principal interest is in

the function of the normal brain, and specifi-

cally in the mechanism of memory and learn-

ing. He has found that brain function is altered

as animals are exposed to learning experi-

ences, and that there seem to be common fea-

tures in the cellular alterations that account

for elementary forms of learning. "Of course,"

he said, "one cannot be sure that the same

chemical reactions take place in the human
brain, but biological evolution is conservative,

and it is quite possible that a similar class of

chemical changes occur in human brains dur-

ing various learning processes."

As a result, Dr. Kandel speculates that psy-

chotherapy, when it does help, may actually

change the way the brain functions, the man-
ner in which nerve cells using various neuro-

transmitters communicate with one another.

"Of course, we are many light years away from

understanding what happens in the brain as a

result of psychiatric treatment; but, to me, it

makes sense to look at both psychotherapy

and drug therapy in a common conceptual

framework," he concludes.

PAIN: PERCEPTION AND CONTROL
One of the recent discoveries in brain chemis-

try that Dr. Lewis Thomas finds "most en-

thralling" is the endorphins, simple peptides

"secreted within the brain with the particular

function of attaching specifically to the surface

of cells responsible for the awareness of pain,

at the same sites to which morphine and her-

oin habitually become attached," he writes in

his book, The Youngest Science.

"... the most interesting question of all is

why do such substances exist?" he asks.

"What is the biological purpose of endorphin?
Is its anti-pain function what it is really de-

signed to accomplish, or is this a more or less

incidental side effect, a biological accident,

with some other still-unguessed-at role in the

regulation of messages in the brain?"

Dr. Thomas points out that not only human
and other higher species secrete endorphin in

their brains . . . even earthworms do. "Perhaps
this is simply a piece of extraordinary good
luck on the part of nature," he continues. "I

have to doubt this, as an earnest believer in the

details of evolution. Yet there it is, a biologi-

cally universal act of mercy."
Researchers believe that the peptides called

endorphins and enkephalins switch on to pro-
tect us from unbearable pain. They produce a
form of natural analgesia, similar to that pro-
vided by the opiates. How they are activated,

no one really knows as yet. But some research-
ers feel that they may turn on when such tech-

niques as hypnosis or even acupuncture are
used to alleviate pain without the use of drugs.

Incidentally, according to Kathleen Foley,
M.D., chief of the pain service of the Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center and associate
professor of neurology in pharmacology at

The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical
nter, heroin and morphine seem to attach to

fol sites in the brain in almost identi-
• s to morphine in

the body," she says. "This fact, plus some new
techniques we have discovered for the clinical

use of long-acting morphine, should make the

whole controversy about need to use heroin in-

stead of morphine for pain control obsolete."

There have been some other new discoveries

about pain. For instance, researchers had long

believed that when a person in pain is put un-

der stress, pain gets worse. Recently experi-

ments on rats have shown that certain kinds of

stress seem to alleviate pain, make it felt less

rather than more. "Actually, we probably

knew something like that anyhow," Dr. Foley

said. "If someone is threatened by a person

with a gun or by a fire in the living room, he or

she will often be able to run away from the

danger, in spite of a broken ankle. The pain

does not reappear until the danger is over. . . .

Now we can induce certain kinds of stresses in

the brains of animals that seem to alleviate or

eliminate pain. We don't know yet exactly

how this discovery will help us in controlling

pain in human beings . . . but it's an interesting

avenue for research.

"We are also learning that neurotransmit-

ters play an important role in pain perception

and pain inhibition . . . that there is not just

one opiate receptor to which a drug, the opiate

analgesic, binds. There are multiple receptors

throughout the brain that mediate different

pharmacologic effects of drugs. So now the

race is on to develop analgesics that will bind

to one receptor that produces analgesia but not

to another one that causes respiratory depres-

sion, which may, of course, be fatal." Other

researchers who feel that somewhere there

must be powerful analgesic drugs that do not

bind to receptors which cause addiction are

looking for these kinds of chemicals. Pain re-

searchers speculate that the day when we have

the ideal pain-killing drug, which will alleviate

suffering without depressing respiration, with-

out causing confusion or loss of consciousness,

and without becoming addictive, may be com-
ing, perhaps in the not very distant future.

ADDICTION: WHAT'S NEW?
Why do some individuals become addicted to

narcotics or stimulants that others can take or

leave? Why does one person become an alco-

holic while another who drinks similar

amounts never goes beyond the boundaries of

social drinking? Is there really a difference be-

tween a physiologically addicting and a so-

called psychologically habit-forming drug?

Some answers seem to be coming out of the

laboratory.

Deep within the human brain there is a tiny

bluish spot. Called the "locus coeruleus" (be-

cause of its color), it may turn out to be one site

where some of the highly uncomfortable sen-

sations associated with withdrawal from nar-

cotic drugs seem to be originating. Scientists

have found, for instance, that electrical stimu-

lation of that tiny blue spot produces behavior-

al and psychological effects that are

symptomatic of withdrawal from narcotics

They, incidentally, also produce the same
symptoms as natural fear and anxiety. Re-

searchers at the Yale University School of

Medicine have discovered that the drug cloiU

dine, used widely in the treatment of high

blood pressure, can eliminate many of the mis

erable withdrawal sensations. The drug seems

to act by blocking the activity of nerve cells

using a brain chemical called norepinephrine,

which in turn seems to be manufactured by

cells in the miniature blue spot

Researchers are also seeking answers to why
some individuals become addicts to anything
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from opiates and alcohol to cigarettes and
sweets or potato chips. Formerly, there was
much speculation about the "addictive per-

sonality." Now there is some speculation
about "the addictive brain. " According to

Herbert Kleber, M.D., professor of psychiatry
at the Yale University School of Medicine and
director of the substance abuse unit at the

Connecticut Mental Health Center, some indi-

viduals may simply be born with a deficit of
certain brain chemicals that are known to be
natural fighters against anxiety and pain, the

endorphins and the enkephalins. Perhaps, for

such people, taking in narcotic substances or

even alcohol may constitute a form of self

medication. If this theory turns out to be true,

it may be possible to induce more natural pro-

duction of these missing brain chemicals, and
thus prevent addiction from occurring.

It is also possible that use of certain drugs
and alcohol may permanently alter brain
chemistry, suppressing the production of the

natural analgesic and calming hormones,
which have been replaced from the outside by
their chemical cousins. If, indeed, there is a

permanent alteration, then clinical treatment

of addiction "would have to be reevaluated,"

Dr. Kleber said. "We might have to think of

drug addiction, for instance, in the way we
have thought of other chemical deficiency dis-

eases, such as diabetes, and continue to supply

the missing chemical on a lifelong basis. But,

to date, we certainly do not have the scientific

back-up for such a conclusion."

Incidentally, Dr. Kleber feels that the cur-

rent cocaine epidemic may have reached its

peak, and that we are about to see a turning

point: back to heroin. "As one expert once ex-

plained it, nature seeks homeostasis," he said.

"That's one of the reasons why mind-altering

drugs seem to run in fashionable cycles. First,

we get a period of downers, i.e., heroin, Quaa-
ludes, etc. Then, when everyone is no longer

calm, but depressed, we go on a cycle of uppers

. . . i.e., cocaine, and amphetamines. At this

point, some of the heavy cocaine users we are

seeing at the Center are beginning to also use

heroin to bring themselves down . . . and to me
this looks like the beginning of another turn in

the addiction cycle."

Dr. Kleber has long believed that the differ-

ence between so-called physiologically addic-

tive and psychologically habit-forming drugs

was largely semantic. ("Many people did not

believe that cocaine was addictive, until we got

all those cocaine addicts," he said.) Now the

new brain-chemistry research seems to be

bearing out that premise.

THE MIND MEDICATIONS:
"Psychiatry has really entered the era of sci-

ence," said Dennis S. Charney, M.D., chief of

clinical research at the Connecticut Mental
Health Center in New Haven and assistant

professor of psychiatry at the Yale University

School of Medicine. "Today we are looking at

mental disorders in the ways we have always

looked at other medical problems . . . and that

means we treat them with physiological as well

as psychological means. The results we have

been getting from the combined forms of treat-

ment are getting better all the time."

The most recent advances in the field of

drug therapy have come in the area of depres-

sion. As of this year, two new classes of antide-

pressants have come on the market, and they

may help patients who did not respond to the

two previously available types of antidepres-

sants: the tricyclates, and the MAO inhibitors.

One new class of drugs is known as the te-
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tracyclates and is chemically somewhat simi-
lar to the older varieties and has the same side
effects on some patients, including such un-
comfortable but not disabling symptoms as
very dry mouth and occasional visual blurring.
But an even newer class of drugs, based on a
very diferent brain reaction, seems to avoid
these problems. "Some depressed patients who
did not wish to continue iheir medication be-

cause of side effects are willing to continue to
take the newer drugs as long as they need
them," Dr. Charney said. The drugs' generic
name is bupropion (not yet FDA-approved);
not only do they seem to help deeply depressed
patients, but they also seem to keep those with
occasional manic states on a more even keel.

Results seem to be even more promising
when these new drugs are used in combination
with lithium, which has long been used to treat

what psychiatrists formerly referred to as

"manic-depressive psychosis" and is now
called "bi-polar depression." What's more, a

combination of buproprion and lithium seems
also to work well with individuals who have
been severely depressed and have not respond-
ed to any other form of drug treatment.

Another new drug has shown excellent re-

sults when used on patients who were both de-

pressed and severely anxious. Formerly,
physicians might give combinations of antide-

pressants and anti-anxiety drugs. The new
drug, with the generic name of alprazolam, re-

cently FDA approved, takes the place of these

two medications and apparently works better

and has fewer side effects.

1^1 eir clues: how
we feelpain

There are no really new drugs against the

most common forms of anxiety, but research-

ers have discovered that panic attacks (against

which tranquilizers were formerly prescribed)

seem to respond much better to the tricyclic

antidepressants and the MAO inhibitors. Even
"phobias seem to respond to these medications;

although, according to Dr. Charney, drug

treatment for this type of disabling condition

should really be combined with group therapy

and/or possibly such special psychological

techniques as assertiveness training.

Unfortunately, the least progress in drug

treatment has been made in the area of the ma-
jor psychoses, such as schizophrenia. Long-

term, high-dose use of such powerful medica-

tions as Thorazine produces, in a few patients,

a tragic and irreversible side effect known as

tardive dyskinesia. This is a severe disorder

that produces involuntary movements, similar

in some ways to Parkinson's disease.

"We hope that all the new information that

is coming from brain research may, eventual-

ly, help us to find medications that will con-

trol, or even prevent, psychotic episodes. At
that point, we will have won one of the major

battles in the war against mental illness," Dr.

Charney said.

MIRACLES OF BRAIN SURGERY
Nobody but Dr. Frankenstein has, as yet, tried

to transplant a human brain (although experi-

ments of this nature have been carried out on

animals). However, other types of brain sur-

gery that even five years ago still seemed to be

in the science- fiction category now are not just

possible, they have been highly successful

when done by skilled, experienced neurosur-
geons in major hospitals throughout the Unit-
ed States.

For instance, it is now possible to perform
an arterial bypass ofthe brain just as it has been
possible to do an arterial by-pass to the heart:

arteries to the scalp are transplanted to super-

ficial brain arteries that are clogged or in some
other way damaged, according to Russel H.
Patterson, Jr., M.D., professor of surgery
(neurosurgery) and head of neurosurgery at

The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center.

Brain tumors can now be removed with la-

sers, rather than with a surgical scalpel, thus

keeping bleeding in the brain to a minimum.
There is a new device that uses ultrasound,

which literally fragments brain tumors and al-

lows their aspiration through a tiny tube. This
new technique makes it possible to remove
tough, fibrous tumors with a minimum of

damage to surrounding brain cells. Also, by
literally sucking brain-tumor fragments out of

the skull, the surgeon can be sure not to dis-

rupt major blood vessels.

Catastrophic bleeding into the brain can be
prevented by closing potential bleeding points

with clips that look like tiny clothespins. Weak
spots in the brain arteries also can be rein-

forced by inserting a very small catheter into

the body (often through the groin), feeding it

into a major artery to the brain, and then blow-

ing up a device that looks like a tiny balloon at

the end of the catheter. It is also possible to in-

ject special glues to plug weak arteries through

similar, microscopically small tubes, thereby

preventing a hemorrhage in the future.

Because new techniques in surgery are pre-

venting disabling problems in brain function,

it is more important now than it ever was be-

fore to seek help from a competent neurologist

when there is reason to believe that a danger-

ous condition may have developed. "Once
brain function has been lost, there may be little

we can do . . . but we often can prevent severe

damage before it occurs," Dr. Patterson said.

NEWS ABOUT STROKES
Many victims of major stroke could be spared

the worst results of this brain disaster, which
occurs when that organ is deprived of blood,

usually by blood clots or by narrowed or rup-

tured blood vessels, if more doctors and the

public learned to recognize its early warning
signs, according to researchers at the National

Institute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Stroke, Bethesda, Maryland.

Physicians now know that major strokes

may evolve from small warning strokes or

transient (temporary) ischemic (insufficient

blood) attacks, known as TIAs. Recognition

of the symptoms of TIA may allow physicians

to use drugs, surgery, or both to prevent a ma-
jor stroke.

Symptoms of "little strokes" (which may
precede major ones), including TIAs are:

1. Brief loss of vision, 2. Numbness or weak-
ness in a limb or on one side of the face, 3. Un-
steady gait or loss of balance, 4. Temporary
speech impairment, 5. Sudden dizziness,

drowsiness or headaches.

Researchers at the National Institutes of

Health emphasize that any person who experi-

ences one or more of these symptoms needs a

complete physical examination, pov ibly fol-

lowed by a neurological evaluation, especially

if that person is overweight, consi: ^s a high-

fat diet, or suffers from high blood pressure,

diabetes, hardening of the arteries, or heart

disease. V
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FASHION INFORMATION

Page 107: Earrings available at Robinson's, Newport
Beach and Beverly Hills CA; I. Magnin. 206: Orion

sweater, $35. Antron/Lycra unitard, $38. Pavlova's

Pomte. NYC. 388: Bottom right: Ray-Ban sunglasses
by Bausch & Lomb. Belt, Jill Stuart Saks Fifth Avenue;
Alan Price, Pittsburgh PA; Jana's, Studio City CA. 392:
Hat, Tryons by Peter Bradley. Barney's; I. Magnin. . .

.

Belt, Ruza Creations. Altman's; Jonni L Walker's Pa-

nache, Atlanta. Bag, Susanne Moss for POC, NYC
Gloves, LaCrasia. Bloomingdale's; I, Magnin 398:
Bracelets, M&J Savitt. To order at Terry at Jimmy's,
Brooklyn NY Gloves. Naomi Misle. Bag, La Baga-
gerie, NYC Panty stockings, Pierre Mantoux for

I L.C AT. December at Bergdorf Goodman. Shoes,
Maud Frizon, NYC and Bal Harbour. 400: Dress at I.

Magnin, Dept. 201, Frederick & Nelson, Dept. 028
Also at Sara Fredericks at Bonwit Teller, Boston; John
Baldwin, Dept. 85. Earrings, Sandy Cies. Savage,
NYC. Butterfly necklace, Eduardo Costa. Saks Fifth

Avenue NYC. Bag, Whiting and Davis. Macy's, Herald

Square. Panty stockings, Leg looks by Burlington.

Bloomingdale's, Robinson's, California. Shoes, Wal-
ter Steiger, Madison Avenue, NYC and Brighjpn Way,
Beverly Hills. 401: Outfit available at Saks Fifth Ave-
nue, Dept 315; Filene's, Dept. 351; Montaldo's, Dept.

97; Jacobson's, Dept. 21; I. Magnin, Dept. 201. Also at

The Denver, Denver CO. Dress only at Dayton's, Dept.

361; jacket only at Nordstrom, Portland, OR, Dept. 66.

Earrings, Mokus & Co. Bracelet, M&J Savitt. Belt, Cal-

vin Klein. Panty stockings, Gerbe. Ultima, NYC.
Shoes, Manolo Blahnik, NYC; Ultimo, Chicago; Nei-

man-Marcus, Beverly Hills. 402: Outfit at Altman's,

Dept. 147; Hudson's, Dept. 394; Neiman-Marcus,
Dept. 36; Bullock's, Dept. 332. Also at Nan Duskin;

Gidding-Jenny; Famous-Barr, Dept. 136. Hat, Patricia

Underwood. Bracelets, M&J Savitt. To order at Terry

at Jimmy's, Brooklyn NY; M&J Savitt at Stanley Kor-

shak, Chicago; I. Magnin. Panty stockings, Leg Looks
by Burlington. Bloomingdale's. 403: Dress at Lord &
Taylor, Dept. 52; Montaldo's, Dept. 09; Rich's, Dept.

329; Swansons on the Plaza, Dept. 06; Frost Bros.,

Dept 530. Also available at Cyreld, Brookline MA;
Claire Dratch, Bethesda MD; Sandy Austin, Lafayette

LA; Stanley Korshak, Chicago. Earrings and cuff, M&J
Savitt. To order at Bloomingdale's Cul-de-Sac. M&J
Savitt at Stanley Korshak, Chicago; I. Magnin. Bag, La
Bagagerie, NYC. Panty stockings, Pierre Mantoux for

I. L.C. A. T. December at Bergdorf Goodman. Yves
Saint Laurent Shoes. Delman at Bergdorf Goodman
Saint Laurent Rive Gauche, Beverly Hills. 404: Dress
available at Bonwit Teller, Dept. 68; Hudson's, Dept.

353; Marshall Field's, Dept. 814. Earrings, Isabel Can-
ovas. Gloves, Prada. Bergdorf Goodman. Belt, Calvin
Klein. Anne Klein Shoes for Schwartz & Benjamin.
Saks Fifth Avenue. 405: Dress at Bloomingdale's,
Dept. 341; Marshall Field's, Dept. 28; Neiman-Mar-
cus, Dept. 411; Bullock's, Dept. 336; I. Magnin, Dept
36. Also at Kaufmann's, Dept. 819; Montaldo's, Dept.
01; Hudson's, Dept. 359 Sunglasses, Metalflex for

Fiorucci. Marter & Parsons, NYC; Aye for Eyes., Den-
ver CO. Earrings. Terrafirma. Bergdorf Goodman;
Jere Scott at Stanley Korshak, Chicago. Bracelet, Pa-
tricia von Musulin. Bloomingdale's Cul-de-Sac; Ulti-

mo, Chicago. Bag, Carlos Falchi. Panty stockings,
Hue. Henri Bendel; I Magnin. Shoes, Charles Jour-
dan, Trump Tower, NYC. 406: Rayon/nylon dress.
Silk shawl. Neiman-Marcus. Dept. 50. Earrings, Diva
Fantasy Designs. Bracelet, Leo Wills. Henri Bendel;
Honore, Hartford CT; Ultimo, Chicago. Panty stock-
ings, Geoffrey Beene for Bonnie Doon. Shoes, Gino
Aldrovandi (division of Galo Shoes). Gino Aldrovandi,
NYC. 407: Silk lame dress, $820. Dianne B., NYC.
Scarf, Anthony Ferrara for Whiting and Davis. Rita's

Blue Tent, NYC. Panty stockings, Hue. 408: Wool
pants fabric at G. Fishman's Sons, Chicago; Home
Silk Shop, Los Angeles. Jersey tunic fabric at Maxine
Fabrics, NYC. Sequinned polyester chiffon available

at B&J Fabrics, NYC. Bag, Isabel Canovas. Anne Klein

Shoes for Schwartz & Benjamin. Bloomingdale's.
409: Silk dress fabric and sequinned polyester chiffon

at B&J Fabrics, NYC. Buttons available through
Tender Buttons, NYC. Earrings, Daphne Jewelry. Pan-
ty stockings, Leg Looks by Burlington. Blooming-
dale's; Donaldson's, Minneapolis MN; Robinson's,
California. Shoes, Walter Steiger, Madison Avenue,
NYC and Brighton Way, Beverly Hills. 412: Hat, $330.
Scarf, $1100. Saint Laurent Rive Gauche Boutique
Femme, NYC. Earrings at Bergdorf Goodman; Hfttie.

413: Earrings at Martha; Nan Duskin. 414: Fabric by
Lane Bergosesia Dress at Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 50;

I. Magnin, Dept 30. Earrings, Catnleen Bunt. Fa'

NYC. Yves Saint Laurent Shoes. 415: Outfit available

at Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 50; I. Magnin, Dept. 30. Ear-

rings, Victor Carranza Bergdorf Goodman. Bracele.s,

Robin Kahn. Henri Bendel. Belt, Tess Designs for Ga-
lanos. Shoes, La Marca. 416: Galanos at I. Magnin,
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Dept. 3.. Earrings and bracelet left arm, Marieluisa

Stern for Stigi. Earrings at Henri Bendel. Bracelet, Ter-

ry at Jimmy's, Brooklyn NY. Bracelet right arm: Ken-

neth Jay Lane. Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC. Din' Hosiery.

Saks Fifth Avenue. Shoes, Gino Aldrovandi (Division

of Galo shoes). Gino Aldrovandi, NYC. 417: Galanos

viscose/silk/metallic blend skirt. Turnout available at

Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 520; Neiman-Marcus, Dept.

50. Earrings, Eric Beamon for Crystal to Wear. Berg-

dorf Goodman. Bracelet, Leo Wills. Saks Fifth Avenue,

NYC; Panache, Millburn NJ; Ultimo, Chicago. Bag, Ju-

dith Leiber. Saks Fifth Avenue; Neiman-Marcus. Dim

Hosiery. Saks Fifth Avenue. Shoes, Stuart Weitzman
for Mr. Seymour/Martinique. Henri Bendel. 418: Play-

suit at Bloomingdale s, Dept. 387; Marshall Field's,

Dept. 825; Bullock's, Dept. 380; Nordstrom, Dept. 74

Also at Cameo Stores, Philadelphia; Cache, South

Florida. 419: Hat, David. Mid December at Bonwit Tell-

er. 420: Dress at Lord & Taylor, Dept. 104; Rich's,

Dept. 34 1 ; Sanger-Harris, Dept. 359. Also available at

Marissa, Naples FL; Jamie, Nashville TN; Ruth Kish-

line's Country Clothes, Evansville IN; Frederick & Nel-

son, Dept. 351. Earrings, Stephen Dweck. Henri

Bendel; Jere Scott at Stanley Korshak, Chicago.

Shoes, Manolo Blahnik. 421: Dress at Blooming-

dale's, Dept. 306; Rich's, Dept. 338. Earrings and cuff,

Patricia von Musulin. Blomingdale's Cul-de-Sac; Ulti-

mo, Chicago. Shoes, Julianelli for Andrew Geller. Zo-

har Enterprises, Hewlett NY; Bergeron's Fine

Footwear, New Orleans LA; The Shoe Box Too, Dal-

las. 422: Turnout available at I. Magnin, Dept. 201.

Earrings, Stephen Dweck. Bergdorf Goodman; In

Tempo at L. H. Roger, Salem MA; Jere Scott at Stan-

ley Korshak, Pittsburgh and Chicago. Bracelet, Patri-

cia von Musulin. Bloomingdale's; Cul-de-Sac; Jere

Scott at Stanley Korshak, Chicago. 423: Outfit at

Bloomingdales, Dept. 310; Filene's, Dept. 351; Mar-
shall Field's, Dept. 175; The Broadway, Dept. 103; I.

Magnin, Dept. 54. Turnout also available at John Bal-

dwin; Hudson's, Dept. 344; Sakowitz, Dept. 71. Belt,

James I. Murphy. Charivari, NYC; The Twenty-Four
Collection, Miami; Handmoor, Chicago. Sandals, Per-

ry Ellis. 424: Outfit at Dayton's, Dept. 361. Also at

Frederick & Nelson. Hat, Ralph Lauren for Hat Attack.

425: Outfit at Bloomingdale's, Dept. 317; Hudson's,
Dept. 394; Harzfelds, Dept. 72; Neiman-Marcus, Dept.

36. Also at Nan Duskin; Gidding-Jenny; Lois Gean's,
Magnolia AR; Macy's, San Francisco, Dept. 165.

Glasses by Serengeti Eyewear. Altman's. Earrings,

Elizabeth Brzezinski for BRZ Designs. Diann Harris,

NYC. Bracelet, Patricia von Musulin. Bloomingdale's,

Cul-de-sac; Ultimo, Chicago. 426: Jumpsuit available

at Lord & Taylor, Dept. 163. Bracelet, Carol Motty at

Artwear, NYC. Ralph Lauren Footwear. 427: Ralph
Lauren at Henri Bendel, Dept. 60. Earrings, Stephen
Dweck. Martha; Ultimo, Chicago; Amen Wardy, New-
port Beach CA. 428: Outfit available at Macy's, Dept.

172; Woodward & Lothrop, Dept. 675; Macy's, San
Francisco, Dept. 172; Bracelets, Robert Lee Morris at

Artwear, NYC. Sunglasses, l-Ski by Tropic-Cal. 429:
Outfit at Bloomingdale's, Dept. 309; Marshall Field's,

Dept. 175; Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 36; I. Magnin, Dept.

201. Also at John Wanamaker, Dept. 4715; The Ave-
nue, Omaha NE. Bracelets, Bonwillum. Henri Bendel;
Designer's Loft, New Orleans, LA. Shoes, Manolo
Blahnik, NYC; Ultimo, Chicago; Neiman-Marcus, Bev-
erly Hills. 430: Hat at Henri Bendel; Ultimo, Chicago;
Loretta Blum, Dallas; I. Magnin. 431: Dress available

at Neiman Marcus, Dept. 50; Sakowitz, Dept. 56. Also
at Amen Wardy, Newport Beach CA. Earrings, Susan
Cohan for Kruger Gallery, NYC; 18 Karats, Birming-
ham AL; Rue de Reves, Dallas 452-453: Inset:

Gloves, Sachiko for LaCrasia. Bloomingdale's; Lou

Lattimore. Large photo: Coat, Yves Saint Laurent for

Alixandre. Gloves, La Bagagerie, NYC. 454: Pyjamas,

Geoffrey Beene. 455: Basile jacket. Sunglasses, Ste-

phen Rothhoiz. Detail, NYC. Gucci briefcase available

at all Gucci shops. Manicure, Irene Layliev of Dimen-

sions in Skin Care. NYC. 456: Gloves, Naomi Misle.

Available at Elizabeth Arden Salons. 457: Coat, Perry

Ellis for Alixandre. Gloves, Sachiko for LaCrasia. Bal-

liet's 459: Sweater, Perry Ellis Men. Glasses by Tura

at Morgenthal Opticians, NYC. Gloves, Aldo and Ivo

Portolano. 460: Earrings, Steve Vaubel. Artwear,

NYC. Gloves, Prada. Bergdorf Goodman. 461: Ear-

rings, Jerry Kott. Available at Bergdorf Goodman 462:

Earrings, Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun. Scarf, Calvin

Klein Scarves. Bergdorf Goodman. Gloves, Aldo and
Ivo Portolano. Bonwit Teller. 463: Issey Miyake leather

pants, $540. Available at Bergdorf Goodman. Ear-

rings, Robert Lee Morris. Artwear, NYC. 464: Ear-

rings, Robert Lee Morris at Artwear, NYC. Gloves,

Aldo and Ivo Portolano. Bonwit Teller 465: Tweed
pullover and pants, Joan Vass. Top, $285. Pants,

$265. Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC. Dept. 45. Neiman-
Marcus, Dept. 35. Earrings, Susan Cohan at Kruger
Gallery, NYC Bracelet, Robert Lee Morris at Artwear,

NYC. 466: Fabric available at B & J Fabrics, NYC.
Zoran sweater, $320 Bergdorf Goodman. Issey

Miyake Plantation wool pants, $230. Bloomingdale's,

Dept 329; Linda Dresner, Troy Ml. Necklaces, Pellini

Bijoux. Bergdorf Goodman. 467: Perry Ellis sweater.

Issey Miyake leather pants, $560. Barney's; Neiman-
Marcus. Dept. 39. Gloves, Carlos Falchi. Bergdorf

Goodman. Bag at Capriccio. Scottsdale AZ. and La

Jolla CA. To order at Bergdorf Goodman. Bracelet,

Charlop Design. 470: Silk chiffon sweater with se-

quins, $2900 Lord & Taylor; Lillie Rubin-South &
West. Sweater tied around neck at same stores. 473:

Scarf, Geoffrey Beene for Jewel Case. Bergdorf
Goodman Earrings available at Victoria Falls, NYC;
Hattie, Scottsdale AZ; I. Magnin. 474-475: Valentino

Boutique distributed by Cidat USA. Nylon top with se-

quins. $3510 Saks Fifth Avenue; NYC. Sakowitz, I.

Magnin. Earrings, available at Bloomingdale's, Cul-

de-Sac; Camille, Coconut Grove FL; Ultimo, Chicago.
476-477: Maillot at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 174;

Marshall Field's, Dept. 825; Neiman-Marcus, Dept.

28; The Broadway, Dept. 148; Liberty House, Dept.

384. Also at John Baldwin, Dept. 22. Gidding-Jenny;

Lulu's Lingerie. Birmingham Ml Bathing cap, Speedo
America Sporting Woman, NYC; Herman's World of

Sporting Goods Gloves, Sachiko for LaCrasia. Wood
rings available at Gem Sporting Goods, NYC 479: De-
nier/Antron/Lycra suit. Available at Bloomingdale's,

Dept. 387. 1. Magnin, Dept. 219; Also at Cameo stores,

Philadelphia Bracelet, Charlop Design. Henri Bendel
Shoes, Garohni Lord & Taylor; The Shoe Connection,

Woodland Hills, CA 481: Maillot available at Saks
Fifth Avenue, Dept 319; Marshall Field's, Dept. 825;
Robinson's, Dept. 23; I Magnin, Dept. 219; Nord-
strom, Dept. 74; Liberty House, Dept. 384. Shoes, La
Marca. Giovanna Shoes, NYC; Roz and Sherm, Bir-

mingham Ml; Del Monaco, Las Vegas. Bag, Omega.
Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC. 482: Polyester |ersey straps.

Suit at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 342; Marshall Field's.

Dept. 825 Suit also at Cameo stores, Philadelphia.

Oleg Cassini for Hanes Hosiery. Shoes, Joan & David
Couture. Ann Taylor, Marshall Field's. 483: Swimsuit
at Bloomingdale's, Dept. 381; Jordan Marsh, Dept
1430; Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 28; Nordstrom, Dept
74. Suit also available at John Wanamaker Dept.

4333; Robinson's Southern California, Dept. 23.

Bracelets, Miss Ellen Ruth Levy. Panty stockings,

McNoger. Shoes, Andrea Pfister.

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE

VOGUE PATTERNS Back views, yardages, details ofpp. 408-409 and pp. 466-467

Tunic: Butterick Pattern #6245, View A. Sizes 6- 16. Size 10: 1 1/2 yards of 56/58" fabric $3.50; $4 20 Canada
Fabric available through Maxine Fabrics, 417 Fifth Ave . New York, NY Sleeves: 1/2 yard of 45* fabric.

Fabric available through B&J Fabrics, 263 West 40th St., New York,

NY. Pants: Very Easy Vogue Pattern #8086, View C. Sizes 6-22.

Size 10: 1 1/2 yards 55/56" fabric. $3.50; $4.20 Canada. Fabric

available through G. Fishmann, 1101 South Desplanes St., Chicago,
III. Dress: Vogue Pattern #8800. Sizes 6-16. Size 10: 1 5/8yardsof
44/45" fabric. Inset: 1/4 yard of 45" fabric. $6.00; $7.30 Canada.
Both fabrics available through B&J Fabrics, 263 West 40th St , New
York, NY. Blouse: Very Easy Vogue Pattern #1081, View A. Sizes
6-22. Size 10: 1 7/8 yards, 45" fabric. $5.00; $6. 10 Canada. Fabric

available through Covax Fabrics, 402 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Coat: Vogue Pattern #8439 Sizes 8- 18. Size 10:3 1/2 yards of 60"

fabric. $4.50; $5.50 Canada. Fabric available through B&J Fabrics
NYC.

8086 8439

SEWING TIPS: Sewing with sequins. Staystitch seam allowance edges immediately after cutting to

prevent loss of sequins. Never use steam for pressing. Sew with a zipper attachment since sequins would break
under pressure. Blouse Very Easy Vogue Pattern # 108 1 . Use a pattern one size larger for added fullness I

two patch pockets on front instead of one. Coat. Vogue Pattern #8439 Use a pattern two sizes larci'

large enough to fit over a fur coat. Instead of facing, edges all are turned under 1/4 inch and topstitched
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and dont like

so much in awoman!
My dislikes.

1

.

A woman who talks

about dieting all the time.

2. Who does crossword

puzzles in ink.

3. A woman who jogs

and tells.

4. A woman whose
perfume is too loud for

her looks.

5. A woman who can't pass

a mirror without looking

into it.

6. A woman who won't

gossip.

7. Who worries about

getting her hair wet in

the rain.

8. Who won't admit she

reads cheap novels.

9. Who wouldn't spend her

last few bucks on perfume.

My likes.

1

.

A woman who seems
to be listening, even if

she isn't.

2. A woman who loves a

good laugh.

3. Who can get gorgeously

dressed in 15 minutes flat.

4. Who can cuss in five

languages.

5. Who prefers almost any-

thing to white wine.

6. Who's a great dancer.

7. WTio's a big eater.

8. A woman who doesn't

cry at weddings.

9. Loves clothes, but

doesn't talk about them.

10. Who would spend her

last few bucks on perfume.

Hopefully mine.

Bill Blass Perfume.

It really is wonderful.
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welcome to our wonderful world
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ior the people you love most in the world.

^£ We've collected perfectly charming ideas

ior you to give to ravored men,

omen, children, and ror your ravorite homes.Wi

The enchanting Lord & Taylor American Christinas

) promises treasures you won't rind anywhe . else—
Lord & Taylor's unique suggestio n s , carefully en and

teautifully presented. Our Red R choppers

are ready with mor inspiration—
and our Gift Certificates are alv ys a joy.

lo n hiayior can be

Card as well as

VOGUE Deconber 1983

'Enchanting gifts from Lord
charged to the American Exp

to your Lord & Taylor accoi Come see us soon

or telephone your nearet- ^ord & Taylor store.
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272-286 Vo< ue's - lew: People, Pla: ... Ideas.

289 F .it View: Right-Now .ghts, Warm-Weather Signals

294-301 Yve- Saint Laurent—Th enius of Style
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ves Saint Laurent o jtyle, Passion, Beauty—
a conversation w tl Joan Juliet Buck

316-313 The More the Merriei —with Veronica Hamel

320-341 New Choices, New Oelights

334 Vogue Patterns: New Relaxed Dressing

356-361 Spring '84: Ideas, New Directions

374-377 Fur—with a Shade of Difference

378-381 The Softest Dresses Anywhere It's Warm
382 L-^tWord

BEAUTY AIM
78 Beauty Now/Cover Look: Attractions

82 Hair Now: Versatility

98 Mind Health. By Carol Tavris, Ph.D.

112 Beauty Now: Ideas

154
164
168

194
213
216
219
226
230
236
270

290-293
342-349

350-353
354

Managing Your Money. By Lisa Gubernick

Face Reading. By Maggie Paley

Vogue Fiction Special: "Ladies' Hairdresser." A Surprising,

Delightful New Story from the U.S.S.R. By I. Grekova

Letter from Italy. By Susanna Zevi

Women and Cars: Winter Threats. By Lillian Borgeson

Brief Encounters . . . Some Significant Books of the Month
Gift-giving: Why It's Good for the Economy. By Susan Lee

Law & Women. By Janet Kole

On Turning Fifty. By Alice Adams
Love Trouble: Against Interpretation. By Deborah Tannen
When It Pays To Get Scared. By Susan Jacoby
The Young Raphael: Nature as Poetry. By Barbara Rose
On the Set with Marcel Proust. By Joan Juliet Buck
Photographed by Jacques-Henri Lartigue

De Kooning Memories. By Elaine de Kooning

The Month of Starring Dangerously:

Cher and "Silkwood." By Cathleen Schine

Barbra Streisand and "Yentl." By Jill Robinson

Baryshnikov and "Cinderella."

By Mindy Aloff

The "most" at night— white!

114
131
135
138
142
144
210
214

362-367
368-373
384-390

57-72
108
122
126
148

Fitness Now: New Facts

Health. By Melva Weber
Your Diet: Food Additives. By Judith S. Stern, Sc.D.
Hair Now: Shape
Beauty Q&A
Beauty Now: Assurance
Your Well-Being: Compliments. By Barbara Lang Stern
Fitness Now: Latest

Hair on the Cutting Edge
The Joy of Fitness: An A to Z Guide
He 'thStyle: Fitness Findings Calcium . . . Knees . . . more

IVING
238 The Best of Wines: Holiday Champagnes. By Martin Gersh
242 Entertaining: Wows! By Sandi Britton

247 Living: Precision. By Barbara Plumb
252 Food in Vogue: The Omnivore. By Barbara Kafka

302-315 Yves Saint Laurent's Chateau Gabriel:

A Passion for Style. By John Richardson

3.ARE ABOUT
What's News, What's coming: Movies Art, Books
Dressed for Each Other. By Michael Sorkin

n Us. By Lorraine Davis
'-'king ^out

. . . Treasure . Jeffrey Hogrefe
Tanking. By Patricio -ole

more

TRAVE
256 Travel Now. By Richard Alleman

260 High Season in St. Moritz. By Hillary Johnson
265 Vogue Travel Guide
266 Bermuda: Literary Legend in the Sun. By Maren Rudolph
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Luster. Shine. Alllure. These glimmering treasures are gems of rare

description. ..faux sapphire, jet and crystal-like glass. Rows of light-

catching highlights to shimmer on your wrist or twinkle on your

earlobe. 18K gold electroplated bangles and earrings studded with

stones that flash and dazzle. Only you know they're the perfect

imposters with amazing multi-faceted elegance. Lustrous

combinations created by Carolee Designs. Baubles on B'way,

New York and all our stores.

blGomingdoles

• Top-Tri-sectioned "cr

sapphire," and "cryst' iej/.

85.00.

• Single-row, dec /stal or

• single row, "crystal/

sapphire," "crystal/jet,"

75.00 each.

• Earrings (c .p-on)

"crystal/sapphire," 45.00

VOGUE Dece-.oe- 1963 a
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Styledfor all seasons

t buckle designs with changeable calf leather straps in a variety of colors.

ling silver "Equestrian'/ $190; belt (requires two studs), $50.

Sterling silver open heart, $160; in gold, $1,680; belt, $35.

"Snake'/ $220; belt, $38. D. Sterling silver "E/ $170; belt, $45.

r heart, $160; belt, J85. Studs are available in eighteen

pld, $135 each, and sterling silver, $18 each.

m

X
IFFANY&CO. I

v

ILY HILLS • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUSTON • KANSAS CITY • SAN FRANCISCO • Design ©T & Co
sewriie. or call toil-free 800-5260649 • In New Jersey. 800-452-9146
plus any sales lax • American Express Diners Club • MasterCard • Visa



Head for sunnier climes,

in Ralph Lauren sepa-

rates. Traveling to any

winter oasis with the

nonchalant appeal of

cool clean cotton. Navy

and white shawl collar

cardigan, sizes S,M,

$248 White, black and

blue or white, black and

red long sleeve tatter-

sall sweater, sizes S,M,

$139. White bermuda

shorts, sizes 4 to 12,

$69. Country Shop,

State Street; Water Tower

Place and Old Orchard.

w dwiwt)
Use your Marshall Field. Arnc>can Express Card. Visa or Master Card Call our toll tree numbers in Illinois 800942-8881 (ope-. 01 JO). Outside Illinois. 800 323-1717 (operator 30)



GLORIA SACHS
UNR H THE FLOW AND FLAWLESS P'

P'} ,0 JF A RARE PIECE OF SCULPT
.*! i, SWEATER. SKIRT r- qm THE MA

-.'.To OF THE FORMER ' JLPTRESS, A

US. AT THE BR0A1 /AY, CENTU r V.

THE BROADWAY
/S SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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The Graceful rhPrnKn'r
' My cluT,;i

' - Jamison resorts to the look of linen.

m





OF SWITZERLAND

rence between dressed, and well dressed.

riefcases Men's Leather Apparel Small Leather Goods

mailable at Bally of Switzerland Shops
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\^nCleef&Arpels«
World-Famous Jewelers

New York 744 Fifth Avenue 10019 (212) 644-9500

Beverly Hills 300 North Rodeo Drive 90210 (213) 2/6-1161 Palm Beach 249 Wor

ris Monte Carlo Cannes Geneva Tokyr

Design* We honor major credit cards.

enue 33480 (305)655-6767
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SEASCAPE

BY HALSTON.

NEW YORK PHILADEl A IHICAGO PALM BEACH TROY BEVERLY HILLS

V.

PALM DESERT



Believe in magic.
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PARFUMS
GUY LAROCHE

PARIS

Fidji de Guy Laroche.
De la Haute Couture a la Haute Parfumerie
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If you are reading this oi i Dec. 1,

you can have silkier; sitiol "her;

younger-looking skin byDec 10

The Only

European Collagen Complex
The exceptional 10-day beauty cream and lotion created and tested in Europe.

eur Dp «>
coliagJM

3B-

From

REVLON

Now, Revlon will prove it to you . . . Free
Thousands of American women have already proved it to themselves. Revlon's

exceptional 10-day beauty cream, European Collagen Complex, works! Now, Revlon

will send you European Collagen Complex... free , so you can prove it to yourself!

Just fill in this coupon, indicate your choice of cream or lotion formula, and mail it with $1.00 for postage
and handling (check or money order only payable to E. C. C. Free Offer) to:

EUROPEAN COLLAGEN COMPLEX FREE OFFER, PO. BOX 5392, HICKSVILLE, NY 11816

Check one only: Cream 5 oz. or Lotion .8 oz.

NAME
ADDRESS.

CITY .STATE. .ZIP.

Otter good only m USA Limit one per household Void where
prohibited, taxed or restricted Multiple reouests will not
be honored This coupon may not be reproduced and must
accompany your request Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery
Otter expires March 31 1984 V 12/83
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Your Letters
Qualities of a leader

In response to your excellent article, "Living

In a Man's World," [August, 1983]. . .

I don't think it is too idealistic to believe

that we can move to a more human under-

standing of gender differences—and similar-

ities. We have to overcome our attachment to

descriptions that are gender-related. Men have
to be willing to admit that "gentle and sensi-

tive" is not synonymous with weakness. Wom-
en have to admit that unfailing strength and
steadfast characteristics are not going to turn

them into robots.

If we were to become sex-blind and draw up
an organizational chart of the pure character-

istics that make a company work, we would

come up with words like efficiency, sensitivity,

strength, determination, clear thinking, fair-

mindedness, persistence, honesty.

This is not simplistically looking for an an-

swer. It is instead the essence of what it is to be

human and to be successful. We are fast mov-
ing beyond our sillinesses of male and female

roles. Yes, it may take generations, but we've

made the first steps. . . . Charlotte Versagi

Royal Oak MI

Happiness is "home" work
Re: "Working at Home—And Loving It,"

(September, 1983) . . . After spending a soli-

tary day at my typewriter, I took a solitary

walk to a local park to read my Vogue maga-
zine among other human beings.

What a sense of pleasure and camaraderie I

derived upon reading Francesca Stanfill's ai ti

cle. It has been a (Continued on page U6)

VOGUE. December. 1983
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from "The Collected Thought brdCoUa

aterfordpoursforthmemories . ™jb It conjures up

fahtasies,^evokes poetic imagery, provokes the creative spirit,

celebrates fife's mysteries. £& It is never too early nor too (ate

to assume the titfe: Waterford Collector. Some begin at birth,

others as nonagenarians.\^ To the collector, apiece ofWater-

ford crystal is more than a drinking vessel, more than a vase, a

decanter, a lamp, a chandelier, more than a family heirloom,

move thanan objet dart) it is an incentive to lose weight, to win

forgiveness, away to attract a

lover, to distract a patient, to

symbolize hope, to crystallize

a dream, to bid adieu, to hail

the seasons, to raise spirits,

to diminish melancholy, to

mark events, to start tradi-

tions, to endaday) it is anoble

rite of passage.&&Born of

the breath of man, Waterford®

is life's child. (*gf)

Authentic Waterford is now si3ned. Free booklet. Waterford Crystal, 225 Fifth Avenue, NY10010.

Give your love a Waterfordperfume bottle andjewelry tray

VOGUE, December, 1983
23



Christmas times to treasure: Raymond Weil. A superlative gathering of meticulously

created timepieces esteemed for their excellence and elegant simplicity Here,

and just in time for the holidays, slim, flexible 14K gold classics

hand-crafted with ultra-sleek 2.5 mm movements by E.T.A. Here, with

round faces: ladies, *785; men's, *795. Men's square face,
5795.

Warranty included. In Fine Watch Collections.

M/fyemie
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Now Estee Lauder helps

skin care become skin repair

with her new
INIgni Kepaij* Cellular Recovery Complex

Its exclusive complex of ingredients

is a beauty breakthrough

that cannot be duplicated,

that does what no other

treatment can do.

Night Repair is a biological breakthrough

that uses the night, the time your body is resti

to help speed up the natural repair of cells

that have been damaged during the day

by the ultraviolet light all around us

(which incidentally occurs all year long,

winter as well as summer).

Night Repair also greatly increases

the skin's ability to hold moisture.

Today Estee Lauder advances

skin care to Night Repair.

Use it tonight and

wake up to

better looking skin. ^*m

ESTEE LAUDER p.ilenl pending
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Because only Kahlua tastes like Kahlua, it can give and give and give of itself

in all manner of happily-received vvays.This most versatile of Holiday spirits is

at once a Kahlua Black Russian... Kahlua & Coffee...

Kahlua & Cream . . . Kahlua & Eggnog. . .and so

much more. Since it's truly the somethingfor

everyone, 'tis indeed better to give. Another

^ gift of Kahlua: a free recipe book for

making these and a host of other taste

•

" treats. Do send for it, and we'll be

happv to supply as many books as

there are people on your gift list.

Kahlua, Dept. G, P.O. Box 8925,

Universal City; CA 91608.
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Cliniaue Skin Supplies for Men is a complete skin care system. Allergy Tesi
-
100% Fragrance

^unique
^^ff^ [{ [n selective medicine cabinets-and at Clinique cc '.ers across the <

Photographed fr rving Penn for Clinique.
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Dangerous, but worth the risk.

Parfums

As controversial as the artist who created it.
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In Canada at

EATON'S
I00%silk-OLMETE

V COMO-ITALY

Natural fitch pelisses
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The rich brilliance of IS .

of 496 diamonds. The dramati
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, erfectly complemented by a dazzling abundance
ace features an authentic antique Roman coin. $23,750.
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t% NV V(,rk City. (212)343-8787.
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tbuO>^iHramus Park Mall, Paramus. N.J.;West Belt Mall, Wayne, N.J. i Adjacent to Willowbrook Mall).Out of New York State call. tot! free (800) 223-23'>tiWe honor the .American I xpress Card.
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WHEN I IE OFFERS YOU
THE MOON AND TI IE STARS,

TELL HIM YOITI) PREFER ONE GIFT
TO LIGI IT UP ,\LL VOIR DATS

,\nd nigi rrs.

EXCLUSIVE CITATIONS FROM
THE I IENKY BERKS AND SONS FAMILY

OF FINE JEWELERS.

I.K. (Al 1)\MI I ((). C.I). I'KACOCk ( II AKI .KS \Y. WARRKN
Sinn- \S:\\) Since ISM, Simv YMY2

Philadelphia < Ima^o Drtmit

Wilsllill-'ldll. I ).( .

si iKiA i: v> co. ii.ssops si iui \ 1, c kiwp r> i o\\ i.u. i n nsov
Siiuv IS.VJ SimrlStKl Simr IS(M) Smut ISS.">

San I raiuisoi San D'u^o lloslnii Minneapolis...

SI. Raw]

I ll,\RY KIRKS T, SONS
Simr IS, \>
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FURS FOR THE 80's...

All the luxury of the season wrapped up

in two sumptuous furs. .

.

the wonderful drama of silver fox from

The Hudson's Bay Company,

and the dazzling spectacle of DAWN-GLO% fox

nestled in its own silk gilet.

From the Saks Jandel Design Collection.
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FOR WHEN YOU'RE ACTIVELY DOING NOTHING
FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE TO: HEAD SPORT 1411 BROADWAY, NEV ORK. NY 10018 (212) 221-4684

HEADSPORT IS A DIVISION OF THE LESLIE FAY COMPANY
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A REFLECTION OF STRENGTH AND SENSITIVITY

ANTAEUS
THE FRAGRANCE FOR MEN.

CHANEL
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The delight of simple opulence. Here and

now, captured in a small masterpiece of a

necklace. Interlocking links of eighteen

karat yellow gold. Graced by the serene

fire of nine oval rubies, sparkling with

the drama of 105 full-cut diamonds. Our

own design, an inspired modern echo of

opulent other times.
BlackStarp-Fbqst

Fine Jewelers since 1810

WASHINGTON, DC. HALM BEACH BOCA RATON BROWARD FT. LAUDERDA LI DALLAS HOUSTON SHORT HILLSMAMFORD SEATTLE DEARBORN LASVEGAS SAN DIEi
For our 1983/84 Catalogue, send $3.00 to Black. Starr AFrojt, 320 King i et. Alexandria. VA ill 800 w,h 1613

-';•> 5ft^-""gg^3~'
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\BON JOUR PRODUCTS
\ ARE FEATURED AT:

I Abraham & Straus.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

• Bambergers.

Newark, N.J

Bloomingdale's.

NYC, NY.

Boston Store.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Brandeis.

Omaha, Neb.

I John A Brown.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

ne's.

Miami. Fla.

son Pine Scott,

Chicago, III.

| Chapman's,

Brookfield, Wis.

i Cherry Webb & Touraine,

S. Atlleboro, Mass
Davison's.

Atlanta, GA
Dayton's.

Minneapolis. Minn

Diamond's,

Phoenix, Arizona

Famous Barr,

St. lot/is, MO.
Filene's,

Boston, Mass
Fomoor-

All Stores

Gimbel's.

N.Y.C.N.Y.

Gimbals.

Philadelphia. PA
Godchaui's.

New Orleans. IA

Goldsmith's,

Memphis. Tenn

Gottscbalk's,

Fresno Cal.

Mass's.

Allentown. PA
Higbee Co.,

Cleveland. Ohio

J I Hudson.

Detroit. Mich.

Hutiler's.

Baltimore. MD.
Jordan Marsh,

Miami. Fla.

Keutmann's.

Pittsburgh. PA
Liberty House-

Hawaii & California

Macy's Midwest
Macy's,

New York City. N Y.

Macy's.

San Francisco. Cal.

Madigans.

Chicago. Ill

Marshall Field.

Chicago. Ill

May Co..

Cleveland. Ohio

May Co.

los Angeles. Cal

Nordstrom's

Seattle. Wash
Putti.

Birmingham. Ala

Pomeroys.

Levmown. PA
Pomeroys.

Hamsburg. PA
Richs.

Atlanta. GA.

Stern's.

Paramus. N.J.

Strawbridge A Clothier.

Philadelphia. PA
Woodward t Lothrop.

Washington. DC
AND OTHER FINE

STORES NATIONWIDE

m
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BON JOUR INTERNATIONAL LTD

Showroom 27th Floor 1411 Broadway New York NY 10Q18 (800)231 0304
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The spirit ©f Marlboro in a low tar cigarette.

LIGHTS

ir
0r|l

LIGHTS

Phihp Morris Inc. 1983

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Hanna
Schygulla

SHATTERED

other, more hidebound women to

renounce oppression, to give up
their romantic dependencies . . .

and thus, their husbands, their

lives, the only selves they know?
Margarethe von Trotta, a femi-

nist but also a passionately de-

tached observer, forces us to think

about the responsibility we have
thereby incurred. Have we the

right to imply that other womens'
lives are wrong, half-lived? And
what of our own much vaunted
and taken-for-granted ideal, to

combine commitment to self and
career with a "great" (i.e., equal)

relationship. Given the intransi-

gencies of custom and the male
ego, isn't this possible only under
exceptional, rather than ordinary,

circumstances?

Without ever degenerating into

rhetoric in this, her finest and
most dramatically complex film,

Margarethe von Trotta neverthe-

less provokes us to go on asking

such questions. Don't miss it.

—MOLLY HASKELL

When the suicidal

Ruth (Angela Wink-
ler) disappears from a

dinner party with a

clothesline in hand,

Olga (Hanna Schygulla) ferrets

her out. By finding her, Olga saves

Ruth from suicide, thereby—ac-

cording to folk wisdom—taking

responsibility for her life. The way
in which Olga both saves and de-

stroys Ruth becomes, in the hands

of writer-director Margarethe von

Trotta, one of the most extraordi-

nary, the most,<iisturbing and ter-

rifying, woman's films ever made.

Sheer Madness (the distribu-

tor's title that will, I hope, change

by the time you read this; the Ger-

man title is Heller Wahri) follows

Von Trotta's last two films in us-

ing the theme of sisterhood, both

literal and spiritual, to explore the

divided self of modern Germany
and the dark side of feminism.

Marianne and Julianne, that

haunting study of terrorism and

sibling tension, was in a class by

itself; but the new film threatens to

upstage even that one.

THE DARK SIDE
OF FRIENDSHIP

Olga, played by a Hanna Schy-

gulla altogether different from the

man-oriented sensualist of the

Fassbinder films, is a professor of

women's literature, strong, clear-

eyed, self-possessed. Dressed in

loose linen outfits, wearing little

makeup, she has a beauty of a

more cerebral kind. One of those

women who needs to feel needed,

she is drawn to the reclusive Ruth,

a former teacher, who dreams of

suicide and paints black and white

copies of the masters—a chilling

metaphor for a woman's lack of a

confident, original voice.

In their personal lives, Ruth is

neurotically dependent on her

husband, a TV pundit who, in

turn, has a vested emotional inter-

est in her fragility. Olga, on the

other hand, is surrounded by men
who need her. One of the beauties

of the film is that it gives hetero-

sexual and domestic life its seduc-

tive due even as we are being led to

the abyss.

As the friendship between the

two women develops, a kind of

transference takes place. Ruth
grows stronger, finds her "self"

and voice, but at the expense of

her marriage. The only way she

can survive as a person is to anni-

hilate her "keeper."

The ending is melodramatic,

yet perfectly logical and pro-

foundly disturbing, all the more so

in that Olga not only has lost her

lover but stands accused of having

pushed Ruth into a tragically self-

defeating independence. Is Olga

really guilty, and if so, on what

level? Is she Machiavellian, a per-

son who consciously toys with

others' lives; or isn't she, like most

of us, a person who has gotten the

message and can't help but urge

ftp* «*'

Angela
Winkler
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.Your
When you, too,

are ready for
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INTERVIEW:
SCHYGULLA
Hanna Sch ygulla. Drop her name
and you never get a lukewarm re-

action. She's either the most lyri-

cal, mysterious, and authoritative

actress of our generation, with a

direct line to the humming primal

soul of woman. Or a petulant nar-

cissist caught up in her own reflec-

tion as actress-anarchist.

In The Marriage of Maria
Braun bad-boy German director

Rainer Werner Fassbinder
dressed her in black net stockings

to play woman-as-sexual-omni-
vore—the corrupted heart of post-

war Germany; in his massive
Berlin Alexanderplatz, she's a

more- generous-than- necessary
prostitute with the face of a golden

madonna. Her newest film is Mar-
co Ferrari's The Story of Piera,

with Schygulla as a flamboyant

sexual adventuress who teaches

her teenage daughter the plea-

sures of the flesh with a man they

pick up at a picnic.

"I'm definitely not made for

bourgeois parts," Schygulla ac-

knowledges. She is encased in

black leather and trails a leopard-

print scarf. "I like roles that are

illogical, chaotic, ambiguous."
Sheer Madness, in which she plays

an omnicompetent college profes-

sor and feminist (see previous
page) was not "black or bizarre"

enough for her. It also may have
hit too close to home. "I spent five

years at the university," she shud-

ders. "I could have become a

teacher too, if I hadn't pulled the

brakes."

To Schygulla's mind, to be a

woman means to Get-in-Touch-
with-Your-Gut, and then to

spread the word. She's a kind of

Jerry Falwell of Feeling. "It's be-

ing more of a barbarian—not hit-

ting something straight on, but by
how you feel about it sensually.

It's like the belly dance—a kind of
swing from the center of your
body." She clutches fist to same.

But isn't that where we left off?

Woman as creature of pure in-

stinct—zoned-out earth mother or
Holy Whore? "Who cares?" rails

Schygulla the revolutionary.
"Whatever is there—whether it's

rage or indifference, feminine or
not feminine—if it's there, you
better act it out."

She gets paid for it, too.—D.M.

Carlos Saura's "Carmen, " which might be dubbed ' 'Fame

Espagnol, " has the director/choreographer of a dance
company falling for his leading lady during rehearsals of
' 'Carmen.

'

' Antonio Gades, the director ofa ballet company
in real life, possesses the penetrating eyes and catlike mas-
culinity of a fantasy director And the sultry, narcissistic

Laura Del Sol is sufficiently untalented to allow all of us

dancers manquees to imagine ourselves in the role, falling

in love with the director, and getting better, and better, and
better under his tutelage. The early scenes, with their fla-

menco dancing, and a tawny, stagey, vibrant eroticism, are

fun, but Del Sol never does improve markedly; the conceit-
life imitates art and director goes crazy for the tartish Car-

men—turns into a tiresome constraint all too soon. —M H

"I've only done the things that I've wanted to dc

says Robert Altman. "And every film I've made ha^

been exactly what we set out to do; and I'm very, vei

proud of all of them"—an enviable peace of mind f<

a director of twen-

ty-one features.

Altman is, of

course, responsi-

ble for some of the

best films of the

past fifteen years

(among others:

M'A'S'H, Nash-
ville, Three Wom-
en, and his latest,

Streamers), as well

as a few valiant

duds. Like other

American directors, he has won the freedom to ma
none-too-commercial "Robert Altman movies " U
like others, he hasn't squandered that indepen

dence. So it came as a surprise to learn that Altman

next film will be O.C and Stiggs, based on two teei

aged, suburban rake-hells who originally appean
in The National Lampoon and devoted themselvi

solely to ingesting drugs, breaking things, and gei

erally going with the flow of their testosterone.

Is one of our most intelligent and idiosyncratic cm

rectors heading down Porky s way and making I

brew n' bra teensploitation picture? "Wei
haven't crashed any cars or grabbed any teenybo

pers, if that's what you mean,' says Altman, on thi

phone from Phoenix where the film is being shoi

"The attitude I take here is that, not unlike the tw>

doctors in M*A*S'H, these two sixteen-ye.;

boys have been put into a place not of their

choosing: namely, upper-middle-class America An
they're smart enough to know that if they emulate t

adults they run into, they'll grow up to be just

them''

It sounds a bit like Werner Herzog doing a remake
The Horror of Party Beach—which wouldn't necr

ily be a bad idea, although hard to imagine. "Son <

once said," says Altman fatalistically, "
'If I coui

plain il, I wouldn't have to make it"' —BRUCf HANDYJ
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LOOK BACK
In Pursuit of Perfection:

rhe Art of J.-A.-D. Ingres;

J.B. Speed Art Museum,
Louisville, KY; Decem-
ber 6 through January 29
He admired ancient Greek vase painting,

idolized Raphael, and. tor nearly sixty

years, was France's leading proponent of

classicism. Jtan-Auguste-Dominique
Ingres (1780-1867) was an academic par

excellence a dogged defender of Grand
Manner painting with its exalted subjects

and flamboyant interpretations. He was

also, of course, a great painter and one of

the most subtle and sublime draftsmen in

French history.

High-minded and haughty, Ingres

sought to show how serious he was by tak-

ing on epic subjects, the great moments in

history, religion, mythology. He painted

elaborately contrived vignettes of Virgil

reading the Aeneid, and the death of Leo-

nardo. He went from the apotheosis of

Homer to the apotheosis of Napoleon (the

latter ascending heavenward in a chariot). Of-

ten, his grandiose paintings border on the ludi-

crous. The trouble with Ingres's apotheoses is

that, aside from having aggrandized his sub-

jects, he has nothing to say about them. His

"Joan of Arc," a famous painting on loan to

Louisville from the Louvre, is numbingly va-

pid. It was aptly described by Baudelaire, the

most durable French art critic of the era, as "a

picture whose most obvious distinction is an
inordinate technical pedantry." Still, Ingres

was such a master that even his worst paint-

ings contain admirable, rewarding passages

that challenge and delight the eye.

Ingres was at his best in less ambitious ef-

forts—immaculate portraits of society women
and coolly erotic nudes. His portraits are won-
derfully sensuous, lush, eye-ravishing configu-

rations of pale, phlegmatic flesh juxtaposed
with richly textured fabrics—billowing, rum-
pled silks, velvets, and embroideries that he
painted with such verve.

Ingres idealized his nudes to such an extent

that he occasionally took anatomic liberties, as

when he added three vertebrae to his "Grande
Odalisque" in order to prolong the sinuous

curve of her back. The limbs of his plump la-

dies appear deboned, permitting the supple

flesh to undulate like a gooseneck lamp.

Any Ingres exhibition is special, but this one
is particularly noteworthy. Instead of gather-

ing familiar, major works, the show, which
was skillfully organized by guest curator Pa-

tricia Condon, demonstrates that Ingres fa-

vored certain motifs and returned to them
again and again, sometimes over a period of

decades. The exhibition suggests that Ingres's

later works are the more provocative manifes-

tations of his perfectionism because they de-

part more freely from the original sources. The
show contains many personal works never in-

tended for public display, enhancing our un-

derstanding of Ingres.

The show travels to the Kimbell Art Muse-
um in Fort Worth, March 3 to May 5.

DAVID BOURDON

-s^flL^PBTJ

MUSEUMS:WINGING IT
New museum buildings are springing up all

across the nation as civic leaders become more
aware than ever that a major museum facility

makes dollars and sense. No less important

than a big airport, a prestigious cultural institu-

tion is the best advertisement that a municipality

is an international-class city.

Even Big D believes culture is a sound invest-

ment: almost half of the cost

of the new $55 million Dal-

las Museum of Art, de-

signed by Edward Larrabee

Barnes, and opening next

month, was funded by gen-

eral obligation bonds, voted

by a 1979 referendum.

Virtually every major
American architect—in-

cluding Philip Johnson, I.M.

Pei, and Kevin Roche—has
recently witnessed the com-
pletion of a new museum fa-

cility or has one on the

drawing boards. Major ar-

chitects are also being im-

ported from abroad. British

architect James Stirling de-

signed a new museum for

Harvard. Renzo Piano, the

Italian who codesigned the

Pompidou Center in Paris, is

at work on the Menil Collection Museum in

Houston. Japan's Arata Isozaki designed Los
Angeles's new Museum of Contemporary Art.

Louisville's Ingres exhibition (see left) inau-

gurates a new $3.5 million wing of the J.B.

Speed Art Museum, Kentucky's largest and
oldest museum. The wing is the work of Robert

Building new museum space

—

lots of it: Gallery from Louis-
ville's J.B. Speed Art Museum

Geddes, former dean of Princeton's School of

Architecture and Urban Planning, who says,

"Just as a concert hall is shaped for sound, you
shape a museum for light." Geddes's two-level

structure is built around an atrium. The upper

level consists of fourteen "cabinet" galleries,

each an intimate twenty-by-twenty-foot module
with its own skylight.

Perhaps the most ac-

claimed of the new museum
buildings is Atlanta's $20-

million High Museum of Art,

which opened in October.

Designed by Richard Meier,

the High Museum is as
sleek as a streamlined ship,

as intricately geometrized

as a minimalist sculpture. Its

dazzling white exterior is

clad with porcelain-enam-

eled panels, and its central

skylit atrium was inspired in

part by the spectacular

open interior of New York

City's Solomon R. Guggen-
heim Museum.
The new American muse-

um buildings may well make
a tremendous impact on fu-

ture architecture every-

where because architects

often do their most inventive, adventurous work
in designing museums, which offer them an ide-

al showcase for novel forms and ideas. Archi-

tects generally take more risks in their must

work than they are permitted to do in their com-
mercial commissions, and the result is some-
times a museum that is its own artwork. D.B.
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For
some time now I

have faced, with dis-

may, books about

Americans who visit

or settle in foreign
climes. Th< . more of-

ten than not, are bric-a-K ctions of odd

beliefs and speech patterns. If they are Euro-

pean natives, the A i '^c a social bat-

tering but emen ' World vigor

intact. If the> ai African, or Latin na-

tives, the A distribute optimism and

technological know-how, pocketing in ex-

change a certain wisdom tied to nature and

sexuality. What a pleasure then to read Harri-

et Doerr's first novel, Stones for Ibarra (Vi-

king;, and find this theme explored with

gravity, tenderness, and astute irony.

"Here they are," Doerr begins, like a tour

guide assigned to explain how lives, not monu-
ments, are constructed, "two North Ameri-

cans, a man and a woman just over and just

under forty, come to spend their lives in Mexi-
co and already lost as they travel cross-coun-

try over the central plateau. The driver of the

station wagon is Richard Everton, a blue-

eyed, black-haired stubborn man who will die

thirty years sooner than he now imagines. On
the seat beside him is his wife, Sara, who ima-

jne a young gin growing up irune wes indies amid £Tunous mmufe-ot wild?

»on: flora, fauna, and fables abound; so do domestic tasks and Sunday school proprW-
le her absorbing the boasts and rhymes of neighboring children, the seductive island, tat^s

J_

ghosts, gods, and spirits, the fantasies (alternately lyric, pungent, and mournful) of VicJcjiafr^TritenT

tike Can'oJJjCjagfito, and Lear. A name like Jamaica Kincaid wouldsjyjt»«ctra
_
'girl!So would the

I

stor?eTTn1<fnqa!3^A/ the Bottom of the River (Farrar^tr^jus-mTffTaTroux).

The / pieces—some brief impressidoerOtheTB^ustained visions—aim to join poetry's sen-

sory exactness witri the spells and metamorphoses of folk and fairy tales. Perspectives are re-

versed affcTaltered. Animals, plants, and objects have lives of their own; people are defined

through gestures, acts, and dreams, not psychology or society. The droll prevails while the ordinary

seems out of place. Kincaid is a Dorothy who would find Kansas, not Oz, queer and uncongenial. .

This is her first book, and it's distinctive and evocative. It's also uneven. The weaker stories are

like verbal improvisations, begun adeptly then left unfinished with too many influences showing.

Images and declarative sentences follow each other in a kind of litany, and this can be hypnotic; it

can also be monotonous.

.But let me return to the best stories, ones like "Wingless," "In the Night," "My Mother," and "At

the Bottom of the River," where mysteries and manners are neatly balanced. The central figure is

often a maternal one with protean powers, the narrator a child longing for the boundaries between
them to merge. She wants a world without time or loss, but she wants an inviolable self as well, one
bound to "all that is human endeavor, to all that is past and to all that shall be." The varied elements

of the West Indian girl's past have this in common: from the vantage point of adulthood, they seem a

paradise lost. —MARGO JEFFERSON

DISCOVERY..
gines neither his death nor her own, imminent
or remote as they may be."

The Evertons have left an adequate if unin-

spired life in San Francisco for the dream of a
life recapturable only through sepia-tinted

photographs of a fin de siecle house with a ten-

nis court, French wallpaper, and a chandelier

that could hold three dozen tapers. They make
a place for themselves in Ibarra, "a declining

village of one thousand souls," Richard be-

cause he is a mineowner with jobs and prosper-

ity to dispense; Sara because she is the wife of

a mineowner, with advice on
health, education, and child-

bearing that must be listened

to if not followed. Whether
Ibarra's thousand souls will

become more than stick fig-

ures to them is another matter;

"not people," as Sara muses
shortly after their arrival, "but

silhouettes sketched on a back-

drop to deceive us into think-

ing that the stage is crowded."
The theater image is apt, and not only be-

cause travel is a great spur to self-dramatiza-

tion. The novel is arranged like a play, each
chapter a self-enclosed scene. At first the

Evertons take the leading roles, but they be-

come supporting characters as various Ibar-

rians make their way stage center.

When Sara and Richard first arrive they are

objects of bemused disapproval to the villag-

ers, who chronicle their quaint, incomprehen-
sible ways with gusto. But Doerr, having
turned those tables, moves past them: Ameri-
cans and Mexicans cease to be oddities to one
another and settle instead into an amiable,

. . OFA NEAR-

PERFECT

FIRST NOVEL.

THE AUTHOR: HARRIET DOERR, SEVENTY-THREE.

THE BOOK: STONES FOR IBARRA—

ABOUT DREAMING AND DISCOVERY IN MEXICO

sometimes rueful barter and exchange of hab-
its, experiences, and beliefs.

Doerr lived in Mexico for some years; and
her crisp, fresh writing accommodates both
wit and sentiment: it's as though she were nar-

rating home movies of the soul. Her style de-
pends on an artful arrangement of details and
an even-handed allotment of ironies. It's a

popular style new (think of Ann Beattie's sto-

ries, Diane Johnson's novels, or Joan Didion's
essays), but when the details are little more
than special effects the ironies seem unearned
and the style grows irritating. Doerr doesn't

cheat us in this way. Everything in her novel

—

a deliberately small-scale novel—is there be-

BEYOND THE ADDAMS FAMILY
Molly Keane's Time After Time (Knopf) is as un-

likely as it is likeable. The story is about four

siblings—remarkably named April, May, June,

and Jasper, each shadowed by either a cat or a

dog—who live together at Durraghglass, their

once flourishing Irish country estate. The Swift

family is teeming with secrecy and eccentricity

Their past and present are intrigue (was their

father's death really a shooting accident? What
does Jaspar do when he meets Brother Anselm
in the field?). What's more, April is deaf, May
has a "miniature hand," Jasper misses an eye.

Cousin Leda, once beautiful, now blind, for-

gotten and fat, appears at the door—they all

thought she had died in a Nazi gas chamber—
and disrupts the uneasy peace. Leda's game:
divide and conquer, as long as it is useful

(".
. .all she wished for was a power over each

against each, and to steal even the secrets they

didn't know they kept"). Leda's success splits

the membrane that held the family together.

While Keane seems to have a jolly good time

stunning us with the odd intimacies of her char-

acters, the luxury of her prose, it does, at times,

get a little tiring, even repetitious. But the tickle

of realism, the author's light chuckle make this

a gift of whims and words D.B.C

cause it has been seen, felt, considered, then

reconsidered.

Take one of my favorite chapters, involving

Sara and the elderly woman who teaches her

Spanish. Sara is convinced that the mudrc\
early life on a hacienda was filled with passion

and histrionics; the madre suspects that Rich-

ard is far more ill than Sara will acknowledge.

Amid verb conjugations and vocabulary exer-

cises each does her best to get at the other's

truth. Each fails: one has chosen to shield her

life with religious ritual, the other with faith in

modern miracles. They share a common gram-
mar though—the tenses they are conjugating

are past and future imperfect. —M. J.
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WHAT'S
AMORE?

Falling
in love is a torturous

terrain where words often go

limp and stumble. To de-

scribe love's ecstasies and
torments, writers have ran-

sacked the vocabularies of

theology and mysticism, lov-

ers have exhausted whole
phylums of small animals

and birds. But to resort to the language of rev-

olutionary movements? Has it really come to

this? Dante and Petrarch must be smirking

from their graves. And to make matters worse,

this subversive proposal comes from a fellow

Italian.

Francesco Alberoni, professor of sociology

at the University of Milan and author of Fall-

ing in Love (Random House) insists that the

process of falling in love is neither mysterious

nor ineffable but can be observed as part of "a

class of phenomena already well-known": col-

lective movements such as the French Revolu-

tion and the student revolts of the 'sixties.

Love may take place between two people only,

but, for Alberoni, it is the most basic form of

social revolution—a desire to "remake the so-

cial sphere."

"Eros is a revolutionary force," he claims,

with the goal of creating a paradise on earth.

Just as a political zealot often will deliver him-
self over to his cause, so a lover is wrenched
out of his everyday life into an intense new
zone of feeling, confronting "the blinding light

and absolute danger" of an all-or-nothing

commitment to another person in whose face

he reads the truth.

Every lover is a subversive who cuts across

kinship and social lines to form a radical new
community of two, often thumbing his nose at

institutions like marriage that try to tame his

revolutionary passion into a safer, more pre-

dictable mode. But one's lover can be just as

repressive as an institution, notes Alberoni

and, out of fear, may reduce "a marvelous,

wild beast into a domestic pet."

Alberoni's sociological scaffolding annoys

you—even bores you at times, but also makes
just enough sense that it is hard to dismiss. It is

when he sheds his revolutionary mantle and

speaks from his not-so-semiological heart that

Alberoni uncovers his own passion and is at

his most convincing. His observations on the

way a couple tiptoes into love are cannily on

target: how a lover will administer secret tests

to his mate, searching for signs that the other

may not love as deeply or as endlessly—

a

symptom, Alberoni thinks, of the first lover's

own unwillingness to take the risk of commit-

ment. And how each lover maps out a "plan"

for the relationship that may or may not fully

integrate his lover into his life. Asking "Do
you love me?" means "Will you accept my
plan?" or even "Will you modify your plan for

me, give something up for me?"
Can love sustain all this dissection? Maybe

not, Alberoni airily admits on the last page.

Books like his, he even allows, may be evi-

dence that when it comes to romantic love in

Western society, the thrill is gone.

As for the Italians? They've made a board

game of the book. Talk about thrills

—DEBORAH MASON

MARRY ME said Louise Agar," frumpy and
love-struck assistant to Giles Fox, blind, lecherous medievalist. Thus begins English-
man A. N. Wilson's sixth novel, and American debut, Wise Virgin (Viking). Giles and
Louise pursue each other obliquely and ecstatically while Tibba, Giles's day-dream-
ing daughter, endures her first-love throes with an elegant public school boy. It is a
wonderfully comic story, and the author provides an ironic counterpoint to these tales
of earthly love by weaving throughout a fourteenth-century tract (the transcription is

Giles's lifework) on the evils of sex. Wilson's deadly eye for the all-too-human antics
of his characters is unerring—in the Waugh tradition—and he dissects them in a prose
so witty and graceful it is a joy to read. —P.R.
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HERITAGE IS HISTORY WITH HEART: Roman Vishniac s photo

graphs and Isaac Bashevis Singer's stories of Jewish life in Eastern Europe
recapture a heritage obscured.'Vishniac took sixteen thousand pictures with
a hidden camera as he walked through Jewish communities before World
War II. His A Vanished World (Farrar, Straus & Giroux) avoids anonymous

pathos. For Vishniac, the people in the pictures have names and profes-
f sions—Nat Gutman, the porter, or Mrs. Salzer, the lady who must sell

eighteen pairs of shoes a day to feed herself—and individual stories of
hunger and cold, isolation and liquidation.

' Yentl the Yeshiva Boy (FSG), Singer's story of a girl with the "soul of a
man," grows out of the

same heritage. In fact, in

one rare picture of young
men studying at yeshiva by

Vishniac, you look for Yentl.

The Singer story, re-

printed on its own for

the first time—to coin-

cide with the release

of- Barbra Strei-

sand's movie,

Yentl (see page

351)— has
woodcuts
by Antonio

Frascon i

.

TV TV
VIDEODANCE

A frame from
Cunningham's videodance,

Fractions 1

9 ''*/*& ^y. :H\'?w

THE CAMERA IS

A SILENT BUT

EQUAL PARTNER,

WHO "DANCES"

CLOSE, CHASES,

CAPTURES, AND

THEN ABANDONS

THE DANCER...

f Mei
make
dance

chem
m lean,

pher is still

ments, co

usually "i

of sounds,

which hav<

fine dance

toss con\

storyline f

was certs

ce Cunningham didn't

such great-looking

s you'd call him an al-

ist. At sixty-four, the

elasticized choreogra-

tampering with the ele-

ming up with new

—

weird"—combinations

sets, costumes. All of

: made us rethink, rede-

itself. Oneofthefirstto

,ua! music and

rom modern dance, he

unly the first—and

only—to toss coins to determine

sequence of steps. "Choreography

by chance," it was called.

No surprise, then, that Cun-
ningham tuned into video long be-

fore the current boom, making his

first "videodance" eight years ago.

Now: three of his most popular vi-

deodances (Fractions I, Locale,

Channels/Inserts, all collabora-

tions with filmmaker Charles At-

las) are available in take-home

cassettes.

Neither a filmed dance perfor-

mance, nor a dance-film like

Flashdance, a videodance uses the

camera as a silent but equal part-

ner who "dances" close, then

chases, captures, and loses the

dancer in its frame. In Fractions I

dancers move amidst several TV
monitors that are transmitting

—

simultaneously—different angles

of the same dance, views of several

different dances, close-ups of a

face, a leg, a torso. (But whose?)

On-screen color changes to black-

and-white and back; dancers be-

gin, then break off phrases; a flute

solo, too, plays "fractions" of a

melody. . . .

"Grand entertainment," Cun-

ningham noted in his diary during

the making of one videodance.

"[It] shocks the sense of time, and

makes one aware of minute differ-

ences—like lengths of arms.

How'd they get so long?" —J.C.

§ 1983 by Anior.o froscon. Top right. © 1983 by P'on-.on Vishnioc
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"The
beautiful art

of creating
a compatible
relationship."

Symbiose

Ifyou want a very feminine,

yet highly dynamic perfume
Symbiose.

Ifyou love a floral pattern

of lily-of-the-valley, jasmine
and more, but you want
your perfume tenacious and
lasting — Symbiose.

If a French secret appeals to

you more than an American
password — Symbiose.

Ifyou know the ways to

really enjoy a beautiful

relationship you deserve

a perfume with the same
spirit. That's Symbiose.

Stendk
PARIS

Superior skinc

with a French accent
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ISMARMY IS...

AS SMARMY DOES
Buffalo Bill is television's latest sit-com creep

68

—

*

What is it about talk-show hosts that attracts

and repels? They're so relentlessly congenial.

So ersatz chummy. So backslappingly earnest.

So artificially smooth. The more they're treat-

ed as stars, the more we suspect some of them
are jerks. Enter Buffalo Bill. The NBC come-

dy series, which premiered last June as a sum-

mer what-the-hell, rings true and funny

—

especially with alumni of the Ted Baxter

school of idiot on-air talent, who are now
ready for a slicker, subtler, faster, cheerily nas-

tier kind of media send-up. The show has tak-

en off. Dabney Coleman has taken off, too, the

series finally bringing mass recognition for his

weasel's moustache and work-the-room smile.

Coleman plays Bill Bittinger, the glinty-

eyed talk-show host of a local TV station. He's

a shifty, scheming, soulless striver. He thinks

he's too good for the upstate city in which he

maladroitly holds forth, and he's probably

right: He would be better off with Mike and

Harry and Dan and the rest of the guys in net-

work bigtime. (You can be sure he'd word it

that way, too.) As it is, he's stuck in wintry

Buffalo. "Guess we flew just a little too close to

the sun," he concedes as he broods about a

temporary dip in his ratings.

Coleman's Buffalo Bill is the fine-tuned cre-

ation of the Texas-born actor who has worked
up the smarmy shifter role to overbearing per-

fection. In his rogues' gallery are the snake oily

Reverend Merle Jeeter on Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman, pompous soap director Ron
Carlysle in Tootsie, and MCP boss Mr. Hart in

9 to 5. Coleman's bad guys have more fun.

Buffalo Bill returns this winter with a stam-

peding B.B. Bittinger

who's even more of a _
weasel.

"He's going to be

It's
easy to confuse

actresses with their

roles, and Carrie

Fisher is fast be-

coming enshrined as Our
Lady of Phantasy. She
was, of course, Princess

Leia in the Star Wars trip-

lets, famed for her

wound-tight Tyrolean
braids—or "Please, the

earphone look," as she

puts it. And soon, she will

appear as "Thumbelina"
for Shelley Duvall's Faer-

ie Tale Theatre on Show-
time cable.

Over the telephone,
we had a chance to talk

to the talkative Carrie Fisher as she was prepar-
ing to leave on a honeymoon with her new hus-

band, Paul Simon (Garfunkel's better half).

Vogue: Tell us about "Thumbelina. "It's one of

the more obscure tales, compared to "Goldi-

locks
'

' for instance.

Fisher: Well, I get to hang out with my mother
for awhile and get to like her. And then I'm kid-

napped by toads. It's a mother toad and she

'

more effectively

sneaky this season,"

says Coleman, who
dreamed up his media
man with show creators

Tom Patchett and Jay

Tarses. It is, indeed, the

possibility that Bittinger

might get away with his

bravado that keeps Buf-

falo Bill steps ahead of

the commonplace sit-

com. He does have more
than a snowball's chance

in hell of getting ahead.

"I'm not a clown, I'm a

professional/' an impa-
tient Bittinger tells his

station manager (Max 1

Wright), a man with a

hound dog's face and
permanent anticipation

of Bittinger-built disas-

ter. "People are tired of

Goody Two Shoes," says Coleman.
"Most actors have more fun with villains.

It's less restricted. I don't care whether I play

the hero or not; I just want variety. If I'm go-

ing to play the villain, I want variations of vil-

lains. The show deals with frailties. Hardly
any other TV show on today deals with that

kind of reality. When we first came on, the

problem we faced was the fact that it might not

be what an average viewer would want. Now
we've got viewers who won't watch any other

kind of show." —LISA SCHWARZBAUM

Dabney Coleman

OF
PHANTASY.
Carrie Fisher as Thumbelina:
"And then I'm kidnapped by t<

wants me to marry Herman, her ugly son. And
then these fish save me. . . . It's a lot of run-ins

with animals.

Vogue: How do you play something like that?

Fisher: I spend a lot of time apologizing. "Oh,

I'm so sorry. I didn't know anyone lived in this

flower. Please forgive me." It's Dorothy in toad-

land, not Kansas. . . . You know, it's funny be-

cause that was always ("Gm///n/c</ on pane 71)
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Here's to tastier martinis. With Gilbeys.

Its the gin that gives all your drinks superb gin taste

Gilbeys. A gin taste worth a toast.
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(Continued) sort of a fear of mine when I started

acting, that I would come off like Tammy the

eternal virgin, and in fact, the opposite has hap-
pened. Because I started out with Warren Beat-

ty [in Shampoo], asking him "Want to fuck?"
and now in Jedi I'm in space shooting people
and saying "Got you, you asshole." In four

movies out of seven or eight I've had major
ammo. I'm usually under fire.

Vogue: Something you 'd like to break out of?

Fisher: Being under attack? Well, how would
you feel?

Vogue: It seems like you've been acting out a

boy's fantasy, getting guns and blasting Imperi-

al Storm Troopers.

Fisher: Well, since we're all sort of, you know,
yin and yang, I guess—part of me feels OK

about it and part of me goes, "When does the
cooking and sewing and gossiping and, you
know, putting on makeup start to happen?"
Vogue: Maybe now that the Rebellion is over,
Princess Leia can relax a bit.

Fisher:\Ne\\, first I think there should be a shop-
ping planet or a beauty parlor planet. Then I'd

get Han to marry me. . . . And see what his sign
is. Look it up and all that.

Vogue: Plans for the future?

Fisher: The National Enquirer says I'm three
and a half months pregnant.

Vogue: Already?

Fisher: Oh well, I'm surprised too. They also
say that I've quit show business, so I guess
that's my plan for now. . . . Yeah [laughs], I be-
lieve everything I read. —B.H.

DEMORALIZED AND DECIMATED BY WAR, GERMAN

CONDUCTORS LOST TOUCH WITH THEIR OWN MU-

SICAL HERITAGE. BUT A FORMER EAST GERMAN

BRINGS PASSION AND AUTHORITY, AGAIN, TO THE

MUSIC OF BEETHOVEN, BRAHMS, WAGNER.

JL 'W*

TENNSTEDT
It seems difficult to realize that, a mere decade

ago, hardly anyone had even heard of Klaus

Tennstedt. His career in East Germany had
not telegraphed his name worldwide. He la-

bored in relative obscurity for a while after he

came to the West. His real ascendancy, as per-

haps the most admired conductor of the Ger-

man symphonic classics, came with his guest

appearances with the Boston Symphony in the

mid-'seventies.

Since then, his fame has grown steadily. He
has moved from orchestra to orchestra, cur-

rently heading the London Philharmonic but

guest-conducting worldwide. He probably

makes more records with the awesome Berlin

Philharmonic than anyone except its music di-

rector, Herbert von Karajan. And this month,

Tennstedt returns to his first love, opera, to

lead "Fidelio/' in New York during the Metro-

politan Opera's centenary season.

Tennstedt has won his eminence by blend-

ing idiomatic grandeur with a distinctive per-

sonal intensity. The great German conductors

of the past, while hardly identical, shared this

ability to bring a magisterial authority to the

music of Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann,

Brahms, Wagner, and Bruckner while at the

same time investing that music with passion,

sinuous rubato, and/or mystical weight.

In recent years, two men above all have

managed to carry that tradition into our own

time, but both had won their first fame before

World War II. Musically, the late Karl Bohm

struck some as more bluntly direct than any-

thing else. And Von Karajan, while magnifi-

cent in some music, falls victim too often to his

penchant for enervated subtlety

The younger generation, decimated by war
and perhaps demoralized by Germany's loss of

cultural centricity, had less to offer. Tennstedt

was the first German conductor to convince

the world once again that he could bring some-

thing authoritative to the music of his own cul- i

tural tradition, after four decades in which
conducting was dominated by the Italians, the

English, the Russians, the Japanese, the Par-

sis, and even the Americans.

To German music, Tennstedt brings a mea-

sured steadiness that seems to suit the Central

European classics. But he also offers a febrile,

almost improvisatory quality, a sense that the

music is being shaped right there from the po-

dium, moment to moment. In concert, this

feeling of freshness seems to be just what the

often-played standards require. On records,

however, this magic isn't always present. As
he has become more and more overextended,

|

some of Tennstedt's more recent recordings

have begun to slip back into the merely ordi-

nary: the phrasing is not as focused as on his

finest discs, the intensity is not as sustained

—

even the playing is not as pristine.

But at his best, Tennstedt is sMll a formida-

ble conductor. One hopes the specialness of

the Met performances—special for the Met,

which rarely offers conductors of his quality,

apart from the ubiquitous James Levine—will

galvanize Tennstedt to a special effort. Ger-

man conductors once owed their superiority, it

was said, to their years of apprenticeship in the

smaller German opera houses. Tennstedt has

had just that kind of training; it will be fasci-

nating to hear him practice his true craft in an

opera pit. —DAVID SARGENT
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inning.

n her late tr ' anning is

-named New York blueblood

who mugs and \ -e a Borscht

Belt comedienne. She auditioned for,

and won, he' 'ork the-

ater rote in Joseph Pa :

no version of Two Gentlemen of

Verona by phonetically singing, in

Spanish, a song she learned from her

Venezuelan roommate in boar:.

Channing's forays into television

(The Girl Most Likely To) and film

Grease, Mike Nichols' The Fortune

with Warren Bee
son, made her realize that, for tier

New York theater is home. "I moved to

LA. and, I mear
seductive out the ; dressed up
and carried around. But it was when I

found myself standing on a TV sound-

.5 with Bobby Vinton saying, 'Gee

Bobby, it's nice to be here tonight' that

I said, You've gone too fa

Channing fled for the East. "Acting

on a stage is a very mysterious pro-

cess—" : j (fere m and T

she says. "I mean, here are these hu-

man beings onstage in a pool of light.

And other human beings watc
them. The audience is as much a

of it as the actor. It's not like me-

Tom Stoppard.
having

I a sip of

if? The Real Thing

m
»

Stockard Charming
s non-woodwind hah

The Lady and the Clarinet

"What do I do
"h these memories?"

One splash of the last London
season, The Real Thing, by
Tom Stoppard, is about to ar-

rive in Coca-Cola land. Less
philosophical, less surreal than his earli-

er works, The Real Thing is a witty trea-
tise on Love. People say things like:

"The trouble is, I can't find a part of my-
self where you're not important," while
betrayal and divorce poke like snakes
through the plot. Glenn Close, who re-

turns to the stage after a medley of mov-
ie roles, and Jeremy Irons, who acted out
Betrayal—Pinter-style—will star in the
American version of The Real Thing. Said
one Brit: "I went with two older ladies;
they hated it. It's abou* adultery and
swapping and all that. I think it shocked
them. I loved it, because, you know, I'm
familiar with all that." —D.B.C.

orothy Loudon likes

the women that she
i

plays—even the ones
audiences love to hate,

such as the horrible, hilarious Mill

Hannigan in the long-running ver-

sion of Annie. "I loved her," she

says. "I thought she was the hero-

ine. Everybody knew Annie was

going to be okay, but Hannigan
was never going to get out of that

orphanage. There she was with her

bottle, her radio, her whistle; life

had just passed her b>
.'"

This month Loudon's back on
Broadway in the cheeky London
hit Xoises Off. as Dotty, the inexo-

rably second-rate actress who
takes on the role of the Cockney
maid in the play's inner play,

S'othing On—a door-slamming
bedroom sex farce performed by a

small-time touring company
whose private jealousies and
squabbles swamp the play.

Loudon began her career in

those now legendary New York
jazz clubs Le Ruban Bleu and The
Blue Angel doing comedy rou-

tines she wrote herself ("I couldn't

afford a writer") and singing and playing the

piano ("I play rotten piano, but I developed a

singing style so nobody would listen to my
playing").

"There's nothing more exciting than the

theater," says Loudon "What else is there?

There's television, but I don't understand it.

You don't hear the applause . . . you don't

hear anything. You just, in your head, hear

all those people leaving the room."
There should be plenty of uncanned

laughter at Soises Off "What happens in the

play within the plav I midon. "is III

actor's nightmare, missing cues, coming in at

the wrong time. I mean, they do everything

wrong But this situation isn't narrowed to

the theater, it's universal . . . it's called disas-

ter, when just everything goes wrong You
can do that in your kitchen, when you're

having a dinner partv
" —SB.
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The Architects of Time

The Mini in 18 Kt. gold. Versatile, thin, elegant. Water resistant. Extremely accurate, very Swiss.

Five year international warranty. Intelligently priced at $5250, $4750, and $3750.

Uliss &Humbert Bros.
Fine Jewelers Since 1848

Convenient locations throughout suburban New Jersey. (201) 489-8660
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These fine stores have some-
thing special in store for you.

Alan Austin
Beverly Hills, Dallas and Houston

B. Altaian & Co.
New York, Pennsylvania and New )c i xey

Britches ofGeorgetowne
Washington, D.C., Maryland,
Virginia and Atlanta

Broadway-Southwest
Phoenix, Tucson, Las Vegas and
Albuquerque

CharlesJourdan
New York and throughout the U.S.

Courreges
New York, Palm Beach, California

and St. Thomas

Evans
Chicago and suburbs

Giorgio
Beverly Hills

Hecht's
Washington, D.C.

Henri Bendel
New York

Higbee's
Cleveland and Northeastern Ohio

I. Magnin
West Coast, Illinois and
Washington, D.C.

Jacobson's
Michigan, Ohio and Florida

John Wanamaker
Philadelphia and New York

Jordan Marsh
New England and Florida

J. W. Robinson
Southern California

UnaLee
Beverly Hills and New York

Nordstrom
Washington, Oregon and California

Sanger-Harris
Texas and Oklahoma

The Talbots

Throughout the Northeast
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"Big-evening" n

fragrance,, skit advances:,

delights, to ( to give... m
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,

RECAPTURING AN EAR-

LIER ERA OF LUXURI-

OUS SERVICE SINCE

OPENING IN PARIS

ALMOST TWO YEARS

«*- AGO. CARON'S FRA-

GRANCE BOUTIQUE

HAS ARRIVED IN THE

U.S. PART OF THE

CHARM: THE OVERSIZE

LOUIS XV BACCARAT

URNS TO DISPENSE

YOUR FAVORITE CARON

SCENT. AT BLOOMING-

DALE'S, NYC (LEFT),

DALLAS; I. MAGNIN,

SAN FRANCISCO.

OVEH LOOl

To giveREAL PLEASURES
at this time ofyear, designer objets that combine

fragrance pleasure with most-wanted

accessories. One such: Ralph Lauren 's sleek brass

obelisk filled with Lauren cologne, part

ofa trio ofpurse-size gifts. Or, the crystal-encased

Halston Night scented candle. . . .

Perfectfor giving: an extra-generous

bottle ofa favorite scent, such as fresh

green-floral Cie . . . gardenia-rich Sand & Sable.

hades of soft pastels, almost sheer in texture, the co/or deepened

only on the lips. It's a look that's softer . . . prettier . . . more

unabashedly feminine than we've seen for a while. And one that,

at this time of year, shows up the richness of holiday clothes and brings out the polish of

well-cared-for skin. Above, and on our cover, model Isabella Rossellini wearing a meld of

matte pinks from Lancome: Camille Blushing Powder on cheeks, Tiara pink Maquiriche

CremePowder EyeColour, and on the mouth, vivid Pink Ice Le Stylo LipColour. At night,

holiday "finish": Magie Noire Parfum. Photo by Avedon. Hair, Garren of Garren, NYC.

Makeup, Ariella. Hat, Jay Lord Hatters. Judyth van Amringe scorves. Details, last pages.

New makeup whimsy: wearing one offbeat, color-contrasting "element."

Like the surprise of palest lilac nails when you're wearing brick-toned eye

and lip colors. It's a subtle play on color that takes some getting used to,

is especially dramatic with sleek black evening clothes.

Instant office-to-evening makeup change:

apply deeper, more vivid lip color,

"layer" over with golden lipgloss.

FOR MENS SKIN:

The accelerated skin exfoliation caused by daily every-other-day shaving can leave a

man's skin even more sensitive, more in need of conditioning than a woman's. And a

high-alcohol after-shave will only further dry a man's skin. This, from Richardson-

Vicks' director of dermatological research Sergio Narht. Ph.D., whose latest skin-

care studies led to the new Saxon low-alcohol, soothing after-shave lotion.

78

A
WORLD

OF
NEW

DESIGNS

That ' s how Diane Von Furstenberg (above)

describes her plans for 1984. First: a

cosmetics partnership with Beecham that

will bring ' 'more colors, a new and magi-
cal fragrance.'' Next: ' 'plush' ' home
furnishings for Sears, a DVF boutique in

NYC's Sherry-Netherland Hotel.

VOGUE D»c«mb"
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Breakaway from the ordinary. Give an extraordinary gift.

Seagram 's V. 0. Exceptionally smooth, surprisingly light.
^

Give V.O. in a new limited edition deluxe decanter, at a slightly higher price.

Or in the holiday gift package, at the traditional price.

Always be moderate when you drink. But indulge when you give.

Give Seagram 's V. 0. Even after it's gone, you won 't be forgotten.

To send a gift of Seagram 's V. 0. call this toll-free number:

800-528-6148x119. Void where prohibited.
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Introducing Cassidy For the woman who prefers clothing with a heightened sense of style

Cassidy

The complete collection, available at The Limited.
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versatility

The "hot" cut r

style... a great

ening

$ haircutter

ome seasons, there's one hair "look," one]

length, that is utterly appealing, that works with every hair texture,

seems to flatter every woman. Case in point: the cut first seen on
'

model Laetitia Firman-Didot (above and right) at the Paris couture

shows. Just edging the earlobes in front, beveled somewhat
shorter in back, with full, layered bangs, the cut can be parted

asymmetrically, sleeked over one eye, as in the big picture, styled

by John Sahag. For more "shape" (small picture), Garren of Gar-

ren, New York used hair spray after blow-drying, then brushed
hair up and out. More allure: a curl angled over one cheek.

ADDED BENEFITS
care products not only cleanse or condition hair but help I

to protect it from further damage. There are detergent-
free shampoos that moisturize hair, like Reviva Labs

Brewer* s Yeast shampoo , Dr. Hauschka' s rich coconut-oil
Neem shampoo . . . Zotos perms are bolstered by their
post-perm shampoo and conditioner . . . Even styling
aids now help to maintain hair' s shape and condition. To

look for : Rave Soft hair spray, available unscented, and

Ogilvie Conditioning setting lotion.

Pretty at night: Chin-length hair pulled off the face. Brush front

and sides back, anchor hair with the thinnest black-satin ribbon

tied as a headband, or with a pair of rhinestone-studded combs—
from Chicago's J. Gordon Designs

m

he technique Italian stylist
Sergio Valente developed
to give chin-length hai^— like

the style above, seen at Valentino's
fall/winter show—volume and fullness :

' 'undercutting, ' ' snipping shorter
layers underneath for added support.

FOR MEN: NYC'S POWER BARBER llL
his chair at the Pierre Hotel, barber Gio Hernandez wheels, deals, and trims the most high-

powered heads in town. Chrysler's Lee lacocca, ABC's Roone Arledge, Yankees' George

Steinbrenner, Robert Redford, and the list goes on. Clients are not only treated to expert

service and useful information—Gio's, says one client, is a CEO club—but, one of Gio's

unique tonsorial pleasures: a glass of fine red wine. (212) 838-7600.

In hair ornaments, at night, the appeal

of the unexpected . . . like an outsize feather

(left)—actually a single earring

—

"woven" through the crown of a short blunt cut.

Adding more interest in front: haircolor

subtly graded from pale, almost honey blond,

on the bangs to soft brown in back.
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ONLYAT THESE
NUBEST & CO. SALON / Manhasset, New York

- 212-767-8775

J. GORDON DESIGNS /Chicago, Illinois

312-871-0770

JOHN JAY SALONS / New Orleans, LA
504-282-7234

UGO Dl ROMA / Miami, Florida

305-358-0044

SALONS...

YOSH FOR HAIR /San Francisco, N. California

415-989-7704

GENE JUAREZ SALONS / Seattle, Washington

206-628-0011

PIERRE and CARLO / Philadelphia, PA
215-735-0164

L'IMAGE SALONS / Dallas, Texas

214-522-6230

•V
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ONLYAT THESE SALONS.
ALABAMA
Hairdressers

Clenwood I 205-335-3413

ARIZOSA
Cutters Hair
Phoenix / 602-263- 1138
Mane Attraction Salon
Phoenix I 602-266-0065

CALIFORNIA
Andre's Hair Studios
San Pedro/ 213-547-1168

Antonio Benvenuto
San Anselmo I 415-454-1347

Hubert Braun Hair Styling,

Palo Alto/ 415-328-0756

Hubert Braun Hair Styling
San Francisco/ 415-421-1507

Khandjian Total Beauty
Encino/ 213-783-3688

Mr. Lee Hairstylist

San Francisco 1 415-474-6002

lames Victor Hair Forum
Woodland Hills 1 2 13-348-494

1

Yosh For Hair
San Francisco 1 4/5-989-7704

COLORADO
Hair Fxchange
Englewood 1 303-770-65 10

Interhair

Denver I 303-777-3245

Scissors

Denver 1 303-399-2062

DELAWARE
Central Beauty Salon, Inc.

Wilmington 1 302-655- 1559

Michael Christopher Designs
Wilmington / 302-658-0862

Mr. Larry's Haircrimpers
Wilmington I 302-658-4400

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Charles Russell International
Washington I 202-342-1942

FLORIDA
Fashion Focus
Sarasota/ 813-921-7485

loan Cabert Hair Design
North Palm Beach 1 305-848-8444

Glamor Quorum
Winter Park I 305-644-1500

The Great American Hair Experience
West Palm Beach I 305-684-6576

Ugo Di Roma
Miami I 305-854-6886/358-0044

Yellow Strawberry
Fort Lauderdale I 305-463-4343

GEORGIA
I.Dudley Haircuts

Morrow/ 404-961-1412

loseph's Hair Salons
Atlanta/ 404-973-2471

Don Shaw's Hairdressers
Atlanta 1 404-393-8303

Superhair
Marietta/ 404-427-3761

Warren's
Atlanta/ 404-261-9636

ILLINOIS

lerry Adams Salon
Chicago/ 312-327-1130

I.Gordon Designs & Hair Parlour
Chicago/ 312-871-0770

Mario Tricoci Hair Co., Inc.

Schaumburg I 312-884-7400

INDIANA
Rogers' Hair Design, Inc.

Evansville/ 81 2-423-5423

KENTUCKY
loseph 's Hair Fashions, Inc.

Louisville 1 502-897-5369

Roy & Co.
Louisville/ 502-897-1 527

LOUISIANA
Sam Brocato Lockworks
Baton Rouge I 504-927- 1860

lohn lay Salons, Inc.

New Orleans 1 504-282-72 34-Salon
/ 504-282-4907-Offue
Kenneth's Coiffures
Metaine/ 504-83 5-55 56

Navarro's Hair Performers
Lafayette/ 318-981-79^

MARYLAND
Carl Intercoiffure, Inc.
Baltimore/ 101-435-9400

L 'Official of the Hair, Inc.

Baltimore I 301-484- 1444

MASSACHUSETTS
lohn Dellaria Salons I Dellaria Ltd.

Boston/ 61 7-266-8255

lohn Fagone Hair Salon
Marhlehead I617-6M -0564/9893

Geneses
Chestnut Hills 1 617-734-4050

Leon and Company
Belmont 1 6 / 7-484-4777

Mr. Richards' of Wellesley
Wellesley/ 617-235-9710

Salon Capri
Hyde Park 1 6 1 7-361-3830

MICHIGAN
Coloseum 2000 Hair Care, Inc.

Crosse Point 1 313-881-7252

Douglas I.

Okemo*. 1 517-349-0430

Bart Edmond Salon
St. Clair Shores/ 313-296-3660

Gerald's, Inc.

Franklin/ 313-626-7176

Nino of Somerset
Troy 1 313-643-8740

Panopoulos Salon East

Grand Rapids 1 616-245-2287

MINNESOTA
Rocco Altobelli Hair Salon
St. Paul/ 612-690-5491

Rita Ambourn Hair Designers
St. Paul/ 61 2-698-5537

MISSOURI
Casual Coif, Ltd.

St. Louis/ 314-647-4100

Hair 2000
St. Louis/ 314-227-6060

Otto's Hair Fashions, Inc.

Kansas City/ 816-363-3030

Tommie's
St. Louis/ 314-997-0780

NEBRASKA
Claude's
Omaha/ 402-392-0100

NEW/ERSEY
Pierre de Beaumont
Haddonfield 1 609-428-2326

NEW YORK
Victor Balestri's Intercoiffure

Ryebrook/ 914-937-5333
Scarsdale/ 914-725-5333

lohn Dellaria

Manhattan/ 212-925-4461

La Bottega
White Plains/ 914-948-7227

Nubest & Co. Salon

Manhasset 1 5 16-627-9444

Papillon Designs
Huntington 1 516-549-8542/483-5418

Studio IAE Hair Design, Inc.

Mamaroneck I 914-698-3400

OHIO
Arnold & David's Hair Design
Woodmere Village 1 216-464-4722

Kenneth's
Beachwood I 216-83 1-4898

Markfrank Salons
Beachwood I 216-464-6446

Michael's For Hair
Dayton I'513-435-4701

Charles Penzone Hair Design
Columbus 1 6 /4-488-5906

Phyllis at the Madison
Cincinnati/ 513-321-1 300

Tanglewood Hairdressers, Inc.

Chagrin Falls 1 216-543-9868

Oft^HOMA
Hilk rest Beauty Center

Women 8, Mansfield

PENNSYLVANIA
Angelitt<>\ H-auti (inter
Sonu

Adolf Biecker a' Nan Duskin
Philadelphia J

:

Pierre & Carlo, ln< .

Philadelphia I 2

1

5- 7 ) 5-0164

Cheena's World
Hermitage 1 412-981 -6 HO
Robert Glider For Hair
H.nertown I 2/5-4462929
lean-Madeline, Inc.

Philadelphia 1 2

1

5-7 J5-0556

Burt Shepp & The Great Hair Co.
Hatboro I 2 1 5-443-0400

Stephen's Hairgraphics
McMurray 1 412-833-3288

Styles by Sisco, Inc.

Monroeville 1 412-373-0250

VIP Salon
Huntingdon Valley 1 2/5-947-5900

TENNESSEE
New Breed International
Memphis/ 901 -683-7306/76/ 1870

TEXAS
Fascination, Inc.

Houston/ 713-820-3847

L'lmage, Inc.

Dallas/ 214-522-6230

Mr. Tom's, Inc.

Lubbock 1 806-792-4363

Paul Neinast Inc.

Dallas/ 214369-5350
Visible Changes, Inc.

Houston/ 713-957-2030

VERMONT
Vermont College of Cosmetology
Burlington 1 802-863-4666

Whitman & Whitman Hair Design, Inc.

Brattleboro 1 802-257-4349

VIRGINIA
Taylor Burgess Hairstyling Salons, Inc.

Norfolk/ 804-583-5821

Carmine's Hair Trek
Virginia Beach 1 804-425- 122

1

WASHINGTON
Gene Juarez Hair Design
Seattle I 206-628-001 1/1405

Yuki's Diffusions

Seattle/ 206-382-9166

WISCONSIN
Erik of Norway Beauty Salon
Milwaukee 1 4 14-354-1000

CANADA
ONTARIO
Ezio Achille—A Beautiful

New Beginning
Windsor/ 5/9-256-933/

Alberto Coiffures, Ltd.

Toronto/ 4/6-789-4323

Robin Barker Hair
Toronto/ 4/6-960-5545

De Berardinis

Willowdale 1 4/6-979-9292

Embassy-A Touch of Class

Sudbury/ 705-522-7/9/

Robert Francois, Swan Hairstyling

Toronto/ 4/6-922-2/ 18

Michael Kluthe Salon
Toronto/ 416-925-6306

Vicki Runf e, Ltd. Haute Coiffure
Toronto 1 4 6-925- 1 161/449-8713

William Saab International Hairstylists

Toronto/ 416-921-41 11

Mary Tripi & Co.
Toronto/ 416-487-81 18

QUEBEC
Inter Beauty & Deauville
Montreal/ 514-735-4432

USA/CANADA

ser 1983

MOST INTERCOIFFURE SALONS USE AND RECOMMEND THE QUALITY PRODUCTS OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS:

CLAIROL # / Professional Haircolor I WELLA Quality Haircare Worldwide I CORIUM Professional Facial System & Skin Care Products /

AVEDA Pure Natural Products I PAUL MITCHELL Natural Haircare System I FRAMES! Hair Pigment Art
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PUT CHRISTMA HE HANDS OFAN EXPERT.

FOR
A GIFT CERTIFICATE
GETTE KLINGER FACIAL.

Give her the gift that c ch as you do.

A Georgette KJingei noose from

our Famous Indi

•

rid Make-Up
for $45, a half d for$95,acom-
pletedayofpi ce for $165, a

series of 6 tic ;225 or a

full Yea: - $500.

And, hopping

at Get- n.geris a

beautiful treat for you , too. Avoid the madding crowd
by simply calling us toll-free, 1-800-221-4970 or in

New York, 212-838-3200 to order the gift

certificate ofyour choice. (All major
credit cards accepted.) Give her
the gift you'll know she'll love

and the one gift she wouldn't

exchange for the world.

>V

New York Beverly Hills Dallas Chicago Bal Harbour Palm Beach
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One of thefew things known about her is thatshe always wears Calandre.

Qj pacorabanne/paris

Lord & Taylor
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Classic Movements In Time

Distinctive Swiss styling in 18kt. gold.

Internationally guaranteed in 60 countries.

Y tFELDMAR
Iwatch and Clock Center
'

, OFFICIAL JUVENIA WATCH CENTER
9000 West Pico Boulevard • Los Angeles 90035 • (213) 272-1 196

WORLDS LARGEST SELECTION OF STOPWATCHES, CHRONOGRAPHS. FINE WATCHES AND CLOCKS
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MAY ALL YOUR
HOLIDAYS

BE AS SMOOTH AS
SATIN. «
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The SATIN '"Tip.

Feel the difference

/ on your lips.

^
10 mg. "tar" 0.9 mg. nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method.

• Lorillard. U.S.A., 1983

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Mayyour winter be awonderland.
Grand Marnier.

For delivery anywhere call 800-528-6148 (except



Health
"LOOSEN UP" WITH A DRINK?

Here's a bit of scientific advice to get you

through the holidays without excess calories

or hangovers. You can feel high without im-

bibing anything that is immoral, illegal, or fat-

tening: drink tonics with lime, and imagine the

vodka. Your party surroundings and expecta-

tions will do the rest.

For years, scientists have sought the "chem-

ical trigger" that alcohol supposedly re-

leases—the trigger that makes people

aggressive or sexy (or both) when they've had

a martini or two. Alcohol is supposed to be a

"disinhibitor," lifting the physical controls on

socially unacceptable acts. But disinhibition

turns out to be a matter of thinking, not drink-

ing. Social scientists have found that when
people merely believe they are drinking alco-

hol (but actually are drinking tonic and lime),

they behave more "drunkenly" than do people

who actually are drinking vodka—but believe

they are not.

In a recent version of this research, pub-

lished in the Journal ofPersonality and Social

Psychology, David B. Abrams, Ph.D., and G.

Terence Wilson, Ph.D., recruited fifty young
men to compare the effects of real alcohol with

those of assumed alcohol on their sexual fanta-

sies and sexual responses to erotic films. The
men who believed they had consumed vodka
recorded more sexually explicit thoughts,

were less embarrassed and guilty about them,

and showed greater sexual arousal than their

counterparts who believed they were sober.

The actual amount of alcohol drunk—and
some of those fellows were given a hefty

dose—did not influence any of the tests of sex-

ual interest. Of the men given vodka but told

they had tonic, only one suspected that his

drink was spiked.

This research shows dramatically that if li-

quor is quicker, it's because we want it to be.

That's okay, as long as we recognize the excuse
for what it is. When people say, "I just

couldn't help myself, I had a few too many,"
it's their desires talking, not the alcohol.

REAL HELP FOR RAPE VICTIMS

Surviving Sexual Assault

(Congdon & Weed) is a small but

excellent book that will help anyone

—female or male, young or old

—

who has been the victim of assault

or knows someone who has been.

Prepared by the L.A. Commission

on Assaults Against Women, the book

tells victims what to do, where

to get help (medical, psychological,

and legal), the route to recovery,

the basic facts and myths about rape.
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What difference a drink makes. .

.

the true value of femininity. .

.

work—when the honeymoon's over. .

.

By Carol Tavris

ETERNALLY FEMININE? GOOD NEWS ABOUT "OLD" VALUES
Working women have long been lectured to about the importance of learning "mascu-

line" strategies if they are to succeed professionally. Assertiveness, ambitiousness,

and individualism to the forefront! Down with nurturance, sympathy, and warmth!

But now comes good news for those feminine values: they are the essential elixir of

happy marriages. For both sexes.

Family researcher John K. Antill, Ph.D., recruited 108 married couples, who rated

the extent of their traditionally "masculine" qualities (such as aggression, individ-

ualism, ambition, decisiveness, dominance), and their "feminine" qualities (such as

cheerfulness, loyalty, sympathy, warmth, tenderness, love for children). Those who
scored equally high for masculinity and femininity were rated "androgynous."

Antill found that masculinity "bore no relationship to happiness—either one's own
or one's partner's." The happiest husbands had the most feminine wives; the happi-

est wives had the most feminine husbands; and the happiest couples were those in

which both spouses scored high on femininity. So much, says Antill, for the old "oppo-

sites attract" theory, which said that a traditional macho would be happiest with a li'l

flower and vice versa.

And androgyny? Masculine traits do seem to be the key to self-confidence, achieve-

ment, and leadership in one's career, says Antill, if not the keys to a happy life or a

satisfying marriage. Women and men who want both love and work need to keep the

old values even as they learn new ones.

KIDS AND DIVORCE: THE FACTS
A major new study on the effects of divorce on
children has some important findings. John
Guidubaldi, Ph.D., professor of early childhood

education at Kent State University, headed a re-

search team that studied first-, third-, and fifth-

grade children in thirty-eight states. Using tests,

interviews with the children and their parents,

and teachers' and psychologists' ratings of the

children, the researchers compared 341 chil-

dren from divorced parents with 358 children

from "intact" homes. Some results:

• Children from intact homes did better on four-

teen of sixteen classroom behavior ratings, on
social adjustment (popularity, ability to commu-
nicate, getting along with others), and school

work (they had higher IQs, better grades, great-

er self-discipline).

• Divorce is as upsetting and deleterious for

children from affluent homes, or for those

whose parents are highly-educated profession-

als, as it is for less advantaged children.

• Girls consistently adjust better and faster

than boys do, both socially and academically

—

implying that boys may be suffering more from

the absence of their fathers.

• First-graders show fewer adverse reactions

than fifth-graders do.

To minimize the disrupting impact of divorce,

the researchers recommend several strategies.

They stress the importance of both parents'

maintaining contact with the children, especial-

ly fathers of boys who are living with their moth-

ers, and recommend that schools give

progress reports to fathers as well as to moth-
ers. Parents (naturally) should not confuse an-

ger at the ex-spouse with anger at the child; but

neither should they confuse "loving" with lack

of routine and discipline. Children make better

adjustments to divorce, say the researchers,

when they have early and regular bedtimes,

watch little television, have organized after-

school activities, and stay in touch with the rela-

tives of the absent parent.

IN SEARCH OF THE IDEAL JOB
You start your new job with high hopes:

the people who hired you have told you
marvelous things about their organization

and you can't wait to be a part of it.

Two months later, the work seems boring,

the pay and promotion chances not as great

as you thought, and you're thinking of
chucking this entire career altogether.

It may not be the job. You are, say

organizational psychologists Roger A. Dean.

Ph.D., and John P. Wanous, Ph.D.,

probably sufferingfrom "reality shock"—
the discrepancy between what you expected

from thejob before you accepted it

and your perceptions now that you have it.

The reseachers interviewed 109 bank
tellers the first day theyjoined the bank,

after they had completed three weeks'

training, and after five weeks' work.

Dean and Wanousfound evidence

of rampant reality shock.

The tellers' initial expectations

about the work itself, pay,

promotions, co-workers, and career

advancement had all been highly inflated—
and were significantly deflated

in just eight weeks. (The only aspect of
the job that met their expectations was

satisfaction with their supervisors.)

"Reality shock" did not affect the workers'

performance as tellers, but it deeply

affected their commitment to work

and their attachment to the organization.

Dean and Wanous conclude that the first

corrective to reality shock is realistic

job interviews. Ifyou don't want

to suffer psychic letdown at your new fob,

make sure you are fully informed—
find out, for instance, why your

predecessor left. And be careful what

you promise about your own abilities—
you don't want your new employer

to have reality slunk about you.

VOGUE. D«c«mb*>. 1983
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CELLOPHANES.
THE NEW TRANSPARENT HAIRCOLOUR

FROM SEBASTIAN.

s

Colourshine your hair at a Certified Cellophanes Salon nearest you, or call 800-424-7288. In California or Canada, call collect, 213-999-5112.

Cellophones is a registered trademark oi Sebastian International. Inc ©1983 Sebastian International, Inc Image Maker, Gen Cusenza
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ressed for each other

Couples in love and clothes—

the fine art of compatibility

BY >1MM A II SOU K I \

"Must you?" wondered the

wife not long ago as I prepared to slip into a

fa\ored hounds-tooth jacket admittedly
grown somewhat long in same.

"Trop dog-eared?" I wondered back.

"Age is not the problem," she dogged me.

"The problem is that it doesn't go."

"Doesn't go!" I shrieked, abashed, sympho-
n> i. f harmonious beige tones that I was. "It's

perfect," I insisted, gesturing like Stokowski at

my ensemble. "I adore it."

"You miss the point," she patronized. "It

goes with your trousers. It goes with your cur-

rent self-image. But it does not go with me. I

am dressed up. You are not."

This incident—and numerous others—il-

lustrates one of the unexpected consequences

of married life: collective dressing. Marriage

means that one must always dress for two.

Twins also have this problem. But for twins the

only real question is whether or not to dress

identically. Marriage is more complicated.

The main thing is to avoid contradiction, es-

pecially in public. This calls for a consistent

attitude in the dual departments of looking

good and looking right. Final say as to looking

good is ultimately the prerogative of one's

mate who is in a privileged position to under-

mine any effort. There's just no adequate de-

fense against the charge that your complexion

always looks sallow in aubergine. One chooses

accommodation or recrimination. Remember,
your spouse's censure is likely to be genuinely

motivated: we're always liable to be more em-
barrassed by others than by ourselves.

Looking right is another matter. Here, the

wife and I have problematically different

views. I'm totally contextual and think that

minute semiological calculations must differ-

entiate a costume suited to Great Neck from

one apt to Teaneck. The wife describes this as

"spineless pluralism" and "sartorial oppor-

tunism." Her view is that some values are just

plain immutable and should be scarcely var-

ied. For this I call her a closet Platonist, which
sends her into a rage.

Still we mainly manage to get dressed. We
do this by means of a system which we call

"the dialectic of dressing." Imagine, for exam-
ple, that in preparing to go to the movies both

the wife and myself put on black trousers and a

white shirt. While it might very well be that

each of us was looking good and that we were
individually looking right, it's an absolute of

the collective dress code that both of us look-

ing the same is always wrong. "Like twins for

chrissakes," says the wife.

Let me quickly fill you in on something else.

The wife always wears black and/or white. She

is stimulated by the challenge of working with-

in a rigorous system. This means that to solve

the problem I can either go to an alternative

system (a luau shirt, for example) or we can

work within the system already chosen. In our

particular case the latter is indicated, as we are

likely to be in a hurry and the luau shirt is inev-

itably a matter of controversy. An obvious

possibility is for the wife to change into a skirt.

But this is both too schematic (a difference no
subtler than that between the stick figures on a

public bathroom door) and too reactionary

(relying on traditional sex roles).

One of the wife's most brilliant resolutions

of this recurrent dilemma was a switch in

shirts to a starched, wing-collared number of

the type generally worn with a tail suit. The
success is complex. First, the conspicuously

large and "mannish" shirt gives her that ador-

able gamine air, like Claudette Colbert in

Clark Gable's pajamas. And, as the source of

this impression is unmistakably the shirt, it

marks her otherness from it. Second, the very

clarity of this distinction enables her to dictate

terms to the shirt: she conquers it and occupies

its territory. Finally, since we are together,

there is no mistaking that the shirt is mine.

This makes me look slightly ridiculous and, by

extension, mocks the frivolity of male manners
in general.

Now that the system is clear, here are sever-

al additional examples which may prove to be

useful:

' lonllard. USA 1983

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.



Trip to the Country

ecently, we were invited for a day in nearby

ades. Discussion fell along classic Dress Up/
ress Down lines. My initial thought was that

e look "country" yet stop just short of the

nd of casualness that might suggest that we
ally spend a lot of time out of doors. We were
tie to agree on this and I selected pleated chi-

>s with a visibly fresh crease, a white shirt,

id a sweater of an unmistakably urban ma-
:nta. The wife elected black pants, white

iirt, and a pale grey cardigan, draped. All

as compatible until we reached footwear. I

mned my maroon tennis shoes, thinking

ey would convey a subtle practicality about

mntry matters, showing me to be someone in

horn art was tempered by common sense,

te wore strappy little heels because her

eakers were wet and made her feet look big.

'hile this choice was not wrong ipso facto, it

as clearly inconsistent with mine. This diver-

ge greatly weakened our capacity for col-

;tive action, a handicap that can be fatal in

e country. In retrospect, my approach seems

have been correct. While the wife's shoesies

d enable a certain hauteur, they also prevent-

l us from being able to stride briskly off into

e woods by ourselves, a move which, timed

irrectly, might well have spared us from hav-

g to offer to do the dishes.

Scholarly Conference

uring the wife's recent attendance at a con-

rence in the city ofmy childhood, it fell to me
spend the major portion of the day squiring

y mother and then to meet the wife at the

,d of the conference, from whence I was to

ke her to the restaurant appointed for a meal

ith my parents. This added up to five sepa-

te occasions: me with mother, me with wife

at conference, me with wife and parents at din-

ner, wife at conference, wife with me and par-

ents at dinner.

In cases of this complexity, we often get

good results by ceding discretionary power to

one of us and having the other dress off of a

fixed image. As I felt no impetus to rise for an
eight o'clock lecture, this deciding role fell to

the wife, whose suitcase held a black and white

skirt and white blouse and a modishly Japa-

nese black dress. It was concurred that while

the dress was more suitable to the evening it

was probably a smidge avant for the scholarly

crowd. We decided to just go with what looked

good. After successive tryings-on, I offered

that both alternatives looked fine. "Fine" is

the word used when one has no desire to be
helpful, suggesting disdain and trivializing the

issues. My view was that I ought to have been

asleep. The wife fixed me with a murderous
gaze. I chose the dress. It was an arbitrary

choice. She wore the skirt which I—bound to

defend my seriousness—pronounced terrible.

It was back to the dress and a chilly departure.

Finally arising, I was faced with a simple

decision: to extend the morning's contretemps

or to do the right thing. The former would
have meant dressing down to the max and the

latter dressing up. Then I remembered my
mother (and ultimately my father), both of

whom I was laboring to present with a careful-

ly grown up performance in anticipation of

asking for a loan. I dressed up, thinking I

might still offer discord and embarrassment at

the conference by acting excessively garrulous

or asking a philistine question. Unfortunately,

when I got there the wife was at the front of the

auditorium and the only empty seats were at

the back, from which I would scarcely have

implicated her with any outburst. Besides, we

were both looking great. Too prosperous, alas.

to even think of hitting the old man up.

A Trip to the Corner
When you honestly tally it, it seems that the

place we go the most isn't the Four Seasons or

Danceteria but the Korean greengrocer on the

corner. I sometimes go two or three times a day,

if only to hear the way they pronounce "aru-

gala." The problem with the neighborhood is

people get to know you. This means that even

when you appear individually you get thought

of collectively and must thus worry about

what you were wearing yesterday or are likely

to wear tomorrow. The family in the greengro-

cer's obviously remembers such things, never

mind the people behind you on line.

The only guaranteed answer is collective

shopping but this is hopelessly inefficient.

We've developed a number of alternative strat-

agems. The first of these is raincoats. There
are, however, times of the year when raincoats

simply will not do. During these intervals we
either do not shop or alternate shopping
chores in patterns calculated to be confusing.

For example, the wife might shop five consec-

utive days in the same black dress and buy
only hearts of palm. On the sixth day I appear

very late at night in my luau shirt and buy one
endive and one medium size piece of tofu. Our
aim is to distract with the strange pattern of

our purchases, a pattern it's important to

make extremely regular. Preoccupying them
thus, we are able to slip in and out unexpected-

ly to pick up more quotidian necessities with-

out really registering on anybody.

Another possibility is to have things deliv-

ered but I prefer to caress my own tomatoes

and shake my own honeydews. The wife says I

still manage to bring home lousy ones. V

Exceptional taste in an ultra low tar.

Try True and you'll discover the taste worth switching to.
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broadtail lamb
always in vogue—
here lavished with

the lushness of

natural silver blue fox
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he following article is from an in-

terview with one ofNew York City 's

best-looking women of any age,

who has been in her fifties long

enough to be familiar with the ter-

ritory and who offers these sugges-

tions in grooming, dressing,

attitude andfitness to help a wom-
an look—and live—up to her potential.

By fifty, a woman knows her best qualities;

what to play up, what to underplay. That's as-

surance; you make mistakes, and you elimi-

nate them. You are likely to have enough
money at fifty to go to the hairdresser, to have

your hair colored, to have a manicure; pedi-

cure, and facial; we can be—should be—much
more soignee, groomed.

Style is important: if you have beautiful legs,

maybe you won't wear pants; but there's the

woman who wears only pants because she

looks great in pants—in a skirt, she doesn't

move as "young." That's knowing your style.

The way you carry yourself, express your-

self, move your hands—it can all read
"young" if you do it with spirit.

Pay attention to compliments; they tell you
a lot about yourself.

Makeup: use less; continue to use sunscreen.

The opaque look is not good. Use less pow-
der—a bit of shine is youthful. A woman looks

her most beautiful after two sets of tennis com-
ing out of a shower: she's perspired, she's exer-

cised, she's won. That's a radiance no makeup
can give you.

Certain fabrics—fabrics with life and
body—and colors are especially becoming to

skin. A charmeuse in a glowing peach color is

sensational. Red is an upper: wear a wonderful

red dress to a party. If you're blond, beiges are

good. Black requires beautiful skin, and you

need a little sparkle and glow next to the face.

If you're wearing black, wear something white

or pearls or a scarf between it and your face. A
silk scarfaround the neck is very becoming. Or
cashmere in a great color—Bordeaux is

good—to give a "flush" to the face.

You can create the most becoming light at

home: pink bulbs, candles. Create an atmo-

sphere with warmth: candles, color, heat. Use
music to create atmosphere, energy.

Keep a good mood, a sense of pleasure.

Work on it, figure out what gives you a sense of

pleasure. It requires organization and thought.

To be alone for a while every day is also crucial

to one's well-being. Unplug the phone for an

hour, and relax.

Health is most important, obviously. You
can't lose sleep without catching up on it the

next day—it shows in your face. After two late

nights, on the third night, stay home. By fifty,

you should be smart. . . .

Exercise is very important to women of fif-

ty, more important than to younger women. It

keeps both brain and muscles working. Mov-
ing with vitality makes you feel young, and the

only way to maintain this feeling, to continue

moving well, is to exercise. Organize your life

to fit in exercise. You can feel better, look bet-

ter; it gives you energy, helps to reduce stress

in your life.

Have a sense of humor. Don't be afraid to be

an original—that's something you've earned

by the time you're fifty.

If someone asks your age, answer whatever

you want. I sometimes say sixty, and they say,

"Why, you look great, absolutely marvelous!"

DRY SKIM RFVIVFRS 1^'^ toc,a
'y'
s formulations, every product that touches skin

uni-or\ll\ nLVlVLno^n be designed-' to .protect against moisture loss and add
extra moisture, even soap—usually avoided by women with dry skin. Olay Beauty Bar
actually helps skin retain water for more than.three hours after cleansing; new Soapure
contains three emollients, no detergents . ) Winter-chafed skin is often a result of sim-

ple dryness and can be avoided with regular—up to several times daily—use of a rich

body lotion (such as Orlane 's Ligne Pure Compose Hydratant Pour Le Corps) . . . When
skin aches for more than a moisturizer, an intensive regimen—like Clarins Cell Extracts

Beauty Treatment ampoules that speed natural skin cell renewal—may be called for.

BBlGlTTE IACCMBE

A Timeforced
Available At These Fine Stores

CALIFORNIA

Sak's Fifth Avenue
Bullock's Wilshire

Princess Ermine Jewels

Carter's - San Francisco

Emporium Capwell - San Francisco

Joseph Magnin
Prince Orloff Jewelers

COLORADO

H.W.R. Jewelers

FLORIDA

Sak's Fifth Avenue
Burdines

Jordan Marsh
Maas Brothers

Furchgotts

The Forum

ILLINOIS

Marshall Fields

KANSAS

Dillard's

LOUISIANA

Dillard's

MASSACHUSETTS

Jordan Marsh
Filenes

MINNESOTA

Donaldson's
Dayton's

MICHIGAN

Sak's Fifth Avenue
J.L. Hudson's
David Wachler &. Sons

MISSOURI

Sak's Fifth Avenue
Dillard's

NEW JERSEY

Sak's Fifth Avenue
Bamberger's
Littman Jewelers

Stern's

NEW MEXICO

Dillard's

NEW YORK

Sak's Fifth Avenue
John Gerald Jewelers

OHIO

Sak's Fifth Avenue
Lazarus

Shillito <Sl Rikes

PENNSYLVANIA
,

Sak's Fifth Avenue
John Wanamaker
Strawbridge & Clothier

Sunset Hill Jewelers

RHODE ISLAND

Filenes

TENNESSEE

Dillard's

TEXAS

Sak's Fifth Avenue
Foley's

Frost Brothers

Sanger Harris

Joskes
Dillard's

Hemphill-Wells

WASHINGTON

Nordstrom 's

WASHINGTON, DC.

Sak's Jendel

Woodward &. Lothrop
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Not really. Tests show that the
majority of American school
children fall well below the fit-
ness level considered acceptable
for their age. And adolescents

—

particularly teenage girls

—

have the poorest fitness pro-
files of all, despite the fact
that they are at the age when
their bodies have the greatest
innate capacity to improve, ac-
cording to tests of four million
school children conducted by the
Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) un-
der the sponsorship of Nabisco
Toasted Wheat & Raisins.
Among reasons for this disap-
pointing news: ''Budget cuts
that have affected all educa-
tional programs have hit physi-
cal education departments
especially hard. Too many adults
consider phys ed an extracurric-
ular activity rather than an
intrinsic part of a child's
education,'' said Sylvia
Schechter, director of health
and physical education, NYC Pub-
lic Schools. Another problem:
phys ed requirements vary from
state to state. While Illinois,
for example, requires a daily
phys ed class for all students,
Massachusetts sets requirements
only for students up to tenth
grade; eleventh and twelfth grade
phys ed is left up to local school
boards, giving the impression
that physical activity is not a
priority during the very years
that experts feel it may be most
important of all.
Positive signs for the future:

the hope that the growing numbers
of young adults participating in
regular fitness programs now
will pass on the fitness habit to
their children. The President's
Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports was organized in 1956 to
address the growing problem of
unfit American children. And
companies that profit from chil-
dren's needs are doing their
share. Nabisco, for example,
taking into account the AAU test
results, has created the Family
In Training program with the help
of Charles B. Corbin, Ph.D. , Ari-
zona State University, based on
the premise that the family that
starts exercising together will
help each other to continue exer-
cising. (For a free copy of
"Let's Get FIT,'' write Family
In Training, 500 North Michigan
Ave., Suite 200, Chicago IL
60611.)

NESS NOW

new facts...

Why physical performance

varies . . . children 's fitness .

.

. ^
exercise-induced asthma

vidence of improvement—being able to run farther, jump
higher, lift more weight—is what keeps most women exercis-

ing month after month. But sometimes it seems as if, rather

than making progress, the regular routine you've been doing

|

for weeks is becoming harder than ever.

"Variations in performance are to be expected. The human
I body, while amazingly efficient, is not a machine and cannot

duplicate exactly what it does one week to the next. Even professional athletes have their 'up'

days and 'down' days, a result of factors ranging from competing in a new environment to having

trouble sleeping the night before," said Richard H. Dominguez, M.D., co-medical director of the

Sports Performance and Rehabilitation Institute, Carol Stream, Illinois.

"Fitness improvements tend to come in spurts. The most obvious benefits of beginning an

exercise program won't appear until you've been working out for about three months. Once
you've become fit, progress comes in six-week intervals, research reveals; expecting to see re-

sults any faster leads you to think you're not improving when you really are.

"One of the most frequent causes of poor exercise performance is overtraining, or so-called

exercise burnout. This happens at every fitness level when you do too much too often. Most
experts now recommend that every exerciser follow the hard/easy principle, alternating a day of

hard, or most strenuous, exercise with a day of easy, meaning lighter or no, exercise. This allows

your muscles to recover and refuel and helps to prevent injuries."

A poor night's sleep can easily de-fuse your energy and performance levels the next day and
undermine your confidence as well. Water is also key to your body's performance; you don't feel

thirst until you're already about 50 percent dehydrated. Dr. Dominguez advises emptying your

bladder, then drinking several glasses of water or juice before every exercise period.

While a balanced diet is vital to maintaining stamina and general health, particular foods or

meals seem to have no effect on performance. "As long as you wait a few hours between eating a

large meal and exercising, it's fine. Most people eat a light breakfast before a morning workout,

but your muscles have enough fuel to withstand two hours of exercise on an empty stomach."

Does heading for exercise class after a terrible day mean you're likely to perform poorly?

"Apparently not. Studies show that exercise is a true mood-diffuser; exercisers who report being

in a bad mood at the start of a workout do no better or worse than when they start out in a

fantastic mood," said Michael Pollack, Ph.D., Mt. Sinai Medical Center, Milwaukee. "This

assumes that you don't stew over a problem during exercise."

Because prescription or over-the-counter medications may affect performance, they should be

discussed with your doctor. Being down for a week with flu means that you'll need about a week
to work back up to your previous exercise level. Never work out while you're ill or have a fever.

ASTHMA AND EXERCISE
A sudden feeling of tightness in your chest

plus difficulty in exhaling may be signs of ex-

ercise-induced asthma—a condition doctors

are learning is surprisingly common among

allergy-sufferers with no prior history of

asthma and affects adult women and men
equally. (Heart-attack pain is more severe

and radiates throughout the upper body.)

Why does exercise bring on otherwise-

dormant asthma? "The most common asthma

trigger is loss of heat and moisture in the res-

piratory tract, often caused by breathing in

cool, dry air through your mouth during

strenuous activity. For some patients, all the

'cure' needed is to exercise in a warm, some-

what humid environment and to breathe

through the nose, which naturally heats and

humidifies air. A thorough warm-up period

114

can also help to prevent exercise-induced

asthma, as can breathing slowly and deeply

to avoid hyperventilation, more frequently a

cause of asthma than a result," said allergist

Roger Katz, M.O., of UCLA School of Medicine.

What if you start wheezing or coughing,

feel tightness in your chest during exercise?

Stop and rest for twenty to thirty minutes,

advises Dr. Katz, then slowly resume your ac-

tivity. And see a physician, who may pre-

scribe one of the new asthma-preventing

medications. Intended specifically to be tak-

en within an hour or so before exercise, these

drugs are among those now accepted in in-

ternational competitions and are making it

possible for even young children with asthma

to enjoy the benefits of regular physical ac-

tivity.
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Horoscope
By Maria Elise Crummere December

Your Sagittarius profile: Sagittarius is

the Renaissance Woman of the zodiac

—

on a never-ending quest for the finest lit-

erature, arts, the most challenging

sports. Her characteristic wanderlust is

the result of her impulse to pursue all

these ventures. Don't be fooled by the Sa-

gittarian's distracted air—her eagerness

is really a natural optimism that tempers

one of the most philosophical of signs

Sagittarius November 23-december 21

With its abundance of new professional offers,

social invitations, December will seem to you
one big gift in itself. Your secret benefactor:

ruler Jupiter, "at home" in your sign. Great

accomplishments during the first four days is

the good head stirt that slates you as a winner

this month. Best advice: don't slow down to

overanalyze. Press on in all affairs that really

intrigue you—especially business ones.

Amidst a flurry of celebrating on the 24th, you
enjoy a surprising quiet time—which you real-

ly need.

Capricorn
DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19

Capricorn's key to success

and happiness this month:
communication. By nature

cautious, conservative, you should make a

point to extend yourself in business and in

love. On the 7th, one of your lucky numbers

—

take action on a project you began last month;

it should prosper on the 8th. Consult with

your most trusted colleagues on the 14th, and

on the 17th, with one who loves you. You re-

ceive a long-awaited message on the 27th

that's full of good cheer.

Aquarius
JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18

As the year comes to an end,

ever-innovative Aquarius is

in her element—making
plans to embrace everything new. New fash-

ions, new successes in professional and person-

al spheres. Social life in general is dazzling this

month—with a dream long-dreamt coming
true the first ten days. Words to the wise

Aquarian: take the helm of a business venture

on the 17th; success is a sure thing.

Pisces
FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20

^KT* U . Astrologically speaking, you^ ^ are right now enjoying the

(

v
) best of both worlds: your

high-spirited ruler, Neptune, is leaving imagi-

native Sagittarius and just about to enter the

get-things-done executive Capricorn. The re-

sult: even your most outrageous, idealistic

plans could come to pass. Your personal muse
this month is go-getter Jupiter, now in your

sign, who prompts you to circulate among
VI.P.'s and put your best self forward.

J^

Aries
MARCH 21-APRIL 19

With aggressive ruler Mars
opposite your sign this

month, you find yourself

playing by somebody else's rules—which
headstrong Aries can always live without. But

there's reward in compromise, particularly on

the 4th and 5th. In fact, you earn points in

each new move you make in the business and

the social arenas. Money's your goal until the

21st. Sweet success on the 29th.

Taurus
APRIL 20-MAY 20

With your passion-prone rul-

er, Venus, in super-achiever

Scorpio this month, both

love and power make your world go 'round.

Still, your instincts counsel: follow your head,

not your heart on crucial matters. When a Big

Power partner offers advice on the 7th, take it.

Indulge in fun on the 15th, for by the 17th

you're ready for a long-term commitment.

Complete major tasks by the 22nd.

¥ Gemini
MAY 21-JUNE 21

i
^^m^y December— hurrah!-
j0r^

J
you're in the winner's circle.^"

J You can't lose at love or

work, the 1st through the 3rd especially. Your
unbeatable prompter: Mercury, your clever

ruler, now crossing savvy Capricorn. A lucky

break on the new moon on the 4th gives you a

good start; by the 13th you're moving at top

speed, sighting all your prospects and then go-

ing after them. (Continued on page 118)
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In 1907, while tobogganing, Millicent Eubanks
shocked her fiance when she lit up a cigarette.

VIRGNIA

Vbu've come
a long way, baby.

© Philip Morris Inc. 1983

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Regular: 9mg "tar," 0.7 mg nicotine-Menthol: 8 mg "tar,"

0.6 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar.'83.

"*V/"
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It was all down hill from there.
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Portrait ofa woman wearing metal

Metal, which is an essence created in France,

is one hundred and twenty dollars an ounce

It is also, among other things, a bath gel,

a body milk, a soap, a dusting powder.

paco rabanne

Neiman-Marcus
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HOROSCOPE

(Continuedfrom page 116)

Cancer
JUNE 22-JULY 22

December—season of great

get-togethers—finds Cancer
the coordinator happily oc-

cupied with home and office gatherings. The
first Big Event: the 7th. Exercise your imagi-

nation on this one for a superlative success.

There's involvement on a personal level, too:

after a rather hesitant romantic period, love

comes on strong. You've every cause to cele-

brate: everything's going your way.

Leo
JULY 23-AUGUST 22

With Jupiter the zealot in

your fiery, Sun-ruled sign

this month, your profession-

al and personal lives are set ablaze. Roads are

wide open in every direction both in business

and at play. Which to follow? Let your heart

be your guide and you won't go astray—par-

ticularly if you get going before the 22nd. On a

personal note: love is in the spotlight on the

24th—assuring a holiday season of great joy.

Virgo
AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22

A December designed for

Virgos. With your perceptive

ruler, Mercury, in ever-de-

pendable Capricorn, even the most daring

business ventures should succeed. Have a go at

Something Big. Good judgment days for fi-

nancial matters: the 2nd and 3rd. The 17th is

excellent for making investments and the 21st

for drawing up new plans. Then, maintain

your "old reliable" reputation—fulfill a prom-

ise exactly on the 27th.

Libra
SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 23

Good news: your magnetic

ruler, Venus, is "home" in

your sign, attracting a slew of

new professional and social alliances. Finances

soar on the 5th and 7th and you savor the secu-

rity it brings. You regard the 8th as a mixed

blessing with the appearance of a "solid" rela-

tionship as well as an old responsibility; but by

the 17th the latter proves surprisingly com-
forting. The 27th restores a loved one, and the

last day of the year, your spiritual balance.

Scorpio
OCTOBER 24- NOVEMBER 22

The eclipse of the new moon
on the 4th espies the Scorpi-

on congenial and construc-

tive—you couldn't be in a better mood for

professional planning. Two wonderful days

for this are the 7th and 8th. But "all work, no

play" has never been your creed, and by the

19th you are flushed with holiday spirit. On
the 24th, lavish affection on your loved ones

—

and don't neglect yourself! Amidst the season-

al merrymaking, take a moment for deep re-

flection.
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Fashion colors! Favorite colors! Fabulous
colors that protect and strengthen your nails.

That's because the Maybelline ManiCure
formula contains a built-in base and sealer

that protects like a salon manicure to help

make nails stronger.

Remember, the stronger they get,

the longer they get!

Maybelline*ManiCure Nail ColorJ © 1 983 MAYBELLINE CO.
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etween
Us

Women's special skills. .

.

mother/daughter words

...our kinds of books

By Lorraine Davis

IN HER OWN WORDS . .

.

"In retrospect, my career and my
life look a lot more planned than they

really were. I always waited to see

what was going to come along next.

I was lucky in that I'm a high-energy

person, had four healthy children."

CONFESSIONS OF A WORK FREAK
"When I attack anything (and attack is the word because I go at it so single-mindedly),

whether it's cooking or water skiing or whatever it is, nothing else matters at that

moment." Inger McCabe Elliott first attacked photojournalism, lived for some years in

Southeast Asia; back in the U.S., she put visual skills with administrative know-how to

start her own business, importing and designing fabrics, called China Seas. "Your

being a workaholic is a great advantage to you or your organization, but it's not such a

—Roberta S. Karmel, partner in NYC law great advantage to your children and your husband."

firm of Rogers & Wells; first woman on

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion, now a director of New York Stock

Exchange as representative of the public

"Being a judge is difficult because
your decisions have a tremendous
influence on other people's lives. . .

.

You need patience and a great deal

of self-discipline, an ability to be an
arbiter rather than an advocate."

—

Honorable Julia Gibbons, Memphis, Ten-

nessee, youngestfederaljudge in the USA

"We must make the 'gender gap' a

'gender gulf; the gulf will become
bigger and bigger as present poli-

cies continue and women get into

more and more economic trouble."

—

Denise Fuge, one of three Northeast Re-

gional Representatives, National Board of
National Organization for Women

"I feel very loyal to the various col-

leges and schools that I and my chil-

dren have gone to. I urge people to

contribute to the schools of their

choice, because they need our sup-
port to survive."—Eugenie F. Doyle,

M.D., director of pediatric cardiology,

New York University Medical Center, and
mother offive

With her husband, dean of the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism

Osborn Elliott, Inger has "a total of about eight" children ("Once you get to know
their names, you're okay"), two of them Chinese and each in a different pursuit. Now,
she's letting business and family fend for themselves while she works on a book about

one special China Seas fabric: Batik: The Magic Cloth (Clarkson N. Potter).

"I can be so maniacal that I don't sleep at all, just work. To balance that, in the

country, I go out and play an hour's worth of maniacal tennis; in New York City, I go

to Elizabeth Arden. I have my hair cut, I get my fingernails and my toenails painted.

It's very relaxing. Nobody bothers you; you can get your work done.

"I think women on the whole are far more flexible than men and far more entrepre-

neurial because they are used to coping with so many situations, which is mostly the

outcome of having a bunch of kids around. Women should take themselves seriously.

They are capable of doing more than they think; but they should use their femininity

more effectively. A man uses his sex as much as any woman should."

SYL'S SABBATH
Cartoonist Nicole Hollander's outspoken Sylvia

is still mouthing her mordant views in various

syndications (have you sent your best friend a

Sylvia birthday card yet?); Hollander's latest

book collects her Sunday comic strips. Syl

seems to be letting up on men a bit in ' 'Sylvia on
Sundays" (St. Martins), but she's still great at

trashing TV and hairdressers; and here's how
she deals with the exercise question:

' 'Areyou tired all the time ? Ifyour best friends

moved to a third-floor apartment, would you
stop visiting them? . . .

"Ifyou would rather talk about exercise than

do it, L.U.M.PS is the group for you. Every

Tuesday night we get together to watch films of

athletic competition, to look at actual sports

equipment, and then go home. 7:00 p.m., the

locker room, Velma 's Bakery.
"

PEN PALS . .

.

A good wallow through other women's emotions could help your own perspective. In Between

Ourselves: Letters Between Mothers & Daughters (Houghton Mifflin), editor Karen Payne intro-

duces missives from not only the famed and the published but "ordinary" mothers and daughters

writing about all too familiar problems. Exploring mothers' and daughters' unique abilities both to

hurt and to comfort each other, these women work toward understanding (there's even a chapter

on lesbian daughters), experience relief—joy—when they succeed.

One clear-eyed divorced working mother, whose only daughter at eighteen abandoned the

care of her little brothers, writes to her:

"I don't think it was wrong for you to leave, I only wish you had chosen another way to do it.

But, that was your decision. (Remember, it is as disgusting to be a manipulative child as it is to be a

manipulative parent.) . .

."
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FEMALE READERS, UNITE

"A tremendously exciting example of how

networking among women can really work

to achieve things that no single person or

small group can do." That's the way

Linda Gardiner, editor of new

The Women's Review of Books (Wellesley

Center for Research on Women,

Wellesley MA 02181), described the

genesis of this monthly tabloid dealing

with feminist books, women's studies,

and women's autobiography, fiction,

poetry. An idea whose time had come. . .

.

More evidence: When the Modern

Language Association first met in 1883,

not one woman was present; but, at

the meeting on December 27-30 in NYC

(info: MLA, 62 Fifth Avenue, NYC 10011;

212/741-5587), sixty-four lectures

and forums will deal with women's writing

and scholarship. "Drawing Our Skirts

Across History: Women Writing in 1883

and 1983," with Joyce Carol Oates

among the speakers, will be open

to the public; one session to be led

by Sheila Delany, will deal with

Christine de Pizan, thought to be the

first woman to support herself by

writing, after she was widowed, about

1405. More about her in Professor

Delany's book Writing Women (Schocken).
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Our expert answers your

f questions about collectibles By Jeffrey Hogrefe

ass: an important paper-

n is coming up for auction

Q. / bought this blond wood Scan-

. i ian modern sofa in the early 1 950s.

I believe it was designed by a Dane called

I. I've heard his works are now avidly col-

True? —A.O. Santa Fe, NM
A. Exquisite, angular, subtle—fine furniture

designed in the 1940s and 1950s by Finn Juhl,

one of Denmark's leading designers, has al-

ways been considered among the best of the

'"I so-called "Danish Modern" style. Unfortu-

nately, "Danish Modern" has been associat-

ed with inexpensive furniture found in

. young-marrieds apartments, and collectors

have refused to appreciate anything which

falls under that label.

This is too bad. There is nothing shabby about

furniture designed by Juhl. Unlike his poor imitators

who turned out cheap blond wood boxes, Juhl (born 1912) regarded

furniture almost as a branch of sculpture, mixing light and dark woods
with impeccable craftsmanship (even pieces "mass" produced in the

'fifties by America's Baker Furniture Company were painstakingly put

together), making much free play with abstract patterns and unusual

nubby fabrics.

Juhl's designs won numerous awards and design competitions. They
furnished some of the offices at the United Nations in New York City,

and they were included in nearly every important museum collection:

In New York City at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Muse-
um of Modern Art; in London at the Victoria & Albert.

Tip: Now may be the time to invest in some of Juhl's designs. Fine

examples can be found (often for under one thousand dollars) in New
York City at the following galleries of recent designs: Fifty-50 on lower
Broadway; Barry Friedman, Ltd. on East Eighty-second Street; and
Alan Moss Studios on Wooster Street.

Q. Here's a picture of a highboy I recently inheritedfrom my aunt. She
was a descendent ofsome of the original settlers of Virginia. I believe the

highboy was made there in the eighteenth century. Am I right?

—S.A.R., Roanoke, VA
A. Once overlooked, now ea- gerly sought—early Southern furni-

ture, furniture hand-

Georgia, and Louis-

emerged in some
ticularly in the

forms and styles

more money than

their Northern
counterparts, re-

port dealers and
collectors.

Like many other

myths about the Old
South, it was commonly
thought that most good
furniture was destroyed

during the Civil War.

Thanks primarily to ar-

duous research con-

ducted over the past

ten years at a few

Southern institu-

tions, now many

Danish modern at its most classic: Finn Juhl's

imDeccablv crafted teak chair

crafted in Virginia, the Carolinas,

iana before 1820, has recently

very important collections (par-

South), and certain rare
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lively and even distinctive examples of early Southern furniture—Queen
Anne, Chippendale, Federal—made with Southern woods by Southern

hands, have resurfaced, laying this myth to rest.

Furniture types unique to the South include the cellaret, the prototype

of the modern liquor cabinet, and the hunt board, the precursor of the

modern buffet. More clues:

Look for certain woods. Only
pieces made in the Southern
coastal lowlands were lined with

cypress; while only those made
in the uplands were lined with

yellow pine heartwood, also

known as "streaky pine."

Also look for family docu-

ments that verify the date and
origin of the piece. In the late

nineteen-seventies, a secretary-

bookcase was consigned for

sale at Sotheby's with family

papers tracing it to a Virginia

shop about 1800. The secre-

tary fetched $40,000, about
twice what it would have had it

not been traced to a Southern

maker, according to Sotheby's

experts.

The real surprise has been

uncovered at Colonial Wil-

liamsburg. Once all Williams-

burg homes were thought to

have been full of English furni-

ture. But now it has been dis-

covered that some of

the key pieces in the

restoration were actually made
in Virginia!

Research at Williamsburg and at the Mu-
seum of Early Southern Decorative Arts in Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, as well as at the Louisiana State Museum in

New Orleans has really changed some Southern thinking.

Paperweight Mania
No one knows exactly when the first ones were invented, or whether they

were in fact intended for as prosaic a use as securing a stack of papers,

but glass paperweights are now as popular as ever, particularly with the

renewed style for Victorian table-top clutter. Their fascination lies in

their profuse yp ety of devices: stardusts, honeycombs, pansies, bas-

kets, butterfl' id even some gruesome likenesses of salamanders,

snakes, and wc -*is.

Sotheby's paperweight auction scheduled this year for December 2

in New York City, is an event eagerly anticipated by aficionados from

around the worlo Many "weights" are unique, and they range in price

from fifty to over a hundred thousand dollars. You may be surprised

• to learn that some of the early antiques are less expensive than the new

reproductions. One oddity, a glass paperweight encasing a mauve
silkworm and a mulberry leaf is expected to fetch over $100,000, be-

cause it is particularly rare and fine.

Interest in paperweights, which enjoyed its heyday between the

1840s and 1860s, has been mounting once again since the 1950s. Col-

lectors pursue rare examples produced during the peak years by three-

French glass houses: Baccarat, St. Louis, Clichy—although some fine

new ones have been turned out recently. Collectors meet at Sotheby's

special auctions and at biannual conventions of the Paperweight Col-

lectors Association; and in between events they buy, swap, sell

through a lavishly illustrated catalogue—$10 from L.H. Selman Ltd.,

761 Chestnut Street, Suite V, Santa Cruz, California 95060.
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BRIGHT
The taste that outshines menthol -

and leaves you with a clean, fresh taste

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
0.5 mg. nicotine

per cigarette by FTC method
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Few things in life

have the potential to remain

beautiful forever*

The Rado DiaStar has that extraordinary quality.

Its sapphire crystal is so hard, only a diamond can possibly

mar its mirror-like surface. DiaStar's slim case is so incredibly durable,

its brilliant lustre will remain unblemished forever. Rado DiaStar

is water-sealed with a quartz movement that is state-of-the-art.

The Rado DiaStar Collection for men and women is

priced from $850 at fine jewelry and department stores.

For color brochure, write

Rado Watch Company, Inc., 1140 Avenue of the Americas,

New York, New York 10036.

RADO
The best-selling quality Swiss watch

in Switzerland.
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NEW IMPROVED
CAREFREE PANTY SHIELDS
So soft you feel nothing...but fresh

!

Puffed for cushiony
lightness .

New Carefree Panty Shields

are so comfortable you hardly
feel them. Starting right at the

center, a soft, puffy inner
layer gives an airy lightness to

this new kind of panty shield.

This layer helps hold moisture
away from your skin, too.

Old

-

—

>*—>*r-^

New

Quilted for Petal-Plush

softness .

New Carefree Panty Shields
feel as soft and smooth as

your prettiest underwear
because they're cottony-soft.

And quilted, too! So they're

extra luxurious. There's even
a lighter plastic backing that

makes them more flexible

than ever. And they have
specially placed adnesive to

make sure the panty shield

clings to your panties—not you!

So thin and flexible they're

perfect for every day.

All of this cushiony comfort

and performance has been
designed to fit into the

slimmest of bikini panties so

they're just perfect for every

day. Isn't it nice to know you
can always have fresh panties

with new Carefree Panty
Shields?

So if you've never tried

Carefree Panty Shields, now's
the time. Because now they're

so soft, and light you feel

nothing . . . but fresh!

Carefree
PANTY SHIELDS

vwvwsofr
Thin • Flexible

Comfortable tvtiyttgy fmtwmis

CAREHIEl CANir SHItLOS is a uademaik ol 0fr,tontl ftorfut it ( „mp*n, MillKiwn N J 088&0CPPC 1983
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Health
New way to rebuild bones... advice to

anxiety patients. .
.
pill-takers' tips. .

.

a better diet without changing foods

By Melva Weber

toothsaver of the future?

New hope for sufferers of periodontal dis-

ease: At Harvard School of Dental Medi-
cine, demineralized human bone material

implanted in the tooth sockets has saved

the loosening teeth of a series of patients

who were not helped by standard treat-

ment methods for periodontal disease.

Stephen Sonis, D.M.D., D.M.Sc, per-

formed oral surgery on the test patients,

found the bone material safe and biocom-

patible. Examination by X-ray indicated

that new bone was forming in deteriorat-

ing jaws, and not one patient who re-

ceived the implant material has lost a

tooth from the disease.

The method of preparing the bone ma-
terial was developed by Julie Glowacki,

Ph.D., a Harvard biochemist and assis-

tant professor. In a putty-like form or in

blocks, wedges, and chips, it's also being

applied to orthopedic, plastic, and head-

and-face surgery in associated Boston

hospitals. The material is considered ex-

perimental by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, but its possibilities are being

pursued for skeletal reconstruction and
for saving teeth from periodontal disease.

DRIVING WHILE MEDICATED

The number of people who drive

automobiles while under medical
treatment for stress—an estimated
one hundred million prescriptions
written each year for anti-anxiety
drugs— is something to worry
about. Drugs that calm you
may also impair alertness needed

for operating a vehicle safely.

A new non-benzodiazepine

,

non-sedative drug, buspirone,

tested in clinical trials for its

effects on psychomotor performance

,

has been shown not to inhibit

driving skills. In addition,

the drug appears not to potentiate

the effects of alcohol (though

users should never mix driving

and drinking, medication or not) .

Speaking at a psychiatric

symposium, Samuel Gershon, M. D. ,

professor of psychiatry at Wayne

State University, Detroit, stated

that while the ideal anxiolytic

(anti-anxiety drug) has yet

to appear, buspirone represents
' 'an important first step and useful

drug in the continuing search. '
'
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PROPER WAY TO POP A PILL

Taking any pill can be dangerous if it doesn 7 move rapidly through the esophagus and
into the stomach. Caustic medications, says a medical research team in Washington,

DC, can injure the gullet severely when the pill or capsule sticks on the way down.
Gelatin capsules in particular can stay in the gullet for ten minutes or more when the

person is lying down. The esophagus can become blocked, perforated, or may hemor-
rhage, and the patient may require surgery and chest drainage.

' 'Emergency Medicine
'

' magazine reports a study ofmore than two hundred stuck-pill

emergencies by the investigative group led by James Walter Kikendall, M.D., of Walter

ReedArmy Medical Center gastroenterology department, Bethesda, Maryland. Among
the kinds of pills and capsules most likely to cause burn injuries on the way to the

stomach: antibiotics, potassium chloride, iron tablets, quinidine, and various anti-inflam-

matory medicines.

Especially susceptible to injury is the person who, after drinking considerable alcohol,

takes two aspirin with not enough waterand goes right to sleep. The alcohol reduces the

normal contractions of the esophagus, and lack of water and the supine position allows

the pills to stick to the walls of the esophageal tube. Result—pain in the throat, difficult

swallowing, ulcerated tissues. Sometimes the pain mimics that of a heart attack.

Four safety rules to remember: Always take pills or capsules in an upright position;

drink half a glass of water with each pill; never dry-swallow a pill; and take pills at least

thirty minutes before going to bed.

SECRET'S IN THE STEAM

To increase potassium and decrease sodium

in your diet you may not have to change the

foods you eat—only the ways in which you

prepare them.

A medical research team at the University

of Lund, Malmd, Sweden, reported in The

Lancet that a favorable balance of sodium and

potassium is important not only for people

with mild to moderate high blood pressure,

but probably also for the overweight and

those with insulin-resistant diabetes. Yet

food preparation today commonly destroys

much of the potassium and adds to the sodi-

um level.

The Swedish researchers found that pota-

toes boiled in water lose between 10 and 50

percent of their potassium and take up vary-

ing amounts of sodium from the cooking wa-

ter. But when potatoes are steamed, only 3 to

6 percent of potassium is lost and no sodium

is gained. The same results have been found

for carrots, beans, and peas; and similar re-

sults could be expected for fish, which has a

high potassium content.

The Swedish researchers now generally

recommend steaming vegetables at home for

patients with type II diabetes, hypertension,

and overweight. Then they allow the patients

to use some salt or salt-tasting products at

the table. Steaming or use of the microwave

oven, they believe, can result in desirable

changes in sodium-potassium ratio.

DRUGS DURING PREGNANCY:

ONE MORE CAUTION

Cimetidine, a drug prescribed

commonly for gastric ulcers, should

be viewed with caution for

pregnant patients, warn University

of Pittsburgh researchers

S. Anand and D.H. Van Thiel, M.D.

Study of laboratory rats shows
cimetidine crosses the placenta

freely and is excreted into breast

milk, where it is concentrated

at several times the levels

of the mother's blood. And it is an

androgen blocker, preventing fetal

organs and tissues from taking up

testosterone, the male sex steroid.

Cimetidine was given to test rats

early in pregnancy and continued

until their offsprinp were weaned.

Males born of cimetidine-treated

mothers were compared with

males born to untreated mothers.

The male rats thus exposed
to cimetidine had smaller genitals,

much lower testosterone levels

in blood, and when grown, lowered

sexual motivation and performance.

The Pittsburgh researchers believe

cimetidine may have interfered

with the imprinting of the animals'

brains by the sex steroid during

a critical phase of prenatal

development. Until definite data

are in, they urge caution in use of

the drug by pregnant women.
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YOUR DIET

Food additives

Are they safe?

Are they necessary?

A nutritionist reports

on two of the

most common . .

.

BY JUDITH S.

STERN, Sc.D.

ny substance that is intentionally

added to a food during production, processing,

storage, or packaging is a "food additive." If

you surveyed the contents of a large supermar-
ket, you'd find roughly 2600 such additives.

Strictly speaking, no additive is necessary.

Our ancestors survived without them, but then

they had a life expectancy of forty-seven years

at the turn of the century, partly owing to bad
foods. In general, additives' risks are greatly

outweighed by their benefits.

Two common additives that have come un-

der increasing scrutiny by scientists and con-

sumers are BHA/BHT—to preserve foods'

freshness—and caffeine to provide a "lift."

BHT/BHA, or butylated hydroxyanisole and
butylated hydroxytoluene, are antioxidants,

substances that prevent fats and oils from
combining with oxygen and turning rancid. In

use since the 1950s, BHT/BHA are added to

foods such as dry breakfast cereals, chewing
gum base, polyunsaturated fats and oils, in-

stant mashed potatoes, crackers, and candy.

Not only do rancid foods taste bad, they lose

vitamins A, C, and E (natural antioxidants);

and there is speculation that consumption of

rancid foods can lead to stomach cancer. BHT
and BHA are more effective than the naturally

occurring antioxidants since the vitamins can

be destroyed at the cooking temperatures used

in food preparation. Because of public preju-

dice against "chemical" antioxidants, howev-
er, some food companies have removed BHT
and BHA from foods.

The late Ben Feingold, M.D., of Kaiser-Per-

manente Medical Center in San Francisco,

claimed that BHT and BHA were two of the

additives that- caused hyperactivity in chil-

dren. But, according to Victor Herbert, M.D.,

chief of the Hematology and Nutrition Labo-

ratory, Bronx VA Medical Center, consultant

to General Foods "Sane Talk" Nutrition

Awareness Program, no valid evidence sup-

ports this claim.

Questions have been raised about possible

links with cancer; but, while more studies are

needed before this issue is completely resolved,

the scientific consensus is that BHA/BHT do
not appear to pose any serious health risks.

Curiously, when BHT is added in very large

amounts to the semi-synthetic diets of labora-

tory rats, these rats live longer. Probably as a

result of these studies, BHT is being sold in

health-food stores as part of a "life-extension

formula" (an ironic case of condemning your

additive and eating it, too). Dr. Herbert stated

that there is no evidence of its efficacy in hu-
mans nor of its safety in such concentrations,

which are much larger than those present in

processed foods.

CAFFEINE and related chemicals with simi-

lar physiological effects occur naturally in cof-

fee, tea, and chocolate. Caffeine is also added
to colas, pepper drinks, some other soft drinks;

and it is part of the formulation of some head-
ache, allergy relief, and cold tablets.

In some individuals, large amounts of caf-

feine can cause restlessness, stomach upset, in-

somnia, and more serious problems such as

chronic headaches and rapid heartbeats, ef-

fects that can occur at levels of 600 mg per day,
or six cups of brewed coffee, ten to twelve cups
of instant coffee or tea, and fifteen twelve-

ounce servings of some colas. Caffeine taken
habitually in these large amounts is addictive;

and headaches, a common withdrawal symp-
tom, occur twelve to eighteen hours after with-

drawal. According to a report issued by the

American Council on Science and Health,

"approximately eleven million people in the

United States consume at least this amount of

caffeine daily."

In 1958, when the FDA established lists of

food additives "Generally Recognized as

Safe," or GRAS lists, caffeine was included. In

1980, a committee of scientists established by
the Federation of American Societies for Ex-
perimental Biology reviewed the safety data

for caffeine for the FDA. While there is little

evidence that moderate consumption of caf-

feine is dangerous to your health, there are

people who should consider limiting their in-

take of certain caffeine-containing foods.

Committee members were concerned about

J^tiditires'

benefits

outweigh
their risks

caffeine's chronic consumption in colas and
other soft drinks by young children. While
there are not enough data to show that chil-

dren actually experience adverse effects from

too much caffeine, caffeine has the potential to

affect brain growth and development.

Also, caffeine may pose special problems for

women. Fed in very high levels to certain ani-

mals, it causes birth defects. Large-scale epide-

miological studies in humans have not shown
an association between caffeine intake and
birth defects; but, since caffeine crosses the

placenta and reaches the fetus, the FDA is ad-

vising pregnant women to "put caffeine on

their list of unnecessary substances which they

should avoid."

A preliminary report from Ohio State Uni-

versity's John Minton, M.D., links caffeine

consumption with benign but painful breast

cysts (fibrocystic breast disease) in some wom-
en. A subsequent controlled study, conducted

over a period of four months, however, report-

ed "little support for the claim that caffeine-

free diets are associated with a major,

clinically significant improvement in benign

breast disease."

Each consumer has to perform her own
risk-benefit analysis. Many people enjoy the

stimulation that caffeine gives, but its con-

sumption represents real risks to some. V

Did she have
a face lift?

*'/

^-»

Or is she using

Formula 405?

No skin care product can remove
deep wrinkles, eliminate skin sag or

reduce pore size. But Formula 405
Moisturizers go a long way to mak-
ing your skin look years younger.
These remarkable products ac-

tually enter the outer layers of the

skin (stratum corneum) to retain the

natural moisture that comes from
within. Fine lines and dry skin—that

"older look" show visible improve-
ment in ten days or less.

Originally developed for derma-
tologists' patients by Doak Pharma-
col, a recognized authority on skin

treatment, Formula405 is nowavail-

able to you in a full line of Serious Skin

CareTM preparations.

. . .from the Formula 405 collection

Enriched Face Cream
The original scientific deep-action form-
ula—the richest of moisturizers. The ulti-

mate night cream for dry skins. Use it day
and night to revive very dry skin and for

protection during outdoor activities.

At leading drug and department stores.

For further information call

Toil-Free 1-800-645-3191

In NY State, (516) 333-7222

Doak Pharmacol Co.. Inc.

700 Shames Drive, Westbury, NY 11590
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YOUR LETTERS

(Continuedfrom page 22)

PALIZZIO SHOES • MICHAEL G ABRAMS & COMPANY

difficult and rewarding adjustment working at

home. And no amount of planning and fore-

thought prepared me for the loss of human
contact during business hours.

However, the satisfaction of seeing the be-

ginnings of a manuscript and the approval of

my peers when they read bits and pieces of it,

makes the long mornings without a coffee

break well worthwhile. Joy E. Stocke

Philadelphia PA

Redefining "private" clubs

Three years ago, I was part of a struggle within

the City of Philadelphia to end the kind of pri-

vate club discrimination you highlighted in

your August issue on page 170 [Law & Wom-
en by Dana Shilling].

Women attorneys in our city approached
me at the beginning of my first term in office,

and asked if I could do something about the

practice of discriminating against women ap-

plying for membership in Philadelphia's most
prestigious private clubs. These women felt

that by being systematically denied member-
ship, they were really being denied equal ac-

cess to the many professional advantages
which were available to their male colleagues

because of the contacts made through club as-

sociations.

On December 10, 1980 the "Specter Bills"

were passed unanimously by the Philadelphia

City Council. This city, which has always been

characterized as a bastion of conservatism,

now has a law which prohibits government
from letting contracts with any business that

pays dues or expenses in private clubs which
have discriminatory membership policies.

Since the passage of the "Specter Bills," two
of the private clubs in Philadelphia have
changed their membership policies. The most
exclusive clubs in Philadelphia still look like

the one we saw in the movie Trading Places,

except for one detail. Now women too occupy
those plush red leather chairs.

Joan Specter, Councilwoman
Philadelphia PA

. . . Entry into the "old Boys Network"—that

series of linkages with influential elders, ambi-

tious peers, and younger men on their way up
that men develop as they move through
school, work, professional, and community
service organizations and private clubs—pro-

vides men with knowledgeable allies who help

them advance their careers. Women must
have equal access to these networks and op-

portunities for skill development if we are to

compete equally with men.
The business nature of many ostensibly pri-

vate clubs and organizations is made clear by
the fact that many derive a substantial portion

of their income from dues and fees paid by em-
ployers or taken as individual business deduc-
tions and from the provision of rooms and
refreshments for business functions.

The National Club Association recently es-

timated that 26 percent of country clubs' in-

come and 37 percent of city clubs' income
comes directly from employer-paid member-
ships. . .

Several organizations and governmental
agencies have adopted policies prohibiting

meetings at clubs with discriminatory policies.

Legislation pending in the New York State

Legislature similarly seek to combat discrimi-

nation by private clubs which derive signifi-

cant revenue from monies expended in

furtherance of members' business or trade.

. . . Whatever the results of litigation or leg-

islation, the message should be clear—women
will no longer tolerate exclusion from impor-

tant business opportunities and relegation to

second-class citizenship. Judith I. Avner
Staff Attorney

NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund
New York NY

September—a stunner

I've never written a "letter to an editor" be-

fore, but I just had to write to tell you how
fantastic your September issue was.

The pictures are amazing! I expect that

you'll probably receive a lot of negative reac-

tions to the Helmut Newton pictures, especial-

ly after reading how upset some people got by

seeing a naked little girl. But, I loved those pic-

tures. I'm an avowed heterosexual, but those

pictures were sexy, daring and imaginative, ex-

actly what fashion should be. And I loved that

crazy picture of the eye with that wild contact

lens. And those all white, all yellow make-up
pictures. ... I hope that Vogue continues in

this direction because it is new and exciting

and provocative. Hillary Marlowe
New York NY

Nudity—in fashion?

... It has become increasingly apparent to me
that the standards of Vogue have been steadily

declining in the last few years. Of major con-

cern to me is the continued and increased

amount of offensive "artistic" photography of

nude men and women in situations which do
not appear to be in keeping with fashions, ac-

cessories and femininity.

Vogue had always been to me the epitome of

class and high standards of advertising and

photography. . . . Perhaps Vogue would do
well to re-evaluate its level of social and moral

conscience to determine what "type" of reader

it's attempting to attract and maintain in the

coming years. Mrs. S. Stone

Huntington Beach CA

Mystery of the stars

I am an avid follower of Vogue magazine, and

while I am a professional Astrologer, under-

standably, the first section I turn to, is the As-

trological Forecast for each month. In the

October issue, I was both surprised and disap-

pointed to see the error in planetary positions,

which would make the interpretation for vari-

ous months given inaccurate. I refer to your

Astrology writer stating Venus is in Aries be-

ginning in October. I wish to correct that in-

formation: Venus enters Virgo in a direct

motion in October after its retrograde pattern.

I continue to enjoy your publication month
after month and compliment its high quality of

presentation to each article featured.

Hclene Adrian

Encino CA

Editor's note: Our thanks to Ms. Adrian. As-

trologer Maria Elise Crummere says some er-

rors are completely inexplicable; this one is in

that category.

Correction:

In Vogue's October issue, with misplaced zeal,

we managed to list the name, address, and tele-

phone number of the horsebreeders' venerable

Jockey Club instead ofits namesake restaurant

in NYC's Ritz-Carlton hotel. For diners-out.

it's the The Jockey Club, 112 Central Park

South; (212) 664-7700.
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ItsMoreyou.
It's beige.

It's slender.

It's special.

It's menthol.

©

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

8 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
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combing in dry air changes hair's electrical charge, fly-

away, uncontrollable hair is the result. To prevent static

electricity, avoid overbrushing and overcoming, especial-

ly with tight-bristled tools. Instead, use hands to style and
smooth hair, or choose one of the wide-toothed anti-static

combs or brushes. (Good: Italian wooden combs, brushes

by Tek—available at Boyd's of Madison Avenue. NYC.)

All-out evening hair has to hold its

shape for hours. To keep hair ornaments

in place, coat comb or clip with a gener-

ous spritz of hairspray before inserting.

What's wanted now:
ahaircut with real style , that needs little main-
tenance, yet can be changed for different looks.

Edward Tricomi of Pipino-Buccheri , NYC, bevels
curly hair shorter-than-chin-length, leaving
long layers on top. Added pleasure : hair grows out

into wonderful face-framing layers. For straight
hair, a short blunt cut softened with feathered
bangs. Chin at Studio Chin, NYC, calls this a

' 'triple cut. '
' For day, bangs can be slicked back

with gel ; for night , brushed onto forehead ; for an

effect , lifted straight up with gel.

HAIR NOW

shape
Cuts: built-in

style changes

. . . fixes for

flyaway hair

atch

the change
in hair; the

blunt cut taking

on new softness.

Example: Two
takes on one cut,

left and below. Suga
ofSuga Salon, NYC, first

shaped clean control

in a blunt cut, then

tapered the front pieces

of hair. When hair

is combed to the side,

the pieces blend into

the blunt line.

For a distinct change,

they can be lifted

(with setting lotion)

into a slight wave on top,

sides behind ears, below.

(Nice played against

an oversized earring! . . .)

At-home hair removal, simplified

Tweezing temporarily re-

moves scattered hairs from

brow, chin, hairline. The best

tweezer is neither too blunt

nor too sharp Revlon's Gol-

dilock Tweezer catches tiny

hairs gently and, like all Rev-

Ion implements, comes with

a lifetime guarantee.

Waxing keeps hair away for

about three to four weeks.

works on just about any part

of the body.

Depilatories chemically dis-

solve hair. To determine sen-

sitivity to these chemicals, a

patch test is essential. New
depilatories come with skin-

soothing cream.

(Note: Sally Hansen now

has a complete line of sale

hair-removal products.)

Phoiov HORST Too, BO'nnQS by Potncio vc Mus ilin m d')l«- ».a">ngi by Kennelh Joy Ian* Bo"

makeup. Suga of Sugu i >ohag Detail' 'get

Striking change in curly

hair: shorter at

the nape, under long

waves, with hair

directed forward around
the face, the way
John Sahag cuts it, below.

(More on hair, page 360.)
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'There are many ways to
deal with dandruff flakes.

But only one way to
great looking hair."

> o*

*

Introducing Sassoon D
Vidal Sassoon research does the impossible!

A non-medicated shampoo effective enough to

rinse away loose dandruff flakes without

washing away shine and manageability.

Sassoon D's unique, double action formula

cleanses hair of unsightly dandruff flakes,

while its rich, moisturizing lather

conditions dry, itchy scalp.

And because fragrant Sassoon D is

completely drug free , it leaves your

hair soft, shining and beautifully

manageable. So no one will know
you're using it. They'll only

know when you're not.

Discover the difference the D
can make. Sassoon D Shampoo

and Sassoon D Conditioner

by Vidal Sassoon.
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A confident image, timeless though tempered by today. In Bleyle's short single

button double breasted jacket, candy stripe straight line pull-on skirt, and candy stripe

printed Crepe de Chine tailored shirt with separate tie.



Wmderbar.
In Stuttgart, they have a word for Bleyle.
That's where Wilhelm Bleyle first developed the techniques for producing knitted

fabncs that could be cut and sewn into fashionable forms, just as woven fabrics are. And
where Bleyle has been producing quality fashions from those fabrics ever since.

Today, Bleyle blouses, sweaters, jackets, pants and skirts are available at better
stores throughout the United States. You can identify them by the red "loop stitch" mark
on the label that symbolizes Bleyle's continuing control over quality.

And the word for them is wonderful.
Wonderful. Because Bleyle combines timeless fashion colors and textures in an

image of tradition with innovative comfort and confidence.
Designed especially for the woman experienced at living.

Wonderful.

Because Bleyle's subtle

updating lets you One wonderful thine about
Bleyle fashions is the wonder of
Bleyle fabric. Imaginative in

look, innovative in feel. Easy in

care, easy in wear. And created
by Bleyle with a close concern

for quality that has always been
the Bleyle byword.

build up your
wardrobe instead of

replacing it. In a coor-

dinated look that's inno-

vative, yet functional,

to go with you wherever
you plan to go.

Wonderful, because
Bleyle gives you walk-around and move-around freedom. In a variety of comfortable,
easy-care fabrics.

Wonderful, because Bleyle fashions are still made with the care and quality control

that Wilhelm Bleyle insisted on nearly a century ago. Bleyle mills and finishes its own
knitted fabrics, operates its own dye plant, and now uses computers to ensure uniformity
in each individual loop stitch. And works from designs created by Bleyle's own designers
in the fashion centers of Stuttgart, Paris, Milan and New York.

Wonderful is the word Tor the fabrics and fashions that come from Bleyle. Or should

we say, "Wunderbar?"

=&=bleyle
STUTTGART PARIS • NEW YORK MILANO

Bleyle, 1441 Broadway, New York, NY 10018 © 1983 Bleyle of America
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The change is due to lower humidity in

the air. Moisture in the air interacts with

your hair's proteins to change its confor-

mation, shape, according to David W.

Cannell, Ph.D., vice president of re-

search for Redken Laboratories, often

causing fine hair that curls with the sum-
mer's high humidity to droop in winter

. . . and the opposite reaction in coarse

hair.

Dr. Cannell notes that changes in the

way we manage our hair from summer to

winter can also alter its appearance and
condition. "In summer, women tend to

shampoo their hair more often and then

let it dry naturally because the air is

warm outside. Also, they use less condi-

tioner because of the high humidity in the

Cold-weather tips for

limp hair, dry skin...

sunscreen advice for

a mid-winter vacation

air. In winter, they go from a wash-and-

wear summer hairstyle to one that needs

to be dried, styled, perhaps curled or

permed. A woman can protect her hair

against these anticipated changes by us-

ing a deep conditioner once a week or

once every two weeks as the weather

starts getting colder. In this way, winter

can be a good time to get sun-damaged
hair back into shape."

To revive limp hair, two suggestions

from stylist Mary Farr at the Kenneth
Salon, NYC: Highlighting just the top

layer of hair can give it a sun-streaked

look, healthy shine; a body wave, done
early in the winter, will give hair the full-

ness it has naturally in summer. Most
body waves last three to four months so,

by the time it grows out, you're back to

warm weather again!

I

How can I protect my skin from chapping

and drying this winter?

>4 "We know from clinical studies that you
can condition your skin and prepare it for

winter by starting early in the season, ap-

Ckristian Dior
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plying moisturizer daily immediately af-

ter every shower or bath to keep the

moisture in," said Edward Marlowe,
Ph.D., president of Consumer Products

Research and Development Division,

Warner-Lambert Company (makers of

Lubriderm Lotion). "Women using this

method have found that their skin stays

soft all winter."

In winter, lower humidity in the air

causes the skin to be dryer. (Indoors, get-

ting slight electrical shocks from walking

across a rug then touching something
metal tells you the humidity is low.) Ac-
cording to Dr. Marlowe, dry skin degen-

erates in three noticeable stages: it begins

to feel rough, it looks scaly, then it begins

to itch. Women who wear makeup usual-

ly have fewer problems with dry facial

skin because the makeup acts as a protec-

tive film between skin and the elements,

said Dr. Marlowe, who suggests rather

than a more penetrating moisturizer, us-

ing an occlusive, non-greasy lotion all

over the body, to form a similar though
invisible protective film: "You need
something cosmetically acceptable that

stays on top of the skin and prevents the

moisture from leaving it."

, I'm planning a tropical vacation this win-

'ter, and I'm confused about SPFs in sun-

screens. If I put on a sunscreen with an

SPF 2 and then layer it with a sunscreen

with an SPF 4, will I be protected with an

SPF 6?

A "No," said Zenona Mally, M.D., clinical

assistant professor of dermatology,

Georgetown University Medical School.

"Unfortunately the chemical reactions of

SPFs don't work that way. The most pro-

tection you would have would be SPF 4.

You've also got to be concerned about ab-

sorption," she added. "If you put on an

SPF 2 and an hour later you begin to turn

pink and add a layer of SPF 4, the four

may take longer to absorb than usual be-

cause the first sunscreen may have satu-

rated your skin to a point where it's not

going to leave enough room for the four

to be absorbed (unless the label states spe-

cifically that the product works on con-

tact). You can run into real problems that

way." Dr. Mally points out that SPF fac-

tors work to increase the length of time

you can stay in the sun without getting

burned, but not to lessen the amount of

color you will get.

Best time to apply a sunscreen? The di-

rections on the label should be your first

guide. If the sunscreen works on contact,

apply it in a comfortable surrounding

where you can be sure you're covering

yourself completely just a few minutes

before you go outside. For a sunscreen

that requires time to absorb, it's usually

best to apply it at least an hour and a half

before you go out in the sun. For ultimate

protection before a day at the beach, ap-

ply an SPF 15 sunscreen all over your

body at night after a shower and then

again the next morning. "You really need

to saturate the skin and you can never put

too much sunscreen on if you want full

protection," said Dr. Mally. "Any evi-

dence that your skin has been touched by

the sun is damaging. Even though a sun-

burn is more damaging than a simian.

there really is no such thing as a safe' 01 B

'good' tan." V
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I'm a lady on the move with no time to

waste. So after I get my Sof ri Free™ curl, I use
the very special Sof n ' Free curl support products
to keep my curls looking their best, every day.

Like RESPOND CURL ACTIVATOR
with "Squalene SB- 10" and GEL ACTIVATOR.
Or CURL MOISTURIZING SPRAYwith Jojoba
Oil. All the support my natural -looking Sof n' Free
curls need, I can get every day.

So, the next time you visit your favorite

stylist, don't forget to purchase your very own
Sof n' Free curl support products so you too can

be naturally Sof n' Free.

Jjk FROM THE PEOPLE
WHO KNOW YOUR HAIR . AND CARE

-1983 MAM Products Company

anessa Williams (above) is, at

twenty, the first black woman
to be Miss New York State, the

first to win Miss America. She
represents a special achieve-

ment as well as what's attrac-

tive in a black woman today:

intelligence, vitality, assured

good looks.

"Skin care is so important be-

cause skin really reflects what
you're eating and how you feel. I

had bad skin in high school; tet-

racycline cleared it up. Then I went to college;

for two years, my skin was fine and then last

year . . . stress, maybe, and the water in Syra-

cuse is horrible for the skin so I use distilled

water when I'm there. Basically, I try to keep

my skin clean. Right now, I use a regimen of

skin cleanser, scrub, astringent, and moistur-

izer. I think it helps to have a program, to do
something the same way all the time.

"I don't use oily makeup, just loose powder
on my face to allow it to breathe. And I try to

use as little makeup as I can. Since I'm light-

skinned, I use a lot of peach tones, no harsh

reds. I like to stay with the warm browns and

MWfAKC IMC99 UlC I Weight is gained more easily as we get older, but for

black women, heavy hips seem to be a particular problem. Eating more sensibly is the best diet and
here, Audrey Smaltz tells how she recently lost twenty pounds in two months with the help of Caryl

Ehrlich, a NYC behavior-modification innovator in the field of weight control. Audrey:

"As Caryl will say, 'We are not on a diet; we don't count calories; we do not eat diet foods.' But I

want to tell you that after going through her program, I have discovered myself. I have a better

awareness of my body image. I have a new attitude, new behavior. I became aware of what I ate. I

learned to make choices. I thought I knew how to eat, but I didn't.

"What you must do is write it down. Every day I kept a log, wrote down what I ate, what I drank,

how much I ate, how fast I ate, and the hour I ate it. I found out that I was drinking a lot of orange
juice, not enough water. So now it is automatic that I have water at my desk during the day, that I

have water with every meal.

"You become aware of the amount of food you are eating; then, of the portion size. Do I need this

much to eat? No, I don't. I started out feeding a woman who was twenty pounds heavier, I'm now
feeding a woman who is twenty pounds lighter. She doesn't eat as much.
"A friend of mine had a birthday not long ago and, of course, I ate a piece of her cake. You don't

have cake every single day. You don't have bread every day. But you enjoy. You learn to choose
and vary your diet, so that you try not to eat the same foods more than four times a week. You watch
out for whatever appears in your log more than four times. And when you write it down, it is a
reminder. What is so wonderful is that I don't feel deprived. You create a new habit, and that new
way of eating becomes so comfortable that you don't realize it.

"You must weigh yourself, and you must acknowledge that there is a problem. Some people
won't. You must break the problem down in segments and address each one. Think of things to do
instead of eating. Take physical action. And you must ask yourself, am I hungry? If you are not

hungry, don't eat. Make a phone call, walk around the block. If the answer is yes, then you must
commit yourself to a meal, which means you set the table; sit down; take twenty minutes, and eat

this meal. Because you're not eating in-between meals, you look forward to your three meals.

It's the most terrific awareness I've found for myself." —Contributed by AUDREY SMALTZ
IYNN KOHLMaN Fastlion, Colvm Klein, Hair by James Harris; makeup by Alfonso Grundy lor Audrey Smaltz Inc
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corals for my eyes, too, for daytime; and I've

been experimenting with dark purples.

"The light color of my hair is natural, but I

do have it relaxed about every three months
just so I can do things with it. I got the blunt

style so I can wear it curly or straight and not

have to worry about sitting under a dryer or

setting it all the time. This year, because I'm

traveling, I'm going to have to learn to do my
own hair and makeup a lot faster!

"For exercise during the school year, I

dance an hour and a half every day. Now I'm

either going to work out with exercise tapes or

try jumping rope. These are things you can do
in a hotel room.

"I don't really go crazy on banana splits or

anything, but I think I'm going to start to

watch what I eat. At school, I could just dance

it off, but now I'm really limiting myself to

chicken and fish, which I like anyway, and
fruits and salads. I try to eat good foods—and
I drink a lot of mineral water. I eat breakfast

when I have time, usually just a cup of coffee

and juice. I used to take a lot of different vita-

mins, but it's too much to carry around, so now
I take one multivitamin. I hope that will help

keep me active!"



KW1UI1U i MoistureWhip Make-up for

more than beautiful looking skin? Lynda carter

1 love the look I get with Moisture Whip Make-up by

Maybelline. But I also love knowing it's good

for me. Moisture Whip Make-up is rich with

moisturizers. To blend flawlessly. And

protect my skin from dryness.

Unlike most make-ups, Moisture Whip ^
Make-up also contains Padimate O, a

,

sunscreen that helps protect my skin

from aging and wrinkling before its tiirn

Try Moisture Whip make-up and blushi

In a glorious range of shades. For a beauti

look that's also good for you."

MoistureWhip® Maybelli
Now looking beautiful is good for you.

,«#»!. »•..-'
^w^^

>i$ture:
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11982 Maybelline Co
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At fine stores in the U.S. and Canada or write Hooper Associates Ltd., 1451 Broadway. NY, NY 10036, (212) 221-6610.
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reative thinking

Can imagination be learned?

BY l'ATRICIA O'TOOLE

When I told people I was
going to spend five days

at a seminar on creativity,

the reactions ranged from

disdain to discomfort. One friend said he

wouldn't waste his time: "Being creative is like

being French—either you are or you aren't."

Another friend—a highly inventive, original

woman—confided that she would never take

part in such an event for fear of finding out she

was less creative than she thought.

Undaunted, I set out for Innovative Prob-

lem Solving, one of the many workshops of-

fered each year by the Center for Creative

Leadership in Greensboro, North Carolina.

The clientele at this educational and research

institution comes from all corners of the cor-

porate world, and I vainly imagined that mid-

dle managers went there in the hope of

learning how to be more like—well, like us

writers, artists, and other unfettered spirits.

The fall that goeth after such pride arrived

quickly, in the form of results from a test

all twenty-four of us had taken before the

seminar. The instrument of my undoing,
something called the Kirton Adaptation-
Innovation Inventory, placed each of us on a

continuum, with Resourcefulness at one end

and Originality at the other. Resourcefuls tend

to accept problems as they're given and to love

structured situations. Originals redefine prob-

lems, enjoy doing things differently, and thrive

on the absence of structure. No right or wrong
way to be, Kirton insisted, and every organiza-

tion needs both. But, as Joan Crawford once

said, "Whom is kidding whom?" If you think

you're creative, you want to place high on the

Original end. Though I did land on the Origi-

nal side, my score was a puny nine out of a

possible sixty-four—and two points lower

than the average for the group. I knew I should

feel humbled, but I didn't. Sullen was more
like it. And worried. If my editors found out I

wasn't really the imaginative misfit I'd led

them to think I was, I'd be ruined.

But I couldn't throw in the towel. In the

first place, Stan Gryskiewicz, the center's di-

rector of creativity development, runs the sem-

inar at a pace that leaves no time for pouting.

Beyond that, nearly everything I'd read about

creativity said "psychological openness" is

critical: Unpleasant information, ambiguity,

shapelessness, paradox, impossibilities, diffi-

cult people—all are to be given warm and fear-

West Bend Wl 53095 Available at fine stores throughout the USA and Canada

less embrace. Even though I couldn't change
my lousy Kirton score, openness was there for

the taking.

From the start, Stan has been talking about

the importance of "breaking set"—of over-

coming the habits ofthought that keep us from
seeing new connections, generating fresh

ideas, and finding novel solutions when prob-

lems arise. Young children, who have not yet

acquired the adult's stultifying rigidity of

thought, are master set-breakers. Stan tells of

his six-year-old daughter looking at a starry

sky and calling it a "vanilla-chip cookie."

How do we lose that lovely fluidity? Or, to

paraphrase Marilyn Ferguson in her book,

The Aquarian Conspiracy (J.R Tarcher), why
do human beings start out as butterflies and
end up in cocoons?

One big answer seems to be that education,

work, and life in general ask us to be conver-

gent rather than divergent thinkers—to home
in on a single "right" answer rather than to

stroll through a garden of possibilities. Re-
search has shown that 84 percent of five-year-

olds' thinking is divergent. By second grade,

divergence drops to only 10 percent; and, by
age forty-five, a scant 2 percent remains. Even
Picasso struggled against convergent thinking.

"I used to draw like Raphael," he said, "but it

has taken me a whole lifetime to learn to draw
like a child."

Determined to rouse our slumbering chil-

im question that

demands divergent

thinking: how to sell

pantyhose to men?

dren, Stan throws us a problem that demands
divergent thinking: how to sell pantyhose to

men. After hearing talk-show interviews of

perfectly normal men who wear pantyhose for

perfectly sensible reasons, Stan is convinced

the idea has great business potential. Football

players wear pantyhose so that when they re-

move adhesive tape wound around knees or

ankles, they won't rip the hair from their legs.

Construction workers like pantyhose because

they dry faster than longjohns. Outdoorsmen
value their light weight and compact size. The
only problem is the purchase. The thought of

being caught buying pantyhose strikes terror

in even the stoutest of male hearts. How to

overcome that obstacle?

We tackle the problem in a brainstorming

session modeled on the ones described by ad-

vertising executive Alex Osborn in his 1950s

best seller, Applied Imagination. In brain-

storming, anything goes; all suggestions are

written on a flip chart or blackboard so every-

one can see them and all criticism is put on

hold. (Osborn cut off judgmental remarks by

ringing a bell.) The idea is to generate as many
suggestions as possible, the more freewheeling

the better.

In fifteen minutes, we come up with sixty or

seventy ideas for selling pantyhose to men.

Among them: dye the stockings masculine col-

ors, add fly-fronts, eliminate the feet, sell the

hose by mail, call them Jox Sox, market them

to both sexes in sporting-goods stores. Our ig-

norance of the pantyhose business is marvel-

ously freeing. We have no preconccpiions

about what can't (Continued on page 153)
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CREATIVE THINKING

(Continuedfrom page 148)

be done. I think of Paul MacCready, the prize-

winning inventor of human- and solar-

powered aircraft. "My secret weapon was
complete naivete," he recently told an audi-

ence at Yale. "The experts' extra knowledge
made them have blinders on."

The value of naivete aside, I am amazed by
the creativity of our pantyhose group. As
someone who enjoys working alone, I'd gener-

ally considered "group creativity" a contra-

diction in terms. Brainstorming sessions and
other collaborations are necessary for complex
endeavors like sending men to the moon, sure,

but no way to write Moby Dick. But my nar-

row either-or thinking about the matter failed

to encompass the vast range of challenges that

JL heprime requisite

tor creativity is

courage—to fail, to

ask dumb questions

lies between Moby Dick and the moon.
Before the creativity seminar would be over,

brainstorming groups would have a go at more
than two dozen of these in-between problems,

including how to eliminate cigarette odors,

,
change careers in midlife, and attract more
runners to a race. No challenge is more mov-
ing than a young designer's request for help

devising play equipment for the severely re-

tarded. He shows slides of places where these

people are typically locked away. Everything

is hard—cinder-block walls, tile floors, win-

dows barred and curtainless. All of it is easy to

clean and impossible to break, but I have been

in prisons more humane. As for play equip-

ment, mostly there isn't any. The poor coordi-

nation common among the severely retarded

makes conventional slides dangerous. The pre-

ferred form of recreation at such places is dig-

ging in the dirt. A close second is

self-mutilation. "They would rather feel pain

than nothing," the designer explained.

Our suggestions come pouring out. Build a

low slide that can be approached by a ramp
instead of a ladder. Cover walls and floors with

tough inflatable plastic to bring some soften-

ing to this world. Put televisions and radios in

indestructible'Plexiglas cabinets. Make play-

houses or small caves of foam. The designer

takes home a portfolio of new ideas.

"None of us is as smart as all of us," says an

alternative-school poster quoted in The
Aquarian Conspiracy. After seeing the range of

experience applied to the play equipment and

other seminar problems and watching the

speed with which one idea triggers a dozen

more, even this fervid individualist has to con-

cede the creative power of groups. It is also

heartening to discover that self-reliance isn't

everything, that asking other people for sug-

gestions is neither a sin against the imagina-

tion nor a sign of immaturity. So much for the

romance of solitary creative agony. Even
though other people can't do my work for me,

it feels great to know I don't have to slug it out

completely alone.
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But as imaginative as groups can be, they
rarely are; and, away from the ideal conditions
of a seminar, most groups stand obtusely in the
way of creativity. They discourage innovation
by penalizing failure, they value pragmatists
more than dreamers; and the hierarchical
structures of most organizations sharply limit

the flow of ideas. How can an individual be
creative in such an atmosphere? Courage is a
prime requisite—the courage to fail, to with-
stand group pressure, to ask dumb questions.

Stan tells of a little girl asking her father why
she couldn't see the snapshot he had just taken
of her. Her father was inventor Edwin Land,
and her question led to his set-breaking Polar-

oid camera.

As important as courage is a high tolerance

for ambiguity and paradox. Jung believed that

human growth requires the reconciliation of
such opposites as thinking and feeling, and that

creative growth depends largely on coming to

terms with several pairs of opposites: creation

and destruction, passionate involvement and
cool detachment, spontaneity and discipline,

concentration and relaxation. Creativity ex-

ploits the tension between these poles, and cre-

ative solutions almost always pull harmony
from discord. As The Aquarian Conspiracy

points out, the U.S. Constitution has worn so

well because it synthesizes opposites, balanc-

ing state and federal authority as well as execu-

tive, legislative, and judicial power.

Of all the blocks to individual creativity,

probably the least discussed are what physical

fitness expert Martha Kaley calls "negative

health behaviors"—everything from lack of

exercise to poor eating habits. A consultant to

the Center for Creative Leadership, Martha
shows up several times during the seminar to

teach us relaxation techniques and stretching

exercises, to take us on walks, and to impress

upon us the importance of oxygen in nourish-

ing the body's basic component, the cell. Exer-

cise moves oxygen to all parts of the body,

including the brain. Martha's point is simple

and unassailable: we expand our thinking by
learning to make better use of all our re-

sources; if we overlook physical resources, the

expansion will be limited. "Whatever your

rreative potential is, it can't be developed any-

where except within your own body," she says.

Martha, like Stan, has asked us to make a

link—this time between mind and body. If cre-

ative acts have anything in common, it is this

link-making. Creativity integrates, synthe-

sizes, replaces either-or with and. Five days at

this North Carolina spa for the mind didn't

turn me into Virginia Woolf; but I came home
with the corners of my mind aching pleasant-

ly, like underused muscles the day after a good
workout. For weeks before the seminar, I had
struggled to write the last part of a book. The
pieces didn't fall into place the minute I un-

packed my new bag of tricks, but things did

begin to happen. Again and again I had tried

to force a writhing heap of contradictions to lie

still and be nice, to turn themselves into tidy

conclusions. Now, with my new appreciation

of opposites, I wondered what would happen if

I stopped trying to get rid of the contradic-

tions. As soon as I opened my mind to them,

the logjam broke. I began to understand that

the contradictions not only belonged, they

were the whole point of what I wanted to say.

I could hardly wait to call my friends and

give them the news: what the creativity test

scores took away, the seminar gave back a

hundredfold. And an astonishing number of

people are French—more French than we ever

imagined. V
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Whereto buy stocks...

fast-track tax shelter. .

.

at-home work-good news

By Lisa Gubernick

STOCK SHOPPING AT THE BANK
Now that banks are able to offer no-frills,

discount brokerage service (just carrying out

your transactions, not giving advice),

it 's become almost as easy to buy and sell

stocks at your local bank as it is

to cash a check. Does it make more sense

to do your securities transactions

with a discount broker or with your banker?

While brokers tend to be slightly less

expensive, banks seem to provide their

customers with a greater sense ofsecurity.

Sally Tsiang, vice president of the

treasury division at Chemical Bank, says,

"The simplefact is that many people

are much more familiar with their banker

and therefore more comfortable

doing brokerage business with her.
"

The higherfees at many banks are also offset

somewhat by the convenience they offer.

Most banks credit proceedsfrom stock sales

and dividends directly into money-market

funds, so that you don 't lose interest waiting

for securities transactions or checks to clear.

One caution: although any banking system

should be perfectfrom the very instant

it's installed, the fact is glitches

in computer operations can mar opening day.

Gerald Perritt, executive director of the

American Association ofIndividual Investors,

recommends waiting six months or so

after a bank has launched its

brokerage service before trying it out—
just to insure that all systems are in order.

INSURED—YOUR INCOME
In addition to auto, medical, and life insurance,

says the nonprofit National Insurance Consum-
er Organization, every working woman should

figure long-term disability insurance at the top

of her list of expenses. Long-term disability in-

surance guarantees a continued income
should injury or illness prevent a policyholder

from working or earning her full salary.

An insurance purchaser should shop around

before she signs a check. Not only do benefits

vary from company to company—and from pol-

icy to policy—but the definition of "disability"

may change. In some instances a policyholder

becomes eligible for benefits when her income
decreases substantially, while in others she re-

ceives no payments unless she is altogether

unable to work. Robert Hunter, president of

NICO, suggests that you look for a policy that

will provide five years of benefits if you're par-

tially disabled, after which payments continue

only if you cannot work at all.

NICO recommends that whatever policy you

buy, you push back the time that you would be-

gin to collect as far as possible—the longer you

can last before drawing on your benefits, the

less expensive coverage will be. "Also, make
sure that your coverage lasts until you reach

sixty-five," Hunter says. "Even five years' cov-

erage is hardly adequate if a woman's salary

totally disappears. It doesn't cost that much
more to insure your entire working life."

It's almost impossible to insure 100 percent

of your pre-tax income, because insurers be-

lieve that that would provide an incentive not to

return to work. However, it is quite possible to

find coverage that would match your take-home

pay—and disability payments are not taxed.
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FINDING AN APPRAISER—WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
It's imperative to establish how much your valuables are worth if you want to sell them, make

a charitable donation, or simply get adequate insurance—but getting an accurate appraisal

isn't easy. Shirley Belz, spokeswoman for the American Society of Appraisers, says the best

way to find a good appraiser is to collect referrals—from friends, bankers, insurance agents,

or museums. Find out if the appraiser belongs to a professional organization like the ASA or

the Appraisers Association of America—both organizations provide continuing education and

screen members to ensure that their knowledge is up to date.

When you speak to an appraiser, ask her what her background and education are, and be

specific about the nature of your valuables—someone who is qualified to evaluate your Chi-

nese ceramics may not know the recent value of your Art Deco jewelry. If you ask for refer-

ences, don't be surprised if an appraiser refuses to furnish a list of her clients: often this

information is kept confidential to protect collectors from would-be burglars.

How experts determine their fees is also key in establishing their professionalism. Charg-

ing a percentage of the value of the objects is considered unethical, since it encourages the

appraiser to inflate their worth. By the same token, it's generally ill-advised to ask your

appraiser to sell the objects she's assessed for you, because that could result in an under-

valuation. Belz recommends using an appraiser who charges either a flat rate, or an hourly fee

which can vary from $50 to $250 an hour, depending on where you live.

When the appraisal is completed, you should receive a signed and dated document stating

the value of the objects, the purpose of the appraisal, and the fact that the appraiser has no

personal interest in the particular property. Belz suggests that the document be updated every

three to five years so that the appraisal reflects the current market value of your valuables.

("Money" continued on page 157)
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(Continuedfrom page 154)

A DAY AT THE RACES
Through private partnerships, thoroughbred

horse breeding has become accessible to every-

one—well, almost everyone. The partnerships

buy and raise either breeding or racing stock.

They are essentially tax shelters: during their

five- to seven-year life spans, investors can

write off expenditures for feed, training, and
veterinary bills, plus depreciation of the horses

(which means loss of value over time—this is

not logical, but it is legal), effectively reducing

the cost of the thoroughbreds by half for any-

one in the 50 percent tax bracket—and anyone

who isn't should not consider this investment.

Thoroughbred partnerships require initial

investments of twenty-five to several hundred

thousand dollars. The payoff comes when the

partnership disbands and the horses are sold

—

and this is when the difference between racing

and breeding partnerships becomes important.

Although breeding partnerships are far more
likely to be profitable, racing is where the real

money is to be made—a likely winner can sell

for millions.

While you do have a chance to make a kill-

ing, horse partnerships of any kind are risky

business. The quality of stock must be superb,

because the market for middle- and lower-

quality horses has softened in recent months.

Moreover, the rising popularity of horse

breeding has drawn a new and unscrupulous

type of deal-maker into the market.

To insure that a partnership is sound, Rich-

ard S. Burns, vice president in charge of thor-

oughbred lending at European American
Bank, recommends getting a good lawyer and
a good accountant to look over the prospectus,

then investigating the general partner's repu-

tation through horse-breeders' journals or The
Jockey Club in New York City. "There are a

lot of barracudas out there," said Burns.

Despite his caution, Burns is enthusiastic

about horses. "There are very few tax shelters

that offer this much potential for profit—and

this much fun," he said. "Watching a thor-

oughbred run is a lot more thrilling than

watching an oil well pump."

AN OFFICE OF ONE'S OWN
The Internal Revenue Service
has just made it a lot easier
for free-lancers and the self-
employed t-b declare an office at home

as a tax deduction. Until now,
in order to write off a room
it had to be used exclusively
as a work space . " If you had a desk
and a piano in the room, it used

to be ineligible, " says a spokesman
for the IRS. The new ruling specifies

only that a space be used regularly
and exclusively for business— it

need no longer be a separate room.

You're permitted to write off

whatever fraction of your mortgage
or rent your work space occupies.
As in the past , if your at-home work

is not your primary income source ,

the amount you deduct can equal,

but not exceed, earnings accrued from

work accomplished in your office.
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Face

reading

Those lips, those eyes-

revealing

the inner you?

BY MAGGIE PALEY

Iwas brought up by progressive parents

who taught me it was shallow—if not

prejudiced—to judge people by the way
they look. Of course I judged people by the

way they looked all the time without admit-

ting it to myself. Then Dr. Leopold Bellak's

book, coauthored with Samm Sinclair Baker,

Reading Faces (Bantam) arrived in the mail.

Here was an authority figure—a Viennese-

American psychoanalyst who teaches at the

Albert Einstein College of Medicine—who
said appearances were important. You could

discover people's hidden feelings, Dr. Bellak

promised, if you looked at their faces one side

at a time. I thought about all the connections

scientists were finding between mind and
body. Wouldn't it make sense that your face is

a map of who you are? What does that mean?
The idea that the face represents the inner

person has gone in and out of fashion in the

Western world. The most famous European
physiognomist was Johann Kaspar Lavater

(1741-1801), a Swiss pastor whose Essays in

Physiognomy, published in 1 772, aroused such

passion that, according to the eighth edition of

the Encyclopedia Britannica, "the people went

masked through the streets." Lavater's work
could be consulted before you hired a servant

or agreed to marry a suitor, but he presented

no coherent system forjudging a face, and of

course his assertions couldn't be proved.

In China, face-reading has been part of the

culture since the fifth century B.C. "We be-

lieve that ycur outer features show what your

inner structure is," Peter Shen explained to

me. Shen, a New York makeup artist and au-

thor of.Make Your Face Your Fortune (Everest

House), studied physiognomy in China in the

mid-'fifties. Like any Chinese face reader he

can tell you that a nose with a round tip indi-

cates a talent for making money; high-set ears

mean brilliance and early achievement; and
protruding eyes show a taste for gambling.

"It's true," I said, "I imagine I see things

about a person in the light in his eyes, or the

curve of her lips. But I can't believe ears mean
anything."

"You can pretend with your eyes and
mouth," Shen said. "You can't pretend with

your ears." There was craftiness, he said, in a
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small, tight, sharp ear. At the other extreme, it

was no accident that Buddha statues had elon-

gated earlobes. "They represent that loving

quality. People who've lived a full life to their

eighties or nineties always have large, wonder-

ful ears. You can't survive without them."

Chinese physiognomy, as Shen explained it,

emphasizes character and wisdom and, like as-

trology, allows for the exercise of free will.

Beautiful features are not always physiognom-

ically fortunate: "For instance, a thin, little

nose is exquisite, but especially if it's pointy,

the person usually becomes very self-centered.

All features are earned: you're born with cer-

tain potentials and your face changes accord-

ing to the way you use them. Fortunate
features have substance to them and grow bet-

ter with age. Not only big ears, but long laugh

lines, noses that spread, jaws that grow jowls

are considered signals of success."

Today in the West we have psychologists

rather than physiognomists. Those who are in-

terested in linking faces with personality and

character have typically studied what people

think faces indicate, avoiding the subject of

what they might actually mean. It seems clear

to everyone your face expresses you in some
way, but no one can measure how, exactly.

The American scientist who came closest to

correlating face and body type with tempera-

ment was William Sheldon, M.D., of Harvard,

who observed that the world was divided into

three kinds of people: the thin, the fat, and the

muscular; and that everyone was a combina-
tion of the three basic "somatotypes." The
thin people, or ectomorphs, had triangular

faces with receding chins and small, delicate

features; they carried around more nervous

system in relation to mass than other people

and were consequently high-strung. The fat

people, or endomorphs, had round, soft faces

and their preponderance of digestive tract in

relation to body weight rendered them relaxed

and pleasure-loving. Bones, muscles, and con-
nective tissue predominated in the muscular
people or mesomorphs, who had jutting chins

and energetic, aggressive dispositions.

Sheldon's Varieties ofHuman Physique was
published in 1940 His statistics are quite de-

tailed; his conclusions feel right. However,
they've been disproved.

One of those (Continued on page 166) I
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FACE READING

(Continued from page 164)

who helped disprove Sheldon's theories was

the author of Reading Faces, Leopold Bellak,

M.D. "I did some rather dry research on a

hundred corpses," he told me when I visited

him at his office, "measuring them to see if in-

deed schizophrenics differed in somatotype

from other people. The only way they differed

was the longer they'd been in the hospital, the

more ectomorphic they seemed to be."

Dr. Bellak looked at me searchingly. I sat in

the patients' chair and looked back. His head

was totally bald. His ears were set high, at a

rakish angle. His mouth looked amused, his

eyes were penetrating, his nose appeared to be

slightly rounded at the tip. Would his Zone

System of face reading make him rich?

"That doesn't mean I don't believe that

there's something to bodily structure, but it

must be more complex than a one-to-one rela-

tionship," he said. "I still speak of a 'meso-

morph face' to describe the typical marine

sergeant with the sort of chin that could stop a

truck."

That jutting chin is one of the few features

that means the same thing (an aggressive na-

ture) to all face experts—probably with some
reason, according to Dr. Bellak. For one thing,

there may be a correlation between high tes-

tosterone or steroid level and heavy bone

structure and musculature, "and that might

have a certain effect on personality." In addi-

tion, people who weren't born with meso-

morph chins may develop them through
aggressive feelings that cause them constantly

to clench their teeth and jut their jaws.

As opposed to the mystical Chinese system,

Dr. Bellak's physiognomical explanations ap-

peal to the rationalist. He says faces look the

way they do because of the "habitual pull" of

facial muscles accustomed to forming charac-

teristic expressions. For an example, full lips

belong to someone who habitually relaxes the

orbicularis oris muscles that "set the shape of

the mouth," Bellak says. A baby has to relax

these muscles when it nurses; a full-lipped per-

son, then, probably continues to enjoy satisfy-

ing her sensual appetites as an adult. Someone
thin-lipped, he says, habitually tightens the or-

bicularis oris muscles, perhaps out of fear of

intrusions, which is why most of us associate

thin lips wiih a rigid personality. And so on.

Dr. Bellak's Zone System of face reading,

based on the work of the German gestalt psy-

chologist, Werner Wolff, Ph.D., offers a fur-

ther opportunity for psychological detective

work. During the 1930s, Wolff produced some
extraordinary composite photographs. By
printing each side of a face twice, he created a

left-left face that was significantly different

from the right-right face. One composite

—

usually the right-right—was always more like

the original photograph; it had what Wolff

called the "dominating expression."

With the benefit of modern brain research,

Dr. Bellak speculates that the deeper emotions

come from the right brain and tend to be ex-

pressed on the left side of the face. The more
conscious responses

—
"the civilized social

mask"—come from the left brain, and are

more likely to show up on the right side of the

face. All you need to do is divide a face in half

vertically, then horizontally (to isolate indi-

vidual features), and read one side at a time, he

says, and you'll recognize the traits that are
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otherwise obscured by the dominating expres-

sion.

Dr Bellak says he reads the faces of politi-

cians in newspapers and magazines, of cus-

toms officials at airports before getting on line,

and of his patients in his office. He told me I

had some sadness in my right eye.

Since reading Dr. Bellak's book I've ob-

served the sadness in my right eye myself. I've

noticed that usually in men the right—pub-

lic—side seems stronger than the left, and in

women the right side seems weaker, as if

they'd been admonished not to show strength

in public. I've seen sadness in photographs of

my friends, as well as anger, meanness, petu-

lance. These are qualities I'd be just as happy

not to deal with, if the friend agrees to keep

them hidden. In any case, I'm not convinced

that what one person means by a facial expres-

sion is the same thing someone else sees in it.

Dr. Bellak, too, is puzzled by the profusion

of signals that can animate a face. "What
makes us judge that one person is intelligent

and that another is a dull son ofan ox?" he said

to me. "My wife and I often play that game in a

restaurant. You get an instant feeling."

When he was young, Winston Churchill

used to declaim his fiery speeches into a mir-

ror, according to his personal physician. Dr.

Bellak also recommends the mirror as a good

companion for a face reader. "Very often you

are not fully aware of your underlying

mood. ... As you routinely study your face in

the mirror, try to assume the normal expres-

sions that others see in you. . . . Make an effort

to assess candidly the prevalent facial expres-

sion: Is it downbeat or uplifted?"

Trying out expressions in front of a mirror

works especially well if you take it for granted

that appearance is the same thing as reality, or

at least a perfectly good substitute. This is ex-

actly the position cheerfully taken by the im-

age consultant John Molloy. Having
discovered through extensive research that

success in the corporate world comes much
easier to those who appear to belong to the up-

per middle class, Molloy wrote his Live for

Success (Bantam) to urge the ambitious to

learn upper-middle-class table manners, pos-

ture, verbal skills, and, yes, to carry their face

muscles in an upper-middle-class manner.

The upper-middle-class face, he told me, is

in control of its movements. "Lower-middle-

class people, when they're not speaking, let

their mouths hang open slightly on occasion,

and upper-middle-class people almost never

do this." Women at the top don't smile as

much as other women, he said.

(That night, I happened to see an interview

with the American-born Queen Noor of Jor-

dan; in her queenly way, she hardly used her

face muscles at all, giving an impression of

constant serenity.)

When we look in the mirror we all see some-
thing that's intimately us, yet it's more than we
can possibly describe. To judge people by ap-

pearances isn't shallow—it's about as simple

as grasping the meaning of life at a glance.

Arthur Schopenhauer, the nineteenth-cen-

tury philosopher, put it this way in an essay on
physiognomy: "As a matter of fact, the face of

a man gives us fuller and more interesting in-

formation thai his tongue; for his face is the

compendium oj all he will ever say, as it is the

one record of all his thoughts and endeavors.

And, moreover, the tongue tells the thought of

one man only, whereas the face expresses a

tnought of nature itself so that every one is

worth attentive observation, even though ev-

ery one may not be worth talking to." V
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VOGUE FICTION SPECIAL

Ladies' Hairdresser

Made in Italy by Paul Jeffries.
P.O. Box 489271, Los Angeles, CA 90048

Under the dryer in the USSR—

from one of Russia's most popular novelists

BY I. GREKOVA

Editor's note: With illuminating warmth
and humor, I. Grekova (a pseudonym that

means "Miss X") unfurls the day-to-day life of
a successful woman in Moscow. MissX leads us

to the little-known, higher levels of the Soviet

bureaucracy, as we follow Professor Kovaleva,

to her office at the Cybernetics Institute as well

as to an epiphany at her hairdresser. From "Rus-

sian Women: Two Stories, " to be published next

month by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

I came home dog tired. The boys, of course,

were playing chess. Seems to be some kind of

male disease.

"What the hell is going on here?" I said.

"Again those stupid chess pieces! How long is

this going to go on?"

As usual, the table was a pigsty, littered

with half-empty beer bottles and cigarette

butts from an overflowing ashtray. Gigantic

bubbles slowly swelled and burst in the beer

bottles.

"Pigs," I said. "Don't you have anything

better to do, with your exams right around the

corner?"

"Gimme your paw," Kostya said fawningly.

"No paw for you. Pigs, that's what you are!

I come home to a place that looks like a saloon.

Just for once you could clean out the ashtray!

Really, do I, an older woman . .
."

"Objection, Your Honor," said Kolya.

"Knock it off!" I shouted.

"Gimme your paw," demanded Kolya. I

certainly shouldn't have smiled, but somehow
I felt my lips parting and gave him my hand.

"Wrong one!" yelled Kolya in a frenzy.

"The left one, the left one!" (The left is worth
more because it's got the birthmark.)

"The right one's fine by me—I'm a no-

body," Kostya sighed.

I gave him the right one, and each planted a

kiss on the hand given him. Two bent heads,

straw blond and coal black. My clowns. My
sons. But you're not getting off that easy. I'm
still mad.

"Clear the table this minute!" I shouted,

trying to keep a straight face.

Kostya, groaning, loaded the ashtray onto
his shoulder and Kolya began wiping the table

with a pair of pants. I realized I was hungry as

a wolf.

"Have you had dinner?"

"No. We were waiting for you."

"Is there anything to eat in the house?"
"No. We'll run down to the store right this

minute."

"Really, this is too much," I said, again

working myself into a rage. "Really, do
—

"

"Do you, an older woman," Kolya prompt-
ed helpfully.

"Yes! I! An older woman! Yes, damn it all!

Old! And working! And bringing you up, you
clowns!"

"But kindly note that, alas, you haven't

brought that off," Kolya interjected with

mock humility.

"God knows, that's true! My whole life's

shot to hell! Down the drain for nothing!"

"Cool it, sweetie," said Kostya serenely.

I picked up a bottle and felt like smashing it

on the floor, but didn't.

"No, I've had it. I'll take offand leave you to

make it on your own."
"Live and let live," Kostya proclaimed in

that same imperturbable tone of his.

"Cut it out. I'm serious. Life isn't a circus!"

"What was that you said?" Kolya inquired.
" 'Life—is not a circus?' Permit me to make a

note of it." He took out his notebook, licked

the tip of his pencil, and took aim. "Life—you
can see for yourself—is not a circus," he wrote

down.
"And what's more," I interrupted him very

loudly, "I'm fed up with everything! Fed up!

Got it? I'll go to Novosibirsk. Or, better still,

I'll get married."

"Well," exclaimed Kolya. "Now we're talk-

ing!"

"And why not? You think I'm so far gone I

can't find someone to marry?"

"Only a lion tamer," said Kolya.

The hell with it! I slammed the door and
went to the refrigerator to look for some milk.

It was empty and encrusted with grime, with

one solitary wilted radish on the second shelf.

More like a crypt than a refrigerator. Not a

drop of milk in sight, of course. But this morn-
ing there'd been some. "Down the hatch," as

the kids' nurse used to say.

I've had it. I've had it, I thought, angrily

combing my hair and tearing out whole
clumps in the process. Two young idiots who
can't take care of themselves, let alone their

mother. Imagine, they stuff their faces while

their mother goes hungry. I'm fed up with ev-

erything, everything. And this stupid hair

—

looks awful—half grown out, bedraggled, and

how many gray hairs I've got now! All of it in

such awkward places, like behind my cars

Other people go elegantly gray at the temples,

but I can't even get gray hair properly

—

dull,

dumb me! And those homemade bangs on my
forehead! Well, you old fool, you set them
yourself. And the rollers hurt when you sloop,

so you can't even get a good night's rest.

I've got to do something about my hair

Seems a pity to get it cul after letting it grow

for three years

—

all that work for nothing. The
hell with that, I'll get it cut. Let the boys make
their own dinner tonight. 'Til have a haircut

and get down to business," as my dad used to

say. My father had a rough life. Right up to his

death he kept waiting to "get down to busi-

ness."

"I'm going out," I said to the boys

(Continued on pagt I 70)
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Where Sir Henry Moore s Italian marble masterpiece,

'The Spindle, " towers majestically above the Great Hall atrium lobby

A dramatic expression of perfect harmony between architecture

and sculpture, space and design. A grand hotel of grand dimensions.

In the tradition of Old World European elegance.
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-. They arrived from

. where . . . the social and financial

ir limes. In the days of F. Scott

>j.geral-J. They were the men and women
who sought and savored the best.

Today The Cold Coast is alive with glitter

and energy. Bursting with the glamour, the

ambition and money that make it a great

place to live ... a luxurious retreat for a

fun-filled holiday.

w crop of magnificent homes and condominiums along The Cold Coast have

helped to establish the contemporary styles of Florida living. Still fashionable.

Always exciting. The elegance of Palm Beach and Boca Raton. The magnetism of

Miami and Coconut Crove. Each with a character and charisma all its own. Each a

growing, vital part of the new Florida Cold Coast.

When you need it bad, we've got it good.
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AtThe Breakers, The Setting Is Only
A Prelude ToWhat Awaits You.

A thousand artisans built this majes% hotel. A staff of 1,100
runs it for your total comfort a 'sure.

Small wonder that The Breakers has earner ie coveted Mobil Five-Star
and AAA Five-Diamond awards time and agaii

For reservations, contact your travel agent
or The Breakers, Palm Beach, Florida 33480;
(305) 655-6611. MEMBER PREFERRED
HOTELS WORLDWIDE (800) 323-7500.
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(Continuedfrom page 168)

"Where?" asked Kostya.

"To get married," answered Kolya.

The street glistened with fresh drops of rain.

The leaves on the lindens were shining, new-
born, and the streetcleaning truck rolled by,

for some reason spraying its rainbow of water
on asphalt that was already wet. I bought an
ice cream and walked on, biting off the hard
top with its candy rose decoration. My teeth

ached dully, but I enjoyed eating lunch on the

run like this—a bit like my student days.

I hurried along, the spring day was still

young and people hurried by, including lots of

pretty girls. I'll have a haircut and get down to

business.

The enormous beauty salon window dis-

played long rectangular photos of girls in-

tensely conscious of their coiffures. "All kinds

of services rendered," read the caption. "First

come, first served. No exceptions made."
Now or never. I tugged at the tall heavy

door with the vertical inscription, "Pull." In-

side was a repulsive smell of sweetish eau de
cologne, singed hair, and something else.

About two dozen women were sitting or stand-

ing around.

God, what a line. Maybe I should leave. No,
I've made up my mind and I'll stick it out.

"Who's last?" I asked. Several heads turned

and didn't answer.

"Could you kindly tell me who's last in

line?"

"Here there are no last ones," joked a bru-

nette with a protruding front tooth.

"Looking for the end of the line, citizen?"

asked a middle-aged lady in light blue socks

and with hair like a gray loofah. "The last one

was standing behind me, but I guess she's left."

Her hands were red, worn, and lay heavily on
her knees.

"I'll get behind you, then, OK? What do
you think, comrades, how long will it be?"

"Two hours at worst," answered the mid-

dle-aged woman. The others remained silent,

but one of them, a pale, imposing blonde with

a swanlike neck, turned to look me over with

her bright blue eyes, and then turned away.

I'm not particularly shy, but for some rea-

son women intimidate me, especially when
there are a lot of them and they're involved in

some peculiarly feminine ritual. It always

seems to me that they must be passing judg-

ment on me. Why? What for? For my glasses,

for the English book in my net shopping bag,

for whatever reason. I guess that's why I im-

mediately felt attracted to that middle-aged

lady in the socks. And she seemed to have tak-

en note ofme . . . another grandmotherly type.

She moved over on her chair, making room for

me.

"Come on, sit down. Standing won't prove

anything." I carefully settled myself on the

very edge.

"Don't worry, sit on your whole rear end.

We'll fit. Mine's pretty skinny. Used to be big-

ger but it dried up." We made ourselves com-
fortable.

"I want a six-month perm," she said. "I'm

afraid my husband's falling out of love. He's

started flirting with a young chick."

"Got any children?"

"Sons. Two of them."

"Me, too." (Continued on page 1 72)
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1920s with the distinctive,
. .. .

,' stately architecture of
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4 envisioned Boca Raton as a winter

playground for the privileged few. But it has

developed during the past fifty years into a

thriving year-round resort. A modern city of

* red-tiled roofs. Of grace and scale. Still true

to its elegant Mizner.heritage of beauty,

gracious living and leisure. Ever appealing

to men and women of style and refinement.

These words from a 1 925 Boca Raton

advertisement: "I am a place where people

of taste can spend a few weeks, a season or

an entire year in constant enjoyment."

~H St/7/ true today. Still Boca Raton.
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Non-Binding Restrvatii >ns Accepted

Come Live
Mizners Dream

OnTHELASTGREATSTRETCH
OfBeachInBocaRaton.

isionary architect

J
Addison Mizner, who laid the

groundwork for Palm Beach
and Boca Raton was known to

say: To truly live, you must seize

the moment!"
For those seeking the

ultimate ocean front residence in

Florida, that moment has arrived.

As you read this,The
Addison is now taking shape on
the last great stretch of beach in

Boca Raton.

For all the particulars,

including a full color brochure,

send the coupon or call

(305) 395-3000, extension 3478.

And let us send you the

dream of a lifetime.

Pleas*: send me complete information about The Addison.

City Zip

Telephone

The Addison. P<) Box 100. Dept. 7. Boca Raton. FL 33432
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Presented byArvida.
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(Continuedfrom page 1 70)

"Does your husband play the field?"

"I don't have a husband."

She fell silent for a moment.
"That's the way the cookie crumbles. Sure,

mine plays around, but he doesn't drink, and
you don't have one at all. But don't give up.

You're not all that old and you've still got

meat on your bones."

"I'm not giving up," I said.

"Next!" shouted the plump hairdresser in a

white coat and bright green tie from behind
the door. The brunette with the tooth dashed
forward.

"It's not her turn! Don't let her through!"

the other women bellowed.

"But I'm here for a six-month perm," she

retorted.

"Everybody's here for a six-month perm!"
"Me, too," I squeaked.

"The sign says 'all kinds of services . .
.'
"

"Yeah, first come, first served! In one order-

ly line, no exceptions made! You call this or-

der?" The one orderly line roared in agitation.

"Don't cause trouble, citizens," said the

plump hairdresser. "We'll take care of every-

one, no favorites. Please believe me."
The brunette slipped into the salon. The

clamor continued.

"He's sleeping with her," said the pale,

blond, swan-necked lady.

"Big deal. You still have to keep some kind

of order. What difference does it make who's
sleeping with whom?"

"We'll demand the complaint book."*

"The manager."

"Call the manager!"

The gray-haired lady behind the coatroom
railing took up her knitting, and in the cash-

ier's cage, the pink-cheeked cashier in a white

coat gone blue from starch yawned, took out a

pocket mirror, frowned, and began putting

mascara on her thick eyelashes.

Those eyelashes were the last straw. Good-
bye intimidation—I marched up to the cash-

ier.

"Give me the complaint book." She gave me
an unfriendly look instead.

"What for?"

"None of your business. Any client at any

time has the right to demand the complaint

book." The line began rumbling, this time

against me.

"The slightest little thing . .

."

"They take one person and she wants the

book ..."

"She'll write that complaint and people will

get into all kinds of trouble. . .

."

"After all, you have to have some sympathy
. . . they've got to make a living, too."

Complainers aren't popular around there,

but I was mad.
"Citizen," I said like a policeman, "if you

don't give me the complaint book this min-

ute . .
."

The cashier emerged from her cage and

walked to the back of the shop, saying, "I'll

give you the manager this minute." Out came
a dark and curlyheaded young hulk with the

face of a butcher.

"What do you want, citizen?"

I explained to him (Continued on page 1 74)

'All Soviet shops hove o "Book ol Complaints and Suggestions."

which clients may request in order to write down criticism or praise ol

the establishment or individual workers. (Tr.)
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Come and experience the fine art of living.

16 Fast-Dri tennis courts.

Two 18-hole championship golf courses.

Bob Toski and Peter Kostis are our golf teaching pros.

Angelo Donghia designed the clubhouse interiors.

George Plimpton is our cultural affairs director. And our

neighbor is the Royal Palm Polo Club.
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The Boca Raton of today was
built upon the foundations of

its glamorous yesterdays, when
the rich and famous began exploring the

Florida Gold Coast. These sophisticated,

fashionable and well-traveled men and
women established a new kind of leisure

resort environment.

Today, Boca Raton's cosmopolitan flavor

attracts visitors from around the world who
are drawn to its elegant, modern hotels; its

wide beaches and lively surf. To the fine

restaurants, fabulous shops and boutiques.

Boca Raton is beautiful and tranquil. And
yet, there is also the active, sporting life.

Take your pick. Or take them both. Boca
Raton. As it was then . . .and is now.

When you need it bad, we've got it good.

ABULOUS
'//ASHIONABLE

Ylorida

(Continuedfrom page 1 72)

that the hairdresser had just taken a woman
out of turn, and pointed to the other witnesses,

but they weren't talking. He listened to me
with no expression on his face and then shout-

ed into the salon as though calling a dog.

"Rosa!" Out came a freckled and pockmarked
hairdresser in a gauze turban.

"Rosa, take this citizen out of turn."

"Yes sir, Ruslan Petrovich."

"You really think that's what I'm after?" I

said to Ruslan, who shrugged and walked back

into the salon. "You really think I need to be

taken out of turn?"

"Rosa," I said to her, "please understand. I

wasn't trying to get myself waited on. I just

don't like chaos."

"It's you who cause chaos, you irresponsible

and unreasonable women," said Rosa and also

exited.

I returned to the line. The women were si-

lent. Even the middle-aged one in the socks

didn't budge and sat as though glued to her

chair. Well, let her sit there, it was going to be

a long wait. Leaning against the cool paint of

the wall I stood and dreamed. It would be nice

to go to Novosibirsk.* I could get a one-room
apartment, better still, a room in the hotel in

which I lived last time. It wasn't really a hotel,

more a cute and funny little house, with green

ears and a pink tummy. There are forests all

around, and meadows with grass up to your

neck. Birds sing in the streets, and the side-

walks are crowded with young scientists, spec-

tacled, bearded, and happy . .

.

And after all, maybe it would be nice to get

married, get hitched to my old friend, my
childhood friend, and go off to the Crimea to

him, to Eupatoria. He's loved me his whole life

long, still loves me, I know. Now he's already

old—maybe ten years older than I am? As
they say, somebody's old when he's ten years

older than I am. Well, why not—go get mar-

ried and get out. Let my two clowns finally

learn how to take care of themselves.

I'll find an easier job. Or maybe I won't

work at all, just go swimming in the sea, plant

flowers in the garden, raise hens. Why not? I'll

do the laundry, hang it out, starched and blue,

in the sunny backyard covered with pebbles.

And then he'll come toward me, with my
soapy hands and wet, tousled hair, pat me on

the shoulder and say, "Aren't you tired, my
dearest? Relax, darling."

"No, I'm doing fine."

Nonsense. Madness.

"Who wants to be next?" called a young lad

in a sharp voice. I started. Next to the line

stood an eighteen-year-old kid with a tuft of

hair sticking up on top of his head. He wasn't

just thin, he was all angles: slim arms bare to

the elbow, and a pale, wild face with fiery dark

eyes. Like a young deer or a wolf cub.

"Who wants to be next?" he repeated. He
looked at the ladies on line with contempt, as

though they should be serving him and not he

them.

"I do."

"So do I."

"Me too."

"I got here first!"

"No, I did."

"Incidentally,"

'Novosibirsk—the reference is to Akodemgorodok, a major university

town near Novosibirsk (Tr.)

(Continued on page 1 76)
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The posh residential

communities of Boca Raton

lend new dimensions to one
of America's great resorts.

It's an uncommon way of life. Where
magnificently-designed homes stand on

and around private, uncrowded golf

courses, lakes and marinas—spacious

luxury residences for year-round living

or for use as elegant second homes. A
pleasure seeker's paradise, where private

club life abounds, providing every form

of social activity—from dining and
entertaining, to a world of sporting delights.

In Boca Raton, the residential density is

limited. Here, land is preserved for

recreational use and open space. The

building standards are unmatched, with

every convenience available. Boca Raton. The congenial, comfortable center of

the Florida Cold Coast.
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When it comes to sports resorts, BocaWest comes first

It's one of America's celebrated golf and tennis resorts

With four 18-hole championship golf courses.

Home of the 1983 Chrysler Team Invitational host-

ed by Johnny Miller. There are also 34 clay courts

where the greats of the game like Borg, Connors,
and McEnroe made history at the Grand Slam of
Tennis.

Plus an Aquatic Center with four pools. Fis

Canoeing. Elegant clubs. Superb dining. And
more. See your travel agent. Or cal; toll-free

(800) 327-0137 In Florida: (800) 432-0184.

# BocaWest Resort 6 Club
An Arvida Community

P.O. Box 3070, Dept. VM12, Boca Raton, Florida 33432
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(Continuedfrom page 174)

said the kid, "I am obliged to inform you that I

am not a full-fledged hairdresser—I'm only a

trainee and am quite capable of disfiguring

you."

The women fell silent.

"No, thanks. We'd better stay in our nice

little line," sighed the middle-aged one.

I made up my mind. "Let's go for it, disfig-

ure me."

The kid started to laugh. There was some-
thing wild not only in his eyes but also in his

smile. He had sharp, bright white teeth.

"I like the way you put that
—

'disfigure me.'

I shall do my best not to do so. Come in."

He took me into a rear cubbyhole instead of

the salon. Two hairdressers in black instead of

the familiar white coats were muttering incan-

tations over two female heads bent back over

tarnished iron basins. One was applying color-

ing with a shaving brush while the other scru-

tinized a green liquid in a measuring glass. Do
they really dye hair green?

It smelled different back there, pungent and
stuffy. At the rear door, two suspicious-look-

ing punks in tight pants and with slanting side-

burns were carrying on a cryptic conversation

in low tones that reeked of the black market.

"Thirty bottles of the blond stuff and fifty

setting lotions along with them," said one.

"Don't worry," said my trainee, "I'll do
your hair behind this screen."

The flimsy blue screen wobbled unsteadily.

On the wall in a cheap gold frame hung a cer-

tificate, "A Leader among Enterprises." I sat

down in the chair.

"Take out the pins," the kid ordered. I took

them out. He picked up a lock of hair, felt it,

ran it through his finger, and tested another

one.

"Your hair is splitting," he said, "the result

of curling it yourself. What would you like?"

"A cut . . . and a six-month perm, if that's

possible."

"Everything is possible, including a six-

month perm. But I warn you that in today's

world that method is old-fashioned. If it were

up to me I would suggest a chemical wave."

"A chemical wave?"
"Precisely. It's the most modern kind of

coiffure. Kindly remember that they've practi-

cally stopped doing the six-month perms
abroad; they've all gone over to chemical

waves."

"How's that different from the six-month

one?"

"Day and night. The six-month perm makes
one look like a ram. Perhaps some people are

fond of rams, but personally I'm opposed to

them. Chemical waves give a more interesting

line to the coiffure, as though it were fluttering

in the wind."

I suddenly wanted my hairdo to flutter in

the wind.

"Well, go ahead with it," I said. "Will it

take long?"

"At least four hours. You can do hack work
in two hours, but I'm not in the habit of doing

hack work."

"That means till eleven?"

"Or eleven-thirty."

I thought of Kolya and Kostya sitting at

home with no dinner, and wondered if those

dummies were bright enough to buy them-

selves something. (Continued on page 1 78)
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A RATON
I TAPES' HAIRDRESSER"

ctivities for

Florida's glorious sunshine

and year-round warm
weather encourage the many
recreational activities for

which Boca Raton is famous.
The unhurried resort communities,

condominiums and hotels of Boca Raton

provide an incomparable environment of

leisure and sporting pleasure, with much of

the activity focusing on the outdoors. On
golf courses designed by the masters. On
tennis courts of championship quality.

All this, and the Atlantic too—offering some
of the finest sportfishing in the world.

Uncrowded beaches for sunning and
swimming. The deep waters of the

Gulfstream, and protected moorings

nearby, encourage a host of yachting

. All part of the active life at Boca Raton.

When you need it bad, we've got it good.

ABULOUS
FASHIONABLE
"lorida

"Exceptional families deserve
an exceptional community."

&ooMteltt Hunt Club

HIS BOCA INVEST )KS RiALl
SiLICENSED REAL ESTATE BROKERS

Custom homes from $285,000. Phone (305) 483-9488. 426-5121. 30S Equestrian Drive, Boca Raton, Florida.
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(Continuedfrom page 1 76)

Well, they had to get used to it sometime.

"OK," I said, "let's get going."

"Don't worry," the kid said suddenly, "my
qualifications are equal to those of a full-

fledged hairdresser, perhaps even better. Right

now it's more profitable for me to be a trainee

than a full-fledged hairdresser. I don't have to

fulfill a plan,* I've got less responsibility, and I

can experiment freely with anyone who gives

me her head to practice on."

"I'm not worried," I replied. "The stakes

aren't high this time around. Just think what
great beauty you could destroy."

He again laughed his peculiar laugh, flash-

ing his teeth for a second.

"You put that nicely. 'Just think, what great

beauty.' That's true."

Well, so much for that. I was asking for it.

"What's your name?" I asked.

"Vitalik."

"I can't stand those diminutives: Valerik,

Vitalik, Vladik, Alik—all you hear is ik, ik, ik.

That kind of hiccuping noise sounds terribly

strange in Russian."

"What's that? Sounds strange in Russian?

Why?"
"There never used to be such strange end-

ings in Russian, and now they're all over.

There's something sentimental about them,

like baby talk. Just try to imagine the charac-

ters in War and Peace—Nikolai Rostov, An-
drei Bolkonsky, Pierre Bezukhov—what if

they had been named Kolik, Andrik, Pierik?"

He laughed again. "That's interesting. So
you shouldn't say Vitalik?"

"You can, but it's better if you don't."

"Then what should my name be?"

"Just 'Vitaly.' It's a nice, euphonic name.

'Vitaly' means 'vital.'
"

"Just a second, I'll make a note of that." He
took a large, dog-eared notebook out of his

coat pocket. "Vitaly—vital. Incidentally, I

write down various ideas in my notebook."

"What kind of ideas?"

"Different kinds, dealing with various as-

pects of life. For example, the following no-

tion: He who does not respect his own time

does not respect himself. Incidentally, that's

true."

"Who's idea is that?"

"Mine. Is your hair clean?"

"I guess so. Washed it yesterday."

"I'll have to take your word for it."

Boy, I thought, is he strict. I felt like a pa-

tient in a surgeon's office, and timidly exam-
ined the unfamiliar instruments.

"And what's that hatchet?"

"A razor, for ladies. A chemical wave is al-

ways done with a razor on wet hair. Lower,

please."

His curt orders ("bend lower") had some-

thing stiffly formal about them, not like the

usual hairdresser. Most hairdressers are nicer

when they talk about your hair. He sternly

chopped off the wet locks, raised them, pinned

them, combed them out, cut them again Hill

an hour passed.

"If I'm not mistaken, you said thai one

shouldn't say Vitalik," he said. "And what

about Edik? Is there such a name as I dik?

(Continued on pagt IM)>
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at there is a place especially for you
:lorida. Tucked away and cherished

in Boca Marina Yacht Club. Where
you can escape mediocrity in a

achting community of one hundred

handsome homes in the most
beautiful setting in the continental

spies. Where luxurious homes with

ixty foot yacht slips surround snug,

)rivate channels that lead quickly to

the Intracoastal Waterway
companied by the many joys of life

as it should be lived. And only for

those who naturally have panache.
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Boca Marina Yacht Club
5150 North Federal Highway
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
1-800/327-8711
From $384,000
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'RATON I "LADIES' HAIRDRESSER"
-,* The active life. Young families are

attracted to the luxurious private homes and

condominiums ... to the modern way of

life. Corporate executives are lured by the

growing commercial parks, sophisticated

industrial development, and healthy

financial growth. It's a city pulsating with

vitality and energy—where one's office and

golf club can be minutes apart.

A productive, well-balanced

environment—where nearby private

schools and academies, a college and

university, offer educational enrichment.

Where The Caldwell Playhouse presents

*^°atre productions January through April.

Much of the social activity in Boca Raton

'^ centers around the many fashionable

country, golf and tennis clubs. And the

Royal Palm Polo Club, site of world-class polo matches. To those who
appreciate the finer things, Boca Raton remains an elegant resort community, both

graceful and exciting.

AJhADA
'//ASHIONABLE

ILOR IDA

HOWTHE BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE STAY BEAUTIFUL
Introducing. . .The Spa at Palm-Aire's Seven Day Spa Plan

for both men and women. You'll undergo a wonderful sense of

renewal as you stretch and tone with individually-designed exercise

and aerobic programs; soothing saunas and swirling whirlpools;
Loofa scrubs and exotic herbal wraps. You'll come alive with each
massage and beauty facial; then dine on a delicious gourmet diet.

And when you've completed your day's program, there's racquet-
ball, swimming, Nautilus, tennis and championship golf*
waiting for you. -

For more information and reservations, call <s^ A

your travel agent or call toll-free 800-327-4960 g
"

or write The Spa at Palm-Aire, Dept. VG,
?1 Palm-Aire Drive North, Pompano Beach,

Florida 33060.
*palm-a.re

" Be sure to ask about our great Golt and Tennis Package Pi<>

*^K

(Continuedfrom page 178)

I've got a friend named Edik."

"He's probably Edward."
"Isn't Edward a non-Russian name?"
"Right, it isn't Russian."

"From where do we Russians get names like

that?"

"They were fashionable for a while, and I

think that was a stupid fashion."

"Do you have children?"

"Two boys."

"How old?"

"The older one is twenty-two and the youn-
ger is twenty."

"Like me. I'm also twenty, going on twenty-

one. What are their names?"
"Kolya and Kostya. Plain Russian names,

the best kind."

"I thought Tolik or Edik were more inter-

esting. Or even Slavik."

"It just seems that way to you. When you
have children I suggest you give them the sim-

plest kinds of names—Vanya, Masha . .
."

That amused him. I don't know whether it

was the idea of simple names or that he would
have children.

He kept on cutting. Turns out it takes a lot

of time to do in one female head.

"Much longer?" I asked.

"Lower, please. Yes, quite a while to go. It's

a complex procedure. Excuse me for asking

—

you referred to several first names and last

names—Nikolai, I think, Rostovsky, Andrei
Bolkonsky, and then Pierre. I think it was
Pierre. What's his last name?"

"Pierre Bezukhov."
"Right. I wanted to ask you, is Pierre really

a Russian name?"
"No, it's French. In Russian, it's Pyotr."

"But I think you said that Vitalik or Edik

doesn't sound Russian. And yet you yourself

mentioned that French name Pierre."

The kid had me there! He'd mulled it over

and nailed me.

"Yes, you're right. I didn't choose the best

example."

"And who are these people you're talking

about? Andrei and Nikolai and Pierre? Are
they Russian?"

"Yes, but at that time, you know, the upper

classes usually spoke French."

"At what time?"

"The time of War and Peace."

"What war? The first imperialist one?"

I almost burst out laughing, but he was

deadly serious. I saw his stern, anxious face in

the mirror.

"Vitaly, have you really never read War and
Peace?"

"Whose book is that?"

"Leo Tolstoy's."

"Wait a second."

Again he took out the notebook and began

flipping pages. "Got it. Here it is: Leo Tolstoy,

War and Peace. That work is included in my
plan. I'm following a plan for my intellectual

development."

"Didn't you read War and Peace in

school?"

"I wasn't able to finish school. Life made
too many demands on me. My father drinks a

lot and my stepmother's too religious. I had to

get away from them, so I wasn't able to finish

my education. I barely got through seventh

grade, but finishing (Continued on page 182)
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LIVE
THE BOCA POINTE

SEASON.
With the opening of Boca
Pointe Country Club, the

social season in Florida's

prestigious Boca Raton area

is a more glittering, more
elegant, more something-for-

everyone season than it has
ever been before.

And it all happens in the

center of the loveliest Country
Club lifestyle ever.

Boca Pointe. Where over

40% of 1,019 green acres are

devoted to the beauty of golf

fairways, lakes, waterways,

parks, woods, biking-jogging

paths, and landscaped vistas.

Privileged surroundings for a

selection of eleven residential

lifestyles, from ultra-spacious,

ultra-luxurious garden
homes and condominiums
to townhomes, patio homes,
villas, single family estate

residences, and more. From
$96,500 to over $300,000.

The Boca Pointe Country
Club offers a full day-and-
night social calendar.A superb
Racquet Club features tennis,

swim and fitness facilities.The

championship golf course
is one of the Boca area's

finest. And besides the many
pleasures of Florida's sur-

rounding Gold Coast, Boca
Pointe features Wharfside
Village, planned as a

gathering-place of waterside

restaurants and boutiques.

Find out more about the

extraordinary Boca Pointe

Season. Write or visit Boca
Pointe, 6943 S.W 18th Street,

Boca Raton, FL 33433.
Phone (305) 368-4800.
Outside Florida, call toll-

free 1-800-327-0106.

BOCA
POINTE

A Markborough Properties Development.

Prices subject to change without notice.

This does not constitute an offer in those

states in which an offer cannot be made.
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. buy what they

:l thetfavel destination more
\shioriahit women are choosing

?. Because when it comes to

yihg an unlimited variety of vacation

.
experiences . . : and some of the most

exciting shopping this side of the Atlantic—
Florida has it all.

It's a world of good living, offering

shoppers a panorama of fine fashion for

every occasion . . .in every price range. At

Florida's many wonderful boutiques, malls,

specialty shops, and department stores.

Along The Cold Coast, on The Suncoast.

Everywhere.
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\\ hvn you need it bad, we've got it good.
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(LOR IDA

"Bonaventure is truly the ultimate spa.'' Linda Evans
Experience Bonaventure: world class spa. championship golf, tennis, riding, jogging,

swimming, racquetball, elegant accommodations, gourmet cuisine.

BONAVfekrURE
IMKR-(OMIUA;rAl HOTIL-vM".

250 Racquet Club Road. Ft. Lauderdale. RL 33326 800-32,7 8090 In FL 800-432-3063*

r-Contmentol Hotels

(Continuedfrom page 180)

my education is part of my plan. So far I've

been unable to devote myself to this in earnest

because of my housing problem, but I've still

managed to make progress. I follow my plan

and read assorted books."

"What are you reading now?"
"I'm reading Belinsky."•

"What of Belinsky?"

"The complete collected works."

He opened his soft leather case and from un-

der a heap of curlers, wooden sticks, vials, and
other things pulled out a heavy brown volume.

I opened the book to the title page: The Com-
plete Collected Works of Vissarion Belinsky,

Volume I. MenzeVs Critique of Goethe.
"Vitaly, are you really reading all this?"

"Chronologically. I don't like jumping
around. By the end of this year I should have
finished the complete collected works of Be-

linsky."

"And who makes up the plan for you?"
"I do, with advice from older friends. I went

to see my old Russian teacher, and she gave me
a couple of names. Some of my more cultured

clients also help me work on my plan."

"But a year for Belinsky! That's an awfully

long time, Vitaly."

"What's a year? I'm still young."

The haircut seemed to be coming to an end. I

was afraid to look in the mirror. Every inch of

my head felt that I had gotten a short, ugly,

obscene cut. Well, the hell with it! I'll shave

my head to spite them.

"Vitaly," I asked, "what are you planning

to do later on?"

"Wet it with the chemical solution and set

it."

"I'm talking about your life, not about my
hair. What are you planning to do later on?"

"I've also thought through that question.

I'll continue my intellectual development, take

the high school equivalency
—

"

"And then?"

"And then I'd like to go to college."

"What college?"

"I don't know yet. Perhaps you could sug-

gest one?"

"That's rather hard, I don't know your in-

terests or talents. What do you think you'd like

to do?"

"Dialectical materialism."

My mouth fell open. Interesting kid!

"What would you do with that, Vitaly? Do
you want to teach, be a theoretician, do schol-

arly work?"
"No, I don't think I'd like to teach. I don't

feel a bent toward teaching. What I'd like to do
is precisely what you said. I'd like to do schol-

arly work."

"What reasons do you have for thinking

you're capable of that? It's not so easy!"

"I have lots of reasons. First of all, from ear-

liest childhood I've enjoyed reading political

literature, like New Times, the Unesco Courier.

and other publications. In school I was always

one of the best at current events."

"That's pretty far removed from scholarly

work. But ..." I hesitated. He was staring

blankly at the mirror and at the rollers, the

vials, the scissors.

"I think," he said (Continued on page 184)

•Vissarion Belinsky (181 1-1848). o famous Russian cnlic who iudged
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Miles of stately mansions
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here shopping on famous

'Worth Avenue rivals the best in the world.

Palm Beach County offers visitors more
than 100 famous golf courses, world-class

' polo matches, deep-sea fishing and great

restaurants. Resort communities of

uncommon beauty. Hotels convenient to

everything. A fashionable environment for

active living and playing. And all just a

short distance from the Palm Beach

International Airport.

Eastern has more flights to Florida cities than any other airline, with more than a

dozen departures to Palm Beach International Airport each day. Indulge yourself in

elegant first-class service. . .on Eastern!
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We'll tempt you with a veritable smor-

gasbord of sporting opportunities From
our Fazio-designed 18-hole golf grr -ns
to our squash and racquetball. Th
there's John Gardiner tennis, croquet,
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(Continuedfrom page 182)

firmly, "I could be useful working on dialecti-

cal materialism. Do you know where people

get training in that?"

"Yes," I said. "Moscow State University,

the philosophy department."

The setting procedure was a long one, and we
spent the whole evening together. Vitaly

worked carefully on my hair, set it on wooden
sticks like sexless hyperboloids, wet it with the

solution, covered it with thick, foaming soap-

suds, rinsed it once, rinsed it again, set it in

rollers, dried it, and combed it out. He was get-

ting tired, and beads of sweat appeared on his

narrow forehead and on both sides of his long

straight eyebrows. It was already a quarter to

eleven when he ran his comb through my hair

for the last time, stepped back, and I permitted

myself a glance in the mirror.

Good God! So that's what it's all about, those

chemical waves, a shining, vibrant mass of

dark hair in which my gray hairs were sub-

merged like glittering white threads. It didn't

even look like hair, but rather like expensive

fur—a big, full cap that sat lightly on my head.

And that curving little lock that seemed to fall

casually from the left side of the coiffure ... as

though the coiffure had just been blown by the

wind.

"Are you pleased?" asked Vitaly.

"Fantastic! You're really an artist!"

"It's too soon to call me an artist, but if I

take up this profession I'll really try to become
one."

"Thanks, many thanks! How much do I owe
you?"

"Five rubles—pay the cashier. Anything

more is purely up to the client."

It was hard to tell from his expression

whether he was satisfied with the client's con-

tribution. He simply took the money and said

a stiff "Thank you."

"Goodbye, Vitaly," I said. "I'll drop in

again sometime, OK?"
"I'm going to stop working here," he said.

"I'm going back to my old shop. I've already

picked up everything I could from the hair-

dressers here."

"Where's the old shop?"

He gave me an address and telephone num-
ber. I wrote them down.

"Vitaly, what's your last name?"
"Vitaly Plavnikov."

"Vitaly Plavnikov," I wrote. "I'll keep you

in mind. You're a good kid, Vitaly Plavnikov.

Let me introduce myself. I'm Marya Vladi-

mirovna Kovaleva."

He gave me his hand and said, "I've also

picked up something from you."

I went home. The apartment was quiet (the

bums were asleep), but the light was on in my
room. I went in, and on the round table under

the old-fashioned orange lampshade was a

bouquet of flowers surrounded by bottles of

milk. Sandwiches had been carefully laid out

on a large plate—good Lord, what sand-

wiches: ham, smoked sturgeon, caviar. ... In

the bouquet was an envelope, and in the enve-

lope was a letter. They were feeling repentant,

the little devils.

The letter was typewritten, two pages long.

What the hell? (Continued on page 186)
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PALM BEACH

LERMITAGE IS NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION,

L'Ermitage, the most exclusive in-town condominium
Palm Beach has seen in decades, is now rising at

Bradley Place and Everglades Avenue. These luxurious
residences will include master suites with his-and-hers

baths, secondary master suites, library-dens, formal
dining rooms, octagonal entrance galleries, garden

kitchens with breakfast rooms, and terraces

overlooking Lake Worth and the Lake Trail.

Only 51 residences will be available.

From $565,000 to $1,600,000.

Open Monday through Saturday, 10AM to 5 PM.
Occupancy, Fall 1984.

200 Bradley Place

Palm Beach, Florida 33480
Telephone: (305) 832-1700

(800) 327-4814

A joint venture of L'Ermitage Corp. with Morstan Development Company, Inc. , a subsidiary of Morgan Stanley Realty Inc.

Oral representations cannot be relied upon as correctly stating representations of the Developer. For correct representations reference should be made
to the documents required by Florida Statutes Section 718. S03 to be furnished by a Developer to a buyer or lessee.
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NEW WORLD
Suddenly a new world center

has emerged. A center of

action, where high fashion

meets high finance at

America's new crossroads.

The new Miami is a city that sparkles: a

marvelous marriage of the tropics with Latin

spice, European panache and old-

fashioned American pizazz.

Illlllll
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r
Pavarotti performs before an audience

of 5,000 at the new Knight Center.

Baryshnikov wings in to dance and visit

friends. Latin jet-setters flock here for

fabulous shopping and a taste of America.

k_ - Europeans are drawn to Miami's

'I' exhilarating surf and sun.

.ie growth of a great new international banking

center: The Bank of Tokyo, Citibank and The Bank of America, to name a few. An
environment so prosperous . . .so dynamic, it has helped Greater Miami flourish into

a booming new business center—now the international headquarters for more than

100 corporations.

When you need it bad, we've got it good.

ABULOUS
WASHIONABLE
fLORIDA

Make
Your
Home
on the
Venetian
Islands
NINE ISLAND AVENUE

Luxurious residences

just five minutes from

downtown Miami.

From $186,000 to $625,000.

Sales office open
7 days, 10 to 6.

9 ISLAND AVENUE
BELLE ISLE

VENETIAN CAUSEWAY
MIAMI BEACH. FL 33139

(305)672-0999

OUR NAME IS OUR ADDRESS.

Pw,w<r ! financing arranged This is not a com-

nM as to Nine Island Avenue Com-
ple: - are available in condominium docu

menls •» furnished by the developer to the

buyer Hi. and specifications subject to change

without nc ce Broker participation invited Void in

those stales where prohibited by law

The complete terms are in an offering plan

' e from the sponsor void in those states

nhihilpn* hu laub
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(Continuedfrom page 184)

"All pigs on this earth are similar both

physically and in terms of their character. The
pig's voice is a strange grunt which cannot be

termed pleasant, even when it expresses satis-

faction and spiritual contentment. . .
."

Damn, what nonsense. What next?
".

. . Female pigs are not as irritable as

males, but are just as courageous. Though
their small fangs cannot inflict serious

wounds, they are no less dangerous than hogs,

since they will not let go of the object of their

wrath, but will trample and bite it, ripping out

whole chunks of flesh. . .
."

So that's what they're getting at!

".
. . Small piglets are very cute indeed.

Their youthful exuberance and agility are in

sharp contrast to the sluggishness and clumsi-

ness of old pigs. The mother gives them little

care and often does not even prepare a suitable

litter before giving birth. Frequently, when
tired of her crowd of piglets, she eats a few,

usually strangling them first." (Brem, Life of
Animals, Vol. 2, pp. 731-745.)

"You scoundrels, you jerks," I groaned, but

I couldn't keep from laughing, and even from
shedding a few tears. Something fell down in

the boys' room and in came Kostya in his un-

dershorts, very sleepy.

"So?" he asked. "Got it?" Then, suddenly

seeing me, he howled, "Mother! What a hair-

do! Yipes! Nikolai, move it! Just look at mom!"
Kolya crawled in, also in his undershorts.

"On behalf of the scolded pigs," he mum-
bled. Then he froze. "Well, well . . . Uh well,"

was all he said. "Gimme a paw."

I gave them each a paw, the right one to

Kostya, the left to Kolya. Once again each

kissed the hand given him. I looked down at

the two heads—straw blond and coal black.

My dear, dear fools. How on earth could I pos-

sibly leave you?

The next day I went to work, just as I always

did. Well, not quite as always. On my shoul-

ders was a head, and on the head—a hairdo. I

took that head with the hairdo to wori..

My secretary, Galya, looked at me with sur-

prise— I would like to have thought with ad-

miration—but she only said, "Oh, Marya
Vladimirovna, you had calls from somewhere,

either the Council of Ministers or the Council

on Cybernetics, I forget which."

"What did they want?"

"I forgot that, too ... I think they asked you

to call."

"What number?"
"I didn't ask."

"Galya, how many times do I have to tell

you, if you can't remember something, write it

down."
Galya was embarrassed. Her round, blue

eyes had a damp, guilty look.

"Excuse me, Marya Vladimirovna."

"OK, Galya, but be sure this is the last

time."

"The last time, Marya Vladimirovna, on my
honor, the very last time." She left.

Everybody tells me to get rid of Galya, but I

can't. I know that she's no secretary. She's

problem, a burden, but I still keep her. I proba-

bly love her. I never had a daughter and I real-

ly like her. I like her china blue eyes, slim

waist, plump calves on chunky legs. Also, she

interests me. (Continued on page 188)
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If thewholeworlds your playground,
The Hamptons should be your nomeground.

Anyone who ever suggested

that you can't spend your life

on a merry-go-round, obvi-

ously never held the brass ring

But for those of you who
hold the world in the palm of

your hands, there is one place

where you can play endlessly

The Hamptons. Located

in North Miami Beach, Florida.

Where we've perfected

the art of playing

From our tennis courts

Where you can watch the

top-ranked tennis players like

Jimmy Connors and Ivan

Lendl in action At our annual

Nastase- Hamptons
Invitational Tennis

Tournament Under the

direction of our Resident

Touring Pro and Director of

Tennis Facilities, the

incomparable Hie Nastase

(Like Guillermo Vilas and

other notables, a Hamptons
neighbor of yours.)

To The Hamptons Club.

.The only truly private club in

•our exclusive area For you and
' your guests only Because

this is where playing encom-
passes special privileges With
exquisite dining in our resplend-

ent Club restaurant Two
exotic outdoor bars Lush

tropical greenery Cascading

THE HAMPTONS
Located at Turnberry Isle Country Club

falls Island like Lgoons
lnd< u- tball

A pi incma I lealth

Club and Spa Even a;r

private hotel, also r<

exclusively for you

i

Plus more of the best the

world has to offer Without
ever leaving your world at

The Hamptons.

And, of course, where
an offering of the most
pampering of services is yours

for a pittance Like Maid
and Room Service Valet

Cleaning Catering Boat

Dockage in our marina

Limousine and Yacht Charter

on-site Travel Service Even

food shopping

When you think of the

time you've spent trotting

from one continent to

another in search of a new
playground, isn't it a comfort

to know that all you really

want is on your homeground.
At The Hamptons.

Sumptuous Two and

Three-Bedroom condo-

minium residences from

$180,000

Visit, call or write The
Hamptons, 20281 East

Country Club Drive, North
Miami Beach, Florida 33180

(305) 935-0106

Capital Bank presents the 1983 Nastase-Hamptons Invitational

Tennis Tournament, Dec. 12-18, 1983 —Jimmy Connors, Defending Champion.

This isnol a complete statement For complete details, refer to documents supplied by the developer Prices and sp< subji - t toch, i

without notice This does not constitute an offer in those States which an offer cannot be I

Architects Robert M Swedroe. Architects and Planners, A I A
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iam i is,on ine crest o,

achieving the world-class city

status it so well deserves.
Dynamic energy, geography, money and a

new vision have united to create a modern

international, multi-lingual city where

finance, trade and banking are of

paramount importance.

Downtown Miami is being transformed on

a grand scale—a multi-billion dollar

renaissance that is attracting travelers,

artists, architects and the international elite.

Renowned sculptor Isamu Noguchi has

,** designed a Bayfront park of the future.
1

" Prominent architects like Philip Johnson,

I.M. Pei, and Pietro Belluschi are

ii, j J contributing their talents to create a

t\ M. ill lit j^sl..,! : spectacular city skyline—one burgeoning

with skyscrapers, hotels, and new

) public buildings.

This exciting period of growth and expansion has built Miami's reputation as a

flourishing new world business center and luxury resort destination. A blossoming

residential and cultural capital—the urban axis of South Florida.

When you need it bad, we've got it good.

ABULOUS
^Fashionable

fiORIDA

FOR PEOPLE WHO LIVE LIFE IN THE WINNER'S CIRCLE.
THEJOCKEY CLUB.

Those privileged few, those whom life has blessed with the golden touch, have
always gravitated to TheJockey Club. Today nothing compares to Jockey Clubs
special ambiance. Its million dollar marina. Its 13 tennis courts, 3 swimming
pools, health spas, fine restaurants and lounges. Jockey Club's third tower is

now available. A limited number ofresidences are available from $233,000 to

$1,130,000. Jockey Club. By Marttn Z. Margulies. 11111 Biscayne Boulevard,
Miami, Florida 33163. (303) 891-3424.

t offered in stales where prohibited by law

(Continuedfrom page 186)

I had to make a couple of phone calls, and
picked up the receiver. As I expected, Galya
was chatting with her Volodya. They were
making a date to go to a mindblowing film this

evening called Fanfares of Love. They'd been

tying up the phone a long time, but never

mind, I had time. Fanfares of love ... I put

down the receiver.

What's Galya's life all about? That's what
I'd like to know. Is there really nothing more
than that outer shell? Wait for the workday to

end, and then the movies, Volodya, dancing,

clothes? Well, why not? After all, that's living,

too. She'll marry her Volodya, she'll carry a

bright satin bundle. There was a time when I

carried those bundles, but not satin ones, not

in the midst of the war. Maybe I didn't quite

bring off bringing them up, but they're still

good kids, my boys.

My deputy director, Vyacheslav Nikolae-

vich Lebedev, came in. Once, when we were

trying to do away with "superfluous ex-

penses," we decided to share an office. A stu-

pid old man, he jabbers away and dyes his hair.

"Marya Vladimirovna, you look stunning

today!"

He kissed my hand. Usually he doesn't do
that.

"I've had my hair done, that's all."

"No, no, really. Our 'old guard' is doing

fine."

Sure, "the old guard." I imagine him slink-

ing into a cubicle just like the one I was in yes-

terday, and behind the plywood screen an

athletic Ruslan applies the dye to his hair. Brrr

. . . But why not, after all? And if he had been a

woman?
"How about the budget request for the labo-

ratory?" I asked coldly.

"Not approved."

Well, I figured that. If you want to be sure of

a refusal just give any matter whatever to Le-

bedev. One look at him and everyone wants to

give him a kick in the pants.

"What did they say?"

"Review the request for foreign equipment,

and replace fifty percent of it with Russian

equipment."

"Did you tell them that Russian equipment

of this type doesn't exist?"

"They say that our industry's getting

there."

"Getting there? And how long will that

take?"

Just try and work with colleagues like that. I

lit a cigarette and started to look over the esti-

mates.

He nervously waved the smoke away, say-

ing, "Why do you smoke? It's crude, unfemi-

nine."

"Perhaps, but you're too feminine."

I was sorry as soon as I had said it. Lebedev

turned pale and said, "Marya Vladimirovna,

it's sometimes very difficult to work with

you."

"Excuse me, Vyacheslav Nikolaevich."

Now he's sulking. He made a reasonable ex-

cuse and left. I remember how my nurse once

said to me, "Marya, your tongue trots ahead of

your mind." It's still that way.

I can't stand it when people are angry at me,

it really makes me ill. Now that Lebedev had

left I felt totally stuck. Where had he gone?

Was he roaming (Continued on page 190)
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Lifestyles, like islands, separate us from the mainstream. For those who live that very special lifestyle we present FisherIsland.

luilt on the site ofthe renowned Vanderbilt Estate, our Island Villas edge Biscayne Bay on one side and the

Atlantic Ocean on the other.

What we offer is that very rare style oflife found only in a few of the world's elite enclaves.

Here you can relax with a game of tennis, or simply drink in the sun on 4000 feet ofsprawling white, sandy beach.

Or sit at the sidewalk cafe while watching your yacht bob in ourspacious marina.

Our private club, The Fisher Island Club, will be without question, one ofthe premier clubs ofits kind. Included in the club

complex, a magnificent European-style luxury hotel.

For fhe times when you have to leave Fisher Island, you will be accommodated, whateveryour mode oftransportation. We have
a seaplane hangar, a heliport, and two car ferries plus aquatic people movers (replete with bar) for your convenience.

Not everyone can live on Fisher Island, because not everyone lives that way
By appointment only. Fisher Island Sales Center, 17107Fisher Island, Miami, Etc :da 33139.

tripthns ore proposed and are subject to change or withdrawal without notice. This Is not an offer to sell or a solicitation ofan otft' tr i i any state where prohibited, Including New %rk.
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experience becomes a

Way of life. This paradise of

recreational opportunities rivals any place

in the world. The broad, golden beaches

of Key Biscayne, Bal Harbour and Miami

Beach. The many fine golf courses and

champion tennis courts. Racing at Hialeah.

The Miami Dolphins and the Orange Bowl.

Great hotels, dazzling night clubs, and

restaurants of every description. And so

much more.

Greater Miami offers a rich and growing

cultural environment. It is the home of

many distinguished art museums, an opera,

ballet company, a new convention center,

chamber music society and symphony
orchestra. A new Center for the Fine Arts

will soon become the cultural hub of

downtown Miami.

is Eastern's international gateway, linking more than 120 cities in the United

States, Latin America and the Caribbean. For the past four years Eastern has carried

more passengers than any other airline in the free world. Eastern—America's favorite

way to fly. ////—

ASTERN (//ASHIONABLE

fiORIDA

Play
where
legends

live.

This Is win iv the world's

grea* stars o! .ports, enter-

tainment and the arts get

away from the world.

On a private island in the

Intracoasta! Waterway, 20

minutes from tl
,j Miami

and Ft Lauderdale airports.

Rcsidem l
J ro

Julius Boros

300 acres of Robert Trent

Jones championship golf

courses presided over by

resident pro Julius Boros.

24 courts tennis great

where Fred Stolle holds

court. And a magnificent

marina for yachts up to

150 feet. An acclaimed

international health spa.

Plus the Marina Hotel and

Country Club Inn. And

superb meeting facilities.

including a 1 3,000-squ are-

foot Conference Center.

This is no ordinary resort.

This is Turnberry.

Forreservatw ndin-

ationcalloi

932-6200, Out

Flo Ida 1-800-327-7028

Tele. 30-8013 avturn

Ma^-

JU-In!
m J - :f 2
** !,

'

199th St. and Biscayne

Blvd., P.O. Box 630578,

Miami, Florida 33163.

U/iiilirJik\MPnM7iTSnk

andCountry Club

**&
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(Continuedfrom page 188)

up and down the corridors somewhere, pale

and upset? Or complaining to someone who'll

tell him, "What do you expect? A dame is a

dame."
Galya came in, her eyes lowered, embar-

rassed.

"Marya Vladimirovna . .
."

"Have you forgotten something again?"

"No, Marya Vladimirovna, I wanted to ask

you something. Could I go downtown, just for

a little while?"

"To see Volodya?"

"No, how could you think that? It has noth-

ing to do with Volodya."

"Well, what for, if it isn't a secret?"

"They've gotten in some one-size-fits-all

stretch stockings in GUM."*
"All right, if that's the case, run along."

Stockings, of one sort or another, have al-

ways been in short supply. There used to be

shortages of imitation silk stockings, then of

imitation nylon ones. Now it's one-size-fits-all

stretch. During the war, of course, there were

shortages of everything.

"Marya Vladimirovna, maybe I could get

some for you, too?"

"Absolutely not."

"Then I'll get going."

"Go, but go right away."

How inconvenient. She's usually of no help

whatsoever, but just today I did want her to

get someone on the phone for me. I should

have thought about it. A natural human
need—sometimes just to think.

I haven't been doing any research work for a

long time now. When they saddled me with

the Institute I knew that I'd have to stop my
own research, and I told them that. "Don't be

ridiculous, Marya Vladimirovna, we'll give

you a first-rate deputy." And where is he, my
first-rate deputy? Sulking away—hope it

won't be for long.

If you count in absolute, astronomic time,

then I guess I'm not so terribly busy. I could

grab two hours or so a day for research. But it

doesn't work. A research problem requires to-

tal concentration, and I've got to pay attention

to a thousand little trifles. I'm all over the

place. For example: there's no plywood for the

work cubicles; engineer Skurikhin's got two

wives; the military wants a report on problems

of modern cybernetics; in a week they're plan-

ning to tear down the garage. Where will I put

the cars?

Shredded attention, shredded time. Perhaps

there's not so little of it, but I never get it in a

big chunk. As soon as I'm ready to work, in

comes a visitor. It's no use sending him to Le-

bedev. He'll just bounce him back to me. It

used to seem to me that the Institute was al-

ways on the verge of running smoothly, and

soon I'd get my big chunk of time. But eventu-

ally it became clear that that was a Utopian

dream; I'd never get my big chunk of time.

There was a knock at the door. The girl

from the dispatcher's office stuck her head in.

"Marya Vladimirovna, excuse me. Galya

isn't here, and I've got a document for you.

They said it's very urgent."

"Hand it over."

I took the document. "On May 21, 1961, at

10 P.M. on Gorky (Continued on page 192)

*GUM IGosudorstvennyi Universalnyi Magozm). the largest depart

merit store in Moscow. (Tr.)
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Youd love to weekend at the

Plasa Athene in Paris. And you could stay at

the Beverly Hills Hotel forever.

Unless, of course, you can still

make reservations at Turnberry.

This is where the world s great stars

of sports, entertainment and the arts

get away from the world.

On a private island in the Intracoastal

Waterway, 20 minutes from the Miami
and Ft. Lauderdale airports.

300 acres of Robert Trent Jones

championship golf courses presided over

by resident pro Julius Boros. 24 courts

where the tennis great Fred Stolle holds

court. And a magnificent protected

marina for yachts up to 150 feet. An

acclaimed international health spa. Plus

the Marina Hotel and Country Club Inn.

This is no ordinary resort. This is

Turnberry Enjoy it for a day, a week
or a lifetime. Luxurious condominium

residences from $200,000.

For reservations and information

call: (305) 932-6200. Outside Florida

l'800-327'7028. Telex: 80-8013

AVTURN. Or write: 199th St.

and Biscayne Blvd. P.O. Box 630578,
Miami, Florida 33163.

This is not intended as a full statement. For complete details, refer to the prospectus or related documents available to

purchasers. Use of club facilities to club members only. Membership is optional and is subject to rules and regulations of

the club. The complete offering terms are in an offering plan available from the sponsor. Offer void in states where

prohibited by law.

'TurnberryBle }hcfitandCountry Club
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NABLE FLORIDA
Time spent in Florida 's

glorious sunshine and
sub-tropical climate is time

Well Spent, the sun, sea and air, and
Florida's magnificent spas invigorate the

spirit; beautify the body. Radiant good
; health prepares a woman for looking her

, best, dressing her best—day, night, or on

the beach.

From the tiniest bikinis, to the most

irresistible new silhouettes from the fashion

capitals of the world. You'll find it all in

Florida. The clothes that cover all the bases

for day and night. Whether it's casual

sportswear, or a ravishing evening dress

that dares and dazzles. Clothes for play, or

a softly-tailored suit for cool northern

nights. Shopping has never been more
appealing. At the many fine department

stores and boutiques throughout this fabulous,

fashionable state.

Fastern serves more Florida cities than any other airline. The most convenient way to

discover glorious sunning and wonderful shopping. Fly Fastern . . . and get there

in style. mier-

ABULOUS
ff/ASHIONABLE

fLORIDA
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Condominium i o&dences from $275,000 to $720,000.
10175 Collin^AVonuT:, Bat Harbour, Florida 33154. telephone (305) 864 1300.
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Street, Citizen Mikhail Nikolaevich Popov
was detained; said citizen was behaving totally

irrationally, and declared that he was em-
ployed by the laboratory of the Institute of
Computers. On being brought to the police

station Citizen Popov relieved himself against

the wall and the surrounding area. ..."

"All right, I'll take care of it," I said.

The girl left and again I tried to concentrate.

Something glimmered faintly. Again the tele-

phone—the hell with you, you goddamn epi-

leptic! I took the receiver.

"Yes."

"Miss," said a self-confident voice, "give me
Lebedev and be quick about it."

"Yes, indeed," I said, "but I suggest that be-

fore you call someone 'Miss' you find out if she

is or is not a 'Miss.'
"

"What's that?" asked the caller.

"Nothing," I said maliciously. "You are

speaking to the director of the Institute, Pro-

fessor Kovaleva, and I can assure you that I

am not a 'Miss.'
"

The voice emitted a gurgle. I hung up. A
minute later the phone rang again. It rang for a

long time, insistently, but I didn't pick it up.

So he wants to apologize, the boor. Let him
worry.

But I really shouldn't have done that. He's

not actually to blame for anything. Carrying
on pompously like that: "Director of the Insti-

tute, Professor Kovaleva." An old fool, that's

what I am, a vain old fool. When are you final-

ly going to wise up? "I'll have a haircut and get

down to business." Well, I'd had the haircut,

but I hadn't yet gotten down to business.

After that call I calmed down, sat quietly by
the phone and politely said, "Marya Vladimir-

ovna isn't in. Would you like to leave a mes-
sage?" and wrote it down. I was that ideal

secretary I would have liked Galya to be. By
the way, Galya didn't come back. Nor did Le-

bedev.

It was more difficult with visitors. I couldn't

tell them "Marya Vladimirovna isn't in," and
each had his own problem, as sticky as electri-

cal tape. As usual, my time was completely

shredded, but somehow I kept working, writ-

ing, scratching things out and rewriting, my
free hand clutching my hair, smoking, crum-
pling papers. The phone calls had finally

stopped, and when I came to it was ten o'clock

in the evening. The solution to the problem
was working. I checked the computations

once more. It worked. Good God, perhaps it's

for such minutes that life is worth living. I've

lived a long life and can state authoritatively

that nothing—neither love, nor mother-
hood—nothing in the world yields as much
happiness as those minutes.

Once again I had forgotten to have dinner. I

locked the safe and went down the hall. Every-

one had left a long time ago, and in the coat-

room my frayed raincoat hung in splendid

isolation. I stopped at the mirror. Terrific; a

pale, old face, dark circles under the eyes, not a

trace left of yesterday's hairdo fluttering in the

wind. It looked as if a herd of monkeys, not the

wind, had taken charge there.

I put on my coat and went home. A brief

shower pattered like a tap dance on the little

leaves in the trees. And as always, I splashed

the backs of my stockings.

—Translated by MICHEL PETROV
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I LETTER FROM ITALY

( o( omit ( .rove is a charming residential

< (immunity—just minutes away from

downtown Miami, the Miami International

Airport, the beac lies of Key Hiscayne and
Little Havana.

when you nerd n bad, we've got it good.
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European women-
how they feel about

men, success, the

good life—from

feminists to

Princess Caroline

BY SI SA \ \ A ZEVI

rincess Caroline wore a strapless black

dress, a dark suntan, a white bouquet,

bright-red lipstick, and an implacable
smile. She was flanked by a young lady-in-

waiting who jerked about like a puppet, clutch-

ing the Princess's elbow and turning frantically

in every direction to smile for the press. Prince

Albert was gracious, calm, blond, smiling shyly

from time to time behind his gold-rimmed
glasses; he wore a blue blazer and white pants

and looked absolutely American. The crowd

—

that is, The Press and The Money invited to the

opening of Monte Carlo's Biennale Interna-

tionale des Antiquaires, Joailliers et Galeries

d'Art—were all dressed to kill and even though

they should have been blase about seeing the

Monaco royals (who appear every single week
in all Italian popular magazines since the mar-

riage of Grace to Rainier), they went instantly

gaga at the arrival of the group.

Chairman of the Biennale, the charming an-

tiquarian Jacques Perrin, greeted the royals

and led them through the exhibit. The tour be-

gan with Boucheron's stand, where the Prin-

cess took the arm of smiling, blue-eyed Alain

Boucheron who swept her along his bullet-

proof showcases full of big multicolored jewels

one felt like eating, like candies. There were

rock crystal rings, and necklaces with carved

emeralds, rubies, and sapphires, and bands of

diamonds and gold; rings and earrings with

color couplings that would tickle a punk
youth, like the walnut-sized acid-yellow dia-

mond earrings with two triangular bluish-red

rubies on the sides. . . .

But the crowd had their eyes glued on Alain

and Caroline, their little laughs and whispered

conversations, as well as on Albert, who now
looked bored, so they managed to overlook

some of the finest pieces of eighteenth-century

French furniture ever—as well as paintings

and carpets and objects all thrown in and of-

fered with nonchalance to the immensely well-

off visitors. That was quite some marketplace

For example, Maurice Segoura's, Jacques Per-

rin's, and Daniel Malingue's stand. The three

old foxes had arranged their things together so

the stand really looked like some magnificent

home. Segoura's seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century signed furniture—like the exception-

ally rare rosewood writing table inlaid with

flowers—were mixed with Perrin's Louis XV
s and Malingue's (Continued on page 196)
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In a world where mediocrity is the norm, Grove Isle shines like a jewel. Set on an idyllic

private island in Biscayne Bay a bridge awayfrom Coconut Grove, Grove Isle is the preeminent luxury address in Flotida.

It offers estate-sized condominium residences of the rarest good taste. Amid sculpture gardens graced with the Martin Z. Margulies

collection ofsculpture including works by Alexander Colder, Isamu Noguchi, Louise Nevelson and others. With a world class club,

superb restaurants and services reminiscent of the legendary Grand Hotels. Grove Isle. A commitment to excellence you 11find nowhere

else in Florida. A limited number ofcondominium residencesfrom $246, 000 to $587, 000.

GROVE ISLE by Martin Z. Margulies. One Grove Isle Drive, Coconut Grove, Florida 33133. (305) 858-4436.
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NUT GROVE
A very special place with a

character arid tempo all its

owfl/Rart of Greater Miami
but somehow a world apart,
( (h onut < '.row is a comfortable, village-

like ( (immunity of contrasts. A leisure-full

place where sleek condominiums and
luxury hotels overlook the turquoise waters

of Sailboat Bay and the yachts of Dinner

Key. . . where older Spanish-style

mansions sit back from the crowd on

lazy, secluded inlets.

Lush Coconut Grove offers a casually chic

environment. It's a village of charming

sidewalk cafes, art galleries and shops. Of
fashionable boutiques and graceful banyan

trees. Of cobblestones and gaslight lamp
posts, parks, little pubs and long piers. A
very special place of year-round pleasures.

When you nevd it bad, we've got it good.

ABULOUS
FASHIONABLE

fLORIDA
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Perfect tor your winter holiday.

A sparkling fresh, private Villa bv
the Sea. and a host ot very likeable

people tb serve von.

Golf and tennis at your

doorstep, key Biscayne's lovely

unerowded beaches. All in a truly

unique quietly civilized little

[enclave on our Island Paradise

minute drive from Miami.
American tropical living as it

was meant to be.

Seventy tivi Villas and one
hundred Bedrooms to choose*

from

.

For reservations and intor-

mation. phone ($05) 361-5431.

Outside Florida call

toll-tree (800)327-6220
non l & VII I AS HN
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A Beach House By The Sea,
A Grand HotelAt Your Service.
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(Continuedfrom page 194)

Impressionist-and-after paintings. Modiglia-

ni's "Lucienne" hung over a big table, Ce-<

zanne's "Portrait of Madame Cezanne" was
over a lovely commode. The prices alone

would have lifted anybody's mood: that com-
mode is $300,000, one was kindly informed;

the Cezanne, $2 million; the Modigliani,

$1,100,000. But you could take away Marie
Laurencin's delightful "Two Girls" for a mere
$70,000. High life!

Daniel Malingue, playing host in the stand,

was witty and happy: "The market is very

good," he said, "the only difficulty is finding

enough good pieces." As for the carpets, Yves
Mikaeloff had a selection of silk Oriental beau-

ties to suit the most delicate foot. One example
in his $30,000 to $500,000 array was the rare

"Polish" carpet of silk, gold and silver, one of

those the Emperor of Iran used to offer as dip-

lomatic gifts in the seventeenth century. It was
$500,000.

A refreshingly understated stand, for a

change, was that of Ariane Faye's Gallery,

owned by the most beautiful and elegant ex-

hibiter at the Biennale: Ariane Dandois. She
had brought from her Paris gallery many Chi-

nese and Japanese chairs, tables, chests, and
screens—and an extraordinary seventeenth-

century Japanese wooden tiger, life-size.

midmeralds and
sapphires one
felt like eating9

like candies

Who are the biggest buyers at this Biennale?

Mostly Italians, I was told. Who knew we
were so rich?

Actually, we are grajid. Italy's the only coun-

try that has three First Ladies instead of one.

There is the President's wife, mysterious Miss

Carla Voltolina (Mrs. Pertini), who keeps

such a low profile she refuses to live in the

Presidential residence. Then we have the new
First Lady, Anna, wife of the Prime Minister,

Mr. Craxi. A newcomer to the public scene, an

efficient cordial woman, she is organizing a big

dance at La Scala—the first in history—for

the middle of December. Benefits will go to the

Cancer Research Fund. Maria Pia Fanfani is a

former First Lady, but as Chairman of the

Italian Red Cross she is so active it's as though

she were still in office.

So much for First Ladies, but how about

regular Italian women? As Lorelei Lee in*

Anita Loos's Gentlemen Prefer Blondes judi-

ciously put it, "The central [sic] of Europe is

no country for us girls," and this 1920s state-

ment still holds. Nevertheless, some women
have made it, either to powerful positions in

politics or industry, or to an intelligent way of

life. Senator Susanna Agnelli, entrusted by the

Foreign Office with the bilateral relations be-

tween Italy and the Americas, and member of

the Executive Board of Cultural Affairs of the

Foreign Office, has an unflattering idea of us

though. She tells me, "The main difference be

tween Italian and (Continued on page 198)
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The Mayfair sun breaks
early. Slicing the misty
morning silence of
Coconut Grove's sail-

boat Harbor, the great
glowing warmth envelops
Mayfair. With the
light, Mayfair's gallery
of elegant shops bustle
to life, the bright sun
highlighting the finest

fashions, artwork,
gifts and cuisine from
around the world.

And those lucky
enough to come wander
amongst Mayfair's

incomparable open air

collection bask and
revel in the glorious sun-
shine. Because Mayfair
was designed with just

this in mind.
Come experience this

celebration of the best
Florida has to offer.

Mayfair. The quiet

excitement.

nnaupQir
shops inV^ the grove
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UNCOAST I LETTER FROM ITALY

Florida'** gentle western

.unbathers bask on warm,

a long the beautiful Gulf of

iter stage-, Sarasota—

a

, region of lovely private homes,

miniums and hotels with a low

profile to the Gulf. St. Armand's Circle in

Sarasota—with more than 90 shops and

boutiques—offers fashion unlimited;

restaurants unexcelled.

Nearby Longboat Key is an uncrowded
strand of wide beaches and marinas, golf

courses and tennis courts. A quiet place for

leisurely holidays or year-round living.

From Sarasota, The Suncoast stretches

north to Bradenton and Clearwater, Tampa
and St. Petersburg. To the south lie Naples,

Fort Myers and Marco Island—each with its

own special beauty, its own attractions.

Eastern offers hundreds of Florida vacation packages, each including hotel,

car and attractions. Ask your travel agent for details and brochures.

*5> EASTERN
rABULOUS

FASHIONABLE

FLORIDA

Discover
our treasures.
Come share our riches in the

elegant accommodations at

Longboat Key Club, Arvida's

gracious island resort community
on the Gulf of Mexico. Gourmet
dining and unsurpassed service,

with a staff waiting to pamper
and spoil you. Plus, two
championship golf courses,

twenty Har-Tru tennis courts, a
new marina, sun-bleached
beaches ... and spectacular
sunsets. All this, a mere seven

r>
miles from Sarasota's jetport.

Call for complete
information and receive

a small cache of treasure
to hint of the pleasure
awaiting you here. Toll-

free outside Florida

800 237 8821; in Florida
,

800 282 0113. Or, see
your travel agent. L

LONOBOA"
301 Gulf of Mexico Drive • Oept. V • Longboat Key Fl

CLUB
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American women is that the major interest of

Americans is the community, the country
,

where they live, its functions and the way they

function within it—whereas the main interest

of Italian women is their own little personal

life. . . . The outlook for working women here

is quite dark: Italian laws concerning women's
work have become too progressive. Take for

example the six-month, fully paid maternity

leave, which makes women's work cost more
to employers than men's work. This way,

whenever an economic crisis occurs, women
will always be the first to be fired. . .

."

Christiane Collange, writer, TV celebrity,

feature editor, for fifteen years, of France's

L 'Express magazine, author of European po-

lemical best sellers Je veux rentrer a la maison

[I want to return to the home] and Qa va les

hommes? [How are you, men?] thinks that the

difference between European and American
women concerns their relations with men.

"We have more intense, though less aggres-

sive, relationships with men: we are not ready

to pay for our independence by breaking up
with them. We try to join efficiency with

charm."
Christiane knows what she is talking about:

four beloved sons, eight grandsons, two ex-

husbands, a current companion, and an in-

WW e have more
intense

relationships

with men"

tense Parisian social life have not hindered her

brilliant career. "Competition should not lead

necessarily to sentimental disaster; or at least

let's hope!" she laughs with her customary

high spirits. To the contrary, it's rather fright-

ening to see the kind of relations there are now
between men and women in the United States.

A sort of underground warfare seems to be the

norm, with an intolerance for feminine values,

no complicity between the sexes, no warmth
. . . Not amusing!

Laura Lepetit, a Milanese publisher, seems to

have obtained the best of two worlds—and she

has been doing this with such lighthearted

coolness she radiates well-being. Her one-

woman publishing house dishes out twelve lit-

tle masterpieces, handsomely wrapped, each

year. For the moment, she publishes only

women; she will publish men if they use a femi-

nine pen name. Dorothy Parker, Grace Paley,

Jean Rhys, Edith Wharton, Stevie Smith, and

Ivy Compton-Burnett are among her authors,

as well as a series of underrated Italians and

Europeans. Lepetit does everything herself,

between her tiny office and her lovely large

house with a luxuriant terrace, overlooking a

green little piazza.

The mother of two boys whom she calls

Troglo and Dyte (together, they spell "troglo-

dyte"— she disapproves of their lack of man-

ners), mother, also, to a dog, a witty cat, and a

horse, Giulia, Laura (Continued on page 202)
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owards the sunshine and palm trees of Florida,

m'll

<i* \

1
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Send the restofyou by Eastern.

Easternhas more flights out of

the cold and shivers, into the warmth
and laughterofFloridathan anyone.

We've got 16 cities offering so
many places to stayand things to do,

you'd best call youraccredited Travel
Agent, who'll be happy to design

a custom vacation just for you.

They can sort out the flights,

airfare, hotel,car rental.all the details

of your Florida vacation.

Seeyour Travel Agent now.Your
plane is leaving soon. .
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VISITORS GUIDE TO

ABULOUS
ASHiONABLE

LOR IDA
CONDOMINIUMS

1

.

TURNBERRY ISLE YACHT AND RACQUET
CLUB, Miami: "Lifestyle at Turnberry"

2. THE HAMPTONS AT TURNBERRY ISLE,

North Miami

3. FISHER ISLAND, Miami: General information

4. GROVE ISLE, Coconut Grove

5. L'ERMITAGE, Palm Beach
6. THE ADDISON, Boca Raton: Services and rates

7. THE TIFFANY, Bal Harbour: Services and
amenities

RESIDENTIAL COUNTRY CLUB
COMMUNITIES

8. ST. ANDREWS COUNTRY CLUB, Boca Raton:

Prestigious estate residences in an exclusive

country club setting dedicated to making the

good life better

9. BOCA GROVE PLANTATION, Boca Raton:

Award-winning general information brochure

focusing on the lifestyle at Boca Grove. $5.00

10. BOCA POINTE, Boca Raton: Lifestyle and
residential product brochure

RESORT COMMUNITIES

11.

12.

1'3.

14.

BOCA WEST, Boca Raton: Services and rates

LONGBOAT KEY CLUB, Longboat Key: Resort

description, amenities

PALM BEACH POLO & COUNTRY CLUB, West
Palm Beach: Vacation packages
TURNBERRY MARINA HOTEL, North Miami

Beach: "Live the Legend"

REAL ESTATE

15

16

THE ARVIDA CORPORATION, Boca Raton:

Portfolio of resorts managed by the Corporation

WOODFIELD HUNT CLUB, Boca Raton:

Literature about luxury custom single-family

residences in Boca Raton

17. BOCA MARINA YACHT CLUB, Boca Raton:

"The Boca Marina Yacht Club Log"

18. NINE ISLAND AVENUE, Miami Beach: Twelve-

page, full-color brochure featuring information

about co-op apartments

HOTELS/SPAS

19. BOCA RATON HOTEL & CLUB, Boca Raton:

Services and rates

20. GRAND BAY HOTEL, Miami: Facilities,

services, rates

21. THE PAVILLON HOTEL, Miami: Descriptive

brochure .

22. BONAVENTURE INTER-CONTINENTAL
HOTEL A'SPA, Ft. Lauderdale: Facilities, servicesl NAME

23. THE BREAKERS HOTEL, Palm Beach: "A Very

Palm Beach Tradition"

24. THE SPA AT PALM-AIRE, Pompano Beach:

Spa, hotel, tennis, golf facilities; seven-day spa

program for men and women; rates

25. KEY BISCAYNE HOTEL, Key Biscayne:

General information

26. THE JOCKEY CLUB III, Miami

FASHION/RETAIL

27. LILLIE RUBIN, Miami: Exciting preview of Spring

and Cruise fashions. Six monthly issues, $5.00

28. CACHE, Miami: Place your name on mailing list

to receive advance notice of exciting Cache
fashion previews

29. MARTHA, Palm Beach, Bal Harbour: Martha

brings you the best of the wide, wide world of

fashion

30. MAYFAIR IN THE GROVE, Coconut Grove:

"Mayfair Shops in the Grove"—directory and
map of stores, fashion, services and restaurants

(including their five-star restaurant)

TOURISM

31

.

FLORIDA DIVISION OF TOURISM: "The
Florida Vacation Guide"— 1 28 pages, $2.50

AIR TRAVEL: EASTERN AIRLINES

32. "Eastern's Florida"—vacation brochure

33. "Eastern's Businesswoman Newsletter"

PERIODICALS

34 FLORIDA TREND MAGAZINE: The award-win-
ning magazine covering state-wide business for

over 25 years. Articles on real estate, invest-

ments, Florida companies and regional economic
profiles. Current issue, $3.00

35. FLORIDA TREND: 'Florida Insight Guide"—

a

soft-cover 453-page book with lavish color

photographs and descriptions of every area in

Florida. Includes history, tourism, the natural

environment, cities, map and much, much
more. $17.50

36. MIAMI/SOUTH FLORIDA MAGAZINE: Glossy
city/regional publication; the definitive guide on
culture, area civic, social and business issues,

where to go, what to do, where to dine. Current

issue, $1.95

37. BOCA RATON MAGAZINE: Published for so-

phisticated residents or visitors to help them ex-

perience the magnificence of Florida. It is writ-

ten to delight and inform the curiosity in all of us;

to entertain our senses, stimulate our intellect,

sponsor our dreams and set a creative standard

of excellence in style and good taste. One year

(six issues), $9.00. 37A. Current issue, $2.50
38. MARQUEE/South Florida's Magazine of the

Arts and Entertainment: The stylish new maga-
zine of the New Miami. Subscription, $1 2.00.

38A. Current issue, $2.50

1. no charge

2. no charge

3. no charge

4.

5.

6.

7.

no charge

no charge

no charge

no charge

8. no charge

_ 9. $5.00

.10. no charge

.11. no charge

.12. no charge

.13. no charge

.14. no charge

.15. no charge

.16. no

.17. no

.18. no

.19. no

.20. no

.21. no

.22. no

.23. no

.24. no

.25. no

.26. no

_27. S5
_28. no

_29. no

.30. no

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

charge

00
charge

charge

charge

.31.

.32.

33.

34.

.35.

_36.

_37.

$ 2.50

no charge

no charge

$ 3.00

$17.50

$ 1.95

$ 9.00

37A $ 2.50

38 $12.00

384.$ 2.50

Please check the brochures or catalogues you would like to receive in the space to the left of each listing.

Enclose a check or money order payable to VOGUE for the total, plus $1 .00 handling charge for your

entire order, and return this coupon with your remittance to VOGUE, Florida Travel Guide, Box 2766,

Clinton, Iowa 52735, BEFORE APRIL 1, 1984. Stamps and cash will not be accepted.

Allow eight weeks for delivery.

ADDRESS

.

CITY. STATE

.

.ZIP.

We're sorry, but VOGUE cannot answer any personal questions or requests.
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(Continuedfrom page 198)

Lepetit started her company in 1975 and she directed her life against

the stream—in the sense that she always made it a priority, while run-

ning the company, to respect the quality of her life. She considers this

almost a political issue. It was not easy for her to reach a balance: it is

not accepted, in the male-dominated business world, to give priority to

certain values, such as believing in the ideals of culture instead of mon-
ey, and being ready to defend those at the cost of a lesser productivity.

"But to go against the stream is exactly what women should do,"

says Laura unhurriedly, "each one keeping in mind she is not alone but

part of a great community. Women who adopt men's values are losers:

they find themselves in an environment that doesn't respect their way
of being. Society has this schizophrenic division, with men taking care

of business, destruction, and war; and women in charge of mending the

mess. This crazy division should be ended, and a way to do it would be

for women to gain awareness of the importance of both their work and
their personal values.

"Italian feminist militants actually tend to focus on awareness more
than on concrete political demands now. It is important that women
don't feel isolated but part of an effective solidarity of ideas. What we
should learn from American women, though, is a more pragmatic ap-

proach to life and business: we tend to be too philosophical. The ideal

would be a combination of the two."

While women think, men govern. Newly leading party PSI (Partito

Socialista Italiano), eyed with more than the usual amount of suspicion

and distrust by the rest of the country, is busy building a new image.

Says Bruno Pellegrino, member of Milan's City Council and of the

Executive Board of the Socialist Party, in charge of the Party's cultural

policy: "The malaise felt about politics and political class in Italy is the

main concern of our cultural work. Our country needs institutional as

well as political and economic reform. [True.] The goal of the present

administration is a freer, more Fabian society, where parties have a less

invading role. [Sounds too good to be true: political parties have been

sharing control of all activities and services, from health care to TV,
from education to opera houses, from transport to art shows—with

hair-raising results.] So on one side we want our society to become
more involved, more responsible, and more pragmatic, and on the oth-

er we want parties to become less invading, more modern." . . . Big

date for the ruling PSI is the beginning of 1984 with the party's Con-
vention, which should mark the passage from ideological to a pragmat-
ic culture in Italy. Long live the experts in every field!

While we wait for the miracle (Italy's specialty) to happen, the sky is

grey, and the season is frantic with work, fights, parties, traffic jams,

and rushes that eat up our lives. Fortunately, Italians have a tradition

of a ten-day break at Christmas. So, with the last gasp, dark circles

under our eyes, grey faced, we drag our things into a car and drive to

the mountains. The crisp clean air will repair our souls and bodies and
make us fit to survive the year to come.

Favorite destinations are, first, St. Moritz. Though geographically

in Switzerland, St. Moritz really is in Italy. All natives speak Italian

and most chalets are owned by Milanese who ski a bit, then have a

sauna with family and friends, dress up, invite twenty for dinner, and
end up dancing at the Hotel Palace's King's Club. For Romans and
Venetians there is Cortina d'Ampezzo, where one hardly skis, rather

spends the day drinking at Caffe Posta, the evening at dinner parties,

and always wears something Cortinese, maybe a trimmed shirt. For
those who had a German nanny and didn't refuse to talk to her during
their childhood there are German/Swiss Milanese resorts like Zermatt
and Gstaad and Kitzbiihel.

For the real sport lovers and nature lovers, South Tyrol is that

strange charming place on the Austrian border of Italy: a region where
the natives, officially Italians, look and behave like the most intensely

German of all Germans. Mostly dressed in traditional folk clothes,

such as dirndls and lederhosen, they'll give you a dirty look if you
address them in Italian. They live in Hansel & Gretel cottages; the

place is movingly beautiful and well kept. A suite of valleys with huge
forests, medieval villages, chalets with plenty of flowers; and every-

thing from the castle to the humblest, most archaic farming tool is

maintained in perfect condition. South Tyrol is a paradise for cross-

country skiing, intarsia knits, apfehtrudels, and other marvels, all in a
blissfully un-touristic atmosphere. Only somehow, you can't help

thinking of all the "witches" burned right in front of the same six-

teenth-century straw-roofed houses so perfectly preserved with tender
loving care. Happy Christmas! V
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The mood is sizzling.

The moment is enticing
The time is right tor

Round the Clock
pantyhose.
And the variations

in color and style

are astounding.
So indulge your legs
in Round the Clock.

Round the Clock.
The Luxury Leg Collection

For All Times.

CkKk

Style shown No. 767 Madcap Moons Available at fine department ana
1

specialty stores

Pantyhose made with Dupont nylon Round the Clock is a registered trademark of Penoaco He
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Wi^fM5A Holiday Gift Guide

G

C'OURVOISIER-"Le Cognac de Napoleon."

World-famous. Prestigious. Delicious. And richly-

packaged for glorious, holiday gift-giving.

~REY FLANNEL COLOGNE FOR MEN
BY GEOFFREY BEENE. Polished. Poised. Impeccable.

An uncommon blend of woods, mosses, amber,
lime and musk topped with herbs.

Grey Flannel. Classically elegant, thoroughly masculine.

\jfIVE POLAROID'S BEST, THE SONAR AUTOFOCUS
CAMERAS. The SLR 680 is the world's only folding single-

lens-reflex instant camera. Four element glass lens. Fast

recharging strobe. The SUN 660 has many of thesame
features but it's less than half the price. SLR 680: $265

SUN 660: $110 suggested list price.

©1983 Polaroid Corp. "Polaroid,9 ' SLR 680. SUN. " ™



WAY
A Holiday Gift Guide

SA Holiday Gift Guide

JL-Jnter a world of

uncompromising elegance and style with

the SIGNATUREFRAGRANCES ofOLEG CASS1N1.
His is dangerously masculine. Hers is delicately floral.

Available in fine stores. Everywhere.

fDtMOMwM*

PREMIERE
ISSUE

FANTASY TOUR
K* CHOCOLATE TASTERS

COCOA PAINTING
A LOST ART

MARTIN JOHNER
SPECTACULAR NEW DESSERT

A DIETERS DILEMMA
IN A WORLD OF CHOCOLATE

-RRES1ST1BLE. Indulge your favorite chocolate lover

with a gift to be savored all year long - a subscription to

Chocolatier, a new quarterly magazine dedicated to

today's chocolate connoisseur. One year for only $10.00.

Send check or money order to Chocolatier Magazine,
45 West 34th Street, New York, NY 10001.

Gift card provided.

GUVE YARDLEY OF LONDON®TO THE
REALLY IMPORTANTMEN IN YOUR LIFE.

Choose from three exciting fragrances: Musk,
Spice or Leather in holiday-wrapped
gift Trios containing aftershave lotion,

stick deodorant and soap.

Each Trio only $7. 50.

UVE DEMI-TASSE the Coffee
Cream Liqueur this Christmas, and^

you will be giving the perfect Christmas gift.



A Holiday Gift Guide

Ahathandsome flask belongs to stetson,
the new classic cologne for men. On the trail or in the

boardroom, it fits. Thoroughly masculine,
comfortable, easy to wear, long-lasting.

Stetson fits the man of todayl

E>flSCOVER TRENAIS, the delicious,

light Nouvelle Liqueur from France. A truly

inspired idea, Trenais is a delightful marriage
of the finest French cognac and smooth Dutch yogurt.

Share and enjoy Trenais this holiday season. A votre sante.

30 Proof Nouvelle Liqueur, Imported by Beam Import Co.

,

a Div. of James B. Beam Distilling Co. , Chicago, IL.

-JCQUA Dl SELVA, when he likes a well-groomed,

thoroughly masculine fragrance. . . a blend of green notes

balanced against woody-citrus tones. . .a classic

scent in the European tradition.wTALL STREET, when he likes a boldly sophisticated

scent. . .a fresh-citrus and herbaceous air with a slight

floral top note. . .a magnetic, modern fragrance.

\JK1VE HIM THE BARON BY EVYAN. Created to

complement and harmonize with White Shoulders. Clear,

crisp and totally masculine. Never overpowering. It's

a long-lasting fragrance women love and men admire

for its reflection of good taste. The Baron-'For the

gentleman in every man." The Baron Collection

Gift Set - Cologne, Soap and After Shave -$16.00.
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John Barrymore Katharine Hepburn

A breathtaking collection of 215 photographic portraits of great artists, public

figures, and personalities from the vintage years of Vanity Fair magazine

From the introduction by John Russell:

"Privacy, discretion, unstressed commitment—these were some of the things that made
this [period] the heyday of portrait photography. Even those readers for whom one photograph

was much like another must have been impressed subliminally by the fact that again and again

and again what faced them on the page was a definitive likeness, a likeness never to be

bettered, a work of art in its own right. Rodin, the man-mountain; Picabia, the practiced

rascal; Matisse, the obsessed workman; Nijinsky, the nonpareil of the dance—all were caught

once and for all in Vanity Fair.

"It is time that these portraits were set free to live a life of their own. They belong to the

history of photography, and to the history of humankind."

215 photographs reproduced in duotone. 9" x ll 1/?". 224 pages.

Here is a book to own, to give, to treasure. Order your copy today!

To order your copy(ies) of VANITY FAIR: Photographs of an Age,

send your check or money order (U.S. currency only) for $35.00

(plus $2.00 for postage and handling), total $37.00 to:

CONDENAST BOOKS
P.O. Box 431

Bloomfield, NJ 07003

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. If you are not completely

satisfied, you may return the book(s) within 10 days for a refund.

208

Here are just afew of
the memorable photographs

in this book:

John D. Rockefeller by Arnold Genthc

Francis Picabia I Alfred Stieglitz

Cole Porter I Horst

Geraldine Farrar I Baron de Meyer

Maurice Prendergast I Gertrude Kdsebier

Fiorello LaGuardia I Lusha Nelson

Otto Spengler I James Abbe
Agnes de Mille I Nicholas Muray
James Joyce I Berenice Abbott

Paul Robeson I Edward Sleichcn

Constantin Brancusi I Pierre Matisse

Clare Boothe Luce I Cecil Beaton

Jose Clemente Orozco I Edward Weston

Will Rogers I Edward Sieichcn

Kurt Weill I George Hovningen-Huene

Gertrude Stein I Man Ray

James Cagney i Imogen Cunningham

The Sdwells I Cecil Beaton

J . Pierpont Morgan I Edward Sleu hen

Belle Davis I Maurice Goldberg

Clarence Darrow I Nicholas Muray
Louis Armstrong I Anton Bruehl

William Butler Yeats I Arnold Genthc

Jean Harlow I George Hurrell

VOGUE D.
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hi Well-Being
By Barbara Lang Stem

Ways to interpret a compliment,

come up with the best response

hen is a compliment not a

compliment? Often, when
it makes you uneasy: "Oh,

you're so much nicer than

[you used to be!"

Contrary to what you've

probably been taught, you don't have to re-

spond to a compliment with a smile and a

"Thank you." When your intuitive reaction is

negative, a lot of the time you're right and can

find another answer.

"Compliments are not always straight-for-

ward; they can be disingenuous, or carry

barbed innuendos, challenges, or putdowns

along with them," says C. Tracy Orleans,

Ph.D., clinical psychologist and assistant pro-

fessor of medical psychology at Duke Univer-

sity Medical Center, in Durham, North
Carolina. "My favorite illustration of the put-

down form of compliment is the classic 'You

don't sweat much for a fat girl!' What can you

say to that? I think often you need to separate

different aspects of a compliment, and respond

one way to the favorable or praising part and
differently to the negative message. So with

this extreme example you might reply,

'Thanks, I don V sweat much; and I don't think

it's your business how fat or thin I am!'
"

Once you separate the positive and negative

aspects of a compliment, you can decide

whether to respond to one or both parts. Sup-

pose your supervisor says dubiously, "This is

quite a good job you did, especially for a new-
comer." ("Especially for a girl" might have

been tacked on a few years back.) Do you smile

and say thank you to a halfhearted compli-

ment? One alternative is to concentrate on the

praise: "Thank you, I'm glad you think it's a

good job." Or you could continue, addressing

separately the doubt and challenge you heard:

"I am a newcomer, but of course I had three

years' experience with Astor and Brown."
Most people have been disconcerted by left-

handed compliments that cast an aspersion

while they praise: "Oh, your hair looks so

much better this way!" Just how you take such
statements depends on your relationship to the

speaker. To a close friend who you know likes

you, wants you to look your best, and is at-

tempting to make you feel good, you might

say, "Thanks—but I never knew you didn't

like my other hairstyle." And a quick discus-

sion might follow. But when you sense some
real hostility behind the so-called compliment
("You're so much nicer than you used to be!"),

you can always answer with a question "Am I

to take that as a compliment?" Or you c in re-

phrase a universal judgment and make it one
person's opinion: "Oh, you think I've

changed?"
A senior law partner reports her experience

while briefing a client: "I was explaining the

legal points of a corporate question and giving
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my recommendations. I was doing a good job,

and I thought I had his rapt attention, but in

the middle of what I was saying, he said,

"You're a charmerP And he meant it. And it

threw me off my course completely. I was so

upset and angry and insulted that he was ad-

miring and complimenting the cuteness or the

manner, rather than hearing and respecting

the substance; but at the same time I was com-
plimented! I am a woman and this was a man.

I heard myself saying 'Thank you,' and I knew
instantly that that was a real violation of my-
self; it was such a wrong thing to say at that

time. In a way, what he had done was similar

to the man who wants to trivialize an angry

woman instead of dealing with her outrage so

he compliments her: 'You're so pretty when
you're angry!' Anyhow, I managed to continue

talking, but I'd lost my beat and my confi-

dence.

"Later, I thought, 'It would have been bet-

ter for me to say nothing, just look at him long

enough to make him wonder, and then go on.'

After all, what I wanted was not to make a

scene, just to be able to continue. But if I'd had
the aplomb, I'd really have liked to give him a

mixed compliment in return: 'How nice, if

you'd only said that at a different time.'

'

Dr. Orleans observes, "Compliment-giving

meets many different needs. Somebody who is

feeling insecure may offer compliments as a

way of trying to get on a better footing with the

person he or she is insecure with." In one

sense, the compliments may be sincerely

meant; yet they have an ulterior purpose. De-

pending how you feel toward the individual,

you might accept the compliment and add re-

assurance that enables the individual to feel se-

cure and stop the complimenting: "I'm happy
you like my apartment, and I'm really glad

you're here." Or you might offhandedly de-

flect the compliment to maintain distance or

superiority: "I owe it all to my decorator."

Showing you really appreciate someone's
compliments means admitting that this per-

son's approval, and by implication, disapprov-

al, is meaningful to you.

One caution: if you seldom or never feel that

compliments are deserved, chances are you're

so self-critical that whatever is being praised

already has fallen short of your own inner

standards and feelings of worthiness.

Finally, modesty is a doubtful excuse for re-

jecting sincere compliments. It's not even
modest! You're imposing your opinion or stan-

dards on someone else and causing both of you
to feel let down. Furthermore, modesty can be
a way of angling for more praise. So why not

savor the accolade? "I can live for two months
on a good compliment," wrote Mark Twain,
who had high standards: he also said compli-
ments "always emba rrass me: I always feel

they have not said enough." V
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is available at:

ARKANSAS
Dillards, Little Rock And Branches
Hunt's, Fort Smith

CALIFORNIA
Liberty House, San Francisco

And Branches
Macy's, San Francisco

And Branches
The May Co., Los Angeles

FLORIDA
Maas Bros., Tampa

HAWAII
Liberty House, Honolulu
And Branches

ILLINOIS
Marshall Field, Chicago

INDIANA
The Root Store, Terre Haute

KENTUCKY
Bacon 's Department Store, Louisville

Irving P Bright Co., Murray
& Paducah

LOUISIANA
Dillards, Baton Rouge,

Shreveport And Branches

Godchaux /Maison Blanche,

Baton Rouge, Lafayette &
New Orleans

MASSACHUSETTS
Harvard Coop, Cambridge

MICHIGAN
J.L. Hudson, Detroit

MINNESOTA
Donaldson 's, Minneapolis

MISSOURI
Famous Ban, St. Louis

Macy's, Kansas City

Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis

NEW JERSEY
Bamberger's, All Branches

NEW YORK
A&S, Brooklyn And Branches

Garber's, Staten Island

Macy's, New York And Branches

Plymouth Shops, New York

OHIO
Lazarus, All Branches

RHODE ISLAND
Peerless Co., Providence

TENNESSEE
Irving P Bright Co., Union City

Dillards, Memphis
Goldsmith's, Memphis

VIRGINIA
Smith & Welton, Norfolk

TEXAS
Colbert's, Amarillo

WASHINGTON
The Bon, Seattle
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Sometimes even the most familiar

surroundings can become a little

intimidating.

At times like that, how you feel about
yourselfcan make all the difference in

the world.
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A little unfair advantage.



The ELLA Thunderbiixi
Its design . . . elegant.

Subtle accents and
understated colors mark
the difference between
the FILA Thunderbird
and any other car on the

road. Inspired by the

world-famous Italian de-

signed sportswear, FILA,

our latest edition of

Thunderbird is truly spe-

cial. Contoured power
seats, power windows,
an AM/FM stereo cassette

player, speed control

and leather-wrapped
steering wheel are just

some of the standard fea-

tures that make the FHA
Thunderbird as comfort-

able as it is beautiful.

Its performance . .

.

athletic.

The FILA Thunderbird
is a car whose perform-

ance fulfills the promise
of its appearance. With a

3.8 liter V-6 engine, spe-

cial handling suspension,

and Goodyear Eagle HR
performance radial tires

the FILA Thunderbird
handles the road with

graceful ease.

Get it together —
Buckle up.

Have you driven a Ford .

.

lately?

I



Womerh n
By Lillian Borgesoi

Winter threats: ice, snow, sleet.

Are your brakes ready for them?

n winter, safe driving has as much to

'do with the stopping as with the go-

ring. Knowing whether, when, and how
to brake on slip-and-slide surfaces can be ex-

tremely helpful to your health. Some tips:

• You need more room to stop on slippery

roads, so avoid sudden maneuvers. Abrupt
changes in speed or direction can put you in

big trouble. Moving smoothly, slowly, and in

controlled fashion keeps you out of it. Stay on
top of what's happening by shifting your eyes

from the close view directly ahead to the far

view down the road and then to the rear view,

so you can anticipate lane changes, turns, and
stops and make them gradually. Be on the

alert for other drivers' panicky, uncontrolled

braking or lane changing . . . which can trigger

your own need to stop or maneuver more
quickly than you want; try to make your own
slowdowns and stops as smoothly as possible.

• Slow down well ahead of icy intersections,

where the "polishing" created by other cars'

starting and stopping makes the surface as

slick as a debutante's dance floor. Stopping

safely on ice means you'll never slam the

brakes hard; that invites skidding and loss of

control. Instead, gradually increase pressure

on the brake, releasing before the brake locks.

"We call it 'squeezing' instead of 'pumping,'

'

says Ray W. Burneson, coordinator of winter-

driving programs for the National Safety

Council. "Squeezing works as well with older

drum brakes as with newer brakes; it's a good

habit to develop no matter what you drive."

• Tune in on subtle situations that may de-

mand your smoothest, most alert braking re-

sponse—for example, light rainfall and fallen

leaves. The road may look dry, but moisture

trapped under the leaves can make it slick and

treacherous; drive and brake with caution.

Another unexpected danger: "patch ice."

Weeks after most of the road is clear and dry,

there may be shaded spots that have frozen up

again during the night. When you see a shady

stretch ahead, slow down and be prepared for

ice-oriented braking. Frost can also form

sooner and last longer on bridges and over-

passes, so here again, slow down ahead of time.

Keep in mind also that light rainfall after a

long dry spell can make a slippery, dangerous

surface when new moisture mixes with old oil

and dirt. Slow down and brake carefully until

heavier rain washes the film away. At the oth-

er extreme, when rain water is deep enough to

get the brakes wet, be prepared for uneven or

nonexistent braking until you dry them out.

Do it by applying light pressure on the brake

pedal as you drive forward very slowly.

• Don't brake when you skid on a slippery

surface; braking only makes the slide worse.

Instead, take your foot off the gas and turn in

the direction of the skid: if the rear wheels slide

VOGUE. December. 1983

right, turn your front wheels right; if the rear

wheels slide left, turn your front wheels left.

Taking care of your brakes

Every time you step on the brake pedal, you
activate a series ofconnected parts that are like

many other car systems: complex in some
ways but simpler than you may think. You'll

be way ahead this winter if you know the

names and functions of the parts most likely to

need routine and emergency attention:

The master cylinder stores the brake fluid

that makes the whole system work. The pres-

sure of your foot on the brake pedal sends fluid

out of the master cylinder through the brake

lines—hoses and tubes that go to each wheel.

That fluid pressure is then transmitted to met-

al pieces—the brake shoes in drum brakes, the

discs in disc brakes—that produce the friction

that slows or stops the wheels. To keep the

friction from wearing out the brakes prema-

turely, the metal pieces are buffered by a heat-

resistant material called brake lim

To maintain the system in iop shape, have
the brake fluid in the master cylinder checked
once a month; fluid level should be kepi

quarter-inch from the (op Have brake lining

checked every ten thousand miles; though it

can last lor forty thousand miles or more, urn
have to expect a much lower number when
you do a lot of stop-and-go in-town driving.

Watch for these signs of real brake trouble:

Brake fluid has to be added frequently or in

large amounts. Suspect a ieak in the fluid

tern, probably one of the brake lin me-
chanic immediately.

The brake pedal goes all the way to the floor.

Probably caused by loss of brake fluid; may
indicate worn-out brakes. Either way, have the

brakes serviced immediately.

There 's a spongy feel when you press the

brake pedal. It's caused by air in the system,

usually in the brake lines. Have the air "bled

out" of the lines and the brakes checked.

The brakes make a chattering sound. Maybe
the brake lining is loose, or one of the metal

pieces is warped. You need immediate service.

There's a grinding-metal squeal when you
brake. This can be caused by normal wear and
may not be as deadly as it sounds. But have the

brakes checked as soon as possible.

The dashboard brake light stays on. First be

sure your parking brake has been released all

the way. If it has and the light stays on, don't
drive. There may be a break in the fluid-pres-

sure system. Have the car towed to a mechanic.

The car pulls to one side when you brake.

This is usually caused by normal wear, but it

can't be tolerated in wintry weather. Says Bur-

neson: "You need equal braking on all wheels

to avoid a skid," so get the car to your mechan-
ic right now. V

THE #1 BESTSELLER
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By the author of Thurston House and

Chanzes. At last in paperback at $3.95.



never
had aTeddy Bear.
A mother's love. A doll to cuddle.

Tina knows nothing of these things.

But she does know fear, rejection,

and hunger.

For just $18 a month, you can help

save a child like Tina.

Through our sponsorship program

you can help provide a child with a

better diet, clothes, medical attention,

school. And even a toy or two.

But don't wait. There are so many.

And somewhere, right now, a child

is dying from starvation and neglect.
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Write to: Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood
Children, Incorporated, P. O. Box 5381,

Dept. M2T3. Richmond, Va. 23220 USA

I wish to sponsor a boy , girl D , in

Asia, Latin America,G Middle East,

Africa, USA, D Greatest Need.

I will give $18 a month ($216 a year .

Enclosed is my gift for a full yearD, the

first month D. Please send me the child's

name, story, address and picture.

I can*t sponsor, but will help S

Please send me further information.

If for a group, please specify.

Church. Class. Cluh. School. Business, etc

U.S. gifts are fully tax deductible.

Annual financial statements are available on request.. , 1 I 1 '
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HIGH HEELS
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'•The notion that high
heels are bad is basical-

ly a myth, ' ' says John F. Waller, Jr. ,

M.D. , chief of foot and ankle services,
Lenox Hill Hospital, NYC. ' 'High heels
worn for reasonable amounts of time are
not known to cause foot deformities or
permanent postural changes ; but a good
fit and comfort are very important.''
Walking in high heels, however, can be
tiring—the reason most experts sug-
gest a low, broad heel if you' re walking
long distances. One positive result of
the extra effort your body expends walk-
ing inhighheels : this inefficiency may
also meana slight increase in the number
of calories you burn with every step !
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ear that helps

you meet fitness

goals comfortably

and efficiently:

A portable stationary

bike (below)—
folds flat, can be

taken anywhere

—

Exer Bike at

Bloomingdale's;

mail-order, $65.90,

Edmund Scientific,

101 Gloucester Pike,

Barrington NJ 08007
Night joggers: The chances

of being struck by a car

increase significantly

after dark, according to the

National Safety Council.

Wear reflective clothing,

like the Jogging Vest

—

inexpensive, lightweight,

folds in your pocket;

($13.90, Edmund Scientific)

Advantage of exercise clothes

designed by fitness pros:

better, more functional gear.

One such: Second Skin

(from Janice Oster Moore
for Nickolaus) that combines

the easy construction of the

unitard with the flattering look

of leotard and tights. . . .

Another such: fitness expert

Jack Spratt's Strong Arms
wrist weights—with slots

for one to ten pounds of weight,

so you can vary resistance,

avoid buying a whole set

of weights ($16, Strong Arms,

188 Glenwood Road,

Englewood New Jersey 07631).

£>
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WHERE TO GO. . . In LA , the Stephan Studio (2 13/652-9244)

works one-on-one with clients (above, Stephan with actress

Maggie Seawell) specifically to stretch, tone, improve align-

ment . . . IrW.C, Somebodies (202/338-3822) offers total-fit-

ness classesLraerobics, isometrics, isotonics, andyoga—plus

private lessons, special children 's/pregnancy classes, and a

full-service txfdy-qkin-care facility . . . In NYC: Thea Korek

teaches dance-mowjjfaent-based classes—to stretch, tone, en-

ergize— in a wonderful' loft/exercise space (2 12/724-8889).

Toppholo B8UCE Ji< l.jwer PAM BARKIN1IN .



NEW
SUPER MAXITHINS
givesyouwhat no supermaxi-pad can.

Greater comfort. More discreet.
SUPER MAXITHINS are more comfortable than the
leading super maxi-pad because they're thinner.

Only SUPER MAXITHINS are folded and individually

wrapped. So they stay clean even in your purse.

Cut open a super maxi-pad
and all you'll find isfcutk.

Cut open a SUPER maxithins and
you'll find this maxi-absorbent
center that locks in moisture
better than maxi-pad bulk.

Equal amounts of blue test
solution were poured on each
pad. The blotter test proves

the surface of SUPER
MAXITHINS was drier.

Leading
super maxi-pad.

Drier protection.
SUPER MAXITHINS gives you drier protection because its

special maxi-absorbent center locks in moisture better.

NEW SUPER MAXITHINS fromTAMPAX
MAXITHINS is a registered trademark of tampax incorporated, Palmer, Mass. 01069 for its brand of ultra thin full sizi
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This year
the classic gift
comes in plaid
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Brief Encounters

Intimacy: a few words'

worth from some

significant books

of the month

ouble Yoke by Buchi Emecheta, a

young Nigerian woman writer who is now living

in London (George Braziller)

The Falls itself was heavenly and the dwarf
palm plantations that led to it were well tend-

ed. "With plantations like this, we can never

lack cooking oil, don't you think?" The profes-

sor wanted to know.
Nko nodded.

"We are such an oily nation; oil from the

ground, oil from our trees?"

Nko pretended not to hear him. And after a

while the professor seemed not to care. He was
going to have her, she dared not refuse, and if

the worse came to the worse, he could make
her his second wife. Many Christian leaders he

knew in Nigeria had several wives, so what
was wrong in his marrying a second one. He
knew that part of the State very well. He had

brought many barren women there to pray for

them by the majestic Kwa Falls. Even Nko
welcomed the cool air-conditioned room with

toilets that really flushed.

They ate and the professor drank spirits.

She made do with Pepsi, and like a wooden
doll, she let the man have what he wanted. He
thundered and pushed her around and prom-
ised heaven and earth, but Nko was very still.

At the end she asked, "Have you finished

now? I must have a wash." Her voice was icy.

The drive home was quiet. But when they

neared the campus, Nko said slowly and clear-

ly, "I want a First Class honours degree. I

don't care how you do it, I want a First Class

honours."

"One has to work very hard for such grades,

you know," replied the professor, his voice un-

certain.

"You mean as hard as I have worked today

at the Kwa Falls?"

"Don't be silly, you must have enjoyed it."

The sound of Nko's laughter startled the

man and surprised even herself. "You know,

you must have known sir, that people are say-

ing that you may be the next Vice Chancel-

lor— I understand the Indian one we have at

the moment will leave at the end of this semes-

ter. You being a devout Christian, an Efik and

a professor, will be the natural choice and that

would be really nice."

"Yes, everybody knows that I intend to get

the post, and I will."

"You will sir, but make sure I get a First

Class honours degree."

Nko was now out of the car. She faced the

man squarely, her little face was determined.

This was the type of determination Professor

Ikot had never seen on the face of any woman,
to say nothing of a woman so young. For a

moment his face betrayed fear; Nko saw it, and

how she loved that fear. "Don't worry sir, I

won't do or say anything foolish, just think of

what Ete Kamba would do: he would not be-

lieve me as you rightly guessed, but how many
people would vote for a professor with a tar-

nished name?"
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"Nko, Nko, you are upset. I should not have
taken any advantage of your position. But I

did not know you still took such things seri-

ously."

"You mean I take sex like food? That all the

girls on this campus do that simply to pass

their exams? I'll tell you sir that most girls here

come to read for their degrees. If they become
what you think, which is 'prostitutes Nigerian

style,' it is because people like you made them
so. But with me sir, you are not going to be let

off lightly."

"But why did you not make any protest or

refuse at Kwa Falls?"

"After you gave me that small lecture on
virginity; I was not born yesterday. When you
said that, I knew I have lost Ete Kamba. It's

too late to go back now sir. My reward is a

good degree."

"But you can't go through life using your
bottom to get what you want?"

"I did not believe in bottom power until to-

day sir."

The Diary of Beatrice Webb Volume Two:
"All the Good Things of Life," 1892-1905.

Edited by Norman and Jeanne MacKenzie
(Harvard University Press). On Bernard Shaw:
Persons with no sense of humour regard him
as a combined Don Juan and a professional

blasphemer of the existing order. . . . Silly

these philanderings of Shaw's. He imagines

that he gets to know women by making them
in love with him. Just the contrary. His stupid

gallantries bar out from him the friendship of

women who are either too sensible, too puri-

tanical or too much 'otherwise engaged' to

care to bandy personal flatteries with him. One
large section of women, comprising some, at

m. ou mean I take
sex like food?

any rate, of the finest types, remains hidden

from him. With the women with whom he has

'bonne fortune' he also fails in his object, or

rather in his avowed object—vivisection. He
idealizes them for a few days, weeks or years,

imagines them to be something utterly differ-

ent from their true selves, then has a revulsion

of feeling and discovers them to be unutterably

vulgar, second-rate, rapscallion, or insipidly

well-bred. He never fathoms their real worth,

nor rightly sees their limitations. But in fact it

is not the end he cares for: it is the process. His

sensuality has all drifted into sexual vanity, de-

light in being the candle to the moths, with a

dash of intellectual curiosity to give flavour to

his tickled vanity. And he is mistaken if he

thinks that it does not affect his artistic work.

His incompleteness as a thinker, his shallow

and vulgar view of many human relationships,

the lack of the sterner kind of humour which

would show him the dreariness of his farce and

the total absence of proportion and inade-

quateness in some of his ideas, all these defects

come largely from the flippant and worthless

self-complacency brought about by the wor-

ship of rather second-rate women. For all that,

he is a good-natured agreeable sprite of a man,

an intellectual cricket on the hearth always

chirping away brilliant paradox, sharp-witted

observation and friendly comments. Whether

I like him, admire him or despise him most I

do not know. Just at present I feel annoyed and

contemptuous. V
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ift-giving—why it's

good for the economy

The money you spend

comes back to you—
as jobs, wealth, growth

BY SUSAN LEE

The 1983 holiday season has started down the runway. Even the most
disorganized are generating gift lists and pondering party plans, while

the organized are quite possibly drawing up budgets. No matter what
the approach, the result—in aggregate—has dynamite implications for

the economy.
It's simple, really. The holidays mean spending. Big, big spending.

And as the premier spending time of the year, this season is also a

critical time for the economy. Consumer spending is, after all, the most
powerful engine of economic growth: It accounts for almost two-thirds

of the Gross National Product.

Over the short run, a period of strong consumption expenditures can

provide a snappy lift for the economy. Witness what happened last

spring and summer when consumers came roaring back from last

year's recession, engaging in a buying spree that fueled the recovery at

a pace far more energetic than forecasters had anticipated. Over the

long run, however, sustained feverish spending can have two undesir-

able effects. First, it can depress the saving and investment necessary to

maintain the nation's capital base, and so sap productivity; second, the

demands spending creates on the economy can bump up against the

nation's capacity to produce, thus causing price inflation.

MMealthy consumption can

practically ensureprosperity

In short, consumers exercise great sway over the economy: healthy

spending levels can—virtually—ensure prosperity. How much con-

sumers spend, then, is a question of moment.

In fact, consumer spending is so important that The government col-

lects acres of statistics to measure it and employs hundreds of bureau-

crats to forecast it. Outside of the government, economists map and

model it. Private industry scrutinizes its every twist, and business pub-

lications graph its smallest wiggle.

All this attention has yielded some results, too. Although individual

spending patterns may seem less than rational, there are broad deter-

minants of what will move people to buy a ski house or to abstain from

buying a new car.

Most obviously, spending depends on income. The more money

coming in, the more money is available to go back out for goods and

services. But few spend all their income as they receive it. Instead, most

spend only a fraction of this money. Just what that fraction is depends,

in part, on savings needs. After all, a decision to spend is also a decision

not to save.

The percentage of income that is saved depends on many variables.

For example, the higher the rate of return on savings, the more income

j
will be saved. Too, if people expect their future spending needs to in-

crease—higher taxes, impending unemployment, lower salary in-

creases, or even a blow-out week in Paris—they will save a greater

portion of current income. And, of course, vice versa: if inflation starts

streaking out of sight or a substantial raise comes through, savers can

become big spenders.

Both of these responses were evident during the past decade.

Throughout most of the 1970s, the fraction of income people were

willing to save dropped. Low after-tax rates of return and high rates of

inflation double-whammied incentives to save. That was somewhat re-

versed in the 1980s by the recession, which created anxiety over job

security, anticipation of lower pay increases, and declining inflation.

During the 1981-1982 period, the rate of increase in consumer spend-

ing slowed a bit. (Continued on page 220)
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LAISE ADZER

CENTURY CITY
century city shopping centre • 277-0785

WEST HOLLYWOOD
8583 melrose avenue • 655-9285

BEVERLY HILLS
332 north rodeo drive • 271-0803

NEWPORT FASHION ISLAND
newport beach, California 92660

For a store in your area, call (213) 274-5018



SLIP INTO SOMETHING SPECIAL . .

.

From France. . . the sheer pleasure of Vertige. Pretty, provocative—
a bare essential in delicately embroidered tulle. Vertige is designed in

underwire and soft cup for beautiful fit, lasting comfort and support.

Irresistible in white, black, nude and champagne. . . with matching bikinis.

Just one from a collection ofe'egant underdressings by Chan telle.

For more information write ChanU.

7105 5. W. 47th Street, Suite 406, Miami, FL 33155.
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(Continuedfrom page 219)

A third determinant of consumer spending

is wealth. A person who is, or simply feels, J
wealthier will be more likely to increase con-

sumption. A stock-market rally, a bullish

bond market, or a run-up in housing prices can
leave consumers feeling flush and confident.

Conversely, if measured wealth takes a tum-
ble, spending will slow.

Interest rates figure quite prominently in

spending and saving decisions. Say that real

rates of return (the profit you make after infla-

tion) on investment instruments are high

—

then, people will have incentives to save more.

Or, say that consumer-loan rates are low

—

then, spending on durable goods will rise.

Likewise for mortgage rates: low numbers
here can add up to a lot of home buying.

Beyond the influences on decisions to con-

sume or save in the short term, there are theo-

ries on what determines those decisions in the

long term. The first—the life-cycle hypothe-

sis—holds that uneven income leads to uneven
consumption. That is, people experience low
income during the start of their work life,

higher income during the middle, and then di-

minished income during retirement. Thus,
people consume more and save less at the be-

ginning and end of the life-cycle, but save more
and consume less during the middle.

Tjhe holiday

season is the

economy 9spremier
\

spending time

The second theory—the permanent-income
hypothesis—argues that, on the average, peo-

ple smooth spending over their lifetimes. In

other words, no matter where they are in their

earnings cycle, they will spend a constant per-

centage uninterrupted by either a year of un-

employment or an enormous bequest from

Aunt Amy.
A third theory maintains that consumption

is based on relative income. People will spend

depending on how they perceive other people's

spending. Specifically, those whose income is

below the national average will spend more,

proportionally, than those whose income rests

above it.

These three theories all come with support-

ing data, of course. And all three have had

some success in explaining and predicting con-

sumer spending. But their explanatory powers

extend only to behavior over the long haul.

They are little help in deciding whether to*

spend $25 at the hairdresser, or whether tol

save a Christmas bonus.

In the end, we make these decisions all the

time, trading off our role as consumer with our

role as saver. The individual decisions may
seem minor; but all together, they determine

the course of the economy—particularly the

decisions made during the holidays. A big

spending season will send money flowing into

the economy, creating jobs and wealth and

growth. As veteran Business Week editor Sey-

mour Zucker observed: "A cheery December
can make merry well into the New Year." V
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The elegance ofa fine quartz watch.
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This exquisite lace designed in Calais by Robert Desseilles captures the romance and delicacy of French styling

G&q(A^ Romantique

Ce Soir puts fantasy under all else
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Cileen West's 100% Cotton Oxford
Stripe dresses. Available at:

LORD AND TAVLOR
New Vork and Branches

NORDSTROM
Anchorage
Brea

Cerritos

Fairbanks

Glendale
Hillsdale

San Diego
South Coast Plaza

LA VOGUC
Charlottesville

Richmond
Virginia Beach
UUashington D.C.

LUinston-Salem

MACYS
San Francisco

PARISIAN
Birmingham

T. CDUUARDS
Atlanta

Ft. Lauderdale

New Vork

San Diego

UJ6INSTOCKS
California

Nevada
Utah

JOSCPH MAGNIN
Century City

San Francisco

ALBCRT STCIG6R
Springfield

VOUNKCRS
Des Moines
Omaha

SANGCR HARRIS
Dallas

I. MAGNIN
Chicago

Son Francisco

D.H. HOLMCS
Canal

Center City

Jackson

Lakeside

RICH'S

Atlanta

UJide stripe two piece dress,

approximately 95.00

Narrow stripe two piece dress,

approximately 105.00

Son Francisco Mercantile Company, Inc.

1019 Market St.

San Francisco, Cfl 94103
415-861-6700

Photo by Brad Molloth
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KNOCK OUT HAIR CARE

AT THE BEST SALONS IN THE U.S.A.

MAXIS HAIR & SKIN CARE SALON
Huntington & Smlthtown, New York

THUNDER HAIR SALON
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

RIC BISHOP SALON
Dallas, Texas

HAIR FORCE SALON
Merritt Island, Florida

V. FARRICELU/ HAIR & SKIN STUDIO
Hamden, Connecticut

PETER JOHN/ NATURAL HAIR CARE
Plainvfew, New York

SHEAR ARTISTRY/ HAIR & COSMETICS
Greenwich, Connecticut

AVANTI SALON
Boston, Massachusetts
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Notmanypeoplehave seen abottleofCruzan Rum.
Mostofitdisappears intheVirgin Islands.
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^&Women
By Janet Kole

The news you need—to make sure

the world is treating you right

THE CHRISTINE CRAFT CASE—A NEW WAY TO FIGHT DISCRIMINATION

When Christine Craft was demoted from her

job as TV anchor*. hnan on Channel 9 KMBC-
TV in Kansas City, Missouri, she thought she

had been discriminated against on the basis of

her sex. It wasn 't that she was being paid less

than her male co-anchor, or that there were no

women anchors on the news; her predecessor

had been a woman as well. It was that, despite

herjournalistic skills, her employer took her off

the air because he considered her "too old, too

unattractive, and not deferential enough to

men. " On August 8, 1983, a Kansas City jury

awarded her $500,000 in damages, agreeing

with Christine Craft that the company had lied

when it told her it was hiring herfor herjour-

nalistic abilities.

Craft charged the owner of the station, Met-

romedia, Inc., with sex andpay discrimination,

fraud, and misrepresentation. Interestingly

enough, thejuryfoundfor Craft on the claim of

fraud. Thefour-woman, two-man jury decided

that the station misrepresented its interest in

Christine Craft, telling her she was wantedfor
the quality ofher work when what they actually

cared about was her looks.

This is a landmark decision for a number of
reasons. The first is that thejury utilized a tra-

ditional tort ("wrongful act
7
'') approach when it

awarded Craft damages instead of relying on

claims of sex discrimination under the Civil

Rights Act or the Equal Pay laws. This is a whole

new approach to more subtle kinds of sex dis-

crimination—the kinds that are not clear viola-

tions ofspecific laws, such as the Equal Pay Act.

A second important issue that emergesfrom
the case is how pervasive the subtlerforms ofsex

discrimination truly are in the professions, de-

spite all the gains women have made. Especially

in high-visibility professions, there is a carefully

maintained illusion that strict sexual equality is

observed. The reality, is much grimmer. Subtle

forms ofsex discrimination occur all the time.

As the evidence produced at Craft's trial

showed, although her journalistic skill was the

ostensible reason for her hiring, the real reason

Craft was on the air had to do with her looks.

A communications expert who testified on

Craft's behalf stunned the jury when he testi-

fied that Metromedia's television station had

done a viewer survey on the physical attractive-

ness or appearance of Ms. Craft and several

other female newscasters. No such questions

were asked about the station 's male newscast-

ers. A woman with goodjournalistic skills may
have an opportunity to rise up in the ranks of
television journalism, but only, it seems, if she

also has traditionalfemale looks and attitudes.

Despite the high visibility offemale journal-

ists like NBC's Jane Pauley, CBS's Diane Saw-

yer and Leslie Stahl, and PBS's Judy
Woodruff, the latest Equal Employment Op-

portunity Commission report, issued in 1979,

showed that less than 1 7percent ofnetwork cor-

respondents were female. Women still have a

long way to go in television news.

Metromedia does not intend to give up on the

Craft case without a fight. If it survives review,

this landmark case will shake up the TV news

industry, and also provide aframework for dis-

crimination suits where the sex discrimination

is subtle and does not involve the more tradi-

tional equal-pay/equal-work formulation.

SAVING MONEY & TIME—ARBITRATION
For women in business, every money-saving device helps. One way to keep costs
down is to anticipate problems. If you've worked out a way to deal with them ahead of

time, when crises crop up thev can be resolved quickly.

For example, Cricket Graham, a contractor for building construction had a major
headache when some She =lr V she bought was defective. Because it had to be re-

placed, the rest of her construction job was held up. And for every day Graham went
past the deadline for completion, she had to pay the building's owner $100. Unfortu-
nately, Graham's supplier declined to rshare responsibility for her difficulties. Luckily,
Graham had included an arbitration clause in her purchase agreement. The dispute
was settled within the month by a three-person panel; Graham didn't get everything
she wanted, but she did recovi some of her costs, and got the job back on track fast.

Arbitration is an invaluable time saver, since it's so much speedier than the courts.
Court cases, by contrast to Graham's one-month wait, often take five years or more
just to come to trial.

Attorneys are not necessary for some kinds of arbitration, but most people prefer
to be represented by lawyers. "I was too fired up to do a good job for myself," said
Graham about her case, "so my attorney handled it. It took her ten hours—a friend of
mine had a similar problem, went to court, and found that her lawyer spent more like

fifty hours on her case."
Where can you find arbitrators? Anyone knowledgeable in your field can be one;

knowing legal rules is less important than the ability to understand the intricacies of
your case. You can locate experts in various fields by contacting the American Arbi-
tration Association or your local or state Bar Association.

("Law & Women" a tinued on page 228)
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PANCALDI

Available at:

Alberto's

B.C., Canada

Bally of
Switzerland
Beverly Hills, CA
New York, NY
San Francisco, CA

Barbara/Jean
Little Rock, AR

Bloomingdale's
New York, NY

Bob Ellis

Charleston, SC

Bonwit Teller

Chicago, IL

Manhasset, NY
New York, NY
Philadelphia, PA
Scarsdale, NY
Short Hills, NJ
Troy. Ml

Brown's
Quebec, Canada

Capricclo

Scottsdale, AZ

Cohoes
Specialty

Stores

Cohoes, NY

Demians
Dayton, OH

Eric Shoes
New York, NY

Fllene's

Boston, MA

Frank More
San Francisco, CA

Frost Bros.

Texas

Carfinkel's

Maryland

Virginia

Washington, DC

Golfers Green
Elkins Park, PA

Harzfelds
Kansas City, MO

I. Miller

New York, NY

Jildor

Cedarhurst, NY
Great Neck, NY
Woodbury, NY

John
Wanamaker
Philadelphia, PA

Jona
Studio City, CA

Jordan Marsh
Boston, MA
Warwick, Rl

Joseph Shoe
salon
Beverly Hills, CA
Chicago, IL

Northpark, IL

Kornhauser of
Palm Beach
Palm Beach, FL

L.F Rothchilds
Oklahoma City, OK

Lonia

New York, NY

Lou Goland
Salon Shoes
Cincinnati, OH

Macy's
New York, NY

Marlowe Shoes
Fort Lee, NJ

New Rochelle, NY

McClures
Dept. Store
Nashville, TN

Nordstrom
Washington
California

Oregon

Sandilar

Southfield, Ml

Saks Fifth

Avenue
New York, NY

Smyth Bros. Shoe
Parlor

Chicago, IL

Dallas, TX

Swansons
Kansas City, MO

Steppln' Out
Marblehead, MA

The Knit Wit
Philadelphia. PA

The Shoe Store
Encino, CA

Via lusso

Chicago, IL

woolf Bros.

Kansas City, MO

Zohar
Hewlett, NY



/For stores nearest you, see opposite page.
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LAW & WOMEN
.tinnedfrom page 226)

PEACEMAKING—ARE WOMEN
LAWYERS BETTER THAN MEN?

Ever since women began to infiltrate the legal

profession in greater numbers—from about 3

percent of all lawyers in 1970 to about 1 1 per-

cent today—one thing they have remarked

upon has been the disparity in the way male

and female lawyers handle the settlement of

cases. "Men can't stand the idea of settling

cases," one woman attorney said to me. "It

doesn't fit their macho image of themselves."

Recent studies funded by the National Sci-

ence Foundation and conducted by law profes-

sor Gerald Williams have shown that 40 percent

of all lawyers take the "hard line," aggressive

approach to negotiation. The same study

shows that only 25 percent of these aggres-

sives are effective negotiators; the others give

their clients a lot of sound and fury, but few re-

sults beyond higher legal fees when their case

winds up in court.

On the whole, women tend not to be aggres-

sive and to start each negotiation with a cooper-

ative attitude, reports social psychologist Kay

Deaux, Ph.D., in The Behavior of Women and
Men (Wadsworth Publishing). I've discovered

this to be true in my practice. A few years ago, I

worked on a case with a male colleague, a part-

ner in a large national law firm, who was one of

the sweetest and gentlest men I've ever met. He
and the opposing counsel, also male, had been
niggling over details in this complex case: our

opponent's client had done construction work,

quickly, after a fire in a shopping mall. Because
of his speed, he had not kept careful records.

Our opposing counsel was asking for a million-

dollar payment; our client thought the work was
worth only about $100,000.

I believed that we could settle the case if both

sides would sit down, go over the paperwork

together, and be reasonable about the actual

cost of the repairs. But my colleague would not

be persuaded. He told me that he thought set-

tling was weak—but I, as a woman and his as-

sistant, could make the necessary overtures

without causing him to lose face.

In another, more recent case, I was up
against a female lawyer in a suit on an insur-

ance policy. We battled each other at a hearing;

then, when the hearing was over, we went back
to our offices and spoke on the phone. We dis-

cussed rationally what our respective clients

wanted, and eventually, we settled the case

—

before much time had been spent by either of

us to prepare for trial.

Neither my female opponent nor I saw it as
weak to settle. We both recognized the nasty

reality of litigation: going to court is expensive.

A board game that came out a while ago called

"Sue, Sue, Sue" made the point: as you went
around the board from Trial Court to the Su-

preme Court, the stakes went up; and each time

you took your case to a higher court it cost more
money.

Recognizing this fact, lawyers should be will-

ing to save their clients' bank balances by set-

tling cases. Unfortunately, peacemaking seems
to be a sign of effeminacy to many male attor-

neys. It may be that, as more and more women
enter the legal profession, we'll see less crowd-

ed court dockets and smaller totals on attor-

neys' 'nvoices.

Janet Kole practices law in Philadelphia
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ALABAMA Holmes

Arizona Arizona Biltmore Hotel,

Broadway Southwest, Diamond's,
Registry Resort Hotel, Sears

Arkansas M. M. Cohn, Sears

California The Broadway,
Bullock's North, Bullocks Wilshire

[Palm Springs, Woodland Hills,

Newport Beach), Harris', Henshey's,
Liberty House [San Francisco],

Macy's [Citrus hits.. Hilltop,

Newark, Pleasanton, Sacramento,
Stockton], I. Magnin, Rodders, Sears

Colorado Broadmoor Hotel,

The Denver, Sears

Connecticut Howlands, Macy's,
Reibman's, Sage Allen, Sears

Delaware Sears, John Wanamaker

WASHINGTON, D.C. Garfinckel's,

Sears, Woodward S. Lothrop

FLORIDA Furchgott's, Jordan Marsh,
Maas Bros., McRae's, Sears

GEORGIA Davison's, Belk-Matthews,
Sears

HAWAII Liberty House,
Wailea Beach Hotel

IDAHO The Bon

ILLINOIS Bergner's, Bonwit Teller,

Carson Pirie Scott, Famous-Barr,
I. Magnin, Neiman-Marcus, Sears,
Venture, Younkers

INDIANA Block's, Carson Pirie Scott,

de Jong's, Hudson's, Hutner's,

Lazarus, Sears, Venture

IOWA Armstrong's, Sears, Venture,
Younkers

KANSAS
Venture

Harzfeld's, Macy's, Sears,

LOUISIANA
Kentucky Sears, Shillito Rikes

Louisiana Holmes, Sears

MAINE Freeses', Sears

Maryland Bamberger's,
Bloomingdale's, Bradlees, Eyerly's,

Garfinckel's, Hecht's [Downtown
Baltimore], Hochschild-Kohn, Hutzler's,

Sears, Woodward & Lothrop

MASSACHUSETTS Almy's,

3iHl»iT>fIyi~. T }

NEW jersey Abraham S. Straus,
B. Altman & Co., Bamberger's
[East Brunswick, Rockaway, Toms
River], Bloomingdale's, M. Epstein,

Hahne's, Sears, Steinbach's, Stern's,

John Wanamaker
NEW MEXICO Broadway Southwest

new YORK Abraham & Straus,
Adam, Meldrum & Anderson,
B. Altman Si Co., Henri Bendel,
Bergdorf Goodman, Bloomingdale's,

Bresee's, Carl Co., Edward's,
Essex House Hotel, B. Forman, •

Garber's, Howland's, Macy's, McCurdy's,
Neiman-Marcus, The Plaza Hotel, Sears,
Sibley's, John Wanamaker

north Carolina John Carroll,

Matthews-Belk. Miller & Rhoads,
Sears

OHIO Gidding-Jenny, Gregg's,
Higbee's, Hudson's, Jacobson's,
Lazarus, Macy's [Bowling Green],
May Co., O'Neil's, Sears,
Shillito Rikes. Stern & Mann's,
Strouss

OKLAHOMA John A. Brown, Sears,
Venture

OREGON Frederick & Nelson,
Mervyn's, Sears

Pennsylvania Abraham &
Straus, B. Altman &. Co., Bamberger's
[N. Wales, King of Prussia), Bethlehem
Hotel, Bonwit Teller, Bon Ton,

Corner House, Eyerly's, Gimbel's
[Lancaster], Lady Bug, Schleisner's,

Sears, Strouss, John Wanamaker
RHODE island Cherry Webb 8.

Touraine, Jordan Marsh, Peerless, Sears

SOUTH CAROLINA Davison's, Sears

SOUTH DAKOTA Younkers

Tennessee Cam-Sloan, Loveman's,
Sears

texas Bealls, Foley's, Joske's,

McClurkan's, The Popular,

Scarbrough's, Sears, Warwick Hotel

utah Sears

VERMONT Almy's, Magrams
Virginia Bradlees, Garfinckel's,

Miller & Rhoads, Rices Nachmans,
Sears, Woodward & Lothrop

Washington The Bon,

Touraine, Rlene's, Jordan Marsh, " """a — -

Sears, Star Store, Steiger's WE8T VIRGINIA Laza

,

a_ Stone & Thomas
MICHIGAN Hudson s, Renaissance a,*~,r>a~:

Center, Seers.MM "SSSSSSpEKEI.
Minnesota Powers, Young-Quinlan, CANADA The Bay [Alb
Sears Columbia, Manitoba, /Vei

Mississippi Holmes, McRae's, Sears Newfoundland, Saskatch

Missouri Famous-Barr, Harzfeld's,
Bowning Bros T. Eaton';

Macy's, Sears, Venture (New Brunswick. Newfot
_ _. „, Nova Scotia, Ontario. OlNebraska Ben Simon, Sears, r t. Holman, Holt Renfre

Younkers Charles Ogilvy's, Jas. A.

Nevada Broadway Southwest, Rosberg, Sears [all prow
Diamond's, Sahara Hotel, Sears MEXICO El Palacio de F

new Hampshire Almy's, Sears PUERTO Rico Sears

EUROPE, SOUTH AFRICA, AUSTRALIA. NEW ZEALAND

I. Magnin, Sears

WEST VIRGINIA Lazarus, Sears,
Stone & Thomas

Wisconsin Bergner's, Boston
Store, Marc Plaza Hotel, Sears

CANADA The Bay [Alberta, British

Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland, Saskatchewan),
Bowring Bros., T. Eaton's

[New Brunswick, Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec),
R.T. Holman, Holt Renfrew,
Charles Ogilvy's, Jas. A. Ogilvy's,

Rosberg, Sears [all provinces), Zeller's

Mexico El Palacio de Hierro, Sears
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N TURNING FIFTY

A woman of letters writes

ofyouth, truth, beauty and its

passing. Her discovery:

life has definitely picked up

BY ALICE ADAMS

All around me. on my desk and propped

against books on ihe shelves above are pictures

of friends: several of my son at various ages; a

sad one ofme as a baby with my parents in the

late 'twenties—we all look rather frightened of

each other, and with good reason, as things

turned out; four pictures ofhandsome R., with

whom I have lived for almost twenty years;

and one ofme in which I look shiningly happy,

if slightly blurred, and, as a consequence both

of happiness and of blurring, much younger

than I am.

That picture was taken by R., on my fiftieth

birthday. On the coffee table are some brown
wrapped packages and a profuse bouquet of

summer flowers from V., an editor friend. In

the foreground my two younger cats cavort in

a pile of discarded brown tissue paper and
darker brown ribbons; on the back of the sofa,

near where I am sitting, my old favorite cat,

who is mean and cross, and regal in her atti-

tudes, is cynically watching me as I open

FIFTY BIRTHDAY PRESENTS, from R.

The fifty presents were not all diamonds—it

is hard to think of anything I would like less

than fifty diamonds, in fact. There were a lot of

cotton bandanas, all colors, a wonderful spec-

trum, but also some silk shirts, sweaters,

books—and each present wrapped and berib-

boned, separately. Opening them took several

days (and think of the time it took R. to wrap
them all), with time out for Champagne and
pasta feasts and a trip to a jazz place to hear

Horace Silver, my favorite pianist.

All in all, it was a most extraordinary begin-

ning to a decade, one to which daily life, and
generous R., could hardly be expected to live

up. And there have been, since that day, some
very bad times: mornings when in the mirror I

see an old face, all dark puffs and sags; periods

when R., whose profession is as precarious as

my own, behaves in what seems to me an irra-

tional, rotten way. And sleepless nights when I

wonder if I can ever finish the long novel I am

working on, or ever write another story; when
I can see myself at seventy, a bag lady in tat-

tered running shoes, vintage 1980. Days and
nights when I seriously contemplate what
must be the "logical conclusion" to the nu-

clear arms race.

In a literal sense, of course, those of us in our

fifties are not middle-aged; we have lived more
than half our lives. Which is to say that I think

about death much more than I did at thirty or

at forty (when I was twenty I planned to die

before reaching thirty—or, at the time, that

seemed a clever remark to make). I am not ob-

sessive in these death thoughts, or not usually

so; but I do wonder just when and how, and
who will go first, R. or I, and which would be

worse? More practically, I am more aware of

the virtues of exercise and "proper" food than

I used to be, even ten years ago, and I think

this has as much to do with age as with living

in body-conscious California.

And, like most people ofmy age, I have had
an increasing number of phone calls or letters

concerning disasters that have overtaken
friends. J., whom I have known and loved for

thirty years (she was in fact my son's first ba-

bysitter, a very bright young Stanford under-

graduate), recently called me to say that she

has cancer. This is unthinkable, unbearable.

On the other hand (I will now go forward, in

a rather backwards way) there is L., who is

about twenty-five years older than I am and
who, twelve years ago, defeated a form of can-

cer that almost no one, I am told, survives. L.

is very beautiful; her good bones help, but also

her intelligence and courage. She rides every

day, swims a lot, and is active in her business.

(I have told J. about L., and I think it cheered

her, a little.) L. tells me that the most recent

years of her life (Continued on page 235)

LE SHOE SHOPPE, Brentwood, CA • ERIK'S, Los Angeles, CA • A STEP ABOVE, New Orleans, LA • PERFECT PAI R.

Fort Lee, NJ • HARTLY'S, Westwood, NJ • ROBERT EVANS, Las Vegas, NV • E.J. ROBINS, Brooklyn, NY • THE SHOE BOX,
Plainview, NY • NEIMAN-MARCUS, Beverly Hills, CA; San Francisco, CA; Bal Harbour, FL; Fori Lauderdale, FL; Chicago, IL;

Las Ve gas, NV; Downtown Dallas, TX: Northpark Center, Dallas, TX; Houston, TX
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ONLY DANSKIN* HAS THIS ULTIMATE LUXURY IN LEOTARDS AND TIGHTS. A SOFT, LUSTROUS, ALMOST WEIGHTLESS WONDER-FABRIC
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Inside thisjar
youll find a radiantly

glowing skin, naturaUy-blushed cheeks,
wondrous eyes, and color-kissed lips.

Indian Earth. It is unlike anything else

you have ever used.

Suddenly, your skin has a radiant, sun-
kissed glow that makes you look vital,

dazzling, exciting—and naturally so.

For Indian Earth is barely detectable.

People will not ask what you are wearing,
but they may wonder what has happened
to make you look so utterly marvelous.

Unlike cosmetics, it's a natural sub-
stance without chemicals or artificial

additives. It works with your very own

individual chemistry to bring about the

color that is right for you alone. Use it as

all over make-up, bronzer or blusher. For

contouring, shaping and shadows. Use it

as eyeliner and eye shadow. For color on
lips and nails. And use it sparingly, in-

deed, for the merest flicker of a touch is

all you need.

You don'tbelieve it? Good. We like skep-

tics. Come in to the stores listed here, and
ask for your free demonstration. 'Hien

you'll believe it

Stlduupiatdt/
Give Indian Earth
Christmas Gift Sets!

Wouldyou like to star

In Indian Earth adxertislng'?

Write Vat liray,

Indian Earth Co.,

9988 W. Third St..

Beverly Hills, t MHIXOI

Available at

blGDmingdole'S
To order by phone, -all TOLL-FREE 1-800-368-3438
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ON TURNING FIFTY

(Continuedfrom page 230)

have been by far the most rewarding, and that

she would not be thirty again for anything.

(Older friends can be wonderful; they should

be listened to, and cherished.)

I agree with L. When I was thirty I was mis-

erably married; I had a difficult young child

(now he is thirty-two, a painter, talented and

the British. And I had published a couple of
unmemorable short stories. And R. and I n

not getting along especially well. For a birth-

day treat he took me on a tour of topless bars,

then much in vogue but not, really, the most
tactful choice for a woman newly forty. In

fact, since he is only a little older than I, I now
think the evening had more to do with R.'s

own crise de quarante ans than with me (I also

think the midlife crisis hits men earlier and
harder than it does women, having suffered

through several such passages with nutty men
of forty or so, but that is another topic). In any

W or a birthday treat he took me
on a tour of topless bars,

then much in rogue but not9 really,

the most tactful choice ...

astoundingly nice). No money, no profession:

I was always writing, but not published. I even

had an unpleasant lover. Hopeless: I saw no
way out, not until I was thirty-two, when I fell

in love with M., who is now a permanent
friend; his is one of my pictures. I sold a short

story and got a divorce, in that order.

My fortieth birthday, now that I think of it,

was not very wonderful either. At that time I

had published one novel, a book intended to be

funny, a witty (I hoped) look at what had been

a melodramatic love affair with a fat (married

Catholic fascist) diplomat. However, almost

no one saw the humor except, mysteriously,

case that evening was not the best possible in-

troduction to being forty.

However, things picked up, fairly soon.

Which brings us back to the present, and to my
pictures.

I have sometimes wondered why I keep that

sad family portrait so visibly displayed; I sup-

pose it must be at least in part to remind myself

that, given those beginnings, things could have

turned out a great deal worse for me. My
mother suffered much more and died rather

young, at close to my present age, of sheer mis-

ery, I believe. My father endured, after that,

several years of black, debilitating guilt; but

later he married a woman with whom he

happ>

My being a writer has, undoubtedly, a great

deal to do with my mother. (A shrink once
told me thai I wrote to ir> lo get m\ fatl;

approval, but that struck me then and now
fairly simpleminded .) M> mother wanted to

write, and she did write poetry, although un-

published. For hours, almost every night, she

read poems aloud to me—from The Home
Book of Verse, and how I wish I still had that

book. Long sad Scottish ballads were what we
both liked best. She was also, in theory, a femi-

nist and a socialist, always voting for Norman
Thomas over protests from my father, a very

Southern Democrat. She may even, at the time

when that picture was taken, my infancy, have
had some fantasy or hope that I would grow
up to be a writer, reason enough to keep that

picture before me. (I would like to believe that

this is true, and also that she fantasized for

herself a divorce and love affairs— I so wish

that she had been able to take that direction).

My reasons for keeping the birthday picture

before me are less complex: first, simply to re-

mind myself of an entirely wonderful day, or

days; and to remind myself too that R., with

whom I am sometimes cross, is at best much
nicer than anyone; and that my fifties, despite

certain drawbacks (being generally regarded

as a sex object can be very annoying, I know,
but so can not being so regarded), are the best

years of my life, so far.

And that, given the proper lighting and a

sympathetic photographer, grey hair has a

wonderful sheen. V

Alice Adams 's next novel, "Superior Women,
"

will be published by Alfred A. Knopfin the fall

of 1984.

NATURAL GOLDEN SABLE
DESIGNED BY BISANG FOURRURES
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I had eagerly ann _'d to my friends that I

thought this new lonship might be it. So I

had to annoum .nlarly, though less eagerly,

my realizati' at it wasn't it after all. In fact

it was ove I lie first friend to whom I deliv-

ered the news told me that I had not tried

hard n jgh—one has to give things up to

make a i elationship work. The next friend told

me that I had tried too hard—and I'd expected

too much. What their remarks had in common
wms the assumption that if the relationship

didn't work out, it was because I had done
something wrong. Blame the victim. Or, as

they used to say, "It's your own damn fault."

Around the same time I picked up an article

in New York magazine about middle-class,

middle-thirties unmarried women who have
babies. In it I read:

Perhaps one of the harshest accusations lev-

eled at single mothers is that their inability to

sustain an intimate relationship with the op-

posite sex will make them unfit parents. But
psychologist Cohen [Martin V. Cohen,

Ph.D., at the Payne Whitney Clinic, NYC]
claims that this difficulty has no bearing on

the mother's dealings with her offspring.

The "harshest accusation" contained in this

statement is not stated in it at all. It is the as-

sumption that an unmarried woman is in that

un-state because she is unable to sustain an in-

timate relationship. Even the journalistically

balancing view of psychologist Cohen, who
suggests single women can be good mothers,

does not dispute that assumption—only its

consequences.

We don't believe in luck anymore. That
would make the world seem unpredictable and
senseless, now that we can't believe in just de-

serts in the afterworld or the justice of social

class. We need to see order in the world. In-

stead of good and evil, we now have mental

health and mental illness. People deserve what
they get, not because of their good or bad char-

acters (or their coming from good or bad fam-

ilies) but because they are well- or ill-adjusted.

This is comforting when it comes to others.

When it comes to ourselves, it is either com-

forting or horrifying, depending on how much
we like what we happen to get.

Freud—who has to take a lot of the blame

for this modern version of original sin—also

identified the two fronts on which we seek

happiness (or mental health): love and work.

And on both these fronts, people play blame-

the-victim, and the victims play blame-me.

Like Shirley Jackson's lottery, the current

economic crunch condemns a percentage of

qualified prospective employees to unemploy-

ment. In some fields, like academia, the per-

centage is enormous. But many of the

unemployed academics I know don't think of

themselves as victims of economic forces (as, I

suspect, unemployed automobile workers

might). And few tenured faculty see them-

selves as lucky beneficiaries of the booming

'sixties economy. They are like the heroine,

Rhoda, in Joan Silber's novel Household
Words (Viking) who "did well, remarkably

well" investing her money in "the bullish mar-

ket of the 'fifties," and "attributed her triumph

to her own shrewdness, rather than to a fortu-

nate investment period." The employed feel

comfortable in their competence. The unem-

ployed search their souls: "What's wrong with

me? What am I doing wrong?" And their

friends and therapists help them to explore

what they're doing wrong.

Just as economics militates that many quali-

fied workers will not find jobs, so demography
militates that many women qualified for mar-

riage will not find partners. Large numbers of

men die sooner, avoid marriage, come out as

gay, and, when they remarry, marry younger

women. Thanks to our only-slowly-changing

THE SALONS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
This Fall, fashion breaks all the rules. Colours for clothes go on the face. Smoke, grey clay rust and fig are big.

What you wear is ripped, torn, inside out. And upside down. Don't tear your hair out. Come to an Artistic Center

get a couture cut and come out looking finished, top to toe. The purpose of Sebastian Artistic Centers is to pult

it all together for you. Show you how to do-it-yourself. We'll cut you into a breakaway, liberated bob. Stylesetting,

smouldering and sexy locks that match those rule-breaking looks. We can underscore your cut with a sensational



expectations about relative height, status, and
age, the older, taller, smarter, and more ac-

complished a woman is, the fewer men are

available to her. So statistics alone make the

marriage market a lottery in which many
women have to lose. Yet, like those who throw
stones in Shirley Jackson's story, the winners

can find reasons to explain why the losers de-

serve what they get.

In place of religion, survival, or family

clans, many of us (by tradition women, but in-

• creasingly men as well) look to a primary rela-

tionship to provide meaning in life. In it, we
expect a rare if not impossible combination of

passionate excitement—most often inspired

by cultural difference; and friendly compan-
ionability—most often found in cultural simi-

larity. Yet we conclude that those who haven't

managed this magic union—by which most
people mean marriage—are doing something

wrong.

(Of course, we don't know how many of

those who are married have actually achieved

such a union. Protocol, which permits people

to ask their single friends if they are happy liv-

ing alone and if they wouldn't rather be mar-

ried, does not permit us to ask our married

friends if they like living with their spouses,

and if they wouldn't rather get divorced. As if

people adhered to Newton's law of inertia: ob-

jects in marriage are assumed to be intending

to remain in marriage.)

If the victims blame themselves, and others

blame them, what of the ones who have en-

tered and remained in the married estate?

There are those who are happy and those who
are unhappy in marriage. Of the happily mar-

ried, a few thank their lucky stars, but most

congratulate themselves not on their good
luck but on their mental health, their maturi-

ty. "I was ready," they tell themselves and ob-

viously un-ready friends. Of those who are

unhappy, many, perhaps most, believe that

other marriages are better, that theirs isn't

really a marriage.

When I was accepted in graduate school at

the University of California, Berkeley, I had a

disquieting suspicion that I had been let in by
mistake. I was surprised to learn, at a meeting
of women graduate students, that everyone

else there had had the same secret fear. When I

was married, I had a similar secret conviction

that I was "passing"—my husband and I

didn't love each other quite enough, didn't

communicate perfectly enough, hadn't mar-
ried for the right reasons. The more people I

talk to, the more people I discover who admit

to having the same secret feeling that they are

getting full credit for an answer they only dim-

ly know. Many feel they married the wrong
person for the wrong reasons, to form unions

that are less than the romantic ideal. If many
of those who are not married think they have

missed the boat, many of those who are mar-
ried feel like stowaways.

The two pieces of advice I got from my
friends when I announced the failure of my
promising relationship reflected two conflict-

ing but coexisting pieces of conventional wis-

dom: first, "You can only meet someone when
you're not looking, when you don't feel you
need it." But also, "You have to make up your

mind what you want and go out and get it."

Mervyn Cadwallader, in his essay "Mar-
riage as a Wretched Institution," explains that

young people today are cynical about every in-

stitution except marriage, about which they

are stubbornly starry-eyed and ignorant. See-

ing marriages disintegrate all around them,

they believe, as William Saroyan said on his

deathbed about dying, that an exception will

be made in their case. The truth of Cadwal-
lader's hypothesis insures its being unheard.

During several years of teaching freshman
writing at Lehman Ct liege, I had class after

class read this eloquent article—and found

each time that the students hated it, dismissing

its arguments with the starry-eyed and igno-

rant platitude, "If you love each other you can

work it out."

Andrew Hacker, a brilliant political scien-

tist, once observed, "I doubt that truly suc-

cessful marriages are 'worked' at. The
explanation of course is luck. Luck in a lottery

of love and marriage, in which most of the en-

trants are losers, not because of any great fault

of their own." Hacker pointed out the "astro-

nomically low" chances that two people will

meet who have similar interests and appropri-

ate status and age, are at appropriate stages of

their lives, and, above all, have that all-impor-

tant, intangible factor about which we know
almost nothing: compatible temperaments

—

which, in any case, are marked during initial

meetings by public personalities.

Finding myself now in the statistically iffy

group of divorced, tall, and highly educated

women nearing forty, I nonetheless keep hop-

ing, like William Saroyan, that an exception

will be made in my case—not in the matter of

death, though I'm sure I will hope for that too

when I see it coming, but in the matter of find-

ing the perfect relationship, which I believe, in

my tall, divorced, overeducated way, to be the-

oretically impossible. But I will thank my
friends, in the event that I end up in the wrong
bar of the statistical graph, to comfort me with

a simple, sympathetic, "Rotten luck." V
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:ellophanes colourshine. Show you how to use Wet, that sculpturing and blowdrying gelatine everyone's talking

ibout. (You'll wonder how you ever lived without it.) We'll even teach you how and where to put on earth-for-

Dces and look great in it. Take that hour you'd spend looking for some new rag and spend it making Fall look
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Bargains and splurges: a dazzling list

ofh. day Champagnes. . . opulent reds,

w' es from a great California vintner

y Martin Gersh

. ,e wines from Bob Travers' Mayacamas Vineyards in Napa County, California, are,

y" in my view, of world class stature. Whether they originate from Cabernet Sauvignon,

Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, or Sauvignon Blanc—four eminent French grape variet-

ies—they are all characterized by a trio of outstanding attributes: classicism, well-

nigh perfect structure, and exceptional individuality. These superb products graphically illustrate

my firm belief that when the grapes are right, there is no level of greatness beyond the reach of

the most gifted California vintners today.

The Mayacamas Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot Noir possess an additional distinc-

tion: among all the California wines I have experienced, they alone join an elite and ever-diminish-

ing group of French and Italian red table wines from the finer vintages since 1 970 that still exhibit

the capacity to maintain their full vigor for at least twenty years after the vintage. This most select

category includes France's Chateaux Latour, Petrus, La Mission-Haut-Brion, and Montrose from

Bordeaux, as well as the Bouree red Burgundies. Its Italian representatives are the Barbarescos

of Gaja and Prunotto plus the Barolos of Einaudi and Prunotto in Piedmont, along with the Brun-

ello di Montalcinos of Fattoria dei Barbi, Biondi-Santi, and Emilio Costanti in Tuscany.

Bob Travers' Cabernet Sauvignon can be placed alongside the aforementioned quartet of

supremely great red Bordeaux and the Fattoria dei Barbi Brunello in another remarkable respect:

all six are superior wines even in poorer vintage years—the "off years." For the purposes of

illustration, Chateaux Latour, Petrus, and La Mission-Haut-Brion 1 963 and 1 968, Chateaux Mon-
trose and La Mission-Haut-Brion 1969, all four Bordeaux in 1973 and 1974, Fattoria dei Barbi

Brunello di Montalcino 1973 and 1976, and, finally, Mayacamas Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon
1972 (reviewed here in August, 1983) are examples of excellent "off year" wines.

I now arrive at a possibly eccentric personal observation concerning the Mayacamas Caber-

nets: every bottle from the seven different vintages I have known has impressed me, time and
time again, with its overwhelming taste elements
indicative of some magical combination of Ca-

bernet Sauvignon and Pinot Noir grapes—a sub-

lime union, as it were, of Bordeaux and
Burgundy. In reality, however, the wine's grape

structure is composed of a range of 87-100 per-

cent Cabernet Sauvignon and 0-1 3 percent Mer-

lot, with absolutely no Pinot Noir whatsoever.

The red and white table wines from Mayaca-
mas Vineyards are, without exception, monu-
mental, opulent, velvety-textured creations.

They command my deepest respect and admira-

tion—so much so, that on those happy occa-

sions when my wife Gloria and I drink one, we
both inevitably feel compelled to exclaim, "This

is what wine is a'l about!"

tage rating: Very Good. Best drinking: for the

next 4-5 years. Aeration: Refrigerate for 2 3/4

hours, then aerate 35-40 minutes. $19-$20.

Red

MAYACAMAS

The impressive Mayacamas Vineyards red ta-

ble wines are customarily given six to eight

days of grape skin contact during their initial fer-

mentation. After the secondary malolactic fer-

mentation ends in the late spring or early

summer of the next year, the Cabernets receive

two years of aging in thousand-gallon oak
casks, followed by one year in sixty-gallon

French oak barrels, and, after bottling, by an-

other year of aging at the winery. Travers' Pinot

Noir 1979 was aged for two consecutive ten-

month periods in the same types of barrels em-
ployed for the Cabernets, and ultimately was
given eighteen months of bottle aging before its

release.

Mayacamas Vineyards Pinot Noir 1979 A
magnificent Pinot Noir—full-bodied, expansive,

finely integrated, revealing an intense and de-

lightfully astringent red raspberry-like flavor

constituent. Vintage rating: Very Good. Best

drinking: for the next 14-16 years. Aeration:

4 1/2-4 3/4 hours. $13-$14.

Mayacamas Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon

1978 Suave, extraordinarily complex—a su-

perb Cabernet of substantial size embellished

by lingering black-raspberry fruitiness and a

most lovely sweet finish. Vintage rating: Very

Good. Best drinking: for the next 14-16 years.

Aeration: 5-5 1/2 hours. $32-$35.

Mayacamas Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon

1974 Powerful, big, densely fruity, this is a re-

markable achievement that gives every prom-

ise of being just as vibrant at twenty years of

age as it is today. Vintage rating: Excellent. Best

drinking: for the next 11-13 years. Aeration:

3 1/4-3 1/2 hours. $32-$35.

Mayacamas Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon

1971 Exceedingly youthful for its

age, fascinating, flawlessly struc-

tured—a wonderfully rich wine of

ample body with a truly memorable
red currant taste element. Vintage

rating: Good. Best drinking: for the

next 9-10 years. Aeration: 1 3/4-2

hours. $45-$50.

White

1980
lUFOi.Nl

CHARDONNAY
CALIFORNIA

The two superlative white wines discussed be-

low were given no grape skin contact with the

must, or fermenting juices, during their alcohol-

ic fermentation period. The Sauvignon Blanc

was aged for ten months in thousand-gallon

American oak casks, bottled, and provided with

another eight to ten months of aging at the win-

ery prior to its release for sale. The Chardonnay
spent six months in American oak casks, fol-

lowed by a year in French oak barrels, and had
an additional year of bottle aging at Mayaca-
mas Vineyards.

Mayacamas Vineyards Sauvignon Blanc 1981

A beautiful, Bordeaux-like Sauvignon Blanc of

moderately large body—sophisticated, very

polished, possessing oily texture and mouth-

M
ALCOHOl 1 3 '/, % BY VOLUME

PRODUCED AND BOTTLED BY

Vinayacamas
NAPA, CALIFORNIA

filling varietal flavor. Vintage-rating: Good. Best

drinking: for the next 4-5 years. Aeration: Re-

frigerate for 2 1/2 hours, then aerate 25-30
minutes. $10-$11. (Note: Always recork wines
after aeration and between all pourings to pre-

vent fading.)

Mayacamas Vineyards Chardonnay 1980 Its

perfect balance denoting wonderful structure,

this is an exquisite Chardonnay of imposing
size and middle tonality characterized by ele-

gant—though quite pungent—fruitiness. Vin-

238

RECOMMENDATIONS
Here, a group of thoroughly delight-

ful and admirable French Cham-
pagnes and Italian sparkling wines.

Because their price spectrum is

wide, you are provided with consid-

erable flexibility in choosing those to

investigate on your own.

Villa Banfi Brut Pinot Though pro-

duced by a natural fermentation bulk

process rather than the classic me'th-

C y a r d S ode champenoise, this is neverthe-

less a distinctly superior Italian

sparkling white wine. Made wholly

from Pinot Noir grapes, it is lively, well-bal-

anced, with good body, lemony flavor, and lots

of personality. Vintage rating: None. Best drink-

ing: for the next year. $8-$9. (Note: Refrigerate

all Champagnes and other sparkling wines for

4-5 hours before serving.)

G. H. Mumm & Co. Extra Dry A French

Champagne with more than a touch of sweet-

ness—happily counterbalanced by some tart-

ness. Gracious, ample-bodied, it could do well

as a dessert wine. (Continued on page 240)
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I HOLIDAY WINES

(Continuedfrom page 238)

Vintage rating: None. Best drinking: for the next

year. $18-$ 19.

Marchese Antinori Nature Thoroughly Gallic

in style, this methode champenoise Italian white

wine of medium size and pleasing, reserved

fruit presence is very classy indeed. Vintage

rating: None. Best drinking: for the next year.

$14-$15.

Charles Heidsieck Brut Complex and engag-

ing—showing a provocative touch of bitterness

along with an interesting salty-sweet finish, this

Champagne from France has fine fruitiness,

which ties it all together nicely. Vintage rating:

None. Best drinking: for the next year. $18-$20.

Loredan Gasparini Venegazzu Brut 1979
From Italy, an impressively fruity and genial

methode champenoise white wine that is dry

but hardly ascetic—most laudable. Vintage rat-

ing: Very Good. Best drinking: for the next 1-2

years. $11-$12.

G. H. Mumm & Co. Cordon Rouge Brut High-

ly animated, moderate-to-large-bodied, with

commendable citrus-like fruitiness—a fine

French Champagne. Vintage rating: None. Best

drinking: for the next year. $22-$23.

Taittinger Comtes de Champagne Rose 1973 A
truly civilized rose Champagne from France

—

very pretty, charming, and quiet-spoken, its dis-

creet fruitiness and slightly sweet finish are

joined with a little astringency that is all to the

good. Vintage rating: Excellent. Best drinking:

for the next year. $55-$60.

Ferrari Brut de Brut 1978 Created entirely

from the Chardonnay grape, austere and re-

freshing, with splendid melon-like flavor and an

exceedingly long-lasting second taste, this is a

distinguished methode champenoise wine of

high tonality from the Trentino-Alto Adige region

of Italy. Vintage rating: Excellent. Best drinking:

for the next 1-2 years. $16-$ 18.

G. H. Mumm & Co. Cordon Rouge 1975 A
markedly superior Champagne with fine bal-

ance, excellent fruit, and a totally dry finish that

is agreeably piquant. Vintage rating: Excellent.

Best drinking: for the next 1-2 years. $26-$27.

Billecart-Salmon Blanc de Blancs 1979 Exqui-

site, small-scaled, with ravishing pear-scented

fruitiness—surely one of the supreme French

Blanc de Blancs I have encountered throughout

the years. Vintage rating: Very Good. Best

drinking: for the next 2 years. $28-$32.

Perrier-Jouet Fleur de Champagne Rose 1978

Glamorous and exuberant—an alluringly fruity,

peach-colored French Champagne of high

taste tonality and modest size whose charms

should help overcome any anxiety you may feel

concerning the expense involved. Vintage rat-

ing: Very Good. Best drinking: for the next 1-2

years. $55-$60.

G. H. Mumm & Co. Cremant de Cramant
Blanc de Blancs This unique wine of great stat-

ure and complexity from the village of Cramant

in France is vinified to possess slightly less

pressure than a "normal" Champagne. Made
wholly from Chardonnay grapes, small-to-mod-

erate in body, with a fascinating aromatic fruit

component, Cremant de Cramant is subtle and

sublime! Vintage rating: None. Best drinking:

for the next year. $38-$40. V
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'Buicks
leather-bound classic.

Space permitting, we could wnte a book genuine hand-fitted learner-trimmed seating.

about the 1984 Riviera: the independent

rear suspension, the front-wheel-drive

technology, the computer-monitored

chassis, and much more.

But in spite of all the rational, high-tech

reasons to admire Riviera, there's another,

more time-honored factor.

Because Riviera is a classic. With the

unmistakable flair of top-down motoring in

Olfiaml Cm, of the XXIIIrd OlympiKl
Lot Angrln ti*4

And, of course, items

such as air conditioning,

power seats, and automatic

level control are standard.

Coupe or Convertible,

buckle yourself into a

genuine classic, at your

Buick dealer.

Wouldn'tyou really rather have aHuick?
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Wows!

or a very special party,

you might search out an

extraordinary setting.

New Yorker Drue Heinz

is lucky; her own "back

yard" provided just the

background she need-

ed when she recently

decided on a dinner

dance for nearly four

hundred to celebrate

her husband Jack's

seventy-fifth birthday.

The Heinz Manhattan
townhouse is one of a

row that opens onto a

glorious, large, shared garden overlooking

New York's East River On the night of the cele-

bration, party designer Peggy Mulholland

transformed it into a fantasy country garden

—

complete with sheep grazing on the lawn, lace-

winged butterflies in the trees, a laurel-roped

swing swaying from a sturdy branch. A series of

white tents sheltered the tables and dance floor.

In keeping with the country theme (and in

honor of Heinz 57 varieties), garlands of vege-

tables festooned the railings in front of the river,

tomato vines were twined up the inner tent

poles, and burlap covered the tables. Center-

pieces were large steel colanders holding bot-

tles of Pernier-Jouet Champagne, surrounded
with tiny eggplants, cherry tomatoes, chilis,

green peppers. Menu holders were giant mush-
room caps; votive candles sparkled from the

centers of large artichokes.

The Glorious Food menu ended with a mag-
nificent dessert ("Mrs. Heinz wanted some-
thing more original than a birthday cake," said

Glorious Food's master chef, Jean-Claude Ne-

delec)—a pear vacherin: the fruit marinated in

eau de vie de poire, inside a ring of meringue,

crowned with whipped cream, more pears,

chocolate dia-

monds, and cir-

cled with spun
sugar. Atthe mo-
ment of truth,

each vacherin
was lit up with a

sparkler, and all

were brought in

at the same time.

The grand fi-

nale: a sky filled

with fireworks

set off from a

barge in the East

River. It gives

new dimension
to the word "fes-

tive
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'83's most

fabulous parties: gala birthday bash-

...celebration of art and fashion

By Sandi Britton

AtJack Heinz 's

birthday party:

fireworks over NYC's

East River . . .

country dance in

the city . . .

burlap and Champagne . . .

pear-and-cream dream ofa dessert

At the Met's gala for

Yves Saint Laurent retrospective:

yards ofsilk . . . delicate gold leaves

pw do you top a success? With an-

other, even more spectacular. This

year, in NYC, the Metropolitan

Museum of Art's annual dinner

dance, in honor of the opening of its

Costume Institute's latest exhibi-

tion—a retrospective of twenty-five I

years of Yves Saint Laurent's

work—will pay homage, in its own

I

way, to Saint Laurent's genius.

Eight hundred will dine in the

Museum, transformed by hundreds of yards of hot-pink silk I

and aubergine-and-cream striped chintz—a gift from Gustav Zumsteg, the Swiss whose luxurious

fabrics are among YSL's favorites. "The design for the party is very ambitious," says John Funt

(see his drawing, below), the Museum's associate (with Chris Giftos) manager for special events,

"we tried to create a setting that would honor Saint Laurent's fashion sense."

The silk is swagged with a lavish hand, hung between the Doric columns. A treillage of tiny

golden leaves will climb part way up the columns, and form a delicate web around the room's

chandeliers. All of the chairs will be slipcovered in silk, and highlighted (for an almost couture

look, says Funt) with more gold leaves. Funt designed geometrically shaped matte-white glazed*

ceramic vases. From these neoclassical "ruins" will sprout orchids and lilies, on all of the tables.^

Opulent tented room

for eight hundred:

John hint's design

for dinner opening

the extravaganza

this month at the

Costume Institute

of NYC's Metropolitan

Museum of Art
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5 mg. "tar", 0.5 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.

Warning^ The Surgeon General Has Determined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

VANTAGE
THE TASTE OF SUCCESS.

*ffl*

^i*?3S^
M*NTHoL

Fresh Menthol Taste

with Ultra Low Tar.

That's Success!

AtfSgi



The Ultimate Condominium
From $1,500,000 to $11,000,000

Custom Units Available

Furnished Models
(By Appointment Only)

Wilshire House • 10601 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90024 • (213) 274-7811
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Saffron thanks these fine retail stores for their help and encouragement in the creation of the ultimate

in high-fashion exotics.

We extend to them and our customers around the World our best wishes for a joyous Holiday Season

and a happy and successful New Year.

'

A & I International • UT
Andre Bellini • TX, WA
A Step Ahead • OH
Avis Hall «TX
Balliet's'OK

Battaglia • FL
Battaglia of Texas
Bianca's • NV
Big Murray • NY
Bloomingbirds • CO
Bloomingdale's
Bob Ellis «SC
Borchers • CA
Bowen Shoe Company • FL
Brass Boot
Brothers • PA
Bullock's

Bullocks Wilshire

Chapman's • WI
Chicago Footwear • IL

Christopher's • FL
C. June Shoes • HI

Commodore Cruise Line • FL
Deerwood Bootery • FL
Del Monico • NV
Donny's Broadway • MI
Eastern Cruise Line • FL, CA
Edwin's of Atlanta • GA
E.J.Robbins«NY
Elaine's «FL,TX,NJ
El Portal

Encore Shop • FL
Eric's* NY
Filene^ • MA
Floating Fleet • FL
Fosters Bootier • MN
Fred Segal • CA
Gantos • MI
Gentleman Quarterly

Gibbs-Louis • FL
Gill-Pettus • GA
Goldi's • WI
Grantham's • LA
Grunds • CA
Henri Bendel • NY
High Step Corner • CA
I. Magnin
International Cruise Shops • FL
Jacobson's
Jenss • NY
J.C. Western • NJ
Jo Dan Shoes • FL
John A. Brown • OK
Jona • CA
Jones & Jones • TX
Jordan Marsh
Joseph Magnin
Josephs
Joske's • TX
J. Smith • CA
K. Barchetti • PA
Leather Bound • CA
Leather N Awl • CA
Leonards • AZ
Lina Lee • NY, CA
Lloyd Gotchy Shoes • NV
Lou Lattimore • TX
Macy's
Madonna Inn • CA
Mario* NY
Maurice Shoes • CA
Mavani • CA
Melange • FL
Micles Shoes • NY
Milgram-Kagan • MI
Moda Sport • CA
My Good Friends, Inc.

Neiman-Marcus

Nina • NY
Nordstroms
Novus • TX
Nunn Bush
Panache • IL

Parisian Lady • NY
Paul Owens Shoes
Paul's Shoes • MI
Plainview Bootery • NY
Ray Leventhal • NY
Right Bank • CA
Saks Fifth Avenue
Senack • MO
Sheree Renee • CA
Sherman & Sons • MI
Shoe Box • TX
Shoe Connection • CA
Shoe Palace • NY
Shoe Store • CA
Shooze • CA
Smart Shop • TX
Smyth Brothers Shoe Parlor • IL,TX

Sol Shoes • NY
Soldati • MN
Stella Stabs • CA
Sundance • MI
Super Shoe Biz, Inc.

Sylvia Stevens • CA
Talk of the Walk -NJ
The Cage • VA
The Gibson Girl • WI
The Jerri Shop • NY
The Shoe Market Center • MI
The Tannery West
Timothy's
Uptown Shoes • MI
Van Dyke
Wennekers • TN
Wexner & Jacobson
World Wide Shoes

SAFFRON INTERNATIONAL, INC.

FLORENCE, PARIS, MAJORCA, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, DALLAS, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES

HEADQUARTERS
1750 14th AVENUE

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 90404
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[Precision
Smart designs for small

rooms . . . "prize" boxes

.

.

.

computerized briefcase

t a time of shrinking housing, help comes from
book called Making Space, by Sally Clark and
Lois Perschetz (Clarkson N. Potter), offering tips

for expanding small rooms, guides to furniture,

accessories, and manufacturers. From the book, above: kitchen,

dining area, pantry created by interior designer Charles Mount
from space that had been kitchen, furnace room, laundry, stair-

case. Paradiso marble covers work/cooking island, table; cabinets
are covered in hunter green laminate; stainless-steel ceiling struc-

ture holds lighting, hood, pot rack; glass brick walls enclose pantry.

SAVE BOTH SPACE AND TIME

For this entertaining season, a

bar cart by Richard Sapper

that can be unfolded from a

three-inch width to a server

with two shelves. With stain-

less steel and rubber wheels;

top looks like grey slate though

it is made of plastic. $135, Tur-

pan Sanders, New York City.

SLICK For aspiring
James Bonds

—

this attache case is locked by a

twelve-key mini-computer,
powered by the sun or indoor
light. Opens, with ahum, if code

numbers are pressed. By Karl
Seeger. $1945. Stefan Mann, NYC.

rank Sinatra converted a garage-door

opener into a "summoner" and gave it

to Phyllis Cerf Wagner, a senior V.P.

at advertising agency Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc.

This high-tech version of the bellpull

with a one-hundred-fifty-foot range was

such a hit that Phyllis persuaded George Abbott

of Ithaca Industries to manufacture more.

One part resembles a remote-control TV switch;

the other can be hung in any room. Abcom Wireless

Summoner, $124.95. Jeane Eddy Shop, NYC.
BETH 8ABTISTE' JAMES IEVIN

"/ enjoy putting colors together, " said Nina Adam, a French-

born costume-jewelry designer who has moved on to enamel

boxes. Giuseppi Petochi, upon hearing the raves over her jew-

elry, commissioned her boxes for his jewelry store, Petochi &

Gorevic, NYC. Hand-crafted in Italy of sterling silver with

baked enamel outside, vermeil inside, each box is signed "Nina

Adam for Petochi. " The largest of the boxes above, in two

greys on silver, was given to Isaac Stern when a documentary of

his trip to China won an Academy Award. $600 to $3500.

Exquisite workmanship
marks each of the pieces
(they're in NYC and Bos-
ton museums) by Wendell
Castle, a furniture de-
signer whose style has
evolved from organic
forms in the nineteen-six-
ties, through trompe
I'oeil in the 'seventies, to

traditional shapes in the
'eighties. Above: Demi-
lune hall table in rose-
wood with ivory pegs and
tongues. $30,000. Alex-
ander Milliken, NYC.
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Celebrate the holiday- vith a Halston III. It's a totally new fashion point of view. Elegant tunics.'dressy

Available at most large stores Also ava ila gh the JCPenney cataiog Prices slightly higher m Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico © 1983 The J C Penney Company Inc
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Does one glance atyou shout

SUCCESS!
Do the clothes you wear truly express your

knowledge ( your experience, your personali-

ty? Are they bringing you what you want

in life? GLAMOUR'S SUCCESS BOOK
TELLS YOU.
HOW TO SHOW THE WORLD THE
REAL YOU!
• How to be treated more professionally

by your business associates

• How to maximize your assets

• How to use makeup. And how not to

• How to spot quality when you shop

• How to tell a passing fad

• How to make a clothes budget work.

Know what to wear and when
Have you ever gone to an important par-

ty in a short dress when everyone else was

wearing long ones? Wondered what to wear

to dinner at your boss's (or your husband's

boss's) home and guess wrong? With

GLAMOUR'S SUCCESS BOOK it won't

happen again.

Shopping can be fun

Have you ever been half an hour late

because you couldn't find something you

knew was in your closet? Wasted time and

gas on going back (and back and back) to

return things you shouldn't have bought in

the first place? GLAMOUR'S SUCCESS
BOOK could have prevented it.

Package yourself for success
Have you ever wondered why someone

with less experience got that promotion that

you wanted? Why newcomers moved up in

your club or group before you did? Why
time after time people you'd like to know
better just don't seem to respond to your

overtures? You need the expert guidance . .

.

the time and monev-saving advice packed

into this practical, authoritative book. Mail

the coupon today!

9 Chapters, 192 pages,
over 160 illustrations

6 1/2" x 9 1/2".

Just $9.95

10-Day No Risk
GUARANTEE
If, after reading Glamour's
Success Book for 10 days,

you are not delighted,

you may return the book
for a complete refund,

with no questions asked.

i*

Order today by sending your check
or money order (U.S. currency only)

for $1 1 .95 ($9.95 for the book and
$2.00 for postage and handling) to:

CONDE NAST BOOKS
P.O. BOX 431

Bloomfield, NJ 07003

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Please alow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Now in
paperback!
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me wno nave never

experienced suchfeelings long to,

And those who have-
remember

Yardley ofLondon
English Lavender /
Perfume and Cologne.

The essence ofromance, r

Yardle\ of London. Inc., Hl> N. Michigan Avenue. Chicago.
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the Omnivore
l-abulous gifting, 1984 feasting.

.

,

ca// A7?e Madame Chocolate—ultimate

chocolate surprises—to eat,

to read. . . choicest send-for smoked
salmon., .plus news about an

extraordinary country restaurant

By Barbara Kafka

very year, come Decem-
ber, I promise myself

that never again will I let all

the present-buying go to the

last minute. If you followed my
November advice you are, of course, in

great condition; I, on the other hand, am
like the shoemaker's child and haven't got a

thing. Fortunately, I have a few instant solu-

tions on tap that will serve for a variety of peo-

ple, on my list and yours.

It seems that everybody likes chocolate and
that nobody ever gets enough of it. This is a

taste that I don't share but to which I bow. Ma-
dame Chocolate (1940-C Lehigh Avenue, Glen-

view IL 60025) is dedicated to the chocolate

cooks and eaters. A phone call to (312) 729-

3330 will send a present on its way. You might

start with a book too demanding for me but

craved by the chocolate serious: Chocolate Art-

istry by Elaine Gonzalez. Fully illustrating all the

chocolate molding, decorating, and designing

techniques, its clear explanations come recom-
mended by Maida Heatter, Marion Cunning-
ham, and John Clancy, the heavyweights of the

chocolate and baking worlds. Accompany the

book with a collection of molds and some very

good imported chocolate. Your friends can al-

ways make a diet resolution for New Year's. If

you call Elaine Sherman, who is the very knowl-

edgeable "Madame" of Madame Chocolate,

she has promised to help you select the perfect

gift at the right price.

If you prefer a prearranged selection, the

Oakville Grocery of San Francisco will deduct
from your Mastercharge or Visa account $65
plus shipping for each Chocolate of the World
selection: Ibarra Mexican chocolate with cinna-

mon, Abuelita Mexican chocolate without cin-

namon, Droste Dutch Cocoa, Poulain
bittersweet baking chocolate and cocoa, Calle-

baut white and semisweet chocolate, Ghirar-

delli semisweet and Guittard semisweet. Write

them at 1555 Pacific Avenue, San Francisco

CA 94 1 09; in case of panic, call (4 1 5) 885-44 1 1

.

To explore the contention that there is no limit

to chocolate lust, there will be a new publication

come January: ninety-six glossy full-color

pages will come out quarterly as The Chocola-

tier. To order as a gift, send a check for $10 fc r

one year's subscription or $18 for two to Cho-
colatier, 45 West 34 Street. Suite 407, New
York NY 10001, or call (212) 239-0855. They

252

will send your friendly chocoholic a card an-

nouncing the gift.

The Grand Central Oyster Bar and Restau-

rant, Grand Central Terminal Lower Level, New
York NY 10017, (212) 490-6650, will ship a

three and one-half pound Northern Atlantic

smoked-by-them salmon for $64.95 including

shipping. This is one of the most elegantly

smoked salmons and the freshest around.

Williams-Sonoma has for twenty-seven years

shipped the best of cooking equipment and a

limited selection of fine foods to subscribers to

its catalogues. A very festive present is the bay-

leaf wreath, which for $19.50 provides Christ-

mas decor and prolonged good cooking.

For those people you want to

remember with a

small gift,

or for

stocking
st uf f e r

s

there is one
charming lit-

tle book, The

English Biscuit

and Cookie
Book by Sonia

Allison, at

$6.95, from St.

Martin's Press
and three gastro-

nomic calendars
from Workman
The very Brit book
has short, clear,

workable recipes

The one for "Diges-

tive Biscuits" is worth

the price of admis
sion. James Beard's

Regional American
Food for 1984 is a

two-part event:

part one, the cal-

endar, is a

m o n t h - b y
month series

of not--

na'fve paint-

ings of

parties in

full color

by Ja
cob

Knight and menus by James Beard; part two,

the booklet, has the recipes to make the parties.

This neatly solves the problem of how to keep
the recipes when the year is over. It also elimi-

nates staring at the wall repeatedly in order to

follow the recipes; $7.95. Judith and Evan
Jones have done two calendars in a smaller 6"

x 9" format with color photographs. One is on
bread and the other is on cheese. Each is

$4.95. The Joneses have written splendidly on
both these subjects. Here are mostly new and
good recipes.

I think Christmas is so expensive not just be-

cause I love to give gifts but because, being in

the stores more, I find more to tempt me. I also

reward myself for my generosity. Having al-

ready bought A la Russe: A Cookbook of Rus-
sian Hospitality by Darra Goldstein (Random
House) this year, I am ashamed to admit to in-

dulging in yet a second Russian cookbook, The
Art ofRussian Cuisine by Anne Volokh (Macmil-

lan, $24.95). This big, about 650 pages, author-

itative cookbook, by a former Moscow
journalist, has enough information (there are

enough blini recipes to make the week-long
butter festival—as fattening as Mardi Gras—
seem too short) to keep me curled up reading

for several evenings.

There are other for-me books. Laura Chen-
el's Chevre! The Goat Cheese Cookbook is

written by another of the suppliers and friends

of Alice Waters (who, incidentally, had a baby
called Fanny this summer—the daughter of

Chez Panisse). Full of good recipes, interna-

tional goat-cheese information, and attractive

line drawings it is a bargain at $8.95, published

by Chenel's Pikes Peak Press, distributed by
Aris books, Berkeley, California. One particu-

larly helpful recipe right at the beginning of the

book is for a simple cheese hors

d'oeuvre—Chevre crack-

ers that can double as

zesty little croutons—to

be kept on hand and
popped into the oven

—

light and useful for all

those holiday parties

coming up. I would
serve them with

Champagne to start

off the New Year.

After that elegant re-

straint, I would blast

off into a hearty

menudo of tripe

and hot peppers,

a traditional Mex-

ican New Year's

dish Elizabeth

Lambert Ortiz's

The Complete

Book of Mexi-

can Cooking,

(Continued
on page
254)
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OMNIVORE

tinuedfrom page 252)

in paperback from Evans, $5.95), and with it I

would serve a gutsy C6te-du Rhone, that is if I

couldn't convince someboJy else to do the

cooking or take me to a re! Murant.

A new one at 42 A\ the Two Rivers

in Rumson, New Jersey, The Pear Tree, (201)

842-8747, is the latest child of The Master of

The Perfecl Plate, Stephen Spector, late of the

lamented Le Plaisir in New York City. Ste-

phen's new restaurant still has perfectly beau-

tiful plates; but, as befits the times and being in

the country, the food is simpler. Some may be

disappointed wanting Le Plaisir's food. I was
relieved. I no longer want my food to be too

demanding or too tortured. On page 252, one

of Stephen's beautiful platings, and further

along on this page a recipe so that you can cre-

ate the dish in all its splendor at home. The
palely lovely, oversize plates are $3 1 from Fitz

and Floyd 225 Fifth Avenue, New York NY
10010. The softening French Christofle heavy

silver plate, including lobster pick, is expen-

sive but very good value. The drinking on a

festive night might be the rare 1979, Pavilion

Blanc, from Chateau Margaux. Have a won-
derful Christmas and a Happy New Year!

CHEVRE CROUTONS
about forty croutons

From Cynthia Pawlcyn of Napa Valley, Cali-

fornia, come these little coin-shaped croutons.

They are outstanding served in a tossed salad,

sprinkled on a soup, or used as crackers with a

dip or spread. YUM!

Combine into a smooth dough:

Vi cup flour

3 tablespoons butter

5 ounces chevre, crumbled

3 tablespoons sour cream or fromage blanc

Roll the mixture into logs about the diameter

of a quarter coin. Chill, wrap in wax paper for

at least one hour. Cut the logs into coin shapes

about '/,-inch thick. Prick with a fork and
brush with 1 egg white, lightly beaten. Sprin-

kle with coarse sea salt.

Bake for 12-15 minutes in a 350° oven until

lightly browned. Cool and serve.

When testing this recipe, I found that the

cooking time depends heavily on the kind of

goat cheese used. My croutons, using a fresh

French chevre, Comme Perigourdine, took a

little more time, 5 minutes more, in fact, than

those in the recipe. These would be a good
thing to have on hand for New Year's Eve to

nibble with the early Champagne, an austere

and elegant Piper-Heidsieck, Florenz-Louis

1973, tete de cuvee, $65.

Excerpted from CHEVRE: THE GOAT CHEESE COOKBOOK © copy-

right 1983 by toura Chenel and Linda Siegfried (Pikes Peok Press.

$8.95). Distributed by Aris Books. Berkeley. CA

LOBSTER CARDINALE

(2 la Stephen Spector)

four servings

Though there are several steps to the recipe,

they can all be done ahead; even the lobster

can be cooked in advance, as it will be baked
briefly just before serving.

Fish markets often sell lobster claws and
tails separately and throw away the body of

The arts are for kids too Bu' nateiy.

many schools don't have the resources to bnr ,q

the arts to their students Bu' your business does.

For information on how yo. ;ss :v~

open young minds, contact ^r You'll nc
bring the arts to kids, you'll be investing n

the future of America

e or call: Business Committee for the
Arts, inc

. Suite 2600, 1501 Broadway. New
York. New York 10036 or 212-921-0700

Support the arts

forAmericas sake..

the lobster. For the lobster shell called for in

the sauce recipe, ask your local fish market to

save you a lobster body. To crush the shell,

place it in a plastic bag and smash it with a

mallet or a heavy saucepan.

Sauce
(makes two cups)

V/i tablespoons butter

Vi small onion, finely chopped
1 celery stalk, finely chopped
1 lobster shell, crushed

l'/2 tablespoons flour

2 cups fish stock, hot

Va teaspoon dried tarragon

Va teaspoon dried thyme
1 tablespoon brandy

l'/2 tablespoons tomato puree

Salt and pepper to taste

Melt butter in large skillet over medium heat

and saute onion and celery for 5 minutes. Add
crushed lobster shell and cook another 2 min-

utes. Stir in flour. Add fish stock, tarragon,

thyme, brandy, and tomato puree. Simmer for

half an hour over low heat. Season with salt

and pepper to taste. Strain sauce into bowl.

Any leftover sauce will keep in refrigerator

for four to five days. Use it to make a lobster

bisque by simply adding cream and a little

more brandy. Serve it hot or cold.

Basil Butter

(makesfour tablespoons)

4 tablespoons butter

2 teaspoons shallots, finely chopped
Juice of 1 lemon
20 fresh basil leaves, julienned

Cream together all ingredients.

Lobster

Four l'/2 to 2-pound lobsters

4 teaspoons butter

1 pound shrimp, peeled, deveined,

butterflied

1 pound sea scallops

4 bunches scallion tops, chopped
2 teaspoons shallots, finely chopped
6 tablespoons brandy
2 cups sauce (see recipe)

1 cup cream
Basil Butter (see recipe)

Garnish

1 teaspoon black American caviar

1 teaspoon gold American caviar

4 sprigs fresh parsley

Bring 2 gallons water to boil in large pot. Drop
lobsters into boiling water and cook for 20

minutes. Drain.

Melt butter in skillet and saute shrimp, scal-

lops, and scallion tops over low heat for 3 min-

utes. Add shallots, brandy, sauce, and cream.

Cook an additional 5 minutes over medium
heat, until sauce has reduced to half.

Butterfly lobsters and arrange sauteed sea-

food and sauce in line down center of each lob-

ster. Spoon any additional sauce over top.

Spread tails with Basil Butter. Place on baking

sheet in preheated 350° oven for 5 minutes.

Center one lobster on each of four dinner

plates. If desired, remove meat from claws and

arrange on either side of lobsters. Arrange cav-

iar in a thin line down center of sauteed sea

food, alternating black and gold as in the

photograph. Garnish with parsley. V
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unique. It's the Philhppe philosophy.

Minute attention to the finest details.

Softest leathers. Timeless craftsman-
ship. That's Phillippe.

Classic Style. Its a look. It's a feeling.

It's more of the Phillippe philosoplv

The classic image translated into fash

ions that defy time. That's Phillippe

Classic Function, phillippe isq

and style combined with func

design. Pockets— lots. Compartr
always. Phillippe mirrors in i

handbag. Handbags that work.

'

Phi| lippe.

/A

s

phillippe

Available at fine department and specialty shoj

Phillippe is a subsidiary of Alberto-Culver Co
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n Indian emperor built it, as a memorial to hisfavorite wife, in the

seventeenth century—and ever since then, the Taj Mahal, above,

has been one of the world s major must-sees. For those who have

always dreamed ofseeing the Taj—but who don 't have the timefor

a rigorous India trek—Serenissima Travel has concocted two extravagant "Weekends at

the Taj"for 1984. Thefirst—February 15-20—will be hosted by Sir Hugh Casson, presi-

dent ofLondon 's Royal Academy; the second—November 7-12—has Dr. Michael Rogers

of the British Museum in charge. Each trip coincides with full moon for optimum Taj

viewing, also spends time in Delhi; the February departure can be linked to a longer (two-

week) Serenissima tour—to Rajasthan or to Goa and Southwest India. Cost for the Taj

weekend only: about $1400—covers hotels, meals, sight-seeing, round-trip London-Delhi

flights; U.S.-London is additional. See page 265forfurther information.

While Rio de Janeiro's Carnival is a legend of spectacle and frenzy, many insiders con-
sider Carnival in Salvador-Bahia (a thousand miles to the north) to be Brazil's most
authentic pre-Lenten revel. This winter, U.S. travelers can decide the carnival they like

best—on a brand-new ten-day tour that hits both Rio and Bahia at Carnival time. About
$1600 covers accommodations at Meridien hotels, breakfasts, Varig flights between
New York and Rio and within Brazil. Dates: February 28-March 10. For more informa-
tion, call Portuguese Tours at (800) 526-4047; (201) 352-6112, in New Jersey.

^ /^ orth Africa—barely six hours

/I/m from the U.S. by air—is centu-
m/ m ries and worlds away in customs,
M My architecture , and look of land.
m w Offering a rare chance to pene-
trate Morocco , Algeria, and Tunisia, Hem-
phill Harris Travel' s month-long ' 'North
Africa Explored'' has four 1984 depar-
tures: March 23, April 20, September 21,
October 19. Besides visits to well-known
places—Casablanca, Marrakesh, Tunis,
Algiers—the expedition also heads deep
into the Sahara, stopping/staying at ex-
otic desert villages and oases. Camel
rides, palace hotels, beautiful beaches,
glorious food, superb shopping ( right )

are added lures. About $3800 covers ev-
erything except air fare. See page 265.

ON PARLE ANGLAIS
Alpine flash: For European skiing with no language barriers,

Club Med now has two fully bilingual (French/English) ski vil-

lages in the Alps: Chamonix, France (pictured), and Roi-Soleil

Village in St. Moritz, Switzerland. Club Med's ski packages in-

clude practically everything: round-trip flights from the U.S.,

room, meals, wines, lift tickets, ski instruction. A week runs from

$999 to $1199, depending on resort and season. A brand-new
two-week package combines both Clubs for $ 1589-$ 1 729. See
page 265 for details, page 260 for more on St. Moritz.

("Travel Now" continued on page 258)
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1984'sbesttrips-

from Taj Mahal

weekends.. . to a month
in North Africa

By Richard Alleman
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GREENBRIER GETAWAYS
Now through March 15, The Greenbrier,

above—that grand old American resort

and spa in White Sulphur Springs,

West Virginia—spices up its off-season

weekend packages by offering

special seminars on topics ranging

from food, wine, and finances

to antiques, decorating, home computers.

Package rates begin at $344 per couple

for two nights, include room, breakfasts,

dinners, afternoon tea—plus seminar.

Note: With a fitness center, indoor pool,

free aerobics classes at their disposal,

guests may easily turn their stay

into a spa weekend. (Mineral baths,

Scotch Spray, and other spa treatments

can also be arranged.) See page 265.
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"For a business couple like us, pressured and
played outBermuda is very special!'

Sylvester and Nancy Gardiner talk about their second visit to Bermuda.

"There's incredible beauty

here. We relax, we're restored,

we find time for one another."

"A leisurely, luxurious breakfast

It's the one thing we don't have ^
in our lives back home." *^

Couldn't you use a little

^ —^ Bermuda right now? .g

I Bermuda
See your Travel Agent or write Bermuda. Dept. 0S31. Suite 6<16. 630 Fifth Ave..

New York NY 101 1 1 or Suite 1010. 44 School St.. Boston. Mass. 02108 or Suite

1070 150 North Wacker Drive. Chicago. III. 60606 or Smte ?008. 235 Peachtree

St. N.E.. Atlanta. Ga. 30303.



Help our colleges
cope with inflation.

The money you give

maydecide whether
IVn to be or not to be.

—William Shak< speare
Roei Act i i>ht

Inflation is h irti \g colleges all

over America.

So pie. lerously.By

helping my work from

neglect you may prevent the great-

est Shakespearean tragedy of all.

Help! Give to the college
ofyour choice.

Council ti'f hruncul AiJ ID EJucafk*n ! f^B? ^^B| A public service i>l rkj*. mapn
6a0fifth Avenue NewYoii N^ 10019 VS? tt\M »nd The Advertising Council

LOCK UP YOUR FUR
COATANYWHERE

...restaurants, hotels, yourofficeor

club. Now you can safeguard that

expensive coat with a 72-inch

gold finished chain and

combination lock. MINKS
, LINKS works like a

.. department

store security

device— run it

through your coat

sleeve and around

the closet rod.

Comes
packaged in a

velvet pouch
that fits in

un,, purse or

pocket.

MINKS LINKS is $35
plus $3 for shipping

and handling. Send
check, MasterCard or

Visa acct. # and exp.

date to: MINKS LINKS,

Dept. B
345 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 101 54 or call

toll-free 24 hrs/day, 7 days/

wk 1-800-228-2028 ext.

777. New York residents add

sales tax. Satisfaction

guaranteed.

MINKS LINKS™

Travel Now-
(Continuedfrom page 256)

The secret

world of Sicily

. . . transatlantic

escapade... hot

spot in LA.

Discover Sicily! It is easy for travelers to become so hooked on the pleasures of the Italian

mainland that they miss Sicily. They shouldn 't: this huge island—a unique and intensely beautiful

Mediterranean land—offers up, among many amazements, some of the finest ancient Greek sites

on earth. Witness, above, the Doric temple at Segesta. This April-— when wildflowers dominate

Sicily and tourists don't—an odyssey plotted by Italia Adagio will explore the whole island, stay

in the best hotels in Palermo, Agrigento, Siracusa, Taormina, and Cefalu. The tour is priced at

$2990—including most meals, excluding air fare. The dates are from April 2 to 20. For further

information, call Italia Adagio at (516) 868-7825 or turn to the Travel Coupon on page 265.

-t
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TRIPLEHEADER One off 1984's greatest journeys has got to be
Royal Viking Line's Concorde/Orient-Express/

Mediterranean adventure, departing from Ft. Lauderdale on April 7. First leg of this

fantastic voyage is a transatlantic sail aboard the Royal Viking Sky (1). Arriving in

Gibraltar (after a stop at the island of Madeira) on April 18, the ship spends the next
two weeks cruising the Mediterranean and Aegean, winding up in Athens on May 4.

From Athens, passengers fly to Venice, spend two nights at a deluxe hotel there, then
take off on the Venice Simplon Orient-Express (2) for London. Two nights in London
and it's back to the U.S.A. via British Airways' Concorde (3). Price for the entire

(April 7-May 10) trip: $7700 to $19,490, depending on cabin. Turn to page 265.

DINE OF THE TIMES /^ezo^o/o^ad^-
a restaurant, it would probably look like Chinois—the hot

new L.A. dine-spot at 2709 Main Street in Santa Monica.

The dazzling interior—a fantasy of mosaics, work-of-art

furniture and fixtures, imported Buddhas, $25, 000 cloison-

ne cranes—is the dream of artist Barbara Lazaroff (pic-

tured, right, inside Chinois). The restaurant's flashy Oriental J

cuisine has been designed by Lazaroff 's fiance partner

Wolfgang Puck—of Spago and Ma Maison fame.

'%

PLAY II AGAIN
For tennis fans, the only place to be

December 12-18 is Turnberry Isle

in North Miami Beach, FL. Occasion:

1983 Hie Nastase-Hamptons Invitational.

Drama: U.S. Open champ Jimmy Connors

could again face the man he defeated

for the title last September—Ivan Lendl.

Top photo BERNAKU & SI. 8ERSTEIN. above PAMEIA 8ARKENTIN »cemb«r. 1983



Investing

haHartmann
has its rewards,

andoccasional
dividends.

(Suggested retail)

Invest in
*250WORTHOF

HARTMANN LUGGAGEAND
AS A DIVIDEND, BUYONE
OF THESE EXCITINGNEW
CASUALSAT HALF PRICE.

People who own Hartmann luggage

know the rewards built into every piece we
make: a frame designed to withstand the

most ferocious baggage mis-handlers, hide-

away gusseted pockets designed to hold

what you need but lie flat until used, both

door- and drawer-like zippered compart-

ments that allow complete access for neatly

packing and unpacking, plus handles and

comfortable non-slip shoulder straps de-

signed to help, not hurt.

To help further, from November 25

through December 8, 1983 we've declared a

dividend*: the chance to buy either our new
20-in. Club Bag or the exciting Duck Bag at

half price. Both are made of light, virtually

indestructible 100% nylon fisherman's pack-

cloth and trimmed with our exclusive indus-

trial belting leather. What a wonderful reason

for investing now.
•Available at participating stores.

fwftflrwaiM
DuPbntTEFLON

soil & stain repel k-r
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Send for a list of your nearest Hartmann dealers, Dept.l2Vl 1,

©1983 Hartmann Luggage, Lebanon, Tennessee 37087 We don't cut corners.
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A day at the races—St. Montz

Glamour on top of the world

—high season in St. Moritz

The lowdown on the lush life

of a fabled winter place

BY HILLARY JOHNSON

• or more than a century, the Swiss village

of St. Moritz has been a winter playground of

English and European aristocrats. Their ranks

were pleasantly buffeted in this century by
movie stars with names such as Fairbanks,

Pickford, Chaplin, Garbo, and Dietrich, and
by tycoons with titles borrowed from their in-

dustries—Agnelli the Fiat King, Patifio the

Tin King—as well as a triumvirate of Greeks:

Onassis, Livanos, Niarchos. High season in

this little town in the center of a silent, glisten-

ing valley called the Engadine was almost im-

possibly glamorous, to hear the old-timers

talk.

Today, Kuwaitis and Arab sheikhs jet here

for long ski weekends and trysts; the minister

of tourism reports that, so far, 120 Japanese

couples have chosen to marry in St. Moritz;

and he feels it is a trend ("They read Heidi in

primary school. You cannot imagine the reac-

tion when they come here! Tears in the eyes!"

says Herr Hans-Peter Danuser); two Clubs
Mediterranees are flourishing; and the richest

and most renowned of the St. Moritz habitues

have abandoned their suites at the world-class

hotels in town and built discreet pastel chalets

on a mountainside just outside the village. The
Shah of Iran's villa, a rambling Edwardian
structure that was formerly staff quarters for

the nearby venerable Suvretta House hotel, *s

rented occasionally but often sits empty, its

garish copper roof—the Shah's idea—an af-

front to everybody.

In this changing milieu, there are grim re-

ports of the "greening" of St. Moritz and sad

260

requiems offered for the grand era that is pass-

ing. Yet it is hard to believe anything is going

downhill here except skiers. At the airport in

neighboring Samedan—the highest interna-

tional airport in Europe, as local boosters

brag—on the average, fifty small jets, light

planes, and helicopters lift off or land every

day. At Christmas, when the social season is at

its height, that number nearly doubles. (The

helicopters, which are used by such people as

German publisher Franz Burda, ferry skiers to

the virgin snow of faraway peaks. Then, too,

"helicopter skiers" often simply wish to avoid

lift lines.)

There really are two St. Moritzes. One is the

daredevil, high-spirited world of the moun-
tains and lakes that line the Engadine. The
other is the world of apres ski, launched when
the sportifcTOwd descends from the Alps' elev-

en-thousand-foot peaks to the village's six

thousand feet—an altitude that is lofty

enough, nonetheless, to create a sensation of

mellow fatigue in new arrivals not unlike that

of a major Nautilus workout.

The first world is the realm of the fearless.

St. Moritz probably offers more ingenious

ways to taunt death than any other resort.

Hang gliding is the newest lark. A Monsieur
Philippe Bernard will launch anyone with ice

in their veins—and they need never remove
their skis. Departure is from the peak of Cor-
viglia, a mountain favored by skiers; touch-

down, approximately fifteen minutes later, if

all goes well, sooner (Continued on pa&r 262)
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Cricket by the Creek Athens, AL
Jason's Dothan, AL
Beaton's Inc Phoenix, AZ
Fleur-de-Lis Boutique Scottsdale, AZ
McCormick Country Club Scottsdale, AZ
Livingston's San Francisco, CA
Olive Branch Sacramento, CA
Hammett's Modesto, CA
Holser & Bailey Santa Maria, CA
Grinages Chico, CA
Alexis H Walnut Creek, CA
Ransohoff's * Fresno, CA
Papsie Ltd Lafayette, CA
Heavenly Boutique Long Beach, CA
Addie Raymond San Jose, CA
The Lakes Country Club Palm Desert, CA
Ed Mitchell Inc Westport, CT
Esther's Inc New Haven, CT
Hecht's Washington, DC
Jacobson's Winter Park, FL
John Baldwin St. Petersburg, FL
For Him For Her N. Miami, FL
Sherman's Sarasota, FL

Jeanette Fashions Sarasota, FL
Elaine's at Ruthlands Altamonta Springs, FL
Francine Jay Coral Springs, FL

Sophisticated Fashion Miami, FL
London Shop Miami, FL
Ivey's Florida Orlando, FL
Harold Grant Palm Beach, FL
Papillon Atlanta, GA
Carol & Mary Honolulu, HI

Stevens Smartwear Dubuque, IA

Spectra Ltd Des Moines, IA

The Paris Twin Falls, ID

Roderick P Miller Quincy, IL

Handmacher Co Chicago, IL

TheGoforth Shop Prairie Village, KS
Snooty Corners Fashion House Owensboro, KS ,

Flotena's Lafayette, LA
Benjamin's Salisbury, MD
Oh Suzanna Inc Salisbury, MD
Eleganza Boutique Southfield, Ml

Country Casuals Petoskey, Ml

Elegant Alley Kansas City, MO
The Jones Store Co Kansas City, MO
Woolf Brothers Kansas City, MO
Lucille Davis Inc Liberty, MO
Fabian House Fayetteville, NC
Mary Mahoney's Portsmouth, NH
M. Epstein Inc Morristown, NJ
Doris Jene Fashions Denville, NJ
Madam-Adams Shop New Providence, NJ
Redmond's Albuquerque, NM
Country Cousin Clothing Store Reno, NV
Green's Middletown, NY
Abby's Armoire E. Rockaway, NY
Anonymous Boutique Commack, NY
Cohoes Specialty Stores Cohoes, NY
Off Broadway Boutique New York, NY
My Movie Star Daughter White Plains, NY
Sutton & Lightner Marion, OH
Streets Oklahoma City, OK
Alice Kay Shops Allentown, PA
Miller's Charleroi, PA
Linton's Pittsburgh, PA
Edith Tress Santurce, PR
Trotters of Myrtle Beach Myrtle Beach, SC
Melba's Boutique Austin, TX
Gayle's Houston, TX
Joske's Dallas, TX
Hemphill-Wells Co Lubbock, TX
Neiman-Marcus All Stores

Frost Bros San Antonio, TX
Kaleidescope McAllen, T\
Lanita's Inc Lufkin, TX.

The Carriage Shop Dallas, TX

Kolodny's Martinsville, VA

Benson's Inc Seattle, WA
Jay Elder Specialty Shop Olympia, WA
The Bon Tukwila, WA
The Image Spokane, WA

Frances Henaghan Frances Henaghan
1318 South Olive Street 498 Seventh Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90015 New York, NY 10018
(213)747-0474 (212)730-0218
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if it doesn't, is on the Frozen, vered St.

Moritzlake Forty-fivedi ititles the fly-

ing skier to the ride, flight insurance, an in-

flight photograph snapped by an automatic

amen mounted on the glidei, and a "Happy
( Hidei \ Drink" 11 touchdown. Better make it

a double
St Mont/ s more traditional thrill sports

are less freestyle In,} are imbued, instead,

with high standards of skill and competition

but marked by a kind of genial nonchalance

among competitors. Jonathan Woodall, a

handsome . six Fool Briton, is typical of St. Mo-
rit/ spoil .nun who seem to need to run on the

edge. Woodall was the British bobsled cham-
pion a few seasons back, and he likes to keep

his hand in the sport. One afternoon, dressed

in proper bob attire—a baseball-like uniform

without the stripes, soft leather shoes appro-

priate for bowling—he alternated between a

backgammon game with a jeweled and mink-

draped Italian on a restaurant's terrace and

turns on the bob run below. It was difficult to

estimate which game demanded the greater

share of his mental powers. Amateurs can buy

a bob "taxi" ride and, flanked by professional

bob riders, shoot through an ice tunnel at sev-

enty mph in one of these land-bound metal

rockets. Christina Onassis, who is a winter vis-

itor here, is said to have tried it.

Something in the dry, crystalline air appears

to impart an adolescent sense of immortality

to visitors in fact. Sexagenarian Gianni Ag-
nelli failed to ski St. Moritz last year, but only

because someone dropped from a chair lift on

top of his "good" leg the year before and it

wasn't quite properly healed. "Gianni's other

leg is already made of steel," said the jovial

Peter Boumphrey in reference to the incident,

which apparently was a local topic of mirth.

Boumphrey is the British secretary of St.

Moritz's Corviglia Club, which is arguably

—

and they do argue—the most exclusive ski fra-

ternity in the world. Agnelli

and 159 other titled or

might-as-well-be-titled men
are members. Founded in

1930, the club has its head-

quarters in an unspectacular

chalet at midpoint on fash-

ionable Corviglia. Lunch
may be taken at members' in-

vitation only. Legend has it

that King Farouk arrived for

lunch one day, uninvited,

and was turned away. A thir-

tyish international high

roller, Spyros Niarchos,
Stavros' son, was one of the

newest members last season.

Perhaps his father pulled

strings.

More than at any other

Continental resort, the Brit-

ish dominate in St. Moritz. They were the first

to winter here, and a few even credit them with

inventing sports in the Alps. The Cresta Run,
a diabolical toboggan contest that is the oldest

of St. Moritz's winter sports, was conjured by

the British in 1884. It has been a masculine

proving ground for generations of British gen-

tlemen. Competitors attired in costumes remi-

niscent of those in the Australian

post-holocaust film The Road Warrior hurtle

Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie

Chaplin in St. Moritz

belly down over a mile-length ribbon of

banked ice. They wear spikes on their toes and
metal elbow pads—and travel at speeds of

eighty-five mph and faster! The fear of the rid-

er, whose vehicle is a one-and-one-half-foot-

long metal sled, is audible—directly measured
by the intensity with which he digs his spikes

into the ice to slow himself. The silent swishers

'

are the real Evel Knievels. Look quickly, or

their blurred forms whip by
unseen. 9

In February, a sporting
event unique to St. Moritz
called "skijoring" occurs on
the surface of the frozen lake.

An audience laden with furs

and jewels watches as some of

Europe's best racehorses pull

skiers across the snow-covered

ice in a spirited race; it's a kind

ofAlpine Royal Derby. Skiing,

oddly enough, gained ascen-

dancy here only dur-

ing the 1920s. Before

that, the smart St. Moritz set

referred to skiers as "plank
hoppers." Today's skiers wear
Ungaro and Fendi on the

slopes, with the highest of

high-tech equipment to match.

West German Willy Bogner, former Olym-
pic downhill racer, filmmaker, and head of the

Bogner sportswear firm, learned to ski in St.

Moritz. His mother, Maria Bogner, invented

stretch ski pants for women, which made her

very popular in St. Moritz. Bogner, who bears

an uncanny resemblance to Jean-Paul Bel-

mondo, returns every Christmas to his fam- a

ily's massive log cabin in the exclusive

Suvretta neighborhood. His closest neighbors

are the Niarchos clan and the Berlin Philhar-

monic conductor Herbert von Karajan, whose e

wife Eliette is a leading social light in St. Mo-
ritz. Last Christmas, Bogner hosted a mid-

night ski party for Sen. Edward Kennedy and

other family members, including Caroline and

John Jr. The skiers rode funiculars to the top

of Corviglia and skied down bathed in moon-
light.

After moonlight skiing, St. Moritz's second

most popular night pursuit is mixing at the

Dracula Club. Here, men and women who
would be heads of nations if monarchies still

prevailed in Western Europe dance frenetical-

ly to tunes such as "Gloria" and "Maniac" on

a tiny dance floor. Black paper bats sometimes

swing from strings attached to the ceiling;

crowded white banquettes are used as much
for walking upon as for sitting. Less chic is the

King's Club at Badrutt's Palace Hotel; it's a

good old-fashioned disco with colored lights,

female disc jockeys, and a decidedly larger

dance floor.

A bird's-eye view of St. Moritz in winter might

transmit a pristine snow-covered nineteenth-

century village where one could imagine sim-t

pie folk performing innocent tasks, then

returning home at dusk to sip schnapps in

front of crackling pine logs. But upon closer

t

inspection it becomes clear the people of St. »

Moritz put any humble trappings of Swiss vil-

lage life behind them long ago. Late afternoon,

in fact, is when the village comes to life. Then,

its winding hilly streets, often slippery with ice

and snow, are filled with white-blond women
in furs and pastel skiwear. Men are in darker

furs and matching (Continued on page 265)
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Highlight of the Holidays:

Liqueur
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for some, function alone is not enough .

Mundi purse accessories. In soft Nappa leather,

available in a fabulous array of styles and colors.
THE BON, SEAT! 2ULLOCICS, LOS ANGELf: BURDINES. MIAMI- DAYTON'S, MINNEAPOLIS- -DILLARD'S, FT WORTH— LITTLE ROCK SAN ANTONIO

EMPORIUM-CAPWELL, SAN FRANC iCC HLENE'S. BOSTON—FOLEY'S, HOUSTON—THE HIGBEE COMPANY, CLEVELAND-HORNE'S. PITTSBURGH HUDSON'S. DETROIT MARSHALL FIELD'S.

CHICAGO— PALAIS ROYAL. HOUSTO\- -RICH'S. ATLANTA—i W. ROBINSON, LOS ANGELES—SANGER HARRIS. DALLAS— SHILLITO/RIKE'S, OHIO STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER, PHILADELPHIA

WOODWARD & LOTHROF, D C ..AND OTHER FINE STORES
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ST. MORITZ

(Continuedfrom page 262)

hats. A penchant exists for dressing children

like adults, and that includes fur coats cut to

match those of their parents'.

The ancient Swiss architecture is elegant;

the shops' names are modern: Roberta di Ca-

merino, Bucherer, Cartier. There are stores for

the youthful chic, too. "Jet Set" sells fluores-

cent sweatshirts, faded denim mini-skirts, and
postcards featuring not the mystical Alps but

Conan the Barbarian. Another establishment

sells merely two styles of sheepskin boots dyed

in any of four pastel colors. A French woman
in white mink, white corduroy pants, and a

white sweater selects a pair of every color and

pays with cash.

A sign is seen in a shop window: "Coffee,

Tea, Caviar." The price of the latter has

dropped noticeably since the days when Shah
Pahlevi skied here. Years ago, several Cresta

Club members halted the Peacock Prince's

Rolls, holding placards of protest and chant-

ing, "Down with the price of caviar." A multi-

tude of bank offices in the town's center keeps

everyone current. Stock exchange quotations,

currency exchange rates, the price of gold

—

the numbers pulsate in the windows.

The atmosphere in the glittering hamlet's

four luxury hotels is pervaded by a sentimental

spirit of Victorian monarchism and the

breathless decadence of new and outrageous

fortunes. Liveried porters from the Kulm, the

Carlton, Suvretta House, and Badrutt's Palace

meet guests at the train station. Porters bear-

ing the names of these establishments on their

hats have the look of having seen everything at

least once.

Of the four grandest hotels Suvretta House-

is the most quietly distinguished, Badrutt's

Palace the most flamboyant and extravagant

At teatime, the Palace's Grand Hall, a cathe-

dral-sized space with wood-inlaid ceilings and
a disparate assortment of upholstered chairs

clustered around pink-clothed tables, is the

finest vantage point from which to observe all

of St. Moritz parade. Andrea Badrutt, Palace

proprietor, used to charge the equivalent of $7

just to walk through the lobby at this hour, as a

means of discouraging idle gawkers. He halted

the practice a few years ago but said recently,

"We should start it again."

The days are over when stars like Gregory
Peck and Audrey Hepburn made the Palace

their winter retreat, however. Discretion and
privacy are the new passwords in St. Moritz.

Last season, the arrival of Koo Stark, Prince

Andrew's then girl friend, impressed only the

journalists from Le Figaro, who camped out-

side the Palace awaiting her entrances and ex-

its—and irritating guests. "Someone should

give those French journalists a beating," said a

smartly dressed Italian as he looked up from a

bridge game. "They—how do you say it?

—

make a seige." Adnan Khashoggi, the Arab
who is considered the richest man in the

world, was also at the Palace last winter. It

was a taxi driver who let that slip, however,

not Badrutt.

Jack Trommer, who has played piano in the

Grand Hall at teatime since the 1930s, has a

repertoire that ranges from Viennese waltzes

to the theme from Star Wars. Costumes at this

transitional hour match Trommer's eclectic

style; they range from cashmere and pearls to

Claude Montana. A woman in sable who held

an infant swaddled in white lynx was an En-

glish nanny; the child was Italian.

The Palace dining room could have been

conceived by Cecil B. IX Milk fables are lad-

en with crystal and (lowers, the long room
shimmers with candlelight, jewels, and silver

trays. "It's like stepping into a movie—watch

out," warns a dinner partner one evening. All

eyes turn toward the new arrivals as i he double-

glass doors swing open.

A dinner pastime turns out to be guessing

the nationalities present Italians are the most

elegant; the English are the worst dressed An
American currency speculator is overheard

discussing the price of the package tour with

his wife. "I am sorry," says a Zurich market-

ing manager at the next table, "but you could

have bought it for a third less." "That's why
we're Americans," is the speculator's cheerful

retort. The Swiss businessman admires the

American's diamond-encrusted watch, which

the American removes and hands to the Sw iss

for closer examination. "Did you inherit your

money?" the Swiss asks boldly after returning

the item. "No. I made it myself," the Ameri-
can responds, unfazed. The two men shake

hands in apparent mutual respect and resume
their dinner.

The happiest people in St. Moritz may be the

locals. There are six thousand of them and as a

group, their per-capita income is one of the

highest in Switzerland. Village merchants are

known as the "propeller set." "You have to

understand," explains a perennial visitor from

Italy, "the man who sells the coffee has a

plane, the man who sells the caviar has a plane,

and the man who sells the newspapers has a

plane." Many pilot their planes over the Alps

to Italy's Lake Como, where they have second

homes. Here they find respite from the alti-

tude, the snow, and the hustle. V
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Bermuda: literary

legend in the sun

How a small island seduced some

of the world's greatest writers

BY >lAllKN III IXM.rilT
Uj f a place can be judged by the people who visit it, then

B Bermuda is more than just another island in the sun. For
' I close to two centuries, this little British Colony—less

^^^^^^than six hundred miles off the Carolina coast—has at-™ "traded surprisingly large numbers of the rich, the titled,

and the talented. Writers, in particular, have long found something
special here.

"Bermuda," wrote Mark Twain, "is the right country for a jaded
man to loaf in. There are no harassments; the deep peace and quiet sink

into one's body and bones and give his conscience a rest." Eugene
O'Neill, in contrast to Twiin, used the island as a workshop. He
bought a beautiful old mansion called "Spithead" and from there wrote
Strange Interlude and the first draft of Mourning Becomes Electro.

Shakespeare was perhaps the only writer who drew inspiration from

266

Bermuda without ever having traveled there. The Tempest, Bermudi-

ans claim, is the island's incomparable guidebook. Just how much ma-
terial Shakespeare drew from accounts of the wreck of the Sea
Venture—an English flagship that foundered in a storm off the coast of

Bermuda in 1609—is open to controversy. But several prominent writ-

ers have supported the Shakespeare/Bermuda connection. Touring the

island in 1898, Rudyard Kipling came upon what he thought to be the

perfect setting for Act II, Scene II of The Tempest: a "certain beach

some two miles from Hamilton," where Stephano might have been

washed to safety on his butt of Spanish wine.

Scholars speculate that Shakespeare learned about Bermuda from a

half-tipsy sailor backstage at the old Globe. If this is not so, he un-

doubtedly heard talk in nearby pubs of the Sea Venture's bad luck off

the Isle of Devils—a name given Bermuda because of its fierce storms

and treacherous ring of shallow reefs. Whatever the source, Shake-

speare became fascinated with the shipwreck and the plight of a small

band of castaways, led by Admiral Sir George Somers, who struggled

to shore and founded the first English settlement.

The first writer we know of to actually step on Bermudian soil was
the Irish sentimentalist Tom Moore. In 1804, he spent a four-month

sojourn in the historic town of St. George on the northern tip of the

island. Moore was obviously enraptured by what he found:

Oh! could you view the scenery dear,

That now beneath my window lies.

You'd think that Nature lavished here

Her purest wave, her softest skies.

To make a heaven for love to sigh in.

For bards to live and saints to die in!

Wonderfully preserved, St. George—with its narrow winding im-

maculate streets and pretty stone houses—allows today's visitor to see

the town much as it was in Moore's day. One of the town's newest

attractions is Somers Wharf—a restored area of shops and museums.
Unlike Moore, Anthony Trollope—who had been sent to Bermuda

in 1858 as an inspector of the West Indian post-office system—was not

overly charmed by the island or by its inhabitants. "To live and die," he

wrote of the Bermudians, "would seem to be enough for them. To live

and die as their fathers and mothers did before them, in the same
houses, using the same furniture . . . enjoying (Continued on page 268)
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the same immunity from excitement."

During his two-week stay, Trollope was im-

pressed by the essential conservatism of the

Bermudian people. He found that a negative

quality—due in part to laziness, in part to

weather. Today, Bermudians are known for

their adherence to tradition; but one could

hardly call the people of a country with no il-

literacy and no unemployment, lazy. (The
island's annual per-capita income—almost
$15,000—ranks among the world's highest.)

While Trollope rebelled against the stability

and quiet of the islands, Mark Twain, visiting

Bermuda approximately a decade later, re-

joiced in their "tranquil and contenting na-

ture." Despite a steady stream of tourists that

prompted Twain to quip, "Bermuda is the big-

gest small place in the world," he never felt

crowded there.

The author from Hannibal, Missouri, visit-

ed Bermuda several times. Shortly before his

death in 1910, he spent four months as the

guest of the American Consul, Will Allen, at

Bay House in Pembroke Parish. Like Spit-

head, O'Neill's retreat, Bay House is one of

those two-hundred-year-old cottages that pro-

trudes over the harbor's edge. During Twain's
stay, steamers from New York would pass

close to the dining-room windows and their

captains would blow a salute to him as they

drifted into Hamilton Harbor. Today, tourists

lounging on the terraces of some of Bermuda's
most prominent hotels can see large luxury

liners cruising into azure waters now lively

with windsurfers, sailboats, and fishing craft.

While Hamilton, the country's largest city

and capital, bristles with the trade and traffic

ofa harbor town, Somerset Village—in Sandys
Parish on the West End of Bermuda—remains

quiet and unpretentious. Named after Sir

George Somers, commander of the ill-fated

Sea Venture, Somerset ha me of the most
spectacular scenery and must luxurious re-

sorts on Bermuda. Among the latter, Lantana
Colony Club—a twenty-three-acre estate of

cottages—sits high on a bluff overlooking the

Great Sound. And not far from Lantana is Eu-

gene O'Neill's retreat.

Unlike Twain, O'Neill did not "loaf on
Bermuda. To him, the island and his two-hun-

dred-year-old house (whose original owner
was a privateer) offered a place to write. Sir

Noel Coward and Hervey Allen were also at-

tracted to the rocky coastline of Somerset Is-

land. Allen bought a quaint eighteenth-cen-

tury cottage in Somerset Village where he

wrote his classic, Anthony Adverse, in 1933 . . .

and Coward once owned Spithead Lodge, near

O'Neill's famous house.

The number of writers who have lived or va-

cationed in Bermuda reads like a literary

Who's Who: Sinclair Lewis, Edna Ferber, E.B.

White, John O'Hara, Owen Johnson, Tom
Cushing, Rudyard Kipling. David Mason Lit-

tle stayed at Grayholme in Paget East, and

edited the Letters of David Garrick. Frances

Hodgson Burnett, author of Little Lord
Fauntleroy, preferred Bailey's Bay.

Why Bermuda? Of all writers to visit the

place, perhaps Mark Twain expressed the is-

land's appeal most simply. On his last trip to

Bermuda, the then ailing Twain said to a fel-

low visitor, "You go to heaven if you want to

. . . I'd rather stay here." V
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When it pays

to "get scared"

A revisionist

look at panic

IIV SUSAN .IA4 OHY

ay the word "panic," and the image

thai immediately comes to mind is one of terri-

fied people trampling one another in the rush

to escape natural or man-made catastrophes

—

men pushing women and children out of life-

boats on the sinking Titanic, millions of driv-

ers choking urban highways in the wake of a

nuclear "accident." Most of us, though, are far

more likely to experience a sense of panic

when we are overwhelmed by the obligations

of everyday life—in Yeats's famous words,

when "things fall apart; the centre cannot

hold."

In many respects, ordinary panic is the emo-
tional equivalent of the biological "fight-or-

flight" response to imminent physical danger:

the heart pounds, knees feel wobbly, chills and
fever follow each other as a surge of adrenalin

prepares the organism to meet a real or imagi-

nary crisis. And—again like the fight-or-flight

reaction—panic actually has positive survival

value if it can be controlled.

Willard Gaylin, M.D., author of Feelings

(Harper & Row), a widely praised book about

the "vital signs" of everyday emotional life,

says panic is usually triggered by the fear that

we have failed—or are on the verge of fail-

ing—to fulfill our most important commit-

ments. "It's a sense of being overburdened, of

life spinning out of control," he notes. "Still,

the person who can say, 'I'm in a terrible pan-

ic,' is better off than someone who can't articu-

late the feeling, who just conveys a general

sense of depression and inertia."

The most common cause of panic—in both

women and men—is a combination of pres-

sures affecting both love and work. A woman
who has been coping reasonably well with an

unhappy marriage may find herself in a panic

if she encounters new problems on the job. A
man who has managed to keep his dislike of

his boss under control may be unable to stifle

his resentment in the office if a love affair turns

sour.

Do women have a lower panic threshhold

than men? Probably not, but—as in the case

with fear and depression—women are more
apt to admit to feelings of panic. Many of my
closest friends, both women and men, are writ-

ers who are in a chronic state of anxiety about

their ability to meet deadlines. "I'm pan-

icked—I'm just not going to make it this time"

is a statement I hear on the phone from my
female friends at least once a week. The men I

know—even if their checking account is down
to $100 and they must deliver a ten-thousand-

word manuscript in order to make next

month's mortgage payment—are apt to say

nothing until the deadline has passed and they

have (once more) managed to produce.

Denial of panic until the crisis is over—at

least as far as the outside world is concerned

—

is a coping strategy that is far from valueless.

Carol Tavris, Ph.D., in her book Anger: The

Misunderstood Emotion (Simon and Schus-
ter), cites a large body of research indicating

that people who constantly "rehearse" their

anger in front of others only succeed in making
themselves more furious instead of dealing

with the causes of their anger. I suspect the

same generalization may apply to panic,

which has rarely been studied outside of emer-
gency situations.

I never deny a sense of panic to myself, but I

know that talking about it to other people

makes me feel more and more out of control.

Panic takes on a whole new dimension after

frequent "rehearsals"; it acquires a concrete

identity for one's friends and business asso-

ciates as well as in one's own mind. (I am not,

obviously, referring to a discussion of panic

with a therapist in a professional setting.)

Panic—like other disturbing states of
mind—not only can be controlled but, on oc-

casion, can be turned to good use. In Feelings,

Dr. Gaylin observes that "unlike most ani-

mals, who use their anticipation only for fight

or flight—i.e., to escape or conquer a fixed re-

ality—we have the recourse of changing the

reality itself. We are in a sense, therefore, co-

authors with nature (and chance) of our fu-

ture; we are not merely passive subjects of it."

The first and most important step in dealing

with panic is to identify predictable situations

that trigger the queasy feeling of being out of

control. The classic image of panic in an emer-

gency has very little to do with the panics of

everyday life; a woman who acts courageously

and efficiently to rescue a child from danger

may find herself in a panic when her babysitter

walks out and she has an important presenta-

tion to make at work.

Since I am a self-employed woman, mon-
ey—specifically, the fear of not being paid in
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time to meet all ofmy financial obligations—is

my most predictable source of panic. My
friend Barbara, who was widowed ten years

ago and has brought up three children alone,

finds that her panic sets in at the slightest sign

of ill health. "I get a cough," she says, "and I

think, 'My God, who's going to handle every-

thing if I get pneumonia?'
"

A divorced friend says she panics at the

thought of being alone on the weekends her

children spend with their father. "It's such a

cliche I hate to admit it," she says, "but the

absence of company on the weekend leads me
to do crazy things. Like starting smoking
again after spending six painful months kick-

ing the habit. Or falling back into bed with a

man I broke up with six months ago and really

don't want to be with at all."

When you know what situations are likely

to throw you into a panic, it's possible, as Dr.

Gaylin suggests, to head off trouble by chang-

ing the reality.

Some years ago, I discovered that my finan-

cial panics could be averted by scheduling

work farther in advance than most writers are

accustomed to doing. That way, I can adjust

the pace ofmy work to meet my financial obli-

gations and allow for the occasional project

that doesn't work out. This system hasn't to-

tally eliminated panic from my life, but it has

greatly reduced the number of nights when I

find myself waking up in a cold sweat. Fur-

thermore, the quality of my professional life

has improved because I have a solid sense of

what I need to accomplish in each time period.

The same system doesn't work as easily in

personal life—you can't supply yourself with a

man simply because you're panicked at the

thought of being alone—but it is possible to

pack days with diversionary activities when

you Know you are particularly susceptible to

the panic that flows from being "manless."

It's also important to distinguish between

panic that flows from imaginary causes and
panic that is grounded in reality. Barbara has

had many solid reasons to feel panicky since

her husband died. He left her with very little

life insurance and she had no job skills at the

time of his death. What isn't reasonable,

though, is her panic at the slightest sign of ill-

ness; she is, in fact, perfectly healthy. And her

panic about medical problems is particularly

harmful because it has led her to avoid routine

breast examinations and Pap smears.

"I've come to the conclusion," she says,

"that all of this panic about sickness is a way of

not facing what I'm really panicked about

—

that I have to be both a woman and a man,
Daddy and Mommy. One thing that helps me
now is the realization that I have met most of

the challenges successfully. At night, I've got-

ten into the habit of going over everything I've

done right in the last few years."

Barbara has hit on an extremely effective

way of handling panic—positive instead of

negative "rehearsing." Most people panic not

because they are incompetent or because their

lives are hopeless but because they fear some
disaster—specific or nameless—that may lie

in the future.

When panic sets in, it's emotionally com-
forting to concentrate on all of the crises

you've managed—maybe not perfectly, but

managed—in the past. Your husband walked
out on you and, instead of going crazy or run-

ning home to Mom, you picked yourself up,

albeit with a great deal of pain, and went on
living. You met the deadline you thought you
couldn't meet. You hung on with an impossi-

ble boss and found a better job.

Positive rehearsing sometimes works best

when we recall the few times our greatest fears

did materialize. One woman whose worst

nightmare was being fired—she had grown up
in an extremely poor family—was in fact fired

in a company-wide cutback caused by the re-

cent recession. And she was on unemployment
for three months, an experience she found es-

pecially humiliating because she had vowed
she would never go through what she saw her

parents experience when she was a child.

Eventually, she was hired by another company
for $5000 more a year than she had been mak-
ing in her previous job. "When I get panicky

now," she says, "I just tell myself, 'well, the

worst did happen to you and you got through

it after all.'
"

I wouldn't go so far as to say that panic is

good for you— I think I could spend the rest of

my life quite happily without experiencing it

again—but there is an undeniable satisfaction

in having subdued, survived, and learned

something from a panic attack. A year ago, I

was in an entirely justified panic as I struggled

to complete a book more important to me than

any project I had ever undertaken, after losing

three months to a very real illness. With true

serendipity, in the course of my research, I

came across a wonderful observation about

panic by Thomas Paine, the fiery propagandist

for the American Revolution.

"Panics, in some cases, have their uses,"

Paine argued, "they produce as much good as

hurt. Their duration is always short; the mind
soon grows through them and acquires a firm-

er habit than before." V

Susan Jacoby is the author, most recently, of
"Wild Justice: The Evolution of Revenge"
(Harper & Row).
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FASHION THINKING '83: HITS AND MISSES

'83: The fashion year start-

ed last fail— as it always

does—on runways in Mi-

lan—with Italian spring

ready-to-wear collections.

It effectively ended, ten

months later, in New York,

with resort. Of the hun-

dreds of fashion notions

presented—the thousands

of variations and permuta-

tions—some ideas came
and were quickly gone.

Others held up—looked

good, sold well—through

the year and evolved.

The fashion hits? Inter-

estingly—and it's interest-

ing to call it "fashion"

—

the real standout was a

new-looking haircut: one

shorter, fuller, and side-

parted. By spring 1984 col-

lections, it was still setting

up the best looks in Milan.

Successful notions:

Black—though women
loved to complain about an

overabundance of it. Soft-

ened to shades of grey, it

held on as the most preva-

lent color, starting '84.

Dresses—more than in

some other years—were a

strong category: everything

from remarkable chemises

at Saint Laurent winter

Evolutions: Starting '84
Holes and tatters, spiky ''punk'' hair—the
year's mors excessive notions—fortunately
have pretty much come and gone. Other '83
fashion trends are evolving into a look that ' s

quite something else for spring; and, almost
across the board, those adaptations are soft-
ening ones. Wider-legged trousers—success-
es in themselves—have set up a generally
softer look in pants, one cut fuller, too,
through the hips: the style of a pyjama. The
narrow coatdress of innumerable fall collec-
tions—the dress that looked raciest in black
leather at Saint Laurent— is apt, now for
spring, to be fuller-skirted: a •'trench' 1

dress at Calvin Klein. The idea of massively
heavy sandals—almost Biblical-looking
ones—has evolved intc neat sandals and flat

couture to flirty Ungaro sarong

silks for next spring to dresses

from American sportswear de-

signers. One of Anne Klein's top

fall sellers was a coatdress.

When those two notions

—

black, single-piece dressing

—

came together in the short black

dress for night, it stood out, stood

up, almost universally: from a nar-

row black Ferre dinner dress for

last spring to flirty black lace

dresses at Paris winter couture.

Valentino, a year ago, sent

bejeweled "sweaters" down the

runway. Bill Blass gave the most

elaborate beaded top great ease

with a charcoal pair of pants. U.S.

stores rushed decorated sweaters

into Christmas catalogues.

American designers, reported-

ly, sold fall knits—sweaters, layer-

ings, dresses—in abundance. Says

retailer Joan Weinstein, owner of

Chicago's Ultimo: "Outerwear
this season has hurried out of the

store. It's been a great season for

coats, for jackets with menswear
styling." Menswear influences

—

in a coat, a jacket—were fashion

hits; the shape started with a

broad shoulder. But a continuing

success, too, was the decorated

stocking—from lace to sheer pat-

ternings to new glimmerings: A
notion somewhat at the other end
of the "femininity" scale. coatdressing, day or night

f

decorated stockings, tops

¥<£&&3 '/

shoes with longer lengths. Wild streaks of
yellow makeup, now, have set off attractive
new eye shadings forniglit. Some Japanese de-
signers—masters of voluminousness— are
even talking now of narrowing shapes.

pyp ("View" continued on page 276) 4
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A work of art.

.

.

within a

work of art

Molinard de Molinard
The fragrance, a classic. . .an elegant masterpiece

of hand-picked flowers, delicate fruit notes, exotic oils.

And in all the world, the one fragrance contained within

a flacon designed by Rene Lalique, Paris 1929.

An exquisite addition to your collection, at

blGDmingdoles Depute Collection, P.O. Box 66548, Los Angeles, CA 90066
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WHAT THE JOYFUL
WILL RECEIVE

THIS HOLIDAY SEASON.

CROSS'
SINCE 1846

Wrap up an elegant expr. i >n of your

goodwill. Cross 10 kt. gold ; i d pen and
pencil gift sets. Lifetime mt ( h nical

guarantee. Suggested pi

w&w
EASING UP
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Midwinter relief: jumpsuits—in more

variety, with more appeal than ever

In and of itself, the

jumpsuit Is hardly news—but

its prevalence, its variety

of design and wearability,

right now, are something

of a fashion phenomenon.
One clothes pundit, this season,

claims there may exist as much
variety and as high a level

of design in jumpsuits

as a category as in dresses.

Indeed. New jumpsuits are,

without a doubt,

much more than overalls-style

or mechanics' suits. There's some
serious—and clearly

evident—design thought.

An '84 jumpsuit—and this

is what's new—may be

layered (or layerable)

like a jumper
as Pinky and Dianne's

black silk broadcloth

jumpsuit is ... it may sport

trompe-Voeil two-piece

effects ... be rolled or cropped

at the leg; it might come
unwaisted and voluminous,

like a clown suit

(the bigness to be controlled

by a belt) ... be barely

tank-topped or hugely

dolman-sleeved ... be made
of jersey, gabardine,

or gauzy parachute-style silk

from Katharine Hamnett.

Norma Kamali, who's done

the suits, at one time or another,

in everything from black

leather to lame to suedes

and silks, she says, that customers

have been married in, calls

jumpsuit dressing "the

ultimate no-choice decision."

What that means—and it's the

continuous source of interest

it seems—is that a jumpsuit

provides, instantly, a total

look: dressing in two minutes.

ffl^hinyi YYlPWnOPKieneed T~shirts °nd assorted Paraphernalia, oddly,

juajuun mczzuged
seem to be commg back and that means ci thing with

something to say—something not always understandable or even decipherable, something seri-

ous o r very much Jess so. In swimwear, for next summer, there are newspaper-print bandeaux

bikinis, Ralph Lauren "USA" swim tanks, bathing suits that read "Cool, " "Hot, " or simply "Swim

Team." On the beaches of St.-Tropez everything has shown up from T-shirts decorated with foot-

high letters to—collector's items—ones with somewhat indiscreet sayings in Japanese. Journalists

in El Salvador, with gallows humor last summer, printed their own T's. The message on them:

"jPeriodjsta! jNo Dispare!" (Journalist! Don't Shoot!) ("View" continued on page 280)

New takes on "" ^^, With

a bright notion: p*r "v*^ 5^- knitting,

Kamali's orange 1 new ways
jumpsuit, above— t". W .^ .

of layering:

big, roomy, 1 <£*•'" left, a

with a cinch belt. 1 H ^_ i WSiPf jumpsuit

Above right: 1 \ £%£**** from

The other end of ^^^^^t \ ^KLfj^ Adrienne

the spectrum from 1 ^^ 9H8r Vittadini

Jean-Paul Gaultier, 1 ^^B that's as

with an over 1 im M easygoing

T-shirt, the ease 1 ^r ^& m as a child's

of long underwear |
i?IP^''_^B*L^BpHc pyjamas

BAKSr KAUFMAN DUSTlN PITTMAN Ho" ond moleup. Poddy Oof'CW; delo.li, loll pogei VOGUE. December. 1983



I have the simplest of tastes . .

.

I am always satisfied with the best*
Oscar WiU

A-y
Uniquely . . . GemLok®. The classics of tomorrow.

&* ^eWG&ftS250 CYPRESS

Abilene, Texas 79601 -(915)677-91 14



"Visit our tropical island where you
can steal an Armani, Ferre, Krizia or Versace

in broad daylight."

\

It is ovof the great blessings of civilization that there are

still places such as La Romana Boutiques in St. Maarten,

where one may purchase the works ofthe greatest names in

international fashions for men and women, free from artifi-

cial tariffs imposed by government bureaucracies. Names
such as Fendi, Maud Frizon, Cartier, Bottega Veneta

and more. And because StMaarten, in the Netherlands Antilles,

has a year-round tropical climate, European casinos and
wonderfully nsuous beaches, coming here to steal your
favorite Italiar- designer may seem especially sinful. And
even slightly d adent. And absolutely marvelous.

"We'll see you a^
va Romana" -Jolanda and Augusto Marini.

ROVWISW

La Romana International Be. es - Royal Palm Plaza, St. Maarten, Netherlands Antilles, Tel. (599-5) 2181 TLX. 8050 Roman NA



A full carat or more. Halfway isn't your style.
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Your jeweler can show vou manv diamond solitaires of a carat or more. This necklace features a 2.65 carat diamond. ^r

«tyfe3tf
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LVs

A carat or more-one in a million.

Every diamond is rare.

But of all diamonds found, a solitaire of

a carat or more is only one in a million.

And, like love, becomes more precious

with time.

A miracle among miracles.

Born from the earth. Reborn on a woman.
The extraordinary diamond

of a carat or more.
Show the world you couldn't havef

it without her.

A diamond is foret* DeBeer



UNABASHEDLY ROMANTIC
wz&fc lac&, vteted-, &u& c&wfec/t&n^

#»' ,«\>

Evening dressing with a romantic

turn: Couture black lace—with vel-

vet, far left—going, coming at Un-

garo; Lagerfeld's enchanting lace

dress and jacket, left, at Chanel. Ro-

mantic imprints, top: veiling, across a

hat: at the neck, Carder Art Decojew-
els. Blouse, above: Calvin Klein.

hen Pierre Cardin opens a Max-
im's in Beijing . . . when Linda

Ronstadt croons old love songs in

her What's New album . . . when
Manet, the beauteous, is the year's

museum show . . . and Proust,

love's observer, the season's

scriptwriter: something's happen-
ing. Clearly, there's a developed

desire, now, for some romance:

things lush, rich, traditional, flir-

tatious. A desire for that sensibil-

ity, certainly to some degree, in

clothes.

Paris winter couture collections

delivered it—with only-in-cou-

ture-style glory. In Paris, design-

ers came forth with veiled

shoulders, reembroidered lace,

black velvet, tulle. Saint Laurent

show-stopped with a billowing

marigold taffeta cape—a grand-

opera cape—tied with a big bow at

the neck. Ungaro swept the run-

way with evening-dress trains. La-

gerfeld, in couture for Chanel,
finished a black lace dress with a

deep-ruffle top.

Unquestionably

romantic dressing.

But is it applicable

nUlflHUUL. IliHTf ULUlIiIDLII CalUt romantic dressing, all-out femininity: For winter, this

thread of fashion thought has been geared to night and been coming, at times, from surprising sources. A
black lace blouse at Caiv :n Klein, maker of American sportswear. Lace bustiers, blouses, and skirts from

Norma Kamali—the lady of lame, of jersey, of "sweats." For soring, indications are, that thinking's now
reaching to any time of day, surfacing in small—clearly pretty—details from U.S. designers. In lingerie,

there's lace trim on face-powder-color pieces, all-lace corselets. In stoc>. , is "romantic" might mean a

small rhinestone bow on sheer black hose. Perry Ellis, for one, is mixing elements of soft pink—in a blouse, a

fabric stripe—with charcoal-grey sportswear,- jewelry designers are string :ng long necklaces of cloudy pas-

tel beads. At Ralph Lauren-, a pristine Victorian-like blouse pairs with a ta ored split skirt in twill.

STEVEN MElSEl MICHEl MAUROL,' PIERRE SHERMAN Top photo. Ho.r by gay Jlingi n moleuo by lydio Snyder

280

to even consider

modernity?
Length, to a large

degree, is key: In

Paris, black lace

dresses—some,
panels of lace with velvet, with

mousseline—often come deliber-

ately short, saucy, and noticeably

fitted at the hips. Ungaro's long

strapless slip of reemboidered lace

coats the body like a seductive sec-

ond skin. When Saint Laurent, as

another thought, piles long neck-

laces—rope upon rope, layer upon

layer—on a black turtleneck

sweater . . . when Ungaro tips a

veiled and feathered saucer of a

black velvet hat down on a runway
model's forehead, there's intended

humor there, an amusing edge to

"romantic" dressing. That edge

may well define the "modern" dif-

ference, in fact, today.

("View" continued on page 282)
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Combination of18K gold-plated and genuine hicque%

1tTA SWISS QUARTZ

The beauty of time. / /

1.9mm

2.5mm

From $175. to $695.

(zmile fequignet

FEfris
!CE

500 Madison Ave
NYC 10022
(212) 758-3265
Outside NY toll free

1-800-223-1288

k TOURfl€flU/\^^ S2ND STUtCT y^/
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The name is Stephen
Sprouse: a name heard
more and more in fashion

conversation. Stephen
Sprouse—thirty-year-old

painter, photographer,
now designer—who uses
classic shapes, man's suit

or motorcycle jacket, as
the starting points for ex-

traordinary tailoring, se-

quins, strokes of graffiti

irst there was

rock star Debo-

rah Harry, who
just happened to

share the kitchen

downstairs in

Stephen
Sprouse's Bow-
ery apartment

building and for

whom he began

designing
"working ward-

robes"—cut-up

black leotards

and miniskirts. Then there was

Halston—and a first fashion

job—which left an indelible

mark on Stephen's taste. And
then there was the graffiti art-

ist who demanded ten dollars

for scribbling silver graffiti on

his boots. "I wouldn't pay for

it," Sprouse laughs now, "but I

liked the idea." The idea,

translated this season: graffiti

patternings on headbands,

dresses, tights, shoes.

Sprouse lures with a sense of

the familiar, with recognizable

shapes, then bites down
hard—with blinding colors,

clever "twists." In a season for

sequins, his are graffiti sequins;

his balmacaan coat is fluores-

cent orange, his "little black

dress" is a mini-length.

A 'sixties revivalist? The
miniskirt has become a classic,

Half and makeup. Poddy Or.'

- -

STEPHEN SPROUSE:

BREAKINGAWAY . . . with

standout style, a hot new name
Sprouse style: All-black—cardigan,

short "tent" dress, below,- left, his

jacket—oversized, in fuchsia. Signa-

ture headband: black or graffiti print

Sprouse says; and in the 'sixties

fashion reached its modernist

apex—with plastics, synthet-

ics, neon colorings. The
clothes Sprouse makes—neon

sequins or simple black or grey

cashmere sweaters—are meant

for any woman, any age: body-

conscious but—the 'eighties

difference—not constrictive.

Quality and tailoring are key.

"Clothes should be well

made with good fabrics to last

Photos Mono In'.UnQ

B

longer," Sprouse says. "The

neon coats should last ten

years. They're really classics."

Sprouse himself wears black

T's, grey flannel pants, a head-

band from a T-shirt sleeve (he

made the first for Deborah

Harry). "I think out what's

practical," he says. "You can't

beat a good suit, sweaters worn

like T-shirts, pants as comfort-

able as jeans."

("View" continued on page 284)
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KOUROS.
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The newestfragrancefor menfrom Yves Saint Laurent.
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FIRMER
SKIN
BY

RETURN
MAIL.

We'll send you t [igh-Power Elastin

Ampules.
With 10 times the amount of active

amino acids, they h

10 times Ihe potency of

lesser American elastins.

Nothing has ever been as

effectivce against facial lines,

loose throat skin, or

bagging under the

eyes as this

revolutionary
French compound.

If you can't find us at your
Health Food Store, send us
$29.00 for a box of 10. OR
$9.90 for a trial kit (in-

cludes 6 other travel-size

products.
We'll show you that return

mail can be beautiful.

High-Bower Elastin Ampules.
Exc]ut$REVM[

Send check to Reviva Labs, Inc., Box V
705 Hopkins Road, Haddonfield, N.J. 08033

DESIGNER LINES, AftCTfaShlOYl . . .

MEN'S VIEW: PARIS
COULD NOT BE FAR

BEHIND IN THESE

DAYS OF CREATIVE

PHONE EQUIPMENT.

NEXT MONTH,

FORTECHNICOM,

GEOFFREY BEENE

HAS A NEW BLACK

AND "TORTOISE"

TELEPHONE,

THE BASE PIECE

OF A NEW SYSTEM

THAT INCLUDES

INTERCOM AND

OTHER FACILITIES;

THE FIRST BY BEENE

OF AN ENTIRE

PHONE LINE.

As much as menswear influences

in women's clothes are increasing-

ly prevalent these days, the sorts

of theatrical presentations and
fashion devices long familiar to

women's wear are becoming an in-

separable part, it seems, of mens-

wear collections. In Paris shows
for spring/summer, men came
down runways with sweaters tied

around their hips, their shoulders

or waists. Jean-Paul Gaultier's

fez-hatted models established,

with no possible doubt, his North
African "theme." (Gaultier,

Comme des Garcons, and
Kenzo—major women's-wear
names—all held formal Paris

menswear shows for spring, for

the first time.) Of the fashion

thoughts there, clearly the fez

won't be the first to appear on
Madison Avenue.

Nor, in seriousnessness, was
that Gaultier's intention.

More adaptable—and attrac-

tive—runway notions in mens-
wear? A change as subtle as

trousers with a triple pleat—trou-

sers a bit fuller, baggier, but still

narrowing at the cuff. Jackets—al-

most always with a broad shoul-

der line—cut a bit longer and
narrow at the hips ... or loosened

up and somewhat roomier in

rough silks and linens. New top-

coats end lower on the leg, stop-

ping at a point below-calf.

In a season of prints—not sim-

ply familiar foulards, paisleys, and
dots but dark African- or Hawai-
ian-print sport shirts (and those

shirts shown with suits)—there's,

too, a subtle mixing of patterns: a

Glen-plaid suit put with a discreet

striped shirt, a print tie, all in

varying degrees of the same color.

Blue of every depth—slate blue to

royal to navy—when layered to-

gether was a runway standout.

Other bright ideas: Bright blue,

red, or jacquard-patterned socks

with grey suits, with tuxedo suits

. . . new—somewhat less conser-

vative—ties: in 'fifties prints, bold

colors. Nino Cerruti, Paris master

of tailoring, knotted ties loosely on
open-necked shirts: for hot weath-

er, it was an obviously appealing

notion.

1 'Dressing is a way of life. It brings you joy. It can give you
freedom and liberation, help you to find yourself and to move

without restraint. Isn't elegance forgetting what one is

wearing?' ' So says the man himself in Yves Saint Laurent, the

catalogue to this month' s show at NYC s Metropolitan Museum of

Art . Hardbound : from Clarkson N. Potter (about $35) .

KARL LAGERFELD

calls them "guardian

angels of the city."

The city: Rome

DEMSE BOSCC

An American news pho-

tographer covering an

appearance by President

Reagan at NYC's Wal-

dorf Astoria recently

came away impressed

by the chic of some others entering the hotel: the

women were Secret Service officers—dressed, in

their own clothes, for the day's job. For the job of

outfitting a newly expanded force of policewomen in

his city, the mayor of Rome had a different idea: he

asked Italians—Gucci, Fendi, Mila Schon, Sorelle

Fontana, Laura Biagiotti—to design new uniforming

wardrobes, shoes-to-cap. For Fendi, left, Karl La-

gerfeld's dress uniform with beret, jacket, patch-

pocket shirt, wrap skirt. The angel wings—added for

a Fendi show—are strictly symbolic: for any woman

brave enough, perhaps, to direct cars in Rome's Corso

Venezia. ("View" continued on page 286)
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LEVFS505JEANS.

NO ORDINARY
FLIGHT OF FASHION.

Call them a fashion classic,

ifyou like.

Just simple, honest, 100%

cotton jeans that never wear out

their welcome.

Never? No, never.

Even that comfortable fit

grows friendlier with every

wearing.

Pre-shrunk, zipper fly,

Levi's 505's. Timeless.

Dependable. Uncomplicated.

Sometimes, don't you wish

everything was a little more

like that?

Available in Petites, Juniors,

Misses &Women's Sizes.

Levis
WOMENSWEAR

QUAL^T NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

_i



Spring ideas: what's

coming. . . street-style,

Paris-style. . . workout

wear: new wardrobes

...the prettiest

details . . . fashion finds

PEOPLE IN FASHION ARE TALKING ABOUT WHAT'S COMING...

Spring ideas, at this time of year,

invariably sound more than attractive . . .

and what people are talking about,

now, is no exception to the rule.

In the wind, from U.S. designers:

Elongated shapes, lean lines

(in a slither of a knit dress or

a long narrow skirt). Skirts, often,

are coming with easy tops

—

wide-armed, cut like a broad T

—

and more dressing is apt to be based

on easy coats than jackets:

dusters, gabardine raincoatings,

long tube cardigans in linen or cashmere.

Watch for chemises, wrapped dresses,

plenty of knitting and updated

safari looks, flatter shoes,

and fabrics in generally cooler,

muted colors. Elements of prettiness

often soften tailored dressing:

side-button trousers, wider pants,

beautiful blouses with lace details

are just some of the notions

that you'll find coming for spring.

People are talking about . . . the current tidal

wave of new galleries and shops for "wearable
art": handcrafted, one-of-a-kind items by jew-
elers, weavers, fabric artists. The new outpour-
ings are filling museum shows, as well. Some
items are "wearable," some less so; some are

art, some inventive, some strictly arty. But the

idea, evidently, is a strong one. Sales, reported-

ly, are constantly growing, evidence of a desire

for "something special." ... If a new shop

—

What's up? On women, on Paris streets this fall, grey, most definitely, was the color:

a charcoal grey "menswear" coat, say, with khaki poplin trousers, a cashmere V-

necked cardigan sized, quite deliberately, small. Big men's-style jackets in strong
colors gave dash to skirts or pants; French women have been tucking in—or wearing
loose—oversized men's striped or printed shirts in challis. Gloves, seemingly, go on
every hand. Other good looks: high-heeled pumps—in lizard, crocodile, or ostrich

—

and great cashmere mufflers: both, often bright. Men's foulard-print silk squares
tuck into pockets or can be tied like a ribbon in the hair. Smaller, structured shoulder-
bags—classics from Hermes, Chanel, Vuitton, or Dior—with all the menswear dress-
ing have seemed more polished-appearing than big, sporty totes.

Fashion hit: At Milan spring collections, interestingly, what buyers and press were talk-

ing about were men's ties—at Memphis. Memphis, the modernist design collective usu-

ally known for its outre furniture and home furnishings, is now producing some highly

fashionable ties and, in Memphis fashion, they're clearly noticeable ones: wild prints,

neon colors—shocking pink with yellow geometric slashes, hot pink fashioned with

black "squares". . . . More and more, it seems, women's designers are offering up

—

interpreting—their special style in the world of menswear. Newest in a long line: Jean
Muir's first men's collection, just shown in London for spring. What's terrific? Cash-
meres—wonderful oversized cardigans and long pullovers in navy, black, or black-and-

white stripes . . . and cashmere-cloth robes: kimono-inspired, designed for a Jean Muir

woman customer to give a man (or herself).

Koala Blue—on L.A.'s Melrose Avenue has a

strongly Australian theme, there's a clear rea-

son: it's owned by Australian-bred Olivia

Newton-John and her partner, Pat Farrar.

Among the Aussie Milk Bar (soda fountain),

stuffed koala bears and kangaroos, Australian

newspapers and magazines, there's also fash-

ion from Australia: hand-painted denim dress-

es, sweats of aborigine prints, "outback"
styles, Australian hand-knitting. . . .

"Watch for chemises, lean skirts, plenty of

'iting, cooler colors, terrific shoes"

Black and greys may be the colors of the year and menswear—influenced dressing
a major trend: interestingly, the hot-selling lingerie item, at this moment,
is something closely akin to a G-string. Lingerie makers report that women are
buying these briefest-of-briefs as fast as they're produced. The preferred
style? Quite simply, the tiniest bits of soft satins or silks : in pale color-
ings, often with lac8 trims. ... If you've not very seriously looked at
beaded necklaces for a while , now could be t Mme to look again: what's com-
ing are some new—quite ;eautiful—ropes of beads . . . from names such as
Barry Kieselstein-Cord, i ;hen Dv.eck, Chanel, M. 4 J. Savitt. What's new?
Longer (often, below-waist) lengths, irregular—pebbly—bead shapes, mix-
tures of the palest, watery colorings: clea: crystal, cloudy white, pale
jade, soft rose. The key: use of some remarkab; e semiprecious stones—rose
quartz, rutilated quartz, citrines, tourmalines, even pearls—pearls as
you've never seen them before , unusual, modern

Each week, it sometimes seems, there's a

new—fashion-oriented—line of workout wear

. . . and the trend, clearly, is for sufficient layer-

ings of T-shirts, leotards, tights, leggings, exer-

cise belts, and skirts to outfit a woman far

beyond mere sit-ups and aerobics. Under new
designer—or "celebrity"—labels, these pieces

are meant (as jogging suits are) to extend far

into a woman's leisure life. But now, as some-

thing of a switch, the professionals—the danc-

ers, where it all began—are getting into the act:

American Ballet Theater has just licensed ABT
dance and exercise clothes lines (all ABT direc-

tor Mikhail Baryshnikov-approved). There are

the expected unitards, tights, and leotards of all

sorts (including the season's newest—waisted

leotards) plus sweatshirting, jersey, and cotton

interlock pieces (cardigans, T-shirts, skirts,

pants): in other words, clothes for barre and be-

yond. . . . Fashion ideas that prove successful

for street clothes, each season, have a notice-

able way of turning up in the world of swimwear.

What's coming, now: bathing suits with new
knitting (hand-knit "sweater" fabrics or cable-

knit maillots, bikinis), animal-print suits in abun-

dance, suits with body-conscious wrapped-

and-tied effects. For women's desire for more

color, the newest bright: yellow, the yellow of a

traffic light. What's always been a best seller?

Stoplight red. . .

.

—KATHLEEN MADDEN
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VOGUE'S POINT OF VIEW/DECEMBER 1983

HERE'S MORE TO KEEP
YOUR EYE ON

RIGHT-MOW DELIGHTS,
WARM-WEATHER SIGNALS...
AND THE ONE THING
THAT CHANGES EVERYTHING ELSE!

HIS MONTH

The good news: there are more

fashion ideas circulating this De-

cember than in past years. More
quick fashion refreshers to go for

(for yourself or for someone else);

more warm-weather news; more

of everything that makes this sea-

son more entertaining, more pro-

vocative. And this is an issue that

reflects the best of the season...

What comes first—and makes the

biggest difference this month

—

isn't fashion strictly speaking, but

it sets up the look of everything

that follows: namely, a shorter

haircut. Wherever fashion is "hap-

pening"—New York, Paris, Mi-

lan, London—the look that pre-

dominates is that of shorter hair.

More often than not, at its best

—

chin-length, blunt-cut shorter

hair, soft but controlled. More that

that: it's a look that immediately

establishes a certain line, an attrac-

tiveness, an attitude. It's modern,

it moves, it suggests a sense of free-

dom. It is, to put it simply, one of

the fastest, yet most far-reaching

changes you can make in the way

you look—and in the way you feel.

One thing that's new and that con-

tinues to evolve: the elongation of

line; a longer, narrower silhouette

often (but not always), in new
longer lengths. The best examples:

in new narrow long-line tops that

|
pull down over narrow-but-gentle

I below-calf skirts. At any length,

the whole idea is based on a new
' long-line proportion; a lean, spare,

' unbroken body line.

The chemise is still a force to be

reckoned with. ..and following

close at hand, softer dresses for

warmer weather. Every year,

dresses start to appear with resort

collections; but this year, based on

the strength of the chemise and
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the idea of a dress it has estab-

lished, they take on new meaning.

There are more interesting dress

shapes: variations on the season's

loose, easy, squared-off T-shape,

or on the chemise itself. There are

more interesting textures and fab-

rics from the gauziest lightweight

fabrics for real hot-weather dress-

ing to the most inventive working

out of stripes as part of the design.

There are signs of softness in the

air—little things to watch that tell

you about a gentler mood ahead in

dressing. The new softness of a

trouser—not baggy, not pegged,

but definitely softer through the

top.. ..The outstanding softness of

tops—the key top—key shape

—

being that of a squarer, wider

T...The softness that changes the

look—the mood—of a tailored

suit jacket*, with crisp fabrics

worked by designers who know
how to give an easier, slightly

slouchy effect. ...The softness in

coloring that pervades resort and

warm-weather collections—down
to the jewelry: now, wonderful

long strands of beads in water-col-

or shades, pale, almost frosted.

Where softness makes the most

difference: in the season's new py-

jama dressing. A pyjama dressing

meant for the casual, leisure side

of the season. A pyjama dressing

with soft sometimes cropped,

sometimes drawstring pants; and

shirtier, softer jackets. A pyjama

dressing that picks up on the inter-

esting fabric/texture combina-

tions around: you'll see linen

stripes over cotton-lawn print; sat-

in over cotton stripings. It's a re-

laxed—welcome—approach to

hot-weather pants dressing.

Hand-in-hand with shorter hair,

the total spareness of a neckline

and the kind of cool charm that

comes from that very uncluttered,

uncomplicated look. There are no

collars, no "details" on the best

jackets and tops. There are no

chokers; no long dangling ear-

rings. There is nothing that wraps

at the neck. In fact, one of the best

accessories in this clean, casual

way of dressing—a small, spare

tank top to slide under a jacket or

to balance softer pants.

Collectors' items this season: any

one of the new beach covers. This

is a year when what goes over a

bathing suit has been designed

(the operative word) on the same

level as any other "fashion." The

most prevalent shape—one that

wraps, that makes reference to a

robe or kimono. The best have an

after-beach at-home life that's vir-

tually seasonless. But these are

pieces to grab right now—they

have a way of disappearing when

summer comes around.

What do leopard-striped leotards,

a computerized exercise bike

—

black with orange; a yellow water-

proof Sony "Walkman," and six-

wheel roller skates—orange

wheels on black—have in com-

mon? Easy. Obviously, they are

part of today's fitness explosion.

But they share something else: an

enormous sophistication, not only

in their technology, but in their

style. They—only a fraction of

what's around and what's in this

issue—are irresistible. As such,

they are the very best present

ideas. After all, next to having

more time, what everyone wants

most: something that's helpful in

getting—and staying—fit.

Reminder: This is the moment
when some of the year's wittiest

accessory ideas come into play.

It's one thing to tell you about leg

warmers and lug-sole boots in

July; it's another in December.

This fall's hottest accessory idea

—

gloves—makes for this month's

warmest hands. All of those won-

derful fall/winter options: from

patterned legs—animal, tweed,

geometric patterns; to gutsy

matte-black boots on gutsy lug

soles; to bright-colored gloves to

layer on in pairs; to brilliant shot-

of-color cashmere mufflers—are

options to be picked up this

month—for you, for someone else.

They give cold-weather dressing a

needed shot in the arm.

But there are new options, new de-

lights that make this season spe-

cial. Beguiling fashion confections

that entertain, that have a nonstop

charm. Some of the best: a small,

perfect tank top in pale-pink cash-

mere...black stockings patterned

with beautiful silver Art Deco de-

signs—as icy as the Chrysler

Building ... or legs in brilliant

Day-Glo fluorescents or metallics

patterned with leopard spots and

tiger stripes . . . for someplace

warm, pale, pretty-color stripes on

a little linen vest to slide over a

white linen T-top . . . black leather

gloves w'th a silver bugle-bead

gauntlet ... the wit of graffiti-pat-

terned sequins on the hottest,

shortest evening dress . . . the all-

out dazzle of a clear-crystal cuff

encrusted with rhinestones and

gold ... or the impact of a ster-

ling-silver cuff inlaid with faceted

pale-yellow citrines . . . one mar-

velous shimmered gold shadow

that transforms all your makeup

at night. In the end, it can be as

easy ... as irresistible ... as that.

And this is a season, an issue of

irresistible ideas . . .
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Raphael's
superb "Alba
Madonna. " a-

mong the noblest

expressions of the

Renaissance spirit, is

dominated by the har-

moniously arranged figures

of the Virgin and the infants

Jesus and St. John the Baptist, all

solemnly gazing at the cross, sym-
bol of Christ's sacrifice. Though
painted in Rome in about 1510, the

background resembles the gentle

Umbrian countryside that Raphael
learned to love as a young artist.



THEYOUNG RAPHAEL: NATURE AS POETRY

aphael as a young man frequently painted

Christ as an Infant. This Christmas, two

exhibitions— one in Italy, the other in

Paris—commemorate the five hundredth anni-

versary of Raphael's birth. Raphael is not es-

pecially known as a landscape painter, but

nature played a vital role in his art. Unlike

Leonardo and Michelangelo, his rivals

for power and glory at the height of the Renaissance, Raphael

did not experience nature primarily as a subject of scientific

observation. The landscapes Raphael included in his re-

ligious paintings and portraits differ in style and mood
from Leonardo's dark grottoes and precise botanical stud-

ies. Nature retained an importance in his art that it never

had for Michelangelo, who focused on the human form

and emotional expression. Perhaps the reason is that

Raphael's conception of nature was formed not in Florence

or Milan but in the peaceful countryside of Umbria where

he worked as a young artist.

After Raphael moved to Rome to decorate the Papal

apartments in the Vatican, even the celebrated frescoes he

'painted in the Stanza della Segnatura continued to reflect the

^soft contours of gently rolling hills, the rosy shifting clouds,

and radiant golden light of Umbria. This is not surprising for,

as a teenager, Raphael, the son of a painter who worked at the

court of Urbino, was apprenticed to Perugino, one of the leading

artists of the Quattrocento. In Umbria, under the guidance of

Perugino's sweet, delicate style, Raphael worked mainly in the

small but prosperous hill town of Citta di Castello, not far from the

Umbrian capital ofPerugia, where Perugino had his workshop.

This year, an exhibition titled The Young Raphael is being held in

Citta di Castello, where Raphael, between the ages ofseventeen and

twenty-one, painted three important altarpieces as well as a number

ofother works . (Continued onpage 293

)

The National Gallery of Art,

Washington, DC ose
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lthough his style changed consid-

erably once he moved to Rome in

1508, the radiant, harmonious

landscapes in which Raphael set

his religious paintings and por-

traits preserved the mood of

sweet serenity typical of the

Umbrian countryside.

Each region in Italy has its own special qualities.

The mists that drift in and out of the Umbrian

valleys and the rose-and-gold-streaked radiant

glow that filters through the constantly shifting

feathery cloud formations typical of the Umbrian

skies have caused writers to speak of the region

where Piero della Francesca, Luca Signorelli, and

Perugino as well as the young Raphael painted as

"Umbria Mistica"—Umbria the Mystical. Birth-

place of St. Francis of Assisi, who venerated nature

and simplicity, Umbria with its peaceful, verdant

landscape of farming villages and medieval towers

formed Raphael's conception of nature throughout

his brief, brilliant career.

For even Raphael's Roman works, including the

late dramatic religious masterpieces done in the

years preceding his death in 1520 at the age of

thirty-seven, continue to be set in an unperturbed,

pastoral landscape resembling the bucolic areas

between Perugia and Citta di Castello that he saw

as a youth. Indeed, the sweetness and tranquility of

the Umbrian landscape seem to have become part

of Raphael's calm character, which we know to have

been very different from the tortured terribilita of

Michelangelo or the anguished quest for knowl-

edge of Leonardo. All three Renaissance geniuses

were poetic painters; but, of the three, Raphael was

the lyric poet who took the naturalness of nature for

granted and painted God's creation in a state of

grace and light rather than darkness or tumult.

Photographer George Tatge distills the Raphaelesque serenity of the Umbrian country-

side—a civilized setting of rolling hills, fields, the perfection of a mirrored lake.
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yves saint laurent
l

In the world offashion there is no stronger

voice. There is no other designer with the

irllllAtnttt the range, the sheer impact of Saint Laurent. There

is no other designer who has had the unique honor—in his own

lifetime—of having his work celebrated at New York City's Metro-

politan Museum of Art where a special Saint Laurent retrospective

opens this month.

A celebration of Saint Laurent for the best of reasons: for the way

he has defined and redefined modern fashion; for the way he has

provided women everywhere with the perfect fashion "balance":

the contrast of a glorious, all-out glamour at night with a very real

ease and sense of freedom in everyday dressing. And, above every-

thing else, for the way he has developed and maintained a unique

style over the course of twenty-five years. On these twenty-two

pages, a look at that style; a special interview with Yves by Joan

Juliet Buck, and a special look at his extraordinary country life . . .

Unmistakably Saint Laurent: images and themes that appear and reappear in collection

after collection: threads in a rich, varied, and very personal fashion tapestry. The mysteri-

ous black veiling ... the splendor of jewels piled on jewels in astounding excess ... the

signature fez . . . the most voluptuous fur designed in the most voluptuous way—elements

that take on another dimension at Saint Laurent . . . elements that help define his special

sense of style. Everything here, left, and on the following four pages from his fall/winter

couture collection. The makeup throughout from Yves Saint Laurent Beaute. Hair, these six

pages, Garren for Garren, NY. Additional details, next to last pages of this issue.

Penn
295
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"Respect of one's profes-

sion means staying a little

anonymous . . .

it means keeping a little distance

from the thing you create, pushing it

toward others, toward the woman."

Yves Saint Laurent, left, photo-

graphed for Vogue by Irving Penn

. . . looking at the world from his par-

ticular vantage point: "anonymous,"

half hidden, with an eye that misses

nothing, gives back everything. . .

.

Right: The eternal allure of Saint Lau-

rent evening dressing—sensuous,

provocative, touched with wit and

enormous charm. Example: his long,

narrow black velvet dress—with a

bodice, huge pink satin bow—"from

the point of view of seduction, a

dress that's laced up the front, or an

open back." Makeup all these

pages, Tyen. Details, last pages.

Penn
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the strongest voice

Yves

Saint Laurent

on style,

passion,

and beauty
a conversation

with Joan Juliet Buck

A shy, modest, and acutely sensitive man, Yves Saint Laurent at

times has had doubts about the sanity of fashion and the value of

prettiness in these intractable years. Now, at forty-seven, his life

and his work have come into balance; he has attained an ease

with himself and an acceptance of his power. His Paris apart-

ment reflects this new attitude. Where before his living room was

strict, paneled Art Deco, it is now full of the different objects and

paintings he loves: an alabaster vase in front of a Flemish tapes-

try, with a Louis XIV upright sofa and a pair of fake Egyptian

stools upholstered in leopard, a Greek torso, a Gericault portrait

of two children—the collection is no longer limited by one style

but, like him, warm, open, and of generous spirit.

Yves Saint Laurent: Let me read you something. I wrote it years

ago, when I started making notes about my work. "There's some-

thing that has never been said, I think, that's very important. A
woman who has not found her style, who is not at ease in her

clothes, who does not live in harmony with herself, is an unhappy

woman, unsure of herself; one could (Continued on page 300)

"Very luxurious and very simple

at the same time . . . with a touch ofpanache''''

In Saint Laurent's description of this couture collection, the key to his best

collections. And, right, reflecting this sense of lu/.ury and simplicity, the

panache: his dramatic oversized black velours hat and muffler, chunky

clear-crystal earrings. The makeup, from Saint Laurent Beaute: intriguing

smoky-shimmered eyes contrasted with a pale skin, pale mouth (the eye

colors: Eye Shadow Duo #35; Eye Pencil Duo # 1).

Penn
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he wonderful silence of clothes. ..the momen*

< Continuedfrom page 298) almost say she's ill. One speaks about

the silence of health, the wonderful silence of health. One could

also talk about the silence of clothing, the wonderful silence of

clothes, that is the moment when the garment and the body are

one, when one forgets completely what one is wearing, where the

garment doesn't speak, doesn't catch you, when one feels as good

dressed as naked. That perfect relationship between body and

clothes needs a perfect accord between spirit and body and cloth-

ing and spirit.

Joan Juliet Buck: So, in fact, you think a lot about what you do.

YSL: It was part of an attempt to find myself, which I think is

essential not only for oneself but also as respect towards others.

And it's the most dif-

ficult thing in the

world to do. Some-

times one gets impa-

tient. And also, life is

impossible without

esthetic ghosts.

JJB: What are they?

YSL: Things which

correspond to your

imagination, and

which you invent for

yourself to forget real

and everyday life.

- JJB: Such as?

Left: The Allies in uniform; right, the YSL safari jacket YSL: Since what I do

is to dress women, they are very specific esthetics. A question of

capturing emotions I have had.

JJB: So the recurrences ofcertain designs in your collections over

the years relate to your personal past?

YSL: Yes. The in-

tense melting pot of

lives I knew in Oran

as a child during the

War marked me.

North Africa was a

strategic place, it's

where Churchill,

De Gaulle, and
Truman met, in

Marrakech.

JJB: Therefore the

safarijacket . . .

YSL: Exactly. It was the uniform the

Allies wore, in khaki and beige. Then
there was navy blue, and the white uni-

forms of the navy officers. Oran was a

big port, there were warships. People

tried to have some glamour in their lives

because they were close to death. I still

love ports, I'm fascinated by Rio de Ja-

Above left: The peasant wom-
en of Saint Laurent's child-

hood summers. Above: his

headline-making "peasants"

neiro, Singapore, New York of course, Marseilles, Hong Kong.
That whole traffic of boats.

JJB: What about the peasant smocks that keep coming back?

Where are theyfrom?
YSL: That was my childhood. I spent my holidays with my

300

Left: Zizi Jeanmaire in the ballet "Carmen"— "it struck me enormously . . she wore

two extraordinary corsets." Right: The YSL corselette. from his 1977 collection

grandparents who had some property inland from Oran, vine-

yards. There was a kind of Atlanta feeling about it—women
working in the vines with big scarves on their heads, peasant

blouses with gathered skirts. None of that has changed.

JJB: And the corsets, the laced or buttoned camisoles?

YSL: First of all, I think one should want to undo something that

a woman is wearing. From the point of view of seduction, it can

be a dress that's laced up the front, or an open back, or something

knotted on one shoulder so that one thinks, "If I pull it there the

whole dress will fall down." The laced

corset is of course the very emblem of

sexuality.

Another thing that

struck me enormously

was Carmen, the ballet

that Roland Petit did

with Zizi Jeanmaire in

1950. She wore two ex-

traordinary corsets. One
was black and blue, one

was black and white: the

left white, the right

black. Zizi had very

short hair, no one had it

Left: A brilliant-color

YSL harlequin jacket.

Above: The French
mime inspiration! Pierrot

cut that short then. The production was a scandal at the time.

The cigarette girls all came on smoking. I have an enormous

tenderness for Roland and Zizi, they really marked my youth

artistically.

In those days, all the fashion magazines reported what hap-

pened in the theater, how the actresses were dressed onstage, and

they printed the designs of people like Berard, Cocteau, Clave

—

who did the Carmen. Art and fashion were very close then.

JJB: What about the clowns and Pierrots?

YSL: There were great traveling circuses. I loved circuses as

much as I loved theater and movies, loved the illusion side: a bit

of black gauze with three stars on it was as mysterious as the

whole night sky.

JJB: What about the films ofyour childhood?

YSL: A Streetcar Named Desire was a revelation. Vivien Leigh

was, and still is, my idea of the most beautiful woman. She was

wearing a droopy tulle dress and old lace.

JJB: What about the black veils and the transparent black hue

you use?



hen the garment and the body are one

Left. The famous YSL
"smoking," 1966. Above:
Familiar Dietrich suit

YSL: Black veils always come
back in my collections, it's the

idea of death—when a collec-

tion is over, it doesn't belong

to me anymore, and I die a

little with it. And maybe too

it's the Arab veil. The idea

of veils of black chiffon or

black tulle is almost a phy-

sical presence with me. It's

mystery . . .

JJB: But sometimes it reveals

too much . .

.

YSL: Because one has to un-

cover that mystery, take the

veil off the woman. A woman is a completely different being

from a man, and remains mysterious. Maybe "hat's why tulle and

veiling are so important to me because I have always considered

a woman I was dressing as a kind of idol. There's an idolatrous

side to it.

JJB: The Virgin Mary?

YSL: Yes, a Spanish Madonna, a Black Virgin Mary. My idea of

a woman is an object of worship, and I'm thinking not only in the

holy sense, but also as something to be covered with gold, the
" way the Conquistadors adorned statues of the Virgin with boo-

ty—covering her with gold and presents.

JJB: What about dressing a woman as a man? The "smoking,
"

the trouser suit.

YSL: I was deeply struck by a photograph of Marlene Dietrich

wearing men's clothes. A tuxedo, a blazer, or a naval-officer's

uniform—any ofthem. A woman dressed as a man must be at the

height of her femininity to fight against a costume that isn't hers.

She should be wonderfully made up and refined in every detail.

But the thing that looks best on a woman is a passion—the way
she looks at the man she loves.

JJB: Why do you always use black stocking^?

YSL: Seduction again, and Zizi Jeanmaire again. When she sang

"La Croqueuse de Diamants"—the diamond eater—she was in

sheer black tights and high, high heels. That really struck me.

Whatever a woman's legs are like, they have a better chance of

pleasing if they're in dark stockings than in light ones.

JJB: At what point did you feel sure enough ofyourself to trans-

late your memories and obsessions into your work?

YSL: When I began to have all the keys, all the secrets of tech-

nique—probably around 1970. It probably takes about fifteen

years to get a'sixth sense about what you're doing. I'm still learn-

ing every day, and this kind of work is always being reevaluated.

'But for the last five or six years, I've found there are no rejects

'anymore: that is, each time I start a dress, the fabric chosen is the

right one, and it goes right through. Once I had sixty dresses I

I

couldn't show. I draw better than I used to as well; when I give

my ateliers a sketch they can immediately recognize the direction

of the fabric, they can read it like reading a road map.

JJB: How do you manage to make what you design always stay

within the bounds ofproportion, ofharmony?

YSL: It's a discipline. One has to know when to rein in one's

ideas, not get carried away with them, because that would de-

stroy the rite of adoration.

If one tries to impose one's own interests ahead of those of

women, one's own fantasies, one ends up with disguises. It means
keeping a little distance from the thing you create, pushing it

toward others, toward the woman. Opening up the doors of life

for her, and staying a little out of it. Respect for one's profession

means staying a little anonymous, not using fashion to try to

express too much.

I think I attach more importance to the movement of a body
than to the way it is dressed. Some women can be dressed in a

perfectly ordinary way and be very very elegant and extraordi-

nary, if only by their personality and their gestures. It's what life

brings you and what life has done to you that's reflected in the

way you look and makes people want to know you ... or not.

That's where a personal esthetic comes from, the positive atti-

tude you have and your acceptance of yourself. Appearance

doesn't count that much for me, even if I sometimes do very

opulent collections. What I really like is a black sweater and

skirt.

The odd thing is that there's always a raincoat or a fur in my
collection that I haven't designed a dress for, so I send it out with

a pair of black trousers and a tight black turtleneck; and if I want

it to be dressy, I add a jeweled belt and rhinestone necklace, or

pearls, or baroque gold, and if it's for day I put on simple jewelry

and a scarf; and each time when the model opens her coat she

gets enormous applause—which is incredible, because it's just a

sweater and a pair of pants.

JJB: It could also be the cut of the pants. Are you aware to what

extent your work has become thefoundation for all offashion?

YSL: Yes, that's what I worked towards. I wanted to make a base

that would be changeless, for a man and for a woman. It was

absolutely a conscious choice. I've noticed that men were surer of

themselves than women, because their clothes don't change

—

just the color of the shirt and tie—while women were a little

abandoned, sometimes terrified, by a fashion that was coming in,

or fashion that was only for those under thirty. And I rebelled

against that, and since then I have tried every year to perfect a

classic style, and that's my safe place. I can do all sorts of other

things but I always come back there.

I know those classic clothes are also my heavy artillery, I can't

be attacked on them, because they are without fashion, fashion

cannot alter them. Fashion can be rich, or Chinese, or Hindu or

Indian—that primordial base never changes—and when I feel

that fashion is going too far into excess I can go back to what I'd

call my sources, and there's always something new to discover in

that wardrobe.

JJB: For instance the way you revived the . afarijacket last year,

but in heavy gabardine with a longer peplum? It's terrific.

YSL: I would never have believed that people would want a safa-

ri jacket again, but I felt I wanted to do them. And the other day

a woman came up to me in an airport wearing one, and she said,

"Monsieur Saint Laurent, look, it's the old one!" The new one is

just a way of perfecting that garment.

JJB: And yet it's becoming something else, in the same way as

your last couture show had changed: more womanly, softer, more

couture.

YSL: Yes. I wanted to give Paris back its prestige, its pre-war

prestige, that's why I did a collection that was very luxurious and

very simple at the same time, (Continued on page 397)
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Yves Saint Laurent's

Chateau Gabriel:

a passion forstyle

A glory—a fantasy

made real—
Yves Saint

Laurent's country

house—inspired

by Proust . . .

Above: In Normandy—the

summer-world for Proust's

society—the nineteenth-cen-

tury house and its sumptuous

gardens. The jardin d'hive r
,

right, a room where spring

blooms eternal—luxuriant with

palms, cymbidiums, amaryl-

lis, ferns—and flowering

chintz. This, the most iived-in

room, was modeled after the

conservatory of Princess Ma-

thilde Bonaparte, whose sa-

lon Proust frequented.

302

ByJohn Richardson

"Proust is very much part ofmy life," Yves Saint Laurent claims.

"Every day, I learn something from him. When I bought a nine-

teenth-century chateau at Benerville in Normandy, what could

be more natural than that Proust should inspire me to re-create

the ambience of the country houses where his characters spent

their summers? And then Proust had so many associations with

this part of France, with Benerville in particular. For instance,

the 'Little Train.'
"

The "Little Train" is more than the link between Cabourg and

Trouville and Proust's fictitious Balbec; it is the link that enables

the author of A La Recherche du temps perdu to describe and
dissect the various members of Madame Verdurin's "little

group," as it picks them up at one wayside halt after another.

Benerville was one of these halts and there, on a hot day in July

1908, the "Little Train" deposited the man who was to immor-
talize it. Proust had dressed for the country with predictable per-

versity: a long velvet-lined cape, varnished boots, and a scruffy

straw hat that was too small for him and worn at an unbecoming
tilt. And, despite stops for coffee, by the time he had walked the

mile or so to the Chalet Russe (where his friend, the actress Lou-
isa de Mornand, was being kept by a lover), he was exhausted
and covered in dust.

Likewise headed for the Chalet Russe was young Gaston Gal-
limard, whose mother lived next door to what is now the Saint

Laurent property. Although destined to become Proust's pub-
lisher (if never his friend: the novelist's maid is adamant on this

point), Gallimard had not hitherto met Proust; and what im-
pressed him most, apart from the man's bizarre appearance, was
his memory. When conversation turned to the city of Constanti-

nople, Prcst recited by heart an (Continued on page 307)
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sense of luxe
and crazy

adventure

"This house repre-

sents Yves Saint

Laurent more than

any of his others

—

here, there is a

sense of coherence,

of luxe, and a feeling

of a crazy adven-

ture," says his friend

interior designer

Jacques Grange,

who was given carte

blanche to decorate

the house. "It re-

flects the same
sense of exuberance

coupled with control

that Saint Laurent

collections do. It took

four years to put ev-

erything together."

Opposite: The grand

salon, the epitome of

Second Empire

comfort and ornate-

ness; overstuffed

chairs buttoned up

with the most sump-

tuous velvets and

silks, a Burne-Jones

painting on an easel,

and, on the walls,

water-lily murals—in

the style of Monet's

Nympheas—painted

by Paul Meriguet.

Right: Detail of the

jewel-like seven-

teenth-century silk

velvet that Grange

had encrusted with

elaborate nine-

teenth-century silk

embroidery. On the

table, cloisonne jars

and a ceramic leaf

that bears a startling-

ly lifelike snake

—

Saint Laurent adores

snake motifs.
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(Continuedfrom page 302) entire page

from Pierre Loti. "Reciting the railway

timetable might have been more to the

point," he said when Gallimard compli-

mented him. Thus began the relationship

that was to culminate, after various set-

backs and intrigues, in the publication of

what many regard as the greatest novel of

this century.

The "Little Train" no longer stops at

Benerville. Sea mists permitting, Saint

Laurent descends on the house in a heli-

copter piloted by his partner, Pierre

Berge. But apart from this space-age

touch, the Chateau Gabriel lives up to its

owner's Proustian concept and consti-

tutes an A La Recherche du temps perdu

all its own. As we pass through the ma-
chicolated gateway dramatically flanked

(shades of Cocteau) with sphinxes, the

japonaiserie of the recently completed

water gardens suggests that we are head-

ed backwards in time. And the first

glimpse of Yves's fanciful, gabled house,

designed by Ernest Saintin for an Ameri-

can in 1874, confirms this. The Chateau

Gabriel wafts us back to Proust's summer
world, with the Due de Guiche at the Vil-

la Mon Rive and Loche Radziwill at

Houlgate.

But Proust was not the only inspiration

for the decor of this chateau. While wait-

ing for the renovations to be completed,

the new owners rented a house nearby. In

the library, Yves found a monograph on

Monet which rekindled his taste for this

artist's Nympheas to the point of inspiring

him to execute some of his own. Next

thing, he decided to incorporate Monet's

water-lily theme into the decoration of his

new house. Since originals were out of the

question", Yves commissioned a scene

painter (Paul Meriguet) to execute a

Nympheas-like frieze, several hundred

feet long, which would fill the space be-

tween the paneled dado and the cornice

throughout the enfilade of ground-floor

reception rooms. (Continued on page 309)

esignedfor living

A series of luxuriantly silk-

draped doorways, beginning in

the music room, left, lead the eye to the

grand salon beyond, where Yves Saint Laurent,

right, receives his guests in the evening. "The

ground-floor rooms were organized around the

concept of light," explained Jacques Grange,

"with the water-lily murals at their darkest in the

grand salon, lighter in the music room, and

lightest of all in the dining room and hallway."
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(Continuedfrom page 307) The frieze

would start in the salon with Monet's

darker blues and greens, turn lighter in

the antechamber and library, burst out

in a summer haze of Naples yellow and

mauve in the dining room, and eventu-

ally fade out up the staircase. Besides

obviating the need for paintings—suit-

able ones would anyway have been un-

findable in sufficient quality and

quantity—Yves's re-creation of the

Nympheas invokes the spirit of the

imaginary artist Elstir (whom Proust

based in part on Monet); and by turn-

ing the walls as it were to water, the

murals cast an aqueous spell on every-

thing. As Yves says, guests have the

sensation of being transported to a new

element. "On vit dans Veau.
"

Yves and Pierre gave their close

friend Jacques Grange carte blanche

to decorate the Chateau Gabriel to

Proustian specifications. A wise deci-

sion. Grange (who is affiliated in New
York City with Didier Aaron, Inc.) re-

alized that close adherence to the nov-

el's detailed descriptions would lead to

pedantry—an embalming job. He also

realized the danger of theatricality: of

effects that might smack of fancy

dress, although Visconti's incompara-

bly stylish evocation of upper-class life

around the turn of the century in The

Innocent appears to have influenced

him. The best way to re-create a

Proustian past in terms of the present,

Grange realized, was to give his imagi-

nation full rein. Lots of opulence, but

no showy m 'as-tu vu effects. Thus, the

look that Grange has devised for Cha-

teau Gabriel has its own romantic per-

sonality, its own authentic ring. What

is more, the house has already devel-

oped a relaxed lived-in atmosphere, as

if the pro- (Continued on page 312)

ining in

radiant splendor

The palest of the water-lily murals are in

the dining room—the lightest and brightest

of the downstairs spaces—where they

seem almost to float into another dimension.

Beyond the grand wood pillars and tower-

ing potted palms, two magnificent Chinese

pottery plinths, holding seventeenth-century

ranian ceramic vases, provide an exotic

counterpoint to an otherwise formal setting.

In the foreground area, used as the break-

fast room, a colorful nineteenth-century tiled

stove adds a cheerful, fanciful note.
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luxurious,

"extravagantly

masculine—
a bedroom

for "Charlus"

Massive, rich, manly

—

everything in this cham-

bre de maftre, quarters

for Pierre Berge, Yves

Saint Laurent's part-

ner—was chosen to de-

note the blustery, virile

nature of the Baron de

Charlus, the dandy

whom Proust modeied

after the real-life Comte

Robert de Montesquiou.

The elements here: rich

and somber damask
covering the walls and at

the windows, ten-foot-

long silk-lined standing

closets, classic Empire

bed, round marqueterie

table, a flowered Moroc-

can rug, and Berge's

own collection of lush

Orientalist paintings.

; • • #
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(Continuedfrom page 309) prietors had inherited the

house from one of Proust's bien friends. For once, a

decorator has exorcised himself.

Much contrivance has gone into making things

look uncontrived. Wherever possible, Grange has

used old fabrics (most of them from Comoglio's Bal-

zacian emporium on the Rue Jacob). Failing that, he,

has had stuffs printed or woven after old designs: for

instance, the subtly striped silk, half a kilometer of

which (plus fringe) was made to order for the volu-

minous curtains that drape doorways as well as win-

dows in the reception rooms. This feeling for

stuffs—preferably slightly faded or worn-looking

—

combined with sumptuous upholstery (the secret of

an authentic nineteenth-century look) is what gives

the house its Proustian patina. To Yves, it is a matter

of pride that there should be nothing "tape a

I 'oeil

'

'—overdressed

.

Finding enough suitable furniture of the period in

something of a hurry was also a challenge. For, as

anyone who knows the treasures in their Paris apart-

ment must appreciate, Yves and Pierre are collectors

of the utmost discrimination, and set great store by

quality and originality; and outstanding examples of

the Belle Epoque are now rarer than dix-huitieme

artifacts. However, by persistently combing Parisian

antiquaires, Grange succeeded—almost too well. He
has put together a collection of furniture and objets

d'art (virtually all nineteenth-century French except

for some fine Oriental things) that is so recherche it

would put the contents of the Benerville villas fre-

quented by Proust to shame. According to Pierre
v

some chandeliers and the right dining-room chairs

have yet to be found, although I would have thought

that the lofty, pillared dining room could hardly be.

bettered. The most spectacular feature of this room

is a huge pair of Chinese pottery plinths—just the

sort of thing that would have appealed to Proust's

friend Boni de Castellane, who loved bizarre Ming.

But it is not just the look of these rooms that is

Proustian, it is also the life style with its pre- 19 14

standards of fastidiousness. Thanks to Pierre's ge-

nius at designing the kitchens and servants' quarters

and his Napoleonic supervision, the Chateau Gabri-

el is more lavishly and also more efficiently run than

most stately homes. The chef is one of the best left in

private service: the butler and Moroccan valet are

incomparably styles; and gardeners, estate workers,

and grooms perform their (Continued on page 314)

llure of the exotic

The nineteenth-century French appetite foiv

exotic places is reflected in Saint Laurent's*

bedroom and study, based in part on

Proust's Charles Swann, a connoisseur of women, art, and

music. The walls of both rooms are covered with a sumptu-

ous fabric with an Orientalist motif (elephant and palm tree);

and the study, left, is dominated by Lecomte-Vernet's sultry

Rebecca, painted in 1869. The bedroom mantelpiece is

crowned by a nineteenth-century painted-bronze clock,

right, a flamboyant fantasy of Islamic arches, crescent

moon, and an enticing maiden in the entranceway.
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from page 312) various duties to pre-phylloxera per-

son Notwithstanding the luxury, the Chateau Gabriel is a

. place to stay and the perfect setting for the "little group"

with which Yves and Pierre, like the Verdurins, surround them-

selves. Still, the Chateau Gabriel shows itself to best advantage

on festive occasions: on winter nights when fires blaze in huge

Renaissance ti replaces and the jewels of the ladies echo the jewel

colors -turquoise, garnet, peridot—of the salon; or on summer

evenin; i guests, diaphanous as figures on a fan by Conder,

wander about the terraces or the rose garden and look seawards

over Deauville. How the casino glitters in the dusk, or is it the

Jockey Club in its summer quarters? Yves almost persuades us

that life has not changed from Proust's day to Mitterrand's.

Indoors, those who want can retire to the winter garden in-

spired by Princesse Mathilde's palm-filled conservatory at Saint-

Gratien. There are Austrian blinds and mammoth
blue-and-white pots and Second Empire love seats, appropriately

buttoned and fringed, and such a profusion of cyclamen, gloxin-

ias, and cymbidiums that one expects Sarah Bernhardt to materi-

alize. Or they can go downstairs to play billiards under the azure

vault and green glass lampshades of a room furnished with a set

of monumental Gothic chairs (could they be by Viollet-le-Duc?)

which Grange inherited from Marie-Laure de Noailles—herself

a link with Proust—and passed on to Yves. Or they can go up-

stairs and explore the bedrooms, each dedicated to a different

Proustian character, not to speak of the bathrooms—last word in

1900 luxe—which deserve an article to themselves.

Yves's suite of rooms is named after Swann, the character

based on that consummate extra man Charles Haas, whose

charm, elegance, and taste (above all, in women and Italian art)

endeared him to everyone dans le monde from crowned heads to

courtesans. The discrimination that Proust evoked in Swann is a

quality that Yves has in good measure. So it is appropriate that

these rooms with their festive red hangings and—yes

—

serious

furniture (not least, a large portfolio stand in red morocco),

should reflect the style of a man-about-town who was also a con-

noisseur. But they also reflect the nature of an artist who, being a

great couturier, is a romantic, an esthete, a dreamer.

The other chambre de maitre—Pierre Berge's—has the name
"Charlus" inscribed on its door, and it is a perfect match for the

flamboyant character of this fictional personage and his real-life

prototype, Robert de Montesquiou-Fezensac. Especially flam-

boyant is the damask—a huge sage-green motif on a dusty auber-

gine ground—that has been used for the wall hangings and
curtains. Flamboyant, too, are the gory Orientalist paintings,

which set the masculine mood of this room. For one trait of

Charlus's that Proust repeatedly emphasized is his obsession

with masculine pursuits. And this shrine to him makes one feel

that the great silk-curtained closets which dominate one wall are

not so much filled with the (Continued on page 395)

/rM 31 Thegrandestof the guest rooms was inspired by Proust's

m I

^uc and Duchesse de Guermantes—leaders of the bon
^B^mm mmmJK^^ ton—and evokes the rose-strew suite they might

have occupied at the Hotel Hitz in Paris. The spare curv. ; of a nineteenth-

century chaise longue in the Louis XV style contrast with the more rounded
curves of a Napoleon III tufted chair and a fan-shaped firescreen. An or-

nate mirror links the circa 1920 chandelier with the nineteenth-century

flower paintings and the eighteenth-century bust on the mantelpiece.
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; beauti-

.ind evening

clothes this season were

white— white chiffon,

white lace, white cash-

mere, white angora

—

and always, white with

something extra

touch of silver, glitte'

shine, giving everything

a special 'holiday' quali-

ty Here, for example, a

very special combina-

tion: Galanos' delicate

white lace openwork

top, beaded in pearls,

over his soft, sleeveless

angora sweater-dress.

Top, about $9390.

Dress, about $990.

Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC;

Martha, Palm Beach and

Bal Harbour; Neiman-

Marcus; Amen Wardy,

Newport Beach CA. To

order at Saks-Jandel;

John Baldwin. Earrings,

Angela Cummings of Tif-

fany. Hair, makeup,
these four pages, Rick

Gillette. Details, more
stores, see last pages.

'-'-'*

i
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more the merrier...

...that's the spirit behind the holiday fantasy

on these four pages, with Veronica Hamel,

the beautiful star of the hit television series,

Street Blues'.'., and friends W\ w\



Pure delight, right,

Veronica Hamel in soft,

shimmering whiles from

Chanel. One of the most

spectacular looks of the

season -the small,

spa re rhape of an ivory

chiffon T-shirt, with a

long, slender matching

te skirt, both embroi-

dered with silver-and-

gold icicles. About

$6400. Bergdorf Good-

man; Neiman-Marcus.

To order at Saks-Jandel.

Earrings, David Webb;

rings, Cartier. All fashion

details, see last pages.

'...and to all a

ood nightfk £k

M
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Beginning here

throughout this issue,

the key choices,

lights. Starting with a

striking difference—the

new elongation of line

that's everywhere at ev-

ery length. On these four

pages, in new longer

lengths. . . . Shapes to

watch, near right: the

easy, square-shape ba-

teau-neck T-shirt in a mix

of jersey and woven black

linen and a long, narrow

linen wrap skirt yoked at

the hip to "hold" the line.

From Alke Boker. Each,

about $120. Mid-Dec. at

Bonwit Teller. WYC; Bar-

ew choices, ew delights
bara/Jean, Little Rock

AR; Bullock's; Nordstrom,

Costa Mesa CA. . . . Far

right—the totally narrow

line of Calvin Klein's

longer, barer tank top in

black linen/cotton shad-

ow stripes (about $120)

with a matching, longer-

length pull-on skirt (about

$140). Bloomingdale's;

Nan Duskin; Saks-Jandel;

Hudson's; The Avenue,

Omaha NE; Bullock's,

Westwood CA. These four

pages: hair and makeup by

Rick Gillette. For details,

children's clothes, more

stores, see last pages.

Suddenly, this is

a season with
awonderful variety
of looks for

anyclimate,any mood
of dressing...

320 Deborah Turbeville
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dressing into ea$y e>e- «W •

uing: Mfthael Kors's long- * %A "^s * *^

hue tank top in blaofc ^' f A«JJt

casrtiwre (about $JM) ^te^F %ft 4 » $* W*

over a long, side-slit skirt *£%* *» *
*

in black silk with white \j^A. J^' •in black silk with white

pinstripes (about $200).

Mid-Dec. at Sate Fifth Av-

enue. NYC; Kreeger's,

New Orleans; Marshall

Field's; Jackson Graves,

Minneapolis MN; Rue de

Reves, Dallas; Bull-

ock's. . . . Nonstop nar-

rowness, right, in a long,

simply cut bLa.ck cotton

halter dress with a* soft

cowl that doubles as a

hood—the kind of dress

that acts as a perfect

base.'' Donna Karan and

Louis Dell'Olio for Anne

Klein & Co. About $70.

Bonwit Teller; Marshall

Field's; Balliet's; Neiman-

Marcus; The Broadway,

Los Angeles; I. Magnin.

Details, more stores, chil-

dren's clothes, last pages.

*
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4-4
/ verywhere: big, bold

g Des. In black-and-

white or brilliant color. So
carefully worked out, you

sense of texture even in flat fab-

So compelling, they add dash

and excitement to the season's best

shapes. Example, this page, the im-

pact of Gianfranco Ferre's :r: ; e silk

chemise with the season's rounded

top, deep armholes and narrow-fall-

ing body— in strong bla.

stripes. About $750. Barney's; Nan

Duskin; Martha Palm Beach and Bal

Harbour; Hattie; Birmingham Ml and Scottsdale

AZ; Ultimo, Chicago; Theodore, Beverly

Hills. . . . Another shape that's prime news: the

pyjama. The red/blue striped ones, right, in silk

jersey (Racine) with Geoffrey Beene's elan. The
top has a cut-out back; the pants have the new
softness. About $1750. Late Jan. at Altman's;

Nan Duskin; Martha Palm Beach and Bal Har-

bour; Jacobson's; Frost Bros.; Amen-Wardy,
Newport Beach CA. Beauty Note : More terrific

color, right, Christian Dior's Karkade #778 lip-

stick. These four pages: hair, Garren for Ggfl
ren, N.Y.; makeup, Alberto Fava. Fa^^
details, more stores, see next to last_^6es.

King
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new choices,new
delightsin super

stripesthe season's

standout shapes

stand out even more

/



G'scar de la Renta does a simple, T-shirty silk chemise, this page—with squarer

shoulders, deep sleeves, the season's narrower line—gives it a fast-moving atti-

tude, a racy look with bold cobalt/black/off-white stripes. About $430. Late De-

cember at Elizabeth Arden Salons; Swansons on the Plaza; Balliet's; Lou Lattimore, Dallas;

Carrick's, Denver; I. Magnin. . . . And from Bill Blass, opposite, a square, one-shouldered top,

and a slim, above-the-knee skirt in crisp linen—with flag-bright stripes intricately worked out

horizontally and diagonally, in different widths, so that they're integral to the design and heighten

it at the same time. About $990. Late Jan. at Martha; John Baldwin; Neiman-Marcus. To order at

Balliets; I. Magnin. . . . Beauty Note: With bright clothes, strong but subtle lipcolors: Revlon's

Moon Drops Luminesque Gemsmoke, left; Rose Amethyst, right. Details, more stores, last pages.

New choices, new delights

326
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» choices,

delights

...a whole

ew beach

game

<
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There's nothing like it-

nothing like the eese, the

comfort of slipping into

the simplest oversized

shirt end soft psnts. Left

those relsxed shapes in an

interesting texture mix

Gene Ewing's natural

cotton/linen button

front shirt worn

over a cotton

mesh tank top

and cropped

linen trousers.

Shirt, about $78;

tank, about $74;

pants, about $58. Bon

wit Teller; Gabrion Private

Collection, Greenwich CT;

T. Edwards, Atlanta; The

Gazebo, Delias; Macy's,

San Francisco. . . . An'

other charming variation

On a man's pyjama—taken

that much further, right:

this time a wonderful

block satin top—rounder,

easier—worn as a jacket

over another pyjama top in

striped white cotton and

black satin pants—

a

knockout! From Robe de

Chembre/Commes des

Garqons. Satin top, about

$125; pants, about $115;

i cotton top. about $110.

Comma des Gargons Bou-

tique, NYC. These four

pages: hair, Ezel; makeup,

Linda Mason. For details,

see next to lest pages.

Lothar Schmid

\
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New choices, new delights

VERY EASY

VOGUE #8680

BUTTERICK #4136

Easy separates to sew

that have just enough of

an edge, enough of a dif-

ference ... the difference

of stripes, left—one of

this season's most charm-

ing "details." This time, in

marvelous muted sun-

soaked tones of brown,

rust, tan, and grey cotton,

for a shirty jacket and

drawstring-waist pants

that slide over a T-shirt

and boxer shorts in a sea-

i

shell-pattern cotton voile.

The whole thing taken

from a real man's pyjama

pattern . . . Jacket pants,

and shorts—Butterick

Pattern #4136; boatneck

T-shirt, Very Easy Vogue

Pattern #8680. Striped

cotton, A.S. Fibre; cotton

voile, Harriet Sawyer for

Gemfab . . . Another smart

way to dress in a hot cli-

mate, opposite pege—

a

simple, perfect black cot-

ton camp shirt and longer,

button-front khaki cotton

twill skirt—a look so "fin-

ished" it becomes a "two;

piece dress." Cotton twill

shirt, Butterick Pattern

#4224; skirt Very Easy

Vogue Pattern #8557.

Both from Tandler Textile.

For details, stores, sew-

ing tips, see last pages.

Lothar Schmid
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BUTTERICK #4224

VERY EASY VOGUE # 8557
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erfee in the

clothes on these two

pages—all from Calvin

Klein Their oversized, al-

most pyjama-like shapes

symbolize some of the

season's mast appealing

news for warm-weather

dressing, for at-home anil

leisure On this page.

a loose easy version of his

best-looking casual top, a

long-sleeved hip-length T-

shirt shape in white jac-

quard linen. With it,

more relaxed ft

get with softer looser

trousers, in the prettiest,

palest, shell-pink linen.

Top, about $160; trousers,

about $160. Saks Fifth Av-

enue. NYC; Saks-Jandel;

Marshall Field's; Balliet's.

Neiman-Marcus; Nord-

strom. Costa Mesa

CA. ..

the same so

s/re.in a look based on one

of the season's key

pieces: the long sleeve-

less vest. This one, in

sandy beige linen, over a

perfect, short-sleeved

white linen T-top, cropped

striped linen trousers.

Vest, about $110; top,

about $120; pants, about

$190. Altman's; Kauf-

mann's; Montaldo's; Ja-

cobson's; I. Magnin;

Liberty House, Honolulu.

Hair, these two pages.

Christiaan; makeup. Ru-

miko Hirose. Details,

more stores last pages.

Arthur Elgort
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eguilin

weather clothes
-looser shapes,

prettier colors,
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ew choices,

new delights

foxes-glamour plus!

...fur theway you really

wantfu
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In a season of wonderful

furs, of wonderful foxes,

the excitement contin-

. . . with foxes that

have everything: rare,

frosted markings; head-

line shapes— in large-

scale 7/8 or longer

coats; short, fu

ets. And the hei

sense of luxury

makes this year's fo

so outstanding. Here,

the way they slide i

over evening

g like the most

glamorous "accessc-

ies" ... A terrific natu-

ral Canada silver fox

:

cket, opposite, with a

ramaticalli scaled,

eautifully marked

shawl collar and draw-

string waist. By Grosve-

nor Canada. About

$8200. Fur Galleria, Ce-

darhurst NY; Furs by

Gartenhaus, Chevy

Chase MO; Furs by Rob-

ert, Detroit; Szor-Oiener

Furs, Dallas; Edwards-

Lowell, Beverly Hills;

Roberts Furs, San Fran-

cisco Another way

to go for luxury, left, a

longer, boldly cut kimo-

no coat of natural silver

fox with wonderful wide

leeves, a generous

shawl collar, and match-

ing boa—for even added

impact! From Galanos

Furs. Coat and boa,

ut $35,000. Both to

rat Bergdorf Go
J

an; Nei man-Marcus.

•ages.
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New choices, new delight
All out glorious!—an out-

standing fur; an outstand-

ing fox, left: a unique

light-colored natural

cross fox cocoon coat

stand-u_

sink into.

th a large

to really

65.000.

Fendi Furs at Btrgdorf

Goodman. Beauty

Note: More evening im-

pact—from deeper lips—

Merle Norman's Rich

Chestnut lipstick. . . . t

coat with impact! A coat

that maximizes the look

and feel of wonderful plat-

inum fox, fight: Revillon

Collection s jacket with a

grand-scale shawl collar.

About $27,000. To order

at Revillon Boutique at

Saks Fifth Avenue. These

four pages: hair, Louis

Alonzo for Pipino-Buc-

cheri salon; makeup, Al-

berto Fava. Details, see

next to last pages.
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On the set

ithwi

Marcel

Proust

MARCEL PROUST IS ALL THINGS
to all men, readers and uninitiates alike.

There are the worldly Proustians, who
see in the seven volumes (three in English,

in Terence Kilmartin's new translation)

of Remembrance of Things Past vindica-

tion of their own lost time, proof that en-

lightenment can be acquired even in the

best drawing rooms. Literary types value

the backward chronology of the book,

which reduces events to their details ad
infinitum. One finds the two most dan-

gerous types of romantics clutching the

book to their breasts—those who believe

that true love must remain unrequited,

and those who believe that everyone is ba-

sically homosexual. There are those who
search the text not for crude meaning but

for references to painting, horticulture,

and genealogy, the way certain madmen
collate the types of flowers on stamps.

One hears of people who cannot do

without their hour of Proust a day, of

people who have named their guest

rooms after the characters in the book.

One is introduced to others with the rec-

ommendation that they are Proustians

—

To celebrate Swann in Love— the first screen version

of Remembrance of Things Past—Vogue asked the great

photographer Jacques-Henri Lartigue to capture

the essence of the masterpiece on location in Paris. No tepid

reconstruction, this is the story of a passion, a painful

misalliance. Joan Juliet Buck watched the scenes unfold

though whether this m^ans that they like

being tied up and whipped in all-male

whorehouses, or have spent their lives

climbing into society, or are Jewish, or

French, or asthmatic, or subject to wet

dreams, or fond of tea and cakes, or mere-

ly extraordinarily long-winded, one can-

not at first tell. Readers of Proust tend to

act as if sensitivity were an honor they

had won in the three thousand two hun-

dred and ninety-four pages of the book,

rather than an attribute natural, even en-

demic, to the rest of humanity.

(Continued on page 344)

First view: the epilogue. Jeremy Irons, left,

highly tuned romantic British actor, as

Swann—esthete, man-about-town, anx-

ious lover, and ultimately, Jewish outsid-

er—with Alain Delon, French idol, daring

to camp it up as the outrageous Baron de

Charlus. "It occurred to me, " wrote

Proust, "that the raw material ofmy expe-

rience, which would also be the raw mate-

rial ofmy book, came to mefrom Swann.
"

Jacques-Henri Lartigue 343



he book is a monument,

long considered untranslatable into any

other medium. Those who love it view it

as a private possession, and those who
haven't read it can't see any point in it.

Twenty-one years ago, Nicole Ste-

phane, actress turned producer and a

member of the De Rothschild family,

bought the film rights to the book from

Suzy Mante-Proust, the author's niece.

Various versions of the film have been

discussed, contracts signed; but the pro-

jects always fell apart. There was the Vis-

conti version, cut from Sodom and
Gomorrah (it was to have starred Silvana

Mangano as the Duchesse de Guer-
mantes, Marlon Brando as the Baron de

Charlus, Brigitte Bardot as Odette de

Crecy, Helmut Berger as the young tease,

Charlie Morel). The Joseph Losey ver-

sion yielded a published script by Harold

Pinter in which skin texture represented

breeding. Peter Brook wrote a screenplay

of Swann in Love with Jean-Claude Car-

riere, but was unable to direct the film.

He told Volker Schlondorff about it, and

Schlondorff took over, changing Brook's

script slightly.

Ornella Muti, a rounded Italian starlet,

was chosen for Odette, to the general hor-

ror of all actresses under forty. Jeremy

Irons, the British actor, was chosen for

Swann, to the horror of all French actors.

And Alain Delon, the handsome tough

idol of French cinema, was given the part

of the portly and degenerate Baron de

Charlus, to the horror of French fans.

However, supporting roles went to the

write the book you have just read, I find it

appropriate that my first day on the set

coincides with the last scene in the film.

The period is 1910, whereas the rest of

Swann in Love is set in 1885.

There is a tiny traffic jam of carriages

and cars wedged by the side of the Pavil-

ion de Flore. One of the men on the pro-

duction staff is in charge of authenticity, a

role he may have imposed on himself, for

he's a litterateur, who was appalled to

find out that Jeremy Irons had not read

the George D. Painter biography of

finest young actors in France: Fanny Ar- Proust. He points to a license plate that

belonged to Jean de Balsan, and then to

the descendant of Jean de Balsan, who is

riding in a wicker landau with a few other

bluebloods. One of Schlondorff 's choices

was the use of aristocrats, and only aristo-

crats, as extras (Continued on page 347)

dant as the Duchesse de Guermantes,

Marie-Christine Barrault as the redoubt-

able Madame Verdurin (who will rise to

become the Princesse de Guermantes in a

later volume, offscreen), and Jean-Louis

Richard as Monsieur Verdurin. A far cry

from the days

"Proust never talks about God.
If there is one, He's to be found
in artistic creation, the only way
to go beyond man and time"

when all the so-

ciety women in

Paris felt they

had a right to be

in the film.

Seven Days on

the Set. Day 1.

Tuileries. The
Carousel at the Tuileries was a spot be-

loved by Belle Epoque Parisians; today it

is mainly crossed in a great hurry by tour-

ists in the daytime, and haunted at night

by marauding gangs of young perverts.

Much ofSwann in Love is shot here, using

the sandy ground, the small Arc de
Triomphe, and the bushes for their time-

less qualities. Since the book ends with

the narrator announcing that he will now

Aristocratic extrasfall into turn-

of-the-century cafe tableau,

above. Right: Fanny Ardant as

the Duchesse de Guermantes, em-

bodiment, to Swann, of the best

society. "Tallandproud in a gown

of red satin, " Proust wrote, "the

Duchesse's features exuded con-

tentment and her speech bore-

dom: 'Oh, God, more princes!'
"

\
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(Continued from page 344) so

that they would know how to

behave at parties, and give the

attentive members of the audi-

ence the sinister feeling that,

wherever Swann and Odette

go, they are surrounded by ex-

actly the same people: Society

as Claustrophobia. As Rohan-

Chabots, Chavagnacs, Bre-

teuils, Cambronnes, and
Ruspigliosis parade, a Barbara

de la Moussaye is pointed out.

I used to play with a Frangois

de la Moussaye when we were

both five and ask after him. A
handsome 1885 officer materi-

alizes and explains that his

cousin Frangois now lives in

Gstaad. I'm beginning to feel

at home.

From a distance, the women
look like Lartigue's Bois

Belles, save that none of them
is accompanied by the lapdogs

one sees in his photographs.

Lartigue is here, sitting on a

chair by his wife, Florette; it

seems redundant to jab him in

the ribs and say "Just like your

boyhood, isn't it?" What
strikes him as most familiar,

he says, are the gardes munici-

paux on horseback and the

high-laced shoes on the chil-

dren. Lartigue is probably the

most authentic person here if

you think of a period movie set

as a reconstruction of the past.

If it's Proustian truth you

care for, there's Michel

Drucker, a Proustian in his

eighties, sitting on a chair on

the lawn surrounded by re-

spect. He's read the book eigh-

teen times and is happy to offer

anyone who asks him the in-

for- (Continued on page 348)

The memory of a particular image is but regret

for a particular moment; and houses,

roads, avenues are as fugitive, alas, as the years"

-
Little girls in white with their

governess, the coded nostalgia

of instant Proustian memo
ries—a privileged, protected

time re-created by Schlondorff

recorded by Lartigue, who said:

"The guards on horses a id the

children's high-laced shoes

brought it all back.
"

Jacques-Henri Lartigue 347



mtinued from page 347) mation that

Swann \\.<s based on Charles H>

Odette, on ;i combination ofLeonieClo-

mesnil and 1 aure Hayman. "If you think

of tunc as space," he says, peering at the

agitation around the old vehicles on the

t.n side of the hedge, "then memories are

n a distance. To show people from the

past, they should be grey and then take on

color. That's an Impressionist idea. The

first time I saw the Impressionists was in

1
L)10, the Nympheas at the Georges Petit

gallery. I was six years old and I was as-

tounded."

The extras, too, are talking about

Proust. One of them offers that Swann

was, of course, an outsider: a Jew, like

Proust.

The film, with its trilingual cast (En-

glish, Italian, and French) is by necessity

a co-production, and it seems to have as

many producers as the Paraguayan army

has generals.

Its German director, Volker Schlon-

dorff, a small, intense, dry man with a

reputation for fierce intelligence, shoots

fast. Swann and Delon dispatched, he and

Sven Nykvist, the Swedish cinematogra-

pher, set up the next scene, wherein the

child Proust will grasp the child Gilberte

during a game and, at the contact of her

body beneath her dress, feel himself over-

come with a reaction unfamiliar to small

children.

Jeremy Irons is given a metal chair and

calls for the book. The Penguin edition is

brought to him: he wants to see where

and how this scene they have just shot,

and will shoot again, occurs. "How well

d'you know your Proust?" he asks, flip-

ping the pages. This is one of the few

scenes in the film that has not been taken

from the book, and he searches in vain,

his grey suede (Continued on page 392)

&'

%J*f

VJK

y

Is this a film about love,

or about its destruction?

On one side, carnal beings;

beyond them,
an eternal object of love"

•^.

Two epochs joined: Proust's Odette— '7

had difficulty in believing she was a cour-

tesan, and certainly I should never have
believed her to be an ultra-fashionable

one, had I not seen the carriage and pair,

the pink dress, the pearl necklace. . .

"

—

and Lartigue's Odette (Italian actress Or-

nella Muti), so like the women he stalked

in 1910, who used to walk, he says, "sowing

theirperfume in the warm gusts ofspring.
"

348 Jacques-Henri Lartigue
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ooning memories This month Willem

^Kooning, one of the most acclaimed artists of

this century, receives a major retrospective at

New York City's Whitney Museum of American

Art and celebrates his fortieth wedding anniver-

sary. Below, his wife, painter/writer Elaine de

Kooning, remembers
the couple's antic, pen-

niless summer of 1948

— at legendary Black

Mountain College— in

the exhilarating com-
pany of Buckminster

Fuller, Josef Albers,

John Cage, and Merce

Cunningham...

BY ELAINE DE KOONING

ill had

h i s

first

one-
man
show
at the

E g a n

Gallery in

April of 1948,

the month I began

writing reviews for Art News. Nothing

sold from Bill's show, and my reviews

brought in only two dollars apiece. We
were looking forward to the summer with

trepidation. We were penniless with no
prospects. The previous four summers of

our married life spent in the city had

taught us that living hand-to-mouth, at

which we were expert, was more difficult

in July and August than during the rest of

the year when "something would hap-

pen."

Bill's dealer, Charlie Egan, in despera-

tion, kept the show up through May and

June until it became an embarrassment to

352

Courtesy of the artist

Bill. It made things seem more hopeless.

The show went unnoticed in the press ex-

cept for one short, ardently favorable re-

view in Art News by a brilliant young

critic, Renee Arb. As a result of this re-

view, a letter from a stranger changed all.

Josef Albers, whom we knew only in

connection with the Bauhaus, wrote to

Bill, asking him to teach at Black Moun-
tain College in North Carolina for the

summer. Bill would receive $200, room
and board, and round-trip railroad tick-

ets for both of us; and we would each have

a studio. All of our problems were solved.

Seventy dollars would be used for Bill's

New York City studio rent for the two

months we'd be away; thirty-six dollars

would cover the rent for our cold-water

flat on Carmine Street where I had my
studio, leaving us ninety-four dollars and
few expenses except art materials and cig-

arettes. We were overjoyed at the pros-

pect of a vacation in the mountains.

At the end of June, in great good spir-

its, we packed our brushes, paints, pads,

jeans, bathing suits, one "good" suit for

/

L

•

n
a

Allan Stone Gallery, New York City

Faces of intense determination

during their lean years together:

above, Elaine by Willem and, at

left, he by her, in theirpencil draw-
ings of each otherfrom the 1940s.

Bill, and two dresses for me and took off

for Asheville on an overnight train. At 10

p.m., a porter came around with pillows

he was renting for fifty cents apiece. Bill

and I looked at each other and a silent

agreement was instantly reached: if we
had only ninety-four dollars for the whole

summer, a dollar for pillows for one night

was a disproportionate luxury which we
felt we should not allow ourselves—a de-

cision we regretted as the night dragged

on and we found hard surfaces and jut-

ting corners wherever we twisted and

turned to rest our heads. We finally gave

up trying to sleep and read the mystery

stories to which we were addicted at the

time, all through the night.

When dawn broke, the train was mak-

ing an incredibly steep ascent up the side

of a mountain and a gorgeous, heavy

green landscape unfolded before our de-

lighted eyes.

Groggy but exhilarated, we were met

at the Asheville station by a stooped,

long-haired bespectacled student who
drove us to the college in an old station

wagon. We were somewhat dismayed by

our first glimpse of the campus, which

seemed rather desolate to us—evocative

of Faulkner's South. There were isolated

students sunning themselves on the grass,

looking, we thought, peculiarly listless

and forlorn. "I feel like turning around

and going home," Bill said apprehensive-

ly. But Josef Albers' hearty greeting lifted

our spirits. "Ach so! The De Koonings!"

he smiled, embracing us like old friends.

With his fresh pink skin, sunny blue eyes.

sparkling white hair, and genial German

accent, he radiated cheer and enthusiasm.

We immediately felt at home when Al-

bers walked us to our cottage. We ap-

proved of the bare wood floors and sparse



furnishings—a table, a couple of chairs in

one large room, a bed, a bureau, and a

closet in the other. We strolled around

the campus with Albers animatedly de-

scribing the manner in which each build-

ing was erected and the care in the choice

of location. We very much liked a small,

empty, high-ceilinged building nestled in

the woods called The Quiet House. It was

a place for meditation, Albers told us,

built by a student as a memorial for an-

other student killed in an automobile ac-

cident—the son of Ted Dreier, one of the

founders of Black Mountain College.

A long, plain building, with two tiers of

identical tiny rooms barely large enough

for the narrow cot, the sturdy work desk,

and the chair in each one, exemplified the

frugal spaces and the stark, unadorned

surfaces of Bauhaus design. Bill took one

look at these studios and announced that

he would paint in our much more ample

living room. Albers, defensive about his

response to the limited space, explained

that most of the students painted or drew

on paper on the desks. I immediately de-

cided to push my desk over to the win-

dow, use it as a palette table and paint on

wrapping paper tacked to the wall. The
window, the saving feature of the studio

for me, faced a dreamily beautiful lake

with lush dark-green foliage all around it.

Off in the distance, there was a long dock

with students diving off and splashing

around in the sunlight. I made another

immediate decision to join them after we
finished our tour of the grounds with Al-

bers, who now led us to the Great Hall

that served as dining room, theater, dance

studio, and lecture hall. "Because of the

school's strict budget, there is no choice

of food. It's very democratic. Everyone

eats the same things. Whatever the chef

prepares. That way, there's no waste."

The main course that day was a frank-

furter-and-banana salad. Bill was incred-

ulous: "Looks like something Elaine

would make." Albers and I beamed at

each other over the mutual compliment.

"Very unusual combination," Bill went

on but ate his portion as uncritically as

Albers and I. He was having two bowls of

soup beforehand, he explained, so that he

could regard the salad as dessert.

Albers told us that meals were an-

nounced with a loud bell, and we agreed

to meet him at six in the dining hall and

returned to our house to unpack and to

set up our studios. We were sitting on the

dock deep in conversation when the din-

ner bell rang. To our amazement and

amusement, we saw people running from

every direction to converge on the dining

hall. "Look at them run at the sound of

that bell," Bill laughed. "Pavlov's dogs,"

I said smugly. We continued our leisurely

conversation and strolled over to the din-

ing room some twenty minutes later to

discover that the food was all gone—ev-
ery scrap of it. From then on, at the sound

of the bell, Bill and I proved to be more
than adequate sprinters and never again

came late for a meal.

We circled around the dining room,

pleased to discover some familiar faces

from New York: sculptor Peter Grippe,

painter Florence Grippe, and John Cage
and Merce Cunningham. Merce told us

that he would be teaching a two-hour

dance class six mornings a week. I had

taken dance classes, on and off, from the

age of six and seized the opportunity to

study with Merce, enrolling on the spot.

"There are going to be quite a few in-

teresting visiting instruc-

tors. In fact, too many,"

Albers confided. "Buck-

minster Fuller and Rich-

ard Lippold were invited

and said they couldn't

come, so we got Charles

Burchard from Harvard

for the architecture class

and Peter Grippe for

sculpture and now we just

heard that Fuller and Lip-

pold are coming after all."

Albers shook his head,

frowning: "It will make
for complications." He
was right. This was our

first tiny whiffof the feuds |

and intrigues that charac- $
terized the summer.

Albers proceeded to in-

troduce us to a bewilder-

ing number of the regular faculty

members whose names we promptly for-

got; and, for weeks afterwards, we'd refer

to people by profession and build
—

"that

tall photographer" or "that fat weaver."

A weaver whose name we immediately

registered was Albers' wife, Anni, a dis-

tinguished tall, thin woman with a small

face and a winning smile. We were invited

to a get-acquainted party to be held later

in the evening at the Alberses' house. We
noticed that certain faculty members
weren't at the party—our second whiff of

the open and veiled hostilities that pro-

vided a constant and oppressive under-

current that whole summer.

The next morning, we visited the work

areas and met with students, some of

whom made an immediate impression on

us: Ruth Asawa, Donald Droll, Joe

Fiore, Ray Johnson, Albert Lanier, Hazel

Larsen, Pat Passloff, Kenneth Snelson,

Ray Spillinger, Susan Weil. For some rea-

son, I had no trouble at all remembering

their names. In the following week, Bill's

class expanded to some ten students.

Albers' class in color theory and Cun-
ningham's dance class were much larg-

er—about thirty students each. The many
evening lectures—Winslow Ames on
printmaking, Beaumont Newhall on pho-

tography, Isaac Rosenfeld on Tolstoi, Er-

win Bodky on Beethoven, Edgar Kauf-

mann, Jr. on industrial design—were

dress-up events to which everyone came.

The most spectacular of these was Buck-

minster Fuller's introductory lecture.

"He looks stuffy," I whispered to Bill

as Fuller, short, stocky, dapper, strode

briskly toward the podium. "Wait until

he opens his mouth," Bill, better in-

formed than I, whispered back. Bucky
then whirled off into his talk, using bobby

During his Black Mountain sum-
mer De Kooning struggled daily

on his famous oil— "Asheville.
"

pins, clothespins, all sorts of units from

the five-and-ten-cent store to make geo-

metric, mobile constructions, collapsing

an ingeniously fashioned icosahedron by

twisting it and doubling and tripling the

modules down to a tetrahedron; talking

about the obsolescence of the square, the

cube, the numbers two and ten (throwing

in a short history of ciphering and why it

was punishable by death in the Dark

Ages); extolling the numbers nine and

three, the circle, the triangle, the tetrahe-

dron, and the sphere; dazzling us with his

complex theories of ecology, engineering,

and technology. Then, he began making

diagrams on a blackboard. He drew a

square, connecting two corners with a di-

agonal line. "Ah," he said affectionately,

"here's our old friend, the hypotenuse."

That did it (Continued on page 393)
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cuts her nails and plays it

straight, sort off, in a sen-

sational role in "Silkwood"...

By Cathleen Schine

"People used to say, 'How do you pick

things up with two-inch nails?' " says

Cher. "And I'd think, what a stupid

question—you just pick things up.

Then the other day, I saw a picture of

myself with two-inch nails and I said,

'How did I pick things up with two-

inch nails?'
"

Cher is thirty-seven years old. She is

wearing skin-tight black jeans and a

large grey jersey. She is barefoot, with a

tattoo half visible on her ankle and pur-

ple toenail polish. "I like this death col-

or," she says. "Corpse grape." Her dau-

ghter, Chastity, the little girl who used

to toddle onstage at the end ofMommy
and Daddy's TV show, is wearing blue

|

jeans, a grey sweatshirt, and braces. She

is fourteen, which really is astonishing,

except, perhaps, to her.

Cher and Chastity are both sitting on

the floor of their New York hotel room.

Chastity has just come back from her

first day at a new school. The school,

she reports, is "rully strict." Cher is

giving an interview to promote Silk-

wood, a movie directed by Mike Nich-

ols that she is in, along with Meryl

Streep. Meryl Streep sings in the movie.

Cher does not.

Neither has a role for which two-

inch nails, of any color, would be ap-

propriate. Meryl Streep plays Karen

Silkwood, the young woman who may
or may not have been murdered in 1974

while trying to blow the whistle on her

employers at a plutonium processing

^^^^ plant where safety came decidedly last.

I She is a red-necked, good-time, good ol'

gal drawn into political activism not

out of idealism but out of outrage, an-

ger, and vindictiveness. She is an un-

likely, accidental hero. Her friend

Dolly Pelliker, played by Cher, is no

hero at all. She is uninformed and unin-

terested. When Karen starts talking

about genetic defects, Dolly just looks

at her blankly. "Meanin' hwutV she

says.

Loosely based on Sherri Ellis, Silk-

wood's roommate at the time of her

death, Dolly (Continued on page 396)

Mary Ellen Mark/Lee Gross



IAIMGEROUSLY
T THEIR TALENTS ON THE UNE

STREISAND
-in"Yentl,"

her first

i movie in years—makes up for

Host time: she's producer,

|
director, and male lead . .

.

By Jill Robinson

"In art, it's so simple to know
what you feel and to see where

you're going—the way is some-

how clearer. But in life there's

so much peripheral vision—so

many pros and cons to every-

thing."

This is Barbra Streisand talk-

ing. The most eager voice I have

ever known. Words and phrases

have run-throughs: How to

please you? Did I say that right?

Streisand has just finished

Yentl. She directed. She stars.

She coauthored the script, from

|.
the story by Isaac Bashevis

Singer, and coproduced. The
film has a distinct personality,

one that we know—Barbra's.

We're used to that with men,

with European directors. Strei-

sand is the auteur—she has cre-

ated a great fiction as truly hers

as Fanny and Alexander is Ing-

mar Bergman's. Yentl is the

great romantic story of a young
woman in Poland, perhaps a

hundred (Continued on page 399)

BARYSHNIKOV
dusts the

ashes off

Barbra as

one ofthe boys

in " Yentl'

"Cinderella" and co-choreographs

a lavish new ballet...

By Mindy Aloff

Mikhail Baryshnikov's long-awaited

Cinderella is the most spectacular bal-

let planned by a New York dance com-
pany in years. This month, it waltzes

across the stage for the first time in

American Ballet Theatre's ambitious

new production at the Kennedy Center

in Washington, DC. Conceived by Bar-

yshnikov, ABT's artistic director, and
choreographed by him in collaboration

with free-lance choreographer Peter

Anastos, the work will provide a rous-

ing array of dance and mime roles for

ABT performers at every rank.

Like Baryshnikov's The Nutcracker

and Don Quixote, Cinderella is an eve-

ning-length entertainment structured

by a strong dramatic narrative. Set to

Serge Prokofiev's beautifully composed
score dating from World War II, the

story, devised by Baryshnikov and An-
astos, contains fabulous touches: danc-

ing birds, flowers, wind, snow, and a cat

who partners the beleaguered heroine.

There will be a kitchen (by Cinderella's

designer Santo Loquasto) that is meant,

in Anastos' words, "to look like the lab-

oratory of a household of horrors, like a

CuisinaTt gone crazy." And there will

be an Enchanted Garden, where hero

and heroine, reunited at last, abide.

In today's theater, enchantment
rarely comes cheap. According to The

New York Times, ABT is raising

$800,000 to mount the production, a

quarter of a million for costumes alone.

Company management admits that the

Cinderella budget represents "a very

substantial portion of the entire pro-

duction budget for the season." Al-

though this ballet, spoken of as one of

the most lavish productions in Ballet

Theatre's history, is being unveiled in

the wake of newspaper reports this past

fall about ABT's fiscal crisis, it was in

the works before the company's present

economic dilemma. Baryshnikov and

Anastos began discussing the collabo-

ration early in 1982.

They had met the previous year on

the set of the (Continued on page 397)

Duane Michals

Baryshnikov]

in rehearsal^

inventing

"Cinderella''

step by step



Spring '84: Ideas, new directions, the shape of springs;!-

MATTER WHERE IT'S

FROM, OR HOW UNEX-

PECTED ITS CONCEPT-

WHAT'S GOOD IS GOOD! AND WORTH WATCHING. BECAUSE

SOONER OR LATER, IT MOVES THE EYE-AND FASHION-IN NEW

DIRECTIONS, TO NEW OPTIONS. ON THESE SIX PAGES, THE BEST

OF WHAT'S GOOD THIS SEASON-TERRIFIC LOOKS FROM GIORGIO

ARMANI, ISSEY MIYAKE, KARL LAGERFELD FOR CHANEL
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to come

Giorgio Armani, master tailor, takes

the look off a man's back, turns

it soft and sensuous. Opposite:

His key jacket shape— uncon-

structed, square shouldered,

long, nipped lightly to suggest the

waist—of the thinnest silk/linen

menswear plaid. The only visible

"detail^' his hallmark small drape in

the lapel. Here with a narrow-but-

soft, slit-to-the-thigh skirt. He

showed his suits not over "real"

blouses but over the lightest little

T-shaped shirts, or bareness....

His coats may set a new standard

for coat dressing. Right: For the

purity of line—square shoul-

dered, straight-falling, lean and

long. For its appealing pale-grey

fabric with the look of hand weav-

ing. The gabardine pants, roomier

at the back, like a man's. The

models came striding down the

runway in gutsy sandals or a ver-

sion of a man's slipper. They had

short, simple haircuts. Their only

jewelry, a stick pin, a pinky ring. It

all heightened the effect of seeing

a man's dressing through a soft-

focus lens. These two pages:

hair, Bruno for Lucie Saint

Clair; makeup, Anne Marie

Barthelemy.

I I

**
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ARMANI:
A NEW HIGH,

A MODERN
BEAT

••
: sac. *

Helmut Newton
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I5SEY MIYAKE:

THE EVOLUTION
OF A UNIQUE
STYLE

It's a far

cry from your basic sweater/shirt/

skirt dressing, but that's what the

looks here really add up to— Issey

Miyake's way. They also represent

a real change, a refinement of his

distinctive style—a style rooted in

creativity with texture and fabric

and the most sensitive use of

color. Now, these elements come

together in a very different way.

The layering is less complicated,

the colors prettier, less somber.

Example, this page, in the sub-

tlest but clean grey/taupe, a big

stretched-look cardigan; a small

cap-sleeved sweater, and—sym-

bol of the season everywhere—

a

cotton "sarong" skirt. Issey's:

asymmetric, bias-draped to wrap

and hold the hip. Nobody does it

better!... Right: Another big cardi-

gan of shaggy linen/cotton; with a

cowl-neck shirt, a wrapped skirt.

This time in darker shades. Again,

not matched, but toned in perfect

harmony. And, always underlying

everything—total ease. These two

pages: Hair, Valentin; makeup,

Cindy Joseph. Photographed on

the terrace at La Samaritaine

department store, Paris.

i.
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CHANEL/
LAGERFELD

—INSPIRED

MERGER

/

h i s

collection isn't line-for-line classic

Chanel, but the spirit is there. The

eternal appeal of a fine, small-

boned look is there, the unmistak-

able femininity and the softness.

Karl Lagerfeld hasn't changed the

character of Chanel, but he's

given it a slightly different beat, a

more this-minute attitude. You

sense the difference, this page, in

the new proportion of his sweater

set—a waist-length cashmere car-

digan over a hip-length sleeveless

pullover sweater and just-above-

the-ankle silk crepe de Chine skirt

(the season's prevailing longer

body line, longer length). More of

the difference: the skirt has a

deep, off-center slit.... Another

exercise in pure style, opposite

page, a timeless ruffled and

flounced black Chantilly lace

dress, defining the body clearly

but not hugging it. These two

pages: hair, Valentin; makeup,

Cindy Joseph. Photographed at

Musee Jacquemart Andre, Paris.

•*SMKM?
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cutting
edge

In hair, the

distinct message

everywhere

is: shorter,

freer—with an

intentional ease

in style, upkeep.

These six pages:

that modern idea

as interpreted

by four terrific

haircutters . .

.

Shorter hair really is happening. One sure sign: the fact that models

on both sides of the Atlantic—with rare exceptions—all have cut

their hair, and it's just about the prettiest thing on the runways. Hair

length, even more than hem length, is what catches the eye, the atten-

tion. It is the accessory, the distinguishing element of the season.

What you see: hair shorter than shoulder length but not so short as to

lose a sense of movement; dimension rather than layers cut into hair

for an overall impression of a cleaner line.

Key words in recent seasons
—

"volume," "control"—have implied

a certain manipulation with styling tools or gels/foams. While the

looks achieved with that kind of help still have their place in women's

lives, the tendency today is toward a simpler, more modern line with

all those options. Case in point, Rosemary McGrotha's hair, at right.

"The most attractive hair is hair that makes a wom-
an feel comfortable and natural."—Howard Fugler.

"Texturizing" hair by thinning its lower portion almost strand by

strand, as he did Rosemary's, Howard literally lightens it to about

two-thirds of its original weight. By thinning it—by cutting away the

weight that can "drag" down and flatten hair—he gives hair the feel-

ing of more fullness. "This way of cutting gives hair more volume and

movement yet keeps a definite line. It goes a step further than the

blunt cut, which can look heavy, curl under at the ends like a cap."

Red casHlrere to-the-knee dress by Nancy Heller. On eyes. Germame Monleil Midnight

Plum shadow. Kohl Brown liner. Earrings by Carol Halmy. All six pages: makeup, Linda

Mason, manicures, Elizabeth Drabinski for Christiana and Carmen Details, last pages





Talisa's hair,

i "released" by

edged blunt cut

by Sam McK-
into real style w:'
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"A woman should have choices, variety with-

in one cut."

—

Sam McKnight (his cut, on Talisa, in

green, preceding pages, left). Because a one-length blunt

cut can look "too hard," Sam McKnight softens its edges to

"lighten" hair, to take the weight off. Cut a bit shorter in

back, Talisa's hair moves toward the face, "but the feathered

bits around the face can be brushed back to make the hair

more 'severe.' A woman shouldn't be stuck with one style; if

she wants to spend more time on her hair, she can add lift,

height on top. But to me, the very fact that a haircut's func-

tional makes it beautiful.

"I don't fight hair's natural texture, so my cuts are easy

for a woman to maintain herself. Since she's just going to

shampoo, the cut must be everything, it must be exact. I like

haircuts that require nothing else; no lotions, lacquers, teas-

ing, tools. If you spend time getting the best cut, hair falls

into place."

"It's easy to look good in the salon. If I can

make a woman look good on her own for

three months, that's a great achievement."

—

Louis Gignac ofLouis-Guy D (his haircut, on Lisa Rut-

ledge, in pink, preceding pages, right). "My technique is

to cut by weight. A woman always has more weight on one

side of a center part. I remove some weight from the heavy

side, and balance the hair: part it anywhere, and the cut will

work. And it makes a cut last longer, move better. Also,

because the back of the hair grows twice as fast as the rest, it

should be cut shorter." To get the blunt effect on wavy or

curly hair, he says, blow-dry just the bottom part; on fine

hair, a body wave can add lift, volume.

"Time-saving is one of my biggest concerns. A woman
should be able to shampoo her hair and leave the house, and

have hair that handles well, looks good. Or she can finger-

dry first to save time, then blow-dry with the head hanging

down, and when almost dry, use a round brush on the ends;

this should take five minutes. She can spend more time if she

wants, adding gels, etc., but only ifshe wants.
"

"If a woman is active and wears nice clothes,

she should have shorter hair. It fulfills the

mood."—John Stf/jtfg. "Short hair is flexible. It's contem-

porary," notes Sahag, who cut Beth Rupert's hair at left.

"The line I like is shorter than chin-length; it shows the

neck, gives facial features a lot of value. I kept Beth's side

parting, cut the right side of her hair away from her face,

keeping the line straight all around but feathered slightly at

the end so the line isn't abrupt. The left side is longer, cut

closer to the face for a different kind of balance. This cut

goes with the natural bulk and direction of the hair, helping

it to move, to work. For more sophisticated occasions, a

woman can alter texture by blow-drying or adding gels."

Left Blue leather jacket and skirt, Saint Laurent Rive Gauche. Earrings, O-

mabue; bracelet, Maneluisa Stern for Stigi. Makeup—one example of the cur-

rent more, eye/less lip-color balance—by Estee Lauder Greymist/Plumwood

shadows on eyes; Rose Radiance on cheeks; Quicksilver Pink on lips Fashion

details, stores, last pages.

Denis Piel 367



A he TOY OF~ FITNESS
n these pages, the best of fitness!— the gear, the gifts, the

go-power. . .the latest thinking on what it takes to be in

good condition. Today, there's a fitness program to fit

every body, every schedule, every shape. . . and equipment

improved by technology, designed with terrific style. Here,

A to Z, the state of the art in fitness. It's what everyone

wants now, because what everyone wants is to be fit!

TO Z GUIDE
CTIVE VACATIONS: THE NEW R&R
More and more women are discovering the reenergiz-

ing benefits of active vacations—snorkeling, moun-

tain climbing, skiing—instead of opting to loll on a

beach. The reason: the challenge of the purely physical, of risk-

taking recharges energy in a way passivity can't.

In response to executive time demands, organized "adven-

ture" programs offer shorter sessions—four days to one week

—

to fit into a working schedule (two such: Mountain Travel's

world-wide treks, Outward Bound's rigorous U.S. programs).

Improved water-adventure essentials, left: featherweight life

vest by JocJac, maximum-visibility silicone mask (Occhio by

Cressi), and a thin latex swim cap (Speedo).

AEROBICS: MIND/BODY BOOST

For energy, well-being, cardiovascular fitness, no type of exercise

beats aerobics. In addition to its well-documented health bene-

fits, two recently revealed pluses: when practiced over a certain

time span, aerobics stimulate the release of the "pleasure" hor-

mone, endorphins, to help lift depression, even bring on eupho-

ria. And if you spend over one-half hour per day doing aerobics,

the exercise becomes an effective body-fat reducer. Evidence also

suggests that aerobic exercise speeds up metabolism, so calories

may continue "burning up" long after your workout ends.

IKING: URBAN TRANSPORT
The most self-reliant, impressive women now: those

braving city streets each morning on bicycles, dressed in

business suits, briefcases strapped to their bikes—the

.



bikes themselves (like the Miyata, above) designed to "take" city

streets, with fatter wheels, more cushioned, contoured seats. Bik-

ing survivalgear: light-reflective vests andprotective helmets (best:

Bell's TourLite, above), air-pollution masksfor city riding.

OMPUTERS: FUTURE OF FITNESS

They're being used by experts to measure precise

differences in muscle tone and strength, and to cre-

ate exercise machines that may one day provide the

same degree of positive feedback that right now only the encour-

agement ofa professional trainer can match. Already, computers

can be programmed

to adjust a workout

to your age, sex, and

personal fitness level,

to let you know when

you're working too

hard or not hard

enough, when you

reached your ideal

workout range. One

such: The ultimate

computer exercise

bike—the Dynavit Aerobitronic 30, left, about $3000. Fighting

exercise boredom: Seiko's portable TV wristwatch.

DIET: IDEAL AIMS

I Women are approaching diet in a new—responsi-

'
'ble—way, aimingfor more nutrients, fewerfats, in

addition to low calories. Women are realizing that

diet is as much an active process, as much within their control as is

exercise. Medical evidence shows that good dietary habits enhance

provides strength and energy, as well as healthy good looks.

First step, increasing complex carbohydrates (%ood sources: the

orange and pasta, below). As exercise-enhancers, complex carbo-

hydrates provide energy to muscles. A high-complex-carbohydrate

diet can be filling, provide fiberfor proper digestion, be nutrient-

dense and calorie-lean (the idealfood balance).

The vitamin/mineral focus: increasing nutrients from foods,

taking supplements only under a doctor's supervision. The vita-

mins/minerals to increase: calcium (low-fat dairy products) to

prevent osteoporosis; iron (meat, fish, poultry, some vegetables) to

compensate for iron deficiencies, common during reproductive

years: vitamin C (some fruits and vegetables) for, among other

benefits, its enhancement of iron absorption.

an exerciseprogram, and vice versa. Like exercise, a balanced diet

Randolph Graff Hair and makeup, these pages: Sandra Bocas, Patricia Bowden, Tomoko; manicures/pedicures, Elizabeth Drabinski; details, last pages

VALUATIONS:

PROVING EXERCISE'S BENEFITS

Among the rewards of moving regularly—and what

keeps most of us coming back for more: a feeling of

increased strength and body tone, of real ability to withstand

physical challenges. At more and more gyms, these subjective

feelings are being confirmed as scientific facts, through in-depth

evaluations that quantify improvements in heart/lung capacity,

body flexibility, muscle strength, and—perhaps the most precise

health measure of all—body-fat percentage. Most thorough eval-

uations: those done by an exercise physiologist, supervised by a

physician, done the first time before the start of an exercise pro-

gram, then repeated every six months to a year afterwards.

369
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FEET:
BETTER BALANCE

What may be the biggestfootwear advance in decades:

computer-fitted orthotics (above)—bio-mechanical

shoe inserts, engineered to adjust a particular pair of

shoes asyou move, thin enough tofit in running shoes, high-heeled

pumps, even in ski boots.

FABRICS: SPACE-AGE ADVANCES
New technology—plus design inputfrom champion athletes—has

resulted in virtually weightlessfabrics that move asyou move, keep

you dry in any weather, warm or cool as the climate demands, even

reflect light as you jog at night. Names to look for: Gore-Tex—
waterproof, windproof breathable, so perspiration escapes; rain

can 7 penetrate . . . Thinsulate Thermal Insulation—super-thin,

super-light, almost twice as warm as down . . . and polypropyl-

ene—the next-to-the-skin choicefor thermal layering.

GOALS: THE MIND SET

Appropriate goals aid motivation and a fitness

program's success. Going after cosmetic goals,

while important, can be defeating. A modest but

specific physical goal—e.g., ten more sit-ups—gears you for

achievement, strength, real improvements in fitness.

GO TO OLYMPICS '84. Woman to watch: Mary Decker, the

top U.S. amateur athlete, fastest American woman middle-dis-

tance runner, and just one of a stellar group of record-breaking

female athletes preparing to compete in twelve new events . . .

Ticket applications, at Sears.

HWhen stores display barbells next to blankets,

you know that exercise gear has found its place in

the home. The newest home-exercise equip-

ment—for example, the Amerec rowing machine, below, from

NYC's Ad-Hoc Softwares—is sleek and well designed.

Biggest advance in home-fitness gear is the new total-body,

strengthener. While bar-

bells are still the most ba-

sic, least expensive

strength-builders, these

more elaborate resistance-

training stations have the

advantage of giving a safe

workout to each major

muscle group (best: Gym-

Pac, Family Fitness Cen-

ter, West Bend's Total

Gym). Many fitness ex-

perts act as home-gym de-

sign consultants; supervise proper home, machine-use workouts.

NCHES VS. POUNDS
What we as women "measure" now: the shape, the tone,

the strength of our bodies. We work for the change that

comes not merely from eating less but from exercising

more, from going

for the sleekness of

muscle, the burn-

off of fat. It's a

change that is not

always evident on

the scale but is re-

flected in the taut-

ness, the leanness of

your body, the fit of

your clothes.

OGGING
Still the most efficient, convenient aerobic exercise, jogging has

receivedsome badpress, especiallyfor women. Thefacts: there's

little or no scientificproofthatjoggingjars the uterus or harms

breasts (any discom-

fort can be allayed-

with a support bra).

Biggest safety

breakthrough: new

super shock-absorb-

ing materials in run-

ning shoes make

jogging easier on

knees, hips, lower



back, even help to protect city dwellers who run on concrete.

Asfor speed, with increased strength training, marathon records

have been cut by almost one hour! (Clocking the difference: Heuer

stopwatch, opposite page, bottom right.)

KARATE/JUDO:
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE
Studies have proven that a woman who is physi-

cally fit gains a mental advantage, that the knowl-

edge that she can protect herself gives her an aura of strength and

confidence that can actually keep an attacker away. That fact

—

plus an emphasis on form and grace, and real workout benefits

—

is what makes the martial arts so attractive to women now. One

NYC studio especially sensitive to women's needs that teaches a

class in "Street Smarts": Seido Karate.

LIQUIDS: INTERNAL/EXTERNAL REWARDS
The zero-calorie drink that ups both energy and perfor-

mance, keeps your body going strong: water. Studies

show that six-to-eight glassfuls daily is a nutrition basic

and an absolute health essential . . . and savvy women who once

drank coffee at their desks now substitute still or sparkling eau

minerale (below). Externally, water is the most efficient exercise

environment, adding resistance while minimizing injury (making

swimming a top aerobic choice). The hydrotherapeutic effect of

relaxing in warm water—a bath or hot tub—de-tenses muscles,

soothes overworked joints, helps both body and mind.

ACHINES: STATE OF THE ART
Newest exercise machines simulate rigorous

—

often inaccessible—sports, like the Nordic-

Track cross-country skiing machine, left, used at

New York's Sports

Training Institute.

The NordicTrack's

advantages represent

the aim of machines

today: a total-body

workout with little

stress on bones, joints.

Breakthrough:

Nautilus's newest

machines for preg-

nant and older wom-

en with osteoporosis, eliminating joint/bone pressure.

NUTRITION: THE ULTIMATE EDGE
When Martina Navratilova bounced back from

months-long illness to win this year's U.S. Open,

who did she credit with helping her success? Her

nutritionist. Fitness-conscious women everywhere are now seeking

expert nutritional advice—to lose or gain weight, to eatfor energy,

to make sure their diets contain needed nutrients.

ONE-ON-ONE
The most efficient way to train, mentally and

physically. The reason: a personal trainer guaran-

tees safety—and motivation. . . . Newest exercise

instructors make house calls, bring the gym to you. In California,

a traveling van (Now Or Never 213/271-5099); in Florida, a

home spa with chef/nutritionist (Health Pros 904/375-7402).

PORTABLE FITNESS:

Now you can take your workout with you any-

where—office, traveling, weekends. All you need:

runningshoesorajumpropeforaerobics. . .a mini-

tape player (here, Sony's)

plus a workout tape, e.g., cus-

tomized tapes, such as the

kind Barbara Pearlman

puts together (212/628-

3682); thosefrom Nickolaus

(withprogressively advanced

tapes in each set), or, here, Chairman Mao'sfour-

minutephysicalfitness plan used by the staffat

The Golden

ilph Graff



QE II AND THE SUPER-SPAS

there been so many places, so many

. to enjoy a spa vacation. You can spend a few

a few weeks, find a program geared to begin-

tiO want to learn fitness basics, or to advanced

exerciser « vho need a boost in motivation, a re-think of habits.

Then ograms for mothers and daughters (at Tucson's Can-

yon R :!ich), for families, for couples. Spas in the city (Anushka,

Houston/NYC), the desert (The Palms at Palm Springs), at the

hore (The Haikko, Finland). The ultimate spa get-away,

though • The Golden Door aboard theQE II—amid the freshness of

sea air, the utter luxury and relaxation of an ocean cruise.

RACQUET SPORTS: AMERICAN FAVORITE

Studies show racquet sports to be a favored form of

exercise, evidenced in the over thirty-five million ten-

nis, squash, and racquetball players in 1982, accord-

ing to the International Racquet Sports Association. Improved

technology now makes equipment more protective—an example is

Foot-Joy's Tuffs 3Q high-cut racquetball shoe, designed for in-

creased ankle/heel support, plus better shock-absorbing sole cush-

ioning. For tennis lovers, the ultimate racquet: the limited edition

Prince Boron (about $500), combining graphite and boronfiber—
first used in space-shuttle construction—to give maximum
strength with minimum weight. Added benefit ofsuperiorframe

construction: less shock to elbow and arm.

PACE
CAMP
jFOR KIDS

A real fit-

ness/learning expe-

rience for kids:

scientifically-mind-

ed 12- to 14-year-

olds can spend a

week in Huntsville,

AL, the site of the Space and Rocket Center. Attending camp

means learning about rocket structure, coping with zero-gravity,

and conducting a Space Shuttle Mission simulation . . . Ahead:

mother/daughter, father/son weeks. For info: 205/837-3400.

TRAINING PARTNERS: FLEX-TIME FITNESS

Fitness expert Bruce Baltz's neat idea of training

couples to work out one-on-one with each other gives

them more flex time to schedule fitness into their

days. It takes almostfour weeks to learn how to train a partner;

and, in that time, Bruce charts a program of aerobics, stretching,

and resistance exercises that involves working out simultaneously

and as each other's trainers. Life-Time Fitness 212/687-5735.

ULTIMATE SKATE: ATHLETE'S CHOICE

Another example of equipment refinement: the new

roller "blade," below, recently chosen for training by

the New York Rangers hockey team and the U.S.

Olympic cross-country team. The reason: the four-wheels-in-a-row

construction approaches the design ofan ice skate, affording greater

efficiency with each stride; less space between the wheels lets you

cover cracks, bumps, gravel more smoothly and safely.



Vf-IDEO
It's in-

stant ex-

e r c i s e

motivation, the ulti-

mate in high-tech

fitness. From Jane

Fonda's best-selling

Workout videotape

(right) to custom

tapes made of you

and instructor Mar-

jorie Thompson, going through your regular exercise routine at

your own speed. Where tofind it: her Videonastics studio, NYC.

destination. Two essentials for serious walking (bottom right): a

lightweight boot (the New Balance Rainier, tested on Mt. Ever-

est), and a pedometer (Turpan Sanders, NYC).

X-ERCISE XPERT
One ofthe best results ofthefitness explosion: the real

improvement in the level of information and advice

the average exerciser can draw on. As more ofus edu-

cate ourselves about the most efficient exercise plans, so the profes-

sionals renew their commitment to fitness, bringing more and

more science to bear on the subject.

OGA: MIND/BODY BALANCE
The original exercise discipline, yoga is one of the

most effective forms of mental and physcial relax-

ation, a simple way to increase body flexibility. It's

a versatile supple-

ment/warmup to

any exercise regi-

men, can be done

anywhere there's

room to stretch out,

and is a good choice

for a beginner who

wants to increase

body awareness/

potential.

EBRA-STRIPED LEOTARDS-
NEW FITNESS FASHION!

An offshoot of the fitness boom: more and more op-

tions in exercise clothes—now, virtually a new side

to wardrobes, reflecting advances in style and comfort.

Newest: zebra-striped

s, above, from

Nona Summers

animal-print

I
collection.

ATER-RESISTANT GEAR
Prime example of technology keeping up

with demand: new lightweight, pocket-size,

™» *» bright-yellow gear (for easy visibility) that can

withstand inclement weather/a sudden plunge into water or

snow without damaging top-notch performance. The best, above:

Sony's Sports Walkman; Minolta's Weathermatic-A 1 10 cam-

era; and 8x2 1 Armored Marine Mini-Binoculars (Land's End).

WALKING: THE GREAT ESCAPE

It's the exercise every woman can do—and the best reflection of a

woman's fitness, energy, image. The only "limitation": your final

Randolph Graff 373
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'New choices, new delights

The point of the furs on

these four pages has to do

with their colorings: mo-

chas and umbers, deep,

chestnut browns. This

season, these classic, al-

most traditional browns,

combined with the news

of slightly oversized

shape provide a new ef-

fect in fur, a new sense of

impact The fur on this

page, for example, Perry

Ellis's dark-brown Canadi-

an fisher has it all: luxuri-

ous natural dark-brown

coloring, with silvery

highlights, the swagger-

~ bigness of a balma-

caan. For Alixandre, about

$37,500. Bergdorf Good-

matt; Saks-Jandel;

ry Warn

George Newell. Chair by

Zona, NYC. . . . And, oppo-

site, a look that captures

the essence of a mode

attractive style— from

the luxury of the fur to the

..
..'".

'
:

'

ink-black beret, to the

look of a makeup that's

based on a strongly col-

ored eye. The makeup ele-

ments: Elizabeth Arden's

coppery Seductive Pow-

'er Perfection eyeshadov

nd dark Java liner, Pr

ative blush highlighter

Seductive Russet lip col-

or. The fur—Chloe by Karl

erfeld for Goldin-Feld-

n (you can see it full

gth on page 375). This

je: hair and makeup.

Rick Gillette. Details, see

xt to last pages.

l

I
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MaximiH

sportif fur

brown V

sable

Ma'

•in (, the

uei with a

full body

sh«pe. deep cuffed

slaves. From Chloe by

Karl Layerfeld for Goldin-

Feldman. About $12,500.

I. Magnin, Chicago; The

Fur Centre, St. Louts MO;

Neiman-Marcus; Beaton's

Phoenix and Tucson AZ;

Bullock's. To order at

Bloomingdale's. . . .

Beauty Note: The "shade

of difference" in makeup.

Near right from Maybel-

line. Cinnamon eyesha-

dow and Chestnut Brown

liner. Sugared Bronze lip

color. These two pages,

heir, makeup. Rick Gillette.

Deteils. see last pages.
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New choices, new delights
What everyone wants for hot

something loose,

The dresses on

[.pages embody those

id more: they offer the

jiis year's key squared-

of shorter and wider

f.of stripes in some
gapping in others . .

2ry case, a softnes

t»at's very ap£

able—very v

page: The

the easier feeling, easier Ippeal,

from Albert Capraro—hisK|fe,
wide-sleeved striped linen dress

that buttons—unbuttons—up the

front. About $282. Mid December

at Saks Fifth Avenue; Ivey'S Car-

olinas; Lillie Rubin-South & West;

Gidding-Jenny; Jacobson's; I.

Magnin. . . . Right: The dash, the

news, of safari inspiration—an

army-green linen "guerilla

dress" with epaulets, pockets,

and deep side slits. About $158.

By Harry Parness and Nicola Pel-

ly for Parachute. Mid-December

at Parachute, NYC. . . . Inset:

Soo Yung Lee's breezy, shoul-

der-buttoned, Moroccan-striped

dress with the ease of rolled

sleeves and deep patch pockets.

Of linen and cotton. About $275.

January at Saks Fifth Avenue; Lil-

lie Rubin-South & West; Marshall

Field's; Neiman-Marcus; Bull-

ock's; Liberty House, Honolulu.

Details, more stores, last pages.

m
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..dresses with thela,

Bigger, breezier dresses that slid

the body . . that deliver all the ease and
attractiveness you could want for warm-
er weather, warmer places. Left: A big-

ger shoulder, a squarer shape—the

news, and the appeal, in Alke Boker's

self-belted linen dress. About $290.
Bergdorf Goodman; Garfinckel's,

Washington DC; The Twenty-Four Col-

lection, Miami, Neiman-Marcus. ... In-

set: More slide-on ease, more cool

stripes—Shamask Couture's linen

dress, bloused above an elasticized

waist. About $510 Saks Fifth Avenue;

Nan Duskin; Saks-Jandel; The Twenty-

Four Collection. Miami; Ruth Meyers,

Oklahoma City; Neiman-Marcus. . . .

Opposite: The freshness of white, of a

simple shape and the loosest sleeves

—

Frances Henaghan's linen and cotton

dress to wrap low with a matching belt.

About $100. Lord & Taylor; D. H.

Holmes, New Orleans; Neiman-Marcus;

Goldwaters, Scottsdale AZ; Bullocks

Wilshire; Carol & Mary, Honolulu. These

four pages: Hair, Ray Allington; makeup,
Rumiko Hirose. Details, more stores,

see next to last pages this issue.

ifa stram

Ron Nicolaysen
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ON FASI HON IN THIS ISSUE

What works and what doesn't: if you want a flattering long, slim

body line ... if you're wearing white ... if you'd like at-home

dressing that's casual, and that moves "out" easily

orth thinking

about when
you consider

the new longer

proportion that

you see below,

that you've been

seeing for several

issues: What the

designers are get-

ting at is more ba-

sic than longer

lengths. They're
really suggesting a

narrow, elongated body line. It's a spare, very

sophisticated, modern look—that you can get

from a dress or a skirt and top. It's also a look

that needs head-to-toe "working out."

A good starting point: a short—no longer

than chin-length—simple, unfussy haircut. It

extends the line, gives a

neck a longer look. We
found, in photograph-

ing, that a scarf or chok-

er cut this clean effect.

Longer chains or

(

i beads—at least 24" or
30" or even below the

waist—were much bet-

ter. As we worked
with the pieces (left),

we found ourselves

cutting down on jew-

I elry and accessories,

I making the look spar-

Jm er and sparer for

more impact.

Other factors to

consider: The look

gets added interest

from a mix of texture

and pattern

—

i.e., Mi-
chael Kors's solid

lmere tank and pinstriped silk

skirt (lower left). However, a sin-

gle, unbroken color tone works
best in maintaining the line. This

applies to a belt if you add one.

And to stockings and shoes. Best

balance for this proportion: "gutsi-

er" sandals (some are on small
wedges now); the new menswear-
based laced shoes.

What's interesting is that these

clothes don't require a perfect body.

Or one that's wafer thin ... if you

work with these additional provisos:

Opt for a fabric that doesn't hug the

body. Instead of the bare-shoul-

dered Calvin Klein tank top you see

(upper left), choose a top that has

sleeves, is squarer and longer so it

comes well down on your hips. I

you use a belt: a slim one, 1 '/," wide,

or less; worn well down on the hips.

... A funny thing happened in se-

lecting clothes for this issue: Again

and again in a sea of dark colors and

blacks, the best-looking clothes for

evening—i.e., the one by Galanos

below—turned out to be white, off-

white, or ivory, clearly not a coinci-

dence. The inherent flattery of what
white or near-white does for every

skin tone had to be part of the appeal. The
other side of the coin: wearing white does pre- *

sent certain problems: No matter how fine

the quality of fabric, what's underneath may
show through or be outlined. Smart designers

will often eliminate pockets for this reason.

Other possibilities for coping with the prob-

lem: If you're wearing two pieces, wear a pet-

ticoat between the top and bottom. Try on
whites with the specific lingerie you plan to

use. Keep in

mind: beige or

skin-toned lingerie

is less likely to

show than white.

Flat fabric shows
less than lace.

In working with
' these whites, we
kept coming back

to pale pink-y lip-

stick with gloss or

,> shimmer; pale

pink or silvery nail

tones were more
sophisticated than

brights.

. . . Very much
in the air: pyjama

dressing. But the current crop is a far cry from
the elaborate "palazzo" styles of the '60s and
'70s, and clearly not intended for black-tie eve-

nings. The look now is more casual, based on
looser-shaped pants and on the season's focus

on menswear scale, style, and fabric—which is

a clue to the advantage of free-associating

about where you
buy clothes. The
look of the draw-

string pyjamas
(near left) could

easily be dupli-

cated with silk

pyjamas from the

men's or lingerie

jjb^^ . . - department.
;)My || T~V \Ai u The most im-

^^^ J // * portant assets of

P"*w- 'jWk this casual atti-

Br jfl *»|* tude in pyjamas:
*J ' They're comfort-

able, easy to

manage, and
many move
"out"—to din-

ner, at a resort

—

with great ease. All the Calvin

Klein vest, T-shirt and pants

(upper left) would need: an or-

namental belt, high-heeled

pumps . . . Geoffrey Beene's

silk jersey pyjamas (below)

with a small cut-out in back,

are a little more "designed."

They wouldn't need a thing.

The big Norma Kairrali terry

robe (above) moves from the beach to at-home,

where you might wear it belted over silk pants

and a camisole. Or—over a tailored shirt and

flannel trousers—unbelted, with the sleeves

rolled up as though it were a great oversized

sweater. Unexpected—but it works! Because,

in the end, there are only two rigid rules: What
you wear must be (1) attractive; (2) appropri-

ate. The rest is purely personal. V
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CALCIUM: WHAT'S ENOUGH . . . KEEPING KNEES HEALTHY . . . MID-WIN-

TER BLUES ... A TOP SPA'S HOLIDAY MENU . . . LATEST RESEARCH ON

DREAMS . . . PLUS: WHAT'S MAKING FITNESS NEWS NOW . .

.

!

THE REASON WOM-
EN ARE MORE INTU-

ITIVE THAN MEN:

EXPERTS SUGGEST
THAT IN WOMEN'S
BRAINS, THE TWO
HEMISPHERES-
VERBAL AND VISU-

AL—COMMUNICATE
MORE EASILY THAN

THEY DO IN MENS
BRAINS, MAKING IT

EASIER FOR WOMEN
TO GAIN INSIGHTS

INTO STRANGERS,

"FEEL" DANGER BE-

FORE IT'S SEEN.

—Sex and the Brain

(Arbor House)

LIS
One of the most important ad-

vances reported at the annual
meeting of the American College

of Sports Medicine, attended by

research scientists and fitness ex-

perts from around the world: the

fact that exercise has now become
more of a science. "There is grow-

ing proof that exercise benefits ev-

eryone, that it can help to slow

down the disease process, to in-

crease well-being, and to keep
body weight under control.

"Much of the research done on

animals has now been duplicated

in highly skilled athletes, with re-

sults that have relevance for us all

as more Americans become fit,"

said Jack H. Wilmore, Ph.D., pro-

fessor of physical education and

director of the Exercise and Sports

Sciences Laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Arizona, who reported

GS
these findings from the ACSM.
More impressive evidence de-

livered at the meeting confirmed

that regular exercise can help to

retard age-related bone-mineral

losses in women; that exercise acts

not as an appetite-increaser but as

a suppressant; and that regular

aerobic activity, combined with a

One study of twenty-six middle-

aged women at the University of

Massachusetts concluded that,

contrary to popular belief, exer-

cise cannot change your basic

body shape. Even after losing sig-

nificant amounts of weight and
body fat, the women's patterns of

fat distribution—their basic body

More and more, research is proving how exercise can

improve our health. Next step: precision fitness

clothes and gear that build in benefits, injury-prevention . .

.

high complex-carbohydrate, low-

fat, low-salt diet, can help people

with hypertension bring their rest-

ing blood pressure under con-

trol—to the degree that some
patients can discontinue hyperten-

sion medication.

types—remained unchanged.
"While exercise can lessen the

amount of fat stored on your hips,

for example," said Dr. Wilmore,

"it can't make wide hips narrow."

One lasting benefit of exercise:

it can (Continued on page 386)

I

A good total-body exerciser , especially
for women: a rowing machine. It not only
strengthens arms, upper back, and upper legs
but gives fast, efficient cardiovascular
conditioning without stressing lower back or
joints, the way running can. Because rowing
involves the upper body, target heart rate is

reached faster than it is during leg sports.
For this reason, it ' s important to work with a

ALEX CHATEtAIN; Ho>r, Anthony De May; makeup, Monello Smith-Masters

fitness expert before beginning a rowing ex-
ercise program. Start slowly, aim for in-

creasing rowing time, not speed.
A rowing machine makes a near-complete at-

home gym. Choose one that records ''speed 1 '

and ''distance,'' gives varying degrees of

arm resistance, and stimulates a smooth row-
ing motion. One of the newest , found in gyms :

the Concept II (below)

.

*



"THE PROFESSIONALS ATJHIRMACK
SHOWYOUWHATTODO

WHEN YOUR HAIRWONT DO ANYTHING."
What do you do when you can't coax your

stubborn hair into behaving? Here are

some helpful hints from the haircare ex-

perts at Jhirmack.

How to wash your hair, it's

important to choose the correct shampoo,

and Jhirmack offers four: E.FA for dry,

Gelave for oily and

Gelave for normal

hair, plus Nutri-

Body™ for fine,

thin or limp hair.

Each one is profes-

sionally formu-

Lather twice lated to help make

your hair more resilient and manageable.

Shampoo daily, lathering twice. The first

will remove excess oils and the second lath-

ering will enhance body and shine and pre-

pare the hair for conditioning.

How to get the most out
of a conditioner, jhirmack's

instant conditioners were designed to be

used after every shampoo. E.FAadds soft

ness and shine to dry hair. Gelave helps

make normal or oily hair more full-bodied

and bouncier. And Nutri-Body helps

make fine, thin hair luxuriously full and

manageable. After conditioning, rinse hair

thoroughly if it is oily or normal but give it a

lighter rinse if hair is damaged

or dry. Once a week, give

your hair an intensive

treatment with one

ofJhirmack's four .

deep conditioners.

They were devel-

oped in salons

to help correct

damaged hair

Rinse after
conditioning

or to protect normal hair. MOISTURE -

pHLEX® adds moisture and bounce to dry,

brittle hair; N.C.A. helps restore shine and

resilience to damaged hair; Nutri-Pak®

helps repair split ends and adds body to

highly damaged hair; and pHlNALE" helps

protect healthy hair.

How to make your
hairspray work for you. Stiff,

heavily lacquered hair is a thing of the past.

Jhirmack Professional Hair Spray gives your

hair ample control yet leaves it soft, swingy

and natural looking— so you get shakable

hair with unshakable hold. You can spray it

directly on your hair or spray it on your hair-

brush while styling. It's so light, it lets your

hair's natural shine

come through. With

these helpful hints

and Jhirmack's salon

-

tested shampoos,

conditioners and

hair sprays, your hair

is sure to behave.

And you'll have

shiny, bouncy, healthy looking hair.

Ihirmack products: Also available in

fine salons.

Spray directly on
brush, then style

Trade secret

for beautiful hair.

Jhirmack is a registered trademark ofJhirmack Enterprises, Inc. © 1983
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A i Holiday
No om , jggasts beginning a weight-loss plan at this time of year, but there are won-

derful ways to enjoy holiday meals without going overboard. The staff of Houston's

Phoenix spa—whose imaginatively delicious holiday dinner, below, will appear in their

upcoming spa cookbook—recommends following a "low-fat/high-delight" plan, using

the natural colors and textures of foods—plus unexpected flavorings and spices—to

enhance a meal's appeal, as in their simple recipe for Vodka Carrots, a mere fifteen

calories per serving: Peel and slice one pound carrots; use an orange zester to peel one

orange. Combine carrots, orange peel and juice, one-third cup vodka, one quarter tea-

spoon nutmeg in saucepan. Cover with water; cook till done but still crisp. Six servings.

ite^%.

(Stold r/ C/e*'ecw-led

Asparagus In Whole-wheat Bread Blankets

Pickled Shrimp

Hot Romaine Lettuce Soup

typcaJn Toy //?.)/

Coq au Vin

Vodka Carrots

Broccoli Romana

California Ricotta-Lemon Cheesecake

siyt€
\ ("Fitness Facts" continued from page 384)

help to keep excess weight off once it's been

lost. In a study of 127 patients—whose weight

loss averaged 58.9 pounds each—those who
exercised, counted calories, or attended a

weight-loss clinic regained considerably less

weight than those who dieted but did none of

these other activities.

Does exercise increase the need for specific

nutrients? "So far, the evidence is sketchy.

What has been shown is that athletes do not

need megadoses of vitamins although they of-

ten, like the rest of us, neglect to eat as health-

fully as possible," noted Dr. Wilmore.

[
What certainly does make a difference in

both exercise performance and the amount of

benefit exercise provides, reported experts at

the meeting: the use of proper equipment. For

example, long-distance running, one study re-

vealed, can cause the loss of significant

amounts of red blood cells—and iron—as a re-

sult of feet continuously pounding the ground.

Better than iron supplements: simply switch-

ing to a pair of the new super-cushioning air-

sole running shoes—a switch that resulted in

significantly less red-blood-cell destruction,

and significantly greater iron reserves left after

completing the run.

' "As we continue to learn more about the

body's chemical and physical reactions to ex-

ercise," commented Dr. Wilmore, "not only

will we be able to design better and more indi-

vidual exercise plans, but we'll also develop

better, more truly scientific fitness gear."

'

S
._.,..,
essential at every age ,

may be even more
important
when you' re young.
Experts observe that

in our society, most people
get the majority of their
lifetime sun damage
by the time they' re twenty !

Solution: teaching children
to use sunscreen as routinely
as toothpaste. (To protect
children under two , a panel
report to the FDA recommended
relying on a physician's
advice.) If sun protection
becomes a lifelong habit

,

twenty years from now, we ' 11
look younger than our years.

Foot problems are common during pregnancy for the obvious reason that increased

body weight and shift of balance creates stress on feet. Feet tend to swell . . . and to

stretch. According to John F. Waller, Jr., M.D., chief of foot and ankle service, Lenox Hill

Hospital, NYC, the hormone that signals the pelvic-canal ligament to open and loosen

during pregnancy relaxes all the ligaments in the body, including ones in the feet. Feet

can expand from one-half to a whole size, a change that for some women subsides

several weeks after delivery, for others is permanent.

to read • • • For women who share a commitment to

good health with their daughters: two new books that offer solid information on the

changes that take place in a woman's body at puberty, and on the habits that can

make the best of every stage of a woman's life

—

For Mothers & Daughters: A Guide to

Good Nutrition for Women by Myron Winick, M.D. (William Morrow) and What's

Happening to My Body? by Lynda Madaras (Newmarket Press).

*
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© Kimberly-Clark Corp., 1983

The last remaining
argument for fatpads

has justbeen
shot full of holes.

Introducing

Funnel-Dot Protection
COVER

276 tiny dots tell you our New
Freedom® Thin maxi pads are

not just another thin. They're

a whole new kind of protection.

We call it Funnel-Dot.

Protection never felt drier!

The Funnel-Dot Cover actually

funnels moisture away from

mTHIN

v

you, down into the pad.

The Inner Core absorbs and
distributes fluid evenly the

entire length of the pad. Helps

prevent leakage, side staining.

Funnel-Dot Protection means
you never felt drier—even with a

regular maxi.

IntroducingNew Freedom
8

Thin maxi pads.
Protection never felt drier.
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strong knees: key!
style

»

MJ he knee is the most vulnera-

^^J& ^^» ble large joint in the body. Its

^^l^^^^^complicated network of sup-

^m port structures can be easily

^m damaged. "The knee is subject

^m to great loading and tension. We
^m take about one thousand steps a

^^^^^^ mile—amounting to many tons of

^^ ^F force on the knee in the course of a

normal day. Jogging, aerobics, dancing, and

other strenuous activities place even more
pressure on the knee," said Joseph F. Fetto,

M.D., associate professor of orthopedics in the

division of sports medicine at New York Univer-

sity Medical Center and team physician for the

men's and women's United States Olympic

Judo teams. He noted that there is a dramatic

increase in injuries to women because of their

increasing interest in sports, adding, "We are

concerned about the person who suddenly

jumps into a new activity without the proper

body preparation, or whose participation ex-

ceeds her body's tolerance."

Injury to the knee can occur to bone, ten-

dons, ligaments, cartilage, meniscus (a special

cartilage that functions like a shock absorber),

soft tissue such as skin and muscle. When any

of these is impaired, the knee will not function

properly. The knee normally produces a small

amount of fluid for lubrication of the joint, but

under stress it can produce more, and accumu-
lation causes the knee to swell.

Because of the diversity of problems that can

beset the knee, it is important to get an accurate

diagnosis when the knee is injured. "Too many
people wait until they are significantly function-

ally impaired before they seek a doctor's help,"

said Marvin L. Shelton, M.D., associate profes-

sor of clinical orthopedic surgery at the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Univer-

sity. "A competent specialist should be able to

diagnose the nature of the injury, to evaluate

whether rest and immobilization, exercise, or

surgery is appropriate." For minor discomfort,

the first-aid method is RICE: rest, immobiliza-

tion, cold compresses, and elevation. Heat

should be avoided initially because it exacer-

bates swelling. Anti-inflammatories like aspirin

also help to reduce the swelling.

There are new techniques for more serious

injuries to the knee. Arthroscopic surgery, a rel-

atively new procedure used in both diagnosis

and treatment of knee disorders often pre-

cludes more extensive knee surgery. A narrow,

lighted tube is inserted through a small incision,

permitting the surgeon to examine the knee's

interior. Many surgical procedures can be per-

formed through the use of this instrument.

Knee-replacement surgery is often per-

formed on patients with severe, painful arthritis.

This procedure is used when the handicap

caused by the knee problem is considered

greater than the risk of surgery, and is most of-

ten performed on older patients because the

functional demands of a younger patient can

cause the acrylic-cement bonding material to

loosen.

When analyzing knee problems, Dr. Fetto

feels that it is important to determine why there

is trouble. It might be due to poor equipment,

faulty anatomy, or defective technique—all re-

medial. Proper shoes, orthotics—inserts that

realign foot and leg—and knee braces are used

to compensate for any deficiency or instability.

In the long run, exercise is the most vital com-
ponent in the prevention and alleviation of knee

disorders. Dr. Fetto prefers stretching and con-

ditioning exercises rather than the "ballistic"

type movements, which he maintains are not

suitable for all body structures. All exercise

should be aimed at increasing the strength and

flexibility of the entire leg. Consult a physician

about tailoring exercises to solve certain prob-

lems. —NATALIE BERKOWITZ

T'Vf/Zl VTJljfDT J7 J? VTT'jjsyTqjjci totaling five to ten mln-

1 WU OllVlrLjLL rLArLKL/lorLOutes daily specifically

designed to keep leg and knee in good shape: ( 1) Back flat against the wall, slowly slide

down until you're "sitting" as if in a chair, legs bent at a 90-degree angle, feet on the

floor. Hold fifteen seconds, slowly push back up the wall. Add five seconds a day, twice

a day. for a total goal of two to three minutes. (2) Standing on a stairstep or stable

footstool, step one foot down to the floor behindyou five times, adding one time a day for

a total of fifteen repetitions. Repeat with other foot. Swimming, bicycling, and working
with weights, above, can also strengthen the muscles supporting knees

DREAM TRACKING
Dreams and their effects

on memory are gradually being

understood by experts

That crazy dream you woke up with this

morning is just a tiny fraction

of the roughly ninety minutes you spent

during slumber in what scientists

call REM (rapid eye movement) sleep.

During those dream periods,

which commence an hour or two after

you fall asleep and recur at intervals

until the morning, you mimic
the waking state in most every respect

except for muscle tone and motion
(and sleepwalkers do even that).

Scientists have known for twenty years

we need that nightly hour and a half of

REM sleep and that if deprived of it for

long periods, we may become confused,

irritable, and unstable. Sigmund Freud

notwithstanding, sleep researchers

recently have ascertained that dreams
bear a strong relationship

to the day's activities. According

to John Herman, Ph.D., sleep researcher

at the University of Texas Health Science

Center at Dallas, "There is a continual

playback of waking perceptual and

movement patterns during each REM
period." Director of the program,

Howard Roffwarg, M.D., added, "If a list

of names is read to you during the

REM period, our monitoring instruments

will catch your reaction

to the name of a loved person even

though you don't wake up."

Have dreams something to do with laying

down in permanent storage the items

in our short-term memory bank from the

preceding day? Drs. Roffwarg

and Herman are inclined to think

that they do. Their research, in which

subjects sleep attached to devices

that catch changes in their

brain waves and eye movements, shows

some strong connections

with the preceding day's events.

Examples: Volunteers who wore goggles

for a day that showed them the world

as though looking through the wrong end

of a pair of field glasses reported

many objects in dreams were smaller

than normal. Volunteers who wore

red-tinted glasses during the day

reported comparable tints pervading

their dreams and a lack of blue or green.

Many sleep puzzles are unexplained

still: just why REM sleep is essential

and how much of a role it plays

in memory remain to be elucidated fully.

But on the computer charts of dozens

of sleep labs around the country, layers

of ignorance are being peeled away.

—JOSEPH R. HIXSON
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Zyderm CollagenTreatments,
What theycan do.Andwhat theycan't.

Over the years, your face can't

help but change.
"Smile lines. " "Frown lines."

They all start inside the skin,

where creams can't reach.

Zyderm CollagenTreatments
are a whole new way of smooth-
ing certain facial lines—from
within.

Your doctor simply injects tiny

amounts of a natural protein into

the top layers of your skin.

The body's natural

building block.

Collagen is found throughout
the body. Its microscopic fibers

form a "framework" for tissue

growth.
In the skin, collagen provides

texture and suppleness. But
repeated expressions (like smil-
ing) and the aging process can
wear it down, causing depres-

sions, or "lines."

Until recently, this collagen
could not be replaced. But medi-
cal research at Stanford Univer-

sity has led to the development of

Zyderm® Collagen.

It's only natural.

Because Zyderm Collagen is a
natural protein so similar to your
own, it is "accepted" by the body.

And because it becomes intri-

cately involved with surrounding
tissues, it does not migrate.

And like your own collagen, it

.doesn't last forever.

Over time, it is broken down by
the body, and your improvement
gradually fades.

However, you can maintain
correction with visits to your
physician for simple touch-ups,

whenever you feel they are

necessary.

What Zyderm Collagen can't do.

Zyderm Collagen cannot stop

the aging process.

So, after treatment, you may
not look younger. Just better.

Not every skin contour
problem, however, can be helped
by Zyderm CollagenTreatments.

And not everyone is a good can-
didate for treatment.

Your doctor will discuss with
you your medical history, as well

as the potential benefits of

Zyderm Collagen and possible

treatment reactions.

How to find out

more about Zyderm Collagen

Treatments.
If you're interested in treat-

ment, you should consult with
your specially trained derma-
tologist, plastic surgeon or head
and neck specialist.

He or she can help you evalu-

ate what Zyderm Collagen can
do for your skin.

And what it can't.

If you require the names
of physicians in your area, or

would like to know more about
the product (you can listen to an
information tape or talk to a
product specialist), call toll-free

800-227-4004; in Hawaii and
Alaska,call415-856-0200,collect.

Collagen Corporation, 2500 Faber Place, Palo Alto, California 94303 Issued 8/83
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Getting more calcium into your daily

diet . . . does winter affect your mood?

I drink a glass of skim milk at breakfast

and eat a cheese sandwich at lunch. Am I

getting enough calcium? If not, how can I

increase my calcium intake?

"You're not getting enough calcium. From the

two major sources you mention, you're getting

only about 500 milligrams—about average for

American women but only about half of what
an adult, premenopausal woman needs to pre-

vent calcium loss from bones," said Louis V.

Avioli, M.D., professor of medicine at Wash-
ington University School of Medicine and
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis.

"You're right to be concerned with your

calcium intake. By changing your diet to in-

clude 1000 to 1200 mg. calcium, you have a

reasonably good chance to prevent osteoporo-

sis, the age-related thinning of bones associat-

ed with wrist, hip, and vertebral fractures, and

now believed to be linked to tooth loss.

"You should increase your calcium intake

to include 700 mg. more calcium." Suggested

Dr. Avioli, "This need could be adequately

satisfied by adding another eight-ounce glass

of skim milk—skim has more calcium than

whole milk—at about 300 mg., one and one-

half cups cream of tomato soup made with

skim milk at 290 mg., and one-halfcup cottage

cheese at about 100 mg. to bring your total in-

take up to 1200 mg."
Each of the following units equals 1200 mg.

calcium: four eight-ounce glasses skim milk;

four cups yogurt; four and one-half ounces

Swiss cheese; ten and one-half ounces sardines

with bones; seven stalks of cooked broccoli.

One of the problems with dietary calcium is
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that it may not be well utilized by the body if

included in a diet that is also high in protein,

fat, whole grains, vegetables, and phosphate-

containing sodas. These foods can either de-

crease the absorption of calcium in the body or

increase its loss through urine. Calcium from
dairy products is best absorbed.

"Many women find it difficult to add calci-

um to their diets. And, weight-loss programs
are often calcium-lean," said Dr. Avioli. "If

you know you can't—or won't—up dietary

calcium to 1200 mg., you should take daily a

500 mg. calcium supplement."

[Editor's note: Any mineral supplementation

should be discussed with your doctor.]

I find that I always gain weight and be-
come generally depressed in winter.
When spring arrives, I seem to feel cheer-
ier and am much more energetic. Could
there be a seasonal connection?

You may have winter depression, a condition

that differs from a normal wintertime slump
by the predictability and extent of symptoms:
Depression—characterized by excessive sleep

(up to fourteen hours a night), overeating,

weight gain, carbohydrate craving, and with-

drawal from social interaction—begins in the

fall when days grow shorter, then subsides or

reverses by late spring. New energy sets in

along with increased sociability and renewed

interest in sex; carbohydrate cravings disap-

pear, and the need for sleep becomes dramati-

cally shortened to four or five hours a night.

These symptoms, said National Institute of

Mental Health (NIMH) researchers, charac-

terize a newly identified psychological syn-

drome called Seasonal Affective Disorder

(SAD). Because winter depressives appear to

undergo psychological and physiological

changes reminiscent of seasonal rhythms in

animals that hibernate, researchers tried treat-

ing them with light. A system that provided

ten times the illumination of a normal room
was used three hours before dawn and three

hours after dusk. The aim: to fool the patient's

body clock into believing it was summer.
"The majority of subjects found the light

treatment helpful," reported Norman E. Ro-

senthal, M.D., director of the Seasonality Pro-

ject at NIMH. "Their winters became much
more productive, and the quality of their life

improved.

"Winter depression is not a rarity," said Dr.

Rosenthal, "though it is more prevalent the

farther north you go." If you think you suffer

significant seasonal mood shifts, it's wise to

consult your doctor rather than risk self-treat-

ment. "Other factors could be involved in de-

pressions like these," Dr. Rosenthal can

tioned. "Only a trained professional can make
the appropriate diagnosis." V
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ON THE SET WITH PROUST

(Continuedfrom 348)

gloves lying on Ins lap.

"When o s literature about Proust,

one has e nance of being beneath him.

When on s a film, one has a chance of

getting cl i to him using another medium,"

says Si liter Jean-Claude Carriere. "Pe-

ter 1(' iok and I decided we weren't adapting

Pro- an audience of his time, nor for to-

day's I'roustians. We chose to condense the

. into twenty-four hours. It may look dar-

ing and arbitrary, but instead of a chronicle we
focused on a crisis at the height of Swann's

passion, when he throws himself into his last

attempt to possess Odette. In his passion, he

stays lucid enough to observe his own neuro-

sis. He will die later, struck down by some-

thing he has not understood. We could have

made it historical, to distance the story, but we
chose the reflections on life and death.

"The moment you wade into Proust, and

then plunge, you realize how alive and strong

he is, and how much of a realist. Much of the

dialogue is perfectly usable today, and a lot of

it is in the screenplay as Proust wrote it. Proust

is one of the first authors with absolutely no

sense of the sacred, he never talks about God.
If there is one, He's to be found in artistic cre-

ation, the only way to go beyond man and be-

yond time. Love shows Swann that something

is missing from his life; and, because of this, he

goes to question the composer Vinteuil. With-

out that kind of quest, Swann is merely a soci-

ety figure hit by an unknown sentiment."

Day 2. Vinteuil's House. "Indeed, this passion

for a phrase ofmusic seemed, for a time, toopen

up before Swann the possibility ofa sort ofreju-

venation. . . .He asked for information about

this Vinteuil: What else he had done, at what

period in his life he had composed the sonata,

and what meaning the little phrase could have

hadfor him—that was what Swann most want-

ed to know.
"

Vinteuil's house is in a private street in Au-
teuil, one of those narrow villages that exist

just off certain Paris boulevards. Swann, the

art lover in an overcoat and monocle, ques-

tions Vinteuil in a small sitting room where the

composer is peeling apples. Jeremy Irons'

French, acquired at Berlitz in a three-month
crash course, is fluent, the only Anglicism a

certain gentleness about the consonants. His

intensity chokes the small room, hot with

lights: he plays the scene well—the earnest ap-

preciator who'd like to know the secret of cre-

ation, to be given it for the asking. Vinteuil

pauses to consider the question, puts down his

knife and his apple, and says he can't remem-
ber when or why he composed that particular

air. Schldndorff, hunched beside the camera,
calls out: "Next time, keep the apple and the

knife in your hand; otherwise it's 'here comes
the big aria.'

"

Day 3. Night at the Opera. The Place de
l'Opera has been closed off. There are riot bar-

riers, crowds, horse boxes, carriages. Margaret
Menegoz, one of the producers, is called into a

bar within the barriers: the owner vociferates

because he's getting no trade tonight, only

cheap crew members installed on his sidewalk

tables, drinking Cokes, if that. Set decorators

are covering the white lines of a crosswalk, a

kiosk full of ads for 1885 hits is put up. All the

lights inside the opera are blazing. Film stu-

dents hang over the barriers, trying to get the

392

meaning of the scene.

The carriage draws up. Jeremy Irons, his

opera cape lined in white, his silk scarf flying,

jumps out and runs up the stairs. Swann is des-

perately searching for Odette. He darts be-

tween the couples, makes forays into the

arcades, until he is far away at the other side of

the opera house, and then runs back, and

grasps the golden gates that have closed on

him. The scene, though brief, is disturbing: the

emptiness around the opera house is like a

threat. Rarely on a set does one feel any emo-
tion at what is going on in front of the cameras.

Here, because Schldndorff shoots fast and

does not pause for different angles but goes

straight to the thing he means to show, watch-

ing the filming is a little like watching a play.

Sven Nykvist's lighting makes the darkness of

the night part of the scene. Swann's despair

isn't elegant, it's powerful and very sad.

Day 4. Tuileries at night. Volker Schldndorff,

crushing his cap in his hand and eating a quick

dinner before going on to the set, says, "I've

never worked so much with actors, it's work
from the heart. I have to constantly create and

share emotions that are on the edge of despair.

It's harder than a war film—it's easy to have

an actor shot, hard to get actors to love and

respect each other." Schlondorff is used to

adapting books to film: he has made movies of

Musil's Young Torless, Marguerite Yourcen-

ar's Le Coup de grace, Heinrich Boll's The

Lost Honor of Katharina Blum, and won the

Oscar for best foreign film with Gunther
Grass's The Tin Drum. "Each of the charac-

ters is right in his own way, and together they

M his is sentiment

in its pure state

are wrong, it's a catastrophe. I find myself in

Swann and in Charlus and in Odette—I'm bi-

sexual in my own way. Odette loves Swann,
the incompatibility comes most of all from the

fact that they understand different things from
love; she wants an emotional exchange while

for him it's merely appropriation. The fight be-

tween the two is for her to save her dignity,

that's where my version of the adaptation

changed. She's not a vamp, she's very warm, a

generous person who wants to make it social-

ly, and get married, and also wants to be re-

spected. The moment she feels she's being

turned into a museum piece by Swann she

fights back, not out of frivolity or indifference,

but to save her self.

"After The Tin Drum and Circle ofDeceit—
films taken from world events—this is senti-

ment in its pure state."

Schlondorff went from being a philosophy

student to being Louis Malle's assistant. He
was elegant and amusing, described by people

as "one of the young men in grey flannel," and
hung out in the upper reaches of society.

"I knew five or six women who were like the

Guermantes group, twenty years ago," he
says. "Proust helped me understand French
society, the mixture ofsarcasm and tenderness

with which he describes the elegance and arid-

ity of that class. Despite the changes, that sur-

vives. The very fact of shooting in Paris helps.

The architecture, the places, and the stones

still exist, and they've seen it all. It's an immu-
table frame in which Swann wanders like a

soul in pain, in front of these splendid fa-

cades."

The Carousel's Arc de Triomphe is lit up as

if to celebrate some obscure victory. The thun-

derheads, part of the Paris scene this spring,

have receded from the sky, and new old lamps
have been installed in the Tuileries gardens.

The scene tonight is a continuation of Swann's
jealousy fit, a culmination of his disgust with

his love for Odette. At the same time, his

friend the Baron de Charlus, having proposi-

tioned a young man in his carriage and been
turned down, wanders in the Tuileries. There
are more visitors on the set: one is Eric de
Rothschild, a cousin of Nicole Stephane's,

who helped her out whenever her option on
the book was about to revert to the Proust es-

tate. De Rothschild, a tall, elegant man with

an English accent, has been described as "the

real Swann," an esthete and bon viveur who's
never settled down. He and Jeremy Irons are

introduced. Irons, polite, talks to him in

French; De Rothschild replies in English.

They are the same height, and examine each

other with caution—polite, wary, deferential.

Then it's Delon's scene: Charlus hissing and
screaming at a long-haired young man. Alain

Delon is playing Charlus camp, exaggerated,

mannered. Earlier, Schlondorff had said

"Alain Delon is very professional, and I can

hardly understand how such a strong and rich

personality has been limited for ten years to

making films about cops." Delon is obviously

the star, the French movie star, conscious of

his name and its weight. He does not want to

be watched while he plays a hysterical queen,

and the set is emptied of everyone but crew.

Day 5. The Guermantes way. "Jeremy Irons is

a great actor," says Jean-Claude Carriere.

"Everything you can say of Swann, you can

attribute to him. He can slip himself between

the pages of Proust."

Tall, elegant, concave, long-legged, Jeremy

Irons stumbles into the Ritz restaurant for

lunch, wearing dark glasses for a hangover.

His modulated actor's voice is one that makes
you want to speak French with an English ac-

cent. "I don't want to play tall elegant English-

men for the rest of my life," he says, peering at

his food. He had asthma as a child
—

"so that

Proust and I have, if not a common language,

at least a common wheeze." He is living in a

house with Volker Schlondorff and Sven Nyk-
vist, so that they endlessly discuss the film.

"Volker tries to find passion where it is

within him; one would expect this to be a pic-

ture about style, but Proust didn't write just

because he liked describing people dressed and

bejeweled and elegant. Friends say, 'Proust

—

old lace?' but this is much more interesting.

We use that area of jealousy where it seems

everyone is doing it with everyone except you

with the person you want. The moment I read

the book I understood the soul of Swann; he's

English in his inhibitions. I dislike simplicity,

big colors; my desire is to be obscure, to com-

plicate. Swann is supposed to be a great intel-

lectual, but I think he's not." Swann, in the

script, is close to his friend Charlus, besotted

by Odette, dazzled by the Guermantes: snob-

bish and gullible.

It's a bright Sunday in the courtyard of the

Ministere du Travail, an eighteenth-century

hotel particulier which shows no scars from its

use as a ministry. Swann, ill and dying, comes

to introduce Gilberte, his daughter with

Odette, to the Guermantes, who are on their

way to a party. In the book, there is a diverting

scene here about the size of an envelope, but

Schldndorff has cut the story to its jagged

bone. Fanny Ardant as the Duchesse de Gu«
mantes is resplendent in red, the Due puffy
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and self-important. Jeremy Irons, his hair grey

again, for this is once more 1910, is haggard

and almost transparent. Gilberte hides in his

carriage, a timid child in white.

The Guermantes are impatient to leave, the

Due particularly: the Duchesse would love to

stay and chat with her friend Swann ("The re-

lationship between the Duchesse and Swann
would have been the real love affair, if they'd

ever had it," says Schlondorff ) and won't be-

lieve it when he says he's ill and won't get

through the next six months. Fanny Ardant

plays her loud and confident, her mind on oth-

er things. Irons occupies the steps to the house

like a brush salesman, hanging around, pulling

what bit of dignity he's got left around him.

People think Proust is about rich people

having a fun time being silly; in the film's read-

ing, the story is about love and death. The
script isolates the abyss, and with a vocabulary

entirely grounded in social form, demon-
strates the shattering emptiness of the human
condition. Big and dreadful words in the place

of old lace.

Just as the Duchesse, pretexting her lateness

at dinner and dismissing Swann, his illness, his

daughter, steps into the carriage, her husband
notices that with her red dress she is wearing

black shoes. "We can't go like that, change

them at once!" he orders. She demurs, and a

valet is dispatched to fetch red shoes, as Swann
glides down the steps, a wraith, to his carriage.

"Really," the Duchesse tells her husband as

they drive off, "it's as if my coachman only

needed to tell me he was ill for me to introduce

his daughter to the Duchesse de Parme!" The
rejected Swanns drive out of the courtyard.

Day 6. Picture time. "Jeremy Irons is cerebral;

Ornella Muti is a nice piece of flesh," said

Jean-Claude Carriere. Today, a lull in shoot-

ing, so Swann and Odette are posing for photo-

graphs. Yvonne Sassinot de Nesle, the

costume designer, supervises the dresses. She
has had one of the most difficult jobs on the

film: many of Proust's details refer to clothes,

flowers, and colors, and the way people are

dressed are signpost events in the book.
There's mauve, a color associated in the book
with the Duchesse de Guermantes (in the form
of violets, and a lilac dress), and mauve for

Odette. Then there are the cattleyas: when
Swann first kisses Odette, he uses the cattleyas

in her decollete as an excuse. These fleshy or-

chids can be purple or white, and are rarely

seen nowadays, being big and heavy like a rich

dessert. For Proustians, cattelyas are the holy

grail. In the studio is a box of cattleyas from a

Rue de Courcelles florist. "They have to be

perfect," says Sassinot de Nesle, "with a pur-

ple heart and milky white petals, the edges vio-

let like the heart but softer."

The clothes were made by Tirelli, the Ro-
man costumer. Odette's opera dress, in which
the cattleyas nestle, is as described in the book:

white satin and black velvet, draped in front,

bustled in back. Jeremy Irons's silk vest and
jacket are on a table by the cattleyas.

Ornella Muti, pouting in her dressing room,
has the right to veto Lartigue's pictures, a pro-

vision in her contract. "I have to be careful,"

she says, throwing transparencies out, "I've

been burned before."

"But Francesca"—intimates call her Fran-

cesca—says her PR man, "Lartigue is one of

the great photographers in the world! He's

been taking pictures since 1900!"

"Well I've been in the business for fourteen

years," she says.

I ask her about the book. "If I said I'd read it

all I'd be lying, when you know a part is yours

you read seeing yourself in it—which I did. It's

a very rich part. Odette is an expression of the

future, she doesn't have the structures of soci-

ety but of her self. Odette's point of view is

love, she's passive, Swann is active. She's very

much a woman. Proust shows the insecurity of

men and the freedom of women.
"Volker is great, I feel appreciated for my

inside, not for my pretty tits. It's awful to work
with people who don't realize what you are,

but now I could work twenty-four hours a day

he gives me such strength. And the only way
this film would have been real Proust is if

Proust had directed it."

The book gives this account of Odette and
Swann: "Odette is in Swarm's eyes a difficult

woman to conquer, whence he builds up a whole

romance, which becomes all the more painful

when he discovers his error. " The error, of

course, is that she was "Not his type.
"

Day 7. Avenue Foch. It's raining viciously out-

side the imposing corner house where a mil-

Jionaire car manufacturer had built himself a

secret room, decorated with the Chinese pan-

els of a whorehouse. The house is abandoned,
water drips through the moldings on the ceil-

ing, the dust and tarnished gilt make the bare

rooms desolate. Only the secrc' room is being

used: this is where Schlbndort is shooting a

scene in which Swann visits a bi ihel, to find

out if Odette has ever been there. His jealousy

is focused on a certain Chloe. As he calmly,

dispassionately uses one of the whores, he asks

her questions about Odette.

The way the scene is written, it's brutal in its

detachment, cold and ugly and sad. It's the

moment when Swann finds out what he want-

ed to know. Yes, Odette did it with girls in the

toilets in Nice—and much as one can laugh at

his obsession with Odette's sexuality, one rec-

ognizes the dark persevering curiosity of jeal-

ousy. Now, Swann can marry Odette and rest

uneasy.

The crew and cast are exhausted. The film is

over. Jeremy Irons comes out of the brothel

room, icy. "I did the whole scene with a ciga-

rette in my teeth," he says.

Is this a film about love, or its destruction?

In a wonderful book about Proust, Jean Fran-

cois Revel wrote: "The Proustian conception

of love, where one has seen a banal skepticism

that reduces passion to a fortuitous psycholog-

ical phenomenon, is in fact much nearer to a

Platonic vision: on one side exist carnal beings,

multiple and changing, and beyond an eternal

object of love, incorruptible and permanent.

But it is only through the first that one can

take consciousness of the second, each particu-

lar sentiment is a part of universal love. As in

art, the individual object awakens our nostal-

gia for a lasting and precious reality."

My car pulls away from the sad dripping

trees of the avenue. The rest of Paris is now
marked, not with personal memories, but as

locations for Proust. In seven days, I've seen a

story told. The Opera, the Carousel, the Rue
de Rivoli now mean something else. To quote

Proust, at the end ofSwann 's Way: "Theplaces
we have known do not belong only to the world

of space on which we map them for our own
convenience. None ofthem was ever more than

a thin slice, held between the contiguous im-

pressions that composed our life at that time;

the memory ofa particular image is but regret

for a particular moment; and houses, roads, av-

enues are as fugitive, alas, as the years. " V

DE KOONING MEMORIES

(Continuedfrom page 353)

for me. "I'm taking his classes," I said to Bill.

"I knew you would," said Bill.

Bucky's classes (all male except for me)
were attended by a tight little clique of archi-

tecture and engineering students from Har-
vard—eleganj, businesslike young careerists,

very different from the rest of the Black Moun-
tain students who seemed to have vaguer aspi-

rations, nebulous and idealistic. Bucky also

attracted some intensely motivated art stu-

dents, most notably the sculptor Kenneth
Snelson, who immediately comprehended
what was new in Fuller's concepts and who
made some innovations on his own that Bucky
found very impressive.

The shimmering pale blue expanse of

Bucky's eyes—immensely magnified behind

his thick glasses—had us all mesmerized.
They were, to us, the eyes of a visionary, a

saint, all-comprehending, all-forgiving. We
loved him and we hung on his every word. In

turn, Bucky was wonderfully responsive, free
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with his praise, totally absorbed in each of us

as he directed his fabulous gaze from face to

face.

One day, he held up two jagged, irregular

lumps of metal. "If these are put together a

certain way, they will form a perfect cube,"

Bucky explained. The two lumps were passed

back and forth between the students for an

hour and a half with much discussion of how
and why they didn't fit. Then Bill wandered

into the room. Bucky had a special regard for

the intuitive approach of artists. "Let's see

what someone from another discipline can

do," Bucky said to the class and explained the

problem to Bill, handing him the two lumps.

Bill hefted them and studied each one sepa-

rately and then snapped them together, form-

ing the perfect cube on the first try. Bucky
nodded approvingly, not at all surprised. But I

was surprised. "How did you do it?" I asked

Bill later. "Well, I figured all those smart engi-

neering students had tried all the logical

ways," he shrugged, "so I just looked for the

least logical way."

Bucky, with his emphasis on how things

worked and his total disregard for the Bauhaus
concern with design—with how things looked,

was a bit of an irritant to the regular faculty.

Albers listened in on a class one day when
Bucky was using the specialized terminology

of an automobile motor. "They don't know
what you're talking about," Albers scolded.

Bucky and the students all turned puzzled

faces toward Albers and then burst out laugh-

ing. "Well, she doesn't know those terms," Al-

bers said in an accurate but somewhat lame

attempt to save face.

The main work of Lucky's class that sum-
mer was planning for the erection of his revo-

lutionary geodesic dome. The students and
Bucky worked on the computations for the

junctions of the six "great circles" that would
crisscross the dome in triangulated forma-

tions. We figured out the tensile strength of the

Venetian-blind stripping to be used and con-

cluded that double strips were necessary for

the size dome that Bucky had envisioned. The
school came up with half the amount ofmoney
needed, enough only for single strips. If done
with the double strips, the dome would have

arisen by itself as screws were put in place, ra-

diating out from the center—but as we had

only half the tensile strength needed, we all

knew the dome would not go up. "Let's put it
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together am v." Bucky said. "One never

knows the wu Umighty." The whole

school turned thai rainy day to scofT as

Bucky's d II fastened together, lay crum-

pled on like wet spaghetti. But we all

knew. whole world would know a few

years ' the dome was a brilliant success.

I ; activities engulfed us like a

« breeze, After an early breakfast, Bill

would go off to find his students while I took

\t ce Cunningham's rigorous dance class

,, 8:00 to 10:00 A.M. From 10:00 to 12:00, a

couple of mornings a week when I didn't take

Bucky's class, I sat in on Josef Albers' color-

theory sessions, fascinating to me both for con-

tent and for Albers' authoritarian style of

teaching, which struck me as hilarious. Eve-

nings, I would regale Bill with my imitations

of Juppy (Anni Albers' nickname for him):

"Ach so, Mr. Dublin. You are smiling. You
are finding somesing I am saying funny? . . .

"Miss Wilson, you will please stop filing your

nails while I am speaking. . .
." The students

singled out would quail and snap to attention.

I don't think I've ever seen an instructor more
involved with teaching as a military perfor-

mance. However, all of us learned a tremen-

dous amount from him that summer. He
began by demonstrating what we didn't know
that we thought we knew.

"Here are four different greens. One ofthem
is a green you've been looking at all your life

—

Coca-Cola green! Which is it?" Looked at sin-

gly, each one seemed to be exactly right. It was
unnerving. He had us write our names with

our right hands, eyes closed; then, left hands
with eyes open (for left-handed students, of

course, the other way around) to demonstrate

that an important element in drawing is kinet-

ic rather than visual. He had us turn each oth-

er's signatures upside down and slowly and
laboriously copy them to demonstrate how ef-

fects of velocity and spontaneity could be

achieved in a slow and deliberate manner. But
mainly, his class was exciting for the complex
problems in the optics of color, working with

combinations of primary, secondary, and ter-

tiary colors: finding the exact complement of a

brownish purple is not that easy. He liked to

give us strictly limited projects. Once, I at-

tempted to solve several of the problems he
posed in one composition. Albers snatched it

from my desk and tore it up. "Helen (his name
for me) runs away with herself. She's too ex-

travagant." I was thoroughly flattered by his

vehement response, extravagance being a vir-

tue in my opinion.

Bill and Albers had diametrically opposed
methods of teaching. Albers preferred to talk

to students as a group, Bill liked to talk to stu-

dents one at a time. Albers' students sat at

desks and worked cautiously on small, neat

compositions; Bill's stood at easels painting

boldly on large canvases. Albers presented his

students with the same specific problems, Bill

waited until they had evolved their own set of

problems on canvas before discussing the

range of options open to them. Since most of

the students worked under both of them, the

different approaches proved to be stimulating

rather than mutually exclusive.

Bill was gentle and sympathetic with his

students in terms of the possibilities inherent

in their work: but at his own easel, the poss.bil-
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ities he unleashed were Furies. At first, he was

at a loss within the bare walls of the cottage. In

his New York studio, surrounded by his previ-

ous work, he felt the necessary sense of conti-

nuity. Here, he was in a vacuum that he began

to fill with pastels, working feverishly on one

after the other for a couple of weeks until the

walls were covered with them.

Finally he taped a sheet of paper 25 X 32

inches to a board placed on his easel and began

to use oils, scraping off the excess pigment at

the end of each day to keep the surface fresh

and smooth. Bill was now working with a

rhythm I knew well. Flaming pinks and or-

anges and yellows would sweep across the pa-

per in ever-changing forms, eventually

crystallizing in an image that suddenly pre-

sented an identity. For most artists, this is the

moment of truth when they know the picture

is finished. But Bill, in those days, had a built-

in discontent that denied that moment. Time
after time, I had the familiar but still painful

experience of coming home to find an image I

loved blasted away. This seemingly endless

process was the method by which he had ar-

rived at the paintings in his first show earlier

that spring.

Bill resented having to spend time away
from his embattled painting, but once outside

his studio, he relaxed and enjoyed each day's

surprises. Not only the days but the evenings

were full. John Cage gave twenty-five half-

hour concerts devoted to the music of Erik Sa-

tie, of great interest to us because until then we

M he universe

gives me the creeps. 99

said Bill

had heard him play only his own music—to

which we were passionately devoted. These
concerts, three times a week, were festive occa-

sions. Sometimes, Cage performed in the great

hall but more often, in his cottage while we all

sat around on the grass outside. The brevity of

the pieces assured concentrated listening; and

John, with delicacy and precision, communi-
cated his reverence for Satie.

The Ruse of Medusa, a light little play by

Satie that had been produced only once in Par-

is, was translated by the poet and ceramist

M.C Richards for John, who wanted it done
at Black Mountain with Bucky Fuller playing

the part of the Baron Medusa and me as the

Baron's daughter, Frisette. Since her only

words were "Yes, Papa," I accepted. The
handsomest student on campus, William
Schrauger, was chosen for an equally mute
part as her suitor. The novelist Isaac Rosen-

feld played the part of the Baron's surly butler.

But it fell to Bucky to carry the play. His role

was a kind of W. C. Fields aristocrat who
talked constantly in non sequiturs. Bucky's

marathon lectures had made it clear that he

had a prodigious memory, and we were not

surprised at his great gift for comedy. It took

many rehearsals before we could perform our

parts without breaking up at his droll antics as

the scatterbrained Baron. Arthur Penn, a stu-

dent-instructor, was the director; and he was
ingenious, indeed, at extracting characteriza-

tions from total amateurs. I was enchanted
with the pert, mincing walk and fluttery ges-

tures he devised for Frisette.

Since nobody else seemed interested, I de-

signed the sets and costumes—if design is the

word; allocate might be a better one. Bill trans-

formed a huge stodgy desk and two nonde-
script columns into magnificent pink and grey

marble with a technique he had learned at a

decorator's shop in Holland when he was six-

teen years old. The list of props—telephone,

candelabrum, feather pen, inkwell, magnify-
ing glass, thermometer, and Bucky's top hat

—

was. turned over to students who were told

they had a whole month to come up with

things that were suitably oversized and flam-

boyant. Mary Outten, a pretty girl who was a

wizard with a sewing machine, made a marvel-

ous white Victorian dress for me out of gauze
we bought in town foV sixty cents a yard. And
she sewed stripes of grey satin ribbon to

Bucky's khaki work pants for a comical effect

of elegance.

John Cage played the Satie score, and
Merce created wonderful little entr'acte

dances for his role, a "costly mechanical mon-
key." Everything went flawlessly the night of

the performance. The participants all felt it

was a sparkling event and that was that. There
were no photographs to speak of and no re-

cordings. The sets and costumes were saved

for a while and then vanished. I wore the love-

ly dress the following year in a movie called

The Dogwood Maiden by Rudy Burckhardt

(who also appeared at Black Mountain that

summer to show his extraordinary city mov-
ies), and then the dress vanished too.

While I spent much time in student activi-

ties, Bill had also become deeply involved with

his students. Too involved, Albers thought.

He said to Bill at the end of the summer, "You
had ten students. Six of them are leaving the

college to go to New York City this Septem-

ber. Do you know anything about it?" "Sure,"

said Bill. "I told them if they wanted to be art-

ists, they should quit school and come to New
York and get a studio and start painting." Al-

bers seemed not to take this amiss. When he

was appointed chairman of the Art Depart-

ment at Yale two years later, Bill was the first

artist he hired to teach there.

With so much happening, so many new
faces, so many new experiences, the summer
seemed to roll on endlessly. We attended more
parties during those two months than we had

in the previous five years—small cocktail hud-

dles given by the students in their tiny studios;

much larger after-dinner affairs in the faculty

cottages; and one great big dancing ball at the

end of the summer when I waltzed with

Bucky, who paid me a compliment that could

have been plucked from one of his lectures:

"You're a terrific performance per ounce!"

"I'm getting sick of crowds," Bill said one

night at a particularly noisy gathering. "Let's

take a walk." After ten minutes on the moonlit

road, none of the lights from the school were

visible to interfere with the vast, heavy, velvety

blackness of the sky, nor did sounds of laugh-

ter and music penetrate the almost terrifying

hush. We stood still, enveloped by the awe-

some multiplicity of stars. "Let's get back to

the party," said Bill. "The universe gives me
the creeps

"

Despite all of the unaccustomed student

and social activity, I still managed to conic

away with a roll of enamel paintings on wrap-

ping paper—a testimonial to the durability o\'

paint, if nothing more. And Mill, struggling

day after day on his one painting, finally coir.

pleted "Asheville." V
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CHATEAU GABRIEL

(Continuedfrom page 314)

extravagantly waisted cutaways that Charlus

affected as with ipor/z/paraphernalia of the pe-

riod: Indian clubs, fencing masks, and hunting

gear still fragrant with that obsolete 1900

smell eau de Lubin.

The grandest of the guest rooms is of course

named "Guermantes"; not that it evokes the

Due and Duchesse's own quarters as much as

a suite that they might have taken at the Ritz

Hotel. For, as we know from a letter the novel-

ist wrote to Madame Strauss and which he

paraphrased in his penultimate volume,
Comte and Comtesse Greffulhe (the principal

models for the Guermantes) were staying at

the Ritz the night of July 27, 1917, when the

first German bombardments hit Paris. Proust

was also in the hotel—at a dinner that includ-

ed Cocteau (who shrieked, when the sirens

sounded, "Someone's trodden on the Eiffel

Tower's toe")—and he describes in his novel

how the foyer of the Ritz filled with American
women "in their nightdresses, hugging to their

ravaged bosoms the pearl necklaces which will

enable them to marry a ruined duke," and how
a gossip columnist might report, "The Du-
chesse de Guermantes, magnificent in a night-

dress, the Due de Guermantes indescribable in

pink pyjamas." No question about it, after the

all-clear the Guermantes/Greffulhes would
have retired to the Edwardian sumptuousness

of a suite just like this.

The room allotted to the Verdurins,

Proust's tuft-hunting musical hostess and her

rich husband ("who received lessons in taste

from Whistler, lessons in truth from Monet"),

has a coziness that one does not always asso-

ciate with this sublimely awful couple. Rather

than follow Proust's specifications of the Ver-

durin country house, La Raspeliere, Grange
has come up with a room that typifies artistic

taste of the period. Its pattern-on-pattern and
Oriental touches recall Vuillard's Nobis interi-

ors. Rather more austere is the bedroom dedi-

cated to Saint-Loup. An elegant campaign
bed, leather chairs, and simple checked walls

remind us that this engaging figure was both a

dashing officer and aristocratic dandy with in-

tellectual tastes—characteristics he shared

with Bertrand de Fenelon, whose life and
death in battle parallel the fate of Proust's

flawed young hero.

On the other hand, the atmosphere of the

room assigned to the musical Morel is equivo-

cal and, like the sepia photographs of antique

sculpture on the walls, it hints at the shifty na-

ture of Charlus's young protege in the novel,

just as in realjife the effete nineteen-year-old

pianist Leon Delafosse (whom Proust nick-

named "The" Angel") was Montesquiou's
ephebe until, as the latter complained, the mis-

guided youth "threw himself ... at the feet,

which were enormous, of an aged spinster of

Swiss origin." No less equivocal, though sea-

side fresh with its blue-and-white stripes, is the

room which memorializes Albertine, the cause

of the Narrator's long-winded outbursts of

jealousy. This rpom makes no direct allusion

to the lesbian nature of Albertine and her gang
of "jeunes filles en fleurs, " whom we first see

on the beach at Balbec, but what a perfect set-

ting it would be for the consummation of a fe-

verish adolescent crush.

Next door to "Albertine" is the room
named after Elstir, that composite of artists as
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different as Monet, Helleu, Vuillard, and
Whistler. Boldly striped wall hangings recall

the awning on the boat that Monet used as a

floating studio; and a pair of stalwart Jugend-
stil armchairs reminds us that, for all their dif-

ferences, the arts-and-crafts movement
coexisted with the Belle Epoque.

Madeleine Lemaire is doubly honored at

Chateau Gabriel by being the only personage

to have a room named after her real as well as

her fictional self (Madame Verdurin). An im-

posing, once handsome woman, given to wear-

ing too much rouge and too many sequins,

Madame Lemaire was celebrated for conduct-

ing the most brilliant and crowded of the bour-

geois salons (brilliant because she was so

ruthless with bores) and for making a lot of

money out of a genteel talent for painting flow-

ers. According to the younger Dumas, who
had been one of her lovers: "No one except

God created more roses than Madeleine Le-

maire." And the waspish Montesquiou killed

two troublesome birds with one stone when he
complained that Proust "was a product of Ma-
dame Lemaire's garden to the weeding of

which the Empress of Roses did not always

give proper attention." In the circumstances,

Grange had no choice but to deluge this bed-

room with roses—rose-covered wallpaper, bed

covers, carpet, and, for all I know, tooth mug.
It's very pretty.

There is only one important name missing

from the bedroom doors of the Chateau Gabri-

el: that of Proust himself. And no wonder. The
room in which the novelist lived and worked,

slept and died would induce panic in all but the

sickest guest. Proust's room was a time-cap-

sule that had been insulated against more than

just time. People were kept out by a barrage of

ugly parental furniture (including a grand pi-

ano) most of it stacked with books; light was
shut out by heavy blue satin curtains lined

with felt; sound by walls of cork; and the stale

air was often permeated with fumes from Le-

gras powders that alleviated choking fits. In

the circumstances, Yves was right to omit his

hero from this pantheon of rooms. Isn't the

whole house redolent with Proust's spirit?

In honoring Proust, Yves honors the only

great writer to have used fashion as a philo-

sophical ingredient of his work, as yet another

manifestation of the element of time that ob-

sessed him. To avoid solecisms, the author

would send questionnaires to lady friends, or

to Olivier, head waiter at the Ritz: would they

confirm the color or cut or—most impor-

tant—the date of a specific dress, the occasion

on which it was worn? Hence, those unforget-

table analyses of clothes as mirrors of the inner

man or woman, mirrors of their moods.

Poiret is the dressmaker conjured up by the

later pages of A La Recherche, but it is above

all Worth, the creator of modern couture, who
was in Proust's mind when he evoked the ball

dresses of society ladies as well as of the demi-

monde at the great parties around which much
of the novel is set. So it is appropriate that the

writer should be memorialized by the couturi-

er who has a more developed sense of style and

the Zeitgeist, besides being more of an influ-

ence on fashion than anyone since Worth. Ap-
propriate, too, because Saint Laurent is an

artist, as the retrospective at New York City's

Metropolitan Museum of Art bears out, whose
oeuvre is inextricably bound up with the pas-

sage of time. Janus-like—indeed Proust-like

—

Saint Laurent's work looks backward as well

as forward; it is of its time yet timeless. Like

great art, great fashion never dates. This is

what the Chateau Gabriel celebrates. V
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YSL: THE STRONGEST VOICE

(Continuedfrom page 301)

something very fashion, that would have an

impact of prestige and brio—a touch of pa-

nache to say Paris is still Paris.

JJB: There was a period when you were influ-

enced byfashion from the street, and there was

a great exchange of ideas between what you
were doing and what was going on among the

young. What about today, with the post-punks?

YSL: It's not interesting any longer for me.

It's a logical progression—there were black

leather jackets and Hell's Angels before to-

day's black leather look, so that the symbolism

of black leather is still very powerful. But to-

day's look is very destructive for the kids

themselves who are denying their own beauty,

which is mad. I think it's because we are com-
ing to the end of a certain form of civilization.

These are the last feast days; the 'fifties and
'sixties certainly were. I'm aware of a desire to

ruin and distort harmony, and it's worrying.

It's purely gratuitous, but it can go very far,

and it seems to create a sort of sect without

values. So I feel isolated from these kids. . . .

JJB: Those rubber skirts you see in the French

magazines . . .

YSL: Exactly. But I don't feel that I need to

understand or get close to the kids today, and
what they do doesn't touch me at my roots, so

I don't try to fight. They're not in the least

interested by ready-to-wear or couture collec-

tions—I don't think anything interests them.

That esthetic—the leather, the destruction of

harmony—is a loser's choice. Now many
things came into fashion from the streets, as

when Mary Quant did the miniskirt, and that

was important and made things vibrate.

Here, I wrote this about ten years ago: "One
mustn't get too attached to fashions, believe in

them too much, get taken by them. You must
take each fashion that comes with humor, and

go beyond it, believe in it enough to give the

impression of living it, but not too much, so as

to keep your freedom. No particular fashion

must stick to your skin, so that you can go on

toward something new when the time comes.

You mustn't burn your wings at the fire of

fashion. The poison of fashion kills; style en-

riches, develops, and fortifies. Fashions are to

style what vitamins are to the body: they stim-

ulate, give a healthy jolt, set you on the road,

wake you up. They must never destroy the bal-

ance of personality."

JJB: And this is what you believe today?

YSL: Yes, only style counts; style is that safe

place I was talking about earlier.

JJB: You used to be bothered by the endless

changes offashion.
YSL: Yes, I was. It's the others, women, the

press, every one of the elements that keeps a

couturier alive, that showed me I was okay,

be all one's work seen together will destroy a

myth. I'm not astonished that the show is hap-

pening in America because America has al-

ways welcomed what I did, maybe because it's

a new country, not loaded down with a whole

big past. I've always felt tremendous warmth
from Americans.

JJB: Didyou imagine howfaryour work would

reach, when you began?

YSL: I was always very ambitious, I can't hide

that. Very, very young I already wanted to be

somebody, to show what I could do. When I

was ten, at a birthday party, I said to my whole

family: "One day, my name will be written in

letters of fire on the Champs-Elysees." And
it's very funny because there is a Saint Laurent

boutique on the Champs-Elysees. It's a kid's

dream, really. But you mustn't see pride in

that.

mf ashions are to style what vitamins

are to the body: they stimulate,

aire a healthy jolt ... wake you up

proved me right. So now I'm stronger in my-
self, and I have more confidence.

JJB: How do you feel about Diana Vreeland's

museum show?

YSL: It's awesome to see one's work gathered

together like that, those twenty-five years. I

chose the dresses, and it was strange to find

them again, and to see that they hadn't altered.

Some of the clothes were things we'd kept

back, others belonged to clients; and there was
a choice of forty garments that Diana Vree-

land had from Dior. What was the most strik-

ing for me was this feeling that my clothes

cannot get dated, which is after all the reussite

de ma vie—the greatest satisfaction I have in

my work, if not of my life. In any case, my life

is my work. That is truly awesome.
JJB: And reassuring?

YSL: But one always says to oneself that may-

JJB: Isn't fear of one's own pride a leftover

from the 'sixties when everyone tried to be pure?

YSL: I think one must know how far one can

go in judging oneself. Finding yourself is being

able to have a pitiless clarity, knowing how
hard you can look at yourself to know yourself

better, and not so hard that you hate yourself.

I've given myself a hard time, and won a lot

of battles over myself. Preparing for the Met-

ropolitan show was hard, I was very scared,

and suddenly the selection made itself, and we
managed to weed out in the most extraordi-

nary way. As we took dresses out, something

we had to do to keep the essential of each year,

confidence came back to me, and I was helped

by the superb people who work here. I've lived

with the idea of the show now for six months,

and it's no longer even an idea, it's part of me.

Inch' Allah. V

CHER

(Continuedfrom page 354)

shares a house with Karen and her boyfriend

Drew (Kurt Russell). Her hair uncombed, ab-

sentmindedly biting a fingernail, Cher plays

Dolly as an unhappy, but game, outsider—

a

good sport with a wise mouth who constantly

tags along to entertain Karen and Drew, peck-

ing at whatever crumbs of affection they

haven't devoured themselves. They form a

funny, cranky threesome; but neither woman
is particularly glamorous, and neither is en-

tirely likable. These are the kinds of parts that

serious actresses like to play. Serious actresses

like Meryl Streep. And Cher. The woman who
once feared she was the Dinah Shore of her

generation turns out to be a very serious ac-

tress indeed.

"I always wanted to do this—movies," she

says. "It just didn't work out. Sonny and Cher
kind of took over, became what was viable,

what was famous. After the Cher Show, I tried

for eight years to get a part in a movie. I was
supposed to do A Star Is Bern, but then Barbra

decided she wanted it. Then I just got offers to

do things like, I don't know, The Fish That

Saved Cleveland. And then there were no of-

fers at all. For all the reasons you would think.

396

They didn't take me seriously; they felt people

would never believe me as a character because

I was Cher. All of that. Then I came to New
York to study acting with Lee Strasberg, and
Robert Altman called and said, 'I've got this

script. It's kind of weird. Are you interested?'

And I said sure. So he tried to send it over. But

it was the day of the Puerto Rican Day Parade,

and he couldn't get it across town."

When Cher finally got the script, she read it

and took the part of Sissy, a waitress proud of

her bosom, in the Broadway play Come Back
to the Five & Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean.

She got better reviews than the play.

"Then Mike Nichols came to see it one
Wednesday matinee, and he came backstage

and said, 'I have this movie with Meryl Streep,

will you do it?' I said sure. I didn't read the

script. I just wanted to work with Mike and
Meryl. Then about a month later, Mike said, 'I

have this one thing to tell you—Dolly's a lesbi-

an. But you'll love her.' And I did."

Cher plays Dolly casually and comfortably.

Her feet look big. She is plain. There is no sign

of a tattoo. She dresses the way people dress to

walk the dog.

"I wasn't supposed to dress like that when I

took the part. I was supposed to wear jeans

and T-shirts and cowboy boots. But then ev-

eryone said I looked too good. No matter what
they put me in, I looked like a model. I had to

gain weight so I wouldn't look so good. The
boots made me too tall, so I had to wear flats.

They shortened the pants. Put me in polyester

men's shirts. Ann Roth, the costume designer,

came out with all these clothes and I said, 'Oh,

who are those for?' And she said, 'Come in

here my dear. . .
.' I'd put something on and

everyone would say, 'God, that looks terrible,'

and Mike would say, 'Okay, good! Perfect!' I

wore Neil and Dixie's pants. They're Ann's as-

sistants. They're both men. If anyone said,

'Oh, that looks good,' off it came.

"I cried the first day I got into my costume.

Kurt started to laugh. That's why I cried.

Then Miroslav Ondricek, the director of pho-

tography, who was always walking around
grumbling, hitting things with his cane, came
over. He said, 'No, dolink, nooo. . . . S'beauti-

ful—the eyes!' Mike would check my face ev-

ery day to make sure I hadn't sneaked any

makeup on. I finally gave up. It was kind of

fun, actually. I could just lie around. I mean,
Meryl was always having her hair curled."

Cher's clothes have always been considered

a little more talented than Cher. They have

made her a kind of trash objet d'art. In 1969,

she, Sonny, and their fur vesls were thrown
out of the London Hilton. She introduced bell

bottoms to the 'sixties. In the 'seventies, her

navel appeared on television; liei nght nipple

made the cover of Time; her fuzzy, jingling,
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feathery dresses were the subject of lengthy

dinner-table conversations, her tricolor nails

the focus of national awe. But in Silkwood,

threadbare blue jeans flap forlornly around

her perfect legs. She is on her own.

. "Cher is an instinctual actress. She has

enormous reality and humor," says Mike
Nichols. "And she's an endearing and
straightforward person, which is what we
needed for Dolly, who's so complicated and

has so many negative parts to her. We needed

someone you're drawn to—but then you get

worried. And I got very excited about what

rassed for herself, protective of Angela, and

angry at Drew for not realizing why she has

endured application of the absurd cosmetics.

Looking out from behind the white mask with

her deadpan stare, Cher is silent but alert, her

sympathies shifting back and forth. She is a

real screen actress—she seems to intercept ev-

ery current of emotion in the room.

"I knew very little about the Silkwood case

when I took the part," Cher says. "I still don't

know what really happened to her. It's the

kind of thing you can't know for sure. But I

thought it was a good idea. I mean, you can do

M. he woman who once feared she was
the Dinah Shore ofher generation turns

out to he a very serious actress indeed

got going among her, Meryl, and Kurt. They
approximated the closeness in the movie."

A little sly, Dolly is always watching, gaug-

ing her status. In one scene, perhaps the best in

the movie, she sits at the kitchen table, a tacky

flowered towel over her chest. Her new girl

friend Angela
—

"She's a beautician," Dolly

says belligerently when introducing her to Ka-
ren and Drew—is applying makeup; and
Cher, uncomfortable but loyal, yawns beneath

the hair that has been piled on top of her head.

White, powdery makeup covers her face. Her
patience has been an act of love, and when
Kurt Russell tells her she looks "like a fuckin'

corpse," we can see the hurt because she

knows he's right—after all, Angela really

works in a morgue. Cher makes Dolly painful-

ly aware of the humor of the situation, embar-

BARYSHNIKOV

(Continuedfrom page 355)

television special, Baryshnikov in Hollywood.

Since then, at Baryshnikov's invitation, Anas-
tos has made one brief piece for ABT, a 1982

pas de deux, Claire de Lune. Baryshnikov told

Vogue that he wanted to collaborate with An-
astos because he admires his "good sense of

comedy"—a talent Anastos honed in his

dance satires for Les Ballets Trockadero de
Monte Carlo during the 'seventies. Anastos'

involvement in Cinderella is pervasive, from
the serious dances for the principals and corps,

to the mime for the termagant stepsisters and
idle stepmother, all who will be played by men.
(The casting ofmen in these roles will be famil-

iar to millions of Americans through its use in

Frederick Ashton's production for the Royal
Ballet, televised nationwide in recent years.)

"Fifty-fifty" is how Baryshnikov described the

partnership, which, according to Anastos, was
close in spirit, too. "We both see the ballet the

way we both see it," Anastos said, also point-

ing out that Baryshnikov is first among equals.

It was Baryshnikov's initial desire to stage the

work, and he makes the final decisions about
what goes into it. As to the question of why
Cinderella now? Baryshnikov said there was
no secret about it. "Why not?"

In October, Vogue attended a couple of re-

hearsals at which both choreographers were
present. Anastos calls choreography a process

of setting up a problem for yourself and solv-

ing it. That afternoon, the problem was how to

wind down a pas de (Continued on page 398)
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a subject that's just fun and it turns out to be

good. Or you can do something that's really

important and it turns out to be a great film.

And I really wanted to work with these people.

I had the best time even with Kurtie, and Kur-
tie is insane—don't you think, Chas? He's

like—who's that guy on TV with the bear?"

"Grizzly Adams," says Chastity.

"Yeah—he's like Grizzly Adams on acid."

"I think he's more like a spoiled brat," says

Chastity.

"Chas saw the movie last night."

"I like it a lot."

"You know what scene I didn't like doing?

Where my girl friend, who's a beautician, puts

makeup on me. But she works in a morgue,

and so I end up looking like a corpse. It didn't

look like me, yet it almost did. It was creepy.

Mike kept trying to get makeup that wouldn't

make me look like 'Cher.' Unfortunately,"

Cher says with a sigh, "as soon as you put

makeup on me, I start to look like me." V

Cathleen Schine is the author ofa novel, "Alice

in Bed" (Knopf), published last spring.

In 1974, the real Karen Silkwood was reported

byfriends to be carrying a folder ofdocuments
to a secret meeting with a New York Times re-

porter when her white Honda ran off the road.

The documents, stolen from the Kerr-McGee
plutonium processing plant where she worked,

would prove negligence, fraud, and dozens of
safety violations. But thefolder and its contents

were neverfound, andfoul play was suspected.

Karen Silkwood became a cause celebre.

"All these liberal journalists converged on

Crescent, Oklahoma, and found their nuclear

martyr, " says Nora Ephron, who wrote the

screenplayfor "Silkwood" with Alice Arlen. "It

was a cause seized on byfeminists, by the anti-

nuclear movement—but Karen Silkwood
wasn V afeminist, she wasn 7 anti-nuclear. And,

you know, what they all left out was that she

had abandoned her children, she had never

married theirfather, she was violently disliked

by her co-workers. The Karen Silkwood who
was written about was not precisely white-

washed, but she was certainly sanctified. But
what made all the material about her—the

transcripts from the trials, the Congressional

hearings, the interviews with herfriends—what

made that interesting to us was that we had a

character who was no[ Joan ofArc. Karen Silk-

wood was mixed up—let's not kid ourselves.

But sometimespeople do the right thingsfor the

wrong reasons. " V
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BARYSHNIKOV

(Continuedfrom page 397)

deux for Cinderella and the Prince at the ball.

The solution would be worked out on ABT
principals Marianna Tcherkassky and Danilo

Radojevic, who were standing alert at the

front of the studio. At the back, more relaxed,

were principals Magali Messac and Patrick

Bissell, also learning the parts. Near the mir-

rors sat a group of onlookers, some of them
from the company, including a notator to re-

cord the day's choreographic decisions. Anas-

tos, who had structured this particular

sequence of steps, stood to one side, observing.

Meanwhile, Baryshnikov was working from
close in. With his back to the mirrors, he asked

for music. The pianist played the luscious

waltz as the dancers took the partnership to

the brink of the previous rehearsals' discovery.

The dancers stopped. The music continued for

a bar or two and stopped. Baryshnikov joined

the couple to explain, through a combination

of precise directions and full-out physical ex-

ample, how to shift weight in a transition in

order to meet the count, or, another time, how
to rechannel the attack of a phrase to heighten

its effect. Then Anastos would walk over, say-

ing in a brisk voice, "I think this would look

better," brushing the air at an angle with his

hand—or "Too fast," or, "That's nice, that's

very nice." In response to his reactions, the

dancers would try out excerpts without music

and make the required adjustment. Then they

would take the pas de deux from the top.

Midway through the rehearsal, Baryshni-

kov replaced Radojevic for an extended period

as Tcherkassky's partner. The waltz began,

and the new pair carried the dance to its fron-

tier, stopped, and separated. The piano fell

quiet. Dryly, ballet mistress Georgina Parkin-

son strode from her place by the mirrors to

help advance the next particle of choreogra-

phy. It was a riddle concerning Baryshnikov's

left arm, how he could best uncurl it from

Tcherkassky's waist without withdrawing his

support of her balance. Anastos walked up,

concentrating, followed by Radojevic, work-

ing a piece of gum. Parkinson, Anastos, and

Radojevic—three points forming an equilater-

al triangle. Baryshnikov and Tcherkassky

stepped into the center of that figure and once

again assumed the interlacing sculpture of

lunge and arabesque that was locking in the

piece.

The only person moving now was Vogue

photographer Duane Michals, who orbited the

cluster with the persistence of a wonderstruck

tourist at Stonehenge. For the first time in an

hour, the art stayed put. With Tcherkassky's

delicate frame disposed like a cape along his

slanted back, Baryshnikov isolated his alterna-

tives down to a contraction and release of mus-

cles in his left arm. One could study this

possibility and that one coursing through him.

His face tightened a little. Finally, without

taking a step, he said, "What about this?" Ca-

sual as a yawn, the Prince's arm escaped from

Cinderella and recaptured her. The arm was

articulated in such a way that the moment was

wonderful to regard, and evocative of earlier

patterns in the choreography. From the balco-

nies of an opera house, such a gesture may
not be noticeable, but the sophisticated en-

gineering it represents is as important to this

fairy-tale ballet as ashes, or ballgowns, or

dreams. V
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STREISAND

(Continuedfrom page 355)

years ago, who disguises herself as a man so

she can go to study the Talmud, a privilege

forbidden to Orthodox Jewish women. Strei-

sand as Yentl is the archetype of the woman-
who-hates-women. But she frees herself from

the restrictions of the traditional woman's life;

and by doing so, she ultimately learns to ac-

cept her femaleness along with her ambition

and her brilliance.

"I made the commitment to Yentl when I

read the first four words of the story, 'After

her father's death . .
.' " Streisand says. "My

father was gone, too." In many ways, it's clear,

Streisand sees herself in Singer's heroine.

"Yentl wanted to be recognized for what

she thought, for what her mind was. She was
told she had to stay in a box, never grow. She

felt different; and I always felt different. I'd

always been a loner; the men I'm drawn to are

loners, outsiders. The story is Yentl's redemp-

tion from self-hatred. I found myself evolving

as I worked, forgiving my own misunder-

standings.

"The Talmud's notion of God is androgy-

nous: Shekhinah—I'm not sure of the spell-

ing—that's the feminine aspect of God, the

giving, understanding side. I have them both, I

have an androgynous soul: I can be both feel-

ing and powerful.

"Directing, I found myself more feminine. I

was uncomfortable with the power—I had to

find a way to use it. I don't know if this is right

to say about myself, but I felt more like a

mother, more like a woman doctor.

"I made the actress in me serve the director.

As the director, I had no time for Barbra Strei-

sand the actress. No time for my self-indul-

gence. I enjoyed the financial responsibility:

no limos for anyone, including me. I brought

the picture in only 1 1 percent over budget,

never mind the distortions you're already

reading." (Even Ladies Home Journal report-

ed that Yentl is so expensive, it's called "Bar-

bra's Folly" in Hollywood.) "Now that's

where I'm a feminist, when I hear the gossip

that women really can't handle money."
The reason for the gossip may be more that

Barbra is a star than that she's a woman. How
can an actor be fiscally responsible? This up-

sets the Hollywood balance of power. Stars, get

limos, but not control.

"What is hardest to do," she tells me, "al-

ways turns out to be the most satisfying. What
opportunity means is a chance to do some-
thing that's really difficult for you." This is a

uniquely characteristic statement by a woman
whose every movement, every gesture must be

explored, polished, and perfected.

Here's the perfectionist: Selecting costumes

for Yentl, Barbra wanted authentic embroi-

dered petticoats made in central Europe for

her folk dancers. The proposed petticoats

drove MGM-UA crazy—to the point that

they sent a "production supervisor" (male) to

oversee purchases on the set. Finally, Jeanette

Kupferman, the historian and consultant on

the film, found some ready-made in London

—

easier on the budget. "I'm trying to learn the

difference between settling for less esthetical-

ly, which is an idea that I hate, and when
enough is enough," Barbra says. "It was hard-

er to give up the petticoats than the limou-

sines. But I did."

In social situations Barbra does this: comes
in wearing the best outfit in any room (just as

Yentl's yeshiva costume is the best outfit in

any movie right now). She sits down very close

to one person and talks to that person. Intense-

ly. Does not work the room. She does not eye

the room, not even the way some stars do
when they think you're not watching.

"What I'm doing now," she says, "is having

a personal life that is a private life—catching

up on my adolescence, though that doesn't

sound like a womanly thing to say. I went to

work when I was eighteen. I never had the

time or the inclination for just having fun. I

don't know quite how to have human contact.

So adolescence means meeting with new peo-

ple, getting interested in other people. I'm not

enough for me anymore.

"I'm going to read a lot—to try to get over

the obsession with Yentl. But I won't read

scripts yet—the look of a script would frighten

me. Steven Spielberg asked me if I'd like to di-

rect a film he wants to produce—not to be in it,

just direct—and hearing the word put me into

a traumatic state."

Streisand has an insatiable curiosity about

everything. This is not to say that she is not a

particular woman; she is critical, witty, easily

bored. You run on your toes just to half keep

up with her. Just when you think, now Bar-

bra's done everything, there's a new astonish-

ment. The triumph of Yentl is not only in the

•resonance and charm of the work itself, its fu-

sion of folk art and contemporary insight, not

only in the arrival of a new force in film-mak-

ing: the overwhelming triumph is its reminder

of how far we have come.
I visited a ghetto synagogue in Europe re-

cently. The men in a tour group applauded

when it was announced that the women still sit

behind screens in a balcony. We forget how
recently our freedom began. Streisand's Yentl

will remind us. V

FASHION INFORMATION

Page 78: Hat at Bergdorf Goodman. Scarves at Ther-

apy, NYC; Ultimo, Chicago.

121: Photo above: Earrings at Bloomingdale's Cul-de-

sac. Middle inset: Earrings at Gail Grant, NYC.
215: Top photo: Cotton T-shirt, The Gap. Cotton twill

skirt, Gabriel Gonzalez tor U-Turn, $76. Patricia Field,

NYC. Cotton underwear, OMO Norma Kamali, $20.
OMO Norma Kamali, NYC. Cuff, James I. Murphy. J.

Antonio, NYC.
276: Photo left: Michele Lamy sunglasses for Robert
Marc Opticians, NYC. Photo center: Glasses, Sweats
Eyewear by Corning. Shoes, Famolare, NYC.
297: Silk satin by Abraham. Silk ve|vet by Moreau.
Earrings, Yves Saint Laurent.

316: Outfit at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 520; Neiman-
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Marcus, Dept. 50. Also at Espirit, Denver CO; Suite

101. Beverly Hills. Dress at Nan Duskin (top to order).

Belt, Tess Designs for Galanos. Martha; Espirit, Den-

ver CO; Suite 101, Beverly Hills. Shoes, Mario and Eu-

genia of Florence, NYC.
319: Outfit at Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 91. Shoes, Stuart

Weitzman for Mr. Seymour/Martinique. The Shoe
Box, Plainview NY. Linens, Pratesi, NYC. Jerry Sor-

bara white fox blanket, $3000. Jerry Sorbara, NYC.
320: Turnout at Bonwit Teller, Dept. 72; Bullock's,

Dept. 333. Earrings, Andrea Cohen at the Accessories

Resource Gallery, NYC. Child's coat and shoes, Au
Chat Botte, NYC
321: Turnout at Hudson's, Dept. 394, Bullock's Dept

332. Turnout also at Kreeger's, New Orleans. Belt,

Calvin Klein. Bracelets, Sean Gilson at Byzantium,

NYC. Child's coat, Au Chat Botte, NYC.
322: Turnout at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 170; Mar-

shall Field's, Dept. 175; Bullock's, Dept. 333. Ear-

rings, Cathleen (Continued on page 400)
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Bunt Jewelry. Gindi, NYC. Child's coat and shoes, Aii

Chat Botte, NYC.

323: Dress at Bonwit Teller, Dept. 118; Marshall

Field's, Dept. 175; Nelman-Marcus, Dept. 36; The

Broadway, Dept. 103; I. Magnin, Dept. 54 Dress also

at Jordan Marsh, Florida, Dept. 127; Gidding-Jenny;

Hudson's, Dept 394. Child's coat, Au Chat Botte,

NYC.

324: Dress also at The Twenty-Four Collection, Miami.

Earrings, Marieluisa Stern for Stigi. Henri Bendel;

Nordstrom, Portland. Bracelets, Ted Muehling.

Artwear, NYC.

325: Dress at Altman's, Dept. 70; Jacobson's, Dept.

21; Frost Bros., Dept. 530. Dress also at Carrick's,

Denver. Earrings, Stephen Dweck. Henri Bendel.

Bracelets, Dennis Higgins at Artwear, NYC.

326: Dress at Swansons on the Plaza, Dept. 06; I.

Magnin, Dept. 30. Also at Frederick & Nelson, Dept.

28. Earrings, Stephen Dweck. Martha; The Twenty-

Four Collection, Miami; Amen Wardy, Newport Beach

CA. Bracelets wrist to cuff: Isaac Manevitz for Ben-

Amun. Alexis Kirk. Danne Handbags and Accessories

at Sara Fredericks, New York and Palm Beach; Nan
Duskin. Stockings, Maya. Lord & Taylor.

327: Dress at John Baldwin, Dept 78; Neiman-Marcus,

Dept. 50; I. Magnin, Dept. 30. Earrings, Stephen

Dweck. Bergdorf Goodman; In Tempo at L.H. Rogers,

Salem MA; Jere Scott at Stanley Korshak, Chicago.

328: Cotton/polyester robe at Bloomingale's, Dept.

387; Marshall Field's, Dept. 825; Neiman-Marcus,

Dept. 28. Also at Cameo Stores, Philadelphia; Lina

Lee, Beverly Hills. Bikini at Bloomingdale's, Dept. 387;

I. Magnin, Dept. 219; Liberty House, Dept. 384 Belt,

OMO Norma Kamali. (See stores for robe on page 328

except Burdine's.) Ray-Ban sunglasses by Bausch &
Lomb.

329: Polyester robe and suit at Liberty House, Dept

384. Glasses, L.A. Eyeworks, Los Angeles. Earrings,

VOGUE

Statement Required by 39 US C. 3685 showing the Ownership,

Management and Circulation of VOGUE, published monthly (12

issues) for October I, 1982 Publication No 00428000 Annual

subscription price $24.00.

1

.

Location of known office of Publication is 350 Madison Ave-

nue, New York, New York 10017

2. Location of the Headquarters or General Business Offices of

the Publishers is 350 Madison Avenue. New York. New York

10017.

3. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, and manag-

ing editor are: Publisher. Richard A Shortway. 350 Madison Ave-

nue. New York, NY 10017 Editor. Grace Mirabella. 350 Madi-

son Avenue. New York. NY 10017 Managing Editor. Lorraine

Davis. 350 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10017

4. The owner is: The Cond£ Nasi Publications Inc , 350 Madison

Avenue, New York. New York 10017 Stockholder Inc . Through

intermediate corporations to Advance Publications, Inc.; The Ad-

vance Voting Trust, sole voting stockholder, 950 Fingerboard Road.

Staten Island. NY. 10305

5 Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds,

mortgage; or other securities arc: None
6. Extent and nature of circulation

Average No. Copies Single issue

each issue dunng nearest to

preceding 12 months filing date

A. Tola) No. Copies printed 1.503.191 1,574.363

B Paid Circulation

1 . Sales through dealers

and earners, street

vendors and counter sales 677.514 900,000

2. Mail subscriptions 440.316 420,371

C. Total Paid Circulation 1.117.830 1.320.371

D. Free Distribution by mail

carrier or other means.

samples, complimentary,

and other free copies 25.030 21.944

E Total Distribution 1.142.860 1,342.315

F. Copies not distributed

1 . Office use, left over.

unaccounted, spoiled

after printing 13.560 8,048

2 Returns from News Agents 346,771 224,000

G Total 1.503,191 1.574 363

7. I certify that the statements made by me above air correct and

complete.

(Signed) Richard A Shortway. Publisher

Cathleen Bunt Jewelry. Gindi, NYC; MDF, Cambridge

MA. Bracelets, Ted Muehling. Artwear, NYC.

330: Cotton robe at Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 34. Bath-

ing suit at Bonwit Teller, Dept. 077. Goggles at wrist,

Speedo America.

331: Cotton/polyester robe and bathing suit at

Macy's, Dept. 659. Robe only at Dayton's; Robin-

son's, California, Dept. 23.

332: Outfit at Bonwit Teller, Dept. 68. Macy's, Dept.

648. Also at Robinson's, California, Dept. 191. Shoes,

Joan & David. Couture Bloomingdale's; Knit-Wit, Phil-

adelphia; Ann Taylor, Beverly Hills.

333: Sunglasses, L.A. Eyeworks, Los Angeles.

334: Jacket and pants fabric at AS. Fibre, NYC; shirt

and shorts fabric at Harriet Sawyer for Gemfab, NYC.

335: Top and skirt fabric January at The Singer Co ,

NYC. Belt, Omega. Ann Taylor, NYC.

336: Turnout at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept. 315; Mar-

shall Field's. Dept. 175; Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 36;

Also at Filene's, Dept. 325; Rich's Dept. 341; Jamie.

Nashville TN; Gidding-Jenny Earrings, Ted Muehling.

Artwear, NYC.

337: Turnout at Altman's, Dept. 147; Kaufmann's,

Dept 859; Jacobson's, Dept. 2 1 . Liberty House, Dept.

366. Also at Swansons on the Plaza, Dept. 08. Ring,

M & J Savitt. Shoes, Manolo Blahnik, NYC
338: Calvin Klein pants. Earrings, Isaac Manevitz for

Ben-Amun. Bergdorf Goodman. Yves Saint Laurent

choker. Necklace, Isabel Canovas Evan-Picone Leg

Fashions. Shoes Yves Saint Laurent.

339: Dress, Galanos Bracelets. Asymmetry. Macy's.

Herald Square; Tootsies, Houston Gloves. Aldo and

Ivo Portolano. Bergdorf Goodman accessories Gior-

gio Armani

340: OMO Norma Kamali skirt. Earrings, Stephen

Dweck. Bracelets, Gloria G. Lomas. Bergdorf Good-

man. Aris gloves.

341: Calvin Klein pants Sunglasses. Vuarnet-France.

Morgenthal Opticians, NYC; Macy's. San Francisco

Bracelets, Asymmetry Freelance, NYC; Tootsies,

Houston. Aris gloves Bloomingdale's.

356: Giorgio Armani, silk/wool/linen jacket Linen

skirt.

357: Giorgio Armani, cotton/linen coat Silk blouse

Wool gabardine pants

358: Cotton/rayon/linen cardigan. Linen/cotton/ray-

on sweater Shoes, Issey Miyake

359: Linen/silk shirt, linen/cotton skirt Belt. Issey

Miyake

361: Cashmere sweater.

363: Nancy Heller dress, $300 Mid-Dec at Barney's;

Kenneth and Cooper, Philadelphia; Stanley Korshak,

Chicago; The Gazebo, Dallas, Lina Lee, Beverly Hills.

Earrings, Sakowitz, I Magnin

364: Cotton/acrylic jumpsuit, $95 Late Dec at

Bloomingdale's. Dept. 295. Robinson's, Newport
Beach and Beverly Hills CA, Dept 80 Fiorucci acrylic

dress under jumpsuit, $64 Fiorucci, NYC
365: Wool jacket, $1020, at Bergdorf Goodman; Em-
phatics, Pittsburgh PA; Lou Lattimore, Dallas. Toot-

sies. Houston.

366: Jacket and skirt at Saint Laurent Rive Gauche
Boutique Femme, NYC; Saint Laurent Rive Gauche
Boutiques, Washington DC; Houston, San Francis-

co. Bracelet at Henri Bendel, Nordstrom, Portland

Yves Saint Laurent belt at all Saint Laurent Rive

Gauche Boutiques.

368: Vest at Goldberg's Marine Distributers. NYC.
Mask at Richard's Aqua-lung Center, NYC
369: Inset lower left: Stevi Brooks cotton/polyester/

Lycra unitard, $45. Taffy's of New York. Dynavit cour-

tesy of the Biofitness Institute, NYC.

370: Inset above left: Orthotics courtesy of Accent On,

Feet Footcare Center. NYC. Inset above right Cotton/

polyester/ Lycra unitard. Stevi Brooks. $47 Taffy's of

New York Gymnast slippers at Manhattan Ad-Hoc
Software, NYC. Sony Watchman radio. Inset center:

Seca Doctor's scale from The Sharper Image. San
Francisco. To order, call toll free: 800-344-4444 Inset

below: stopwatch, Heuer Time and Electronics,

Springfield NJ.

371: inset above: Cotton/Lycra unitard. Dance
France. Shoes, Jacques Cohen Bloomingdale's.

Photo below: Chairman Mao's 4-mmute fitness plan

was created by Maxwell L. Howell, Ph D.. Ed.D.

372: Inset below: Ultimate Street Skates by Ole's Inno-

vative Sports, Minneapolis.

373: inset above: Antron/Lycra unitard by Danskin.

$30. Macy's, Herald Square. Marshall Field's. Magna-
vox 4012 9-inch Diagonal color television sets Inset

right: Tank top, Danskin Antron/Lycra pull-on pants,

Nona Summers $39 Barney's New Balance Rainier

boot at Kreeger & Sons, NYC. Eddie Bauer, Seattle

WA.

374: Hat, Macaps. Ann Taylor; Spiegel, Chicago;

Nordstrom, Seattle Earrings. Stephen Dweck Berg-

dorf Goodman, In Tempo at L.H Rogers, Salem MA;

Sakowitz

375: Nancy Heller pants Gloves. Sachiko for La Cra-

sia Bloomingdale's Belt. Miss Ellen Ruth Levy

377: Earrings. Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun Soho
Zoo. NYC; The Knit Wit. Philadelphia Hat. Madcaps.
Ann Taylor, Spiegel, Chicago, Nordstrom. Seattle

Belt. Omega
378: Dress at Saks Fifth Avenue. Dept. 508. Ivey's.

Dept. 241; Jacobson's. Dept 21.1 Magnin. Dept 36.

Earrings. Ted Muehling Artwear, NYC Belt. Miss El-

len Ruth Levy. Bracelet, Robert Lee Morris Artwear.

NYC
379: Inset Dress at Saks Fifth Avenue. Dept 163;

Marshall Field's, Dept 76, Neiman-Marcus. Dept 56;

Bullock's, Dept 336; Liberty House. Dept 361 Brace-

lets. David Spada Archetype. NYC Earrings. Marci

Zelmanoff Shoes. Manolo Blahnik. NYC. Neiman-

Marcus. Beverly Hills Large photo: Bracelet, Robert

Lee Morris

380: Large photo Dress at Neiman-Marcus. Dept 35.

Earrings, Ted Muehling Artwear, NYC Bracelets,

Margarita Popova Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC, Dmallo,

Beverly Hills Inset Dress at Saks Fifth Avenue, Dept

105, Neiman-Marcus, Dept 39 Dress also at Perkins

Shearer. Denver, Wilkes Bashford, San Francisco

igs. Patricia von Musulin Bloomingdale's Cul-

de-Sac Belt. Miss E Hen Ruth I evy Butch Blum. Seat-

tle WA Shoes. Bernardo

381: Dress at Lord & Taylor. Dept 03. Neiman Mar

cus. Dept 44 Dress also at Gayle's. Houston

M & J Savitt !• imy's. Brooklyn, M & J Savitt

at Stanley Korshak. Chicago Bracelel. Mark SptfttO

Toby Len

All PRICES APPROXIMATEV

VOGUE PATTERNS
v

...^^^^^^^H Back views, yardages. deiufTs nfpp. M-i-335

Pyjama: Buttenck # 4 1 36. View A Sizes x-small to x-

large. Size M: 4% yards of 44/45* fabric $2 50
ada,$3 10 Boxer Shorts: Buttenck #4136, View B
Size M 1% yards 44/45" fabric (same prices as
above) T-top: Very Easy Vogue, #8680, View A
Sizes 8- 18 Size 10: 1 '/

2 yards of 44/4 5" fabric $4 00
Canada, $4 90 Skirt: Very Easy Vogu< I

B Sizes 8-18 Size 10: 2'/8 yards 44/45" fabric

$4.50. Canada, $5 50 Camp Shirt: Butteries *

View B. Sizes 8-20 Size 10 1 % yards 44/45" f,iln

$2.75 Canada. $3 40.

XK
8680

8SS7

4??4 4136

4136

SEWING TIPS: for pyjama: use a pattern two sizes larger Ihin you would norm, illy take, for ,i

fullness Omit breast patch pocket Place two patch p' rver front InatM < instead

we created a drawstring waist with two button li. M larger than

added fullness

400 IvM
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